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INTRODUCTION

Women and Gender in Medieval Europe: An Encyclopedia reflects the dramatic growth that has taken place in the

study of medieval women and gender since the 1970s. Beginning then with essay collections and a handful of path-

breaking journal articles, current research now yields a full scholarly palette ranging from monographs, editions

of texts, and research articles to anthologies and introductions. This growth in scholarship has been matched by

an increase in student interest and course offerings. Because much of the research in medieval women’s and

gender studies is published in journals and specialized volumes, it is time-consuming to access.Women and Gender

in Medieval Europe serves as a much needed guide, making innovative scholarship available to a wider audience

by explicating topics, providing interpretation, and selecting authoritative sources that will lead readers into the

literature and research.

Scope

Women and Gender in Medieval Europe: An Encyclopedia addresses many areas of medieval women’s

activities, including female patronage of the arts and the church, female mysticism and devotional practices,

women’s medicine and understandings of the female body, and women’s roles in politics and diplomacy. Gender

issues are also of prime importance, and so masculinity is addressed in a variety of medieval contexts, ranging

from chivalric tournaments to medieval views of St. Joseph. Identification and analysis of medieval gender

roles provide an important context for understanding women’s roles: a discussion of the norms and expecta-

tions for men provides the factual information needed to situate and compare the norms and expectations for

women.

The entries inWomen and Gender in Medieval Europe reflect the daily reality of medieval women from all walks

of life. Such entries move beyond descriptions of individual women to address topics such as ‘‘Asceticism,’’

‘‘Clothing,’’ ‘‘Procreation and Ideas of Conception,’’ and ‘‘Social Status,’’ providing a comprehensive under-

standing of medieval women’s lives and experiences.

The individuals profiled in this reference work were chosen either for their historical significance or because

they might represent groups of people, such as servants or the disabled. In the first category are such well-known

figures as Geoffrey Chaucer, Joan of Arc, Christine de Pizan, and Matilda of Tuscany. In the second and smaller

group are the mystic Gertrud of Ortenberg, the saintly servant Zita, and the nun artist Caterina Vigri. This two-

tiered approach demonstrates the range of women’s activities, unlike past scholarship that sometimes took

account only of noble women.

Women and Gender in Medieval Europe takes Europe as its primary area from 450–1500 C. E., roughly the fall

of the Roman Empire to the discovery of the Americas. Thus the entries dealing with Islamic topics treat

conditions in Iberia or in Europe generally. The entries on Byzantine subjects are an exception geographically,

but their inclusion is important both because of connections with Europe, like Theophano’s impact as a Holy

Roman empress, and for the comparisons between the two areas in terms of social practices.

This reference work takes a particular interest in historiography, in terms of the history of the field, documen-

tary sources, and methodological approaches. Medieval women’s history is treated at length. Entries cover many

types of documents including household accounts, letters, and sister books (collective biographies of nuns).

Groups of records are also included for the church, rural areas, and cities. For methodological approaches the

volume gives detailed treatments to feminism and postmodernism as well as covering others approaches impor-

tant to the study of the Middle Ages such as performance theory and queer theory. The aim is to help users

develop a critical understanding of the historiography of medieval women and gender.
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Authors

The authors of the entries are scholars and researchers in the field. In many cases the authors who contributed

entries have published the definitive monograph on the subject in question, bringing their knowledge and analysis

to the discussion. Such command of the material allowed authors to offer discussions that put the issues into

perspective and help dispel mistaken assumptions, such as the idea that male practitioners did not give medical

care to women.

How to Use This Book

Organization

The 563 entries in this volume are arranged in an easily accessible A to Z format, reflected in the alphabetical list

of entries. A thematic list of entries has also been provided to assist the reader in easily locating relevant

information.

Users may also consult the thorough, analytical index.

Entry Features

The entries range from 250 to over 4500 words in length. They are accompanied by selective bibliographies, which

include both primary and secondary sources for further reading and research. Cross-references at the end of an

entry direct the reader to related entries in the volume.

Overview Entries

Included are series of entries that together treat broad topics. Country overviews deal with women’s status in a

particular region: Burgundian Netherlands, Byzantium, Eastern Europe, England, Flanders, France, Northern,

Frankish Lands, Germanic Lands, Iberia, Ireland, Italy, Occitania, Russia, Scandinavia, Scotland, and Wales.

These entries are represented in the thematic list under ‘‘Countries, Realms, and Regions.’’

Literature overviews deal with representations of women in the following literatures: German, Hebrew,

Iberian, Irish, Italian, Latin, Middle English, Occitan, Old English, Old French, and Old Norse. These entries

appear in the thematic list under ‘‘Literature.’’

The ‘‘Literature’’ category also includes surveys of female writers in various languages (German, Italian, Latin

Middle English, Old French, and Spanish) under articles beginning ‘‘Women Authors: German Texts,’’ as well as

coverage of broad literary topics, such as ‘‘Ballads,’’ ‘‘Devotional Literature,’’ and ‘‘Ovid:Medieval Reception of.’’

For law, there is a series of articles that treat learned and regional legal traditions including ‘‘Roman Law,’’

‘‘Barbarian Law Codes’’ and entries following ‘‘Law’’ for English, French, German, Islamic, and Jewish practices

in regards to women and gender.

Thematic Coverage

In addition to the categories outlined above, the entries in Women and Gender and Medieval Europe address the

following themes:

. Art, Architecture, and Archaeology: These entries include examinations of representations of women and

gender in art, artistic production by women, and architectural structures such as monasteries and the home.
. Documentary Sources: Entries in this category provide coverage of documentation by and about women in

a variety of sources including ownership marks on books, convent chronicles, and official records.
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. Economy and Society: Cultural and social traditions and norms as they affected women, such as cosmetics,

guilds, and inheritance, are treated by entries falling in this category.
. Education and Learning: These entries examine the types of education available to women as well as

female literacy.
. Family and Kinship: The medieval status of, and attitudes toward, family members, including spouses,

children, and the elderly, is explored in these entries. Articles in this category also look extensively at medieval

marriage.
. Gender and Sexuality: These entries cover topics including abortion, concubinage, concepts of femininity

and masculinity, and virginity, thus providing broad coverage of key gender contexts.
. Historiography: Scholarly methodologies and critical theories are considered in relation to the study of

medieval women and gender.
. Medicine and Science: These entries explore medieval theory and practice, as well as topics in medieval

gynecology.
. Music and Dance: The roles medieval women played as participants in and audiences of music and dance

are explored.
. Persons: These entries include biographies of queens, noble women, authors, and saints, as well as notable

medieval thinkers such as Christine de Pizan and Trota of Salerno.
. Politics: The actions of queens, empresses, and other women in authority are discussed in these entries, as

are such political topics as the Crusades and diplomacy.
. Religion and Theology: In addition to biographical sketches of saints and holy women, these entries cover

groups such as nuns, Beguines, and religious laywomen. They also analyze key religious topics, such as

asceticism, the cult of Mary, and women’s monasticism.

Appendices

Appendix I: Calendar of Female Saints lists the days for female saints observed each month. The calendar is

intended to suggest the variety and number of holy women celebrated during the liturgical year.

Appendix II: Some Milestones in Medieval Women’s History highlights key translations and scholarly works in

the field of medieval women’s studies.

Appendix III: Encyclopedia Cited References is a list of those works cited most frequently in the individual

bibliographies found at the end of each entry.

Appendix IV: Web Resources for Medieval Women’s and Gender Studies provides readers with a number of

websites that present valuable scholarship on medieval women.

Margaret Schaus
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ALPHABETICAL LIST
OF ENTRIES

A

Abbesses

Abortion

Adela of Blois

Adelheid

Administration of Estates

Adolescence

Aethelflaed

Aethelthryth of Ely

Agnes of Prague

Agriculture

Alewives and Brewing

Almsgiving and Charity

Amalasuntha

Amazons

Anchoresses

Ancrene Wisse

Angela of Foligno

Annales School of History

Anne of Beaujeu

Anne of Bohemia

Anne

Apprentices

Archaeology

Architecture, Domestic

Architecture, Ecclesiastical

Architecture, Monastic

Aristotelian Concepts of Women

and Gender

Arms and Armor

Art, Representations of Women in

Arthurian Literature

Artisan Families, Women of

Artists, Women

Asceticism

Audience, Women in the

Augustine, Influence of

Autohagiography

Ava

B

Bake, Alijt

Ballads

Barbarian Law Codes

Beast Epic

Beatrice

Beatrice of Nazareth

Beaufort, Margaret

Beauty

Beguines

Belle Dame Sans Merci

Beowulf

Berenguela

Betrothals

Bible, Women in

Birgitta of Sweden

Birgittine Order

Blanche of Castile

Boccaccio, Giovanni

Body in Literature and Religion

Body, Visual Representations of

Bokenham, Osbern

Book Ownership

Books of Hours

Breastfeeding and Wet-Nursing

Bride of Christ: Imagery

Brigit

Brunhild and Fredegund

Burgundian Netherlands

Burials and Tombs

Business

Byzantium

C

Caesarean Section

Canonesses
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Canonization of Saints

Captivity and Ransom

Castles and Palaces

Castro, Inés de

Caterina Sforza

Caterina Vigri

Cathars

Catherine of Alexandria

Catherine of Genoa

Catherine of Siena

Celibacy: Clerical and Priests’ Concubines

Cereta, Laura

Charivari

Charters

Chastity and Chaste Marriage

Chaucer, Geoffrey

Children, Betrothal and Marriage of

Chivalry

Chrétien de Troyes

Christina of Markyate

Christina the Astonishing

Christine de Pizan

Chronicles of the Northern Low Countries

Church

Churching

Cistercian Order

Cities and Towns

Clare of Assisi

Clare of Montefalco

Clemence of Barking

Clothing

Clothing for Religious Women

Clothwork, Domestic

Clotilda

Cluniac Order

Coinage

Colette of Corbie

Compiuta Donzella

Concubines

Conduct Literature

Confraternities

Conjugal Debt

Constance

Constance of Sicily

Consumption

Contraception

Conversae and Conversi

Conversion, Religious

Cornaro, Caterina

Cosmetics

Courtly Love

Courtship

Crime and Criminals

Criseyde

Cross-Cultural Approaches

Cross-Dressing

Crusades and Crusading Literature

Cuckold

D

D’Este, Isabella and Beatrice

Dance

Danse Macabre des Femmes

Dante Alighieri

Datini, Margherita

Dawn Song (Alba)

Death, Mourning, and Commemoration

Debate Literature

Defenses of Women

Demography

Devotional Art

Devotional Literature

Devotional Practices

Dhuoda

Diplomacy and Reconciliation

Disabilities

Division of Labor

Divorce and Separation

Doctors and Healers

Dogaresse

Dolce of Worms

Domestic Abuse

Domesticity

Dominican Order

Dorothea of Montau

Double Monasteries

Douceline of Digne

Dowry and Other Marriage Gifts

Drama

E

Eastern Europe

Ebner, Margaretha

Economy

Edith

Education, Beguine

Education, Lay

Education, Monastic

Eleanor of Aquitaine

Eleanor of Scotland

Elisabeth of Hungary

Elisabeth of Schönau

Empresses: Byzantium

England
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Epic, Italian

Epic, Old French

Epic, Spanish

Ermengard

Eroticism in Art

Eroticism in Literature

Eunuchs

Evangiles des Quenouilles

Eve

Exemplum

F

Fabliau

Family (Earlier Middle Ages)

Family (Later Middle Ages)

Fasting and Food, Religious Aspects of

Fedele, Cassandra

Feme Covert

Feme Sole

Femininity and Masculinity

Feminist Theories and Methodologies

Festivals of Misrule

Fina of San Gimignano

Flanders

Floire and Blancheflor

Fontevrault, Abbey and Order of

Fosterage

Foy

France, Northern

Frances of Rome

Frankish Lands

G

Gaze

Gender Ideologies

Gender in Art

Gender in History

Genealogy

Gentry, Women of: England

Germanic Lands

Gerson, Jean

Gertrude of Hackeborn

Gertrude of Nivelles

Gertrude of Ortenberg

Gertrude the Great

Gilbertine Order

Girls and Boys

Godelieve of Gistel

Godparents

Goscelin of St. Bertin

Gossip and Slander

Gottfried von Strassburg

Grave Goods

Griselda

Guibert of Nogent’s Mother

Guild Members and Guilds

Guinevere

Gynecology

H

Hadewijch

Hagiography

Hagiography, Iconographic Aspects of

Heiresses

Helena

Heloise

Heraldry

Heretics and Heresy

Hermaphrodites

Herrad of Hohenbourg

Hild of Whitby

Hildegard of Bingen

History, Medieval Women’s

Holy Kinship

Home Manufacturing

Honor and Reputation

Hospitals

Household Accounts

Household Management

Hrotsvit of Gandersheim

Humanism

Humiliati

Humility of Faenza

Hunting and Falconry

Husbands and Husbandry

I

Iberia

Icons, Byzantine

Ida of Boulogne

Illegitimacy

Immaculate Conception, Doctrine of

Impotence

Incest

Infants and Infanticide

Infertility

Inheritance

Intercession
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Investment and Credit

Ireland

Irene

Isabel I

Isabel of Aragon

Isabelle of France

Isolde

Italy

J

Jacobus de Voragine’s Golden Legend

Jacqueline of Bavaria

Jadwiga

Jerome, Influence of

Jesus/God as Mother

Jewelry

Jewish Mystical Thought, Body and Soul in

Jewish Women

Jewish Women: Latin and European Vernacular

Literature

Joan I

Joan of Arc

Joseph, Stepfather of Jesus

Jouarre and Chelles

Judith

Julian of Norwich

K

Katherine Group

Kempe, Margery

Kinship

Komnene, Anna

Kottaner, Helene

L

Ladies-in-Waiting

Landholding and Property Rights

Langmann, Adelheid

Laughter

Law

Law, Canon

Law, Customary: French

Law, English Secular Courts of

Law, German

Law, Islamic: Iberia

Law, Jewish

Lay Piety

Laywomen, Religious

Legal Agency

Leoba

Lepers

Letter Writing

Literacy and Reading: Latin

Literacy and Reading: Vernacular

Literature, German

Literature, Hebrew

Literature, Iberian

Literature, Irish

Literature, Italian

Literature, Latin

Literature, Middle English

Literature, Occitan

Literature, Old English

Literature, Old French

Literature, Old Norse

Lollards

López de Córdoba, Leonor

Lovesickness

Lutgard of Aywières

Lying-In

M

Madness

Magic and Charms

Margaret of Anjou

Margaret of Antioch

Margaret of Cortona

Margaret of Scotland

Margaret of York

Margaret ‘‘the Cripple’’ of Magdeburg

Marginalia, Manuscript

Margrethe

Marguerite Porete

Maria of Venice (Maria Sturion)

Marie de France

Marie of Oignies

Market and Tradeswomen

Marozia of Rome

Marriage Ceremonies

Marriage, Christian

Marriage and Concubinage in Scandinavia

Marriage, Impediments to

Marriage, Islamic: Iberia

Marriage, Jewish

Marriage Preaching

Mary and Martha

Mary Magdalen

Mary of Burgundy
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Mary of Hungary I

Mary of Hungary II

Mary the Egyptian

Mary the Younger

Mary, Virgin

Mary, Virgin: in Art

Mary, Virgin: in Literature

Mary, Virgin: in Music

Mathilda and the Monastery at Essen

Matilda of Tuscany

Matilda the Empress

Mead-Giver

Mechthild of Hackeborn

Mechthild of Magdeburg

Medicine

Meditation

Mélusine

Menstruation

Merchant Families, Women of

Merchet and Leyrwite

Mermaids and Sirens

Midwives

Migration and Mobility

Mikveh

Minnesang

Miracles and Miracle Collections

Misericords

Misogyny

Modern Devotion

Monastic Enclosure

Monastic Rules

Monastic Visitation

Monasticism and Nuns

Monasticism and Nuns, Byzantine

Monasticism and Nuns, Celtic

Monasticism, Women’s: Papal Policy

Mothers as Teachers

Music, Women and

Muslim Women: Iberia

Muslim Women: Western Literature

Mysticism and Mystics

Mystics’ Writings

Mythology, Medieval Reception of

N

Naming

Natural World

Necrologies and Mortuary Rolls

Nine Worthy Women

Noble Women

Nogarola, Isotta

Nuns as Illuminators

Nuns as Musicians

Nuns as Scribes

O

Oblates and Oblation

Obscenity

Observant Movement

Occitania

Old Age

Olga

Ordination of Women as Priests

Ottonian Royal Women

Ovid, Medieval Reception of

P

Paganism

Parishes

Paston Letters

Pastourelle

Patriarchy and Patrilineage

Patronage, Artistic

Patronage, Ecclesiastical

Patronage, Literary

Peasants

Penitentials and Pastoral Manuals

Performance in Lyric

Performance Theory

Personifications Visualized as Women

Petitions

Petrarch

Petronila of Aragón

Pilgrims and Pilgrimage

Plague

Poor Clares Order

Pope Joan

Portrait Medals

Postcolonial Theory

Postmodernism and Historiography

Poverty

Poverty, Religious

Power, Eileen

Pregnancy and Childbirth: Christian Women

Pregnancy and Childbirth: Jewish Women

Premonstratensian Order

Private and Public Spheres

Procreation and Ideas of Conception

Prophets

Prophets, Nordic

Prosopography
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Prostitutes

Proverbs, Riddles, and Gnomic Literature

Psychoanalytic Theory

Q

Qasmūna Bint Ismā’ı̄l

Queens and Empresses, Consorts of

Queens and Empresses: The West

Queer Theory

R

Radegund

Rape and Raptus

Reader-Response Criticism

Records, Ecclesiastical

Records, Rural

Records, Urban

Regents and Queen-Lieutenants

Relics and Reliquaries

Remarriage

Renaissance, Historiography of

Réponse du Bestiaire d’Amour

Roman de Flamenca

Roman de la Rose and Its Reception

Roman de Silence

Roman Law

Romance, English

Romance, French

Romance, German

Romancero

Romances of Antiquity

Rosary

Rose of Viterbo

Russia

S

Sanuti, Nicolosa Castellani

Satan

Scandinavia

Scholasticism

Scotland

Seals and Sigillography

Secrets of Women

Sentimental Romance

Sermons and Preaching

Servants

Sexuality: Extramarital Sex

Sexuality: Female Same-Sex Relations

Sexuality: Male Same-Sex Relations

Sexuality, Regulation of

Sexuality: Sex in Marriage

Sheela Na Gigs

Shekhinah

Singlewomen

Sister-Books and Other Convent Chronicles

Skáldkonur

Slaves

Social Status

Song of Songs, Medieval Interpretations of

Sophia Palaiologina

Soul

Space, Sacred: and Gender

Space, Secular: and Gender

Spirits: Discernment of and Possession by

Spiritual Care

Spirituality, Christian

Stagel, Elsbeth

Strozzi, Alessandra

Succession, Royal and Noble

Sumptuary Law

Supernatural Women

Syon Abbey

T

Teresa de Cartagena

Tertiaries

Textile Production for the Market

Theodora

Theology

Tornabuoni de’ Medici, Lucrezia

Tournaments

Translation

Trobairitz and Troubadours

Trota of Salerno

Trousseau

Trouvères, Women

Typology and Women

U

Unicorn

Universities

Urraca

Ursula and Her Companions
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V

Valkyries

Veronica’s Veil

Villon, François

Violence

Virgin Martyrs

Virginity

Virile Women

Voice, Female: in Literature

Vowesses

W

Waldensians

Wales

Wallāda Bint al-Mustakfı̄

Wardship

Warfare

Wergild

Widows

Widows as Guardians

Wife of Bath

Wild Women

Wills and Testaments

Wisdom

Witches

Wolfram von Eschenbach

Woman on Top

Woman’s Song

Women Authors: German Texts

Women Authors: Italian Texts

Women Authors: Latin Texts

Women Authors: Middle English Texts

Women Authors: Old French Texts

Women Authors: Spanish Texts

Women Medievalists in the Academy

Woodville, Elizabeth

Work

Y

Yvette of Huy

Z

Zita and Other Servant Saints
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THEMATIC LIST
OF ENTRIES

Art, Architecture, and Archaeology

Archaeology

Architecture, Domestic

Architecture, Ecclesiastical

Architecture, Monastic

Art, Representations of Women in

Artists, Women

Body: Visual Representations of

Books of Hours

Burials and Tombs

Castles and Palaces

Caterina Vigri

Clothwork, Domestic

Devotional Art

Eroticism in Art

Gaze

Gender in Art

Grave Goods

Hagiography, Iconographic Aspects of

Icons, Byzantine

Jewelry

Marginalia, Manuscript

Mary, Virgin: in Art

Mikveh

Misericords

Nine Worthy Women

Nuns as Illuminators

Patronage, Artistic

Portrait Medals

Seals and Sigillography

Sheela Na Gigs

Space, Sacred: and Gender

Space, Secular: and Gender

Veronica’s Veil

Countries, Realms, and Regions

Burgundian Netherlands

Byzantium

Eastern Europe

England

Flanders

France, Northern

Frankish Lands

Germanic Lands

Iberia

Ireland

Italy

Occitania

Russia

Scandinavia

Scotland

Wales

Documentary Sources

Book Ownership

Charters

Chronicles of the Northern Low Countries

Coinage

Conduct Literature

Genealogy

Hagiography

Household Accounts

Letter Writing

Miracles and Miracle Collections

Monastic Rules

Monastic Visitation

Mystics’ Writings

Necrologies and Mortuary Rolls

Penitentials and Pastoral Manuals

Petitions

Proverbs, Riddles, and Gnomic Literature

Records, Ecclesiastical

Records, Rural

Records, Urban

Seals and Sigillography

Sermons and Preaching

Sister-Books and Other Convent Chronicles

Wills and Testaments
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Economy and Society

Administration of Estates

Agriculture

Alewives and Brewing

Apprentices

Architecture, Domestic

Arms and Armor

Artisan Families, Women of

Breastfeeding and Wet-Nursing

Business

Captivity and Ransom

Chivalry

Cities and Towns

Clothing

Clothwork, Domestic

Consumption

Cosmetics

Death, Mourning, and Commemoration

Demography

Division of Labor

Domesticity

Dowry and Other Marriage Gifts

Economy

Feme Covert

Feme Sole

Fosterage

Gentry, Women of: England

Godparents

Gossip and Slander

Guild Members and Guilds

Heiresses

Heraldry

Home Manufacturing

Honor and Reputation

Household Accounts

Household Management

Hunting and Falconry

Inheritance

Investment and Credit

Ladies-in-Waiting

Landholding and Property Rights

Market and Tradeswomen

Mead-Giver

Merchant Families, Women of

Midwives

Migration and Mobility

Naming

Noble Women

Old Age

Peasants

Poverty

Prostitutes

Servants

Singlewomen

Slaves

Social Status

Textile Production for the Market

Tournaments

Violence

Wardship

Warfare

Work

Education and Learning

Aristotelian Concepts of Women and Gender

Audience, Women in the

Book Ownership

Books of Hours

Conduct Literature

Datini, Margherita

Devotional Literature

Dhuoda

Education, Beguine

Education, Lay

Education, Monastic

Exemplum

Fosterage

Humanism

Letter Writing

Literacy and Reading: Latin

Literacy and Reading: Vernacular

Mothers as Teachers

Nuns as Scribes

Proverbs, Riddles, and Gnomic Literature

Scholasticism

Sermons and Preaching

Universities

Family and Kinship

Adolescence

Betrothals

Chastity and Chaste Marriage

Children, Betrothal and Marriage of

Churching

Conjugal Debt

Divorce and Separation

Domestic Abuse

Family (Earlier Middle Ages)

Family (Later Middle Ages)

Genealogy

Girls and Boys
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Godparents

Husbands and Husbandry

Infants and Infanticide

Kinship

Lying-In

Marriage Ceremonies

Marriage, Christian

Marriage and Concubinage in Scandinavia

Marriage, Impediments to

Marriage, Islamic: Iberia

Marriage, Jewish

Marriage Preaching

Pregnancy and Childbirth: Christian Women

Pregnancy and Childbirth: Jewish Women

Remarriage

Trousseau

Widows

Widows as Guardians

Gender and Sexuality

Abortion

Aristotelian Concepts of Women and Gender

Celibacy: Clerical and Priests’ Concubines

Charivari

Chastity and Chaste Marriage

Concubines

Conjugal Debt

Contraception

Courtly Love

Courtship

Cross-Dressing

Cuckold

Defenses of Women

Eroticism in Art

Eroticism in Literature

Eunuchs

Femininity and Masculinity

Festivals of Misrule

Gender Ideologies

Gender in Art

Gender in History

Hermaphrodites

Illegitimacy

Impotence

Incest

Menstruation

Merchet and Leyrwite

Misogyny

Obscenity

Patriarchy and Patrilineage

Private and Public Spheres

Procreation and Ideas of Conception

Prostitutes

Rape and Raptus

Sexuality: Extramarital Sex

Sexuality: Female Same-Sex Relations

Sexuality: Male Same-Sex Relations

Sexuality, Regulation of

Sexuality: Sex in Marriage

Space, Sacred: and Gender

Space, Secular: and Gender

Virginity

Virile Women

Woman on Top

Historiography

Annales School of History

Cross-Cultural Approaches

Demography

Feminist Theories and Methodologies

Gender in History

History, Medieval Women’s

Performance Theory

Postcolonial Theory

Postmodernism and Historiography

Power, Eileen

Prosopography

Psychoanalytic Theory

Queer Theory

Reader-Response Criticism

Renaissance, Historiography of

Women Medievalists in the Academy

Law

Barbarian Law Codes

Crime and Criminals

Feme Covert

Feme Sole

Law

Law, Canon

Law, Customary: French

Law, English Secular Courts of

Law, German

Law, Islamic: Iberia

Law, Jewish

Legal Agency

Marriage, Impediments to

Merchet and Leyrwite

Roman Law

Sumptuary Law

Wardship
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Wergild

Witches

Literature

Amazons

Ancrene Wisse

Arthurian Literature

Audience, Women in the

Ballads

Beast Epic

Beatrice

Beauty

Belle Dame Sans Merci

Beowulf

Body in Literature and Religion

Constance

Criseyde

Danse Macabre des Femmes

Dawn Song (Alba)

Debate Literature

Defenses of Women

Devotional Literature

Drama

Epic, Italian

Epic, Old French

Epic, Spanish

Eroticism in Literature

Evangiles des Quenouilles

Exemplum

Fabliau

Floire and Blancheflor

Griselda

Guinevere

Hagiography

Isolde

Jacobus de Voragine’s Golden Legend

Jewish Women: Latin and European Vernacular

Literature

Katherine Group

Laughter

Literature, German

Literature, Hebrew

Literature, Iberian

Literature, Irish

Literature, Italian

Literature, Latin

Literature, Middle English

Literature, Occitan

Literature, Old English

Literature, Old French

Literature, Old Norse

Mary, Virgin: in Literature

Mélusine

Mermaids and Sirens

Minnesang

Misogyny

Muslim Women: Western Literature

Mythology, Medieval Reception of

Ovid, Medieval Reception of

Paston Letters

Pastourelle

Patronage, Literary

Performance in Lyric

Personifications Visualized as Women

Proverbs, Riddles, and Gnomic Literature

Réponse du Bestiaire d’Amour

Roman de Flamenca

Roman de la Rose and Its Reception

Roman de Silence

Romance, English

Romance, French

Romance, German

Romancero

Romances of Antiquity

Sentimental Romance

Skáldkonur

Supernatural Women

Translation

Trobairitz and Trobadors

Trouvères, Women

Unicorn

Valkyries

Voice, Female: in Literature

Wife of Bath

Wild Women

Woman’s Song

Women Authors: German Texts

Women Authors: Italian Texts

Women Authors: Latin Texts

Women Authors: Middle English Texts

Women Authors: Old French Texts

Women Authors: Spanish Texts

Medicine and Science

Abortion

Breastfeeding and Wet-Nursing

Caesarean Section

Contraception

Cosmetics

Disabilities

Doctors and Healers

Gynecology

Hospitals

Infertility
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Lepers

Lovesickness

Madness

Medicine

Menstruation

Midwives

Natural World

Plague

Secrets of Women

Trota of Salerno

Music and Dance

Dance

Mary, Virgin: in Music

Music, Women and

Nuns as Musicians

Performance in Lyric

Trobairitz and Troubadours

Trouvères, Women

Woman’s Song

Persons

Adela of Blois

Adelheid

Aethelflaed

Aethelthryth of Ely

Agnes of Prague

Amalasuntha

Angela of Foligno

Anne of Beaujeu

Anne of Bohemia

Ava

Bake, Alijt

Beatrice of Nazareth

Beaufort, Margaret

Berenguela

Birgitta of Sweden

Blanche of Castile

Boccaccio, Giovanni

Bokenham, Osbern

Brigit

Brunhild and Fredegund

Castro, Inés de

Caterina Sforza

Caterina Vigri

Catherine of Genoa

Catherine of Siena

Cereta, Laura

Chaucer, Geoffrey

Chrétien de Troyes

Christina of Markyate

Christina the Astonishing

Christine de Pizan

Clare of Assisi

Clare of Montefalco

Clemence of Barking

Clotilda

Colette of Corbie

Compiuta Donzella

Constance of Sicily

Cornaro, Caterina

D’Este, Isabella and Beatrice

Dante Alighieri

Datini, Margherita

Dhuoda

Dolce of Worms

Dorothea of Montau

Douceline of Digne

Ebner, Margaretha

Edith

Eleanor of Aquitaine

Eleanor of Scotland

Elisabeth of Hungary

Elisabeth of Schönau

Ermengard

Fedele, Cassandra

Fina of San Gimignano

Frances of Rome

Gerson, Jean

Gertrude of Hackeborn

Gertrude of Nivelles

Gertrude of Ortenberg

Gertrude the Great

Godelieve of Gistel

Goscelin of St. Bertin

Gottfried von Strassburg

Guibert of Nogent’s Mother

Hadewijch

Helena

Heloise

Herrad of Hohenbourg

Hild of Whitby

Hildegard of Bingen

Hrotsvit of Gandersheim

Humility of Faenza

Ida of Boulogne

Irene

Isabel I

Isabel of Aragon

Isabelle of France

Jacqueline of Bavaria

Jadwiga

Joan of Arc

Joan I

Julian of Norwich
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Kempe, Margery

Komnene, Anna

Kottaner, Helene

Langmann, Adelheid

Leoba

López de Córdoba, Leonor

Lutgard of Aywières

Margaret of Anjou

Margaret of Cortona

Margaret of Scotland

Margaret of York

Margaret ‘‘the Cripple’’ of Magdeburg

Margrethe

Marguerite Porete

Maria of Venice

Marie de France

Marie of Oignies

Marozia of Rome

Mary of Burgundy

Mary of Hungary I

Mary of Hungary II

Mary the Younger

Mathilda and the Monastery at Essen

Matilda of Tuscany

Matilda the Empress

Mechthild of Hackeborn

Mechthild of Magdeburg

Nogarola, Isotta

Olga

Petrarch

Petronila of Aragón

Qasmūna Bint Ismā’ı̄l

Radegund

Rose of Viterbo

Sanuti, Nicolosa Castellani

Sophia Palaiologina

Stagel, Elsbeth

Strozzi, Alessandra

Teresa de Cartagena

Theodora

Tornabuoni de’ Medici, Lucrezia

Trota of Salerno

Urraca

Villon, François

Wallāda Bint al-Mustakfı̄

Wolfram von Eschenbach

Woodville, Elizabeth

Yvette of Huy

Zita and Other Servant Saints

Politics

Charters

Coinage

Crusades and Crusading Literature

Diplomacy and Reconciliation

Dogaresse

Empresses: Byzantium

Intercession

Noble Women

Ottonian Royal Women

Queens and Empresses, Consorts of

Queens and Empresses: the West

Records, Ecclesiastical

Records, Rural

Records, Urban

Regents and Queen-Lieutenants

Succession, Royal and Noble

Warfare

Religion and Theology

Abbesses

Almsgiving and Charity

Anchoresses

Ancrene Wisse

Anne

Architecture, Ecclesiastical

Architecture, Monastic

Asceticism

Augustine, Influence of

Autohagiography

Beguines

Bible, Women in

Birgittine Order

Body in Literature and Religion

Books of Hours

Bride of Christ: Imagery

Canonesses

Canonization of Saints

Cathars

Catherine of Alexandria

Celibacy: Clerical and Priests’ Concubines

Chastity and Chaste Marriage

Church

Churching

Cistercian Order

Clothing for Religious Women

Cluniac Order

Confraternities

Conversae and Conversi

Conversion, Religious

Devotional Art

Devotional Literature

Devotional Practices

Dominican Order

Double Monasteries
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Education, Beguine

Education, Monastic

Eve

Exemplum

Fasting and Food, Religious Aspects of

Fontevrault, Abbey and Order of

Foy

Gilbertine Order

Godparents

Hagiography

Hagiography, Iconographic Aspects of

Heretics and Heresy

Holy Kinship

Humiliati

Icons, Byzantine

Immaculate Conception, Doctrine of

Jacobus de Voragine’s Golden Legend

Jerome, Influence of

Jesus/God as Mother

Jewish Mystical Thought, Body and Soul in

Jewish Women

Joseph, Stepfather of Jesus

Jouarre and Chelles

Judith

Katherine Group

Law, Canon

Law, Islamic: Iberia

Law, Jewish

Lay Piety

Laywomen, Religious

Lollards

Magic and Charms

Margaret of Antioch

Mary and Martha

Mary Magdalen

Mary the Egyptian

Mary, Virgin

Mary, Virgin: in Art

Mary, Virgin: in Literature

Mary, Virgin: in Music

Mathilda and the Monastery at Essen

Meditation

Mikveh

Miracles and Miracle Collections

Modern Devotion

Monastic Enclosure

Monastic Rules

Monastic Visitation

Monasticism and Nuns

Monasticism and Nuns, Byzantine

Monasticism and Nuns, Celtic

Monasticism, Women’s: Papal Policy

Muslim Women: Iberia

Mysticism and Mystics

Mystics’ Writings

Necrologies and Mortuary Rolls

Nuns as Illuminators

Nuns as Musicians

Nuns as Scribes

Oblates and Oblation

Observant Movement

Ordination of Women as Priests

Paganism

Parishes

Patronage, Ecclesiastical

Penitentials and Pastoral Manuals

Pilgrims and Pilgrimage

Poor Clares Order

Pope Joan

Poverty, Religious

Premonstratensian Order

Prophets

Prophets, Nordic

Records, Ecclesiastical

Relics and Reliquaries

Rosary

Satan

Sermons and Preaching

Shekhinah

Sister-Books and Other Convent Chronicles

Song of Songs, Medieval Interpretations of

Soul

Space, Sacred: and Gender

Spirits: Discernment of and Possession by

Spiritual Care

Spirituality, Christian

Syon Abbey

Tertiaries

Theology

Typology and Women

Ursula and Her Companions

Veronica’s Veil

Virgin Martyrs

Virginity

Virile Women

Vowesses

Waldensians

Wisdom
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A
ABBESSES
The title of abbess (Latin abbatissa) has been con-

structed as the feminine form of abbas (abbot/father)

to correspond generally to the role of an abbot, the

superior in spiritual and temporal matters of a

community of monks. It represents the attempt to

construct a female superior for a monastery of nuns

with legal, ecclesiastical, and spiritual functions of

leadership not usually granted to women. Therefore,

the office of abbess does not merely exemplify the

superior as mother of the community but as a kind

of female father with paternal rights.

This concept did not arise with the earliest religious

women’s communities. The first leaders of female

religious groups were called mater monasterii, mater

monacharum, or, as by Augustine, praeposita. For the

first time in 514, the title abbess appears in a sepul-

chral inscription for the superior Serena of an ancient

monastery in Rome near the Basilica of St. Agnes

extra muros. Bishop Caesarius of Arles was the first

bishop to use the title abbess, in the rule which he

wrote together with his sister Caesarea between ap-

proximately 512 and 534. Starting with an identifica-

tion of the leading figure as prior, senior, or mater, he

later uses the title abbatissamore and more, especially

to indicate the formal independence of the leader

from her bishop. In the following centuries the title

came into general use by the popularization of the

Benedictine Rule and its adaptation for women’s

monasteries. But, following the full establishment of

the Benedictine Rule as the one and only monastic

rule in Latin Europe during the tenth and eleventh

centuries, the problem of abbesses’ source of authority

was never fully resolved in female communities. This

was the reason why their jurisdictional rights and

liturgical abilities were under constant discussion

and why monastic rules had to be provided with

explications of an abbess’ authority (see, for example,

Abelard, Letter 1:Ad amicum suum consolatoria, c. 54).

Abbesses are known as leaders of Benedictine

monasteries, of houses of canonesses (Stifte) or

Augustinian communities, and also of some of the

later monastic congregations, such as Cistercians,

Poor Clares, Fontevrists, and Birgittines. A lot of

other women’s communities never had their own

abbesses, but continued to call their leaders mater or

prioress. These terms referred to a merely temporary

leadership, as was, for example, customary for the

Dominicans, or the subordinated position of the nun-

nery, which was supervised by the abbot of a nearby

cloister.

Election and Consecration

The office of an abbess is, in principle, elective. Com-

monly, the abbess was elected by all the nuns of a

community, but in double monasteries or monasteries

with added communities of canons, men were in some

cases entitled to vote as well. The diocesan bishop had

to preside over the election and confirm the elected

candidate; in exempt houses he acted merely as a

delegate of the pope. Women’s monasteries that
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were part of a monastic congregation had to invite the

minister general to preside over the election (as stated,

for example, in the bulla of Pope Innocent IV for the

Clares dating from 9 August 1253). The bishop or

minister had the right to intervene if no candidate

received the required number of votes and, in excep-

tional cases, could even select the successor. Although

Gregory the Great tried to introduce an age limit and

recommended that only virgins be elected, every hon-

ourable and fully valid member of the convent could

become abbess, irrespective of age and social origin.

In reality, a great part of the better known abbesses

descended from the noblest and more influential

families. Often they were, therefore, invited from

other monasteries or even enthroned as children as

young as eleven or twelve years old, although the

outside candidates had, nevertheless, to accept the

way of life and rule of their new convent. This phe-

nomenon of noble abbesses is interpreted differently.

On the one hand, many founders of religious commu-

nities reserved the leadership for descendants of their

own family at least for some generations, thus guar-

anteeing the further political and economic use of the

land and wealth given to the monastery, as well as

continuous commemoration (memoria) by prayers

for the members of their family. Most foundation

charters or royal confirmation charters granted the

right of a free election of the abbess only if no suitable

offspring of the founding family was available.

But even that did not hinder kings or bishops from

securing the office for their own candidates, especially

kinswomen; even a letter of application is known

from the eighth century. Thus, until the twelfth cen-

tury, most abbesses seem to have been nominated by

royal or noble families, and nunneries, therefore,

must have been influenced to elect the already nomi-

nated candidates. On the other hand, it has been

argued that the nunnery itself would have been dis-

posed to elect the woman with the best political con-

nections and noblest family background to secure its

own interests. Furthermore, difficulties could arise

from medieval society’s notions of status and nobility;

as when the abbess was less noble than other commu-

nity members (see, for example, the problems in

S. Croix, Poitiers, in 589). Formalised procedures of

election are known predominantly from the high and

late Middle Ages.

After the election, the abbess was usually conse-

crated by the bishop of the diocese according to the

rites prescribed in the Pontificale Romanum, as well as

in many monastic rituals. The ceremony took place

during the Mass; as symbols of her office and a copy

of the monastic rule were conferred on the new

abbess. While some of the rites, for example the

Romano-Germanic Pontifical, compiled c. 950, do

not mention giving a baculum (a kind of pastoral

staff) to the abbess, it seems to have been common

for abbesses to use a staff as regalia. Further, it is

unknown whether medieval abbesses were allowed to

wear a ring as abbots and bishops did. In some com-

munities the ceremony included the enthronement or

the coronation of the abbess; on rare occasions

she was even placed onto the altar (for example, in

Herford, Germany).

From the eleventh century a division between

abbess and community can be documented: some

abbesses—especially of the more wealthy monas-

teries—had their own residences with chapels, separate

incomes, and separate administration.

Internal Authority of the Abbess

The abbess exercised supreme domestic authority not

only over the nuns of the community, but also over

the canons or priests living there and the servants and

all the families on the monastery’s dependencies. In

some areas, especially in Anglo-Saxon England and

early medieval France, as well as later in the twelfth

century at Fontevrault Abbey, double monasteries

with joint communities of nuns and monks were led

by abbesses. In accordance with the rule or the sta-

tutes of the particular order, the abbess could demand

complete obedience from her nuns and ordain what-

ever was necessary for the maintenance of discipline

in the community and the proper observance of the

rule. Furthermore, she decided on the distribution of

food and clothing and assigned the duties.

The abbess was responsible for the mundane wel-

fare of the women whose care was entrusted to her

and also for their eternal salvation, despite being

incapable of performing the spiritual functions of

the priesthood due to her gender. Therefore, she was

only allowed to bless her nuns in the way a mother

blessed her children, and, although she had to hear

their daily confessions to impose discipline, she was

deprived of the right to administer the sacrament of

penance in the ninth century. Neither was the abbess

allowed to preach publicly; she had to exhort her

nuns in chapter to instruct them about the Christian

faith and the interpretation of the Bible. It was difficult

to draw a line between performing spiritual functions

of the priesthood and fulfilling abbatial duties, so

again and again during the Middle Ages canon law

prohibited abbesses from overstepping their bound-

aries by blessing men or taking vows from their

nuns or novices (as appears in the Capitularies of
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Charlemagne and in Innocent III’s warning in 1210

concerning the Cistercian abbesses of Burgos and

Palencia in Spain).

External Duties of the Abbess

The abbess acted for her monastery in the secular

world and also represented the outside world within

the monastery. In strictly cloistered monasteries she

was the only contact to the outside; otherwise she,

together with the sister acting as gatekeeper, had to

welcome and care for guests. Often their secular and

spiritual duties forced abbesses into frequent contacts

and even travels, as, for example, to visit their hold-

ings or to represent their communities’ interest before

the secular and ecclesiastical rulers, although for less

demanding tasks they could rely mostly on male offi-

cials, as, for example, a provost. However, throughout

the Middle Ages, the discussion of an abbess’ external

authority was determined largely by her independence

from clerical hierarchies and the question of enclosure,

seen as necessary for women because of their inferior

gender and their uncontrolled sexuality. Within the

Carolingian reform, for example, the liberty of the

abbess to leave her monastery was restricted by

royal edicts. However, in the Anglo-Saxon era and

in early medieval Saxony, as later in the more famous

ladies’ chapters (Damenstifte), the role of the abbess

was less restricted and of great political importance,

as exemplified by Mathild, abbess of Quedlinburg

(þ 999), who represented King Otto III in Saxony.

(a) Powers Concerning Secular Jurisdiction

Abbesses were empowered to administer the temporal

possessions of the monastery; therefore, they held

seigniorial rights over fiefs, holdings, and serfs, and

all secular rights in their domains. As sovereigns,

abbesses began using seals in the twelfth century.

Sporadically, they even had the privilege of coinage.

In honour of their position they were entitled to offi-

cia principalia, such as a marshal or a chamberlain.

Sometimes they were even entrusted with the

administration of entire shires or counties (Sophie

of Gandersheim, þ 1039). In Germany the abbesses

of Quedlinburg, Gandersheim, Lindau, Buchau,

Regensburg, and other monasteries all belonged to

the nobility of the Empire, and as such, they sat and

voted in the Diet as members of the Rhenish bench.

As an ecclesiastical sovereign, however, the abbess

could only decide on issues of minor jurisdiction; for

questions of life and death, as well as war, she was

dependent on her reeve.

(b) Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction

Although the office of abbess had no priestly func-

tions and its own limitations were defined by canon

law, in some exceptional cases abbesses whose

monasteries were exempt were permitted to exercise

a most extraordinary power approaching that of a

bishop in terms of ecclesiastical jurisdiction.

In the diocese of Münster (Germany) most of the

abbesses of the noble collegiate foundations were

even called ‘‘archdeaconess,’’ which further certified

their quasi-episcopal jurisdiction and conferred on

them an aspect of the bishop’s ecclesiastical official

duties. They were responsible for the religious and

moral life of the population and the clerics. One of

their duties was to guarantee people access to the

sacraments and possibilities of penance. Furthermore,

these abbesses had to organize the church services and

the calendar of saints. Another part of this quasi-

episcopal jurisdiction was the right to hold assemblies

and to convoke synods, as well as to participate in

them. The importance of Abbess Hild at the Synod of

Whitby in 664 is the best-known example of such

participation. Such abbesses gave canonical investi-

ture to the holders of prebends, made visitations, held

courts, regulated the activities of canons and priests,

and reigned over the other monasteries in their region.

They could even impose censures and excommunica-

tion. As archdeaconesses, abbesses were entrusted

with the preservation of the Faith and the mainte-

nance of ecclesiastical discipline. The spiritual care

included the welfare of the poor, the establishment

of hospitals, and the protection of Jews. Although

some abbesses installed capellani as their agents or

asked abbots in the vicinity for help, their authority

to make decisions stayed unaffected until modern

times.

Similar to such archdeaconesses, the abbess of the

Cistercian monastery of Santa Maria la Real de las

Huelgas was called ‘‘lawful administratrix in spirituals

and temporals...of all the contents, churches, and her-

mitages of its filiation, of the villages and places under

its jurisdiction, seigniory, and vassalage ... with plena-

ry jurisdiction, privative, quasi-episcopal, nullius dioc-

esis.’’ At a General Chapter of the Cistercians held in

1189, she was even made Abbess General of the Order

for the Kingdom of Leon and Castile. Equal rights

of jurisdiction have been exercised by the Cistercian

abbess of Conversano in Italy and the abbesses of

Fontrevault in France and Herford in Saxony.
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Overall, despite their disputed position of office,

abbesses were well known and quite successful rulers

in the Middle Ages and an integral part of secular and

ecclesiastical networks. However, there still remain

comparative studies to be done, and in a lot of areas

the knowledge about abbesses’ rights and duties is

based on assumptions. Even some relatively basic

questions, such as under which circumstances a mo-

nastic community could install an abbess or which

symbols were in use for the investiture, cannot yet

be answered satisfactorily.

KATRINETTE BODARWÉ
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ABORTION
Throughout the Middle Ages, members of the church

hierarchy reminded Christians that abortion consti-

tuted a mortal sin and was worthy of eternal damna-

tion. Reiterating precepts of ancient church councils,

compilations of ecclesiastical (canon) law in the East

and West instructed the faithful of the old patristic

equation of abortion with manslaughter (homicidium)

and imposed appropriate penances. In addition, early

medieval books of penance spread the ‘‘biblical’’ dis-

tinction (from the Greco-Jewish Septuagint) between

killings of unformed and formed fetuses, with only

the latter amounting to actual rather than intended

homicide. In trying to uncover medieval experiences

of abortion, we depend on Christian sources consis-

tently written by authors hostile to the practice. We

will never know just how many medieval women

resorted to abortion, the precise sex ratio (male versus

female) of the victims, or how their number compared

to the total of individuals using contraception or

committing infanticide. All we can infer from the

incessant admonitions in writing is that each form of

birth control was common enough to worry medieval

clerics. People seem to have accepted the notion that

abortion entailed sin and warranted penance. At the

same time, consequences other than spiritual peril

remained unlikely as long as the decision to abort

was backed by sufficient communal consent. Women

were well advised to enlist the support of husbands

and relatives prior to terminating a pregnancy. Abor-

tions performed in the privacy of a home and shielded

by family acquiescence were neither thoroughly inves-

tigated nor viewed as particularly ‘‘dishonorable.’’

In both the Eastern and the Western Churches the

redemption of aborting sinners involved elements of

‘‘public’’ and ‘‘communal’’ justice, such as the initia-

tion of the penitential process by way of anonymous

denunciations or the performance of penance before

everyone’s eyes. It was only in the Latin West and not

until the twelfth century, however, that abortion

began to be treated as something more than a sin

redeemable through fasting, shameful exposure, and

pilgrimages. In formulating coherent and comprehen-

sive doctrines for their newly established scholastic

disciplines, academic jurists and theologians agreed

that the penitential equation of abortion with homi-

cide should extend to criminal prosecutions as well. In

church courts, guilty clerics were to be barred or

suspended from spiritual office. Before the secular

judge, laypersons who had intentionally killed an

‘‘animated’’ (formed) human fetus would face execu-

tion for voluntary homicide. The killing of an un-

formed and not yet ‘‘human’’ fetus during the first

forty to eighty days of gestation was regarded as

attempted homicide.

By 1250, scholastic thinkers had created a sophis-

ticated theory of criminal abortion. It was profoundly

inspired by Christian standards and taught widely

throughout the Latin West. Adoption of the new

theory in actual court proceedings progressed at a

much slower pace, allowing for local and proce-

dural variations best understood as adjustments of
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ingrained assumptions about fertility as a family mat-

ter. Resistance to scholastic criminal norms was

strongest in jurisdictions that relied on local and non-

professional jurors, such as the German Schöffenger-

ichte and the English common law courts. The Ius

commune taught at the continental law schools

seems to have encouraged greater rigidity, considering

that the passing of the final sentence was left to pro-

fessionally trained judges (inquisitores) instructed to

act impartially and without regard for local interest

groups. Yet, in line with jurors hesitant to monitor the

reproductive behavior of their peers, inquisitores were

held in check by highly restrictive procedural guide-

lines. In order to convict a defendant of criminal

abortion, they had to find two eyewitnesses or obtain

a full confession of guilt. Trials would not even begin

unless a dead body had been recovered and there was

proof of a concealed pregnancy.

There is disagreement among modern scholars as

to the quality of medieval medical knowledge

concerning abortions. Some have argued that mid-

wives, contrary to the male establishment at the

emerging faculties of medicine, possessed considerable

expertise in contraceptive and abortive prescriptions.

Sources leave no doubt that law courts regularly con-

sulted women as sworn witnesses in matters pertaining

to pregnancies and that scholastic teaching did not

includemidwifery in its curriculum. Still, only a limited

amount of information about the abortive effect of

herbal concoctions was passed on from antiquity. Ac-

ademic physicians failed to distinguish clearly between

reproductive and digestive organs and frequently of-

fered the same medical advice for both. Proper dosage

was of little concern. Below the university level, the

creation of an organized body of information relating

to ‘‘safe’’ abortions was hampered by the lack of a

common language (Latin would have come closest)

and the absence of a uniform nomenclature. Conse-

quently, trust in the effectiveness of specific abortive

treatments depended above all on individual perspec-

tive. Among those frightened by the prospect of an

unwanted baby, reliance on ‘‘wise women’’ may have

been strong. Meanwhile, the scholastic Ius commune

punishedwith death the use of abortive potions, even if

the fatal outcome was accidental and the fetus had not

yet been animated.

Jurists considered tampering with medication as

notoriously dangerous to mother and child. To deter

unlicensed practitioners, they were prepared to elimi-

nate important procedural safeguards. Abortions

allegedly brought on by potions could be tried with-

out eyewitnesses, the presence of a corpse, or prior

concealment of pregnancy. Defendants could be

subjected to torture at the judge’s discretion. Specific

cases of ‘‘dynamic’’ abortion (i.e., caused by herbal

infusion) rarely appeared in late-medieval criminal

courts. Allowing for condemnations on the basis of

exceptionally weak judicial evidence, however, the

charge facilitated the prosecution of a novel category

of suspects: from the 1430s onward, accusations of

witchcraft were routinely bolstered by allegations of

dynamic abortion.

WOLFGANG MUELLER
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ADELA OF BLOIS
Conceived after her father’s consecration as king of

England, Adela (c. 1067–1137) was the youngest

daughter of William the Conqueror and his wife

Mathilda of Flanders, born almost certainly between

November 1067 and May 1068. She became fully

literate in Latin, as exemplified when she read aloud

at a ceremony to translate relics, authenticated char-

ters by writing her own name, and received praise for

her literacy in the complex prose and verse works

directed to her by leading literary figures of her gen-

eration. Most likely educated as a child alongside her

professed sister, Cecilia, at Holy Trinity, the nunnery

her parents founded in Caen, Adela, in turn, hired

tutors to oversee the education of her children and

promoted the use of written documents. When, as a

wife and widow, she became a noted power broker,

renowned for her wealth and the prudent generosity

with which she distributed it, Adela could add literary

patronage to the brides and bribes that served as

the currency in the largely personalized politics of

her day.

Betrothed in the early 1080s, Adela was married at

Chartres, shortly after her fifteenth birthday (c. 1083

and certainly by 1085), to Stephen-Henry (b. c. 1044–

1048), eldest son of count Thibaud III of Blois and

Troyes, who was at least eighteen years her senior.

Her dowry apparently consisted of moveable wealth

rather than land, although her dower comprised cas-

tles, estates, and a forest across her husband’s

domains. Bearing one son, at the least, before her

father-in-law’s death (September 1089), the young

countess secured her place in her new family; she

eventually bore five sons and perhaps three daughters.

When her husband became count of Blois, Chartres,

and Meaux in his own right, she participated in all

nonmilitary aspects of lordship, serving as a virtual

co-count alongside him—the result of her high status,

the age difference between the spouses, and the

breadth of his domains. She was perfectly suited to

serve as regent during Stephen’s crusade ventures

(1096–1099; 1101–1102) and after his death in the

Holy Land (May 1102). Associating her sons in lord-

ship as they came of age (William c. 1103 and Thibaud

in 1107), she continued to rule as countess until she

became a nun at Cluny’s daughter house of Marcigny

(April/May 1120).

As regent Adela earned a reputation for diplomacy,

both for resolving vexed intermonastic disputes and

in reconciling her brother, Henry I of England, with

two exiled archbishops, Anselm of Canterbury (1105)

and Thurstan of York (1120). She also generously

supported Pope Paschal II during his 1107 tour of

northern France and intervened with several prelates

to ensure the election of her correspondent Baudri

of Bourgueil as archbishop of Dol. Although her

careful cultivation of the Capetian kings would not

prevent warfare with Louis VI once he joined the

coalition of princes intent on unseating Henry I as

duke of Normandy (1111), Adela played a key role in

the negotiations that led to a peace designed to last

(1120) and served as the backdrop to her monastic

retreat.

Personally devout—a saint’s relics once cured her

fevers, and she dedicated her youngest son to God—

Adela supported a range of religious communities,

from well-established Benedictine abbeys (e.g., St.

Père in Chartres, St. Lomer in Blois, St. Ayoul in

Provins, St. Germain in Auxerre, and multiple pri-

ories of Marmoutier) to newer foundations such

as Tiron, the Cistercians, and the leper hospital in

Chartres. She also worked with her most prominent

bishop, Ivo of Chartres, to reform monasteries, from

the nuns at Faremoutiers (her one notable interven-

tion for a community of women) to houses of secular

canons. Many of Adela’s pious bequests had impor-

tant economic and political benefits, as well as spiri-

tual ones, and her cooperation with Ivo led to his

support for her at critical political junctures, in spite

of their occasional disputes. This lordly experience

served her well during her last seventeen years at

Marcigny, where Adela, most likely as prioress,

served as a spiritual guide to her sisters, consolidated

her community’s lands and intervened in the counties

she had left behind. Though she died on 8 March

1137, her memory was kept alive with anniversaries

celebrated in churches across England and France

and in the pursuits of the three sons who outlived

her: count Thibaud IV of Blois (II of Troyes)

(d. 1152), King Stephen of England (d. 1154),

and Bishop Henry of Winchester (and abbot of

Glastonbury) (d. 1172).
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ADELHEID
Adelheid (or Adelaide) (c. 932–999), daughter of the

Burgundian king Rudolf II, had a great influence on

European politics as queen of Italy and East Francia,

and later as Roman empress. After the death of her

father, she was educated at the court in Pavia, and in

947, she married King Lothar of Italy. When he died

suddenly in 950, Adelheid became the center of the

struggles for the Italian crown. At one point, she was

captured but escaped to King Otto I of East Francia

(later Germany), whom she married in 951. Being

named consors regni, her influence is visible especially

in Italian politics—one highlight was her coronation

as empress in 962. After Otto’s death in 973, Adelheid

was the most influential advisor of her son Otto II,

sometimes even his representative in Pavia. When he

died suddenly in 983, she secured the succession of

her young grandson Otto III with her daughter-in-

law Theophano, the Byzantine princess. As advisor

to her daughter Emma, queen of West Francia,

Adelheid also influenced French politics. Dowries and

inheritance enabled her to found and support several

monasteries. She was especially attached to the re-

form movement of Cluny. After Otto III’s coming of

age, she retired to her favourite foundation in Selz

until her death in 999. With the assistance of Cluny, a

cult was established in remembrance of her ecclesias-

tical interests, and Adelheid was canonized in 1097.

Adelheid as a person is well known through sources

such as her biography, written by the monk Odilo of

Cluny, as well as her correspondence and her personal

memorial notes, which were preserved in the necro-

logy of Merseburg. She was one of the most impor-

tant political figures of her time, a mater regnorum

(mother of several kingdoms).

KATRINETTE BODARWÉ
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ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES
For those women who were either born to land or

married into landed families, there was the prospect

of a life in great part taken up by estate management.

The fact that on marriage the land was technically the

property of husbands did not make much difference

to the question of its management as far as women

were concerned. A succession of medieval treatises

assumed that women would be directly involved,

either during their marriages or afterwards in widow-

hood. In her 1405 manual of advice for women, the

Franco-Italian author Christine de Pizan stated that

women needed to know how to administer estates

because their husbands were so often absent. She

insisted that such women needed to know all about

the land, its value, revenues and expenditures, the

rhythms of the year, all aspects of husbandry, and

how to choose, supervise, and dismiss servants.

Women needed a basic knowledge of the law and

had to be able to defend the land in the courts or, if

necessary, by military means.

How they learned these skills is not well recorded,

since most education was informal. Much was un-

doubtedly taught by their mothers, husbands, and,

as a last resort, by direct experience. As levels of lay

literacy began to rise, landed women would certainly

have learned to read. In his rules of estate manage-

ment, written c. 1240 for the widowed countess of

Lincoln, Robert Grosseteste clearly assumed that the

countess could read, and, in the early fourteenth cen-

tury, Francesco da Barberino declared that formal

education was essential for any woman who was

likely to inherit land. Responsibility for estates could

fall to women at a very young age. Katherine Neville

was but fifteen when her husband, John Mowbray,

earl of Nottingham, went off to fight in France in
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1415, and, during his unbroken absence between 1417

and 1422, it was she who was running the estates.

Under all circumstances, a woman’s (or a man’s)

first resort was to turn to a council of advisers, but

final administrative decisions rested with her or him.

Recourse to the law was common, and, despite the

absence of any legal status, it is clear that landed

women did, in practice, pursue cases through the

courts, especially if the land under threat was from

their own patrimony. In 1420 Elizabeth Berkeley,

countess of Warwick, appeared in person before the

king’s council to defend her claims to her Berkeley

estates when they were challenged by a nephew. Be-

tween 1473 and 1476 Anne Neville, dowager duchess

of Buckingham, had suits pending against twenty-

three people, and Lady Margaret Beaufort brought

twenty-eight suits for debt on the estates of her ward

Edward, duke of Buckingham, in 1497–1498.

On many occasions, landed women faced the dan-

gers of assault and attacks on property, and it is clear

that de Pizan’s advice on defense was not just theo-

retical. Elizabeth Berkeley complained that her neph-

ew had put an armed force into the rectory house at

her manor of Wotton-under-Edge and that his men

had fired arrows and shouted obscenities at her.

It is among the archives of widows that historians

have the best chance of observing female administra-

tion, for the widow not only had a legal status which

made her fully legally responsible, rather than merely

accountable to her husband, but she was also, in

many cases, mistress of a considerable area. After

1215, a widow in England was entitled to both one-

third of her husband’s estates and to any jointure,

land settled jointly in survivorship on a couple at the

time of their marriage. These rights were not reduced

by remarriage, and indeed successive widowhoods

could increase land holdings substantially. Some

of the best surviving administrative accounts of the

period are for such women, one of the best sets being

those of Elizabeth de Burgh, lady of Clare (d. 1360),

who administered her lands alone for thirty-eight years.

These show that women maintained the system of

accounting common to all estates and that they

could be extremely exacting and vigilant. The recei-

vers-general, receivers, bailiffs, reeves, and many

other lesser administrators were required to tender

their annual accounts, and the system of taking valors

(estimates of the likely annual revenues) was widely

used by widows, doubtless driven by the experience

they had gathered as wives. Incompetence or profli-

gacy, such as that of Anne Talbot, the mother of

Thomas Courtenay, Earl of Devon between 1422

and 1441, when the income from the comital estates

appears to have dropped by one fifth, was rare. Un-

usual too was the disposal of land, such as that by

Joan de Mohun in 1376 at the expense of the heirs.

More common was the maintenance of high stan-

dards of administration and often some improve-

ment, especially in reducing the burden of debt on

estates. One of the best recorded widows of the later

Middle Ages is Mahaut, countess of Artois and

Burgundy, who was left in 1303 with three young

children. Herself the heiress of Artois, she first had

to fight off the claims of Robert, her nephew, before

settling down to rule the territory, maintaining law

and order through her officials, regularly checking her

accounts, issuing charters to local towns to encourage

trade, and distributing patronage to extend her net-

works of control. Wives and widows across Europe

showed commitment to, and shared responsibility for,

the administration of estates.
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ADOLESCENCE
Did medieval young people experience a well-defined

adolescence? The debate began in the 1960s when

Philippe Ariès, a modern historian looking at family

life throughout European history, argued that the con-

cept of adolescence, as we understand it, only emerged

in the eighteenth century. Subsequent scholars have

found it necessary to distinguish between biological

adolescence (the physiological transformation that
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takes place over the course of five or six years) and

social adolescence (the extent to which a given society

recognizes adolescence as a life stage distinct from

childhood and full social adulthood). Since both

anthropological and historical studies suggest that

social adolescence, where it appears, is not universal

in nature, but is instead to some degree situational,

affected by factors such as wealth, vocation, social

class, life experience, and culture, it seems likely that

historians will never entirely agree about the presence

or nature of adolescence in the Middle Ages.

Adolescence in the early Middle Ages (roughly 500

to 1050) has received relatively little attention from

historians. Edward James argues that early medieval

people had a theoretical conception of adolescence,

based on ancient literature, but showed little aware-

ness of it in their social practices or descriptions of

individuals. Training for adult careers could begin

well before puberty, and individuals often entered

fully into adult roles around the age of fifteen. The

age of majority—the legal age at which individuals

could inherit property and act independently—varied

among states, but usually was set in the mid-teens,

again suggesting that social adolescence was not well

defined.

Adolescence emerged as a more distinct life phase,

for males at least, during the high and later Middle

Ages (1050–1500). This can be attributed in part to

the increasing complexity of society, including the

widespread growth of cities, more centralized states,

and literacy. Anthropologists find that more complex

societies tend to have more prolonged adolescences.

The growing complexity of society meant that young

men had a wider range of career options than in the

early Middle Ages. Training periods for careers such

as knighthood and trades grew longer, and new insti-

tutions specializing in adolescent education, such as

universities, emerged. Lawmakers in many regions

raised the age of majority to the early twenties.

As the duration of adolescence changed, so did its

image. Authors increasingly depicted adolescence as a

time of license and irresponsibility, ideas found fre-

quently in the Greek and Roman books being redis-

covered at the time. Concerns about adolescent

misbehavior and free choice encouraged monasteries

to exclude children and adolescents until their mid-

teens or twenties, and to supervise young people more

carefully.

Although women shared in these changes to a

degree, female adolescence was usually less distinct

than that of men. Women had fewer new career or

educational options, and their ages of majority rose

less than men’s during the high Middle Ages, often

remaining in the mid-teens. Likewise, female monas-

teries were more likely to admit children and teenagers

than were male monasteries. The extent to which

women experienced a distinct social adolescence

depended on region and social group. Where ages of

marriagewere higher, women appear to have enjoyed a

more prolonged adolescence. In northwestern Europe,

most women andmenmarried in their mid-twenties. In

Mediterranean regions, women married at younger

ages, most often in their late teens or early twenties,

and were more likely to be significantly younger than

their husbands. This affected the career patterns of

women. In England, girls often worked as servants

during their adolescence, leaving home and experien-

cing a certain measure of freedom. In other parts of

northwestern Europe, girls as well as boys might be-

come apprentices, although there were always far

fewer female apprentices. In Mediterranean regions

such as Italy, unmarried girls did not usually under-

take apprenticeship before marriage. Elite women,

regardless of region, tended to marry younger than

women in other social classes, because of the need for

political alliances. Women in the highest ranks of

English and French society often married at or before

age twelve, the legal age of puberty for women. To a

considerable degree, women entered an adult world at

marriage and were expected to behave accordingly,

although some allowances were made for very young

brides—for example, consummation was delayed in

some cases. Elite men also often married young, but

their social adolescence did not end so abruptly, as

they tended to continue their vocational training and

wild behavior after marriage. James Schultz, examin-

ing elites in high medieval German romances, found

little recognition of female adolescence. In general,

even when social adolescence existed, females were

not usually allowed the license given to their male

peers.
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AETHELFLAED
Eldest daughter of Alfred the Great, sister of Edward

the Elder, and aunt and fosterer of Aethelstan,

Aethelflaed of Mercia (d. 918) led troops against the

Vikings, built forts, endowed churches, issued char-

ters, dealt with Irish-Norwegian pressures, and

received the submission of the men of York. When

her husband Aethelred died (911), she became the sole

political and military authority in Mercia, working, as

she and her husband had done earlier, in cooperation

with Edward the Elder and recognizing his overlord-

ship as King of Wessex. (In fact, given Aethelred’s

apparent illness and incapacity, Aethelflaed was de

facto in power beginning c. 902.) This cooperation

was ultimately successful in eliminating the Danish

threat to Anglo-Saxon England and paved the way

for the eventual unification of Mercia and Wessex.

The primary evidence for Aethelflaed’s achieve-

ments occurs in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle in ver-

sions B, C, and D. Versions B and C present a

‘‘Mercian Register’’ or an ‘‘Annals of Aethelflaed,’’

perhaps based on a now-lost Latin source. This sec-

tion violates the chronological order in B and C, and

suddenly introduces a focus on Mercia. Aethelflaed is

styled ‘‘Lady of the Mercians,’’ which some scholars

take as a semantic dodge for ‘‘queen,’’ possibly

reflecting uneasiness with queens (Alfred’s wife Ealhs-

with never had the title) or downplaying royal aspira-

tions in the face of Edward. The clumsy insertion of

the Mercian Register in B and C compares with its

smoother incorporation in D, where Aethelflaed’s

exploits are diminished and folded into the story of

the House of Wessex.

PAUL E. SZARMACH
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AETHELTHRYTH OF ELY
Aethelthryth (c. 630–679, also known as Etheldreda or

Audrey) founded an important monastery at

Ely, Cambridgeshire in 672/673. Her life is witnessed

by Stephen of Ripon in the Life of Wilfrid (written

after 709) and Bede in The Ecclesiastical History

of the English People (completed in 731). An East

Anglian princess, Aethelthryth was related by mar-

riage to Hild, abbess of Whitby, and to Aebbe, abbess

of Coldingham. She first wed Tonberht, a man of

the South Gyrwe, and later wed Ecgfrith, prince of

Northumbria, and she is reputed to have retained

her virginity in both marriages. The second alliance

was formalized c. 660, and when Ecgfrith was crowned

in 670, Aethelthryth became Queen of Northumbria.

Stephen of Ripon indicates that Aethelthryth

held Bishop Wilfrid of York in high esteem and

gave him land at Hexham on which to build a monas-

tic church. Her spiritual devotion led the queen to

divorce Ecgfrith, and in 671/672, she became a nun

at Coldingham, under Ecgfrith’s aunt. After a year,

she returned to East Anglia and founded a monastic

church on the Isle of Ely for both women and men.

Aethelthryth’s asceticism is well documented by

Bede, but little is known about her administration of

the double house. At Aethelthryth’s death in 679, her
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sister, Seaxburh, succeeded as abbess of Ely, and, in

695, she authorized the transfer of Aethelthryth’s

body from the cemetery into the church. Seaxburh

found the corpse intact, which was understood to

prove Aethelthryth’s chastity within marriage. At

this revelation, the community initiated a devotional

cult, one that was interrupted by the Danish invasions

but resumed c. 970 when Bishop Aethelwold of Win-

chester refounded Ely as a males-only institution.

Aethelwold’s promotion of Aethelthryth as an icon

of virginity is evident in the ornate representation of

the abbess included in a sumptuous benedictional

made for his personal use, as well as in the endow-

ments he lavished upon the monastery in her honor.

His gifts of patronage positioned Ely as the second

wealthiest foundation at the Domesday inquest. The

Anglo-Norman monks who took over the administra-

tion of the monastery embraced this important Saxon

cult, and, during the twelfth century, they used the

history of Aethelthryth’s sovereignty to establish Ely

as an episcopal see. The community’s ability to pro-

mote their founder is manifested by twenty-five extant

accounts of the saint’s life (written in Latin, French,

and English), records of significant pilgrim donations

at Aethelthryth’s shrine, church dedications through-

out southern England, and over 100 surviving images

of the saint in various media. These documents show

that Aethelthryth was the most widely celebrated na-

tive female saint in late medieval England. Reverence

for her continued after the Reformation, when her

feast was included in the Book of Common Prayer.

VIRGINIA BLANTON
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AGNES OF PRAGUE
The Bohemian princess Agnes of Prague (1211–1282),

joined Clare of Assisi in politicking for, and even-

tually securing, a Franciscan rule for women. The

youngest of nine children, Agnes was born to King

Přemysl Otakar I of Bohemia and Queen Constance

of Hungary. Eager to expand his influence, Otakar

engaged Agnes to Henry VII, son of Emperor

Frederick II of Germany. Agnes began her formation

as queen in Vienna, but Duke Leopold VI of Austria

undermined Otakar’s plans by arranging for his

daughter, Margaret, to wed Henry instead.

In 1231, Frederick II sought Agnes’s hand. In

response, Agnes wrote to Pope Gregory IX and

obtained permission to enter religious life. Enamored

of the Franciscan ideal, Agnes built a hospital in

Prague for the poor and sick in 1233, drawing upon

her royal dowry, and established the Crosiers of the

Red Star to administer the institution and care for its

inmates. She also built a large monastery for women

with a small convent attached for the Franciscan

friars who would attend to their needs.

On June 11, 1234, Agnes entered the monastery

that she had established, hoping to follow the exam-

ple of Clare of Assisi. Clare wrote to Agnes, congra-

tulating her on her choice. During the course of her

life, Clare also wrote Agnes three other letters of

advice and instruction. Unfortunately, Agnes’s letters

to Clare have been lost.

Agnes’s greatest contribution was a series of privi-

leges that she won from the papacy to secure the

poverty of her monastery and a continued relation-

ship with the Franciscan friars. These privileges paved

the way for the papacy’s 1253 approval of the Rule of

St. Clare.

Agnes died in Prague on March 2, 1282.

JOAN MUELLER
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AGRICULTURE
Agriculture was central not only to the European

economy of the Middle Ages but also to the daily

and seasonal rhythms of the vast majority of medieval

AGRICULTURE
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women and men. While peasant producers were

directly involved in the cycles of intensive labor

related to the land, noble and ecclesiastical landlords

were dependent on the fruits of that agricultural labor

to support their interests as warriors, clerics, and

power brokers within the feudal and religious

hierarchies. With approximately 90 percent of the

population engaged in the production of food, the

agricultural system of the Middle Ages (in many

places called manorialism, as large landholders’

estates were divided among different manors) created

social as well as economic ties. The peasant family

and village were the basic units of production within

that system.

Peasant families did not own the land they worked;

rather, they held, or had tenure of, the right of access

to a number of acres in common fields distributed

among the village as a whole. In exchange for this

access to the land, they owed their manorial landlords

three or four days of labor per week on the fields

reserved for the lord (the desmesne lands) as well as

a variety of extra services and dues at certain times in

the agricultural calendar. Due to the seasonal nature

of agricultural tasks and the costs of farm implements

and the animals to pull them, much of the work on

individual holdings and on the lord’s demesne had to

be done cooperatively by members of the community.

Women’s agricultural tasks typically included the

maintenance of animals such as chickens, cows, and

other animals whose byproducts could be taken to

market. Women were also responsible for the exten-

sive gardens that supplemented the family diet and

served as seasonal cash crops for local markets. While

men did most of the ploughing, women often partici-

pated in the harvest and were especially involved in

the processing of the harvested grain.

Crops, equipment, and patterns of land usage

varied across regions and from one period of econom-

ic development to the next. Nonetheless, some gener-

alizations are useful. The predominance of grain

production, legumous crops, viticulture, or pastoral

farming in any given area was determined by climate

and topography. Because cereal grains were a staple

in the European diet, wheat, rye, barley, and oats

were grown wherever the soil could be broken by

the plough. The heavy, wheeled plough, pulled by a

team of eight oxen, was the norm on the denser soils

of northern Europe. In the later Middle Ages, an

improved iron cutting edge that dug deeper into the

soil and a moldboard that turned the soil to expose

new nutrients made the plough more efficient and led

to higher yields per acre. These improvements, along

with the development of the horse collar, which

allowed the team of oxen to be replaced by horses,

helped to extend the arable land (or area under

cultivation), as did the clearing of forests and drain-

age of swamps. With this extended arable area, many

areas of western Europe were able to change from a

two-field rotation of crops, with one field planted and

one field lying fallow to rest and preserve its nutrients,

to a system that allowed for one field to be used for a

winter crop, such as wheat, one field for a spring crop,

such as oats, and the third field to rest fallow. While

this three-field crop rotation had the benefit of putting

two-thirds of the arable land into production each

year, it did not always guarantee a surplus crop, and

peasant producers lived close to the margin of exis-

tence until the plague of the fourteenth century deci-

mated the human population and made more land

available to the survivors.

The marginal nature of grain harvests from year to

year meant that most grain production could supply

only local or regional markets. Legumes, such as peas

and beans, were likewise grown for local markets.

Viticulture, or the cultivation of vines, played a sig-

nificant role in the distribution of agricultural land

and tasks in regions of France, Burgundy, and parts

of Italy, and it allowed production for a larger, long-

distance market. In the later Middle Ages, more land

was devoted to the raising of sheep for wool, especial-

ly in parts of England, Italy, and Spain, and this too

allowed producers to be involved in long-distance

markets.

Much of our knowledge of the intricate economic

and social systems of agricultural production in the

Middle Ages comes from records kept by the agents

who managed the estates and held peasants to the

terms of their contracts. Through these accounts we

have learned that agricultural life was as socially

complex as it was physically challenging.

MADONNA J. HETTINGER
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ALBA
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ALEWIVES AND BREWING
Ale was the common drink of people in northern

Europe; it also played a prominent part in medieval

culture. Safer to drink than water, the grain-based

beverage provided an important part of people’s

daily nutritional requirement. Brewing was practised

among the Celts, Scandinavians, and Germanic

peoples from at least late antiquity. For most of the

Middle Ages, brewing was dominated by women.

Because of its importance, ale’s production and sale

became subject to extensive regulation; as a result,

alewives (women who brewed and/or sold ale) are

much more visible in the records than most other

medieval female workers.

In England, the late-thirteenth-century assize of

ale, enforced by local officials, regulated the price

and quality of ale. Similar regulations existed in

Scottish towns. Breakers of the assize were fined. In

England, although not Scotland, these fines effective-

ly became a licensing system, with all brewers paying

fines; the resulting lists of names have allowed histor-

ians to trace brewing households in some English

communities over many years. Some lists also exist

for Welsh and Scottish towns. On the Continent,

increasing regulation in northern European cities, as

brewing became more urbanised and commercialised

in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, also made

brewers more visible.

Brewing was a domestic skill expected of medieval

women. Because ale spoiled quickly, many rural

households alternated between brewing their own ale

and selling any surplus, and purchasing it from neigh-

bors. Brewing for sale was a part-time occupation,

undertaken to supplement household income, al-

though some women did brew full-time. In England,

and probably elsewhere, demand for ale increased

with rising living standards after the Black Death,

providing more opportunities for women to earn a

full- or part-time living from brewing, especially in the

towns. Lists of citizens liable for brewing fees in some

fifteenth-century German towns include large num-

bers of women. In England, there was an increase in

the number of alehouses, where customers purchased

ale and socialised. Women were also tavernkeepers in

Germany, Denmark, and Poland.

Brewing offered women opportunities not found in

many other trades. In England, a few women exer-

cised office as aletasters. There is also some evidence

of attempts to organise as a trade. However, the new

opportunities may have mainly benefited married

women. The number of single female brewers seems

to have decreased during the fifteenth century, as

commercial brewing increasingly became the preserve

of married women who had the household and capital

to undertake it. Single women in England mainly

found employment in selling ale. In Scotland, in con-

trast, it was still common in 1500 for single women to

set up as independent brewers.

The introduction of hopped beer, first produced in

German towns in the thirteenth century and spreading

through northern Europe in the fourteenth century,

affected women’s participation in brewing, although

in different ways in different parts of Europe. Hopped

beer lasted longer and could be made in larger quan-

tities, but required greater capital outlay. Women

were less able than men to invest, and the labor-

intensive process was more difficult to balance with

other domestic responsibilities. As a result, the more

profitable beer brewing became dominated by men. In

Europe, many women found employment working in

the breweries. In England, hopped beer was intro-

duced around 1400. Early English beer brewing was

centered in London, where the number of female

brewers declined over the fifteenth century, as

women moved from brewing to retailing the new

drink. Ale-brewing continued in much of the country-

side, however, and in Scotland, it continued to domi-

nate the brewing industry until well after 1500.

The effects of these economic changes on women

have been debated. Some historians suggest that they

had little effect, as women moved from low-status

brewing in the eleventh to fourteenth centuries to

low-status retailing in the fifteenth century. Others

question whether the status of married brewers in

the earlier period was as low as that of the later

alewives and suggest that there was indeed some de-

cline in women’s status. Alewives were regarded in

popular culture as swindlers and sexually promiscu-

ous, and alehouses and taverns were commonly asso-

ciated with licentiousness and disorder. There were

increasing attempts in many countries in the late

Middle Ages to regulate women’s work in taverns,

mainly because of their association with prostitution.

On the other hand, there seems to have been little

change in women’s position in the brewing trade in

the Low Countries until the seventeenth century,

while in some European towns, the new opportunities
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provided by beer brewing benefited widows who took

over breweries upon their husbands’ deaths.

ELIZABETH EWAN
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ALMSGIVING AND CHARITY
Almsgiving and charity towards the poor, sick, and

needy were enjoined upon all Christians, and by the

later Middle Ages Christ was identified with the poor,

so that giving alms to the poor was the same as giving

them directly to Christ. This was based on the Biblical

verse Matthew 25:41: ‘‘For I was hungry, and you

gave me not to eat; I was thirsty, and you gave me not

to drink. I was a stranger, and you took me not in;

naked, and you covered me not; sick and in prison,

and you did not visit me.’’ These acts of charity were

codified as the Seven Works of Mercy by the addition

of the burial of the dead, based on the Book of Tobit.

Women and children were also regarded as particu-

larly vulnerable, and thus acts of charity could be

gendered, as widows and orphans might be regarded

as preferential recipients. While there is evidence that

the early Church did see these last two groups as the

major recipients of charity, with bishops being

charged with their support, by the later Middle Ages

they were less likely to be singled out, and women

were more likely to be recipients because of their

poverty than their gender or marital status.

Thomas Aquinas discussed almsgiving in his

Summa Theologica (c. 1266–1273). He agreed on the

need for almsgiving by all Christians but limited the

extent to which dependents such as wives and servants

could disburse the goods that belonged to the head of

the household. This view was shared by other Italian

writers, such as Bernardino of Siena (d. 1444), but

may have been less of a concern in northern Europe,

where wives may have been more economically

independent.

There is disagreement among scholars as to how

far there was increasing hostility towards the poor

after the Black Death. There were concerns about

the threat from able-bodied (male) laborers, but less

so about the sick and needy of either sex. There is

evidence for concern about the ‘‘shame-faced poor,’’

that is, people of previously good economic and social

standing who had fallen into poverty.

Practice

Almsgiving could either be organised within the

household or directed through an institution such as

a monastery or hospital. The female householder

usually organised household giving, donating leftover

food or outworn clothing to beggars at the kitchen

door. Some women practised an extreme form of

charity as devotion to Christ, where they gave away

not only the waste and spare supplies, but large quan-

tities of food and other goods belonging to the family.

This could bring them into conflict with male family

members, as it potentially threatened the economic

stability of the family. This is found in the hagio-

graphical accounts of several female saints, including

Elisabeth of Hungary (d. 1231) and the servant Zita

of Lucca (d. 1278) (although not always in eyewitness

accounts). These suggest clerical support for female

charity, and that the practice of charity was seen as

particularly appropriate to women. Elisabeth

founded a hospital at Marburg, where she tended

the sick with her own hands, and gave away her

money. Frances of Rome (d. 1440) also gave large

quantities of food away, and begged alongside the

poor. These women were probably trying to identify

with the poor as well as help them. Some aristocratic

and episcopal households had an almoner, a male

official who was responsible for regular and formal

support, often to a specific number of poor depen-

dents, who might live in their own homes or within

the household. Preference might be given to elderly

or infirm former servants and tended to benefit

males more than females, as male servants were

more common (for example, Staindrop hospital in

County Durham, founded in 1408 by Ralph, Earl of

Westmorland, supported around a dozen poor gentle-

men, grooms and yeomen, former servants of the

earl). Charity and almsgiving are most easily seen in

wills. Women usually only left wills as widows, and

they were likely to distribute goods in kind, whereas
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men were more likely to distribute money, reflecting

the resources available to them. Women were also

more likely to distribute to a smaller circle, mainly of

people known to them, whereas men were more likely

to give to abstract collectivities and institutions. There

is some evidence that women gave a higher proportion

of their goods to charity, but this may be because the

circumstances in which they were most likely to leave

a will (as widows, and possibly without surviving

children) encouraged the giving of alms. The nature

of charity could be shaped by local circumstances, as

in the giving of fuel by women in northern England in

the later fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

The main route by which almsgiving was directed

via institutions was through monasteries and hospi-

tals, and was performed by both men and women.

However, women can also be found giving to other

charitable purposes, such as prisons and the building

of bridges and roads (such as the bridge at Puente

la Reina in Spain, built to aid pilgrims on the road

to Santiago de Compostela). This is traditionally

ascribed to Queen Urraca of Leon-Castile but is prob-

ably older; however, the name (Queen’s Bridge) indi-

cates a female patron. Some Beguines also served the

poor and sick in hospitals and leprosaria and

distributed alms. In the later Middle Ages, guilds

often took on the care of the needy, though there

was often preference for their own members, which

tended to benefit men more than women.

Monte delle doti (dowry investment funds) were

established in Florence and a number of other

northern Italian towns in the fifteenth century and

provided a means by which poor fathers could invest

towards dowries for their daughters. Guilds such as

the Annunciation Guild of Rome also sometimes

provided dowries for poor girls. In England, dona-

tions for poor girls’ dowries can be found in wills,

mainly of men, but were not institutionalised. Also

to be found in Mediterranean Europe were houses

for reformed prostitutes, such as the Casa de las

Arrepentidas at Valencia, Spain, founded in 1345 by

Na Soriana, a Dominican tertiary. These provided

shelter for women who wished to leave prostitution.

Civic authorities sometimes paid the dowries of such

women.

The redemption of captives, that is, Christians who

were in the hands of non-Christians (usually Muslims,

for example, through seizure by North African

pirates) was also a charitable activity from the later

twelfth century, and a greater concern in Spain and

Mediterranean Europe than in the north. It was

mainly organised by the Mercedarian and Trinitarian

orders, which dedicated a third of their incomes to

this purpose. Redemption was mainly by the payment

of ransom, but members of the orders sometimes

offered themselves as substitutes for those they

sought to redeem. Those who negotiated the release

of captives were always men. The majority of those

redeemed were male—primarily soldiers and sailors—

but did include women and children.

P. H. CULLUM
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AMALASUNTHA
Amalasuntha (498–535) ruled Italy and the Ostro-

goths as regent for a son and sole queen at the

start of the Middle Ages. Theodoric, king of the

Ostrogoths, occupied Italy and ruled it, with the ap-

proval of the eastern Roman emperor, until his death

in 526. His throne passed to his ten-year-old grandson

Athalaric. His daughter Amalasuntha, the boy’s

mother, governed as regent. She faced no serious

challenge to her authority until 532, when a faction

of Gothic nobles won control of the young king. She

fought back by dispatching three of its leaders to

distant posts, where she arranged their assassinations.

Two years later Athalaric died, and Amalasuntha

tried to stay in power by sharing the throne with the

only surviving male in the royal line, her cousin Theo-

dahad. She was initially protected by Theodahad’s

fear that an attack on her would invite reprisals

from the Roman emperor in Constantinople. In 535,

however, she was murdered. Relatives of the men

she had assassinated were said to have killed her, but

letters that passed between Theodahad and the emper-

or Justinian and Theodahad’s wife and the empress

Theodora (and the maneuvers of Justinian’s ambassa-

dors) suggest that Constantinople urged Theodahad

to eliminate Amalasuntha. When Theodahad took the

bait, he gave Justinian the excuse he sought to invade

Italy, evict the Goths, and restore the Roman home-

land to direct imperial control.

A. DANIEL FRANKFORTER
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AMAZONS
Mixing history, legend, and myth, Classical writers

including Suetonius and Virgil described a tribe

of fierce, bellicose women known as the Amazons.

These representatives of female otherness inhabited

the space just beyond the margins of the known land-

scape, variously located in areas of Anatolia, North

Africa, and the Black Sea. In popular etymology,

Amazonmeans ‘‘breastless,’’ encouraging the erroneous

notion that these women cut off one breast to practice

archery more efficiently. The term more probably

meant ‘‘those not breast-fed’’ or ‘‘moon women’’ from

their devotion to Artemis, goddess of the hunt. Happily

ignorant of cooking and sewing, activities that in an-

cient Greek culture typically gendered as ‘‘women’s

work,’’ Amazons’ chief pursuits were warfare, hunting,

and training their female children to be warriors,

reflecting their devotion to Ares, the god of war.

Wearing light armor and crescent-shaped shields,

riding horses or chariots in lightning cavalry attacks,

Amazons employed the bow and arrow, as well as the

sword, javelin, or spear favored by male warriors.

Targets of their empire-building assaults included

the citadel of Athens. Celebrated male warriors with

whom their various leaders reputedly engaged in bat-

tle, ‘‘Amazonomachy,’’ included Achilles, who slew

and loved Penthesilea, the Amazon mercenary fight-

ing for Troy in the Trojan War; Hercules, who stole

the ‘‘Girdle of Ares’’ worn by the Amazon queen

Hippolyta; Theseus, whose siege of Hippolyta’s

Amazon kingdom and later marriage to either her or

her sister Antiope provoked a counterattack on

Athens; and Alexander the Great, who reputedly was

seduced by the Amazon queen Thalestris during his

Bactrian campaign in 329 BCE. These examples attest

to the paradoxical fascination of the ancient Greeks

with this otherwise abhorred female group who pre-

sented a distorted reflection of male-dominated Greek

military society. Stories of these women carried over

to medieval times and enjoyed wide popularity.

In the equally patriarchal culture of the European

Middle Ages, female warriors inspired a similar

attraction to and anxiety about the ‘‘power of

women.’’ Generally speaking, the downfall of mighty

or authoritative biblical and historical male figures

(Adam, Samson, Aristotle) was blamed on the

women associated with them (Eve, Delilah, Phyllis).

Because the Amazons’ equestrian military culture

paralleled the horse-dominated chivalric code of

medieval knights, many medieval romances feature

female characters either based on classical Amazons

or representing fantasies about female knighthood.

Twelfth- and thirteenth-century French ‘‘romances

of antiquity’’ feature classical Amazons in romances

adapted from epics: Penthesilea in the Romance of

Troie; Camilla, Virgil’s Amazon from the Aeneid, in

the Romance of Eneas; and various Amazons in medi-

eval romances about Alexander the Great. Giovanni

Boccaccio’s fourteenth-century Italian Thesiad, upon

which English poet Geoffrey Chaucer later based his
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Knight’s Tale, depicts Theseus’s war against the

Amazons Hippolyta and Emelia. The Romance of

Silence (c. 1250) portrays a spectacular cross-dressing

female, Silence, who secretly impersonates a male

knight to overcome a ban against female inheritance.

Gyburc in Wolfram von Eschenbach’s thirteenth-

century German romance epic Willehalm dons

armor and successfully defends the citadel of Orange

in her husband’s absence. Several works of the

fifteenth-century author Christine de Pizan, especially

the allegorical Book of the City of Ladies, which

describes the building of a female citadel using stories

about famous women as the foundation stones, in-

cluded treatments of Amazons and other warrior

women. De Pizan’s 1429 Poem of Joan of Arc cele-

brates the military skills of her contemporary Joan of

Arc, an authentic medieval female warrior.

Amazons were classified among the ‘‘marvels of the

east,’’ and popular late-medieval Spanish romances

such as Amadis of Gaul and Esplandian responded

with fantasies of gold and sexual fulfillment found

on the Amazon queen Calafia’s island, California. In

response, early modern explorers named topographi-

cal features of the Americas, including the Amazon

River and California, for Amazons.

LORRAINE KOCHANSKE STOCK
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AMULETS
See Magic and Charms

ANCHORESSES
Anchoresses were female anchorites or recluses, that

is, those who chose to be enclosed in a single room or

rooms, often attached to or nearby a church, for the

purposes of prayer and contemplation of God. The

word anchorite comes from the Greek anchoreta, to

withdraw from the world as did the Desert Fathers.

Anchorholds usually had at least two windows: one

into the church, through which the anchoress could

witness and participate in the mass, and one through

which she could communicate with the outside world.

Sometimes anchorholds consisted of several rooms

and a garden. At times several anchoresses lived in

groups, and even sometimes with servants. Although,

in the early Christian Church, anchorites were indis-

tinguishable from hermits, by the twelfth century the

word anchorite had the specific meaning of enclosure,

and for the anchoress, who was not allowed to wan-

der without supervision, that meant enclosure in an

anchorhold in a town or city, usually at its center.

There were technically two kinds of anchoresses,

inclusa and reclusa. Inclusa were those who wished to

pursue a more ascetic and ecstatic contemplative life

within the walls of a monastery. They had already

proven themselves stable, dedicated contemplatives.

Usually there was a rigorous three-year training peri-

od before such incluses were allowed to be enclosed.

Most anchoresses, however, were not of this kind;

rather, they were women, usually older women, who

wished to pursue a contemplative life despite a lay

history as wives, mothers, and landowners. Often

their experiences as influential devout widows in

their communities before enclosure were not marked-

ly different from their experiences as anchoresses.

Neither incluses nor recluses should be confused with

mystics; although some might have had mystical

visions, most anchoresses were unexceptional mem-

bers of the religious community. Often they partici-

pated in the religious education of members of the

community; at times they acted as counselors or spir-

itual advisors. Sometimes, if criticism of them has any

truth to it, they were a little too involved in the

community, entertaining visitors, teaching children,

and even acting as local bankers.

Popularity of Anchoritism

Anchoritism grew in popularity around the time of

the Fourth Lateran Council of 1215. This council

declared the necessity of each individual to confess

yearly and inspired the production of confession man-

uals for priests, guides to religious self-scrutiny for the
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layperson, and vernacular religious literature of many

kinds. Furthermore, it helped kindle the desire of

many laypeople for a more strictly regulated religious

life both within the monasteries and outside of them.

This period marks the proliferation of numerous

forms of monasticism and mendicancy, as well as

some institutions for women, such as beguinages.

Institutions for women that responded to this new

ascetic fervor, however, were limited, especially in

England, and this may account for the notable rise

of anchoritism among women in England. The ancho-

ritic life for women was also more popular in conti-

nental Europe than usually noted, although it seems

to have taken a slightly different form. In Europe,

especially northern Europe, the anchorhold was

viewed as a respectable place of retirement for older

women, especially widows—those devout women

who wished to focus their spirituality and become

more actively engaged in their communities as reli-

gious leaders. In England, however, anchoresses seem

to have been less actively involved in community life

and more interested in retirement and seclusion. Al-

though anchorholds in England were not far from city

centers and some, like Julian of Norwich’s cell, were

right next to the marketplace, others, like the anchor-

hold associated with the readers of the Ancrene Wisse,

were more removed from city life.

Enclosure

Anchoresses were not always officially enclosed, but

when they were, they were enclosed in a ceremony

that articulated their metaphorical commitment to be

‘‘dead to the world.’’ In some enclosure rites, the

anchoress was carried into the anchorhold in a coffin

and then bricked in to the anchorhold while prayers

from the Office of the Dead were said for her. Before

entering an anchorhold, the postulant’s credentials

were carefully scrutinized, and afterwards her life

was supervised—distantly by the bishop, and perhaps

more locally by the parish priest or a spiritual

advisor. The thirteenth-century Middle English reli-

gious guide for anchoresses, the Ancrene Wisse, tells

us that the daily life of the anchoress consisted of a

strict regime of prayers throughout the day and even-

ing, manual labor in a garden if the anchorhold had a

garden, and meetings with a spiritual advisor. The

anchoress was discouraged from teaching, sewing,

keeping animals (except a cat), gossiping with those

outside the window of the anchorhold, and meeting

with visitors, especially men, unless strictly supervised

and attended by a servant, and only if absolutely

necessary.

Social Status

Most anchoresses were anonymous. Records suggest

that an anchoress was a prized member of a commu-

nity, and they were often supported by small bequests

from local lords; particularly famous anchoresses

received bequests from the king. It was to one’s spiri-

tual well-being to contribute to the support of an

anchoress, and indeed it was considered to be spiritu-

ally efficacious to have an anchoress in one’s own

town. Records also suggest that most anchoresses

came from the upper and upper-middle classes, al-

though there are some records that tell of a servant

replacing an anchoress after her death. The anchor-

esses we know of suggest the wide range of education,

motivations for entering an anchorhold, class, degree

of political and ecclesiastical involvement, and tem-

perament of those who pursued this form of religious

life. One of the earliest English anchoresses we know

of was Eve of Wilton (d. c. 1125), praised for her

exceptional Latin literacy and known as a voracious

reader. Loretta, Countess of Leicester, withdrew into

an anchorhold in 1220 some time after her family fell

out of favor with King John. The wealthy Katherine

of Ledbury (b. 1272) gave up her lands some years

after her husband’s death and retired to an anchor-

hold supported by the revenues from that land. The

most famous anchoress in England was the four-

teenth-century Julian of Norwich, who entered an

anchorhold after she had a series of mystical revela-

tions. She acted as a leader in her community of nuns

and even for those outside her spiritual community

seeking spiritual advice. Margery Kempe tells of her

visit to Julian’s cell.

Anchoresses in northern continental Europe were

particularly prominent and influential members of

their communities. The widowed mother of Guibert

of Nogent (c. 1055–c. 1125) chose to enter a cell she

herself had commissioned and brought half of her

family and her household with her. Living in her cell

for at least forty years, she had dreams and visions,

became known as a prophet, and grew to be highly

influential locally. Yvette of Huy (1158–1228) entered

an anchorhold after firstwithdrawing to a leper colony.

From her cell she made predictions and commentaries

that put pressure on the dean and canons of the

town’s main church, and she counseled wayward cle-

rics, directing them to passages in the Bible. The

prioress Juliana of Cornillon (1192–1258), who late

in her life became an unofficial recluse, dedicated her

life to developing a Feast of the Corpus Christi; al-

though this was not realized in her lifetime, it came

into being shortly after her death in 1264 through the

influence of her confidante and student, the anchoress
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Eve of St. Martin. Lame Margaret of Magdeburg’s

(c. 1210–1250) special role was to act as a teacher to

visitors to her cell. While these five European anchor-

esses, described thoroughly by Mulder-Bakker, dem-

onstrate the public influence an anchoress could have

in a community, there are records of thousands more

anchoresses about whom we know very little. Perhaps

they, too, enjoyed such a prominent social and reli-

gious role, but it is also possible that they may have

preferred anonymity. Nonetheless, while an anchoress

herself may not have been publically active, her

anchorhold would certainly have played a public

role in the community.

ELIZABETH ROBERTSON
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ANCRENE WISSE
The anonymous thirteenth-century Middle English

work known as the Ancrene Wisse is a religious

guide for female recluses, as well as a lively and psy-

chologically astute instance of early Middle English

prose. The title of the work, the Ancrene Wisse or

Ancrene Riwle (these are editorial rather than autho-

rial titles), means guide or rule for anchoresses.

Anchoresses were devout religious women who chose

to be enclosed for life in a small roomor rooms, usually

attached to a church, and often at the center of

a community, in order to devote themselves complete-

ly to contemplation of God. Anchoresses entered

anchorholds either after first living in a convent or

directly from secular life. The original work was writ-

ten at the request of three sisters for a guide to the

anchoritic life in the first quarter of the thirteenth

century, at about the time of the Fourth Lateran

Council (1215), which, in advocating confession for

everyone once a year, inspired a flourishing output of

vernacular religious texts written for lay audiences. It

is not entirely clear in what language the original text

was written; it appears in French, Latin, and English

versions. Its original audience most probably read all

three languages with varying degrees of proficiency.

Since Latin education for religious women at this

date was limited, it is plausible that the text was

originally composed in English or French, and the

localization of its early versions to the southeast

Midlands, and possibly Herefordshire, far from the

continent and the English centers where French pre-

dominated as the literary language of choice, suggests

that it may well have been originally composed in

English. Because of manuscript marginalia, some

have localized it even more specifically to Wigmore

Abbey, but that association is not definitive. Despite

its very specific purposes and audience, the work was

quickly disseminated; it was adapted for larger groups

of anchoresses and nuns, and even for male monastics.

The name of the author, undoubtedly male, is un-

known. The author’s citations and references to spe-

cific aspects of monastic rules associate him either with

Augustinian canons or, as Bella Millett has recently

argued, with the Dominicans. Hemay well have been a

spiritual advisor of the three anchoresses. Recently,

Anne Savage has argued that the women themselves

helped shape the content of the work.

The form of English in which the text appears in

the earliest manuscripts was called long ago by J.R.R.

Tolkien the ‘‘AB’’ dialect, ‘‘A’’ referring to the lan-

guage of the Corpus Christi 402 manuscript of the

Ancrene Wisse and ‘‘B’’ to the language of Bodley 34,

a group of religious texts known as the Katherine

Group, which includes three saints’ lives, a tract on

virginity, and a homily on the guardianship of the

soul, which may well have served as additional

reading for either these anchoresses or larger groups

of female religious. The AB dialect is of particular

interest because it presents an unusually uniform

grammar and orthography. This suggests a deliberate

attempt by those writing in the AB dialect to codify

their language and, furthermore, provides unprece-

dented information about the state of the language

in post-conquest England. That the Ancrene Wisse

and the Katherine Group were written in this sophis-

ticated form of the language suggests that these works

were being produced from a self-conscious literary

center in Herefordshire. They stand as some of the

few known major original works in production in

England at this date. That many if not all of these

texts are primarily for female readers suggests the

crucial role women played as an audience of Middle

English at a time when English was threatened by the

presence of a conquering language, Norman French.

The Ancrene Wisse is indebted to Aelred of

Rievaux’s earlier letter to his sister on the reclusive

life (c. 1160–1162), On the Education of Recluses. This

work, written in Latin, shares with theAncreneWisse a

general structure of an outer rule, with descriptions of
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daily anchoritic routines, and an inner rule, focused on

spiritual refinement. Aelred’s work ends with three

spiritual meditations, on the past, present, and future.

The meditation on the past is particularly compelling;

in it Aelred proposes that the contemplative woman

recreate Christ’s life from birth to crucifixion as if

she were present at these events. The meditation, with

its wrenching evocation of Christ’s suffering and dying

designed to evoke compassion in the reader, is a

fine example of the religious movement known as

affective piety.

The Ancrene Wisse consists of an introduction and

eight parts or distinctions. Like Aelred’s letter, the

work includes an outer rule concerning specifics of

daily life and an inner rule concerning the spiritual

life, but the Ancrene Wisse’s directions for the pursuit

of daily life and its spiritual goals are at once more

flexible and more detailed. The introduction specifies

the work’s status as a guide, rather than a rule,

and presents itself as a flexible work offering general

rather than mandatory guidance. The first part,

‘‘Devotions’’ (following M.D. Salu’s titles for the dis-

tinctions), provides the anchoresses with a list of spe-

cific prayers to be said at particular times. Centering

on the twin celebration of the Five Joys of Mary and

the Eucharist, prayers of special meaning for female

contemplatives (who were often urged to use Mary as

their model and who were also encouraged to culti-

vate an incarnational theology), the directions include

an unusual focus on the bodily performance of devo-

tions. The next five sections of the work move from

this outer rule to an ‘‘inner rule of the heart’’ and

focus on the anchoress’s discipline of her body as well

as her mind. Part Two, ‘‘The Custody of the Senses,’’

examines each sense in turn and urges the anchoress

to protect all her senses from possible temptation,

especially by identifying with the suffering of Christ

in each of his senses. Part Three, ‘‘The Regulation of

the Inward Feelings,’’ especially focuses on the need

to control anger, an emotion that may well have been

rife in small groups of contemplatives. Part Four,

‘‘Temptations,’’ rather surprisingly focuses on temp-

tations to which the anchoress will almost inevitably

succumb. Part Five, ‘‘Confession,’’ demonstrates how

the anchoressmust confess such sins. The next chapter,

‘‘Penance,’’ paves theway for the anchoress’s romantic

union with Christ, celebrated in the penultimate sec-

tion, ‘‘Love.’’ Rather than ending on the ascent of the

anchoress to union with God, the author returns in

Part Eight to the everyday world of the anchoress in a

discussion of external rules. Emphasizing the meta-

phorical and literal meaning of her enclosure in the

anchorhold, where she is meant to become dead to the

world, it includes warnings against a range of worldly

activities, such as keeping animals, weaving and em-

broidery, meeting visitors, running a school, and

others—the surprising worldly dangers of living in an

anchorhold where the anchoress is easily subject to the

curiosity and demands of a stream of community pass-

ersby and spiritual seekers.

The Ancrene Wisse describes a seemingly harsh,

extreme life, and its vision of a female contemplative

in particular need of protection from sins of the flesh

suggests the author’s endorsement of the dominant

ecclesiastical view of women as defined by their bod-

ies. Nonetheless, the author shows deep respect for his

readers and for the extraordinary emotional range

available to them in the anchorhold. Unlike mystical

writings, the work engages the pressures and goals of

a demanding daily routine with psychological acumen

and wit. Despite being confined to a very small space

in uncomfortable conditions, the anchoress learns to

transform physical discomfort and worldly distrac-

tion, even the most mundane of experiences and

objects, into touchstones to the spiritual world. The

work is a compelling account of an extraordinary

form of religious life, but is also a superb example of

the capacity of Early English prose to convey literary

power.

ELIZABETH ROBERTSON
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ANGELA OF FOLIGNO
The Italian Franciscan laywoman Angela of Foligno

(d. 1309) is known almost solely due to a dossier of

texts referred to as the Liber (‘‘Book’’). Aside from a

brief mention of her in Ubertino of Casale’s Arbor

Vitae in 1305, her name scarcely appears in medieval

sources. The earliest manuscript of the Liber identifies

her only as ‘‘L.,’’ later elaborated as ‘‘Lella,’’ the

diminutive of ‘‘Angela,’’ and then as ‘‘Angela.’’ The

Liber is divided into two parts: the Memorial, about

three thousand lines long, and the slightly longer

Instructions, which is a series of thirty-eight brief

texts. This early version of the Liber was subsequently

abbreviated into a shorter version that survives in a

number of manuscripts and that some scholars have

mistakenly thought to be the earlier version.

The Memorial purports to be Angela’s own ac-

count of her spiritual journey, dictated to a Francis-

can scribe identified in the text only as ‘‘Brother A.’’

A relative and confessor of Angela, Brother A. says

he encountered Angela screaming outside the Basilica

of St. Francis during a pilgrimage to nearby Assisi.

Fearing she might be possessed by an evil spirit, he

compelled her to provide details of her experience so

he could record it and consult a wise spiritual man.

Converted from skeptic to devotee upon hearing the

details of her ecstatic encounter with God, Brother A.

then continued to record Angela’s experiences over

the next several years. His account interweaves Ange-

la’s extensive quotations, spoken in Umbrian and

rendered by him into Latin, with his own comments

about Angela. Internal evidence, including Brother

A.’s frequent comments regarding the complex redac-

tional process of the Memorial, show his considerable

influence in shaping the text, despite his proclaimed

intention of being a simple and faithful scribe.

The Memorial provides relatively little biographi-

cal information about Angela’s life. She was born

sometime in the thirteenth century, resided in

Foligno, married an unnamed man, and had an un-

known number of children whose names and genders

are never given. At some point, Angela began to

adopt a penitential lifestyle. She struggled to strip

herself of her worldly attachments, which included

enough property to suggest she was well‐to‐do. She
prayed, successfully, for the deaths of her mother,

husband, and children. Living then with an unnamed

female companion, Angela followed the ‘‘rule of St.

Francis’’ for the laity, which at this time probably

included prescriptions regarding prayers, penance,

and other pious practices. Angela was part of a lay

movement that gradually became institutionalized as

the Third Order of St. Francis, although she is not

explicitly identified as belonging to the ‘‘Third Order’’

until the late fourteenth century. A note appended

to most manuscripts indicates that she died January

4, 1309.

Angela’s spiritual experiences, which occupy most

of the Memorial, include frequent visions and locu-

tions. The penitent’s journey to the cross takes her

through spiraling experiences of desolation and con-

solation. Her growing awareness of her own sin and

vileness causes her to suffer increasingly acute pains

and torments. These are punctuated by experiences of

ecstatic encounters with God. She swings dramatical-

ly between extreme doubt and absolute certainty

until her experience of the cross finally plunges her

so thoroughly into God that she experiences almost

continual union.

Theological themes emphasized by Angela include

the humanity of Christ, the Passion, the Trinity, and

the Eucharist. Her insistence upon the priority of

religious experience over learning, the ultimate ineffa-

bility of God, and the centrality of poverty and hu-

mility touch on points of bitter dispute among

Franciscans of the time and suggest that she favored

a stricter interpretation of the Franciscan rule.

The second part of the Liber, the Instructions,

includes thirty-six ‘‘instructions,’’ a brief notice

about her death, and an epilogue. They were redacted

by a variety of anonymous authors, perhaps including

Brother A. Many of the texts were written only after

Angela’s death, some appearing for the first time only

in later manuscripts. Their diverse ordering in the

manuscript tradition suggests that no single authentic

ordering ever existed. The texts, which vary in style

and vocabulary, include Angela’s own alleged

accounts of mystical experiences and teachings, letters

she wrote, and texts about her. Some instructions

continue or elaborate themes found in the Memorial.

Others introduce new material, including Angela’s

teaching about the Book of Life and the account

given of her death.

The Instructions present Angela as the spiritual

mother of a circle of devotees. These included male

Franciscans, who probably wrote many or all of the

texts and who are sometimes the subject or intended

audience of the instructions. References to Angela’s

companion and other women and men in the Liber

indicate that others also belonged to her circle.

CATHERINE M. MOONEY
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ANGLO-SAXON LITERATURE
See Literature, Old English

ANNALES SCHOOL OF HISTORY
The Annales School was a group of reform-minded

French historians who published their work in a jour-

nal entitled Annales d’Histoire Économique et Sociale,

founded at the University of Strasbourg in 1929.

Medievalist Marc Bloch (1886–1944) joined with an

early modern historian named Lucien Febvre (1878–

1956) in an attempt to replace the highly compart-

mentalized writing that had characterized French his-

torical study from the late nineteenth century onward.

In 1946 the journal was renamed Annales: Économies,

Sociétés, Civilisations. For the founders this marked a

more coherent mission to create a new encompassing

history—histoire totale—as they phrased it. Accord-

ing to their thinking, the discipline of history had

reached a state of crisis by failing to account ade-

quately for the disaster-ridden first half of the twenti-

eth century. With a move to Paris in the late 1930s

they became the sixth section of the École des Hautes

Études, a centrally funded institute for study of the

social sciences. This encouraged rapprochement with

other social sciences (geography and economics in

particular), and history became the dominant study

among the social sciences in France, which was

unparalleled in western countries.

Joined by Fernand Braudel (1902–1985), the

Annales School advocated a comparative method

rather than a search for the origins of the modern

state system. Annales historians cast their histories

over the long term—la longue durée—and favored

study of the masses, mentalities, popular unrest, rise

and decline in population, prices, and other features

of society and economy that affected daily life.

Annales School history was embraced by scholars

from around the world, and certain works, like

LeRoy Ladurie’s study of a village in medieval

France, Montaillou (1975), became best sellers.

It would seem that this analytic framework was

adequate for including women and gender in history,

but women were absent from the pages of most

Annales history. Their lives and work were not part

of the Annales emphasis on the masses, or on upris-

ings, or even, more remarkably, on population trends.

This meant that the vision of histoire totale embraced

by the school ignored half the population, a regretta-

ble omission. The framework advocated by the school

was appropriate for the study of women’s daily lives

and contributions to long-term change, but women

were barely mentioned in the important texts of

Bloch, Febvre, and Braudel.

Three initiatives begun in the 1970s changed that.

The first, Ladurie’s Montaillou, featured women’s

lives in a village of the Occitan that was investigated

by the Inquisition for evidence of heretical leanings.

The study provided anecdotal information on

women’s lives; indeed, the compelling persons whose

stories turned the study into a best-seller were largely

women. Second, Christiane Klapisch-Zuber, a mem-

ber of the Annales, joined with the American histori-

an David Herlihy to enter the data of the Florentine

Catasto of 1427 into computers for analysis. This

resulted in the vast Tuscans and Their Families (origi-

nal French edition, 1978), the earliest comprehensive

census data study in Western history. Women’s lives

and choices received significant attention, and gender

became a category of analysis in this work. Klapisch-

Zuber, who had become a directeur d’etude, followed

this major study with numerous essays probing more

deeply into women’s lives and choices in late medieval

and early Renaissance Florence. Third, Georges

Duby and Michelle Perrot, who were associated with

Annales scholars, produced a multivolume Histoire

des Femmes covering ancient times to the present.

This was the result of an international seminar that

met beginning in 1980 in Paris under the leadership of

Duby, Perrot, Klapisch-Zuber, and Pauline Schmitt

Pantel. Contacts multiplied; Annales School histor-

ians collaborated with scholars from other European

countries and the Americas who shared a similar

vision. Among the cross-currents that came to influ-

ence the Annales was the study of gender and the new

women’s history.

More recently, Clio: Histoire, Femmes et Sociétés

emerged in 1995 as a journal dedicated to women’s

history. As a project it reconsiders the question of

female culture and attempts to integrate methodologi-

cal and conceptual notions of gender into a relational

history of women and men. The very name of the
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journal echoes Annales: Économies, Sociétés, Civilisa-

tions, and indeed its mission statement declares the

intention of modeling itself on Annales (the school

rather than the journal) in order to investigate women’s

history. Clio works to close the gap between contem-

porary French scholars’ interest in women’s history

and the paradoxical lack of published scholarship

on women in France. Klapisch-Zuber continues to

play an important role in this project. For example, in

‘‘Guda et Claricia: Deux ‘autoportraits’ déminins du

XIIe siècle,’’ Klapisch-Zuber brings to light two female

artists of the twelfth century who signed their names

and left their silhouettes on their work. The project of

women’s history has become an important, if separate,

project from Annales School history itself.

SUSAN MOSHER STUARD
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ANNE OF BEAUJEU
Anne of Beaujeu (also known as Anne of France)

(c. 1461–1522) was duchess of Bourbon and a steady-

ing influence in French royal affairs. Louis XI of

France (r. 1461–1483) and his second wife, Charlotte

of Savoy, had three children who lived to adulthood:

Anne, Jeanne, and Charles. Anne was married young

to Pierre de Beaujeu, son of the duke of Bourbon.

When Louis died in 1483, Anne—not her mother—

was named guardian of her brother, Charles VIII

(r. 1483–1498). Louis had curtailed the power of the

nobles, and they tried to recoup their losses upon

Charles’ succession. The leader of the opposition

was Louis of Orleans, husband of Anne’s sister

Jeanne and heir presumptive to the throne. The

Beaujeus decreased resistance to their guardianship

of the king by sacrificing some of Louis XI’s more

unpopular servants and reducing taxes. This allowed

them to dominate the Estates General of 1484 and to

defeat Orleans in the so-called Mad War of 1485. The

Beaujeus increased French power in Brittany by

marrying King Charles to Anne, the duke’s heiress,

kept peace with the papacy, and permitted Henry of

Richmond (Henry VII) to challenge Richard III for

the throne of England.

When Charles VIII took control of the government

in 1491, the Beaujeus, who had become duke and

duchess of Bourbon, retired to Pierre’s estates,

where ‘‘Madame la Grande’’ educated ladies of good

birth. One factor in their withdrawal from govern-

ment was disapproval of Charles’ desire to claim the

throne of Naples by force. Nonetheless, Anne gov-

erned during her brother’s Italian campaign and later

did the same for Louis XII (Orleans) during his wars.

Anne left behind a book of lessons for her daughter

Suzanne, balancing conventional values with sound

political advice. Anne died in 1522, during the reign of

Francis I, having outlived her siblings, husband, and

daughter.

THOMAS IZBICKI
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ANNE OF BOHEMIA
Anne of Bohemia (1366–1394), daughter of the Holy

Roman Emperor Charles IV, married Richard II of

England in 1381. Anne was initially scorned by some

English contemporaries for her relative poverty and

even her lack of beauty. In due course, however, she

became immensely popular and was widely believed

to have a calming influence on her erratic husband.

Richard certainly loved her deeply. He demolished

her palace at Sheen after her death.

As queen, Anne played a traditional role as merci-

ful intercessor to the king, but the nature of her own

interests is hard to determine. Her upbringing in

Bohemia, home to a strong religious reform move-

ment inspired by Jan Hus, and her advanced literacy

gave her the reputation, shortly after her death, of

having been a shield for English reformers (especially

John Wycliffe) and their project to translate the Bible

into English. On this basis, she was once claimed as

one of the ‘‘nursing mothers of the Reformation,’’ but

her own religious leanings may have been highly or-

thodox. Chaucer associates her with Alceste, the

Queen of the God of Love, who chastises Chaucer

for writing the story of Criseyde’s betrayal of Troilus

and sets him to writing The Legend of Good Women as

a penance.

The evidence suggests that Anne was pious, coura-

geous, well educated, and politically astute. Her

biography is largely limited to her public reputation,

however, either as Richard’s loyal queen (which

she undoubtedly was), or Wycliffe’s protector or

Chaucer’s censor, roles that may have been largely

or entirely legendary.

ANDREW TAYLOR
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ANNE
Saint Anne was the apocryphal mother of the Virgin

Mary and the focus of her own popular cult in the

later Middle Ages. Not mentioned in the biblical

account of Christ’s lineage, Anne first appears in the

apocryphal Book of James (second century), in which

the birth and childhood of Mary are described.

In the early Middle Ages, Anne is a type of the

sterile woman who conceives through divine interven-

tion. With the rise of the cult of Mary, attention

turned to Anne’s role in Marian spirituality; debates

over Mary’s immaculate conception, which engaged

theologians during the high Middle Ages, inevitably

referred to Anne. Some believed Mary was conceived

without sin by her parents’ embrace before the Gold-

en Gate of the Temple.

Another story about Anne that stimulated the

imagination of writers and artists concerned her role

as matriarchal founder of the Holy Kinship group.

According to this narrative, Anne married three

times—to Joachim, Cleophas, and Salome—each

time producing a daughter named Mary. The three

Marys then had sons who were Jesus and a number of

his disciples. The story of the three marriages of Anne

(the trinubium) was incorporated into the most influ-

ential legend of the later Middle Ages, Jacobus de

Voragine’s Legenda aurea, and by that route became

a well-known part of biblical history for both laity

and clergy. Consistently in medieval iconography,

therefore, Saint Anne is represented as a holy mother.

She is not only central to the lives of her daughter

Mary and her grandson Jesus, but she is the founder

of Jesus’ matrilineal descent system, whose image was

the Holy Kinship.

Theological controversies over the immaculate

conception of Mary, as well as the circulation of

narratives about the life of Anne and her large family,

made her a popular saint in western Europe by the

fourteenth century. Her feast was celebrated on July

26 in many places, and relics such as her veil at Apt

or her head at Chartres stimulated pilgrimages to

those shrines. Images of Saint Anne teaching the

Virgin to read or sitting with both the Virgin and

Christ on her lap (Anna Selbdritt) were common

throughout Europe.

Like many medieval saints, Anne was also

regarded as a saint to call on for help with specific

problems of everyday life. Some of those problems

were connected with her maternal and familial ico-

nography; for example, she was regarded as one of the

‘‘marrying saints’’ who provided aid to married cou-

ples facing infertility. In many cases, however, prayers

to Anne addressed situations unconnected to her

place in the holy family. She was a patron of those

in maritime vocations, a protector of those who faced

the danger of voyages or storms. Elsewhere she was a

patron of woodworkers, and she was often a saint to

be invoked in time of plague. She was the name saint

of many famous Annes, including Anne of Burgundy

and Anne of Brittany. She was even adopted as the
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patron saint of Florence after an unpopular ruler was

routed on Saint Anne’s Day 1343.

The cult of Saint Anne was at its height in northern

Europe around 1500, thanks to both ecclesiastical and

bourgeois patronage. Numerous Lives of Anne circu-

lated in the later fifteenth century with the support of

humanist churchmen, including most notably

Johannes Trithemius in his 1494 treatise, Tractatis

de Laudibus Sanctissimae Matris Annae. Using these

new texts about Anne, the ecclesiastical authorities

promoted the foundation of shrines and confrater-

nities dedicated to the saint in convent churches.

There was also a significant increase in the production

of paintings (often large altarpieces) with Anne and

her family as subjects. In these paintings, Anne

and her three daughters usually sit in a garden or

enclosure with their children playing before them.

The matrilineal message is emphasized since the hus-

bands are absent or relegated to the back of the scene,

peeping over the wall. Despite the matriarchal focus

of Holy Kinship images, Anne and her husband

Joachim could function in other sites as models for

lay marriage. In their combination of piety and afflu-

ence, they represented the values of the urban middle

class. By the early decades of the sixteenth century,

however, the cult of Anne was under attack by refor-

mers who denied the trinubium and wished to pro-

mote a male-centered Holy Family rather than the

female-centered Holy Kinship. The Council of Trent

(1545–1563) denigrated Saint Anne’s role in sacred

history with its consequent popular devotion, while

art of the later sixteenth century shows Anne demoted

from a powerful intercessory figure in her own right

to the aged grandmother of Christ.

KATHLEEN M. ASHLEY
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APPRENTICES
Medieval industry was dominated by artisans, and

women participated in artisan crafts, beginning their

acquisition of skills as apprentices, as did men. How-

ever, overall, there were far fewer female apprentices

than male in medieval Europe. Artisan industry was

hierarchical, with at least three categories: apprentice

or beginning employee, salaried employee or journey-

man, and master, the head of a workshop. There is

little, if any, evidence that women progressed to the

top of this hierarchy. In a few trades, however, par-

ticularly in the region of Paris, women seem to have

reached the status of master. Seven of the over one

hundred guilds in Paris were led by women in the late

thirteenth century. Women might also enjoy elevated

status in a craft as the wives of guild masters. In

other guilds across Europe, a woman could, at

times, succeed to master status at the death of her

husband. Overall, widows represented two to five

percent of guild membership.

Female apprentices were recruited to those sectors

of the medieval artisan industry in which women were

most prominent: the food trades, encompassing occu-

pations such as baker and brewster, and a host of

occupations associated with the textile industries, in-

cluding spinster, silk worker, gold thread spinner, and

purse maker. Female guilds were concentrated in the

luxury industry and export trade. Parisian female

guilds focused on spinning silk and making decorative

items, ribbons, head wear, and purses. Here women

supervised the apprenticeship contracts of their work-

ers. Women in Cologne had specialties in silk and in

spinning of gold. In Rouen women were involved in

guild activities and very likely trained and employed

apprentices.

Geographically, the age of apprenticeship might

differ, but the practical age of majority for women

in the Middle Ages was twelve, and in Mediterranean

Europe one finds contracts of apprenticeship binding

women from approximately that age. For boys, four-

teen was the age of majority. For both men and

women, the legal age of majority followed the lead

of Roman law at twenty-five.

Geographically, female apprentices might come

from some distance to a large town to learn a trade.

In general, boys and men came from farther afield

and were recruited to a larger cross-section of trades

than were girls and women. In terms of the length of

apprenticeship, again, there is great variation. In

Montpellier, the important distinction was not gen-

der, but whether apprentices were of local or non-

local origin, the latter dictating, in the case of both

boys and girls, longer terms of apprenticeship. Then

too, trades varied in the length of training required,
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and an apprentice’s previous experience, most often

unknown to the historian, might also affect the dura-

tion. Surviving apprenticeship contracts in Montpel-

lier show women apprenticed two years for basket

making and secondhand clothes marketing, while in

tailoring, six years might be necessary, and in mercery

work (ribbons, accessories, fabric adornments), eight

years. There is one instance of a girl of twelve appren-

ticed ten years in the baking trade. Women generally

did not apprentice themselves without the participa-

tion of a parent or relative, and the presence and

authorization of a male relative were common. Boys

of fourteen might apprentice themselves alone, but

again, if they were foreigners, they usually had need

of a sponsor or surety to vouch for them.

Apprenticeship arrangements included the length

of time of indenture; the cost of training and/or the

nature of support (whether in kind, in salary, or both)

offered by the master; arrangements should the ap-

prentice fall ill; the type of instruction offered; the

requirements of the engagement, such as no departure

before the end of the contractual term; and loyalty to

the master. Contracts were binding and could carry

penalties if breached. Generally, the structure of ap-

prenticeship contracts was similar for men and

women. Apprenticeship agreements survive for two

English women from Yorkshire and Lincolnshire, to

learn silkwork from the wives of London citizens.

They were apprenticed to seven-year terms, with

expectations of good behavior, loyalty to their mas-

ters, and stability in the household. In return, they

were to receive instruction in their trade, discipline if

necessary, food, clothing, and other necessities. In

this case no payment was forthcoming, but there are

instances where apprentices were paid. The appren-

ticeship contracts of southern Europe provide the

same type of information regarding living conditions,

arrangements in apprenticeship, recompense or the

lack thereof for labor, and details on apprentice/mas-

ter/mistress relations.

There is some suggestion that over time occupations

such as the cloth industry became more male-domi-

nated, with opportunities for women’s participation

diminished. In the late Middle Ages and early modern

era, guild regulations were tightened as sworn corpora-

tions emerged. Future case studies can serve to pinpoint

the specifics of women’s experience in apprenticeship

across a broad chronology and geography.

KATHRYN REYERSON
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ARCHAEOLOGY
From the inception of archaeology as a professional

discipline in late-nineteenth-century Europe, scholars

frequently overlooked women as subjects of study

and undervalued their roles in early societies. Despite

the growing impact of second-wave feminism on aca-

demia as early as the 1960s, inequities in archaeology

characterized by andocentric approaches were only

redressed beginning in the mid-1980s. Reasons for

the delay included the relative under-representation

of women as professional archaeologists, the historic

tendency to denigrate or underestimate women’s cre-

ative, economic, and artistic contributions in prehis-

toric and more recent societies, and hesitation to

embrace the concept of gender as a social construct

rather than as an accurate reflection of biological sex.

Now that most archaeologists have accepted gender

as a legitimate category of research, greater attention

is being paid not only to the changing aspects of

women’s labor, sexuality, and familial roles in various

societies but also to related questions regarding the

expression of masculinity, the nature and significance

of homosexuality, and the constant evolution of gen-

der-linked characteristics and activities.

Challenging Traditional Archaeology

On the whole, medieval archaeologists have been

relatively slow to incorporate theory in comparison

with their colleagues in anthropology and prehis-

toric archaeology, and thus the impact of gender

approaches has been far less revolutionary. As

opposed to the fields in which feminist scholars first

sought to demonstrate the existence of matriarchal,

or at least egalitarian, social hierarchies in hunter–

gatherer communities, medieval archaeology has

evolved more cautiously. Constrained by the written

evidence of social mores for the period, gender

archaeologists studying the medieval period have

worked within the framework imposed by late pagan

and early Christian descriptions of human activity in
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western Europe. Informed by gender methodology,

however, they ask different questions of the evidence,

and their discussions have stimulated long-overdue

improvements in the excavation, conservation, dis-

play, and interpretation of medieval archaeological

artifacts, monuments, and sites.

Early Middle Ages

In early medieval archaeology, the majority of studies

traditionally focused on graves and cemeteries.

Because burials often contained a large variety of

artifacts in addition to skeletal remains, they were

found with regularity in western Europe from the

time of the Industrial Revolution, when the laying of

rail lines, digging of ditches, and construction of new

buildings occurred on an unprecedented scale. Before

the advent of carbon 14 dating, the sites discovered

with coinage and artifacts had the advantage of being

more easily dated to specific chronological periods.

Even those without coins might be classified and thus

dated by their typological similarity to finds else-

where. Although antiquaries and archaeologists initi-

ally used remains from early medieval cemeteries and

churches to reinforce stereotypes of women as passive

reflections of the status, wealth, and ethnic identity of

their husbands or fathers, today these mortuary finds

are being employed for very different objectives.

Because sepulchers afforded families the opportunity

to construct idealized portrayals of their deceased

members, with gender identity comprising one facet

of such images, grave remains represent an important

source for understanding the contributions of women

to kin and community.

Archaeologists have, therefore, used a combina-

tion of evidence from early medieval burial sites to

challenge assumptions and create a more nuanced

understanding of the division of labor, gender norms

and expectations, and the gendering of space in

the early Middle Ages. At the cemetery of Villey-

St-Etienne in northern Gaul, for instance, despite

the fact that grave #6 was enormous in size, the

skeleton of a woman found inside it was accompanied

by few grave goods; in this case, we may observe

tension between the effort expended to bury her and

the decision not to deposit the quantity and quality of

artifacts usually found in a sepulcher of these dimen-

sions. Although the interpretation of this site must

remain uncertain since no written sources survive to

document her identity or the circumstances in which

she died, it has been proposed that she may have been

a widow of high standing for whom grave goods were

no longer considered necessary or desirable. Rather

than reading this grave as symptomatic of lack of

recognition of the status of women in early medieval

society, archaeologists are now open to seeing more

subtle distinctions in the expression of status since the

woman’s possessions may have indeed been handed

down to her heirs.

As more accurate techniques for the biological sex-

ing of skeletons through osteological and DNA analy-

sis have been developed, early medieval archaeologists

and anthropologists have been able to reassess sepul-

chers in which the occupants were originally sexed by

means of the artifacts with which they were buried

rather than through methods independent of the

archaeological context. Although only a limited num-

ber of graves have been discovered in which there were

discrepancies between biological sex and gender (in

other words, graves containing artifacts normally not

associated with a particular sex), improved methodol-

ogy has allowed scholars to present a more nuanced

picture of the ways in which gender ideology affected

burial. Moreover, as the chemical and biological study

of human heredity and disease have grown increasing-

ly sophisticated, specialists have also had the opportu-

nity to explore nutrition, congenital illnesses and

genetic traits, epidemics, and physical injuries, and

the ways they comparatively affected the male

and female members of early medieval populations.

While cemeteries have enabled archaeologists to

study everything from early medieval social structure

to production and trade, research on early medieval

habitation, by contrast, is still in its relative infancy,

and only in recent decades have there been more

consistent efforts made to excavate exceptional exam-

ples of intact villages, for instance, in their entirety.

While it is more difficult to ascribe activities at such

sites to individuals of specific gender, since normally it

is not possible to identify precisely who was engaged

in the production of ceramics or the baking of bread,

there have been fairly successful attempts to contex-

tualize these occupations through comparison with

paraphernalia found at contemporary furnished

graves and written descriptions of such activities.

As in the study of any society, however, it is clearly

more useful to avoid establishing absolute gender

associations with specific activities. Gender-linked

roles were dynamic and repeatedly negotiated within

specific communities; they therefore varied by region

and period. Weaving and beer making, which were

traditionally understood as women’s work in the

early Middle Ages, were both activities appropriated

by men as the increasingly lucrative labor was pro-

fessionalized by late medieval guilds across western

Europe.
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Central and Late Middle Ages

With respect to the central and late Middle Ages,

mortuary archaeology has not had the same broad

impact as it has for earlier periods, due in part to the

difficulty of identifying graves from the era, since

most lack archaeological artifacts. Moreover, the

heavy reuse of late medieval Christian cemeteries in

or near churches resulted in the frequent exportation

of bones to ossuaries, charnel houses, or catacombs.

Therefore, few sites remained undisturbed. Many for-

mer cemeteries were also subsequently occupied for

other purposes, such as housing and manufacturing

complexes, as city suburbs were more intensively

occupied in the early modern period and later.

Although there have certainly been exceptions, like

intensive studies undertaken of leper cemeteries and

church burials, late medieval mortuary archaeology

has focused more on art historical studies of grave

inscriptions and monuments than on the human

remains they contained.

The majority of late medieval archaeological exca-

vations have focused on the architectural remains of

religious foundations, castles and fortresses, and pro-

duction sites such as ports and royal and monastic

workshops. In these analyses, theory has not found a

significant voice, despite the fact that these locations

afford important opportunities for the exploration

of notions of gender. Although late medieval archae-

ology has often served as the handmaid of history

rather than functioning as an independent discipline

in such contexts, archaeologists since the 1990s have

begun to ask questions about the divisions existing in

or alternative uses of religious space, domestic house-

holds, feasting halls, and other features of elite ways

of life. In conjunction with contemporary historical

and literary evidence, these studies demonstrate that

gender archaeology is a very useful tool by which to

document and supplement the written record, since

the field has great potential and may provide new

insight into late medieval culture in ways previously

unanticipated by specialists in the field.
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ARCHITECTURE, DOMESTIC
Gender was constituted notably in the context of

architectural and settlement space, that is, both in

the rooms which men and women frequented within

buildings and in the layout of the wider settlement. In

the medieval process of classifying female and male

bodies, architectural segregation was fundamental for

the social definition of values of masculinity and fem-

ininity, in monastic as well as in secular contexts.

Such constructed values differed according to social

status, so that the relationship of space and gender

varied considerably across the settlement hierarchy,

from hamlet or village to town or castle.

Like any other form ofmaterial culture, the architec-

ture of segregation had many meanings that were also

subject to change. The disposition of buildings and their

interiors, different access and mobility, and materials

and notions of permanence comprised gendered mean-

ing and served as a stage for gendered performance.

One sees the everyday experience of gender difference

in the arena and architecture of domestic space.

Gendering Space

Investigation of access into buildings allows an objec-

tive identification of the degree of control and priva-

cy, indicated by the relative position of a room within

a structure. Such access analysis can show how social

and gender relations within the household were archi-

tecturally arranged. Rooms reached immediately

from the street may be seen as public space. They

are unlikely to have been understood as private apart-

ments, access to which was limited to selected mem-

bers of the household. Such private spaces were

located more deeply within the floor plan.
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The relationship between gender and domestic

buildings may be complicated by several issues, par-

ticularly the difficulty of distinguishing spaces that

were specifically designed for, or used by, one sex

rather than the other. Homes were often workplaces,

and the same room might have been used for a variety

of domestic and production purposes. Smaller houses

had to be especially flexible in how their space was

used. In the context of the medieval town, for in-

stance, female and male routines surely coincided

regularly. Moreover, the architecture of the urban

home was a reflection of other kinds of status apart

from gender. Class became more important in the

design of the later medieval town houses. Accommo-

dations for poorer urban dwellers—typical cottages

containing no more than two rooms—offered no

place for segregation; but overlapping spatial gender

identities could be found even in the largest urban

houses. The organization of domestic space into

‘‘safe,’’ that is, female, and ‘‘dangerous,’’ that is,

male, zones may have been an influential ideal rea-

lized only in the wealthiest houses. The peasant home

seems to have been a predominantly female domain

for much of the year. Gender spheres there are likely

to have been seasonal, with men in the house for

greater periods during winter.

A larger number of existing or developing architec-

tural and spatial subdivisions could lead to further

and more explicit gendered distinctions. At least for

urban England, an increase of gendered spatial differ-

entiation may be assumed for the second half of the

fifteenth century, when craft workshops became in-

creasingly masculinized and mercantile households

increasingly feminized. Detailed analysis, however, is

often complicated by research problems with regard

to dating and the chronology of change. In particular,

the knowledge of the date of surviving buildings

and how they were used and developed is often not

sufficient to allow an easy correlation between

changes in building type and short-term changes in

social practice.

Upper-class women’s accommodations were

situated with an emphasis on privacy and comfort,

embellished by warmth, rich colors, and soft textures.

Technological inventions and developments influ-

enced the gendered functionality of rooms. The adop-

tion of the indoor chimney and fireplace, first in

wealthier homes of the twelfth and thirteenth century,

fostered the small room and increased the trend to-

ward privacy. The bower (that is, a solar reserved for

the lady of the house) became an essential part of

domestic accommodation in castles. Moreover, such

enhanced privacy affected intimacy and sexual mores.

The bodies of high-status women classified

through gender also had to be hidden from strangers

through architectural mechanisms of segregation and

enclosure that included towers, private facilities for

worship, exclusively female households, and physical

boundaries such as walls, gardens, and other filtering

systems like fences, gates, or staircases, which regu-

lated access. The castle provides a good case for un-

derstanding the meaning of such gender segregation

in the upper-class milieu. From the eleventh to the

fifteenth century, the specific forms of the English

castle developed and changed, until eventually the

military and domestic functions were disjoined.

The military role of the castle constituted its personi-

fication as a purely masculine domain. The female

quarters were positioned in the segregated innermost

and uppermost spaces of the castles, at the greatest

distance from the main entrance. From their elevated

and segregated position, women would have enjoyed

substantial views of the castle interior while remaining

out of view themselves. Increasing status seems to

have been accompanied by greater segregation of the

households for male and female members of the cas-

tle. The bias towards female segregation is obvious

even where women appear to have been active in

commissioning their quarters. This tendency repre-

sents an example of the way in which women were

both active in interpreting material culture and

complicit with it.

For English royal castles and palaces, it can also be

shown that the queen’s chambers were less permeable

than those of the king from more ‘‘public’’ areas. The

apartments of the queen were isolated from the cere-

monial routes through the palace complexes. This

segregation is evident not only in their siting, often

close to gardens and courtyards, but also in the

contemplative imagery within. While historical and

architectural developments can be revealed that

made their mark on kings’ apartments, the general

layout and position of queens’ chambers appear to

have remained constant. Changes in the function of

the palace and the evolution of the household seem to

have passed them by.

Issues of domestic architecture in the context

of gendered performance were used metaphorically.

Medieval medicine explained the physiology of the

body through architectural metaphors, with the

body’s interior perceived as contained, domestic,

and feminine. ‘‘Interior space, be it of the house

or of the body, is a feminine place’’ (Henry de

Mondeville, Chirurgie, Montpellier, 1306–1320).

The castle also became a metaphor for the female

body, as a tabernacle protecting the precious virginity

kept within. Architectural space was used to construct

and reinforce a gendering of women’s bodies that

emphasized chastity and purity. The iconographic

representation of chastity could be the tower, which
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had a central function in the martyrdom stories of the

virgin saints, especially Saint Barbara, whose attri-

bute it was.

GERHARD JARITZ
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ARCHITECTURE, ECCLESIASTICAL
Women have been centrally involved with the Chris-

tian religion from its earliest phases and played a

prominent role in the events of the New Testament.

Within several centuries of the founding of Christiani-

ty, however, the role of women in the church leader-

ship and their physical location in religious space

became marginalized, and they were progressively ex-

cluded from the hierarchy. However, evidence of gen-

der separation within sacred space, although probable,

is difficult to document before the sixth century in the

east, and probably the seventh century in Rome.

In the Byzantine tradition, where churches were

constructed with upper galleries, there is evidence

that women were relegated to these spaces during

liturgical services. In Roman architecture, generally

basilican (that is to say, longitudinal as opposed to

centralized) in plan, there are some indications that

women occupied the north (left) aisle, sometimes

separated from the nave by curtains suspended be-

tween the columns of the arcade.Mosaics occasionally

suggest curtains as a form of separation between men

and women in church interiors (at Sant’Apollinare

Nuovo in Ravenna, for example). In some churches,

the location of women was restricted to a small area of

the church, sometimes at the west: this was the case, for

example, in the twelfth century at Durham Cathedral

in England, where women were not allowed beyond

the westernmost piers of the nave.

The exclusion of women, or their separation from

the main body of the church, is especially common in

male monasticism, although important noble or royal

female patrons were often allowed some access to the

main sanctuary.

Rules and regulations on the separation of women

religious from clergy and the lay congregation were

particularly strict during periods of religious reform.

The Gregorian reform of the eleventh century, and in

particular the strictures of clerical celibacy, led to

increased misogyny within the church and in litera-

ture produced by clerics. There is clear evidence of

this in the context of women’s monasticism, where

strictures on enclosure became strikingly more rigid

in the thirteenth century, especially in female

branches of the new Mendicant orders; a particular

example is the strict active enclosure of the Poor

Clares (or Clarisses). This process culminated in the

papal Bull Pericoloso, promulgated by Boniface VIII

in 1300, in which strict enclosure was imposed upon

all female communities of any order. There is evi-

dence of opposition and resistance, as there was to

be again with the renewed strictures imposed as a

result of the Tridentine reform of the sixteenth cen-

tury. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, part-

ly as a result of the early modern attempts at reform,

Naples and Palermo developed particular types of

raised choirs for nuns located above and behind the

main altar, as well as high raised exterior loggias that

gave a distant and protected view of the cities.

One important effect of the containment of women

in reserved and enclosed sections of churches was

their separation from the sacraments. This emerges

quite clearly in the disposition of nuns’ choirs, which

were sometimes raised on balconies at the west end of

the nave (for example, at Vadstena), from which they

were further separated by a screen or a grill. Although

the evidence of these arrangements is not always

unambiguous, it is clear that in some examples the
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women religious would not have been able to see the

elevation of the host at the altar. The examination of

other surviving nunneries suggests that there was lit-

tle, if any, visual participation in the Mass by choirs

placed beside or behind the altar. The experience of

the sacred thus seems to have become largely auditory

rather than visual; this phenomenon has been asso-

ciated with theories of the permeability (and lack of

control) of the female body deriving from ancient

philosophy and medicine.

There has been a long-standing association be-

tween the spaces allocated for women and the north

side of the church. Representations of the Virgin

Mary tend to locate her on the north (left) side of

Christ (in scenes of the Coronation of the Virgin, or

the Crucifixion, for example). This practice was con-

firmed not only in medieval parish practice (women

seated on the north), but frequently also in burials.

Women have been notable patrons of ecclesiastical

architecture and its decoration. Indeed, the role of

women in founding churches and in pious works

started in the earliest years of Christianity. In the

Middle Ages, noble and royal women were conspicu-

ous patrons of church decoration, as in the case of

Queen Blanche of Castile, donor of the north transept

rose window at Chartres Cathedral and the founder

of the Cistercian convents of Maubuisson and Lys,

both near Paris.

Perhaps one of the most important and striking

periods of female patronage, however, is the late thir-

teenth and early fourteenth centuries in Europe in

relation to the Mendicant orders (especially the

Dominicans and Franciscans). Royal women played

a pivotal role in the founding and building of

churches and monasteries for both male and female

communities of these orders, and they often requested

burial for themselves and their families within the

church. Striking examples are the nunneries of Ped-

ralbes in Barcelona, Sta. Chiara in Naples, and Long-

champ near Paris. The tie between royal women and

the Franciscans was especially close.

A great many churches are dedicated to female

saints, especially virgins and martyrs from the early

Christian period (Saint Pudenziana, Saint Praessede,

Saint Cecilia, Saint Restituta, Saint Catherine of Alex-

andria). But starting most conspicuously in the twelfth

century and under the influence of Saint Bernard of

Clairvaux, churches were increasingly dedicated to the

VirginMary. TheVirgin is also associated in particular

with the main chapel on the central axis of large

churches, and in the thirteenth century this developed

into the phenomenon of lady chapels, especially

frequent in Great Britain, where these became large

and partially separate spaces behind the main

altar, and sometimes, as at Ely, on the north side.

Axial lady chapels can be seen at Salisbury and Wells

cathedrals.
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ARCHITECTURE, MONASTIC
The architecture of monasticism, and especially that

of major religious orders (Benedictines, Cistercians),

is a rich and well-studied subject, but the buildings of

women’s communities received almost no attention

until about 1990. The subject is therefore still in
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its infancy, in spite of a series of important and

ground-breaking studies that took place in the fifteen

or so years after 1990.

Sparse Evidence

There are still many difficulties, however: often the

monasteries of women religious were especially vul-

nerable to the ravages of the Reformation, the Disso-

lution, and the ensuing religious wars. In France, the

Revolution led to the almost complete obliteration of

the monastic complexes of women. Greater evidence

survives in Spain and Portugal, but here little histori-

cal or archaeological research has been undertaken

and published. The best evidence for women’s com-

munities thus comes from those countries where there

has been a continuous Catholic tradition and where

women’s monasticism has survived (Italy, Portugal,

Spain). Yet (ironically) these structures, when still

part of practicing communities, are difficult to study

precisely because the rules of strict enclosure prohibit

access to the internal spaces and often the archives, if

they survive. As a rule, however, historical documen-

tation of women’s monasticism is either poor or en-

tirely lacking. In the rare cases where monastic

architecture does survive, it often does so in fragmen-

tary form, as the economic conditions of nunneries,

changes in the interpretation of the religious life, and,

above all, the changes imposed by the regulations of

the Council of Trent led to many modifications.

It should also be noted that in certain periods, and

above all in the thirteenth century, women religious

‘‘inherited’’ or were given monastic complexes (often

Benedictine) that had been designed and built for

male communities; it is therefore sometimes difficult

to differentiate the buildings of nuns from the (earlier)

structures of male monasticism. This was particularly

true of the monasteries established for the new female

orders of the thirteenth century, such as those of the

Poor Clares (or Clarisses), who were often installed in

structures that were formerly occupied by Benedictine

communities. Examples can be found at San Pietro in

Vineis in Anagni, San Sebastiano outside Alatri, and

San Silvestro and Santi Cosma e Damiano (San Cosi-

mato) in Rome.

Archaeology has provided some of the most im-

portant evidence for early female communities, and

here exceptional work has been done in Great Britain

(Gilchrist, 1994). Other types of sources, such as the

sixth-century rule written for a women’s community

by Caesarius of Arles, are important also. In all these

instances, however, the student should recall that

communities often underwent considerable change

from one decade to another: choirs were moved, ex-

panded, or contracted in relation to internal as well as

external pressures. An excellent case in point is the

location of the nuns’ choir at Sta. Chiara in Assisi

after c. 1260, which seems to have undergone numer-

ous changes in location and character within the first

decades of its existence.

There is one further consideration: monastic build-

ings were sometimes made of perishable materials,

such as mud, cob, and wood. These types of struc-

tures can only be retrieved by archaeology, and then

only at foundation level. The picture that we are now

able to reconstruct of women’s monasticism may,

therefore, be biased in favor of those with more per-

manent, stone structures.

The Difficulties of Generalization

Under these circumstances, it is hazardous to general-

ize about monastic architecture for women. As nu-

merous historians have noted, it is also true that

women’s houses tended to have greater economic

difficulties than their male counterparts: the founda-

tions were often smaller, and the nuns frequently

depended upon male advisors or supervisors for the

disposition and maintenance of their buildings, prop-

erties, and farms. Monasteries and their properties

were also particularly vulnerable to attack or usurpa-

tion. Although women’s monasteries were often initi-

ally established (in accordance with the Benedictine

tradition) outside city walls, they were often moved to

within cities or to suburban areas for greater protec-

tion. With few exceptions, it is only in the late twelfth

and thirteenth centuries that we have evidence of

monumental establishments founded by women for

women, such as Pedralbes (Barcelona) and Sta.

Chiara (Naples). This was the result of the develop-

ment of a wave of spirituality and patronage among

royal or noble women in particular, and it was partic-

ularly directed towards the Poor Clares.

As a result of these considerations, the architecture

of women religious needs to be considered and stud-

ied with a different approach from that of male mo-

nasticism, as the creation of typologies and filiations

is not often an effective tool for the study of women’s

houses. Rarely is there evidence of concern for a

consistency of plan or layout within different orders

of women’s monasticism, nor did these institutions

tend to have the organizational structures of general

chapters or internal visitation that often existed

among men’s communities.

The evidence suggests that sometimes the architec-

tural context was developed as much from domestic
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architecture as from an ecclesiastical tradition. This is

especially true of urban communities, and it is a

striking feature of some of the houses of the Beguines

in the north. However, in other areas, such as parts of

Umbria in Italy, the architectural structures of

women’s houses were closest to those of hermitages

and anchoritic cells.

The anchoritic tradition is often evident in the

modifications made to monastic churches converted

to the use of a religious community of women. A

good example of this phenomenon is the church of

San Damiano outside Assisi, a small parish church

modified for the use of women by the addition of a

small choir beside the apse. Here, as in many struc-

tures for nuns, there may have been no direct view

from the nun’s choir of the altar, so that the liturgy

was heard rather than seen by the female community.

The separation of women from the altar and the

resulting attenuation of their relationship to the Eu-

charist is one of the central features of monastic ar-

chitecture for women, and this phenomenon may

account for the high level of mysticism in many com-

munities of religious women.

Enclosure

Although in the early medieval period there was con-

siderable fluidity between male and female commu-

nities, or between monastic women and the lay public,

the issue of enclosure soon became a central concept

in the design of monastic spaces for women. Already

in the sixth century, Caesarius of Arles mentioned

that the nuns were prohibited from going into the

church. The complexities of enclosure concerned the

relationship of women religious not only to the lay

public but also to the clergy, whose presence was

essential for the administration of the sacraments.

This was also the case in houses where there were

communities of men and women, as at Fontevrault

in the Anjou; here the women’s community in the

nave was distanced from the main altar by the choir

of the male religious, and the separate spaces of the

church were divided by metal grills. Elsewhere, the

female community may have been separated by a

wooden or masonry wall: Gilchrist (1994) proposed

a reconstruction of St. Brigit’s church in Kildare with

a longitudinal wall between the male and female com-

munities. This type of architecture is frequently found

in the design of medieval hospitals, where men and

women were also segregated from each other.

Women’s monastic architecture was thus often

modest and ‘‘domestic,’’ in keeping with this tendency

towards a less formalized architectural environment,

but on the other hand it tended towards greater rigid-

ity in the internal divisions of space between the areas

accessible to the clergy and public and those identified

for the nuns. Here there are also difficulties in under-

standing the material, as the internal dispositions of

nunneries have often been changed on many occa-

sions, especially in relation to reform movements (in-

cluding Boniface VIII’s bull, Pericoloso, of 1300 and

the Counter-Reformation); it is therefore often diffi-

cult, if not impossible, to reconstruct the original

character of the internal divisions of the Middle Ages.

Women’s Role

Another aspect of women’s monasticism that merits

far more study is the role of women themselves in

designing and determining the spaces of the commu-

nities in which they lived as nuns or which they had

founded, or both. There are scattered indications of

women religious shaping the spaces for their commu-

nities; the most conspicuous example is perhaps St.

Birgitta of Sweden, whose churches were designed to

serve double communities of men and women, whose

paths, however, were not to intersect. There devel-

oped as a result a series of churches made up of

suspended choirs and altars for the nuns, those for

the women facing east, and the choir of the male

community facing west (Vadstena, Sweden). Else-

where in Europe, a series of late thirteenth- and

early fourteenth-century queens were instrumental in

the foundation and design of a series of women’s

monasteries; perhaps the most famous of these is

Queen Sancia of Mallorca in Naples, whose great

double house of Sta. Chiara (which had both Claris-

san and Franciscan communities) was designed on a

scale unprecedented at the time. Here the devotion of

the queen to the consecrated host led not only to the

original dedication of the church to Corpus Domini,

but also to the location of the nuns’ choir directly

behind the altar, so that the women would have a

privileged view of the elevated and consecrated host.

In the case of Queen Sancia, she was part of what has

been described as a ‘‘feminine surge’’ towards the

Franciscans in the late medieval period: queens and

princesses everywhere in Europe, from Portugal to

the British Isles, were avid patrons of the Poor Clares

and Franciscans, and often retired to these houses

when they became widows. Perhaps the earliest figure

in this movement was St. Elisabeth of Hungary

(Thuringia), who established a model for charitable

and pious noblewomen and who was canonized

soon after her death in 1231. Isabelle, younger sister

of Louis IX of France, who entered the Clarissan
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monastery of Longchamp, was another important

example for religious women.

Surviving examples of monasteries tend to be those

of large-scale and lavishly funded houses. A certain

number survive in Germany from the tenth century

forward; some of these were prestigious noble or

imperial foundations (for example, Essen, Gernrode)

in which it would appear that the female community

occupied the galleries over the aisles, or, in the case of

Essen, the upper story of a westwerk modeled on the

palatine chapel at Aachen. In Germany, Scandinavia,

and eastern Europe it appears to have been quite

standard for the nuns’ choir to be placed in an

upper gallery at the western end of the church

(Konigsfelden).

In Italy and Spain, there appears to have been a

greater preference for choirs at ground level, often

placed adjacent to or behind the apse. These were

often ad hoc arrangements or additions made when

a monastery was converted for the use of religious

women. In some cases, however, the location of the

choir seems strikingly original: at San Pietro in Vineis,

in Anagni, for example, a nuns’ choir was installed

above the south aisle by raising the aisle roof to the

level of the roof over the nave; in this case, the small

openings that had originally served as windows now

became ‘‘listening holes’’ so that the community could

hear the liturgy below. At the nunnery of San Sebas-

tiano in Alatri, on the other hand, which had also

previously been a Benedictine monastery, the choir

was installed in an upper room to the west of the

nave; there was some sort of opening (replaced in

modern times by a door) in the upper wall between

the two spaces. The choirs usually had a niche carved

into the wall for the reserved host and were often

adjacent to the dormitory. In the case of Anagni and

Alatri, the degree of separation of the nuns’ space

from the church may suggest that the term ‘‘oratory’’

is more appropriate than ‘‘choir.’’

Austerity and Art

The form and scale of the other monastic buildings

was usually in keeping with the simplicity and auster-

ity of the church and choir. In simpler and poorer

foundations, there was often no cloister, but simply a

square court, sometimes with one covered walkway.

Apart from the great royal and noble foundations of

the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries,

there is little evidence of the types of sophisticated

plumbing and water-supply systems that were devel-

oped for male monasticism. The most secluded part of

a nunnery was usually the dormitory, while the spaces

in which contact was permitted with either the clergy

(especially for confession) or lay visitors tended to be

located near the entrance to the church or alongside

the apse.

One important element of monastic architecture

for women was its decoration. Choirs were often

painted with narrative cycles of frescoes of consider-

able importance. At Sta. Chiara in Naples, for exam-

ple, the artist Giotto was employed by the king and

queen to execute a cycle of frescoes in the choir that

depicted the Apocalypse, among other subjects (very

little survives of this program). Elsewhere, choirs were

decorated with narrative scenes of the lives of saints

or cycles of the life and passion of Christ. These

pictorial cycles would have been an important coun-

terpart to the sound of the liturgy and also would

have served as patterns for pious meditation.

As part of urban and population growth in the late

thirteenth century, the focus of women’s monastic life

moved into the city, and the pattern of monastic

vocation shifted from Benedictine to Mendicant.

Whereas earlier monasticism for women had been

supported by aristocratic patronage, the new types

of houses were associated with lay and communal

piety. Zarri noted in 1973 that in Bologna in 1250

the number of women’s houses had grown from seven

to thirty-six. This phenomenon was parallel with

that of pious women (pinzochere) who lived lives of

penitence, good works, and mystical experience in a

domestic context without taking monastic vows.

Women’s communities often found far more sympa-

thetic support among the Mendicant friars.

CAROLINE BRUZELIUS
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ARISTOTELIAN CONCEPTS OF
WOMEN AND GENDER
Aristotle’s views on women, like those of Freud in his

later life, have provoked considerable resistance from

modern scholars, and rightly so. The fourth-century

BCE philosopher consistently emphasizes the inferi-

ority of women in relation to men, and his views

proved immensely influential from the thirteenth cen-

tury onward in scholastic thought. True to his own

fascination with creating categories to describe all

things, Aristotle’s views on women can be divided

into two distinct types: women’s physiology and

women’s political role. His views, and those of his

adherents in the central and later Middle Ages, have

as many modern critics (plus at least one medieval

critic) as they had medieval adherents. Central to

both his political and his biological observations of

women are their subordination and inferiority to men.

In his discussion of a woman’s role (here confined

to the role of the wife) in the ancient Greek polis or

city-state, Aristotle relegates women to the oikos or

household rather than the public realm by noting em-

phatically that ‘‘the male is by nature superior and the

female inferior, the one rules and the other is ruled’’

(Aristotle,Politics, 1254b10, tr. by B. Jowett, quoted in

Lefkowitz and Fant, p. 38). He also notes that male

rule over women is less absolute relative to men’s

control of slaves and children in the household. He

describes the husband’s power over his wife as ‘‘con-

stitutional,’’ which he notes would imply an equality of

the two. However, he argues that true equality in the

husband’s rule over his wife is not possible precisely

because of female inferiority, a sexual inequality that

he labels as ‘‘permanent.’’ Women are excluded from

political or public power for the same reason. To em-

phasize this point, Aristotle cites the example of the

city-state of Sparta, where women were involved in the

political realm with (to his eyes) disastrous results.

Underlying his arguments denying women access

to the public realm are Aristotle’s attempts to

naturalize and even biologize sexual difference. His

natural philosophical books are most instructive and

influential in this regard. In his Generation of Animals,

Aristotle argues for a fundamental difference but also

a complementarity between males and females of all

species: ‘‘Now of course the female, qua female, is

passive, and the male, qua male, is active’’ (GA 1.21,

729b14). Such universalizing statements allow him to

argue that, in the reproductive process, the female

supplies only unformed matter, which the male seed

then transforms and shapes into a living being. For

Aristotle, this line of argument reflects his larger

interest, apparent in his physical and metaphysical

works, in the connections between matter, as potenti-

ality, and form, as actuality. Aristotle genders the

distinction of matter and form in stating that the

female is definable by an incapacity (here, to produce

anything more than matter or blood) and is conse-

quently a deformed male, requiring the formative

warmth of male seed to complete the process of pro-

creation (GA 1.20, 728a18; 2.3, 737a28). Aristotle

also pathologizes parts of the female body and notes

that menstrual blood has negative powers, particularly

the ability to dull mirrors (Aristotle, On Dreams,

459b–460a).

Most of Aristotle’s texts dealing with gender were

unavailable to the Latin West for centuries, until their

reintroduction during the intellectual ferment of the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries, which witnessed a

massive campaign of translation from Greek and Ar-

abic sources. The New Aristotle, as modern scholars

call the resurgence of his views in the West, quickly

gained prominence in the early universities. Some of

the earliest evidence of this renewal of Aristotelian

natural philosophy, David of Dinant’s notebooks,

dating from the 1210s, incorporates the harshest ele-

ments of Aristotelian physiology: woman, like the

child, is essentially an incomplete or even deformed

man, and thus is the passive participant in reproduc-

tion (Davidis de Dinanto Quaternulorum Fragmenta

(ed. Marian Kurdzialek, Studia Mediewisticzne 3

[Warsaw, 1963]), pp. 24 and 31). Despite opposition

to some of his views, such as those on the eternity of

the soul, thirteenth-century scholars actively

continued and expanded upon the views of the Phi-

losopher, as he became known. Albertus Magnus and

many other scholastics attempted to reconcile Aristo-

tle and the Christian heritage. Albertus argued that

the female’s imperfect state naturally desired perfec-

tion through union with the more perfect male (from

Quaestiones de Animalibus 10.4, quoted in Cadden

p. 160). In the 1270s, Giles of Rome emphatically

sided with Aristotle in the debate over embryology,

and denied ‘‘female sperm’’ or any active involvement

by the female in conception and fetal development.

This represented an assault on Galen’s two-seed
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theory, in which both men and women provided seed

at the moment of conception.

While Aristotelian views of women predominated

from the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries in west-

ern European thought, one famous voice resisted the

Philosopher’s claims of female inferiority. Christine

de Pizan’s Book of the City of Ladies, written in 1404–

1405, criticizes many of the misogynist traditions her

world had inherited, including those of Aristotle.

First, de Pizan cites the contradictions between philo-

sophers—and the contradictions between philosophy

and theology—as evidence that his views should not

be taken as ‘‘articles of faith.’’ Later in the text, de

Pizan affirms that the knowledge of such female nota-

bles as Minerva, Sappho, and Isis has benefited the

world more than the thought of Aristotle (1.38.5).

Aristotelian views of gender are built around bina-

ry oppositions and complementarity: male and fe-

male, active and passive, strong and weak, public

and private, shaper and shaped. Aristotle’s natural

philosophical views and methods influenced western

European thought for much of the later Middle Ages,

and were used by many to reaffirm the belief in

women’s inherently flawed nature.

WILLIAM F. MACLEHOSE
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ARMS AND ARMOR
Arms and armor were deployed to construct, define,

and signify gendered identities throughout the Middle

Ages. Shield, sword, and spear were recognizable

symbols of men and masculinity, just as spindle and

distaff were symbols of women and femininity.

Among the Germanic warriors of the early Middle

Ages, the ceremonial bestowal of shield and spear

ushered free boys into manhood. Peasant, monastic,

and bourgeois conceptions of masculinity were never

tied quite so closely to martial prowess, but aristo-

cratic men continued to define themselves as bella-

tores (‘‘those who make war’’) from the emergence

of the knight in the eleventh century well into the

early modern period. The twelfth-century chivalric

poet and troubador Bertran de Born thus derided

the manhood of those untrained in the use of lance

and sword, while other knights shamed comrades into

joining crusades by sending them presents of wool

and distaffs. Scholastic authors such as Ptolemy of

Lucca and Giles of Rome, together with secular and

canon laws from regions as diverse as Lombard, Italy,

high medieval Iceland, and late medieval France,

attempted to enforce this gendered social order by

explicitly forbidding women to bear arms or wear

armor. Many cited Deuteronomy’s prohibition

(22:5) against crossdressing as precedent. Some legal

collections made allowances for extraordinary cir-

cumstances, but the penalties prescribed were gener-

ally harsh—they ranged from fines and lesser

outlawry up to execution (in the exceptionally politi-

cized case of Jeanne d’Arc/Joan of Arc).

The normative prohibitions and binary symbolism

of medieval arms and armor were not transparent

reflections of social realities, however. Women oper-

ated the stonethrower that struck and killed Simon de

Montfort the Elder, the leader of the Albigensian

Crusade, at the siege of Toulouse in 1218, for exam-

ple. While greater average upper-body strength may

have given men a physical advantage when using

certain close-combat weapons, modern archaeologists

have now unearthed enough swords and spears from

unmistakably female graves to show that men did not

have a monopoly even on these. Women are known

to have manufactured everything from bows and

arrows to suits of mail, and some continued to use

this equipment even as it grew heavier (and armor in

particular became more common) in the high and

later Middle Ages. In the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

turies, knightly cavalry began to adopt the lance and

great helm as opposed to the lighter spear and span-

genhelm; chain armor not only grew to cover the

lower arms and legs but also began to incorporate

small plates designed to protect vital areas. In the
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late Middle Ages, both arms and armor grew heavier

still, as full plate evolved out of chain/plate hybrids

and the pike and halberd replaced the infantry spear.

These changes do not appear to have had much effect

on women, however—perhaps because few women

were professional soldiers. Many women who took

up arms did so in emergency situations such as sieges,

where the use of unknightly weapons (bows, cross-

bows, rocks, etc.) was a necessity and hence more

socially acceptable. Others, such as the Jeannes

(d’Arc, de Montfort, and de Penthièvre) of the age

of the Hundred Years War, proved themselves capa-

ble of using even the heaviest late-medieval equip-

ment. Christine de Pizan, a contemporary and

admirer of Jeanne d’Arc, advised all noble ladies to

familiarize themselves with weapons and war in order

to be capable of defending their families’ interests

militarily.

Armed women were also popular—if somewhat

problematic—characters in medieval art and litera-

ture. To ancient legends of warrior goddesses and

Amazons, medieval Europe added a host of memora-

ble new figures, from Valkyries and Celtic queens to

the women jousters of The Ladies’ Tournament. But

because the sword, spear, and arrow were common

metaphors for masculinity and the phallus, conven-

tional artists faced a daunting challenge: to sustain

the gendered social hierarchy while satisfying their

audience’s taste for exoticism and transgression.

Romances thus had difficulty portraying women as

both armored and feminine, while illuminations of

Jeanne d’Arc vacillated between girding her in

armor and clothing her in a dress.

One popular method of deflating such gender ten-

sions was satire. Hence, the marginalia in one medie-

val manuscript transformed the phallus into the very

symbol of femininity by depicting women jousting not

with lances but with distaffs. Other artists portrayed

armed women as ‘‘forgetful of their true selves’’ (that

is, honorary men). Some romances even attempted to

gender the very armor itself by adorning the men’s

with more ‘‘masculine’’ apotropaic gems, while fash-

ioning the women’s in tighter and more revealing

styles. Through these various strategies, artists

worked to present transgression in a manner that

buttressed rather than undermined social norms.

Arms and armor thus provided one of the keystones

for medieval constructions of gender.

DAVID HAY
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ART, REPRESENTATIONS OF
WOMEN IN
Visual representations are highly charged in Jewish,

Christian, and Muslim thought. Inherited from antiq-

uity was the notion that the sculpted or painted image

‘‘stood for’’ the real person, whether a divinity, a

ruler, or an ordinary person. Images might thus de-

serve special protection and respect. Or they might be

broken in order to damage the referent (the subject).

Or making them might be taboo, as expressed in the

second commandment to Moses: ‘‘Thou shalt not

make to thyself a graven thing, nor the likeness of

any thing that is in heaven above, or in the earth

beneath, nor of those things that are in the waters
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under the earth,’’ although it was never completely

adhered to. Representational codes that assert the

difference between art and reality distinguish the art

of the period 450–1500 throughout Europe and the

Mediterranean world from the art of pagan Greece

and Rome or of the post-medieval period. Signs of

transience, such as cast shadows and emotive expres-

sions (except women’s grief ), were eschewed in the

early period, and the radical physicality of anatomi-

cally correct bodies was not explored until the

fifteenth century, and only in European art.

The situation was compounded by the notion that

what we see impacts our very souls. In theMiddle Ages

it was thought that it might even have a physiological

effect, such that if a pregnant woman looked at a

malformed animal she would give birth to a freak; a

thirteenth-century medical text called The Secrets of

Women says that chimeras must not be painted on the

bedroomwalls for this reason. And ugly oldwomen, as

well as themythical basilisk, could damage people with

their gaze. Add to this one more element, gynophobia

or anxiety about women’s generative power and sexu-

ality, and we can expect representations of women to

be very heavily freighted. Whereas visual metaphors

for phallic power are redolent, allusions to female

genitalia are very rare except in the strange exhibiting

figures known as ‘‘sheela na gigs’’ that were sculpted

on churches and castles.

Since medieval belief systems indicate anxiety

about seeing, we can assume that visual represen-

tations were contemplated soberly and that their

making and positioning was a deliberative matter.

Much more was expected of such images than we

currently associate with the visual arts, which we

generally pursue in a personal way for aesthetic or

entertainment value. On the other hand, it is widely

recognized that even seemingly casual cultural pro-

duction contributes to the ideological work of reinfor-

cing societal norms, such as class systems or gender

polarity, and medieval art was no exception to this, as

Alexander has argued. The discussion that follows is

informed by medieval concepts of vision and the

modern concept of ideology. Examples are drawn

from European art, though some readings are sug-

gested that pursue the topic in Byzantium and Islam.

Eyck, Jan van (c. 1390–1441). Eve and Musical Angels.
Right panels from the Ghent Altarpiece (Altarpiece of the
Mystic Lamb). Location: Cathedral of St. Bavo, Ghent,
Belgium. Credit: Scala / Art Resource, NY.

Lim Limbourg Brothers (15th CE). June (Haymaking. In
the background, the Palace and Sainte-Chapelle, Paris).
Calendar miniature from the Trés Riches Heures du Duc de
Berry. 1416. Ms.65, f.6v. Photo: R.G. Ojeda. Location:
Musée Condé, Chantilly, France. Credit: Réunion des
Musées Nationaux / Art Resource, NY.
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Woman as Deformity/Woman as
Ideal Beauty

Aristotle’s precepts that a girl baby is a failed male

and that hybrids are unnatural exerted an influence

throughout the Middle Ages on representations of

women in art, as did Horace’s mockery of a creature

with the head of a lovely woman who ‘‘ends below in

a black and ugly fish.’’ By the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries, when freaks cavorted in the margins

of manuscript pages and portals, mermaids and sirens

were common among the deformities, especially in

books made for male patrons. They warn of instabili-

ty, and in some contexts hybrids had come to symbol-

ize various aspects of sin. Thus it is puzzling that some

Judaic illuminated manuscripts made in Germany in

the fourteenth century show some biblical characters

with birds’ or beasts’ heads. Mellinkoff has suggested

that they are a subversive Christian artist’s attempt to

denigrate Jewish patrons. In one book, the ‘‘Birds’

Head Haggadah’’ (available at the New York Public

Library), only the women are depicted this way.

Virtuous biblical women were appropriated as models

for Christian queens; as Jordan has shown, Judith and

Esther are treated as courteous heroines in the win-

dows of the Sainte Chapelle (Palace Chapel) in Paris.

The Queen of Sheba was sometimes represented

as black and beautiful (despite the Latin Bible’s

phrasing, ‘‘black but beautiful’’), as in an enamel

plaque made by Nicholas of Verdun for the pulpit

of the Abbey Church of Königsfelden in Austria, in

1181. Yet she was viewed as a pagan temptress whose

wiles had to be overcome by King Solomon. In fact,

increased contact with darker-skinned people during

the Crusades, whether Arabs or their African slaves,

produced a reaction in the thirteenth century: for the

first time, artists represented Europeans as white with

pink cheeks (as opposed to shades of brown and

pink), and this complexion was especially ascribed to

beautiful women in art and literature. Thus, if she was

seen as a prefiguration of Ecclesia (Church personi-

fied), the Queen of Sheba might be ‘‘pure’’ white.

The Problem of Nudity and the Female Body

Erotic nudes like the Venuses of antiquity disap-

peared almost completely from the artistic repertory

in the Middle Ages, since they were pagan, seductive,

and dangerous. Giles of Rome, an influential moralist

whose treatises were used to raise the ruling class of

the thirteenth century and later, described nude sta-

tues as hideous and liable to corrupt young men.

When a contemporary painter portrays some of the

sensual beauty of Bathsheba as glimpsed by King

David, he also follows the biblical story closely,

emphasizing the dire consequences of this adulterous

gaze. Eve was represented as the quintessential proto-

type of the nude female who entrapped a man and

caused his downfall; she may mirror the serpent that

tempts her if its head is represented as that of a

woman. Even the sensual and vulnerable Eve on the

wings of Van Eyck’s great Ghent Altarpiece is asso-

ciated with the painful outcome of her pregnancy, by

means of the depiction above her of Cain killing Abel.

In fact, being paraded naked in the street was repre-

sented in some municipal law books as a punishment

for sexual sin (for men as well as women), so this

naked Adam and Eve are also vested in shame.

Medical treatises generally avoided any naturalistic

appearance of the body, presenting ideograms highly

charged with strange notions such as that the female

reproductive organs were those of a man turned in-

side; the invasive writing within the woman’s body

attests to the author’s anxiety about the subject. Yet

the body could be shown stripped for surgery, or for

torture leading to sainthood, and representations of

subjects like St. Agatha’s and St. Catherine’s mastec-

tomies may have constituted a sado-erotic experience

for the viewer.

Feminine Activities

The Genesis story was also used to reinforce notions

of the gendered separation of work. A negative va-

lence is created for manual work by virtue of the fact

that it was a punishment. In the threefold class sys-

tem envisaged by medieval writers, those who work

are beneath those who fight and those who pray.

Adam may be shown digging, and wearing an animal

skin as if he is a herdsman, while Eve generally spins

thread, and nurses a child. Comparable activities are

being performed by women in the household of Poti-

phar in the sixth-century Byzantine Vienna Genesis

manuscript. Weaving and sewing were domestic

tasks assigned to women in the literature and art of

antiquity and the Middle Ages. Modestly veiled fe-

male textile workers illustrate the Active Life on the

north portal of Chartres Cathedral, facing nuns who

embody the Contemplative Life. Their perfect con-

tainment in each building block of the arch gives them

an aura of personification more than of individuality

(vita, life, is feminine in Latin). They contrast with

the fully clad but seductive prostitutes who actively

cause the moral and fiscal downfall of the Prodigal

Son in a window of the nave.
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In the fourteenth century we hear that women who

are too high-born to work at a loom might learn to

read, and in fact there is evidence that French queens

had large libraries of manuscripts in Latin and the

vernacular and taught their children the alphabet. A

popular model was provided by the image of Saint

Anne teaching the Virgin Mary to read, as Sheingorn

has shown. Yet the fact that these saintly prototypes

are depicted standing, rather than comfortably

seated, suggests that the function of female literacy

was to read and chant from a prayer book, a reading

that can be phonetic but not necessarily fully compre-

hended if the language is Latin. Individual book own-

ers were often represented kneeling in prayer, as if they

belonged to the class who pray even though married.

The secular German law book known as the Sachsen-

spiegel or Saxon Mirror depicts a book among the

property that passed down in the female line, along

with the cloth-working tools, candle sticks, chests and

mirrors, and the herds and flocks. Yet in the many

other instances the illustrator wished to refer to this

‘‘women’s stuff,’’ s/he showed only the shears, or per-

haps a goose, thus diminishing the housewife’s domain

and accomplishments; no woman in the law book is

shown reading or holding a book.

There are other omissions in the representation of

work. A pictorial cycle of monthly agricultural activ-

ities was inherited from Roman art and depicted in

western Europe throughout the Middle Ages in many

church portals, as well as in the calendar section of

devotional books. Although the historical record indi-

cates that peasant women worked in the fields, and

love poetry is full of easily seduced shepherdesses,

there are no representations of such women on calen-

dar pages until the fifteenth century. And when they

make an appearance, as in the Très Riches Heures of

the Duke of Berry, the reader is invited to become a

voyeur, spying on their bare ankles and shoulders as

they labor. Whereas the high-born women on other

pages (for example, April and May) are elaborately

draped, the surfeit of rich cloth denoting the wealth of

the patron, the peasant women are to be despised for

their lack of decoration. The rhetoric of naturalism in

all such pictures is suspect; the artist conjures a reality

through topographic and botanical details that are

calculated to persuade us of a social reality, when in

fact they conjure a fantasy world. Even though records

indicate that the rich (men as well as women) wore

damasked and embroidered silks and velvets on special

occasions, we know relatively little of real peasant

attire. We do know that peasants experienced malnu-

trition, but skeletally thin peasant women would not

have provided a feast for the eye of the lord of the

castle. At the end of this calamitous century, marked

by famine, war, and plague, the artist seems eager to

show that all is well and prosperous under his patron’s

control. And well he might, because it was an old

precept that bad rule led to such disasters.

Powerful Women

Women in the West were never accorded the secular

authority of some Byzantine empresses, who ruled in

their own right and are represented on their coinage

bedecked in jewels and regalia. The good girl/bad girl

polarity between the Virgin Mary and Eve carried

over into secular representation in Europe and was

accentuated toward the end of the Middle Ages.

Women might be placed on a pedestal in courtly

love poetry (though we now realize that the standard

metaphors often indicate that they were raped), but if

they gained power over men they risked inverting the

‘‘natural’’ order that demanded a wife’s obedience to

her husband. Inversions such as Phyllis riding Aris-

totle, or a wife beating a man, were cautions against

women’s power, as Smith has shown.

Witchcraft in this era was seldom celebrated for its

healing power (as it was originally), and became a

pretext to accuse women, more than men, of poison-

ing or hexing their victims. The trials and burnings

were seldom represented, but by 1500 prints showed

nude female witches riding backwards on rams and

enacting ‘‘Sabbath’’ rituals. Bad-girl images were ela-

borated in the illustrated Danse Macabre des Femmes

(Dance of Death of Women), where females of all

professions and classes are shown satirically at the

moment of their death.

Yet Campbell has recognized that fourteenth-cen-

tury scenes of love in the mural paintings of the

Communal Palace of San Gimignano in Italy rise to

a high level of human feeling and positive symbolism.

And from the fifteenth century come several illu-

strated manuscripts that show the activities and influ-

ence of good lay women. Examples may be found

in the works of Christine de Pizan, notably her City

of Ladies, and in Giovanni Boccaccio’s De Claris

Mulieribus (Concerning Famous Women), presented

in French translation as Des Clercs et Nobles Femmes.

By drawing on diverse historical examples, Boccaccio

also constructs a history of noble women, including

artists and writers.

MADELINE H. CAVINESS
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ARTHURIAN LITERATURE
Casual readers of medieval Arthurian texts are likely

to see the Arthurian world as a predominantly mas-

culine domain. Camelot and the Round Table are a

kind of ‘‘men’s club,’’ where the knights enjoy fellow-

ship, celebrate their martial victories and sometimes

confess their defeats, and accept new challenges such

as the Grail quest. The Round Table is thus the locus

of conventional Arthurian male bonding.

However, since knights may seek love as well as

adventure, female characters also command their at-

tention, as well as ours. A goodmany of the women are

nameless servantsormessengers,whooftenplaycrucial

roles in the narrative despite their anonymity. Others

are named and prominent, and they are arguably more

varied in their roles and more complex in their presen-

tation than are their male counterparts. Arthurian

romances include women who are active and resource-

ful; some even function as knights and distinguish

themselves on the battlefield. Others, the objects of

knights’ love or lust, influence events and behavior by

inspiring men, by challenging them to undertake tasks

or quests, and by either accepting or rejecting male

blandishments. This statement leads us to what is

traditionally, if misleadingly, called courtly love.

Arthurian Women and Courtly Love

The term ‘‘courtly love’’ is a nineteenth-century in-

vention by medievalist Gaston Paris, who drew his

conclusions from a single romance, Lancelot, or The

Knight of the Cart, composed by French author

Chrétien de Troyes in the 1170s. Paris saw courtly

love as a social and amorous system in which the

knight/lover (Lancelot in this instance) is subordinate

to the whim of his lady (here, Guinevere). In fact, this

romance offers a striking example of the woman’s

power to determine both the fate of the knight and

the direction of the text. In one of the most famous

scenes in medieval literature, Lancelot, given the

opportunity to find the abducted queen more quickly

if he will disgrace himself by riding in a cart used to

transport criminals, accepts the invitation, hesitating

only slightly before doing so. Later, Guinevere will

object that his hesitation indicated less than absolute

devotion to her, and he must make amends by repeat-

edly, upon her command, accepting disgrace unques-

tioningly.

This description of the intrigue of Lancelot empha-

sizes Guinevere’s power and Lancelot’s subservience,

even as he plays a heroic and messianic role in other

events. To some readers this presentation of the
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woman on a pedestal, exercising her authority at the

knight’s expense, has seemed to represent a literary

empowerment of women. However, given Guine-

vere’s imperious attitude, we might just as easily con-

strue this text, and courtly love in general, as a

representation of medieval misogyny masked as gal-

lantry. It may thus be a case of exalting women for the

wrong reasons and thereby undercutting the praise

and presentation of female characters.

The major flaw in Gaston Paris’s theory is his

reliance on a single text that is hardly typical of

Arthurian romance. Further examination of female

roles leads us to a more useful, and double, conclu-

sion. First, female roles are much more diverse and

complex than Paris suggested; second, female charac-

ters are generally located at the intersection of two

powerful cultural forces: traditional clerical misogyny

and courtly idealism.

Diversity of Female Roles

It is hazardous to generalize about the function of

women in Arthurian (or, more generally, medieval)

literature: dealing with numerous texts from different

cultures and centuries, we confront a full range of

human motivations, behaviors, and emotions. The

conventional view, of active men and passive but

commanding females, is seriously oversimplified, and

even Chrétien de Troyes’s other romances give the lie

to this stereotype. Enide, the heroine of his first ro-

mance (Erec and Enide, c. 1170), provokes, if only

unintentionally, the central action of the romance,

and she intervenes actively on several occasions to

save her husband. In the following romance, Cligés,

the eponymous hero, distinguishes himself in martial

affairs, but it is the woman, Fénice, who makes deci-

sions that determine the course of their love and

ultimately of their lives.

The legend of Tristan and Iseut (Isolde) was origi-

nally distinct from the Arthurian legend but was soon

grafted onto it, tenuously in the early French

romances by Béroul and Thomas of England (both

c. 1175), and then completely in the French prose

Tristan (c. 1235), where Tristan becomes a knight of

the Round Table. In these works Iseut shows herself

to be, in many instances, an active and resourceful

character, as responsible as Tristan for the decisions

concerning the conduct of their illicit love, and more

effective than he in saving them from detection. In

Béroul, for example, she devises a clever and equivo-

cal ‘‘true lie,’’ an oath that enables her to confess her

sin with Tristan while also swearing, truthfully if

deceitfully, that she has never betrayed her husband.

Although Guinevere may be the most conspicuous

example of the imperious woman, she is, if not passive,

at least restricted in the range of her activity. Yet

even her role is by no means consistent from work to

work. InMeraugis de Portlesguez, a thirteenth-century

French romance, Arthur and his knights debate the

relative merits of two men to decide which one will

have the woman they both love. Guinevere interrupts

the discussion and takes command, rebuffing Arthur’s

effort to silence her. She orders the men out of the

room and convenes a ‘‘court’’ in which only women

make the decision. The roles of women in this romance

are varied and complex: the young woman herself is

not permitted to make her own choice, yet Guinevere

has the power to expel Arthur from his own court and

make decisions in his stead. On the other hand, the

image of a commanding queen is attenuated by her

contention that questions of love—though not matters

of war or politics—are the domain of women.

One of the most complex female Arthurian char-

acters is Morgan le Fay, a sorceress most often pre-

sented as Arthur’s half-sister. She is frequently

Arthur’s ally, and when Arthur is mortally wounded,

it is generally Morgan who transports him to Avalon

to have his injuries tended. Yet she is also a jealous

and vengeful woman with a particular dislike for

Guinevere. In the French Death of Arthur, part

of the huge Lancelot–Grail cycle (1215–1235), she

attempts to turn Arthur against Lancelot and Guine-

vere by showing him images that Lancelot, previously

her prisoner, painted to depict his affair with the

queen. In the Middle English Sir Gawain and the

Green Knight (c. 1400), Morgan is a withered hag

whose hatred of Guinevere leads her to concoct the

plot in which Gawain ostensibly risks losing his life.

Characterizations of otherArthurianwomenwould

further demonstrate their diversity—from nameless

messengers to loyal wives to jealous shrews—but

would also reveal that most of them are defined in

terms of their relationship tomales. A female character

who stands out from others is Silence, a young

woman whose name is also the title of a French

romance by Heldris de Cornuälle (second half of the

thirteenth century). Independent, capable, and suc-

cessful, Silence lives her life as a man, first as a min-

strel and then as a knight. Thus she too illustrates

both the active and the admirable traits of some

Arthurian women and also the fact that, once again,

authors appear to reflect a patriarchal, if not explicitly

misogynistic, culture by presenting women as acces-

sory to males or, in the case of Silence, almost as a

male surrogate. Interpretation of this romance is fur-

ther complicated by the narrative criticism of male-

line inheritance and the insertion of several openly

antifeminist digressions. Moreover, Silence’s success
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as a man in a man’s world ends in her relatively

traditional marriage.

Perceval’s unnamed sister represents yet another

category. In the French Quest for the Holy Grail

(part of the Lancelot–Grail cycle), in Sir Thomas

Malory’s Morte d’Arthur (c. 1470), and elsewhere,

she plays a crucial role in the Grail quest, despite

the fact that women are expressly excluded from the

enterprise. The explanation is surely that she does not

fall into the same category as ladies at court but is

instead a kind of female counterpart to Galahad: the

two of them are symbolic representations of an ideal

of moral perfection, an ideal attained by no other

Arthurian characters.

With regard to most Arthurian women (Perceval’s

sister and Morgan being exceptions), convention

appears to inscribe in the construction of female char-

acters a deep ambiguity, less in their overt behavior

than in the way readers may be led, whether by tradi-

tion, personal inclination, or textual strategies, to

interpret them. One reader may take satisfaction in

finding a good many females in Arthurian romance

who are strong, capable women, able to either com-

mand men or, like Iseut, use intelligence to outwit

them. Another readermay construe that same strength

and resourcefulness as shrewishness, that intelligence

as the deviousness and mendacity, the ‘‘feminine

wiles,’’ to which a woman must stoop in order to

manipulate men and events. A few brief examples

will suggest, however cursorily, the directions of con-

temporary approaches to the problem of ‘‘reading’’

Arthurian women.

Critical Approaches

We lack a full and systematic study of female agency in

romance, though important contributions have been

made in that direction. Maureen Fries, without focus-

ing squarely on agency, provides a very straightfor-

ward and practical tool for categorizing female

characters, dividing them, according to their inten-

tions, into ‘‘female heroes,’’ heroines, and counter-

heroes. The unconventional term female hero refers

to a character who escapes traditional definitions and

is able to function heroically, as would her masculine

counterpart. Thus, Fries’s categories unavoidably con-

tinue to define females in terms of their relation to

males andmasculine societal roles. Nonetheless, estab-

lishment of these categories permits a reasonably clear

delineation of roles, illustrating the diversity of female

characters and the futility of conventional stereotypes.

Much recent feminist criticism of Arthurian (and

more broadly, courtly) literature has gone beyond the

straightforward categorizing of female characters

and similarly beyond the tracking of overtly misogy-

nistic treatments of women. Roberta L. Krueger,

for example, studies the problem of women readers

of romance. Adopting a triple perspective—women

in particular texts, women as modern readers, and

women as medieval audiences for romances—she

suggests that the marginalization of women within

romances corresponds to the marginalization of

women historically, that is to say, their displacement

from a subject position. She demonstrates as well the

ways in which their displacement was the lot not only

of female characters and most medieval women but

also specifically of female patrons of romancers, such

as Marie, the Countess of Champagne, who spon-

sored the Knight of the Cart, only to have Chrétien

pass the completion of the project to another author.

E. Jane Burns investigates the space in which we

might read the ‘‘ambiguous status’’ of women—via

their voices or their bodies—in medieval texts whose

(generally) male authors appear to fill available space

with prefabricated constructions of female characters.

Peggy McCracken, in The Romance of Adultery,

studies questions of adultery and queenship, suggest-

ing that the former offers a literary reflection of anxi-

eties about real (historical) queens and about matters

of legitimacy and succession. Paradoxically, the adul-

tery of a romance queen (Guinevere or Iseut) may

contribute to social stability, and it may be to the

king’s benefit to tolerate, if not approve, it: retribu-

tion would separate him from his favored knight and

sow dissension in his court.

A good deal of the criticism concerning female

characters in Arthurian literature serves not to solve

or simplify their situation and role in romances but

to problematize it and to demonstrate that the ques-

tion is extraordinarily subtle and complex. Studies

continue to identify the tensions underlying the con-

struction of female characters, the product of an ef-

fort, by mostly male writers, to idealize women while

promoting a masculine ethos within a culture in which

misogyny was entrenched as doctrine and often

as law.

NORRIS J. LACY
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ARTISAN FAMILIES, WOMEN OF
When at the end of the fourteenth century the foun-

ders’ guild of York revised its ordinances, it provided

that one Giles de Benoyne be allowed an additional

apprentice ‘‘because he had no wife.’’ Benoyne was

presumably a widower, but his appeal illustrates a

larger truth: a man in possession of a workshop

must be married. The implication is that workshops

regularly used the labour of wives, but also that a man

was considered unfit to head a workshop unless he

were (or at least had been) married. We may set this

beside another observation. With the exception of

building craftsmen, the place of work of the medieval

artisan tended to coincide with his place of residence.

This had two consequences: husbands did not go

out to work and wives could work alongside their

husbands whilst maintaining responsibility for those

aspects of a household that were deemed women’s

work. It follows that, despite the optical illusion

created by legal and administrative records that in-

variably identify workshops solely with the male

‘‘head,’’ the medieval artisanal workshop was invari-

ably associated with a married couple that constituted

an essential partnership. Indeed, we are in danger of

perceiving as real the medieval ideological notion that

workshops were run by men and that women were

merely ancillary; this is to ignore the evidence of

widows running workshops and hence implicitly of

wives being capable craftworkers in their own right.

Wives of artisans balanced two or three essentially

complementary functions: they often assisted in the

running of the workshop; they engaged in other

economic activities; they managed households. The

management of households involved day-to-day re-

sponsibility for the material welfare of husband, chil-

dren, apprentices, and servants, particularly in terms

of the provision of food, warmth, and clothing.

Detailed letters of direction from the merchant

Francesco Datini to his wife, Margherita, which mir-

ror the voluminous instructions of the high bourgeois

Le Menagier de Paris, indicate that high-status hus-

bands were keen to maintain the notion that wives

acted only on their husbands’ authority. The same

may have been true at this lower level of society, but

this is not to deny such women considerable de facto

autonomy. This is implicit in the English bourgeois

normative textHow the Goodwife Taught her Daughter,

and also in the charitable provision made by bourgeois

women of food, clothing, and fuel to the poor.

As our initial example implies, craft guilds, which

were both devotional and economic in function, as-

sumed that guild masters would normally be married.

Given that, wives were understood to be associate

members alongside their husbands, participating in

guild feasts and aspects of the guild’s devotional

activities. These might include processions or even

religious drama. (It is widely held that women were

excluded from such drama, but this position tends to

be rooted in surmise rather than evidence.) Equally,

craft guilds sometimes made it explicit in their ordi-

nances that women, including wives, were integral to

the functioning of workshops. This is more conspicu-

ous in some crafts, notably weaving, petty retailing,

and candle making, than in others, though it is possi-

ble to find evidence of women in most occupations,

even some that from a modern perspective would

seem quite unexpected. In late-fourteenth-century

Seville, for example, women were employed as

masons and carpenters. We can also find examples

of wives who followed occupations independently of

their husbands. For example, a Florentine female

weaver who took on two male apprentices in 1299

was married to a shoemaker. This example may be

unusual, but the normative model of wives only
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working in their husbands’ craft may mask more di-

verse social practice; it was commonplace for wives to

pursue such supplementary trades as spinning or

brewing as well as helping in the workshop or perhaps

serving customers.

The capacity of wives to take an active role in work-

shop production, despite their general exclusion from

apprenticeships and hence formally recognized routes

to training, is beyond doubt. It is, for example, oblique-

ly documented in wills, through evidence of husbands

providing that apprentices remain with their widows

or bequeathing them looms or other equipment. Simi-

larly, widows sometimes left tools or even merchan-

dise. Wives could and indeed must have learned

hands-on from their husbands, if not previously as

daughters or servants. It is apparent, however, that

what may have appeared commonplace in late‐four-
teenth-century York was not necessarily true in other

times and places. In northern Europe, at least from the

later fifteenth century, we find craft guilds beginning

to discriminate against women by restricting the ability

of widows to maintain workshops or even, as with

the weavers of Coventry in 1453 or Bristol in 1461,

regulating against the participation of the wives of

masters. This last was perhaps atypical, but is never-

theless symptomatic of a more conservative climate,

which tended to see women as housewives and

mothers rather than coworkers and business partners.

JEREMY GOLDBERG
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ARTISTS, WOMEN
The ability of women to undertake a professional

artistic career in the medieval period was mediated

by several key institutional and social factors. One

institutional determinant was access to guild member-

ship. Guild records document women working side by

side with men in most professions, including the pro-

duction of artisanal goods. However, women rarely

constituted more than a small percentage of total

workers, and they did not receive equal remuneration.

Documentary evidence further suggests that profes-

sional prospects often depended upon familial ties,

since many female artisans enrolled in guilds were

the widows or daughters of men in the same profes-

sions. Although female guild enrollments could vary

significantly by time and place, a general statistical

increase correlates with the rise of urbanization

throughout Europe in the period.

Determination of female authorship of cultural

products is complicated by the fact that women typi-

cally produced small-scale, less prestigious objects

(‘‘crafts’’), rather than the large-scale works produced

by male sculptors, monumental painters, goldsmiths,

and architects, which are privileged in the traditional

canon of Western art history (‘‘art’’). Notwithstand-

ing isolated examples of women working as sculptors

and mural painters, such as the putative twelfth-

century Spanish sculptress Sanccia Guidisalvi and

the early fourteenth-century Castilian fresco painter

Teresa Dı́az, women were generally restricted to the

professions of textile embroidery and manuscript illu-

mination. Attributions are made further ambiguous

by the medieval tradition of scribal humility and pre-

Renaissance conceptions of authorship, with the re-

sult that few medieval artisans and painters signed

their products. In addition, the workshop convention

of a single prevailing style—that of the head male

artisan—impedes the identification of works by fe-

male hands. For example, efforts to differentiate the

illuminations of Bourgot from those of her father, the

celebrated illuminator Jean Le Noir, in the Book of

Hours they produced for Yolande de Flandres c. 1353

have proven unsuccessful. Lastly, the affixing of one

or more signatures to a cultural product in itself does

not clearly define authorship, since signatures could

refer variously to patrons, authors, designers, scribes,

or illuminators. There is considerable debate, for in-

stance, regarding the precise role of the noted intel-

lectual Christine de Pizan (1364–1431) in the design

of the pictorial cycles for her books. Whether the

learned twelfth-century German abbesses Hildegard

of Bingen and Herrad of Hohenbourg contributed to

the illuminations of the manuscript each authored

(the Scivias of 1142–1152 and the Hortus Deliciarum
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of c. 1170, respectively) is similarly debated. The de-

sign input of the female teams that embroidered the

images adorning two of the finest textiles of the

period, the Bayeux Tapestry of c. 1070 and the Syon

Cope of c. the late thirteenth century, is likewise

unresolved.

Private Consumption of Art in Nunneries

The clearest evidence regarding female artistic author-

ship is not found in public professional contexts, but

in the pictures produced for private consumption in

convents. Among the oldest surviving self-portraits in

Western art are those of the twelfth-century German

nun Guda, who portrayed herself twice in illumina-

tions for the c. 1154 Codex Sintram, which were

produced in collaboration with the monk Sintram.

The collaboration of Guda and Sintram represents a

late example of male and female religious living in

double monasteries and working together in scrip-

toria, which was common prior to the monastic

reforms of the tenth and eleventh centuries. In the

late medieval period, nuns cloistered in monasteries

gained greater agency in managing both embroidered

textiles and manuscript production and design. Al-

though some goods were sold to the public to gener-

ate revenue for the nunnery (at times prompting

guilds to regulate their competition), many were pro-

duced to serve the communal and private devotional

needs of the nuns themselves. The term Nonnenarbei-

ten has derogatory implications in traditional art his-

tory, due to the fact that much ‘‘nuns’ work’’ was

technically naı̈ve since access to the professional art

world was especially limited for female religious.

However, convents were often havens for learned

women, including those of noble blood who served

as abbesses, and young laywomen who received edu-

cations there. One particularly expressive self-portrait

depicts the Bavarian laywoman Claricia, perhaps a

student training in a scriptorium, swinging as the tail

of the letter ‘‘Q’’ in a twelfth-century illuminated

psalter.

Recent scholarship has explored the manner in

which nuns developed a conceptually sophisticated

visual vocabulary to complement their particular spir-

itual practices. Whether exploring unique interrela-

tionships of word and image, devising liturgically

based textual embellishments, or visualizing meta-

phors of bridal mysticism to figure the relationship

between themselves and Christ, nuns used their au-

thority to produce art that met their spiritual needs.

Feminist art historians laud the identification of a

uniquely gendered point of view in conventual art.

Poststructuralist art historians, with a complementary

theoretical interest in deconstructing the multiple

power structures informing historical phenomena,

caution that this distinctive female devotional voice

was mediated by corporate (that is, male-formulated)

theology. For instance, in the case of the Poor

Clare abbess, author, and painter Caterina Vigri in

fifteenth-century Bologna, the metaphors of passion-

ate maternity she visualized to serve the cloistered

community of nuns functioned in concert with, and

were ultimately subject to, institutionalized Francis-

can theology of the Incarnation and Corpus Domini.

Although scant evidence pertains to female artists

in non-Western areas, for example, Byzantium, Asia,

and the Muslim world, limited documentation at

present intimates similar institutional and social

mediations (such as the correlation between patterns

of professional access and urbanization, and access

through paternal professional activity). Meanwhile,

social historians persist in the archival investigations

that will continue to produce more precise informa-

tion regarding both Western and non-Western female

cultural production in the medieval period.

KIM E. BUTLER
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ASCETICISM
The word asceticism comes from the Greek term for

exercise or training. Rather than preparing for com-

petitive games, however, the Christian ascetic disci-

plines her body in order to better serve God. Ascetic

practice may take many forms: intensive prayer, vig-

ils, fasting, flagellation, solitude, and sexual absti-

nence are among the most common. But whatever

practice a person may embrace, the asceticism is in-

formed by the same ideological underpinnings, cen-

tered on the notion that physical discipline serves the

spiritual quest for God.

The Bible and the Eastern Church

There are a number of texts in the New Testament that

support ascetic practice. Christ spoke about those who

made themselves ‘‘eunuchs for the kingdom of heav-

en’’ (Matt. 19:11–12) in anticipation of the end of the

world, a comment frequently interpreted as recom-

mending chastity. But the ascetic strain in Christianity

is especially indebted to the writings of St. Paul, who

was influenced by the pagan philosophical tradition

advocating disciplining the body so reason would

prevail. Paul’s neoplatonic perspective discerned an

ongoing tension between body and soul. Hence Paul

spoke of an ongoing war between his flesh and spirit

that hampered his spiritual progress (Rom. 7.23;

cf. Gal. 5.17). Like the ancients, who believed that

marriage and sexual activity conflicted with the life of

the mind, Paul encouraged sexual abstinence if possi-

ble, reasoning that sex and family life were distractions

from service to God (1 Cor. 7.32).

There are a number of complex reasons why the

ascetic lifestyle was especially appealing to women.

Both classical philosophical and medical traditions

associated man with ascendant spirit and woman

with unruly flesh, an association seconded by the

Pauline tradition. The author of the Epistle to the

Ephesians further ordained that a husband should

rule his wife as Christ rules the church, but love her

as he would his own body (Eph. 5.22–30). This dep-

recation of the female body gave rise to the wide-

spread conviction that a woman who subdued her

body through different types of self-mortification

achieved equivalence with men. Sexual abstinence in

particular not only helped women overcome their

biological inferiority, but also spared them the dan-

gers of childbirth and the rule of a husband. Patristic

writers perceived female ascetics as triumphing over

the frailty of their sex, and often described such

women in masculine terms. Since there are practically

no female-authored writings remaining from this pe-

riod, we do not know the extent to which women

internalized such imagery. But it is certainly sugges-

tive that one of the few exceptions, the Carthaginian

martyr Perpetua (d. 203), recounted a dream in which

she was transformed into a male gladiator before

battling Satan.

Christian asceticism first became widespread in the

east, where women figure prominently in a number of

different venues. There are scriptural references to an

order of widows—women who lived a life of sexual

abstinence after their husbands’ deaths and whose

prayers were particularly valued by the Christian

community (Acts 6.1; 1 Tim. 5.3–16). Consecrated

virgins were a permanent fixture in the church from

the second century. There are also scattered references

to married couples who converted to absolute chasti-

ty, usually at the wife’s behest, and pursued an ascetic

lifestyle in their homes. Women were also among the

early solitaries who withdrew to the Egyptian and

Syrian desert to do penance.

Occasionally female ascetics became the center of

controversy. For instance, a number of church autho-

rities were outraged by the practice of syneisaktism—

a domestic arrangement in which the growing number

of clerics vowed to celibacy began to form domestic

units with consecrated virgins (referred to as syneisak-

toi in the East and virgines subintroductae in the

West). This practice was seen as a test and proof of

holiness. Although syneisaktism was condemned at

the Council of Nicaea (325), it continued sporadically

prior to the spread of female religious communities.

With the conversion of the Roman Empire in the

fourth century, asceticism necessarily replaced mar-

tyrdom as the ultimate way of expressing devotion to

God, and the number of ascetics grew. Treatises ex-

tolling the virtues of virginity proliferated, while

women were actively recruited as consecrated virgins

by patristic writers such as Ambrose (d. 397) and

Jerome (d. 420). Jerome in particular attracted a

learned circle of ascetically inclined Roman women

of patrician birth.

Western Developments

In the Germanic successor states to Rome, female

asceticism became increasingly channeled into monas-

ticism. The women in question were generally of royal
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blood. With rare exceptions, such as the former

Frankish queen Radegund (d. 587), the ascetic prac-

tices of these women were not particularly extreme,

focusing on their rejection of court life.

The face of female asceticism changed over the

course of the twelfth century, however, in terms of

both personnel and degree of severity. With the flour-

ishing of popular piety and the development of the

penitential movement, female asceticism became

more broadly based socially and numerically, but

also more individualistic. Although monasticism

remained an ideal, and the tradition of saintly prin-

cesses continued to flourish among the royal families

of eastern Europe, female asceticism was to be partic-

ularly associated with the lay penitential movement

and the burgeoning bourgeoisie. Some penitential

communities, such as the Beguines of the Low

Countries, arose spontaneously. But there were also

lay affiliates to the Franciscans and Dominicans,

known as members of the third order or tertiaries,

who lived by a rule adapted for secular society. Many

of the women attracted to this lifestyle either were or

had been wives and mothers.

Ascetic Practices

The asceticism associated with some of the most

visible of these laywomen was harsh, even by the

standards of the desert solitaries. Women became

particularly noted for their food asceticism: the Be-

guine Marie of Oignies (d. 1213) undertook marathon

fasts, while Dominican tertiary Catherine of Siena

(d. 1380) was said to exist on the consecrated host

alone. Some women practiced startling acts of self-

mortification: Marie of Oignies cut a huge piece of

flesh from her side; Christina the Astonishing

(d. 1224) was said to throw herself into ovens, sub-

merge herself in cold streams, and hang herself

from gallows; Dorothea of Montau (d. 1394) burned

her nipples to negate pleasure while nursing. More-

over, holy women also welcomed externally wrought

suffering: the holiness of Lydwine of Schiedam

(d. 1433), for example, was manifested by the patience

with which she endured the torments of her decom-

posing body; the revelation received by Julian of

Norwich (d. after 1413) was in the course of an illness

that she solicited as a favor from God many years

before; despite the celebrated example of Francis of

Assisi (d. 1226), the stigmata were almost exclusively

visited upon women.

With few exceptions, women’s asceticism was more

extreme than parallel practices among men, but the

reasons for this discrepancy are a source of scholarly

contention. Until recently, the prevailing view was

that the women in question were suffering from inter-

nalized misogyny, hysteria, or both. Caroline Walker

Bynum, however, has demonstrated the relationship

between the intensely physical nature of female spiri-

tuality and the cult of the suffering Christ, a devotion-

al orientation that coincided with the theological

emphasis on the eucharist. Female asceticism and

suffering was expressive of a deep identification with

Christ’s broken body. Rather than rejecting their

bodies, these women could be regarded as sinking

more deeply into their bodies, thereby representing

Christ’s humanity not only to themselves but to the

Christian community at large. Because our perspec-

tive on these women is dependent on their male con-

temporaries, it is again impossible to know for certain

the degree to which women themselves subscribed to

this set of associations. Scholars such as André Vau-

chez and Dyan Elliott have drawn attention to the

extent to which the male-authored hagiographies of

female ascetics supported the church’s larger theolog-

ical program. Others, most notably Amy Hollywood,

have argued that the preoccupation with the female

body more accurately reflects the preoccupation

of male authors rather than the spirituality of their

female subjects.

The meaning of female asceticism, and the way it is

expressed, changes greatly over time, yet there are

certain elements that remain relatively static. From

Christianity’s earliest days, there has always been a

large group of women who have chosen to express

their piety in terms of ascetic abstention. Although

we are unable to assess the spiritual gains, it is clear

that asceticism brought with it some very tangible

rewards. Ascetic chastity generally accorded women

a degree of autonomy. Moreover, barred from posi-

tions of official authority in the church, women could

distinguish themselves through ascetic practices,

providing themselves with visibility, influence, and ad-

miration not available to them through other means.

DYAN ELLIOTT
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AUDIENCE, WOMEN IN THE
It is not always easy to know whether women were

readers, listeners, or spectators of a given medieval

text. Factors that enable us to hypothesize a female

audience include an author’s appeal to a female pa-

tron, an overt declaration of writing for a female audi-

ence, records of manuscript ownership by women,

content oriented towards women, and direct reference

to women in the audience. These factors are not fully

reliable, however. Studies of manuscript transmission

show that many works reached readers not included

among those explicitly addressed or envisioned by the

author.We also know that women ownedmanuscripts

that included works containing some of the most

virulent misogyny. While the actual or even intended

audience is often difficult to demonstrate, explicit
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addresses to women are sufficiently abundant to

allow us a good understanding of the range of

author–audience dynamics created for women when

they were in the audience.

Underlying the relationship between the male au-

thor and his female readers was the belief—dominant

among the clerical elite producing the majority of

written texts in the medieval period—that because

women were intellectually inferior, they tended to

read superficially, at the literal rather than figurative

or allegorical level. This attitude is exemplified in

Chaucer’s Wife of Bath, an ‘‘experiential’’ reader

who picks and chooses elements of an authoritative

tradition in order to justify her own desire to remarry.

The belief in women’s superficial reading is often

manifested in the tone of condescension or paternal-

ism towards female readers. It has been argued that

didactic and conduct literature specifically written for

women tended to use concrete imagery rather than

abstractions and gave particular attention to engaging

women’s emotions and appealing to their personal

experiences. Yet this attitude was by no means shared

by all authors, and it is noteworthy that preachers

might rely on the greater piety of women in their

congregation to bring wayward husbands back to

the path of virtue.

The great number of texts that address female read-

ers testifies to the strong interest in women in the

audience. Authors like Chrétien de Troyes dedicated

their works to female patrons and claimed to have

written their works at their request, flattering them in

their prologues. Giovanni Boccaccio addressed his

Decameron to ‘‘ladies in love,’’ offering his stories as

solace for the pains of love for which they had no other

outlet because they were less free than men to engage

in activities that would take them outside the home.

Such overt declarations do not necessarily indicate an

author’s sincere intention to write for women or on

their behalf. An author may use flattery as a tactic to

discipline his female reader and encourage her to con-

form to standard gender ideology, as in much conduct

literature. In the Decameron, the deferential stance of

the narrator is replaced elsewhere in the work with a

more salacious tone, as when he encourages any

women readers who doubt his weightiness (serious-

ness) as a writer to ‘‘weigh’’ him. Such sexual innuen-

do, common in other narratives (and in drama, such as

the French farce), suggests that women, even when

apparently the privileged recipients of a work, could

be used for the entertainment of a masculine audience,

although it should be noted that womenmay well have

been able to appreciate the humor of a narrator’s

banter or teasing.

Male authors were clearly concerned with how

women would react to negative portrayals of female

characters or other potentially offensive content. This

anxiety is evident in the many ‘‘apologies’’ made to

female readers, the sincerity of which is generally

suspect. Chaucer apologizes for his representation of

the faithless Criseyde by claiming he would more

gladly have written about the faithfulness of Penelo-

pe. The narrator in the Roman de Silence closes the

work by noting that the ‘‘good woman’’ ought not to

be angry with his harsh portrayal of the romance’s

female protagonist, implying that any reader who

objects is a ‘‘bad woman.’’ Another pseudo-apology

consists of blaming the author’s source, as does Jean

LeFèvre concerning his translation into French of the

Lamentations of Matheolus. Authors also counter

women’s objections to their work by invoking the

responsibility of the reader. Jean de Meun closes the

Roman de la Rose by cautioning women to read prop-

erly and not to ‘‘defame’’ the great work or its author.

Boccaccio tells any ‘‘prudish’’ or ‘‘self-righteous’’ la-

dies in his audience that his stories are blameless and

that it is instead their dirty minds that are at fault. By

the later Middle Ages, the ubiquitous dubious apolo-

gy to women has itself become a topos exploited for

humorous effect. Chaucer’s Nun’s Priest, in his tale of

Chauntecleer the cock, facetiously bids the audience

to pass over his blame of women because ‘‘Thise been

the cokkes wordes, and nat myne.’’

While both flattery of female readers and apologies

to them for offensive content are ultimately more in

the service of men than of women, feminist scholars

since the 1990s have investigated the extent to which

women may actively have resisted the misogyny of the

works they read. Given the paucity of written records

of women’s responses, assessing how women might

have reacted to texts is a speculative endeavor relying

on indirect evidence. Implicit in the author’s apology,

for example, is anxiety that his work will meet with

resistance; the apology is an effort to forestall objec-

tions to his work. Another clue to women’s resistant

reading is the many inscribed female ‘‘readers’’ or

respondents who challenge their male interlocutors.

These challenges vary from the mocking put-downs of

the passing knight’s advances by the shepherdess of

the pastourelle to the well-crafted replies of the

women in the lyric (tenso or jeu-parti) to the more

learned and rhetorically sophisticated response of the

female respondent in Richard de Fournival’s Bestiaire

d’Amour. They also occur in the medieval Arab adab

(collections of anecdotes, traditions, and etiquette).

Female respondents offer contrary perspectives on

love and courtship and critique the misogyny of the

written tradition. The Wife of Bath famously hurled

her husband’s ‘‘Book of Wicked Wives’’ into the

flames, thus dramatizing a woman’s rejection of

clerical antifeminism. Such resistant female readers
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in fiction were, of course, used most often to ironic

effect; rarely should they be seen as straightforward

advocates for women. Yet the recurrent use of such

resistant figures suggests an awareness, even an anxi-

ety, that women could resist the ideology of the

authoritative tradition.

The arguments of fictional female readers also

would later be used by the most famous female reader

of the Middle Ages, Christine de Pizan, whose attacks

on the Romance of the Rose have been foundational in

our thinking about women’s reception of medieval

texts. Christine criticized Jean de Meun and other

male authors not only for defaming women but for

failing to consider the effect of this misogyny on

women who read their works. Her allegorical Book

of the City of Ladies (1405) opens with Christine

reading the Lamentations of Matheolus and coming

to detest herself and the entire feminine sex. Chris-

tine’s self-loathing as a result of her reading is happily

countered when Lady Reason appears before Chris-

tine and instructs her on the goodness of women

through historical examples of exemplary women.

Christine is also noteworthy in explicitly addressing

her work to a female audience. Whereas male authors

were particularly self-conscious in addressing women

in the audience, female authors made surprisingly few

such references. Marie de France dedicated her work

to a male patron and nowhere addresses women in

particular. While many known female authors wrote

within a religious community, and thus can be said to

have a primarily female audience, they also wrote for

male spiritual advisers or benefactors and the audience

addressed in their works was often gender neutral.

Christine, however, consistently addresses women

both in her City of Ladies and in The Book of the

Three Virtues, which she wrote ‘‘for the instruction of

women,’’ hoping that it would be copied and read for

years to come by women throughout the world.

LISA PERFETTI
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AUGUSTINE, INFLUENCE OF
Augustine, who lived from 354 to 430, was born in the

small town of Thagaste in Roman North Africa. He

studied rhetoric in Carthage and, except for five years

in Rome and Milan, where he taught rhetoric and

converted to Christianity, spent most of his life in

North Africa. He returned home from Italy in 388

and served as bishop of the city of Hippo from 395

until his death. Although he spent most of his life in a

provincial backwater, Augustine had an enormous

importance in the development of western Christian

ideas about gender and sexuality; many have blamed

him outright for the oppression of women in the

Christian tradition. It is clear that Augustine, like

most late antique Christian authors, was comfortable

assuming that women were subordinate to men

according to the order of creation, and, indeed, were

created to bear children for men. In the Christian

version of this scheme, male domination of women

is a consequence of the original sin brought upon

humans by the fall of Adam and Eve.

Relationships with Women

Augustine did have some intense and powerful rela-

tionships with women, especially his mother, Monica.

Monica was a Christian, and it is her persistent atten-

tion to her son’s spiritual life to which he attributes

his ultimate conversion to Christianity after years
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of exploring more fashionable religious traditions

like those of the Neoplatonists and the Manichees.

Augustine’s early dialogues portray her as a philo-

sophical interlocutor, and it was with her, shortly

before her death, that he had an experience of mysti-

cal union at the seaport of Ostia. The other important

woman in Augustine’s life was his companion, the

mother of his son Adeodatus. She is often called his

concubine, although Augustine never refers to her

this way, and in his autobiographical Confessions, he

describes his break with her as the painful price he

needed to pay to marry into a good Christian family,

something much desired by Monica. After this rela-

tionship, Augustine struggled with chastity but never

did marry; rather, he adopted an ascetic life.

Unlike his contemporary Jerome, Augustine did

not cultivate female companions, but he did have

female correspondents, important Roman women

who had taken refuge in North Africa after the sack

of Rome by the Visigoths in 410. Augustine wrote to

Proba about the nature of prayer and to Juliana

about the decision of her daughter Demetrias to con-

secrate her virginity to God. His letters to other con-

secrated virgins and widows offered spiritual counsel

on such topics as the death of family members, the

vision of God in the next world, the equality of men

and women in the Resurrection, heretics, and study.

In letter 262, Augustine responds to Ecdicia’s com-

plaints about her husband’s infidelity, that this is due

in part to her one-sided decision to live a life of chaste

asceticism against his will. Even though Augustine

had a high view of sexual renunciation, and while he

certainly did not approve of her husband’s behavior,

he tells Ecdicia that her marriage vows are holier than

her quasi-monastic life. Augustine’s letters 210 and

211 are addressed to the community of nuns in Hippo

that had been led by his widowed sister. In letter 211

he offers a set of rules for the community; this is one

(and some say the earliest) version of Augustine’s

monastic rule.

The Inferiority of Women

In spite of these relationships with women, Augustine

believed they were inferior to men by reason of physi-

cality, but he also taught a type of spiritual equality

between men and women. Insofar as women partici-

pated in the category ‘‘human being,’’ as this category

was defined by men, they were spiritual equals of men.

In a famous passage of De trinitate, Augustine tries to

clarify how women are in God’s image only when

they are considered ‘‘humanity’’ along with males,

but not as embodied female human beings:

The woman together with the man is the image of God,
so that the whole substance is one image. But when she
is assigned as a helpmate, which pertains to her alone,
she is not the image of God; however, what pertains to
man alone, he is the image of God just as fully and
completely as he is joined with the woman into one.
(De trinitate XII,7,10)

This is a restatement of 1 Corinthians 11:7, in

which Paul says that men are forbidden to cover

their heads because they are the reflection of God,

but women must cover their heads since they are,

rather, the reflection of the male. As feminist scholars

have noted, this Pauline line seems to contradict Gen-

esis 1:27–28, which states that male and female were

both created in the image of God. But still, as Augus-

tine’s defenders have noted, in this limited sense,

women and men are equally in the image of God,

and equally able to be in the divine presence in the

Resurrection. That means that women should be bap-

tized and could be saved. But, even when women have

the same rights to embodiment as men, they are still

reminders of fallen human nature. Furthermore, in

comparison to men, women are weak. Some women,

like Saints Perpetua and Felicity, are still capable of

heroic courage and fortitude in the face of martyr-

dom, but this is because famous female saints be-

haved viriliter—in a manly way.

Theoretical Perspectives

Some twentieth-century scholars of early Christianity

have argued that it is to Augustine’s credit that he

insisted that women also participate in the category

homo, and therefore in the image of God; even femi-

nist scholars have made this argument. These sympa-

thetic portraits conclude that the problem for

Augustine is sexuality, not women, and that, for his

culture, he was in fact rather positively disposed to-

wards women since he considered women spiritual

equals before God and treated the women he knew

with respect. Of course, this explanation is not at all

comforting to many feminist historians and theolo-

gians, some of whom have argued that Augustine’s

views on women were just a product of his negative

attitude towards sexuality in general, influenced by

his own experience. The tragedy, they say, is that

these ideas of women’s existential limits are enshrined

in medieval theology and canon law and thus became

the basis for Roman Catholic theology on those sub-

jects. As early as 1977, Clark and Richardson show-

cased the obvious texts, prefacing Augustine’s words

with brief remarks highlighting how they affected

later Christian doctrine. This has become the main
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modern critique of Augustine on gender: Augustine

makes the body ‘‘the cornerstone of his theology’’ and

is ultimately to blame for Christian sexual repression

and misogyny altogether because of his pessimistic

views of sexuality, politics, and human nature, ideas

that eventually dominated in Western culture. Thus,

it is not what Augustine meant but rather his legacy

that really counts, since it is the source of Western

Christian patriarchal anthropology. The most recent

analysis of the issue brings to bear many pertinent

facets of Augustine’s culture, for example, the context

of a slave society, to suggest important and still unex-

plored consequences of the relegation of women to

the private sphere, including the history of the status

and power of Christian women ascetics. The very fact

that Ecdicia evoked such a reaction from Augustine

suggests the tensions ascetic women were creating in

fifth-century Christian society and looks ahead to the

tensions that will be evident in medieval discussions of

consecrated and enclosed women.

It is, then, not just the power of Augustine’s writ-

ings but how well they fit into a late antique Christian

anthropology that made such an impact on the West-

ern Christian tradition. The irony of this is evident

when the ever-changing Western Christian communi-

ty has, from age to age, turned to see what Augustine,

whose understanding of human nature has been

thought to transcend the limits of his place and

time, can explain about the humanity of women and

the role of gender in human life.

E. ANN MATTER
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AUTOHAGIOGRAPHY
Autohagiography is an account of a holy person’s life

written or told by its subject, usually a woman. Al-

though medieval autohagiographies are often called

‘‘spiritual autobiographies,’’ they distinguish them-

selves from that capacious genre by their thematic,

essentially ahistorical focus. Moreover, the authors

often explicitly expressed their desire to convey a

universal and spiritual, rather than a personal, truth.

In the service of such truth, Julian of Norwich

counseled the readers of her revelations, ‘‘for God’s

sake, ... for your own profit, ... leave off picturing the

wretched worm ... to whom [the visions were] shown,

and ... mightily, wisely, lovingly and meekly think of

God, who, out of his courteous love and endless

goodness would have this vision shown generally for

the comfort of us all.’’

Autohagiographies rarely appear as texts unto

themselves. Most often, autobiographical elements

are contained within other forms: didactic treatises,

letters, revelations, even poems; autobiography is an

attribute of these works, not their purpose. Though

they are indeed stories of lives told by their subject,

autohagiographies reject the direct revelation of

outward and inward experience that later became

the identifying features of autobiographical writing.

Many women’s autohagiographies began as oral reci-

tations: confessions to a priest, revelations to an ab-

bess or a friend, sermons to fellow nuns, words

uttered in ecstasy. Such texts were frequently taken

down by others, copied, translated, retranslated, and

finally incorporated into holy biographies. Magda-

lena of Freiburg’s Erklüarung des Vaterunsers, a

lengthy line-by-line meditation on the Pater Noster,

appears in manuscript as a copy of jottings taken

down swiftly, as the scribe strives to keep up with

the mystic’s outpourings. Elisabeth of Schönau dic-

tated her visions to her brother, the monk Ekbert;

Angela of Foligno’s experiences and spiritual instruc-

tions were written, often in her voice, by her confes-

sor, a friar to whom she had been supernaturally

directed by St. Francis; Hildegard of Bingen chose

as amanuensis Volmar, a monk with whom she felt

special spiritual harmony, so that she could trust him

to take down her words as she spoke them, correct her

grammar, and read back the final version for her
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approval. In such cases, autohagiography served a

public, myth-making purpose, not an individual one.

More closely related to traditional hagiography

than to autobiography in the modern sense, autoha-

giography recounts natural and supernatural events

with equal conviction, often advancing only the latter

as explanation or justification for its subject’s action.

The genre shares with hagiography the intention to

represent the life as exemplary rather than real, taking

as its literary models earlier lives of the saints and

martyrs, Bible stories and scripture-based narratives

(like the popular devotional texts, Meditations on the

Life of Christ), and religious allegories. Most signifi-

cantly, autohagiography reconstructs the life of its

subject to conform to cultural conceptions of holi-

ness. Like the autobiographer, the autohagiographer

arranges selected thoughts, feelings, and events into a

coherent narrative, but, like the hagiographer, she (or

he) reshapes those elements into conventional forms.

If autohagiography is not strictly autobiography,

neither is it precisely hagiography, whose primary

purposes are to honor the heroic deeds of the saints

and to evoke admiration, imitation, and faith in read-

ers and listeners. To write of oneself in the hagio-

graphic mode, then, might be construed as an act of

repellent self-regard, utterly at odds with hagiogra-

phy’s intentions. And indeed, autohagiographers,

acutely aware of the problem, specifically denied

writing for the purpose of honoring themselves or

demonstrating their right to membership in the com-

pany of the saints. Rather, they wrote for the purpose

of inspiring a feeling of shared human experience in

their readers. In her introduction to Le Sette Armi

Spirituali, Caterina of Bologna prays that ‘‘anyone

who takes notice of this little work, made with divine

assistance by me ... not attribute it to the vice of

presumption, nor take any error from this little

book, which I, the abovementioned little dog, have

written in my own hand, solely for fear of the divine

rebuke if I should be silent concerning what might be

helpful to others.’’

This meant expressing a common identity, not an

individual one, and expressing truths that existed be-

yond the realm of human sensibilities. To do so, auto-

hagiographers sought to efface themselves in their text

by using formulae of humility and submission. Mar-

gery Kempe, for example, is well known for her use of

the phrase ‘‘this creature’’ to refer to herself through-

out herBook; other writers referred to themselves as ‘‘a

certain virgin,’’ ‘‘a servant of God,’’ ‘‘a poor little

womanly figure,’’ or even ‘‘a wretched worm.’’ For

similar reasons, autohagiographers often repressed

historical detail, maintaining a deliberate silence

about external particulars that might have distin-

guished them from their fellows, for identifiable events

and personalities were bound to obscure the spiritual

truth they wished to convey. Caterina of Bologna’s

Sette Armi Spirituali is a case in point. In this two-

part treatise she proposes her own personal trial, obe-

dience, as the central problem of monastic life. In the

first part she allegorically ‘‘arms’’ novices with the

eponymous seven weapons, while in the second part

she shows how the weapons are to be used in a dis-

guised version of her own struggles with submission.

The disguise consists of three elements characteristic of

autohagiography: use of the third person; transforma-

tion of the personal into the general (for example,

relatives offering to help her leave the convent become

the devil trying to tempt ‘‘a certain virgin’’); and

rearrangement of accidental chronological order into

spiritually significant order (the three visions chroni-

cling her travails escalate in intensity, whereas the

historical events which generated the visions occurred

in a different, rather anticlimactic sequence).

Except when relating revelations, autohagiogra-

phers used few, if any, dates, nor did they regularly

name people or places. They often omitted the parts

of their lives that predated their conversion and dis-

guised selected remaining incidents by arranging

them, as Caterina did, to invoke the larger pattern

of salvation history. They derived their devotional

formulae from classical rhetoric, especially humility

topoi, conventions of courtly submission, and apolo-

gies for failures of style or talent.

Autohagiography shares with other forms of medi-

eval religious literature a concern for spiritual truth,

orthodoxy, and authority. Expression of an indivi-

dual’s experience was expected to claim an authority

greater than the writer’s own (a Church Father, God,

or a worthy pagan); to fit into a familiar pattern; and

to illustrate a point of general applicability. Ostensi-

bly personal elements also function conventionally

within the genre, setting the scene for the central

allegory, the battle between the World and the Spirit.

The use of such conventions conferred legitimacy

upon a genre in which women preached and taught,

despite traditional prohibitions. Thus, for example,

the scriptural dictum (I Cor. i.xxvii) that God has

elected the weak to confound the strong (often cited

in women’s autohagiographies), cancelled, for many,

St. Paul’s ban on women’s preaching and teaching.

Catherine of Siena quoted the Lord as explaining, ‘‘I

decided to send women, unknowing, weak and fragile

by nature, but rich in my divine wisdom, to confound

their [powerful men’s] pride and rashness.’’ Julian of

Norwich addressed the issue even more directly:

‘‘God forbid that you should say or assume that

I am a teacher, for I do not mean it so ... for I am a

woman, ignorant, weak and frail.... But I know well

what I am saying here, for I have it by the showing of
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him that is the sovereign teacher.... Just because I am

a woman, should I therefore not tell you of the good-

ness of God, since I saw at the that same time that it is

his will that it be known?’’ Women’s authority to

write, therefore, came not only from their visionary

experience, from the mandate of God and the com-

mand of their confessor, but from the form in which

they wrote. That is, they replaced traditional auctores

not with experience but with genre.

The combination of intense religious fervor (the oft-

noted ‘‘feminization’’ of late medieval piety), old-

fashioned hagiographic models, such as those that

glorify monastic virtues, and allegorical presentation

of personal experience constitutes the particular femi-

nine contribution to the art of autohagiography in the

Middle Ages. But the visions, revelations, and admoni-

tions in autohagiography also claimed authority,

based upon events in their authors’ own lives, for the

composition of autohagiographies arose out of real,

not fictive, experience. In accounts of their spiritual

development almost all autohagiographers referred,

however obliquely, to crucial events in their lives: the

crises that precipitated their conversion, their loss of

family, their rejection of marriage, their temptations.

One of the most striking instances of autobiography

recast as autohagiography appears in Angela of

Foligno’s Liber de Verum Fidelium Experientia. ‘‘It

happened that my mother, who was a great impedi-

ment to me, died; and a short while later my husband

and all my children died as well. And because, since the

time I began to take the spiritual path, I had prayed to

God that they would die, I felt great consolation....’’

Angela’s intention here is to express an exemplary

desire for God, not, as it might appear, callous selfish-

ness. That family members constitute ‘‘impediments’’

to her spiritual development does not suggest that she

does not love them or mourn their passing. But these

are not the concerns of autohagiography. The spiritual

message, to leave behind human attachments and

devote oneself toGod, erases the expression of person-

al feelings. Nevertheless, readers are meant to identify

with Angela’s loss in order that they may redirect their

own unruly emotions into the more capacious channel

of God’s love and, like her, receive consolation.

KATE GREENSPAN
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AVA
The last lines of a poem on the Last Judgement,

transmitted in the twelfth century Vorau manuscript

(Vorau Stiftsbibliothek, cod. 276), identify the author

as a woman called Ava, the mother of two sons. It has

been suggested that this Ava may be identical to a

recluse whose death in 1127 is recorded in the annals

of the monastery of Melk.

Her oeuvre consists of short religious poems. Two

of these, the life of John the Baptist and an account of

the life of Jesus, closely follow the gospel readings of

the liturgical year and narrate events from the birth

of John the Baptist to the resurrection. John is por-

trayed as the precursor of Christ; his birth marks the

beginning of a new era in salvation history, and the

epilogue recommends him as a powerful intercessor.

The ‘‘Life of Jesus’’ concentrates on the events of

Christ’s life as recounted in the gospels, but it shows

a marked predilection for dialogue scenes. In the

miracle stories selected, women appear to play a

prominent part, from the role of Mary at the wedding

in Cana to the anointing of Jesus’ feet, which is here

attributed to Mary, the sister of Martha. The final

section of the ‘‘Life of Jesus,’’ a list of the seven gifts

of the Holy Spirit, and two additional poems, the

‘‘Antichrist’’ and the ‘‘Last Judgement,’’ complete

the framework of salvation history that links all four

poems.

While Ava addresses her audience in first-person

plural forms, which highlight the effect of the narrat-

ed events for all Christians, she frequently refers

to her work as a book, which may suggest that she

was familiar with contemporary models of learned

authorship.
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BAKE, ALIJT
Following a period during which she tried disparate

forms of the spiritual life, Alijt Bake (1415–1455)

chose, in 1440, the enclosed convent of canonesses at

Galilea in Ghent. Galilea had only recently joined the

Chapter of Windesheim, the monastic branch of the

Devotio Moderna (Modern Devotion). Disappointed

with the quality of the life of asceticism and virtue she

encountered there, Bake was thrown into a deep spir-

itual crisis. But Christ Himself showed her the way

in a vision on Ascension Day: she must remain at

Galilea and from there bring about reforms of the

monastic life.

Five years later Alijt Bake was elected prioress of

Galilea, giving her the opportunity to put her plans for

reform into action. Her own writings constitute the

most important witness to this. Around 1446 the newly

elected prioress wrote a number of treatises, which she

intended to serve as testaments for her fellow sisters.

The central theme of her teaching is most explicitly

laid out in her treatise De vier kruiswegen (The Four

Ways of the Cross), in which she argues for a radical

emulation of the Suffering of Christ. Between 1451

and 1452 the prioress worked on a spiritual autobiog-

raphy in two parts (of which the first part, the Boeck

der tribulatien [Book of Tribulations], has been lost). In

part two, Mijn beghin ende voortganck (My Beginning

and Progress), she describes her spiritual path, a

path that was certainly not without its trials. But in

constant association with Christ, in visions and inter-

nal dialogues, she was able to shape her exceptional

destiny.

Alijt Bake’s last treatise carries the telling title Brief

uit de ballingschap (Letter from Exile). In 1455, her

life took a dramatic turn. By the authority of the

administration of the Chapter of Windesheim, Bake

was dismissed from her leadership position and ban-

ished. The Letter reveals that she had a serious clash

of opinion with the administrators of Windesheim:

Bake was a proponent of an interior life, based on a

personal relationship with Christ. The Chapter of

Windesheim held that women should limit themselves

to external, visible forms of piety, such as obeying

one’s superiors or doing hard manual labor. At the

same time, all nuns in the Windesheim monasteries

were forbidden to write about their religious experi-

ences. Alijt Bake died in 1455, at the age of 40.
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BALLADS
Most medieval ballads are narrative tales character-

ized by simple language and meter and episodic plots

that emphasize dialogue and action. Usually sung or

recited, they offered a compressed storyline driven by

heightened emotional tension, fast-paced action, or

spectacular events to audiences of both men and

women ranging throughout the social scale, many of

them already familiar with the stories being told.

Some ballads were clearly part of memorial culture,

while others have closer ties to literary works, sug-

gesting a pattern of composition and dissemination

involving both oral and literary traditions. Particular-

ly in cases of oral transmission, ballads are notorious-

ly difficult to date, and the extant medieval ballads

were for the most part recorded in the fifteenth centu-

ry or later, in many instances a long time after they

were first enjoyed. The content of early ballads most

often comes from medieval romance and epic, offer-

ing tales of heroic or royal figures and their adven-

tures. Other common subjects included family life or

love and relationships, often with an emphasis on

courtship, seduction, rape, adultery, pregnancy, or

star-crossed lovers. Though they occasionally come

out on top, women are frequently involved in situa-

tions that emphasize their vulnerability, and violence

is common—at times the woman perpetrates it, but

usually she is the excuse or the target for violence.

Though women may exert a fair degree of agency, it is

often with dire consequences.

The action of many domestic ballads suggests a

need to contain femininity and assert masculine

power. The motif of the ‘‘walled-up wife,’’ possibly

of medieval origin, remains popular throughout the

Balkans, with analogues in India. The variants in-

volve the sacrifice of a woman who is immured alive

or drowned in order to complete a building project

that continually falls down or to fix a well that will

not fill with water (Dundes 186–188, 190–192). Most

often the woman is sacrificed by her husband or

brothers, men who traditionally held power over me-

dieval women’s lives. Women are equally powerless in

tales involving forced or prohibited marriages, as in

the Hungarian ballad ‘‘Kate Kádár,’’ thought by

some scholars to originate in the late Middle Ages

(Kadar 20). The ballad tells of how Martin Gyulai’s

mother forbade him to marry Kate Kádár because of

her low social status. When Martin insists, his mother

has Kate drowned, whereupon Martin drowns him-

self (Kadar 30–36). The mother’s attempt to exercise

power over her son is punished, but Kate’s fate also

points to the particular precariousness of the unmar-

ried woman’s position.

In the courtship story and its variations, women

often play the role of love object, a figure of desirable

sexuality to be obtained by men, with or without her

consent. The woman may be in love with the hero, but

equally a man may attempt to seduce or rape her

when she refuses him. In medieval Castilian ballads,

the rape of Muslim women serves as a way for Chris-

tian men to dominate Muslim men, and both Muslim

and Jewish men talk and act submissively in response

to the aggressive actions and language that define the

masculinity of Christian men (Mirrer 49–50, 70–77).

In many medieval Scandinavian ballads, the problem

of rape is resolved by the death of the rapist (though

in a few cases the woman marries him). Either the

woman herself or her male relatives stab the man to

death, or he is beheaded by the king or representatives

of local justice (Jonsson et al. D145–93). These would

seem to operate as cautionary tales—women were

often warned not to go out where they could be seen

by men, lest they be desired—that reveal the vulnera-

bility of women in the medieval world.

In contrast, ballads involving outlaws or heroic

figures focus, with very few exceptions, on male
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protagonists, paying little or no attention to women.

In heroic ballads the hero surmounts impossible odds,

and in most cases the focus is on fighting. Women,

when present at all, serve as the motive for action

(needing to be rescued or avenged) or as markers of

status. Among the earliest English ballads are those of

the outlaw Robin Hood. In these tales action centers

on Robin’s adventures, and Maid Marian is entirely

absent from all but three ballads. Sometimes Robin

defeats and kills those who set out to harm him, but

more often he encounters and fights another man in

the forest until the two become friends. Here, fighting

serves as a way of bonding the two men in fellowship

as they prove their worth by establishing themselves

as equals. A figure like Marian would disrupt the

focus on male interactions the ballads emphasize. In

fact, ‘‘Robin Hood and Maid Marian,’’ a late ballad

and the only one to figure her prominently, places

Marian in the position usually occupied by these

male figures: disguised as a page, she wanders in

search of Robin and ends up fighting him to a draw

before they recognize one another. Other early mod-

ern ballads frequently featured cross-dressed women

who succeeded in defying the strictures of society and

parents to undertake adventures at sea or in war

(Dugaw 31–42). But these were not the only ballads

focused on women’s lives in England during this peri-

od; cautionary antifeminist tales persisted in stories

embellished from current events of women who were

punished for crimes such as murdering their husbands

or children.
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BARBARIAN LAW CODES
The barbarian law codes are the written laws of the

Germanic peoples who migrated to western Europe in

late antiquity and the early medieval period. The

barbarian laws, or leges barbarorum, were codified

between the late fifth and ninth centuries CE. They

were written in Latin, with the exception of the Old

English laws. Many of the barbarian laws were part of

the oral tradition before codification. The Germanic

law codes were based on the principle of personality

of law, which means that they applied to people of a

certain group, not to people living in a certain area

(territorial law).

The first Germanic tribes to settle in the former

RomanEmpire were the Visigoths (Spain), Ostrogoths

(Italy), Burgundians (southeastern Gaul/France), and

Franks (Gaul, Belgium, and Netherlands south of the

Rhine). They were also the first to put their laws into

writing. The leges Visigothorum (laws of the Visigoths)

consist of a series of laws promulgated by Visigothic

kings between the late fifth and early eighth centuries.

The Lex Romana Visigothorum (LRV) or Breviarium

Alarici (Alaric’s Breviary) was issued by the Visigothic

king Alaric II for his Roman subjects (506). It is a

compendium of late Roman law, based chiefly on the

Codex Theodosianus (438), a collection of fourth- and

fifth-century imperial Roman law published by the

Roman emperor Theodosius II. The LRV remained

in use as a manual of Roman law throughout the

Middle Ages. The compilations of Roman law issued

by some Germanic kings are called leges romanae,

‘Roman laws,’ as opposed to the leges barbarorum.

The Burgundian law code, the Lex Burgundionum

(also called Liber Constitutionum or Lex Gundobada),

was devised in the early sixth century and influenced

by Roman law. Its lex romana counterpart, the Lex

Romana Burgundionum, contains Roman law for the

Burgundian king’s Gallo–Roman subjects and

appeared in the same period. Also from the early

sixth century is the Ostrogothic Edictum Theoderici,

which was based primarily on Roman law and

intended for both Ostrogoths and Romans. It was

probably issued by king Theoderic the Great, but is

often ascribed to the mid-fifth-century Visigothic king

Theodoric II.

The laws of the Salian Franks, by far the most

popular and influential Germanic codes, consist of
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the sixth-century Pactus Legis Salicae (PLS) and the

eighth-century Lex Salica (LS). At least eighty manu-

scripts containing the various redactions of the PLS

and LS have survived, including the ninth-century

Lex Salica Karolina redactions. For dealings with

their Roman subjects, the Frankish kings used the

LRV. The term Lex Salica is also used to denote all

the laws of the Salian Franks. The Lex Ribuaria (early

seventh to eighth century) was based on various LS

redactions and contains the laws of the Ripuarian

Franks, a Frankish tribe from the vicinity of Cologne.

The earliest redaction of the laws of the Alamans

(southwestern Germany, Alsace, Switzerland), the

Pactus Legis Alamannorum, belongs to the early sev-

enth century; the later redaction, the Lex Alaman-

norum, was compiled in the early eighth century.

The Lex Baiuvariorum, the code of the Bavarians

(southeastern Germany, Austria), was codified in

the mid-eighth century. After the demise of the

Ostrogothic kingdom in 554, the Lombards—also

called Langobards—settled in northern and central

Italy. Their laws, the Leges Langobardorum, were pro-

mulgated between 643 and 866; the oldest Lombard

law is the Edictum Rothari (Rothari’s Edict).

The latest barbarian codes written in Latin were

compiled at the instigation of emperor Charlemagne

for the four Germanic tribes living in the northern-

most part of the Frankish empire (c. 802/803): the Lex

Frisionum, Lex Saxonum, Lex Thuringorum, and Lex-

Francorum Chamavorum. They contain the laws of

the Frisians (Frisia, northern Netherlands), Saxons

(northwestern Germany), Thuringians (central

Germany), and Chamavian Franks (between Utrecht,

Netherlands and Münster, Dutch-German border).

The Salic, Alamannic, Bavarian, and Lombard

laws all contain ancient legal terms in the regional

vernacular (called Malberg glosses in Salic law). The

Anglo-Saxon law codes were the first Germanic codes

issued in the vernacular.Æthelberht’s code, two other

Kentish codes, and Ine’s West Saxon law code were

written in Old English in the late sixth and seventh

centuries; the other Anglo-Saxon laws, including the

laws of the West Saxon king Alfred, are from the

ninth century. Only one translation of Germanic law

is known, an East Franconian translation of the LS

(c. 830), of which only a fragment has survived.

Germanic law is mainly concerned with settling

disputes in an agricultural society. Disputes involving

private law (inheritance, property, livestock, etc.) and

criminal law (theft, injuries, murder, rape, etc.) were

settled by paying a compensatory sum of money to

the injured party in order to avoid a feud. The ac-

cused is allowed to provide proof of his innocence or

his statement with the aid of oath-helpers; sometimes

proof by an ordeal (for example, boiling water) is

demanded. Characteristic of Germanic law are the

injury tariffs with their detailed fines for personal

injuries. For instance, PLS 29.4 awards fifty solidi

for cutting off a freeman’s thumb—a quarter of

the full wergeld (Old English wergild) for an adult

male, and sexual harassment (‘‘touching a woman’s

breast’’) must be compensated for with forty-five solidi

(PLS 20.4). The compensation due for (fatal) injuries

is linked to a person’s wergeld, that is, the monetary

value of a person’s life. The amount of wergeld is

related to a person’s gender, age, and social status

(free, half free, or slave). In Salic law the wergeld for

a free woman who is capable of bearing children is six

hundred solidi; for a woman in menopause or a young

girl before menarche it is two hunderd solidi (PLS

24.8, 24.9, 41.15). Women were legally represented

by male relatives or their husbands (mundium). How-

ever, a woman could inherit and own property that her

husband was not allowed to dispose of without her

consent. Usually her property consisted of her mar-

riage endowment, that is, the bride-price (pretium)

paid by her future husband, her father’s wedding

gifts, and the ‘‘morning gift’’ she received from her

husband on the morning after their wedding.
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BEAST EPIC
The medieval European beast epic, popular in the

twelfth century, represented an allegorical genre that

used animal figures to satirize the courtly values and

mores of the aristocratic courts in France and the

Germanic realm. The concepts of courtly love and

romantic love played a major role in the themes of

medieval narratives, and the animal epic arose as a

vehicle of satire intended to cast the values of the

aristocratic class in a humorous light. The beast epic

has its roots in the fables of ancient Greece and

Rome, and scholars have traced the earliest connec-

tions to Aesop’s fables. Examples of beast epics writ-

ten in Middle Latin include Ecbasis captivi (1140–

1145) and Isengrimus (1148–1150). These two early

works were written by Germanic priests and were

intended to expose the corrupt lower clergy as well

as the corrupt nobility. The earlier beast epics led to a

specific form of twelfth-century fox and wolf verse

narratives, and one of the most notable examples is

the Old French Roman de Renart (between 1174 and

1205). It spawned several late medieval adaptations,

created in the Dutch and Flemish region. These in-

cluded the late-twelfth-century variants Van den vos

Renaerde and Reinaerts Historie, as well as the verse

epic Reinke de vos. In addition to the Dutch/Flemish

works, an obscure Middle High German poet,

Heinrich der Glichezare, produced a version of the

fox epic, Reinhart Fuchs (c. 1189/1190).

The main themes in the medieval fox and wolf

epics depict a series of confrontations between the

fox and the wolf and his wife, the she-wolf Hersant,

who are all masquerading as mock courtly figures.

Hersant represents a courtly lady who is subsequently

raped by the fox, who appears as a scoundrel and

criminal. The ideals of courtly love, chivalry, honor,

and justice are depicted in a satirical light, meant

to ridicule the nobility’s lack of morals, the justice

system, and the Church.

Early research in the nineteenth century on beast

epics in general and on the fox and wolf epics specifi-

cally concerned itself with studies of different manu-

scripts as sources for the literary material. Different

versions of manuscripts were juxtaposed linguistically

and thematically, and the comparative studies exam-

ined how Germanic versions related historically to the

Middle Latin or Old French predecessors.

Subsequent scholarship in the first third of the

twentieth century focused on comparing animal

fabliaux in European countries and interpreting

the techniques used in the different narratives for

depicting human and societal foibles. For example,

the Flemish/Dutch epics were compared thematically

with the Old French Roman de Renart. Twelfth-

century law and justice were examined in light of the

legal processes in both France and Germanic Alsace,

particularly in light of the rape trial of the fox. These

studies illustrate an initial questioning of the sex roles

depicted by the rapist fox, the cuckolded husband

wolf, and the rape victim, Hersant.

From the late 1970s onward, the scholarship con-

centrated on specific themes in beast epics vis-à-vis

fox and wolf tales, such as examining the individual

characters in the narratives for their meaning. As an

example, the figure of the lion king in the fox and wolf

epics has been highlighted as the representation of

either a corrupt or a weak secular leader. Scholars

produced in-depth studies on the relationship between

fox and wolf figures and how they relate to the female

wolf figure from a sexual viewpoint.

In the 1990s, critical studies of the beast epic have

centered on specific thematic interpretations of the

events and characters. One examination looks at the

entire legal system of justice and the application of law

during the Germanic Staufer regime (in the twelfth-

century Alsatian region) as depicted in the Reinhart
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Fuchs epic. In particular, Hersant’s rape trial is dis-

sected in light of the legal context of twelfth-century

Germanic Alsace. Historical legal sources are com-

pared to the events and main characters in the trial

proceedings to show how Reinhart Fuchs, in particu-

lar, represents a scathing satire of the system of justice

in that era.

In 1997, the fox and wolf epic Reinhart Fuchs was

reinterpreted using a gendered reading. The issues of

courtly love, marriage, family, adultery, and rape

became the focal points of this study, which casts a

new light on how the main animal characters interact

in gender roles. Future research calls for similar

gendered reinterpretations of other beast epics like

Roman de Renart and its European variants in the

Flemish/Dutch region and Iberia.

IRMELI S. KUEHNEL
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BEATRICE
Beatrice is a major figure in two works by Dante

(1265–1321), the Vita Nuova and the Divine Comedy.

She is cast as the inspiration for the love lyrics Dante

cites in the Vita Nuova, and for the journey to a vision

of God he undertakes in the Comedy. The name,

meaning ‘‘one who blesses,’’ may have been chosen

for that reason or because it was the name of a

woman Dante knew in Florence (Beatrice Portinari

was identified by early commentators). In that name,

Dante may also have been evoking several women

important in Italian history: Beatrice, ‘‘duke’’ of

Lorraine and countess of Tuscany, mother of Matilda

of Tuscany, empress Beatrice, wife of Frederick I and

mother of Henry VI, and particularly Beatrice of

Savoy, mother of the four queens Dante mentions in

Paradise VI, the youngest of them also a Beatrice, heir

to Provence, and, as the wife of Charles of Anjou,

queen of Sicily; among the several other Beatrices in

the Savoy family were Beatrice dei Fieschi and the

Beatrice who married Manfredi, son of Frederick II.

The Beatrice of the Vita Nuova dies in the middle

of the story Dante constructs around his lyrics; the

loss leads him to see a spiritual purpose in her life and

his love. He leaves off the story of the Vita Nuova

determined to find a more suitable mode to honor her,

which he apparently finds in the Comedy. There she is

the messenger of the Virgin Mary, sent from heaven

to summon the classical poet Virgil to guide Dante on

a journey through history, morality, and politics in

Hell and Purgatory.

At the top of Purgatory, in the Earthly Paradise,

Beatrice arrives to guide Dante the rest of the way to a

vision of the Trinity. When she meets Dante she plays

the role of a priest, confessing and absolving him. As

she guides him through Paradise, she also teaches him

theology, correcting him and major theologians along

the way.
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BEATRICE OF NAZARETH
Beatrice (c. 1200–1268) (also known as Beatrice of

Tienen) was born at Tienen, near Leuven, the youn-

gest of six children in a bourgeois family. She died in
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the Cistercian cloister of Nazareth, at Lier in the

vicinity of Antwerp, where she had been prioress

since 1237.

According to a Latin biography, Vita Beatricis

(The Life of Beatrice), written after her death by an

anonymous cleric, presumably around 1275, Beatrice

received a thorough education. When she was seven,

she was sent to live with a community of Beguines

at Zoutleuven and was taught the liberal arts in a

coeducational school for a year and later at the

Cistercian monastery of Bloemendaal (or Florival).

After she was allowed to make her profession as

a nun in 1216, she continued her education at the

Cistercian community of Rameia, where she studied

manuscript production, especially of liturgical choir

books. Thus fully educated, by the standards of her

time, she, in 1218, helped found a new monastery,

Maagdendaal, near her hometown. From 1221 she

was back in Bloemendaal, where, in 1225, she was

consecrated a virgin (the ritual taking place when a

nun or a monk, after the novitiate, takes her or his

monastic vows). Finally, in 1235, Bloemendaal sent

her to help found a new daughter community, Nazar-

eth, for which she copied choir books. Apart from

being a copyist, Beatrice also functioned as teacher

(officio magistrali), instructing in the ‘‘mysteries of the

holy Scripture’’ (VB III, 230).

The biographer or hagiographer claims to have

built his information on Beatrice’s own vernacular

diary-notes (cedulae), which she had kept secret until

shortly before her death (VB, prologue). The fact that

these notes (which seem to have been reflections on

the Christological and Trinitarian mysteries rather

than recollections of events in the community and

society) are lost has given rise to much speculation.

One likely theory is that these vernacular notes were

disposed of around the year of 1275 in order to

avoid accusations from inquisitors in a period when

mulieres religiosae (religious women) were especially

under suspicion from the church institution for their

vernacular expositions on ‘‘the mysteries of Scripture

which are scarcely accessible to experts in divine writ-

ings,’’ according to Gilbert of Tournai.

Besides the diary notes, supplemented with infor-

mation from those who had known Beatrice, the bi-

ographer incorporated his Latinized version of a

vernacular treatise that Beatrice had also written: De

septem modis sancti amoris. In 1926 Reypens suc-

ceeded in identifying a Middle Flemish manuscript

as being her original, vernacular text: Seven manieren

van heiliger minnen (Seven Manners of Holy Love),

placed in a collection of sermons, Limburgsche Ser-

monen, from the fourteenth century. The vernacular

treatise, the date of which we cannot determine,

shows even more than the vita the depth of her

theology. It shifts focus from the Christological and

Trinitarian mysteries of the cedulae to Minne (love),

rendering a brief and clear description of the growth

of a personal love of God in line with the love theolo-

gy of Bernard of Clairvaux. Beatrice describes seven

different manieren (ways, not grades) of loving God

in the interaction of the soul’s movements between

purifying love (I), unselfishness of love (II), painful

desire (III), infusion of love (IV), stormy or vehement

(the term orwoed, a vehement storm or fire, that is

also employed byHadewijch andRuusbroec) love (V),

triumphant love (VI), and the desire for eternal

love (VII).

There is a considerable difference between the

hagiographer’s version, where bodily elements are re-

currently stressed, and Beatrice’s own treatise, where

the spiritual desire to be united with God is the focus.

Whereas the vita is an exemplum depicting Beatrice as

an exemplary, holy woman, Beatrice’s own treatise is a

systematic rendition of the lived faith of a contempla-

tive woman. Her vernacular theology reflects the in-

terrelation between self-knowledge and knowledge of

God characteristic of Bernard’s teaching, and she usu-

ally conveys her theology dialectically, which also

applies to her thorough explication of the range and

polarities of holy love. Propounding a theology of

love, her focus is on the creation and recreation of

the individual’s godlikeness (Genesis 1:26–27) much

more than on sin, and it is her conviction that she has

been created by a loving God in his image and like-

ness. It should be noted that, whereas she follows

tradition in her understanding of earthly life as an

exile from the godlikeness for which humanity was

created, Beatrice never refers to the biblical narrations

on Adam and Eve. Perhaps because of her gender,

both her theology and her understanding of humanity

are formulated in the dialectic between God and

humanity, not between man and woman.

ELSE MARIE WIBERG PEDERSEN
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BEAUFORT, MARGARET
Margaret Beaufort (1443–1509) was descended from

John of Gaunt, third son of Edward III of England,

and his mistress (later third wife) Catherine Swynford.

Beaufort was a key figure in the Tudor succession

to the throne. Her father, John Beaufort, duke of

Somerset, died in 1444, when his daughter was an

infant. She was a ward of William de la Pole, Duke

of Suffolk, who arranged her marriage to his son

John. Upon the duke’s death, the marriage was dis-

solved, and Margaret was married, on the initiative of

King Henry VI, to his half-brother Edmund Tudor in

1453. Edmund died of the plague in 1456 while his

young bride was pregnant with their son, Henry

‘‘Lord Richmond.’’ Richmond was raised by others

much of the time, but Margaret and her son remained

close throughout their lives.

Margaret married Sir Henry Stafford in 1458, and

through him she tried to promote the interests of her

son during the reign of Edward IV. A marriage be-

tween Henry and Edward’s oldest daughter, Elizabeth

of York, was proposed as one means of reconciling

Henry, a Lancastrian by descent through his mother,

with the Yorkist king. Following Stafford’s death

in 1471, Margaret married Thomas Lord Stanley

(d. 1504). With the death of Edward IV and the

usurpation of the throne by Richard III in 1483,

Margaret took an active role in conspiracies against

the new king. At one time she was confined under her

husband’s care by Richard’s command.

The victory of Henry of Richmond at Bosworth

Field in 1485 was aided by the Stanleys. This promot-

ed their interest, but Margaret attained even higher

status as the mother of King Henry VII and the

source of his claim to the throne. Henry also fulfilled

her original intention by marrying Elizabeth of York.

Margaret Beaufort took a vow of chastity and set

herself up as feme sole, thus separating herself some-

what from Thomas Stanley, although he continued to

visit her.

Lady Margaret became powerful in the land, col-

lecting revenues and estates and pursuing legal claims

to debts, even those owed her by servants; she also

executed justice on her son’s behalf, especially in

Lincolnshire and the Midlands. Margaret Beaufort

outlived her son by a few months, overseeing the

execution of his will and the coronation of her grand-

son, Henry VIII. Margaret died in 1509 and was

buried in Westminster Abbey with a tomb image

executed by Pietro Torrigiano.

Apart from her assiduous promotion of the Tudor

dynasty, Margaret Beaufort was a generous patron of

piety and learning. She lived a devout but not overly

austere life. Among her achievements was her own

English translation, from a French version, of book

four of The Imitation of Christ. She also commis-

sioned a translation of the first three books from the

Latin. These translations were published with Lady

Margaret’s patronage, as were other early printed

books. Margaret Beaufort also supported the English

universities, founding professorships of theology at

Oxford and Cambridge. Guided by her confessor,

John Fisher, she particularly enriched Cambridge

University. She helped transform God’s House into

Christ’s College. This was in part a memorial to

Henry VI, a patron of that establishment, whom

the Tudors tried to have canonized. Lady Margaret

intended another foundation, turning St. John’s

Hospital into a college. This intention was not ful-

filled until John Fisher secured papal support to

protect the college from both royal and private

claims on the Beaufort estate. These benefactions,

combined with Margaret Beaufort’s shrewd use of

power, made her a formidable figure in early Tudor

England.
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BEAUTY
Colour and light formed the foundations of medieval

beauty. Clarity and vividness were associated with the

divine but also with the things of this world, including

human beauty. Ideals of male and female beauty were

also dependent on age and social status.

From the twelfth century onwards, authors (includ-

ing Chrétien de Troyes, Marie de France, Gottfried

von Strassburg, and the authors of the Welsh Mabi-

nogion) offer detailed accounts of female beauty.

Matthew of Vendôme (c. 1175) and Geoffrey of

Vinsauf (early thirteenth century) prescribe the chief

elements: golden hair, curving dark eyebrows,
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gleaming white skin, rosy cheeks, delicate nose, spar-

kling grey or blue eyes, small red mouth, long white

throat, sloping shoulders, long slender arms and

fingers, small high breasts, a tiny waist, a rounded

belly, long graceful legs, and dainty feet. Authors

generally avoid describing female buttocks, hips, and

genitals (‘‘here the imagination speaks better than the

tongue,’’ says Geoffrey of Vinsauf), but visual repre-

sentations of female nudes often show curving hips

and hairless genitals. A slender silhouette is admired,

though a rounded, thrust-forward belly is common in

visual arts by the fourteenth century and is indicative

not of pregnancy but of admiration for an S-bend

posture. The female nude is not yet established as a

dominant mode of representing the feminine ideal:

nudity is reserved for Eve, personifications of luxuria,

and the bodies of the saved and the damned. The

beautiful female body is generally the clothed or ‘‘sar-

torial body,’’ and poetic descriptions often linger over

clothing and ornaments. Luminescence could thus be

achieved through dress and jewels as well as complex-

ion, while cosmetic procedures for plucking foreheads

and eyebrows and obtaining white skin and teeth and

blonde hair were described in medical texts, although

condemned by moralizing authors. A handful of con-

temporary letters indicate that the slender ideal had

appeal in life as well as in art. Although feminine

beauty was heavily standardized, some room for vari-

ation was possible. The Virgin Mary, St. Katherine,

Mary Magdalene, and courtly heroines occasionally

have brown or auburn hair. The fourteenth-century

Franciscan missionary Odoric of Pordenone describes

the women of southern China as the most beautiful in

the world, yet they can hardly have conformed to the

poetic ideal.

Beautiful men were almost indistinguishable from

women. Twelfth-century homoerotic poetry describes

boys with wavy hair, ivory necks, sparkling eyes,

blooming cheeks, lily-like flesh, perfect noses, red

lips, and lovely teeth. Their beauty is said to fade as

quickly as their youth. Other such works eschew an-

drogyny in celebrating large penises. Examples of

beautiful youths are found in non-homoerotic works

too, including the Mabinogion and Gottfried’s Tris-

tan. Chrétien’s lovers Cligés and Fenice ‘‘were both so

fair that their beauty gave forth a ray which bright-

ened the hall just like the sun,’’ yet fifteen-year-old

Cligés (with hair ‘‘like fine gold’’ and a face ‘‘like a

freshly opened rose’’) is not entirely androgynous.

‘‘He has the wood as well as the bark,’’ knowing

about swordsmanship, archery, hawks, and dogs. By

this metaphor, men had ‘‘the bark’’ of youth and

beauty but also ‘‘the wood’’ of strength and valour,

maturing to the handsomeness of middle age. This

conforms with medieval models of the ‘‘ages of

man’’ in which adolescentia was celebrated as a period

of youthful beauty, energy, and romantic love, but

middle age, with its peak of physical and mental

strength, was the perfect age of man. Depictions of

Christ in majesty represent a man in perfect age

(solemn, kingly, bearded), where the Virgin Mary

maintains the youthful maidenly state of woman’s

perfect age.

Texts as diverse as The Song of Roland and Norse

sagas emphasize the size and strength of heroic men.

Descriptions of actual kings sometimes mirror these

themes. Einhard’s description of Charlemagne high-

lights the Emperor’s height, breadth, impressive bear-

ing, and cheerful countenance. More than 600 years

later, English, Italian, and French observers agreed

that the English king Edward IV was ‘‘very princely

to behold, of visage lovely, of body mighty, strongly

and clean made.’’ Just as men were allowed to

go beyond the youthful ideal which limited the aes-

thetic appeal of women, so were they freed from

the requirement of slenderness: both Charlemagne

and Edward IV were excused their middle-aged

corpulence.

In sum, the slim, white-skinned, small-breasted,

radiantly luminous woman was by necessity also

young, preferably virginal or pre-maternal, and of

high social status. The ideal man was of equal nobili-

ty, yet could go beyond beauty to achieve a strength

and stature to match his worldly authority.
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BEGUINES
Beguines were lay women who lived a religious life

alone or in communities but did not take solemn

religious vows and were not considered nuns by the

Catholic Church. Originating in the Low Countries

(present-day Belgium and the Netherlands) around

the year 1200, their movement spread to most parts

of western Europe in the following decades. Although

their way of life and activities were often a source of

controversy, Beguine communities continued to exist

in what is now Belgium and the Netherlands until

very recently.

The Beguine movement had its roots in the reli-

gious and social changes that marked the high Middle

Ages. While the Gregorian reform of the eleventh and

early twelfth centuries attempted to strengthen church

institutions and elevate the moral and spiritual au-

thority of the priesthood, growing urbanization and

the rise of a money economy generated new questions

about Christian life in an evolving world, where atti-

tudes toward wealth, poverty, and, more globally,

traditional power structures seemed in need of revi-

sion. Lay people, now better educated and more liter-

ate, were interested in participating in these debates

but found relatively few outlets within existing Church

structures to do so. This was particularly true for

women, who could not be ordained and whose work

as nuns received scant recognition. The various he-

retical movements that developed in northwestern

Europe in the High Middle Ages gave voice to such

demands, yet they also testified to the growing intran-

sigence of Church institutions in the face of dissent.

At the turn of the thirteenth century, a growing

number of lay women in various towns of the Low

Countries began to practice a new, informal religious

lifestyle, either alone or with a few companions, with-

in the confines of their family homes, at anchorholds,

or at urban hospitals. Some of these women drew the

attention of clerical admirers like James of Vitry and

Thomas of Cantimpré, who regarded them as saintly

role models and contributed an extensive hagio-

graphical literature on the early Beguines. From

these and other sources, we can identify four leading

figures. Yvette (or Juetta) of Huy, an eighteen-year-

old widowed mother of three, around 1181 began to

devote her life to the care of lepers. Ten years later,

she withdrew to an anchorhold, where she lived for

thirty-six years until her death in 1228. Marie of

Oignies, like Yvette, entered an arranged marriage

at a young age (she was probably fourteen) but soon

afterward agreed with her husband to lead a chaste

life; from about 1191 onward she and her husband

served lepers at the leprosarium of Willambroux, just

outside Nivelles. Around 1207 Marie moved to

Oignies, where until her death in 1213 she lived as a

recluse close to the monastery of St. Nicolas, a house

of regular canons. In Liège, a certain Odilia, also a

widow, chose a life of chastity while remaining ‘‘in the

world’’ around 1203; after her death in 1220, her son

John continued her work by supporting other women

who followed in her footsteps. The fourth inspira-

tional leader was Jutta of Borgloon, an anchoress,

who around 1200 guided Christina the Astonishing,

Lutgard of Aywières, and possibly many others to-

ward spiritual perfection. All of these women lived

in the diocese of Liège, in the southeastern Low

Countries, and were probably in touch with one an-

other, but it is not at all certain that they coordinated

their actions. The sources further suggest that, while

these women were quite extraordinary because of

their charisma, their visionary experiences, and (with

the exception of Jutta) the support they received from

influential clerics of the region, they were in fact only

the most prominent among many women who around
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1200 advocated the ‘‘semi-religious’’ life in the diocese

of Liège and in other parts of the southern Low

Countries but who have remained anonymous. It is

therefore problematic and misleading to attribute the

foundation of Beguine life to a single or even a few

individuals.

By the 1230s these religious women (mulieres reli-

giosae, as they were commonly called in contempo-

rary Latin sources) began to organize themselves

locally into more formal communities, ‘‘beguinages,’’

acquiring common property and constructing their

own chapels, houses for individual or communal life,

and hospitals for the care of elderly Beguines and

other women (the male counterparts of the Beguines,

called ‘‘beghards,’’ far less numerous than the women,

were never affiliated with beguinages). These commu-

nities were often simple gatherings of up to a dozen or

more women living in one or two houses, called Be-

guine ‘‘convents,’’ whose members attended services

in local parish churches. In the Low Countries (rarely

elsewhere), Beguine communities could also take

the form of ‘‘court beguinages’’ (curtes beguinarum),

enclosed compounds of Beguine houses and convents,

usually arranged around a central ‘‘Beguine’’ church,

with hospitals and service buildings of all kinds close

by. Such beguinages tended to be served by specially

appointed priests who ministered to the Beguines in

their own church but resided in homes just outside the

compound. The latter type of Beguine community is

first attested to in Aachen (1230), Cambrai (1233),

Leuven and Ghent (1234), Namur (1235), and Valen-

ciennes (1239). They became more numerous in the

1240s and 1250s, especially in the populous cities of

Flanders and Brabant, where they constituted same-

sex neighborhoods, some of which were quite large:

Mechelen’s beguinage of St. Catherine’s probably

housed about 1500 Beguines in the early sixteenth

century. (In 1998, thirteen court beguinages that still

survive in Flemish cities were placed on Unesco’s

‘‘World Heritage List.’’) In the southern Low

Countries alone, more than 300 Beguine communities

of both types can be attested to before the mid-

sixteenth century. The movement spread to the north-

ern Low Countries; to northern France, including

Paris; to the areas along the Rhine (with numerous

communities in Cologne and Strasbourg) as far south

as the Lake Constance region; to most of Germany,

Switzerland, and parts of Bohemia; and even to the

region of Marseilles in the south of France, where

Douceline of Digne directed a small cluster of Beguine

houses comparable to those of the Low Countries.

Members of Beguine communities made a vow of

celibacy and obedience to the beguinage’s rule and to

its superior (the ‘‘mistress’’), but usually not a vow of

poverty: in fact, Beguines were expected to provide

for themselves through work or income from their

personal property, unless they were elderly or sickly.

If a Beguine left the community (which she was

allowed to do at any time), she could take her prop-

erty with her, but would lose any investment she had

made in the collective fund of the beguinage. Al-

though Beguines did not adhere to the traditional

monastic standard prescribing individual poverty,

they quite clearly posited the ideal of a simple life

that shunned material wealth and encouraged active

charity to those in need, both within the Beguine

community and in the larger urban world. The Vitae

of such Beguines as Marie of Oignies, Ida of Nivelles,

Ida of Leuven, and Margaret of Ypres (who all lived

in the first half of the thirteenth century) often de-

nounce the urban money economy and emphasize

the virtue of manual labor and charitable works.

Although some Beguines of a noble or urban upper-

class background were quite wealthy, most of them,

drawn from the lower strata of rural and urban socie-

ty, earned only a modest living at the bottom ranks of

the textile industry or as nurses and maids in hospitals

and leprosaries.

Such concrete engagement with social problems

should not obscure the fact that Beguines to a consid-

erable degree withdrew from the world and often

rejected conventional social roles for women. Many

women joined a beguinage because they did not want

to get married, or simply sought protection in an

urban environment that was often dangerous for sin-

gle women. They were also known to have helped

women who wished to flee from an arranged or

abusive marriage. Others, perhaps fewer in number,

became Beguines because they did not have the

kind of wealth or social status that would have gained

them entry into traditional nunneries, or because they

regarded themselves as poorly suited for life as a nun,

which by the thirteenth century had become more

strictly regulated. For those with a religious vocation,

the rather informal Beguine existence allowed them to

combine the active and contemplative life in new and

creative ways. But whatever her reasons for joining

may have been, the medieval Beguine devoted consid-

erable time to daily prayer, both alone and in

communal services, and to the exploration of a more

profound religiosity through conversations with her

peers.

Beguine spirituality was firmly centered on the

contemplation of divine love. In its simplest form, it

expressed itself in a devotion to the Eucharist, to

Christ’s Passion, and to the Virgin Mary. Juliana of

Mont-Cornillon and Eve of St. Martin, respectively a

Beguine and anchoress at Liège, instituted the feast of

Corpus Christi in the 1240s; many Beguines expressed

a particular desire to receive the Eucharist as often
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as possible, or gained miraculous sustenance from

it throughout their ascetic life. Meditation on the

Passion story and on Mary’s role often led to the

desire to follow in Christ’s footsteps by experiencing

His pain (for instance, Marie of Oignies and Elisabeth

of Spalbeek were said to have displayed the Stigmata)

or the Virgin Mary’s Sorrows. In its more complex

manifestations, Beguine reflection on the love of God

inspired a mystical spirituality usually called ‘‘bridal

mysticism’’ or ‘‘courtly mysticism.’’ It was much

inspired by twelfth-century monastic writings on the

nuptial relationship between the soul and God as

allegorized in the Song of Songs, and by the courtly

love ideals of secular literature of the same period.

Yet it often added other layers or themes: intricate

contemplation of the mystery of the Trinity, the pos-

sibilities of deification, and, in a few cases, the su-

premacy of perfect love of God over other means of

salvation. The ‘‘mystical’’ approach to knowing God

necessarily became part of Beguine teaching, both

orally and written, using vernacular languages rather

than Latin. For that reason, the work of such early

Beguines as Hadewijch and Mechthild of Magdeburg,

to name only the better known authors, is often

viewed as an important contribution to the rise of a

‘‘vernacular theology’’ in the thirteenth century.

The Beguines’ penchant for mystical exploration of

the divine drew skeptical and sometimes hostile reac-

tions from different quarters. University-trained theo-

logians tended to dismiss much of it as irrational or

ill-advised, while Church officials had reservations

about the Beguines’ teaching activities, which some-

times resembled preaching (normally forbidden to

women) or included the translation of Scripture into

the vernacular, which always raised the possibility of

heretical interpretation. The fact that some Beguines

criticized immoral priests naturally antagonized

members of the clergy.

The name Beguine demonstrates this suspicion.

First given in its Latin form (beggina or beguina) in

sources from around 1220, it was a pejorative term

intended to cast doubts about Beguine orthodoxy.

Although historians long thought that the word was

derived from the Latin term Albigenses, used to de-

scribe the Cathar heretics of southern France (after

the city of Albi, an important Cathar center), it is now

firmly established that beguina is related to the Indo-

European root begg-, which means ‘‘to mumble,’’ to

speak indistinctively, hence dishonestly. Critics of the

movement frequently accused Beguines of false piety;

their teachings were thus not to be trusted, and their

claims to special knowledge of the divine dangerously

misleading. Although Pope Honorius III had infor-

mally approved of their lifestyle in 1216, and papal

letters of protection were sent out to various Beguine

communities from 1233 onward, these doubts per-

sisted. By the end of the thirteenth century, individual

Beguines were sometimes formally accused of heresy.

Large-scale persecution of Beguines began in earnest

after the condemnation and execution of the French

Beguine Marguerite Porete, the author of The Mirror

of Simple Souls, in 1310, followed by several decrees

against recalcitrant Beguines issued by the Council of

Vienne in 1311–1312.

Because Beguine communities functioned largely

independently from one another—each community

observing its own rule—and no formal relations

existed among them, they did not mount a concerted

defense against the charges. A sharp industrial

contraction that initiated the late medieval eco-

nomic crisis around 1300 further undermined their

position, because many Beguines employed in the

manufacturing of textiles found themselves unem-

ployed. In the end, their fate depended much upon

their standing in the local community. In most parts

of western Europe, Beguine communities were either

suppressed or converted into houses of Franciscan or

Dominican tertiaries. In the Low Countries, many

small Beguine convents were closed, but the large

court beguinages were maintained, albeit under closer

scrutiny, by ecclesiastical and secular authorities.

Although new waves of persecution did occur occa-

sionally in later centuries, Beguine life persisted into

the early modern era (the seventeenth century saw a

great revival of Beguine communities in the southern

Low Countries), and even into the modern period.

By the end of the twentieth century, however, their

numbers were significantly reduced. In the early

twenty-first century, only a few quite elderly Beguines

are left.

WALTER SIMONS
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BELLE DAME SANS MERCI
The formidable Lady who refuses to accord her favour

to any suitor originates in Alain Chartier’s best-

known and most popular poem, La Belle Dame Sans

Merci (1424). Composed in eight hundred octosyllabic

lines, it consists of a debate between the Lady and an

aspirant Lover that is overheard by the poet-narrator.

Chartier presents in a mixed tone that is part courtly,

part satirical the Lady’s rational skepticism as she cuts

through the conventional courtly rhetoric of the

Lover’s appeals. Her position is radical: eloquent

and spirited, she does not resemble the silent, idea-

lized, female love-object of earlier lyric poetry; her

stance as an independent woman is unprecedented.

The poem provoked a long series of literary

responses and imitations, beginning with letters of

outrage said to be written by ladies and men of

the court, to which Chartier penned an apology,

L’Excusacion aux dames. Both the poet and his female

character are criticized for alleged defamation of

women through the portrait of the heartless Lady.

A subsequent cycle of fictional, poetic responses put

the Lady on trial before a series of increasingly com-

plex courts of law. The allegation of antifeminine

sentiment incorporated the Belle Dame controversy

into the larger querelle des femmes, the late-medieval

literary debate about women. The case of the Lady is

taken up in her favour by Martin Le Franc’s Le

Champion des dames (c. 1442); elsewhere, Chartier is

recruited for the misogynists’ cause.

The debate continued into the sixteenth century.

An English translation, now believed to be by

Richard Ros, appeared c. 1526.

HELEN J. SWIFT
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BEOWULF
Unlike most Old English literature, Beowulf presents

a heroic world, set in fifth-century pagan Scandina-

via; however, its manuscript, inscribed in the late

tenth or early eleventh century, places it in a Christian

intellectual context. About one-third of Beowulf nar-

rates events concerning female characters, depicting

powerful women who influence their society through

speech and gesture, who through their marriages are

meant to make peace between warring peoples, and

who defend the rights of their sons, as well as women

whose ‘‘masculine’’ violence needs to be tamed.

Whether composed orally near the time of its setting

or written at the time of the manuscript’s creation, the

fact that it does not show the serial monogamy and at

least occasional polygyny practiced by high-status

males in Anglo-Saxon England and other Germanic

and Frankish regions suggests a fictive ‘‘conversion’’

of the heroic world to something more acceptable to

the clerics who produced manuscripts.
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Wealhtheow, wife to Hrothgar, the king of the

Danes, exemplifies powers considered proper to

noble women. Described as ‘‘wise in words,’’ she is

one of the major figures who evaluates Beowulf ’s

claim that he will slay the marauding Grendel (lines

613–642). She contributes to order in the hall, as,

‘‘gold adorned,’’ she carries the ceremonial drinking

cup from king to older retainers, then younger, then

guests. Wealhtheow argues against Hrothgar’s desire

to take Beowulf ‘‘as a son’’ after his victory over

Grendel, asserting the rights of her own sons, and she

herself negotiates with Beowulf by bestowing gifts

(1168–1232). Hygd, wife to Hygelac, the king of Beo-

wulf’s people, the Geats, resembles her in demeanor

and success in carrying out her queenly duties.

The limitations imposed by gender emerge in inter-

spersed stories about problematic women and mar-

riages. The marriage of Hildeburh, a Danish queen of

the Frisians, dissolves in violence when the two

peoples cannot keep peace in a single hall, and Beo-

wulf predicts a similar bloody end for the planned

marriage of Wealhtheow’s daughter. While these

stories indicate the frequent futility of ‘‘peaceweaver’’

marriages, ‘‘though the bride be good’’ (2031), other

stories show inappropriately violent women. Hygd is

contrasted with a ‘‘foreign queen’’ who ‘‘criminally’’

executed anyone who stared at her (1931–1940), until

she married the ‘‘spear-bold’’ Offa and bore a son

who was ‘‘helpfully . . . skillful in violence’’ (1949–

1962), his proper violence confirming the gendering of

her impropriety. Whether ‘‘mind-force’’ (mod-þryðo)

is her name or a quality she wields (1931), her story

suggests a desire to contain such force. In Grendel’s

mother, we see an aglæcwif (female fearsome assail-

ant) who avenges her son’s death, killing Hrothgar’s

favorite retainer. The poet depicts Beowulf’s battle

with her in sexual terms—an underwater cave, male

and female bodies grappling, the male warrior’s

sword failing him, an ancient, ‘‘giantish’’ sword melt-

ing upon cutting off her head. Possibly a contest of

the masculine against a more primal feminine or an

enactment of the symbolic element of culture

emerging from the semiotic (see Hala), the episode

suggests the cultural vitality of the contest over vio-

lence, power, and gender; that God ‘‘grants victory’’

to the male warrior, rays of sun marking his blessing

(1553–1556, 1570–1572), indicates the ecclesiastical

bias of the manuscript culture.

CAROL BRAUN PASTERNACK
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BERENGUELA
Berenguela (1180–1246), princess of Castile and

queen of León, was the eldest child of the Castilian

king Alfonso VIII and his wife Leonor (Eleanor)

Plantagenet. Castilian custom ordained that Beren-

guela would inherit the throne of Castile if none of

her brothers survived. In 1198 Berenguela married her

father’s cousin Alfonso IX of León, in an effort to

bring peace to the two kingdoms. Pope Innocent III

forced the consanguineous couple to separate in

1203, but not before they had had five children: Leo-

nor, Fernando, Berenguela, Constanza, and Alfonso.

Berenguela returned to Castile; in 1214, she became

the regent for her brother, Enrique I. Berenguela lost

the regency, however, to the nobleman Álvaro de

Lara, and civil war ensued. In 1217, Enrique was

accidentally killed. Berenguela, declining the throne

for herself, installed her son as King Fernando III; she

ruled with him until her death. She arranged his mar-

riages, and also the marriages and clerical careers of

her other children and grandchildren, always promot-

ing the interest of Castile. She arbitrated Fernando’s

peaceful accession to the throne of León, thus uniting

the two kingdoms. Berenguela counseled her son re-

garding his crusades in al-Andalus, and ruled Castile-

León in his absences. Berenguela was a powerful

noble in her own right, possessing a number of terri-

tories and castles in Castile and León, and in the
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family tradition was a special patron of the Cistercian

Order. She died in November 1246, and was buried,

legend has it, in a plain tomb at the royal abbey of Las

Huelgas in Burgos.

MIRIAM SHADIS
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BESTIAIRE D’AMOUR
See Réponse du Bestiaire d’Amour

BETROTHALS
Throughout the Middle Ages, creating a marriage

was a long process that began with discussion be-

tween two families and ended with consummation.

Betrothals represented the first official step of this

process, as they concluded the marriage negotiations,

announced the upcoming wedding, and ensured the

realization of the alliance.

Early in the Middle Ages, betrothals existed in

both the Roman and the Germanic traditions, albeit

in two very different forms. In Roman law, a mar-

riage was announced by the sponsalia, an engagement

between the spouses. Often contracted many years

before the wedding, this promise could be broken,

and the betrothed could part before their union was

formalized. The German version of the betrothal, the

desponsatio, was much more binding. This first irrev-

ocable step created a matrimonium initiatum (initiated

marriage); during the ceremony, the bridegroom

received authority over his future wife and, in return,

delivered the bride price. The traditio puellae (transfer

of the girl) followed later, as the woman was handed

over to her husband and the marriage consummated.

This Germanic two-step marriage was the dominant

model throughout much of the early Middle Ages,

with betrothals occupying a central place in the mat-

rimonial process.

During the twelfth century, when the rules of mar-

riage were becoming set in theology and canon law,

Peter Lombard (c. 1100–1160) imposed the Roman

sponsalia as the ecclesiastical form of the betrothals.

These verba de futuro (words of the future) were sim-

ply the announcement of the marriage and could be

dissolved as long as consummation had not taken

place. Only the verba de presenti (words of the pres-

ent) exchanged in church on the day of the wedding

created a lasting marriage. In the eyes of the Church,

betrothals were no longer essential and could be bro-

ken for serious motives such as a subsequent mar-

riage, religious vows, dementia, prolonged delay, or

fornication with one of the betrothed’s relatives.

While the Church recommended the adoption of its

betrothal rites, such as a priestly blessing, these were

no more necessary than the betrothals themselves.

Although canon law reduced the role of betrothals

in favor of the wedding ceremony, medieval society

continued to view them as an integral part of the

creation of a valid union. Medieval documents rarely

made the distinction between verba de futuro and

verba de presenti, between a betrothal and a wedding.

It appears that the two exchanges of consent were

equally important steps of the matrimonial process,

and that betrothals were as binding as a legal

marriage.

The betrothals’ importance is primarily linked to

their role in the conclusion of the marriage negotia-

tions. They concretely signaled that the talks had led

to an agreement. During these negotiations—which

were sometimes conducted in person and sometimes

undertaken through representatives such as masters,

lords, older family members, or, in the case of

the aristocracy, embassies—families expressed their

wishes and concerns regarding the alliance. With the

betrothals, they expressed their satisfaction with the

agreement and officially gave their son or daughter in

marriage. On the day of the betrothals, the negotia-

tions were sealed by a marriage contract that was

signed by members of the two families and which

dealt with all material and financial considerations

and, in particular, with the crucial question of the

dowry.

Considering the importance of the negotiations

and of the marriage contract, the betrothals were

very much a family affair. The parents’ involvement

varied with social class. Among the lower classes, the

union was frequently the result of cooperation

between parents and children; among the higher
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classes, families generally dictated the path to follow.

At all levels, however, a good marriage was always

supervised by parents, sometimes by masters and

lords, and was based on economic and political

considerations rather than on sentimental choices.

Very often, the betrothed met for the first time on

the day of their engagement, and their only role in the

consent process was to acquiesce to their parents’

decision.

Betrothals created a new alliance through an ex-

change of consents, officially between the future

spouses but, in reality, between the families of the

spouses. This event was surrounded by a number of

rites, which varied socially and geographically. The

betrothed pledged their truths (in old English, their

troth, from which the word betrothal originates)

through oral or written words, through exchanges

of gifts, rings, or coins, which acted as tokens of the

agreement, and through the joining of hands or

the seal of a kiss. These various gestures symbolized

the creation of a bond between them. In some

areas, such as northern France, a Church ceremony

accompanied the family celebrations; elsewhere, as in

northern Italy, the procedure remained private, cen-

tered around the signature on a contract before a

notary. Usually, a shared meal (a sumptuous feast

among the nobility) accompanied betrothals. Wheth-

er private or public, these celebrations served to offi-

cially announce the agreement and the upcoming

marriage.

Weeks, sometimes years, later, betrothals were fol-

lowed by the wedding ceremony and by consumma-

tion, which concluded the marriage process. Much

time could elapse between the two steps, especially if

the betrothed were young, far apart, or in need of

money for a dowry, qualifications for a trade, or

land to support a family. When many years separated

the two events, betrothals truly played their role: as a

promise and pledge to marry, they ensured that the

marriage agreement would be upheld. In a society

where honor and the given word were of the utmost

importance, betrothals were instrumental in ensuring

that the wedding would take place. Although they

were optional according to canon law, in reality a

betrothal was an important event that could be re-

voked only exceptionally and with great difficulty.

Most church courts would have rather imposed the

completion of a marriage initiated by a public be-

trothal than applied canon law and allowed couples

to renounce their word and break their promise. In

the eyes of society, betrothals were a binding step in

the marriage process, a proof that the marriage was

on solid ground and approved by all, family and

spouses alike.
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BIBLE, WOMEN IN
The Old Testament is foundational for both Jews and

Christians, while the New Testament is the other key

text for Christians. Within these Scriptures, women

are participants in the covenant with God and often

active in salvation history. The human person, wheth-

er male or female, has moral autonomy and account-

ability (for example, Adam and Eve; Ananias and

Sapphira, Acts 5:1–11).

The soul, in relation to God, is often imaged as a

woman and her beloved (for example, in the Song of

Songs). The community in relation to God is likewise

personified as female, both positively, as the faithful

bride and fruitful spouse (for example, Isa. 9:1, Jer.

4:14, and Ezek. 16:8–14), and also negatively, as when

the community acts idolatrously, as a prostitute or

adulteress (Hos. 1–3). For Christians, these personifi-

cations culminate in the images of the Whore of

Babylon as companion of the anti-Christ (Rev. 17),

whose reign is brief, and the church (Ecclesia, a femi-

nine noun) as the Bride of the Lamb, the reign of

which is eternal (Rev. 21:9–14, 22:17).

The masculine generic is used throughout the

Bible. Significantly, the biblical writers perceived it

as inclusive. For instance, in the history of Susanna,

the language of Psalm 118, one of the Beatus vir

psalms (‘‘Blessed is the man. . .’’) is used to praise

the woman Susanna (Dan. 13:35); and the Mosaic

law’s punishment for perjury against one’s ‘‘brother’’

and ‘‘neighbor’’ (Exod. 20:16, Deut. 5:20, 19:18–21) is

applied to the perjurers against her (Dan. 13:61). In
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the New Testament, the Beatitudes are expressed in

the masculine generic and are clearly universal. This

generic use continues in church practice. For instance,

in Byzantium, the two Sundays before Christmas

celebrate the Holy Ancestors of Christ and the righ-

teous of the Old Testament, both male and female.

A trait of Semitic narrative is spareness. Often

persons are referred to by their roles rather than

their names, particularly if they admirably fulfill that

role, as do the Magi, or if they abysmally fail to do so,

as does Potiphar’s wife. Adele Reinhartz has shown

that, compared to men, women are more frequently

named in scripture. Although all priests are men, as

are most prophets, judges, and rulers, Huldah and

Anna are prophetesses, Deborah is a judge, and

Sheba is ruled by a queen.

Mothers are involved in the education of their

children in Scripture (Prov. 31, written by a queen; 4

Macc. 16:21–23, 18:12–14; Dan. 13:3). Though com-

ments on schooling are rare, the education of a

woman, Susanna, is emphasized (Dan. 13:3). Origen,

Jerome, and Abelard drew on this passage to affirm

that parents have a responsibility to educate their

daughters as well as their sons. A medieval Jewish

midrash presents Rebecca taking her sons to school.

Jesus emphasizes the spiritual equality of women.

He converses with, heals, forgives, and teaches both

men and women. As a result of Jesus’ example, from

the earliest days of Christianity women received the

sacraments of baptism, anointing, and the Eucharist.

Christ’s parables and prophecies often include paired

examples, and his example led to the balanced repre-

sentation of the sexes in Christian preaching and art.

A vivid example is the choir in the Minster in Ulm

(1469–1474). Each half has carvings of several saints,

male on the Gospel side and female, including twenty

biblical women, on the Epistle side. A pastoral inter-

est in providing each believer with a same-sex model

at key points in life is seen in the medieval commu-

nion prayers, which cite the centurion and the woman

with the ointment; in prayers for catechumens, which

cite Abraham and Susanna, and in scriptures read

during anointings, which cite the paralytic and Peter’s

mother-in-law.

A Christian innovation was to interpret biblical

women, as well as men, as prefigurations of Christ.

TheGospels, for example, present Susanna as a type of

Christ by using her history as the narrative template

for the Passion narratives. This new interpretation

of women expressed the recognition that ‘‘women are

equally capable with men of becoming holy’’ (the topic

of a sermon by Clement of Alexandria). Other types of

Christ include Jephthah’s daughter, Judith, Esther, the

widow of Zarephath, Jairus’ daughter, the woman in

the parable who finds the lost coin, and perhaps Mary

Magdalene. At least once, the Jews interpreted Ruth

as a type of the Messiah.

For the Jews Esther had considerable importance.

Each year, as Christians read Esther’s history during

Lent, Jews read it during Purim. The antithesis of

Esther is the daughter of Herodias, traditionally

called Salome. Both Esther and Salome use their

beauty to elicit a rash promise from a ruler, but

Esther does so heroically at the risk of death in

order to save the entire Jewish people from death,

while Salome does so vindictively at no risk in order

to put John the Baptist to death.

In the Eucharistic celebration, women’s words are

commemorated through the scripture readings and in

hymns. In the East from the ninth century onwards,

Martha’s profession of faith (John 11:27) is focal in

the prayer of the faithful recited before receiving

communion. Miriam’s song at the crossing of the

Red Sea (Exod. 15:20–23) is sung at Vespers on

Holy Saturday. Ephrem the Syrian and Jacob of

Saruq praise her in hymns influential in the West

(Hunt, par. 6).

Women’s words are sung in both Gregorian and

Byzantine chant. The words of Mary the Mother of

God and of Elizabeth became independent prayers

and hymns (Magnificat, Hail Mary). Annually, or

even several times a year, the words of Martha

of Bethany, the Samaritan woman, the Canaanite

woman, and, from the Old Testament, Judith, Esther,

Sarah, and Susanna are sung. The parable of the Ten

Virgins (Matt. 25:1–13) became a liturgical play in

Germany. Eastern hymnody often presents Eve,

raised with Adam at Christ’s Resurrection, as the

herald of salvation; Eve is therefore sometimes desig-

nated ‘‘apostle.’’

Of key importance are the women present at

Christ’s tomb: Mary Magdalene, Joanna, Mary the

mother of James, and Salome, the wife of Zebedee,

and others. Several hymns focus on the angel’s com-

mission to these women to announce the Resurrection

to the disciples, and Eastern church decoration fre-

quently depicts their meeting with the angel at the

tomb and Mary’s encounter with the risen Christ.

Gospel manuscripts and pilgrimage art also depict

these events. The first liturgical drama in the West

developed from the Easter dialogue between Mary

Magdalene and the angel at the tomb. Legal texts

cite these women to demonstrate the value of female

witnesses.

For their roles in evangelizing, Mary Magdalene,

Photina (lit. ‘‘enlightened woman,’’ the woman at the

well), Mariamne (the sister of Philip), and Junia

(Rom. 16:7) are designated ‘‘Equal to the Apostles.’’

The cycle of the Church year includes Sunday feasts

named for the Samaritan woman (who was credited
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with evangelizing Carthage) and for the women at the

tomb. Hymns by Romanos the Melode, Ephrem the

Syrian, Kassia the nun, and others, as well as com-

mentaries by Thomas Aquinas and others, praise

these women.

The Byzantine East used the Septuagint, with

Theodotion for the Book of Daniel. The biblical text

for the medieval West was the Latin Vulgate. Signifi-

cant losses affecting women in Scripture occurred

when Luther redefined the biblical canon to imitate

that of the Jews: Judith, Susanna, and the heroic

mother of the Maccabees disappeared entirely, and

Esther’s Christ-like prayer was removed.
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BIRGITTA OF SWEDEN
Birgitta Birgersdotter (also known as Bridget) of

Sweden (1302/1303–1373) was a prolific visionary

writer, controversial moral reformer, founder of the

Order of the Holy Savior (the Birgittine Order), and

the only woman canonized in the fourteenth century.

She was born into a powerful family in Uppland that

was distantly related to the ruling Folkung dynasty.

In 1316 Birgitta married Ulf Gudmarsson (d. c. 1344),

who served as a judge in the province of Närke and a

member of the king’s council. During her marriage,

she gave birth to eight children and oversaw a large

estate. According to her hagiographers, she was a

pious wife who encouraged her husband’s spiritual

progress, instructed her children in religious matters,

cultivated ascetic practices, and cared for the poor

and sick. Birgitta also served in the royal court as

an advisor to the Queen of Sweden, following the

marriage in 1335 of King Magnus Eriksson to

Blanche of Namur.

In the mid-1340s Birgitta was transformed from an

aristocratic wife and mother to a visionary reformer

and monastic founder. After undertaking a pilgrim-

age with her husband to Santiago de Compostela, and

being widowed shortly thereafter, she reportedly

heard a divine voice speaking to her from a bright

cloud, calling her to become Christ’s bride and

channel of the Holy Spirit. For the remainder of her

life, Birgitta transmitted over seven hundred visions,

which she received in a trance-like state of ecstasy and

presented as communications from God and other

divine beings, including Christ, the Virgin Mary, and

many saints. Four different clerics—Canon Mathias

of Linköping, Prior Peter Olofsson of Alvastra, Mas-

ter Peter Olofsson of Skänninge, and Alfonso Pecha

of Jaén—served as scribes, translators, and editors of

Birgitta’s voluminous Revelations, which are filtered

through uneven layers of editing. Although individual

revelations sometimes correspond to specific political

events and struggles in Birgitta’s life, they generally

proclaim God’s imminent judgment on sinners and

exhort corrupt political and ecclesiastical leaders to

repent. They are characterized by vivid metaphors

and corporeal imagery drawn from the Bible, nature,

or domestic life; images of motherhood, clothing, and

food are especially common.

After her husband’s death, Birgitta resided period-

ically at the Cistercian monastery of Alvastra and

participated in the life of the male religious com-

munity. She also traveled throughout Sweden, pre-

senting messages harshly condemning the vices of

Swedish aristocrats. Authenticated by an assembly

of Swedish bishops, her early revelations circulated

in written form and were also preached from the pulpit

by priests. In 1346–1347 clerical supporters conveyed

to an international audience her revelations proposing

an end to the Hundred Years’ War and exhorting

the papacy in Avignon to return to Rome. During

the latter half of the 1340s, Birgitta also received

visions directing her to found a new religious order,

dedicated to the Virgin Mary and intended primarily

for women. The original house of the Birgittine Order

was founded in Vadstena, and its first nuns and monks

were officially consecrated in 1384.

In 1349 Birgitta moved permanently to Rome, in

order to be present for the Jubilee Year of 1350, to

seek approval for her monastic rule, and to work for

the return of the papacy to the Eternal City. In Italy

she adopted a quasi-monastic life along with her

daughter Catherine (later venerated as a saint),

traveled to shrines, and further established her
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reputation as a living conduit of divine revelation.

Presented in her Revelations as God’s chosen instru-

ment and compared to the Hebrew prophets and the

Virgin Mary, Birgitta offered advice to clerics and

political leaders while recording messages about

Christian practices, doctrines, and the spiritual con-

ditions of the living and the dead. In 1372 Birgitta

went on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, where she

received visions about the life of Christ, including an

influential vision of the Nativity. Following her death

on July 23, 1373, her remains were transported to

Vadstena, Sweden, where her grave and the monas-

tery she founded became a popular destination for

pilgrimages and site of many purported miracles.

Pope Boniface IX canonized Birgitta of Sweden in

1391, and her canonization was reconfirmed by John

XXIII in 1415 and Martin V in 1419. Her authority

was debated during her lifetime and after her death,

particularly at the Council of Constance, where Jean

Gerson questioned the authenticity of her claims to

divine inspiration, and at the Council of Basel, where

theologians examined extracts from her Revelations

for heresy. Despite the controversies, manuscripts and

printed editions of Birgitta’s Revelations circulated

widely for well over three hundred years in Latin

and many vernacular languages.
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BIRGITTINE ORDER
The Order of the Most Holy Savior (Ordo Sanctissimi

Salvatoris), commonly known as the Birgittine Order,

was founded by Birgitta of Sweden (1302/1303–1373),

who claimed to receive its detailed monastic Rule (the

Regula Salvatoris) through divine revelation. Birgitta

established the Order in honor of the Virgin Mary

and primarily for women, while envisioning that the

Order would include a unified community of women

and men under the authority of an abbess. According

to her richly symbolic vision, sixty nuns and twelve

brothers would represent the disciples of the early

Christian community, while priests would signify the

apostles and the abbess would correspond to the Vir-

gin Mary. Possibly inspired by the double monastery

at Fontevraud in France, Birgitta intended for the

sisters and brothers to inhabit the same enclosure,

although their quarters were to remain physically

separate. The nuns were to be strictly enclosed and

contemplative, responsible for singing and reading a

liturgical office in honor of the Virgin Mary, the Song

of the Sisters (Cantus sororum). Birgitta’s series of

revelations in praise of Mary’s exalted role in salva-

tion history, the Word of the Angel (Sermo angelicus),

forms the basis of the office, which is interwoven with

hymns composed by Peter Olofsson of Skänninge

(d. 1378), Birgitta’s confessor and close companion.

Birgitta also ordained that the nuns wear a distinctive

headdress, a white crown with five evenly spaced red

spots symbolizing Christ’s five wounds and crown of

thorns. The ordained male members of the Order,

under the guidance of their leader, known as the

confessor general, were entrusted with preaching

and administering the sacraments to the laity who

visited the convent church as well as ministering

to the spiritual needs of the sisters by serving the

Eucharist, hearing confession, and providing religious

instruction.

Themother house of the Birgittine Order was estab-

lished on the shores of Lake Vättern in Vadstena,

Sweden, at the royal estate donated in 1346 by King

Magnus Eriksson and Queen Blanche of Namur.

During Birgitta’s lifetime, while she resided in Rome

seeking approval for her monastic rule, a group

of women and men congregated in Vadstena in antici-

pation of the Order’s official establishment. Birgitta

may have hoped to enter the Order herself, but she

died before returning to Sweden. In 1370 and 1378

Popes Urban V and Urban VI approved Birgitta’s

monastic house in Vadstena, her Rule with modifica-

tions, and the monastic Order. Although it was not

Birgitta’s intention, her Order was instituted under the

Augustinian monastic Rule with the Birgittine Rule

subordinated to it.
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In 1384 Vadstena Abbey was formally dedicated,

and the first group of nuns, priests, and brothers was

consecrated. Vadstena Abbey and its Gothic-style

church, which Birgitta had designed and which

housed her relics and those of her daughter Catherine,

attracted throngs of pilgrims throughout the fifteenth

century. Because of large donations, it became one of

the most influential and wealthiest religious centers in

late-medieval Scandinavia. The monastery held an

extensive library of theological texts and sermon col-

lections; approximately one-third of the manuscripts

survive today. Its priests, whose sermons frequently

quoted Birgitta’s Revelations, became known for their

prolific preaching, while the sisters were noted for

their work as copyists and producers of ecclesiastical

textiles.

The Birgittine Order quickly spread throughout

Europe in the later Middle Ages, despite controversies

in the fifteenth century concerning the right of monas-

tic churches to grant certain indulgence privileges as

well as the propriety of sisters and brothers living

in one monastery under the authority of an abbess.

Approximately twenty-five foundations were estab-

lished by the end of the fifteenth century in Italy,

Poland, Estonia, England, Denmark, Norway,

Germany, Finland, and the Low Countries. Especial-

ly prominent among these monastic foundations was

Syon Abbey in England, established at Twickenham

by King Henry V in 1415 and still existing today,

despite the Reformation, with an unbroken history.

Recusant nuns from Syon Abbey went into exile in

1539 and again in 1559 until they returned to England

in 1861. Like Vadstena, the abbey in Syon was known

in the fifteenth century for its monastic library and

preaching to pilgrims; its sisters were eager readers of

vernacular religious texts.

During the reformations of the sixteenth century,

many Birgittine monasteries were suppressed. The last

brothers left Vadstena in 1550, and in 1595 the few

remaining sisters took refuge with Birgittine nuns in

Danzig, Poland, when Vadstena Abbey was closed.

Today, the Birgittine Order exists in four different

branches with houses not only throughout Europe,

but also in Mexico, South America, India, the Philip-

pines, the United States, Palestine, and Cuba.
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BLANCHE OF CASTILE
Blanche of Castile (1188–1252) was born to Alfonso

VIII of Castile and Leonor of England and christened

‘‘Blanca.’’ In 1200, Blanche was chosen by her mater-

nal grandmother, Eleanor of Aquitaine, to marry

Louis, the son of Philip Augustus of France. This

arrangement resulted from a treaty between John of

England (Blanche’s uncle) and Philip Augustus.

Blanche grew up with her young husband at the

Parisian court. Her first child, born in 1205, died;

ultimately Blanche had at least eleven children. Only

Louis, Robert, Isabelle, Alphonse, and Charles sur-

vived to adulthood. Blanche also raised her nephew,

the future Afonso III of Portugal. Although Blanche

never returned to Castile, she corresponded with

her family there, especially her sister, Berenguela of

Castile.

In 1223, Blanche became queen of France when

her husband succeeded to the throne as Louis VIII.

Blanche’s tenure as queen is obscure; she came into

her own, however, after her husband’s unexpected

death in 1226. Louis’s deathbed testament dictated

that Blanche would be regent of the kingdom of

France as well as guardian of their children. She

immediately saw to the knighting and coronation of

her young son Louis IX, and faced down the rebel-

lious barons of France who opposed her regency.

Although their discontent has often been ascribed to

Blanche’s gender and her origin as a Castilian, it was

also likely that the barons opportunistically seized

this unexpected weakness in the Capetian monarchy

to advance their own interests. Over the next five

years, Blanche secured her position by eliciting oaths

of allegiance, handing out rewards, leading armies,
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razing and building castles (including the fortress still

standing at Angers), and making treaties.

By 1234 she had pacified her most formidable

opponent, Pierre Mauclerc, count of Brittany, and

by 1235 had negotiated an important treaty with

Henry III of England. Through personal negotia-

tion she secured the allegiance of the young count

of Champagne, Thibaud. This relationship inspired

Thibaud’s courtly love poetry addressed to the queen,

and malicious gossip from other quarters. In 1231,

conflict with the University of Paris provoked further

lascivious doggerel about the queen. In her own time

and since, Blanche’s gender has attracted the atten-

tion of both her critics and her admirers: always in

play is the idea that she somehow exceeded expecta-

tions of her sex.

Throughout her life, she worked to strengthen

her son’s power and authority. It is unclear when

Blanche gave up her regency; historians assume it was

in 1234, when Louis married Marguerite of Provence.

Blanche’s arrangement of Louis’s marriage was part of

a larger scheme to increase royal influence in the

regions of Provence and Toulouse, a goal furthered

by the marriages of Louis’s brothers Alphonse and

Charles to Jeanne of Toulouse and Beatrice of

Provence, respectively.

Louis’s assumption of full royal authority did not

diminish Blanche’s power: she worked closely and

somewhat jealously with her son, overshadowing his

wife Marguerite as queen of France. When, in 1248,

Louis embarked on the Seventh Crusade, he named

his mother as regent of France, despite her objections.

Blanche, endowed with full royal powers, met this

new challenge with the same determination, intelli-

gence, and skill as before, raising money for the

crusade, finishing many of Louis’s projects, and sta-

bilizing the government. It is noteworthy that, unlike

her first regency, Blanche met with no opposition to

her government in this period.

Deeply devout, Blanche taught her children (who

included the future St. Louis and the Blessed Isabelle

of France) to be profoundly pious. She worked close-

ly with numerous churchmen, including popes, but

she did not shy away from challenging the institution-

al church. Her conflict with the bishop of Beauvais

epitomized several struggles in which Blanche success-

fully defended royal privilege against episcopal claims

of jurisdiction.

Blanche of Castile was also an important patron,

notably of the Cistercian Order, in the tradition of her

natal family. Her foundations included the female

abbeys of Notre-Dame la Royale (Maubuisson) and

Notre-Dame du Lys. She also endowed the north

transept window at Notre-Dame de Chartres. This

window depicts the Virgin Mary enthroned with her

son, surrounded by symbols of biblical, French, and

Castilian power. It celebrates a major theme of

Blanche’s life, the power of a royal mother and her

son.

Upon her deathbed, Blanche assumed the Cister-

cian habit; her body was buried at Maubuisson, and

her heart at Notre-Dame du Lys. After her death in

1252, Blanche was widely mourned as a strong—even

virile—ruler of France, and she is credited by histor-

ians with greatly strengthening the French monarchy

and expanding the kingdom of France.

MIRIAM SHADIS
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BOCCACCIO, GIOVANNI
The model of the Italian prose tradition and pre-

eminent Latin humanist Giovanni Boccaccio (1313,

Tuscany?–1375, Certaldo [Florence]) is the most enig-

matic of Italy’s Tre Corone (Dante, Petrarch, and

Boccaccio). Boccaccio’s works span almost fifty

years and numerous literary genres, from lyric poetry

in the Italian vernacular to enormous encyclopedic

works written in Latin. In the impressive variety of

Boccaccio’s literary tapestry few patterns stand out as

boldly as his purported interest in portraying women.

While it is remarkable that Boccaccio often writes to a
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female audience, the sheer multiplicity of voices that

Boccaccio layers around his texts makes any conclu-

sive statement of Boccaccio’s attitude toward women

difficult, if not impossible, to deduce.

The figure of Fiammetta personifies Boccaccio’s

ambiguous relationship to the literary conventions

characterizing women in his time. In Boccaccio’s ear-

liest works, Fiammetta takes a role similar to Dante’s

Beatrice or Petrarch’s Laura: she is the source of

poetic inspiration and is more idealized than a real

woman. However, because Fiammetta was always

more corporeal and sexually charged than either

Beatrice or Laura, her character reveals Boccaccio’s

tendency towards parody of existing literary conven-

tions. Boccaccio’s most interesting early work, The

Elegy of Lady Fiammetta, demonstrates his ability to

thematize and parody gender conventions while never

programming explicit criticism in the text. Fiammetta

gives voice to the objectified woman of the lyric tradi-

tion of Dante and Petrarch, although Boccaccio por-

trays her as more overwrought than psychologically

complex. It is typical of Boccaccio’s authorial self-

seclusion that his Fiammetta is less his own invention

than a female version of the iconic figure of the

scorned lover present in the classical and medieval

traditions. Boccaccio’s questioning of gender cate-

gories written into the poet/lover relationship devel-

oped by Dante and Petrarch is couched in the

conventions of the tradition itself.

In the Decameron, Boccaccio’s best known and

most complex work, Fiammetta becomes one of a

chorus of characters who tell stories (one hundred in

all) that obsessively return to discourses that highlight

the role of women. Recent years have produced nu-

merous fruitful readings of the Decameron in terms of

feminist and gender studies. It is emblematic of the

inherent flexibility in Boccaccio’s text that the conclu-

sions of these studies have determined the Decameron

to be both a revolutionary proto-feminist text and

overwhelmingly misogynistic. The ‘‘Proem,’’ the ‘‘In-

troduction,’’ and many of the stories of the Deca-

meron indeed give women both autonomy and the

ability to profit from their ingenuity. Other stories,

and the ‘‘Introduction to the Fourth Day,’’ fall into

conventional misogyny. The final story of the Deca-

meron, Griselda, has famously left generations of

readers in a state of confusion about male and female

gender roles and their relationship to human virtue.

The most convincing readings of the Decameron view

Boccaccio as undercutting all social conventions, in-

cluding gender, political, ecclesiastical, and so on, as

he playfully destabilizes his society’s retreat into con-

ventional thinking in the wake of the Black Death.

Thus Boccaccio’s questioning of gender falls into a

broader project of experimentation with rhetoric and

genre. This reading also helps put Boccaccio’s most

troubling text, the vehemently misogynistic Corbac-

cio, into a credible literary context.

Although trying to tie Boccaccio down to one

authorial stance on questions of gender is missing

the point, it is important to note that Boccaccio

wrote more about women than any of his contempor-

aries. Most of Boccaccio’s early works have either

a female protagonist or a strong female voice. In

Boccaccio’s later years (1355–1375) he produced

mostly encyclopedic works in Latin, and one of

these later works shows his continued interest in ex-

ploring questions of gender. His Famous Women fol-

lows the conventions of the classical biography of

Plutarch and Suetonius and the humanist revival of

that genre found in Petrarch and Boccaccio’s own

Fates of Illustrious Men. Boccaccio both imitates

and subverts the generic conventions by not selecting

the women to include in his catalogue based on clas-

sical or Christian virtues; rather, Boccaccio seems to

qualify women’s status on the same terms (political

power, fame, or infamy) as classical biographies

employed for men.

The balance of Boccaccio’s literary works do not

allow him to be classified as a proto-feminist, femi-

nist, or misogynistic author. It is not that too little

evidence exists to support a case. Instead, Boccaccio

presents his reader with all possible perspectives so

that she may arrive at her own decision. In this sense,

Boccaccio does reveal himself to be a precociously

modern writer. Boccaccio understood that his audi-

ence is gendered (and otherwise differentiated), and,

as such, will necessarily play their own different

games as readers.

JASON M. HOUSTON
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BODY IN LITERATURE AND
RELIGION
Disassociating gender traits from the biological body

has long proven to be impossible, for beliefs about the

body dovetail with notions of masculinity and femi-

ninity. In the Middle Ages, the female body was often

believed to be the inverted mirror image of its male

counterpart: both sexes possessed the same physical

characteristics, but men had sufficient vital heat to

expel their genitals from within, whereas women’s

reproductive organs remained hidden from view. Be-

cause of this difference in heat, medical theory held

that women’s bodies were less perfect than those of

men. The female body was associated with passivity,

softness, and weakness, all traits justified by physical

sexual differences. At the same time, the body also

ensured that women had important functions in soci-

ety both because of its reproductive capacity and its

ability to represent concretely abstract concepts.

A family’s continuation relied on procreation, and

marriages created political alliances between families.

The body’s significance also derived from its repre-

sentational potential, for images of the human form

helped to establish social hierarchies. Just as Christ

was the head of the church, tending members of the

religious body of believers, spiritual leaders became

the heads of their flocks, providing guidance. Similar-

ly, the metaphor of the body defined relations be-

tween men and women: men served as the head,

giving order to the (female) body, thereby reinforcing

notions of male rationality and female emotionality.

In both literature and religion, representations of

the female body could bolster conventional beliefs

concerning gender roles. They could also challenge

assumptions about what social position women were

to occupy. Intentionally or not, these images could

suggest that the interpretation of physical distinctions

between the sexes depends on cultural factors. That is,

the importance of male and female genital differences

is not predetermined; historical circumstances influ-

ence the conception of appropriate behavior.

The Inspirational Body in Literature

Women’s roles in literature mirror those of their non-

fiction counterparts: female characters frequently wed

and become (or ostensibly will become) mothers. The

female figure is particularly notable, however, for its

inspirational potential. In lyric poetry, the woman’s

body inspires desire, providing the foundation for the

phenomenon that modern scholars have termed

courtly love. Whether the narrator knows his beloved

or falls in love with a faraway lady without ever

having seen her, he presents himself as subservient

to his lady. She thus theoretically holds him in her

power, and his longing for her can cause great tor-

ment. Even when couched in spiritual terms, the nar-

rator’s desire is highly sensual. Nonetheless, gaining

intimate knowledge of the lady’s body proves chal-

lenging because she is traditionally of more noble

social status and already married. The lady can

show mercy to her suitor, but often she is haughty

and maintains her distance, resulting in additional

suffering in the name of love.

Often described in great detail from head to toe,

the female body plays an equally inspirational role in

the courtly romances first appearing in the twelfth

century. Embodying the ideal physical appearance

of the time, the lady motivates the knight wooing

her to demonstrate his valor on the battlefield. Once

he has established his superiority, he earns the right to

claim the lady as his companion; she becomes his

reward. The heroine’s body thus serves as an object

of admiration and pursuit, important for the chivalric

feats that it occasions. The knight’s body, too, merits

attention, but for its prowess rather than its attrac-

tiveness. Happy endings depend on the pairing of the

loveliest lady and the most accomplished knight.

While the lady’s beauty confirms that she has a

noble moral character, her worth lies first and fore-

most in her body.

The Desiring Body in Literature

While the female body continued to play an inspira-

tional role in literature throughout the Middle Ages,

a more misogynistic depiction of women appeared
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with increasing frequency beginning in the thirteenth

century. Authors highlight women’s voracious sexual

appetite, particularly in the fabliaux. The overwhelm-

ing desire to satisfy their bodily needs offers addition-

al evidence of women’s inability to master themselves

and their bodies. Sexually desirous female characters

are rarely faithful to one man, constantly seeking

gratification outside the bounds of sanctioned rela-

tionships.

The Repugnant Body in Literature

The unseemly conduct of a lascivious woman could

make her body repellent. Similarly, bodies that did

not conform to medieval standards of beauty were

considered repugnant. Owing to the correlation be-

tween physical appearance and moral character,

bodies deemed ugly frequently heralded trouble in

literature. Dwarves, for instance, may behave repre-

hensibly, striking other characters for no reason. Old

women, too, often have a disruptive presence, dis-

playing their ability to manipulate men or seeking to

impede a hero’s progress on quests.

The ugly female body takes on special importance

in a number of late medieval English texts, including

John Gower’s Confessio amantis, Chaucer’s ‘‘Wife of

Bath’s Tale,’’ and the anonymous Wedding of Sir

Gawain and Dame Ragnelle. In these tales, which

adopt the folktale motif of the loathly lady and raise

the issue of what women desire, an unappealing hag is

transformed into a beautiful lady.

Literary Challenges to Convention

Literary works could also question assumptions

concerning the female figure. Long before Christine

de Pizan engaged in the fifteenth-century debate about

female virtue or vice, multiple literary genres invited

closer scrutiny of women’s bodies. The inclusion of a

female voice in works by either men or women could

cast doubt upon the accuracy of gender stereotypes

based on the body. Tales in which women cross-dress

as men and successfully establish a male persona

(such as the Romance of Silence), for example, imply

that weakness and passivity are not inherently femi-

nine traits. In these cases, the body serves as a site of

performance, and the clothes influence spectators’

perception of the body beneath them. Furthermore,

accentuating the desirous female nature—which

may involve false accusations of infidelity—draws

attention to the fear that a seductive woman could

cause men to lose control over their own flesh,

pointing to male desire or the inability of men to

sexually satisfy a woman. The body could thus

become a site of instability.

Works by female authors do not necessarily depict

female characters in a flattering light, just as texts

by men do not always portray women negatively.

Nonetheless, certain female composers do focus on a

woman’s point of view. The unhappily married her-

oines in some of Marie de France’s lais, which date to

1160–1170, bring to light the potential for jealous

husbands to view the female body as a possession.

In addition, they underscore the importance of main-

taining virtue, highlighting the need for fidelity and

silence in love. The trobairitz, writing in southern

France in the late twelfth and the thirteenth centuries,

echo the awareness of the perils of lost honor. Female

narrators may acknowledge desire for the men who

seek their love, yet reject a physical relationship out of

concern for preserving their reputation. At times, they

also uncover contradictions in the position of a lover

claiming to place himself in his beloved’s power when

he in fact seeks equality. Calling attention to the

female body and the importance of avoiding talk of

lax morals, authors could point to the ways in which

social codes shape the conception of female nature.

That texts raise questions, directly or indirectly,

about the validity of stereotypes does not mean that

they are feminist in today’s terms. To the contrary,

many authors refuting misogynistic portrayals of

women underscore conventional traits, concentrating

on devoted wives, daughters, and mothers. Similarly,

threats that nontraditional heroines pose to hierar-

chies remain temporary. Eventually, these women re-

assume their expected place in society, often by

marrying. Still, by implying that gender stereotypes

stem from social norms rather than biology, their

actions could provoke discussion and inspire the au-

dience to reexamine notions about the female body

and its role. In short, focusing on a woman’s figure

revealed the complex relationship between dominant

ideologies and the body, gave the lie to strict binary

oppositions differentiating men and women, and

raised the possibility that the body was as much a

product of culture as it was of nature.

The Body in Religion

The biblical image of the Word becoming flesh en-

sured that the body would be of particular interest to

medieval religious writers. Church fathers had long

struggled with the relationship between the body and

the soul, at times manifesting contradictory stances

in their work by simultaneously privileging and
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denigrating flesh. The human body was at once neces-

sary and dangerous. It could serve as a medium for

the soul and as a locus of learning; alternatively, its

attachment to the material world could turn human-

kind away from focusing on salvation. Female flesh

proved to be especially problematic. As in literary

texts, the (inferior) female body often stands in coun-

terpoint to the (superior) male mind. Women are

frequently portrayed as weak, loquacious, and given

to carnal and sensual pleasures, all traits suggestive of

a lack of control over the inherently difficult body.

The Celibate Body

Yet women could be held up as models for their

holiness. Until the late twelfth century, they attained

this status chiefly by rising above their sex and be-

coming ‘‘like men.’’ Doing so meant denying their

sexuality; thus, virgins merited particular respect. Es-

pecially in hagiographic texts, their desire to avoid

sexual relations permits them to engage in otherwise

unacceptable behavior. Future female saints who

cross-dress as men to ward off male sexual advances

or prevent marriage act laudably. Those who do wed

but refuse to consummate the marriage often even

inspire their husbands to live piously. Married

women with children, too, can gain spiritual authority

in religious texts. Sacrificing their children for a

higher purpose (as the Virgin Mary did) demonstrates

a stronger commitment to God than to their family.

Mothers who agree to their children’s demise also

prove their self-control and resistance to excessive

emotionality. All of these women thus negate the

body and become sexless.

The Maternal Body

During the twelfth century, religious language in-

creasingly incorporated feminine imagery, focusing

especially on the breasts and women’s capacity to

nurture. Drawing upon the belief that women possess

an inherently loving body that can nourish and

instruct, Bernard of Clairvaux (d. 1153) and the

Cistercians in particular present abbots as mothers

in their communities. Like mothers, they are to love

and suckle those in their care. Twelfth-century

authors also emphasize the image of Christ as a moth-

er, a portrayal stretching back centuries to the Greek

and Latin fathers. Because medieval medical theory

held that mother’s milk was processed blood, the

interchangeability of the two fluids links Christ to

mothers: just as a nursing mother feeds a child with

her body, so Christ feeds his followers with his blood

during the Eucharist.

The greater use of maternal imagery both reflected

and reinforced the growing importance of the Virgin

Mary. Mary’s role as Christ’s mother endowed her

body with special significance: like that of other

women in its reproductive capacity, it retained its

purity even in bearing a child. Without original sin

because she conceived immaculately, Mary was free

of the pain of childbirth, as well. Virginity and moth-

erhood converge in one exceptional body.

The rise of the veneration of Mary—seen as the

‘‘New Eve’’ and thus redeeming woman for her part

in humankind’s fall from grace—fostered the femini-

zation of religious language. A greater emphasis on

Christ’s humanity during the twelfth century also

contributed to the tendency. The depiction of men

as mothers, however, remains symbolic; no writer

suggests that possessing nurturing traits actually

transforms men into women. Yet a more positive

view of the female body had important implications

for women, for whom the image was far more than

allegorical. Those defending women against their

critics could turn stereotypes of feminine weakness

and carnality to their advantage. For instance, if

Eve’s creation from Adam’s rib placed her in a subor-

dinate position, having been fashioned from bone

rather than earth also made her inherently more

noble. Likewise, if her dependence on the bodily

senses left her more prone to cede to the serpent’s

temptation, it also meant that she deserved less

blame than Adam, whose rationality should have

prevented him from succumbing.

The Bridal Body

Embracing the flesh in a spiritual context offered

women a means of authority later in the Middle

Ages. Beginning in the thirteenth century, commu-

nities of women—notably the nuns of Helfta and

Beguines such as Hadewijch (early to mid-thirteenth

century), Mechthild of Magdeburg (d. c. 1282/1297),

and Marguerite Porete (d. 1310)—garnered attention

for their visions in which God communicated directly

with the mystic. Such visions conferred indubitable

authority upon the woman, although giving voice to

them could also lead to charges of heresy. Not infre-

quently, mystics employ erotic bridal imagery to de-

scribe their experiences. Desiring union with her

beloved, the mystic can celebrate her body’s capac-

ity to join with her spouse. Instead of negating her

flesh, she emphasizes her whole self; her body unites

with Christ’s body, and her will merges with God’s.
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Spirituality can thus permit women to honor the

body; desire, however, is directed toward God rather

than earthly pleasures. Paradoxically, the emphasis

on physicality and sexuality may lead to the destruc-

tion of the body, subsumed by love.

The Suffering Body

Mystics of the late fourteenth and early fifteenth

centuries, such as Margery Kempe and Julian of

Norwich, often place special emphasis on the Passion.

Christ’s body and female flesh become linked in their

common ability to suffer physically. In crucifixion

visions, the visionary’s body can stand in for that of

Christ on the cross. Moreover, the blood from

Christ’s pierced side stands in parallel to the nourish-

ing milk emanating from a mother’s breast. In the

case of ascetics, control over the flesh—manifested

through fasting and other forms of physical depriva-

tion—evokes Christ’s physical afflictions. The Eucha-

rist offered an especially potent symbol of Christ’s

physicality and humanity, uniting women’s bodies

and Christ. Many female visionaries display great

devotion to the Eucharist, finding spiritual ecstasy in

the physical act of taking communion.

Focusing on the female body could also provide a

means for women to draw closer to Christ figurative-

ly. Like the crucified Christ, whose death and resur-

rection offered salvation to the faithful, women, too,

could sacrifice for others. Precisely because of their

embodied state and capacity to suffer, women could

serve as intercessors, using their tears, hunger, and

prayers to replace the suffering of another. This role

relies on the stereotype of woman as nurturer and

mediator, qualities attributed to mothers. Neverthe-

less, it also places women in a position of influence,

connecting them to God as they intercede for others.

KRISTIN L. BURR
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BODY, VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS OF
The female body in the Christian, Jewish, and Muslim

visual arts was almost always demurely covered.

Ubiquitous dress for married women included long

sleeves, robes that touched the ground, and a veil or

wimple that covered the hair (also worn by Christian

nuns). The naked female body demonstrated gyneco-

logical traits, stood as a figure for a nonphysical

abstraction such as the soul, or invoked forbidden

pagan goddess cults. It also narrated illicit sexual

attraction, torment in hell, or the torture of saints.

Unlike the nude male body, it never signified the

microcosm, the zodiac, or even all humankind. A

fundamental divide from ancient Greek and Roman

as well as post-Renaissance western European art is

that it very rarely conveyed the kind of sensuality or

voluptuousness that we associate with ‘‘the nude.’’
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Nakedness conveyed no such comfort with sexual

desires, an attitude strongly enforced by the Church

fathers’ reading of the temptation and fall in Genesis.

Yet clothing was often extremely sensuous in color,

texture, and over-abundance, functioning at a sym-

bolic level to embody both spiritual and courtly love

and desire. Thus, visual representations of women’s

clothing cannot be taken as literal records of what

real women wore, even though images must make

some reference to conventions, social attitudes, and

material wishes, and they are not contaminated by

historicism. Indeed, they have much in common

with modern fashion drawings and photographs that

instill desire in women and play to their fantasies, yet

also instruct them in feminine attire so that they will

respect gender boundaries. Men’s shorter hair and

styles of dress functioned in the same way, but denote

a wider range of activities and stations in life. A recent

revival of interest in decorative men’s clothing in our

culture also brings us close to an appreciation of the

rich and fashionable clothing seen on Christian men

of the High Middle Ages, when princes and priests

seem to have outshone ladies. Dressing was and is

part of the performance of gender, class, and piety.

Depictions of Eve

In accordance with the biblical text of Genesis, Adam

and Eve are represented completely nude before the

fall. Eve’s temptation of Adam to sin, by proferring

him a forbidden apple from the Tree of Knowledge,

was generally interpreted as sexual; St. Augustine and

others speculated on the nonsexual means of repro-

duction available to humankind before the fall. In

pictorial representations Eve often holds the apple

close to her breast, and the couple invariably hides

their genitals after the fall. She is closely associated

with the serpent, which in the bronze doors of Hilde-

sheim (1015) inserts itself between her legs. The hori-

zontal pubescent figure of Eve from the Cathedral of

Autun, showing a repentance that is appropriate to

the portal where sinners petitioned for pardon, is

nonetheless conflated with the serpent gliding on its

belly through the garden as its punishment. By the

thirteenth century Eve may be somewhat voluptuous,

but her face is often mirrored in that of the serpent,

into which she gazes with homosexual desire.

The Medical Body

Representations of birthing in sacred and secular

narratives show the infant emerging from the folds

of a long chemise, and women depicted as medical

patients are also fully clothed, except in surgery or

autopsy. Many writers disapproved of the latter, cit-

ing the case of Nero, who they said had his mother

dissected to see where he came from, a scene often

gruesomely depicted in manuscripts. Medical texts of

all periods diagram the female body. One early-

fifteenth-century colored outline drawing that is very

traditional in its flat graphic rendering of the body

inscribes sites of disease on a frontal nude with inter-

nal organs displayed, but a coiffed head renders the

woman’s pregnancy respectable since it is a sign of

married status; her uterus is repeated above to dem-

onstrate four fetal positions (London, Wellcome

Museum, MS 49, fol. 38). Unlike the sheela na gigs

treated elsewhere, the labia are seldom depicted.

The Taboo Body

From Early Christian times until about 1400, pagan

statues were represented only in contexts of false-idol

Herr Bernger von Hornheim and his lady. Manesse-Lieder
manuscript. (Cod. Pal. germ. 848, fol. 178, recto Location:
University Library, Heidelberg, Germany. Credit: Foto
Marburg / Art Resource, NY.
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worship, including their attribution to Jewish andMus-

lim use in the High Middle Ages, as demonstrated by

Camille. Even then, female idols were usually draped

from thewaist down. Idols of Venus, whose pagan nude

statue still drew attention in Rome, made appearances

in illuminated manuscripts of the Miroir historiale of

Vincent of Beauvais and the Roman de la Rose of Guil-

laume de Lorris and Jean deMeung, but they are usual-

ly half-length or draped. A cult statue of Diana in

Matthew Paris’s chronicle of about 1245 has winged

ankles like Eros, her head sprouts antlers and long

ears, and her hands cover her breasts. She is evidently

the impure counterpart of the devotional statues of the

Virgin that so often appear on altars. Lot’s wife was

turned into a statue as a punishment; if she is repre-

sented naked she covers her pudenda, but the preferred

form was an almost inhuman pillar of salt.

Formal Court Attire, Queen of Heaven and
Earthly Empresses

In early Christian and Byzantine art it became

conventional to dress the Mother of God in heavy

imperial robes, with jeweled crown, earrings, and

necklaces. This sumptuous attire resonates with the

representations of living empresses, such as the fa-

mous frontal standing figure of Empress Theodora

in the mid-sixth-century mosaics of the church of

San Vitale in Ravenna. Figures that personified Eccle-

sia (Church) or Sapientia (Wisdom) were similarly

represented throughout the Middle Ages, but with

headdresses varied according to fashion. Some of

the most splendid personifications of this kind are in

the manuscripts of Hildegard of Bingen’s works.

In theWest, reigning queens are as elegantly dressed

as their Byzantine counterparts but never as authori-

tative; in coronation scenes they adopt the humbly

bowed head of the Virgin Mary enthroned beside

Christ in heaven. Between the early thirteenth century

and the late fourteenth, such figures are marked by a

continuous proliferation of folds, eventually exhibit-

ing linings of complimentary colors and an overabun-

dance of cloth, as spectacular consumption.

The Narrow Line of Propriety in Dress

The femme fatale, whether a prostitute seducing the

Prodigal Son, Potipher’s wife tempting Joseph, or

even Judith visiting Holofernes’ camp, was dressed

to kill. Sculptors and painters quickly responded

to the new texture of imported silks in the twelfth

century, as Snyder has shown, and for a while clinging

drapery revealed the thighs and breasts, even of good

women. The good girl/bad girl distinction may be

very subtle, but a tight girdle creates an hourglass

figure for the prostitutes in the stained glass of

Chartres of c. 1205. Hildegard of Bingen was criti-

cized for dressing the nuns of Rupertsberg in flow-

ing white silk, with diadems in their long, loose hair.

The manuscript of her Liber divinorum operum,

illuminated fifty years after her death, shows such

slim-waisted creatures as God’s Love (caritas)

strengthened by wisdom, humility, and peace.

Generally, St. Paul’s dictum that ‘‘Nature herself

teaches you that while flowing locks disgrace a man,

they are woman’s glory. For her locks were given for

covering’’ (I Corinthians 11:13–15) seems to have

been taken to refer to virgins. Origen had castigated

women for wearing cosmetics, and later churchmen

ranted against their elaborate hairstyles and veils—

which, however, evidently intrigued artists and

patrons, especially in fashion-conscious secular four-

teenth-century circles. The margins in women’s books

are full of elegant girls with netted hairdos, chaplets,

and tightly fitted chemises. Sumptuary laws seem to

have had little effect on representation and did not

displace traditional color codes; for instance, al-

though scarlet and purple were reserved for royalty

(and cardinals), Mary Magdalene is recognizable by

the red robes and luxury ointments of a prostitute.

Romantic and Spiritual Lovers

Few illustrations of romance literature did justice

to the description of rich clothing, but an exceptional

set of images accompanies the German poems in an

early-fourteenth-century collection known as the

Manesse Codex (Heidelberg, Universitätsbibliothek,

cpg 848). The artists created a lyrical world of rose

bowers, castles, and hills where lovers courted each

other. Their layered colorful garments often had lin-

ings of vair (squirrel fur), denoting high birth (see

illustration). On the other hand, just as women’s

‘‘mystical’’ love of Christ is textualized in more carnal

terms than romantic love, so too it is in devotional

representations: In the late-thirteenth-century Roths-

child Canticles, a fully clothed woman gazes longingly

at the naked and wounded body of Christ, and a

robed Christ addresses a naked female soul (anima).

Gender Bending

Cautionary texts inform us that cross-dressing was

seldom approved of, unless a miracle provided a
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female saint like St. Uncumber, alias Wilgeforte, with

a beard. Vernacular tales of women passing as men

are seldom illustrated, but if so their long hair gives

them away. Rulers and bishops are represented in

garments only slightly shorter than women’s, made

of similarly rich and colorful fabrics. Yet their short

hair and insignia of office (scepter, sword, or crosier)

were exclusively masculine, preempting any sugges-

tion that they appear effeminate.

MADELINE H. CAVINESS
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BOKENHAM, OSBERN
An Augustinian friar at Clare Priory, Suffolk,

Bokenham (c.1392/1393–after 1463) authored the

only known Middle English collection of lives of fe-

male saints. Written between 1443 and 1447, the unti-

tled legendary survives in a single manuscript, British

Library Arundel 327. It contains the vitae of Saints

Margaret of Antioch, Anne, Christine, Ursula and

the eleven thousand virgins, Faith, Agnes, Dorothy,

Mary Magdalene, Catherine of Alexandria, Cecilia,

Agatha, Lucy, and Elizabeth of Hungary. Scholars

have debated the meaning of the work’s structure:

Edwards proposes that a later compiler assembled

the lives in no particular order; Delany holds that

Bokenham modeled the legendary on Chaucer’s Leg-

end of Good Women; and Hilles argues that the leg-

endary promotes motherhood and fertility in the

interest of Yorkist monarchical ambitions.

In any case, the legendary is notable forBokenham’s

detailed dedications to his patrons, prominent East

Anglian women such as Katherine Denston, Isabelle

Bourchier, Katherine Howard, and Elizabeth de Vere.

The regional network of female patrons described by

Bokenham corresponds to other evidence for a grow-

ing lay, largely female, audience for works of vernac-

ular piety. The legendary’s emphasis on feminine

piety and fertility and Yorkist dynastic claims is ex-

tended in Bokenham’s Mappula Angliae (1440s), a

translation of portions of Ranulf Higden’s Polychro-

nicon. The same emphasis is found in two works

widely attributed to Bokenham: a 1445 translation

of portions of Claudian’s De consulatu Stilichonis

(On the Consulship of Stilicho) and an untitled genea-

logical poem, ‘‘A Dialogue Betwix a Secular Asking

and a Frere Answeryng at the Grave of Dame Johan

of Acres’’ (1456).

CARROLL HILLES BALOT
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BOOK OWNERSHIP
Up until the mid-fifteenth century, upon the invention

of printing in the West, all ‘‘books’’ were manu-

scripts—that is, they were written by hand. Thus,

any reference to a ‘‘book’’ or ‘‘books’’ in this article

should be understood to mean a manuscript or manu-

scripts. Manuscripts made of animal skins called

parchment, or its more luxurious and carefully

prepared version known as vellum, could be rolls (of

parchment), bound leaves, or pages. Most users and

readers of books were men and women in religious

institutions, either in colleges preparing men for the

priesthood, monasteries, or convents. Most books in

the early Middle Ages until the fourteenth century

were written in Latin, and thus that language was a

requirement for readers. Like priests and monks, nuns

learned and read Latin. Benedictine monks and nuns

following the Rule (formulated by the possibly myth-

ical sixth-century siblings Benedict of Nursia and

his sister Scholastica) were among the earliest such

communities. Monasteries and convents owned all

material objects, including books, in common, and

hand-written books were so precious that in their

libraries they were often chained to the desks where

they could be read.

Private book ownership for individuals in this time

was extremely expensive and unusual. Because only

men could be priests, and nuns were cloistered in

monasteries, individual women book-owners were

very rare indeed. From known and accessible sources

such as women’s inventories, women’s wills, dedica-

tions to women, and inscriptions in the books them-

selves, or from internal textual comments, certain

statistics are clear. Thus research shows that approxi-

mately 150 individual women between the ninth and

fifteenth centuries owned no more than one book

each. But by the fifteenth century, a very small num-

ber of women owned what might be termed large

collections, as for example Gabrielle de la Tour,

who owned two hundred manuscripts in 1474. How-

ever, discovery of female book owners in this early

period is complicated by the fact that many private

possessions owned by women, or indeed acquired by

women, were hidden in the accounts, wills, inven-

tories, and libraries of their fathers, husbands, or

brothers. Thus the actual number of female book-

owners, and certainly the number of readers, was

much larger than shown by figures such as those

above that can definitely be ascribed to women.

Moreover, the large area of central Europe reaching

from Magdeburg east into the depth of Russia cov-

ered by laws known as the Sachsenspiegel (Saxon

Mirror, promulgated in 1215 and summarizing cus-

toms of the previous three centuries) claimed that

women should inherit religious books, as women

were the customary readers of such books. In this

part of Europe it was therefore considered unneces-

sary to bequeath such books to wives or daughters—it

was the law.

Books of Piety

Indeed, most books during this period consisted

of various religious texts, for example, sections of

the Old and New Testaments, which comprise the

Hebrew and Christian Bible. Sometimes only small

sections of the Bible were prepared, such as ‘‘Psalters’’

(the whole or parts of the book of Psalms) in later

medieval centuries, the Golden Legend (that is, apoc-

ryphal stories) supplemented biblical texts. Finally,

most popular during the later Middle Ages was the

‘‘Book of Hours.’’ Books of Hours varied and could

be collections of prayers, biblical texts, or selections

from the Golden Legend to be read at certain hours of

the day. The most precious of these books were hand-

somely illustrated with gold leaf and exquisitely

painted illustrations depicting the stories told within

them. First and foremost of these stories were the lives

of Christ and the Virgin Mary, with the expulsion of

Adam and Eve from the Garden of Eden a close

second. They often showed gory details of the mar-

tyrdom of innumerable saints. Occasionally, they

exhibited the artist’s or possibly the patron’s or

book-owner’s sense of humor. For example, the

Duke of Berry’s Belles Heures (Beautiful Hours) tells

the apocryphal story of St. Jerome’s humiliation and

depicts him with a long dark beard and tonsure in a

bright blue woman’s dress. In the later Middle Ages

they were also often decorated with phenomena

showing the artists’ realistic understanding of nature,

such as flowers, birds, insects, and animals, and cal-

endar illustrations of the months of the year depicting

seasonal labor of farm laborers, and aristocratic

sports like deer and boar hunting and hawking.
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Mothers as Teachers

While priests and preachers could improve their con-

gregations’ souls, it was considered especially impor-

tant for women to be able to read, as they were

expected to teach reading to their young children of

both sexes, but particularly to their daughters, in

order to instill the rudiments of the Christian religion

in them. This concept was expressed in a letter to a

woman friend by St. Jerome as early as 403, when he

gave detailed instructions of how this was to be done:

‘‘Have a set of letters made for her of boxwood or of

ivory and tell her their names. . . .’’ Jerome’s princi-

ples were repeated throughout the medieval period by

Christian moralists.

Most books available were used as teaching tools

for mothers. Thus Blanche of Castile ordered a large

Psalter, in the early thirteenth century, in order to

teach her son, the future Louis IX of France, to

read. The notorious queen of France, Isabeau of

Bavaria, ordered a book of hours for teaching her

daughter Jeanne in 1398 and a special alphabet

Psalter and ‘‘A, b, c. de Psaumes’’ for her daughter

Michelle in 1403. Isabeau also owned a copy of

Christine de Pizan’s Enseignements moraux (Moral

Teachings), which had been written for Christine’s

own son and may have been used for the Dauphin,

the Duke of Guienne, as it was presented to his

mother, Queen Isabeau.

Women as Ambassadors of Culture

Book ownership was clearly the prerogative of the

highest or wealthiest strata of society because it was

very expensive, even though reimbursement to the

scribe was minimal, as he would often be paid with

room and board at the court or on the family estate.

Because women of such high status were almost al-

ways married to achieve the political and economic

projects of their male relatives, they were frequently

forced into alliances across borders, bringing their

books with them on marriage. For this reason it is

difficult to consider women book-owners as members

of specific nations or countries. As early as the elev-

enth century we know of Judith of Flanders, who first

married Tostig, earl of Northumbria, and who, as his

widow, later brought large English gospels illustrated

in the English Winchester style to her second mar-

riage to Welf of Bavaria. Other interesting examples

are the fourteenth-century daughter of the Emperor

Charles IV, Anne of Bohemia, who brought Czech

and German gospels to England on her marriage to

Richard II, and Valentina Visconti, who brought a

variety of Italian books to France on her marriage to

Louis d’Orleans. The transfer of books from various

European countries or nations across borders was

often responsible for the transfer of artistic styles

recognizable in the obvious changes in manuscript

illuminations following the immigration of a book-

owning bride. A good example of this is the collection

of books that Anne of Bohemia brought from Prague

in 1382 on her marriage to Richard II. Anne of

Bohemia is also an important link in the late four-

teenth century to the pre-Lutheran reforms, not only

in religious thought but also its corollary, the need for

vernacular biblical expression. The English reformer

John Wycliffe used her arrival in London with her

multi-language Bibles to promote his case against the

bishops’ insistence on Latin.

Secular Books and Books Translated into
the Vernacular

Although books of piety as described in the previous

section were predominant during most of the centu-

ries under discussion, a variety of secular books also

existed and were owned and surely read by women.

These included chronicles, annals, romances, and

instructions for planting, cooking, general deport-

ment, and housekeeping. Chronicles and their cou-

sins, ‘‘annals,’’ were collections of histories, personal

accounts, and anecdotes, usually anonymous, al-

though in later centuries chroniclers were named.

They were amusing to read and are often still used

as historical source material despite their often fictive,

or at least unsupported, information.

As book-owners and as readers, throughout the

Middle Ages, women owned secular books written

in the vernacular going back to the mid-thirteenth

century. Eleanor of Provence, who married Henry

III of England in 1236, owned a French copy of The

Roman of William the Conqueror. A generation later,

Eleanor of Castile, steeped in the tradition of her

family’s literary court and its vernacular translations

of chronicles and law codes, continued with her inter-

est in vernacular literature, Arthurian and Castilian

romances, when she became the wife of the future

Edward I of England in 1254. In c. 1233, when the

future St. Louis, King Louis IX of France, commis-

sioned a manuscript of the Speculum Historiale

(Mirror of History) in Latin, his queen, Margaret of

Provence, commissioned a concurrent vernacular

French translation. Anne of Bohemia made a point

of having her German books translated into English
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when she arrived in London to help her learn the

language of her new realm. Her sister, Margaret, left

Prague as a child bride to marry the king of Poland,

with a Psalter in Latin, German, and Polish, having

benefited from Anne’s experience in England.

As early as 1170 Theodora Comnena ordered a

translation of the Song of Roland into German when

she established a literary court in Vienna with her

husband Henry Jasomirgott. But by the end of the

fourteenth century a number of women owned books

of vernacular poetry by such diverse poets as the

English Geoffrey Chaucer and the French Guillaume

de Lorris, Eustache Dechamps, and Christine de

Pizan. Chaucer, for example, wrote his Legend of

GoodWomen in 1386 for the queen, Anne of Bohemia,

because she had taken exception to his Troilus and

Criseyde for painting women as disloyal. Like almost

all poets of the later Middle Ages, Guillaume de

Lorris and Christine de Pizan wrote allegorical poet-

ry. Lorris’s celebrated Roman de la Rose (Romance of

the Rose) (c. 1230), an allegory about courtly love,

was translated into Middle English during the lifetime

of Chaucer, who died in 1400. In contrast, some of

Christine de Pizan’s poems extolled the delight of

married love and the sadness of her widowhood.

Books Specifically Written for Women

A significant body of writing intended specifically for

women (although it may also have been written with

male readership in mind) was owned by women.

These were writings suggesting the correct education

and deportment for women. This type of literature

comprises Vincent of Beauvais’s treatise De eruditione

filiorum nobelium (On the Education and Instruction

of Noble Children), commissioned by the Queen of

Louis IX of France, Margaret of Provence, between

1247 and 1249; Francesco da Barberino’s Regimento

e costumi di donna (Rule and Customs for Ladies),

c. 1320; the Goodman of Paris (Le ménagier de

Paris), whose 1393 Traité de morale et d’économie

(Treatise of Morals and Economy) was a veritable

housekeeping manual composed by this middle-aged

man for his very young wife; and in 1405 Christine de

Pizan’s Le Livre des trois Vertus (The Book of Three

Virtues).

Barberino, who had spent some time at the court in

Provence, was intrigued by the customs of life that

produced the literature of courtly love. The Ménagier

de Paris, on the other hand, was specific and careful

to give his child bride practical suggestions for every

aspect of her married life and behavior. Thus he

ensured that when she remarried after his death, she

would not reflect badly upon himself. His instructions

detailed her employment and care of her servants

(including when they were ill), the preservation of

meats and fish, how to air sheets, and how to protect

furs from moths. Presumably only one copy of his

work existed—that owned by his young wife. Chris-

tine de Pizan’s Book of Three Virtues, however, existed

in innumerable manuscript copies in the collections of

fifteenth-century women.

Finally, books describing and enumerating large

numbers of heroic or exemplary women from the

past and modeled on Plutarch’s Lives were privately

owned by an appreciable number of women. These

books could act as inspiration to others. Well-known

and significant examples of such books are Boccac-

cio’s De mulieribus claris (About Famous Women)

(1355, translated into French in 1401) and Christine

de Pizan’s Le livre de la cité des dames (1405) (The

Book of the City of Ladies), in which she expressed her

unique views.

SUSAN GROAG BELL
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BOOKS OF HOURS
The book of hours was the principal prayer book of

the late medieval laity, and the most commonly pro-

duced illuminated manuscript of the late Middle Ages

and Renaissance. Although the majority of horae (the

Latin plural for ‘‘hours,’’ now used to signify a book

of hours) were made in the bookshops of Paris,

Rouen, Tours, Ghent, Bruges, and other cities in

France and Flanders, where the genre enjoyed its

greatest popularity, books of hours were produced

in nearly every region of Europe, in printed editions

as well as manuscripts. The central text of a book

of hours is the Latin Hours, or Little Office, of the

Virgin, a series of psalms, hymns, and other devo-

tions, the majority excerpts from scripture, glorifying

and invoking the aid of the Virgin Mary. An abbre-

viated version of the prayers in the breviary recited by

the clergy during the celebration of the Divine Office,

the text of the Hours of the Virgin is divided into eight

sections, or hours, which correspond to the canonical

hours—Matins, Lauds, Prime, Terce, Sext, None,

Vespers, and Compline—the traditional times of the

day established for clerical prayer. Books of hours

may contain other offices, prayers, and devotional

texts that give evidence of the religious preferences

of their owners. Moreover, the vast majority of horae,

even the modestly produced ones, seem to have been

illustrated. The emergence of the book of hours is

thus connected to some of the most significant devel-

opments in later medieval culture, including the

growth of the Cult of the Virgin; lay aspiration to,

and appropriation of, clerical forms of spirituality;

the expansion of lay literacy and book ownership; the

increase in public and private religious art; and the

development of new forms of devotional imagery.

Master of Adelaide of Savoy (15th CE) and Master of Jean
Rolin: January, the coronation of the queen and bean king.
The book of hours of Adelaide of Savoy, duchess of
Burgundy. French. Ms.76, fol.1R. 21.9x15 cm. Photo: R.G.
Ojeda. Location: Musée Condé, Chantilly, France. Credit:
Réunion des Musées Nationaux / Art Resource, NY.
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Origins, Development, Content,
and Decoration

The practice of reciting the Hours of the Virgin origi-

nated in the monastic milieu and can be traced to at

least the tenth century; the earliest manuscripts con-

taining the Hours are dated a century later. In its

original context, therefore, recitation of the Hours

formed a part of the liturgical prayer regime of mem-

bers of the religious orders and the clergy. The early

medieval tradition of personal prayer books for pri-

vate devotion is also relevant to the development of

the book of hours. By c. 1200, the Hours of the Virgin

had achieved broader popularity, and the clergy and

lay nobility began to commission psalters—volumes

of the book of Psalms, the principal private prayer

book during this period—with the text of the Hours

appended to them. The earliest independent books of

hours date to the mid-thirteenth century, and from

c. 1300, the popularity of the genre increased steadily,

eclipsing, for the laity, that of the psalter-hours and,

eventually, the psalter. The heyday of the book of

hours was the fifteenth century, when the market for

these manuscripts included all strata of the nobility as

well as the middle classes.

The ideal devotional routine of the owner of a

book of hours entailed reciting the Hours at seven

different times of the day, in imitation of clerical

practice: Matins and Lauds at night or upon rising,

Prime at 6:00 AM, Terce at 9:00 AM, Sext at noon,

None at 3:00 PM, Vespers in the early evening, and

Compline before going to bed. The realities of lay life

made this regime impractical, however, and many

laypeople appear to have recited the Hours all at

once, in the morning. Most examples are small-

format, portable volumes that could easily be carried

from the chamber to church or private chapel, the

principal settings in which books of hours were used.

Unlike liturgical service books, whose contents

were determined by Church mandate, the textual pro-

grams of books of hours could vary significantly

according to the preferences and means of their

patrons, as well as local custom: the only text required

for a manuscript to be defined as a book of hours is

the Hours of the Virgin itself. Nonetheless, certain

texts occur in horae with enough regularity to be

considered standard features of the genre. The major-

ity of books of hours open with a calendar, which lists

the major feasts and saints’ days, graded (or ranked)

by color to indicate their importance in the liturgical

year, in the region, or to the book owner. The Peni-

tential Psalms, a Litany of Saints, and the Office of

the Dead occur in most examples, usually following

the Hours of the Virgin. The texts of the Hours and

Office of the Dead vary slightly according to the

diocese or region for which the book was made: iden-

tifying a manuscript’s ‘‘use’’ and the style of its illu-

mination can aid in localizing and dating it.

Memorials or suffrages (short prayers) of the saints

are usually included, sometimes in the hour of Lauds.

By the late fourteenth century, a series of gospel

extracts was typically included following the calendar

and preceding the Hours. The prayers ‘‘Obsecro te’’

(‘‘I beseech you’’) and ‘‘O intemerata ’’ (‘‘O immacu-

late one’’), petitions to the Virgin for her intercession

written in the first person, also feature regularly.

Books of hours frequently contain prayers and

shorter offices devoted to a variety of sacred perso-

nages or entities. Among the most popular of these

were the Hours of the Cross and the Holy Spirit; the

‘‘Salve sancta facies,’’ the prayer to the holy face of

Christ; and the ‘‘Stabat Mater,’’ a rhymed prayer on

the Virgin’s grief at Jesus’s sufferings.

Although books of hours are generally in Latin,

vernacular languages played a role in the history of

the genre. Many books of hours made in France

include a calendar, rubrics, and popular prayers writ-

ten in French. At the opposite end of the spectrum are

North Netherlandish books of hours, which were al-

most always written in Dutch, the Latin text of the

Hours having been translated into that vernacular

language by the cleric Geert Grote (d. 1384) in the

context of the religious reform movement known as

theDevotioModerna.Many books of hours produced

in England before the late fourteenth century include

significant amounts of devotional material written in

Anglo-Norman French. Middle English texts occur

primarily in later examples, including printed primers

(as books of hours were also known in England).

Images were integral to books of hours. They

marked important texts and served as foci and spring-

boards for devout contemplation, structuring the

book owner’s experience of the devotions in her/his

manuscript as well as mediating the reception of other

texts, imagery, and rituals in the religious environ-

ment. In a typical example, a historiated initial or,

more commonly, a miniature, opens each of the major

text divisions. The standard cycle of images for the

Hours of the Virgin was a series of Infancy subjects

that emphasized the motherhood and queenship of

the Virgin. Alternatively, the Hours were accompa-

nied by a Passion cycle, an option popular with

English and Dutch patrons. When illustrated, the

calendar features imagery of the labors of the months

and signs of the zodiac. Imagery of the saints embel-

lished the suffrages or was included as full-page pic-

tures. The Office of the Dead, whose recitation was

believed to lessen the time spent by the deceased in

Purgatory, was usually prefaced by an image of the
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Last Judgment or a funeral service. While there were

established traditions of illustration for nearly every

important text in books of hours, many examples

feature pictorial programs tailored to personalize the

manuscripts for their owners. Books of Hours were

also personalized through the inclusion of owner por-

traits, found most frequently at Matins of the Virgin

and prefacing the ‘‘Obsecro te’’ and ‘‘O intemerata,’’

which were usually illustrated with the Virgin and

Child and Pietà, respectively. Owner portraits visua-

lize both the practice of devout prayer and its goal:

direct communication with the divine. At Matins in

her book of hours of c. 1400, Margaret of Cleves,

Duchess of Bavaria-Holland, kneels at a prie-dieu

and wears prayer beads around her neck as she offers

a petition, its words inscribed on a speech scroll, to

the seated Virgin and Child. In the miniature illustrat-

ing the ‘‘Obsecro te’’ in her manuscript, produced in

the third quarter of the fifteenth century, Amadée de

Saluces, daughter and heiress of the marshall of

Savoy, prays to the enthroned Virgin and Child, her

illuminated book of hours open before her on a prie-

dieu. The most lavishly decorated books of hours

were embellished with elaborate frames or borders

on every page or extensive programs of marginalia.

Ownership, Patronage, and Use

Although it achieved universal popularity, in its early

history the book of hours appears to have been

strongly connected to female ownership. The evidence

of owner portraits and the incidence of prayers writ-

ten in the feminine form suggest that the majority of

extant thirteenth-century French, Franco-Flemish,

and English horae were made for women. This does

not mean that all of these manuscripts can be ascribed

to female patronage, however: books of hours were

frequently commissioned for women by their hus-

bands, sometimes on the occasion of their marriage,

or by their spiritual advisers. Several early-fourteenth-

century English examples appear to have been com-

missioned by women or to have been the product of

joint patronage. Around 1325, for instance, Hawisia

de Bois, a member of a knightly family that had

flourished in the English Midlands, commissioned a

large, lavishly illustrated book of hours designed, in

part, to facilitate pious commemoration of her distin-

guished ancestors, feudal associates, and neighbors.

Our picture of manuscript patronage in the late four-

teenth and early fifteenth centuries is dominated by

the activities of the great royal and ducal bibliophiles,

particularly Jean, Duc de Berry, who commissioned

several books of hours famous for their exceptionally

lavish, strongly personalized, and influential pictorial

programs. The vast majority of fifteenth-century

horae were produced for women and men of more

modest means whose identities are largely unknown,

and their book of hours may have been the only book

they owned.

Although the book of hours was principally a

vehicle of personal, private devotion, its uses spanned

the private and public realms, and the practice of

devout prayer using a book of hours had larger famil-

ial, communal, and social ramifications. As already

noted, books of hours were used not only at home but

also in the public context of the church, where they

were contemplated and their prayers recited during

the Mass or other services. A richly decorated book

of hours was regarded as a sign of status and an

important element of a fashionable self-presentation.

Eustache Deschamps (d. 1406), court poet of the

French king Charles V, satirized women’s desire to

own and display books of hours thus:

A book of hours, too, must be mine,
Where subtle workmanship will shine,
Of gold and azure, rich and smart,
Arranged and painted with great art,
Covered with fine brocade of gold;
And there must be, so as to hold
The pages closed, two golden clasps.

The social obligation of pious remembrance and

intercession on behalf of deceased family members

and associates was achieved through recitation of

the Office of the Dead and other texts in a book of

hours. For the many book owners who recorded

births, marriages, and deaths in the calendars of

their volumes, horae served as archives of family his-

tory. As personalized devotional compendia, books of

hours were frequently enriched by prayers or charms

to be recited in a variety of situations, such as during

childbirth or travel, for particular illnesses, or to

guardian angels and patron saints, and these ancillary

devotions reveal much about lay piety during the late

Middle Ages. Moreover, as with psalters and psalter-

hours before them, books of hours were the ‘‘first

readers’’ of the late medieval laity. An important

role of parents, and particularly mothers, was to

teach their children to pray and to read using religious

manuscripts; the programs of a few surviving horae

were tailored to accommodate these pedagogical uses.

The accounts of Isabeau of Bavaria, queen of Charles

VI of France, reveal that she ordered a book of hours

for her six-year-old daughter, Jeanne, in 1398.

Around 1335, Isabel de Byron, wife of the Lancashire

knight Robert de Neville of Hornby, commissioned a

profusely illustrated book of hours whose pictorial

program was adapted, in part, for the eyes of Isabel’s
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young, unnamed daughter or granddaughter, por-

traits of whom occur on several folios of the manu-

script. Books of hours were typically recited aloud, in

a low voice, but their use has also been associated

with the spread among the laity of the practice of

silent reading. The pictures and texts in books of

hours offered supernatural role models of piety, liter-

acy, charity, compassion, obedience, humility, and

fertility, and thereby inscribed in their owners socially

sanctioned values and behaviors. The prayers in

books of hours forged relationships not only between

the individual devotee and the supernatural commu-

nity, but also between the book owner and the

‘‘human community’’ of which she/he was a member.

KATHRYN A. SMITH
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BREASTFEEDING AND WET-NURSING
The relationship between mothers and infants is

universally complicated, especially in premodern, en-

vironmentally stressed societies. Most societies, with

very few exceptions, have extolled maternal breast-

feeding. This is true even when those women who

could afford it sent their infants out to wet nurses.

Before the widespread use of methods of artificial

feeding, wet-nursing was critical to the survival of

infants whose mothers died in childbirth or who

were otherwise unable to feed them. Some historians

of medieval society have seen in the apparent reluc-

tance of women to breastfeed a reluctance to invest

emotionally in an infant whose survival was precari-

ous. Other historians have suggested that wealthy

families who sent their children out to nurse did so

as a matter of strategy, since lactation impedes fertili-

ty and wealthy women and their families wished to

space births as close together as possible.

Attitudes towards maternal breastfeeding and wet-

nursing in medieval Europe owed much to ancient

medical literature by Soranus of Ephesus (fl. early

second century CE) and Galen (129–c. 199 CE) as

well as to Latin translations by Gerard of Cremona

(d. 1187) of Arabic texts by Avicenna (d. 1037), and

broad compendia such as those written by Bartholo-

meus Anglicus (fl. early thirteenth century). Although

there were wide divergences of opinion among medi-

cal authorities, virtually all believed that in the first

few days after birth the newborn should have nothing

to eat, or if the infant seemed hungry, to feed it with

goat’s milk. Some commentators followed Soranus in

suggesting that the mother’s milk was unsuitable for

the first three weeks; others followed Galen in allow-

ing breast milk to be given after the third day. Thus

medical opinion, both medieval and ancient, contrib-

uted to high infant mortality by denying infants the

immunological benefits of colostrums (the easily

digested breast milk produced in the first few days

after birth).

Where ancient and medieval medicine did not nec-

essarily accord a preference to breastfeeding or wet-

nursing, Roman moralists in particular insisted on the

importance of maternal breastfeeding and on avoid-

ing wet nurses, who not only might disrupt the mater-

nal bond but who also, via their milk, could pass on

to the nursing child their defects of character. This did

not completely exclude the possibility of using animal

milk as a substitute for breastfeeding, but fears that

children nursed on the milk of such animals would

imbibe their animal natures made most experiments

in this direction scattered and tentative. In the eyes of

moralists, the human defects of wet nurses’ characters

were legion, ranging from their perceived rural

coarseness, which could interfere with the child’s

proper speech development, to infanticide by over-

laying (accidental suffocation in bed) and starvation.

The most common accusation leveled against wet

nurses was that they allowed children under their

care to die but continued collecting payments. Stereo-

types of wet nurses portrayed them as greedy and

negligent peasant women, although areas that were

highly urbanized often drew their wet nurses from

within the urban population, especially in cities that

were part of thriving trade networks that ensured a

steady supply of slaves and servants.

Certain rural economies, especially in Mediterra-

nean Europe, became known as places for the urban

upper class as well as foundling hospitals to send their

children. The wealthiest urban families might take in

a wet nurse temporarily, but especially in periods of

epidemic disease, they often sent their children into

the countryside in the belief that rural air, especially

in the mountains, had important health benefits for

the child. Women who took up wet nursing as an

occupation, at least in central Italy during the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries, were usually married,

and their income served as a secondary rather than a

primary household support. Medieval processions

often included wet nurses as a corporate social

group, with its own carnival songs praising the skill

and efficiency with which they soothed children and

changed their swaddling bands.

Both urban and rural wet nurses risked being

caught up in an endless cycle of poverty as well as

having to give up their own infants on either a tempo-

rary or a permanent basis. Wet nurses who worked

for foundling hospitals often gave their own infant to

the foundling hospital in order to be paid for

providing milk to another of the hospital’s charges.

Hospital officials often accused wet nurses of defraud-

ing the institution by surreptitiously arranging to

have their own children returned to them and receiv-

ing payments from the hospital. Female infants who

survived the institutional rigors of high mortality

rates might receive a small dowry with which they

eventually could marry and then take up wet nursing

themselves.

Accusations of infanticide by overlaying were quite

common, although in the cases where evidence is most

abundant, patterns of mortality by age and gender

suggest that many of these were cases of sudden infant

death syndrome, since males under the age of four-

teen months were the most vulnerable to ‘‘suffoca-

tion.’’ Girls at wet nurse were more likely to suffer

death by starvation. Certainly moralists and families

alike found in the practices of both breastfeeding and

wet-nursing yet another opportunity to project their
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anxieties concerning race, class, and gender onto a

group of women who might be economically and so-

ciallymarginal, but intowhose hands parents entrusted

the power of life and death over their progeny.

PHILIP GAVITT
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BRIDE OF CHRIST: IMAGERY
Medieval bridal imagery is devotional and pedagogi-

cal rather than theological. It is found most frequent-

ly in what is generally termed ‘‘bridal,’’ ‘‘affective,’’ or

‘‘love’’ mysticism. Bridal imagery reached its peak of

popularity in western Europe between the twelfth and

fourteenth centuries, with much of its pervasiveness

indebted to the reform-driven milieu of Cistercian

monasticism. The imagery is more textual than artis-

tic, and can be found in diverse religious genres, from

poetry to sermons.

The ritual prototype for medieval bridal spiritu-

ality is found in the consecration liturgy for nuns

as brides of Christ. It constitutes a variation of the

hieros gamos (sacred marriage) symbolism found in

other world religions. Christian doctrine assigned

divinity to the bridegroom only, with the effect of

reinforcing masculine gender privileges. Devotional

practices, however, sometimes challenged such gender

asymmetry by claiming ‘‘divine’’ status for the bride

in her three interrelated manifestations as Ecclesia

(Church), as the Virgin Mary, and as the human

soul.

Bridal imagery is paradoxical and conflicted. It

presents explicit erotic content, yet it also extols celi-

bacy and pronounces the inherent sinfulness of sexual

desire (concupiscence). From its scattered origins in

Hebrew and Christian Scriptures (e.g., Song of Songs,

Isaiah 54:4–7; Jeremiah 2:32; Revelation 19:7; Psalm

45:10–17), bridal imagery is circumscribed by its polar

opposite, the prostitute (Hosea 1:2), underscoring the

discriminatory double standard applied to female so-

cial and sexual roles, whether assigned to men or

women.

The devotional use of bridal imagery emerged in

the context of non-Christian Western social systems,

which recognized a variety of marital and sexual con-

tracts geared toward the maintenance of kinship sys-

tems and the economic and social survival of groups.

Traditionally, a betrothal was negotiated between

families rather than individuals, and could be con-

tracted for children. Marriage was publicly recog-

nized through the adult couple’s initiation of sexual

activities. Bridal spirituality thus evoked a strong

erotic undercurrent and a host of contractual obliga-

tions and family alliances in an uneasy relationship

with an increasingly restrictive Christian model.

Scholars generally credit the Cistercian reform

movement with the revitalization and dissemination

of bridal spirituality. Bridal metaphors appealed to an

adult population of converts in that they could ease

the radical transition from a secular to a religious

lifestyle. It framed conversion as a betrothal and the

contractual entry into a prestigious new spiritual
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‘‘kin’’ with Christ as bridegroom and the human

soul as chaste, that is, celibate bride. The psycho-

spiritual aspects of bridal symbolism were articulated

most prominently by the Cistercian abbot Bernard of

Clairvaux (1090–1154), and further developed by con-

temporaries such as William of Saint-Thierry (1070/

1090–1148). Vernacular adaptations flourished across

Europe, as in the St. Trudperter Hohelied (c. 1150/

1160) or in Middle English poetry devoted to the

Virgin Mary.

Bernard’s writings expound on all three manifesta-

tions of bridal imagery. The strand of images closest

to biblical sources identifies Ecclesia as bride of Christ

(cf. II Cor. 11:2; Rev. 19:6 ff). Medieval exegetes

extended the bride-whore rhetoric to denounce Juda-

ism, the opposite of Ecclesia, in the figure of Syna-

goga. Even an author valorizing the nuptial

femininity of Ecclesia, such as the abbess Hildegard

of Bingen (1098–1187), followed in the steps of

Church Father St. Augustine (354–430), who declared

that ‘‘A great and singular honor belongs to the

bridegroom [Christ]: he found [Ecclesia] a harlot and

made her a virgin’’ (Sermo I.8). Hildegard evoked

Synagoga as wounded and maimed, as ‘‘pale from

the head down to the navel and black from the

navel to the feet, which were bloody. . . she had no

eyes’’ (Scivias I.5).

Female mystics of the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

turies developed audacious interpretations of the bride

as a noble and strong woman transformed through

love into full divinity, at times adapting courtly love

metaphors as well. Prominent among them are the

Beguine authors Mechthild of Magdeburg (c. 1212–

1282) and Hadewijch (fl. middle of thirteenth cen-

tury). Other women experienced visions of marrying

Christ the bridegroom, including Gertrude the

Great of Helfta (1256–1301/1302), Angela of Foligno

(1248/1249–1309), and Catherine of Siena (1347–

1380), who received stigmata in the form of a wedding

band.

The third symbolic category identifies the Bride of

Christ with Mary, Mother of God. As Regina Coeli,

Queen of Heaven, she is coregent with Christ. The

coronation of the Virgin Mary as Heavenly Bride and

representative of Ecclesia is one of the most frequent

artistic depictions of bridal imagery.

Further scholarly exploration of bridal imagery

is needed in regard to apocalyptic themes, such as

the marriage of the Lamb and the New Jerusalem

(Rev. 19:7 ff ), mutual influences of Christian and

Jewish bridal language, especially in regard to inter-

pretations of the Song of Songs, and the confluence of

bridal mysticism with other mystical schools of

thought.
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BRIGIT
Brigit (c. 452–524/528) of Kildare was the founder

and patron saint of the monastery of Kildare in the

medieval Irish kingdom of Leinster. She is the earliest

recognized female saint and abbess in Ireland. Her

feast day is February 1. What is known of her rests

entirely on legend and tradition, which has it that she

was born in the mid-fifth century; that her father was

a nobleman and her mother his slave; that she per-

formed several miracles throughout her life; and that

she was renowned for her charity and hospitality.

Some have even seen her as a euhemerization (the

result of the process of a human becoming wor-

shipped as a god) of an Irish goddess of the same

name, as she acquired several of the same attributes

as the goddess, such as being the patron of poets,

smiths, healers, and women in childbirth. She was

revered as one of the leading saints of early medieval

Ireland, together with Patrick and Columba. Her

foundation at Kildare was a double house for both

men and women, the only one recorded in Ireland,

and an important episcopal seat in the medieval Irish

Church. The abbess ruled as an equal to the bishop;

one legend relates that Brigit was actually consecrated

a bishop, but this cannot be proven in fact. Brigit is

described in a seventh-century text as the abbess

‘‘whom all the abbesses of the Irish revere,’’ and the

office of abbess of Kildare remained the most presti-

gious position for an Irish female religious up until

the twelfth century.
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BRUNHILD AND FREDEGUND
Brunhild (d. 613) and Fredegund (d. 596/597) are

among the best known Merovingian queens. Both

were heavily criticized by contemporary sources and

became symbols of political perversity. Fredegund

was a low-born servant who started her career as

King Chilperic’s mistress and ended as queen of

Neustria. Although she is accused of ordering the

assassination of Galswintha, Brunhild’s sister, there

is no evidence that she instigated the murder. After

her husband’s death, she functioned as regent for her

surviving son, the future king Clothar II.

Unlike Fredegund, Brunhild was a Visigothic prin-

cess. She married Sigebert of Austrasia. As a royal

widow, she became regent for her son and grandsons.

She was a powerful queen and ruled Austrasia

with little hindrance. In 613, abandoned by the Aus-

trasian aristocracy, she was put to death by Clothar

II. Brunhild and Fredegund were enemies, because

each played a leading role in Merovingian dynastic

conflicts.

Although different in their social origins and

careers, these two queens can be considered arche-

types of female power in a period when the notion

of queenship had not yet crystallized. Lacking any

institutionalized role, Merovingian queens were reli-

ant on their husbands or sons, but alongside this

dependence, they enjoyed a certain amount of sexual

freedom and could participate in the cycle of violent

feuds. Beyond their gendered weakness and reputa-

tions for evil, these two Merovingian queens ex-

emplify the traditional political behavior which

characterized the Merovingian elite.
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BURGUNDIAN NETHERLANDS
Dominating the economic, political, and cultural life

of northwestern Europe in the late fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries, the Burgundian Netherlands

(1384–1556) comprised most of the modern-day Low

Countries. This territory was under the control of the

Burgundian dukes, a cadet branch of the French royal

house. In contrast to the preceding period, the

Burgundian era witnessed a general constriction in

the political, social, and economic roles of women.

The Burgundian dukes—Philip the Bold, John the

Fearless, Philip the Good, and Charles the Bold—

centralized their authority by expanding the bureau-

cracy, and women were no longer appointed to bu-

reaucratic positions. What never disappeared was the

capacity of women to hold princely office. Upon the

death of her father, Charles, in 1477, Mary of

Burgundy (1477–1482) became duchess; fifteen years

later, her daughter, Margaret of Austria, was chosen

governor of the region (1507–1530), in large part

because the local populace preferred her to her father,

Maximilian of Hapsburg. The region’s preeminence

in the later Middle Ages, however, owed more to its

continuing vibrant and diverse economy than to po-

litical innovation. Industrialization and specializa-

tion, particularly in the manufacture of textiles,

attained a degree of sophistication virtually unrivaled

throughout late medieval Europe.

Women found employment at all levels of the

economy and thus were able to maintain some degree

of autonomy. They were not only peasants, fruit sell-

ers, and innkeepers, but also fishers, tanners, and

moneylenders. Above all, they combed, spun, wove

and dyed wool, sheared, selvedged, and sold cloth.

Such occupations were skilled, and travelers to the
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region, such as Luigi Guicciardini, remarked on the

breadth and depth of literacy, in both French and

Dutch, for women as well as men in the region. Access

to the workplace, in conjunction with inheritance

practices that generally privileged the spouse over

progeny, enabled women to hold property (both mov-

able and immovable) in their own name. These cir-

cumstances underlay the relatively large proportion

of women identified as single in places such as Hulst

(where they comprised one-quarter of all taxpayers in

1441), and in the fishing town of Blankenberghe,

where, in the first quarter of the fifteenth century,

single women made up almost twenty-three percent

of the population.

Women were not generally considered to be under

male legal guardianship. Although in most regions

married men had become recognized as heads of

households, single women could still make contracts,

sue and be sued, testify, and stand surety. Because

women tended to disappear into the conjugal unit, it

has widely been assumed that, when they left the

single state behind, they also relinquished rights—

particularly property rights, which had been essential

to their survival as autonomous single persons.

Married women, however, retained interest not only

in the property they brought to a marriage (dowries

were uncommon), but also in that property which was

acquired during the relationship. They often acted for

the family in the absence of the male spouse and

occasionally even when he was present. Throughout

the later Middle Ages, women with their bastard

children continued to constitute a legally and socially

recognized, although somewhat disadvantaged, unit.

Single women and their children, for example, made

up a large proportion of the poor.

Marriage, albeit often in an unblessed form,

remained the preferred state for both men and

women. Even a notable portion of the clergy

maintained quasi-marital households. Burgundian

marriage practices were shaped by a number of cir-

cumstances. There is evidence that, before the

Counter-Reformation, both men and women took

pleasure in sex, both inside and—despite canonical

teachings to the contrary—outside of marriage.

This, combined with the twin pressures of economic

constriction and family ambition, led to an uncou-

pling of marriage and sexual experience. While there

is no doubt that some unions were based on passion

and companionship, hard-headed concerns for eco-

nomic and social status meant that many marriages

were contracted on a less sentimental basis. Marriage

opportunities came out of a matrix of propinquity,

family networks and interests, class expectations, and

economic concerns. Increasingly frequent abductions,

both violent (rape) and voluntary (elopement), none-

theless reflect widespread attempts, however, to

thwart convention.

Women’s experience in the Burgundian Nether-

lands must be viewed against a backdrop of increas-

ing constriction, due not only to the crises of the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, but also to in-

creasing centralization of ducal government and the

institutionalization of city offices. The imposition of

French administrative procedures and Roman law

valorized Parisian norms in both language and social

practice. The infractions for which women were most

often punished became increasingly those perceived as

specific to a gendered female role: prostitution, ne-

glect of house or of children, and quarrelling. This

combination of economic, political, moral, and social

constriction increasingly forced women out of the

marketplace and into the increasingly dominant so-

cial unit, the household. Women began to find posi-

tions in trade and guilds closed off to them. In certain

places, Beguines, for example, came to be prohibited

from selling cloth. The refocusing of manufacture on

cottage households effectively diminished women’s

autonomy, submerging and subordinating their eco-

nomic activity within a domestic social unity now

perceived as headed by a male householder.
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BURIALS AND TOMBS
Funerary monuments provide some of the most visi-

ble material documents of the status of medieval

women. Guardians of family memory, women took

an active part in the commemoration of the deceased,

including the planning and design of tombs. Exam-

ples of female patronage and imagery survive from

almost every major medieval society. Because tombs

of the upper classes were more prominent, more pro-

tected, and more likely made of durable materials,

their burials are more easily documented than others.

Christian Rome and the Frankish Lands

In contrast with pre-Christian culture, aristocratic

women of Christian Rome were encouraged to take

a public role in constructing monuments, including

mausolea and chapels at saints’ burial sites. Such

funerary monuments were intended to reinforce

group identity, whether of relatives, social group,

or coreligionists. The empress regent Galla Placidia

(r. 425–437) constructed a mausoleum as part of the

palace chapel in Ravenna. Renowned for its mosaics,

the vaults are ornamented with starry skies and para-

disal foliage. Family status is suggested by the Good

Shepherd in imperial robes, and family origins by an

image of Vincent of Saragossa. If Galla Placidia

planned to be buried there, she did not achieve her

purpose, for she died in Rome in 450 and her burial

place is unknown.

The practise of burial ad sanctos, near the body of

a saint, transformed cities during the early Middle

Ages. Despite prohibitions against burials within

city walls, religious communities sought to keep relics

of their precious saints with them. The case of the

saintly Queen Radegund (d. 587) documents the

laments of the nuns who would not be able to tend

her grave outside of Poitiers, since they were not

allowed to leave their monastery. Eventually she was

translated to a church within the city walls. As relics

like hers were brought into urban churches, grave-

yards grew up surrounding church grounds. Well-

to-do families established burial chapels within mon-

asteries, a custom that endured past the Middle Ages.

Individuals who could afford epitaphs or decorated

tombs marked their resting places thus. Burial itself,

like that of Radegund, could include embalming with

herbs and spices in a linen shroud. Aristocrats were

richly attired when buried, accompanied by weapons

and luxury objects to indicate their status. On the

other hand, Gertrude of Nivelles (d. 659), a member

of the family that founded the Carolingian dynasty,

requested to be buried in her old hair shirt and a linen

veil left to her by a woman pilgrim. Such clothing

attested to the abbess’s humility, as well as to the

sanctity of the donor.

Theodechilde (d. c. 662–667), abbess of the double

monastery of Jouarre, was provided with an orna-

mental stone sarcophagus and an inscription celebrat-

ing her virtue. Using imagery traditional for women’s

monuments since early Christianity, the inscription

describes her inviting the nuns to meet the bride-

groom Christ as did the Wise Virgins (Matthew

25:1–13).

Iberia

Although tomb imagery was not always gender-

specific, especially in the early Middle Ages, such

themes were consistently associated with women.

Sancha, wife of Fernán González, first Count of

Castilla (d. c. 970), was buried in a late antique sar-

cophagus with a contemporary lid. Such reuse of

Eleanor of Aquitaine. Wife of Henry II and mother of
Richard I, the Lionhearted. Died 1204 in Fontevrault,
France. Tombs of the Plantagenet Kings. 13th c. Location:
Abbey, Fontevrault, France. Credit: Erich Lessing / Art
Resource, NY.
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older sarcophagi was frequent. To emphasize her

status as wife, the portrait of a couple on her tomb

was recarved with Sancha and Fernando’s features.

More individualized monuments developed from the

late eleventh century onward. The sarcophagus of the

Aragonese princess, Doña Sancha (d. 1096), was

sculptured to depict her rank and expected salvation.

Her soul appears as a nude child ascending to heaven,

flanked by clergy and an image of Sancha herself

enthroned with her sisters. They were eventually

buried in the same sarcophagus at the convent she

founded. On the back of the tomb are scenes of men

in combat, which may refer to the Reconquest, but

also to the struggle of virtue with vice.

The sarcophagus of Queen Blanca of Navarra,

who died as a result of childbirth in 1156, is notable

for its particularly rich expression of female experi-

ence. The queen is shown in her deathbed attended by

angels who lift her soul, as if a newborn child, to-

wards Christ on the lid above. On either side are male

and female mourners, including her grief-stricken

husband. It was in the Spanish kingdoms that tombs

frequently depicted the death and burial of heroic

or beloved figures with mourners lamenting their

loss. Biblical imagery included the Visitation, the

Adoration of the Magi, the Judgment of Solomon,

the Massacre of the Innocents, Mary lamenting

Jesus’s crucifixion, and the Wise and Foolish Virgins.

The woman’s value as mother, intercessor, and pro-

tector of family interests is illustrated there. Blanca

was interred in the Navarrese royal pantheon in

Nájera, while her husband, Sancho (d. 1158), was

laid to rest in Castilian Toledo. Their deceased infants

were buried in Soria (Castilla); only one, Alfonso

VIII, survived to maturity.

Queens and Empresses

As with Blanca, queens were not necessarily buried

with their kings, but could exercise different preroga-

tives, depending upon circumstances and ambition.

While ten Byzantine empresses from the fourth

through the eleventh centuries shared their husbands’

sarcophagi at the Church of the Holy Apostles in

Constantinople, the same number had their own

tombs. Several twelfth-century Crusader kings of

Jerusalem found burial within the Church of the

Holy Sepulcher, at the tomb of Jesus. Some Crusader

queens (Morphia, d. before 1129, and her daughter

Melisende, d. 1161) were interred in a corresponding

situation, at the Church of Our Lady in Jehosaphat,

where a cenotaph honored the Virgin Mary. It had

been assumed that many French queens were

‘‘excluded’’ from the royal resting place of Saint-

Denis, but recent research indicates a separate reginal

tradition there, as in England. Several, such as Ade-

laide of Maurienne (d. 1154), chose to be buried at

monasteries they supported.

In other instances, women were the instigators in

establishing and maintaining family monuments

consolidating, at the same time, political claims.

Fernando I (d. 1065), was persuaded by his queen,

Sancha (d. 1067), to abandon his Castilian family’s

burial site in favor of her more prestigious royal

pantheon in San Isidoro in León. Their granddaugh-

ter, Queen Urraca (d. 1126), commissioned frescoes

for the crypt, including her grandparents kneeling

at the Crucifixion. In contrast with the splendidly

painted ceiling, the tombs themselves are undeco-

rated. Around 1200, Eleanor of Aquitaine probably

commissioned the innovative effigies of her second

husband, Henry II of England (d. 1189), their son

Richard I (d. 1199), and herself (d. 1204) at the con-

vent of Fontevraud in the Aquitaine. These are

among the earliest surviving life-size sculptured effi-

gies. Although the kings are shown lying in state,

Eleanor is alive and reading a book, a frequent attri-

bute of aristocratic women.

Family and Territory

In the Low Countries and England between the thir-

teenth and fifteenth centuries, the tomb of kinship

developed as a means to articulate familial identity

and establish territorial hegemony. Typically, these

monuments displayed an effigy of the occupant

accompanied by members of the family, alive or de-

ceased. Unlike Spanish examples, these figures do not

participate in the funeral but are arranged on the

tomb chest, in a hierarchy reflecting family history

or relationships, identified by inscriptions, heraldic

devices, or dress. The tomb of Queen Philippa of

Hainault (d. 1369) exemplifies this genre. Consort of

Edward III, she articulated English ambitions to

claim the French throne and perhaps also to Hainault

and Holland in the design of her tomb. Her most

important male kin, all regents, appear at the head

and foot of the tomb, with her children and their

spouses along the sides. As these examples illustrate,

funerary monuments consistently provided noble

women an instrument by which to commemorate

their role as procreators and promotors of family

consciousness.

ELIZABETH VALDEZ DEL ÁLAMO
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BUSINESS
It is possible to trace women’s participation in busi-

ness in cities and towns, as lead investors in commer-

cial and artisan industrial enterprises, as masters

apprenticing assistants in some few guilds, and as

real estate investors, among other occupations.

Women were also household managers, procuresses

of brothels, and simple market sellers, or shop-

keepers. In rural areas women managed large estates

in the absence of their men, and in the peasant con-

text, peasant widows might succeed, as they did in

medieval Provence, to the powers of patria potestas,

the paternal authority enjoyed by their late husbands,

as household heads.

In some instances husbands and wives worked to-

gether in the family enterprise. Certainly this was true

in an agricultural context where men did major field-

work, and women gardened and tended to household

and child-rearing chores closer to the homestead. It

was also the case in artisan industry and commerce

that women might work with their husbands. At times

wives had independent business careers. Margery

Kempe ran brewing and wheat-milling establishments

though her husband was a successful merchant in

Lynne. Women owned their own shops in the wool

industry in Barcelona in the early fourteenth century.

Women of modest station sold foodstuffs, often fruits

and vegetables, in urban market squares, setting up

collapsible stands daily. Widows of artisans and mer-

chants might direct businesses that they inherited

from their late husbands. Noble heiresses and wives

of nobles away on military or other matters ran large

rural estates, and a few noble women, such as the

twelfth-century vicountess Ermengard of Narbonne,
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directed lordships where political, economic, and

legal responsibilities were intertwined. Although not

as owners, abbesses administered their monasteries,

managing economics and politics on a high level. On

the other hand, there is some evidence that women

inherited commercial tools and commercial spaces

such as breweries; occupations could be passed

down from one generation to the next.

The legal agency of women in business varied geo-

graphically across Europe. The married woman of

northern Europe and Britain was legally a feme cov-

erte, engaging in business only under the supervision

and legal responsibility of her husband. On the other

hand, the feme sole was empowered to engage in

business on her own. In the German law of the Sach-

senpiegel (Saxon Mirror), husbands acted as guar-

dians of their wives’ goods, limiting business control.

However, according to Les Etablissements de Saint

Louis (The Establishments of St. Louis), a married

tradeswoman in northern France could defend herself

legally in affairs involving her own business. In some

Italian cities, such as Lucca, married women needed

the consent of their husbands and close male relatives

to sell or dispose of property. In southern France,

Roman law allowed women to forgo legal protection,

under the authority of the Senatusconsultum Velleia-

num, which theoretically prevented women from as-

suming legal engagements on behalf of others. This

carved out greater legal agency for women, laying

the foundation for their involvement in business. In

Mediterranean Europe women invested in commer-

cial partnerships, frequently as investors; they rarely

functioned as traveling merchants.

Typically, women were most often present in the

textile and food sectors of the medieval economy. In

1270 Etienne Boilieau noted five guilds in northern

France related to the silk industry that were female-

dominated. The Parisian Books of the Taille, tax

records with seven levies extending over the period

1292–1313, reveal women in 172 occupations in 1292

and in 130 in 1313, about half the representation of

men in both instances. Women were noted in money

changing, jewelry production, mercery (ribbons,

accessories, fabric adornments), in clothing produc-

tion, as artists and scribes, as keepers of taverns, as

peddlers, and others. Women of the Mediterranean

world participated in similar activities. Genoese noble-

women directed themanufacture of gold thread. In the

late Middle Ages, women of London enjoyed partici-

pation in the silk industry. In Ghent women served as

moneychangers, lenders, innkeepers, and cloth whole-

salers. Women were excluded from the notariate and

from the law, and their participation in medicine was

limited and officially prohibited in the later Middle

Ages, as medicine became university-based in training,

though the presence of women in the care of the sick

and in folk remedies persisted.

In all of these capacities, women would appear to

be business ‘‘owners.’’ While women’s economic in-

volvement in the Middle Ages was not a direct paral-

lel of men’s roles, women were well integrated into the

local business community and conspicuous within the

urban and rural economies of western Europe.

Women found ways of operating independently and

benefited from their extended networks of family and

friends. More research would be useful in those areas

of Europe in which the laws seem to limit business

activities of women to determine whether practice

followed the prescriptions of statute and law code.

KATHRYN REYERSON
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BYZANTIUM
Although Byzantine society was undeniably patriar-

chal, attitudes toward women were ambivalent. They

were arguably a marginalised group, strictly con-

trolled within a patriarchal framework, and if there

was no seclusion per se, at least separation of the

genders was ideologically considered a norm. In theo-

ry women, as the inferior sex, were supposed to be

seldom seen and never heard in public. They were

denied the power of giving instruction in church and

debarred from all priestly functions. Nevertheless, the

church acknowledged that women were spiritually

equal to men, and there were many well-known fe-

male martyrs and saints, while the Theotokos (the

‘Mother of God’) was always a central figure in the

devotion of both men and women and was seen as

the mediator between humanity and Christ. The icon

of the Theotokos holding the Christ child, known

as the Hodegetria, was one of the holiest relics in

Constantinople. While virginity was considered to be

a primary virtue for both men and women, unless

women entered the monastic life their major functions

were expected to be marriage and the procreation of

children. Motherhood was exalted in the cult of the

Theotokos and infertility was thought to be a curse.
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Gynaikonitis

It is increasingly clear, however, that women were

not ‘‘secluded’’ in the Byzantine world, though,

conventionally, they were supposed to lead quiet

lives at home. The gynaikonitis (women’s quarters),

which was a feature of the palace and noble homes,

was not an area to which women were restricted, but

one where the women of the family could enjoy some

privacy and pursue their normal occupations, such as

spinning and weaving. It was generally staffed with

eunuchs; males were not excluded, but those from

outside the immediate family would not enter without

invitation. ‘‘Respectable’’ women from the higher

socio-economic class were clearly privileged enough

to be able to stay at home and delegate activities

outside the household to servants and retainers. The

majority of the female population, however, which

could include anything from housewives and small-

scale retailers to prostitutes, maintained a ubiquitous

presence on the streets of Constantinople as part of

their daily routine. Some women had to work outside

the house as a matter of course, and women generally

would leave their homes to shop, attend church ser-

vices, visit the baths or relatives, and participate in

festivals and saints’ days. We even know of girls and

upper-class women (‘‘women who had never before

left the gynaikonitis’’) taking part in a spontaneous

street riot, when the empress Zoe was threatened with

tonsure and exile by her adopted nephew Michael V

in April 1042:

I myself saw many women, whom nobody till then had
seen outside the women’s quarters, appearing in public
and shouting and beating their breasts and lamenting
terribly at the empress’s misfortune, but the rest were
borne along like Maenads, and they formed no small
band to oppose the offender. . . . (Michael Psellos,
Chronographia, 5.26)

While the gynaikonitis in the palace certainly did

not involve harem-like seclusion, on a number of

occasions it was the site of conspiracy and intrigue:

the murders of Nikephoros II Phokas and Romanos

III Argyros were plotted there by their wives, and

Theodora, wife of Justinian, was said to have hidden

the heretic patriarch Anthimos in her quarters unsus-

pected for twelve years. While the story is certainly

apocryphal, it conveys the popular perception of

the size and secrecy, as well as the qualities of mys-

tery and intrigue, seen as belonging to the imperial

gynaikonitis.

In Byzantium, aristocratic women could be shop-

owners or supervise a workshop in the basement of

their house, and women were deeply involved in retail

trade and could be bakers, cooks, innkeepers, bath

keepers, washerwomen, gynaecologists, midwives,

dancers, prostitutes, weavers, matchmakers and sor-

cerers, or silk-workers. In the fourteenth century most

of the sellers in the markets of Constantinople were

women. Aristocratic women could be extremely

wealthy in their own right: Danielis, a widow from

Patras, in the ninth century, controlled ‘‘not a small

part of the Peloponnese,’’ and reportedly owned in-

numerable slaves, three thousand of whom were freed

and settled in southern Italy. Such women were

expected to take an active role in the maintenance of

their household and supervision of family, servants,

and property. Byzantine women had very important

rights: a woman possessed her dowry, and daughters

could inherit equally with their brothers in cases of

intestate succession; widows were left as guardians of

their children, and women appeared in court to pres-

ent their own cases for property disputes and control

of dowries.

Empresses

It has been widely accepted that there was segregation

of men and women at court, at least before the period

of the Komnenoi (1081–1185 CE), and that it was

customary for men and women to be separated for

ceremonial purposes such as receptions and banquets.

Certainly the empress possessed her own court where

she would preside over her own ceremonial sphere,

consisting of the wives of officials of the state

hierarchy. These women were granted court titles

corresponding to those of their husbands, such as

magistrissai, patrikiai, protospathariai, and kandida-

tissai (magistrissai were the wives of courtiers with

the rank magistros, for example), and their public

lives revolved around that of the empress. The need

for an empress to oversee a court ceremonial sphere

for women was generally accepted, and even validated

Leo VI’s third marriage to Eudokia Baiane in 900,

which was technically illegal, because the women of

the court needed an empress. Males and females at

court shared the same space at least some of the time.

In the time of Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos, the

most eminent patrician woman (the zoste patrikia)

ranked fourth in honour in the seating at imperial

banquets, even if other women were notably absent

from the guest lists for imperial banquets in the ninth

and tenth centuries. Given a possible total of some

two thousand male courtiers at the end of the ninth

century, we have to postulate the existence of a pro-

portionate number of ‘‘socially invisible’’ wives, who

would have maintained a presence at specific imperial
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functions centred around the empress. The empress,

when she travelled, could be accompanied by a vast

retinue: Theodora, the wife of Justinian, was accom-

panied by no less than four thousand attendants when

she visited the spa at Pythion, though her escort

included some of the emperor’s officials and not mere-

ly her own. It was even possible for an empress-

consort to transcend gender boundaries, like Eu-

phrosyne, the wife of Alexios III (1195–1203), who

was considered by the historian Choniates to go to

unacceptable extremes in holding her own court, at

which not merely the wives of dignitaries, but all the

dignitaries themselves had to pay her homage.

In the Byzantine empire, power was technically

vested in the emperor. Nevertheless, a number of

empresses played an important part in government

and even took control of the empire when appropri-

ate. Most commonly empresses came to power as

regents for young sons, but not all regents were

ready to step aside: Irene had her son Constantine

VI blinded so that she could stay in power, and

Eudokia Makrembolitissa was appointed as regent

for her son Michael VII Doukas, even though he

was technically of age. Co-ruling regents were official-

ly acknowledged on coins, in acclamations, and in

dating formulas, although generally (but not always)

yielding precedence to the young emperor. Empresses

could also, in exceptional circumstances, rule in their

own right, though it was considered more normal that

they should take the opportunity to choose a husband

and make him emperor. Empresses also possessed

power as consorts, but in these circumstances they

were naturally bound by the wishes and tempera-

ments of their husbands. The principle of collegiality,

however, ensured that in certain cases they were seen

almost as co-rulers. An empress interested in politics

was able to interview ministers, clerics, and foreign

ambassadors without reference to her husband, and

correspond privately with world leaders. While the

empress primarily presided in her own ceremonial

sphere, she also could be present at court banquets,

audiences, and the reception of envoys, as well as

taking part in processions and in services in the city’s

churches; one of her main duties was the reception of

the wives of foreign rulers and heads of state. Nor were

empresses restricted to the capital: empress-consorts

also accompanied their husbands on campaign.

Upon the death of an emperor without a nomi-

nated heir, the empress had the power to transfer the

throne to a new incumbent, generally by marrying

him. Zoe Porphyrogenneta, the heir to the throne in

her own right, did so four times, legitimising the

rule of three husbands and an adopted son. But

widowed empress-consorts who had no blood tie

with the dynasty were still able to determine the

imperial succession, and it was usual but not neces-

sary for the empress to marry this new candidate.

Empresses ruled in the same way as emperors: they

presided over the court, appointed officials, issued

decrees, settled lawsuits, received ambassadors and

heads of state, fulfilled the emperor’s ceremonial

role, and made decisions on matters of financial and

foreign policy. They were, however, disadvantaged in

not being able to lead an army.

Brides

In Byzantium, beauty was considered of great impor-

tance in young girls and a criterion for consideration

as a bride even at an imperial level. Between 788 and

882, bride-shows were held five times to select a bride

for the heir to the empire. Commissioners were sent

out with a picture (lavraton) which portrayed an im-

perial ideal and had to compare the girls’ faces to this

ideal portrait, measure their height against an ideal

measure, and check their feet against an ideal shoe

size. The finalists were brought to the imperial palace

where the heir to the throne would choose between

them. In these bride-shows the background and fami-

ly of the girls involved were not a primary consider-

ation, and it is possible that this practice was

instituted to avoid pressure from aristocratic families

who wanted a daughter chosen as empress. Aristo-

cratic Byzantine women were very aware of their

family background, as is shown increasingly in their

nomenclature, as they did not need to take the name

of their husband or of their father. By the late twelfth

century, women, like men, openly displayed all their

family connections (such as Irene-Euphrosyne Kom-

nene Doukaina Philanthropene Kantakouzene, an

otherwise unknown nun who died c. 1202), and it

was customary for empresses to retain their family

name as empress.

Prostitution

Prostitution was endemic in the capital. Both Justi-

nian and Michael IV established ‘‘homes’’ for women

who wanted to escape from such a life, and Justinian

instituted heavy penalties for those who entrapped

young girls in prostitution. Nevertheless prostitutes

could be encountered on the streets at all periods of

Byzantine history, particularly in organised brothels,

public baths, inns, and hippodromes, and took part in

street festivals and riots. Theatrical performers such

as circus artists and actresses were also expected to
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provide sexual services: Theodora, wife of the emper-

or Justinian, was a circus artist before her marriage.

Prostitutes and mistresses were also a feature of life at

court at most periods, and mistresses could be openly

paraded as alternative empresses. Imperial mistresses

would normally generate little more than lampoons in

the street, but Constantine IX Monomachos’ passion

for his mistress, Skleraina, nearly led to a public riot

and his deposition in March 1044 because the people

feared for the safety of the elderly empress Zoe, whom

they thought he intended to divorce or exile in favour

of Skleraina.

Authors and Patrons

Women could play an important role as abbesses and

nuns, and noble ladies founded monasteries and acted

as patrons of literature. Female literacy was primarily

confined to a reading knowledge of the Bible and

certain saints’ lives, but Byzantium did produce

some exceptional female writers. One was the abbess

Kassia, a poet and hymnographer of the ninth centu-

ry who, in her nonliturgical poems, gives us unvar-

nished observations on friendship, beauty, women,

good and bad fortune, the rich and the poor, and

vices such as envy and stupidity. Another was the

historian Anna Komnene, eldest daughter of the em-

peror Alexios I Komnenos, who had enjoyed an ex-

ceptional education and wrote a biography of her

father, the Alexiad, in the first half of the twelfth

century.

LYNDA GARLAND
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C
CAESAREAN SECTION
The term Caesarean birth was not used before the

Renaissance (François Rousset, the surgeon, origi-

nated it in his 1581 treatise on the operation), but

the surgical extraction of fetuses had already been

attested in ancient Rome. Pliny the Elder (23–79

CE), in his Natural History, connected surgical birth

to the family name Caesar, and his remarks led to the

mistaken assumption that Julius Caesar (d. 44 BCE)

had been born that way.

The operation was almost exclusively performed

post mortem in order to save the child of a woman

who had died during the birth. This fact probably

explains why ancient medical authorities did not men-

tion the operation in their treatises. In the Middle

Ages the first mentions of Caesarean births occur

toward the end of the twelfth century. They do not

come from medical texts but from decrees issued at

various church councils. It appears that Odo of Sully,

bishop of Paris from 1196 to 1208, was the first

Church official to recommend that women who had

died during childbirth should be cut open if the child

was believed to still be alive. The Council of Canter-

bury (1236) made the same recommendation, adding

that the mother’s mouth should be held open during

the procedure to supply the fetus with breath and that

a midwife should have water at the ready for an

emergency baptism. The problematic nature of

making decisions at such a critical moment is drama-

tized by a decree of the Council of Trèves (1310),

which states that, if the child dies right after the

extraction (before being baptized), it will have to be

buried in unconsecrated ground. If, however, it dies

while still in the mother’s womb, both of them can be

buried in consecrated ground. In all these texts it is

assumed that midwives perform Caesareans.

The first physician to mention Caesareans was

Bernard of Gordon in his 1305 Practica sive lilium

medicinae (The practice or the lily of medicine). Here

he tells novice obstetricians of the possibility that a

fetus may be kept alive after the mother’s death in

childbirth through the air in her arteries. If this hap-

pens, as quickly as possible the child should be

extracted through an incision in the mother’s abdo-

men, while her mouth and cervix are held open. Ber-

nard must have received this advice from midwives,

since no ancient textual tradition on Caesareans

existed. While Bernard addressed male physicians,

Guy de Chauliac, in his famous Grande Chirurgie

(Great Surgery) of 1363, spoke to midwives in the

context of Caesareans. His prescriptions for Caesar-

eans are similar to Bernard’s, except that he specifies

the mother’s left side for the incision.

Piero d’Argellata (d. 1423) was the first male phy-

sician to describe his own performance of a Caesarean

in his Chirurgia (Surgery). He specified that he used

a razor and made the incision along the mother’s linea

alba. It is not until Rousset in 1581 that we find

a physician who claims that mothers survived a

Caesarean. But Rousset’s contemporaries doubted

his accounts.

Images of Caesarean births can be found primarily

in depictions of Julius Caesar’s birth, especially in

later manuscripts of the early-thirteenth-century
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Faits des Romains (Deeds of the Romans) and some

other accounts of Roman history, but for the most

part not in the illustrations of medical texts. In some

manuscripts of these Roman histories, a curved knife

is shown as appropriate for the operation; the mother

usually lies lifeless in a splendid bed, while attendants

bathe the newborn. Interestingly, in the images dating

from before 1400, midwives are shown as performing

Caesareans, while later manuscripts show male phy-

sicians. This changeover corresponds to the indica-

tions in the medical texts where we find the first

accounts of male participation in the operation in

the fifteenth century. The professionalization of med-

icine and the exclusion of women from universities

explain the growing absence of midwives from

surgical births.

In addition to Julius Casear, other personages were

believed to have been born by Caesareans. The

twelfth-century German poet Eilhart claimed that

Tristan had been born that way, and some German

kings had the same legend attached to them. Especial-

ly striking are the late medieval images of Antichrist’s

birth by Caesarean, a tradition that cannot be found

in any corresponding texts. The artists who chose to

depict Antichrist’s birth in this way probably wanted

to highlight the unnaturalness of his birth and of his

subsequent nefarious actions. But the Virgin Mary

also performed Caesareans, as a number of miracle

accounts attest. Today almost routine, Caesareans

signaled a special destiny throughout the medieval

period.

RENATE BLUMENFELD-KOSINSKI
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CANONESSES
The term canoness first appears in the Latin West

in the eighth century, although it had been used in

the East to identify Christian women who held a

special place in the life of the church—most likely as

widows and virgins—from at least the fourth century.

The origins of the term are obscure; perhaps it derived

from the women’s adherence to a rule, or canon, or

perhaps it reflects their presence on the church’s reg-

ister, signaling their reliance on the church for mate-

rial support. By the early Middle Ages, however,

canonesses were generally recognized as women who

had adopted the religious life and who lived in com-

munity, but yet differed from nuns in several impor-

tant respects: they made no permanent vows, and thus

could leave the community whenever they wished;

they did not relinquish private property upon entering

the community and even maintained separate resi-

dences and servants; they wore secular clothing rather

Birth of Julius Caesar. Julius Caesar is born by Caesarian
section: a midwife lifts the mature-looking baby out of an
incision in the mother’s uterus. Shelfmark ID: Roy.16.G.
VII. Folio No: 219. Min. Location: British Library,
London, Great Britain. Credit: HIP / Art Resource, NY.
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than the black habit of Benedictine nuns; and they

performed various public duties, largely freeing them

from the requirement of claustration. Yet despite

these differences, it is often difficult in practice to

distinguish between nuns and canonesses during the

early period, particularly given the tendency in the

sources to refer to both as sanctimoniales.

With the reorganization of the Carolingian church

in the eighth and early ninth centuries, attempts were

made to impose order on the religious life and to

subject all those who professed it to a recognized

rule. Religious women were offered a choice, accord-

ing to the late-eighth-century Council of Frankfurt,

between the regular life in accordance with the Bene-

dictine Rule and the canonical life. Some years later,

at the Council of Aachen (816), the reformer Benedict

of Aniane sought to bring the lives of canonesses

more in line with monastic observance, requiring

increased claustration, the veiling of canonesses, and

limiting the women’s contact with members of the

opposite sex—even their priests. The rule for canon-

esses that resulted, the Institutio Sanctimonialium,

comprised twenty-eight canons and combined selec-

tions from the writings of the Fathers with stipula-

tions concerning the life of the community. However,

the fact that the Institutio survives in only a few ninth-

century copies suggests that it may not have been

widely followed. Canonesses continued to maintain

their distinctive way of life, as records from the

period attest.

Communities of canonesses reached their apogee

in Germany during the ninth and tenth centuries,

when a series of new foundations with strong ties to

the imperial court were established. The women of

these communities, who came from noble families,

maintained their power and prestige within the com-

munity and were active beyond its walls as well.

Under the late-tenth-century rule of abbess Gerberga

II, a niece of Otto I, the community at Gandersheim

developed into an enormously powerful and indepen-

dent house, with its own courts, the power to mint

coins, a representative at the imperial assembly, and

the right to direct protection from the pope. Gander-

sheim was also, like many houses of canonesses, a

center of learning where daughters of the aristocracy

could gain an education. The Latin writings of Hrots-

vit of Gandersheim demonstrate her knowledge of a

range of classical and medieval authors and reflect the

richness of the community’s library. Other commu-

nities, like Chelles, where Charlemagne’s sister Gisela

was abbess, were active in book production and in-

cluded female scribes amongst their number.

By the middle of the eleventh century, reformers,

concerned to rid the church of perceived corruption,

once again turned their attention to houses of

canonesses, denouncing the canonical way of life as

degenerate. As with their criticism of unreformed or

‘‘secular’’ canons, these reformers focused on canon-

esses’ ownership of private property, their rejection of

a common dormitory, and their failure to live accord-

ing to a recognized rule. Criticism of canonesses was

renewed at the Second Lateran Council (1139) and,

less than ten years later, at the Council of Rheims

(1148). In response, many houses of canonesses

adopted the Rule of Augustine and are known as

‘‘regular’’ rather than ‘‘secular’’ canonesses. As re-

form enthusiasm spread through the eleventh and

twelfth centuries, many newly founded communities

also adopted the Augustinian Rule, which, unlike the

Benedictine Rule, included a version addressed specif-

ically to women. In many cases, these reformed Au-

gustinian houses maintained close ties with houses of

canons, who as priests provided them with much-

needed pastoral care. By the middle of the twelfth

century, Augustinian houses were at the forefront of

reform. However, canonesses in these communities

were increasingly similar to nuns. Of the secular can-

onesses, with their traditions of independence and

erudition, Jacques de Vitry scoffed in the early thir-

teenth century that they ‘‘prefer the nobility of the

world to nobility of manners and religion.’’

FIONA J. GRIFFITHS
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CANONIZATION OF SAINTS
To canonize someone is to put him or her on a list

(canon) of those who are now in heaven. The Roman

Catholic Church declares a person a saint to confirm

that he or she is indeed among the blessed and can,
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therefore, be so venerated and can be asked to inter-

cede before God. While the current process of canon-

ization is under the authority of the pope, the

procedure developed slowly in the Middle Ages. The

process or cause involved both miracles and a holy

way of life, since canonization acknowledges the

saint’s presence at the throne of God and affirms

the saint’s conduct on earth as worthy of imitation.

Martyrs and Confessors

For the first thousand years of Christianity there was

no uniform method of making saints, or even a for-

mal process. While St. Paul used the word saint

simply to designate members of the Christian com-

munities, the term quickly became associated with

Christian martyrs, who were compared to Jesus, the

first martyr. To die for the faith was deemed the

ultimate sacrifice, which required no further evidence

of the person’s sanctity. Individual churches declared

their heroes to be among the martyrs. By the third

century the Christian communities inscribed them in

martyrologies. When the era of the persecutions

ended in 313 with the Edict of Milan, the liturgical

significance of the martyrs rapidly expanded. The

literature which recorded and embellished their heroic

deaths—in the Acts, Passions, and letters—became

part of the communal worship, which included trans-

lations of the martyr’s remains to a shrine or church.

After Constantine the new ‘‘martyr’’ was the ‘‘con-

fessor,’’ another kind of hero who suffered by com-

bating heretics and schismatics. Chief among these

were the doctors of the Church, such as Jerome,

Ambrose, Basil, and Augustine. Another type of mar-

tyr was the ascetic who practiced heroic virtue in the

desert or in a monastery. Some of these ascetics

became saints not by any juridical pronouncement

of the clergy, but simply by the ‘‘voice of the people.’’

The name of the servant of God was often

incorporated into the Mass, martyrologies, proces-

sions, pilgrimages, and prayers of petition. In the

liturgy and sometimes in written Lives the saint’s

feast was celebrated on his or her ‘‘birthday,’’ the

day of death and entrance into heaven. Sanctity was

largely local, although a few saints were known over

wide areas. The reputation of some were disseminated

by biographies, such as Athanasius’ Life of Anthony

and Sulpicius Severus’ Life of Martin of Tours

(d. c. 397). Saints’ vitae became a literary genre, as

the tales came to develop certain common character-

istics, as would be expected, since the prototype

‘‘saint’’ was Christ. Hence certain aspects of a saint’s

career were taken from scripture.

In the fourth and fifth centuries the veneration of

saints was closely tied to their tombs and to the

miracles attributed to them after their deaths. This

association of tomb and miracle accelerated with the

conversion of the German peoples, who were particu-

larly attracted to holy relics. The body of a saint was a

locus of divine power. While the saint as an archetype

of virtue was, to be sure, never forgotten, the servant

of God’s role as a powerful intercessor before the

Almighty became paramount. The faithful appealed

to the saint for military victories, good crops, protec-

tion from danger, and, above all, cures from physical

ailments. Particularly influential in promoting the lit-

erary image of the saint as thaumaturge and interces-

sor was Pope Gregory the Great’s (d. 604) biography

of Saint Benedict of Nursia in his Dialogues.

Issues of Control

After the sixth century the role of the bishops over

saints’ cults increased, as they gained more control

Pinturicchio (1454–1513) Canonization of Saint Catherine
of Siena: scenes from the life of Pope Pius II. Location:
Duomo, Siena, Italy. Credit: Scala / Art Resource, NY.
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over the translations of saints’ relics and the approval

of new ones. The word saint was increasingly applied

to those whose names appeared in the liturgical calen-

dars. Monasteries in particular often promoted their

own saints’ cults, along with biographies that often

made use of folklore. Carolingian councils attempted

to impose some order on the proliferation of relics

and translations. It was perhaps inevitable that the

bishops of Rome would become more involved in the

recognition of saints as the papacy grew in impor-

tance after the tenth century.

The first papal canonization occurred in Rome in

993, when Pope John XV proclaimed Bishop Ulric of

Augsburg a saint. Gregory VII insisted on the excep-

tional sanctity of some previous pontiffs, and by the

late twelfth century some popes claimed the right of

the Roman Church to canonize and to translate the

bodies of saints. As the causes of saints increased, so

did the juridical basis of papal pronouncements. In-

nocent III explicitly related his power to make saints

to his fullness of power. Prelates throughout Europe

asked the Roman Church to canonize local servants

of God. When, in 1234, the Decretals of Gregory IX

made the right of canonization a papal reservation,

episcopal canonization quickly disappeared.

Centralization

During the thirteenth century the papacy developed

procedures to evaluate the proofs of a person’s sanc-

tity, which largely meant assessing the validity of

miracles performed in the saint’s name. The Curia

often requested, moreover, a written vita to attest to

the holy person’s virtue. Thomas of Celano’s Life of

Francis of Assisi is a case in point. The request for

canonization often came from religious commu-

nities—or even from an entire order—and civic

authorities, both lay and ecclesiastic, as well as from

bishops. The involvement of these groups was often

necessary to obtain a favorable verdict from Rome, as

the cost of pursuing a cause soared. The need for

written evidence of the servant of God’s virtues was

not only for saints long deceased, but also for recent

saints. The petitioner, who initiated the cause with the

approval of the local bishop, appointed a postulator,

who made a report on his investigation of the saint’s

life. The assessment of the miracles performed at the

saint’s tomb, or from a distance, involved numerous

witnesses who testified on the servant of God’s behalf.

The vitae and legends (stories intended to be read

aloud) of the saints were often compiled and

distributed. An example is the famous Golden Legend

(1260), compiled by the Dominican Jacobus of

Voragine. These accounts of the saints became increas-

ingly important in papal canonizations. By the early

fourteenth century the process of canonization was

established, whereby the commission of inquiry made

its report to a commission of three cardinals, who in

turn made their recommendation to the holy see.

The canonization of saints in the High Middle

Ages should be viewed not only as a juridical proce-

dure, but as an integral part of social life. Christians

looked upon saints as being living members of the

Church, which included the heavenly and the earthly.

Saints permeated every aspect of religious life, as

intercessors, patrons, objects of pilgrimages and pro-

cessions, models of behavior, and liturgical activities.

The process of canonization gives the historian

an insight into the changing patterns of spirituality,

theology, and moral expectations.

THOMAS RENNA
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CAPTIVITY AND RANSOM
Rarely featured in chronicle accounts or chansons de

geste, though sometimes found in miracle stories,

most medieval captives were in fact women. Often

spared along with children in siege capitulations,

women could also be taken captive from civilian

camps near battlefields.

It was seen as self-evident that captive women were

raped. For most women, survival in captivity or the

chance of being ransomed depended mainly on beau-

ty and/or high rank. As women commanded lower
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ransoms than men, there was less incentive to keep

female captives alive. Nonetheless, a captor might

guard a beautiful or high-ranking captive and her

virtue in hopes of upping her price. On the other

hand, women’s lower valuation facilitated their re-

demption from captivity.

Another survival mechanism was to marry into the

opposing camp, frequently documented for female

captives in Muslim sources. From both the Muslim

and Christian perspective, a woman who fell into

opposing hands faced a fate worse than death;

women were expected to prefer death to sexual de-

filement. Jewish law differed in assuming that female

captives were unable to remain sexually pure, thus

allowing them to be reintegrated into their commu-

nities. Eastern Jewish marriage contracts contained

clauses obligating a husband to redeem a captive wife.

Wives or daughters of important men could find

themselves used as hostages in treaty agreements.

This practice, prohibited in Spanish municipal law,

is attested in the Latin East, where Baldwin II used his

daughter as a hostage.

Even if ransomed, this by no means ended the tri-

bulations of female captives. Reentry into their former

societies was economically and socially difficult.

YVONNE FRIEDMAN
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CASTLES AND PALACES
Scholars of medieval castles and palaces have tradi-

tionally been silent on questions of gender and

women. Palaces have acted as the backdrop to studies

of court bureaucracy or constitutional history peo-

pled almost entirely by ‘‘great men,’’ while castles

have been studied almost exclusively in terms of

defense and warfare. From the early 1990s, however,

analyses of domestic space in particular have put

gender firmly on the historical agenda, and even

where documentary sources are lacking, the complex-

ity of interior patterns of access in high-status domes-

tic architecture is recognized as having gendered

significance. Yet European coverage remains patchy

even where making women ‘‘visible’’ is concerned.

For example, French high-status architecture has

been subjected to meticulous scholarly analysis, but

the apartments of French royal women have yet to

receive detailed attention.

Although castles are now recognized as complex

structures of which defense was just one facet, most

people could confidently put forward a definition.

‘‘Palaces’’ are rather more problematic. Though the

earliest surviving written reference in England dates

to the late tenth century, and the concept was familiar

in Europe from c. 800, only a tiny number of royal

residences were referred to as such during the Middle

Ages. Consequently, scholars have tended to reserve

the term for the noncastle residences of the crown and

higher nobility. Yet such distinctions were probably

less clear-cut to contemporaries. Even the Tower of

London, clearly a fortress, encompassed suites of

well-appointed royal apartments. Compared with

most castles, palaces generally did not emphasize

defense. However, in regard to domestic space, the

terms can be used interchangeably.

Late medieval palaces reemerged as a field of study

in the early 1990s, and attention was paid to the in-

volvement of royal women. In particular the influence

of foreign-born queens consort on the development of

English palatial architecture was hypothesized. To

paraphrase O’Keeffe, such narratives reveal not the

story of palaces, but a story of the construction of

palaces, and although women were now included in

that story there was little explicit discussion of gender.

Parallel developments can be seen in castle studies.

Valuable works have been, and still are, produced

that include whole chapters on women as castellans

and defenders. However, few explicitly address gender

as part of the overall narrative, or acknowledge the

role of architecture in its social construction. A signifi-

cant proportion of female Irish castle-builders or own-

ers, for example Rohesia de Verdun (d. 1247), seem to

have flouted gender stereotypes generally, and it has
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been suggested that active involvement with castles

might have influenced women’s gender identities—a

proposal that would repay further study.

The idea that architecture not only replicates but

also constructs gender ideologies is not new. In the

1980s, high-status late Anglo-Saxon planning—nota-

bly the communal hall—was considered to be symp-

tomatic of a relatively egalitarian social structure.

That is, the comparatively unsegregated space of the

hall both reflected and actively encouraged greater

access to power for women and other less advantaged

groups. This premise has since been disputed. Con-

comitantly the ‘‘retreat’’ from such communal spaces,

represented by the establishment of separate house-

holds for noblemen and women by the early thir-

teenth century, has been read as evidence of a

decline in women’s status. However, the meaning of

such segregation has now been problematized. Many

interpretations center on contemporary ideas about

the female body. The French surgeon Henri de

Mondeville (1260–1320), for example, proposed that

‘‘interior space...is a feminine place; for the first dwell-

ing-place of man is buried deep in the secret places of

women’’ (Gilchrist). Scholars have recently correlated

these ideas with the architecture of public and private

space. More generally, women’s association with

the most ‘‘private’’ areas of castles and palaces is no

longer equated solely with political and social margin-

alization. The household of Eleanor of Provence

(d. 1291), for example, seems to have afforded her a

unique power base during the factional struggles of

the Lusignans, half-brothers of King Henry III, and

her Savoyard relatives.

Detailed comparative studies of gendered spatial

patterns in late medieval Europe might reveal much

about similarities and differences in regional social

organization. In continental Europe and in Scotland,

kings’ and queens’ apartments were usually on differ-

ent floors, the queen’s traditionally above the king’s as

in King Charles V’s (r. 1364–1380) Louvre, Paris, and

the Emperor Charles IV’s (r. 1346–1378) Karlstein

Castle, near Prague. Yet when stacked lodgings briefly

became popular in England at the end of the fifteenth

century, the kings’ rooms invariably occupied the

higher floors. Through most of theMiddle Ages, how-

ever, English royal apartments were generally on one

level, as were those in the fourteenth-century palace of

the Kings of Majorca at Perpignan near the French/

Spanish border. Like many later royal residences, this

was divided into kings’ and queens’ ‘‘sides,’’ the queen

closer to the great hall than the king—another rare

pattern in English palaces and castles.

The great hall as a center of power, however sym-

bolic, remains key to understanding gender dynamics.

Here the ideal of separate gender domains organized

according to a public/private divide is evident in the

startling dearth of imagery depicting women in

English halls throughout the later Middle Ages.

Moreover from the mid-fourteenth century, as the

meeting-places of chivalric brotherhoods, halls ap-

pear to have become equated with the martial ethic

increasingly underlying the gender role of the male

nobility. For example Edward the Black Prince

(1330–1376) deliberately had his chambers built onto

the impressive, ceremonial hall of Kennington Palace

c. 1350. In contrast the apartments of his wife, Joan of

Kent (1328–1385), were spatially distanced from it.

Such a hypothesis calibrates other work. In particular

the joint tombs fashionable from the third quarter of

the fourteenth century—for example that of Richard

II (r. 1377–1399) and Anne of Bohemia (d.1394)—

have been seen as symbolizing women’s increased

political marginalization by replicating the growing

emphasis on their intercessionary role. That is, the

tombs embodied the joint responsibility for just rule

underscored in the English coronation ordo, which

stressed the queen’s mercy and her role as mediator

between her husband and the realm. But if four-

teenth-century English halls were ‘‘male space,’’ epi-

tomised by the statues of kings commissioned for

Westminster Hall by Richard II, this may not have

been the case throughout Europe. The contemporary

series of ‘‘kings’’ in the hall of the Palais de la Cité,

Paris, included queens consort despite the exclusion

of women from the succession under Salic Law.

Evidence from contemporary art, chronicles, and

romances confirms that sexual segregation was

practiced at formal occasions such as feasts and tour-

naments. Yet the picture was more complex in every-

day life. Guests of both sexes would have been received

in female households, as well as male officials and

administrators, so that they were more sexually and

socially mixed than those of their male counterparts.

This is reflected in the types of imagery employed in the

gendered domains of castles and palaces. In the cham-

bers of medieval English kings, depictions of men far

outweighed those of women, while in queens’ rooms

‘‘mixed’’ imagery predominated—either depicting

both sexes or neutral patterned motifs.

Many of the social patterns observed here

continued into the early modern period. For example,

sexual segregation was still practiced at formal occa-

sions. During the 1503 wedding celebrations of

Margaret Tudor (b. 1489) and James IV of Scotland

at Holyrood, the king’s and queen’s parties dined in

separate halls. Margaret’s party remained socially

and sexually diverse; noblewomen, including the la-

dies of her household, sat at one table, another

accommodated noblemen, a third was occupied by

gentlewomen, and a fourth by gentlemen.
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A further aspect of gendered space in castles and

palaces deserves highlighting. It was to Margaret’s

great chamber that James IV later went to dance.

Although evidence is scant, such nuggets may indicate

how queens’ chambers were actually used through the

Middle Ages. Certainly in 1302, Edward I and Mar-

garet of France were sharing a bedchamber when fire

broke out at Winchester Castle, and a 1238 attempt on

Henry III’s life at Woodstock was foiled because he

was sharing a bed with Eleanor of Provence in her

chamber—to the chagrin of the would-be assassin. Spa-

tial segregation in medieval castles and palaces may

have replicated ideas about gender difference and the

social order, but the relative privacy of noblewomen’s

apartments clearly held resonance for both sexes.

AMANDA RICHARDSON
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CASTRO, INÉS DE
Inés Pérez de Castro (d. 1355) was a daughter of the

Galician nobleman, Pedro Fernández de Castro. In

1340, around the age of fifteen, she accompanied the

Castilian Infanta Constanza to Portugal as a lady-in-

waiting, when Constanza married the Portuguese

heir, Pedro. The young Inés was notoriously beauti-

ful, endowed with the nickname ‘‘Heron’s neck,’’ or

Colo de Garça. Soon, a love affair began between

Pedro and Inés, scandalizing the court and more seri-

ously threatening Portuguese relations with Castile.

King Afonso IV, Pedro’s father, banished Inés, fear-

ing her influence as well as the influence of her ambi-

tious brothers. However, after Constanza died in

1345, having given birth to the eventual king

Fernando, Pedro installed Inés in a household in

Coimbra; eventually the couple had four children.

With Inés’s rise to power, her brothers gained influ-

ence at the Portuguese court, and anxiety increased

as well concerning the legitimate succession to the

throne. Alarmed, Afonso IV allowed his knights to

assassinate Inés in 1355. Civil war ensued, with Pedro

rebelling against his father, supported by Inés’s

brothers. Upon his succession in 1357, Pedro sought

revenge against her murderers, and claimed that he

and Inés had secretly been married. He erected a pair

of elaborate marble tombs to memorialize her at the

royal monastery of Alcobaça. Inés’s sons lived to

influence the Portuguese court, but Inés’s story has

been important historically mainly as the inspiration

for many dramatic and poetic interpretations.
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CATERINA SFORZA
Caterina Sforza (1462/1463–1509) is famous for her

rule of the papal fiefs of Imola and Forlı̀ in the

Romanga region of Italy. An illegitimate daughter

of the Duke of Milan, she married Girolamo Riario,

nephew of Pope Sixtus IV, in 1477. When Riario was

assassinated in 1488, Sforza seized control of his ter-

ritories and proclaimed her triumph with a lewd ges-

ture indicative of her political audacity (see Hairston).

She then governed for twelve years as regent for

her son. Considered a virago by her peers, Sforza
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constructed a ruling persona as loyal widow/mother

and triumphant regent, and managed local and inter-

national conflicts through cunning diplomacy and

strong defenses. Her performance as a powerful

widow-regent was so successful that she was able to

maintain lovers in her court, and even bore sons by

Giacomo Feo and Giovanni di Pierfrancesco de’

Medici (both possibly secret husbands). In 1500,

Sforza personally fought Cesare Borgia’s forces; nev-

ertheless, she lost her territories. She spent her final

years in Florence, where she concentrated on improv-

ing her family’s status through the advancement of

her sons’ careers and management of their patrimony.

Throughout her life Sforza promoted her own

fame and power through, among other things, cultur-

al patronage. After her death, others exploited her

history for diverse agendas including family glory

and gender politics. Her legend was developed first

by Niccolò Machiavelli and her descendants the Med-

ici Grand Dukes of Tuscany, then by Italian nation-

alists beginning in the nineteenth century, and finally

by twentieth and twenty-first century scholars of his-

tory and gender studies.

JOYCE DE VRIES
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CATERINA VIGRI
Caterina Vigri (St. Catherine of Bologna) (c. 1413–

1463) is an example of a fifteenth-century woman

artist emerging from the cultural tradition of learned

nuns. Versed in Latin, music, and painting, she was

known for the mystical piety recorded in her spiri-

tual writings, including Le sette armi spirituali

(The Seven Spiritual Weapons). Vigri was born in

Bologna and educated at court in Ferrara, where she

entered the Convent of the Poor Clares in 1427.

Elected abbess after moving to a new house estab-

lished in Bologna in 1456, she composed spiritual

tracts and painted images as acts of devotion and

good works.

Vigri’s surviving pictorial oeuvre is small (two in-

dependent paintings on panel and two on paper, an

illumination and a number of decorated pages in her

texts, and a painted wooden Christ Child) and is

technically unsophisticated; however, her works are

formally and conceptually complex in their intermin-

gling of text and image. Furthermore, her art repre-

sents well the propensity of Nonnenarbeiten (‘‘nuns’

works’’) to address conventual spiritual practices in a

unique way. Her biographer and fellow Clare, Suor

Illuminata Bembo, recorded Caterina’s particular

love of painting images of the Divine Word repre-

sented by the swaddled Infant Christ. Although the

pictorial emphasis on the Christ Child as subject

reflects corporate (e.g., Franciscan) devotion to the

cult of Corpus Domini and the Incarnation, it also

figures the nuns’ special identification with the pas-

sionate maternity of the Virgin Mary. As erotic meta-

phors are converted to ardent devotion toward Christ

in Vigri’s texts and images, so too the material rich-

ness typical of her works recasts early exposure to

aristocratic wealth into a metaphor of spiritual splen-

dor. Caterina Vigri died in Bologna in 1463. Her

cult received papal authorization in 1524; she was

beatified in 1592 and canonized in 1712.
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CATHARS
Catharism was a Christian dualist movement that

flourished in parts of western Europe, particularly

southern France and northern Italy, between the

twelfth and the fourteenth centuries. Among Cathars,

belief varied widely from community to community

but essentially this group taught the existence of two

gods or principles, one good and the other evil. The

good god, the God of the New Testament, had creat-

ed the spiritual world, while the evil god, or Satan,

identified by some Cathars with the god of the Old

Testament, later created the physical world. All visi-

ble matter, including human bodies, was, therefore,

tainted with sin. Human souls were genderless angels

trapped in material bodies by Satan and doomed to

be reborn in new, sinful bodies in every generation.

Modern historians have debated whether the Cathars’

rejection of the body, sex, and procreation as crea-

tions of Satan drew women to the sect or drove them

away from it.

The Cathars taught that salvation lay only in a

ritual called the consolamentum. This ritual, a sort of

baptism by the laying on of hands, reunited the soul

of the believer to the spirit paraclete. This process

perfected the believer and made him or her incapable

of sin and ensured entry into heaven upon physical

death, thus releasing the believer from the cycle of

reincarnation. Anything that the new perfect did be-

fore receiving the consolamentum did not affect salva-

tion, and any sins committed after it showed that the

ritual had been flawed in some way, and the subject

could receive the ritual again. The perfects, those who

had received the consolamentum, acted as the clergy of

the sect through preaching and administering to the

spiritual needs of believers who had not yet under-

gone the ritual. They also seem to have received at

least a rudimentary theological education. Yet every

perfect had to embrace an extremely ascetic life. Cath-

ar perfects were not allowed to touch members of the

opposite sex and even kept a rather strict diet that

excluded all eggs, meat, and dairy products because

they believed that eating any product of coitus would

negate the consolamentum by proving that they had

not been able to escape the teachings of Satan.

Because both men and women could become per-

fects, many twentieth-century historians argued that

women were drawn to Catharism because of the

promise of a sacerdotal role denied to them by the

all-male Catholic priesthood. Peter Biller has

challenged this notion by arguing that the Cathars’

theological antagonism to sex and the body expressed

a strong misogynistic tendency. Catharism denied the

validity of marriage and, therefore, drove away

women, particularly married women, because it

insisted that they could not achieve salvation without

renouncing their spouses and families. This interpre-

tation of Cathar belief implied a conflict between

Cathar doctrine and many women’s social realities

that women could only resolve by rejecting Catha-

rism. Other historians, such as Anne Brenon, objected

to such arguments because they were based primarily

upon Catholic theological treatises and argued that in

inquisitorial depositions very few women mentioned

the Cathar doctrine of sex and the body as deterrents

to involvement in the movement. Brenon believed

that familial ties to Catharism influenced women’s

religious beliefs far more than personal concerns

about doctrine and that, in fact, the importance of

the family in the transmission of Cathar belief actual-

ly made women’s roles as wives and mothers impor-

tant to the movement in a functional sense, even if

rejected by Cathar theology.

Undoubtedly, women who became perfects had the

authority to preach, teach, and perform the consola-

mentum. Female believers, on the other hand, lived

much as their Catholic neighbors did; they married

and bore children and were subject to the same prop-

erty rights and inheritance practices as other women.

The practice of the endura, in which a believer could

receive salvation through the consolamentum on his or

her deathbed, meant that not all Cathar believers had

to take up the extreme asceticism of the perfects.

Cathar doctrine, therefore, most likely had little

impact on the life of the average Cathar woman.

The persecutions of the thirteenth century, includ-

ing the Albigensian Crusades (1208–1227) and the

advent of the inquisition in 1232, forced most perfects

into hiding, and their numbers steadily declined over

the next century. During the very late period French

Catharism began to exclude female perfects and

became increasingly misogynistic. The last recorded

French perfects, who were active in the first decades

of the fourteenth century, performed the consolamen-

tum on women only if the women were near death.

They also reportedly taught that a woman had to be

reborn as a man before she could achieve salvation.

Late Italian perfects, on the other hand, continued to

include women among their numbers.
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CATHERINE OF ALEXANDRIA
Catherine of Alexandria was the most popular female

saint in medieval Europe, second only to the Virgin

Mary, and deemed a powerful intercessor for her

devotees. She is believed to have been martyred in

the early fourth century, but the earliest references

to her appear in the ninth century, and the first extant

versions of her life date from the tenth. Thus it is

highly unlikely that she was an historical person.

The most influential version of the life of Saint Cathe-

rine was a Latin account known as the Vulgate, com-

posed in the mid-eleventh century. It enjoyed a wide

circulation even before being used by Jacobus of

Voragine as the basis for his version of her life in the

Golden Legend. Subsequently her Life was translated

into many vernacular languages: English, Irish,

Welsh, Anglo-Norman, Polish, Czech, Hungarian,

French, German, and Spanish, often surviving in

not just one, but several different versions. The

Anglo-Norman Life of Catherine, written by Clem-

ence of Barking, is one of the few medieval saints’

lives known to have been written by a woman. Many

churches and monasteries were dedicated to Cathe-

rine, as well as chapels and altars within churches, and

she was a common guild patron. Representations of

her life are also found in the form of wall paintings

(e.g., Sporle church in Norfolk), stained glass (Erfurt

Cathedral), altarpieces (the Getty altarpiece by the

D’Arezzo brothers), manuscript illuminations (the

Très Belles Heures), and embroidery (the Pienza

Cope). In an attempt to kill her, the Emperor Max-

entius had a torture device of spiked wheels created,

but angels destroyed it. This gave rise to her icono-

graphic emblem of the spiked wheel.

The starting point for the spread of the cult of

Catherine in medieval Europe was her shrine at

Mount Sinai, where, according to her Life, angels

had carried her decapitated body. Her relics were

discovered on the mountain at the end of the tenth

century. With devotion chiefly from the Normans,

relics of the saint were carried from Sinai to Europe

to the monastery of the Holy Trinity in Rouen in the

1030s, where the cult spread more widely across west-

ern Europe. Therefore, Catherine’s cult appeared

sometime after the cults of other virgin martyrs such

as Agatha, Agnes, and Cecilia had been established.

Its great popularity partially rested on the ways in

which her legend was based on an existing hagio-

graphic type, but also presented a development of it,

because the Life of Catherine provides the most de-

tailed version of the basic virgin martyr pattern.

Moreover, the life presents her as exceptional, even

for a virgin martyr, particularly with respect to her

status as a sovereign queen, and as a woman who

received an explicitly academic education. This en-

abled her to defeat fifty philosophers whom Maxen-

tius had brought in to try and convert her back to

paganism. It was commonplace for virgin martyrs

to describe themselves as the bride of Christ, but

from the mid-thirteenth century onwards the Life of

Catherine included a ‘‘prequel,’’ which described her

early life and mystical marriage to Christ. This

became a standard part of her life during the four-

teenth century and exists in two forms: a Continental

version in which she weds the Christ child in a

vision and an Anglo-Norman/English version in

which she marries the adult Christ in an actual wed-

ding ceremony.

These unique elements in her life can be related to

the interest in her cult shown by particular groups.

Her status as a queen probably accounts in part for

her attraction to royal devotees such as the emperor

Charles IV, Philip the Good Duke of Burgundy, and

Richard III of England. Her education made her an

appropriate patron for clerics and universities. In

presenting her as the bride of Christ some fifteenth-

century versions of her Life identify Catherine as a

model of interiority and affective lay piety. Cathe-

rine’s appeal was clearly wide ranging, encompassing

people of all social backgrounds and of both sexes,

but it appears that a particular connection was felt to

exist between Catherine and women. Catherine’s

steadfast adherence to Christianity and virginity

made her an obvious model for religious women.

For example, the Catherine Group version of her

Life was composed to provide inspiration for anchor-

esses. However, her appearance in conduct literature

such as The Book of the Chevalier of the Tour Landry

demonstrates that she was also presented as a model

of demure femininity to lay women.
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CATHERINE OF GENOA
Born in Genoa to the aristocratic and ecclesiastically

well-connected Fieschi family, Catherine (1447–1510)

was refused entrance into a convent at age thirteen on

account of her youth. In 1463, she was forced to

marry Giuliano Adorno, an unfaithful and authori-

tarian nobleman who impoverished them and caused

Catherine great suffering. Her mental anguish

reached crisis proportions in 1473, when she was

suddenly wounded by God’s love and made acutely

aware of her own wretchedness and God’s mercy.

This life-changing experience shaped Catherine’s

spiritual teaching, ascetic practices, and charitable

works. She believed God’s love draws the creature

to see its misery, to seek and suffer through the anni-

hilation of its own will and humanity, until entirely

absorbed in God. Similarly, in the fires of Purgatory

God’s burning love consumes sin until the soul

becomes one with God. Catherine experienced visions

and ecstasies, and was devoted to the Eucharist. Her

extreme asceticism included wearing a hair shirt, swal-

lowing filth to overcome her disgust, and prolonged

prayer and fasting.

Her charitable activities for the poor and sick were

renowned. After converting her husband, she lived

celibately with him for about twenty years in the

Hospital of Pammatone, which she directed from

1490 to 1496, performing heroically during several

plagues. She inspired religious and charitable founda-

tions, including the influential Oratory ofDivine Love.

Catherine chose not to have a spiritual confessor

for most of her life. She refuted a Dominican who

contended her lay status made her less prepared to

love God. Her large circle of disciples included priests,

religious, and laity.

Catherine’s life and teaching were recorded by dis-

ciples and a confessor (and not Catherine) in three

Italian texts—her Life, the Treatise on Purgatory, and

the Spiritual Dialogue. Their precise authorship is still

debated.

Catherine died an excruciating death after a pro-

longed illness. She was canonized in 1737.

CATHERINE M. MOONEY
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CATHERINE OF SIENA
Although she only lived to the age of 33, Catherine di

Giacomo di Benicasa (1347–1380) had a considerable

impact on her city and the church. Catherine was

born twenty-fourth of the twenty-five children of a

Sienese wool dyer of comfortable means, and his wife.

It is difficult to disentangle fact from legend in

accounts of Catherine’s youth. It is reasonably cer-

tain, however, that she was religious from her youth,

refusing any chance to marry. Raymond of Capua, a

prominent Dominican and her principal biographer,

tells us that Catherine cut off her hair at age 15 to

discourage suitors. At 18 she was granted a Domini-

can habit as one of the mantellate (penitent women

wearing religious robes), and she lived a solitary life of

prayer in her room. She only left it to attend services

at San Domenico, the Dominican church in Siena. In

1368, she experienced a mystical marriage to Jesus,

who then told her to serve the sick and impoverished.

Catherine’s life of service bred legends. She

practiced extreme austerities that did not keep her
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from doing nursing and caring for poor persons.

Most famously, Catherine comforted Niccolò Toldo,

a young man who had been condemned to death.

Catherine soon was drawn into the politics of Siena,

offering counsel and praying for the citizens. In the

period from 1374 onward, Catherine began to travel

outside Siena, trying to direct Christians away from

feuding to the recovery of the Holy Land. This in-

cluded a mission to Avignon on behalf of Florence

that the Florentines promptly disowned in an effort to

make a favorable peace with the pope. She also began

sending letters to many persons, including a harsh

rebuke of Florentine duplicity and advice to Pope

Gregory XI that he should return the papacy from

Avignon to Rome. Catherine’s earnestness and love

of truth occasionally blinded her to others’ motives,

but she never gave up her efforts to improve the state

of church and Christendom. In this period (c. 1376),

Catherine received the stigmata of Christ, but the

marks were (at her request) invisible to others.

Catherine’s final yearswere difficult. The Florentines

once again used her as a diplomatic pawn in relations

with the papacy. Irked by this, Catherine returned to

Siena. Pope Gregory returned the papacy to Rome, but

he died there in 1378 while preparing to return to

Avignon. Gregory’s death was followed by a schism

that divided Christendom. Rival popes sat in Avignon

andRome. Catherine wrote letters urging acceptance of

the Roman claimant, Urban VI, and he called her to

Rome. Catherine’s health collapsed, but she continued

her life of prayer for a divided church. She dispatched

Raymond of Capua to go to Avignon as an emissary

for the ending of the Great Schism (1378–1418), but

he did not risk the journey. Catherine remained in the

Holy City, each day dragging her ailing body to

St. Peter’s for Mass. She died in Rome in 1380, and

her body remained at the Dominican convent of

Santa Maria sopra Minerva. Catherine was canonized

by Pope Pius II, himself a Sienese, in 1461.

Catherine left a large corpus of letters. Recipients

range from her mother, Mona Lapa, to the popes of

her time. They include the mercenary leader John

Hawkwood, the queen mother of Hungary, and a

prostitute, to whom she wrote on the urging of the

woman’s brothers. These letters express both divine

love and Catherine’s love for God and neighbor. Her

self-presentation is one of an apostle, living a life of

self-sacrifice while serving others. Catherine’s mysti-

cal teachings appear in the Dialogue, which dwells on

God’s love for humanity. (God is described as ‘‘mad’’

for love of the human race.) The Dialogue also reflects

the author’s concerns for the reform of the church.

Nor was the welfare of individuals absent from the

text. One of those closest to her thoughts was Ray-

mond of Capua, who helped in the composition of the

text. Besides being Catherine’s confessor and biogra-

pher, Raymond was active in ecclesiastical affairs. (As

Master General of his order, he advanced reform of

the friars’ lives, launching the Observant movement

of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.) Raymond’s

biography must be used carefully, because it presents

Catherine as he wished her to be seen, de-emphasizing

her active life, but it provides evidence from one of the

persons closest to her life, which was indeed both

active and contemplative.

THOMAS M. IZBICKI
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CELIBACY: CLERICAL AND PRIESTS’
CONCUBINES
Beginning as early as the Council of Elvira in 306,

church councils, especially those in the western por-

tions of the Roman Empire, attempted to enforce

celibacy for all clergy by legislating against both cleri-

cal marriage and concubinage. Laws that targeted

concubinage, however, were difficult to enforce, espe-

cially during the early Middle Ages, when reformers

were more likely to focus on the more troubling issue
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of clerical marriage. Even during the eleventh century,

when Pope Gregory VII made clerical celibacy a core

part of his reform legislation, clerical concubinage

remained a widespread phenomenon.

By the High Middle Ages, however, reformers had

largely put an end to the practice of clerical marriage,

freeing them up to turn their attention to the related

issue of clerical concubinage. In 1123, the First

Lateran Council reiterated earlier prohibitions on

clerical concubinage, and the canons of Lateran II

(1139) further mandated that concubinous clerics be

stripped of their benefices. Local councils and dioce-

san synods—often with the support of secular autho-

rities—followed suit, advocating the suspension of

concubinous clerics and excommunication of their

concubines and declaring the offspring of such unions

illegitimate.

Reform Efforts

Unfortunately for reformers, increasingly strict legis-

lation against clerical concubinage in no way eradi-

cated the practice. The presence of anticoncubinage

legislation in the decrees of the Council of Trent

(1545–1563) indicates that canonists and theologians

continued to wrestle with the problem throughout the

High and later Middle Ages. Part of the blame for the

ineffectiveness of the new sanctions rests with the

ecclesiastical courts, which tended to commute penal-

ties against the clergy to fines, thereby blunting the

impact of the intended reforms. Records of parish

visitations further suggest that both concubines of

clergy and their ecclesiastical partners were, in many

cases, fully integrated into their communities. Parish

records indicate that many concubines lived openly

with their ordained partners, with the couple some-

times raising children together in the home they

shared. Most parishioners reported incidences of cler-

ical concubinage in a matter-of-fact manner, suggest-

ing that clerical concubinage sparked no greater

moral outrage than did the frequent incidence of

fornication, reported in a similarly dispassionate tone.

There is no single pattern that defines all or even

most relationships between clergy and their concu-

bines in the Middle Ages; rather, these relationships

varied as much as those between laypeople. Some

couples remained together for only a short time,

while others formed lasting unions in which the

couple shared a home, children, and even grandchil-

dren, and continued to do so even in the face of

ecclesiastical censure. In many regions, these relation-

ships were common knowledge among parishioners,

who reported couples living together openly, and who

sometimes compared such couples to legitimate mar-

riages. Some historians have suggested, however, that

rural clergy were only open about their relationships

because there was little possibility of hiding them

within a small parish, where clergy were integrated

into the life of the community; urban clergy seem not

to have been as open about their relationships, and

urban parishioners may have been less tolerant of

clergy who kept concubines. Even in rural parishes,

records attest to the fact that at least some clergymen

tried to keep their relationships secret by discreetly

maintaining their concubines, and sometimes their

children, in towns or cities outside the parish.

Concubines

The concubines themselves seem to have been as varied

as the relationships in which they took part. Historians

have often assumed that concubines, whether of clergy

or of laymen, were women on the margins of the social

order for whom marriage was not an option. Parish

records to a certain extent support this picture: many

clerics’ concubines were converts from Judaism or

Islam, or women with few connections to the commu-

nities in which they lived. The majority of concubines,

however, appear to have been ordinary women, fully

integrated into the life of their communities, with

strong family ties. Such women may have chosen a

concubinage relationship over marriage for a number

of reasons, including (but not limited to) unavailability

of a husband, or impossibility of raising a dowry, or

even marriage to a man from whom they were now

separated. But the fact thatmany of these relationships

persisted for years or even decades suggests that his-

torians should not rule out genuine affection as a

motivating factor for women who chose to become

the concubines of clergymen.

A few clerics’ concubines were ostracized within

their own communities, as evidenced by the insulting

language that some co-parishioners used when refer-

ring to them in the parish visitations. But negative

portrayals of these women may well have been due to

factors apart from their unorthodox relationships:

many of the women singled out for insulting language

were also accused by their neighbors of prostitution,

pimping, or usury. It is certainly possible that such

accusations themselves may have stemmed from

parishioners’ negative opinions of clerical concubines.

Nevertheless, it is significant that instances in which

parishioners characterized clerics’ concubines so neg-

atively are relatively rare, suggesting that, unlike

canonists, ordinary laypeople did not view the status

of cleric’s concubine as automatic cause for censure.
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Some historians, in fact, have gone so far as to

propose that clerical concubinage offered women a

degree of stability comparable to that enjoyed by

married women. They argue that the concubine of a

member of the clergy was in a special position since,

unlike a layman’s concubine, the cleric’s concubine

ran no risk of being displaced by a wife, and may have

even enjoyed a portion of her partner’s status within

the community. But whereas a woman married in

secret could eventually come forth to claim legitimate

status as a wife, a clergyman’s concubine could never

harbor expectations of her position becoming legiti-

mate. Centuries of legislation against clerical concu-

binage meant that, however well-accepted she might

be within her community, a clerical concubine lacked

status as such at law, and thus had no legal recourse if

her partner repudiated her, either on his own initia-

tive, or in response to orders from ecclesiastical super-

iors. In such cases, the women (and sometimes

children) involved found themselves in untenable

circumstances, as most clerics’ concubines were eco-

nomically dependent on their ordained partners.

Sometimes a cleric who abandoned his concubine

provided her with a dowry so she could make a

good marriage, but such gestures were at the discre-

tion of the individual clergyman, and parish records

contain numerous stories of families and neighbors

indignant at the desperate straits in which a concu-

bine found herself after having been abandoned.

Clearly there was a significant gap between, on the

one hand, church authorities’ insistence that concubi-

nous clergy sever all ties with their ‘‘families,’’ and, on

the other hand, community expectations that a

woman had a right to some measure of material

support from her partner, even after separation.

To what extent, then, do the history of legislation

against clerical concubinage and the historical experi-

ence of the concubines themselves correspond? The

prescriptive sources tell a relatively linear tale of in-

creasing restrictions against clerical ‘‘families,’’ but

descriptive sources like ecclesiastical court records

and parish visitations paint a more complicated pic-

ture of relationships between clergy and their concu-

bines. Although clerics’ concubines had no official

status in law, local records indicate that they were

not necessarily marginalized within their commu-

nities. Furthermore, repeated legislation against

clerical concubinage suggests the persistence of the

practice, rather than its gradual disappearance.

Although popes, councils, and synods had legislated

against these unions since the earliest centuries, the

concubines of clergymen remained a part of parish life

throughout the Middle Ages, and beyond.

MARIE A. KELLEHER
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CERETA, LAURA
One of the last great female humanist writers active in

fifteenth-century Italy, Laura Cereta (born in Brescia,

1469–1499) was the first to put women’s issues and

her friendships with women front and center in her
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works. The daughter of a Brescian attorney, at the age

of fifteen Cereta married a Venetian merchant, Pietro

Serina, and was widowed a year later. Schooled in

Latin and the classics by nuns, Cereta participated in

humanist circles both in Brescia and the monastery at

Chiari, where she may have first presented her comic

dialogue ‘‘On the Death of an Ass’’ and read selec-

tions from her letterbook. Her letters, half of them

to women, indicate how fully she saw herself as

enmeshed in a historically constituted community of

female intellectuals—a republic of women, muliebris

respublica, as she portrayed the world she imagined

(Robin 1997, p. 80). Containing eighty-two Latin

epistles and her satirical dialogue, also in Latin, her

collected Epistolae circulated widely, bringing her

fame in her own lifetime, although the work did

not appear in a printed edition until 1640, in Padua.

Among her most passionately charged letters are

those to her husband, revealing her struggle for

power in the relationship and later her terrible grief

at his death (Robin 1997, pp. 87–113). In a dispatch

to the Brescian magistrate Luigi Dandolo she exposes

the atrocities of war she witnessed with her own eyes

when German troops invaded Rovereto and Calliano

(Robin 1997, pp. 160–169). And in a pair of feminist

manifestos, she dismisses the institutions of marriage

and motherhood as traps to enslave women (to Pietro

Zecchi, in Robin 1997, pp. 64–72). She also defends

women’s right to higher education, arguing that the

female sex already has a brilliant history of poets,

orators, scholars, and prophets (to Bibolo Semproni,

in Robin 1997, pp. 72–80). Another diptych of philo-

sophical letters, to the nun Deodata di Leno and a

woman she calls ‘‘Europa solitaria,’’ argues the case

for and against Epicureanism. She asks, should the

pleasures of the body be chosen at risk of abandoning

one’s duties as a citizen (Robin 1997, pp. 115–128)?

Cereta’s letters anticipate themes associated with

the early feminism of the Enlightenment: namely, the

representation of women as a collective and a commu-

nity; the preoccupation with reconceptualizing gender;

the privileging of the emotions in a genre assumed to be

the exclusive domain of reason (humanist letters); the

construction of housework as a barrier to women’s

intellectual aspirations; and the use of the salon and

salon writing (for Cereta, the monastery and the letter)

as a bridge for women into the public arena.

DIANA ROBIN
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CHARIVARI
From the French, charivari was a pervasive and pop-

ular ritual of shaming and humiliation, designed to

single out, mock, punish and ultimately absorb devi-

ant couples. The early versions of the ritual are found

in the literature, iconography, and drama of the Mid-

dle Ages, but the charivari comes to us in full-blown

form during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The

charivari is found across Europe and in various per-

mutations. In English it is called ‘‘rough music,’’ the
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‘‘Skimmington ride,’’ or ‘‘the riding of the stang’’: in

Italian, the scampanate and mattinata; in German it

appears in various versions of the haberfeld-treiben,

thierjagen, and katzenmusik.

Charivaris were characterized in general by noisy

processions, attended by ‘‘rough music,’’ cacophonies

of banging pots, lampooning songs or rhymes,

pounding marrow bones and whistles, animal blad-

ders filled with rattling peas, shouts, and sometimes

gunshots. The term charivari, was meant to mimic the

noise made during the ritual. Charivaris frequently

occurred at night (often on successive nights), and

although they may have had various functions as

censors of societal behavior outside the norm, they

were largely associated with deviance in marriage, the

most usual subjects being: the age difference between

couples who were about to marry; the censure of

premarital sex; the exposure of adultery and cuckold-

ry; the punishment for wife-beating; or the humilia-

tion of the hen-pecked husband and/or the shrewish

wife. They were also commonly used when a wedding

deviated from expectation, for example, when a ritual

‘‘fee’’ in the form of either money, food, or drink to

the guests was withheld.

Besides ‘‘roughmusic,’’ the charivari might be com-

posed of several other dramatic elements. These might

include the parading and/or burning of effigies; the

‘‘production’’ of a mime or play upon a cart; imagined

hunt; parodies of religious or legal rituals; the parading

of men ‘‘armed’’ with household weapons such as

pitchforks and coalrakes; and the display of horns.

But the most important and pervasive aspect of the

charivari involved the ‘‘riding’’ of the subject(s). This

involved a mount of some sort, either a donkey or a

horse, sometimes a cart, or a substitute horse;

in England a ‘‘cowlstaff’’ or ‘‘stang’’ pole carried on

men’s shoulders. The riders might be the victims

themselves, or there might be a proxy victim or an

effigy; and riders might be presented as transvestite or

unmasculine in nature. Sometimes victims were pelted

with filth and might end up being ducked, sometimes

with a ‘‘cucking stool,’’ into a shallow pool of dirty

water, a duck pond, or a ditch. Often a rider was

made to face backwards, and sometimes ridings

were seasonal, actually imbedded in local festivals,

as opposed to the singling out of a particular couple.

The ride of the victim(s) could range from comic to

violent, resulting sometimes only in humiliation,

other times in injury or even death.
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CHARMS
See Magic and Charms

CHARTERS
Charters are documents written in a standardized way

certifying such legal acts as contracts, donations, or

testaments, as well as juridical, royal, or papal instruc-

tions. From the downfall of theRoman administration

until the sixth century, recording and keeping the for-

mer more temporary charters to testify a juridical act

was of increasing importance in the Middle Ages. For

its value it was vital to include all people related to the

act in the written testament as well as to name as many

witnesses as possible. Charters therefore are consid-

ered valuable sources because, contrary to normative

texts, they describe authentic situations, and further

unintentionally reveal information regarding social,

political, and religious history. On the other hand,

charters were subject to severe stylization. This

resulted in the generous addition of invented details,

where the common form required them; at the same

time, uncommon features were left out.

Although limited in their ability to exercise and

defend their rights, medieval women participated in

these documented transactions as issuers, recipients,

or subjects, but rarely as witnesses. Furthermore,

noble women and abbesses had the privilege of certi-

fying documents with their own seals from the twelfth

century onward.

However, because of problematic and imbalanced

textual traditions, charters of interest to ecclesias-

tical institutions are better preserved than, for exam-

ple, charters of endowment or grants in marriage,

which are known through formularies and example-

collections. Nevertheless, considering the chances of

survival, important differences in time and area and

even between male and female religious communities
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must be noted. In Italy, for example, traditions of late

antiquity resulted in early municipal documentation

preserving private charters in great numbers.

Overall research on charters with regard to gender

is still in its early stages. Herlihy (1962) undertook a

quantitative analysis of the surviving early medieval

private charters to gain an overview of the participa-

tion of women in donations to churches. Based on the

results, he noted changes in women’s general abilities

to possess land. He, as well as Wemple (1981), who

concentrated her study on charters from the monas-

tery of Lorsch, tried to explain the fluctuations in

their statistics of donations through changes in law

of succession and family structures. However, new

research found that these changing patterns of inter-

action were caused by declining interest in recording

details: the more accepted the institution was, the less

interest there was in documenting all persons partici-

pating in the transaction. The transactions of female

donors especially got lost.

Unintended documented details about social life in

private charters and testaments such as information

about tenure structures and family organization, ca-

sual remarks about inheritance or purchase of hold-

ings, as well as listings of owned or dedicated objects

are rather more informative than quantitative studies.

Donations can inform us about cults of saints, com-

memoration, and liturgical practices. However it is

important to be aware of the formulaic and stylized

elements in these documents.

Up to now, research regarding royal charters and

women has focused on queens using their influence to

intercede on behalf of protégées, and on situations in

which queens issued charters themselves. Both situa-

tions concern women’s political influence at royal

courts.

As recipients female monasteries have also figured

in studies interpreting the number and relevance of

charters they received, and whether they could draft,

copy, or archive them properly. Recent discussions

have shown that religious women possessed fewer

charters than their male counterparts, but whether

that is due to lesser political relevance or a smaller

chance of survival remains to be seen.

Overall the investigation of charters as sources,

especially for women’s history, is still in the process

of development. There are still voluminous collections

of private charters and even complete monastic

archives, which are not edited or even catalogued,

especially regarding late medieval documents, which

deserve more attention. Basically, while using charters

as sources, one has always to consider the special

forms of these texts, as well as the individual interests,

chances of survival, and context of transmission.
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CHASTITY AND CHASTE MARRIAGE
Christianity has traditionally elevated chastity over

marriage, a ranking supported by the New Testament.

Although Christ’s elliptical references to ‘‘eunuchs for

the kingdom of heaven’’ (Matt. 19:11–12) have been

interpreted as a recommendation for chastity, the real

impetus came from St. Paul. His preference for chas-

tity overmarriage was largely pragmatic: the end of the

world was at hand and, in this context, marriage and

sexuality were dangerous distractions. Hence he urged

individuals not yet married to remain so while those

who ‘‘have wives be as if they had none’’ (1 Cor. 7:29).
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His ambiguous instructions regarding the marriage of

an anonymous virgin is also widely understood as

endorsing total chastity in marriage, a phenomenon

that came to be known as spiritual marriage (1 Cor.

7:36–38). Paul’s apprehension of sexual activity was

reinforced by the philosophical tradition which repre-

sented marriage as incompatible with the life of the

mind. Already in the second century, however, zealous

factions in the church began to ascribe a special mean-

ing to the purity associated with chastity, especially

virginity, as a realization of the angelic life that the

elect would enjoy at the world’s end (Matt. 22:30). The

presence of groups of consecratedwidows and virgins in

the early church indicate that women were understand-

ably drawn to a life of chastity. In addition to freeing

women from the dangers of childbirth, a vow of chastity

was widely perceived as enabling a woman to transcend

her physical inferiority to achieve parity with men.

Spiritual Marriage

With the fourth-century conversion of the Roman

Empire, ascetic fervor was on the rise and the virginal

ideal began to make permanent inroads into the

Christian ideology of marriage, lending theoretical

ballast to spiritual marriage. Orthodox authorities

such as Ambrose (d. 397) and Jerome (d. 420) extolled

the merits of virginity and even claimed it was

accorded extra merit in heaven, prompting an anti-

ascetic backlash. In an effort to assert parity between

marriage and virginity, Jovinian argued that Mary

and Joseph went on to have children subsequent to

the incarnation—a perfectly reasonable assumption

in view of the scriptural references to Christ’s breth-

ren (Matt. 12:48; Luke 21:23). Jerome, however,

countered with the assertion that both Mary and

Joseph had consecrated their virginity to God and

that their union remained unconsummated. Although

Jerome regarded Joseph as Mary’s guardian rather

than husband, Augustine (d. 430) would uphold the

spiritual marriage of Mary and Joseph as the ideal,

asserting that its exceptional purity rendered it more

perfect and more durable than its carnal counterpart.

Augustine’s argument was based on Roman matrimo-

nial law, which emphasized consent over consumma-

tion in the formation of the contract. In the twelfth

century, Augustine’s consensual delineation of mar-

riage would be upheld in the Sentences of Peter

Lombard (c. 1140), and the union of Mary and

Joseph enshrined at the center of Christian marriage.

Spiritual marriages existed well before they became

the center of theological debate. In the second centu-

ry, the Sentences of Sextus urged sexual abstention in

marriage; the visionary Hermas was advised by his

angelic guide to live with his wife as a sister; Clement

of Alexandria also commended matrimonial chastity.

Moreover, the apocryphal gospels, written sometime

in the second and third centuries, represented spiritual

marriage as a lively possibility in the ascetic circles of

the Eastern church.

Spiritual marriage tends to follow two basic mod-

els. Either the couple would vow virginity on their

wedding night, as eventually became exemplified in

the fifth-century hagiographical representation of the

marriage of Saints Cecilia and Valerian, or they

would make a seasoned transition to chastity, usually

after having children. In practice, spiritual marriage

was something of a compromise formation, since it

was often initiated by women who would have pre-

ferred a life of chastity, but were compelled to marry.

Women participating in spiritual marriages often

enjoyed the relaxation of gender roles associated with

female chastity, an effect that was already a bone of

contention in the patristic period. Augustine wrote a

very stern letter to the matron Ecdicia who, having

convinced her husband to vow chastity, began to

dress like a widow and assert financial autonomy. In

keeping with his view of consensual marriage, Augus-

tine argued the husband’s rule was not impaired but

actually strengthened by the suspension of sexual

activity. But there were a number of contemporary

examples that suggest the opposite. After nearly dying

in childbirth, Melania the Younger (d. 438) finally

convinced her husband, Pinian, to vow chastity and

emerged as the dominant party of their union.

Separation of Spouses

As monasticism increasingly became an option, cou-

ples tended to pursue their vocation to chastity in

separate religious communities. Such separations

were favored by church authorities, who had gradual-

ly come to regard intramarital chastity with suspicion,

not only for fear of sexual relapses but also for the

potential disruption of normative gender roles. Even

so, the phenomenon continued in a number of guises.

In the Germanic successor states, many a queen was

represented as either convincing her husband to vow

chastity or unilaterally refusing to consummate the

marriage. Bede claims that Queen Aethelthryth of

Northumbria (d. 679) managed to preserve her chas-

tity through not just one, but two marriages, before

her exasperated second husband finally permitted

her to take the veil. Chroniclers and hagiographers

often put the topos of spiritual marriage to a some-

what cynical use: it was a convenient excuse for the
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repudiation of an infertile wife, as in the case of the

Carolingian queen Ricardis (d. c. 895). It could also

dignify an infertile union, as with the cult surrounding

Empress Cunegund (d. 1033).

Even though spiritual marriage was usually under-

taken voluntarily, it was temporarily wielded by the

Western church as a disciplinary measure in its strug-

gle to establish a celibate clergy. Authorities such as

Pope Leo I (d. 461) forbade any husband ordained

subsequent to marriage to abandon his wife, recom-

mending cohabitation as brother and sister. There are

a number of saintly bishops, such as Severus of

Ravenna (d. c. 390), who allegedly succeeded in this

transition. But conciliar evidence and the testimony

of historians such as Gregory of Tours (d. 594) sug-

gest that all too many of these clerical couples lapsed

into marital relations. The church finally abandoned

this strategy in the eleventh century when the Grego-

rian Reformers led an all-out attack on clerical mar-

riage, reversing its previous position by forcing clerics

to abandon their wives.

With the rise of popular piety in the High and later

Middle Ages, spiritual marriage plays a visible role in

a number of pious wives’ struggle for autonomy. In

keeping with the general democratization of sanctity

in this period, moreover, spiritual marriage is not just

attributed to a handful of elite saints, but becomes

more broadly based socially. The fourteenth-century

Provençal saints Elzear de Sabran and Dauphine de

Puimichel, whose marriage of twenty-four years was

never consummated, were members of the aristocra-

cy. But women such as Mary of Oignies (d. 1213) and

Margery Kempe (d. after 1438), who converted their

husbands to chastity in the course of their marriages,

were both members of the bourgeoisie.

Spiritual marriage as a practice was probably pio-

neered by pious women as a vehicle for greater free-

dom, but the concept was often manipulated for the

opposite purpose. Augustine would argue that the

transition to chastity increased the husband’s author-

ity; hagiographers could invoke the theme of spiritual

marriage to conceal the repudiation of a wife; while

it was deployed by the church to enforce clerical

chastity. These many applications testify to the insta-

bility and ultimate malleability of any ideological

construct.

DYAN ELLIOTT
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CHAUCER, GEOFFREY
Geoffrey Chaucer’s father was a prominent London

vintner and deputy to the king’s butler, and as a boy

Chaucer (c. 1340–1400) entered the royal household

as a page to the Countess of Ulster, wife of Lionel,

son of Edward III. He later served in a variety of civil

service capacities for the king. Eventually made a

knight, he was part of a rising class of ‘‘esquires en

service’’ who earned the rank of knight by money and

service rather than by blood and warfare. His position

as inside and outside of the court marked Chaucer as

a liminal figure, a position perhaps reflected in such
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characters as Pandarus in Troilus and Criseyde, a

notorious go-between in the royal household, and

certainly in his self-portrait in the Canterbury Tales,

where he appears as one who is at once oblivious to

his surroundings and unusually knowledgeable of all

those around him. Described there as an elvish

‘‘popet,’’ or doll, Chaucer’s liminality might associate

him with the feminine.

Chaucer traveled abroad frequently on the king’s

business, and during his trips to Italy in the 1370s was

introduced to the poetry of Dante, Petrarch, and

Boccaccio, all of whom, in combination with the

great French writers of the day, such as Guillaume

de Machaut, influenced his writing profoundly. A

skilled diplomat—despite his association with numer-

ous courtiers who came into conflict with Richard,

some eventually executed—Chaucer managed to

avoid condemnation even after the deposition of

Richard II. He apparently suffered an initial setback

in finances when Henry IV came to the throne, but his

pension was reinstated by the new king, perhaps in

response to his short poem, ‘‘A Complaint to His

Purse,’’ a lyric in which Chaucer describes his purse

as a hard-hearted, fair lady who refuses to grant him

favors. He was also associated with a group of so-

called Lollard-knights, though Chaucer’s relationship

to Lollardy, a movement which would later become

heretical, is unclear. Although Chaucer may well have

written for the court, his primary sources of income

derived from his services to the king’s household, and

he is buried in what later became poet’s corner of

Westminster Abbey, not for his poetry but for these

services.

Chaucer and Women

Little is known about Chaucer’s relationships to

women. Probable compliments to Richard’s wife,

Anne of Bohemia, in the Legend of Good Women

and in Troilus and Criseyde, suggest he was an admir-

er of Anne. He had close ties to the royal household

since he was married to Phillippa Roet, sister of

Katherine Swynford, long-time mistress, then third

wife, of Richard II’s uncle, John of Gaunt. Chaucer’s

early poem the Book of The Duchess was written in

honor of Blanche of Lancaster, Gaunt’s first wife,

who died of the plague.

A tantalizing fragment of the Life Records (a col-

lection of records concerning Chaucer’s life as a

courtier, diplomat, and civil servant from civil, eccle-

siastical, and private sources) tells us that in 1380

Chaucer was released from the charge of raptus by

Cecily Chaumpaigne. Almost nothing is known

about Cecily, and the surviving documents concerning

this raptus are difficult to interpret. The term raptus is

ambiguous and can refer to forced coitus or abduction,

often for the purposes of marriage. Christopher Can-

non has argued that the term raptus in this case does

refer to forced coitus. Whatever the meaning of the

document, its implications for Chaucer’s poetry are

difficult to construe. Representations of rape do

occur with some regularity in Chaucer’s writing (for

example, an attempted rape in ‘‘The Man of Law’s

Tale,’’ a rape of a mother and daughter in ‘‘The

Reeve’s Tale,’’ threat of rape in Troilus and Criseyde,

and rape in the ‘‘Legend of Philomela’’) and Chaucer’s

understanding of rape is worth considering; indeed,

Chaucer is one of the first to use the term rape in

English, though the passage in which this word occurs

in Troilus and Criseyde certainly refers to abduction

without physical violation.

Writing in English

Chaucer is known as ‘‘the Father of English poetry,’’

an attribution associating him with the establishment

of a patriarchal English literary voice. Although his

writing encompasses a variety of classes from the

royal to the middle classes with a glance at laborers,

his work is directed to the concerns and interests of

the aristocracy, to whom he most likely read his work.

He probably wrote initially in the language of litera-

ture of the court, French, and had some training in

Latin. He is known above all, however, as the first to

produce a large body of literature specifically written

in English. His works include translations of Boethius

and the Romance of the Rose, a number of short lyrics

and several dream visions (The Book of the Duchess,

The House of Fame, The Parliament of Fowles), the

long narrative poem Troilus and Criseyde, the Legend

of Good Women, and the Canterbury Tales, a collec-

tion of 29 poems, several of which are in the voices of

women. Chaucer was well acquainted with the pre-

dominant courtly idiom, in which women are placed

on a pedestal by a longing adulterous male lover, but

his works suggest dislike of such motifs and many

criticize courtly conventions, celebrating instead

married love.

Portraits of Women

Chaucer was dubbed by Gavin Douglas as ‘‘womanis

frend.’’ Critics have debated whether or not his varied

portraits of women are favorable to women. Carolyn
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Dinshaw and Elaine Tuttle Hansen investigate Chau-

cer’s complex and sensitive engagement with contem-

porary misogyny, articulated most clearly in the

writings of the Church Fathers. His representations

of women range from aristocratic courtly heroines to

milkmaids, from contemporary figures including

cloth merchants and prioresses to historical figures

such as saints and classical heroines. His two most

famous characters are Criseyde and the Wife of Bath.

Chaucer bases much of his portrait of Criseyde on

Boccaccio’s Il Filostrato. Unlike Boccaccio, however,

Chaucer resists condemning Criseyde as the quintes-

sential faithless woman. In Jill Mann’s view, Chau-

cer’s unexpected play with gender roles, in which he

allows Troilus to demonstrate feminine attributes,

suggests Chaucer’s sensitivity to the constructed

nature of gender.

In the Legend of Good Women, fictionally occa-

sioned by the God of Love’s criticism of Chaucer for

writing negative portraits of women, Chaucer contri-

butes to the debate about women popular in continen-

tal literature and especially engaged by Christine de

Pizan. He writes nine tales of classical women drawn

from Ovid’s Heroides. Chaucer’s purposes in his de-

fense of women are difficult to construe since the

work is incomplete and since each female heroine is

extolled for her passive victimization.

The female characters in the Canterbury Tales pro-

voke controversial readings. The Wife of Bath is un-

derstood, on the one hand, as a skillful manipulator

of Christian misogynistic discourse, perhaps a would-

be cleric demonstrating her mastery of rhetoric de-

spite her lack of formal education, and as a visionary

rewriter of romance; on the other hand, she is seen as

a wistful, aging woman who cannot envision herself

as having an identity outside marriage and who in her

tale inscribes male wish fulfillment. Constance, of the

‘‘Man of Law’s Tale,’’ is seen by some as a passive

nothing subject to the whims of a Christian patriar-

chy, and by others as a skillful promulgator of Chris-

tianity and an effective agent despite apparent

passivity. Griselda, heroine of the ‘‘Clerk’s Tale,’’ is

particularly problematic, seen, on the one hand, as a

passive victim of a brutal patriarchal economy whose

passivity is so extreme that she allows her own chil-

dren to be killed, and, on the other hand, as an

exemplar of free will—by upholding a promise she

makes to herself as much as to others she asserts her

relative autonomy as a Christian subject. Despite the

fact that major critical studies have presented thor-

ough considerations of both positive and negative

views of Chaucer, much work on Chaucer’s historical

relationships to women and on his representations of

women still needs to be done.

ELIZABETH ROBERTSON
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CHILDREN, BETROTHAL AND
MARRIAGE OF
Medieval canonists and theologians distinguished

promises to marry at a future time (betrothal) from

promises to marry in the present (marriage), although

this distinction was not as sharply etched in the minds

of the laity. Formal betrothal contracts (sponsalia),

with detailed specification of performance contingen-

cies, were ordinarily concluded by high-status couples

whose families and kinsmen were adroit at arranging

socially and politically consequential marriages.
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These acts of family diplomacy frequently affected

very young children. The large majority of couples

doubtlessly entered into informal, private agreements

for future marriage or contracted marriages without

the preliminary betrothal.

Under Roman civil and canon law, the minimum

age for contracting marriage was twelve for girls and

fourteen for boys, the ages roughly corresponding to

the onset of puberty. The church followed Roman

civil law in setting the minimum age for betrothal at

the completion of seven years. A valid betrothal and

marriage under civil and canon law was grounded in

the freely given consent of the bride and groom. In

southern Europe, it was customary for parents and

kinsmen, with the assistance of professional match-

makers, to arrange the marriage of a nubile girl—

namely, choose a spouse, establish the dates of the

betrothal and marriage, and settle the amount of her

dowry. Unless the girl contested the betrothal, claim-

ing that she was forced by her parents or kinsmen to

accept the arranged marriage, her consent was pre-

sumed valid under civil and canon law.

While quantitative data on the ages at which cou-

ples were betrothed in the Middle Ages are not abun-

dant, they can be estimated from ages at first marriage.

In Italy women were married in their late teens to

older men. The extreme case was fifteenth-century

Florence, where the average age at first marriage for

women was eighteen, and for men, thirty-one years.

The available evidence suggests short intervals

between betrothal and marriage, typically a year or

less. In England after the Black Death, rural women

tended to marry between their late teens and early

twenties; urban women, in their twenties. In both

cases husbands were three to four years older than

their brides. English women were betrothed later

than Italian women, while English men were be-

trothed earlier than their Italian counterparts.

Carolingian polyptychs, Norse sagas, saint’s lives,

chronicles, records of legal disputes, and family

archives are among the primary sources testifying to

the marriage of girls shortly after puberty. Chaucer’s

indefatigableWife of Bath hadmarried five times since

the age of twelve. Likewise, at the age of twelve,

Margaret of Beaufort was married to Edmund

Tudor, and at age thirteen she became both a widow

and the mother of the future King Henry VII. Royal

and aristocratic families regularly secured alliances

through the betrothal of children under twelve years

of age. Isabelle of France was seven when her betrothal

to King Richard II of England was arranged. The

eleven betrothals and marriages celebrated by

the Neville family between 1412 and 1436 included

thirteen children under sixteen years, eight of whom

had not yet reached twelve, and one of whomwas only

six. Uncertainty hovered around the betrothals of doc-

ile young children, who, upon reaching marriageable

age, were required to publicly affirm or disaffirm be-

fore a bishop or his court betrothals arranged on their

behalf by parents and kinsmen. Consent transformed

these betrothals into enforceable contracts.

An exceptional source for studying betrothals and

marriages of young children is the Decretals of Gre-

gory IX (1244). At the beginning of the title, ‘‘The

Betrothal of the Prepubescent’’ (X 4. 2), Isidore of

Seville (Etym. XI, 2) was cited as the source for the

definition of pubescence, which he derived from

pubis, named for the pudenda where the body’s soft

hair first appears. Puberty was not strictly determined

by reaching the threshold ages, fourteen and twelve,

but occurred when males could generate and females

could become pregnant (X 4. 2. 3, Puberes). Making

the physical capacity to engage in procreative sexual

intercourse the defining feature of marriageable age

made sense, given the difficulties in ascertaining some-

one’s precise age in this period. In a dispute in which

an older man ‘‘was betrothed to a certain girl in her

cradle’’ and then married the girl’s mother, Pope

Alexander III (1159–1181) ruled that if the marriage

of the man and the mother had been celebrated before

the girl had reached the age of seven, they could

remain joined in marriage, for betrothals ‘‘made in

the cradle’’ were not enforceable (X 4. 2. 4, Litteras

tuae). Another case concerned a girl just under the age

of twelve whose parents married her off. Upon attain-

ing the age of twelve, she sought dissolution of the

marriage and permission to marry someone else, de-

nying that she had consented to marriage with the

man chosen by her parents or that she had had con-

jugal relations with him. Alexander decided that in

cases in which the husband alleged under oath that he

had had conjugal relations with his wife, as here, and

she denied it, truth resided with the husband. In addi-

tion, he held that if a girl under, but nearing, the age

of twelve years consented to her betrothal, it was

binding insofar as it had been approved by her par-

ents, blessed by a priest, and followed by sexual

relations with the groom (X 4. 2. 6, Continebatur).

Disputed betrothals and marriages of young chil-

dren not surprisingly entailed allegations of forced

consent resulting in unions tantamount to bondage.

Pope Urban III (1185–1187) adjudicated a Pisan case

in which a twelve-year-old girl was betrothed to a boy

aged nine or ten. She alleged that her parents had

installed her against her will in the home of the

boy’s father; that she was forced to stay there for

about a year until she eventually returned home; and

that not withstanding her mother’s threats, ‘‘she [did]

not want to have the boy as a husband.’’ The Arch-

bishop of Pisa reported that the boy in fact had
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neither reached the age of fourteen nor had sexual

relations with the girl. Urban instructed the archbish-

op to admonish the girl to wait for the boy to com-

plete his fourteenth year. Should she decide not to

wait, she was permitted to take another man as her

husband (X 4. 2. 11, Ex litteris). These and other

papal decretals sought to reconcile the requirement

that children’s consent to betrothal and marriage be

freely given against children’s natural obligation to

obey the wishes of parents and kinsmen.

Few young children could, or would, resist the

force of parental domination, as the determined

twelve-year old in the Pisan case had done. Yet, it

would be naı̈ve to dismiss the practical relevance of

the decretals on the grounds that more often than

not a child’s consent was a formality. If the papal

decretals were far from definitive and unevenly trans-

lated into practice, they certainly established authori-

tative points of departure employed by jurists and

judges in dealing with the perennial questions of

consent and coercion attending child betrothals and

marriages.

JULIUS KIRSHNER
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CHIVALRY
An idealized set of behaviors for mounted warriors,

and by extension for all noble men, developed in

France into a more or less explicit set of expectations

in the twelfth century, collectively called chivalry (both

then and now—chevalerie in Old French). Chivalry is

known especially through literary works, epics, and

romances. Although modern writers sometimes speak

of a ‘‘code’’ of chivalry, it is a mistake to do so, as that

would imply a clear set of guidelines that everyone

recognized, whether or not they followed them. In

fact, the expectations of chivalry were inherently con-

tradictory, which meant that it was impossible for one

man to meet them all (even if he had wanted to). A

major reason why chivalry failed to develop into a

coherent set of rules is that it was an amalgam of

a number of very different sorts of expectations.

Originally the word chevalerie simply meant battle-

field virtues: being a good fighter, brave, and loyal to

one’s fellows. A warrior on horseback (mounted on a

cheval, or horse) was a knight (chevalier) and should,

it was assumed, practice chivalry. This is the meaning

that chivalry has, for example, in the Song of Roland.

Nobly born men from the twelfth century onward

defined themselves militarily; and young nobles were

trained to be knights, that is, mounted fighters.

Among the wealthy, a young man would undergo a

knighting ceremony to mark his coming of age, often

including a tournament to show off his combat skills.

But this basic meaning of the term, implying a

warrior, quickly combined with other meanings as

well. Most significantly, chivalry increasingly became

united with courtesy (cortoisie), a term simply mean-

ing suitable behavior for someone at court. By the

time that Chrétien de Troyes wrote his romances in

the final decades of the twelfth century, ‘‘chivalry’’

was assumed to include both battlefield and courtly

attributes. A noble courtier was someone well-

educated, who knew how to dance elegantly, perhaps

play a musical instrument, who kept himself clean and

finely attired, and was always polite and gentle to

ladies. In addition, courtliness contained within it

many of the assumptions—ultimately derived from

classical stoicism—of correct manly behavior as

constituting self-control and a composed demeanor.

Unsurprisingly, warrior violence and restrained good

manners mingled uncomfortably.

This already uneasy mix was further complicated

by attempts to Christianize chivalry. The ‘‘knight of

Christ’’ was an old topos within Christian thought,

meaning someone who fought on the side of God.

Often the fighting was metaphorical; monks, for ex-

ample, often referred to themselves as knights of

Christ, fighting evil with their prayers. But both
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church leaders and knights themselves believed it pos-

sible for secular warriors also to be good Christians,

by defending the poor and helpless or especially by

fighting the infidel in the Holy Land. By the thirteenth

century elaborate ceremonies began to be developed

that stressed a young knight’s simultaneous adoption

of the attributes of a warrior and those of a devout

Christian. A young man might spend the night in

prayer before his formal knighting, and religious sym-

bols were attached to his equipment; the sword, for

example, was considered to represent the sign of the

cross as the blade met the hilt.

In practice, of course, as everyone recognized, no

one could at the same time be a ferocious fighter, a

gentle wooer of ladies, and a deeply religious man. The

inherent contradictions within any definition of chiv-

alry were used as the starting point for many contem-

porary works of literature. Every author came up with

his own definition, which seems to have been intended

in part to refute the definitions of other authors. Many

twelfth-century authors started their stories by saying

that the deeds took place in ancient times, when men

still understood chivalry, ‘‘unlike today.’’ This false

sense of nostalgia is rather ironic, given that the

authors were writing when chivalry was brand new.

Rather than simply glorifying chivalry, the authors

critiqued many of its aspects, particularly its violence,

and sought to indicate that not even the most glorious

heroes of old could live up to chivalry’s requirements.

Indeed, the plots of many epics and romances turned

on irreconcilable demands, such as those of love and

honor, both of which were considered aspects of a

chivalrous knight but which heroes, like Chretien’s

Erec, discovered they could not simultaneously follow.

Only at the end of the Middle Ages, in the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries, did systematic treatises seek to

set out clear definitions and guidelines on how a knight

could meet them—and the multiplication of such trea-

tises itself indicates that no single definition yet

predominated.

CONSTANCE B. BOUCHARD
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CHRÉTIEN DE TROYES
All we know about Chrétien de Troyes comes to us

from his unusually abundant corpus. His extant works

include five romances (c. 1165–1191), two lyric poems

in the style of the troubadours, a translation of Ovid’s

Philomela (surviving only in the fourteenth-century

Ovide moralisé), and possibly Guillaume d’Angleterre,

a saint’s life cast as a romance and signed by Chrétien

(the attribution is disputed by scholars). The prologue

to his second romance, Cligès, begins with an inven-

tory of his works: Erec et Enide (the first Arthurian

romance), translations of Ovid’s treatises on love, two

tales from the Metamorphoses (his tale of Pelops has

been lost), and a story of ‘‘King Mark and Yseut the

Blond,’’ no longer extant but whose unexpected title

tantalizingly evokes a version of the popular Tristan

legend, which Chrétien continually reinvents in his

romances. In Le Chevalier de la Charrette (The Knight

of the Cart), commissioned by Marie de Champagne,

Chrétien rewrites Arthurian history (as represented by

Geoffrey of Monmouth and his French translator

Wace), by introducing Lancelot as the queen’s rescuer

and lover. Their open-ended love story powers the

enormous expansion of the Prose Lancelot at the

heart of the thirteenth-century Vulgate Cycle and

serves as the model for Gaston Paris’s invention of

‘‘courtly love’’ in the nineteenth century, a term

whose definition continues to cause passionate debate.

Allusions to the Charrette in Le Chevalier au lion (The

Knight of the Lion) suggest that Chrétien wrote both

romances simultaneously, which may explain why a

second author finished Lancelot’s story, according to

Chrétien’s design, as Godefroi de Leigni claims in

the epilogue. Chrétien’s last romance, Le Conte du

graal (The Story of the Grail), dedicated to Philip of

Flanders, was left unfinished despite its unusual length

(nine thousand plus verses rather than the usual seven

thousand). Like the Charrette, it launched a powerful

new story that generated countless retellings across the

Middle Ages and into the modern era.
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Chrétien’s name and literary patrons locate him in

the courtly culture of northern France. His works

address an aristocratic public of ladies, knights,

counts, and barons, connoisseurs able to appreciate

his highly refined fictions, his art of finding in common

matter—oral and written, Classical and vernacular,

Breton and French—a point of departure for his own

experiments in rewriting. Chrétien arranges stories

into a ‘‘very beautiful conjointure’’ (joining), whose

patterns woven into the narrative require us to discov-

er the possible meanings they inscribe. Read out loud

to a courtly audience, his romances invite the listen-

ers to enjoy the apparent distance of Arthurian

adventures, aswell as their obvious, if indirect reflection

of contemporary problems that undoubtedly engaged a

twelfth-century public, as they continue to interest us:

the balance of power amongmen, and betweenmen and

women, the relation between courtly values, especially

love and prowess, the difficulty of deciphering truth in

a world of appearances, the pitfalls and promise of

language, the gray areas of life that mitigate against

any easy solutions into black and white.

If women are by definition secondary in a world of

romance centered on chivalric heroism, Chrétien has

nevertheless invented a constellation of memorable

female characters who play a variety of necessary

roles that orient, support, and elucidate the heroes’

quests. The title of his first romance fittingly gives

equal billing to its male and female protagonists, as

it puts into play the difficulties of integrating love and

marriage, while maintaining an appropriate balance

between public and private obligations, chivalry and

love. Chrétien’s romances show an unusual commit-

ment to marital love but they by no means limit love’s

domain to the confines of social institutions; witness

the extramarital liaisons of Fenice and Cligès, and

Guenevere and Lancelot. Critics argue about the atti-

tudes expressed toward these couples through narra-

tors’ voices and authorial architecture; what remains

certain is Chrétien’s focus on contradictory values

and experiences, left unresolved in his romances

through ambiguities and puzzles. Feminist critics sug-

gest that Chrétien gives less and less place to heroines,

but one might also argue that as each romance

explores different issues, other roles for female char-

acters emerge, including author-figures like Thessala

and Lunete whose machinations move ahead the

stories of Cligès and Yvain, the proliferation of ladies

and damsels attracted by the erotic force field around

Lancelot, or the mothers of Perceval, Gauvain, and

Arthur, who assume enigmatic importance in the last

romance, where the relationship between love and the

(not yet holy) grail remains problematic.

MATILDA TOMARYN BRUCKNER
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CHRISTINA OF MARKYATE
Christina of Markyate (b. 1096–1098; d. 1155–1156),

virtually unknown for centuries, has in the past fifty

years emerged as a key figure in the history of female

spirituality. She filled numerous roles that exercise the

modern imagination: vowed virgin resisting forced

marriage, resolute heroine fighting the cruel socializa-

tion of her family, spiritual friend and confidante of

important churchmen, and leader of a major, well-

supported female community at Markyate, near the

monastery of St. Albans, Huntingdonshire. Most of

what we know about Christina comes from the Gesta

Abbatum, a chronicle of St. Alban’s compiled in the

1250s; the St. Albans Psalter, a lavishly illuminated

manuscript compiled during Christina’s lifetime and

commemorating her family and friends; and a vividly

dramatic Life (c. 1140–1150) drawing on Christina’s

own reminiscences. Christina, née Theodora (she

renamed herself Christina sometime after her religious

calling), was born into the Anglo-Saxon nobility in

Huntingdon. As a girl, she vowed in a parish church

to remain a virgin for life. At sixteen, she fended off the

sexual advances (caused by Satan, according to the

Life) of Ranulf Flambard, the powerful bishop of

Durham. Flambard subsequently arranged her mar-

riage to Burthred, a young nobleman, with the approv-

al of Christina’s parents, who forced her to consent to

the marriage, then tried to make her consummate it.

The family then embarked on an extraordinary cam-

paign of coercion, combining the temptations of aris-

tocratic society (fine clothes, banquets, the chance to

head a noble household), flattery, threats, and ugly

sexualized violence worthy not just of hagiographical

villains but of fairy tale menaces. Christina’s mother,

Beatrix, maddened by her daughter’s adamantine refu-

sals, declared that ‘‘she would not care who deflowered

her daughter, provided that some way of deflower-

ing her could be found.’’ In successive lurid scenes in

the Life, the parents encouraged Burthred to rape

Christina, alternately thrust her into freezing water

and burned her, and her mother tore out Christina’s

hair, beat her, and exhibited her at a banquet. (Par-

enthetically, it should be noted that decades later,

Christina’s family, who had fallen on hard times,

sought out her protection, and that they were even

singled out for prayers in the St. Alban’s Psalter,

which was altered for Christina’s use.)

Christina initially obtained support from the local

bishop, but bribed by her parents, the bishop ulti-

mately ruled against her. Finally, she ran away and

obtained sanctuary at the cell of Alfwen, a local her-

mit, where she lived for two years; for four further

years, she stayed with the hermit Roger, in a cranny

about fourteen inches wide. Burthred finally released

her from her marriage vow, and she continued to

reside at Markyate, where her holy solitude attracted

many admirers and imitators. Geoffrey, abbot of

St. Alban’s, helped formalize her community at

Markyate into a priory with Christina at its head,

encouraged the writing of the Life, commissioned

the magnificent psalter, and subsequently gave the

priory extensive financial backing and much public

favor. Geoffrey’s close friendship with Christina and

his support of Markyate priory caused great resent-

ment in the St. Albans community: his frequent visits

to Christina’s cell at Markyate gave rise to many

rumors about a sexual relationship, and the diverting

of rents and agricultural income to Markyate and

others of Christina’s favorite charities was a source

of great hostility among the monks. There is strong

evidence that the Life remained unfinished, and its

transmission was suppressed, because of lingering re-

sentment towards Christina at St. Albans.

Christina’s life contains many features crucial to

the history of spirituality, sexuality, marriage, and

mysticism. Her childhood vow of virginity—which

she accompanied with the payment of a penny and

which was confirmed by Sueno, a canon of Hunting-

don—took the form of a wedding with Christ, and

was formalized much later at St Albans, at Geoffrey’s

insistence. This vow—in canon law as in the hagiog-

raphy—took precedence over her forced consent to

marriage (although, if she had consummated it, the

situation might have been different). In narrative

form, thematic use of commonplaces, and personal

psychology, the Life strongly resembles earlier virgin

martyr stories. Christina’s visions were highly person-

al: in her youth, they involved the support of Christ

and the Virgin Mary for her virginity vow, and in

later years they often took the form of predictions

and intimate knowledge of others’ thoughts. Rela-

tions with men loom large in her visionary life: she

attracts, and is attracted by, the hermit Roger; she

and an unnamed cleric struggle at length with mutual

sexual attraction (sometimes in the form of lurid de-

monic visions); and her friendship with Geoffrey and

other spiritual companions was full of intimacy and

passion. This spiritual love, cast by the biographer in

a language reminiscent of eroticism, was not the same

as generalized caritas: personal and exclusive, it can

perhaps be best described as a passion of the soul.

ROBERT STANTON
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CHRISTINA THE ASTONISHING
Christina the Astonishing was born in St. Trond,

close to the Flemish-French language border, in

what we now call Belgium. She achieved local notori-

ety during her lifetime (1150–1224), and a cult

emerged after her death. She was mentioned by

James of Vitry in his Life of Marie d’Oignies and

became the subject of her own Life in 1232 at the

hands of the Dominican Thomas of Cantimpré.

She grew up the youngest of three daughters of a

burgher family. She and her sisters lived a religious

life together even after their parents died. At some

point she died, or seemed to, for at the wake, she

revived and told of her soul’s journey to purgatory,

hell and then paradise, where she chose to return to

her body so as to use her life’s example to turn sinners

toward a saving penitence. At first she fled human

contact and so, suspected of demon possession, was

jailed. After gaining her freedom, she took on a re-

gime of spectacular public suffering. She was incar-

cerated a second time. After again gaining her

freedom, she adopted a more moderate life pattern.

Thereupon, she is recorded as living a mendicant life

of begging, exercising a gift of prophesy, taking on a

penitential regime on behalf of the souls of purgatory,

and coming to a holy end marked by confirming signs

and the solemn translation of her body.

Christina’s Life is an odd piece of hagiography. It

has been difficult for scholars to categorize it within

the conventions of one or another hagiographical

model. It has been suggested that she be viewed in

terms of the type of the ‘‘fool for Christ,’’ as a ‘‘so-

matic preacher’’ who uses her resurrected body, with

its glorious qualities, to live purgatory as an object

lesson for her onlookers, as a ‘‘demoniac saint’’ whose

‘‘madness’’ is the very condition for a certain agency.

All of these types are extreme. Indeed, her hagiogra-

pher’s use of hyperbole and spectacle allows her Life

to function as a test case for theses about women and

their religious experience, or alternatively about a

male hagiographer’s expectations about women and

their religious worth and experience.

For all of that, however, it is doubtful whether

Christina would have come to assume the place she

has in discussions of medieval women and their reli-

gious experience had it not been for the success of

Caroline Walker Bynum’s use of Carol Gilligan and

symbolic anthropology to identify the form of an

intensely embodied feminine spirituality demonstra-

bly distinct from contemporary male analogues. Her

eye for and clever deployment of what might be

termed ‘‘spiritual grotesques’’ (with which the Life of

Christina the Astonishing is replete) has created a taste

for medieval spiritual spectacle that has allowed this

strange riddle of a medieval woman and her brief,

idiosyncratic Life to assume an outsized place in the

current scholarly consciousness of medieval women’s

spirituality and religious experience.

ROBERT SWEETMAN
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CHRISTINE DE PIZAN
Though born in Venice in 1364, Christine de Pizan

carries the name of her father’s birthplace, Pizzano.

Her father, Tommaso da Pizzano, was recruited by

the French king, Charles V, to be his court astrologer;

as a consequence, Christine moved from Venice to

Paris as a child in 1368. About 1379 she became the

wife of Etienne de Castel, a notary and royal secre-

tary, and by 1385 she was the mother of two sons and

a daughter. When her husband died unexpectedly of

the plague in 1389, she suddenly found herself a

widow with three children and a widowed mother to

provide for, her father having died just before her

husband. These circumstances induced her to begin

composing and circulating poetry early in the 1390s,

both as a vehicle to express her grief at the loss of her

husband and as a means of acquiring royal or ducal

patronage in order to support her dependants. Her

initial poems earned her significant attention, and

over the next twenty-five years she produced a wide

range of texts in prose, as well as verse for a number

of patrons in a variety of genres. During this time she

was also involved in the production of manuscripts of

her works; her skillful use of the institutions of pa-

tronage and book production have led modern scho-

lars to designate her the first professional woman of

letters in European history. In 1418, the civil conflict

between the Burgundians and Armagnacs forced

Christine to withdraw from Paris to the safety of an

abbey outside the city, perhaps to Poissy where her

daughter was a nun. Removed from the court and

scriptorium, her literary activity all but ceased, al-

though she composed a final poem in 1429 to cele-

brate the triumph of Joan of Arc in lifting the siege of

Orleans and having Charles VII crowned in Rheims.

Since no more is heard from Christine de Pizan after

the composition of this poem, she is generally thought

to have died before witnessing Joan of Arc’s trial and

death in 1431.

Times

Christine lived during a tumultuous period in late

medieval France, and she witnessed a considerable

amount of war and social upheaval. The Hundred

Years’War (1337–1451), a conflict between the French

and English kings, led to intermittent battles and the

siege of French cities by English armies throughout her

lifetime. In addition, a dispute between two factions in

the royal family, the Burgundians and the Armagnacs,

erupted into open conflict in Paris from 1411 onward;

it was this civil war that prompted Christine to leave

Paris in 1418. In addition, both the monarchy and the

papacy experienced crises in leadership. From 1368

until 1422, France was ruled by Charles VI, a king

who experienced frequent bouts of madness, and

from 1378, the Papal Schism resulted in the election

of two competing popes. Throughout her writings,

Christine frequently speaks of her personal trials, par-

ticularly her widowhood, but she addresses as well

these military and political events that concerned

France and shaped life in late medieval Paris.

Works

Christine de Pizan left a corpus of texts that would be

considered remarkable for any medieval author, but

is especially extraordinary for a woman writer whose

gender placed her at a substantial disadvantage in

terms of education and court culture. A survey of

Christine de Pizan giving instructions. From the ‘‘Works of
Christine de Pizan.’’ France, 15th CE. Harl.4431. Fol. 261v.
(detail). Location: British Library, London, Great Britain.
Credit: HIP / Art Resource, NY.
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her major textual productions illustrates the range

and pace of her literary activity. After gaining recog-

nition for her lyrical compositions in the 1390s, she

authored a verse epistle in 1399 (The Letter of the God

of Love) that satirically criticizes the attitude towards

women in the Romance of the Rose, a thirteenth-cen-

tury allegory, and she proceeded to circulate three

prose letters that offer a serious critique of the

Rose as part of an epistolary debate on the merits of

that poem (1401–1402). In 1400, she produced a

mythological treatise, the Letter of Othea to Hector,

a text composed in both prose and verse; in luxury

manuscripts of her works, the Othea is a densely

illustrated text that contributes as much to visual as

to textual culture. She then wrote several texts that

directly addressed French politics: a dream allegory,

The Path of Long Study (1402–1403); a long verse

narrative on universal history, the The Transforma-

tions of Fortune (1404); as well as a prose biography of

her father’s patron, Charles V, a book commissioned

by the Duke of Burgundy (1404). When she came to

write the Book of the City of Ladies in 1405, a prose

allegory in defense of women, she focuses specifically

on the gendered nature of history and culture, issues

that had been ignored in the vision of universal histo-

ry in The Transformations of Fortune. However, soon

after producing the City of Ladies, she composed The

Book of the Three Virtues (1405), a conduct book for

women that endorsed the status quo rather than the

visionary possibilities for women proposed by the

City of Ladies. She also composed a political treatise

organized as an autobiographical narrative, Chris-

tine’s Vision (1405), as well as a treatise on political

philosophy, the Book of the Body Politic (1404–1407);

a book on the mechanics of warfare, the Book of

Deeds of Arms and of Chivalry (1410), as well as a

treatise on peace, The Book of Peace (1414). In addi-

tion, she wrote several debate poems and a significant

number of devotional texts in prose. Her final text is

the poem on Joan of Arc, the Tale of Joan of Arc

(1429) previously mentioned.

The trajectory of Christine’s literary career took

her from poetry on personal topics into the composi-

tion of overtly political writings, including prose trea-

tises; nonetheless, she continues to foreground herself

as narrator of her texts throughout her literary career.

While it is conventional for late-medieval poets to

represent themselves as the speaker of their texts,

Christine’s gender calls attention to her authorial per-

formance as a woman writer, not only when she

writes about love or widowhood, but also when she at-

tempts to use her writings to intervene in contempo-

rary political crises. As a consequence, the corpus of

her work offers a series of female voiced texts on the

most serious political and social topics of her day,

such as war, politics, and history, as well as on the

status and conduct of women. Several of her texts

were translated in the late medieval and early modern

period (into English, Flemish, and Portuguese), and

her writings survive in numerous manuscripts and

early printed books. In addition, her writings on the

Romance of the Rose are thought to have initiated the

early modern debate on women known as the querelle

des femmes.

MARILYNN R. DESMOND
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CHRONICLES OF THE NORTHERN
LOW COUNTRIES
The northern Low Countries fell almost entirely with-

in the diocese of Utrecht, however without being a

political and cultural entity. Most influential on

Dutch historiography were several chronicles of the

County of Holland and Zeeland. They had their ori-

gin in hagiography (from the tenth century) and were

composed at the Abbey of Egmond, founded by

Count Thierry II (d. 988), or at the court, where the

focus shifted to the reigns of the counts. The history

of the counts was interwoven with that of Utrecht and

Gelre, Hainault and Brabant. Chronicles served to

promote legitimation and identity and the main

themes were politics, power, and war.

Incorporation into the Burgundian state in the

fifteenth century meant a new impulse for historiogra-

phy. Regarding women in the chronicles, the story

about Countess Jacqueline of Bavaria, who was forced

in 1433 to resign the county to Philip the Good of
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Burgundy, was added, but essentially the tone did not

change. Women played a minor role, although docu-

mentary sources prove that countesses were actively

involved on behalf of husbands or children. Most

information concerns dynastic relations, but women

were mentioned only occasionally. In chronicles from

the north, where central government was lacking, dy-

nastic elements were absent, and so were women. The

same can be said of town chronicles.

In monastic chronicles women were judged accord-

ing to ecclesiastical interests. Abbesses, female

founders, and benefactors figure in positive roles.

The outstanding founders of the abbey of Berne,

Folkold and Bescela, starting as an adulterous couple,

ended like saints. However, Lady Reinwidis, benefac-

tor and recluse of the abbey of Kloosterrade, caused a

disturbance c. 1130 by surrounding herself with

women. According to the chronicler, a woman on

her own could not live without maids.

Chroniclers divided women into two categories

according to status: on the one hand, wives and

mothers, and, on the other hand, religious women.

About 1000, Alpertus of Metz compared two sisters,

Adela, wife of Balderic, and Abbess Liutgard. Adela

talked too much, her dress reflected her debauchery

and her face betrayed fickleness, but she taught her

maids all kinds of textile arts and made the most

sumptuous fabrics. Liutgard was wise, hospitable,

visited the poor and benefited the church. Out of

greed, Adela tried to poison her and destroy the nun-

nery. When chroniclers paid attention to women, they

were presented as either extremely pious or as trouble-

makers. For instance, after her husband’s death,

Countess Petronilla (d. 1144) ruled the County of

Holland and Zeeland for ten years, although her son

had come of age. The chroniclers, nonetheless, picture

her as a benefactor of the abbey of Egmond and

founder of the nunnery of Rijnsburg.

Countess Aleida of Cleve (c. 1202) was described

as a troublemaker, damaging the abbey of Egmond,

despite the fact that she defended the county effec-

tively against the Frisians. The chroniclers continue

telling how, shortly after her husband’s death in 1203,

she married their only surviving child, Ada (d. 1223),

to the Count of Loon (d. 1218), against her husband’s

intentions. The nobility rose in revolt because they did

not want a foreign ruler tied to Aleida’s apron-strings,

and they were fearful that a woman always had a

fickle mind. Ada’s case, after Aleida’s death, was

very similar to that of Jacqueline of Bavaria. Her

paternal uncle claimed the county, and successfully

supported her adversaries. She died childless. The

Herald of Bavaria (c. 1400) was the first to state that

Ada rightfully inherited the county. He wrote this

after Emperor Lewis III of Bavaria (d. 1347) invested

his wife Margaret (d. 1354) with the county, when, in

1345, her brother, Count William IV, had died child-

less. Margaret and her son William, who first acted as

her substitute, got caught in the faction struggle of the

Cods and the Hooks. As a result, the chronicles tell,

mother and child came to stand in opposition to one

another. Like Ada before and Jacqueline after her,

Margaret was defeated.

The chronicles of Melis Stoke (d. after 1314)

and Willem the Procurator (d. 1335) also contain

romantic stories, which might originate from trouba-

dour songs and shed more light on women. For in-

stance, there is the story of the Countess of Clermont

who fell in love with Count Floris IV of Holland, who

was killed in 1234 at a tournament in Corbie by her

jealous husband. Or, the cunning Countess of Gelre,

who persuaded her husband to marry their daughter

Aleida to Count William I of Holland (d. 1222) and

thus made peace between the counties. And, Countess

Jeanne of Valois, who was very sad about the mar-

riage of her daughter, because in her foresight she

sensed trouble.

Historiographers of the sixteenth century and later

did not focus on the role that a woman performed,

but emphasized more and more her femininity.
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CHURCH
Even though Pentecost, the day the Holy Spirit des-

cended upon the Apostles after the Ascension of Jesus

(Acts 2), is traditionally considered the birthday of

the Church, the development of an institutionalized

form of Christianity took many years. The main rea-

son for this delay is the fact that early Christians lived

in vivid expectation of the parousia, the end-times

marked by the second coming of Christ and, there-

fore, did not give much thought to establishing an

institution. But as generations, and then centuries,

passed, Christians increasingly shaped more overt

forms of Christianity. Each group of Christians who

met for worship was called an ekkelsia, an assembly;

as the connections between these groups grew stron-

ger, the ekklesia, the Church, was seen as an ever-

more structured hierarchy.

Early Church

By the second century, Christians were organized into

geographical regions (called dioceses, a term taken

from Roman imperial administration) each headed

by a bishop. As the ecclesiastical hierarchy took

shape, the nature of Christian leadership changed

dramatically. In the earliest Christian commu-

nities, women had roles of diakonia, service to the

community, usually interpreted as teaching and

spreading the faith. We see evidence of this in the

story of Mary and Martha, sisters of Bethany and

leaders of a Christian community, in the Gospel of

Luke, although it has been pointed out that the atten-

tion Luke gives to women leaders in the Christian

community is muted by his concern for the appropri-

ate secondary roles that women needed to take. The

same ambivalence is found in the writings of the

Apostle Paul; even though many scholars have point-

ed out Paul’s undisputed role in the theology of male

headship and women’s subordination (1 Corinthians

7:3–4, 1 Corinthians 11:3–5), it is also the case that

Paul argues for women’s equality in a general way

(Galatians 3:28) and mentions many women leaders.

It has also been noted that Paul’s distinctions of

status in the community have at least as much to do

with social rank as with gender. In general, one could

say that the works of the New Testament canon,

which were all written by the second decade of the

second century show some hints of women’s leader-

ship roles (the stories of Mary and Martha, Mary

Magdalene and Thecla), but also are clear about the

reality of male authority. The New Testament writ-

ings that are most discriminatory with regard to gen-

der are the so-called Pastoral Epistles (1 and 2

Timothy and Titus); they date from the early second

century and model the ‘‘household code’’ of the late

Roman Empire. In this world, men fill all the impor-

tant Church offices. These writings had a great deal of

authority in the Middle Ages because they were

ascribed to Paul and were thought to be the incontro-

vertible teachings of the Apostles.

By the end of the second century, an increasingly

exclusive male hierarchy was being established. The

Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus of Rome is very

concerned with role distinctions, and draws a firm

line between those church offices that require ordina-

tion by the laying on of hands and those that can be

filled by appointment. Hippolytus names a great many

church offices, including some that were held exclu-

sively by women, such as the order of widows. He is

careful tomake clear, though, that widows do not have

the same authority as (male) ministers consecrated by

the laying on of hands, since they should be instituted

by word only. The role of widows continued to be a

troubling issue, as is clear from the Didascalia Aposto-

lorum, a work purporting to be from the first century

but probably written several centuries later. It refers to

‘‘good’’ and ‘‘bad’’ widows, and gives a number of

counsels for keeping the latter under control. This

work is very concerned with making clear categories

of church offices, and forbids women from participat-

ing in ministries such as baptism, healing, and prayer.

The Didascalia does recognize the office of deaconess
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(a clue that it is probably from the Eastern part of the

Church) whose office was to minister particularly to

other women. Although actual Christian life may not

have been as tidy as theDidascalia Apostolorum wants

to make it, it is noteworthy that this text limits

women’s charismatic and sacramental roles, while it

does recognize the order of deaconesses, although

under male clerical control.

Yet another early Christian text, the Apostolic

Constitutions, a fourth-century document from Syria,

weaves together sections from Hippolytus, the Didas-

calia and other early sources into a discussion of

church hierarchy that places women firmly at the

bottom. The first book of the Apostolic Constitutions

combines a description of women’s innate weakness

with a warning about women’s seductive power. This

looks forward to an equation of women with carnality

on the one hand and spiritual and intellectual weak-

ness on the other, themes that become commonplace

in later Latin Christianity. Indeed, the Apostolic

Constitutions relates women’s religious practices to

paganism, emphasizing another accusation against

women that will be seen throughout the Middle

Ages. In some very important ways, then, the gender

basis for church hierarchy had been established be-

fore the end of the classical period of the formulation

of Christian doctrine. This gender-based hierarchy

informed the thousand years of medieval Christianity

and was not to change significantly before the twen-

tieth century, when the ordination of women to

ministerial positions equal to those of men became

accepted in many Protestant denominations.

Once this pattern of male domination had been

established, it was authorized by references to biblical

verses of both the Old and the New Testament. The

story of the Fall of Adam and Eve in Genesis 3 was

especially important. In Genesis 3:17, Adam’s curse is

linked particularly to the fact that he listened to the

voice of his wife; for this, he was condemned to work

the earth for his living, and to die and return to the

dust from which he came. This theme, that human

hardships are primarily due to the weakness of

women, is heard from Tertullian in the third century

to the late fifteenth-century Malleus Maleficarum

(The Hammer of Witches). The Dominican author

of this late medieval treatise explicitly retells the

story of the third chapter of Genesis to explain why

women are morally inferior to men: this is because the

first woman was made from a bent rib, and so women

are bent in a direction contrary (reversed order) to

male human beings. The Malleus even gives an ex-

planatory etymology for the word femina, the Latin

word for woman; it comes, the text says, from fe

minus, ‘‘less faith,’’ because women are, by their very

nature, weaker in faith than men.

Subordinate or Equal?

Such an understanding of Christian scripture was

helped, no doubt, by the generally male-dominated

societies of late antiquity and the Middle Ages. But

one western theologian in particular, Augustine of

Hippo, was fundamental in establishing a theological

basis for the fundamental subordination of women to

men. It has been noted that an important part of

Augustine’s theology was the idea that ‘‘man’’ was

made in the image of God. But is this ‘‘man’’ to be

understood as generic, encompassing all of humanity,

male and female, or is ‘‘man’’ understood as specifi-

cally male? Augustine’s answer to this is complicated.

On the one hand, women must be in the image of God

if they are capable of, even worthy of, salvation, since

the central idea of the Incarnation of Jesus was that,

by becoming human, Christ took on and made repa-

ration for human sins. So, in this broad ontological

way, Augustine says, women are in the image of God.

Yet, in a more specific and incarnate way, with regard

to the physical reality of women’s bodies, women are

not in the image of God in the way that men are. This

argument, egalitarian in the most ontological sense

and yet strictly hierarchical in the embodied reality of

humans on earth, is another example of how the

leadership roles available for women in the Church

were severely limited by the fifth century, since

women’s spiritual inferiority could be understood as

a reason to deny them the possibility of leadership in

the Church. Women may have been thought to stand

equally with men before God at the Last Judgment,

but they certainly did not have equal access to the

esoteric roles of spiritual and liturgical leadership here

on earth.

Nevertheless, the possibility of salvation was an

obvious catalyst for the religious devotion of many

Christian women. In the second and third centuries,

the period of the persecution of Christians by the

powers of the Roman Empire, many women became

famous as martyrs for the faith. Often these stories of

exemplary women involve the refusal of marriage to a

pagan king or official, followed by the glorious, if

gory, death of the brave women. The classical version

of this is the legend of Saint Catherine of Alexandria,

who stood firm when tortured on the wheel, but was

finally killed by beheading, after which angels took

her head to Mount Sinai, where it is preserved today

in the Monastery of Saint Catherine. Such women

were praised for their lack of sexuality, the opposite

attribute ascribed to their seductive first mother, Eve.

In this way, women martyrs were thought to be vir-

iliter, man-like. The primary example of this trick of a

sex-change is the martyrdom of Saint Perpetua, who
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died in the Arena of Carthage in 203 when she was

torn apart by a wild heifer. The Passion of Perpetua

and her servant Felicity, said to have been written by

Perpetua herself and redacted by another hand (some

say Tertullian’s), gives the most explicit example of

how a woman is sanctified by becoming a man. Per-

petua has a number of prophetic dreams in prison; in

one, she enters into battle with a ‘‘foul Egyptian,’’

that is, the devil. When Perpetua strips to prepare

herself for battle, she finds that she has been turned

into a man. This transformation does the trick; not

only does Perpetua then prevail in battle, but she even

throws the Egyptian down on the sand and treads on

his head, an obvious reference to God’s curse on the

serpent in Genesis 3:15, when Adam is promised the

power to tread on the serpent’s head. The martyrdom

texts in general, and the Passion of Perpetua in par-

ticular, make clear that women can shake off their

weak and sinful nature, and become true leaders of

the community, only by becoming male.

Monasticism

But where could a medieval Christian woman become

male? Medieval women’s lives were tightly controlled

by their reproductive potential, as their divinely

ordained life on earth was centered on the ability to

bear children for men. But there was one earthly

realm where women were equal to if separate from

men, that is, the cloister. The institution of monasti-

cism has a long and complex trajectory with regard to

gender, beginning and ending in strict control by male

ecclesiastics, with a moment of female empowerment

in between. Women’s monastic life was instituted by

authors like the sixth-century Caesarius of Arles as a

way of controlling the weak, sinful nature of women.

But medieval monasticism, an institution that mediated

much of the authority of the medieval church, turned

out to be one place where women could actually exert

some power. In the century after Caesarius, an abbess

named Hilda ruled over a monastery of men and

women at Whitby in northern England, and presided

at a council where it was decided that the British

church would follow the Roman rather than the

Celtic liturgical calendar. By the twelfth century,

there were such ‘‘double monasteries’’ of men and

women on the Continent as well. In the cloister, the

ancient stories of manly women saints were read in

Chapter and at meals, and nuns were thus presented

with a model of holiness, sternly celibate, stripped of

weak feminine characteristics, that they could emulate.

We know that medieval abbesses did, in fact, take

on many tasks that had been since the fourth century

designated for men only, including preaching, reading

the Gospel, and hearing confessions from the nuns of

the community. In the twelfth century, Peter Abelard

seemed to tacitly approve of some of these ministerial

functions by women when he compared the office of

abbess to that of deaconess in the early church. But

there had been many restrictions put on women’s

ministry between the early deaconesses and the

twelfth-century abbesses, and so it is not surprising

that, in the early thirteenth century, Pope Innocent III

made a point of forbidding ‘‘certain abbesses’’ in

Spain the right to exercise any of these ministries.

Innocent seems to have had in mind the well-

connected community of Cistercian women at Las

Huelgas, near Burgos, where the abbess had a good

deal of worldly power as well as spiritual authority

within her community. Whatever sense such power

wielded by a monastic woman may have made in

thirteenth-century Spain, the papal prohibition

harked back to ‘‘apostolic’’ authority forbidding

women to do such things; Innocent may have had in

mind the patristic handbooks of ecclesiastical roles, or

perhaps the New Testament as interpreted by Augus-

tine, but he was clear about claiming this restriction to

have been ‘‘apostolic.’’ So once again, and now with a

reference to ancient custom, women, were officially

forbidden to take part in the roles of power and

leadership of the Church. This prohibition became

legal in yet another way when Innocent’s letter on

this case was quoted at length in the Decretals of

Pope Gregory IX, under the heading ‘‘An abbess

cannot bless monastics, hear confessions, and preach

in public.’’ The exclusion of women from the hierar-

chy of the Church, a concept that had become stan-

dard by the fourth century, was thus made into a legal

definition in the thirteenth.

Brides of Christ

And yet, at the same time, there was another way in

which the medieval church was marked by gender, the

vision of the church as the Bride of Christ. Many

scholars have commented on the irony of a male

defined and identified institution portraying itself as

a feminized, passive partner, but this image held great

power in the Middle Ages. The Church as Bride was a

biblical metaphor, found most explicitly at the end of

the Apocalypse to John (21:9–10), where the Church,

in the guise of the Heavenly Jerusalem, descends,

bedecked as a bride, to her wedding with the Lamb.

This image was joined in the medieval exegetical

imagination to the passionate love between the Bride

and the Bridegroom portrayed in the Song of Songs,
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a book of the Bible that was largely understood in

medieval Christianity as the love song between Christ

and the Church. This interpretation begins as early as

Origen of Alexandria in the third century, and is

powerfully recapitulated in the Song of Songs com-

mentary of the fourth-century Cappadocian Gregory

of Nyssa. But in the Latin Church, this powerful

image comes into its own in the two great periods of

medieval Latin exegesis, the ninth century (Haimo of

Auxerre) and the twelfth century (Honorius Augus-

todunensis, Rupert of Deutz, and especially Bernard

of Clairvaux). It is striking that some of the most

profound religious thinkers of the medieval period

were deeply involved in the image of the feminized

church. Having removed women as much as possible

from the life in the Church on earth, medieval male

authors then turned around and made the Church

into an idealized female figure, the protagonist of

some heavily eroticized spirituality.

Given this irony, perhaps it is no surprise that this

feminized image was not, actually, so popular among

the strong women leaders of medieval Christianity. In

fact, both Hildegard of Bingen in the twelfth century

and Catherine of Siena in the fourteenth went out of

their way to avoid referring to themselves as ‘‘Brides

of Christ,’’ or using the Song of Songs in any self-

referential way, although their male confessors, spiri-

tual directors, and biographers had no qualms about

remembering them this way. This is one of the many

ways in which medieval women’s experience was

mediated through a filter of male ecclesiastical con-

trol, a pattern that had many repercussions for the

way some holy women are found in medieval hagiog-

raphy. Other medieval women, in contrast, took this

imagery and used it to their own empowerment. Clare

of Assisi and Gertrude the Great, both head of

women’s communities in the thirteenth century,

made the connection to the image of Bride a major

reference point, encouraging their sister nuns to think

of themselves this way. So did Hadewijch of Antwerp,

a thirteenth-century Flemish Beguine. In some ways

this seems very passive, yet there is also a way in

which the imagery could be used subversively, in the

very fact that the Bride was at once the human soul

(the soul of a humble nun) and at the same time the

church, the Heavenly Jerusalem, the Mother of us all.

Restricted Autonomy

The general pattern we observed in the early Church,

that opportunities for women’s autonomy and lead-

ership in the Christian community diminished with

every century, becoming more legalistically expressed

and more strictly enforced, has to be seen, in one way,

as the increasing masculinization of the Church. In

the later Middle Ages and early modern periods, this

suspicion of women turned into hostility, as a concern

about women’s claims of sanctity led to persecution

of women accused of ‘‘false sanctity,’’ and, eventually,

to the witch craze of the fifteenth, sixteenth, and

seventeenth centuries, in which women in particular

were targeted as enemies of the Church. Yet, this

trend was accompanied and somewhat mitigated by

an enduring romance with the image of the Church as

inherently feminine. Perhaps medieval ecclesiastics

(all male and celibate by definition) gained some spir-

itual solace from this ironic dichotomy, even as they

continued to raise the barriers to women’s full partic-

ipation in the community. Medieval Church women

(all celibate nuns by definition, and increasingly con-

stricted by legislation about obedience and enclosure)

were faced with a more difficult dilemma, but they

could, for most of the Middle Ages, still gain some

spiritual power from this imagery.

An analysis of the roles of women and gender in

the Church, then, must take place on a number of

levels. Institutional history shows a clear decline in

the power of women from the second century to the

fourth, and then a hardening of the prohibitions on

women’s leadership roles supported by claims to ap-

ostolic authority. By the High Middle Ages, this

‘‘eternal truth’’ of women’s inferiority was inscribed

in canon law. In the late Middle Ages and early

modern period, it became part of a rationale for the

persecution of women as witches. Increasing restric-

tions on women’s societal roles mirrored all of this.

And yet, the concomitant feminization of the church

in theology, exegesis, and spiritual writings gave men

and women both a way to identify with the spiritua-

lized Church as especially beloved of God, the Bride

of Christ.

E. ANN MATTER
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CHURCHING
Churching, kirchgang in German, was a ritual of

purification performed for a woman on the occasion

of her first visit to church after the birth of a baby.

The French term, les relevailles, refers to the more

social aspect of the ritual: the end of the mother’s

lying-in. Women from every level of society were

churched, usually after every birth. Thus, churching

was a common, though not universally practiced,

custom throughout medieval Europe.

The origins of the ritual, however, are obscure.

Many medieval references connect it with Leviticus

12:1–6, which forbids women from entering sacred

space until they have completed a period of purifica-

tion and presented an offering to the priest. The

length of this period depended upon the sex of the

child, either 40 days for a boy or 80 for a girl. Medie-

val practice certainly had some connection with these

Mosaic proscriptions but was different enough that it

ought not be considered simply a Christian adapta-

tion of Jewish practice. In particular, canon law in the

West never prohibited a woman from entering a

church after giving birth, though it was a common

and devout custom in many places and some clerics

enforced the custom strictly. In addition, Christian

mothers did not use ritual bathing (mikveh) as a part

of their purification after childbirth, as did Jewish

mothers. Finally, the length of time a mother was

expected to refrain from entering a church varied

according to local custom but was not determined

by the sex of the baby. In both France and England

evidence suggests that mothers waited about a month

before returning to church.

Churching was also associated with the Feast of the

Purification, which celebrated Mary’s fulfillment of

the Mosaic Law. The celebration included a proces-

sion with candles, hence the common name for the

feast, Candlemas. This, perhaps, explains the fact

that medieval women sometimes offered a candle at

the time of their purification. In England, it was cus-

tomary to bring a candle and other gifts as well, espe-

cially the child’s christening cloth. In the later Middle

Ages in both France and England, the candle was

accompanied by or replaced with a monetary offering.

Early medieval evidence for the idea that women

were considered impure after childbirth comes from

the penitentials, which often closely follow Levitical

proscriptions. An early ninth-century Frankish peni-

tential mentions women coming to church for purifi-

cation with a candle and an offering, and Carolingian

chronicles mention the practice of women observing

a period of purification after childbirth. The earliest

liturgical evidence comes from the eleventh century.

Liturgies of churching, as with other aspects of the

rite, varied. Some German rites included the child,

while French liturgies never did; French rites typi-

cally included a mass, other rites often did not. All

of the liturgies included a blessing of the new mother,

usually with holy water, as a rite of purification.
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The meaning of churching was, however, complex

and changed over time. In the early Middle Ages,

restricting new mothers from entering a church

was intended to protect sacred space from blood

pollution. In the central Middle Ages, French bishops

used the rite as a means of enforcing ecclesiastical

legislation on marriage and clerical understanding of

the marital debt, eventually transforming churching

into a rite that honored marriage. In sermons, howev-

er, many French clerics continued to refer to the rite

as purification from the pollutions of a bloody birth

and the taint of lust experienced in the process of

conception. In England, analysis of the liturgy sug-

gests it was not only a rite of purification but also of

transition and thanksgiving. The element of transition

was marked by the mother’s return to public life in the

parish as well as to her husband’s bed. Perhaps in

acknowledgment of these, by the late Middle Ages

the liturgical celebration was followed by a public

celebration, which varied in character according to

the social class of the mother. There are descriptions

of elaborate feasts for English queens, more modest

feasts among French bourgeoisie, and gatherings at

taverns for poorer women. These occasions allowed

families to demonstrate their social status and to

declare the birth of a legitimate child. In contrast,

Italian evidence, which has not yet been thoroughly

studied, suggests that the ritual had little social im-

portance and was not celebrated with feasting of any

kind.

Outside England and France, research on medieval

churching has been very limited. Further study of this

ritual would add a great deal to our understanding of

women in the Middle Ages.

PAULA M. RIEDER
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CISTERCIAN ORDER
Among twelfth-century monastic reform groups who

sought more austere religious lives, the Cistercians

were the most popular. The traditional story told by

Cistercians of the later twelfth century is that Cı̂teaux

was founded in 1098 by Robert of Molesme. It was

one of many groups that sought to reform Benedic-

tine monastic life in imitation of the lives of the early

Apostles and Desert Fathers. Robert soon returned to

Molesme, itself a reform community of circa 1075,

but some of his followers remained at Cı̂teaux. After

difficult early years daughter-houses of Cı̂teaux began

to be founded circa 1113. Among the first was

Clairvaux, founded after the entrance into Cı̂teaux

of Bernard of Fontaines, usually known as Bernard

of Clairvaux, a convert to the religious life with earlier

training in the urban schools, who would become

the great early intellectual and spiritual leader of the

Cistercians. Bernard was soon sent to found Clair-

vaux, where he remained as abbot until his death in

1153. Bernard’s active preaching throughout Europe

inspired many individuals to convert to the reli-

gious life at Clairvaux, among them the future Pope

Eugenius III (1145–1153). Although there is no evi-

dence that womenwere among those foundingCı̂teaux

or Clairvaux, there were women at Molesme; and a

daughter-house for them would be founded at Jully,

not far from Clairvaux, in 1113. There female relatives

of Bernard and his companions, including Bernard’s

sister Humbelina, became nuns. Bernard maintained

close ties to Jully until the mid-1140s, when Eugenius

III firmly attached those nuns to Molesme.

After the mid-twelfth century, bishops and popes

seemed to have actively encouraged a move towards

centralization in the practice of the religious life and

monastic ‘‘umbrella-groups,’’ the religious orders ap-

peared. Such orders shared customs, internal dispute

resolution, and visitation and were ruled by a head or

governing body. In the Cistercian case this was the

General Chapter, an annual, universal, mandatory

assembly of all abbots held in mid-September at

Cı̂teaux, where disputes were resolved and legislation

aimed at unanimity of practice was adopted. Despite

the fact that the Cistercian mother abbey at Cı̂teaux
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had been founded in 1098, the earliest written evi-

dence for the Cistercian Order as an administrative

entity comes from the 1150s. As more new reform

houses sought affiliation with the Cistercians a writ-

ten Charter of Charity was produced circa 1165. By

the 1180s, many of the organizational issues for the

regulation of such an order had been resolved, and an

official version of the order’s customary was pro-

duced around that time. By the end of the century

papal exemption from local episcopal visitation led to

the creation of filiation trees to organize visitation by

leaders of the order. By 1215, the Cistercian Order

had become the largest and most famous of the new

religious orders, its rhetoric asserting its precocity in

creating such an institution; and its prestige was con-

firmed when it was held up as the ideal by the Fourth

Lateran Council, which enjoined all monastic com-

munities to identify themselves with such a group.

In the early 1120s, Cı̂teaux’s abbot, Stephen

Harding, had founded a community of nuns at le

Tart that developed its own congregation of daugh-

ter-houses. Cistercian nuns of Montreuil near Laon

are reported circa 1150 by Herman of Tournai as

working not at spinning and women’s work but in

the fields like the brothers of Clairvaux. Some reform

communities seeking affiliation included both men

and women, like the double-community at Obazine

which, upon Cistercian affiliation in the 1160s, creat-

ed a separate house for its women at nearby Coyroux.

Savigniac houses of nuns were also attached to the

Cistercian Order along with the rest of the Savigniacs

in the 1160s. By 1189 the importance of women’s

houses among affiliated houses was such that the

king of Castile wanted to create a congregation of

women’s houses, in imitation of those associated

with le Tart, under the authority of his newly founded

abbey of Cistercian nuns at las Huelgas near Burgos;

the abbots refused, explaining that they had no au-

thority to force existing houses of nuns in Spain to

adhere to las Huelgas, but this does not mean there

were no Cistercian nuns.

Contrary to received opinion, the huge religious

and economic success of the Cistercians was not be-

cause of an overflowing of monks from the houses of

Burgundy or because Cistercians created new reli-

gious communities on the frontiers of Europe. Cister-

cian numbers and wealth accumulated with the

incorporation of independently founded houses each

with recruits and endowment, the return to simplicity

in liturgical practice, building, and lifestyle, by a ra-

tionalization of long-fragmented land and improve-

ment of cultivation, intensive pastoralism and animal

husbandry, tithe-exemptions, the introduction of lay-

brothers and -sisters who worked on granges created

out of land purchased from previous occupants, and

the growth of demand in the twelfth-century economy,

particularly for the meat and animal products that

Cistercian practice encouraged because raising ani-

mals was less labor-intensive than cultivating fields.

The widespread affiliation of independently

founded houses meant that the Cistercian Order num-

bered more than 500 men’s houses by the end of

the twelfth century. There were many twelfth-

century women’s houses, but the great surge of

women’s foundations was led by important secular

women founders. In addition to such new founda-

tions, the incorporation of many groups of religious

women acting as sisters in hospitals in the first half of

the thirteenth century meant that by the century’s end

the order’s women’s houses outnumbered those for

men. Women’s houses gradually lost possibilities for

mutual support and local protection which had been

associated with earlier visitation by abbesses or bish-

op-founders when in the mid-thirteenth century visita-

tion of women’s houses was placed under the authority

of abbots of neighboring men’s houses. The numbers

of recruits and the assiduity with which thirteenth-

century abbesses and their patrons created endowment

and recruited novices meant that women’s commu-

nities remained full to capacity at a time when men’s

were suffering a crisis of recruitment. As had the

order’s monks from an earlier date, communities of

Cistercian nuns by the thirteenth century controlled

large and productive tracts of land in many regions.

In the difficult years of the fifteenth century, par-

ticularly in areas hard hit by the Hundred Years’

War, a number of houses of Cistercian women were

suppressed (about twenty percent of those in what is

today France), and their properties taken over by

men’s communities with the assent of the abbots of

the General Chapter. The rest, along with most men’s

houses survived until the Reformation in England

and the Empire, and elsewhere until the French Rev-

olution. A series of reforms of the Cistercians in the

early modern period led to the creation of the Strict

Observance, a reform of the Cistercians revived in the

nineteenth century. Its members today are the Trap-

pists or Trappistines, but there also remain a few

communities, primarily with roots in eastern Europe,

of pre-Trappist Cistercians.

CONSTANCE H. BERMAN
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CITIES AND TOWNS
Cities and towns multiplied in Europe from the tenth

century on, and immigration of men and women from

rural areas caused urban populations to grow.

Women, usually single, left the reassurance of rural

social networks, including family, friends, and known

contacts, for a new life in cities and towns. In the city

they formed new communities, often with an occupa-

tional or spiritual focus. The urban economy offered

more new occupational opportunities to women. As

urban society became more complex, many social

strata emerged. Urban mercantile women were part

of an elite group, perhaps more confined to household

management, as elaborated by the Ménagier de Paris

in his advice to his young wife, or by Francesco

Datini in letters to his wife, than working women of

artisan or more modest strata. Prescriptive literature

limiting the agency of elite urban women (Leon Bat-

tista Alberti) may not represent the norm.

Marriage was a matter of negotiation in medieval

Europe. In most instances women needed a dowry to

marry, leading in Italian towns to the establishment

of dowry funds for girls. Cash, business investments,

real property, or a combination thereof formed the

basis of urban dowries. Testamentary legacies for

poor girls to marry were common. Women’s rights

in inheritance varied according to the regional or local

inheritance system. Daughters, having received

dowries, were excluded from paternal inheritance in

some towns of southern France and Italy.

The age of marriage varied from place to place

across Europe. Women of the urban elite married

earlier than artisan women and may, as a result of

biology and fortune, have produced more children.

In a city such as Genoa, men and women artisans

married in their late twenties after they had estab-

lished their careers. In Mediterranean towns where

the marriage age of women of the urban elite was

young, they often found themselves widowed, having

married older men. In Florence the fate of the elite

widow was not pleasant as she frequently remained

in the control of her natal family, while her

young children lived with their father’s family. In

general, though, widowed status was perhaps the

most privileged for women of both urban and rural

environments.

There is regional diversity across Europe in terms

of the legal agency of women. Urban women used the

court system in southern France, on their own behalf

or as guardians of their children. They also appeared

as witnesses in inquest proceedings in England, where

women needed representation in court unless they

were femes soles. In northern France, a married

woman could defend herself in court in matters involv-

ing her own business. Sumptuary laws were passed

throughout Europe in an attempt by authorities to

control conspicuous consumption, for example, in

the matter of silk fabrics. Sales and recognitions of

debt denote the acquisition of silks by women, howev-

er, and last wills and testaments contain legacies of

luxury garments to women who were not authorized

by law to wear them. Urban women were punished for

calumny and reprimanded for gossip and were guilty,

at times, of sexual misconduct.

Women participated in many aspects of the urban

economy as innkeepers, shopkeepers, domestic ser-

vants, peddlers, brewsters, tavernkeepers, wet-nurses,
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prostitutes, business, trade, and real estate investors,

money lenders and borrowers, and even money chan-

gers in northern Europe, in a city such as Ghent. They

appeared as heads of households in fiscal inventories

for towns and cities. Women were generally excluded

from university professions and from the notariate.

Throughout the Middle Ages women were denied a

political role in urban government, though one does

find noble women, such as the twelfth-century

Vicountess Ermengard of Narbonne, occupying the

position of lord in a town. The thirteenth-century

countesses of Flanders, Jeanne and Margaret, ruled

a principality where cities and towns were very impor-

tant. Women did not attend political assemblies in

most towns and had no participation on municipal

councils. They were citizens of their towns but lacking

in political enfranchisement. Women were not for-

mally engaged in the urban militia or in the defense

of urban fortifications, though their informal roles in

siege crises must have been significant; some were

skilled in combat as in Ghent.

Female religious, often from privileged families,

filled urban monasteries. Women religious of ortho-

dox inspiration might be cloistered, but not all reli-

gious women were so confined. In Italy, penitent

women like Catherine of Siena frequently lived at

home and were advised by local friars. In the case of

Beguines of the Low Countries, they offered services

to the sick, leaving the confines of their urban begui-

nages to do so. Lay women were also active in urban

parishes and in urban philanthropy.

The old paradigm of a patriarchal society has been

set aside in newer studies of urban women in favor of a

situation inwhich theywere able to function effectively

in legal, social, and economic contexts. These findings

need further testing across a diverse geography.

KATHRYN REYERSON
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CLARE OF ASSISI
Clare of Assisi (1194–1253) was the daughter of Off-

reduccio di Favarone, an Assisi knight, and his wife,

Ortolana. One of the earliest followers of St. Francis,

Clare ran away from her noble palazzo and had her

hair tonsured by Francis, making her unfit for mar-

riage. When the knights of her family discovered her

missing, they rode in force to the Benedictine church

of San Paolo delle Abbadesse, where she had taken

shelter. As Clare clung to the altar cloth in the abbey

church, she removed her veil, showing her shaved

head. Realizing her worthlessness as a bride, Offre-

duccio’s knights left her to her fate.

Clare’s sister Agnes also escaped to join her. Both

Clare and Agnes were received by Francis and given

the Monastery of San Damiano just outside Assisi.

In the Church of San Damiano Francis had been

given the command to ‘‘Go, repair my house, can’t

you see that it is falling into ruin.’’ Clare spent the rest

of her life in this monastery.

Clare’s vision of religious life followed the theology

of Francis best summarized in the scripture passage,

‘‘If you wish to be perfect, go, sell what you have and

give the money to the poor, and you will have treasure

in heaven. Then come follow me’’ (Matthew 19:21).

Since religious life was considered to be the ‘‘life of

perfection,’’ those wishing to be perfect were given

these instructions, according to the thinking of Fran-

cis, by Jesus himself. Anyone who wished to follow

Jesus began by literally selling everything and giving it

to the poor.

For Clare and Agnes, this meant that they needed

to give their noble dowries to the poor rather than

using them to endow their monastery. They wanted to

rely totally on alms and on the resources of a few

Franciscan brothers who begged for them.

Organizing a Monastic Life

In an effort to bring order to numerous expressions of

religious enthusiasm at the time, the 1215 Fourth

Lateran Council legislated that all religious houses

needed to accept an approved rule. No doubt as a

result of this, Francis demanded that Clare accept the

title ‘‘abbess,’’ possibly signaling an acceptance of the

Benedictine Rule. Since the Franciscan Rule was not

approved until 1223, the brothers were exempt from

the Lateran decree by the will of the papacy, which

realized their worth as preachers for the papal cause.

Pope Honorius III, however, assigned the organiza-

tion of the many communities of sisters in the central

and northern Italian peninsula to Cardinal Ugolino

Conti de Segni, who would later become Pope
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Gregory IX. Ugolino fulfilled this task with consider-

able vigor, offering papal protection in return for

the acceptance of the Benedictine Rule and his own

constitutions.

Understanding that the core of her vocation was

the following of the poor Christ by living without

possessions, Clare accepted the demands of Ugolino,

but not before she had secured a papal privilege

that would protect the Franciscan nature of her life.

This privilege, ‘‘the privilege of poverty,’’ granted

by Pope Gregory in 1228, was the right not to be

forced to accept possessions. This meant that the

sisters within the Monastery of San Damiano could

remain completely dependent upon alms. In order to

maintain this economy, it also meant that Franciscan

brothers would need to live at the monastery to attend

to the spiritual and temporal needs of the sisters.

While accepting the title of abbess, Clare defined

her role as that of the servant of the San Damiano

monastery. An example of silence, fasting, and prayer,

Clare was remembered by her sisters primarily for her

tenderness. She covered her sisters from the cold at

night, washed the feet of the serving sisters, and did

perhaps themost difficult job in themonastery, cleaning

up after the sick sisters. Francis sent ill brothers to

her, and the people of Assisi came to her with prayer

petitions and with their sick children.

Advice to Agnes of Prague

In 1234, the Bohemian princess, Agnes of Prague,

inspired by Clare’s vision, began a Franciscan mon-

astery for women. Over the course of her lifetime,

Clare wrote four letters to Agnes. Masterpieces of

Franciscan literature, these letters outline Clare’s

spirituality, her understanding of the Franciscan

vocation, and, when read in context with other papal

and royal correspondence, reveal the struggle of early

Franciscanwomen to remain in poverty after Francis’s

death. Clare’s first letter welcomes Agnes into the

Franciscan life, describing her conversion as a ‘‘sacred

business deal’’ with God by which she is destined,

according to the Gospel, to gain ‘‘one-hundred fold.’’

Comparing Agnes of Prague with her namesake, the

ancient virgin-martyr Agnes of Rome, Clare congra-

tulated the Bohemian princess on her choice of the

Franciscan life over a life of courtly pomp.

Clare’s second letter to Agnes supports the Bohe-

mian princess’s struggle to acquire the ‘‘privilege of

poverty’’ for her own monastery. Her third letter

congratulates Agnes on obtaining this privilege and

instructs her concerning the fasting customs practiced

at San Damiano. These fasting practices, of course,

were directly related to the chosen poverty of the

sisters who ate little in order to survive on alms. A

fourth letter, written shortly before Clare’s death,

outlines Franciscan prayer as the meditation and con-

templation of Christ at his birth, in his public life, on

the cross, and risen in glory.

Rule of Saint Clare

Papal pressure to accept property continued under

Pope Innocent IV. With the help of the politicking

of Agnes of Prague and the genuine discontent among

Franciscan sisters who were forced to profess the

Benedictine Rule, Clare finally received papal approv-

al of a Rule that she had written on her deathbed.

Although much of this Rule is pieced together from

the Rule of St. Francis and papal legislation, Clare

placed an autobiographical chapter in the Rule in

which she carefully described the poverty of her mon-

astery as being without endowments and guaranteed

income. This hard-won privilege, however, did not

extend beyond San Damiano and a few other houses.

Clare died, surrounded by the sisters of San

Damiano, on August 11, 1253. Two months later,

the papacy initiated an inquiry into her sanctity. She

was canonized by Pope Alexander IV on August 15,

1255.

JOAN MUELLER
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CLARE OF MONTEFALCO
Clare (1268–1308) was the abbess of a monastery in

Montefalco, Umbria, who was famous for her opposi-

tion to the heresy of the Free Spirit and for her peni-

tential piety. Since she was associated with the Third

Order of St. Francis before her monastery adopted the

AugustinianRule in 1290, her spiritual outlook always

retained some Franciscan characteristics.

While growing up in Montefalco, Clare, from the

age of six, visited her sister Giovanna at a hermitage

nearby. This small community of women, common

in Italy at the time, soon became a monastery, with

Giovanna as the first abbess. With her passing in

1291, Clare, already well known for her pious devo-

tion and ecstatic prayer, was elected in her stead.

Some Franciscan members of the Free Spirit tried to

win her over to their views. This sect did not believe in

hell, and presumed they were exempt from the com-

mandments because of their closeness to God. Like

other contemporary women mystics Clare was con-

sidered a prophet, who possessed spiritual gifts and

upheld Catholic orthodoxy. Clare was distinguished

by her love of the poor, her emphasis on gratitude to

God, and her ability to read minds. Her focus on

Christ’s passion is typical of attitudes of the time.

The extant sources reveal much about Clare’s fam-

ily, monastery, and the town of Montefalco. Her life

is detailed in a biography (written c. 1309) by Beren-

gar of Saint-Affrique and in a lengthy process of

canonization of 1318–1319. These works emphasize

her ‘‘miracle of the heart,’’ a cross and other instru-

ments of the Passion that were discovered inside her

heart immediately after her death. (Her nuns, without

permission, dissected her body.) For unknown rea-

sons the process was interrupted and she was not

declared a saint until 1881.

Clare’s illustrious career tells us about the influence

of women’s communities in central Italy, c. 1300.

THOMAS RENNA
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CLEMENCE OF BARKING
A signature at the end of a late twelfth-century Anglo-

Norman verse life of St. Catherine of Alexandria,

the virgin martyr, is all we have to identify the

poet Clemence: ‘‘Jo ki sa vie ai translatee, / Par nun

sui Clemence numee. / De Berkinge sui nunain. / Pur

s’amur pris cest oevre en mein’’ (ll. 2689–2692: I who

have translated [St. Catherine’s] life, by name am

called Clemence. I am a nun of Barking. For the

love of her I undertook this work).

Barking Abbey, located just east of London,

founded c. 670, had become by the twelfth century

an important center for vernacular writing. Shortly

before Clemence composed her life of St. Catherine,

another nun there had written a verse translation of

the life of St. Edward the Confessor by Aelred of

Rievaulx. Other writings associated with the abbey

include Guernes de Pont-Sainte-Maxence’s life of

Thomas Becket, patronized by abbess Marie, Tho-

mas’s sister; and Adgar’s Gracial, a collection of mira-

cles of the Virgin dedicated to another abbess, Henry

II’s natural daughter Maud. These references illus-

trate the political importance, and indeed the strong

‘‘feminist’’ tradition, of an institution where resident

noblewomen encouraged the cultivation of vernacular

letters, in accordance with their own cultural and

spiritual needs.

Clemence’s poem celebrates St. Catherine as the

personification of the nun’s vocation. Clemence trans-

lates faithfully her source, an eleventh-century Latin

prose life known as the Vulgata. She adds moralizing

digressions, and considerably amplifies a number of

the saint’s discourses, inflecting the legend toward the

cult of the Virgin Mary. In these original passages,

Clemence demonstrates her own, considerable literary

skill and theological sophistication. Her understand-

ing of the Incarnation, as Jocelyn Wogan-Browne has

argued, reveals a familiarity with the thought of St.

Anselm of Canterbury. Echoes of other vernacular

verse lives—St. George, St. Lawrence, and St. Mary

the Egyptian—and an apparent familiarity with Tho-

mas’s Tristan romance, place her in the center of the

Anglo-Norman literary community, at a privileged

moment in its history.

J. DUNCAN ROBERTSON
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CLOTHING
Clothes and other adornments in the Middle Ages

were highly charged indicators of wide-ranging cul-

tural distinctions; their use and meaning, whether

historically or in literary and visual representations

of clothed bodies, extended far beyond the functions

of practical cover or decorative adornment. From the

historical Joan of Arc, whose cross-dressing as a war-

rior knight defied her interrogators’ expectations of

both class and gender, to the literary Griselda, whose

banishment in a simple shift gave Christine de Pizan a

forum for denouncing wife abuse, medieval clothing

was used materially and symbolically to regulate so-

cial identities and to challenge them.

Regulatory and Ritual Clothing

In many instances, specific items of medieval dress

provided a visual accounting of social classification

and status. Garments were used to mark religious,

military, and chivalric orders in the Middle Ages and

to single out pilgrims, Jews, Muslims, heretics, lepers,

prostitutes, the insane, and individuals condemned to

death. Heraldic imagery recorded and displayed pub-

licly the lineage of elite families. Saracens could not

wear clothes that might allow them to be confused

with Franks, and the devil was often represented in

stripes for quick recognition. Complex robing and

coronation rituals defined social relationships be-

tween royal, ecclesiastical, and warrior figures from

Central Asia through Persia, the Byzantine Empire

and the Middle East, to the medieval West. European

liturgical vestments, endowed with official symbolism

that maintained a hierarchy of rank and orders, were

also deployed publicly in elaborate rituals of dressing

and undressing priests. Clothing and bodily adorn-

ment for the dead held special symbolic significance.

Even undergarments often served, in medieval literary

texts, as key indicators of gendered social status.

Legal and Moral Restraints

Sumptuary laws, vernacular sermons, and didactic

literary texts, which were marshaled to help regulate

the consumption, display, and dispersal of clothing,

also often expressed concern that individual items of

dress had failed to perform an appointed regulatory

function. Although sumptuary legislation varied

widely among western European countries and muni-

cipalities, these laws attempted in general to regulate,

seemingly with little effect, the extravagant use of

costly fabrics and excessive yardage, focusing at

times on the reputed excesses of women in particular,

and at others, on making lesser nobles visually dis-

tinct from royalty or commoners distinct from the

nobility.

However, the very materiality of clothing as a

portable and highly valued commodity allowed it to

circulate as currency, which could easily produce vi-

sual confusion among social ranks. English and

French wills containing bequests of clothing provide

important information about gift giving across status

groups. Through the courtly culture of largesse, or

generous giving, luxury garments circulated widely

among members of both courtly and noncourtly

worlds, as jongleurs and innkeepers were said to be

compensated in rich clothes and furs, much as knights

and other nobles were. Joan of Navarre’s reputed

exasperation at seeing hundreds of bourgeois women

outfitted in silks and furs as if they were queens

encapsulated the dilemma. If publicly displayed luxu-

ry clothing could fashion Joan into a French queen, it

could also mint bourgeois queens in her image.

Demarcating and Defining Gender

Gender was also regulated through the monitoring of

medieval clothing. Clerical authors typically

expressed concern that excessive expenditure on

women’s costly attire would bring financial impover-

ishment to men, and that men’s participation in don-

ning lavish clothes would result in their own moral

ruin. Even more important, however, was the fear

often expressed in vernacular and Latin sermons

that if men began to dress in the opulent style ‘‘of

women,’’ their extravagant clothing and adornment

could obscure, rather than delineate, biological differ-

ences. Thus Saint Bernard exhorted knights not to

wear the trinkets of women, to cut their effeminate

long locks and discard their billowing tunics. And yet

the possibility that changing clothing could alter or

blur gender distinctions was explored at length in
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historical, pseudo-historical, hagiographic, and liter-

ary narratives of transvestite heroines. While female

saints from Perpetua to Hildegund of Schönau cross-

dressed as men, female protagonists, like the heroine

in the Romance of Silence, disguised themselves as

minstrels, knights, and warriors. Courtly lovers in

the HighMiddle Ages sometimes profited from unisex

garb to facilitate clandestine heterosexual liaisons.

Whereas armor, the quintessential marker of chivalric

masculinity, ironically provided the perfect cover for

disguised females, loose-fitting unisex articles of

courtly clothing were frequently bestowed upon men

by female attendants in romance texts. Women who

clothe men in this way, along with others like Queen

Iseut, who elaborately dressed her disguised adulter-

ous lover for the famous trial scene in the French

Romance of Tristan, provided important alternatives

to the traditional scenario of Pygmalion shaping and

clothing Galatea.

Breaking the Rules

Ample evidence from the medieval period suggests

that clothes could define their wearers socially both

within and against established conventions. Conduct

books, which record moral concerns about the pro-

duction and consumption of fashionable clothes, also

reveal that women’s management of clothing and

linens provided new opportunities for self-definition.

Other sources show pious women using religious garb

as a covert form of resistance against their husbands.

Courtly literary texts feature female protagonists who

deploy the clothing most often used to attire them as

dolled-up beauties to starkly different effect. These

heroines use clothes to create alternative systems of

female passion, pleasure, and love service, signaling

the lady’s will, her command, her gift, and contract.

Embroidery and clothwork, often used by literary

courtly ladies in the making of love tokens, along

with women’s scarves or detachable sleeves given to

knights to wear on their helmets in tournaments, can

mark the lady’s potentially substantial influence in

shaping the course of the love scenario. Even the

choice of a woman’s dress to represent, allegorically,

philosophical learning in Boethius’s Consolation of

Philosophy has been read as an image of feminine

bodily difference that challenges, rather than under-

writes, masculine wisdom. And surviving leather

shoes from the Netherlands, decorated with embossed

scenes from the Tristan story, show how that courtly

narrative could be recast to reflect concerns with

urban marriage.

Foreign Imports

At times, clerical denunciations of the excessive use of

fabric and luxury garb also reveal an anxiety about

foreignness. The costly silks, gems, and precious

metals so often deprecated by moralists were not

only imported; they originated from distant and un-

known eastern cultures. And yet by the thirteenth

century at least, eastern fabrics fashioned into western

garments were used systematically in literary texts to

signal ostensibly European identities. Literary courtly

ladies, whose pure white skin and delicate facial fea-

tures are typically augmented by extravagant attire,

stand firmly at the cultural crossroads between Chris-

tian France and the Middle Eastern cities that give

their names to the clothes these ladies wear: Phrygia,

Damascus, Constantinople. Clerical and lay figures

carved on French cathedral facades from the mid-

twelfth century onward wear western-style garments

decorated with Islamic detailing. European Church

treasures in the High Middle Ages are filled with

liturgical vestments and altar cloths fashioned from

rich silks imported from Spain, Constantinople, and

cities of the Levant. Many surviving Christian Euro-

pean alms purses, made of imported Islamic silks, are

aptly if ironically termed ‘‘Saracen work.’’

Medieval garments also played an important role

as holy relics: whether in the historical, extant chemise

of King Louis IX held in the treasury of Notre Dame

in Paris or the more elusive but widely known Virgin’s

chemise (shift) from Chartres Cathedral. As clothes

no longer worn, these garments-turned-relics held

special significance as bodily substitutes because of

having touched the flesh of saints reputed to have

possessed them.
E. JANE BURNS
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CLOTHING FOR RELIGIOUS WOMEN
Simple and inexpensive clothing for virtuous virgins

was programmatic as the early Church developed.

Uniformity of dress, however, and specificity as to

color, cut, and accessories evolved only with the ex-

pansion of the reformed monastic orders from the

twelfth century onwards. Patristic writers such as

Tertullian (c. 160–225), Jerome (345–420) and John

Chrysostom (c. 347–407) condemned female frivolity

in dress and equated it with vice and lust. Undyed

woolen cloth, preferably dark and made into body-

concealing, generic garments, was prescribed for reli-

gious women during the early centuries, whereas the

rules for later female orders enumerated colors and

fabric types in detail. The Rule of Caesarius of Arles

(c. 470–542), for instance, calls for simple clothing in

natural white sheep’s wool. By contrast, the rule of

the Order of St. Savior established by Birgitta of

Sweden (c. 1302–1373), is explicit as to items like the

gray wadmal cloth to be used, the sleeves’ length, and

buttons made of wood.

Monastic garments were modeled on ideals of ap-

ostolic simplicity; and late antique shapes and names

were retained. The dress of the medieval religious,

now often termed ‘‘habit,’’ consisted of a T-shaped

tunica of wool, always worn with a belt. Underneath

was a full-length, sleeved camisia, a shift made of

wool, hemp, or linen. A woolen cloth rectangle with

a hole for the head, the scapular, covered the tunic’s

front and back; its original use was for protection

during manual work. During the divine service, and

particularly among the contemplative orders, the

cuculla, or choir cloak, was worn over the tunic. In

medieval depictions, the cuculla’s sweeping dimen-

sions and hanging sleeves are easily identified. Outside

and in cold weather, a semicircular mantle, sometimes

lined with fur, was worn over the tunic. As footwear,

most of the religious orders used shoes. Only the more

radical tertiaries wore sandals or went barefoot.

Hose, sewn from bias-cut woolen cloth, was specified

for some orders. Two sets of basic clothing were often

provided to nuns for day-to-day and seasonal

changes. Worn-out garments were passed on to the

truly poor.

Religious women wore head veils and wimples cov-

ering throat and chest, just like most medieval secular

females. Only unwed and royal women could show

their hair. The veil was fastened by means of pins

attached to a close-fitting bonnet, coif, or linen bands

wrapped around the head, vittae. A nun-to-be, accept-

ed as a postulant in a religious house, wore a white veil

over the white linen under-veil. Prior to profession, she

was tonsured with a short haircut; and, at the conse-

cration ceremony, the bishop placed a black veil over

the new nun’s under-veil. This black veil would also be

used for her burial.More than any other clothing item,

the black veil was the nun’s signifier.

Medieval religious orders may be divided by their

founding rules. Dress styles and colors (black [B] and

white [W] the most common) can be linked to this

classification. Those obeying the fifth-century Rule of

St. Benedict, considered the ‘‘First’’ order, were pri-

marily contemplative orders and are therefore usually

seen in cucullae. They are, in order of their founding:

Benedictines (B); Cistercians (W); Gilbertines (W);

Camaldolese (W); Vallombrosans (B); Carthusians

(W); Olivetans (W), Humiliati (W); and Sylvestrines

(B). The ‘‘Second’’ orders were governed by the Rule

of St. Augustine, which allowed modifications to the

tenets of obedience and poverty. These orders are less

easily classified by their dress, to which changes were

made over time. The tunic’s color may be different

from the scapular and mantle. This group includes:

the Hospital orders, whose mantles often carried cross

insignia; Premonstratensians (or Norbertines) (W);

Trinitarians (W, with blue-red cross); Servites (B);

Carmelites (B tunic, W mantle); Dominicans (W

tunic, B mantle); and Birgittines (all gray). ‘‘Third’’

orders, obeying the Rule of St. Francis, incorporate

several penitential groups as well as the Franciscan

branches. Their various brown, gray, or light neutral

dress colors evoke the shades of the coarse, unsorted

sheep’s wool made into cloth that was neither dyed

nor fulled as well as finer wool fabrics. St. Clare’s

mantle survives today in her convent in Assisi, its

lean cut and rough texture speaking eloquently of

the adherence to the tenets of poverty.

The level of actual observance to the orders’ cloth-

ing prescriptions is less easy to assess. Bishops visiting

female houses often complained that the order’s dress

codes were ignored, either due to lack of funds or to

the wish for sartorial display. Some nuns’ testaments
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reveal that they owned secular garments in bright

colors to give away. It seems clear that wealthy insti-

tutions could afford to follow the rule, and that some

appear to have been lenient in the dress code’s imple-

mentation, whereas poorer houses would have to

make do with less than the rule’s ideas of apostolic

clothing and appearance.

DESIREE KOSLIN
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CLOTHWORK, DOMESTIC
Tradition associates the textile crafts with women.

Clothmaking tools—spindle whorls, wool combs,

shears, and weaving beaters—are characteristic fe-

male grave-goods in early medieval Europe. At that

time, women wove wool or linen on a vertical loom,

either the two-beam variety, or the warp-weighted

loom which made use of weights made of clay or

stone. Weaving remained an exclusively feminine oc-

cupation only until the introduction of mechanisation

about the eleventh century. The horizontal loom,

incorporating treadles operated by the feet, was, initi-

ally at least, a masculine tool. Its introduction coin-

cided with increased urbanisation and facilitated

professional manufacture of long lengths of cloth.

Meanwhile the vertical loom, operated by women,

survived in rural contexts, particularly in Scandina-

via, or was diverted to specialist functions such as

tapestry weaving. Women continued to weave narrow

wares on small band looms and they braided belts

and edgings on tablets throughout the Middle Ages.

Female workers were particularly associated with

products made from imported silk, playing a large

part in the marketing as well as the manufacture of

silk goods.

Spinning

Spinning, unlike weaving, remained in the feminine

realm until modern times, even after the introduction

of the spinning wheel sped up production; indeed, the

term spinster is still applied solely to women. Since

the proportion of time needed to prepare thread was

much greater than that required to weave it into cloth,

spinning must have been a constant, necessary occu-

pation. Originally carried out with a distaff held in the

left hand and a drop spindle rotated by the right,

spinning could continue as a woman walked or

watched a pot boil, and be set aside without damage

as she attended to other tasks. When a woman is not

engaged in spinning, the raw fibre is wound round the

distaff, the spindle dangling from it by a length of

spun thread.

Although spinning was associated with virtuous

womanhood, and idleness at the distaff with sloth,

satire suggests that men may have found the incessant

spinning irritating and alienating—misericords at

Malvern and Westminster show irate wives chasing

husbands with raised distaff, while in the margin of

fol. 60r of the Luttrell Psalter a woman brandishes her

distaff to beat a man crouching abjectly at her feet.

One of the earliest comic characters in English drama,

Noah’s wife in the Wakefield cycle of Mystery Plays,

insists, as the Flood waters rise, that she cannot go

into the ark as she has to finish her spinning.

Clothmaking

Until the Industrial Revolution, textile manufacture

was intensely physical. Every thread in every item of

clothing had passed between some woman’s finger

and thumb. Flax was kept moist during spinning

with constant licks of saliva, loose rovings of wool

were rolled down the thigh, and skeins were wound

on the hands. Threads and cloth were measured

against the human body. Clothworking was a com-

munal feminine activity, and since, unlike production

on modern machinery, it was not noisy, there was

opportunity for talking, perhaps even singing. (The

latter is recorded among early modern hand-fullers in

Ireland who used the rhythm of the song to coordi-

nate their work.) An Icelandic story tells of women’s

conversation at sewing. Weaving a large piece of
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cloth, such as a blanket or cloak, would be facilitated

if two women worked together, passing the weft

thread on a bobbin from one to the other. In the

domestic sphere it was labour for mother to share

with daughter. Great estates would employ whole

workshops of women, to prepare the clothing and

other textile necessities for the community. Illustra-

tions in the Carolingian Utrecht Psalter and the En-

glish Eadwine Psalter show a group of women,

talking animatedly, with a large hank of thread and

a partially prepared loom.

The labour-intensive nature of cloth production

made textiles precious. Their alteration and mainte-

nance was an essential household task which largely

fell to women—wives, daughters, female servants,

and, in the monastic world, nuns. At the top of the

social hierarchy, garments of the rich and royal, made

of velvet and decorated with gold thread, were donat-

ed to churches where they were remade into vestments

and other ecclesiastical cloths. In contrast the clothing

of a male corpse found in a peat bog at Bernuthsfeld,

Germany, radio-carbon dated to c. 660 A.D., includ-

ed a tunic made up of a patchwork of forty-five

pieces, an economical use of precious scraps of

cloth. The employees of great households were regu-

larly supplied with new clothing; used garments were

given to social inferiors, sold, or recycled. Clothing

was bequeathed. Enlarging garments for growing

children, or adjusting them for new owners, were

essential tasks at domestic and institutional levels.

Women were occupied also with laundry, stain re-

moval, repair work, and the constant renewing of

garments and bed linen by cutting out worn parts

and remaking the remainder, until the textile was

reduced to rags. Even rags had their uses: in the

ship-building industry at the Viking Age emporium

of Haithabu (Hedeby, Germany), ships were tarred

and caulked with torn up garments. Later, rags were

used in papermaking, which first appeared in Europe

in twelfth-century Italy, the technique imported from

China, via Arabs. By the mid-fifteenth century, rag

collection from industrial centres was a major occu-

pation throughout Europe. Rags were taken to mills

for sorting and pulping with water, a process that

continued until the eighteenth century when a short-

age of rags led to the substitution of vegetable fibres

in paper production.

Clothmaking spanned the social scale. In the early

medieval period, textile workers, even skilled ones,

were sometimes slaves. Cloth manufacture for profit

was evidently a respectable occupation for middle-

class women (in the fourteenth century, Chaucer’s

Wife of Bath boasted of her expertise at weaving,

combining this career with successive marriages). It

was also a desirable skill for those of top status.

Charlemagne, King of the Franks and Holy Roman

Emperor (742–814), had his daughters taught to spin.

The burial of a high-ranking woman and her atten-

dant, deposited in 834 at Oseberg, Norway, contained

incomplete tablet weaving, a tapestry, looms, and

equipment for winding thread. Royal women across

western Europe created and patronised gold and silk

embroidery of the highest standard, often for ecclesi-

astical use: Alpeide, sister of Holy Roman Emperor

Charles the Bald, embroidered an inscription on a

precious silk cushion for the head of Saint Remigius

at the translation of that saint’s relics in 852; Ælfflæd,

wife of the English king Edward the Elder, commis-

sioned in the early tenth century a stole and maniple,

originally for the Bishop of Winchester but later given

to the shrine of St. Cuthbert, now in Durham. Edith,

who married the English king Edward the Confessor

in 1045, exercised her personal skills and patronage to

equip her husband more splendidly than any previous

English king; his garments were decorated with gold

embroidery, gemstones and pearls; his throne was

covered with gold-embroidered textile and his floors

with Spanish carpets.

However, illustrations in late medieval manu-

scripts of richly dressed ladies carrying out textile

crafts should not be assumed to be an authentic rep-

resentation of medieval life: their subject is often ei-

ther biblical or classical. For example, the early

fifteenth-century manuscript British Library Royal

16 G v (a French translation of Boccaccio’s De claris

mulieribus) has illuminations depicting Arachne, Gaia

Caecilia and her ladies, Pamphila, daughter of Plates

and Penelope, variously spinning, carding, and weav-

ing according to the legends associated with them.

Embroidery

Decorative stitching on woven cloth—embroidery—is

known from antiquity and examples from medieval

Europe exist from the seventh century onward. Em-

broidery can be utilitarian—for example to personal-

ize linen in communal laundry—or decorative in a

simple way, concealing seams or edging a garment at

the neckline, wrist, or hem. It can also be extremely

elaborate and expensive, especially the prestigious

gold and silk work that reached its apogee in the

fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries. Embroidered

motifs may be instructive, iconic, or symbolic, espe-

cially on ecclesiastical vestments and royal regalia. It

is usually assumed that women carried out embroi-

dery in medieval times and in fact the names of several

early exponents are documented. The feminine

aspect of embroidery has probably been exaggerated,
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however. The tradition that Mathilda, wife of Wil-

liam the Conqueror, was responsible, with the ladies

of her court, for the Bayeux Tapestry (c. 1066–1087)

has no authority, and indeed the Tapestry is clearly

the product of professional workshops. Male embroi-

derers were employed in France by the eleventh cen-

tury, and in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries when

embroidery production was highly professionalized

and well-documented, male workers were paid more

than female.

Metaphors from Clothwork

The spinning of thread, and the cutting of it, occurs as

a metaphor for life and death in many mythologies

and religions and is often expressed in imagery of

female cloth workers. Biblical use of the metaphor is

reflected in the loom preparation scenes in Psalters,

previously mentioned. Pagan female deities were

imagined spinning and weaving: the Greek Moirai

‘‘Fates’’, three sisters, respectively spun the thread of

human life, measured it out and cut it when the time

came to die. Their Roman equivalents were

the Parcae and the Scandinavian, the Norns. North-

ern mythology also included Valkyries, ‘‘choosers of

the slain,’’ female warriors who were depicted in the

Icelandic poem Darraðarljóð as grisly weavers, with

entrails for threads and severed heads as loom-

weights.

Metaphorical use of woman as textile worker

continued in Christian tradition. In apocryphal gos-

pels, the young Virgin Mary was described as a skilled

weaver and spinner. She was chosen to prepare the

purple thread for weaving the veil of the temple,

which would be severed at the crucifixion. Mary’s

spinning, therefore, is a metaphor for her part in

Christ’s incarnation. In medieval art she is often pic-

tured with spinning, weaving, or knitting implements,

familiar and domestic, but also reflecting both the

apocryphal stories and the theological concept that

Mary, by bearing Jesus Christ, clothed him in flesh.

An illustration in a fourteenth-century pseudo-Bona-

venture manuscript depicts Mary sewing, accompa-

nied by two other women, one spinning, the other

with scissors, thus offering a link between Christian

theology and the pagan conception of woman creat-

ing and cutting cloth, which symbolises life itself.

GALE R. OWEN-CROCKER
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CLOTILDA
Clotilda, queen of the Franks (474–545), was the

daughter of the Burgundian King Chilperic. Although

most Burgundians professed Arianism, she was

trained in the orthodox faith by her mother. After

her parents’ murder by her uncle King Gundobad in

490, she took refuge with her other uncle, King God-

egisil, at Geneva. There, Clovis, the pagan king of the

Franks, proposed marriage. She accepted his offer on

the condition that her children would be baptized in

the orthodox faith. According to Gregory of Tours,

she played an important part in Clovis’s conversion.

After her husband’s death, she retired to Tours, devot-

ing her life to piety and charity. She died in 545 andwas

buried in the Church of the Apostles (St. Geneviève),

which she built together with Clovis.

Although considered one of the most pious Mero-

vingian queens, Clotilda’s actions sometimes reflected

a barbarian mentality. Her campaign for revenge

against her parents’ murderers corroborates the

fact that she still obeyed a Germanic code of honor,

far from the Christian ideal of caritas (divine love).

Yet, beyond this paradoxical behavior, Clotilda cer-

tainly incarnates the traditional model of the holy

royal missionary consort whose vocation was to

bring her husband to Christianity. Her vita, based on

Gregory of Tours’s account, was written by Adson of

Montier-en-Der between 956 and 960. It is interesting

to note that in this later version, un-ChristianGerman-

ic behavior has been totally eradicated. From the tenth

century onward, Clotilda was remembered as a dutiful

Christian woman and a saintly queen.

NIRA PANCER
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CLUNIAC ORDER
The monastery of Cluny, founded in Burgundy by the

Duke of Aquitaine in 909–910, was one of a number

of foundations of the Carolingian era that sought to

return to the standards of Saint Benedict’s sixth-

century ‘‘Rule.’’ Cluny’s origins were rather humble,

yet it was always considered a holy house, where the

monks renounced the comforts of the world and

practiced individual poverty. This meant that al-

though the house itself might own a great deal, indi-

vidual monks had nothing of their own. Their holiness

was safeguarded by the duke’s stipulation that no

bishop or secular lord—including himself—should

interfere in the monks’ internal affairs, which were

subject solely to the distant pope.

During the tenth century, it was a fairly common

practice for a monastic house experiencing difficulties

to be placed under the direction of a flourishing mon-

astery. Then, once that house had been reformed, and

when the abbot who had headed both houses died, the

monks of each house would elect their own abbots.

Cluny’s own first abbot, Berno, also headed the mon-

astery of Gigny, although after his death the two

monasteries went their separate ways. Such houses

as St. Bénigne of Dijon were reformed by Cluny in

this way in the tenth century.

But in the eleventh century it became more com-

mon for a monastery given to Cluny to remain under

the authority of Cluny’s abbot. Such houses were

known as priories, headed by a prior rather than an

abbot. The monastery of Paray-le-Monial was the first

important house to come permanently under Cluny’s

direction. Other Burgundian houses soon followed,

including St. Marcel-lès-Chalon and La Charité.

In the later eleventh century, under Abbot Hugh

(1049–1109), Cluny became the most influential mon-

astery in western Europe, attracting gifts from kings

as far away as Spain and grants of immunity from the

pope. A number of Cluniac monks became bishops.

Several monasteries, most notably Vézelay, came

under Cluny’s direction, although they kept their

own abbots. The great church known as Cluny III

was built, and it was the biggest church in Christen-

dom until the end of the Middle Ages. An enormous

church was needed because of the great flood of con-

verts, comprised of boys offered to the monastery by

their parents and mature adults who left the secular

world to finish their lives in an aura of sanctity. The

Duke of Burgundy, for example, became a monk at

Cluny in 1078 after being wounded in battle.

Normally a married man could not leave his wife

for the monastery, unless she too agreed to enter the

church. The nunnery of Marcigny, some fifty kilo-

meters from Cluny, was founded in 1054 for the

wives and daughters of men who entered Cluny. The

founders were the lords of Semur, the family of Abbot

Hugh, and in the 1080s most of the secular members

of the family followed their ecclesiastical relatives into

Cluny and Marcigny.

The monastic life at Cluny at the end of the elev-

enth century was one of great display. The assump-

tion was that to glorify God one needed the best in

everything, including constant prayers and psalms, a

beautifully designed and decorated church, and fine

vestments. But another strand developed in eleventh-

century thought, centered on the notion that God was

best glorified through simplicity and poverty. Al-

though Cluny and its monks could not be considered

corrupt, by the twelfth century other groups of

monks, especially the Cistercians, were often consid-

ered more holy and began to attract the bulk of gifts

and converts.

The Cistercians had begun with the foundation

of Cı̂teaux in 1098, a house originally scarcely dis-

tinguishable from a hermitage but which quickly

attracted many young adult converts. Like the Clu-

niacs, they followed a version of the ‘‘Benedictine

Rule,’’ but with a much greater emphasis on simplici-

ty and manual labor. By the middle of the twelfth

century, the popularity of the Cistercians led to the

foundation of numerous daughter-houses and to

the creation of a true Order, in which the relationships

between the different houses was spelled out and

standards for everything from form of dress to the

liturgy to the placement of churches was specified and

enforced.

This kind of uniformity had no precedent at Cluny,

where many houses had come under Cluny’s direction

and left again, and some (like St. Bénigne of Dijon

and St. German of Auxerre), formerly under Cluny’s

direction, began to acquire their own priories. By the

middle of the thirteenth century, however, by which

time the number of Cluniac priories had expanded

from a handful to dozens, there was a deliberate effort

to establish some sort of uniformity, in part in imita-

tion of the Cistercians, leading for the first time to a

true Cluniac Order.
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COINAGE
The placing of a woman’s name on medieval coinage

was a declaration of her political rights and a recogni-

tion, at least by the officials of her mint, of her effective

rule. As coins were the most widely disseminated gov-

ernment product, theirmessagewould have been avail-

able to people of all social groups, at least those with

enough literacy to recognize the ruler’s name on them.

During the course of the Middle Ages, the names of

about one hundred women appeared on the coinages

of Europe, Byzantium, and the Islamic world; in most

cases this recognition came as the culmination of a

process of political, legal, and even military struggle.

The only group of medieval women who had an

ipso facto right to mint were the abbesses of convents

who received the privilege of ‘‘moneta’’ along with

those to markets and tolls, usually in foundation

charters issued by imperial rulers of the central Mid-

dle Ages. This right was exercised by nine German

houses, most notably Eschwege, Gandersheim, Her-

ford, and, especially, Quedlinburg (whose coinage

continued well into the modern period). As was the

case with other aspects of monastic rights throughout

Europe, the control of coinage frequently became a

source of conflict between the abbess and the lay

advocate, who was theoretically her representative in

secular matters. In the case of Eschwege, this conflict

was resolved in a decree of Frederick Barbarossa of

1188 which confirmed that the abbess had the unques-

tioned right of setting the standards and images on

the coinage and that the advocate’s role was that of

‘‘amicable and competent service’’ to her. The dispute

between the abbess of Quedlinburg and her lay advo-

cate resulted in the appearance of the image of an

armed knight next to a nun on one issue of the coin-

age; it was finally settled by a decree of Innocent III in

1207, which confirmed to the abbess and the chapter

the sole right to the striking of coins.

Other women exercised a right to coinage as a

result of their inheritance of other political powers,

usually in the absence of a male heir. The ninth-cen-

tury Byzantine empress Theodora appeared on both

sides of her coinage during her sole rule, but had to

give way in other periods to her sister Zoe’s husband

and adopted son. Another heiress who minted her

own name was Empress Matilda of England, daugh-

ter of Henry I, whose coinage was issued during her

twenty-year struggle for the throne with her cousin

Stephen of Blois. Margaret of Hainault issued one of

Europe’s first high denomination coins in 1244 as

successor to her father, Baldwin IX (the first Latin

Emperor of Constantinople), and her older sister

Johanna (who did not put her name on coins).

When her political rights were challenged, Saint

Louis restored to Margaret her lands and coinage

until her death, at which time they were to be divided

between her sons.

For an heiress, marriage did not always bring a

loss of identity regarding coinage. Urraca of Castile

may have ceded minting to her husband, Alfonso of

Aragon, during their brief marriage, but for most of

her reign, from 1109 to 1126, she put her name and

image on her coinage and even granted minting rights

to the monastery of Sahagún. Mary of Burgundy,

daughter of Charles the Bold, kept her name on the

coinage of many mints of the Low Countries in the

fifteenth century even after her marriage to Maximi-

lian of Austria.

Sometimes the question of the coinage rights of a

married heiress was settled by compromise. Con-

stance I of Sicily shared numismatic recognition with

her husband, the emperor Henry VI, on the Sicilian

coinage of the 1190s—her name appeared on the

bronze coins, his on the gold, and both on the alloyed

silver pennies. The best known numismatic couple is

Isabella of Castile and Ferdinand of Aragon, each of

whom brought a kingdom to their joined realm; their

dual portrait appeared on the gold doubloons that

were to have such a major history in the post-medie-

val world.

In most cases, however, a woman lost her inherited

right to coinage along with her other political powers

when she married. Mary of Anjou was typical of

many heiresses in terms of recognition on the coinage;

her name appeared only on the three years between

the death in 1382 of her father, Louis I of Hungary,

and her marriage to Sigismund of Luxembourg,

whose name then was borne by the coins. The most

famous medieval woman to issue coins was Eleanor
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of Aquitaine, whose issues in Aquitaine bear only her

title of duchess and not her name; they were probably

minted only after 1189, when her son Richard the

Lionhearted became king of England.

As in many areas of medieval politics, the right to

coinage was governed more by circumstance and

power than by customary or statutory law. The ap-

pearance of women’s names on coinage throughout

the Middle Ages is testimony of the fact that many

succeeded in establishing their rights, though often in

the face of strong opposition.

ALAN M. STAHL
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COLETTE OF CORBIE
Colette (1381–1447) was born in the town of Corbie

in Picardy, France, to Robert Boellet and Marguerite

Moyon. Colette’s extraordinary piety manifested it-

self during her youth; however, when her parents died

and Dom Raoul de Roye, abbot of St. Pierre, became

her guardian, he wanted her to marry. Eventually she

convinced him to allow her to undertake life as a nun,

and she was then enclosed as an anchoress. After a

few years, she was released from her anchoritic vows.

Accompanied by her confessor, Henri de la Baume,

she gained an audience with Pope Benedict XIII, who

authorized her to begin founding reformed houses for

Franciscan nuns.

Colette’s connection with Henri de la Baume, and

this papal audience, mark her entry into the overlap-

ping worlds of ecclesiastical and secular politics.

Henri came from a family with strong ties to the

house of Burgundy; Burgundian dukes and duchesses

became important patrons for many of the founda-

tions that Colette created during her lifetime. In turn,

as the Burgundians struggled with their Armagnac

rivals in France, and worked to assert their authority

in the Low Countries, they benefited from association

with a woman who was already widely revered for

sanctity in her lifetime.

Even Colette’s powerful secular supporters, how-

ever, did not enable her to overcome the opposition of

the Benedictine monks of St. Pierre to her founding a

nunnery in Corbie. The monks were not alone in

opposing Colette. When she turned her attention to

reforming Franciscan friars, she faced substantial re-

sistance. Also, within the Franciscan Order she had to

deal with the attempts of the Observant Friars, par-

ticularly under the leadership of John of Capistrano,

to assimilate her independent reforms.

Colette died March 6, 1447, in Ghent. In spite of

her far-reaching reputation for sanctity in the

fifteenth century, she was not beatified until 1740

and not canonized until May 24, 1807.

NANCY BRADLEY WARREN
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COMPIUTA DONZELLA
The poetic voice known as Compiuta Donzella (Ac-

complished Maiden), the earliest named female poet

in Italian, is an historical enigma. Three sonnets are

assigned to her, in only one (though major) manu-

script collection of lyric poems, Vatican lat. 3793.

Because the name Compiuta, while widely attested in

the thirteenth century, is also a generic description, it

has long been considered a pseudonym, and scholars

have disagreed on whether this figure really existed as

a female poet or was rather a literary pose by a male

poet. Other thirteenth-century poets, such as Guit-

tone d’Arezzo, Mastro Torrigiano, and (possibly)

Chiaro Davanzati, praise the erudition and poetic

talent of a figure who might be Compiuta Donzella;

such references tend to support her historical exis-

tence. Indeed, based on historical and stylistic evi-

dence, prominent Italianists such as Contini and

Kleinhenz, have argued in favor of it.
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Of the three sonnets attributed to her, two are

particularly well-known. The first half of ‘‘A la sta-

gion che ’l mondo foglia e flora’’ (In the season when

the world leafs out and blooms) extols the beauty of

spring, but the second half yokes the conventional

nature-introduction to a contrastive lament over her

imminent forced marriage. ‘‘Lascia vorria lo mondo,

e Dio servire’’ (I would like to leave the world and

serve God) can be read as a sequel to the first, al-

though it can also stand alone: the poet finds the

world wholly unsatisfactory and wishes to withdraw

from it. The third poem is her reply in a debate poem

on the subject of her own poetic prowess.

Regardless of her historical identity, the poems

attributed to Compiuta Donzella are aesthetically ac-

complished and affectively vivid. They represent a

dimension of women’s experience and emotion that

enriches the overwhelmingly masculine perspective of

medieval Italian lyric poetry.

F. REGINA PSAKI
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CONCUBINES
Concubinage is sometimes misconstrued as a forced

liaison between a woman and man. However, illicit

sexual relationships of concubinage during the Euro-

pean Middle Ages differed from those of biblical

histories. The simple definition of the term concubine

is usually confused with that of mistress, but until the

seventeenth century, a mistress only referred to a

married woman or older spinster, whereas during

the medieval period, concubine meant a woman en-

gaged in extramarital sexual relations. Evidence of

concubines and concubinage appears throughout the

ages; often concubines were grimly depicted as kept,

immoral women. Yet, during the eleventh and twelfth

centuries, particularly in the Anglo-Norman kingdom,

women and men entered into sexual liaisons that

boosted a family’s political status without bringing

legal or ecclesiastical condemnations upon themselves,

any of their sexual partners, or their offspring.

Reasons for becoming a concubine varied over

time and place. Some women of poor status became

concubines of lords and even priests for survival.

These relationships would see to their protection,

and ensure that their basic needs of feeding and cloth-

ing, of paramount importance to women of the lower

classes, were met. Widows without dowries or the

means to support themselves might be tempted into

concubinage, even against the will of families and the

Church. Carol Lansing, Gene Brucker, and others

concentrate on the occurrences of concubinage and

the plight of lower-class women primarily in Italy and

France during the periods between the thirteenth

through the fifteenth centuries, while Margaret

Rosenthal introduces an Honest Courtesan by the

name of Veronica Franco (1546–1591), in her book

of the same name. These are equally significant to the

study of concubines; each instance needs separate

consideration for an accurate portrayal of concubi-

nage in the European Middle Ages.

Concubines of Clergy

A controversial issue relating to concubinage was that

of women living with priests. These women, not legal

wives, had children and, usually in all eyes except

those of the Church, considered themselves bound

to their men. This practice came under intense scruti-

ny by the Church when some very zealous arbiters of

ecclesiastical practices took it upon themselves to

sever these concubinal relationships regardless of the

ages or families involved. One example is Gerald of

Wales who, as archdeacon of Brecknock in the later

twelfth century, entered the home of an aging priest

who refused to give up his concubine. Gerald literally

threw the man into the street. While this priest refused

to accept his archdeacon’s criticisms, the trend for

blind acceptance of concubinal relationships was a

divisive issue between the Church and the laity by

the end of the twelfth century.

In analyzing this controversy, it is important to

note that women and men did not always receive

similar treatment from the Church. For example, cer-

tain sexual lapses in England might be ignored,

whereas in France, Spain, or the Holy Roman Em-

pire, the same behaviors would be condemned out-

right. For example by 1215, during the Fourth

Lateran Council, Pope Innocent III spent much of

the Council’s time deciding where and how illegiti-

mate sons of priests who wished to enter the Church

could serve. This demonstrates a further instance of

the sexual lapses of priests not remaining celibate.

Though a great deal of effort was devoted to the
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sons of these relationships, little or no attention was

paid to the fate of the women, pseudo-wives, or

daughters produced by these relationships.

Interpretations of Concubinage

The manner in which or the reasons why medieval

women became concubines, and subsequent inter-

pretations of concubinage, have lacked fairness and

in-depth examination. One particular weakness of

appraisal involves the matter of the identity of those

who recorded the events that give the closest accounts

of medieval women. The sources tend to deny that

concubines were legitimate members of society. The

necessity of revising biased perspectives has done

much to add women’s experiences to the body of

history, although the study of medieval women has

limitations (for example, the study of women from the

lower classes is limited due to the dearth of written

records about them).

Thus concubinage in the Middle Ages is one criti-

cal vehicle by which women can be studied, rather

than merely marginalized within society. Women,

usually young girls, would be offered as concubines

to ensure political stability; however, it can be sug-

gested that women would voluntarily offer themselves

to certain men for more personal advantage. On clos-

er inspection of chronicled accounts, it appears that

women and men frequently entered into sexual rela-

tionships that did not harm individuals or their off-

spring politically, socially, or ecclesiastically. As a

result of their nobility, bastard children received po-

litical and social honors, high appointments within

the Church, and knighthood, as did their ‘‘legitimate’’

counterparts.

Women such as Bertrade of Montfort, married to

the French king Philip I, ran away with Fulk IV,

count of Anjou (c. 1095). Church hierarchy consid-

ered her to be in a state of concubinage, as her divorce

from Philip and subsequent marriage never received

proper ecclesiastical recognition. Isabella of Verman-

dois, wife of Robert of Beaumont, left her husband

and ran away with the earl of Warwick prior to her

husband’s death (c. 1114–1115), after which time she

married the earl, to whom she bore several children.

Her initial relationship with the earl of Warwick was

considered to be one of voluntary concubinage, as

there is no suggestion that the earl coerced Isabella

into leaving her first husband. The infamous relation-

ship between Heloise and her tutor/lover Abelard

(c. 1122) reached the heights of scandal within the

French Church even after Heloise succumbed to Abe-

lard’s entreaties first to marry him and then take holy

vows with reluctance. While Abelard suffered physi-

cal humiliation for his sexual liaison with Heloise, it

can be argued that Heloise suffered emotionally at her

enforced separation from Abelard, for whom, in her

own words, she would rather be his ‘‘whore than his

wife.’’ The relationship between Eleanor of Aquitaine

and Henry of Anjou (c. 1152) had no future until she

voluntarily divorced her husband, Louis VII, King of

France. This imbroglio exemplifies the actions of a

woman who not only had the personal will, but the

wealth and independence to divest herself of an un-

wanted marriage and, according to the Church, be-

come an ‘‘illegitimate’’ wife of another. Queen

Isabella, wife of Edward II (r. 1307–1327), had a

concubinal relationship with Roger Mortimer, earl

of Wigmore; eventually he lost his life, and she her

power, through their political intrigues. In addition to

Isabella, Alice Perrers, concubine of Edward III (r.

1327–1377), used her influence with the king to create

political disturbances, but the king appeared to ac-

cede to her wishes in most instances. The same ap-

plied to Katherine Swynford, concubine and later

third wife of John of Gaunt, third son of Edward

III. She was influential with Gaunt through his first

two marriages as his concubine, eventually becoming

his wife.

Offspring of Concubines

In addition to these women are many who aligned

themselves to Henry I of England (r. 1100–1135).

Henry’s illegitimate offspring numbered between

twenty-four and twenty-six. Even without his two

legitimate offspring, Henry fathered more children

than any other English king. Unfortunately, the

chroniclers omitted the names of most of the women

who became his concubines, with only six names

gleaned from contemporary documents, but these six

women gave birth to fourteen of the more than twenty

attributed to his concubinal relationships. Two of the

most prolific women were Nesta, daughter of prince

Rhys ap Tewdwr of South Wales, and Sybil Corbet,

daughter of Robert Corbet, a minor Norman baron.

Nesta maintained successful relationships with two

husbands and three lovers, not always discriminating

between these liaisons. The result of these multiple

relations was twelve, possibly thirteen children, all

who survived infancy, with each one, sons and daugh-

ters, prospering in marriages, wealth, and conquest

throughout the twelfth century and beyond. This

amounted to active sexual and child-bearing years

for Nesta between ages fifteen and forty-five, a thirty

year period (c. 1090–1120). Sybil Corbet, on the other
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hand, had relations with only two men, Henry and

her husband, Herbert fitz Herbert. Yet her relation-

ship with these two men appeared as self-directed as

Nesta’s. She bore eight children, five to Henry and

three to Herbert (c. 1105–1135). Sybil’s husband

replaced his father as Chamberlain, thereby giving

her access to the royal circle, in constant contact

with both the king and his respective wives. Her chil-

dren received great honors, titles, and property; one

illegitimate daughter was given in marriage to the

king of Scotland. Neither Nesta nor Sybil suffered

ecclesiastical or legal sanctions, nor did their hus-

bands for accepting wives who engaged in concubinal

relationships. Other women known to have illicit

connections with Henry were Edith d’Oilly, wife of

Robert constable of Oxford. Edith gave birth to two

children from each man, gave to the Church, and

established her children in successful political and

social marriages. The Church willingly embraced

Edith and her gifts, ignoring her concubinage to

Henry in the face of her generosity.

Ansfride, Henry’s first known concubine (c. 1084),

bore three children toHenry, onewhile shewasmarried

to another man, and the other two during her widow-

hood. The Church accorded her full dignity ‘‘with a

celebrated interment by the Abingdon brothers’’ in

a ‘‘cloister before the host of the church’’ at Abingdon

(c. 1118–1120).Grace de Tracy had one sonwithHenry

I whose noble legacy extended to Grace’s grandson,

a king’s knight, who was one of the men responsible

for murdering Thomas Becket at Canterbury (1170).

Henry’s last known concubine was Isabella of

Beaumont, youngest daughter of the previously men-

tioned Isabella of Vermandois, who had a daughter

with Henry, his last known illegitimate child (c. 1128).

This child was born after Henry’s second marriage

when he was sixty to Isabella’s nineteen years. Isabella

remained in high political favor as thewife ofGilbert de

Clare and mother of the famous knight ‘‘Strongbow’’

who received honors under Henry II.

There appeared to be no negative effects for con-

cubinage for these and many other women of this

period nor for their respective husbands or children.

Stories of the successful careers of their numerous

children testify to this effect, though unfortunately

the chroniclers, medieval men of the Church, failed

to enumerate full accounts of the women. When they

did record the lives of women in extramarital relation-

ships, it was usually with the intent to condemn the

sexual freedoms that had become common during this

period. But not to be overlooked is the significant

factor emphasizing the changes in concubinage by

examining the legal situation of the children.

Legitimization of children varied over time. For

example during early twelfth century England,

Henry I merely recognized his illegitimate offspring

in documents either giving them the ‘‘surname’’ fitz

Roi, or fitz Henry, signifying his paternity. In some

cases he would go further, as in the situation of

Robert, later earl of Gloucester. Henry continually

improved his recognition of this son by giving him

the surname fitz Roi, then eventually calling him his

most loved son. But this was only a favored filial

position that never legitimized him in any statutes. It

was not until later, during the High Middle Ages, that

legitimization would take place. John of Gaunt legit-

imized his bastard children by his concubine (later

third wife) Katherine Swynford long after the death

of his second wife, but these children were still pre-

vented from inheriting the throne of England. Yet

from these descendents of Katherine Swynford and

John of Gaunt the Tudor line emerged. By the six-

teenth century, Henry VIII went through Parliamen-

tary procedure to legitimize or bastardize his children,

depending on his marital status.

By the later Middle Ages, the Church’s message

began to make an impression on the laity, leading to

eventual changes in the sexual practices of Christen-

dom. Gradually, concubinage and concubines were

relegated to the backdrop of society, neither automat-

ically enriching women’s positions nor those of their

illegitimate children.

GWENN MEREDITH
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CONDUCT LITERATURE
Literature imparting counsel about the conduct of life

has a long history in Western culture. From antiquity,

Greek poets and philosophers often offered advice on

the household, the family, and social behavior within

mythic, scientific, historical, or theoretical writings.

Roman authors continued to impart instructions on

marriage, the family, education, youth, adolescence,

and old age, and moral, economic, and political life in

a range of genres, including treatises, letters, and

fables. Some works, such as those of Ovid, offered

advice with a dose of irony. Although it is impossible

to generalize about such a vast corpus, conduct-of-life

books tended to advise restraint in self-governance,

savvy management of emotions and passions, care of

the soul as well as the body. Such didactic texts offer

explicit or implicit views on sexuality and gender roles

and, consequently, provide a rich field of investigation

for historians of women and gender.

Didactic Works in Latin

Medieval moralists adapted many of the precepts

devised in antiquity to Christian teachings and to

the realities of contemporary social life. Classical

authors continued to be copied in Latin and adapted

throughout the Middle Ages. Numerous original

works on social, moral, and spiritual life were also

composed in Latin. One popular text, originating

in the early Christian era, was the Distichs of Cato,

a Latin collection of short rhyming couplets with

moral sentences; it was widely used in schools

throughout the Middle Ages, in Latin and vernacular

editions. Christian morality, with its strictures on

sexual behavior, frequently conflicted with pagan

views, for example, with Ovid’s cynical portrayal of

love as predatory aggression disguised as artful seduc-

tion. The Bible, the lives of Saints, and the writings

of the Church fathers became increasingly impor-

tant sources for didactic literature. Beginning in the

twelfth century, clerics began to translate and adapt

classical authors into the vernacular and to compose

original moral treatises in medieval Occitan, French,

German, English, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese.

Terminology and Genre

The genre of the ‘‘medieval conduct book’’ is difficult

to pinpoint with precision. The terms conduct books

(or literature) and courtesy books (or literature) are

often used interchangeably in medieval scholarship to

designate texts offering counsel to readers of either

gender about social behavior. Some scholars distin-

guish between courtesy literature, which advises spe-

cifically about behavior and manners at court and in

elite society (and tends to address men), and conduct

literature, often addressed to women, which advises

compliance within more confined spheres. Others em-

ploy ‘‘conduct literature’’ as a broad term encompass-

ing many kinds of texts that attempt to systematize

social behavior. Precepts about sociability and

comportment are conveyed within a very broad

array of medieval texts, some of which may be

concerned primarily with practical, moral, and spiri-

tual affairs. All such instructional texts fall within the

broad domain of medieval didactic literature, which

includes forms as diverse as rules for religious orders,

treatises on table manners and carving, sermons,

estates literature, exempla, bestiaries, fables, alle-

gories and arts of love, dialogues, devotional man-

uals, mirrors for princes, and books on hunting,

gardening, and housekeeping. This essay refers to

selected key works and focuses on those addressed

to women or written by women.

Early Didactic Literature

The earliest medieval books regulating conduct were

composed for men and women in religious orders.

The first books of lay instruction were written

for royal and noble courts; princes and ladies were

usually addressed in discrete sections or separate

volumes. Pious precepts, moral teachings, and tradi-

tional views of social relations that upheld the feudal

hierarchy tended to characterize the earliest vernacu-

lar works. As paper manuscripts replaced parchment,

book production extended to the growing middle

classes of artisans, merchants, and civil administra-

tors for whom ownership of conduct books could be a

means of social advancement. Later medieval books

continue to espouse conservative views of family and

marriage, but also often describe women’s important

contributions to household economies and their role

as social agents.
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Medieval Conduct Books for Women

A number of medieval conduct books are addressed

in part or in their entirety to women, and a few were

written by women authors. The eighth-century

Frankish noblewoman Dhuoda wrote a Latin hand-

book for her son, William, who was separated from

his mother as a boy. As she advises her son on piety

and family honor, she reveals the strong role that

literate women could play in shaping their children’s

education. Among the earliest lay works for women is

the Occitan Ensenhamen of Garin lo Brun (late

twelfth century), allegedly written at the behest of a

high-born lady, which blends practical advice on

dress with cautionary remarks on love. The Livre des

Manières of Etienne de Fougères (late twelfth centu-

ry), a poem about social estates or statuses, includes

advice for clerks, knights, and serfs, as well as for all

women, the fourth estate, who are categorized by

their degree of virtue. St. Louis, King Louis IX,

wrote a letter of instruction for his daughter, as well

as one for his son; both espoused piety and religious

duty, but Isabelle’s sphere of action is more restricted

than that of Philippe, destined to rule. The figure of a

parent offering advice to a child or children remained

popular as a frame for conduct books throughout

the Middle Ages; it was often probably a fictional

device.

Conduct books are generally considered to partici-

pate in the construction of social status and gender

roles. In separate books for noblemen and ladies by

the Catalan or Gascon poet Amanieu de Sescás

(c. 1290s), both sexes are enjoined to practice ‘‘courtly’’

behavior. Yet some texts seem to encourage critical

analysis of or even debate about that process. Robert

de Blois’s Chastoiement des dames (mid-thirteenth

century), written as a companion to his Enseignement

des Princes, was compiled within a courtly romance,

Beaudous, in which a mother offers Robert’s instruc-

tions to her sons. The mother’s lessons include Floris

et Lyriopé, a tale featuring a knight who cross-dresses

to be near his beloved lady—a fascinating exemplum

that calls into question the assimilation of sex and

gender roles thought to be natural.

Another intriguing pair of works addressed to

noblemen and noblewomen are the thirteenth-century

German lyric poems Der Winsbecke and Die Wins-

beckin, which are compiled together in the same lavish

manuscript, the Codex Manesse. It has been noted by

Rasmussen that the witty dialogue between mother

and daughter in the Winsbeckin contrasts with the

sermon-like speech of father to son in the Winsbecke,

thus bringing a spirit of debate into the dissemination

of moral advice.

Thirteenth and early fourteenth-century didactic

works were often in verse; prose was the preferred

form for later medieval treatises. One of the most

substantial manuals for women is Francesco da Bar-

berino’s Reggimento et costumi di donna (1308–1320),

composed of twenty lengthy sections that mix verse

and prose. Written ostensibly for a Florentine lady

who asks the author to offer advice to women, as he

previously had to men, the book emphasizes the

importance of virginity, patience, self-control, temper-

ance, discernment, self-restraint, and a good reputa-

tion—all with the aim of creating a companionable

wife, upon whose virtue a happy couple depends.

Works for Women after c. 1350

The earliest extant work of instruction for lay women

in English, What the Good Wife Taught Her Daughter

(mid-fourteenth century), promoted values associated

with the developing urban mercantile class. Written in

the voice of a mother imparting instructions to her

daughter, the book advises girls to attend church

regularly, work diligently, and comport themselves

respectably within the confines of the home. Riddy

has suggested that Good Wife’s author may have been

a cleric who wrote not only for young women but also

for adult women who supervised girls as servants and

apprentices in urban bourgeois households.

As later medieval conduct books were transmitted

in paper manuscripts and early printed editions, they

reached audiences beyond their original intended

readers. Geoffroy, Chevalier de la Tour Landry, a

minor provincial knight from Anjou, wrote his book

(1371–1372) for the instruction of his daughters,

whom he described as ‘‘young and lacking reason’’

and whom he wished to protect against the kind of

irresponsible men he had known in his youth. The

author combines Biblical exempla of virtuous and

wicked women with anecdotes from his personal ex-

perience to counsel his daughters about piety, chasti-

ty, modest demeanor and dress, sober comportment,

and speech. His colorful tales sometimes portray

crude behaviors, and the punishments meted out to

women who transgress are often cruel. The Cheva-

lier’s occasionally ribald or grotesque tales, his insis-

tence on female honor, his simultaneous espousal of

conservative dress and acknowledgement of fashion’s

appeal, create an intriguing text that evidently

appealed to new audiences. There are twenty-one ex-

tant French manuscripts, including paper copies, as

well as English and German translations. Caxton

published a Middle English version, The Book of the
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Knight of the Tower, one of the earliest printed books.

Der Ritter vom Turm, translated by Marquard vom

Stein, is accompanied by woodprints portraying poi-

gnant, occasionally violent scenes of family life that

are sometimes attributed to early Dürer.

In the Ménagier de Paris (c. 1385), an elderly hus-

band offers advice to his young bride, an orphan

whom he married at the age of fifteen. This vast

compendiumnot only contains numerousmoral exem-

pla illustrating wifely obedience and chastity, includ-

ing the tale of Griselda and the story of Prudence and

Melibee. It also includes treatises on gardening and

hawking and one of the earliest cookbooks, with

hundreds of recipes. The Ménagier’s book attests to

woman’s central role in the household and to the

growing importance of books as instruments of

domestic management and social advancement in

urban bourgeois settings.

Christine de Pizan (c. 1364–1430) composed nu-

merous works of moral instruction and political guid-

ance for members of the courts of King Charles VI

and the Dukes of Burgundy. She penned Enseigne-

ments [teachings] for her son and moral proverbs,

both in verse. Le Livre des Trois Vertus (The Book of

Three Virtues) was composed for young Margaret of

Burgundy, who was only eleven when she married the

dauphin, Louis de Guyenne. Christine’s book is the

first female-authored conduct book for lay women,

and one of the first books to offer specific counsel to

women of each social class (the princess, ladies at

court, ladies on manors, religious women, wives of

merchants and townspeople, poor women, and pros-

titutes). The book is sometimes compiled in manu-

scripts with the Cité des Dames (City of Ladies),

Christine’s eloquent defense of women against misog-

ynistic slander, which offers numerous examples of

virtuous women throughout history. Also known as

the Trésor de la Cité des Dames (Treasury of the City

of Ladies), the Livre des Trois Vertus was intended as

a practical handbook to provide women with the

moral instruction and social skills that would enable

them to survive as honorable women within commu-

nities still pervaded by antifeminist prejudices. The

Cité des Dames and Trois Vertus are key texts for

the study of representations of female virtue and

piety, women’s authority and agency as well as

women’s complex social, moral, economic, social,

and political roles. Christine’s works were transmitted

in lavishly illustrated manuscripts for elite readers, as

well as in more modest paper manuscripts, and some

were among the first printed books. Her precepts

evidently reached a great number of readers; Trois

Vertus was translated into Portuguese. It also inspired

an instructional manual written in 1504 by Anne of

Beaujeu, daughter of Louis XI, for her daughter,

Suzanne de Bourbon. Christine’s didactic works can

be seen as the continuation of a long classical and

medieval tradition and as the bridge to the genre’s

continued popularity in the Renaissance.

Although conduct books and other forms of didac-

tic literature were enormously popular throughout

the Middle Ages, they have received until recently

less attention from modern scholars than medieval

epic and lyric poetry and verse and prose romance—

genres with greater aesthetic appeal. The sociologist

Norbert Elias argued that the ‘‘civilizing process’’

began in earnest with the publication of Renaissance

courtesy texts, but medieval scholars have demon-

strated that the process was well underway in medie-

val didactic literature. The French scholar Alain

Montandon has embarked on a collaborative

pan-European project to investigate the vast corpus

of manuals of ‘‘savoir-faire,’’ beginning with the Mid-

dle Ages, and there are numerous recent studies and

editions of individual texts. Although their represen-

tations must be read as prescriptions of social ideals

rather than as descriptions of social realities, medieval

conduct books offer valuable insights into the con-

struction of gender roles and into medieval views on

masculinity, femininity, sexuality, and the family. Of

evident value for social historians, these books

have also attracted renewed attention from literary

critics, who stress the complexities, ambiguities, and

contradictions that subtend many of these apparently

orthodox texts.

ROBERTA L. KRUEGER
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CONFESSORS AND SPIRITUAL
ADVISORS
See Spiritual Care

CONFRATERNITIES
Confraternities (sometimes known as religious guilds

or fraternities) were religious associations founded and

administered by lay people with the support of local

clergy, including bishops, priests, and members of

the mendicant orders (Dominicans and Franciscans).

They developed in cities and in the countryside across

western Europe, and appeared as early as the tenth

century in some places. As institutions, confraternities

were flexible and long lasting; while much confra-

ternity activity peaked in the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries, many survived the Catholic Reform

movement of the sixteenth century, adapting to suit

new social and religious realities. Confraternities

ranged in size from small to very large; some were

formed around individual parishes, while others drew

members from across large cities.

Lay people in their confraternities furthered their

own salvation by engaging in devotional, charitable,

or penitential pious activities. Members of devotional

confraternities frequently gathered to sing hymns,

while charitable groups gave alms in the form of

food, wine, and money to the poor, sick, and members

of religious orders. Those who joined penitential con-

fraternities often took part in rituals of self-flagellation

as penance for sin. Despite their differences, all con-

fraternities shared a few fundamental similarities:

membership was voluntary, members’ activities were

determined by a set of written rules or statutes, and

the governors of the associations were lay men. As

well, all groups shared common activities, including

regular religious services in which they prayed

and listened to sermons together. In addition to

their religious functions, confraternities throughout

Europe also had social and political goals. Members

saw themselves as kin and assisted each other during

times of personal crisis, such as sickness or the death

of a family member. The associations also played a

role in the public life of their communities, including

participation in attempts to pacify warring civic
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factions, and sponsorship of pageants designed to

emphasize the confraternity’s role within the commu-

nity. The records left by confraternities are largely

unpublished, and include membership or matricula-

tion lists, statutes, records of property transfer, last

wills or testaments, and minutes of meetings. These

records provide valuable information about the com-

plex nature of medieval religious culture.

Women played a role within many confraternities

during the Middle Ages. They were usually eligible to

join confraternities, especially those with a charitable

and devotional focus. Confraternal statutes made

provisions for them, noting, as in the 1262 statutes

of the Congregation of the Virgin in the Italian city of

Arezzo, that since there was no distinction between

the souls of men and women before God, women

could enter the company and engage in the same

devotional activities as their male counterparts, thus

sharing equally with men in the spiritual benefits of

membership. Despite these inclusive statements, con-

fraternal statutes also stipulated that men, not

women, were eligible to serve as officials of the asso-

ciations. This restriction reflected a broader limitation

on women in medieval society: they were barred from

active participation in the public realm. Confraternal

offices were part of that realm, and thus were closed to

women. Other restrictions on women’s activities with-

in confraternities reflected social consensus about their

physical and emotional weakness. For instance,

women who wished to join penitential companies

that practiced self-flagellation needed permission

from a male relative to do so. Once they became mem-

bers, women were barred from flagellating themselves.

Scholarship on women in confraternities is in its

infancy. Interest in the subject has arisen from the

newly emerging field of confraternity studies as well

as studies of medieval women’s religiosity. As a result

of this interest, scholars have examined confraternity

records for examples of female members, with notable

results. Examples of female participation in confra-

ternities include the more than 1,700 women who

joined the confraternity of the Misericordia Maggiore

in the Italian city of Bergamo between the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries. As a result of these discov-

eries, scholars have debated the significance of

women’s membership in the associations. Some have

argued that high levels of female participation in

confraternities represented equally high levels of fe-

male influence in the associations. On the other hand,

Giovanna Casagrande has posited a distinction be-

tween women’s presence in confraternities and their

real worth to the organizations. She argues that al-

though women may have had their names recorded in

confraternal matriculation lists, female members did

not normally participate fully in the activities of the

institutions. She also argues that rather than present-

ing women with an opportunity to escape the confines

of secular society, confraternities reflected the restric-

tions women encountered in the outside world.

Related studies have shown that women’s participa-

tion in confraternities waned over time, with highest

participation in the thirteenth century, followed by

falling levels of participation by the end of the four-

teenth century.

But what did medieval women themselves think

about confraternities? To find the answer, we examine

sources such as testaments, which reveal that confra-

ternities and religious guilds remained significant to

women in the Middle Ages, even though female mem-

bers occupied a lesser role within the associations as

time passed. During the fourteenth century, women

continued to name confraternities as recipients of

their testamentary bequests. Female testators clearly

believed that the institutions would provide them with

spiritual assistance, even if they were unable to par-

ticipate fully in the public life of confraternities. Re-

cent work on religious guilds in late medieval England

also suggests that the significance of women’s par-

ticipation in these groups should not be discounted.

For instance, all-female guilds created to maintain

the lights in parish churches were more informally

constituted than those groups dominated by men,

but both male and female guilds of this type took

on similar responsibilities. Rather than lamenting

women’s lack of official influence in confraternities,

then, scholars in the future may redefine participation,

looking at ways in which women employed unofficial

channels to work within confraternities. Another di-

rection for future research might include a synthesis of

women’s roles in confraternities throughout western

Europe. Studies to date have been confined to indi-

vidual places. A broader study which synthesizes

information from many locales could emphasize con-

tinuities as well as discontinuities in women’s experi-

ence within these associations.

ROISIN COSSAR
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CONJUGAL DEBT
Conjugal debt was a doctrine of medieval theology,

enforceable under canon law, that a married person

possessed a tightly correlated set of rights and duties

to claim sexual relations from his or her marital part-

ner. The idea of the conjugal debt takes its origin in

medieval reflection on the teaching of St. Paul that

‘‘the wife has not authority over her body, but the

husband; the husband likewise has not authority over

his body, but the wife. Do not deprive each other,

except...by consent, for a time, that you may give

yourself to prayer’’ (1 Corinthians 7: 4–5).

Patristic authors as early as St. Augustine (354–

430) made the conjugal debt a feature of their theolo-

gy when describing the obligation parties were under

to satisfy the sexual demands of the other party. St.

Augustine was inclined to stress the onerous nature of

the conjugal debt, as in his letter to Ecdicia, a Roman

noblewoman who, motivated by ascetism, had broken

off sexual relations with her spouse. St. Augustine

insisted that she was obliged to meet her husband’s

demands, but assured her that if she honored St.

Paul’s teaching it would count as a great good on

her behalf before the heavenly court.

The canonistic writers of the High Middle Ages

transformed this moral admonition into legally en-

forceable rights derived from the natural structure of

marriage. The twelfth-century canonist Gratian

(c. 1140) explored the limits of the Pauline verse that

taught that married persons might only deprive one

another of sexual relations through mutual consent

and concluded that where both parties freely con-

sented they might renounce their marital rights. Gra-

tian’s use of the language of rights to describe these

steps would color subsequent ecclesiastical descrip-

tions of marital relations until nearly our own day.

The canonists who followed in Gratian’s steps built

a large lattice-work of laws to protect the conjugal

debt/right in the context of medieval life. The problem

of the spouse who contracted leprosy tested the limits

of these legal protections. Leprosy was one of the

most feared diseases of the Middle Ages. Lepers,

who had no hope of being cured, were ostracized

and forced to move to the margins of medieval socie-

ty. They were required to reside in leprosaria or in

encampments on the edges of towns and villages. The

uniform policy of the Middle Ages toward lepers was

one of quarantine and isolation.

Marriage—and its accompanying conjugal debt—

posed a great problem for this policy. Marriage, after

all, was sacramental, unbreakable, and conferred in-

alienable and natural conjugal rights on both parties.

The canonists resolved this seeming conflict in favor

of the ill spouse. The healthy spouse might not be

compelled to have sexual relations with the ill partner,

but was still obligated to live close by and to tend to

the ill partner’s needs. The ill party, the canonists

reasoned, had done nothing wrong, and so could

not be deprived of her or his conjugal rights, now

broadly understood to embrace material and moral

assistance in the face of debilitating and deadly illness.

Feudal overlords were also expected to respect the

conjugal rights of those subject to their authority. The

canonists posed the question: Where a feudal lord

demanded that a serf accompany him on military

campaign and the serf’s wife requested the conjugal

debt, which obligation was to receive priority? The

canonists sought out compromises that reflected the

origin of the conjugal debt in natural law but that also

did not entirely deprive the overlord of his rights

within the feudal order. On the whole, the canonists

were more sympathetic with the situation of the serf

than one might have expected, recognizing that wives

ordinarily had the greater claim except in emergen-

cies, as when the lord was under direct attack by

enemies and in danger of being defeated.

The use of rights language to describe the obliga-

tions parties owed one another was problematic in

other contexts, however. Thus canonists were re-

quired to consider the question of the forcible con-

summation of marriage. At least a few canonists were

willing to countenance the forceful use of ‘‘self-help’’

in situations where the other spouse was reluctant to

go along, because of the rights that were at stake. The

canonists here engaged in artificial and formalistic

reasoning, grounding their conclusion on the formal

equality that each party was understood to enjoy with

respect to the conjugal debt.

The language of conjugal debts and conjugal rights

has persisted to our own day. Within ecclesiastical

law, one still finds regular references to rights within

marriage. And the broader secular law, borrowing

from canonistic sources, has made the language of

conjugal debts and conjugal rights a feature of legal

reasoning.
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CONSTANCE
The Constance story is known to modern audiences

primarily through Chaucer’s ‘‘The Man of Law’s

Tale’’ in his Canterbury Tales, which has its sources

in Nicholas Trivet’s Anglo-Norman Chronique and

Book II of John Gower’s Confessio Amantis. All

three versions tell how Constance (Custance), daugh-

ter of the Roman emperor, travels to marry the sultan

of Syria, only to witness the slaughter of her bride-

groom and the newly converted Syrian Christians at

the hands of a conspiracy led by the sultan’s mother.

Constance is set adrift at sea for several years until she

wrecks on the shore of Northumbria, where she is

accused by a spurned suitor of murdering the wife of

the constable who rescued her. Triumphantly acquit-

ted through divine intervention, the beleaguered Con-

stance marries the king of Northumbria and bears his

son, but the king’s jealous mother accuses her of

birthing a changeling and again Constance is set

adrift, this time with her child. After several more

years Constance finds herself on the shores of Italy

and returns to Rome, where she is eventually reunited

with both father and husband.

The story participates in a constellation of folkloric

motifs, including false accusations of unnatural or

monstrous offspring, the heroine set adrift, and the

mother-in-law as chief persecutor. It is generally

thought to derive from two narrative groups common

in folklore: the accused queen and the flight from an

incestuous father. Elements from romance and hagi-

ography are manifest in the Constance story as well.

Its most widely recognized analog is the Middle En-

glish romance Emare; other analogs include the

romances Octavian and Valentine and Oursson, and

the Flemish play Esmoreit. There are also a number

of parallels with Boccaccio’s Decameron V, 2 and,

possibly, II,7.

Most critics read Constance as a positive example

of spiritual steadfastness, often in opposition to the

Man of Law’s materialism. There is less agreement

among scholars as to whether Constance may be

considered a figure of feminine strength or passivity.

Recent studies have focused on the elision of the

incest motif, particularly in Chaucer, whose narrator

excoriates those who would speak of such abomina-

tions in the introduction to his tale.

ALISON L. GANZE
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CONSTANCE OF SICILY
Constance (1154–c.1198), queen of Sicily and Holy

Roman Empress, was the daughter of King Roger II

of Sicily, wife of the German emperor Henry VI,

whom she married c. 1186, and mother of Emperor

Frederick II, born in 1194. When her nephew William

II died in 1189, Constance was left as the only legiti-

mate heir to the kingdom of Sicily. However, her

husband’s ambition to add Sicily to his domains was

temporarily blocked by Pope Clement III’s approval

of Roger’s illegitimate grandson, Tancred Count of

Lecce, as king. Constance thus found herself at the

center of a scrappy war between her husband and her

own kin, even being taken captive by Tancred. Al-

though she was released without condition, her hus-

band’s unwillingness to come to a truce with Tancred

when Constance was captured may have strained

the marriage. When Henry finally prevailed, upon

the death of Tancred without an effective heir in

1194, it seems he went to some trouble to minimise
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Constance’s effective power in Sicily. Nevertheless, she

appears regularly making grants in her own name, and

when Henry died in 1197, Constance ruled as regent

for her young son Frederick until her own death in

1198. Dante placed her in the lowest sphere of heaven

(Paradiso, Canto III) because she left the monastery to

marry but remained a nun at heart.

PATRICIA SKINNER
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CONSUMPTION
The economic definition of consumption is the using

up of goods and services, both necessities and luxu-

ries, the definition of which varies with social class

and income, and changes over time. In the medieval

period, there was a sharp distinction in consumption

that hinged on poverty or wealth. Rich courts and

townspeople generally had available a higher level of

goods, including artwork, spices, dyestuffs, and luxu-

ry clothing and ornament, whereas consumption for

rural peasants consisted of the rudimentary basics of

food, clothing, and shelter, and could vary dramati-

cally between the occasional feast and famine. Early

medieval practice and the mentality of the entire era

(including the influence of mendicant ethical teach-

ings about wealth) worked to contain material indul-

gence while still upholding the value of free economic

competition. The moral issue of over-consumption in

medieval Europe was a subject of societal concern,

and excess was condemned by the Church and legis-

lated against by both ecclesiastical law and secular

government. Europeans believed that human con-

sumption should be governed by the virtue of temper-

ance. Christianity taught that gluttony and pride were

two of the seven deadly sins (luxuria became a promi-

nent sin by the fourteenth century).

Two events in medieval European history trans-

formed the level at which people consumed: the mate-

rial revolution of the twelfth century that flooded

medieval Europe with newly available luxury goods,

generating the first European sumptuary laws

(Genoa, 1157), and the 1348 pandemic of plague

that wiped out between one-third to one-half the

population, ultimately revising the social order and

redistributing the wealth.

Concern with consumption in Western civilization

had existed since pre-Christian Greece, beginning in

sixth-century BCE Sparta. Both Greek and Roman

society passed legislation against public consumption

that covered public display such as excesses in dining,

the costumes of gladiators, numbers of flutists at

social events, and even ostentatious furniture. Over-

consumption was thought to bring disorder to society

and even destabilize the established hierarchy. Tertul-

lian was especially vocal among early Christian

Church Fathers. Singling out women, he equated

make-up and extravagant clothing with worldly sin,

a diabolically inspired offense against God’s crea-

tions. After Constantine’s conversion of the Empire

to Christianity in 325, ecclesiastical dicta concerning

excesses of consumption (from the second Council of

Nicaea in 787 to the Council of Constance in 1414–

1418), were directed primarily at containing the sar-

torial display of clergy, however not the laity. Early

Carolingian Europe saw little concern with consump-

tion, due to a relative lack of luxury goods. However

when the opportunity for indulgence did appear, reg-

ulations followed as well. Charlemagne’s edict of 808

limited prices allowed for silks and fur.

As medieval European society stabilized, sumptu-

ary laws were passed first in Italy, then France (1229),

and Spain (1234). Legislation in the north followed

with England (1316) and the lands of the Holy

Roman Empire (1304–1350). It was in Italy, however,

where the bulk of laws were enacted, over three hun-

dred between 1157 and 1500. Public rites of passage

such as weddings, baptisms, and funerals were espe-

cially targeted to control the splendor of guests’ cloth-

ing, number of courses served, types of food and

drink, numbers of gifts, and display of candles and

silver plate. For funerals, emotional excesses such as

wailing, the tearing of hair, or dramatically long

pauses during services were banned. Excessive public

display was considered a form of social ‘‘disorder’’

that could result in rowdy expressions of dissatisfac-

tion with the government, which was to be avoided at

all costs. Laws in northern Europe and in the south-

ern Italic peninsula were issued largely by the edict of

royal courts and, therefore, had a conservative agen-

da that sought to restrict any challenge to the ruling

group. In northern Italy, however, the independent

city-states (Florence, Venice, Siena, Genoa, and

others), passed local legislation that tended to rein in

the display of noble power, which allowed a new

merchant elite to emerge.
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Condemnations evolved from an emphasis on food

and consumables to clothing and fashion by the later

Middle Ages. Women’s clothing, designed as displays

of their familial wealth, became increasingly singled

out for sumptuary regulation. Marie de Valois, wife

of the French podestà in Florence in 1326, famously

obtained permission for women there to wear for-

merly banned yellow and white silk braids in their

hair, and in 1436, Christine Corner and other Vene-

tian matrons successfully appealed to the pope to

be able to sport ‘‘honorably’’ magnificent clothes.

Fifteenth-century Florentine communal statutes

concerning all kinds of consumption were collected

under the telling rubric ‘‘De ornatu mulierum.’’ In late

medieval Europe, consumption rose to unprecedented

heights among the rich. But laws passed to curb it

only seemed to cause its proliferation. The ability to

consume luxury goods demonstrated power, and even

the Church began to change its attitude toward the

ideal of poverty, wealth and consumption coming to

be seen as the mark of honor and even an aid to

salvation.

CAROLE COLLIER FRICK
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CONTRACEPTION
Contraception refers to methods or practices meant

to allow heterosexual activity yet avoid production of

offspring. The line between contraception (preventing

conception from occurring in the first place) and

abortion (the termination of a pregnancy that had

already begun) was less clear-cut in the Middle Ages

than it is now, largely because the conceptus was not

really considered a fetus until it ‘‘quickened’’ or was

‘‘ensouled’’ (that is, until the woman perceived the

movement of the fetus). Whether the methods and

practices used to prevent pregnancy in the Middle

Ages were fully effective is less important than evi-

dence of the desire to separate the sex act from repro-

duction. Three criteria are therefore relevant to

understanding medieval contraception: (1) whether

there is evidence of the intent to prevent pregnancy

and how it was viewed by religion and law; (2) what

kinds of contraceptive knowledge were available; and

(3) whether contraception was the concern of women

only or also of men.

Islamic and Jewish Attitudes

The different religious traditions of medieval Europe

had differing attitudes toward contraception and

early abortion. In the Islamic world, contraception

was permissible, and abortion was tolerated, though

physicians were often more uncomfortable with the

latter than were religious jurists. Because sexual rela-

tions between a male master and a female slave were

considered licit (that is, in the eyes of the law they did

not make the man adulterous vis-à-vis his wife or

wives) yet produced other problems if she conceived

(once she had borne him children she could not sub-

sequently be sold), males often had reason to use

contraception. Contraceptive methods might also be

motivated, for both men and women, out of fear of

the dangers of childbirth or to preserve the woman’s

beauty. Coitus interruptus (the man’s withdrawal of

his penis prior to ejaculation) was a favored method,

though medical texts offer numerous chemical means

of contraception. Woman-controlled methods (such

as vaginal suppositories, which offered physical, as

well as chemical, barriers to the man’s semen) out-

number male-controlled methods by about four to

one. Muslim jurists debated whether men or women

could practice contraception without their partners’

consent.

Among Jewish communities, use of a contraceptive

sponge was permitted during lactation lest a new

pregnancy rob the nursing child of its nourishment.

There seems to have been no stigma attached to

this practice, and it is referred to openly in rabbinical

literature. Coitus interruptus, on the other hand,

and other forms of ‘‘destruction of the seed’’ were

prohibited.
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Christian Attitudes

In Byzantium, Christian orthodox views equated

abortion with murder, though some considered con-

traception more egregious because it killed many po-

tential fetuses rather than just one. Among Latin

Christians, views on contraception and abortion

were primarily influenced by Saint Augustine of

Hippo (d. 430), who had defined offspring as the

second of three ‘‘goods of marriage’’ (the others

being sexual fidelity and the sacrament that bound

the husband and wife to God). Thus, any attempt to

thwart the purpose of marriage was condemned.

Canon law pronounced that it was more sinful for a

man to impede conception when having intercourse

with his wife than to engage in adultery with another

woman.

In the early Middle Ages, religious writers spoke

exclusively of ‘‘procuring poisons of sterility’’ (venena

sterilitatis procurare), which has generally been inter-

preted as use of oral abortifacients; terminology for

contraception per se is entirely absent from peniten-

tials prior to the ninth century. In the early twelfth

century, theologians and canon lawyers began to

speak of ‘‘avoidance of offspring’’ (vitatio prolis), a

more general concept that seems to have included

such practices as coitus interruptus and anal inter-

course.

Contraceptives

Contraceptives and abortifacients were never sup-

pressed from early medieval Latin gynecological

texts (which were derived largely from pagan Greek

and Roman traditions), and some elements of Muslim

attitudes and practices were adopted when Arabic

medical writings were translated in the eleventh and

twelfth centuries. The Benedictine monk Constantine

the African (died before 1098–1099) did not translate

a chapter on abortion from an Arabic text he was

rendering into Latin, yet he openly supported the use

of contraceptives on the belief that regular heterosex-

ual activity was necessary for women’s health, even if

pregnancy should sometimes be avoided. This view

was adopted by some other Latin medical writers,

although, aside from Italian writers, it was rare for

them to devote a separate chapter to the subject.

On Constantine’s authority, the anonymous au-

thor of a twelfth-century Salernitan text, On the

Conditions of Women, listed several contraceptive

amulets—substances to be worn around the neck or

carried in the hand to prevent pregnancy which, from

our modern perspective, could not possibly have had

anything more than a placebo effect. Nevertheless, a

thesis proposed in the 1990s argued that medieval

women had ample knowledge of chemically effective

pharmaceutical agents to ‘‘provoke the menses’’ or

‘‘expel the fetus,’’ thereby regularly maintaining con-

trol of their fertility. The flaw with this argument is

that while certain herbal substances could be used to

limit reproduction, not every attempt to provoke the

menses was motivated by the desire to contracept, nor

was every attempt to expel a fetus done because the

child had been unwanted.

‘‘Retained menses’’ (what we would call amenor-

rhea) was a major concern in medieval gynecology,

and it was recognized that women could not conceive

unless they were menstruating regularly. As the

twelfth-century medical writer Trota of Salerno put

it, emmenagogues (drugs or agents used to bring on

or quicken menstruation) were ‘‘for provoking the

menses because of whose retention the woman is

unable to conceive.’’ And ‘‘expelling the fetus’’ was a

frequently necessary obstetrical intervention when the

fetus had died in utero and did not emerge sponta-

neously. In other words, both practices could be

motivated by pronatalistic concerns, not the desire

to limit fertility.

Trota herself includes neither contraceptives nor

abortifacients in her medical writings, and those med-

ical authors who did so usually justified the inclusion

on the grounds of preserving the woman’s health. In

fact, the widespread modern belief that medieval mid-

wives were all experts in the knowledge of contracept-

ing and aborting has never been documented. The

belief may reflect an overly literal reading of the

1496 Dominican witch-hunters’ manual, The Hammer

of Witches, which made wild claims that ‘‘witch-mid-

wives’’ regularly inhibited fertility. It is clear that

magical practices were indeed associated with the

placenta and other products of birth, and curses of

sterility or impotence were common elements of

witchcraft accusations. Yet midwives’ contraceptive

knowledge or practices are never mentioned by medi-

cal writers. Rather, it was more common for male

writers to focus on prostitutes, whose low fertility

was a commonplace, though even here they credited

the nature of prostitution (for example, the belief that

prostitutes did not experience pleasure in intercourse

and therefore did not emit their own ‘‘seed’’) as much

as prostitutes’ own active contraceptive knowledge.

Whether women beyond those trained in the arts

of prostitution were generally aware of contraceptive

techniques is less clear. Beatrice de Planissoles, a sus-

pected heretic in early fourteenth-century Montaillou

(southern France), recounts how her male lover, a

priest, brought to their trysts a contraceptive amulet
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which he had her wear when they made love; he was

always sure to take it back from her when he left, lest

she take another lover. Clearly, control over con-

traceptive knowledge in this situation lay with the

man, who was concerned not only with avoiding

pregnancy but also with controlling his partner’s sex-

uality. Coitus interruptus, which Biller suggests may

have been the main method of ‘‘avoiding offspring’’

from the thirteenth century, likewise gave the male

partner control over contraception.

Christian medical writers became increasingly cau-

tious about how they shared contraceptive knowledge

toward the end of theMiddle Ages. In Latin gynecolog-

ical texts contraceptive instructions were sometimes put

into cipher; in vernacular gynecological texts addressed

to women they were deleted entirely. Even ‘‘legitimate’’

remedies to expel the dead fetus were hedgedwithwarn-

ings that they should not be sharedwith suspect women.

Statements about ‘‘womanly arts’’ of limiting fertility

suggest that there existed an ‘‘underground’’ female

culture where contraceptive and abortifacient knowl-

edge circulated freely. If so, historians have yet to find

adequate evidence to prove it.

MONICA GREEN
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CONVERSAE AND CONVERSI
Conversae and conversi are associated with the new

monasticism of the central Middle Ages (and up into

the modern age). The term’s meaning is not consis-

tent. Only in the mid-twelfth century did it come to

refer to a second-class religious, a female or male

celibate laborer within the religious community. In

the late eleventh century, conversae/i were those who

entered a monastery ad conversionem, the ‘‘converted

ones’’ who entered religious life from some other

status. Conversae were often widows or, like conversi,

had been married before. Sometimes their entire fami-

ly entered the religious life. Such ‘‘converts’’ could also

be secular priests or canonesses who converted to a life

following a religious rule. In late-eleventh century

documents from la Sauve Majeure near Bordeaux

conversi were distinguished from child-oblates; many

of its ‘‘converts’’ were knights converted from a life of

violence.
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A particular apt example of such a convert was the

former knight Pons de Léras, founder of a southern

French hermitage that became a monastery at Sil-

vanès. In the 1130s, Pons ‘‘converted,’’ placed his

wife and two children in monastic houses, did public

penance, and made restitution to his victims. He soon

established a hermitage that had become a Cistercian

abbey by the 1170s. Seen from the viewpoint of the

eleventh century the former knight Pons was an adult

convert to the religious life, and to be referred to as a

convert said nothing about status. The same is true of

Petronilla of Cheminé, an aristocratic widow chosen

by the wandering preacher Robert of Arbrissel to rule

as the first abbess of the religious community of Fon-

tevrault. In the ‘‘Life of Robert,’’ written circa 1118

by Baudri of Dol, Petronilla the abbess is referred to

as conversa laica. Petronilla was chosen as abbess

because of her considerable experience in the secular

world. This experience was something that a virgin

brought up in a religious house would not have had.

Such adult conversion was the norm among the new

religious reformers of the twelfth century, and often

provided leaders to the community. Indeed many new

religious communities forbade entrance by child

oblates.

At about the middle of the twelfth century, a sec-

ond meaning of the terms conversae/i began to emerge

within the monastic context. It came to be associated

among the Cistercians with entrants from humble

backgrounds, often peasants who had held land com-

ing into monastic hands. These conversae/i or lay-

sisters and lay-brothers worked with nuns and

monks in the fields, and on the new satellite granges

associated with the Cistercians. Mid-century charters

from houses like Silvanès reveal promises to admit

peasants as ‘‘fratri’’ or ‘‘sorores,’’ or conversae/i;

some who had come from marginal settlements must

have sought the security of monastic life. Although

Cistercian rhetoric is full of an ideal of charitable

equality among all members of the community, by

mid-twelfth century conversae/i are described as

working on the granges so that monks and nuns

could remain within the ambit of the monastic enclo-

sure. By late in the twelfth century, conversae and

conversi appear as dairy-maids and shepherds at the

house of nuns at Nonenque. Among the earliest Cis-

tercian texts, moreover, are those on the rights and

duties of lay-brothers that appear to date to the mid

century, after the earlier moment of primitive equality

when all religious members of a community, nuns and

conversae, or monks and conversi, had worked togeth-

er in the fields, at least during the harvest.

Conversae/i soon came to be identified with

laborers within the monasteries. This was the accept-

ed meaning of the term in the ‘‘Life of the Pons de

Léras,’’ the knight turned conversus previously men-

tioned. Writing no earlier than the 1170s about a

foundation at Silvanès made 40 years earlier, the

author of the Life, who had found Pons’ name identi-

fied as conversus among the earliest Silvanès charters,

described Pons as having ‘‘remained a lay-brother out

of humility.’’ Clearly by the time this author wrote,

conversus had come to mean ‘‘laborer,’’ and in the

1188 Cistercian statutes, abbots concurred that

knights entering the order could not be conversi. For

the thirteenth century as more and more conversi were

no longer recruited along with Cistercian land acqui-

sition, numerous conversi rebellions are recorded. Al-

though the terms conversus and conversa were

attached most often to laborers, the earlier meaning

can also be found in cases in the mid-thirteenth cen-

tury. Often it was used when widows ‘‘converted’’ and

lived as conversae in the vicinity of men’s houses;

these were not female servants. It is difficult to esti-

mate the numbers of conversae/i at typical Cistercian

or other reform houses. Narrative accounts of con-

versi in the hundreds probably exaggerate, but abbeys

for men may have had nearly double the number of

lay-brothers as monks during the twelfth century.

Houses of nuns could have lay-brothers attached

who took vows directly from the abbess or were

deputized from neighboring houses of monks. A

house of nuns might have between two or three and

a dozen lay-brothers, but no more than one conversae

for every three or four nuns.
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CONVERSION, RELIGIOUS
In medieval Europe processes of conversion, whether

individual or collective changes of religion or religious

affiliation, took place in various directions. In the

early Middle Ages Germanic gentes (peoples) gave

up their traditional cults in favor of Arian or Ortho-

dox Christianity. Former Arians adopted Orthodox

Christianity. Christians in Arabic Spain and—in the

era of the crusades—in the Frankish Levant passed

over to Islam and sometimes to Judaism. Vice versa,

Muslims and Jews converted to Christianity. The

processes of Christian and Islamic conversion in par-

ticular transformed the religious map of Europe until

the turn of the millennium.

Changing from one religious practice to another

had immediate consequences with regard to women’s

and men’s lives. Questions arose as to whether a con-

vert’s former social bonds were broken. Was a Chris-

tian whose partner had converted to Islam allowed to

remarry? Should a formerly ‘‘pagan’’ man who had

turned Christian dismiss his wife in the event that she

did not convert as well? Did the baptism of a Jew

mean that his or her ties to family and community

were cut?

In the long run the conversion of entire societies

changed the concepts and structures of marriage,

family, and kinship (e.g., the introduction of monog-

amous, indissoluble marriage as a result of Christian-

ization). Within the frame of a specific theological

anthropology images of women and men were propa-

gated that influenced their social position and gender-

relations. In Christian society, for instance, a tradition

of thinking became dominant that proclaimed the sub-

ordination of women to men due to the notion of a

female physical, intellectual, andmoral frailty that was

supposed to result from Eve’s Fall.

Between the fourth and the twelfth centuries,

Christianity in its orthodox (Catholic) form made its

way into Germania, Gaul, Britain, Scandinavia, and

large parts of the Slavic world. Thus around 1300, the

orthodox Christianization of Europe was essentially

finished as far as the formal acceptance of the Chris-

tian cult was concerned. The process of conversion in

the meaning of an inner reorientation took much

longer and lasted in some European regions well

into the age of the Reformation.

Women participated in this process of orthodox

Christianization in several ways: as addressees of mis-

sionaries (monks, priests, bishops, and popes), as con-

verts, as convert-makers, and as missionaries. Their

activities spanned the characteristic forms of conver-

sion in early medieval societies. Aiming at converting

whole gentes (peoples), Christian missions first of all

had to win over the ruler and his great men at the

head of the gens. This leading group decided about

the acceptance of Christianity and received baptism in

a collective act. The conversion of other social strata

then followed according to the same collective princi-

ple. Usually whole households were baptized along

with the pater familias (the head of the house). How-

ever, in a family different religious practices might

coexist for a while.

Due to the importance of the ruler’s conversion

medieval narratives provide detailed descriptions of

these acts. In this context there are some explicit

references to rulers’ wives as convert-makers of their

husbands. In the sixth century for instance, Gregory

of Tours, the historiographer, reported on how the

Merovingian King Clovis ({ 511) had reluctantly

agreed to be baptized and had thus initiated the

Christianization of the Frankish Kingdom. Accord-

ing to this narrative Clovis’s Orthodox wife, Queen

Clotilda ({ 544), had ‘‘preached to her husband un-

ceasingly’’ and managed to have her sons baptized.

Though Clotilda’s tireless preaching apparently did

not directly achieve the king’s change of mind, it

nevertheless played a significant role in his final deci-

sion to be baptized with his leaders. As may be

expected, bishops and popes emphatically admon-

ished royal wives to engage in converting their hus-

bands and thus push forward the Christianization of

an entire gens.

However, there is comparatively little evidence of

the conversion of royal or aristocratic women them-

selves and even less about women of lower social

standing. For example, the Bishop Eucherius of

Orléans ({ 738) was reported to have successfully

exhorted a woman to give up ‘‘pagan error’’ and to

have acted as godfather of her son. Mothers like this

and like Clotilda, who cared for the baptism and

the Christian education of their children, created the

basis for Christianity to become rooted among com-

ing generations.

Apart from the family as a field of conversion,

women actively engaged as missionaries. In the eighth
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century, a net of Anglo-Saxon women and men who

were akin to each other worked on the continent on

the initiative of Boniface (672/675–754). When Boni-

face called his relative Leoba (700/710–780/782) to

join him, she left the monastery of Wimborne in

Wessex together with several other women, and

became abbess of Tauberbischofsheim, the monastic

center of Boniface’s mission. Far from being confined

to the limits of her monastery, Leoba performed epis-

copal functions by regularly visiting and controlling

other monasteries. She worked as a teacher, preacher,

and spiritual mentor, offering pastoral care and

instructions even to bishops who used to discuss theo-

logical and ecclesiastical questions with her. Accord-

ing to Leoba’s Life, Boniface appreciated her as his

equal partner in the mission.

Due to the collective character of conversion and

its initial centering on rulers medieval, historiography

does not offer a complete picture of women’s roles in

this process. However, by combining these narratives

with other material such as saints’ lives, reports on

miracles, letters, sermons, and archaeological find-

ings, we may conclude that women in the contexts

of family, monastery, and mission decisively contrib-

uted to the Christianizing of Europe.

CORDULA NOLTE
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CORNARO, CATERINA
In 1472, Venetian noblewoman Caterina Cornaro

(1454–1510) arrived in Cyprus as the new bride of

King Jacques II Lusignan. This union served the

interests of her wealthy merchant family, as well as

her homeland, which granted her the title ‘‘Daughter

of the Republic.’’ Both her spouse and her infant son

died shortly thereafter, leaving her the titular ruler of

the island for fifteen years, from 1474–1489. Increased

tensions with the Ottoman Empire and marriage pro-

posals from the Neopolitan throne prompted Venice

to annex the island directly, forcing an unwilling queen

to abdicate in 1489. In exchange, reigning Doge Agos-

tino Barbarigo granted Cornaro a sizeable lifetime

pension and lifetime dominion over the Veneto hill

town of Asolo. Cornaro’s patriotic sacrifice received
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notable visual commemoration in the sixteenth-

century program of Venetian triumphs for the Great

Council Hall in the Doge’s Palace, where Cornaro was

the only nonallegorical female depicted.

Cornaro spent her retirement in both Venice and

Asolo, where she entertained regional dignitaries and

luminaries, and hosted a series of elaborate social

gatherings for family and friends. Such assemblies

provided the setting and inspiration for her kinsman

Pietro Bembo’s pastoral dialogue Gli Asolani. Gentile

Bellini painted Cornaro’s portrait, and placed her in

his Miracle at the Bridge of San Lorenzo; it is possible

that other Venetian cultural figures attended her

court. In addition to cultural activities, Cornaro fre-

quently petitioned the Venetian government on

Cypriot affairs. Cornaro’s kin persisted in evoking

their status as a royal family in Republican Venice

long after her death.

HOLLY HURLBURT
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COSMETICS
The care and embellishment of the body is a prac-

tice that different societies share. Together with lan-

guage, adornment is regarded as indicative of the

peculiarly human ability for symbolizing, and it is

considered the definitive archaeological trace that dis-

tinguishes human beings from other creatures. As a

basic cultural feature, adornment in the Middle Ages

was a means to create and enhance both identity and

difference.

Appearance

There was no clear division between cosmetics and

adornment in the Middle Ages. In learned contexts,

the Latin words ornatus and decoratio were used to

refer to a wide array of procedures to maintain and

modify the natural appearance of the body, as well as

for the use of objects and clothes to improve one’s

image. In western Europe, this semantic connection

expresses the conceptual continuum shared by differ-

ent activities devoted to the external care of the self.

Although theological and moral thinking on individ-

ual appearance had been important in the classical

world, Christianity, in particular through Tertullian’s

De cultu feminarum (The Appearance of Women),

decisively transformed the theme by associating cos-

metics and adornment almost exclusively with a neg-

ative concept of women. Medieval misogynistic

traditions sustained and spread the vision of the fe-

male body as naturally defective, and women’s invest-

ments in care for their appearance were seen as ways

to deceive God’s will and conceal their moral and

physical abjection. Although someone like Hildegard

of Bingen valued the adornment of her nuns’ bodies,

theological thinking was dominated by denunciations

from male preachers, such as Bernardino of Siena or

Francesc Eiximenis, who attacked what they describe

as women’s extensive interest in their appearance.

Both men and women, nevertheless, were con-

cerned about their outward aspect. Misogynistic dis-

courses notwithstanding, the care of the embodiment

of both femininity and masculinity was seen in a

positive light by some religious, moral, medical, and

natural philosophical traditions. Regional, chrono-

logical and cultural differences still need to be studied,

but Arabic medicine especially portrays a concern

with male appearance. Cosmetics offered corrective

measures to signify sexual difference, as women’s and

men’s cosmetic practices were often in opposition,

particularly regarding hair. Men’s use of fake beards

and their care of hair and whiskers are well attested,

whereas women were concerned with depilating every

body surface except the head. Medieval physicians

and natural philosophers understood the distribution

of the hair on the body as an expression of a basic

physiological distinction between male and female

complexions, explaining hair in males as a result of

their way of ridding themselves of the superfluous

bodily substances that women processed through

menstruation.

Cosmetics and Perfumes

Cosmetics and perfumery had been considered

aspects of medicine since antiquity, and had a physio-

logical aspect. Pleasant smells had therapeutic as well

as preventive value for both sexes; odors could con-

trol the air—one of the six unnatural things that could

cause imbalance within the body, leading to illness.

Significant parts of learned medical and surgical

handbooks were devoted to describing procedures to
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care for and embellish the surfaces of the skin and the

hair, with the aim of preventing aging, improving

appearance and modifying color, texture, or shape.

These works recommended preparations for skin dis-

eases such as rashes, warts, fissures, or pimples, as

well as hair dyes and different kinds of softeners and

mollifiers. Pharmacological texts also record system-

atically the cosmetic properties of plants, and they

offer detailed lists of the uses of simple or compound

medicines as beautifying agents. Greek, Latin, Jewish,

and Arabic learned medical cultures provide practical

descriptions of how to prepare and apply cosmetics,

but offer little theoretical discussion, remaining in the

empirical domain. Medical texts often present various

procedures for a single cosmetic goal, particularizing

different variants according to local traditions, time

investment, or disparity in access to economic

resources.

Men’s interest in cosmetics is well substantiated,

either as part of their work as health practitioners or

for their own personal use. However, nonmisogynist

cultures also associated cosmetics strongly with femi-

ninity and with women: as users of medicines to com-

mand their own image, as makers of cosmetic

products, and as authors of texts describing beautify-

ing procedures. Medieval Galenism assumed Galen’s

attribution to Cleopatra of an otherwise unknown

cosmetic treatise that he quoted extensively, De

scriptis a Cleopatra in decorativis (Cleopatra’s Writ-

ings on Cosmetics), as it was called in Latin. An early

medieval Greek text ascribed to Metrodora contains a

long section on perfumes and cosmetic recipes dealing

with the care of the breasts, skin, and hair. The Saler-

nitan medical world distilled into Latin early Arabic

cosmetic lore, and produced an anonymous twelfth

century De ornatu mulierum (On Women’s Cosmetics)

that, as part of the Trotula compendium of women’s

medicine, became the most popular cosmetic text in

western Europe. The emerging literature in Hebrew

and the vernacular languages welcomed cosmetic

works, often anonymous or written by male compi-

lers. In the form of collections of recipes, these works

were addressed to women or stated clearly women’s

interest in cosmetics, acknowledging as sources not

only other texts but also the living practices of

women. Beyond misogyny and men’s involvement,

cosmetics emerge as a province of knowledge and

practice particularly privileged by women.

MONTSERRAT CABRÉ
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COURTLY LOVE
Courtly love was born, the story goes, with the ear-

liest troubadour, William IX, at the end of the elev-

enth century. It was not named, however, until 1883,

when the French medievalist Gaston Paris coined the

term to characterize the passionate love uniting Lan-

celot and Guinevere in Chrétien de Troyes’s twelfth-

century Old French verse romance, Lancelot or the

Knight of the Cart (c. 1178–1180). Referring to this

single tale, Paris defined courtly love principally from

the male lover’s point of view, characterizing it as an

illicit, extramarital liaison that placed the lover in the

service of and at the mercy of a haughty and capri-

cious lady. Although her love, grudgingly bestowed,

could inspire courageous feats and refined behavior,

to obtain that coveted love, the male suitor had

to conform to codified rules of proper conduct,
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somewhat analogous to the tenets regulating chivalry.

The amorous paradigms governing courtly love in the

European Middle Ages display significant variations

from one national literature to the next, appearing in

German, English, Italian, and Spanish literary tradi-

tions, but French literature provides the dominant

paradigm. It is important to note, however, that

Paris’s neologism, amour courtois, does not appear

in the text of the Lancelot itself nor in the works of

the troubadour poets that predate it (c. 1150–1210).

In fact, courtliness in the French literary tradition

does not necessarily include the practice of love. The

lovesick and wildly heroic Lancelot exemplifies court-

ly love (amour courtois), for example, while his utterly

courtly but measured and honorable chivalric com-

panion Gauvain, who is not ‘‘in love,’’ exhibits only

courtly conduct (courtoisie).

The Courtly Corpus

The male-centered view of courtly love first articulat-

ed by Gaston Paris derives from an ill-defined corpus

of literary texts generally considered to display it. In

addition to Occitan lyric poems from southern

France, which bear formal characteristics linking

them to Hispano-Arabic poetic composition, there

are literary inheritors of troubadour lyric in northern

France known as the trouvère poets who composed

from 1150 to 1300. A group of romances from the

early twelfth century attests to the classical roots of

the courtly tradition, in particular The Romance of

Aeneas (c. 1156), which recasts its Virgilian source by

adding a lengthy description of Aeneas falling in love

with Lavinia. The best-known twelfth-century Arthu-

rian romances by Chrétien de Troyes (1170–1191),

including the Lancelot, along with versions of the

Tristan story by Béroul and Thomas of England

(both c. 1170), incorporate elements from Celtic folk-

tale into narratives of adulterous passion that hark

back to troubadour lyric. These key texts are rewrit-

ten and expanded in the thirteenth century into prose

romances such as the Prose Lancelot and other stories

in the Lancelot-Grail Cycle, some of which draw

heavily on Biblical tales, and the Prose Tristan.

Equally important is the highly problematic relation

of these literary works to what can be considered a

more didactic (or perhaps satiric) current found in

Andreas Capellanus’s Latin treatise on the Art of

Courtly Love (1180s), which derives in part from

Ovid’s Ars Amatoria, and in both parts of the allegor-

ical Romance of the Rose, authored initially by Guil-

laume de Lorris in 1245 and continued by Jean de

Meun in 1268.

Courtly love in the French tradition, then, draws

on an unwieldy corpus of literary texts covering at

least two cultures (Occitanian and northern French),

three languages (Occitan, Old French, and Latin),

and at least two centuries of literary and historical

development (the twelfth and thirteenth centuries).

While some texts stage courtly love within marriage

(Erec and Enide, c. 1170), others cast it as the result of

a magic potion over which the adulterous lovers have

no control (Romance of Tristan, c. 1170). Still others

add to the competing demands of love and knight-

hood the conflict between a knight’s secular duties

and his Christian or spiritual commitment to God

(Lancelot-Grail Cycle, c. 1220–1235).

Broadening the Canon

Courtly love begins to look quite different, however,

if we move beyond the core Lancelot stories, classic

examples of troubadour love songs, and canonized

romance narratives to examine literary texts that

have fallen traditionally outside the courtly canon.

Our assessment of the meaning of courtly love shifts

sharply if we include songs by the women trouba-

dours (trobairitz), who often critique the amorous

paradigms of troubadour lyric, or if we consider

northern French sewing songs, which show female

protagonists working their way to successful love

liaisons with partners they have chosen. Our perspec-

tive shifts further if we include the brief narratives

(lais) by Marie de France, which often contest the

limited amorous model provided by Lancelot and

Guinevere, or when we survey examples of single

women in the courtly corpus.

Notions of courtliness change considerably when

we examine heroines in noncanonical texts such as

Richard de Fournival’s Bestiaire d’Amours, which

appends to its relatively standard catalogue of love’s

attributes a critique delivered in the voice of a lady, or

when we think about feminocentric romances that

feature women practicing the arts of cloth work and

embroidery. We might also include courtly heroines

in the twelfth-century version of Ovid’s ‘‘Philomela,’’

where two sisters savagely murder the son of a tyran-

nical rapist-spouse, or the thirteenth-century cross-

dressed heroine Silence in the Romance of Silence,

who finds herself temporarily split between male

and female identities, along with a number of other

transvestite romance heroines. In addition, certain

female figures within the most canonical courtly

texts can be seen substantially to disrupt and recon-

figure the very system they have been thought to

represent: the outspoken heroine in the conjugal
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love story Erec and Enide, the deft Iseut in the adul-

terous Romance of Tristan, or the female figures

Oiseuse (Idleness), Lady Fortune, Lady Reason, or

La Vieille (The Old Woman) in the allegorical

Romance of the Rose.

Feminist Interpretations

Early feminist writings on courtly love focused to a

large extent on the lady’s social status and standing.

Revising previous assessments of the courtly belo-

ved’s position as idolized and influential, these ana-

lyses tended to see her instead as disempowered and

displaced. With some historians arguing for increased

status for women in the High Middle Ages, and

others claiming that women’s status declined, feminist

literary critics reassessed the significance of women

cited as dedicatees and patrons, concluding that

those references provided little evidence that the

genre promoted women’s interests or that women

exerted a substantial influence in literary composition.

Additionally, the Old French lyric form known as the

pastourelle and some Arthurian tales of love were

shown to mask sexual violence against women in the

form of rape, attempted rape, and forced marriage,

rather than promoting women’s social position.

An Affair between Men

These feminist readings of courtly love tended to

converge with Marxist/materialist, psychoanalytic,

and more formalist interpretations, all of which

demonstrated, although often without critiquing this

key observation, the extent to which courtly love

marginalized women. Materialist critics had read

courtly love as a literary strategy used to mediate

and reconcile social tensions arising between men

competing for status in the feudal courts of the

twelfth century. For Lacanian critics, the courtly

lady was a textualized object of masculine desire, a

metaphor for the enigma of femininity and a cipher

for male poetic practice. Some formalist critics ana-

lyzed troubadour lyric as elaborate and playful word

games in which love and the ladylove became themat-

ic foils for serious linguistic sparring between men.

In these and later readings, the courtly love affair

was revealed often to be an affair between men that

left women out. Troubadour songs, which appeared

to feature the all-powerful domna (lady), were shown

to stage instead a crucial struggle between contradic-

tory positions on sex and marriage represented by

the male lay and clerical interests at court. The

twelfth-century Latin treatise on courtly love,

Andreas Capellanus’sDe Amore, was read as teaching

the male art of making love poetry rather than the art

of making love to women. Even Gaston Paris’s inven-

tion of the term courtly love itself was shown to form

part of a homosocial professional discourse at the end

of the nineteenth century that attempted to tame and

suppress spontaneous and instinctual passions, coded

as feminine, in favor of rule-governed scientific obser-

vation, analysis, and mastery. The key text in Gaston

Paris’s analysis of courtly love, Chrétien de Troyes’s

Lancelot, while ostensibly about love, did not ne-

cessarily celebrate the heterosexual bond between

Lancelot and Guinevere or even a bond between

knights, but a bond between two clerical authors

whose joint literary project determines the fate of

fictional knights.

Resistant Readings

A second strain of feminist approaches to courtly

love, evident from the mid-1980s to the present,

built upon studies that outlined women’s displace-

ment and disenfranchisement. Looking instead for

points of weakness within the dominant courtly para-

digm of unrequited male desire and putative devotion

to women, they read ‘‘for’’ women and gender in

ostensibly male-centered texts. These studies revealed

alternative configurations of female desire, pleasure,

and subjectivity in the works of female authors such

as the women troubadours (or trobairitz) in the south-

ern French (Occitan) tradition, the women trouvère

poets in the north, and the Anglo-Norman author

Marie de France, among others. Resistance to courtly

norms was also found among female protagonists in

male-authored texts where counter narratives of

women’s disruptive speech or sparring response con-

tested and undermined established conventions. At

times, female subjectivity emerged, even in the most

misogynistic texts, through allusions to women read-

ers who were given double messages warning of

female danger while also revealing possibilities of

female empowerment. A number of courtly texts

were shown to contain subtexts of women’s mastery

that challenged conventionally gendered terms of

knowledge and wisdom. Others staged an important

tension between the display of female sexuality as a

form of symbolic capital in the aristocratic household

and the function of women as authoritative literary

patrons.

Feminist readings made visible other aspects of

courtly love previously unseen and unacknowledged.

The traditional focus on the coupling of knights and
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ladies in the courtly world had obscured a significant

number of single women in courtly literary texts,

female protagonists not defined primarily by their

relation to a husband, male lover, or knight-savior.

New attention was given to a range of courtly women

joined in same-sex relations, whether homosocial,

homoaffective, homoerotic, or more mystical and

metaphorical, that offered other paths of resistance

to heterosexual courtly coupling. Literary incidents of

male and female cross-dressing, although often used

ultimately to reinforce the gendered status quo, were

seen to provide important alternative love scenarios

that challenged an understanding of gender as fixed

and immutable. The feminocentric embroidery ro-

mances and spinning songs often contained within

them offered portrayals of women’s work—cloth

work in particular—as an alternative poetic of love.

Considerations of material culture, especially clothing

and the many uses to which it is put by female char-

acters, revealed expressions of desire that fell beyond

and complicated in various ways the sex-based binary

terms of male and female.

Once recognized, these forms of resistance to the

amorous status quo within the courtly world of

knights and ladies pointed toward the possibility of

more flexible subject positions than were previously

acknowledged. Medieval scholars had long recog-

nized that the courtly lady in the French tradition,

following her counterpart in the Occitan lyric,

possessed a curiously hybrid gender. While maintain-

ing stereotypically female sexuality, she also held, in

principle at least, the status of a feudal lord. Standard

readings of courtly love for over a hundred years

tended to minimize the import of this model of poten-

tial gender fluidity, asserting that the lady was only

playing the role of the lord temporarily and only

metaphorically. More recently, scholars have begun

to acknowledge the wider implications of this cross-

gendered paradigm at the heart of courtly love.

Falling in love in the medieval French tradition

does not necessarily mean following the literary mod-

els of Narcissus or Pygmalion; nor does it necessitate

falling into rigid categories of sexual difference. In-

deed, courtly models of heterosexual coupling not

only contain but often rely upon subtle mechanisms

of complex gender crossing that call into question the

exclusionary mode of male desire and pleasure

thought more typically to represent courtly love.

E. JANE BURNS
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COURTSHIP
Courtship was a functional and effective behavior of

manymedieval couples, at least if their intention was to

becomebetrothed ormarried of their own freewill. This

approach became available, and soon omnipresent,
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outside royal and noble circles. The canonist Gratian

(c. 1140) considered a marriage to depend on the

free consent of the partners, and the Fourth Lateran

Council of 1215 formally introduced the free will

of groom and bride as a condition for a legal mar-

riage. Moreover, Chrétien de Troyes and other

twelfth-century writers believed that physical love

and emotions formed a single whole.

Issues of Social Status

Within the social elites, however, this concept was

largely ruled out, as all these marriages were family

arranged and had no need of courtship. On the level

of princes and high nobility matrimonial negotiations

produced sophisticated political alliances. For the

urban elites of Italy and the Low Countries social

concerns dominated, in a way that the dichotomy

between patricians on the one side and the lower

strata on the other, kept segregated social universes

alive. Commercial and professional networks in big

cities, such as London, provided the ideal forum and

clearinghouse for the latest information on potential

spouses, based on precise data on the families’ wealth

and property. But the definition of social capital is

larger than estate and dowry. In Venice, in 1455, a

delicate marriage deal between the Dolfins and the

Gabriels failed, because the first family belonged to

the old urban nobility, so-called case vecchie, with

long-standing distinction and a power position,

while the Gabriels’ wealth and business connections

were rather recent, with political prominence merely

in the present. Strange calculations often poisoned the

free marriage market: in 1413 in England one father

from the Derbyshire gentry kept a blank space for

the bride’s name in the marriage contract as he ‘‘had

not yet decided which of his daughters he would

marry off.’’

Among the urban elites socially-mixed marriages

appear at least from the fifteenth century. Anthony

Molho discovered that no less than thirty-seven per-

cent of the fifteenth century Florentine marriages

were socially mixed and based more often on romance

than on materialistic reasons. Genuine courtship must

have preceded most of these marriages. The letters

exchanged in England in 1477 between John Paston

and Margery Brews reveal a fine balance between

sentiments and economics. Stanley Chojnacki found

that the marriage strategies of many wealthy fathers

profoundly involved the well being of their children,

including the very rational claim that affection be-

tween the partners, on top of material benefits, was

better insurance for a long-standing union and for the

continuity of the business. Literature from the

fifteenth century Burgundian Netherlands, such as

the play Mirror of Love (1480–1500) and the Cent

nouvelles nouvelles (1456–1461), suggests that mar-

riages for love between socially unequal partners

ought to be permitted, even when status-conscious

parents were opposed.

In lower middle- and working-class families court-

ship was an ordinary preamble for marital alliances.

Here, themarket was not regulated at all, and certainly

not by patrimonial calculations. Spontaneous encoun-

ters with marriageable girls at work, school, Sunday

mass, local feasts, or public events, gave numerous

opportunities for tentative, as well as for adventurous,

acquaintance. Fortuitous sexual encounters often

resulted in pregnancies, mostly followed by marriage.

The rituals of charivari and carnival clearly reveal the

standards of a ‘‘normal’’ courtship: it expresses irony

for a significant difference in age and in social back-

ground; it criticizes all kinds of materialistic calcula-

tions; it idealizes emotional courtship apart from

outside pressures.

In daily life the development of courtship for most

individuals was not determined by formal rules, but

by ritualized traditions and by economics. Many

young people in late medieval Flanders postponed

their marriage because of their long apprenticeships

and economic insecurity. They thought themselves

too vulnerable to support a family: single-person

households, half of them women, inhabited 20.3 per-

cent of houses in Ypres in 1412. On average, young

men did not marry before twenty-five, but they did

not forgo sexual experiences. Prostitutes were avail-

able in any town and village and were the easiest way

to meet men’s needs. Prostitution was tolerated since

it supported the social order more than it disrupted it,

supposedly preventing rape and other violence

against women. In addition there were trial court-

ships, écraignes, in which young men experienced

love play with marriageable girls, involving all kinds

of petting short of penetration. This type of sexuality

had, for both sides, the double advantage that they

avoided unwanted pregnancies and did not infringe

upon the marriage strategies of their parents. Many

boys, however, did not respect the limitations of the

game, so that the records of the Ghent aldermen

around 1450 bulge with unwanted pregnancies and

unmarried mothers. Indeed, many sons of wealthy

families, courting girls of lower status as an emotional

tryout, or for mere sexual pleasure, backed out of

their fatherly obligations, did not marry the girl, and

opted for paying a substantial sum for her trouble and

her lying-in and an annuity for the rest of her life, that

would be transferred to the natural child should the

mother misbehave.
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Generational Conflicts

In many wealthy and even less well-to-do families, the

courtship of the couple did not please the parents on

one or both sides, for reasons of old feuds or because

of social imbalance. Conflicts were generated by chil-

dren’s frustration at their inability to act independent-

ly, as well as from the authoritarian use of parental

rights to impose their own candidate for marriage. If

the trouble escalated, the girl mostly fled of her own

free will from the family nest with her lover. In the

mildest form of oppositional lifestyle the young peo-

ple lived in an informal cohabitation with mutual

promises of faithfulness. Going one step farther,

they entered into a clandestine marriage without the

consent of the parents, and with or without the pres-

ence of a priest. This type of free-will marriage was

considered valid by the Church, on the basis of the

canonical consent ideology. Priests had few moral

scruples in helping the union be regularized in church,

even if that was against the parents’ wishes. The

parents, of course, used civil law to prevent or to

undo the disobedience of their children, by consider-

ing their behavior as abduction (against the will of

the woman), even if in fact it was no more than a case

of seduction (with the consent of the woman). In

Flanders ordinances of 1297 defined seduction as an

offense against the family, punishable with a banish-

ment of three years. Abduction was sanctioned by

death or banishment for life and the loss of all prop-

erty and inheritance. Young people reacted with a

variety of precautions. In 1438, Wouter Janszoon

fled with his beloved from Middelburg, Zeeland,

against the will of her parents. In a village in Brabant

they legally married before a priest. Before the local

aldermen the girl declared that she freely accompa-

nied her lover. The girl’s family introduced a com-

plaint for abduction against her husband, but the

Court of Holland rejected it, because legal proofs

documented the free consent. In other cases, the par-

ents used all possible moral and material pressure to

bring the girl back into the family.

We may presume, however, that the vast majority

of children must have obtained the blessing of their

family for their courtship, as the social expectations

of both parents and offspring normally coincided.

Medieval parents had an all-embracing judicial au-

thority over their underage children. They decided on

the settlements involving the family property asso-

ciated with the marriage, negotiated formal deals

with the other family on dowry and inheritance, and

properly registered these arrangements before the

bench of aldermen. Members of the extended family

also asserted themselves unofficially, as the social

and financial capital of the new couple was a factor

for their own social status. They became legally

involved as guardians of minor orphans and had

a large share in their upbringing, education, and

partner choice.

Parental consent was not required for the ceremo-

ny in church. During the twelfth century, marriage

became a sacrament, based on free consent of the

partners, and unbreakable after a successful sexual

consummation. The first step is the formal betrothal,

in which a priest accepts the first promise in verba de

futuro, and publishes three times the banns on the

church door. This announcement allows third parties

to introduce objections under canon law, such as too

close a degree of kinship between the partners or an

already existing marriage. Holy matrimony follows

two months later with the second promise in verba

de presenti.

There are many basic motivations to begin a court-

ship. Marriages of princes, noblemen, and top offi-

cials, reflected political strategies and materialistic

calculations. Patricians eagerly brought together

patrimonies and political power positions. But most

medieval couples certainly looked for affection, love,

warmth, and psychological compatibility. In a testi-

mony before the court in Champagne in 1383,

Jehannette Coleau explained that she left the matri-

monial home of her free will in favor of a new lover

because ‘‘her love for him was greater than for anyone

else.’’ From the fact that discrepantia morum (incom-

patibility of character) was accepted as an argument

for separation of body and dwelling before ecclesias-

tical courts, we may conclude that affection was seen

as an essential factor for a successful marriage. Physi-

cal charms and sexual attraction are explicitly men-

tioned, in fiction and in trial records, as criteria in

approaches between individuals, including in the

rituals of seduction and adultery.

WALTER PREVENIER
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CRIME AND CRIMINALS
Female crime and victimization had distinct patterns,

different from those of men. The sources for medieval

crime are indirect. Law codes give us the history of

rules, but how they related to actual crime is not

obvious. Scattered court records exist, particularly

from late medieval towns. They also are not a

straightforward measure of criminality. For example,

men accused of rape often sought to exonerate them-

selves by proving that the victim had the reputation of

a prostitute. This surely does not imply that most rape

victims were prostitutes, but only that it was a rela-

tively easy and successful defense. Further, people

often tried to use the courts to settle scores or apply

pressure: a rape charge could be an effort to force a

marriage. Nevertheless, these legal sources suggest

clear patterns.

First, women were far less apt than men to be

charged and convicted of serious crime. Typically,

about twenty percent of convicted criminals were

women. Poor women were charged with petty crimes:

theft, assault, or verbal defamation. Women in the

shops and markets of medieval towns were quick to

go to court over insults, often over sexual reputation

and care for children; ‘‘Youwhore! You drowned your

babies,’’ or ‘‘You whore! You prostituted your daugh-

ter.’’ Medieval men had a monopoly not on physical

violence but on weaponry. Women were quick to

resort to blows, but rarely were charged with assault

with weapons. Theft charges against women usually

involved opportunistic robbery by a low status person

within the household: a servant, an orphaned niece, or

a nurse.

Women were rarely charged with successful homi-

cide. In thirteenth-century England women comprised

fewer than ten percent of accused murderers. They

might, however, be accused of attempted poisoning or

complicity in murder, as when a husband killed a wife

and his concubine was accused of masterminding her

death. The exception was infanticide, considered a

woman’s crime. It is hard to judge how often this

was true. It could be difficult to distinguish accidental

death from murder, and prosecutions for infanticide

were rare. A woman with an illegitimate child might

be driven to infanticide by poverty, though child

abandonment was a common alternative. Fears of

repercussions were real. No infanticide charges sur-

vive from thirteenth-century Bologna, but in five

cases, pregnant women were beaten to death by

male kin. The fact that male babies were more apt

to survive overall does suggest the murder or neglect

of infant girls, but not that mothers rather than

fathers were culpable.

Wives were charged with adultery, particularly in

regions where conviction meant the husband could

keep the dowry. Sodomy charges against women

existed but were extremely rare, reflecting a lack of

interest and imagination on the part of male accusers.

Women were often charged with pimping. Prostitu-

tion cases can reveal a gulf between norms and prac-

tice. The law maintained a dichotomous view of

women as either of good or bad repute, but in prac-

tice, women might sell sex informally without being

common women. The trend in late medieval towns

was toward legalized, controlled prostitution. This

turned a part-time source of income into an identity,

with women living in brothels, often trapped in debt

peonage. Women suspected of sexual criminality

might be charged with love magic as well. However,

this was not yet distinctively feminine: men were also

accused of practicing magic.

What of female victims of crime? The most severe

were rape and murder. Rape was surely common but

convictions terribly rare. In thirteenth-century Eng-

land, 142 prosecutions for rape led to only twenty-

three cases and then a single conviction. Why? Proof

of rape was difficult. Further, most rape laws encour-

aged private settlement, either by marrying the victim

to her attacker or by his provision of a dowry. This

preserved respectability for the victim and her family

by enabling her to marry. Sometimes, this cloaked a

consensual union, perhaps an elopement, but at times

it did mean a woman was forced to marry a man who

had violated and perhaps abducted her. The extent of

domestic violence is debated. Wife battery prompted

charges only when actual bloodshed was reported to

the court; a husband was expected to beat his wife.

The rarity of husbands accused of assault thus is

probably not a good measure of domestic abuse. In

late medieval Bologna, when women were murdered

the husband was the killer about half the time.
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Finally, this varied by status: poor women were

more apt to resort to petty crime, girls with dowries

more apt to suffer abduction.

CAROL LANSING
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CRISEYDE
In his long narrative poem Troilus and Criseyde, writ-

ten in rhyme royal and set during the Trojan War,

Geoffrey Chaucer tells the story of the Trojan royal

son Troilus’s love affair with Criseyde, a beguiling

Trojan widow whose father, Calchas, betrays the Tro-

jans and abandons her in Troy. Criseyde eventually

succumbs to Troilus, and their love is consummated.

The Trojan leaders agree to trade Criseyde for

Antenor, and Criseyde, against Troilus’s wishes, is

sent to the Greek camp where the Greek Diomedes

falls in love with her. Whether or not Criseyde betrays

Troilus is unclear, but she fails to meet Troilus on an

appointed day, and Troilus’s heart is broken.

Criseyde is Chaucer’s most fully realized enigmatic

heroine. E. T. Donaldson’s famous claim that every

reader falls in love with Criseyde has been disputed by

Carolyn Dinshaw, who questions Donaldson’s as-

sumption that the reader is male. Although drawing

upon Boccaccio’s Il Filostrato and the Roman de

Thebe, Chaucer illustrates Criseyde’s thought pro-

cesses, constraints, motives, and choices to the point

that Criseyde becomes one of the first fully realized

novelistic subjects of English literature. Chaucer

refrains from the misogynistic condemnation of

women expressed by his sources. He gives us partial

glimpses into a complex subjectivity, showing us the

depth of her ability to assess her circumstances and

desires as she contemplates Troilus’s proposition. At

the same time that Chaucer demonstrates Criseyde’s

cunning, he increases our understanding of her vic-

timization, making it difficult for us to judge her.

ELIZABETH ROBERTSON
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CROSS-CULTURAL APPROACHES
Comparative studies across divergent cultures are a

recent development in scholarly inquiry. In the twen-

tieth century, comparative typically meant a compari-

son between European and American countries. In

the study of literature, for example, ‘‘Comparative

Literature’’ only became a subject area with the Mod-

ern Language Association in the 1950s; and then it

was dominated by European studies. Cross-cultural

approaches with a truly global sensibility are a devel-

oping area of study. Cross-cultural approaches to

studying the roles of women in society, both East

andWest, must include questions about each culture’s

ideology of sexual identity and gendered roles: what

are their physiological, religious, and social assump-

tions about the similarities and differences in the sexes

and genders? Western medieval gender ideology was

based on the physiological concept that woman was

an inadequately formed male, that she was the reli-

gious downfall of men, and that she was socially

relegated to a natural subordination to the male. In

contrast, Asian cultures, informed by Confucianism

and other beliefs, typically focused on women’s social

subordination to men. Notable women of medieval

Europe and Asia (Heian Japan, medieval China, and

Hindu India) confronted these obstacles with remark-

ably similar methods. Women attempted to placate

the patriarchal system by acknowledging certain stan-

dards of marriage, motherhood, and obedience. At

the same time, they utilized the vernacular (as op-

posed to the languages of the male educated elite)

and used popular genres (compared to canonical

forms) to express both feminine and universal

concerns.

CYNTHIA HO
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CROSS-DRESSING
Clothes are signifiers to the external world. In medie-

val times, dress could signal a wearer’s gender, marital

status, religious affiliation, occupation, social station,

geographical origin, and other information relevant

to a person’s place in a community or society. At

times, badges, colors, or specific articles of clothing

even communicated political allegiance. Clothes func-

tioned as a ‘‘symbolic surface between self and world’’

(Claudia Benthien). To change one’s cover therefore

bore the potential to also trade one’s social status

or gender.

Since late antiquity, Christian hagiography fea-

tured many female saints in a male disguise. Com-

monly, their transvestism made possible a transition

from worldly pursuits to a religious life in monastic

communities. Cistercian writers circulated the story,

for instance, that a certain Hildegund had lived an

exemplary, pious life as Brother Joseph in the Schö-

nau monastery until her true sex was discovered after

her death (around 1188). ‘‘Whether Hildegund was an

imagined woman or an actual one, her story is one

that these Cistercian authors had made their own

and presented to their audiences as true’’ (Martha

G. Newman, p. 1191).

Cross-dressing was both a cultural fantasy and a

social practice. Medieval literature is replete with tales

that tell of a change in sartorial identity. Legends tell

of women whose change to a male attire marked their

rise to exemplars of religious life. Fabliaux, novellas,

and novels foreground sexual comedies of errors. In

epics, the virago figures as the exceptional manly

woman who had overcome the limitations of her

sex. While didactic texts teach that one should stick

to one’s dress as well as to one’s station, Arthurian

romance sometimes challenges the notion that a

wearer’s dress reflects true personhood unequivocally.

The most elaborate plot of literary cross-dressing is

probably the French Roman de Silence (late-thirteenth

century). In various ways, these texts show the

gendered social order as malleable. But the question

of whether such representations uphold or undermine

this same order needs to be discussed for each text

individually. While most narratives restore proper

identities at the plot’s end, such resolutions are tenta-

tive in some cases. In Dietrich von Glezze’s The Belt

(1270–1290), a lady cross-dresses as a knight in order

to woo her departed male lover—an unusually daring

story that both conjures up and disavows male-male

erotic desire.

Not accidentally, these themes and anxieties at-

tached themselves to textiles, a product of the greatest

importance to medieval industry and trade. In medie-

val cities, where various social groups cohabited in

close quarters, dress became a subject of concern to

civic authorities. City councils hoped to secure textile

codes by regulating what was worn in their commu-

nities. They introduced new signifiers, such as the

articles of clothing and colors that marked Jews or

prostitutes as marginal. They attempted to limit ex-

cessive spending for fashionable clothes among the

urban elites. Some medieval cities also prohibited

women from wearing men’s clothes and vice versa.

Such legislation can be traced back to the biblical

condemnation of such behavior as an ‘‘abomination

to the Lord’’ in Deuteronomy 22:5. This passage

inspired similar bans in canon law, penitentials, and

other prescriptive literature.

Textile masks were not always transgressive, how-

ever. During carnival, donning the opposite sex’s

garb was common. In the world-turned-upside-down

temporarily, the wearer’s actual self could remain

see-through to the observer. When the male actors

of fifteenth-century Nuremberg carnival plays as-

sumed female roles their audience must have been

aware of the fact that they acted under cover. Also,

protection, for instance during travel, justified

women’s passing as men, at least in the eyes of law-

makers. Yet it would be erroneous to assume that one

exchanged clothes easily or at will. In the later Middle

Ages, rulers used them for identification purposes. It

is this persistent relation of dress to identity that lent

cross-dressing its symbolic significance.

Medical theories, according to which women were

physically inverted men, may have contributed to this

fascination with the changeability of a person’s sex.

Characteristically, most changes of dress were up-

wardly mobile. Women assumed a male self via

dress more frequently than vice versa. This highlights

the gender hierarchies that underlie the discourse of

cross-dressing. Only rarely is a man represented as a

cross-dresser. In Ulrich von Liechtenstein’s humorous

quasi-autobiography, the narrator masquerades as
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the goddess Venus in his Service to Women (mid-

thirteenth century). John Rykener was a rare case of

a male transvestite and prostitute. Known as Eleanor,

he was apprehended in London in 1394 while having

sex with another man. Women who passed as men

usually expanded their social, economic, occupation-

al, religious, and erotic options. The fact that before

her discovery Katharina Hetzeldorfer was able to live

as a man caused great unease among her interrogators

in the German city of Speyer in 1477, who condemned

her to being drowned. According to the trial docu-

ment, Hetzeldorfer enacted a roguish masculinity. As

a man, she courted several women and had sexual

relations with a woman she introduced as her sister,

a gender performance helped by her self-made dildo.

The little we know about her life serves as a reminder

that the assumption of a new sartorial self was pre-

dicated on embodying the other sex by physical

comportment.

Arguably, Joan of Arc is the most well-known

cross-dresser of the Middle Ages. Multiple registers

were at stake in her self-presentation and the debate

that flared up before, during, and after her trial. Joan

invoked male garb primarily as protective of her vir-

ginity. Some observers saw saintliness in the female

warrior. Others condemned her Amazon-like behav-

ior as a sign of social disorder and heresy. Here, as

elsewhere, our term cross-dressing encompasses

modes of thinking that were viewed as incompatible

in the medieval world.

HELMUT PUFF
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CRUSADES AND CRUSADING
LITERATURE
Despite the fact that cultural norms in western Euro-

pean Christian society in the Middle Ages did not

require that women should take part in fighting,

women were involved in crusading in various roles

from the beginning of the movement. The crusades, a

series of military campaigns promoted by the Latin

(Catholic) church from the late-eleventh century on-

ward in defense of western Christendom, presented a

contradiction for women. Although pious Christian

women had a spiritual role to play in prayer support

for the undertaking, as physical and sexual beings they

were perceived by Christian commentators as a threat

to the spiritual purity of Christian warriors. Because

expansionist Islam posed the greatest territorial threat

to LatinChristian Europe at this period, it was themost

common opponent of crusading expeditions. (Muslim

commentators depicted the involvement of Christian

women in crusades as a measure of the ‘‘otherness’’

and barbarity of Christian culture, while depicting

Muslim women as potential victims of Christian un-

godliness who must be protected.)

As crusades were also pilgrimages, initially women

were involved in crusading expeditions as peaceful

pilgrims. Christian women joined the First Crusade

(1095–1099) also as traders who helped to supply the

army, and as partners and family of male pilgrims.

Women could perform various support tasks during

expeditions, such as bringing water to warriors on the

battlefield, undertaking labouring tasks, and hurling

missiles at the enemy. They could also undertake

basic medical and hygienic care and encourage war-

riors to fight. But in times of defeat they were blamed

for introducing sexual temptation to the crusading

army, and the religious leaders of the army would

CRUSADES AND CRUSADING LITERATURE
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send all women out of the military camp as part of a

ceremonial cleansing intended to recover divine ap-

proval for the undertaking.

Crusade preachers depicted women as holding

back their male relatives from going on crusade and

warned of dire consequences should they do so; but in

fact women were often promoters of crusades, en-

couraging their male relatives to take part. Noble-

women accompanied their husbands on crusade, as

Eleanor of Aquitaine accompanied King Louis VII of

France on the Second Crusade, 1147–1148, and in

1247–1254 Margaret of Provence accompanied her

husband, King Louis IX of France, on crusade to

Egypt. When Louis was taken prisoner by Egyptian

forces, Margaret commanded the crusaders’ defence

from her childbed.

Even though a noblewoman would not normally

fight on the battlefield, she could hire and command

warriors who did so. In 1087, Countess Matilda of

Tuscany was one of the sponsors of a naval campaign

against the North African Muslim coastal city of al-

Mahdiyyah, a precursor of the later crusades to the

Middle East; in the Iberian peninsula in the 1120s,

Countess Teresa of Portugal (1097–1128) and Queen

Urraca ofCastile (1109–1126) pursuedwar against their

Muslim neighbours. From the early thirteenth century

onward popes encouraged noncombatants, including

women, to give money to finance warriors on the cru-

sade rather than going in person, while canon lawyers

debated whether a woman could legally take a crusad-

ing vow. Nevertheless some women continued to go to

the front line. According to the contemporary Annales

de Terre Sainte, in 1288, Countess Alice of Blois

traveled to the city of Acre in Palestine with a large

military force and financed the construction of a tower

to defend against Muslim attack.

In frontier societies where crusading conflicts were

in progress, women were more than likely in settled

societies to have to resort to military force in defence

of self, family, or family possessions, and many

accounts in medieval records show such women

using force against their enemies in a crusade situa-

tion. Although moralizing Christian commentators

depicted women in crusades either as pious helpers

or as temptresses, fictional Christian literature gave

them a wider role, reflecting their role in reality. In the

‘‘Old French Crusade Cycle,’’ begun in the early

twelfth century and repeatedly expanded and rewrit-

ten in the following centuries, Christian women acted

as supporters of their men folk on the battlefield,

while Muslim women appeared as intelligent and

well educated, advising their men folk on the danger

presented by the Christians. Muslim princesses were

depicted in fiction as potential converts to Christiani-

ty, as authors assumed that women would see

what they regarded as the essential truth of Christian-

ity more readily than men and persuade their men

folk to convert. This fictional image was perhaps

reflected in the suggestion by the French writer Pierre

Dubois, made in the early fourteenth century, that

noble Christian girls could be married to Muslim

princes in order to bring about their conversion to

Christianity.

HELEN J. NICHOLSON
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CUCKOLD
This once-common English word is tellingly related to

‘‘cuckoo,’’ the bird that lays its eggs in other birds’

nests. In the imaginations of premodern Europeans,

the cuckold—the man whose wife has betrayed him

by having sex with another man—was more like

CRUSADES AND CRUSADING LITERATURE
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the cuckoo’s dupe or victim, and his plight carried

analogous associations of stupidity, passivity, and

shame. A man who could not maintain his wife’s

fidelity was, by one set of standards, the very model

of degraded masculinity. Not only had he failed to

exert the control necessary to keep his wife in line, he

had possibly also caused her to stray by failing to

meet her sexual needs (the ‘‘conjugal debt’’), prompt-

ing her to look to other men. The common medieval

and early modern assumption that women were more

sexually driven than men, and less able to control

their lusts, combined with the legal and customary

responsibility of husbands for their wives’ behaviour,

meant that a cuckold ultimately only had himself to

blame; his was more a risible than a pitiable situation.

Even the earthly father of Jesus, Joseph, was some-

times (to the Church’s dismay) popularly understood

as a cuckold.

Our knowledge about the meaning of cuckoldry in

premodern Europe comes from two kinds of sources.

Legal evidence reveals that fights, wife-beatings, and

even homicides could originate in men’s anxiety that

their wives had made them cuckolds, or in the use of

the word cuckold as an insult between men. The use of

horns (the cuckold’s emblem) to ridicule such men

also surfaces in folk rituals. Probably more influen-

tial, however, for modern scholars are cultural

sources, whether literature or art. French fabliaux,

Italian stories by Boccaccio and others, German

tales, and English poems and plays from Chaucer to

Shakespeare all reveal the seemingly endless potential

of the cuckold as a source of humour. While not the

most direct form of evidence for lived reality, literary

sources reveal a culture’s significant anxieties and

concerns—in the case of the cuckold, the power of

women’s sexuality to imperil masculine identity.

DEREK NEAL
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D
D’ESTE, ISABELLA AND BEATRICE
The daughters of Ercole I d’Este, the reigning duke of

Ferrara (Italy) from 1471–1505, Isabella (1474–1539)

and Beatrice (1475–1497), married two leading Italian

princes: respectively, Francesco II Gonzaga, duke of

Mantua, andLudovicoSforza ‘‘ilMoro,’’ dukeofMilan.

Imitating their father, a patron of artists and huma-

nists, and their mother, Eleanora of Aragon (daugh-

ter of the king of Naples), a learned woman herself,

Isabella and Beatrice, equipped with humanist edu-

cations, actively promoted the arts and learning in the

courts over which they presided as consorts.

Isabella especially gathered about her a circle of ar-

tists (including such luminaries as Andrea Mantegna

and Giovanni Bellini), whom she employed in the

construction and beautification of the ducal residence,

one of the most magnificent in Italy. In her dealings

with artists, she gave minute instructions about nar-

rative program and figures, as well as size, color, and

specifications for delivery. She hired musicians to sing

in the ducal chapel, supported writers, including the

great Ariosto, and enhanced the ducal library. Mean-

while, she excelled in statecraft, dealing ably with

diplomats, and ruling Mantua as regent for her hus-

band from 1509–1512, when the latter was held hos-

tage abroad. On Francesco’s death in 1519, Isabella

remained a behind-the-scenes power during the reign

of her son, Federico II, and saw to the promotion of

her second son, Ercole, to the cardinalate.

At the even grander court of Milan, Beatrice also

supported circles of writers (including Castiglione)

and artists (including Leonardo da Vinci), but had

little time to make her mark: she died in childbirth

just six years after her marriage.

MARGARET L. KING
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DANCE
Dancing is frequently mentioned in medieval sources

as an important aspect of civic and courtly celebra-

tions, both as a social pastime and a performance for

an audience. Social dances were performed for the

pleasure of participants and observers, while male

and female professional dancers incorporated tum-

bling and acrobatic feats into their dances. Despite

the large number of references to dance, however,

medieval writers recorded surprisingly few details

about specific dance movements or steps before the
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middle of the fifteenth century, when a few Italian

dance masters produced the earliest known manuals.

Fortunately, a great deal of information about earlier

dance practices can be gleaned from medieval sources,

including chronicles, saints’ lives, preachers’ aids (es-

pecially collections of sermons and moral tales called

exempla), and treatises of the vices and virtues. Also,

narratives such as The Romance of Flamenca and The

Romance of the Rose describe courtly and profession-

al dancers, while images of dance and texts of medie-

val dance song lyrics provide additional information.

By comparing a wide range of sources it is possible to

determine many important characteristics of medieval

dance practice and to appreciate the wide variety of

opinions that dancing elicited among writers.

The form of social dance most frequently referred

to in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries was the

French carole (English ‘‘carol,’’ Italian carola,German

reien or reihen, and Latin chorea), a type of dance

that scholars define by its social, physical, and musical

structures. Caroles were performed by both men and

women, either in same-sex or mixed-group dances.

Dancers sang while they danced, with a leader singing

the verses and the remaining dancers singing a refrain.

Dancers often held hands to form a circle (with the

leader in the middle) or sometimes formed a procession

or line. The carole’s popularity may have been due in

part to its adaptability: it could be performed anywhere

space was available, without need of musicians, as only

the leader needed to remember (or be able to improvise)

the verses of the song. Caroles were described in both

formal and informal settings, among courtiers, pea-

sants, knights, bourgeoisie, and even members of the

clergy. They were performed inside halls and outside in

gardens and meadows, city streets, town squares, and

churchyards. On occasions when professional entertai-

ners performed, musicians accompanied dancing in lieu

of the dancers’ singing, a practice that appears more

The ladies dance a roundelay, a medieval dance, typical of life at court, in one of the murals of the knights’ hall in Runkelstein
castle, South Tyrol, Italy. Right, in dark dress, Margarete Maultasch (‘‘satchel-mouth’’), countess and ruler of Tyrol (1318–
1369). Fresco, 14th CE. Location: Runkelstein Castle, South Tyrol, Italy. Credit: Erich Lessing / Art Resource, N.Y.

DANCE
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frequently in descriptions of dance from the fourteenth

century onwards.

Medieval clerics recorded such widely different

attitudes about dance that it is impossible to general-

ize about them; at one end of the spectrum dancing

was interpreted as an expression of joy, love, honor,

and respect, and as a valid form of religious praise.

Other writers praised the social benefits of dance if

performed by the proper people on appropriate occa-

sions, while some clerics condemned dance as the tool

of the devil. In the earliest days of Christianity par-

ishioners adapted pagan practices and incorporated

dancing into religious celebration, performing in

churchyards and graveyards, and in church buildings

on holy days. Later medieval sources record similar

practices, sometimes attempting to regulate or sup-

press the dances but acknowledging that they had

been tolerated in the past. Without more conclusive

evidence, scholars must speculate (and often disagree)

about how widespread such dances were and about

whether they ought to be understood as religious

dances or as social dances performed on religious

and holy days. Also disputed is whether the rise in

the number of religious commentaries on dance over

the course of the thirteenth century reflected an

increase in dancing or in new forms of writing.

Although both men and women danced, women’s

dancing received special and passionate attention

in two types of medieval sources. Some writers of

books on vices and virtues attacked women’s dancing,

focusing on the sins of pride and vanity of women

who lavished attention on their hair, dress, and make-

up, or in the lust their songs inspired in men. In

marked contrast, hagiographers (writers of saints’

lives) described the dancing of holy women such as

Beatrice of Nazareth as a sign of religious ecstasy or

evidence of spiritual union with Christ. In these cases

writers judged dancers not by their movements but by

the activities and people associated with the dances

and especially by what they determined to be the

intentions of the dancers. Dancing enjoyed for its

healthful and social benefits, rather than as a means

of physical or spiritual pleasure, encountered fewer

objections and less impassioned responses by clerical

writers.

KAREN MIRIAM SILEN
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DANSE MACABRE DES FEMMES
The Danse Macabre des Femmes is a fifteenth-century

didactic poem, intended to inspire piety. In a series of

paired strophes (Death calls, the victim answers),

DANSE MACABRE DES FEMMES
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women are summoned to join the Dance of Death,

starting with the queen, who is followed by over thirty

women, presented according to the social hierarchy of

the period.

The text survives in five manuscripts (B.N.

[Bibliotheque national] f. f. 1186; N. A. f. f. 10032;

B. N. f. f. 25434; B. N. f. f. 995; Arsenal 3637) and two

printed editions. Both printings and one manuscript

(B. N. f. f. 995) are extensively illustrated, with one

woodcut or illumination for each role. The earliest

manuscript, B. N. f. f. 1186, dated 1482, contains

thirty roles; the latest and most elaborate, B. N. f. f.

995, undated, presents thirty-six.

In form and purpose, the Danse Macabre des Fem-

mes (DMF ) mirrors the Danse Macabre des Hommes

(DMH ), and in all manuscripts and printed editions

the two poems appear together, the Men’s Dance al-

ways presented first. Historically, the first occurrence

of the DMH precedes the earliest DMF by nearly

sixty years: the DMH is first attested to in 1424,

attributed to Jean Gerson, and it was supposedly

painted on the walls of the Cimetière des Innocents

(Cemetery of the Innocents) in Paris.

The verses for each individual called by Death

contain brief comments about her activities and

interests, which elaborate the role name (or occupa-

tion) heading each response strophe and the woodcut

or illumination. Thus the Women’s Danse Macabre

provides glimpses into daily life at the turn of the

sixteenth century. The following roles are found

in La Grant Danse Macabre des Femmes (B. N. f. f.

995): queen, duchess, regent, knight’s lady, abbess,

squire’s lady, prioress, young lady, townswoman,

widow, merchant, bailiff’s lady, virgin, theologian,

newlywed, pregnant woman, old maid, Franciscan,

friendly woman, wet-nurse, shepherdess, woman on

crutches, village woman, old woman, saleswoman,

prostitute, bathhouse attendant, girl, nun, witch,

bride, darling wife, chambermaid, hosteller, hypo-

crite, and fool.

Although the text is traditionally attributed to

Martial d’Auvergne, who is cited as author only in

B. N. f. f. 25434, he is not named in the earliest extant

version of the poem (B. N. f. f. 1186, dated 1482) and

there is no reference to him in any other manuscript

or printing.

Guyot Marchant, a Parisian printer and friend of

Martial d’Auvergne, published both printed editions

of the DMH and DMF (1486 and 1491).

The content of the poem, its language (Parisian

Middle French), and several individual figures indi-

cate Parisian connections for the work, but only the

printed texts can be accurately and precisely identified

as having been made in Paris.

ANN T. HARRISON
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DANTE ALIGHIERI
Women were central to Dante, from his earliest love

poetry until the end of the Commedia. Dante began

his poetic journey as a lyric love poet. In the tradition

of courtly love, his poetry projects his own fears and

desires, without exploring the subjectivity of the lady.

In the theologized variant of courtly love Dante calls

stil novo poetry (most of Dante’s stil novo poems are

gathered in the book that tells the story of his love for

Beatrice, the Vita nuova), the poet learns to ask no

reward of the lady and to find the act of praising her

its own reward. Nevertheless, there is no exploration

of her subjectivity or assignment to her of moral

agency. The ladies of Dante’s early lyrics—whose

names include Violetta, Fioretta, Lisetta, and the

stony cold donna petra as well as Beatrice—have in

common the fact that they do not speak.

Beatrice

By contrast, the Beatrice of the Commedia is loqua-

cious; she is a veritable Beatrix loquax. Starting with

this anomaly—a lyric lady (not a shepherdess, as in

the Occitan pastorela) who speaks—we can see the

Beatrice of the Commedia as a hybrid figure. On the

one hand, she conserves many of the erotic markers of

the lady in the courtly lyric; her poetic existence is

predicated on the needs of her lover-poet. Beatrice’s

behavior in the Commedia is always centered on

Dante. Although the poet’s use of a young Florentine

woman as his vehicle to God may reflect positively on

the female sex, fundamental limitations are built into

the representation of Beatrice. The limitations im-

posed on Beatrice are those imposed on the courtly

lady; they are culturally derived from the same matrix,

the courtly ideology that exalts the lady as a Platonic

ideal, rather than viewing her as a human agent with

her own inner life and subjectivity. She is supreme, but

within a context in which the frame of reference is

entirely determined by the needs of the lover-poet.

On the other hand—and this is why Dante’s

Beatrice is an anomalous hybrid—within the Com-

media she possesses an absolutely unprecedented and

masculine authority. Most importantly, she exerts this
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authority in language, in speech: she develops from

the silent icon of stilnovist verse and the Vita nuova to

the talkative Beatrix loquax of the Commedia. Her

hybridity is such that, in the space of two verses,

Dante can move from a courtly topos to describe

Beatrice’s smile to characterizing her speech as infal-

lible: she can both ray her lover with a smile ‘‘such

that it would make a man happy in the flames,’’ and

then use that same mouth to say ‘‘according to my

infallible judgment’’ (Par. 7.18–19). The use of the

word infallible for female speech is itself stunning,

given the long and documented tradition of female

speech as the special focus and target of misogyny.

Dante’s Beatrice is a radically new construct: while

the traditions he inherits boast female abstractions

like Boethius’s Lady Philosophy who speak authori-

tatively, in a voice that is coded as not gender-specific,

that is, masculine, and female non-abstractions who

either do not speak or speak within the province of

the gender-specific, in Beatrice Dante creates a histor-

icized object of desire—not a personification—who

yet speaks. Indeed, in the Paradiso, she speaks like a

man, free from the content or modality normatively

assigned to female discourse.

Francesca da Rimini

As one of only three characters in the Commedia,

along with Virgil and Dante himself, to develop over

a long textual span, Beatrice is a singular case, created

in a mold used only for her. On the whole, the women

of the Commedia, like the men, are represented in

brief encounters with the pilgrim; they include classi-

cal figures, mainly literary (for example, Dido, Thais),

biblical figures (for example, the Virgin to whom

St.Bernard prays at the poem’s end), and contemporary

ones. The most celebrated encounter with a woman in

Dante’s poem is certainly in Inferno 5, where the pilgrim

meets Francesca da Rimini, condemned to the second

circle of hell for her adulterous lust.

Critical reaction to the Commedia is governed by

theologized hermeneutic guidelines that Dante

structured into his poem, guidelines that postulate

interpretive categories not significantly more complex

than ‘‘Dante places Francesca in hell, so his view of

her is negative.’’ In recent times criticism has noted

Dante’s association of female characters with lust

and added a typical medieval misogyny to his assess-

ment of Francesca. But a historicist reconstruction of

Inferno 5 uncovers a submerged ‘‘feminist’’ agenda

embedded in Dante’s Francesca da Rimini, a histori-

cally obscure and marginal figure to whom Dante

grants prominence, celebrity, and agency.

If we look at Dante’s handling of Francesca out-

side of the poem’s theologized guidelines, if we histor-

icize Francesca and our reading of Inferno 5, a picture

emerges in which Dante writes a gendered story that

places unusual value on the personhood of the dynas-

tic wife. Dynastically unimportant, Francesca was

forgotten by contemporary chroniclers. The first and

most authoritative chronicler of Rimini was Marco

Battagli, whose history Marcha contains a section

called ‘‘On the Origins of the Malatesta’’ (1352).

Battagli alludes to the event in which Francesca died

without naming her, indeed without acknowledging

her existence, except as an implicit cause of her lover

Paolo’s death, which occurred causa luxuriae: ‘‘Paolo

was killed by his brother Giovanni the Lame on ac-

count of lust.’’ One son of Malatesta da Verucchio,

the founding patriarch of the Malatesta dynasty,

killed the other; this fact is of interest because it

affects the history of the dynasty. Francesca matters

not at all as herself. And, in fact, the only historical

document that records her name is the will of her

father-in-law, in which he refers to ‘‘the dowry of

the late lady Francesca.’’ Otherwise, silence.

Dante preserved Francesca, recording her name,

giving her a voice, and saving her from consignment

to historical oblivion. He broke the silence of the

historical record. And, as though to make this point

crystal clear, Francesca’s is the only contemporary

name registered in Inferno 5: Paolo’s name is absent,

as is Gianciotto’s. In canto 5, she is the protagonist,

she is the agent, and she is the one who speaks, while

Paolo stands by weeping. Through the intervention of

Inferno 5, Francesca became a cultural touchstone

and reference point, achieving a dignity and a promi-

nence—a celebrity—that in real life she did not pos-

sess. The woman who in real life was merely a dynastic

pawn, whose brutal death did not even cause a ser-

ious rupture between the Malatesta of Rimini and the

Polentani of Ravenna, emerges in Dante’s version as

the canto’s unchallenged protagonist. The woman

who in real history had no voice and no name emerges

in the poem’s history as the only voice and only name.

Dante acted as the historian of record for

Francesca da Rimini—and for many other women

as well. Moreover, in sharp contrast to the courtly

poetry of his youth, Dante’s portraits of women in the

Commedia explore their subjectivity and assign moral

agency. He seems particularly drawn to cases of marital

and family abuse: we think of Pia in Purgatorio 3 and

Piccarda in Paradiso 3. While there are famous women

in the Commedia, such as Clare of Assisi and the

Empress Constance, the text engages more fully with

women otherwise consigned to historical oblivion;

indeed, even Beatrice Portinari falls into this cate-

gory. Any serious assessment of Dante’s role in the
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history of women will have to take the measure of this

achievement.

TEODOLINDA BAROLINI
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DATINI, MARGHERITA
Margherita Bandini Datini (1357–1423) is known

through her correspondence with her husband Fran-

cesco Datini (1335–1410). Margherita, of a dispos-

sessed but elite Florentine family, married the rich,

self-made ‘‘merchant of Prato’’ in Avignon when she

was nineteen and he fourty-one. After returning to

Italy, their relationship deteriorated, and they often

preferred to be apart, moving separately between

Prato and nearby Florence, the cities where Fran-

cesco had his principal businesses. Margherita and

Francesco’s core problem was a failure to have chil-

dren, Margherita’s ‘‘fault,’’ since Francesco had two

illegitimate children during the marriage (which

did not help the relationship). Margherita’s failure

to conceive was linked to the debilitating pains she

suffered before her menstrual periods, probably the

condition now called endometriosis, and although the

couple searched for remedies until Margherita was in

her late thirties, she remained childless.

Margherita compensated for infertility through

acting as loving stepmother to Francesco’s illegiti-

mate daughter and a niece, through religious devo-

tion, and, except during periods of poor health, by

striving to be the model of a competent woman. She

managed a large household, its personnel, and, in

Prato, the related agricultural, building, business,

and political activities. She contributed to Francesco’s

business by overseeing apprentices, assisting in debt

collection, and sewing and cooking saleable objects,

and she contributed to Francesco’s social ambitions

by acting as a well-mannered hostess. She also con-

tributed to the marriage by reporting regularly to

Francesco by letter. Margherita could read and

write at an elementary level throughout her marriage,

but her poor skills long made her dependent on

scribes. Nonetheless, she prided herself on oral com-

position; nor did she let scribes prevent her from

giving vent to her sharp tongue. Then, in her mid-

thirties, she worked to improve her reading and letter

writing and in 1399 she produced a spate of twenty-

one substantial autograph letters. After 1399, she

returned to using scribes. She had, however, more

than proven her facility in letter writing.

ANN CRABB
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DAWN SONG (ALBA)
The dawn song (or alba) is a lyric monologue or

dialogue staging the moment when lovers see that

their night together is about to end. As dawn songs

appear in many cultures and are often connected to

either religious festivals or wedding rituals, one of the

key debates concerns their identification as a genre on
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the basis of formal criteria, rather than as a common

erotic theme found in poetry and narratives from

Ovid’s Amores (I, 13) onwards.

There is an identifiable group of courtly dawn

songs in medieval European poetry, found especially

in the Iberian peninsula, France, and Germany, dat-

ing from the twelfth to the early fourteenth centuries.

The most accessible sample and discussion of these

songs is the survey edited by Arthur Hatto in 1965.

Over fifteen dawn songs survive in Old Occitan,

attributed to troubadours active in what are now

southern France and Catalonia. It is no longer as-

sumed that these are the models for the songs in

other languages; but a poetic treatise composed after

1250 gives guidelines for the alba, a song set at day-

break that either praises or blames both the lady and

the dawn, and the gaita (watchman), a song in which

the watchman intervenes, which is set at night. Only

one Catalan example survives of a gaita, but there

are several dawn songs in which watchmen speak.

Most courtly dawn songs were sung by a soloist;

some are mini-dramas. These may include the parti-

cipation of a supportive watchman or male friend,

or the intervention of a jealous husband. Many trace

a progression from the first light of dawn to day-

break; others present the speaker’s reaction to bird-

song or watchmen’s cries. The courtly dawn songs

tend to have refrains and share similar emotional

content: the speaker expresses dismay at the arrival

of dawn, because it means that the lovers will part.

Some (not all) describe an illicit or adulterous rela-

tionship; one German poem depicts a married couple.

There are allusions to the Song of Songs in the lovers’

meetings and partings at dawn as well as in the

interaction of the lovers with watchmen (2:17, 3:6,

5:7). This influence has been traced especially in reli-

gious dawn songs, of which a number survive in

several languages.

One of the early aims of research into the dawn

song was to establish whether it constitutes the sur-

vival of an older tradition located especially in the

Iberian peninsula. Folklorists traced similarities

with erotic songs sung by women at weddings, or at

springtime and midsummer festivals. The decipher-

ing of feminine-voiced poetic fragments in the Ro-

mance and colloquial Arabic end-strophes (kharjas)

to Hispano-Arabic and Hebrew poems composed in

al-Andalus (around 1050–1150) seemed to prove

this hypothesis, but the language and content of

these verses have not been interpreted conclusively.

The major problem with identifying the courtly

dawn song as a survival of popular women’s song is

that many of them have a male speaker, and all are

preserved in anthologies intended for an aristocratic

audience. The Old French dawn songs are related to

dance songs but these may be ‘‘popularising’’ (to

quote Pierre Bec), not authentically popular pieces.

Another strand of scholarship sought sources in

Christian liturgy, as well as in Latin poems such as

the tenth-century Phœbi claro, which has a refrain in a

Romance dialect, but depicts watchmen, not lovers.

Once again, it is hard to untangle a poem that hap-

pens to mention the sunrise from a dawn song.

Critics in the later part of the twentieth century

moved away from theories of origins towards in-

terpretations of individual poems as works of litera-

ture, set within their historical and cultural context.

This has enhanced their complexity, for a reference

to the appearance of the morning star may be read

as either an allusion to Venus as goddess of erotic

love or to the Last Judgement (Revelation, 2:29

and 22:16).

Many dawn songs have been read as meditations

on the tensions between religious and erotic love.

The courtly dawn song has also been reinterpreted,

in the light of feminist criticism, as an attempt by

lyric poets to construct a subjective voice for the

courtly lady. No trobairitz are credited with dawn

songs, and the genre seems to be mostly male-

authored. It still remains to be established whether

the similarities between dawn songs in this wide

range of languages stem from a logical development

in the scenario of courtly love poetry or whether

explicit connections between different poetic schools

can be traced.
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DEATH, MOURNING, AND
COMMEMORATION
Death marked the inevitable end of a person’s life.

With birth, it was one of the two essential phases of

an individual’s life cycle. The practical day-to-day

care of the terminally ill and dead was primarily a

task for women. The washing and laying out of the

bodies, the wrapping up in shrouds, and the prepara-

tion for burial took place in the home, and all indica-

tions are that the job was done by women with

expertise in such matters. Each village would have

someone who often combined the task with that of

midwife. These women would also organise the

mourning within the family prior to the burial in the

local churchyard. Wailing and tearing of hair, as

outward signs of distress and grief, were also reserved

for the females. Keeping wake near the body, espe-

cially during the night, would guarantee that the dead

would be protected against bad spirits. The proce-

dures for mourning and burial in these basic guises

were fairly universal in medieval Europe. With the

advance of Christianisation we see a reduction in

cremations in favour of the burial of shrouded bodies

to facilitate the resurrection of the body at the Last

Judgement. The growing acceptance of Christianity

with its emphasis on the afterlife (in heaven or hell)

made proper spiritual preparation before death an

essential liturgical task that was set aside for the

(male) clergy of the church. Thus an essential process

of collaboration between laity and clergy developed

to ensure that the practical and spiritual cares were

put in place.

One of the tools offered by the clergy for spiritual

guidance was praying. Prayers were said to God to ask

him for forgiveness for the dead person’s sins and they

were also addressed to the saints on the understanding

that they would intercede with God on behalf of the

dead and their families. After the millennium the belief

existed that prayers by women were most efficacious.

This at least is how Abelard, the early twelfth-century

philosopher in Paris, recommended a Psalter to his

former lover Heloise for ‘‘prayers of the faithful espe-

cially those of women on behalf of their dear ones

and of wives for their menfolk,’’ adding that those by

religious women were the most effective.

Apart from the liturgical and lay care around the

moment of death, there was the much longer and

more elaborate process of commemoration that

continued long after death had occurred. Commemo-

ration took many different forms. There was the

physical manifestation of the tomb slab or stone

marking the dead person’s grave in the churchyard.

In Scandinavia there exists from the millennium a

series of stone slabs erected on cross roads and near

bridges with elaborate descriptions of blood relation-

ships and inheritance bequests. Away from the physi-

cal burial site there were also written records listing

the names of the dead. From the ninth century, libri

vitae (books of life) were kept in many monasteries

and cathedral churches. They would list the names of

the dead, often grouped according to their kin, or for

women, with their marital families. Sometimes, too,

as in the eleventh-century book of Thorney Abbey,

we find a king and queen (Cnut and Emma) listed

with their followers. From the mid-twelfth century

onwards such records are replaced by more elaborate

prose narratives, the family chronicles, commissioned

by (female) members of a particular family, as they

offered greater scope for detailed accounts of individ-

ual acts of bravery, a good example being Lambert of

Ardres’ history of the counts of Guı̂nes written c.

1210. Similarly, there is evidence of tapestries,

embroideries, and other artifacts created specifically

for memorial purposes, the most famous of which is

the Bayeux Tapestry, recording the battle of Hastings

in 1066, and being a rare example that has survived.

The Book of Ely, however, records a similar hanging,

now lost, by Aelfflaed for her husband Brythnoth,

who died while fighting against the Vikings in 991.

Men and women in families collaborated in the pro-

cess of remembering the dead, with women being

especially prominent in the oral tradition.
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DEBATE LITERATURE
Speaking and writing in medieval European culture

were defined by the arts of debate. At the schools and

universities during the twelfth and thirteenth centu-

ries, thousands of men and some women, such as

Heloise inFrance andHildegard ofBingen inGermany,

were trained to understand language as an argu-

mentative exchange. Whether clerics operated orally

or through written texts, they learned how to face

off with their interlocutors. The disputatio, or dispu-

tation, engaged them in energetic, often furious

exchanges. And it equipped their language actions

with a Biblical mythology: Adam inaugurating the

first authoritative words when he named the animals;

Eve joining in, questioning her mate. In their fallible

line, human speakers had to work hard to secure this

power of language that, otherwise, was deemed a

divine prerogative.

This conception of debate conditioned vernacular

literature from the earliest twelfth-century texts. In

genres such as the Occitan tenso, lovers were repre-

sented in countless rounds of dialogue, contesting just

how genuine their passions were. Such contests were

projected onto animals in the Parliament of Fowles,

even onto different members of the human body,

hearts, minds, and souls that we find in German,

French, and Spanish narrative poetry.

Across Europe, there was no living form too small

to be considered a medium for debate. These struggles

were internal, cast in the psychological battles (psy-

chomachia) suffered by characters in romances such

as those by Chrétien de Troyes; they were also exter-

nal, taking on grand cosmic dimensions in allegories

like Dante’s Divine Comedy, where supernatural

divine forces were pitted against evil ones.

By the fifteenth century, the tradition of debate

was so deep-seated that it implicated the social status

of literary texts, particularly courtly texts depicting

women. The Romance of the Rose touched off a po-

lemical exchange, known as the Querelle de la Rose,

involving Parisian humanists, including Christine de

Pizan, and the theologian Jean Gerson. Literature not

only represented debate, it became the very subject of

it. At stake was the fictive figure of a woman who

disputed, and the possibility of women authors chal-

lenging conventional wisdom and entering fully into

the ongoing debates at the heart of medieval culture.

HELEN SOLTERER
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DEFENSES OF WOMEN
The case for women in medieval European culture

was inextricably linked to the all-pervasive misogyny

it sought to dispute. Throughout the Middle Ages

writers enthusiastically debated the morality of the

female sex, often in isolated passages within longer

narratives, but increasingly in didactic texts that pre-

sented the evidence for and against women. By the

later Middle Ages a new genre had developed—the

defense of women. It consisted of works in Latin and

the vernaculars designed to refute the claims of overt-

ly antifeminist literature and to rehabilitate the female

sex. Although most contributors to the genre were

men, some anonymous, the most famous exponent

was Christine de Pizan, who in her Letter of the God

of Love, City of Ladies, and correspondence with sup-

porters of Jean de Meun expertly challenged clerical

misogyny while debating the issues provoked by her

reading of the Roman de la Rose.

Roots of Profeminine Writings

The roots of profeminine material, like those of mi-

sogyny, predate the Middle Ages. The apocryphal

third book of Esdras includes several ‘‘proofs’’ of the

power ofwomen, while patristic discussion ofwoman’s

role in the biblical narratives of the Creation, Fall,
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Incarnation, and Passion furnishes positive argu-

ments to counter the derogatory remarks of Ovid,

Juvenal, Jerome, and others. Consequently, medieval

defenders of women had the following categories of

argument at their disposal:

1. The social benefits of women: They give birth

to, nurture, clothe, and feed men; they im-

prove their behavior and inspire them to

great feats of prowess or artistic achievement.

2. The theological privileges of women:

E loco—God favored woman by creating her

inside paradise;

E materia—she was fashioned from Adam’s rib,

superior material to clay (admittedly man’s

creation preceded woman’s, but God’s second

attempt surpassed his first);

In conceptione—God became flesh through a

woman, thus honoring all womankind;

In apparicione—after the Resurrection, Christ

appeared to women first;

In exaltatione—the Virgin Mary, by being

crowned Queen of Heaven, was raised above

all other creatures, including the angels.

3. The exoneration of Eve: Without Eve’s sin there

would have been no Virgin Mary; Adam, as

the stronger character, was responsible for the

Fall, while the devil exploited Eve’s innocent

susceptibility.

4. To ‘‘defame’’ women is uncourtly (reflecting

badly on their male detractors) and illogical

(all men are born of women, thus criticism of

mothers damages oneself).

5. Men slander women out of ignorance and spite

(impotent clerics abuse those they can no lon-

ger woo).

6. Misogyny relies too much on generalisation and

negative exempla. Although some women are

evil, they are not representative of their sex and

many contrary examples (from the Virgin Mary

to contemporary good women) can be adduced.

7. Etymology: The Latin term mulier implies

woman’s sweetness and softness (mollis),

hence her ability to pacify hot-headed males.

To a modern reader many of these arguments seem

dangerously misogynistic, especially when the faults

of the ‘‘weaker sex’’ are used in her defense, or when

she is praised for behaving better than her nature

would predict. Yet medieval views on gender were

fundamentally essentialist, and rather than challenge

received ideas about woman’s nature, her defenders

preferred to rehabilitate her ‘‘essentially feminine’’

characteristics, turning weakness, naivety, even her

humoral ‘‘coldness’’ into virtues.

Replies to Misogynous Texts

Profeminine literature is always either implicitly or

explicitly in dialogue with misogyny. Sometimes wri-

ters would create diptychs, pairing a misogynous text

with one complimentary to women. An early example

of this is Marbod of Rennes (c. 1035–1123), who

followed his De meretrice, a diatribe against women,

with their encomium in De matrona; in the fourteenth

century Jean LeFèvre composed the Livre de Leësce

as a lengthy palinode (retraction) to his misogamous

translation of the Lamentationes Matheoluli; and in

fifteenth-century Spain, Pere Torrellas produced sev-

eral defenses of women to counter his antifeminist

Coplas de las calidades de las donas. The composition

of medieval manuscripts could also encourage debate:

laudatory Minnereden (lyrics on love) mingle with

derogatory ones in several extant German compila-

tions, and in a thirteenth-century French manuscript

(Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, fonds fran-

çais 837) the complimentary Bien des femes has been

copied together with the condemnatory Blasme des

femes. Debate is most obviously generated, however,

by works in which two speakers argue the pro and

contra alternately. Examples include the late-thir-

teenth-century Middle English poem The Thrush and

the Nightingale and the Florentine Pucci’s Il Con-

trasto delle donne. However, despite the inclusion of

negative opinions, these works still qualify as defenses

of women, since in both the pro-woman speaker is

given the last word, the female Nightingale trium-

phantly invoking the example of the Virgin Mary to

clinch her case. Similarly, in Albertano of Brescia’s

Book of Consolation and Advice (1246) Prudence even-

tually succeeds in persuading her somewhat misogy-

nous husband Melibeus that a wife’s advice is worth

taking.

In these defenses both forensic and epideictic (legal

and oratorical) rhetoric are employed. The Leësce

creates a courtroom scenario in which an advocate

for women, the allegorical figure Joy, refutes point by

point the accusations made by the arch-misogynist

Mathéolus before concluding with a list of praise-

worthy women. However, when considering possible

reader responses to defenses of women the issues of

voice and tone are crucial. Despite the occasional

reference, even apology, to ladies in the audience,

most male-authored texts create, through the use of

pronouns and forms of address, an implied addressee

gendered masculine. Thus women are objectified by

profeminine discourse, making it difficult for their

male ‘‘supporters’’ to escape charges of misogyny.

Besides, ostensibly positive works, such as Robert of

Blois’s L’Honneur des dames, are rather androcentric,
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focusing on the beneficial effects ladies have on men

and on the undesirable consequences for male honour

of slandering women. When male authors invent fe-

male speakers to defend their cause, there is also the

possibility, as in the case of Leësce, of the female

advocate being humorously undermined. Moreover,

not all works that debate the woman question end

with a clear, positive judgement, and one suspects

that many clerics used the genre to display their rhe-

torical and dialectical virtuosity, rather than to make

a serious contribution to social and moral debate.

Christine de Pizan

Nevertheless, LeFèvre’s 4,000-line palinode contains

much persuasive profeminine material, which Chris-

tine de Pizan (1365–c. 1430), a committed defender of

women, adapted to her own unambiguous ends.

Employing many of the rhetorical strategies used by

clerical misogynists (exempla, the citation of authori-

ties, enumeration, analogy, allegory), she undermines

her opponents’ accusations through ironic mimicry,

eschews generalisation, challenges their logic, and

defends women by invoking experience supported by

carefully selected textual authority. In her Letter of

the God of Love, she employs the authoritative voice

of Cupid to challenge the defamation of women; in

her City of Ladies, three allegorical figures (Reason,

Rectitude, and Justice), aspects of her own authorial

persona, help her to clear away the rubble of misogy-

ny and build a city for virtuous women who can take

pride in their female heritage. Although many of her

exempla are also present in Boccaccio’s Concerning

Famous Women, Christine’s selective rewriting of

their stories removes the ambivalence that prevents

Boccaccio’s work (like Chaucer’s Legend of Good

Women) from being a totally convincing defense.

Although the case for women could become as re-

petitive and assertive as the discourse of misogyny,

medieval writers injected variety into their defenses

through the adoption of different textual formats,

voices, and registers, and by selecting from a growing

stock of profeminine arguments the material most

appropriate to their aims and audiences within specific

geographical and historical contexts. Examination of

the genre from the perspective of rhetorical variation

and local specificity would bear further critical fruit.

KAREN PRATT
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DEMOGRAPHY
Historical demographers study births, marriages, mi-

gration, and deaths in order to understand the char-

acteristics of past populations and how they changed

over time. Their analyses can tell us the size of a

specific population (such as England in 1377 or Flor-

ence in 1427) and details about this population’s age

structure, marital status, household size, and balance

of men and women. Historical demographers also

study the processes that helped to create these char-

acteristics, particularly fertility (the rate at which

women bear children), nuptiality (the frequency, fea-

tures, and dissolution of marriages), mortality (death

rates), and migration. But they are interested as well

in dissecting how particular social, economic, cultur-

al, and religious factors may have influenced these

processes and thus the characteristics of a specific po-

pulation over time. Although methodological debates

are a notable feature of historical demography, the

discipline has more to tell us about non-elite popula-

tions and women than any other historical approach

because of its focus on the domestic lives of all people,

not just the well-documented and elite members of

society. Several demographic measures, including sex

ratio, age at marriage, and marital status, provide

especially useful insights into the role of women in

the society and economy of the Middle Ages.
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Sex Ratio

The sex ratio measures the proportion of women to

men and is usually expressed as the number of men to

every 100 women in a population; thus a sex ratio of 90

indicates that there are 111 women for every 100 men

in a society. Since the sex ratio at birth is 105, but evens

out to 100 by adulthood (because mortality is higher

for boys than girls), testing for sex ratios prompts

scholars to explain why there might be more or fewer

women in a population than there should be. For

example, researchers analyzing ninth-century medie-

val estate surveys of peasants have shown that adult

sex ratios ranged from about 110 to 253 men for

each 100 women, an extraordinarily skewed numerical

balance that scholars have struggled to explain.

One controversial explanation attributes the im-

balanced sex ratio to female infanticide: in a time of

subsistence agriculture and scarcity, families deliber-

ately or unconsciously chose to favor their male chil-

dren, perhaps even going so far as to abandon their

baby girls in times of famine, a practice documented

in early saints’ lives as well as law codes. The fact that

mothers tended to nurse their male babies longer than

their female babies, and that the households with the

smallest amount of farming land tended to have the

most male children, lends weight to this argument.

Other explanations point to the higher mortality

women faced because of the risks of childbirth, the

rigors of agricultural work, and iron deficiencies in

the diet, although this does not explain why the sex

ratio of children was also higher than average. Anoth-

er explanation focuses on the under-reporting of

women (a perennial problem in any kind of medieval

tax assessment), because many young single women

were living and working in the lord’s workshops

(often oriented towards the production of cloth) and

thus escaped the survey. What is interesting to note

here is that the arguments demographers have formu-

lated to explain their results help to open up our

understanding of many aspects of women’s lives, in-

cluding the treatment of girls compared to boys, the

delicate balance that poor peasant women faced in the

struggle for survival, and the characteristics of

women’s work in the early medieval economy.

No other medieval societies show such a high sex

ratio as these early surveys, although analyses of cem-

etery burials and late medieval taxes (such as the Eng-

lish poll tax of 1377 or local assessments in German

and French towns) suggest that there was a tendency

for there to be more men than women in the country-

side, but more women than men in towns, particu-

larly during the late Middle Ages, when sex ratios of

around 90–95 were not unusual in medieval towns.

Scholars suggest that these lower urban sex ratios

were due to female migration to towns in search of

work, which was more plentiful and varied for women

in towns than in rural villages. The more favorable

laws in towns regarding inheritance and trade may

also have prompted female-led migration to urban

centers. To support this thesis about female immigra-

tion, scholars have exploited some unusual sources,

from depositions made by servants in church courts

about their past movements, to court fines assessed on

lodgers and vagrants, to archaeological analysis of

medieval skeletons in rural and urban cemeteries.

Age at Marriage

Demographers have focused much effort on deter-

mining at what age women married and how many

women never married, because these two measures

are so important for calculating potential fertility,

which helps us assess whether a population is growing

or declining. Women who marry at age sixteen, for

example, are going to have more children than

women who first marry at twenty-six. Age at marriage

also had an effect on a woman’s married life; younger

brides, for instance, were more likely to enter mar-

riages arranged by their kin and less likely to have

gained the maturity and experience that came from a

period of working for a wage. If they married men

who were on average ten years older (the marriage

pattern that prevailed in late medieval Tuscan towns),

the older husband probably dominated decision-

making in the marriage. In contrast, a woman who

married in her twenties normally had an opportunity

to work for several years and to circulate socially to

meet a husband of her own choosing, often someone

closer to herself in age. These companionate mar-

riages made by older women were, many historians

argue, more common amongst artisans and the poor

than among women of the landed elite or rich bour-

geoisie, who tended to marry in their teens. Where

one lived also seems to have made a difference since in

general women married at an earlier age in Mediter-

ranean regions than in northern Europe; in late medi-

eval Tuscany, for example, women in both towns and

the countryside married around the age of eighteen,

although wealthy women married around sixteen.

Men from wealthier families, however, married later

(around the age of thirty-one) than poorer men, who

married closer to the age of twenty-eight.

A variety of factors could influence the age of

marriage of women (which is far more important for

calculating potential fertility than the age of marriage

for men). In hard times, for instance, when land was
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scarce, wages low, and prices high, peasant and work-

ing-class women seem to have delayed marriage until

they and their spouses could save enough to start a

new household. This sensitivity to economic climate

was, however, less of a factor among the wealthy

households of the landed elite or rich merchants. In

Italian cities, moreover, there was a strong tendency

among the mercantile and aristocratic elite for the

newly married couple to reside with the groom’s fam-

ily, where the new, young bride was subject to the

authority of her in-laws as well as her husband. Scho-

lars are more divided about whether rising standards

of living and opportunities for work, such as occurred

in the labor-starved period of the late Middle Ages,

after one-third or more of the population died from

plague in 1348–1350, promoted or hindered the age at

which women chose to marry. On the one hand,

peasants would have had easier access to the landed

resources needed to set up a new household, but on

the other hand, there is also intriguing evidence that

many peasant women chose to migrate to towns in

search of work where, freer from parental influence,

they delayed marriage until their mid- to late twenties.

Indeed, migration appears to have strongly influen-

ced the age of marriage by driving it upwards. Other

scholars (especially those working in southern Eur-

ope) argue that because the late medieval mortality

crises caused life expectancy to fall, there was in-

creased pressure on women to marry and reproduce.

Those working in Mediterranean cultures, however,

have also argued that cultural imperatives to marry

made women relatively impervious to the influence of

social conditions in deciding when to marry.

One of the biggest debates in historical demogra-

phy concerns when women began marrying later.

Early modern demographers, who draw on the de-

tailed information available in parish registers, have

shown that, although there were always regional var-

iations, the average age at first marriage was creeping

upwards, so that by the seventeenth century women in

northern Europe usually waited until their mid- to

late twenties to marry, while those in southern Europe

were delaying marriage until their early to mid-

twenties. These later marriages have been associated

with what is called the ‘‘European marriage pattern,’’

a demographic regime characterized by not only a late

age at marriage (at least twenty-three for women and

twenty-six for men), but also a high percentage

(around ten to twenty percent) of people who never

married. Although medievalists lack direct data on

age at marriage (except for late medieval northern

Italy), they have discovered other markers of the

European marriage pattern, including large numbers

of female servants and ‘‘life-cycle service,’’ a system

that delayed marriage because men and women left

home as adolescents to work in the homes of others

for several years before marrying.

Marital Status

An individual’s married status not only tells us some-

thing about her domestic life, but for demographers

also helps to predict whether there were enough

child-bearing women to stimulate population growth.

Recently demographers have realized that the propor-

tion of lifelong singlewomen (those who never

marry) could exercise more influence over the total

size of pre-modern populations than any other single

factor. Since it is almost impossible to measure how

many never-married women there were in any one

medieval community, scholars have focused on finding

the structures—such as life-cycle service and large

numbers of domestic servants—that were associated

with singlewomen, as well as examining how a single-

woman’s choice or ability to marry was influenced by

female employment and wages, by mortality rates, or

by cultural and religious mores. In Mediterranean

regions where an honor system stressing the sexual

purity and respectability of women prevailed, for ex-

ample, the proportions ofwomenwho had notmarried

by age fifty were extremely low: 3.8 percent in Florence

and a miniscule 1.7 percent in the countryside.

It is easier to calculate the proportions of life-cycle

singlewomen (women who had reached reproductive

age but were as yet unmarried) in past populations,

although demographers are careful to distinguish

them from single widowed women. The proportion

of this group was determined by age at marriage.

Where women married young, as in Tuscany, single-

women rarely accounted for more than twenty per-

cent of the adult female population, but in England in

1377 the proportion was almost thirty percent, and

rose to forty percent in many late medieval towns of

Germany, northern France, and England. Although

the proportions of lifelong singlewomen changed little

in Mediterranean Europe, the size of groups of life-

cycle singlewomen increased as the age at marriage

rose in the final decades of the fifteenth century.

The vast majority of medieval women eventually

married, although they did so earlier and in greater

proportions in southern Europe, and somewhat later

and in lesser proportions in towns, especially in north-

ern Europe. The scarce evidence that we do have

about fertility suggests that married women began

bearing children within a year of marriage, but that

infant mortality was so high (approaching thirty-five

to forty percent in the late Middle Ages) that few

families had more than three children who lived to
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adolescence. Urban households were always smaller

than rural households, a reflection of greater urban

mortality and the precarious subsistence of many

urban households. Wealth, however, made a huge dif-

ference in the lives of married women; richer women

became mothers at an earlier age, and their better diet

allowed them to bear more children and raise them to

adulthood; the elites’ practice of sending their newborns

out for wet-nursing also allowed wealthier mothers

to become pregnant again more quickly. A matter of

considerable controversy is whether medieval women

practiced any effective forms of birth control, although

seasonal cycles of births and rising clerical invective

against contraceptive practices suggest that many

couples found ways to prevent births.

The experience of widowhood varied in southern

and northern Europe. The Mediterranean honor cul-

ture and dowry system discouraged remarriage for

women, for example, so that widows represented a

hefty twenty-five percent of adult women in 1427

Florence (and seventeen percent of women in the

countryside), a trend magnified by the tendency of

Florentine women to marry men much older than

themselves. There is also some evidence that by the

twelfth century women were outliving men, a trend

that continues to the present day. Old age for many of

these widows was, however, a dismal experience, since

tax records show that households headed by widows

were amongst the poorest and the smallest. In early

sixteenth-century Coventry, which had suffered se-

vere economic decline in the previous decades, there

were over eight times as many widows as widowers,

and half of the widows lived alone, many in abject

poverty. In Mediterranean Europe, however, widows

were often absorbed into the households of their chil-

dren (especially their sons), so they did not appear as

often as heads of households. And, once again, wealth

could make a difference. Wealthy widows (especially

if they were young) were much more likely to remarry

than poor widows, who could bring fewer resources

to the new marriage. Remarried widows often

brought children from their first marriage into their

new household, where children from their new hus-

band’s previous marriage might also reside. The emo-

tional tensions such remarriages involving children

could entail are evident in the ‘‘wicked stepmother’’

motifs so prevalent in fairy tales and folklore.

MARYANNE KOWALESKI
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DEVOTIO MODERNA
See Modern Devotion

DEVOTIONAL ART
Devotional art is a category that encompasses a wide

variety of objects intended to aid individuals in

prayer. Such images survive in a variety of media
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throughout the medieval period, such as manuscript

illuminations, panel paintings, and sculptures created

from precious metals or ivory, and also were available

on a relatively inexpensive basis in the single-leaf

woodcuts produced at the very end of the era. Typical

subjects included biblical figures, saints, or biblical

narratives distilled to the minimum of figures needed

to identify the scene. Depictions of the Virgin and

Child, such as the thirteenth-century ivory sculpture

illustrated here, were particularly popular throughout

the medieval period.

Devotional images often have been defined specifi-

cally by their role in private prayer. Yet a majority of

surviving medieval images could be said to have per-

formed a devotional role; indeed, a history of devo-

tional art is very nearly a history of the Christian

image. Mural and sculptural decoration in churches

was intended to provide an atmosphere conducive to

a worshipful state, as well as to instruct. Richard

Marks has argued that such public images, particularly

in the late medieval English context he studies,

provided devotional foci for all classes of viewers.

Wealthier worshippers, of course, could afford devo-

tional objects of their own. Ivory sculptures of the

type illustrated here often graced altars in the private

chapels wealthy patrons endowed in local churches

or had consecrated in their homes. The ivory Virgin

and Child, for example, may have been used in the

Sainte-Chapelle in Paris, the private chapel of the

ruling Capetian family.

Devotional Art in the Early Middle Ages

Devotional art was distinguished from narrative art

from the early Christian period onward, as Christians

sought to distinguish themselves from idol-worship-

ping pagans, and struggled with the second of Moses’

Ten Commandments: ‘‘Thou shalt not make to thy-

self a graven thing...’’ (Douay-Rheims Bible, Exodus

20:4). Around the year 600 Pope Gregory I, in re-

sponse to the concerns of an iconoclastic bishop,

argued that images were needed to instruct the igno-

rant who could not read. His words were frequently

resurrected in support of images that depicted bibli-

cal events and holy persons. More relevant here is

Gregory’s second justification for religious images,

which held that images could aid in devotion. The

public and private use of icons—panel paintings

that depict biblical or saintly figures, usually in non-

narrative contexts—developed in the early centuries

of the Christian era and became indelibly linked

with the traditions of eastern Christianity.

Concern that the power of images would lead to

idolatry spurred iconoclastic movements, most nota-

bly in Byzantium during the eighth and ninth centu-

ries. In the early eighth century, John of Damascus’s

In Defense of Icons compared Jesus as the Incarnate

God with images of the incorporeal and, by exten-

sion, argued that veneration of an image of a holy

person was veneration of the person represented. The

codification of this argument in the Second Council of

Nicaea (787) led eventually to the acceptance of

depictions of biblical figures and saints. In the east

the Byzantine icon tradition reappeared after the end

of Iconoclasm in 830, and devotional art in western

Europe developed, on its own or with inspiration

from eastern icons, during the early medieval and

Romanesque periods. If the type is delimited by pri-

vate use, the majority of surviving examples from the

early medieval period are found in illuminated manu-

scripts, while reliquaries and ornate book covers also

would have performed a private devotional function

on occasion.

Madonna and Child, from the Treasury of Sainte-Chapelle,
Paris. 1250-60. H: 41 cm. Location: Louvre, Paris, France.
Credit: Erich Lessing / Art Resource, N.Y.
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Devotional Function and Gender in the Later
Medieval Period

Works of art produced for devotional use survive in

far greater numbers from the thirteenth through the

fifteenth centuries. Many scholars have examined the

development of new types of and contexts for devo-

tional art in this period and explored why devotional

art seems to have increased so dramatically in popu-

larity. Reasons advanced include improved access to

materials from Byzantium and the Holy Land,

changes in religious practice that were supported by

new vernacular devotional texts aimed at a new class

of literate laity, increasing prosperity that allowed

more individuals to commission or purchase private

devotional objects, and changes in the scholarly and

popular understanding of the workings of memory

and vision.

Hans Belting, for example, noted the influx of

Byzantine icons into western Europe in the thirteenth

century, after Constantinople was occupied by Latin

Crusaders. These icons were welcomed by a Western

audience primed for a closer, more intimate devotion-

al experience. For Belting and Sixten Ringbom, the

devotional image worked through the psychological

impact of its presence. A sculpted or painted figure,

particularly if composed to create the illusion of eye

contact with the viewer, might effectively stand in for

the depicted person. Enlarged eyes, often in a frontal-

ly depicted face, are a feature of Byzantine icon paint-

ings and also appear in the West in new or newly

popular iconographic types such as the Veil of Veron-

ica and the Man of Sorrows.

The imported icons came into the possession of

private individuals as well as churches, members of

the laity as well as the clergy. Factors such as increas-

ing wealth and a growth in lay literacy heightened the

interest of consumers, including women, in devotional

art and new varieties of texts intended for devotional

use. The devotional practices of the Gothic period

emphasized a more personal reading of the lives of

Mary and Jesus that expanded the biblical narrative

with a variety of ‘‘eyewitness’’ accounts. For example,

the Meditations on the Life of Christ, written by a

thirteenth-century Franciscan, includes a wealth of

intimate details about the life of Mary and the child-

hood and Passion of Jesus. The author used vivid

imagery and encouraged readers to imagine the most

striking moments from the narrative as prompts for

meditation, emphasizing the physicality and either the

preciousness or the violence of the mental image. The

proliferation of expanded stories about the infancy of

Christ in particular played directly to the concerns of

lay women, inviting their participation in the events

of the nativity and adding detail to the biblical story.

In her visions, the late medieval Englishwoman

Margery Kempe not only witnessed the birth of

Christ, but swaddled him with her own hands and

gave Mary the benefit of her own extensive experience

with babies. Knowledge of such visions and other

stories enriched the ancient, but increasingly huma-

nized, image of the Virgin and Child. The ivory statu-

ette, for example, features a smiling toddler, and the

mother seems so young that we can easily imagine her

turning eagerly to Margery Kempe for advice.

Devotional art played an important role for both

men and women, but women in particular were

viewed as being in critical need of both spiritual guid-

ance and some kind of sense-based stimulus in their

prayer. Furthermore they were responsible for the

spiritual well-being of their households. New types

of devotional books, such as the book of hours,

became a part of the education of children in the

home and were popular with female owners. These

books could be illuminated with images that, while

creating narrative linkages between the prayers for

each liturgical hour, acted as devotional foci to in-

crease the power of those prayers. Very often book

owners were depicted within the miniatures, present

at the Nativity or the Resurrection, or venerating the

Virgin and Child, or the Crucifixion. Significantly, the

biblical images are at times represented as sculptures

or altarpieces themselves. In the well-known illumina-

tion of Yolande of Soissons in prayer from her com-

bined psalter and book of hours (New York, Pierpont

Morgan Library MS 729, fol. 232v), Yolande kneels

before an open prayerbook, but gazes up into the eyes

of a painted sculpture of the Virgin and Child as the

image of the Child reaches out with a blessing. No

clerical mediator is depicted, suggesting that Yolande

is in control of her own devotional experience. The

inclusion of the image of the owner further heightens

the mimetic possibilities of the images and mirrors the

insertion of the self into biblical or hagiographic nar-

rative that was an important aspect of late medieval

devotion.

Recent explorations of medieval optical theory,

particularly in studies by Michael Camille and

Susannah Biernoff, stress the importance of images

in devotional practice. Camille’s work presents clear

discussions of the two main medieval paradigms for

understanding how vision works: extramission,

which was more prevalent in the earlier centuries,

and intromission, which came into play in the later

medieval period. He argued that the explosion of

devotional art in the later medieval period could be

understood in the context of intromission, in which

the object was thought to participate in the process by

emitting rays that enter the eye and interact with the
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intellect of the viewer. In this paradigm, a devotional

object is no longer a passive thing but becomes an

active partner in the genesis of a prayerful state. The

Christ child in Yolande of Soisson’s altarpiece

responds to her prayers with a blessing, as they enter

into what Susannah Biernoff has called an ‘‘ocular

communion,’’ a ‘‘reciprocal gaze’’ that depicts a deep

and intimate connection between an enlivened devo-

tional image and its viewer. This connection could

provide devotional images with considerable powers,

as demonstrated by the stories related in the four-

teenth-century Hedwig Codex. Here we read that St.

Hedwig always kept her own ivory Virgin and Child

statuette with her and often used it to miraculously

heal the sick; the dedication portrait depicts the stan-

ding saint clutching her ivory statuette, her rosary,

and her prayerbook (Malibu, J. Paul Getty Museum

MS Ludwig XI.7, fol. 12v).

The idea of looking directly into the eyes of Christ,

as does Yolande, is striking, and would have been

made even more striking by the many liturgical and

narrative associations with Infancy and Passion nar-

ratives that would have surrounded these images.

Peter Parshall, in an exploration of late medieval

Passion imagery, has discussed the importance of

memory practices for understanding the way devo-

tional art affected its viewers. He notes that medieval

treatises on memory advised the attachment of items

or ideas to imagined images, thus creating a visual

itinerary for one’s memory. The more striking the

image, the stronger the memory.

Mary Carruthers has connected later medieval

memory techniques, based very much on this model,

with monastic treatises in which devotional art was

used to stimulate meditation. Jeffrey Hamburger has

written extensively on devotional/meditative images

and image-cycles produced for (and often by) nuns,

and has argued that devotional art played a critical

role in the education and spiritual care of female

monastics. Hamburger also suggested that the use of

devotional images in monastic circles, particularly

practices intended for nuns, was highly influential

among the laity. One of the most striking of late

medieval devotional images, the Wound in the side

of Christ, first appeared in an early fourteenth-

century manuscript compiled and illuminated for

Kunigunde, the abbess of a nunnery in Prague

(Prague, National and University Library, MS XIV

A.17), but almost immediately appeared in manu-

scripts intended for the laity, including the Psalter

of Bonne of Luxembourg (New York, Cloisters Mu-

seum, MS 69.96, before 1349). The image of the

Wound illustrates the fragmentation and distillation

of narrative images into devotional images mentioned

near the beginning of this essay. Depicted as a large

vertically oriented oval, pointed at the top and bot-

tom and shaded to black at the center, the Wound

was usually surrounded by the arma Christi, the

instruments used in the Passion. The image of the

Wound is reminiscent of both the vagina and the

mandorla, the full-body halo that surrounds the fig-

ure of Christ in many Christ in Majesty images. Its

associations with gendered passages—sexual, mater-

nal, and mortal—were spelled out in contemporary

devotional literature. As a portal for the viewer, a way

to enter into the sacred presence, the Wound of Christ

was perhaps the ultimate devotional image of the later

medieval period.

ANNE RUDLOFF STANTON
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DEVOTIONAL LITERATURE
Devotional literature functions as something of a

catch-all term in anglophone medieval studies, desig-

nating the largest and most diverse body of surviving

manuscripts and books in Latin and in all of the

European vernacular languages. The subjects treated

by these texts can be conveyed in a few of its most

celebrated titles, for example, The Mirror of Our

Lady, The Little Book of Eternal Wisdom, Meditations

on the Life of Jesus Christ, Speculum Ecclesiae, and

The Ladder of Perfection. Short devotional pieces

occur in books of hours, and in other liturgical and

service books, while longer works appear in religious

and secular compilations of all types.

The origin of the classification ‘‘devotional litera-

ture’’ in modern scholarly discourse is uncertain, and

recent work in the field has offered such provocative

substitutes as ‘‘vernacular theology’’ and ‘‘the litera-

ture of spiritual formation.’’ Each of these terms pro-

vides a useful lens on the material, but none fully

comprehends its dual intellectual and affective pur-

poses. The goals of a devotional text are resolutely

twofold: first, to provide basic instruction in religious

doctrine, and second, to heighten its audience’s emo-

tional response to this didactic content. To be sure,

devotional literature seeks to educate its readers in

religious doctrine, but it also attempts—sometimes

flamboyantly—to stimulate their joy, admiration,

longing, grief, reverence, and tears.

Latin Texts

The earliest devotional literature circulated chiefly in

Latin among small and relatively homogeneous cleri-

cal and monastic textual communities. It offered in-

struction and exhortation in the form of sermons,

treatises, and letters on such topics as the joys and

risks of friendship between monks, the value of vir-

ginity, and the literal and figurative meanings of the

Song of Songs, the Psalms, and the Creation narra-

tives and commentaries.

The religious and education reforms of the elev-

enth and twelfth centuries (articulated decisively in

the Fourth Lateran Council of 1215) stimulated the

transmission of devotional literature beyond the com-

munities of religious professionals of European clois-

ters, cathedrals, and courts. Translations and loose

adaptations of the Latin devotional classics began to

appear in the thirteenth century. Along with this pro-

liferation of vernacular spiritual instruction and en-

couragement developed the notion of ‘‘the mixed

life,’’ a program for living a religious life in the

world. Thus, the ascetic ideals and practices of the

monastic life came to be adopted by the men and

women of the aristocracy, nobility, and gentry. By

the end of the fourteenth century, devotional litera-

ture helped bring about what can be aptly called a

democratization of ecclesiastical discourse, which

made the mysteries of the faith, the stories of the

holy dead, and the penitential disciplines of the body

accessible to a far broader audience than had pre-

viously been the case. The development of literate

technologies such as cursive book hands and abbre-

viations, the use of paper rather than parchment, and

the rise of commercial dealers in rented gatherings

(pecias) and books further stimulated the availability

of devotional discourse, and prominent laypeople

sought the enhanced reputation and the spiritual

benefits that came with providing patronage for the

dissemination of a favorite devotional text or
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compilation. The introduction of the printing press

dramatically enhanced these opportunities.

Vernacular Texts

Vernacular devotional discourse survives in a variety

of genres: stories, poems, letters, visions, collections

of wise sayings, allegories, and quasi-systematic ex-

positions of the Mass, the creation of the world, the

vices and virtues, monastic rules, and the lives of the

saints. Its guided meditations on biblical material,

particularly the life and Passion of Christ, are fre-

quently presented by religious authorities as safe

substitutes for actual Bibles, which were usually

deemed too dangerous to be left to the interpretation

of the laity.

Traditional scholarship has sometimes dismissed

devotional literature as derivative, pedestrian, and

overwhelmingly didactic, and there is some validity

in these criticisms. Medieval texts routinely borrow

material without attribution, adapt it freely, and cred-

it the results to revered authorities like Richard Rolle,

Augustine, or ‘‘the Fathers.’’ However, the impor-

tance of devotional discourse is not in its originality

or its stylistic innovations, such as they are. Rather,

this body of literature is critical for the information it

provides about the active engagement of medieval

people in a broad range of literate, spiritual, and

cultural practices.

Evidence for Women’s Lives

Devotional texts are particularly useful for what they

reveal about female participation in medieval intellec-

tual and spiritual life. Women played prominent roles

in the patronage, translation, and circulation of devo-

tional discourse throughout medieval Europe. A few

of the women associated with this material include

Margaret of Scotland, Christine de Pizan, Margaret

of Brittany, Mechthild of Hackeborn, Birgitta of

Sweden, and Cecily of York. Medieval authors and

compilers regularly dedicated and addressed their

copies of devotional treatises to individual women

and general female audiences. For example, Simon

Wynter’s version of the life of Saint Jerome urges its

patron, Margaret, duchess of Clarence, to copy the

text for others after reading it herself and to encour-

age other readers to do the same. Lady Margaret

Beaufort was a particularly avid reader and supporter

of devotional literature. She translated a variety of

texts, including The Mirror of Gold for the Sinful Soul

and The Ship of Fools, and she commissioned versions

of The Fifteen Oes, On the Mixed Life, and The Stair-

way of Perfection, among many other titles. The

household accounts of Cecily, duchess of York,

show a similarly profound engagement with a wide

range of devotional texts. Women’s monastic founda-

tions served as sites for the reading and discussion, as

well as the production and transmission, of much of

this material.

The fact that clerical discourse has persistent mi-

sogynistic components has attracted significant at-

tention from scholars of gender and devotional

literature. The antiwomen sentiments in a particular

text can range from mild reminders of the theological

inheritance of Eve to sweeping condemnations of all

women as sources of and incitements to sin. Such

variable assessments can occur alongside celebrations

of biblical and historical women, virtues that are

allegorically cast as feminine, and the rare claim that

the best cleric is the man or the woman who loves

God the most. It has convincingly (and sometimes

simultaneously) been argued that devotional texts

are psychologically astute, virulently misogynistic,

covertly erotic, and complexly indeterminate. Fur-

ther complicating this line of inquiry are the courtly

and contemplative literary conventions and counter-

discourses that challenge the hegemony of the

misogynistic claims.

Since the 1970s, the relationships between devo-

tional literature and its female readers have attracted

significant scholarly attention, and this topic invites

much further inquiry. Many of the texts discussed

here are currently available only in unpublished dis-

sertations or in outdated or expurgated editions.

Some works survive only in manuscript form, and

references to women readers and their books continue

to emerge in newly edited documents. No doubt much

further information awaits discovery in the archives.

New research on book ownership and patronage will

continue to illuminate the literary activities of women

readers and female audiences, as well as the intellec-

tual and spiritual alliances between women and men.

After three decades or so of theoretically and histori-

cally informed scholarship, it is time to re-examine

some of our most fundamental assumptions about

women and gender in the Middle Ages, to consolidate

and synthesize our findings, and to re-examine the

intellectual landscapes that emerge.

ANNE CLARK BARTLETT
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DEVOTIONAL PRACTICES
The devotional practices of medieval men and women,

one of the most prevalent cultural features of the time,

were doubtless as varied as the individuals who ob-

served them, a fact that, while seemingly self-evident, is

somewhat obscured by the nature of the evidence upon

which we rely for understanding of this far-reaching

phenomenon. The prescriptive aspect of rules, guides,

manuals, and prayer books complicates considerably

our ability to arrive at a proper understanding of how

individuals may have actually used such aids to devo-

tion. Furthermore,much ofwhat remains in theway of

devotional texts and artifacts was produced for clerical

or monastic patrons or, in the later period especially,

for lay men and women of means, with the conse-

quence that our knowledge of the practices of the

vast majority of medievals is fragmentary at best.

This entry focuses on broad trends in devotional

practices, especially regarding the increased impor-

tance of women’s practices, also in the later period,

as consumers and/or patrons of devotional texts.

Devotional practices could take many forms, from

making the sign of the cross, a practice attested to by

Tertullian in the second century, to the elaborate,

personalized programs incorporating gestures, atti-

tudes, and texts of the late Middle Ages. Though

thus multifaceted across time and limited or deter-

mined by context, medieval devotional practices also

present a central unifying feature: virtually all are

closely related to prayer, and the evolution of the

practice of prayer, including the material objects and

spaces connected with it, will inform the discussion

here. Prayer was, in the early period (roughly to the

eleventh century) above all a clerical and monastic

practice and therefore collective and indeed ‘‘profes-

sional’’ by definition, if for no other reason than that

participation supposed literacy in Latin (or depen-

dence on those who possessed it). The chanting of

the canonical hours and the prayers associated with

the liturgy were the privileged forms of devotion. The

development of prayer in the vernacular for the laity,

a marked feature of late medieval devotion, was

driven by the desire, among both the clergy and the

laity, for greater affective participation of the latter in

the worship of God, the veneration of saints, and the

celebration of the mysteries of the faith, but also by

the desire on the part of the clergy for orthodoxy and

indoctrination among the laity.

Psalters and Books of Hours provide a particularly

useful index for charting the transition from liturgical

to extra-liturgical practices and the development of

private prayer among the laity. Psalters allowed lay

men and women to recite the Psalms of the Breviary,

as was the practice of liturgical, and particularly mo-

nastic, communities, without having to observe their

rigorous routine. Other texts were often included in

Psalters besides the Psalms. In a survey of common

prayers added to French translations of the Psalter

dating from the twelfth to the fifteenth century,

E. Brayer and A.-M. Bouly de Lesdain found that the

Pater Noster was the most frequently added prayer,

followed by the Credo, the Gloria, and the Ave Maria.

For example, a bilingual Latin–French Psalter from

the first third of the fourteenth century (Paris, Bibl.

Mazarine, MS 58) once belonging to Jeanne and

Marguerite, daughters of Godefroy de Brabant,

includes the first of these three prayers but not the Ave.

With the vast development of Marian devotion

in the thirteenth century, the Little Hours of Our

Lady, extracted from the Breviary, became the most

important type of devotional book during the later
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MiddleAges.Hundreds of exemplars survive, from the

lavish productions for royal princes (for example, the

Très Riches Heures of Jean, duc de Berry) to humble,

unillustrated copies, either manuscript or printed. The

abbot Victor Leroquais, who catalogued the Books of

Hours in the French National Library, observed that,

although based on liturgical practice, Books of Hours

were destined for private devotion and imposed no

obligatory use or program. In effect, their use escaped

clerical control, which doubtless explains much of

their appeal for men and women alike. Those wealthy

enough to have a Book of Hours made for themselves

could have prayers to their patron saint included. In

other instances, such prayers were added by later

owners who used blank pages for this purpose as well

as for recording their ownership of the book and

family events such as births, deaths, and marriages.

Books of Hours, even of the humble sort, were prized

personal possessions and often appear in wills.

Prayers in Books of Hours and other devotional

books often contain information as to how they were

meant to be used. For example, one of the accessory

texts most frequently included in Books of Hours,

especially from the fifteenth century, the Fifteen

Joys of the Virgin, indicates that the person reciting

the prayer should genuflect fifteen times in honor of

each of the Fifteen Joys. This prayer, with its empha-

sis on Mary’s maternity and the childhood of Jesus,

invited both men and women to contemplate and

indeed participate vicariously in the joys and mys-

teries of motherhood, thus allowing a fluidity of gen-

der positions and identifications that is typical of late

medieval forms of devotion. Also typical is the (at

times jarring) juxtaposition of a concern for the prop-

er physical attitude and gestures (sometimes of a me-

chanical sort, as here) with the solicitation of the most

varied emotional or psychological states. An especial-

ly important influence for the increased emphasis on

affect in late medieval devotion is the Orationes sive

meditationes attributed to Anselm of Canterbury

(1033–1109). The prayers in this collection were

intended for private, meditative reading, but here

again we find a very real tension between the inner,

meditative cast of these prayers and the highly dra-

matic form they can take, when, for example, the

reader is invited to join Mary Magdalene at the foot

of the cross, apostrophize Christ with her, and assume

her grief at the Crucifixion while engaging in an inter-

rogation of his or her own sins. At a later date, the

Franciscans also contributed greatly to the increased

importance given to affect in contemplative literature,

partly through the focus on the humanity of Christ

and his mother. For example, in the Meditationes

Vitae Christi composed by Johannes de Caulibus be-

tween c. 1346 and 1364, the author addresses the

reader, an otherwise unidentified ‘‘sister,’’ on how to

contemplate the life of Christ, saying to tell things ‘‘as

they occurred or as they might have occurred accord-

ing to the devout belief of the imagination and the

varying interpretation of the mind.’’

The prayer cited above was one of several from

Anselm’s Orationes that was translated into French

and included with dozens of other prayers and de-

votions in a fourteenth-century guide made for the

use of an unidentified noblewoman (BNF, nouv. acq.

lat., MS 592). After the opening calendar and the

Hours of the Holy Spirit, the manuscript contains

over 150 folios of prayers and devotions, many in

Latin with French translation, with accompanying

instructions for their use. Some are for different

moments of the day (upon rising, while in Church,

upon retiring); others, like the prayers from Anselm’s

collection, for meditative reading. Such guides or

manuals are an especially rich source for under-

standing how spiritual advisors sought to inform

the devotional practices and subjectivity of medieval

men and women; and texts written for women, of

which ms. 592 is but one of many examples, are par-

ticularly revelatory of how the boundaries between the

spiritual and the mundane were often intentionally

blurred. These devotional guides are thus a type of

conduct literature and share many features with such

well-known examples as the Menagier of Paris, in

which an anonymous middle-aged bourgeois ‘‘house-

holder’’ provides instruction to his young wife in how

to manage herself, her servants, and her household

and in which catechetical and moral concerns (the

wife’s obedience and chastity) far outweigh devotional

practices per se. Doubtless written by a spiritual advi-

sor, the text includes advice on how the young wife

should conduct her private devotions at home

(prayers upon rising and retiring), how to comport

herself in church (according to her station), and how

to prepare herself for communion and confession.

Jean Gerson (1363–1429), chancellor of the Uni-

versity of Paris and one of the most powerful theolo-

gians of his day, wrote a much shorter guide for his

sisters, Sur l’excellence de la virginité, in which he

enjoined them to dress and act without ostentation;

say their hours regularly and attend as many masses

as possible; live soberly, drinking only diluted wine

and avoiding spicy foods; live in peace with each

other; never speak to men they don’t know unless it

be in public in front of others; never go dancing; and,

lastly, learn to read French (romaunt) so that they

could read the letters and devotional books that Jean

would send them. In a devotional guide composed

after 1408 by an anonymous disciple of Gerson’s

(Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal, MS 2176, fol. 86ff.) and

included in a survey by G. Hasenohr of fifteen such
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texts, the author enjoins the harried wife to turn her

thoughts from the turmoil in her household to

‘‘Noah, to the ark of contemplative prayer,’’ and,

once she has freed herself from the labors of the

world, to take refuge in her room where she can

deliver herself freely to highly emotive and eroticized

devotions including tears, sighs, bitter cries, laments,

plaints, laments, humble sighs, prostrations, kneeling,

beating the breast in great contrition, kissing the

ground in great and humble devotion, raising the

eyes and hands to heaven in great desire, bending

and intertwining the arms as if embracing a lover

(amy) in great love, and stretching the body out on

the ground or standing, as if on a cross, in great

compassion.

These few examples should make clear the ex-

tremely broad range of devotional texts written for

medieval women of noble or bourgeois standing.

They suppose the active role of a spiritual director; a

household space for private devotions (in most cases

the chambre, in which there might be a private altar,

or, for the wealthy, an oratory or private chapel); and,

last but not least, literacy. For men and women of

more humble social position, the parish or a nearby

mendicant church or a confraternity chapel or guild-

hall might provide a context for collective or private

devotions, such as the saying of the rosary. The devo-

tional activities of confraternities and guilds were

extremely varied: liturgical services; processions on

the feast day of the patron saint, perhaps followed

by a banquet with a sermon, recitation of devotional

poetry, or performance of a play; collective singing,

such as practiced by the Italian societies devoted to

the performance of laude (another genre that al-

lowed male participants to adopt a variety of shifting

gender positions); or penitential practices, including

self-mortification and flagellation (a practice that

spread from northern Italy to northern and central

Europe after the Black Death). While confraternities

were generally male-dominated institutions, many

welcomed female members or participants in their

celebrations.

This entry has focused primarily on well-documen-

ted examples of devotional practices, such as those

recorded in prayer books, but the culture provided

many opportunities for the less fortunate to receive

either direct or indirect instruction in this area. Spiri-

tual direction from the clergy, sermons and exempla,

and medieval religious theater, with its numerous

representations of rituals, devotion, and prayer, are

but a few of the ways in which Christians of all sta-

tions were enjoined to express their faith through

actions that were paramount in the shaping of reli-

gious culture and the fashioning of religious subjects.

ROBERT L. A. CLARK
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DHUODA
In the middle of the ninth century, during civil wars

ensuing from the death of the Frankish emperor

Louis the Pious, the noblewoman Dhuoda composed

a book for her young son William about how he

might best conduct himself in such troubled times.

Dhuoda was wife of the magnate Bernard of Septi-

mania and wartime lord of her absent husband’s

broad dominions in southern Francia. She had been

educated in Charlemagne’s palace school and was

likely a relation of the Frankish royal house. Sepa-

rated from her family—William, her fifteen-year-old

addressee, as well as her husband and their infant

boy—and living at Uzès near Nı̂mes in the period of

her work’s composition between late 841 and early

843, she represented her love for her elder son and

her hopes for his development as best she could: she

sent him a book of her own making. Dhuoda wrote

of both spiritual and secular matters from the apex

of the Frankish elite at the moment of its

highest achievement and imminent ruin. Her Liber

manualis (Manual or Handbook in English) is the

only extant book-length work from a European

woman’s hand between the late antique record of

travels to Jerusalem by the Western pilgrim Egeria

and the tenth-century plays of Hrotsvit of Gander-

sheim. But Dhuoda’s text’s importance for women’s

history extends beyond its authorship; a mother’s

work for a maturing child, it sheds light on the his-

tories of mothering, childhood and adolescence, and

gender and families.

Dhuoda’s Handbook explores the meaning of

Western Christianity for the personal and historical

experience of Frankish nobles such as herself and

William. She understands the events of her life—most

importantly her separation from her two children—

as spiritual travails in a kingdom as fragmented as

that of the Hebrews in the time of the rebellion of

David’s son Absalom. Dhuoda counsels her son that

a spiritual practice and spiritually grounded construc-

tion of social and political life nonetheless offer hope

for the reestablishment of peace between father and

son, king and warrior. Ironically, Dhuoda’s husband,

Bernard, was at the time of her writing a leader in the

Frankish nobles’ rebellion against Charlemagne’s

grandson, Charles the Bald. Meanwhile William, the

elder son of Dhuoda and Bernard, was held hostage

against his father’s further violence, and would

eventually be executed by the Carolingian heir for

following his father in rebellion.

Dhuoda’s text is arranged in eleven short sections

labeled ‘‘books’’ in editions and translations. Her

prologue and several chapters of the tenth book

offer all known biographical information about her

and set a highly emotive context for the rest of her

work. The first two and last seven of Dhuoda’s books

treat general principles of Christian theology and

practice, reflecting the Carolingian laity’s formation

according to an ecclesiastical culture well known from

other sources. Dhuoda’s third and fourth books,

however, are distinctive and thus have been the center

of much modern attention devoted to her work. In

these longer sections, Dhuoda advises her son on how

his spiritual life may enhance his success as a secular

nobleman. Here, she exhibits powerful maternal au-

thority even as she supports patriarchy within the

family and in the failing Frankish empire. Dhuoda’s

secular voice thus departs from clerical literary mod-

els, articulating noble self-definition in terms of family

allegiance and military prowess, as well as Christian

devotion. Moreover, her sensitivity to framing her

discussion with language and content she describes

as age-appropriate for her young son is important

evidence for an early medieval sense of the differences

among children, youths, and adults.

Dhuoda’s work survives in only a few medieval

manuscripts. Her elder son may never have read it;

if he did, it clearly failed in its intent to educate him

for his own safety. The work seems, however, to have

been preserved by her younger son, unnamed at her

writing but later christened Bernard after his father.

This younger Bernard’s descendants were dukes of

Aquitaine, among them William the Pious, founder

of the great abbey of Cluny. Medieval copies of

Dhuoda’s Handbook date from the tenth and four-

teenth centuries. Since the definitive edition by the

eminent Carolingianist Pierre Riché in 1971, the

work has been much discussed as a source for un-

derstanding early medieval elites—their literacy and

religious learning, family structures, construction of

gender, and understanding of human development.

Two recent English translations attest to the

Handbook’s wide readership in medieval and women’s

studies.

CAROL NEEL
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DIPLOMACY AND RECONCILIATION
Diplomacy in the modern sense, with permanent

embassies and well-trained professional bureaucra-

cies, did not exist until the sixteenth century. In the

early Middle Ages, diplomacy was essentially the

maintenance of personal and familial relations

enacted in the public political arena by political

entities—kingdoms, duchies, counties, and religious

institutions—and women played an active role. By

1550, the professional practice of diplomacy was

regularized and women’s role changed accordingly.

Reconciliation, on the other hand, was both part of

formal legal litigation and an informal means of re-

solving disputes outside the law courts. The flip side

of feud, vendetta, and lawlessness, throughout the

Middle Ages it was to keep women of all ranks busy

building alliances and mending fences. Women’s au-

thority to engage in either formal diplomacy or infor-

mal reconciliation stemmed from the laws and

customs that established their rights concerning land-

holding and lordship. Such clearly political actions

were deemed socially acceptable because they were

regarded as the feminine intercessory complement of

the masculine warrior–knight, with the Biblical queen

Esther and the Virgin Mary as models. Anglo-Saxon

noblewomen and queens such asÆthelberga of Kent,

wife of Edwin of Northumbria (d. c. 632), and

Eanfled, wife of Oswy of Northumbria (d. c. 669),

often brokered peace among their natal and marital

relatives by their marriages, by direct intervention, or

both. Ottonian queens Matilda, wife of Henry the

Fowler, and Adelheid, wife of Emperor Otto I, typify

the combination of saintliness and worldliness that

provided models of intercessory and conciliatory

queenship. The wide and varied examples of women’s

intercession, conciliatory actions, and diplomacy are

associated with other traditionally feminine activities,

such as managing households, keeping peace within

the household, and arranging marriages.

Reconciliation

Women as intercessors can be seen clearly in the early

medieval court, where bonds of vassalage were inter-

twined with household offices, and women often

mediated legal disputes involving feud and vendetta.

Low-status women—such as townswomen, the gen-

try, Muslims, and Jews—surely engaged in reconcili-

ation, but their actions are difficult to discern. Their

disputes may have been handled quietly among

families, may not have been documented, or the

records may have been destroyed or lost in pogroms

or expulsions. Reconciliation and subtle diplomacy

also played a part in the ritualized hospitality built

around social networks of women like Dame Alice de

Breine, an English gentry woman of the later Middle

Ages. In the tenth and eleventh century, the Peace and

Truce of God movement provided legal and theologi-

cal underpinnings for formal reconciliation and added

further weight to women’s actions. Legal records,

land conveyances, and church documents describe

the many and varied ways that Christian women

made peace among families and settled quarrels in-

volving property, personal injury, and commercial

transactions.

Diplomacy

Diplomacy, on the other hand, was always the do-

main of women of high social rank who possessed

sufficient legal and political authority to directly ne-

gotiate disputes among kingdoms, principalities, the

Empire, landed clergy, and the papacy. Countesses

and queens are the most visible diplomats, with polit-

ical relations and warfare the most common back-

drops, and their actions are well documented in

chronicles and royal, comital, regional, and municipal

archives. Women’s engagement in diplomacy was

common in the early Middle Ages, when, for instance,

Theophanu was regent from 984 to 991 for her son

German Emperor Otto III. Adela, countess of Blois,

in the eleventh century, smoothed relations with the

church in France, and Berta, countess of Tuscany, in

the tenth century, established diplomatic ties with

Abbasid Caliph Muktafi. Ermengard, the twelfth-

century countess of Narbonne, enshrined in trouba-

dour literature, was a key figure in settling disputes

and reconciling feuding families in southern France.

During her widowhood, Jeanne of Valois, countess of

Holland, Zeeland, and Hainault and sister of King

Philip VI of France, was a prominent local, regional,

and international diplomat on the eve of the Hundred
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Years’ War. In this, she was one in a long line of

Flemish countesses who mediated the many disputes

that arose between Flanders and France, and towns

and the crown, as early as the eleventh century.

In the later Middle Ages, queens were less involved

in diplomacy because trained lawyers and bureaucrats

assumed the job, but they did not drop out of the

picture altogether. Queens-regent were active and vis-

ible diplomats as they governed for their minor sons

and ill or absent husbands. For instance, Blanche of

Castile negotiated treaties in 1227 and 1231 for her

minor son, Louis IX of France, and again when he

was away on Crusade, an event that, like the Hundred

Years’War, propelled many noble women and queens

into diplomacy. Isabelle of France, daughter of Philip

IV of France and wife of Edward II of England,

found herself working both sides of the negotiating

table. Her marriage built a diplomatic bridge be-

tween England and France in 1314 that collapsed in

1337, despite her best efforts, when her son and her

Valois cousins debated the French succession, set-

ting in motion the Hundred Years’ War. Nearly a

century later, Isabeau of Bavaria brokered a treaty

in 1420 between the French and English. Margaret of

Anjou, regent for her husband, King Henry VI of

England, was both ally and enemy of her uncle,

King Charles VII of France, during negotiations

for ceding Maine to the French at the close of the

Hundred Years’ War.

Religious Disputes

Women were often called on, or volunteered, to re-

solve religious disputes. In 1077, Matilda of Tuscany

famously got German Emperor Henry IV and Pope

Gregory VII to work out temporarily their differences

over lay investiture. Saint Margaret of Scotland, wife

of Malcolm, combined politics with saintliness as

she maintained peace at home and promoted diplo-

matic relations between Malcolm and the church.

Margaret’s daughter Matilda of Scotland was instru-

mental in resolving the investiture dispute in England

during the reign of her husband, Henry I. The Bohe-

mian queen Johanna of Rozmital was an active diplo-

mat during the Hussite wars. Sainted, or merely

pious, women were valued practitioners of dispute

resolution. Catherine of Siena is well known for her

intervention in papal politics in 1376, and Joan of Arc

went to war to make peace at the end of the Hundred

Years’ War.

But sanctity was only one way to practice diploma-

cy. Queens, shielded by their rank and proximity to

the king, could practice a forceful diplomacy that

used anger and outright threats as rhetorical weap-

ons. Eleanor of Castile used barely veiled threats

during the English baronial revolt in the late thir-

teenth century to get the earl of Cornwall, count of

Bigorre, and bishop of Worcester to comply with

royal wishes. In 1429, Maria of Castile used her own

anger as a diplomatic tool and averted war by literally

setting up her tent on the battlefield between the

armies of her husband, Alfonso V of Aragon, and

her brother, Juan II of Castile.

Diplomatic Marriages

Another effective form of diplomacy that routinely

involved women was negotiating marriages to build

or secure a political alliance. Women were the brides

as well as the principal negotiators, if not instigators,

of many marriages, and were intimately involved in

the high-stakes negotiations between kings, princes,

dukes, and counts. Emma (Ælfgifu) of Normandy

adroitly, some would say coldly, married the Danish

King Cnut, the man who defeated her first husband,

Æthelred II, in 1017. In the twelfth century, Eleanor

of Aquitaine’s carefully arranged marriages of her

children linked England with the major European

royal houses, as did those of her contemporary,

Alfonso VII of Castile. In 1371, John of Gaunt, seek-

ing the crown of Castile during the Hundred Years’

War, married Constanza, daughter of King Pedro I

of Castile. The marriages of their daughters Philippa,

to João of Avis, king of Portugal, and Catalina, to

Enrique of Trastámara, king of Castile, created an

Anglo-Castilian alliance that continued into the

early modern period with the marriage of Katherine

of Aragon to Arthur and Henry Tudor (later Henry

VIII). Brides could be unwilling participants, pawns,

or virtual hostages to guarantee compliance with

treaties, as was Catherine of Valois when she married

Henry V of England in 1415.
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DISABILITIES
Disability touched all levels of medieval society, from

the nobility to peasants to saints, yet experiences and

perceptions of disabled people in the Middle Ages are

not well known because disability has only recently

become a subject of academic inquiry. This field has

drawn on studies of gender, sexuality, race, and eth-

nicity to argue that disability is a socially constructed

category imbued with negative stereotypes that have

been imposed upon people with physical and cogni-

tive differences to ignore, oppress, or eliminate them.

Disability affects all social categories and can lower a

person’s status because of preconceived notions of

what it means to be disabled and because of lost

economic opportunities. While this scholarship has

focused primarily on the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries, a few studies have revealed greater nuance

in medieval society than was once imagined.

Two levels of ideology have obscured readings of

evidence about medieval disabled people: a medieval

Christian association of disability with sin, which

blamed either disabled people or their parents for

the disability, and the modern medical model, which

continues to perpetuate a system of values that

blames the individual for failing to become cured,

and thus colors our own readings of the sources.

Together, they have inhibited scholars from analyzing

disability as a social issue rather than an individual

problem.

The emphasis on sin greatly influenced the medie-

val church’s doctrine on disability and illness, but

theory and practice were more complex than stated

doctrine. The canons of the Fourth Lateran Council

in 1215 stated that sin caused illness and so ordered

hospitals to require confession of their patients. Thir-

teenth-century preachers instructed disabled audi-

ences that they must accept their disability as a

divine test, like the Old Testament figures Job and

Tobit, and live moral lives so that they would be

worthy of charity and of God’s mercy. Hospitals

relied on the belief that their patients were a locus of

spirituality, as people of all social levels donated

money to support hospitals and the sick. Yet, many

of these hospitals refused to admit people with per-

manent disabilities. In thirteenth- and fourteenth-

century Paris, for example, only the Hôpital des

Quinze-Vingts (Hospital of the Three Hundred),

which King Louis IX founded in the 1250s to house
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blind people and their guides, welcomed any category

of the permanently disabled.

Social status and gender also affected the treat-

ment and perception of disabled people. Thirteenth-

and fourteenth-century Europe witnessed a growing

hostility toward the poor that was harmful to the

disabled, especially disabled men. Gendered stereo-

types of men from the laboring classes created an

expectation that men should work and not be depen-

dent. Preachers feminized disabled male beggars by

associating them with bodily temptation and argued

that such men were not worthy of charity because

they used artifice to make themselves appear disabled,

just like prostitutes used makeup to appear more

alluring. Distrust of disabled male beggars also drives

several Old French farces, such as the thirteenth-cen-

tury Le garçon et l’aveugle (The Boy and the Blind

Man), which portrays the blind beggar as a drain on

society because he is vulgar, wanton, and miserly.

Conversely, because predominant gender stereotypes

obscured women’s role in the workforce, dependent

women were more acceptable and thus deemed more

worthy of charity.

Familial acceptance was instrumental to the lives

of disabled people, particularly those with congenital

differences. Parents’ responses to disabled offspring

ranged from rejection and infanticide to reluctant

acceptance. The birth of disabled children also affect-

ed the parents, as people inquired into what they

might have seen, thought, or done to cause such a

portent to appear. Familial care even informed the

structure of the Hôpital des Quinze-Vingts, which

encouraged residents to marry so that the sighted

spouse could assist the blind one but forbade the

marriage of two blind people, assuming that they

could not care for each other. When familial care

was insufficient, disabled people, particularly the

poor, relied on their own social networks and on

charity. The thirteenth-century miracles of Saint

Louis reveal how poor disabled people, especially

women, relied on networks of other women when

family could or would not help them.

This is but a sample of medieval perceptions and

experiences of disability. Medieval authors and artists

employed images of disability to explore the meanings

of sin, humanity, and power, yet the ramifications of

this discourse have not been adequately explored.

Regional and chronological differences need greater

exploration too, as Old Norse literature and medieval

Islamic society appear more accommodating than

medieval Christian society. Scholars should also con-

sider how disability marginalized so many, but

exalted others, like Saint Margaret the Lame and

Saint Roch, the plague saint. Such inquiries will deep-

en our knowledge of the medieval past and the

modern world by challenging conceived notions of

disability and encouraging a closer examination of

the body, in all its variations and its social meanings.

MARK P. O’TOOL
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DIVISION OF LABOR
Depictions of Adam working the land while Eve

spins, and sometimes additionally cares for her chil-

dren, can be found in various forms across Europe,

probably originating in ninth-century Byzantium.

This division of labor was incorporated into a prov-

erb—‘‘When Adam delved, and Eve span, who was

then a gentleman?’’—which first appeared in English

sources in the late fourteenth century but is later

found in a variety of languages. The origin of the

motif is in part the Genesis story that Adam’s punish-

ment for listening to Eve was to toil for their food,

whereas hers was the pain of childbirth and the rule of

her husband. The ideology of separate roles for men

and women can be found in a variety of sources,

particularly clerical ones, but the extent to which it

was a social reality is disputed.

One theory is that a gendered division of labor is

less pronounced in preindustrial economies, as men
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and women labor together at or near their homes,

than in industrialized ones. Another is that women

are always more likely to specialize in household

activities than men because breastfeeding makes

childcare activities initially easier for women. The

debate thus centers around the household and the

conjugal unit, although it should be recognized that

not all workers, male and female, were married.

For the medieval period, the debate has largely

focused on rural society, particularly on peasants in

thirteenth- to fifteenth-century England, although

most manufacturing was also carried out in the

household in medieval Europe. The household was a

key unit in the organization of medieval labor, but

peasant labor not only consisted of that for the house-

hold (working their own land for subsistence, and

household chores such as cooking, cleaning, and

childcare), but also labor for the market (producing

surplus goods for sale), labor for the lord (services

owed at certain times by bonded tenants), and labor

that was hired for wages.

As regards labor for the household, Hanawalt has

used reports of death by misadventure from thir-

teenth- to fifteenth-century England to hypothesize

that peasant men and women not only undertook

different tasks but had separate spheres of activity.

She found that most women died in or around their

homes, for example, while fetching water, whereas

men were more likely to die in the fields or forests,

for example, while carting. Thus women’s main

sphere of work was the home, whereas men’s was

the fields and forests. Her main conclusion has been

challenged by Goldberg, who pointed out that certain

tasks, such as fetching water and carting, might be

more risky and therefore over-represented in the

sources. While other evidence suggests that carting

was considered men’s work, and fetching water was

viewed as women’s work, he argues that it does not

necessarily follow that women were not undertaking

other less dangerous activities in the fields, such as

weeding, milking, shearing, reaping, and binding.

Men and women, particularly at harvest time, per-

formed many of the same tasks outside the home. Yet

while there is evidence that women did work in the

fields, household chores and childcare were clearly

viewed as women’s tasks. Mothers might delegate

the care of children to others, but generally to older

daughters or other women.

Manorial accounts show that women did under-

take some of the same work as men for pay, such as

reaping, binding, thatching, and shearing sheep. En-

glish wage evidence has led to debate about whether

men and women received comparable pay, particular-

ly after the Black Death of 1348–1349, which created

a shortage of labor. Of relevance here is the argument

that men could command higher wages because the

most highly paid jobs, such as mowing and plough-

ing, continued to be reserved for men. Although there

are examples of women undertaking such jobs, these

are few and far between, with women making most

inroads into the unskilled labor market. Hatcher has

argued that this is because medieval men as a group

were physically stronger than medieval women as a

group and so were more productive, but Bardsley

counters that women might have more stamina and

that physical factors alone do not explain their exclu-

sion from certain jobs. Although there is much evi-

dence, from urban areas as well as rural, that women

undertook a wide variety of jobs, there is less evidence

of women being trained in those seen as highly skilled

and so highly paid. Gender ideologies thus had some

impact on a division of labor.

CORDELIA BEATTIE
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DIVORCE AND SEPARATION
Law and practice on the matter of divorce and sepa-

ration were subject to a number of different influences

and underwent major changes between c. 450 and

1500. Divorce was widely available in Roman times.

Marriages were automatically dissolved in certain cir-

cumstances, such as the captivity or enslavement of

one of the spouses; divorce by mutual consent was

easy, and either party could seek a divorce unilaterally.

The attitude of the early Christians was decidedly

different, since there was an emphasis on the equality

of men and women before God and marriage as a

spiritual bond. The Christian fathers therefore tended
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to stress indissolubility, despite certain pronounce-

ments by Christ which seemed to allow a man to

divorce his wife for adultery. Early Church councils

prohibited divorce in general, but allowed it in the

case of Christians married to Jews, pagans, or here-

tics. They vacillated over the question of divorce or

separation on grounds of adultery, with considerable

variation in pronouncements as to whether this was

allowable at all, and, if so, whether it was applicable

equally to both sexes and whether or not either spouse

could remarry. Secular laws promulgated by Chris-

tian emperors allowed men to divorce their wives for

adultery, sorcery, or procuring, while women could

divorce husbands for homicide, sorcery, or desecrat-

ing tombs. However, the prohibition of remarriage or

the imposition of a delay that varied according to the

seriousness of the grounds for divorce makes it clear

that divorce could still, in practice, be obtained for

trivial causes.

Divorce was also practised among the Germanic

tribes, as reflected in their law codes. Divorce by

mutual consent was generally available, and men

could divorce their wives unilaterally, not only for

adultery but also for sorcery, barrenness, or violation

of tombs, and without any serious grounds if they

were prepared to offer monetary compensation.

Women either could not divorce their husbands at

all or could do so only for such serious offences as

homicide, sorcery, or violation of tombs or for ho-

mosexuality or forcing them into sexual acts with

another man. The church made no effort to combat

such divorces, concentrating its attention on the pro-

hibition of incestuous marriages, including those of

couples linked by affinity as a result of marriages

of relatives or by godparenthood, as well as blood

relationships. Since such couples were encouraged to

part, this must have increased the number of separa-

tions insofar as these strictures were effective and it

was necessary to check abuses, such as women stand-

ing as godmother to their own children in order to

obtain separation from their husbands.

Matrimonial jurisdiction was still regarded as a

secular matter; but, under the Carolingians, efforts

were made to establish the indissolubility of marriage

by limiting the grounds on which a marriage could be

dissolved and not permitting even a man who sepa-

rated from a wife on grounds of adultery to remarry

during her lifetime. Practice always lagged some way

behind these principles, at least for the kings and

nobles to whom most records relate. Until the seventh

century, Merovingian rulers had practised polygamy,

and even after that, unilateral repudiations of wives

were not unknown. Charlemagne himself repudiated

at least one wife, the daughter of Desiderius, king of

the Lombards, in that case with the support of the

pope, who had opposed a marriage alliance with his

Lombard enemies. But the climate of opinion was

changing, and bishops were taking a more active

role in matrimonial cases, though not claiming exclu-

sive jurisdiction. The change became clear when, in

858, Lothar II of Lotharingia attempted to free him-

self from his marriage to Theutberga in order to

marry his concubine, Waldrada. He did not simply

repudiate Theutberga, as Charlemagne had done with

King Desiderius’ daughter, but felt it necessary to

accuse her of the very serious crime of incest with

her brother before her marriage, which, if proven,

would indeed have precluded her from contracting

any subsequent marriage. The case dragged on before

secular and ecclesiastical assemblies, with references

to Hincmar, archbishop of Reims, and appeals to the

pope; Lothar was compelled at last to take Theut-

berga back and finally obtained absolution in Rome

only just before his own death in 869. One of the most

significant aspects of this and other contemporary

cases is the increased involvement of bishops and the

papacy in matrimonial questions.

The Church’s View of Marriage

In the context of the Gregorian Reform and the de-

velopment of canon law the church sought to obtain

exclusive jurisdiction over marriage disputes and im-

pose its own view of marriage, both in defining what

constituted a valid marriage and in establishing the

principle of indissolubility. It based marriage on the

consent of the two parties, provided they were of

canonical age to marry, which was normally twelve

for a woman and fourteen for a man, and were not

debarred from contracting the marriage by reason

of kinship within the prohibited degrees, ties of affi-

nity or spiritual kinship, marital ties to some other

party, or religious vows. If a couple who were thus

free to contract marriage pronounced the intention of

taking each other as man and wife at that present

moment ( per verba de presenti) and or also in the

future ( per verba de futuro), and if that declaration

was completed by consummation, their marriage

was indissoluble. There could be no divorce in the

modern sense of the ending of an undoubtedly valid

marriage and the freeing of the couple to contract new

unions.

There were limited circumstances under which a

divortium could be pronounced, but these always con-

stituted either an annulment or a separation, not a

divorce in the modern sense. Despite the fact that the

church based marriage on consent and not con-

summation, it was possible to obtain an annulment
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(divortium a vinculo) on the grounds that one of the

spouses was unable to consummate the marriage.

With that exception, annulments had to be justified

on the basis that the marriage had never existed be-

cause of an impediment, such as a precontract by one

or both of the parties, ties of consanguinity or affinity,

or the fact that one or both parties were under the

canonical age for marriage or had been forced into

consenting. If an annulment was granted, the parties

were as free to marry someone else as they had been

before the disputed union. Divortium a mensa et thoro

or separation could be granted on the grounds of

adultery, heresy, apostasy, or cruelty. This authorised

the couple to live apart but did not bring the marriage

to an end, and neither party could remarry during

the lifetime of the other.

Despite notorious cases among kings and the no-

bility, such as Philip II of France’s attempt to divorce

his wife Ingeborg, and despite the records of many

matrimonial cases brought before church courts in

the later Middle Ages, petitions for divorce were not

very frequent. Suits to enforce a disputed marriage

were far more common than cases where a divorce

or separation was sought. Divorce or separation was

not easy to obtain. Ecclesiastical courts were aware of

the danger of collusion and were unwilling to accept

the declarations of the parties without evidence. Stan-

dards of proof were exacting, where such things as

consanguinity or cruelty were alleged, and by no

means were all those petitioning for divorce or sepa-

ration successful. Court records and casual references

in other sources suggest that many ordinary people

did not have recourse to the courts if they wanted to

end their marriage but simply left their spouse and

went to live as man and wife with someone else. Some

subsequently found themselves before the courts, but

many more were probably successful in avoiding

attention.

CHRISTINE MEEK
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DOCTORS AND HEALERS
Medical practice in medieval Europe encompassed

a diverse array of healers. Learned physicians com-

peted with a wide variety of lay practitioners for

patients, and doctors did not always have an advan-

tage over other healers in terms of expertise. Female

practitioners treated both men and women, and fe-

male patients also sought help from men as well as

women. This pluralism presented both opportunities

and constraints for medieval women who practiced

medicine. Women were excluded from universities

and often from guilds, the formal institutions of med-

icine, limiting their ability to practice with an official

license. At the same time, a large number of women

worked informally as unlicensed healers.

There were a few officially sanctioned female healing

professions. Until the seventeenth century, midwives

were invariably female, and midwifery frequently fell

under town or church licensing procedures. Ideals of

femalemodesty, especially in southernEurope, dictated

that male practitioners could not touch the female

body, which meant that midwives often worked in con-

junction with male practitioners. In hospitals, which

were run by religious orders, nuns worked as doctors

and nurses, especially for female patients. A number of

women also gained renown as general practitioners

before the advent of medical licensing. Most famous

among these was the twelfth-century healer Trota

of Salerno. Moreover, the example of Hildegard of

Bingen, a German abbess in the mid-twelfth century,

demonstrates that women could be highly learned in

medical theory. Hildegard’s medical treatise, Causae et

Curae (Causes and Cures), presented a complex system

of disease and health that drew on works of Aristotle

and Galen, two pillars of academic medicine.
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By the fourteenth century, however, licensing reg-

ulations made it difficult for women to work as hea-

lers legally. Universities, the gold standard of medical

education from the thirteenth century onward, ex-

cluded women, a policy that continued until the late

eighteenth century. Nevertheless, a number of women

did gain recognition as physicians. Several Muslim

women were licensed as general practitioners in four-

teenth-century Valencia, while in late fourteenth-

and early fifteenth-century Frankfurt, a few Jewish

women practiced as eye doctors. It was often easier

for non-Christian women to work as physicians, since

both Muslims and Jews, who were also banned from

the universities, had separate systems of medical li-

censing. All the same, in Italy and England, women

occasionally surfaced in town records as medica (doc-

tor), and there were certainly others who did not

make it into official records. It is often easiest to

find female practitioners through court trials against

them; in 1322, for example, Jacoba Felice was con-

victed of practicing medicine without a university

license in Paris.

Women had an easier time gaining membership in

guilds, which licensed surgeons, barbers, and apothe-

caries. Most English barber and surgical guilds

accepted women after licensing began in the late four-

teenth century, and a number of women worked in

these professions. Surgical guilds in Italy frequently

permitted women to practice as well; in thirteenth-

and fourteenth-century Naples, for example, twenty-

four women were listed as surgeons. Even so, the

numbers of women operating as licensed practitioners

in traditionally male professions was fairly small, and

in many cases those who did practice took over a

family business from a deceased husband or father.

Female medical practitioners worked most often as

part-time healers, and many women had difficulty

both affording the steep guild fees and working the

long hours required for professional practitioners.

Most of the medical care women provided took

place outside of official licensing systems. Women

generally were responsible for the basic care of a

household or estate, which included making medical

salves, pills, drinks, baths, and other remedies. They

frequently oversaw the cultivation of herb gardens,

which provided many of the ingredients for medica-

tions. Letters between members of the English Paston

family show that women considered themselves com-

petent medical practitioners, and household medical

care of this sort was ubiquitous and routine.

In addition to domestic care, women worked com-

mercially in a variety of informal, unlicensed voca-

tions, as herb gatherers, leeches, wise-women, nurses,

and empirics. Although this technically was illegal,

prosecutions generally took place only when a

licensed practitioner complained of loss of clientele.

Physicians and surgeons took great pains to restrict

competition, and they frequently demanded stricter

licensing procedures and criticized women healers

as dangerous. Nonetheless, health care in medieval

Europe was a fluid system, and women healers

abounded in all areas despite official restrictions.

ALISHA RANKIN
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DOGARESSE
Sources often referred to the wife of the doge of

Venice as ductrix or dogaressa. The office of dogar-

essa evolved in conjunction with that of her spouse.

In the eighth through twelfth centuries the dogeship

was a quasi-hereditary position with few limits on its

authority. During this time doges and their families

often sought interregional and international alliances,

so that several early dogaresse were foreign-born,

royal, and powerful. For example, Doge Pietro IV

Candiano (960–976) repudiated his first wife to

marry Waldrada, a descendant of the Lombard
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King Ugo of Arles, and claim a sizable dowry of terri-

tories on the mainland. After his murder, Waldrada

used her royal status to seek the protection of

Empress Adelaide, the mother of German Emperor

Otto II, whose intervention resulted in the return

of Waldrada’s dowry and her husband’s property.

Similarly, eleventh-century Doge Domenico Selvo

enhanced his personal wealth and prestige as well as

Venice’s ties to the Byzantine Empire through his

marriage to Teodora Ducas, the sister of Byzantine

Emperor Michael Ducas.

The Venetian move towards a more republican

model of statehood in the late Middle Ages created

in the dogaressa a much altered and virtually unique

female civic position. Venetians installed a series of

institutions and legislative restrictions meant to

check the doge’s unlimited authority. In particular,

the promissione ducale (oath of office) defined the

identity of the late medieval dogaressa and restricted

her mobility and authority, but also laid out some of

her ceremonial functions. This document, revised for

each doge, intimated that his spouse should be Vene-

tian, and required that she, along with the doge and

their descendants, limit their commercial dealings

and their exchange of gifts. The oath codified the

political obligations of the dogaressa through its

concern with her ability to build alliances or inter-

cede on the behalf of family or friends. Her hus-

band’s elected position and concerns about the

threat of dynastic tyranny further denied the dogar-

essa the maternal influence and patronage exercised

by consorts in courtly societies. While Venetian po-

litical structures, and particularly the promissione,

limited her overt authority, the oath also confirmed

the dogaressa’s significant place in ducal, civic, and

religious ceremony.

The promissione directed that the dogaressa swear

to uphold the oath in a governmental ritual, making

her the only nonruling European female to take

a constitutional vow. An increasingly elaborate en-

trance ceremony followed the dogaressa’s oath.

Escorted by governmental representatives in lieu of

her husband, whose absence negated royal implica-

tions, the dogaressa proceeded from her home to

the church of San Marco, and then to the Doge’s

Palace, in a ritual that mimicked Venetian marital

rites, featured dozens of women, and highlighted the

social networks and offspring that females contributed

to the state. In addition to her entrance, the dogaressa

worshipped daily in San Marco, and regularly atten-

ded religious rituals there with her spouse. Kneeling

votive images of the dogaressa on the tombs of several

medieval doges are further indicative of unique female

piety. Together the doge and dogaressa promoted the

civic values of family and religiosity.

By the fifteenth century, some dogaresse became

yet more prominent and visible, as their spouses

attempted to harness the symbolism and personal

charisma employed by their mainland princely neigh-

bors. Marina Nani Foscari, the wife of ambitious

expansionist Doge Francesco Foscari (1423–1457),

functioned as an envoy in the frequent guided tours

of Venice she conducted for the visiting wives of

Italian and European dignitaries, demonstrating the

mercantile and military strengths of her city as she

helped to forge diplomatic alliances. Foscari and his

successor, Doge Pasquale Malipiero (1457–1462),

expressed their princely ambition with artistic and

architectural patronage, mimicking nearby courtly

societies. Dogaressa Giovanna Dandolo Malipiero

achieved similar public visibility to her predecessor

when her image appeared on the reverse of a medal

of her spouse that imagined doge and dogaressa

jointly as rulers and protectors of the city-state.

Dogaressa Taddea Michiel Mocenigo, spouse of

Doge Giovanni Mocenigo (1478–1485) achieved com-

parable public prominence only in death; the plague

claimed her life in 1479 and prompted the institution

of an elaborate funeral for the dogaressa based on

that of the doge.

The prominent place achieved by the medieval

dogaressa in the civic ideology of Venice largely di-

minished after the fifteenth century. From 1485 until

the end of the republic, only ten doges had living

wives. In the sixteenth century, two dogaresse became

the focal point for elaborate public spectacles, but

the more common widowed or bachelor doges of

the early modern period rendered the dogaresse rare

relics with greatly diminished public prominence and

significance.

HOLLY HURLBURT
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DOLCE OF WORMS
Dolce of Worms (d. 1196) came from medieval

German Jewry’s elite leadership class. The wife of

Rabbi Eleazar ben Judah of Worms (1165–1230), a

leading figure in the Hasidei Ashkenaz, the German–

Jewish pietist movement, Dolce supported financially
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an extensive household, including children, students,

and teachers. According to her husband’s eyewitness

account, she was murdered, with her daughters

Bellette and Hannah, by intruders who were probably

attracted by Dolce’s reputation as a moneylender. In

accordance with the Emperor’s mandate protecting

the Jews of his realm, the miscreants were quickly

captured and executed. Closely based on Proverbs

31, praising the ‘‘woman of valor,’’ R. Eleazar’s

Hebrew elegy details his wife’s domestic, religious,

and communal endeavors, and, despite its formulaic

structure, is an important source for medieval Jewish

women’s activities. R. Eleazar designates Dolce as

hasidah (pious or saintly) and tzadeket (righteous);

in addition to domestic management and business

finesse, he praises her needlework, recounting that

she prepared thread and gut to sew together books,

Torah scrolls, and other religious objects. Unusually

learned for a woman of her milieu, Dolce taught other

women and led them in prayer. She adorned brides

and prepared the dead for burial, meritorious endea-

vors in Jewish tradition. R. Eleazar especially reveres

his wife for facilitating the spiritual activities of the

men of her household; the reward he invokes for

Dolce at the conclusion of his lament is to be wrapped

in the eternal life of Paradise, a tribute to her deeds,

on which so many depended.

JUDITH BASKIN
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DOMESTIC ABUSE
Domestic abuse and/or violence has emerged as an

important area of scholarly inquiry in medieval

studies. Prompted by the efforts of social historians

and anthropologists to provide a broader picture of

the history of the institution of marriage as well as

family life, kinship relations, child-rearing practices,

and domestic customs in the Middle Ages, the body

of work available on this topic has grown rapidly.

Such growth is sustained by the widespread represen-

tation of acts of familial violence in the many genres

produced by medieval culture, including romance, ha-

giography, spiritual autobiography, biography, drama,

sermons, conduct and advice manuals, family sagas,

penitentials, wisdom literature, folk tales, iconography,

and other visual media. Of particular concern to scho-

lars in this area of research is the relationship of cultural

production to everyday medieval life.

Biblical Examples

Many of the representations found in the genres

named above reiterate scenes of family disharmony

depicted in the Old Testament. Extreme family vio-

lence—fratricide, matricide, patricide—and milder

forms of abuse demonstrated in corporal punishment

or psychological intimidation become recurrent

motifs in subsequent genres. From the disobedience

of the first parents of Genesis to Cain’s murder of his

brother, Abraham’s interrupted sacrifice of Isaac, and

the contentious family relations of patriarchs such as

Noah, tests of faith in the Old Testament depend

upon an urgent need for discipline and obedience to

an often angry and jealous deity.

The familial harmony depicted in New Testament

scenes of the Holy Family appears to mitigate the

harsh characterization of the Old Testament family;

constructed as a unique model of human relationship,

this exceptional family suggests that the gap between

the literal and the spiritual worlds can be bridged not

only by faith but by divine transformation. Whether

cast in symbolic language or more material terms, the

family remains an important touchstone for early

conceptions of Christianity. Yet Paul’s epistles offer

contradictory advice on how best to achieve family

harmony. On the one hand, wives and children were

admonished to obey their husbands and fathers

(Ephesians) while on the other marriage was pro-

claimed to be a union based upon mutual respect

(1 Corinthians). The gap between an implicit hierar-

chy in the former and an egalitarian ideal of mutuality

in the latter suggests that negotiations between

spouses could be left open to interpretation.

These sorts of concerns are not unique to scriptu-

ral texts; they also appear in the mythologies, epic

poetry, and literature of the ancient world. From

the poetry of Homer to the domestic tragedies of

Aeschylus’s Orestia, Sophocles’ Oedipus trilogy, and

Euripides’ Medea, the concerns of the family are par-

amount to public governance and the idea of justice.

However the idea of that most basic of social units is

construed at different times and in different places,
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it stands as the cornerstone of human civilization and

the raw material from which cultural representations

of all kinds emerge. The tales that these ancient works

reiterate time and again are didactic and cautionary,

yet the reiteration of the tropes of domestic abuse/

violence over time in so many genres in such a wide

variety of venues suggests that it has always been

possible to represent the ‘‘dysfunctional’’ family be-

cause it has always been a feature of human society.

Paternal Power

The Middle Ages did not invent domestic abuse, but

as with all cultures immersed in the values represented

by traditional narratives of the past as well as actively

engaged in their reproduction, medieval writers and

lawmakers inherited many assumptions and legal

proclivities from the past. Roman and Germanic law

codes, patristic writings, scriptural archetypes, prover-

bial wisdom, and customary practices and entrenched

ritual traditions contributed to a model of domestic

governance predicated upon the entitlement of the

paterfamilias and his right to presume legitimate au-

thority (patria potestas) over the subordinate mem-

bers of his household—wife, children, and various

others. At the same time, obedience remained a tacit

dictum for members of the household living under

the aegis of this ruling authority.

Despite its lack of a semantic category (‘‘domestic

abuse’’ and/or ‘‘domestic violence’’ are contemporary

terms), the medieval discourse on the subject often

revolved around disciplinary customs and procedures

underwritten by some of the inherited assumptions

mentioned above. Household justice incurred was

expected to be reasonable and appropriate to the

infraction. Moreover, the episodes of domestic abuse

discernible in the literature, as well as in the documen-

tary evidence, suggest that medieval European popu-

lations had a keen awareness of the boundaries

between acceptable discipline and outright cruelty.

In spiritual autobiographies such as Augustine’s

Confessions or the Book of Margery Kempe, for in-

stance, the allusions to domestic abuse—the abuse of

Monica, Augustine’s mother, or the suffering of a

small child that prompts empathy in Margery—are

presented as features of everyday life that one simply

had to assimilate in order to acquire the discipline

needed to endure this life in preparation for the

next. Nonetheless, what distinguished a form of mild

abuse from a cruel violation of personhood was large-

ly a matter of interpretation. Stripes on the back or

bruises to parts of the body typically covered and

hidden from public view were marks of violation not

as likely to arouse intervention from extended kin

or concerned neighbors as more public forms of do-

mestic violence would be, that is, if the perpetrator

carried on the abuse in plain view of witnesses.

Domestic Rebellion

Just as domestic tyranny accompanied by acts of

violence was not condoned, so too was domestic re-

bellion by subordinate household members strongly

discouraged. Disrespectful or assertive wives could

find themselves on a cucking stool or in the stocks

for a minor infraction such as a burned dinner or

talking back to their husbands. Should a wife’s silent

protracted suffering suddenly explode in an act of

retaliation or self-defense (that is, murder of her

husband), she could find herself condemned both for

homicide and treason for which she would be burned

at the stake. In terms of the law, a wife in England

was deemed a feme covert, located literally sub virga

et potentate (‘‘under the rod and authority’’) of her

husband.

Guidelines for Behavior

Legal records, papal epistles, eyewitness accounts,

and various other kinds of written testimony point

to the fact of domestic abuse as well as to the exis-

tence of an ongoing debate about how the household

should be equitably governed, how children should be

raised and educated, how spousal relations should

be negotiated. Then, as now, there were many

approaches to achieving stability within the house-

hold and conflicting attitudes about how parents

should discipline their children. The famous proverb

attributed to Solomon, ‘‘spare the rod and spoil the

child,’’ popular among authoritarian-minded adults,

endorsed the beating of a child as a demonstration of

a parent’s love and concern for the child’s salvation.

The opposing point of view was constructed as a

feminine and therefore ineffective means by which

to discipline unruly young men. Didactic literature

on the topic includes Stans Puer ad Mensam, Peter

Idley’s Instructions to His Son, and How the Good

Man Taught His Son, while advice to young women

rendered along similar lines appears in works such as

How the Good Wife Taught Her Daughter, The Book

of the Knight of the Tower, and Christine de Pizan’s

Book of the Treasury of Ladies.

Guidelines for behavior also find articulation in the

sermons of Bernardino of Siena and the written rules
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for marriage, such as Cherubino of Spoleto’s Regale

della vita matrimoniale, which encourages a husband

to correct his wife’s offenses gently before deploying

more aggressive methods such as beating. Even canon

law, written down by Gratian in his Decretum, as-

sumed a husband’s familial entitlement to be nearly

sacrosanct; husbands were assumed to be capable of

wielding their authority judiciously, and capable of

making appropriate determinations on how much

and what kind of discipline should be deployed for the

adequate correction of household members. Neither

Gratian nor the commentators of the Glossa Ordi-

naria (Ordinary Gloss) such as Johannes Teutonicus

advocated severe corporal punishment; they simply

made it clear that a husband had the legal right to

any form of ‘‘castigation’’ that he deemed appropriate

for the circumstances.

In a system that most often assumed husbands and

fathers governed their households reasonably, it is

easy to understand how a gap could arise between a

theory of family relationship and its interpretation

both by individuals and by legal institutions. Domes-

tic abuse could be construed as a prerequisite for

measuring the potential of a saint, hero, or heroine,

in an enactment of the kind of discipline needed to

hone the protagonist or the aspiring martyr into read-

iness. Suffering was considered a means by which to

prepare the human will to face the consequences of a

cruel world; it functioned as a marker of human mor-

tality and a reminder to prepare the soul for the after-

life. It is no coincidence that the icons of suffering in

the Middle Ages are the Virgin Mary and her son.

It is important to note that regional variations as

well as historical differences affect how we under-

stand domestic abuse in the Middle Ages. Most

cases in the legal records address the husband’s

abuse of his wife, though there are variations on this

theme and numerous ways for the courts, most often

ecclesiastical, to render judgment should a complaint

reach that level of adjudication. Nonetheless, the in-

creasing number of court documents and various

other kinds of testimony that continue to surface

from the historical archives indicate a tangible link

between actual incidents of domestic abuse and

representations of that abuse.

EVE SALISBURY
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DOMESTICITY
Domesticity can be identified in fourteenth-century

England as a specifically urban set of values asso-

ciated with a particular mode of living. It was charac-

teristic of the households of the ‘‘burgesses,’’ men

who formed the privileged group from whom the

towns’ elites and officeholders were drawn. These

households or familiae—husband and wife, children,

servants, and apprentices—lived and worked together

in multiroom houses, increasingly built of timber-

frame (a new technology in the thirteenth century)

on several floors. Their houses were not only residen-

tial spaces but were also sites of business andmanufac-

ture. The later separation of the workplace (gendered

masculine) from the home (gendered feminine) cannot

have been the norm among the fourteenth-century

bourgeoisie.
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By the fifteenth century the distinction between the

housing of the poor and that of the better-off was

well-established. The record-keepers of Coventry, for

example, regularly distinguished between cottages of

one or two rooms and what they called ‘‘hall places’’;

in Winchester the larger houses were identified as

‘‘tenements.’’ Already in Colchester in 1301, however,

multiroom houses are in evidence in inventories made

for tax purposes. Many households occupied two-

room dwellings, but a minority lived in larger houses:

one of the biggest was Roger the Dyer’s house, which

had four rooms: a hall, a chamber, a kitchen, and a

brewhouse. This is very like the house of Emma Hat-

field, a London chandler’s widow, who died in 1373,

or Thomas Baker, a York stringer, who died in 1436:

the houses of both consisted of a hall, a chamber, a

kitchen, and a shop, and Emma Hatfield had a store-

house in addition.

Many of their contemporaries lived in slightly

larger houses with up to a dozen rooms. They were

versatile and flexible spaces for eating and sleeping,

for buying, selling, and storing goods, and for manu-

facture and production. Surviving inventories show

that in the fourteenth century the inhabitants of

geographically quite distant towns had a shared un-

derstanding of the organization of domestic space.

There was always an aula (hall) in which people sat

and ate. There was also always at least one room

called a camera (chamber) in which people slept,

though often not alone. There was frequently a kitch-

en and, in addition, very often a shop (which could

be a workroom or a retail space), a storeroom, a

brewhouse, and a boulting-house (where flour was

sieved). Beyond these basic rooms, larger houses

had other rooms such as a parlour, a winecellar, a

grainroom, or occasionally a chapel, as well as

additional chambers.

These homes differed from aristocratic town-

houses in both size and the uses to which space was

put. In the former, men and women lived and worked

in close proximity to one another. The medieval

meanings of the word homely (domestic) cluster

around ideas of intimacy. Although as workplaces

these houses were in some sense public and the work

that went on them was subject to guild regulation and

scrutiny, nevertheless, they were also understood as

private. Domestic privacy was protected by law:

eavesdropping, for example, was a punishable of-

fence. Household members were able, if they chose,

to eat, sleep, and work in different places, unlike the

poor in their one-room cottages. Nevertheless, this

spatial differentiation must have been a matter of

control as well as of privacy. Hospitality, orderliness,

a place for things, tidying away, the imposition of

routines, and the management of time: these were

more easily achievable and thus more desirable do-

mestic goals when a whole family did not occupy one

room in which eating, sleeping, childcare, and work-

ing endlessly overlapped.

The well-regulated burgess household was not, in

these circumstances, one where trade or manufacture

was separated from the rest of living (which became

a nineteenth-century ideal), but one where trade,

manufacture, business, preparing food, cooking,

eating, and sleeping were all understood as separate

but interrelated aspects of domestic life and ordered

as such. Domesticity, as a burgess value, is a recon-

ceptualization of everyday space and time, a way of

making intimacy tolerable rather than oppressive.

William Langland’s evocation in Piers Plowman of

the hardships of women who live in a single room

can be contrasted with Geoffrey Chaucer’s distilla-

tion of the bourgeois way of life in ‘‘The Shipman’s

Tale.’’ The poor woman in her hovel, cold and hun-

gry, rocks the cradle, cards and combs wool, patches

and washes, cleans flax, winds yarn, and strips

rushes. The merchant’s wife calls her husband

down from his upstairs office to a meal prepared

by their cook, after spending the early morning chat-

ting in her garden, accompanied by her servant girl.

Her guest has drawn attention to the hour on his

portable timepiece. It is no coincidence that this

orderly and differentiated way of life should become

visible in the fourteenth century, during the period

of the time revolution, with the invention of the

fixed hour.

FELICITY RIDDY
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DOMINICAN ORDER
Dominic de Guzman (c. 1170–1221) cooperated with

religious women long before Honorius III formally

approved his Order of Friars Preachers (Ordo Fratrum

Praedicatorum) on 22 December 1216. He was still a

canon under Bishop Diego of Osma when the two

helped to found a community for women in Prouille

in southern France (1206). That these women were

converts from Catharism, as is often claimed, cannot

be substantiated and, even if true, the monastery

became a seedbed for orthodoxy when its sisters

were sent to guide women in new Dominican founda-

tions. Even as the first constitutions of the Dominican

order were passed in the general chapters of 1220 and

1221, the friars already had established ties with two

other communities of religious women, a house in

Madrid (1220) and San Sisto in Rome (1221). In

1223 Diana d’Andalo founded St. Agnes in Bologna

in cooperation with Jordan of Saxony, Dominic’s

successor as the master general. By the mid-1240s

several monasteries in Italy, France, and, in particu-

lar, Germany functioned in association with the

friars, including Unterlinden in Colmar, Germany

and St. Dominic in Montargis, France.

Nuns and Lay Women

Women’s responses to Dominican friars’ preaching

were enthusiastic, but their position within the order

remained ambiguous throughout the Middle Ages.

While the friars themselves formed an organization

with a clear chain of command from master general

and general chapter to provincial leaders and priors

of individual convents, the arrangements concerning

women’s houses were varied and subject to frequent,

often disruptive, readjustments. In fact, the only fea-

ture consistently shared by all women’s houses asso-

ciated with Dominican friars was their adherence to

the rather vague Rule of St. Augustine. Many com-

munities were positioned under local bishops, but

enjoyed the spiritual care of the Dominicans, hence

the expression ‘‘nuns of the Order of St. Augustine

under the care of the Friars Preachers,’’ or moniales

Ordinis Sancti Augustini sub cura fratrum praedica-

torum. Some houses earned papal privileges that

placed them directly under jurisdiction of Dominicans

and enabled them to complement the Augustinian

rule with the constitutions inspired by the Dominican

ethos, but even these arrangements were markedly

varied. Master General Humbert of Romans modified

the friars’ constitutions for women’s use in 1259, but

he failed to produce the intended uniformity, for

many communities continued to follow the older con-

stitution originally used at San Sisto, Rome, or simply

abided by local statutes of various types.

The constitutionally complex histories of Domi-

nican women’s communities were matched by the

equally intricate origins of these communities. Many

houses began as communities for Beguines or other

independent religious women. Such was the case with

the vibrant German houses Engeltal and Katharinental

(Diessenhofen), both of which secured a position

within the order during the 1240s. Some were ac-

quired from other orders, among them the renowned

reformed monastery Corpus Domini (1394) in Venice,

originally a Benedictine community. A few monas-

teries resulted from royal or aristocratic bequests,

including King Bela IV of Hungary’s foundation for

his daughter Margaret (1242–1270), a future saint.

More typically, however, Dominican monasteries

were urban foundations by wealthy widows, signorial

rulers, or powerful merchant families.

As there was no central planning concerning the

administration of the houses for Dominican women,

the state of individual communities was a sum of

multiple variants, ranging from the resourcefulness

of the women themselves and the standing of their

secular patrons to the ever-changing reactions of the

friars and the conflicting stances taken by bishops and

popes. Some popes granted considerable favors to

women’s communities. Among them were Innocent

IV, who in the mid-1240s sweepingly incorporated

several women’s houses into the order, and Clement

IV, who in 1267 laid out clear guidelines concerning

Dominican friars’ spiritual duties toward nuns. But

these statements hardly closed the debate concerning

the cura mulierum (care of women) within the order.

The subsequent pronouncements by the popes,

bishops, and leaders of the order continued to adjust

or even reverse earlier privileges. A notable exception

in this pattern was the Observant Reform, which

was launched in the late 1380s and prevalent through-

out the fifteenth century. Within this movement,

aimed at reviving the religious rigor associated with

the early years of the order, some monasteries, such

as Corpus Domini in Venice, St. Dominic in Pisa,

Schönensteinbach near Colmar, and St. Catherine

in Nuremberg, received unprecedented institutional

stability in exchange for their prohibition of private

ownership, otherwise common in medieval nunneries,

and adherence to strict enclosure (clausura).

The question of women’s status within the order

was further complicated by the presence of lay-

women. While the friars welcomed the rich mystical

culture of the laity, and many groups met in their

churches or even wore the order’s colors of black
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and white, the friars were reluctant to formalize the

bonds with these mulieres religiosae, who were often

perceived as religiously heterodox and economically

unstable. It is therefore striking that Catherine of

Siena (1347–1380), who lived as a Dominican penitent

before Innocent VII approved the Dominican lay rule

in 1405, was the only woman associated with the order

to be canonized during the Middle Ages (1461). (The

canonizations of nuns Margaret of Hungary and

Agnes of Montepulciano [1268–1317] and the lay-

woman Zdislava of Lemberk [1220–1252] from

Poland all occurred in the modern era.)

Dominican nuns’ way of life was clearly distinct

from that of the friars. Whereas the friars were com-

mitted to the itinerant life of learning and preaching,

women’s piety was essentially shaped by the tradition-

al monastic ideal of communal prayer in seclusion.

The friars also received often considerable bequests

in exchange for their spiritual services, but women

were principally dependent on their dowries and

support from wealthy patrons.

Spirituality

Despite their institutionally precarious position,

Dominican women nonetheless made notable con-

tributions to Dominican spirituality. The sole surviv-

ing text attributed to St. Dominic is, in fact, his

undated letter to the prioress of the Dominican sisters

in Madrid. Jordan of Saxony’s letters to Diana

d’Andalo, written during the 1220s and early 1230s,

paint a vivid picture of the order’s growth as Jordan

interlaced his spiritual advice with enthusiastic re-

ports concerning his successful recruitment through-

out Europe. Diana’s letters to Jordan have not

survived, but Jordan’s responses reveal that Diana

promptly urged him to act on her behalf when the

religious services offered by the local friars did not

meet her high standards or when the friars and local

clergymen questioned the arrangements between her

community and the Dominican order. Diana thus

shrewdly used her epistolary connections with the

head of the order to shield her community against

the pressures felt at the local level. This correspon-

dence, together with Diana’s savvy acquisitions of

land and successful networking with the nuns at San

Sisto, created a solid foundation for her community.

The four nuns who moved from San Sisto to assist

Diana’s community had personally cooperated with

Dominic. Among them was Cecilia Cesarini, who

almost a half century after the saint’s death dicta-

ted to a fellow nun her recollections, The Miracles

of St. Dominic. This account offers a valuable

perspective on Dominic as a popular preacher and a

miracle-maker who enjoyed a considerable appeal

among religious women. The Miracles also shows

that, not unlike the friars, the women turned to the

past, and in particular to their recollections of

St. Dominic, in order to create continuity in their

fragmented institutional history.

Also, the chronicles or nonnenbücher, produced by

Dominican nuns in German-speaking countries prin-

cipally during the fourteenth century, viewed the past

through mysticism and miracles, but as women used

these texts to legitimize the existence of their com-

munities, the texts had a stringent practical function

as well. Mysticism as a communally revitalizing

and collectively celebrated phenomenon was particu-

larly prominent in Engeltal, home of two visionary

authors, Christine Ebner (1277–1356) and Adelheid

Langmann (1312–1375). Bartolomea Riccoboni’s

early-fifteenth-century narration of Corpus Domini

(Venice), a rare surviving example of women’s chron-

icle writing outside German-speaking countries, aptly

shows that nuns keenly followed the ecclesiastical

events from their strictly enclosed community.

The chronicles are complemented by a few other

notable mystical accounts by medieval women. Reve-

lations by Margaretha Ebner (1291–1351), a nun at

Maria Medingen in Bavaria, presents a case of a

striking imitation of Christ’s passion through pro-

longed illness. Catherine of Siena’s Dialogue, a con-

versation between God and a soul, opens a panoramic

vision to God’s grace and Christian virtues, and her

nearly four hundred letters show a fierce religious

reformer inspiring both religious leaders and ordinary

people to pious action. Seven Revelations of Lucia

Brocadelli (1476–1544), a Dominican laywoman, is a

triumphant account of a soul’s visit to the heavenly

court.

Women’s corporal mystical experiences attracted

the attention of the friars and even resulted in spiritu-

al friendships, as was the case with Peter of Dacia and

Christine of Stommeln, a Beguine known for her

dramatic encounters with the devil; Henry of Nördlin-

gen and Margaretha Ebner; and Raymond of Capua

and Catherine of Siena. These spiritual bonds pro-

duced a rich body of hagiographic texts commemor-

ating the passion of Christ through the celebration of

women’s self-denial and eucharistic piety. Religious

reform provided a uniquely fertile ground for co-

operation between women mystics and friars. This

was particularly evident in the case of the visionary

reformer Girolamo Savonarola, whose ascetic and

eschatological message was kept alive among Domin-

ican women mystics long after he was burned as a

heretic in 1498.
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DOROTHEA OF MONTAU
Born into a prosperous peasant family, Dorothea

(1347–1394) experienced her first mystic vision at

seven, and then began the harsh regime of fleshly

mortification—burning herself with hot oil, branding

herself with heated irons, and scourging herself with

nail-studded whips—that continued throughout her

life. At seventeen, Dorothea unwillingly married

Adalbert, a weaponsmith more than twice her age,

who physically and verbally abused her. She resen-

ted the dual expectations of sexual intercourse and

wifely obedience, believing that obeying Adalbert

meant betraying Christ. She mourned the loss of her

virginity, and hated the birth of each of her nine

children, only one of whom survived beyond child-

hood. Finally, Dorothea persuaded her husband to

live chastely for the final ten years of their marriage.

In 1390, Dorothea made a pilgrimage to Rome,

during which time Adalbert died. Free to pursue her

spirituality, Dorothea needed a powerful confessor.

After narrowly escaping heresy charges, Dorothea

moved to Marienwerder and met one of the magis-

ters, Johannes (d. 1417), an ambitious young Domin-

ican and former canonical expert from the University

of Prague, who became her sponsor. With his help,

she became an anchoress during the final months of

her life.

After Dorothea’s death in 1394, Johannes under-

took the task of securing her canonization. As part of

that process, he compiled her official vita, which is

based on Dorothea’s own dictations to him, and

derived from Dorothea’s spiritual conversations with

Johannes, but recast in a politically advantageous

manner. Prussia was in a tenuous position, situated

between their powerful neighbor Poland and the pre-

dominantly non-Christian Lithuania. Securing the

canonization of the first native Prussian saint would

not only have improved Johannes’ own position with-

in the Church, but would also have protected Prus-

sian interests. Accounts of abuse are framed by

discussions of stoic endurance as prayer. Scenes

of marital rape are layered with glorious visions of

spiritual union with Christ. Obedience, Dorothea’s

problem in life, becomes her mark of sainthood in

death.

Although Dorothea was never officially canonized,

her popularity never waned. In 1976, Pope Paul VI

confirmed her cult as saint based on long-standing

veneration.
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DOUBLE MONASTERIES
Double monastery is a comparatively modern term

coined by scholars to refer to a medieval religious

community that housed both monks and nuns in the

same institution, usually sharing a common superior

and common worship space. Such communities were

virtually never referred to as double monasteries by

contemporaries, and lassifying all such houses by this

anachronistic phrase has facilitated, in some scholar-

ship, an empirically false unification of monastic insti-

tutions that were chronologically, regionally, and in

practical and regulatory matters, extremely disparate

and certainly unconnected. Thus there is a strong

argument to be made for abolishing the term and

even for discarding the dual-sex house as a category

for historical analysis. But the term has become

entrenched in scholarly writing on medieval monasti-

cism, and the category itself has proven to have

continued value as a site for historical examination

of those institutions or monastic reform movements

where professed men and women undertook religious

life and vows in dual-sex communities. As a conse-

quence, refined use of the term rather than abolition

seems both prudent and necessary. To be sure, the

specific fact that a monastery housed both women

and men as religious does not itself predict the

order, rule, or intentions with regard to gender rela-

tions or spiritual equality of the sexes for the foun-

ders, lay supporters, or actual members of any given

house. But the fact of a monastery’s sexual double-

ness does open up potentially fruitful questions about

all these things, and so continues to warrant histori-

cally contextualized consideration.

Changing Frameworks for Research

It is fitting that an encyclopedia entry on the double

monastery as an institution should begin with a de-

bate about its very validity as a term, because dual-sex

houses have been a source of scholarly debate for

almost two centuries. In the nineteenth century, dou-

ble houses were the subject of open concern. Scholars

could use the words bizarre and dangerous for those

many early medieval houses that were governed by

abbesses. The evident fact of religious women’s au-

thority over male monastics caused consternation be-

cause it seemed to reverse nineteenth-century patterns

of sexual dominance. The evidence for monastic

women ‘‘on top’’ of monks was all the more troub-

ling in the nationalist ecclesiastical histories of the

day because it appeared to document a situation of

gender disorder at an originary moment for European

Christianity. In the course of the nineteenth century

the circumstances of the abbesses’ rule over male

religious came to be explained, or rather, explained

away, in terms of national predispositions attributed

largely to Irish monks who could be associated with

the foundation of some double houses in the Frankish

and Anglo-Saxon kingdoms. Double monasteries

were thus catalogued as evidence for, and as the con-

sequence of, a disorderly Celtic strain in the broader

early medieval church.

This framework of analysis has undergone sharp

revision in the last half century. At present, neither

explaining away monastic disorder nor racialist at-

tention to Celtic monastic types persists in serious

scholars’ research on double houses. In contrast,

twentieth-century research has generally been positive

about dual-sex monasticism, often celebrating such

houses as sites of sexual equality where, especially,

the early medieval rule of the abbess over male mon-

astics and the institutionalized association of the two

sexes in monastic devotion have come to signify a

period of greater spiritual egalitarianism between the

sexes. In this more recent view, scholars have been

interested in making sense of the opportunities such

monasteries created for constructing different gender

relationships between medieval religious women and

men. To this end, scholars have found it essential to

discard the deceptively simple notion of the double

monastery as a single, continuous historical phenom-

enon, and to consider evidence for dual-sex houses

with attention to the specific contexts that surrounded

them.

Evidence for and Significance of
Dual-Sex Houses

The first step towards analyzing double monasteries is

to recognize the variety of social and religious envir-

onments that produced them. Early medieval double

houses, which flourished in the West from the sixth

through ninth centuries, demonstrate a profoundly
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regional diversity of configuration; in this they are

very much like the early medieval church that created

them. Dual-sex monasteries are well attested to in

France, Spain, Ireland, and England. In the early

Middle Ages, there is no single type of unified male/

female monastic community. As has long been no-

ticed, Frankish and Anglo-Saxon double houses as a

group were socially and ecclesiastically high-profile

institutions, founded and governed by the families of

local elites. Aristocratic and royal women in such

houses were notable for the religious authority they

exercised in and from their monastic identities. For

example, Hild of Whitby’s seventh-century Anglo-

Saxon monastery is well documented as a center of

Christian mission and hagiographical and poetic pro-

duction, as well as having hosted, at the Synod of

Whitby (664), a crucial debate over liturgy and obser-

vance for the Anglo-Saxon church. It is important

to note that Hild herself did not concur with the

prevailing ecclesiastical opinion about the observance

of Easter and that she was, in fact, in a position to

disagree with the bishops of her church (five of whom

had been trained at her own double house). Sources

attest that the nuns Leoba and Walburga left double

monasteries to participate in the Anglo-Saxon mis-

sion to Christianize pagan regions on the Continent,

founding new houses there. As a rule, early Anglo-

Saxon monasteries that housed women of Hild’s so-

cial prominence were double houses; it is clear that

this configuration was far from ‘‘bizarre,’’ nor was it,

in the eyes of contemporaries, ‘‘dangerous.’’

The general acceptance of such houses was compa-

rable for seventh- and eighth-century France, where

dual-sex communities were founded around noble

and royal women and where the integration of such

houses into the mainstream of the larger local church

is reflected in high degrees of literacy and scribal skills

of nuns, as well as the close family connections be-

tween female inhabitants of dual-sex houses and the

regional elites, both lay and clerical, that supported

them. In Ireland, in contrast, only the double monas-

tery of Kildare clearly documents the social configu-

ration of close ties to the local ruling polity for both

female and male religious. But the authority of Brigit,

Kildare’s founder and patron saint, is portrayed by

her hagiographer as rivaling that of the northern

bishopric of Patrick’s foundation at Armagh in its

claims to serve the whole of Ireland, and the pastoral

role of the monastery is comparable to that of any

male-centered monastic institution in early medieval

Ireland.

Yet another and very different picture of the role

of dual-sex monasteries emerges from Visigothic

Spain in the seventh century, where unified male/

female communities were forming in less-well-

documented circumstances: here the rather obscure

contemporary sources are consistently hostile to

joint male–female institutions, and provide a record

of clerical anxiety, not confidence, about the prolifer-

ation of what appear to have been small monasteries

centered around the commitment of whole families to

monastic life. The early medieval double monasteries

fade in importance and generally disappear over the

course of the ninth and tenth centuries. No simple

answer explains this fact, although a variety of causes

have been adduced by modern scholars, prominent

among them clerical reforms that reduced women’s

spiritual authority within the church as a whole, cou-

pled with the general destruction of monasteries by

Vikings, and subsequent absence of impetus for

refoundations on the earlier dual-sex model.

Monastic Revival

However we explain the demise of early medieval

forms of dual-sex monasticism, it is clear that when

monastic reformers and spiritual leaders in the twelfth

through fourteenth centuries came to create orders of

specifically dual-sex houses, the church in which these

orders were created, and the idiom of their spiritual

meaning, had been transformed. In comparison with

the range of early medieval women’s religious author-

ity and activities, scholars of the monastic orders

that made provision for joint male–female houses in

the high Middle Ages have tended to see patterns of

diminished influence for women, as evidenced in the

relatively reduced prominence of women monastics

from such houses in the wider church as well as

decreasing evidence for such women’s educational

and scribal achievements—though double houses

still appear to have provided women with compa-

ratively richer educational opportunities than were

possible at most single-sex women’s houses.

High medieval Europe witnessed a grand revival of

monastic fervor. Contemporaries attested to the

eagerness of women to participate in the founding of

new monastic institutions and new monastic config-

urations; individual monasteries evidently could be-

come double in practice, and by default, under the

pressure of women devotees’ urgency to join in the re-

formation of religious life. But only a few orders

made deliberate and formal provision for intention-

ally organizing women and men religious in joined

houses. The twelfth-century orders created by

Norbert of Xanten, founder of the Premonstratensian

order, Robert of Arbrissel, founder of the order of

Fontevrault, and Gilbert of Sempringham, who

founded the Gilbertine order, grew out of what were
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initially male-centered movements of monastic reform

advocating embrace of the revived ideals of apostolic

poverty and social abasement. Of these three, the

Premonstratensians and Gilbertines evolved monastic

systems that made grudging provisions to accommo-

date nuns under the supervision of male religious

superiors; by the end of the twelfth century the Pre-

monstratensians had come to refuse new women

adherents. Only Robert of Arbrissel’s Fontevrists

turned the twelfth-century search for male monastic

humility into an acceptance of an abbess’s religious

and spiritual authority, and even that acceptance was

intermittent after the visionary founder’s demise. The

wider church climate was scarcely hospitable to dual-

sex configurations, seeing in them a cause for scandal.

In the mid-fourteenth century, a Swedish noble-

woman named Birgitta envisaged a new order, based

on the authority of her own experience of mystical

revelations from Christ, that combined a symbolic

number of female and male monastics in the same

institution. The pope from whom she sought appro-

bation initially refused to condone the rule she had

received and disallowed the dual-sex configuration

that lay at the core of her understanding of her vision.

Even once the Birgittines, or the Order of the Holy

Savior, had received acceptance with a compromised

Augustinian rule, subsequent popes resisted Birgitta’s

plan for unified male–female monasteries, and for a

time in the fifteenth century prohibited dual-sex hous-

es outright. Only a few houses, though socially prom-

inent, including Vadstena and Syon, persisted past the

fifteenth century to bear witness to Birgitta’s project

unifying monastic life for women and men.

CATHERINE PEYROUX
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DOUCELINE OF DIGNE
Mystic and founder of a lay religious order for women

in Provence, Douceline de Digne (c. 1215–1274)

belongs to the high medieval tradition of sain-

tly visionary women established most notably in

Germany by Hildegard of Bingen. Douceline’s vita,

composed by a member of one of the houses she

founded, also shows her to be a leading figure in

both the promotion of Franciscan spirituality and

the development of the Beguine movement in south-

ern France, a religious way of life for women that did

not require monastic vows or enclosure.

Born in 1215 or 1216, probably in the town of

Digne in Provence, the daughter of a pious and

wealthy merchant, Douceline spent her childhood in

her mother’s home town of Barjols. After her

mother’s early death the family moved to Hyères,

where they were closer to Douceline’s brother Hugh,

who had joined the Franciscan community there. A

well-known theologian and preacher, Hugh played a

significant role in assisting Douceline in the achieve-

ment of her spiritual mission.

In many ways the life of Douceline adheres closely

to the model being established during her lifetime by

the vitae of mystic women in Flanders: an exception-

ally pious childhood, a ‘‘conversion’’ experience fol-

lowed by a life of intense prayer, visions, and

prophecy as well as the performance of miracles,

both before and after death. Douceline’s vita, howev-

er, also includes two less familiar elements: firstly, a

detailed portrait of the daily practices of the founder

and administrator of a religious community, which

was to attract recruits and support from the aristoc-

racy of Provence and, through the devotion of the

Count and his wife, the royal house of France; and
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secondly, the vivid, carefully documented descriptions

of Douceline’s ecstatic raptures, which often resulted

in levitations. Although her communities seem not to

have long survived her death, her spectacular devo-

tional practices made her both a public spectacle and

an influential exemplum of Franciscan spirituality.

While she was never officially canonized, her cult

endured for centuries in southern France.

KATHLEEN GARAY and MADELEINE JEAY
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DOWRY AND OTHER MARRIAGE
GIFTS
Dowry, the dos of Roman origin, which was given at

marriage, formed a major instrument for the transfer

of family wealth in medieval times. Today we post-

pone such transfers of wealth until the death of a

senior generation, prompting some economists to be-

wail the loss in opportunities from capital tied up in

the estates of fiscally conservative elders. Medieval

people relied on a distribution of wealth more advan-

tageous to youth that encouraged economic growth.

In the early medieval era in particular, people were

more conscious than we are of the great difficulty and

expense of establishing the married couple in a new

household. By tradition and custom, families sup-

ported the creation of new households with a variety

of marital gifts. Nevertheless dowry, or dos, tri-

umphed over other marital assigns by the close of

the Middle Ages.

Male-to-Female Marriage Gifts

In early Lombard law a quarta of family wealth was

given to a son when he married so that he could

sustain his new household. This, the so-called

‘‘male’’ dowry of early medieval society, was the

chief marital gift among Germanic peoples and pro-

pitious for the growth of a young, and expanding,

society. A husband’s kin apportioned out family

wealth so that he could support a wife and children.

Population expansion, assarting new land (turning

untilled lands to agriculture), and trade benefited

from the generous distribution of familial wealth to

the young through the eleventh and early twelfth

centuries. Wedding gifts reversed the direction in

which they moved soon thereafter.

This was certainly the case for the Mediterranean

region, where traditional husbands’ gifts to wives

were replaced by the Roman dowry: a bride’s inheri-

tance or Falcidian quarter (a daughter’s share in the

patrimony and generally not a true quarter) that

would terminate her legal demands for support on

her natal family. In earlier times women had owned

their gifts from husbands as outright possessions,

whereas the revived Roman dowry was more ambig-

uously assigned. According to statute laws in cities, a

husband supported his wife and her offspring, and

dowry became insurance against his death; as such it

fell under his control, to increase but not to squander

or lose. This momentous shift in the direction in

which capital moved (wife’s family to husband rather

than husband or his family to wife) occurred over the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries. As Pierre Bonnassie

has argued for the region around Barcelona in Spain,

Roman dowry was likely to be the earliest instance of

family wealth converted from property to cash. It

answered a strongly felt need to preserve the bride’s

natal family land holdings intact; as a result, daugh-

ters received cash, while sons were destined to inherit

property.

The system of dower, as it was understood in the

common law tradition of England, marked a method

comparable to the Lombard quarta for husbands to

support the burden of marriage and insure the future

of a wife and her offspring. Women brought a recip-

rocal maritagium to marriage, generally in the form

of land or rents over which they maintained some

control. This gift helped provide for offspring of

the marriage, including daughters (de Trafford).

Generally speaking, wedding gifts from husbands

differed in name and mode of distribution, but all

assumed that husbands and their kin, as well as

wives and their kin, needed to amass, and give, wealth

at the time of marriage. Brideprice, morgengabe

(morning gift), and antefactum (prior gift) were

terms for marital gifts from husbands. These were

often restricted in statute laws, while the Roman dos

or dowry was occasionally monitored by law but

seldom restricted. As a result dowries rose to prodi-

gious sums of cash as Europeans prospered.

Roman Dowry in the Italian City-States

Manlio Bellomo has argued that Roman dowry was

converted to cash in Italian towns so that husbands

were assured of capital sums for investment purposes.
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In Italian towns laws stated that, although a woman

owned her Roman dowry, and would have it for

support if she became a widow, while her husband

lived, he had control of it. He could invest it and make

profit from it but the sum must remain intact. He

was not to alienate it or lose it, a tall order when

commerce entailed economic risk.

This shift in marital assigns and the conversion of

dowry to cash are some of the more momentous

economic developments of the medieval era, yet they

went largely unrecognized by historians until the last

quarter of the twentieth century, because dowry was

viewed as a rather inconsequential familial concern.

Capital investment, the cash economy, and the very

nature of urban households were reconfigured by this

effort to live ‘‘in all things according to Roman law,’’

as lawmakers in Siena asserted (Riemer). As Bellomo

has argued, the ready cash that fell into the hands of

men when they married underwrote European com-

mercial expansion. Even if, as laws dictated, new hus-

bands invested dowry funds conservatively, their

‘‘cash flow’’ position would be enhanced considerably

by marriage, along with their prestige, and the stature

of their lineage. Husbands were able to use whatever

other cash they had on hand in high-risk ventures

because their financial positions were sustained by

large dowry awards from brides’ families.

The conversion of marriage gifts to cash is an

important theme to consider for the late medieval

period as well. Just as the Roman dowry, given in

cash, transformed investment opportunities for men

in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, conversion

of other marital gifts to cash further enhanced hus-

bands’ economic position in later decades. Husbands

preferred wedding gifts from the bride’s family in

cash; its liquidity appealed far more than gifts

of clothes, ‘‘plate,’’ linens, hangings, cassone (painted

chests), and fine ornaments. The bride’s wardrobe

could be a bone of contention for a newlywed couple,

and although husbands continued to give gifts to their

brides, even when restricted by law, they apparently

resented the money spent on brides’ wardrobes in

familial efforts to keep up appearances.

By the fifteenth century in Venice a strong initia-

tive was mounted to turn the husband’s countergift to

his bride into a cash award so that he could invest the

amount he gave as capital rather than see it expended

on his bride’s wardrobe. Jane Fair Bestor argues that,

according to late medieval Roman law, a man did not

even alienate his property when he gave gifts to his

wife because, when given, the gift remained part of his

patrimony. As such, it could be recalled, or pawned,

or sold, that is, turned into cash.

Still, no urban Italian family of any wealth or

standing was content with the simple award of cash

at marriage, so husbands frequently augmented the

dos, as the dowry was called, with all sorts of counter-

gifts, trousseaux, corredi, and wedding paraphernalia.

In 1353 the Florentine Giovanni Niccolini arranged

for his ward, Tommasa, a wedding gift beyond her

cash award of dowry: ‘‘one belt, mounted in silver

with a purse with silver enamel, [worth] three gold

florins.’’ Tommasa received as well two sets of silver

buttons, an old green cloth for a gown, fine crimson

cloth for another gown, new green cloth for a coat,

three pairs of slippers, and three pairs of shoes, twelve

caps, one mirror and comb, linen thread, wimples,

miniver and samite for two fur hats, stockings, and

veils, as well as linens and other household items

(Niccolini). As Alesandra Strozzi bragged a century

later, her daughter Caterina had 400 florins on her

back in gifts that her bride groom, Marco Parenti,

gave her (Phillips). Costs added up, particularly for

clothes and precious accessories, since they were

commonly paid for in gold florins, the currency of

long-distance trade.

Investment of Dowries

Not only did conflict arise between husband and wife,

but husbands were often of two minds themselves,

seeking wedding gifts in cash yet constrained by the

demands of honor and prestige to add their own rich

presents to the array of the bride’s gifts. In Venice in

1360 sumptuary laws solved men’s quandary by dic-

tating that no husband might give more than thirty

lire di grossi in dress or jewels to his bride, and that

extended through the first four years of marriage.

Roman dowries were registered but not limited, so

these awards continued to rise.

Since dowries were awarded in cash, leaving patri-

monial funds for surviving brothers, the transfer of

wealth from a dowry in cash was regarded as benefi-

cial to a bride’s brothers and a valuable asset to a

husband and his kin. By the thirteenth century city-

states in Italy eyed the cash awards of dowry as funds

to be invested in government securities. In Venice,

and by law, dowry was a woman’s property, and a

husband could invest it only when its value was se-

cured; until 1233 dowry value was secured by real

estate, but thereafter gold or silver plate could be

substituted and its cash equivalent released to the

husband so he could invest it. By 1316 the Grain

Office began borrowing dowries lying idle, with the

city-state providing surety as required by law. In 1329

dowries became even more accessible to the state. All

dowries on deposit could be given for investment to

the Grain Office, which provided surety.
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Florence solved its own liquidity problem when

strapped for cash by turning to invested dowry

funds. The Monte delle Doti, launched in 1424–1425,

gained speculative and actuarial elements over the

decades that attracted private investors. By 1433 a

deposit of sixty florins produced a 500-florin dowry

in fifteen years, provided the girl still lived. If a daugh-

ter entered a convent the original deposit was

returned since convents required a dowry as well but

were generally content with a small one. Unintention-

ally perhaps, the Monte allowed families to bet on

daughters’ life expectancies. A number of families

took up this challenge, and in one instance 879 depos-

its were made over two months, providing the state

with 67,231 florins, or enough to pay one-third of the

carrying charges on the Florentine funded debt. Later

dowry deposits could be used to purchase Monte

credits that were then transferred to a new account

in the endowed daughters’ names. At the due date

officials cashed in the number of credits necessary to

raise the dowry. This made the Monte delle Doti a

kind of revolving fund. By the 1450s credits were

being purchased in the marketplace, and there were

almost three million florins in Monte accounts. The

Monte had become an essential instrument for state

funding, and as such its original purpose of providing

capital to establish new households and to serve as

insurance for a wife and her offspring in event of a

husband’s death was obscured.

The transformation of dowry from its original

purpose of providing insurance for a new family

into an investment instrument for state finance

exerted significant external pressures on families. In

Florence a family need only reclaim its original in-

vestment in the Monte to place a daughter in a

convent rather than pay dowry to a prospective hus-

band. In these circumstances it was convenient for a

family strapped for funds to shunt a daughter off to

a convent, since it cost much less. To end the increas-

ing demands of husbands in negotiations for mar-

riage, brides’ families married off daughters at very

young ages. Florentine husbands from wealthy

backgrounds might be twice the age of their young

brides at marriage. Canon law required consent

from both parties for valid marriage, but dowry

considerations increased so dramatically in wealthy

families that daughters’ preferences were largely sub-

ordinated to financial considerations. Rather than a

foundation for sound marriage, dowry gifts had

become an end in themselves with family wealth,

prestige, and connections dictating the choice of

marriage partners.

If dowries were not paid promptly husbands were

likely to chide their wives, or worse, and very likely

to importune their in-laws for funds. Widows were

known to suffer severe problems in regaining control

over their dowries on the death of their husbands,

requiring them to sue in court or pursue long, tedious

negotiations to obtain restitution from their hus-

bands’ kin. On occasion widows found it necessary

to fight off their husbands’ creditors to keep their

dowries as their own, and their underage heirs’, liveli-

hood. If an improvident husband had squandered a

dowry, his widow was thrown back on her family

connections for bed and board, creating considerable

resentment and acrimony.

Conclusion

Roman dowry moved with the commercialization of

the European economy. Venice and the Adriatic re-

gion had practiced Roman dowrying traditionally,

as had Byzantine lands to the east, but dowry

became the chief marital assign of most Europeans,

even in lands with significant German settlement.

With the monetarization of rural Europe, Roman

dowry came to be practiced in most western Europe-

an communities. As such, cash awards characterized

the marriages of those European families wealthy

enough to support the marriages of their offspring.

Poorer girls worked to amass a dowry that would

make them attractive marriage partners. Charitable

foundations awarded dowries to orphans and poor

girls as the only way to assure them of marriage

partners.

Since Roman dowry satisfied a daughter’s claims

of inheritance on her natal kin, it was within the law

to limit a daughter’s share of her patrimony to her

dowry—although, in practice, many parents wrote

wills that gave married daughters further inheritance

rights. Sons, whose share in the family patrimony

increased because of the dotal regime, preferred

Roman dowry since it ensured them a better propor-

tion of a shared patrimony. It is difficult to find any

advantage in Roman dos for daughters, except as

insurance in widowhood. Dowered daughters did

not control this award in cash although, technically

speaking, it was theirs. From husbands’ gifts, that

brides owned and controlled, wedding gifts had be-

come Roman dowries that brides owned but did not

control by the close of the Middle Ages.

SUSAN MOSHER STUARD
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DRAMA
Although the extent of their involvement remains con-

tested, many scholars agree that women participated

in medieval drama—writing, acting in, sponsoring,

and watching plays and other mimetic entertain-

ments. Moreover, women and, more broadly, gender

and sexuality were fundamental to the subjects repre-

sented in early drama.

Authors and Sponsors

The authors of most medieval plays are unknown, but

there is evidence that women composed dramas. The

canoness Hrotsvit of Gandersheim (c. 935–973) wrote

six one-act plays in Latin designed as Christian imita-

tions of the Roman dramatist Terence. These plays

are often regarded as closet dramas meant to be read

aloud, but mimed action might have accompanied

the recitation. The Ordo Virtutum of the abbess

Hildegard of Bingen (1089–1179) is a music drama

seemingly designed for performance; it features the

character Felix Anima (Happy Soul), who is caught

up in a conflict between the Virtues and Vices. The

example of Katherine of Sutton, abbess of the English

convent at Barking from 1363–1376, who wrote

twenty-one texts of the Visitatio Sepulchri, which

dramatizes the visit of the three Marys to the sepul-

cher of Jesus, suggests that abbesses less famous than

Hildegard also composed convent plays that survive

from medieval nunneries.

Women also sponsored plays and helped produce

playscripts outside of convents. At Chester, the ‘‘wur-

shipfful Wyffys’’ put on an Assumption play in the

late fifteenth century that was later incorporated into

Chester’s cycle of plays. Wives of guildsmen in Che-

ster were paid for providing food, drink, and cloth for

the cycle plays. They also helped with scripts: Che-

ster’s cooper’s guild in 1574–1575 paid a woman to

make a performance copy of their play from a master

text. Evidence from Somerset shows that women

often served as churchwardens overseeing parish fes-

tivities, especially at hocktide and Easter, and sup-

plied costumes and goods for performances of plays.

Women were also part of civic sponsorship of enter-

tainments in Cambridge, as widows of master waits.

Records from the continent suggest that there, too,

women sponsored plays, such as the play of Saint

Catherine that was commissioned and staged by a

wealthy woman in Metz in 1468.

Performance

Although the usual practice was for cross-dressed boys

and youths to play women’s parts, there is evidence
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that women performed in plays. In convents, women

impersonated the three Marys in the Visitatio plays

and may also have played men’s roles on occasion, a

practice lampooned in satirical comedies that de-

scribe nuns dressing like men to perform their

parts. In at least one case, in the convent at Origny

in France, a woman played God. Girl abbesses (like

boy bishops) were also apparently common in inver-

sionary performances on Innocents’ Day in convents

and abbeys. Women also acted in plays outside of

convents. In France, the Mons Passion Play (1501)

and the Valenciennes Passion (1547) both list girls

(‘‘jeunes filles’’) as cast members. The Trois Doms

play of Romans (1509) included eleven women, some

of whom played more than one part; nine of the

women were married, many to influential men,

which corroborates evidence from Chester that

women’s participation in civic drama could be pres-

tige-based. A glazier’s daughter acted the lead role at

Metz in the 1468 play of Saint Catherine; the actress

is not named, but she is praised for her beauty,

pathos, and prodigious memory. The London Gold-

smiths’ castle pageant for a royal entry in 1377, 1382,

and 1392 included ‘‘maidens,’’ while records from

other English towns show the participation of girls

and women in public plays and processions. Women

also performed in parish rituals and festivities, such

as summer games and morris dancing—which was

often a mimetic activity that included a Maid

Marion—as well as in court-related ceremonies.

Some records point to professional female entertai-

ners. Matilda Makejoy, dancer and acrobat, per-

formed for kings Edward I and II of England, and

iconography shows women tumblers, acrobats, and

other entertainers. Most known professional acting

companies were made up of men, but there is evi-

dence of itinerant women players in the sixteenth

century, usually as part of a husband–wife team.

Women also acted in rituals that were exclusively

their own, such as childbed and churching ceremo-

nies, which acknowledged their reproductive labor in

a way analogous to the affirmation of male labor

in the cycle plays and processions.

The frequency with which women performed in

plays is debatable, but there is little controversy over

their importance as subjects of medieval drama. Ex-

tant play-texts and information about unscripted rit-

ual performances reveal how persistently women,

their experiences, and their social positions shaped

the content of early drama. Women figure prominent-

ly in liturgical plays like the Visitatio Sepulchri as

well as in plays about female saints. The large-scale

Digby Mary Magdalene, for example, recounts the

entire adult life of the saint from before her fall into

prostitution through her conversion and final legend-

ary years in the wilderness, all seen as a model for

both men and women. Female characters in the cycle

plays include the Virgin Mary at various stages of her

life, Mary’s mother St. Anne, Elizabeth, Eve, the

mothers in the Slaughter of the Innocents pageants,

the rebellious wife of Noah and her gossips, Mak’s

wife and accomplice Gyll in the Towneley Second

Shepherds’ pageant, and Pilate’s wife Procula.

Women also feature as characters in civic and court

pageantry and seasonal entertainments. As these

examples indicate, female characters represented a

spectrum of attributes and ideals, from dutiful sub-

mission to irreverent subversion, that spoke to the

concerns and desires of spectators.

Spectators

Those spectators would have included not just men

but women, who were members of virtually every

audience for medieval performances. That women

might have formed an actively engaged audience for

drama is implied by evidence from Chester, where in

1568 women went to court to try to protect their

access to good viewing space for the town’s cycle.

Margery Kempe’s autobiography offers another

glimpse of engaged female spectatorship when, while

returning home from a trip to York in 1413, where

she probably had gone to watch York’s cycle play,

Margery is inspired to extract a vow of chastity from

her husband. And John Lydgate’s Christmas mum-

mings, devised in the 1420s for the young Henry VI

and his mother, Queen Katherine, show royal enter-

tainments being specifically directed towards female

spectators.

Scattered though it may be, this and other evi-

dence suggests that women played a more central

role in medieval drama than is commonly assumed

and that their impact on early performances deserves

continued exploration.
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E
EASTERN EUROPE
In what sense did the condition of eastern European

women differ from their western European counter-

parts in the patriarchal world of the Middle Ages?

Women’s legal, social, and economic functions are

less documented in central and eastern Europe, and

the surviving evidence is scant and contradictory.

There seems to be here a sharper disparity between

the female ideal and the reality of women’s lives.

Representations of women in hagiography bear no

resemblance to their portrayal in chronicles and

their rights as recognized under law.

Property Rights

The most important difference between eastern and

western legal customs was that noble women were

more often excluded from inheriting land. In the aris-

tocratic kindred, landed property passed on to the

male heir while women received their part of the

inheritance in cash. The phenomenon of wealthy heir-

esses such as Eleanor of Aquitaine, Marguerite of

Flanders, or Mary of Burgundy, who became political

figures because of their huge landed possessions, did

not exist in eastern Europe.

Noble women in eastern Europe had fewer rights

than their counterparts in the West. They were in a

subordinate legal position and never obtained the full

legal rights enjoyed by men. Daughters were placed

under paternal authority; wives were subject to their

husbands. In the patrilinear aristocratic family ‘‘blue

blood’’ was thought to originate with, and pass

through, the father; the mother’s status was consid-

ered of secondary importance.

Marriage

In the Christian societies of eastern Europe, marriage

was supposed to be consensual for both parties

(matrimonium consensualis). Women received wed-

ding gifts (res paraphernales) from the bridegroom’s

family and a dowry (dos) from their own families,

paid in moveable goods, cash, or precious objects.

In Hungary, the dowry came to a quarter of the

paternal estate (quarta filialis), always to be paid in

cash due to the closed inheritance system of the noble

kindred, which prohibited the alienation of ancestral

estates, striving to keep lands within the ancient line-

age. This meant that noble women were excluded

from inheriting land, except in those cases when they

married a nonnoble, or when the survival of the kin-

dred and of the estate were at stake and the estate

passed on to a male member of the kindred. If there

were no male relatives left and daughters were the

only heirs, it was possible for them to inherit land.

Royal prerogatives ‘‘transformed female offspring

into men’’ to avoid the extinction of a noble family

and the dispersion of the paternal estate. The privilege

of declaring women ‘‘true heirs and male successors’’

of their fathers was called praefectio and was mostly

practiced in fourteenth-century Hungary under the

Angevin kings. Praefectio, however, remained a
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royal privilege and never developed into a full-fledged

legal reform because of the fierce opposition of the

noble kindred who benefited most from the inalien-

ability of possession (avicitas).

The social function of the noble woman was to

maintain the status and prestige of the kindred and

to participate actively in the marital strategies of

the aristocratic family. In eastern and central Europe,

women got married earlier than in the West and they

had more children. Women’s identity was defined by

their male relatives. Even aristocratic women are sel-

dom mentioned by name. Most often they are re-

ferred to as daughters of their fathers, or wives/

widows of their husbands.

Widows enjoyed a somewhat more independent

existence and often wielded considerably more power

as dowager queens or as managers of their late hus-

bands’ estates. They could pass on family property and

their personal wealth to their offspring.

Nonnoble women enjoyed more freedom both

within their families and in economic life. Daughters

of burghers and of free peasants had more rights and

could inherit paternal possessions in the form of land-

ed property as well. They could participate in, or

continue the family enterprise, or go into business

themselves. Urban and peasant women alike partici-

pated in various commercial activities. The percent-

age of women living and paying taxes on their own

ranged between 8 percent and 38 percent in towns.

Urban women had equal rights with men, although, if

a woman was offended verbally or hurt physically by

a man, he had to pay twice the fine he would have had

to pay if he offended another male.

Pious Women and Political Scapegoats

Yet women were equal to men before God. The num-

ber of female religious communities, however, was

much lower in eastern Europe compared to the

West, with the ratio of male to female monasteries

being 10 to 1. From the thirteenth century, the men-

dicant orders became particularly popular in Hun-

gary, Bohemia, and Poland due to the generous

support of the ruling dynasties. Basilite monasteries

for women enjoyed the moral and financial aid of the

princely courts in the orthodox principalities of Rus,

Bulgaria, and Moldova. Spaces for silence and cul-

ture, these monasteries were often the places where

princesses took the veil and dowager queens finished

their days in religious retirement. Founding monas-

teries and furnishing them with precious objects was a

privileged area of queenly patronage: Elizabeth

of Poland (1300–1380), wife of Louis the Great of

Hungary, created more than thirty religious founda-

tions, among them the exquisite cloister of the Poor

Clares in Óbuda. Her granddaughter, Jadwiga of

Poland, was a special patroness of the Pauline mon-

astery of Czestochowa.

Women—mulier suadens, persuasive woman—are

often represented as pious Christians and converters

of their pagan husbands, sons, or grandsons. Narra-

tives of Christianization are often narratives about

women in early eastern European hagiography.

Ludmilla of Bohemia (860–921), wife of Boriwoj,

was baptized by Methodius in 871. She then acted as

the spiritual mother of her grandson, Wenceslas,

whom she instructed in the Christian faith, thus se-

curing the transmission of Christianity within the

Premyslid dynasty. Ludmilla was murdered by her

pagan daughter-in-law, Drahomira. The Kievan prin-

cess Olga (879–969), wife of Prince Igor, was a strong

supporter of paganism until she was baptized in Con-

stantinople, where she received a Christian name,

Helena, and a Christian identity modeled after Saint

Helena. She was the first of the Rurik dynasty to be

baptized, even before the conversion of her grandson,

Prince Vladimir, in 988. He claimed Olga as the

founder of Christianity in Kievan Rus.

Eastern European royal houses boasted a large

number of female saints. Ornamenting their families

with reflected heavenly glory, Saint Agnes of Prague,

Saint Elisabeth and Saint Margaret of Hungary, and

Saint Jadwiga of Poland heightened the prestige of

their dynasties.

As opposed to these holy and virgin daughters,

queens were usually portrayed as scapegoats in medi-

eval chronicles. The Bavarian princess Gisela (c. 980–

1065), sister of Emperor Henry IV, disciple of Saint

Wolfgang, and wife of Stephen of Hungary, was

denigrated by hagiographers, who attributed the

evils that befell the country after the death of King

Stephen to her and to her German retinue. Gisela,

however, ended her life as abbess of Passau and was

canonized. Saint Elisabeth’s mother, Gertrude of

Meran (1185–1213), wife of Andrew II of Hungary,

was murdered by Hungarian aristocrats, who blamed

her for the privileges accorded her German barons

and for her spendthrift habits. Only one foreign

queen, Jadwiga of Anjou (1374–1399), Queen of

Poland, managed to become a saint by returning

to the older pattern and acting as a converter of

pagans.

MARIANNE SÁGHY
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EBNER, MARGARETHA
Margaretha Ebner (1291–1351) was born in Donau-

wörth, near Regensburg, to a patrician family and, at

an early age, entered the Dominican cloister of Maria-

Mödingen. She was buried there in the nave of the

chapel in 1351. When she was 40 years old, Heinrich

von Nördlingen, her Dominican confessor, convinced

her to write a record of her spiritual journey. Without

the aid of an amanuensis, she wrote her Offenbarun-

gen (‘‘Revelations’’) in Alemannic, a dialect of Middle

High German. Belonging to a corpus of medieval

Dominican convent literature, Margaretha’s Offen-

barungen is an important medieval German vernacu-

lar mystical text. A lengthy manuscript for the Middle

Ages (over 100 folio pages) the work follows a chro-

nological description of her spiritual life from 1312 to

1348, with the experiences arranged according to the

liturgical calendar. Margaretha’s text belongs to a

medieval religious genre that is referred to as auto-

hagiography, religious writing that is by its very na-

ture autobiographical, narrating personal revelations

and reflecting the lifelong spiritual journey of a single

author.

Medieval women’s mystical writing, such as

Margaretha’s Revelations, both shaped and reflected

the culture of the cloister, as well as that of the

wider society of the Christian world. Traditional mo-

nastic elements such as the liturgy and sermons are

woven into the fabric of Margaretha’s narrations.

She makes use of doctrinal sources such as the Bible

and the breviary, as well as Jacobus of Voragine’s

Legenda Aurea (‘‘Golden Legend’’) and Caesarius of

Heisterbach’s Dialogus miraculorum (‘‘Dialogue of

Miracles’’). Two other Dominican sisters wrote auto-

hagiographies bearing strong similarities to Margar-

etha’s; both Christina Ebner (1277–1356) and

Adelheid Langmann (1306–1375) were from the con-

vent of Engelthal. Also distinctly related to these auto-

hagiographical texts is a collection of writings referred

to as the Sister-Books or Nonenbücher, written during

the first half of the fourteenth century at Adelhausen,

Unterlinden, Gotteszell, Engelthal, Kirchberg, Töss,

Oetenbach, Diessenhofen, and Weiler.

The religious experiences that Margaretha narrates

typify those of ecstatic women mystics described in a

variety of texts produced in late medieval Europe.

Margaretha narrates her experience of divine union,

recounting auditions and visions of God and of Mary

and the Christ-child. In the opening chapters of her

book she describes the three years (1312–1315) she

was seriously ill, suffering from a variety of afflic-

tions. It is worth noting that illness narratives are

a common feature reported in medieval women’s

religious writing. Once she recovered, Margaretha

undertook a rigorous program of asceticism, self-

mortification, fasting, and flagellation. In keeping

with fourteenth-century piety, her devotions center

on the humanity of Christ, primarily on his birth

and death. Visual images and material culture objects

are important sources in addressing the prominent

influences and inspirations for medieval women mys-

tics such as Margaretha. Among these are crucifixes,

both on the altar and owned personally; sculpted and

painted images of Mary with the infant Christ or in

the Pieta; the sculpted image of St. John the Evange-

list with his head on Christ’s breast; tapestries often

produced within the cloister; Christ-child effigies and

cradles; and illustrated manuscripts. All, along with

textual sources, were profoundly important in shap-

ing the visionary elements of the religious experiences

narrated in her book of revelations. Significant to

Margaretha’s religious experience is a small carved

figure of the Christ-child and a cradle she was given

by a friend. In one chapter, she narrates an experience

of miraculous lactation when the Christ-child figure

used in her devotions asks to be nursed. Throughout

the text she describes a devotional relationship with

the wooden figure, caring for it, swaddling it, placing

it in a cradle, and rocking it to sleep. The same Christ-

child figure can be seen today above the altar in the

Dominican chapel of Maria-Mödingen.

Appended to the nineteenth-century edition of

her Offenbarungen are more than fifty letters from

Heinrich von Nördlingen, her Dominican confessor.

Although the letters were clearly intended as spiritual

instruction, there are notable moments of affectionate

sentiment. Without doubt, Dominican sisters like

Margaretha were well-acquainted with the works

of Meister Eckhart, Johannes Tauler, and Heinrich

Seuse, and in many cases knew the preachers person-

ally. On one occasion Margaretha Ebner recollects a

conversation with Tauler; and, in several of his letters

to Margaretha, Heinrich von Nördlingen refers to

both Tauler and Seuse.

Overall, Margaretha’s autohagiography is typical

of late medieval women’s religious experience, expres-

sing an embodied spirituality where devotion to and

union with the divine is played out on the mystic’s
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body. Texts such asMargaretha’s Revelation provided

the flourishing Dominican monasteries with descrip-

tions of devotional practices and stories of exemplary

holy lives worthy of imitation.

ROSEMARY DRAGE HALE
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ECONOMY
It is safe to assume that medieval women worked for a

living and the rendering of that work to the economy

was determined by their wealth, social standing,

talents, age, marital status, child-bearing, and child-

rearing. Because women’s life cycle differed in many

respects from men’s, historians have argued that

women had a weaker work identity than men, thus a

more marginal position in the economy. Yet they

labored hard and effectively, producing growth for

the medieval economy. In agriculture women often

complemented their husband’s roles. The milchpfen-

nig (butter and egg profits) earned at market by

German women added to farm income. In guilds

women often held secondary positions to men in a

division of labor favoring skilled craftsmen, who were

predominantly males and had served long apprentice-

ships. Nevertheless guilds exclusive to women did

exist, like the silk workers’ guild in Paris. Women

were sometimes admitted to guilds in predominantly

male occupations, although often they exercised only

secondary privileges. Women dominated the produc-

tion of ale in northern villages, where alewives took

turns brewing for their neighbors, that is, until brew-

ing became a commercialized industry in towns.

Wages earned by women tended to be lower than

those earned by men. Here, as well, some significant

exceptions may be found, for example, in early print-

ing workshops in Lyon. Young, single women servants

sometimes worked for a lump sum that became their

dowry after their contracted years of service. Slaves

worked for no wage at all. In textile industries women

sometimes worked in a putting-out system, where they

were paid by the piece and produced their work at

home. Women from Lucca unwound the fragile

threads of silk worm cocoons in great kettles, laboring

without leaving much trace in the historical record

because a middleman controlled their pay and condi-

tions of work. Women’s work was often subsumed

under their husband’s name in artisan trades like

leather working or goldsmithing, although both hus-

band and wife labored at the craft.

Legal status arbitrated women’s work, in particu-

lar inheritance rights, rights to own personal proper-

ty, and control of that property over a lifetime. Under

the common law in England a single woman (feme

sole) lost property rights to her husband upon mar-

riage when she became a feme coverte, but gained

them again if and when she became a widow. She

might then maintain her husband’s position in his

guild and continue his business by right of inheri-

tance. Widows often married other practitioners of

their husbands’ trades.

Market- and tradeswomen existed in many Euro-

pean towns with high profiles in tavern-owning,

spinning, and the second-hand clothing market

(Rose the Regrator or Second-hand Rose was an

important medieval character). In medieval Europe

as well women served as wet nurses and earned

wages, or as skilled midwives, or as prostitutes. The

very nature of their employment choices suggest that

it was easy for women to fall into poverty, and it was

difficult to escape out of it. In some towns women

were prohibited from contracting debts, but women

could extend credit and loan money if they were

wealthy or heiresses, so this became an avenue into

business ownership and trade. Jewish women scored

some important successes in investment in trade in

towns like Perpignon.

Perhaps the greatest impediment to women’s eco-

nomic progress lay in their limited landholding and

property rights. Much land was entailed to a male

heir in the medieval era, while merchant families

tended to leave property to their sons. In those

families a daughter’s dowry was her last legal claim

on her natal family’s wealth. While even wealthy

women from noble or wealthy merchants’ families

worked at household and estate management, their

labor was not compensated with a wage. Meanwhile

brides’ dowries provided their husbands with wealth
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and prestige in the community. Some wealthy women

saw it as their right and privilege to provide pa-

tronage for convents, although women’s religious

houses were less well endowed than men’s houses,

generally speaking. Within religious houses women

were required by their vows to work, and to an extent

their labor compensated for poorer endowments.

Less likely to be apprenticed than sons, women have

often been wrongly viewed as merely consumers

in medieval economic life, whereas their labor and

skills were critical to a swiftly developing European

economy.

SUSAN MOSHER STUARD
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EDITH
As wife of Edward I ‘‘the Confessor,’’ daughter of the

powerful Earl Godwine of Essex, and sister of King

Harold, Edith (c. 1020/1030–1075) found herself at

the center of a turbulent and traumatic period in

English history. She is the addressee and arguably

the main subject of the extraordinary Vita Aedwardi

Regis (1065–1067), written by an anonymous cleric.

Pauline Stafford argues that the work reflects Edith’s

perspective and political interests to such a degree

that the queen ought to be considered its shadow

author.

Edith received a good education at the royal mon-

astery of Wilton—her learning and accomplishments

were frequently noted—and was married to King

Edward in 1045. The marriage did not go smoothly,

and included a brief period of separation in 1051–

1052, during a major falling-out between the king

and Edith’s family. At least a secondary reason for

Edith’s banishment must have been her childlessness.

(The notion that the marriage had remained chaste by

mutual agreement appears to be a bit of political

‘‘spin,’’ which gained momentum as a pious motif in

the later hagiography of King Edward.) After 1066,

Edith’s support of William the Conqueror’s claim to

the throne earned her a comfortable dowagership; she

spent her final years largely at Wilton. While contem-

porary assessments of her character and political

skills vary (William of Malmesbury disparages her;

the Vita Aedwardi is, of course, flattering), modern

historians regard her as an active royal consort and a

shrewd actor on a difficult political stage.

MONIKA C. OTTER
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EDUCATION, BEGUINE
Beguines in northwestern Europe accepted girls as

students from the very beginning of their movement,

around 1200. Following a tradition established by

nuns and recluses, they often took charge of girls,

who were raised within the Beguine community

(beguinage) and received instruction from one or

more Beguine teachers but were not necessarily

expected to join the community as adults.

The ‘‘Lives’’ of Beatrice of Nazareth, Ida of

Nivelles, Ida of Gorsleeuw, and Juliana of Mont-

Cornillon include references to their education by

informal Beguine groups in the first half of the thir-

teenth century. Their instruction probably included

not only reading and writing in the vernacular, but

sometimes also in Latin. These and other sources

reveal that some Beguines also instructed young
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female students in the study and translation of Scrip-

ture, Christian spirituality, and mysticism. In the

more formally organized beguinages that spread

from the Low Countries in the 1230s, internal rules

sometimes regulated the number of boarders per

Beguine teacher or set other limitations. Beguine edu-

cation was also hampered by the lack of institution-

ally supported libraries. While generally basic,

Beguine education could nevertheless reach sophisti-

cated heights when dispensed by teachers who were

particularly gifted or motivated (one may imagine

Hadewijch of Brabant, whose ‘‘Letters’’ and

‘‘Visions’’ were fundamentally didactic works, as

such a teacher). In a few cases, boys up to the age of

puberty were allowed to attend Beguine schools; male

teachers occasionally assisted Beguines.
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EDUCATION, LAY
In the early medieval centuries, when literacy involved

Latin learning, opportunities for laywomen to secure

a reading education in Latin texts existed mainly

in those monasteries open to schooling lay children

and in aristocratic or royal courts, under a tutor.

At the elementary reading level, where one learned

one’s letters, the Psalter and other Latin devotional

or scriptural prayers and passages, a father, uncle,

mother, or governess may have been the teacher.

Elementary learning was also available to girls (and

boys) in local, perhaps very informal schools. There

are scattered indications of such coeducational

schools as early as the ninth century in Italy and

France, and their numbers increased in subsequent

centuries.

By the twelfth century, Latin learning was becom-

ing more institutionalized. Emerging fee charging

grammar schools and universities excluded women.

As a consequence women could no longer compete,

and learned women, such as Heloise and a significant

but small number of other women from the early

twelfth century, became more rare. For example,

there are no known examples from England of girls

in grammar schools. At the same time, the quality of

Latin learning in monasteries declined. The example

of Trota (and other anonymous female doctors at

Salerno) suggests, however, that Latinate literacy for

women could have a professional and practical appli-

cation and may have been transmitted via a kind of

apprenticeship. And women continued to learn Latin

reading for devotional purposes.

The education of women continued to be informal

and unstructured. It could be predominately oral

in nature, the result of listening to (and perhaps

memorizing and memorializing) recitations, group

readings, instructions, prayers, sermons, songs, dra-

matized plays, or liturgical singing. Lay sisters, for

example, in Heloise’s Abbey of the Paraclete, learned

by listening to edifying readings from the nuns, while

women from the lower classes learned the prayers

posted on tablets and in stories detailed in images

on church walls (sometimes with Latin inscriptions),

or secured small pieces of parchment with prayers

that might be memorized. Among heretical groups,

the Waldensians permitted women to preach and

young girls to learn the words of the gospels and

epistles. Cathars and Lollards also memorized and

passed on religious texts they had heard, although a

select group of Lollard women also learned to read.

Other such learning communities might be children

taught by anchoresses or beguines, women listening

to sermons, mothers teaching children prayers and

proverbs, or women at court listening to the reading

of devotional or romantic works.

It was the growing use of European vernaculars

by the twelfth and thirteenth centuries that allowed

for the dramatic expansion of lay female interac-

tions with written texts. Women (the mother or per-

haps a governess) were often the teachers of girls in

a household, perhaps training them in more than

one vernacular tongue, teaching them their alphabet,

syllables, words and reading, and, in Latin, the

reading of prayers and scripture in primers, psalters,

and books of hours. A poem from c. 1300 includes

the following sentence: ‘‘woman teacheth child on

book.’’

By the fourteenth century there was also an in-

creasing assortment of venues in which a girl could

be educated. Monasteries continued to educate girls,

although increasingly in vernacular devotional read-

ings and liturgical responses rather than in Latin

learning. Anchoresses sometimes taught small groups

of children (both boys and girls), as did the beguines

in Germany. Household tutors and clergy taught girls

as well as boys. By the fourteenth century girls were

being educated by schoolmistresses; in Paris, in 1380,
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for example, there were twenty-two licensed school-

mistresses. Girls were being educated in numerous

coeducational elementary and often quite informal

reading schools, and, by the fifteenth century, even

in parish song schools.

Those who learned to read might then receive

books from a female relative (as devised in her will),

might borrow books from a local Carthusian library,

or circulate texts among family members, perhaps

as a common-profit library. Whether listening to a

group reading or reading with book in hand (as an

increasing number of images of the Virgin being

taught by St. Anne, illustrate), more and more

women were gaining access to the written word.

The education of women often involved learning

tasks more than texts. Although, by the late Middle

Ages, there are conduct books and household man-

uals, most women learned household tasks, manners,

and Christian virtues from informal verbal instruc-

tion, perhaps from a mother or husband. Female

apprentices were taught a trade or craft but rarely to

read or write. Those few girls who were apprenticed

as scriveners might be taught the task of writing for-

mularies, but it is unclear how much they would have

understood what they wrote.

It was uncommon for women to learn to write.

Writing was a separate skill, often taught by

specialized writing masters. Medieval women’s signa-

tures, for example, are relatively scarce and often

show an unpracticed hand. A signature alone cannot

tell us much about the education of the signatory.

Even women trained to read would have been unlike-

ly to have picked up quills and written. And, indeed,

writing skills for women were less valued than the

ability to read. As the Knight de la Tour-Landry put

it in his fourteenth-century advice to his daughters,

‘‘Reading is profitable to all women,’’ but he did not

recommend that they learn to write. The late medieval

portrait of the author Christine de Pizan sitting at her

desk writing is unusual and remarkable, as was her

passionate advocacy of female education and the role

of learned women.
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EDUCATION, MONASTIC
Medieval Christian attitudes toward the education of

women were marked by deep ambivalence. Church-

men believed that women ought not to teach, an idea

founded on Paul’s suggestion that Eve’s teaching had

led to the Fall (1 Timothy 2:11–14). Yet despite

restrictions on women’s teaching within the public

sphere, women within the monastery functioned as

both teachers and learners throughout the medieval

period. Indeed, the provision of religious instruction

and basic education was a primary function of the

monastic community—whether that community was

male or female.

The Monastic Rules

Early monastic rules emphasize the importance of

study within the cloister. Alongside manual labor,

Benedict (c. 480–c. 560) required that all monks devote

themselves to private reading each day (chapter 48)

and that meals within the monastery be accompanied

by communal reading (chapter 38). Rules written spe-

cifically for women mirror Benedict’s emphasis on

reading and study. Writing in the sixth century, Cae-

sarius of Arles advised that the women of St. Jean

learn to read (chapter 7) and required that time be set

aside each day for both private and communal reading

(chapters 18–20). Caesarius also stipulated that nuns

should learn to write, a fact that is confirmed by his

hagiographer, who observed that they copied sacred

texts. Other rules for women—including those of Aur-

elian of Arles and Donatus of Besançon—contained a

similar emphasis on education and placed learning at

the heart of female, like male, monasticism.
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Saints’ Lives

Early medieval hagiographers reported regularly on

the educational achievements of their female subjects,

depicting learning as one manifestation of sanctity in

women. The seventh-century female hagiographer

Baudonivia wrote that Radegund devoted herself to

divine meditation, both day and night. At night, she

would engage one of the other nuns to read to her. If

this reader ceased even for a moment, Radegund

would chastise her, a motif that also appears in the

life of the eighth-century Anglo-Saxon nun and mis-

sionary, Leoba. Other women were praised for their

mental agility in both sacred and secular studies. Ger-

trude of Nivelles’s biographer praised her memory, as

does Leoba’s biographer, noting that she had been

taught the ‘‘sacred sciences’’ as a girl. Similarly, the

eleventh-century life of Adelheid of Vilich, written by

Bertha, a member of Adelheid’s community, reported

that the saint immersed herself in ‘‘philosophic stud-

ies’’ as a girl.

Female Authorship and Scribal Activity

Women’s writing in Latin was evidence of their edu-

cation. Like Baudonivia and Bertha, some monastic

women composed saints’ lives. In the eighth century,

Hugeburc of Heidenheim wrote a life of St. Willibald;

in the twelfth, Hildegard of Bingen wrote the life of

St. Rupert, patron of her foundation at the Ruperts-

burg. Other women, like Gisela and Rotrude, Charle-

magne’s sister and daughter, corresponded with

prominent churchmen. Still other women contributed

to the preservation of the past either through their

historical writing or by commissioning or copying

histories. During the tenth century, the playwright

and canoness Hrotsvit of Gandersheim composed

two historical works, including a history of her mon-

astery, while a nun of Quedlinburg recorded the an-

nals of her monastery. Still other women—like

Hildegard of Bingen and Elisabeth of Schönau—pro-

duced visionary and theological works. Hildegard’s

vast corpus also included medical and scientific

works, music, and a morality play. Many anonymous

texts may also have been written by women.

Women were similarly engaged in book produc-

tion. Early medieval nuns provided books for newly

established monasteries in England during the seventh

century and Germany during the eighth. The Anglo-

Saxonmissionary Boniface wrote to Eadburga, abbess

of Minster-in-Thanet, requesting that she supply him

with books for his mission. Women also copied books

to fill their own libraries and functioned as monastic

librarians. Although most of these female scribes re-

main anonymous, some are known by name. The most

famous is Diemut of Wessobrunn, who copied more

than forty books during the first half of the twelfth

century. The twelfth-century nun-scribes of Admont,

a Benedictine double house, produced a substantial

manuscript collection, took dictation from Abbot

Irimbert, and probably composed their own theologi-

cal works as well. In some cases, the evidence suggests

that men and women collaborated on manuscript pro-

duction within a single scriptorium.

Women as Teachers

Despite prohibitions against women’s public teaching

women were permitted to teach within their commu-

nities until the thirteenth century. Women’s houses

frequently served as educational centers where

young women were sent to be educated before return-

ing to the world to marry. In some cases, boys were

also educated by religious women. The eleventh-

century Uta Codex, commissioned by Uta, abbess of

Niedermünster, included a depiction of a woman

teaching three children, no doubt reflecting educa-

tional practice within her community. Female tea-

chers were remembered with fondness by their

pupils. At Vilich, Adelheid was recalled as an affec-

tionate yet demanding figure. Her biographer reports

that she would rise early in winter and rub the girls’

feet once they had returned to their beds after matins.

But Adelheid could also be strict. Visiting the school-

room, she would drill the students on grammatical

questions, rewarding correct answers with a kiss. At

other times, she would box the ears of girls who sang

out of tune in the choir. Hrotsvit of Gandersheim

acknowledges the influence of her teacher, Rikkardis,

whom she describes as ‘‘our most learned and gentle

novice mistress.’’ Similarly, the twelfth-century ab-

bess and author Herrad of Hohenbourg pays tribute

to her teacher, Relinde, in herHortus deliciarum (Gar-

den of Delights).

Scholarship within the Women’s Community

Monastic education tended to focus primarily on reli-

gious instruction, namely the Scriptures and the

Psalms. Yet within certain monasteries, women were

also educated in the liberal arts. At Barking in the

seventh century, Aldhelm records that women studied

history, grammar, and metrics. Similarly, Hrotsvit’s
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writings reveal her familiarity with a wide range of

classical and medieval authors, among them Terence,

Ovid, and Virgil, as well as Jerome, Prudentius,

Boethius, and Isidore of Seville. Hrotsvit also studied

(and possibly taught) arithmetic. A long section in her

play Sapientia explores the qualities of various num-

bers in order to provide the ages of the three daugh-

ters of Sapientia. At Hohenbourg in the twelfth

century, women followed a broad curriculum that

included contemporary monastic and scholastic

texts. The broad ranging contents of the Hortus deli-

ciarum demonstrated that women at Hohenbourg

read works of theology, biblical history, and even

canon law, replicating the reading patterns of monk-

priests and students in the emerging Parisian schools.

The depiction of Philosophia that appears in the man-

uscript suggests that the liberal arts also formed part

of their curriculum. Clearly, the level of education

within women’s communities could be high. Heloise,

who gained her early education at the female monas-

tery of Argenteuil, was already famed for her learning

before she met Abelard, as Peter the Venerable

attested. Her erudition was demonstrated in her let-

ters and in the Problemata, a series of biblical ques-

tions that she sent Abelard based on her study with

the women at the Paraclete. Further evidence for the

sophistication of women’s education was provided in

Abelard’s letter 9, ‘‘On Educating Virgins,’’ in which

he encourages the women of the Paraclete to pursue

their studies under Heloise’s care, noting her facility

not only in Latin and Greek, but also Hebrew.

The Later Middle Ages

By the later medieval period, monasteries were no

longer vibrant educational centers, as universities

rapidly moved to the forefront of medieval educa-

tion. Although many monastic women continued to

read and to study, women’s sanctity was increas-

ingly divorced from education after the thirteenth

century, and holy women from this period were regu-

larly described as illiterate or lacking in formal edu-

cation. Even so, monastic women could still attain

high levels of education, as the example of the six-

teenth-century German nun Caritas Pirckheimer

suggests.

FIONA J. GRIFFITHS
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ELEANOR OF AQUITAINE
Eleanor (c.1122–1204), queen of France and of

England, was one of three children of Duke William

X of Aquitaine and his wife Eleanor. Her brother,

mother, and father were all dead by 1137, leaving her

the heiress to the vast county which stretched from

the Loire river to the Pyrenees. Her wealth made her

an attractive marriage prospect, and in July 1137 she

was married to the future Louis VII, King of France.

The marriage does not seem to have been personally

harmonious. Their first daughter was not born until

1145. It was probably the need for a male heir that led

Louis and the French nobility to allow the queen to

accompany them on the Second Crusade. The

1147 venture seems to have exacerbated underlying
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tensions in their marriage. In 1148, when they reached

Antioch, scandal arose because Eleanor was perceived

to be suspiciously close to her paternal uncle Ray-

mond, ruler of the territory. The crusade itself was a

spectacular failure. On the return trip, the queen was

captured by a Greek naval commander. After their

reunification in Sicily, Louis and Eleanor journeyed

together to Rome where Pope Eugenius III encour-

aged the couple to reconcile and even provided a

royally decorated bed upon which he urged them to

resume marital relations. A second daughter was

born the following year. The reconciliation proved

temporary, and in 1152, the couple was divorced

on grounds of consanguinity, with Louis gaining cus-

tody of the two daughters and Eleanor regaining

control of the territories she had brought into the

marriage.

The divorced queen was no less a tempting pros-

pect than had been the young countess. After two

noblemen tried and failed to kidnap her and force

her into a marriage, she agreed to marry Henry of

Anjou in May 1152. Henry was about nineteen years

old and she was about thirty, and since he was occu-

pied in consolidating his hold on his continental ter-

ritories as well as securing his claim to the throne of

England, she may have believed that she could domi-

nate the young count. The death of King Stephen of

England in 1154 brought Henry and Eleanor to the

throne, and Henry set about incorporating her terri-

tories into his vast empire. The next fifteen years of

Eleanor’s life were punctuated by pregnancy and

childbearing. She gave birth to at least five sons and

three daughters between 1153 and 1166–1167. Elea-

nor also appeared with Henry at ceremonial court

gatherings, helped negotiate marriage alliances for

her children, intervened in legal proceedings, issued

royal mandates, and witnessed royal charters.

As her sons came of age, Eleanor and Henry began

to train them to carry out their duties in the territories

they would inherit. The daughters were married stra-

tegically. As the sons began to assume partial respon-

sibility for their assigned territories, tension arose

because they resented their father’s continued control.

The king and Eleanor’s relationship had also soured

over time, and by 1173, the sons were in revolt against

the king, aided and abetted by Eleanor and the

French king, who resented the loss of Eleanor’s terri-

tories and England’s growing dominance. Henry

quelled the revolt and imprisoned Eleanor for her

part in it. Eleanor did not regain her freedom until

Henry died in 1189 and her son Richard ordered her

freed and returned her revenues and territories to her.

Until her death in 1204, Eleanor assisted her sons

Richard (d. 1199) and then John (d. 1215) in govern-

ing. She took oaths of loyalty in Richard’s name upon

his accession to England’s throne, assisted in the re-

gency government while he was away on the Third

Crusade, and negotiated his release when he was

taken captive. In 1200, she traveled to Castile to

accompany a granddaughter, Blanche, to Paris to

become the bride of the future King Louis VIII. Dur-

ing John’s reign, she took charge of improving Eng-

land’s coastal defenses when France threatened

invasion. She was involved in ecclesiastical affairs,

including negotiations with the papacy during both

of her sons’ reigns. She spent her last years at her

favored monastery of Fontevrault. As late as 1203,

she was still issuing writs and working to secure

John’s rights in Aquitaine.

Eleanor is remembered as a patron of art and

literature as well as an impressive political figure

throughout her long life. While popular representa-

tions of her presiding over the Courts of Love

are unfounded, she was literate and had many

works dedicated to her. She may have chosen the

design for her tomb effigy, which shows her holding

a book.

LOIS L. HUNEYCUTT
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ELEANOR OF SCOTLAND
Eleanor of Scotland (1433–1480), also known as Eleo-

nore von Österreich (Eleanor of Austria), was one of

six daughters of James I of Scotland, himself the au-

thor of The Kingis Quair, and Joan Beaufort, niece of

the bishop of Winchester and the chancellor of Eng-

land. Starting in 1445, she lived at the court of Charles

the Seventh in France. In 1448, at the age of fifteen, she

married Archduke Sigismund von Tirol. An avid trav-

eler, Eleanor was literate in several languages.

Household accounts reveal that Eleanor received

and presented books. This involvement with literature

culminated in Eleanor’s translation and rewriting of a
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French romance, Ponthus et la belle Sidoine, whose

source was the English ballad King Horn. Eleanor’s

Pontus und Sidonia dates from between 1449 and

1465, and was first printed in 1483. It was popular,

as evidenced by its numerous printings during the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Twice taking over the leadership of the realm dur-

ing her husband’s absence, from 1455 to 1458 and

again in 1467, Eleanor’s international political skill

and marital relationship are reflected in her revisions

of the source text to increase the political role of

women. Only the courts with effective female advisors

successfully retain their stability. Her emphasis on the

importance of mutual desire in aristocratic marriages

may have come from her own experience in an

arranged marriage. She, along with Elisabeth von

Nassau-Saarbrücken (c. 1393–1456), is recognized as

having introduced a new genre to German literature,

the prose novel.
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ELISABETH OF HUNGARY
Born the daughter of King Andrew II of Hungary and

Gertrude of Meran, betrothed at the age of four to the

son of Hermann I, Landgrave of Thuringia, Elisabeth

of Hungary (1207–1231) was brought up in the Thu-

ringian court at Eisenach and Wartburg. She married

Louis IV of Thuringia in 1221. According to the

testimonies of her life she had a happy marriage

with him, and bore three children, Hermann (1222),

Sofia (1224), and Gertrud (1227). At the same time,

moved by the novel religious ideas of the Franciscans,

she turned away from the luxury of courtly life and,

under the influence of her severe confessor, Conrad

of Marburg, she dedicated herself to charity and as-

cetic piety. After the death of her husband (1227),

she financed from her dower a leper’s hospital in

Marburg, dedicated to Saint Francis. She lived there

in excessive renunciation and dedicated her life to the

care of the sick. She died at the age of twenty-four

(1231).

Elisabeth’s cult emerged soon after her burial, and

her tomb became a new site for pilgrimage and mirac-

ulous healings. Between 1232 and 1235, an exemplary

canonization process elevated her to sainthood. The

testimonies of her handmaids (Dicta quatuor ancil-

larum) provided an engaging account of her life of

renunciation. She became one of the most popular

female saints in the Middle Ages. A caring wife and

mother, then an exemplary widow, she became a

model for pious princesses in royal courts, a saint of

charity in towns, an ideal for the Franciscan Third

Order and other semi-religious groups.
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ELISABETH OF SCHÖNAU
Elisabeth of Schönau (1128/29–1164/65) was a Bene-

dictine nun, famous during her life as a visionary,

whose works enjoyed great popularity after her

death. Born in the Rhineland to a well-established

and well-connected family, she entered the double

monastery at Schönau, a Benedictine community of

monks and nuns, when she was twelve. At the age of

twenty-three, she began to have visionary experiences

which lasted until her death, and before 1156 she

became magistra (mistress) of the nuns at Schönau.

She related her visions in three diaristic Books of

Visions (Libri Visionum I-III); she also wrote a treatise

on the paths to heaven, Liber viarum Dei (Book of the

Ways of God ); a text on the martyrdom of St. Ursula

and her companions, Revelatio de sacro exercitu virgi-

num Coloniensium (The Revelation about the Sacred

Company of the Virgins of Cologne); a short collection

of her visions about the bodily resurrection of the

Virgin Mary, Visio de resurrectione beate virginis

Marie (Vision about the Resurrection of the Blessed

Virgin Mary), and twenty-two letters.

Elisabeth’s visionary gift first manifested itself

after a bout of suffering and temptation by the devil.

In the first book of the Visions, titled in its earliest

version Liber eiusdem de temptationibus inimici, quas

primo sustinuit et de revelationibus divinis quas post

modum vidit (On the Temptations of the Enemy,

which She First Endured, and Her Subsequent Divinely

Revealed Visions), she describes the acedia (not-

caring) which prevented her from finding comfort in

the Psalms, such that she even hurled the psalter she

was reading across the room. She tells how she ques-

tioned Christ’s divinity and in her tristitia (sadness,

the sin of despair that made Judas hang himself)

contemplated suicide. Her affliction and temptation

place her in the company of early holy men, but the

particular, vivid details of her account point to an

intensity of lived experience. The devil tormented

her in the chapel as a tiny apparition wearing a

monk’s cowl; as a human, short, stocky, red-faced,

with a darting fiery tongue and taloned feet and

hands; as a repulsive dog; and as a huge bull threat-

ening to gobble her up. Finally, she saw Mary in a

wheel of light during mass, heard her comforting

words, and caught her first glimpse of the handsome

young angel who became her guide. However, the

devil still competed with Mary and with the crucified

Christ for Elisabeth’s attention. Disguised as a seduc-

tive young clerk, he stalked her as she tried to escape,

and compelled her to stare at his lewd gestures.

Throughout her life, Elisabeth’s community wit-

nessed her physical suffering and waking trances,

and the nuns wrote down the words she spoke and

the visions she recounted. Elisabeth’s monastic com-

munity tended and supported her with prayer and

sometimes with self-flagellation to help her carry out

the guiding angel’s commands. Her visions, inextri-

cably connected to the devotional practices of the

monastery, affirmed and deepened the way others

experienced their daily religious rituals. But, although

what she saw in trance often conformed to what her

sisters and brothers believed, some visions were un-

usual, even radical: Mary in priestly garb officiating

at the altar; Christ as a radiant female virgin, the form

of Christ’s humanity, as her angel confirmed.

Two years after her visions began, Elisabeth’s angel

commissioned her to proclaimGod’s word as a proph-

et. Urging reform, she addressed abbots and the arch-

bishop of Trier in letters, speaking as ‘‘a certain small

spark sent from the seat of great majesty, and a voice

thundering in the heart of a small worm-person.’’ Her

prophetic mandate and her concern with pastoral mat-

ters and reform found expression in the Book of the

Ways of God, which admonishes both religious and lay

people. Quite different from, but perhaps inspired by

Hildegard of Bingen’s Scivias (Know the Ways), it

shows Elisabeth’s astute awareness of the world out-

side the cloister in unexpected ways, as when she

warned against sibling incest among young children

who are unaware of sin. In a lengthy narrative that

survives in only three manuscripts she noticed that

an adolescent monk brought up in the monastery had

been seduced by an older, worldly companion. Elisa-

beth convinced him to open his heart to her and repent,

and then took charge of the objects the youngmen had

stolen to finance their flight. The boy was saved, while

his seducer stole the abbot’s horse and fled. Her psy-

chological astuteness, her compassion, and her deci-

sive firmness all suggest that as mistress of the nuns, a

position second to that of abbot, she played a much

more practical role than her visionary diaries suggest.

When inscriptions and bones were found in the

Cologne cemetery believed to be the site where Ursula

and her company of virgins were martyred, abbot Ger-

lach of Deutz turned to Elisabeth for inside informa-

tion about the authenticity of the relics. In a series of

visionary conversations, Elisabeth was able to account

for the presence ofmen and children in the company of

female virgins. Her revelation, full of complex, novel-

istic subplots, differed from pre-existing narratives.

Her reshaping of the legend validated both male and

female virginity, construed martyrdom as bearing wit-

ness through one’s life to God’s grace, and empha-

sized the power of love in a community of the pious.

Elisabeth’s voice remained distinctive, but modern

scholars have debated her brother Ekbert’s role in

shaping her works. Educated in Paris and groomed
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for a career in the church, he left his deaconate in

Bonn to become a monk at Schönau and to serve as

Elisabeth’s scribe, translator, and editor. Elisabeth

received and spoke her visions sometimes in Latin

and sometimes with an admixture of German. Ekbert

averred that he translated the German faithfully, took

away nothing and added nothing of his own. Yet he

did edit and shape the narratives to some extent, and

both shorter and longer versions survive. Elisabeth’s

visionary narratives and concerns become more so-

phisticated over the years, but one should not rule out

her own development while becoming more impor-

tant both within and outside Schönau. Nor should

one take literally the claims that she knew no Latin:

miraculous knowledge of Latin stresses the divine

origin and authority of utterance. From the time she

was eight, Elisabeth read and recited the Psalms in

Latin every day. Each day of her life as a Benedictine

nun was punctuated by Latin prayer, services, and by

readings in Latin during meals. She ‘‘speaks Bible

fluently,’’ and she thought in biblical and liturgical

Latin. Nothing in the style of her narratives is alien to

her linguistic background.

The communal, devotional, and pastoral concerns

of Elisabeth’s visions struck a responsive chord in her

own times. Important churchmen turned to her for

inside information from her angel. Was Mary resur-

rected in the body? (Elisabeth learned that she was.)

During her final illness, she was surrounded by

her brothers and sisters, who loved her and valued

her divinely inspired wisdom, and throngs of outsi-

ders came to hear her last words. Her works were

transmitted in at least 145 medieval manuscripts,

often grouped with works by writers like Bernard of

Clairvaux. A decade after her death, Roger of Ford,

an English Cistercian, came upon The Book of the

Ways of God in France; he sent a copy to his abbot

with a letter telling how the book was ‘‘eagerly copied

and read and heard not only by the unlearned but by

bishops and our abbots,’’ and asked that another

copy be made and sent to the convent where his

mother lived. At the Cistercian abbey of Saint Mary

at Himmerod, The Book of the Ways of God was

selected for reading at collation. Less than a century

after her visions began many monastic libraries in

Germany and France owned copies of her works.

Most popular were the revelations about the Virgin

Mary and the Cologne martyrdom of Ursula and her

companions. The Resurrection of the Blessed Virgin

was translated into Anglo-Norman verse and into

Icelandic in the early thirteenth-century. In the four-

teenth century, The Book of the Ways of God was

translated into French, and 1513 saw the first printing

of her visions.

THALIA A. PANDIRI
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EMPRESSES: BYZANTIUM
Wives, widows, mothers, and daughters of emperors in

Byzantiummight all be called empress and many exer-

cised considerable power during the millennial epoch

of imperial rule in Constantinople (330–1453). The

official titles augousta (from the Latin augustus) and

basilissa/basilida, the feminine equivalent of basileus

(emperor), were bestowed at coronation andmarriage.

Despoina (lady, mistress, from despotes, lord, master),

was also used, for instance when Theodora said: ‘‘May

I never be separated from this purple, and may I never

live to see the day when people do not address me

as despoina,’’ during the Nika riot in 532. Here she

also emphasizes the significance of the imperial color

purple, which was restricted to the ruling family.

Role at Court

Within the Byzantine court the empress had supreme

authority over the women’s quarters (gynaikonitis),
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with her own hierarchy of officials, often eunuchs,

who served and guarded her (e.g., bedroom, ward-

robe, dining room, and treasury staff). She could also

summon generals, doctors, monks, bishops, and her

husband’s counselors to attend her. The empress’s

power was enshrined in the gendered structure of

court activities, in which she provided a feminine

counterpart to the emperor’s ceremonies. Whenever

he received or entertained male officials, she pre-

sided over the feminine side, receiving the wives of

senators and office holders, for instance. This feature

was so fundamental to official banquets that when

Leo VI’s wife died he was forced to crown his young

daughter to fulfill this formal role. While many offi-

cial acclamations and ceremonies took place inside

the Great Palace, the empress also performed public

rituals in Constantinople and farther afield. She might

also make private visits to shrines or relatives, and

would often accompany the emperor on campaign.

Dynastic Responsibilities

The key function of a Byzantine empress was dynas-

tic: through the birth of legitimate children she se-

cured the transmission of imperial authority within

the ruling family from generation to generation. A

son would inherit his father’s power as emperor;

daughters could be advantageously married. Even

those who did not produce children could retain

a powerful position as widows, as Pulcheria and

Ariadne did in the fifth century. This late antique

practice became less common in the Middle Ages,

but it was not forgotten due to the incorporation of

written records in the Byzantine Book of Ceremonies

compiled by Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos in

the tenth century. In addition, oral accounts of deter-

mined empresses like Theodora and Sophia, wives of

Justinian I and II respectively, probably sustained

models of feminine ambition.

Empresses played a major role in disputed succes-

sions throughout Byzantine history. As widows or

daughters of emperors they could favor one candidate

over another in the transmission of imperial authori-

ty. During the eleventh century Zoe, daughter of

Constantine VIII, raised four men (three husbands

and a nephew) to the position of emperor. Widowed

empresses might also hold the balance of power as

regent for their young sons (e.g., Irene in 780, Theo-

dora in 843, Zoe Karbonopsina in 912, Eudokia Mak-

rembolitissa in 1067, and Anna of Savoy in 1341).

This aspect of maternal power was recognized in

Byzantine law and allowed Anna Dalassena to attain

a position of exceptional dominance. When her son

Alexios I Komnenos set off on campaign in 1081, he

drew up a legal document that left her control. This

stated, ‘‘Because of her vast experience of secular

affairs...whatever she decrees in writing...shall have

permanent validity...whatever decisions or orders are

made by her...shall be regarded as coming from

myself.’’ Such a total transference of authority by an

adult emperor was unusual, but mothers of younger

rulers regularly drew on the principle of maternal

protection of their rights in order to exercise supreme

power.

Imperial Marriages

Since a woman normally became empress by marry-

ing the emperor or his son, her selection was a matter

of great importance. For political reasons she might

be of foreign birth, chosen to consolidate an alliance

with Byzantium (e.g., the Khazar princess Čiček who

was renamed Irene [Peace], on her marriage to

Constantine V in 732). This policy became very com-

mon from the twelfth century onwards, as imperial

families sought to bolster their power through foreign

treaties and sought wives from Western, crusading,

and Balkan families as empresses (e.g., Agnes-Anna

of France, wife first of Alexios II and then of Andro-

nikos I; Ioanna-Anna of Savoy, wife of Andronikos

III; and Helena Dragaš, who married Manuel II).

Other women might be favored by their physical

appearance, through a legendary tradition of bride-

shows in which the young prince selected the most

beautiful. This medieval Judgement of Paris probably

disguises quite rational reasons for the choice of

a woman from a particular family or region, with

which the imperial house wished to make an alliance.

It served an important function in binding the provin-

cial aristocracy to the center.

Representations in Art

Empresses are regularly depicted in Byzantine art

wearing their official robes of office or presenting

gifts to Christ and the Virgin, often accompanied by

their children, for instance in the gallery mosaics of St.

Sophia (Zoe and Irene, wives of Constantine IX and

John II respectively), on ivories (Eudokia with Roma-

nos, who has been identified both as Romanos II and

IV), and in manuscripts (e.g., Eudokia Ingerina with

Basil I [Parisinus graecus 510]). Some empresses fea-

ture on the official coinage, and Empress Irene put her

own portrait on both sides of the gold nomisma.Many

founded monasteries and patronized spiritual leaders.
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Conclusion

Since the Byzantine Empire had no constitution, there

was unlimited potential for empresses to influence

their husbands, the court and imperial policy. Proco-

pius claims that Theodora exercised a strong and

nefarious influence on Justinian but he also docu-

ments their joint patronage of the church. Empress

Irene (as regent and sole ruler), Anna Dalassena

(regent from 1081 onwards), and Anna of Savoy

(regent 1341–1351, and ruler in Thessalonike 1351–

c. 1365) illustrate the range of powers that might be

claimed. Anna Komnene clearly hoped to attain a

similar position, but was frustrated by her brother

John II. The experience of successful empresses

inspired others but was only enjoyed by a few.

JUDITH HERRIN
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ENCLOSURE
See Monastic Enclosure

ENGLAND
As in the rest of Europe, women in medieval England

were regarded as weaker both physically and intellec-

tually than the males around them. A young girl was

expected to marry, run a household, and take care of

children. Whereas a man was often identified by his

profession—a knight, a carpenter, a fisherman—a

woman was identified by the stage in her life cycle

in relation to marriage—a virgin or single woman,

a wife, and a widow. Her well-being would partly

depend on her age, partly on her marital status, but

also on her social class. Whereas married women

remained under the legal authority of their husbands,

widows were legally autonomous and could hold

property in their own right; they could spend their

income as they wished; urban widows might run their

husbands’ business, and aristocratic widows could

control large estates and dominate local affairs. In

addition an upper-class woman might have greater

opportunities to exercise public power as abbess or

queen and almost certainly would have more oppor-

tunities to receive some form of education.

Nuns

The introduction of Christianity into England opened

up to women an alternative to marriage—the reli-

gious life. In some places, in the seventh century,

double monasteries were founded, housing commu-

nities of men and women, but under the authority of

the abbess. Abbesses such as Hild of Whitby partici-

pated in theological debates, church synods, and mis-

sionary activity. They were able to exercise such

influence as they did partly because the fledgling

church did not yet have any formal, political, reli-

gious, or educational structures and partly because

they were extremely wealthy and members of one of

the royal families. At a time when very few people,

either male or female, were literate, a few noble-

women received a formal literary education compara-

ble to that of a religious male. The nuns of Barking,

for example, studied the scriptures and commentaries

on them, as well as the writings of historians and

chroniclers.

Their influence, however, was short-lived. The

Viking invasions destroyed a number of female hous-

es. New parochial and educational structures were

established. In the twelfth century the church, in

both England and the Continent, underwent a reform

movement, which stressed the importance of the mass

and the celibacy of the clergy. Women were seen as a

source of temptation. The double houses of men and

women disappeared, and, when new houses were

established, women were confined to single-sex insti-

tutions that eventually were strictly cloistered. At

neither the new houses nor the older foundations

that survived the Viking invasions did monastic

learning attain the earlier levels of scholarship. Few

of the nuns who joined the new foundations came

from royal or noble families and not one of the

new abbesses enjoyed the same independence as her

seventh-century predecessors.
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Queens and Noble Women

The Norman Conquest produced little change in the

rights and status of women, who remained subject to

male authority, first that of their father, and subse-

quently that of their husband or other male kin.

Although a queen, especially if she was independently

wealthy and belonged to a powerful family, might be

able to exercise considerable influence, she was very

dependent on the support of her husband and son.

The best example comes from the life of Eleanor of

Aquitaine, the wife of the Angevin king Henry II.

Henry allowed Eleanor to exercise authority in her

Duchy of Aquitaine when it suited him, but after she

encouraged her sons in their rebellion against their

father, he was able to keep her under strict surveil-

lance in England during the last years of his life. It

was only during the reign of her son, Richard I, that

his absence abroad allowed Eleanor to take over the

governing of the country.

Moreover, as the power of the king grew, aristocrat-

ic women found themselves the tools of royal favor.

The Anglo-Saxon king, Aethelred (c. 978–1016), in

his efforts to gain allies, arranged the marriages of

widows and heiresses without their consent. Although

subsequent rulers promised that widows would not be

forced to remarry, this did not stop them from charg-

ing high fines on widows for the right to marry or not

to marry. It was not until the granting of Magna

Carta (1215), in clauses 7 and 8, that a widow was

promised that she should not be compelled to pay

anything to secure her rights in land and that she

should not be compelled to remarry and thus required

to pay a fine to remain celibate.

Marriage

A woman’s social class profoundly affected the age at

which she married and the degree of freedom she

might exercise over the choice of her marriage part-

ner. In the early Anglo-Saxon period, it may have

been impossible for the poor to partake in a formal

marriage ceremony and provide for a bride-price

(paid to the bridegroom’s family), a morning gift

(given to the bride), and a feast. Many young couples

entered into a loose domestic association, and the

women enjoyed greater freedom of choice than their

aristocratic peers, subject to the influence of kin and

crown. Gradually, under pressure from church courts,

in regard to all social classes, the old ceremonies were

replaced by new Christian ones. Fathers almost

certainly retained a great deal of influence over the

choice of a partner. In addition unfree families (vil-

leins) were required to pay a tax (merchet) to the lord

for the right to marry their daughters. In the twelfth

century, the church’s new ruling on what constituted

a valid marriage did provide some protection against

forced marriages. Pope Alexander III (1159–1181)

decreed that what made a marriage was the consent

of the contracting parties. Yet the spread of this idea

among the general populace was slow, and it was not

until the fifteenth century that most people knew that

words or vows could make a marriage. Unmarried

women who left home to work as servants found it

easier to escape from parental influence. Some were

able to earn enough money to pay their own merchet,

and to set up a new household, but they often could

not do so until their mid-twenties.

Married women contributed to the economic well-

being of their families through unpaid labor—taking

care of the family’s pigs and poultry as well as crops

growing in the garden—but also through paid labor,

by brewing, spinning, or selling home-produced

goods, eggs and the like, in local markets. In towns

they helped their husbands run their businesses and

might claim the status of feme sole, that is the right to

trade as if they were single women and to be solely

responsible for their debts. In London, where women

were encouraged to make a formal declaration of this

status, those who did so worked predominantly as

hucksters. By the twelfth century, occupational sex

segregation was clearly in force, with areas such as

laundry, the dairy, and petty retailing seen as

women’s work.

Work Life

When the population fell after 1348, with the Black

Death and recurrent outbreaks of plague, women

(both single and married) joined the labor force in

larger numbers. Some female harvesters were paid

at the same rate as men, but elsewhere they received

less. Highly skilled and better paid jobs such as shep-

herd and ploughholder remained the province of

men. Similarly within towns women, who had little

opportunity to be apprenticed to a trade, were con-

centrated in low-paid, low-skilled work in the food

trade, in textiles, and as spinsters and servants. The

yearly earnings of any of these women are impossi-

ble to gauge, but in large towns such as York, many

lived in ‘‘mean cottages and cheap tenements’’

(Goldberg, 1988, 107). Only widows who chose to

continue their husbands’ business might profit from

such high status, high paid work as mercer or

overseas trader.
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Did a married woman’s ability to produce a cash

income make her in any way an economic equal with

her husband or afford her some independence of

action and ‘‘a very real degree of economic clout

within the familial economy’’ (Goldberg 1991, 82;

Barron, 40)? A few women may have controlled the

family’s purse-strings, but legally a husband, as head

of the household, controlled all the material resources

of the household, including any money that his wife

earned. The hucksters and spinsters, who made up

such a large proportion of the female workforce,

worked long hours for low profits. Their income was

unlikely to be equal to that of a shoemaker or master

mason, who had undergone a long apprenticeship.

Nor did the economic contribution of the women

bring them any political power. Even though married

women could join some guilds and craft fellowships as

members and paid annual dues, they were not eligible

for guild office. So too, although women were active

members of religious fraternities, they tended to fill

traditional roles—cooking and sewing—and there is

no evidence of women holding office.

If a single woman could not find regular, full-time

employment, she might engage in casual prostitution,

picking up customers in a street or tavern. However,

she was not separated from the wider community. On

the other hand, the full-time, professional prostitutes,

who lived and worked in a regulated brothel, were

clearly set apart from their fellows. They were often

forced to wear distinctive clothing; they were forbid-

den to walk in certain parts of the town; and, as

‘‘common women,’’ they were not allowed to have

their own lovers. In the late fifteenth century, howev-

er, brothels came under attack, and some were closed

down. In the town of Coventry, in 1492, this distrust

was extended to all single women and new legislation

forbade a single woman under the age of forty to set

up house for herself.

Over the course of the Middle Ages, the eco-

nomic opportunities open to women diminished. In

the fifteenth century, London silk weavers virtually

monopolized the trade, but they never established a

formal guild. When men began to move into silk-

weaving, the women were unable to prevent them

taking over the craft. Similarly in the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries women had dominated brewing.

At that time it was a small-scale local industry that

women undertook in their homes on an intermittent

and casual basis. As the market for ale expanded,

brewers began to work full-time, producing on a larg-

er scale. Most public, professional ale-brewers were

married women, although a few widows continued

to work and support themselves. If her husband was

already active in the food trade, a hosteller for

example, female brewing contributed to the family

business, but, in many instances, brewing allowed

women to carry out a trade that was separate and

independent from that of their spouses. This opportu-

nity diminished as beer, produced with hops, became

more popular. Apart from an occasional widow, car-

rying on her husband’s trade, beer brewers were male.

As the number of beer brewers increased, the number

of ale brewers inevitably declined, until, by the mid-

sixteenth century, in ports and in London and South-

wark, ale brewing, in the hands of women virtually

disappeared. The retailing of both ale and beer, how-

ever, was usually carried out by female tapsters and

tipplers, even in those places where their husbands, as

head of household, were held responsible by the

courts.

Education and Religion

Since they did not learn Latin, young girls had no

access to the grammar schools, the universities, or the

inns of court. Yet most aristocratic women taught by

their mothers could read, but not write, English.

Many also possessed service books—psalters and

books of hours—that made private prayer and medi-

tation possible. Books were also read aloud, thus

reaching a wider audience. Reading aloud was partic-

ularly important for the women who joined the unor-

thodox religious group known as Lollards in the

fifteenth century, since most of them were illiterate.

They were then able to teach what they had heard

through informal conversations with family, friends,

and neighbors, but the leadership of the organization

and public preaching remained firmly in male hands.

Women as visionaries—the instruments and medi-

um of God’s voice—sometimes acquired a voice that

was otherwise denied to them. By the early fifteenth

century, works by and about Continental woman

visionaries like Birgitta of Sweden and Catherine of

Siena had been translated into English and made the

work of English mystics like Julian of Norwich more

acceptable. Julian, however, was an anchoress, shut

away from the world. Margery Kempe, on the other

hand, attempted to lead a quasi-religious life, while

remaining within the world. Although her loud sob-

bing at every verbal or symbolic reminder of the

Passion angered many of her contemporaries, she

was strengthened in her resolve to lead this highly

unconventional life by her visionary conversations

with the saints and Christ. Her account of her reli-

gious experiences, The Book of Margery Kempe,

shows that it was possible for a woman of determina-

tion to follow her own path.

MAVIS MATE
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EPIC, ITALIAN
Epic narratives in the Italian vernacular began in the

thirteenth century and continued well past the end of

the fifteenth. Three forms characterized epic material:

the Old French chanson de geste, ottava rima, and

prose. During this period, the matières of Britain

(Arthurian), Rome (classical), and France (Charle-

magne and his men) united in Italy to create epics

new in language, metrics, and content. Women ap-

pear in various roles, from Amazon to falsely accused

queen, from enchantress to warrior maiden.

The French chanson de geste, written in laisses,

arrived in Italy through oral transmission along

pilgrimage routes in the late twelfth century (based

on evidence in art and onomastics) and in manu-

scripts popular in northern Italian courts (as inven-

tories indicate). Texts in Franco-Italian, a linguistic

hybrid, date from the end of the thirteenth century

through the first half of the fifteenth. Some chansons

merely copy French models, but others are Italianized

based upon pre-existing characters and plots. There

are three Franco-Italian versions of the Chanson de

Roland; one, of the late twelfth century, gives Aude,

Roland’s betrothed, an important role. This role not

only appeals to the female audience, but also her

visions emphasize genealogical considerations in the

French line. The Geste Francor (first half of the four-

teenth century) reinforces the importance of women

in royal genealogy: it narrates the history of Carolin-

gians from Pepin through Louis, and is built around a

series of persecuted women. Bovo d’Antona’s wife

must raise twins alone in exile. Pepin’s wife, Berta

dai piedi grandi, is betrayed by a look-alike friend.

She bears Charlemagne while the guest of a widower

woodsman, and repays his hospitality by teaching his

daughters needlepoint. Similarly, Charlemagne’s half-

sister bears Roland in the Italian woods. Charle-

magne’s wife, Blançiflor, is accused of adultery and

flees to Hungary, where she gives birth to his heir,

Louis. Parallels to biblical history compare Roland’s

mother and father to Mary and Joseph fleeing to

Egypt. These women accept responsibility for their

(mis)deeds, suffer to regain their position, and extri-

cate themselves from difficulties within the social

structure, like their menfolk.

Not all Franco-Italian epics allot important roles

to women; L’Entrée d’Espagne, the best-known

Franco-Italian epic, only narrates three offers of mar-

riage to Roland in the East, and a Sultan’s daughter

pines for him. Some think Franco-Italian chansons de

geste, specifically the Geste Francor, reflect northern

Italian bourgeois interests: Pepin’s representatives

must inspect Berta naked to make sure the ‘‘merchan-

dise’’ is sound. The importance of Mediterranean

trade for Italian city-states means that attitudes to-

ward non-Christians, men and women, differ from

those of early Crusade-era chansons. In Franco-Ital-

ian epics, conversions to Christianity are important,

but non-Christian women are primarily sources of

wealth, like Christians.

Contemporary with Franco-Italian are literary

epics. Vernacular tradition as well as classical epic

influenced Dante and Boccaccio. Dante includes

no Carolingian-cycle women in his Commedia, but

Dido and Helen inhabit Hell. Boccaccio possibly

invented ottava rima (eight-verse stanzas of hende-

casyllables rhymed ABABABCC), in which he wrote

his Filostrato (1330s) and Teseida delle nozze d’Emilia
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(1339–1341), epics of classical subject, ensuring the

form’s popularity.

Following Boccaccio’s lead, through the fifteenth

century and afterwards, anonymous poems written

in ottava rima–cantari narrate stories from my-

thology, history, and hagiography, Arthurian and

Carolingian tradition. Cantari, Tuscan in origin,

can be short, narrating a single event (Cantare di

Pirramo e di Tisbe) or long, like Spagna in Rima that

recounts Charlemagne’s seven years in Spain before

Roncevaux. Prose rewrites of Italian epic subjects

coexist with cantari. The best-known authors are

Florentine: Antonio Pucci (c. 1310–1388) produced

numerous cantari on all subjects; Andrea da Barber-

ino (c. 1370–c. 1431) wrote prose versions of the Reali

di Francia, Aspramonte, Re Ansuigi, Le Storie di

Rinaldo, Nerbonesi, Ugone d’Alvernia, Aiolfo del Bar-

bicone, and Guerrin Meschino, that utilize French

conventions. The women in both forms vary accord-

ing to the traditions from which they derive. Andrea

elaborates upon the Berta e Milone story from the

Geste Francor: Berta demonstrates more initiative,

arranging for Milone to disguise himself as a woman

to see her. The anonymous Innamoramento di Berta

e Melone further elaborates the original. Certain new

character types appear: Pucci wrote three cantari cen-

tered on women: Gismirante, Madonna Lionessa, and

Historia della Reina d’Oriente. The latter exemplifies

sex change stories: the heiress of an eastern kingdom

passes as a boy, but when faced with a trial bath,

a prayer changes her sex. A new development not

in French texts is Galiziella, a warrior woman who

appears in Italian Aspramonte versions.

From anonymous cantari derive the more famous

epics of Florence and northern Italy. Lorenzo de’Med-

ici’s mother, Lucrezia Tornabuoni, asked Luigi Pulci

(1432–1484) to rehabilitate the literary Charlemagne’s

reputation. The resulting Morgante (1478–1483) is a

rewritten amalgam of two long cantari, the Orlando

and Spagna in rima. He gives women a wide variety of

roles, from the usual wives and mothers of paladins to

non-Christian ladies—princesses in need of assistance,

who love Rinaldo, Ulivieri, or Orlando. Short-lived

love affairs provide paladins wandering in the East

emotional support and occasional physical assistance

(e.g., Chiariella helps Orlando escape from prison).

An affair can end badly: Forisena kills herself when

Ulivieri leaves. Women frequently aid Pulci’s verbal

humor: Arcalida, an Amazon troop leader, creates

a series of double entendres when conquered by

Rinaldo and his men; Florinetta provides comic relief

during Morgante and Margutte’s trip through the

woods. The beautiful Antea, endowed with magic

weapons and armor, defeats all comers, and she

and Rinaldo fall mutually in love in spite of being

enemies. At the head of an army she travels through

Europe, seeking Rinaldo, and finally returns un-

harmed to Bambillonia. Meridiana remains undefeat-

ed when Orlando disdains combat with her. Creonta,

an ugly giantess, is killed like male giants.

In Ferrara, Maria Matteo Boiardo (1440/1441–

1494) wrote his Orlando Innamorato ([Roland in

Love], 1478–1482/1483, 1485) at the court of Ercole

d’Este and Eleonora of Aragon, where it was read

aloud to Eleonora and her daughter Isabella. Roland

and all paladins are smitten by Angelica, and pursue

her. Women in general get the better of Orlando, who

is depicted as not savvy in love. Boiardo’s women are

Christian wives, oriental princesses who need saving,

and, as in Morgante, two beautiful warrior women.

Bradamante, the valiant Christian, falls in love with

Rugiero; she also plays with gender roles: Fiordespina

falls in love with her thinking she is a man. The hard-

fighting pagan Marfisa, who seems to be Boiardo’s

invention, contrasts with the delicate but conniving

pagan Angelica, an enchanter’s daughter. Boiardo

furthermore develops enchantresses, maleficent and

beneficent: Alcina, Dragontina, Falerina, and Febo-

silla create obstacles for heroes as well as learning

experiences. Critics suggest that they not only func-

tion in the plot but also embody Boiardo’s peda-

gogical strategies that advocate careful reading.

However, even Fiordelisa, a courtly Christian, can

be seen as critiquing literary tradition. Bradamante

and enchantresses also appear in Mambriano, by

Cieco da Ferrara, begun in 1490 and published in

1502.

At the end of the fifteenth century, Italian epic

tradition flourished in written and printed form, and

would soon be exported through Ariosto, Tasso, and

works they inspired. The ‘‘woman warrior,’’ the Am-

azon, and the scheming enchantress join the perse-

cuted ruler’s daughter of the French repertoire as part

of western European literary tradition, the results of a

unique fusion of medieval Breton, classical, and

French literary sources, popular at all social levels in

the Italian peninsula.
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EPIC, OLD FRENCH
Up until the rise of feminist criticism, the Old French

epic, or chanson de geste, was seen as a form of litera-

ture containing little or no female presence, causing it

to frequently be termed ‘‘male-world’’ literature

(Gold). This appellation came in large part from

early studies that recognized the superiority of the

oldest extant epic poem, the Chanson de Roland,

which accords minimal space to its two female char-

acters. Beginning in the late 1980s, however, attention

has been given to the women who are found in early

epics, and their importance has been reconsidered.
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These female roles can be divided into three main

categories. First, there are the Christian women, de-

scribed as fair-skinned, blond-haired, and blue-eyed,

who are mentioned, yet only occasionally active dur-

ing parts of the story. Overall, they are scarce and

frequently silent. The famous ‘‘sudden death’’ of

Aude in Roland is just that: she speaks very few

lines, learns of Roland’s passing, and drops dead on

the floor. Traditionally, her presence in the story is

seen as a demonstration of the greatness of the un-

bearable loss of the hero. In some early French epics,

however, Christian women contribute significantly to

the story, to the battles even, and to the overall out-

come of the conflicts. Specifically, there are the

mothers in Raoul de Cambrai, who advise their sons,

attempt to avoid unnecessary warfare, and act out to

protect their family pride and property. While their

acts end up being the cause of the main conflicts and

battles, this is only because men within the story do

not respect their requests and advice.

The remaining categories are those occupied by the

various Saracen women, who are, in fact, the most

frequently encountered consequential members of the

‘‘fairer sex.’’ The Saracen women generally fit into

one of the following two groups: the black Saracen

and the Saracen princess.

The four black Saracen women found among the

seventy-four Old French epic texts play the role of the

faithful enemy woman who fights for her family, hus-

band, and people. She is sometimes captured and

released only to be put to death by her own people,

sometimes she dies alongside the pagans, fighting in a

savage and indecent manner (Weever). She is never

somebody with whom a Christian audience could

identify or whom they could admire. While com-

mendable for her loyalty and steadfastness, her be-

havior as well as her appearance—she is black ‘‘like a

demon’’ and scantily clothed—make her an unaccept-

able model.

The seventeen white Saracen women, on the other

hand, are verymuch the type of womanwho physically

can be admired and accepted by the audience for

whom they were created. They are fair-skinned,

blond, and have blue eyes. They are usually dressed

much like the Christian women as well, or are de-

scribed in appealing exotic clothing. These women

belong to the ‘‘Saracen princess’’ group. The Saracen

princess falls in love with the Christian knight, uses her

inside knowledge to help him escape from her people,

if he has been captured, or conquer her people if he is

attacking. She betrays her father or, in some cases, her

husband to come to the aid of the Christians and, in

the end, converts to Christianity—though not out of a

realization of the superiority of the Christian god,

rather for the love of a knight whom she often marries

at the end of the story. The best example of this char-

acter is Orabel in the Chanson de Guillaume who then

changes her name to Guibourc when she becomes

Christian and marries Guillaume.

One explanation for the greater richness of the

Saracen woman’s role in these older epics is that

there is no need for her to conform to the social

norms that would apply to a good Christian woman.

It is thus possible for her to have outspoken and

active behavior that would have shocked a contempo-

rary audience were she one of their own. In line with

this notion is the fact that often, once the Saracen

princess has converted to Christianity, she disappears

from the action of the story and becomes similar to

the Christian women of the epic.

Some feminist scholars consider these roles

assigned to women in the older epics as being in line

with the misogynistic tones of the genre as a whole,

while others argue that not all women represented are

quite so demeaning to their gender. In any case, much

work remains to be done in this field.
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EPIC, SPANISH
Epic, by its military focus, is the realm of stereotypical

masculine ethos. For these reasons, women tend to

have, at least in theory, a more subdued role. This is

in clear contrast, however, to medieval Castilian epic,

where woman have a central role in the action. An

assessment of women’s representations in medieval

Castilian epic poetry is, however, embedded in gener-

al problems concerning the development of this liter-

ary genre in the Iberian Peninsula. This is because in
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contrast to other literary traditions that present an

extensive corpus of preserved poems, there are only

three preserved medieval epic texts in Castilian. One

of them is a small fragment of Carolingian material,

Cantar de Roncesvalles, while the other two, Cantar de

mio Cid (c. 1207) and Mocedades (beginning of the

fourteenth century), celebrate the deeds of the proto-

national Spanish hero, Rodrigo Dı́az de Vivar, im-

mortalized as el Cid (c. 1043–1099). This scarcity in

documentation and narrow focus has forced scholars

to posit a wider epic tradition, concerned especially

with the origins of Castile. This material is irredeem-

ably lost but may be retrievable via chronicles,

learned narrative poetry, or ballads.

The Cid

The protagonist of these two preserved poems is the

historical Castilian warrior Rodrigo Dı́az, whose his-

tory can be accessed cautiously using twelfth century

sources plainly favorable to the Cid. The historical

protagonist (c. 1043–1099) played an important role

during the reign of Alfonso VI (1065–1109), with

whom, according to later texts (most of them pro-

Cid), he had a turbulent relationship that led to his

exile by the kind, first in 1081–1086 and later, and for

good in 1089. These two exiles, which the pro-Cidian

historiography presented in terms of aristocratic invi-

dia and royal anger, consolidated the enmity between

the Cid and powerful Castilian Lords like Count

Garcı́a Ordóñez, who became his archrival. In 1094,

the Cid conquered for himself the great Moorish

kingdom of Valencia, which he was able to maintain

against Almoravid attacks. He died in Valencia in

1099 as ruler of the town, having secured profitable

marriages for his daughters, Maria and Cristina, who

married, respectively, a Navarrese aristocrat and the

Count of Barcelona. In 1101, the Cid’s widow, the

noble Jimena, abandoned Valencia, taking his

remains to the monastery of San Pedro de Cardeña,

where she was buried in 1113. Historically, Valencia

remained in Muslim hands until 1236. In spite of the

caution with which the biographical profile should

be assessed, it is reasonable to point out that his

military heroism is tied to his capacity for arranging

good marriages for his daughters, a motif concerning

lineage that was exploited in subsequent epic poems.

The most substantial preserved epic, the so-called

Cantar (or Poema) de mio Cid, is preserved in a four-

teenth century manuscript. It was shaped by French

epic models, and 1200 is a reasonable date for the

composition of the preserved version, as it fits, politi-

cally with a time of stress in medieval Castile after the

severe defeat by the Almohads at Alarcos in 1195.

The first plot of the poem thematizes freely some of

the historical material concerning Rodrigo Dı́az’s

exiles. In the poem, however, there is just one exile

(engineered by invidious courtiers) that is ended by

the social reintegration of the Cid into Alfonso VI’s

court and the recuperation of the honra publica (repu-

tation) that was lost by the unjust exile. This rehabili-

tation rests first on the military prowess of the Cid,

ending in the conquest and defense of Valencia; but it

rests especially on the progressive enrichment of the

protagonist by his individual effort and leadership

and his ability to transfer this enrichment to all of

his followers. It is important to note, however, that

exile and the social reintegration of the Cid is tied to

female domesticity as well. Throughout the poem, the

hero is presented as an exceptional father and spouse,

adding to his moral and military value his remitting

respect for the welfare of the family. This is important

because the poem depicts explicitly the domestic

aspects of the Cid’s relation to his wife Jimena

(whom he calls muggier ondrada) and his daughters

(historically called doña Elvira y doña Sol) with whom

an emotional bond is created to manipulate the audi-

ence. The poem, however, does not differentiate the

characteristics of Jimena or the daughters. The poem

emphasizes clearly, although framed by conventional

gesture, rituals that pervade all the relationships in

the poem, particularly the submission of daughters to

father and the harmony between the two spouses; this

is based, however, on complete deference toward the

Cid on the female side. It was always been said that

domesticity opens up the poem to emotional charac-

terization, giving the hero a more humane and mun-

dane perspective, but it is also important to note that

it is used to emphasize the social and material condi-

tions of the family’s dependence upon the Cid.

The Cid’s exile clearly demarcates masculine and

feminine spheres. While the first is the space or war

and struggle, of male wealth production ad distribu-

tion, feminine characters live in enclosed spaces, sepa-

rated from the physical activity of war but receiving

and profiting from it. The daughters’ value as social

currency through which to transform this military

prowess and economic accumulation into marriages

and lineage is, however, nonexistent at that moment

because social reintegration and recuperation of legal

fatherhood is necessary to further social advancement.

This domestic dimension of social reintegration

into the res publica, is clearly marked by the kind,

who, in addition to official sanctioning the Cid’s re-

habilitation in a public ceremony, gives him the pos-

sibility of socially advantageous marriages for his

daughters to two aristocratic brothers: the Infantes de

Carrión, who by their greed, jealousy, and cowardice,
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are the antithesis of the moral values embodied by the

Cid and his band. In spite of the Cid’s tepid reaction,

which is shared by Jimena, the marriages go ahead,

although they are performed in a juridical situation

that will make the king responsible for their outcome.

This legal disclaimer on the Cid’s part and royal

responsibility form the basis of the second plot, that

of private honor (honora privada). This second plot

unfolds when the Infantes, after having profited ma-

terially from the Cid’s generosity, decide to take re-

venge on him by dishonoring his daughters because

they have been publicly humiliated at his court for

their lack of manhood in war against the Muslims.

Thus, in a clearly elaborated scene, the Infantes, while

taking the Cid’s daughters to their homeland, first

have sex with the daughters and then savagely beat

them, leaving them in the wilderness for beasts to kill.

This scene is reminiscent of female Christian martyrs.

This prompts the Cid to turn to royal justice, which

decides that honor should be avenged by duels. Once

honor has been vindicated, the two daughters marry

the princes of Navarre and Aragon, forebears of the

kings ruling at the time of the poem’s composition.

The ahistorical second plot focuses, then, on women

as bearers of lineage and markers of masculine honor.

The Cantar de mio Cid, which uses the Cid’s mili-

tary career and his moral representation as an ideal

model of military effort, private enrichment, warrior

masculine ethos, and monarchical justice, is also di-

dactic in its representation of female characters,

who are extolled as passive participants whose role

is to be the building block of family harmony and

prestige but who must be, at the same time, submis-

sive, dependent, and not individualized. The moral

tale is, however, emphasized when female character-

istics are transferred unnaturally and monstrously to

male characters, like the Infantes, who, in contrast to

the Cid and his band, are not meeting their military

obligations.

Jimena

Jimena, the beloved wife in the Poema, is comple-

tely different in the other Cidia epic preserved, the

Mocedades del Cid, dealing with the fantastic deeds

of the young Rodrigo Dı́az. In this late medieval epic,

Jimena is presented in a more active role, as an aven-

ging women whose father has been killed by a young

and arrogant Rodrigo. She demands justice from the

king, dissuading her brothers from taking private

vengeance on Rodrigo de Vivar. While she displays

the same concerns for lineage and marriage presen-

ted in Cantar de mio Cid, she is portrayed now as a

young, courageous, and determined woman, contrast-

ing starkly with the complacent wife presented in

the Poema. Her action is accepted, however, because

her wedding prevents an unending cycle of private

vengeance.

Other Epics

Women played important roles in other Spanish

epics for which evidence is only indirect. These in-

clude: Los siete infantes de Lara, Cantar de Fernán

González, la Condesa Traidora, el Cantar de Sancho II

(in two versions), and el Romanz del Infant Garcia.

Los siete infantes de Lara was possibly the first epic

Spanish poem (around 1000). It is a bloody tale of

vengeance whose echoes can be heard in the Pri-

mera Crónica General (c. 1270). It is a women, Doña

Lambra, who is responsible for the clan’s catastrophe.

According to the chronicle, on the day of her wedding

to Roy Blazquez, she publicly made a comment on the

virility of her cousin, Alvar Sanchez. This clearly

denigrates the masculinity of the Lara family, which

is formed, in part, by seven brothers, Roy Blazquez’s

nephews. This prompts fighting, which is symboli-

cally a contest over masculinity, the assassination of

Doña Lambra’s cousin, and the intervention of Doña

Lambra’s husband to defend the honor of his wife.

Eventually, this leads to the definitive vengeance of

Doña Lambra, who makes her husband betray his

own cousins of the Lara Family, killing them all.

The cycle of vengeance is closed by the Mudarra,

the Infante’s half brother, who sets fire to Doña

Lambra.

In the case of el Cantar de Sancho II, or Cantar del

Cerco de Zamora, women’s representation is compli-

cated by the fac that Urraca is the unmarried princess

of Zamora. This locates the epic in another realm

where, instead of focusing on issues of masculine

honor and lineage, it deals with the relation of moral-

ity and legality to gender and active female gover-

nance. According to the Cronica najerense (mid-

twelfth century) and Primery Crónica General (c.

1270), she defended her territory vehemently against

the attack of her aggressive brother, The Castilian

King Sancho II. This character is interesting, howev-

er, because she resists her brother, showing both

empowerment and decision. However, at the same

time, there are some hints of concupiscence in Urraca,

who seems to use her femininity not only to manipu-

late young Rodrigo Dı́az, fighting for his Castilian

King, to maintain a dubious love for her brother

Alfonso, and, especially, to entice Belldio-Dolfos

with sexual promises to betray and kill the Castilian
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King. It presents, then, several characteristics that

resemble those of Doña Lambra, especially sexual

desire and treachery, but the absence of husbands or

brothers who would force her into a customary depen-

dent position causes her to adopt masculine charac-

teristics like aggression and the acceptance of political

responsibilities. Those disruptive aspects will, howev-

er, be attenuated in a later version of this epic, where

the emphasis switches to Rodrigo Dı́az, and Urraca

and her brother Alfonso are not so clearly guilty in

the betrayal of their brother.

In conclusion, Castilian epic seems to represent

women clearly in two ways. While some texts present

strong women, most of them are punished for not

being loyal to their lineage, governing duties, and

the male hierarchy. Active females are always pre-

sented as aggressive, especially those not meeting

their biological imperatives, and are almost always

several criticized because of their disruption of social

networks, which causes catastrophes. In contrast,

women who are passive and submissive are extolled

as embodying family and social harmony, while pre-

senting at the same time a possibility of social ad-

vancement. Overall, the passive women, as found in

the Cantar de mio Cid, are not typical of the active

females in the rest of the corpus.

OSCAR MARTIN
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ERMENGARD
Ermengard (c. 1129–1196), viscountess of Narbonne,

succeeded her father, Viscount Aymeri II, in 1134

when he was killed before the walls of Fraga in

Spain. She was only four or five years old at the

time. Her two older brothers had died young, and

only she and her younger sister, Ermessend, remained.

Sometime around 1139, Alphonse Jordan, count of

Toulouse, took over Ermengard’s city of Narbonne,

then one of the major ports of Occitania (now south-

ern France) and he married her in 1142. The marriage

provoked a military response from the count’s rivals

in the region. Defeated, Alphonse was forced to

give up both the city and the viscountess. The allies

then quickly married her to one of their own allies,

Bernard of Anduze. From then on, Ermengard ruled

her city by herself. Before she was twenty years old,

Ermengard was a full partner in the dynastic diplo-

macy and conflicts in Occitania.

In Narbonne, Ermengard’s palace stood next to

the main market square and the old Roman bridge

that crossed the Aude River, which carried goods to

and from the port at its mouth downstream. She drew

a significant portion of her revenues from tolls and

market taxes and so was particularly attentive to

promoting commerce. She ordered that a new road

be built from Narbonne to Roussillon, inland from

the old Roman coastal road. She also sent embassies

to negotiate commercial and military treaties with

Pisa (1164, 1174) and Genoa (1166, 1181).
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Ermengard was a patron of major troubadour

poets, including Bernart de Ventadorn, Peire

d’Alvernhe, Giraut de Bornelh, Azalais de Porcaira-

gues, and Peire Roger. As a result of her connection

to the troubadours, Andrew the Chaplain turned her

into a judge of an imaginary ‘‘court of love.’’

Ermengard had no children. She adopted her neph-

ew, Pedro de Lara, as her successor. In 1194, Pedro

ousted her from the city. She died in exile, April

30, 1196.

FREDRIC L. CHEYETTE
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EROTICISM IN ART
A typical modern understanding of medieval art is

that it is almost exclusively prudishly religious and,

therefore, relatively free of sexual, erotic imagery. In

fact, images of kissing, nudity, and heterosexual and

homosexual interactions are not at all uncommon in

medieval art, both religious and secular. Ironically, it

has perhaps been a modern tendency to separate the

sacred and the sexual that has censored this material,

but increasingly scholars have begun to engage in the

project of unraveling the visual codes of eroticism in

the art of the Middle Ages.

The definition of the erotic in medieval art is com-

plex and even contradictory. Certain visual images

suggesting the erotic, especially in art that is ostensi-

bly religious in nature, might in fact be interpreted as

signifying the spirit rather than the flesh. Much like

the often-eroticized language of medieval mystics,

scholars have sometimes been at a loss to determine

whether such verbal and visual emphasis on the car-

nal is allegorical or actual, referring to spiritual or

sexual experience, or some elision between the two.

The Meanings of Images

A famous debate about the meaning of seemingly

sexualized images took place between Caroline

Bynum and Steinberg. According to Leo Steinberg,

medieval and Renaissance images emphasizing the

genitals of Christ focus on his sexuality as evidence

of his full humanity. Bynum suggests instead that

modern viewers see breasts and genitals as erotic,

but we should not assume that medieval people did.

Rather, she believes that medieval viewers would

think of Christ’s body as connoting nourishment,

suffering, and ultimately salvation. Despite their dif-

ferent approaches and conclusions, both Steinberg

and Bynum proffer theological explanations and

responses for the exposed body of Christ, while scho-

lars such as Karma Lochrie and Robert Mills have

opened up the possibilities for sexual and homosexual

A couple in bed making love, c. 1300–c. 1310. A man
embracing a woman in bed. Illustration from a page of
French text discussing marriage, from ‘‘Le Roman de la
Rose’’ (The Romance of the Rose) by Jean de Meun and
Guillaume de Lorris. Eger.881. Folio No: 126.Min.
Location: British Library, London. Credit: HIP / Art
Resource, NY.
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responses to this kind of imagery. Certainly images

such as the isolated and vagina-like side-wounds of

Christ, popular in the fourteenth century, might sug-

gest interpretations beyond the theological, especially

for a viewer encountering such a sight in the private

space of a manuscript. The definition of ‘‘erotic,’’

then, is akin to the definition of pornographic—it is

at least in part a matter of position. For whom is it

erotic/homoerotic—male or female; artist, patron, or

viewer; medieval, modern? And are those categories

necessarily at odds with each other?

Some medieval images that are ostensibly religious

show encounters that seem suggestive, such as illus-

trations of the Sponsus and Sponsa from the Song of

Songs. The erotic language of the biblical text informs

images of these figures kissing or embracing, and the

fact that the Bridegroom and the Bride are usually

interpreted as Christ and the personified Church, and

the Church further identified as the Virgin Mary,

lends these images complicated and even incestuous

overtones. The question of interpretation remains: are

these to be seen solely as symbolic, or are other mean-

ings possible with such freighted imagery?

Nudity

Nudity is much more likely to be found in religious

rather than secular imagery in the Middle Ages, but it

can be confusingly coded. Adam and Eve are repre-

sented nude in their prelapsarian state of innocence;

in early medieval images, their bodies are often barely

distinguishable. It is only after the Fall that their

nakedness becomes shameful. Images of the Last

Judgment often explicitly contrast the blessed, fully

robed and resplendent in heaven, with the damned

writhing in their nakedness, much as they did in the

sexual sins that condemned them to hell. But virgin

martyrs such as Agatha and Barbara were often

represented partially or fully nude; especially in the

later Middle Ages they are depicted as the visual

embodiments of the ideal women described in love

poetry and romances, with their long blond hair, fair

complexions, swelling bellies, and high, apple-like

breasts. Such images may provoke both religious

and erotic responses in viewers, both medieval and

modern. In his famous treatise on the art of courtly

love, Andreas Capellanus maintained that desire re-

sided in sight, that it was created from the ‘‘inborn

suffering’’ produced from looking at the opposite sex.

The many images of David gazing on the undraped

form of Bathsheba aptly illustrate this idea, and fur-

ther complicate the gaze of the viewer on undressed

female saints.

Explicitness

Paradoxically, it seems that (at least in the later Mid-

dle Ages) the most explicit images are found in reli-

gious contexts, but they were probably meant to have

a didactic message, to be censorious rather than cele-

bratory of eroticism and love. The pairs of same-sex

lovers in one of the early-thirteenth-century morali-

zed Bibles appear in conjunction with God’s banish-

ment of Adam and Eve as well as a moralizing text.

Sheelanagigs, sculpted images of hag-like female

figures squatting and pulling back the lips of their

vaginas, inhabit the exterior of many Romanesque

churches, especially in the British Isles. Also on

church exteriors, pairs of heterosexual and homosex-

ual lovers grimace and grind on corbels. All types of

salacious themes are found carved on misericords,

underneath choir seats—lovers in baths (probably a

reference to prostitution); bare-breasted mermaids

and sirens; men exposing their buttocks and genitals;

naked women astride animals. What many of these

images have in common is that they appear in the

margins, outside the frame, ‘‘on the edge.’’ These

spaces seem to be areas where the proper order of

things is reversed, the world is turned upside down,

and the transgressive able to be depicted, perhaps in

order to render it powerless, perhaps to harness its

power apotropaically. Yet some of the most graphic

marginal imagery may have other functions; the

image of a naked couple seeming either to copulate

or engage in oral sex in the top margin of a Book of

Hours has been shown by Camille to be a reference to

a biblical phrase on the same folio.

Ironically, when couples copulate in secular manu-

scripts such as romances or even medieval sex man-

uals, they are usually in bed and covered up. In fact,

secular images, especially those associated with court-

ly love, illustrate direct physical erotic experience but

do so in metaphorical terms. The luxury trade in ivory

mirrorbacks, combs, and caskets in the fourteenth

century produced large numbers of objects with

images of heterosexual couples; in reading these

images in conjunction with medieval literature such

as romances, pastourelles, and fabliaux, where sexual

encounters (usually seduction/rapes described from

the male point of view) are bawdily if euphemistically

recounted, it becomes more clear that the chaplets,

roses, falcons, squirrels, swords, chess games, and

castle stormings are thinly veiled sexual puns. In

part a question of survival, but probably also an

impression of importance or even appropriateness,

such secular objects are much more rarely the subjects

of scholarly study.

MARTHA EASTON
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EROTICISM IN LITERATURE
In Sexuality in Medieval Europe: Doing unto Others,

Ruth Mazo Karras observes that modern readers

have typically divided medieval sexuality into two

tidy but reductive categories: on the one hand, it is

marked by a repressive, ascetic religious culture that

considers all sexual behavior and the body itself to be

malignant and sinful; on the other, it is influenced by

a permissive, earthy secular culture that celebrates

the body, its appetites, and its excesses. While these

images are not entirely incompatible with historical

and textual evidence, Karras insists that they tell only

a small part of the story. The Middle Ages spans one

thousand years of history, a vast geographical area,

and an extraordinary array of cultures, subcultures,

and belief systems. It should come as no surprise, then,

that the Middle Ages also embraces an extremely

broad spectrum of attitudes toward sexual desires

and acts. Indeed, it is not at all unusual to find a

number of different, and apparently discordant, per-

spectives on sexuality converging within a single peri-

od, milieu, author, or text. Moreover, the fact that

much of the available evidence is textual and literary

belies attempts by critics to generalize a stable, mono-

lithic set of cultural beliefs regarding sexuality. Since

only certain segments of the population (principally

but not exclusively clerical men) were literate, the

textual evidence is inevitably partial and skewed.

And given that medieval literature is unusually rhe-

torical, polysemous, and oblique, it cannot offer an

unmediated reflection of social realities. More often

than not, the extant sources evince the irreducible

complexities of a fully heterogeneous, but not fully

knowable, sexual culture.

This entry focuses on a particularly celebrated and

richly suggestive body of erotic texts: those that

emerged in the Christian West during the High Mid-

dle Ages, roughly 1100–1300. These texts do not epit-

omize medieval eroticism generally; on the contrary,

they are in many respects quite exceptional. At the

same time, the interpretive and methodological pro-

blems they raise could profitably be extended to the

study of other medieval sources, cultures, and periods.

Those problems include, most notably, the refraction

or pluralization of perspective and irresolvable ambi-

guities of intention, tone, meaning, and desire.

The Age of Ovid

The High Middle Ages has long been thought of as a

period of cultural renaissance. This is due in large part

to a renewal of interest in Roman erotic literature on

the part of both Latin authors (whose audiences were

largely ecclesiastical, educated, and male) and vernac-

ular authors (whose audiences were largely aristocrat-

ic, illiterate, and mixed-gender). Ludwig Traube refers

to this period as an ‘‘Age of Ovid,’’ and certainly

among the pagan poets known to medieval readers,

Ovid’s influence was second only to Virgil’s. The na-

ture of that influence was extremely broad and multi-

faceted. Ovidian sources were used in the schools and

universities to teach a variety of topics, including

grammar, rhetoric, history, mythography, and ethics.

Yet it is in the field of poetry and imaginative litera-

ture that Ovid’s legacy was most deeply felt. Authors

as diverse as the troubadours and trobairitz, the Min-

nesänger, Chrétien de Troyes, Guillaume de Lorris,

Jean deMeun, theCarmina Burana poets, Dante, Juan

Ruiz, Petrarch, Boccaccio, Machaut, and Chaucer
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were under the sway of the Roman ‘‘preceptor of

love.’’ What these medieval authors have in common

is, however, far more than simply a corpus of erotic

narratives, symbols, and theories. They also share a

profound ambivalence about the psychological,

moral, social, and spiritual value of erotic love and a

fascination with the shifting nature of sexual desire

and textual meaning. Ovid is himself a bundle of

contradictions: he teaches the art of love but also

advocates its rejection; he is a callous debaucher but

also defends lawful marriage; and his writings alter-

nate, sometimes quite abruptly, between obscenity

and tenderness. If some medieval authors sought to

minimize the equivocalness of Ovid’s poetry, assign-

ing pious or moral glosses to texts that, for a variety

of reasons, were considered problematic, others mag-

nified the slipperiness of the source material, exagger-

ating its ambiguities. Indeed, the erotic literature of

the High Middle Ages is nearly always preoccupied

with the conflict between the unpredictable force of

desire that cannot be mastered and the norms govern-

ing sexual conduct. The medieval Ovidian tradition,

therefore, should not be categorized as either permis-

sive or repressive. Rather, it deftly negotiates the gap

between pleasure and constraint, typically without

achieving, or even necessarily seeking out, resolution.

Latin Texts

A particularly telling example of Ovidian ambivalence

can be found in Alan of Lille’s Plaint of Nature, a

twelfth-century Latin allegory intended for an elite

audience of scholars trained in philosophy, theology,

and the liberal arts. The theme of the text is the

relationship between man and cosmos, nature and

ethics; it uses myths drawn from Ovid in order to

stigmatize fleshly incontinence and ‘‘unnatural’’ vice,

especially homosexuality. The denouement of the text

is a formal edict of excommunication in which the

priest Genius, speaking on Lady Nature’s behalf,

curses those who violate natural law and excludes

them from the order of nature. The moral austerity

and disciplinary force of Alan’s text should be fairly

obvious from this description, and in fact the Plaint

was read throughout the medieval period as a tract

against sodomy and other carnal sins. However, it

would be reductive to describe Alan’s text as purely

ascetic, antierotic, and homophobic. On the contrary,

the Plaint shifts erratically between moral diatribe

and sexual titillation, sometimes going so far as to

traduce in practice the very laws it seeks to promul-

gate in theory. The narrator is drawn to metaphors,

puns, and images that render his own sexual desires

ambiguous; while Nature and Genius indulge in rhe-

torical excesses that tend to complicate, or perhaps

even invalidate, their moral claims. Some scholars see

the playfulness of Alan’s language as part of the text’s

disciplinary strategy: the reader is trapped in the

poem’s equivocal language and requires clerical me-

diation in order to achieve moral restoration. Others

have argued that the text is so conspicuously at odds

with its own moral intentions that it should be read as

a diatribe against Ovidian poetry rather than sexual

deviance.

Another twelfth-century Latin treatise, Andreas

Capellanus’s On Love, offers a similar hodgepodge

of incongruous ingredients and exegetical difficulties.

The text opens with a preface in which Andreas agrees

to teach his disciple Walter about erotic love, and in

which he implicitly designates himself as heir to

Ovid’s title ‘‘preceptor of love.’’ The text that ensues

is indeed a compendium Ovidian love doctrine, fil-

tered through the lenses of scholastic method and a

medieval clerical worldview. In Book 1, Andreas

defines love, explains how it is acquired, and illus-

trates his argument with dialogues. Book 2 discusses

how love may be preserved and is devoted in large

part to erotic casuistry. A third and final book offers

what appears to be a palinode to the first two: in an

abrupt about-face, Andreas bitterly denounces love

and women and exhorts Walter to wed himself in-

stead to the divine Bridegroom in preparation for

Judgment Day. Though Andreas’s vision of human

sexuality is very different from Alan’s, his work none-

theless shares with the Plaint a common set of

intellectual references and a profoundly Ovidian

fascination with ambivalence. It is unclear, for in-

stance, whether On Love should be taken as a

straightforward rulebook on the courtly love tradi-

tion or whether it should be read instead as an ironic

or parodic subversion of that tradition. Those readers

who favor an ironic reading in turn disagree on the

function of irony in the text. Some argue for

Andreas’s orthodoxy and privilege the moral decrees

of Book 3 over the profane themes and ribald humor

of the first two. Others make the reverse claim. Per-

haps the most sensitive readers are those who refuse

to privilege any one perspective over another. Like

Ovid, Andreas does not seek to limit the meaning of

erotic love but instead endows it with multiple, dis-

crepant meanings and a seemingly endless capacity

for metamorphosis. By complicating his own authori-

al viewpoint, he allows the reader to glimpse the ten-

sions and dissensions internal to the sexual culture of

his time period. If modern critics impose unity on

Andreas’s treatise and generalize its love doctrine, it

is at the expense of the playfulness of the text, which

eschews thematic and stylistic coherence.
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Vernacular Texts

Though the vernacular literature of the High Middle

Ages was intended for a very different audience, it

nonetheless shares with Alan’s Plaint and Andreas’s

On Love a marked tendency toward fragmentation

and undecidability. Two examples will have to suffice:

romance (idealizing fictions concerned with chivalric

valor and courtly love) and the fabliaux (obscene,

comic texts that caricature the common folk and

their questionable sexual mores). Many critics have

argued that romance feeds cultural anxieties about

the disruptive effects of the libido and seeks to em-

power feudal institutions to regulate sexual acts and

desires. Romance is particularly fascinated with fe-

male adultery and male homosexuality, which it

views as directly threatening to patrilineal systems of

descent and the political hierarchies and institutions

that rest upon them. Other critics have argued, by

contrast, that romance incorporates so many different

perspectives and addresses itself to so diverse an audi-

ence that its cultural and ideological significance can-

not be easily defined. It would be reductive, in their

view, to read romances simply as cautionary tales

illustrating simple lessons about sexual morality and

political stability. Indeed, many critics have argued

that female characters in romance typically speak on

several levels at once, both sustaining and undermin-

ing the conventions that govern women’s lives. If

romance initially appears to instantiate and endorse

a repressive sexual ideology, it also works to expose

the tensions and fault lines within that ideology.

Thus, for instance, the knightly solidarity that is

so fundamental to the romance ethos depends upon

intimate homosocial bonds that are never fully distin-

guished from homoerotic desire. Similarly, the chival-

ric hero must prove his virility by devoting himself

to the courtship of an idealized woman; yet in the

process he reveals that his value as a man requires

his submission to his supposed inferior.

Still greater ambiguities can be found in the

fabliaux. Far from being naı̈ve folk tales or artless

depictions of medieval popular culture, the fabliaux

are instead highly sophisticated, self-reflexive fictions

that focus attention on the malleability of discursive

meaning and the protean nature of the body qua sign.

They are particularly interested in the genitalia, which

are described less as anatomical markers of sexual

difference than as verbal, metaphorical, and fictional

constructs. Typically, the humor of the fabliaux

depends upon a misinterpretation of, or slippage

within, the genital metaphor, culminating in a repeti-

tion of traditional misogynistic themes: women’s in-

satiability, prolixity, treachery, and so on. By linking

the genitals to semantic indeterminacy, however, the

fabliaux poets also belie certain assumptions about

the nature of gender and sexuality. To begin with,

if the fabliaux consider gender to be a cultural con-

struct rather than a biological fact, then they must

also have understood it to be arbitrary and unstable

rather than absolute and universal. Moreover, if gen-

der is fictional, then patriarchy itself must rest upon

conventions and fabrications rather than indisput-

able, natural facts. Finally, the conceit of the fabliaux

that the body proliferates alternate meanings suggests

that the body’s appetites can never be fully controlled.

Like Ovid’s own poetry, the fabliaux suggest that the

body restlessly undermines the limitations placed

upon it and limitlessly metamorphoses desire.

Conclusions

What kinds of general conclusions can we draw about

medieval eroticism on the basis of the literary evi-

dence described here? To begin with, we can confi-

dently assert (as does Karras) that there simply is no

such thing as medieval sexuality. There is only an

extraordinarily multifarious set of social, cultural,

textual, and literary practices that stubbornly resist

facile categorization and univocal meaning. This is

not to dismiss the value of typological methods,

which are altogether crucial for situating medieval

erotic texts within their social, cultural, and historical

contexts. Literary critics must always consider mate-

rial evidence before they begin the work of analysis,

including factors such as a text’s likely provenance, its

manuscript tradition, and its anticipated and actual

readership. At the same time, scholars of literature

and history alike must never lose sight of the funda-

mental evasiveness and equivocalness of medieval lit-

erary genres and traditions. There is considerable

danger in overdetermining medieval texts by assign-

ing to them singular meanings or by considering them

as transparent social and cultural documents. Often,

medieval literature is itself conscious of the contingen-

cy of linguistic and cultural meaning, especially when

it comes to the body and sexual pleasure. Though

modern readers may initially find the ambivalence

and self-reflexivity of medieval texts disconcerting,

these should ultimately be considered its greatest

assets. Medieval erotic literature encompasses, and

casts a critical gaze upon, a multitude of attitudes,

beliefs, and norms regarding the body and desire. In

the process, it offers the assiduous reader a vantage

point from which to glimpse the extraordinary diver-

sity and complexity of human sexual culture.

NOAH GUYNN
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EUCHARIST
See Fasting and Food, Religious Aspects of

EUNUCHS
Eunuchs were a feature of Middle Eastern and Asian

court and religious life for thousands of years. They

appear in Mesopotamian texts from 2000 BCE, in

Egyptian texts from 1300 BCE, and in Chinese texts

from 1100 BCE. The practice of having eunuchs was

continued by Persian, Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine,

and Muslim rulers. In the Byzantine Empire eunuchs

were important participants in the life of the church

and the imperial court. Practices involving eunuchs

spread from Byzantium to southern Italy, Sicily, and

North Africa. They existed in most Muslim courts.

Even as of 2006, the last of the eunuch tomb guards at

the tomb of the Prophet Muhammad are dying.

Eunuch is a very broad term. In the Byzantine

world (325 CE to 1453 CE) it could refer to a man

who was celibate; a man whose genitals were de-

formed, making procreation impossible; or a man

whose genitals accidentally or intentionally were

mutilated in infancy, childhood, or after puberty.

The term eunuch, therefore, refers to a man’s re-

productive capacity, not to any particular kind of

mutilation.

In Byzantium eunuchs were castrated by crush-

ing or tying off the testicles or through a surgical
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procedure that removed the testicles from the scrotal

sac. The latter was believed to be the safer procedure.

Total removal of the genitals was not practiced in

Byzantium.

In ancient societies adult men were castrated as an

act of sexual dominance, usually in connection with

warfare or as a punishment. Prepubescent boys and

young children were castrated for very different rea-

sons. Servile boys who were especially attractive were

castrated to preserve their youthful appearance,

which some men found sexually attractive. As these

castrated boys matured they did not go through nor-

mal puberty. Lacking testosterone they did not grow

beards and their facial features and skin retained a

feminine delicacy. Their faces developed a character-

istic triangular shape and their bodies elongated. The

result was a tall, slender individual who was lightly

boned, lacked muscular development, had fat depos-

its distributed in a feminine pattern, and retained a

high-pitched voice. He did not lose his hair to bald-

ness as he aged, but did suffer from early and severe

osteoporosis. In late antiquity eunuchs were often

associated with sexual sin.

During the Byzantine period, while young men

were still castrated for the reasons stated previously,

and their appearance was believed to bring elegance

to the court, eunuchs began to be perceived in other

ways. Drawing on very old traditions that presented

boys, and therefore eunuchs, as magical, liminal indi-

viduals who served as priests or elite servants, the

status of eunuchs improved. Since eunuchs were not

sexually active, they were assumed to have intellectual

powers superior to those of other men. Since they did

not marry and establish families, it was assumed that

they would be unfailingly loyal to their masters or

patrons. The etymology of the term eunuch illustrates

this change. Although it comes from the Greek word

eu� nZ’ , which means bed chamber, in the Byzantine

world it was assumed to come from eu� n’oos or

‘‘well-minded.’’

By the ninth century, eunuchs were major figures in

both the Byzantine court and the Orthodox Church.

As the elaboration of the imperial bureaucracy dis-

tanced the emperor from his subjects, he increasingly

depended on his staff of eunuchs both to protect him

from outsiders and to act as a liaison to those outside

the imperial circle. The eunuchs of the court con-

trolled the palace doors, the imperial regalia, palace

protocol, and the imperial audiences. They stage-

managed imperial milestones: births, marriages, and

deaths. Because they were competent and trusted ser-

vants they often commanded armies and acted as

imperial envoys. By the tenth century the emperor’s

chief eunuch was usually the most powerful bureau-

crat in the empire.

Eunuchs’ relationships with the church were com-

plex. On the one hand the church was suspicious of

eunuchs because of their early connection to sexual

sin. It considered that their condition was ‘‘unnatu-

ral,’’ a violation of the integrity of the male body. On

the other hand the church admired the eunuch’s celi-

bacy and saw it as a requirement for fulfilling perfect

service to God. In Byzantine art and literature

eunuchs are regularly mistaken for angels and vice

versa. They are seen to share a number of attributes:

liminality, asexuality, a boyish appearance, and lives

dedicated to service.

Despite the importance of eunuchs in Byzantine

society, castration was officially frowned upon. Late

Roman and Byzantine legal codes repeat earlier

Roman injunctions against castration. Under the

civil code those who practiced or arranged for castra-

tions were to be punished with death, confiscation,

exile, or fines. It was permissible, however, to buy a

eunuch who had been castrated by barbarians outside

the boundaries of the empire. Ecclesiastical law ech-

oes these regulations, though it does allow an individ-

ual who has been castrated by others against his will

to become a priest. By the ninth century there are

signs that men were ignoring this legislation. Since

Roman law allowed castration for medical reasons,

a remarkable number of young eunuchs seem to have

been castrated because they suffered from hernias.

Sources talk about parents arranging for a son’s cas-

tration so that he could attain a job at the palace or a

career in the church.

In both church and state, eunuchs were perceived

to be guardians of women and children. They were

personal servants, advisors, tutors, and companions.

When a holy woman needed to find an appropriate

place to set up as an urban hermit in the city of

Constantinople, her faithful eunuch examined avail-

able real estate on her behalf. When an emperor

wished to marry, a delegation of eunuchs looked

over appropriate women on his behalf. If the supply

of eunuchs in the palace began to decline a senior

eunuch went looking for bright young men who

might be willing to be castrated and join the corps.

Modern scholars ask whether eunuchs were a third

sex. Except in the worst of the pejorative literature

about eunuchs, the language associated with them

treats them as men. In terms of modern biological

categories they were men, but surgically altered men

who had been acculturated into modes of self-

presentation and behavior that the Byzantine world

associated with women. They were beardless, had

soft, smooth skin, luxuriant hair, high-pitched voices,

and somewhat feminized bodies. They were perceived

to be emotionally unstable, unable to control their

desire for food, drink, money, and power. They were
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charged with being ambiguous, with resembling magi-

cians, and with constantly changing the face they

presented to society. Eunuchs, therefore, were per-

ceived as a distinct kind of man that had unique

abilities and culturally determined feminine charac-

teristics. In other words they constituted a distinct

gender that was neither male nor female but was

gendered as something else.

KATHRYN M. RINGROSE
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EVANGILES DES QUENOUILLES
The Evangiles des Quenouilles (Gospel of Distaffs) is

a compilation of folk wisdom produced in the Bur-

gundian lands of French-speaking Flanders betw-

een 1466 and 1474. The earlier, ‘‘primitive’’ version,

a listing of 152 ‘‘gospels,’’ or beliefs, divided into

three parts, is attributed in the manuscript to three

otherwise-unknown authors, maistre Fouquart de

Cambray, maistre Anthoine du Val, and Jehan

d’Arras dit Caron. The later version, a major rework-

ing that expands the number of beliefs to approxi-

mately 230 divided into six evenings, is anonymous.

The text presents the familiar problematic of the me-

diation of popular or women’s oral culture through

clerical written culture, a dynamic consciously staged

by the text’s narrative framing: it is presented as the

record made by a male secretary of the utterances of

women who gather to spin and exchange wisdom

during the long winter evenings between Christmas

and Candlemas. The later version adapts the Boccac-

cian form of a series of ‘‘days’’ or, more properly,

evenings, each presided over by one of six ‘‘prési-

dentes’’ who deliver their ‘‘gospels,’’ to which other

participants offer glosses in a model clearly derived

from clerical lectio. The ‘‘truths’’ provide a feminine

perspective on such concerns as love, marriage, sexu-

ality, child-bearing, health, healing, and prosperity,

including the relationship to both the natural and

supernatural world. The narrativization made possi-

ble by the frame, the imitation of biblical and scho-

lastic models, and the choice of the participants’

names and ‘‘professions’’ (prostitution, divination,

etc.) belie the ironic and misogynist intentions of the

clerical compilers, who destined the work for a

reading public fascinated by popular customs and

beliefs. The large place accorded to ‘‘superstitious’’

practices (charms, interpretation of signs and dreams)

including beliefs related to sorcery may partly explain

the elaborate framing with its attendant distancing.

The work was quite popular, surviving in two manu-

scripts; eleven early printings, including six before

1500; translations into English, Dutch, and German;

and a verse adaptation into the Gascon dialect.
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EVE
The figure of Eve, from the book of Genesis, was

central in shaping Western attitudes toward women

from the earliest days of Christianity. The North
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African theologian Tertullian asked Christian women

of the late second century, ‘‘Do you not know that

every one of you is an Eve?’’ Tertullian viewed Eve as

a paradigm for all women; and according to the Gen-

esis account, Eve had been responsible for the original

fall of the human race into sin. Disobedient to God,

Eve was tempted by the serpent to eat the fruit of the

Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. She then

encouraged her husband, Adam, to join her in sin-

ning. A few Gnostic groups in the second century

interpreted Eve’s actions more positively, seeing in

her a powerful symbol of spiritual wisdom, but it

was the negative orthodox Christian evaluation of

Eve that triumphed and colored all subsequent dis-

cussions of the Genesis text and of women themselves.

In early Christian scripture, Eve emerged as the

symbol of all who allow themselves to be deceived

by evil (2 Cor. 11:3) and as the prime justification for

refusing to allow women to instruct men in the

Church (I Tim. 2:12–14). In the second century, sev-

eral themes soon emerged that were destined to be-

come permanent fixtures in the structure of Christian

theology. The most significant is that, as in Tertul-

lian’s indictment, Eve became the model for under-

standing all women as persons whose nature makes

them likely to tempt others to sin. Second, Genesis

describes Eve as being created after Adam; this will be

used to prove the secondary and subordinate status of

women to men, even before Eve’s sin. Third, for

Christian writers inclined to argue the value of celiba-

cy over marriage, Eve came to represent the lure of

the body and sexuality drawing Christians away from

a single-minded service of God and entangling them

instead in the coils of lust and worldly concerns. The

work of St. Augustine of Hippo (354–430) only

heightened this perspective. Crucial for determining

the direction of theology in the Middle Ages, Augus-

tine argued that sexual desire is itself a punishment

for original sin and that all sexual intercourse, tainted

by uncontrollable desire, is at least venially sinful.

Furthermore, he held such sexual desire responsible

for passing on the stain of original sin to future gen-

erations. Eve, and thus all women, became symbols of

a body and sexuality no longer under rational control,

inescapably inciting men to desire participation in the

foremost effect of the Fall itself. Finally, and perhaps

more positively, Eve was also portrayed as the pre-

cursor of Mary, the Second Eve, whose obedience to

God resulted in the Incarnation and the eventual

overthrow of the very serpent who had tempted her

predecessor.

Throughout the medieval centuries, Eve remained

central to discussions of women and of humanity in

general. The rediscovery of Aristotle’s work in the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries allowed theologians

to add a ‘‘biological’’ explanation for the supposed

inferiority of Eve and of all women, due to his belief

that women are deformed males. Nature intends to

create a male; but something frustrates the natural

development and a female is produced instead.

While theologians like St. Thomas Aquinas stopped

short of seeing women as inherently more biologically

defective than men, late medieval witch hunters Hein-

rich Kramer and Jacob Sprenger carried the physical

debility of Eve to an extreme. They asserted in the

Malleus maleficarum (The Hammer of Witches), that

Eve was naturally prone to sin because she was creat-

ed from a ‘‘bent rib’’ of Adam, an assertion that calls

into question even the creative technique of God.

In medieval artwork, Eve was often depicted

naked, suggesting both the innocence of the original

creation but also Eve’s role as a symbol of the carnal.

The association with lust is especially obvious when a

naked Eve is contrasted with a fully clothed Virgin

Mary, supreme symbol of sexual purity.

Medieval writers, particularly women, could nev-

ertheless discuss Eve in creative and positive ways.

Margaret Miles argues that Hildegard of Bingen

portrays Eve as an expression of Adam’s love, stres-

sing the interdependence of men and women in God’s

plan. Eve, formed from Adam’s body, in turn pro-

duces ‘‘Man’’ in her offspring. Also, Caroline Walker

Bynum shows that both Hildegard and St. Catherine

of Siena equate Eve, and therefore women, with hu-

manity and body because Eve was made solely of

Adam’s flesh rather than the dust of the ground.

This led to a connection between the female flesh of

Mary, the second Eve, and the body of Christ formed

in her womb, making it possible to assert that female

flesh was crucified for the sins of humanity. In his

Passion sermon, fifteenth-century theologian Jean

Gerson depicts the Virgin Mary at the cross, asserting

that the fleshly unity between herself and Jesus

enables her to suffer with him and ‘‘buy back’’ the

sin of Eve.

The Western tradition has most often seen in Eve a

means for arguing the inferiority of women. Never-

theless, for some medieval writers, Eve could stand as

a symbol of a human nature fallen but recreated in the

common humanity of Mary and Jesus.

DONNA SPIVEY ELLINGTON
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EXEMPLUM
While the word exemplum (plural exempla) can simply

mean ‘‘example,’’ in many medieval contexts it desig-

nates a short narrative used to illustrate or reinforce a

point, often in a sermon. In Greek and Roman rheto-

ric, an account of notable figures or events might be

used to convey the value of a quality such as chastity

or good governance, and such narratives often reap-

pear in medieval texts that offer advice to princes. The

parables told by Jesus in the New Testament surely

contributed to the development of the medieval ser-

mon exemplum, although they differ from it in pre-

senting imaginary, rather than (supposedly) historical

events. And early Christian preaching recognized the

usefulness of exempla; Pope Gregory I (d. 604), for

instance, comments that examples are often more

moving than mere words of instruction, and monastic

preaching of the eleventh and twelfth centuries turned

increasingly to such narratives as one of the sermon’s

modes of persuasion.

It was not until the preaching revival of the late

twelfth and thirteenth centuries, however, that the

term exemplum came into widespread use in preach-

ing theory and sermons, and this is the main context

in which the genre is studied today. In the period

following the Gregorian Reform, the ecclesiastical

establishment increasingly recognized a need to im-

prove and expand preaching activity to ensure that

the Church’s message reached the laity more effective-

ly. One form that endeavored to do so was the sermon

ad status, a sermon directed toward a particular pro-

fessional or social group—although while men were

usually grouped by profession, secular women were

often addressed as a single group, or according to

marital status as wives or widows. The earliest surviv-

ing Latin collection of ad status sermons, the Sermo

generalis of Honorius Augustodunensis, a prolific re-

ligious author of the first half of the twelfth century,

provides brief addresses to priests, merchants, and

married people, among others. Honorius ends each

of his eight model sermons with a brief narrative

about a representative of the group in question; a

sermon to farmers concludes with the tale of a

woman who, granted a vision of the eternal fates of

her quiet, hard-working, long-suffering father

(enjoying the fruits of heaven) and her garrulous,

lustful, spendthrift mother (tormented in hell by

demons and serpents), thereafter lives a life of stead-

fast virtue. As this suggests, exempla in sermons did

not necessarily involve characters who were members

of the group being addressed; exempla about women

appear in sermons to men, and vice versa, although

the desire to make an example compelling for the

audience did mean that sermons to women were

somewhat more likely to involve female characters.

Exempla may draw on anything from biblical or clas-

sical stories, to folklore, to daily life for their subjects,

but in many cases the depiction of recognizable, con-

temporary situations and characters (however fiction-

al) lay at the heart of the medieval exemplum’s

authority.

Later preachers similarly emphasized the value of

exempla; the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries were

the period of the greatest diffusion of the form. The

priest, canon, and later bishop James of Vitry (d.

1240), one of the most famous preachers of the early

thirteenth century, made extensive use of illustrative

stories, arguing that they were particularly useful for

teaching laypeople, for whom narrative is more ap-

pealing and comprehensible than doctrine. It is im-

portant to note that examples appear in sermons and

other works directed to monks and priests, as well as

those directed to the laity or to nuns (who were often

grouped with the ‘‘unlearned’’), but exempla were

nonetheless strongly associated with lay or uneducat-

ed audiences. The tales were seen as, above all, valu-

able for pastoral work, a quality that made them

attractive to the preachers of the Franciscan and Do-

minican orders, which had been created in part to

respond to the demand for more and better preaching

to laypeople. Exempla became so characteristic of

their sermons that the orders were criticized for their

use of ‘‘vain fables’’ at the expense of more serious

matter, reflecting a longstanding concern about the

appropriateness of narrative in sermons.

Scholars have recently debated whether the exem-

plum tends primarily to separate preacher and audi-

ence or to associate them. Collections of exempla for
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preachers’ use were transmitted in Latin manuscripts

that would have been inaccessible to most laypeople,

and theoretical discussions of such tales often stress

their appeal to simplicity and unlearnedness, empha-

sizing the distinction between preacher and audience.

On the other hand, the preacher’s acknowledged need

to gain his hearers’ attention and inspire their belief

led him to participate in a narrative form that was

popular across social groupings, drawing him to some

degree into his audience’s world.

The breadth of the exemplum’s appeal for medieval

audiences can be seen in its literary manifestations

beyond the preaching tradition. The ‘‘classical’’ or

‘‘public’’ exemplum was widely used throughout the

later Middle Ages, and while sermon exempla as they

survive in written form are generally quite brief, of-

fering a narrative kernel rather than a full-fledged

story, medieval authors not infrequently borrowed

these brief tales and elaborated on them. The tale

of Griselda, which was told by Petrarch, Boccaccio,

and Chaucer, is essentially an exemplum illustrating

the virtues of patience and obedience. In such con-

texts, however, the exemplary story (like the fables

and fabliaux that often resemble it) gains a new

independence, standing on its own rather than acting

as a support for a larger point, and in this regard is

a distinctly different phenomenon than the sermon

exemplum.

CLAIRE WATERS
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FABLIAU
The fabliaux are a corpus of some 150 short French

narratives, dating roughly from 1200 to 1340; the ma-

jority are anonymous, though some are by authors

who identify themselves and who are in some cases

known and respected for other compositions. In addi-

tion, several of Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales (e.g., The

Miller’s Tale) are often designated fabliaux. The clas-

sic definition of fabliaux is that of Joseph Bédier, who

in 1894 termed them contes à rire en vers (‘‘comic tales

in verse’’). The definition has proved durable even

though it is not entirely accurate, in that a number of

texts commonly accepted as fabliaux are, in their ap-

parent intent, more moralizing than humorous. None-

theless, the majority of them are designed primarily

for entertainment in some form, even though a good

many conclude with morals; one of the common ones

is ‘‘he who believes a woman is a fool.’’ The morals

sometimes follow logically from the tale but just as

often seem to be a mere convention with little or no

discernable connection with the events of the story.

The majority of the fabliaux deal with erotic sub-

jects, often involving a triangle (a married couple and

a third person, frequently a priest), a man who

attempts to seduce a woman (married or not), or a

woman whose wiles are directed against her husband

or a suitor. In other instances, the point of the story is

an account of legitimate revenge or even a simple joke

or ruse; but sexual themes predominate.

Noting that female sexuality was often considered

the ‘‘work of the devil,’’ Levy has analyzed some of

the more extreme and explicit reflections of that

thinking in the fabliaux; but, like almost all commen-

tators, he concludes that fabliau antifeminism was

ambivalent and was in general less extreme than many

other medieval condemnations of women. Lorcin

contends that the fabliaux were no more antifeminist

than other medieval genres, and Ménard actually

describes the genre’s misogyny as ‘‘a minor motif.’’

Those views tend to reduce the subject to a cata-

logue of female attributes or actions, demonstrating

women’s devious ways or their voracious sexual ap-

petites but often failing to take into account the

narrative function of those characteristics within the

boundaries of works intended for amusement.

In regard to women’s roles, two examples will

illustrate the extremes of the genre. The Castrated

Lady concerns a woman who, following her mother’s

precepts and practice, contradicts her new husband

repeatedly. As a lesson in proper wifely comportment,

the husband diagnoses the mother as having testicles;

he viciously slices the woman’s thighs and appears to

remove the offending items—actually palmed bull

testicles—that accounted for her presumption.

Through the violence and the threat of its repetition,

the wife learns her lesson, and the narrator appears to

approve heartily. Near the other end of the fabliau

spectrum stands Berenger Long-Ass, in which a wife

resorts to deception—without narratorial censure—to

correct the flaws of her equally deceptive but also

shamefully cowardly and pretentious husband. In

other fabliaux we find the full range of female beha-

viors, from simple and naı̈ve women to devious ones,

from victims to strong and powerful women, from
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those who are offended by sexual advances to a great

many who initiate such advances and relish carnal

pleasures.

Feminist criticism of the fabliaux has proceeded

very fitfully, with most commentary on the misogyny

of the genre merely echoing the judgments previously

cited. However, Anne Ladd responded, as long ago as

1976, to these problems by asking, ‘‘What kind of

antifeminism is it that in over fifty percent of male–

female conflicts shows the woman winning?’’ Quoting

Ladd’s question, Lesley Johnson points out that ‘‘win-

ning women of the fabliaux are above all cunning

and high-spirited (rather than adulterous and deceit-

ful).’’ It is certainly true that for every evil woman in

the fabliaux, there is one who is either virtuous or

victimized. More important, for every woman who is

devious or conniving, there is a man who is brutish

or brutal. Generally speaking, feminine cupidity is

matched by masculine stupidity. Yet, it is unarguably

the case that some narrators, in asides or major digres-

sions or in morals, hold women in exceedingly low

esteem and consider them collectively responsible for

many of the travails of men and of society. All in all,

the question of antifeminism in the fabliaux is far less

straightforward than it has sometimes been made to

appear, and further consideration of that subject, with-

in the context of gender studies, is a clear desideratum.

NORRIS J. LACY
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FAMILY (EARLIER MIDDLE AGES)
Any discussion of family, as wider kin group or small

nuclear unit, in the earlier Middle Ages inevitably

needs to start with considerations of language and

vocabulary. This is because the Latin word familia

that looks at first sight to mean family as we under-

stand the term meant something quite different. The

Latin word familia meant household and comprised

all those living together as one economic and social

unit: parents and children together with servants.

Neither Latin nor the Romance languages have a

word for the small nuclear unit (parents and children)

that in the Germanic languages is called Gesinnde

(German) or Gezin (Dutch). The absence of such a

specific word in the Latinate world, however, does not

mean that nuclear families did not exist. On the con-

trary they occur frequently in the sources: saints’

Lives, miracle stories or chronicles, as well as in docu-

ments such as estate surveys of large monasteries, or

legal texts, where we can reconstruct them on the

basis of references to ‘‘father,’’ ‘‘mother,’’ and ‘‘chil-

dren.’’ Archaeological excavations, too, suggest that

the nuclear unit of parents and children lived normal-

ly under one roof. The family as a larger unit of the

kin group, in Latin cognatio, linea, or generatio, con-

sisted of the relatives of any individual on father’s

(agnatic) and the mother’s (cognatic) side. The extent

to which the small family group interacted with the

cousins of various degrees on both sides in any time

was very fluid depending entirely on status, wealth,

and geographical location.

Technical Vocabulary

Central to the scholarly discussion on the relationship

between the family as household and (wider) kin

group is the interpretation of technical vocabulary

(Latin fara, or Irish fine) for the kin group in the

period before 1000. Everyone agrees that the vocabu-

lary denotes large groups bound by kinship, usually

going back to a shared ancestor and also usually at

any one time headed by one person who seemed to

have exercised some authority over the group. Such

groups, too, were reasonably fluctuating in whom

they embraced. The crucial question is to what extent

the individual members in such groups recognized a

sort of membership in practice and how in reality they

enacted their individual responsibility towards others

in such a group. Furthermore, the extent to which the

smaller family units within them were linked to each

other in a micro-organization with firm social and

legal rules is very hard to identify. Heavily influenced

by social and anthropological research on contempo-

rary traditional societies in Africa and South America

modern historians did at one time consider them as

large clans. More recently, medievalists following

Herlihy (himself influenced by Goody) and Bouchard
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have shifted their opinion significantly away from this

view based primarily on reading of legal codes that

present a normative picture of responsibilities and

social bonds linking cousins across generations and

horizontal degrees of blood relationship that are hard

to verify in the sources. An obligation to help pay for

the legal defense of one’s cousin, for example stipu-

lated in the Salian Laws or to pay wergeld, a fine, to

exonerate a blood relation who had committed a

crime in Anglo-Saxon law, should not be interpreted

in the sense that all cousins are responsible every time

to pay such fines under all circumstances, nor that

such norms signify actual and frequent contact be-

tween all members of the same kin. Surely, such rules

were meant as guidelines that in emergencies some

members of the kin might come to the help of their

relative if this was practical. Therefore, theoretical

rules as set out in legal codes are no blueprint for

our reconstruction as to the historical reality of living

or working arrangements binding all these indivi-

duals together in more than relatively loose terms.

Meshing the information from legal sources with

their emphasis on kinship and legal obligation with

practical information about daily reality is difficult.

The detailed evidence from the Saint-Germain polyp-

tych, a Frankish estate survey from c. 844, is reveal-

ing. The majority of the 1,412 households consisted of

only two generations (parents and children); among

the 3,470 women only twenty-six were grandmothers.

Of the households just under half were headed by peo-

ple of the same generation (brothers, or brother and

sister). So, for all the startling evidence of multiheaded

households and relative absence of grandparents, the

lack of information about the kinship between any of

the households makes it impossible to test the evidence

from the Salian Laws on one Frankish community of

SaintGermain forwhichwehave details on households.

Degrees of Kinship

How did early medieval people describe their family

relationships and what structures did they recognize?

The vocabulary used for the description of family

bonds dates from the Roman period. The Romans

took the individual as its center and counted back to

a common ancestor, then forward to the targeted

relative. The number of people touched, minus one,

constituted the degrees of kinship. Thus the father

and mother of the self were related to the self in the

first degree, the self’s sister or brother in the second

degree, and a first cousin in the fourth degree.

Through the church the early medieval people stuck

to counting as belonging to the cognatio any one

related within seven degrees. This changed from the

ninth century when the church stipulated that con-

sanguinity ended at four degrees. As part of the Re-

form movement in the mid-eleventh century the seven

degree rule was reintroduced before it was finally

abolished as unworkable at the Fourth Lateran coun-

cil of 1204. What is crucial to understand is that any

individual’s family in the wider sense, beyond the

immediate circle of parents and siblings, is a group

that consists of people chosen or recognized by that

individual as active kin. The Bouchard school would

say that a medieval person would construct his wider

family group, in particular depending on lines of in-

heritance. Dhuoda, a ninth-century Frankish noble

woman, exhorted her sixteen-year-old son William

to remember specific relatives on his father’s side,

with all of whom he had to collaborate in one way

or another in order to keep the family lands intact.

This does not mean that he did not have other pater-

nal kin besides the ones mentioned by Dhuoda, but

we do not know about them, presumably because

they were less important. The example also demon-

strates that it was Dhuoda’s, and, through her,

William’s choice that determined her, and his, con-

ception of one part of their family at one particular

moment in time. The spotlight nature of our sources

should always be borne in mind when we try to recon-

struct medieval families in the wider sense. Moreover,

for modern scholars interpreting snippets of detailed

family history, such as given by Dhuoda, in conjunc-

tion with more abstract legal obligations within kin

groups as set out in Frankish (and for that matter Old

English, Irish, or Norman) law codes, it is a challenge

that remains one of our most difficult tasks.

Marriage Ties

Another important aspect concerning early medieval

families, nuclear and wider, is the blood relationship

resulting from multiple marriages or other unions

such as concubinage. Given the relatively high inci-

dence of women’s death in childbirth and the demise

of men as a result of accident or fighting, remarriage

was common and nuclear units comprized then, as

now, stepparents and stepchildren. Half siblings were

even more competitive rivals for any share of an

inheritance than full siblings. Examples of this are

rife from the chronicle accounts of aristocratic

families ranging from important imperial/royal lines

to small provincial ones. The troubled history of

the Carolingian family, descendants of Charlemagne

(d. 814) and his wives and concubines, of which

he had at least nine, is the most notorious. Four
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generations of descendants fought over ever-changing

portions of the vast realm conquered by Charlemagne.

Fosterage

Other categories of alternative kin group structures

were the result of fostering, very common in Scandi-

navian and Irish societies and a particularly promi-

nent theme in their respective sagas and law codes

(problematic sources in themselves because so many

date from manuscripts of the later Middle Ages).

A slightly different type was temporary fostering for

a variety of purposes, especially among the aristocra-

cy. Young boys received a military education in differ-

ent households sometimes of a neighbor, sometimes of

a cousin or godparent (Simon of Vexin [d. 1088] was

brought up at the Norman court of his godmother

Matilda, married to William the Conqueror), or they

spent time elsewhere as a hostage (Dhuoda’s son

William at Charles the Bald’s court). Girls were sent

to live with their prospective in-laws so that from as

early as eight or nine years old they would be embed-

ded in their new family to take on its customs and

language in order in turn to pass them on to their

children. Empress Matilda was eight when she left

England for Germany in 1110.

Family Consciousness

And how did people see their family and how did they

construct a family consciousness? If we accept that

from the early Middle Ages family groups could de-

velop along patrilinear and matrilinear lines and that

combinations of the two, depending on the view of

the individual who constructed the family, always

existed, what tool existed to express the family

bond? From the Merovingian period, that is, the late

sixth century onwards there exist rudimentary genea-

logical tracts, descent lines, of families. They would

either be written as biblical accounts of ‘‘X begat Y,

who begat Z,’’ or they would center on the individual

who recounted his or her ancestors starting with par-

ents and grandparents. Another form of large group-

ings of names, usually of individuals related to each

other by blood, appears in commemoration books

designed to memorialize the souls of those mentioned.

From c. 900 onward genealogical tracts become avail-

able, usually written in monasteries, to record the gifts

over several generations of a particular family. In

those cases, however, as in Dhuoda’s, we must re-

member that the actual blood relation group on

biological grounds would always be larger than the

group recorded in sources. Thus narrowing of groups

for practical or inheritance reasons always presents

the family as an artificially constructed group.

One of the most intractable problems faced by

historians of the family, whether in the wider or

more constricted sense, is the role of the church in

the creation of the records on which we now rely.

With the growing importance of the church as

the overarching administrative organization before

c. 1000, we shall never know to what extent idealized

normative images of the family were being con-

structed. The fact that, according to ecclesiastical

authorities, it was considered unlawful to marry a

goddaughter or a stepmother does not mean that in

practice people did abstain from such action. For,

surely, the existence of legislation of this kind suggests

strongly that such actions took place frequently, be-

cause otherwise the legal rules would have been su-

perfluous. In other words, reading the normative

sources against the grain yields valuable information

for the ways in which families as small coresidential

units and wider kin enacted, or ignored, their blood

relationships.
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FAMILY (LATER MIDDLE AGES)
The nuclear family of parents and unmarried chil-

dren, living in their own household or domestic ar-

rangement, was a basic unit of medieval society.

Taking all social levels into account, this model cov-

ered a reasonable proportion of the population across

the face of Europe. However, there were so many

alternative models and practices and arrangements

that no discussion of the family and kinship—looking

at structure, definitions and boundaries, functions,

change across time, regional and socioeconomic var-

iations, spiritual analogues, and so forth—can be

limited to this single and simple form. As there was

no specific word in medieval Latin that meant what

family does in English, the concept was never focused

or narrowed to meet, or to be confined to what seems

in the industrial or postindustrial West as the most

basic or particular version of the social (and biolo-

gical) unit. Famulus meant servant, and its medieval

usage emphasized a domestic unit comprising those

living together in a household (in which only some

were ‘‘family’’ in the modern sense).

As a group of men and women linked through

recognized ties of blood, marriage, spiritual kinship,

and such bonds of fictive kinship as sworn brother-

hoods in knightly or religious orders or brotherhood

or sisterhood in guilds and confraternities, family was

a major building block or principle of social organiza-

tion. A treatment of the medieval family can be pre-

sented both in terms of its structure as an institution or

aggregation of similar institutions and the diversity of

its functions. Questions about the role of family are

not only answered differently as we move from its

shape and scope in ‘‘the first feudal age’’ of the ninth

and tenth centuries (with the Carolingians as the over-

arching model), let alone from earlier centuries of

Germanic invasion and settlement, to the fourteenth

or fifteenth century, but there are vast distinctions

across the breadth of Europe (as there were different

modes of agriculture and production, different levels

of urbanization, different conditions of servile service

and tenancy, a varying strength of kinship ties, etc).

Of particular significance is the vast gulf between

families possessed of significant property, especially

real property or real estate, and those without. This

distinction separates families for whom inheritance

and transmission patterns were of such prime impor-

tance that they often became areas of strategic

planning that covered arranged marriages between

unborn children and the spinning of complex webs

of ‘‘estate planning’’ and testamentary disposition

from those many families where the burdens of bear-

ing and raising children might only be compensated

for by the unwaged labor they would eventually con-

tribute to the common enterprise. These latter con-

tributions to the family by its members between

childhood and marriage could be a key factor in the

scramble to survive, let alone to climb the slippery

slope toward prosperity and upward mobility.

The Nuclear Family

While family as a social unit and as a concept is most

readily grasped if we begin with the nuclear unit, it

spreads widely in many directions, and in some

respects the medieval family was not even limited to

those alive at any given time (as shown by a look at

those named when prayers for the dead were being

specified). Marriage is a good point at which to begin.

By the twelfth century marriage (matrimony) was

coming to be accepted as one of the essential sacra-

ments of Christian life. This enhanced the church’s

control of the definition of marriage and the special

relationship of bride and groom as a new social and

sexual unit. Though the church’s blessing of a marital

union need not precede the binding agreement of the

two parties (and this agreement rendered them incapa-

ble of making other or subsequent arrangements), an

ecclesiastical interest, expressed in the power to define,

to intervene, and to sanctify, covered and controlled

such marital- and family-related issues as legitimacy,

the degrees of consanguinity within which marriage

was forbidden (at least without a dispensation), the

indissolubility of marriage, the age of consent for mar-

riage (12 for girls, 14 for boys), a spouse’s ‘‘right’’ to

sex with her or his partner, the tangles generated by

second marriages and spiritual vows, the freedom of

married persons to enter monastic life, and issues like

the binding power of testamentary bequests and of

prayers for the family’s dead. All of these had immense

repercussions regarding the transmission of property

and the primacy of competing family lines and

claims—as they did regarding the grace of private life

and the way identity was defined through links to one’s

ancestors, to living kin, and to one’s progeny.
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Degrees of Kinship

Beyond the narrow world of parents and children lay

many concentric circles of kinship and degrees of

relationship; all were family, albeit of varying (and

diminishing) degrees of importance and relationship.

By the twelfth century, if not before, models of kin-

ship and family that had accorded roughly equal

affinity or symmetry to kin of either sex on the

mother’s side (cognatic kin) with those on the father’s

(the agnatic kin) were yielding across much of Europe

to legal and social conventions that privileged the

latter. The need to meet the military obligations that

went with the distribution of fiefs probably contribu-

ted to this process, while for most of rural Europe

lords of the manors were happy to endorse or impose

a comparable model on the peasantry. This made the

descent or transmission of peasant holdings easier to

assign and police, though in practice economic factors

may have been as important as kinship links and male

succession patterns in tracking the actual movement

of and market in manorial holdings. While society

could well have gone in the other direction and main-

tained the symmetry of the kinship structure (or even

given priority to cognatic kin), family came more and

more to be a construct traced through and boasted

about by way of the male line. That this development

took place in the years (eleventh and twelfth centu-

ries) in which primogeniture was also, or simulta-

neously, being accepted as the basic pattern for

inheritance was hardly a coincidence. The two social

forces or factors can be seen as the two sides of a coin.

The widespread acceptance of unitary patterns of

inheritance, with a bias in favor of the eldest son,

certainly tilted a definition of family toward the

male line of descent at most social levels, at least

whenever fertility and survival made this the feasible

route to follow. Alternate systems, whereby lands

were divided among all or some of the children

(male and even female), or when an individual other

than the eldest son inherited (as in ultimageniture,

which favored the youngest son), did exist at various

times and places and exercised some influence upon

the working definition of family. However, such prac-

tices were never more than exceptions to the general

rule of patrilineal descent, and the emergence of

primogeniture. Through most of Europe, cognatic

kinship was likely to be just a fall-back, at least for

legal, political, and economic concerns; in the realm

of social or interpersonal relationships (touching

sex and marriage) symmetry or bilateral kinship

continued as an operative institution. But unless the

woman’s family (i.e., the mother’s line of descent) was

of much greater social or historical prominence than

the father’s, her genealogical tree was apt to be rele-

gated to second place as such matters were pro-

claimed through the growing use of coats of arms

and personal seals, the creation and display of genea-

logical and Jesse trees, the testimony accepted in legal

disputes, and the widespread adoption of surnames

(which came about in the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

turies; a century or two later for people of lower social

status). The misogyny that characterized so many

aspects of medieval life and thought certainly was a

strong factor in the creation of this hierarchy of kin-

ship and inheritance and in the disappearance of

many of the social roles that had once been the prov-

ince of the extended family.

If parents and children represent the nuclear or

the vertical family (covering two generations), those

many other kin included in the wide embrace of the

horizontal family also counted—if not for quite as

much, and perhaps only in times of need or special

circumstances. We find their presence taken seriously

in tracing those patterns of inheritance that were of

such concern; a local jury might elaborate on the

descent of an estate to distant and remote kin in

the absence of more obvious heirs and claimants.

We see it in the ranking of levels or degrees of

relationship, either traced to a common ancestor or

emanating outwards from the self. Such a genealogi-

cal data bank was widely understood, it being the

key to the church’s injunctions against marriages

within the forbidden circles of consanguinity or in-

cest. This ecclesiastical insistence on exogamous

marriage posed problems for the intertwined

crowned and aristocratic families who ruled Europe,

as it also did for the women and men of the

thousands of villages that saw few newcomers come

to stay and marry. Following on Roman law (and

biblical injunctions), the church developed a sweep-

ing definition of consanguinity by which it decreed

that marriage was forbidden between people related

within the fourth degree, which would reach as far as

second cousins. And because of the complexities of

symmetrical kinship and the strength of cognatic

links in matters of remarriage and spiritual kinship,

the full universe of forbidden partners was much

larger than what it would be in modern society

under the same definitions of blood or marital ties.

Thus the social and sexual control of marriage

defined or redefined kinship. This Christianized

view of the relationship and of the large kinship

circles of which the subject and the subject’s mar-

riage comprised the center replaced earlier ones that

had revolved around such institutions or constructs

as clans, blood feuds, and myths about eponymous

founding fathers from whom all (in a tribe, village,

or war band) were descended.
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Aristocratic Families

The aristocratic family of the High or Central Mid-

dle Ages was the basic operative unit of political life.

With royal families as the most visible and trend-

setting models, establishing and maintaining the

hegemonic position of the patriarchal family was a

motivating force behind many issues and actions of

the state. Royal marriages and the production of heirs

were basic pillars of public life, and the elaboration

of royal and aristocratic genealogies an enterprise of

public import, with the ‘‘triumph’’ of primogeniture

as the basic line of transmission, by the twelfth cen-

tury, making father–son links the most important of

all. Through her success in producing children the

queen’s role was one of unmatched importance,

though this did little, per se, to raise her status at

court or in council. Queens might rise to prominence

by force of personality, or through marital affection

and partnership, or because of the king’s absence or

early death (leaving an heir of minor age), and her

own family might even hope to achieve power

through this tie. But basically, it was her childbear-

ing capacity that defined her role, and the long-term

success of such dynasties as the Capetians in France

(with direct father–son succession from 987 until

1328) rested on a series of kings’ wives, the queens

of France, who fulfilled their primary duty. Against

this, dynastic turnover and the frequent failure of

direct male heirs among the later Carolingians and

in the various succeeding imperial dynasties

thwarted grandiose plans in the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries for a realm that would dominate

both sides of the Alps. Stocking the royal nursery

was as important, at the top of the social pyramid, as

having seed for next year’s planting was for the

peasantry. When a family of power failed in the

direct line, then and only then were more distant

kin accepted in the line of succession. At the other

extreme, when rulers like the English kings Edward

I (1272–1307) or Edward III (1327–1377) had at least

a half dozen children survive to the age of mar-

riage the dynastic possibilities and the complicating

entanglements were the stuff of high politics, war,

and diplomacy.

Urban Families

The bourgeois or urban family, drawing its income

and status from trade or craft production, grew in

importance through the later Middle Ages. Though

children and other kin were invariably part of a royal

court or an aristocratic household, the young men

and women actually bound there by close bloodlines

made up a very small proportion of the hundreds who

might surround a king or emperor or even of the

dozens or scores in attendance upon a duke or bishop.

But in the urban setting, with work and business and

the apprenticeships all housed under one roof, the

family unit (in the medieval sense) is apt to be a

domestic rather than a kin-centered or blood-defined

one. The children of the parental figures, along with

servants (mostly young and likely to move on in a few

years) and the apprentices (often children of like

families, now being trained in a comparable house-

hold) together comprised the household unit, and the

line between blood and nonblood might be flexible.

While no prosperous bourgeois would wish to see his

enterprise pass in the next generation to a rank out-

sider, towns and guilds depended on new blood and

newcomers arrived, married, and became integrated

more readily than they did into the conservative ranks

and families of the feudal aristocracy. At the same

time, in the self-replicating social world in which most

urban craftsmen and merchants lived there was a high

degree of in-group interaction and intermarriage be-

tween the children and between the widows and the

widowers of the insiders. Thus the chances are that

many were related to others in their circle, in one of

the various fashions or permutations mentioned, and

we find this whether we look at the merchants and

artisans of London or Bruges or Florence. Given the

prevalence of so much kin linkage, we can ask how

effective or reliable it was in terms of bonding, coop-

eration, and family-oriented culture—a question we

can also ask regarding the royal lines of Europe, from

the Slavic kingdoms of the East to those of the Iberian

peninsula, and Scandinavia.

Peasant Families

The overwhelming bulk of the population of medieval

Europe worked the land and drew a living, usually at

something close to the subsistence level, directly from

such labor. For the peasant family rural and village

life was life spent among many who were related, and

the functional definition of family in these instances

may be seen in terms of those who could be called

upon to help work the holdings or to stand as surety

in a manorial or village dispute. Propinquity and

mortality must often have brought the families of

siblings or in-laws or cousins into more cooperative

arrangements than formal custom or manorial law

worried to define. Children usually could expect to

succeed to the parental holdings, as well perhaps as
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to succor surviving parents as they aged and be-

came economically and physically dependent. Mano-

rial court records tell of intramanorial quarrels and

negotiations, as well as of domestic ones, and it is

no surprise to find that kinship bonds were major

lines of social organization, partisanship, and long-

remembered alliances. The size of the peasant house-

hold as a domestic unit probably was no more than

four or five in most cases; more hands to do the

work also meant more mouths to feed (nor would

all that many bourgeois or urban households have

run to double figures either when all heads were

counted).

The Role of the Church

To move away from a structural presentation of fam-

ily is to open many doors. Much of the church was

organized through quasi-familial categories, often

expressed in the metaphors of family. Though the

clergy of the western church were being held to vows

of celibacy by the end of the eleventh century, the

church’s views about and role in marriage and mat-

ters of kinship and family were major determinants of

lay life and behavior. Marriage did not become a civil

matter in Europe until the seventeenth century, at the

earliest, and, while canon lawyers and theologians

might debate such questions as whether it was consent

rather than consummation that solidified a marriage,

or whether the priest’s blessing at the church porch

sufficed for his endorsement (rather than a nuptial

mass), these differences of opinion were accepted

by the laity as issues properly falling within the

ecclesiastical purview.

But beyond its role in defining and supervising lay

activity in the realms of marriage and sex, the church

was a vast alternative social structure with its own

equivalents to or parallels for family. It not only

determined the degrees of consanguinity that con-

trolled marital choices for the laity, it held (with little

challenge in theory if not always in practice) that co-

sponsorship of an infant’s baptism created spiritual

kinship, thus making the sponsoring parties, the

baby’s godparents, ineligible to marry each other.

And for those vast numbers within the embrace of

clerical and monastic vows, there were similarities to

the secular family. The head of the monastery was the

abbot (‘‘father’’), and though ‘‘mother superior’’ is

not a medieval term, the very concept indicates the

quasi-maternal role of the prioress or abbess over her

house and her charges. Furthermore, nuns were held

to be the brides of Christ; vows to enter religious life

were comparable to marriage vows. Saints with wide

popular appeal, like the mythical Catherine of

Alexandria or the historical Catherine of Siena

(1347–1380) were thought to have entered a special

relationship with Jesus; hence the ‘‘mystic marriage’’

that set them apart, even from other saints. The ever-

growing role of the Virgin in popular religion empha-

sized her role as mother even more than as Virgin, and

the rising importance of both Joseph and St. Anne,

Mary’s mother, made the holy family an accessible

model for the lay imagination. The Nativity scene,

with its prosaic shepherds and its mysterious Wise

Men, combined the domestic and familiar with the

transcendental. Reflections about the nature of Christ

and his sacrifice produced a body of thought—some

coming from women—that we sum up as ‘‘Christ as

mother,’’ since nurturing was easily accepted as a

feminine attribute. Mystical writings, again with

women as major contributors, often described an in-

tense spiritual union with Jesus in the language of the

erotic poetry of the day. Ecclesiastical art contribu-

ted to the portrayal of sacred themes in a family and

kin-oriented context. Byzantine icons, with their pow-

erful influence on Western manuscript illumination

and then on painting, had a heavy focus on the ma-

ternal aspect of Mary (a theme picked up and devel-

oped by Duccio and his Sienese followers in the

fourteenth century). Icons distinguished between

aspects of the Virgin’s maternal roles: Mary immedi-

ately after giving birth, Mary nursing, Mary gazing

at her child and lamenting the sorrow yet to come,

Mary expanding her own mothering into a universal

protective role, etc.

The Public Sphere

Did ‘‘family’’ change through the period? The devel-

opment of bureaucratic kingship and secular chan-

ceries in the twelfth century, along with the

development of a highly structured ecclesiastical ma-

chine, meant that many functions once dealt with by

kin groups became issues for the public sphere: dis-

putes over property, crime and criminal justice rather

than torts and feuds, universal rules about kinship

and marriage over private arrangements, to name

but some. But this great transition had to be carried

out and implemented by people many of whom

continued to see their ties to each other—defined

and solidified by the many definitions and variations

of kinship and family—as paramount factors of iden-

tity and social bonding. Whether we look at the di-

plomacy of royal marriages and alliances, or at the

arrangements for marriage between the prosperous

burgers of the Low Countries, or at the pledging
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and sureties of manorial and village life, it continues

to be family that made many things explicable as well

as workable, both to those on the spot and to schol-

arly examination. Though men (and women) often

treated each other and their offspring with a harsh-

ness that makes for uncomfortable reading today,

they would probably have been in accord that it was

all being done for the sake of family, by which they

usually meant the patriarchal line (and perhaps the

marriage of daughters).

The complex definitions of kinship meant that

every woman and man was the center of an indivi-

dualized geometry of kinship; a sibling’s in-laws, a

former husband’s stepchildren, a half-brother’s

sworn brothers in a chivalric order, the sister of the

man with whom one had stood sponsor at the bap-

tism of a friend’s daughter, and much more of this

sort. A knight might realize, while maneuvering for a

skirmish while on crusade in Syria, that the warrior

beside him (whom he had only met that morning) was

his second wife’s first cousin’s brother-in-law—and

that they could both trace the links that bound

them. People at all social levels assimilated a great

deal of complex genealogical information as part of

their cultural identity. That medieval society cared

to know these relationships, with full awareness of

their effect on marriage and property and naming

patterns, is a powerful reminder of how much society

continued to be structured and organized along the

many (and diverging) spokes of the wheel of family.

Threats to Family

The values of society and family life were traditional

and conservative, as befits the slow-changing pace of

medieval life. Sex outside of marriage was invariably

condemned, though the sexual double standard tem-

pered the sword of retribution, especially for men.

Marriage was held to be insoluble, though there were

dispensations, elastic definitions, and flight over the

hill to another village, all tactics to temper the ada-

mantine dictates of canon law. Alternate lifestyles

were condemned, which also must mean they were

not so unusual but that they were considered by

theologians, canon lawyers, and mendicant preachers

to pose a threat to ‘‘family values.’’ But just as there

was a widespread acceptance of bastard children

(though with impediments regarding inheritance and

entry into the church), so there may have been more

unvoiced tolerance of discrete homosexual behavior

than extant records or normative texts are ever likely

to reveal. Nor were the basic structures of family life

seriously threatened by any of the reform movements

that remained within the embrace of the church, while

heresies and utopian ideologies that seemed to advo-

cate ‘‘free love’’ or some form of collective social and

sexual life deemphasizing traditional family structure

and kinship bonds were marginalized and repressed.

The knots of family were too many, too important to

the basic workings of society at every level, and too

well integrated into the medieval world view of both

church and laity, to be untied.

JOEL T. ROSENTHAL
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FASTING AND FOOD, RELIGIOUS
ASPECTS OF
Fasting and the Eucharist have been from early Chris-

tian times essential religious practices for all believers.

In the medieval period, Christians fasted or abstained

from meat throughout Advent and Lent, and, with

some regional variations, every Wednesday, Friday,

and Saturday of the year. At a time when access to

consecrated wine was restricted to priests alone, and

the consecrated bread was not available to laypeople

on a frequent basis, writings by and about Christian

holy women abound in descriptions of fasting from

regular food and of focusing one’s appetite onconse-

crated bread and wine. This double emphasis has been

identified as a religious devotion central to women’s

spirituality and as a primary inspiration for their visions

and ecstasies. Women’s association with the body in

traditional European culture has led to their identifica-

tion with Christ as God made flesh—a flesh that in

giving life suffers like women’s in childbirth, a flesh

that, like women’s, feeds human beings with itself in

pregnancy and lactation (through the blood flowing like

milk fromChrist’s breast as well as throughChrist’s gift

of the Eucharist, his body). Clare of Assisi (1193–1253)

is said to have drunk milk at Christ’s breast and the

German Dominican Margaretha Ebner (c. 1291–1351)

wrote that she took a statue of the Christ-child to her

naked breast and suckled it.

For many medieval Christian holy women,

Eucharistic enjoyment and Eucharistic miracles were

essential to the spiritual life. Food being an area of

their lives that women could control (unlike, for ex-

ample, sex or money), fasting held great religious

importance because food was something women

could effectively deny themselves and give up in sac-

rifice. Clare of Assisi’s Rule for her nuns, the first

written by a woman, was very strict in terms of diet:

unless excused by sickness, Clare’s followers were to

abstain from meat and eat very minimally except for

Sundays and Christmas.

Several disciplines have contributed to the study of

the relationship between religion, food, and women.

Drawing from the anthropological work of Mary

Douglas, psychoanalyst Julia Kristeva has elaborated

the concept of abjection and cited Christian mystics

as a prominent example: religion laywoman Angela

of Foligno (c. 1248–1309) drank the water used to

wash a leper’s sores, Catherine of Siena (1347–1380),

a Dominican Tertiary, ingested a cup of pus; both

found filth sweet to the mouth. The most influential

contributions come from historians Caroline Walker

Bynum and Rudolph Bell; the former has identified

women’s patterns of fasting from daily food in order

to better feast on the Eucharist, while the latter has

provocatively compared the extreme religious fasting

of holy women to modern anorexia. Catherine of

Siena, for example, likely fasted to the point of self-

starvation.

In the relationship between Christian holy women

and regular food, scholarly emphasis has been placed

on fasting and abstaining, although the texts written

by holy women reveal more positive patterns as well.

The metaphor of sweetness is a prevalent one to

describe God’s love; more specifically honey, occa-

sionally coupled with sugar, is a favored visionary

ingredient: its sweetness is a biblical reflection of spir-

itual consolation. Like honey, fruit appears in the

Song of Songs—a central biblical text for medieval

women’s mysticism—as another bearer of divine

grace and of the pleasures of the spiritual life. Thus

Margaretha Ebner is given to taste, in one of her

visions, two apples—one sweet, the other sour.

The learned German nun Hildegard of Bingen

(1098–1179) employed kitchen metaphors in her

works in order to explain the workings of God the

Creator, at times comparing his actions to those of a

cook. Another German Benedictine, Elisabeth of

Schönau (1129–1165), described God as tasting of

cinnamon. The thirteenth-century beguine Hadewijch

of Antwerp (active c. 1220–1240), a visionary poet,

employed passionate and sometimes violent images of

mutual eating to express in verse the bond of love

uniting humans and God. In Angela of Foligno’s
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Memorial, the representation of food is a positive one,

effectively mediating between the mystic and God. It

is probable that women who had been wives and

mothers, like Angela, had a closer and more physical

relationship to food than those who lacked the expe-

rience of cooking for their family: this helps explain

the images used by English laywoman Margery

Kempe (c. 1373–c. 1438), a former brewster and mill-

er as well as mother of fourteen, who in her Book

describes her attachment to God with the processes of

skinning boiled stockfish and cutting meat for the pot.

While her mystical predecessors experienced food

miracles in renouncing earthly food and in feeding

on the Eucharist instead, Margery epitomizes a paral-

lel tradition that found miracles in the kitchen and

God at the dinner table.

CRISTINA MAZZONI
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FEDELE, CASSANDRA
By the 1490s, Venetian-born Cassandra Fedele (1465–

1558) was the best known woman humanist living in

Europe. Her storied literary career, recounted in every

early modern Italian catalogue of famous women,

overshadowed that of her fellow humanists Isotta

Nogarola and Laura Cereta. But most of what was

recorded about Fedele appears to be untrue. The bio-

graphical tradition attests to her having written a book

titled The Order of the Sciences (Ordo scientiarum) and

to the beauty of her Latin poetry; but no trace of her

alleged book or poems has surfaced. Having been

taught Greek and Latin grammar, rhetoric, and phi-

losophy by the Servite friar Gasparino Borro, Fedele’s

legendary erudition is barely perceptible in her 121

posthumously published Latin letters, which docu-

ment her connections with royalty and renowned scho-

lars but not a distinctive literary style. She exchanged

letters with Duchess Beatrice d’Este of Milan, Queen

Beatrice d’Aragona of Hungary, Duchess Eleonora

d’Aragona of Ferrara, Marchese Francesco Gonzaga

ofMantua, King Louis XII of France, Duke Lodovico

Sforza of Milan, and Columbus’s patron, Queen Isa-

bella of Castile—who tried unsuccessfully to persuade

Fedele to join her court in Spain. The renowned

Paduan Aristotelian Niccolo Leonico Tomei and the

Florentine Hellenist Angelo Poliziano were also

among Fedele’s correspondents.

Despite the faux tradition that haunted her, Fedele

received genuine acclaim when her first public ora-

tion, delivered on the occasion of her cousin’s bacca-

laureate at the University of Padua, was published in

Modena, Nuremberg, and Venice (1487, 1488, 1489).

Until the end of her life, her earliest biographers

continued to praise Fedele for her virginity, despite

her long marriage to Gian-Maria Mapelli, a physician

from Vicenza, with whom she lived from 1499 until

his death in 1521. Widowed, she spent the 1530s and

1540s desperately looking for a stipend. Finally, in

1547, she obtained an appointment from Pope Paul

III as prioress of the orphanage of San Domenico di

Castello in Venice. She presented her last public ora-

tion before the Venetian senate and the doge Fran-

cesco Venier in 1556, when she was ninety-one, on

Queen Bona Sforza of Poland’s arrival in Venice.

When Fedele died in 1558, the Republic honored her

with a state funeral.

DIANA ROBIN
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FEME COVERT
Feme covert may be defined simply as a married

woman. In medieval England the implications were

complex, restrictive, and illustrate the consequences

of marriage for woman. The free tenures were feudal

or military; socage; and burgage. It was common to

hold land of more than one tenure. After 1066, a

married woman was said to be ‘‘covered’’ by potestas

(power) of the husband with the result that her legal

personality was merged with his. In the eyes of the

law, both canon and common lawyers agreed that

husband and wife were one person and that one per-

son was the husband (J. H. Baker 550–551). However,

the legal personality of the wife revived upon the

death of the husband or with her husband’s agree-

ment. Widows, like single women, could hold proper-

ty, buy and sell, and make wills.

In the thirteenth century treatise, On the Laws and

Customs of England [De Legibus et Consuetudinibus

Angliae] commonly called Bracton, a married woman

was said to be ‘‘under the rod’’ of her husband who

was her sovereign and her lord. In the legal French

texts of the next generation, the wife was said to be

feme covert as opposed to feme sole. Her husband was

said to be baron or lord and looked after both his wife

and her property. A common saying and a legal fic-

tion was that husband and wife were one person and

that person was the husband. However, the maxim

was not limitless: a wife was not punished for her

husband’s crimes nor responsible for his debts. Land

tenure made a significant difference in that under

burgage law, for example, women could trade inde-

pendently of their husbands. The fact that the church

allowed married women to make wills enhanced their

power within the married state. The individual per-

sonalities, age, health, and economic circumstances

of the parties to the marriage undoubtedly shaped

their functioning within these legal rules concerning

coverture.

Because some husbands controlling their wives’

property and other entitlements did not always act

in their spouses’ best interests, a remedy was created.

The writ cui in vita allowed a widow to go to law to

alter dispositions made during the ‘‘lifetime of the

husband’’ when she had been a feme covert and

‘‘could not gainsay him.’’ The Wakefield Court Rolls

1331–1333 contain many references to husbands

‘‘attorning’’ to their wives and one woman claiming

in widowhood property settled in the lifetime of her

husband (p. 165). Despite the vast amount of original

sources, much of what transpired in a marriage is

undocumented. Thus many a feme covert may not

have been a silent partner in marriage and its legal,

social, and economic activities.

SUE SHERIDAN WALKER
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FEME SOLE
Feme sole literally means ‘‘single woman,’’ that is, not

married. The term in its ordinary usage indicated a

woman who had never married. Technically a widow

was also a feme sole for most legal purposes, but

she was not usually referred to as such; the Latin

vidua was more common. Annulment of a marriage

restored a woman’s status as an unmarried woman.

A feme sole at English common law stood in

roughly the same circumstance as a man with regard

to criminal law. She was responsible for any crime she

committed. Technically she could not be outlawed,

but she could be ‘‘waived,’’ which had the same con-

sequences. With few exceptions, the penalties pre-
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scribed for a criminal offense (e.g., theft) did not

depend upon gender, although, in practice, there

was often a lower rate of conviction for women defen-

dants. If a crime was committed against a feme sole,

she was at a disadvantage in using the appeal proce-

dure—the procedure whereby a victim of a crime

essentially brought a private prosecution—because,

at least in theory, a single woman could appeal only

for violence to her own person.

When, in the thirteenth century, the use of a jury of

presentment (the ancestor of the grand jury) became

widespread, however, the significance of the limita-

tion declined. A feme sole was also treated like a man

in matters of tort (private wrongs) and contract; she

was responsible for her own wrongdoing and contract

obligations and could be sued for them. She could

also bring suit for torts done to her person or proper-

ty—for example, a trespass—or to enforce a contrac-

tual obligation. If she married after contracting a

debt, however, her husband became liable for it.

A feme sole could inherit real property, although

because of the English rule of primogeniture a brother

would generally inherit their father’s land to the ex-

clusion of his sister, whether or not she was older than

he. She could, however, purchase or lease real prop-

erty. She could inherit, purchase, take by gift, or

otherwise acquire personal property and she could

give it away or sell it while alive or by will. There

were no restrictions—other than those imposed on all

testators—on her ability to make a testament.

At public law a feme sole was not treated like a

man. She could not serve as a juror, lawyer, or judge.

Her testimony was not received in disputes

concerning another’s free or villain status, nor could

she be an ‘‘oath helper’’ for a male defendant in cases

where proof was to be by compurgation (i.e., by a

specified number of people testifying to the truth of a

defendant’s oath).

‘‘Feme sole’’ has a more limited but significant

meaning in connection with women who exercised a

trade or craft. It created an exception to the common

law rule that a married woman’s personal property

became her husband’s upon their marriage. A feme

sole trader was a woman who, although married, was

able to trade on her own account by the custom of a

place. The custom existed in London and a number

of other towns and cities, among them Worcester,

Lincoln, Exeter, Winchelsea, and Hastings. The

means whereby she was declared feme sole is not

entirely clear, but a feme sole trader was defined as a

woman who exercised a trade or craft without inter-

meddling by her husband. Barring exceptional cases,

such as prolonged overseas absence of her husband,

she was required to work in a field separate from his;

otherwise she was presumed to be working for him.

As a feme sole trader she could incur debts, enter

contracts, and sue or be sued in her own name for

them, although her husband would be named in the

writ ‘‘for compliance.’’ If she did not pay a debt her

goods could be seized or she could be sent to debtors’

prison, but her husband’s goods and person were

not liable. A husband might have agreed to his

wife’s feme sole status as part of a marriage settlement

where she already had a thriving trade; or he could

have wanted it to protect him from liability for debts

resulting from the failure of her entrerprise. Trading

as a feme sole did not affect any other aspects of a

woman’s marriage nor did it alter her legal position as

feme covert in other areas such as inheritance.

JANET S. LOENGARD
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FEMININITY AND MASCULINITY
The medieval understanding of the concepts of femi-

ninity and masculinity was rich and complicated.

Femininity and masculinity were terms that denoted

gender expectations, that is, the social and cultural

behavioral norms for men and women. These could

vary significantly across social status, so that the ap-

propriate behavior for men of the upper ranks of

society was decidedly different than that appropriate

for the common man. In a similar way, gender norms

could also differ according to a man’s religious status,

that is, if he were a cleric or a monk or a bishop rather

than a layman.

For women, the concept of femininity was distin-

guished in different ways than masculinity was for

men. For example, religious women were expected

to avoid feminine behavior because women who had

taken vows of chastity were supposed to have rejected

the earthly social roles of women. The rich literature

of the Middle Ages presents aristocratic women dis-

playing a form of femininity that appears at odds with

responsibilities that these women were expected to

shoulder in daily life. On the other hand, common

women would have been criticized for putting on airs

had they dared to behave according to the ideals held

out for aristocratic women.

Another factor that rendered the notions of femi-

ninity and masculinity more complicated in medieval

society is that they were values not only embedded in

social expectation, but also characteristics linked to

an individual’s own temperament. As a result, vari-

ous physiological factors could render men more or

less masculine and women more or less feminine.

Thus, the medieval view of femininity and masculin-

ity was comprised of both the social expectations for

men and women and their differing physiological

characteristics.

The Physiology of Gender

According to the medical perspectives that medieval

thinkers inherited from antiquity, men and women

were found at different points on a continuum of sex

and gender. One end of this continuum, the female

end, was cold and wet; the other, male, end was

characterized as hot and dry. This meant that in

general a woman’s temperament would be colder

and wetter than that of a man. However, it was possi-

ble for biological women to be found all along the

continuum, moving towards the masculine end. Con-

sequently, such women, sometimes referred to as vir-

agos, were believed to be more ‘‘manly.’’ This nature

might be manifested in physical factors such as

strength or build, or in behavioral ways, such as in

women who were braver or more intelligent than

expected. Such women were frequently criticized by

moralists for being headstrong or rebellious.

Men, too, could be found at different points on the

continuum. Men who were colder in temperament

were considered less virile and so better able to con-

trol—or less likely to experience—the urge to have

sexual intercourse. Men who were extremely hot, on

the other hand, would be so lusty that they would be

liable to spontaneous emissions of semen, masturba-

tion, or nocturnal emissions. If a man dissipated his

natural heat through excessive intercourse or mastur-

bation, he would become colder andweaker, less virile,

and more like a woman. It was their natural heat that

made men strong and physically superior to women.

Many of the differences ascribed to men and

women were an outgrowth of their perceived

biological, sexed natures. Men were considered to be

active and women were passive in the Aristotelian

system. This extended to the popular understanding

of sexual intercourse and procreation. Women were

sexually passive and it was up to men to initiate sex

and it was men’s semen that was critical in procre-

ation (especially according to Aristotle). Even the

two-seed theory of Galen, that taught that both men

and women contributed semen that commingled to

produce a fetus, also taught that women’s semen was

thinner and weaker than that of men. Men were the

active sexual partners and women the passive bodies

with which men had sex. In a variety of types of

sources, ranging from court cases to manuals for con-

fessors, men are described as having sex with women.

A woman is never described as the active initiator of

sex, nor is there attention given to how women might

have experienced sex. This lack of attention is the

logical consequence of women’s biological inferiority

and passivity. Thus, while men and women were on a

single biological continuum, their innate natures rein-

forced the prevailing gender hierarchy that decreed

men to be superior and active and women subordinate

and passive in their social roles.

The Influence of Christianity

The understanding of femininity, in particular, was

significantly influenced by Christianity and the theo-

logical interpretations of the Church Fathers and

subsequent theologians. Christian Scripture placed

women second in creation since Adam had been cre-

ated first, with Eve coming from Adam’s rib (Genesis

2:21–22). This, then, reinforced women’s social sub-

ordination. Similarly, the Apostle Paul had instructed
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that women should be silent in church (1 Corinthians

14:34–35) and obedient to their husbands (Ephesians

5:22–25). These admonitions were incorporated into

the medieval values for femininity. The ideal woman

was chaste, silent, and obedient. This view of feminin-

ity encompassed the Virgin Mary herself, who exem-

plified obedience to God and, despite her special

status, obedience to her earthly husband. As a result

of the ethical interpretation that the Church Fathers

overlaid on the biological understanding of the nature

of gender, women were understood to be weaker

and subordinate, both biologically and spiritually.

Women were closer to nature and believed to be

more consumed by lust and less guided by reason

than were men. There was an inherent contradiction

here, since lust correlated to heat, but women’s

weaker bodies were nevertheless more prone to lust

despite being colder according to prevalent thinking.

The result of this melding of science and theology was

a social subordination of women, as well as a defini-

tion of femininity that reflected women’s acceptance

of that subordination.

As a result of the views of Church Fathers such as

Jerome in the early Middle Ages, the ideal for women

came to be a repression of femininity. If a woman were

to refuse marriage and childbirth, and reject her fe-

male body and tame her desires through acts of peni-

tence, she would become more virile, more manly. In

this way, through repression of femaleness and femi-

ninity, a woman could enhance her gender identity,

becoming more virile. Thus, nuns and other religious

women were considered the epitome of womanhood,

although they had explicitly rejected femininity, in

particular the kind of secular femininity that would

make them attractive as lovers, wives, and mothers.

Masculinity, too, was heavily influenced by Chris-

tian morality. The fundamental privileging of chastity

for both male and female believers meant that men

needed to tame their bodies and repress their natural

heat. Through this struggle of the flesh a man would

be able to prove his superiority by resisting the baser

urges and exercising reason over desire. Similarly,

Christian masculinity was built upon the model of

Jesus’ behavior recorded in scripture. Consequently,

this view of masculinity incorporated the values of

obedience to God and one’s superiors, kindness,

humility, and rejection of the riches of the world.

Equally as important as chastity was the rejection of

violence and military activities. Thus, monks who

withdrew from the world and avoided the tempta-

tionsof women, wealth, and worldly affairs were, in

the early Middle Ages, the epitome of Christian

masculinity. Their vows of poverty, chastity, and obe-

dience summarized their rejection of secular values in

favor of Christian ideals of manhood. Indeed, the

behavior and values that Christianity promoted for

both women and men were so similar that some

scholars have suggested that medieval religious, both

male and female, collectively formed a third gender in

society.

Secular Femininity and Masculinity

The qualities of femininity and masculinity found in

secular society were very different from those found

in religious life. For women, secular gender norms

confirmed the subordination of women found in sci-

entific, medical, and theological discourses. Women

were considered inconstant and faithless, prone to

seducing men and being seduced by men. Conse-

quently, women’s nature needed to be constrained

through obedience, first to their fathers and subse-

quently, to their husbands. Indeed, one sign of a

man’s masculinity was his ability to rule his house-

hold and control his wife, children, and servants. In

this way, femininity as obedience and subordination

reinforced masculinity as the right to exercise power

and control.

Many of the ideal qualities identified as feminine

were rooted in the courtly literature that began to

appear in the late twelfth century and won increasing

popularity throughout the remainder of the era. The

deeds of King Arthur and his knights, in particular,

captured the imagination of the aristocracy. In court-

ly romances, the ideal woman was a lady of rank,

chaste and beautiful, and usually married. The grace

and comeliness of her carriage and the elegance of her

dress would attract the attention of the men of the

court, usually the unmarried knights who owed their

allegiance to the woman’s husband. This view of

women of the upper ranks of society, as presiding at

feasts, attending jousts and other entertainments, and

generally decorating their husbands’ or fathers’ court

is in startling contrast to the qualities that real women

needed to carry out their daily roles. The wife of a

lord was expected to be an able household adminis-

trator, educate and rear their children, and possess

the personal qualities that would permit her to exer-

cise the authority of her husband, including military

responsibilities, during his frequent absences. The

qualities valued in practice, then, were at considerable

odds with the feminine ideal presented in romances.

The qualities of secular masculinity grew out of the

biological and scientific understanding of masculinity,

coupled with those personal characteristics that were

most needed in a world that was encountering mili-

tary threats from invaders or neighbors. A truly mas-

culine man was physically powerful and exhibited the
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martial skills that were needed to ensure the safety of

his family, dependents, and lands. Among the lower

ranks of society, this kind of masculinity could be

demonstrated by a man’s ability to be economically

successful as a farmer or artisan, providing for his

family and leaving his children a significant inheri-

tance. Virility was also an important aspect of mascu-

linity. A man was judged by his ability to have sex

with women and engender children, in particular male

heirs. This virility could manifest itself in male sexual

promiscuity, adultery, and even rape. In the early

Frankish kingdom, before the religious principal of

marital monogamy had been fully ingrained in secu-

lar society, men would display their masculinity

through taking numerous wives and concubines,

then rearing the children of different mothers together

in the same household. Even in the High Middle

Ages, after the church had successfully imposed the

view of sacramental marriage as monogamous and

indissoluble, men continued to display their virility

and sexual prowess through sexual conquests, some-

times through seduction, other times through violence.

One of the consequences of this focus on sexual

virility as a sign of masculinity, was that female chas-

tity came to be linked with a man’s honor. Thus,

virginity and chastity within marriage came to be

regarded as the most important qualities for a

woman. Her good name and chastity were the roots

of her honor, and a wife or daughter’s behavior stood

as the source of a man’s honor. Only a weak man,

lacking in the qualities of masculinity, would be a

cuckold or have a disobedient wife or daughter.

Gender Slippage and Other Anomalies

The intersection of social gender and biological sex,

coupled with the contemporary understanding that

femaleness and maleness were located on the same

sex/gender continuum, resulted in many tensions in

medieval society, surrounding the distinctions be-

tween men and women. For example, the appropriate

position in which to engage in sexual intercourse was

with the man on top, the woman supine below him.

This clearly placed men in the superior and active

position. Theologians, canonists, and even some med-

ical writers decried the notion of sexual intercourse

with the woman on top, since this overthrew the

natural order of things. Similarly, there were strict

rules governing the appropriate dress for men and

women. Cross-dressing in the clothes of the opposite

sex was strictly prohibited because it confused gender

distinctions and gender roles. While women were not

supposed to wear men’s clothing, when they did so in

order to disguise their sex so that they could travel

safely or otherwise escape danger, or so they could

render themselves invisible and not pose a sexual

temptation to men, they were not punished. Occa-

sionally, they were even praised for trying to reject

their weakness and striving to be more like men. Men,

on the other hand, were perceived to be rejecting

their superior role and the privileges of masculinity

if they took on the clothing of inferior women. This

rejection of gender paradigms could be harshly pun-

ished because it suggested sexual as well as social

transgression.

The body itself might also reveal a certain slippage

on the sex/gender continuum, as men moved towards

the more feminine end or women moved towards the

more masculine end. An example of this kind of

slippage is revealed in the stories of bearded female

saints. In these stories, the women pray to be rescued

from some kind of sexual threat such as marriage,

rape, or a violent husband. Their prayers were an-

swered by the growth of a heavy beard which so

repulsed their pursuers that the women were rescued

from them. According to medical theory, hair grew as

a result of heat allowing it to push through the skin,

which explained why warm men were hairier than

cold women. Thus, as the woman moved away from

the feminine end of the continuum and became more

masculine by rejecting sexual desire, her temperament

became warmer and she grew a beard.

Similarly, men who struggled to control desire tried

to make their bodies cooler by leaping into vats of cold

water or eating food designed to cool their tempera-

ment. Physical signs of effeminacy would correlate

with a cooler body that was less susceptible to lust.

As a result of this matrix of beliefs, medieval people

believed that eunuchs did not experience sexual desire,

although they were not always considered to be effem-

inate. The famous castratus, Peter Abelard, did not

believe himself to be less of a man because he had

been castrated. On the contrary, he extolled what he

perceived to be his superior masculine freedom from

the demands of the flesh. He was no longer subject to

lust, which was characterized as effeminate weakness.

It is, therefore, ironic that impotent men, who were

genitally intact, were in fact considered less masculine

because, even though they had genital organs, they

were unable to exercise manly virility. The eunuch

did not experience desire because of an external

wound, where as the impotent man was so because he

lacked the requisite masculinity to be virile.

The concepts of femininity and masculinity were

complicated, interrelated, and ultimately reflexive. In

terms of physiology, femininity was a state of being

not masculine, and masculinity was a state of being

not feminine. While this sex/gender continuum could
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have allowed for a complementary evaluation of gen-

der, it was in fact seen as putting femininity and

masculinity in an hierarchical relationship that mir-

rored and reinforced the hierarchical relationship of

men and women in society.

JACQUELINE MURRAY
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FEMINIST THEORIES AND
METHODOLOGIES
Feminist study of the European Middle Ages has

evolved over the last century or more, along with

other areas of feminist scholarship, theory, and politics.

In the process, feminist scholars have opened main-

stream medieval studies to interdisciplinary and

comparative methods and topics. They have also

fought for gender parity in university departments, pro-

fessional societies, editorial boards, and publishing

venues.

The first feminist critic of male-authored medieval

history may well have been Geoffrey Chaucer’s admi-

rable, if fictional, Wife of Bath, who had already

announced in the fourteenth century that if women

had composed their own history, they would have

‘‘written more of men’s wickedness than all the sons

of Adam could set right.’’ In her 1803 novel North-

anger Abbey, the novelist Jane Austen followed Chau-

cer with a heroine who declared that medieval history

was full of ‘‘the quarrels of popes and kings, with

wars or pestilences, in every page; the men all so

good for nothing, and hardly any women at all—it

is very tiresome.’’

Entering the Academy

English medievalists benefited from this early tradi-

tion of womanist consciousness as well as the influ-

ence of liberal political philosophers such as Mary

Wollestonecraft and John Stuart Mill, who decried

women’s political invisibility in eighteenth- and nine-

teenth-century Europe. A small but determined cadre

of lady historians emerged in the later nineteenth

century to correct the biases of history. They wrote

genteel, popular biographies of famous medieval

queens and antiquarian treatises about domestic

topics, such as medieval gardens or costume. Howev-

er, as women slowly gained access to professional

training in historical and literary studies, among

other intellectual pursuits, a few of them began to

practice a more professional study of the medieval

past. Admitted to university, they earned higher aca-

demic degrees and attempted the same sort of scien-

tific studies and textual analyses as men, although

they rarely received the same rewards. In most Amer-

ican and European academic institutions, women

were educated separately until the early twentieth

century and, with a few exceptions, female graduates

who wished to become medieval scholars took jobs

in women’s colleges or lower-status positions as

archivists and librarians.

Girton College, Cambridge, the first women’s col-

lege in England and the alma mater of famous suffra-

gists, produced several pioneering medievalists.

Bertha Phillpots was a Scandinavianist whose first

published work on medieval kinship appeared in

1913. Eileen Power, who also studied at the Sorbonne
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in Paris, was a well-respected professor of medieval

economics and society, who eventually became a

professor of economic history at the London School

of Economics. She later became a professor at

Cambridge University and founded the Economic

History Review. Eleanor Shipley Duckett produced

numerous books and articles on early medieval cul-

ture and religion, and finished her teaching career

at Smith College. As she recounted later in life,

when she was a student in Cambridge she had taken

her work to a male professor who had asked her, ‘‘Do

you want me to judge it on its own merits or as the

work of a woman?’’

Around the time that Duckett received this snub,

yet another English observer turned feminist scholar-

ship in a new direction by criticizing the academic

segregation of women and the neglect of women’s

past by university professionals. In A Room of One’s

Own (1929), Virginia Woolf recounted her experience

in trying to enter a library at Oxford only to be

rebuffed by a doorman anxious to protect the exclu-

sive access of men. ‘‘He was a Beadle,’’ Woolf wrote,

‘‘I was a woman. This was the turf; there was the

path. Only Fellows and Scholars are allowed here;

the gravel is the place for me.’’ She concluded that

men needed to belittle women politically as well as

intellectually in order to ‘‘enlarge’’ themselves.

Finding Sources

Perhaps inspired by Woolf or by similar experiences

of sexism, a few professional female medievalists de-

cided to focus their academic skills on the subject of

women in political and social contexts. Power pro-

duced the first synthesis of medieval women’s history

in 1926; no comparable survey of women’s past fol-

lowed until fifty years later. Still, even feminist scho-

lars had difficulty finding appropriate source

materials for the study of medieval women. Most

medieval documents were written and kept by men,

and recounted the actions and thoughts of men. Even

when scholars could find female-authored documents,

they treated women’s texts—mystical treatises, poet-

ry, romances, letters—as less important than main-

stream documents such as chronicles, charters,

theology, and formal literature. Art historians, too,

dismissed the works of medieval women as domestic

crafts or folk art.

A few historians, such as Lina Eckenstein, Emily

Putnam, and Power, seized on the relatively plentiful

evidence by and about religious women to study nuns

and abbesses. This is still a major area of research for

medievalist feminists. Although these early historians

praised the accomplishments of medieval religious

women, they also argued that the medieval convent

oppressed women. In keeping with social reformers of

the early twentieth century, Putnam believed that

society normally limited women’s options to child-

bearing and mothering and, further, that only ex-

traordinary medieval women entered nunneries

primarily to escape domestic duties and the violent

world of men. She did not consider the possibility of

nuns’ agency or genuine spiritual vocations. Nonethe-

less, such work opened the world of female religiosity

to historians.

As more scholars began to recover a variety of

texts produced by women, and as more women gained

access to higher education in modern universities,

they expanded their analyses to ordinary women and

men of the medieval past. Both politics and the mod-

ern study of social sciences propelled these feminist

scholars. The suffrage movements in England and

the United States pushed intellectuals everywhere to

consider women’s disenfranchisement and its origins.

Consequently, medievalists delved into the sources of

disenfranchisement. Florence Buckstaff examined

women’s property and legal rights in Anglo-Saxon

England, earning a degree at the University of Wis-

consin in the 1890s with her thesis on Anglo-Saxon

women’s property rights. Women’s participation in

labor movements and leftist political movements

also inspired medievalists. Mary Bateson, influenced

by the legal historian Frederic William Maitland,

began her career with careful studies of medieval

English local law but also produced a classic study

of mixed-sex religious communities.

Applying the Social Sciences

Meanwhile, the wide-ranging studies of the French

medievalist Marc Bloch and colleagues at the Parisian

journal Annales: Économies, Sociétés, et Civiliza-

tions—known as Annalistes—pushed European his-

torians to consider such new and inclusive topics as

peasants, labor, popular religion, cultural change, and

mentalities. All of these foci were easier to apply to

women than the traditional study of elite politics and

intellectual history. The Annalistes drew heavily on

social sciences, especially anthropology, which gener-

ated scientific and comparative methods for studying

‘‘primitive’’ non-Western or illiterate peoples and

non-elites. Other social sciences, such as demography

and geography helped too; although medieval docu-

ments tended to undercount females, as well as chil-

dren, non-Christians, and the unfree, population

studies necessarily tried to be inclusive. Although
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these approaches did not yield an immediate femini-

zation of medieval studies, the application of social

science methods prepared the way for a great

historiographical shift in the 1960s and 1970s, such

as the groundbreaking social history of David Herlihy

and Christiane Klapisch-Züber. They gathered exten-

sive data from late medieval household censuses in

Italy and used this information to analyze family

relations, household economics, and other important

aspects of daily life.

Feminist Theory

Explicitly feminist approaches to medieval studies

proliferated when the women’s movement gained mo-

mentum in the 1960s. Feminist theorists such as

Simone de Beauvoir and Betty Friedan were widely

influential among liberal academics who rushed to

apply their insights to the medieval past. In The Sec-

ond Sex (1949), Beauvoir posited her theory of

women as the ‘‘Other,’’ arguing that intellectuals

throughout history have treated men as the human

standard by which to judge women as inherently infe-

rior. Betty Friedan in The Feminine Mystique (1963)

suggested that modern American housewives colluded

in their inferiority by depending financially, socially,

and politically on men. Inspired by these and other

theorists, some medievalist scholars shifted their

focus to issues of power and women’s oppression in

the past. Marxist theorists such as Friedrich Engels

had long ago located the source of women’s oppres-

sion in the development of the nuclear family, private

property, and the nation-state. Medievalists joined

the effort to uncover other sources of women’s

oppression and outline women’s strategies for

empowerment.

To recover women’s past, scholars needed first to

expand the parameters of medieval studies to include

new topics and different evidence. Liberal feminist

scholars attempted to count and include women,

make them ‘‘visible,’’ and hear their ‘‘voices.’’ Begin-

ning in the 1970s, historians such as SuzanneWemple,

Susan Mosher Stuard, Jo Ann McNamara, and their

students examined mainstream documents such as

charters, chronicles, laws, and saints’ lives for inci-

dental evidence about women’s experiences and thus

calculate their power or lack of it. Wemple investi-

gated the many social roles and economic opportu-

nities of wives, mothers, saints, patronesses, workers,

and queens of continental Europe. Other medievalists

examined neglected political-sexual issues such as

childbearing, rape, and infanticide in both literature

and historical situations.

Women’s Writings

At the same time, literary scholars also culled the

manuscripts for woman-authored texts and published

new editions of medieval women’s writings. Christine

de Pizan, Marie de France, Hildegard of Bingen, and

the women troubadours (called trobairitz) all enjoyed

a renaissance of popularity during the 1970s and

1980s. Other prominent religious women, such as

the abbess Heloise (1101–1164, former lover of Peter

Abelard), the mystic and saint Catherine of Siena

(1347–1380), and another mystic and author,

Margery Kempe (b. c. 1373), earned permanent places

in the canon of medieval literature. The twelfth-century

writer of medieval French romances, Marie de

France, became as famous as her male competition,

Chrétien de Troyes. Art historians, meanwhile, began

to search for women’s contributions to art, especially

the creation and patronage of manuscripts and reli-

gious objects, for instance, the precious Books of

Hours so popular among late medieval noblewomen.

Scholars also employed feminist perspectives on

symbols and themes in medieval art and literature.

For instance, instead of analyzing the heroes of ro-

mance, such as Tristan, they wrote about heroines

such as Isolde and secondary female characters such

as her serving women; instead of combing epics and

poetry to learn about warrior ethics and kingship,

they looked at social relations, sex and sexuality,

and motherhood. They pointed out instances of

women’s solidarity and subversion in medieval texts

and images. They also examined the sources and

effects of misogyny in medieval literature and theolo-

gy; R. Howard Bloch, for instance, argued that mod-

ern romantic ideals of heterosexual love derived from

traditions of antifeminism in medieval and classical

writings. Drawing on postmodern literary theories,

they identified the many competing voices—some fe-

male—that existed in single works. They also com-

pared male and female authorship of texts to find out

whether medieval women had different concerns and

issues or took gender-specific positions. Together,

medievalist scholars helped to challenge the tradition-

al canons of Western literature and art and promoted

consciousness of issues of gender and race.

Difference

A second analytical trend drew on feminist theories of

difference, exemplified by the work of Adrienne Rich

and Mary Daly, as well as sociologists such as Carol

Gilligan and Nancy Chodorow. Drawing on these
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theorists and social scientists, some scholars of the

medieval past segregated women’s history and

women’s literature from the history and literature of

men, based on the assumption that because women

were different by both nature and nurture, their his-

torical experiences were inherently distinct. Scholars

crafted studies of exclusively woman-authored litera-

ture, women’s spiritualities, women’s communities,

and female perspective on matters ranging from

sex to scholastic theology. During this period of the

1970s and 1980s, readers of women’s literature and

history began to proliferate. Caroline Walker Bynum

contributed to this trend with her study of women’s

bodily focused spirituality, Holy Feast and Holy Fast.

Bynum demonstrated both a unique, feminine inter-

pretation of Christian doctrine and how that interpre-

tation infiltrated mainstream religiosity. Scholars

of religion such as Rosemary Radford Ruether and

Barbara Newman similarly posited women’s gender-

specific religiosity because of their exclusion from

mainstream Christian tradition. They applied this po-

sition to scriptural texts and works of women mystics.

Other scholars sought the pre-patriarchial religions

that they believed had preceded both patriarchy and

modern world monotheisms such as Christianity and

Judaism. In addition, as medievalists have begun to

acknowledge the dominance of western European

Christian women as subjects of study, they have si-

multaneously sought to understand the experiences

of non-Europeans and non-Christians. Some impor-

tant studies of Jewish and Muslim women appeared

during the last decades of the twentieth century, in-

cluding the work of Judith Baskin, Cheryl Tallan,

Gavin Hambly, and Howard Adelman.

Self-styled radical feminist medievalists expanded

on this line of thinking, arguing that not only culture

and texts were gendered but language itself was a

masculine operation and that, as a result, women

needed their own modes of symbolic expression.

Julia Kristeva, not a medievalist, examined the medi-

eval cult of the Virgin Mary, arguing that the modern

world lacks an adequate discourse for maternity.

We have religious ideas, which relegate maternity to

the Universal Mother; and we have science, which

identifies mothers and mothering with Nature. How-

ever, we have no women’s language for an essentially

womanly experience. More recently, the medievalist

Kathleen Biddick has argued that the entire concept

of ‘‘medieval’’ is inherently Christian and masculine,

thus inapplicable to women’s experience in the past.

Medievalists have also applied the theoretical work

of a number of postmodernist theorists of literature,

history, and anthropology—Michel Foucault, Pierre

Bourdieu, Teresa de Lauretis, and Judith Butler,

among others—to topics ranging from church

architecture to medieval theater. Butler’s theories of

performative gender have been especially influential

among scholars of medieval literatures who work on

issues of sexuality, masculinity, queer studies, and

heterosexism.

The Human Body

In addition to theoretically inclined feminist analyses

of the medieval past and its literatures, medievalists—

again following Bynum’s lead—tackled the human

body as a subject for analysis. Bynum’s work on the

food ways of medieval mystics critiqued the tendency

of Western thinkers to identify women and female-

ness with the physical body. She argued that Christian

theologians of both medieval and modern periods

have used the metaphors of Eve and Mary to symbol-

ize, respectively, sinful humanity and the redeemable

soul. Bynum showed how the mystics were able to

manipulate and subvert this ideological duality with

reference to their own fasting bodies. Other mediev-

alists began to consider the sexual bodies of women

and men in the Middle Ages and their symbolic

ranges, trying to grasp how medieval Europeans un-

derstood their bodies and the operations of bodies,

and how they used bodies to mean other ideas. Sever-

al authors, such as Joan Cadden and Monica Green,

have focused specifically on medieval medicine and

biological thought in relation to women.

Gender

One more development in feminist approaches to the

Middle Ages has been its turn toward the study of

gender rather than women per se. Some scholars, such

as Allen Franzen, have argued that the work of fem-

inists is finished and that gender studies and queer

theory are the next logical step for medievalists. The

American historian Joan Scott has famously called

for historians to apply ‘‘the lens of gender’’ to analysis

of the past, arguing that we should try to understand

the operations of all genders within cultural, social,

and political systems. The results have been diverse

and fruitful: from studies of sexuality and pervasive

heterosexism; to books on men and medieval mas-

culinity; to examinations of gender’s operations in

arenas previously unconsidered. One collection of

articles, Gendering the Master Narrative, called for a

re-examination of feminist methods and scholarly

practice based on the premise that no single analysis

can adequately address the many experiences of
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medieval women. Just as twenty-first-century feminist

activists have concluded that there is—and must be—

no single dominant feminism but instead many ‘‘fem-

inisms,’’ so medievalists are resisting the kind of re-

ductive surveys that Eileen Power wrote almost a

century ago. Rather than trying to articulate the

experiences of all medieval women, scholars of gender

seek to understand particular operations of gender

in the medieval past, an effort that overlaps with

feminism but is not identical to it.

Throughout the academic world, scholars continue

to employ feminist approaches to the medieval past

described here, from the simple inclusion of promi-

nent women in straightforward historical narratives

to densely theoretical work on gender. Just as no

single work can adequately address women’s experi-

ences during the thousand years of the Middle Ages,

no single method or disciplinary approach suffices for

feminist study of the past. It would be anachronistic

to think that modern feminists can use their politics to

explain medieval women. But it would also be rash to

discard the long history of feminist and womanist

thought and action that we have inherited from earli-

er thinkers. At the very least, more than a century of

feminist scholarship has added more evidence, more

subjects of inquiry, and even more (female) scholars

to medieval studies.

LISA BITEL
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FESTIVALS OF MISRULE
The female image was of the utmost importance in

the medieval festivals of Misrule and rituals of rever-

sal that clustered in the ‘‘Twelve Days of Christmas’’

and the pre-Lenten Carnival season, as well as

appearing occasionally in Springtide festivals. These

representations, however, were almost exclusively

in the hands of men. Cross-dressing was ubiquitous

but tended to be all in one direction. It was naturally

one of the first of the role-reversals to suggest itself
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to ebullient, usually youthful, male revelers. Clerical

prohibitions of such practices go back to the early

Middle Ages. By contrast there is little documentation

for women’s cross-dressing until well into the early

modern period. Nevertheless, such activity must cer-

tainly have occurred, if perhaps not in great profu-

sion. In the Kirk Sessions records of Presbyterian

Elgin in Scotland, for example, we find a prohibition

that ‘‘nather wemen to be cled in mens apparrel nor

men in womens apparrel’’ during the Christmas sea-

son, as well as a January 4, 1600, judgment against

‘‘Marion Andersone for guysing through the toun

in menis claythis’’ for which she was to be ‘‘put in

the joiggis’’ (Cramond, ii, 158 & 77). Such solo per-

formances could not have been entirely unheard of in

the earlier medieval period.

Male festival cross-dressing was usually of a gro-

tesque nature. The impersonated woman might be

‘‘the Dirty Bride’’ as in Bruegel’s engraving, ‘‘The

Marriage of Mopsus and Nisa’’ (also a vignette within

his great painting ‘‘The Battle of Carnival and Lent’’)

(Klein, 66–67). The character-type might be pregnant

and searching for the father of her child among the

male spectatorship, or come already burdened with

many dolls upon her back as with ‘‘Bessy Big Head’’

in the English Mummers’ Play (eighteenth to twen-

tieth centuries). The Virago, whether a peasant or a

bourgeois wife, was much in evidence in the drama

of the Christmas and Carnival seasons particularly

in the Fastnachtspiele (Carnival plays) of Nuremberg

(fifteenth to seventeenth centuries). It was a short step

then to the Crone who might be paired with a gro-

tesque Old Man for simulated sex in Balkan folk

mummeries. In more recent times the Witch became

a popular masquerade in many Carnival societies of

the Black Forest.

The beautiful female impersonation seems not so

prevalent in the medieval period, the noble Amazon

and other exotic queens, nymphs, and fairies only

becoming popular as male masquerade figures in the

Renaissance at the same time that the drama brought

female cross-dressing to its peak with such characters

as Rosalind, Viola, and Portia, still played by men of

course. It is difficult to say if the late medieval/early

modern figure of Minne, the love goddess or femme

fatale was widely enacted for festival/satirical pur-

poses, with her sewing up and selling foolscaps to the

male population, enticing winged fools into bird-

traps, shaking young fools out of a tree, etc., or wheth-

er she remained largely a creation of the new print

medium. The grotesque female impersonation seems

to have prevailed in both urban and rural culture.

Female personifications of the festival or principal

of Misrule are also known, whether enacted, repre-

sented by an effigy, or simply posited as a literary or

visual idea. Erasmus’s goddess Moria was not simply

a spirited intellectual exercise but was embodied in

various ‘‘mothers’’ as the chief figures in the urban

fool-societies of late medieval France. There was a

Mère Follie in Dijon, a Mère Sotte in Paris, a Mère

d’Enfance in Bordeaux, and so on (Davis, 139).

Capering fools emerged from beneath Mère Follie’s

voluminous skirts onto the festival streets in a traves-

ty of multiple birth. Since the term Fastnacht (Eve of

the Fast) is feminine in the Germanic languages, fe-

male personifications naturally presented themselves.

The mythographer Fulgentius envisioned Fastnacht

as a veiled woman with a crown of willow branches,

a scepter in her right hand, and a parti-colored fool’s

vestment in her left, drawn in a cart by fourwhite horses

(Schmeller, 764). Frau Fasnacht or Alti Dante (Old

Aunt) remains a traditional mask-type in the Baseler

Fasnacht. Such female personifications, however,

hardly compete in number with the King Carnivals

or Christmas Princes in the performance history of

Misrule. Conversely, the personification of the anti-

festive Lentmight also be female, as inBruegel’s ‘‘Battle

of Carnival and Lent’’ where she is a pale, desiccated

nun opposing a beefy Sir Carnival.

It is clear that these female representations in the

festivals of Misrule reflect the patriarchal hegemony

of the Middle Ages with its pervasive and largely

unexamined misogyny. They tend to support the

‘‘safety valve’’ theory of carnivalesque performances

wherein the topsy-turvy world, after its brief reign,

ultimately reinforces the status quo. Natalie Zemon

Davis in a still very relevant 1975 article, ‘‘Women on

Top,’’ argues, however, for a more complex view of

the phenomenon. In certain circumstance, she main-

tains, the topos of the Unruly Woman could afford

late medieval/early modern women (as well as men for

that matter) with opportunities for social critique and

even radical action within the broader festival con-

text. Still we have relatively little in the way of docu-

mentation for an autonomous feminine view of early

festive culture. Nuns in sixteenth-century Venice man-

aged to maintain their own Carnival despite male

oversight: ‘‘Sometimes the nuns sing profane songs,

and they play the guitar and lute, and they dress up

as men in order to put on plays’’ (Laven, 140). The

English ‘‘Hocktide’’ presents a rather complete ritual

action of ‘‘women on top.’’ On the second Monday

after Easter the village women capture any males

they might come across, bind them with ropes, and

hold them prisoner until they paid a festival ransom

(Simpson and Roud, 180–181). It is a practice of some

antiquity; attempts to suppress it in London dating

from 1406 and 1409, for example. Weiberfastnacht

(Women’s Carnival) in Cologne, the Thursday before

Ash Wednesday is another clear-cut festival of female
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empowerment in which women take over the city

and engage in such transgressive and symbolic acts

as clipping off men’s neckties (Thompson and Carl-

son). The festival is a modern invention, a direct

response by local women to their exclusion from the

Kölner Karneval as it evolved in the early nineteenth

century. One can surmise, however, that similar rebel-

lious energies were at work in earlier centuries, as the

Hocktide custom demonstrates.

As critical theorist Mary Russo, echoing Natalie

Davis, remarks, ‘‘The gender asymmetries in mas-

querade have yet to be fully addressed’’ (Russo, 7).

Some recent Carnival scholarship has begun seriously

to address gender issues. Deborah Puccio has exam-

ined the present festival in the Pyrenees and the

Slovenian Alps; Francesca Cappelletto in the Italian

town of Bagolino; and David Gilmore in Spain. While

one cannot automatically extrapolate from their

finding back to medieval women in their festive

mode, this new sensitivity to gender issues and the

question of female representation in masquerade can

only help to flesh out the rather meager record of

women and the practice of misrule in centuries past.

MARTIN W. WALSH
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FINA OF SAN GIMIGNANO
Fina dei Ciardi (1238–1253) was a reclusive, ascetic

virgin who died at age fifteen and was soon thereafter

named patron saint of her hometown, SanGimignano.

Little is known about her actual life apart from the

testimonies of witnesses appended to her official vita.

Shewas not affiliatedwith a religious order, though her

vita was composed about 1300 by a local Dominican,

Fra Giovanni del Coppo. Her biography conforms to

a model of mendicant piety focused on imitation of

Christ’s Passion while it abounds with other familiar

topoi drawn from hagiographic tradition.

According to the vita, Fina was born to an im-

poverished noble family. As a very young girl she

began a life of reclusion at home and practiced ex-

treme asceticism that included fasting, wearing a

coarse hair shirt, and self-flagellation. At age ten she

was struck with a paralyzing illness that prevented the

movement of her body. She chose to lie on a hard

board, voluntarily increasing her suffering in imita-

tion of Christ on the Cross. While lying on the board

over a period of five years, she endured numerous

hardships, including the decay of her body, mice

eating away at her rotting flesh, and the death of her

mother. Finally, Saint Gregory the Great appeared to

her in a vision and announced her imminent death.

Thereafter, her pain increased. Following her death

eight days later, miracles began to occur. The town

erected a shrine and later a chapel in the Collegiata of

San Gimignano, where her cult is still celebrated

today. Although Fina was never officially canonized,

she was considered a bona fide saint locally.

LINDA A. KOCH
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FLANDERS
Advantageously located astride a number of trade

routes and blessed with many towns and a thriving

textile industry, the county of Flanders (western

Belgium and northern France) had become the com-

mercial and industrial center of medieval northern

Europe by the eleventh century. Economic dynamics

were inherently opposed to the maintenance of tradi-

tional feudal and religious practices. The buying, man-

ufacture, transportation, and selling of goods did not fit

into the military ethos that engendered feudalism, nor

was it easily accommodated to the isolated, spiritual

context of medieval religion. Preconceptions rooted in

feudal and religious order, although by no means with-

out influence in medieval Flanders, took a back seat to

economic demands.

Women could be found at all levels of Flemish

society. The extent of their public activity repeatedly

surprised foreign visitors to the region. Women func-

tioned as castellans, financial receivers, abbesses, and

countesses; for most of the thirteenth century, for

example, the country was ruled by Countess Joanna

(1204–1244) and Countess Margaret (1244–1280).

Women tanned hides, ran inns, sold fruit, and butch-

ered meat. They were indispensable to the textile in-

dustry as carders, spinners, warpers, dyers, and even

as weavers. They were also drapers, employing both

men and women in the manufacture of cloth sold as

far away as Novgorod, Russia.

Associated with the constancy and breadth of

women’s economic activities came relative economic

autonomy. In 1355, for example, an alderman of

Ghent granted a marital separation because both

parties could pay their own bills. The routine reference

to practitioners of a wide range of trades in both mas-

culine and feminine by the aldermen ofDouaimoreover

suggests that women were commonly regarded as mer-

chants and tradespeople in their own right.

Economic autonomy was made possible in part by

a Germanic system of customary law—based more on

negotiation among groups than on decisions of con-

stituted authorities—that prevailed in Flanders until

the advent of Roman law in the fifteenth century.

Both men and women had experience with drawing

up wills and contracts as well as with resolving their

disputes and paying fees and fines before public audi-

ences comprising aldermen and citizens of both gen-

ders. Aldermanic ordinances from Douai, for their

part, include very few that solely target men or

women. One such ordinance established a hospital

exclusively for pregnant citizens; another forbade

women from returning to work for at least a month

after childbirth. There were, in fact, few social spaces

that were peculiarly ‘‘male’’ or ‘‘female’’; segregation

of the sexes became common only much later, at the

end of the Ancien Régime.

Distinctive religious factors also reflect women’s

relative autonomous status. While Flanders was

home to numerous monasteries and abbeys, the coun-

ty had no episcopal see within its borders; it was far

less subject to episcopal influence than were many

other parts of Europe. In addition, there were a num-

ber of convents, such as Flines, Marquette, and

Messines, whose powerful abbesses were embroiled

in most of the religious and secular affairs of their

respective regions. Flanders also saw one of the great-

est flowerings of the Beguine movement, a peculiarly

female and urban movement made possible by medie-

val Flemish social and economic conditions. Pious but

unprofessed women, Beguines frequently lived collec-

tively in communal institutions called beguinages,

located in the towns where most of them worked.

To be sure, the Flemish cultural area was no

stranger to patriarchy. There, as elsewhere, women

were commonly defined as someone’s daughter, wife,

or widow. But such practices were not necessarily

routine; in accounts, for example, the names of most

women appear without any form of associative iden-

tification. Nonetheless, single people in the county

remained at a disadvantage when compared to mar-

ried ones. A single person, after all, had at his or her

disposal only one income and only one person’s labor.

And while single women with children were recog-

nized as legitimate social units, they often made up a

large percentage of the very poor. Most medieval

societies were uneasy with single men and women;

both were expected to marry.

The independent public actions undertaken by

married women in Flanders nonetheless differed

very little from those of their unmarried counterparts.

A number of circumstances determined the position

of women within marriage. Both men and women

married fairly late, at around twenty-five. There ap-

pears to have been no shortage of possible marriage

partners; both men and women were comfortably

enough established that they could afford to be selec-

tive. Alternatively, both may have worked until they

could bring enough income or property into the rela-

tionship to enable the young couple to survive. Any

property acquired during the marriage was held

jointly. At the dissolution of a marriage, for whatever

reason, property reverted to the family to whom it

had originally belonged. Because Flemish inheritance

customs privileged the spouse over progeny, joint

property usually devolved onto the surviving partner.

This practice diminished the significance of fathers

while simultaneously raising that of wives. Moreover,

when one parent died, the other, regardless of sex,

usually took over the guardianship of any minor
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children; a child who lost either parent was considered

to be an orphan. Finally, no great educational gap

separated the sexes. Both girls and boys in most towns

attended schools where they were taught how to read,

write, and cipher, often in both Flemish and French.

With the exception of the office of bailiff, the only

public offices whose functions women did not exercise

were those that were collective in nature. Women func-

tioned as abbesses, as castellans, and as countesses, but

never as aldermen. They were thus denied the col-

lective experience of exercising power in public as

women. There is no doubt that routine association

of collective decision-making with men tended to

promote gendered conceptualizations of authority.

Correspondingly, women’s isolation as single and occa-

sional authorities may well have contributed to a per-

ception that their authoritative status as (and perhaps

by extension, their social participation in general) was

exceptional. Such perceptions would be consolidated

by social, economic, and political changes during the

later Burgundian period.

ELLEN E. KITTELL
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FLOIRE AND BLANCHEFLOR
The story of Floire and Blancheflor enjoyed great

popularity in many parts of Europe throughout the

medieval period. Today, manuscripts survive in

French, English, High and Low German, Dutch, sev-

eral Scandinavian languages, Italian, and Spanish.

The oldest extant manuscript in any language is a

German text fragment (c. 1170–1180), though it is

assumed that the oldest European variant of the tale

was French (c. 1150–1160). Several literary historians

have argued for a Byzantine, Persian, or Arabic origin

of the story. Literary historians distinguish between a

version aristocratique (aristocratic version) and a ver-

sion populaire (popular version), the former being less

plot-driven and adventure-laden than the latter and

presenting instead detailed descriptions of localities

and emotions.

Floire, the son of a Muslim king, and Blancheflor,

the daughter of his mother’s Christian lady-in-waiting,

fell in love while still in their cradles and became

inseparable thereafter. The boy’s parents objected to

the relationship, citing insurmountable differences of

religion and class. Pretending that Blancheflor died,

the parents secretly sold the girl to Babylonian mer-

chants. Blancheflor became the prized possession of a

cruel Babylonian ruler who followed a ritual of mar-

rying and then—after the course of one year—killing

the women he desires. Floire eventually learned the

truth about his beloved. Disguised as a merchant, he

traveled east, and by means of wit and deception

managed to free Blancheflor. The two lovers returned

to Floire’s home country after receiving word that

Floire’s father has died and that the country is awaiting

the return of its new ruler.

The story offers exceedingly rich material to stu-

dents and scholars interested in pursuing feminist and

gender-related inquiry with regard to medieval litera-

ture, be it in the realm of masculinity studies, the explo-

ration of the intersections of sex, gender, race, class

and religion, or the examination of the overlapping

discourses of love, economic exchange, and female

commodification present in this text.
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FONTEVRAULT, ABBEY AND
ORDER OF
Founded by the wandering preacher Robert of

Arbrissel in 1101 in the Loire valley region of western

France, Fontevrault was a unique ‘‘double’’ monas-

tery that included both men and women, but in

which the women predominated and ruled. Robert

responded to criticism of his unorthodox intimacy

with women, which apparently included sleeping

with them chastely as part of an ascetic effort to

master desire, by regularizing his followers’ religious

life in a monastic setting. Open to people of all con-

ditions, the twelfth-century monastery included sepa-

rate complexes for men, lepers, penitent prostitutes,

and choir nuns. Double monasteries, in which monks

and nuns lived in a single, albeit sexually segregated

community, were fairly common during the period of

intense religious enthusiasm in the later eleventh and

early twelfth centuries. In predominantly female

houses, like Fontevrault, a smaller group of monks

were assigned to provide the sisters with the religious

and worldly services, including priestly duties and the

management of landed estates, that were forbidden to

or deemed improper for cloistered women. But after

the mid-twelfth century a misogynistic reaction set

in that made it difficult for mixed communities to

survive, as male clerics increasingly complained of

economic burdens and the dangers of sexual corrup-

tion. What made Fontevrault truly unique was that,

from its earliest years (by 1115), its founder drew up

rules that institutionalized the relationship between

men and women, making it clear that the monks’

role was to serve the nuns and to obey the abbess.

This formal clarity, together with Fontevrault’s early

success in attracting noble and even royal patronage,

enabled it to withstand misogynistic criticisms and a

variety of political and economic crises that did in

many similar institutions. It survived as a predomi-

nantly female double monastery until its suppression

in 1792 during the French Revolution.

Fontevrault’s popularity also led to the establish-

ment of many dependent priories, soon making the

abbey the head of the largest federation of nunneries

in the medieval West. Although some dated to be-

fore Robert’s death in 1116, most of these affiliated

communities were founded under the able leadership

of the first two abbesses, Petronilla of Chemillé

(1115–1149) and Matilda of Anjou (1149–1155). By

about 1200, there were over 70 dependent priories,

mostly in western France, but also including a few as

far away as Spain and England. The abbey reached

the zenith of its fame in the late-twelfth century, when

Fontevrault became a favorite of the royal families of

France and England. Henry Plantagenet, Count of

Anjou and King of England (1154–1189), and his

wife Eleanor, duchess of Aquitaine, showered largesse

on the nuns. Both of them, along with their son

Richard the Lionheart, are buried at Fontevrault.

The tombs of Henry and Eleanor, complete with re-

cumbent life-sized sculptures, can still be seen in the

nave of the abbey church. Although the monastery

has been damaged, it is now a protected historical site

that includes several twelfth-century buildings, in-

cluding the Romanesque abbey church and a curious,

octagonal kitchen.
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FOSTERAGE
In medieval Iceland, the term fosterage denotes a legal

and social contract between two families aimed at

adding a network of relations to that of a child’s

biological kin and similar to, but farther-reaching

than, the Christian system of god-parentage. In

other words, it does not refer to the care of needy

orphaned children, a problem that was handled by

Iceland’s remarkable poor laws, nor to the aristocrat-

ic custom developed during the High Middle Ages in

England and on the Continent whereby adolescent

children were sent away from home for training.

According to the Icelandic law, Grágás lögfóstur

(legal fosterage) occurred when a man agreed to

bring up another person’s child from the age of

seven (or younger) to sixteen in return for remunera-

tion that was agreed to and paid beforehand. The

relationship did not end when the young person

returned home, but a foster-child was considered to

be near-equal to the foster-father’s own children. If
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the foster-father was disabled, for example, the fos-

terling could act on his behalf in the same capacity

as the son, stepson, or son-in-law. Furthermore,

the man’s foster-daughter and foster-mother were

included among the six women for whom he was

allowed to take instant revenge if they were sexually

molested. The sagas of Icelanders confirm these rules

and add further details. Fosterage was apparently so

common that it was considered highly unusual if ‘‘all

the children grew up at home.’’ In that case a foster-

father or foster-mother, often of slave or recently

freed status, would be brought to the family farm.

Because of the male focus of the sagas more boys

than girls are reported as being sent away for foster-

ing, but it happened to girls as well, as illustrated by

Guðrı́ðr Þorbjarnardóttir of Vı́nland fame, who was

fostered with neighbors before both families’ immi-

gration to Greenland. The proverb that ‘‘a person

owes one fourth of his or her personality to fosterage’’

(Njáls Saga, chap. 42) is evidence of the foster-family’s

influence on the child’s development. The normal

assumption was that well-to-do-parents sought foster-

age for their children among social groups below them,

but such statements invariably occur when parents

made contrary decisions that reveal their concern for

positive influences on the children (illustration in Lax-

dœla Saga, chap. 28). The law does not mention in-

heritance for foster-children, but foster-parents

lacking biological offspring often made the charge

their heir. Fosterage was not limited to the pagan

context of the sagas of Icelanders but continued into

the Christian era of the Contemporary sagas. The

most famous foster-child is Snorri Sturluson who in

1181 at the age of three was brought by his father

from his birthplace in Hvammr in northern Iceland to

Oddi in the south to be fostered by Jón Loftsson, the

most prominent man in the country. Snorri stayed

here until 1202, benefiting from the rich cultural mi-

lieu that helped him to establish political contacts. It

is not surprising that the strong emotional ties be-

tween foster-parents and their charges often com-

peted with or even equaled those with biological kin.

Foster-parents’ names became embedded in the next

generation of the fosterling’s own children, and politi-

cal and economic arrangements continued between the

families. Egill’s grief and rage when his father killed his

foster-mother as she was trying to save him from pa-

ternal anger is unforgettable (Egils Saga, chap. 40).

Emotional ties were particularly strong between a fos-

ter-mother and her female charge. The latter might

bring her foster-mother with her when she married,

allowing her to raise her own children in turn. The

need for additional kinship is particularly clear in

cases when a young widow agreed to let her newborn

son be fostered by her deceased husband’s relatives or

friends. Bereft of a father, the child acquired new

kinship ties through his foster-family. In the past

fosterage was considered to be part of ancient Scandi-

navian law. Although Norwegian laws used a vocab-

ulary similar to Grágás, the cases involved care of

poor people and do not include the Icelandic legal

and institutional framework. Since Ireland had laws

similar to Iceland’s concerning fosterage, it appears

likely that visiting Vikings brought the idea home

from there, a suggestion supported by a brief episode

in Laxdœla Saga (chaps. 20–22); Melkorka, an Irish

princess who was brought to Iceland as a slave, even-

tually sent her son to Ireland with specific instructions

to contact her foster-mother.
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FOY
According to the earliest account of her life and mar-

tyrdom, Sainte Foy (also Faith or Fides) was a well-

born young girl martyred by Dacian, the Roman ruler

of Agen in southwestern France in the fourth century.

Her relics were enshrined in a church built outside the

walls of that city. In 866, they were stolen from Agen

by the monks of Conques (a Benedictine monastery in

the Rouergue) to be the focus of their cult. Approxi-

mately a century later, stories of Foy’s miracles—

especially the healing of blindness and liberation of

prisoners—began to circulate in the region. Many of

these miracle narratives were assembled into a text

that circulated as the Liber miraculorum and spread

Foy’s fame throughout Europe. Foy’s cult reached its
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apogee in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, with sites

established across France, England, the Germanic

countries, Italy, and Spain, as well as a popular pil-

grimage to her shrine at Conques.

The major attribute of Foy in the visual arts is the

grill that represents one of her tortures. When her

virgin martyr status is emphasized, she is often por-

trayed as a slender youngwomanwith long hair.When

her intercessory powers are important, as in the Faith

chapel at Westminster cathedral, she is portrayed as a

majestic female figure who overshadows the tinymonk

kneeling in prayer at the bottom of the painting.

In texts, Foy is represented with even more variety

depending upon the role she is to play. For Bernard of

Angers, the eleventh century compiler of some of her

miracles, Foy is a childish female trickster who extorts

gifts from pilgrims and plays jokes on her monks.

However, for monastic writers in her miracle collec-

tion, Sainte Foy is a celestial virgin, one of the most

powerful saints in heaven.
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FRANCE, NORTHERN
The life experience of the women in northern France

between 1000 and 1500 BCE plays a pivotal role in

the narrative of European women’s history. Deter-

mining whether their lot in life improved or declined

has largely guided investigation of the women living

at this time in this region. For medievalists, these

centuries have been thought to be the end of a ‘‘gold-

en age.’’ Modernists, in contrast, find the roots of

repression consonant with the women of recent cen-

turies in the ‘‘dark’’ era of the Middle Ages. Recent

research, however, has provided a corrective to both

viewpoints and has demonstrated that women of this

era did not suffer repression or powerlessness to a

greater extent than their counterparts in other peri-

ods. Some women were influential and had access to

resources, others were clearly on the margin of society

with little recourse to power or influence. The pro-

found social, economic, and political transitions of

this era shaped women’s lives significantly.

Part of the difficulty in recovering the experiences

of medieval women in northern France stems from

the nature of the extant sources. While documents are

plentiful for this era and there are a significant num-

ber penned by women, accounts written by men—

sometimes directly concerned with women, but more

often not—predominate. The history of women is

taken from what Marc Bloch termed ‘‘witnesses in

spite of themselves,’’ in other words, pieced together

from sources not written by women nor directly

addressing the issue of women’s past or experience.

Although challenging, medievalists have been success-

ful in teasing out the lives of medieval women from

sometimes recalcitrant sources.

Elite Women: Queens, Aristocrats, and
Religious Women

Interestingly, the lives of upper-class women, who had

the most written about them, are frequently opaque

or obscure. In spite of the fact that medieval queens

Side view of the Reliquary of Saint Foy, ninth century
with Gothic additions. Gilded silver, copper, enamel,
rock crystal, and precious stones, cameos, wooden core.
Location: France. Credit: Erich Lessing / Art
Resource, N.Y.
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acted as consorts or guardians, they did not share

official power with their husbands or sons. But did

this mean that such queens were powerless? Indeed

not. The royal women of Louis IX’s court can serve as

examples. Louis’ mother, Blanche of Castile, ruled

France during her son’s minority and his crusade to

the Holy Land. Furthermore, Blanche also exerted

considerable cultural influence through her patronage

of the arts and founding of religious houses. Like her

mother, Louis’ sister, Isabelle of France, was a pious

woman. She embraced the religious life, although she

never took the vows of a nun. Her personal piety,

however, reflected the religious ethos of the time,

and her own practices had an impact on the religious

behavior of the royal family and her brother’s court.

While many royal women did not act as regents, as

Blanche did, they exercised significant influence over

the royal men in their lives, as well as medieval society

in general, through their cultural patronage and reli-

gious dedication.

Aristocratic women wielded the same sorts of

powers as royal women. Key to noblewomen’s influ-

ence and status was their control of property. As

daughters, they received a portion of the patrimony

as both inheritance and dowry, which necessitated

their participation in granting land to vassals and

making gifts to the church. Marriage was a defining

moment in the life of an aristocratic woman as she

became the head of her own household. Yet attach-

ment to her natal family was not severed. Upon mar-

riage noble women continued to consent to alienations

of property made by their natal family and their fos-

tering of their nephews and nieces ensured continued

connection to their blood kin. Many women experi-

enced marriage in positive ways. In many cases mar-

riages lasted decades and affection developed. Because

noble men were so often away at war, their wives took

over running family estates and lordships. To ensure

stability and continuity of policy during such absences

wives and husbands acted together in the transfer and

management of property and personnel. Widowhood

was yet another important life stage for noble women.

In some cases, widowhood represented a dramatic

increase in women’s access to power or property. In

others, widows simply continued to enjoy the influence

they had as married women.

Because aristocratic women controlled land and

other resources, they were important powerbrokers

in their society. For example, women were extremely

generous patrons and protectors of local ecclesiastical

foundations. Clerics realized the influence that such

women held and actively cultivated their support,

resulting in relationships of respect and even affection

between clerics and aristocratic women. Women were

also frequently called upon to intercede with the

church on behalf of their obstreperous male kin.

When noble men violated the church, it was up to

their wives, mothers, and sisters, to mend fences with

the clergy.

As more systematized and formalized government

developed after the twelfth century, noble-born men

and women alike found their access to power and

autonomy curtailed. But women developed strategies

for negotiating within a male-dominated system. Yet

the repression historians have associated with the

centuries between 1200 and 1500 did not occur to

the degree previously assumed. In contrast to their

modern counterparts, medieval female elites enjoyed

far more respect and possibilities for power.

As was the case with queens and noblewomen, the

early medieval centuries also act as a ‘‘golden age’’

standard against which the life experience of religious

women of the central medieval period seems to fall

short. The reform movements of the late eleventh and

twelfth centuries have been interpreted as harmful to,

if not downright hostile toward, pious women. A

decrease in the number of women saints—as well as

a change in the characteristics women needed for

canonization—has been suggested as symptomatic of

a diminution in women’s religious influence. Devel-

opments in religion did put some mechanisms in place

that disadvantaged women in the religious life. But

juxtaposed against the exclusion of women from some

of the important monastic movements of the twelfth

century, Cistercian monasticism in particular, is the

founding of the convent of Fontevrault by Robert of

Arbrissel. This abbey became one of the most power-

ful religious institutions in western France and sur-

passed many male houses in its wealth and influence.

Women seeking a life dedicated to God, however,

were most deeply affected by the development of alter-

natives to the cloister. As the medieval economy as-

sumed a more commercial form, towns began to grow.

The religious needs and interests of urban populations

differed from those living in the countryside. As a

consequence, new forms of religious expression and

experience emerged. Shortly after St. Francis founded

the mendicant Franciscans, the order of the Poor

Clares was instituted as a new way for women to

pursue a life devoted to religion. As some urban

women felt the need to dedicate their lives to God

without taking vows or being cloistered, communities

of Beguines appeared on the urban landscape of north-

ern France.While traditional Benedictinemonasticism

had offered opportunities for mostly women of the

landed elite, the Beguines and Poor Clares provided

an avenue of religious expression not previously avail-

able to women living in the cities of northern France.

Medieval women also left their mark on the flower-

ing of late medieval mystical Christianity. During this
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period women from all over western Europe explored

new paths to God. Instead of relying on an interces-

sory clergy, some women mystics connected directly

with the divine through their visions and other physi-

cal manifestations, including levitation, abstinence

from eating, and fits of uncontrollable weeping. Mys-

tics like Marie of Oignies (d. 1213) and Christina the

Astonishing (1150–1224), living in northern France or

the bordering Low Countries, were sought out by

male and female believers alike. Some male clergy

supported these female mystics, and in many cases

became their hagiographers. The female mystics’

advocacy of a personal connection with God laid

the groundwork for later reformers and contributed

directly to the development of the Modern Devotion.

The centuries between 1000 and 1500 BCE presented

certain challenges—and restrictions, like stricter

monastic enclosure—to religious women. But they

also offered opportunities for shaping Christianity

that women had perhaps not enjoyed since its early

centuries.

Urban Women

Did urbanization and commercialization of the econ-

omy work to the benefit or disadvantage of urban

women? The answer to this question depends upon

individual experience determined largely by social

status. Women of the urban elite certainly benefited

from the wealth and power accrued by their family.

But, like queens, the wives, mothers, daughters, and

sisters of the urban elite seldom enjoyed official

power. While women may not usually have gained

formal power, wives of the urban elite used their

resources to patronize religious houses—both the tra-

ditional and the newly emerging institutions that were

found in urban centers—and to gain support of other

patricians. Furthermore, like noble women, they were

able to use their influence with husbands and sons to

achieve alliances and what might be considered polit-

ical aims. The dowries that urban women brought to

their marriages also played an important role in a

family’s future and finances. In some cases a generous

dowry could help a family to move up several rungs

on the social ladder. While their dowries became part

of the family patrimony, women maintained control

over how they were used.

Women took part in virtually every facet of the

commercial economy of northern France: they owned

and managed a variety of businesses individually and

with their husbands, they sold merchandise, staffed

inns and hostelries, and contributed their labor to

industry. While women usually were excluded from

holding office in the guilds that emerged to regulate

production and quality of the items sold or produced,

except in rare cases like the silk guild in Paris, in those

occupations where women predominated—in the pro-

duction of cloth, for example—women did play influ-

ential roles in those guilds. In the late Middle Ages

the loss of population caused by the Black Death

created more opportunities for employment and influ-

ence within the guild system for urban women. These

gains were further reinforced by urban women’s abil-

ity to inherit their husbands’ or fathers’ businesses.

Widows, in particular, were vital participants in the

commercial economy.

For women of the lowest reaches of urban society

the commercialization of medieval society, and with it

urbanization, was a mixed blessing. The towns of

northern France that focused on the cloth industry

provided a draw, a place where women might find

new opportunities. Sometimes women secured work

in shops or industry. Others found husbands. While

‘‘town air’’ could make serfs free, it could also create

another form of subjection for women as they ended

up in occupations, as servants or prostitutes, resulting

in their economic and physical exploitation. But such

women did not fall completely through the cracks of

society. Urban dwellers’ concern for these ‘‘fallen’’

women is evident in the numerous religious founda-

tions dedicated to Mary Magdalen where such

women could be reformed. Provision of a dowry for

a prostitute who could then marry and make a new

life also became a popular expression of piety. Com-

mercialization did benefit some women, but it also

worked to the detriment of others.

Rural Women

In spite of the growth of towns that occurred in the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries, most medieval people

continued to reside in the countryside. More than any

other sector of medieval society, peasants were the

most vulnerable to the capricious forces of nature.

Survival depended upon the contributions of both

men and women. Peasant women generally were re-

sponsible for the home, raising of children, tending the

garden, baking bread, and brewing beer. They also

contributed their labor in the fields at key points dur-

ing the year—as is vividly illustrated in medieval illu-

minated manuscripts. Men, in contrast, spent much of

their day in the field. In order for a family to survive, let

alone thrive, both husbands and wives had to contrib-

ute their labor. Without a wife, a peasant man would

be seriously disadvantaged and vice versa. But it is

important not to overemphasize the independence or
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power of peasant women. Like their sisters in the aris-

tocracy and in the city, peasant women were excluded

from holding formal offices within their village. Those

peasants living between 1100 and 1500 generally saw a

decrease in the control that lords had over their lives.

Central to this change in their status were two events:

the commercial revolution and the Black Death.

The change to a commercial economy held impor-

tant ramifications for the French peasantry. As lords

sought to participate in an increasingly cash-based

economy, they became interested in finding ways of

converting their landed wealth into cash. Instead of

requiring peasant labor in return for land, justice, and

protection, lords began to convert such services into

cash payments. Moveance, or the creation of new

communities, also benefited peasant men and

women. In order to attract individuals and families

to settle these new and sometimes marginal areas,

lords offered incentives such as reductions in the

amount or type of labor or dues owed to the lord.

Thus for most peasants of 1000 to 1500 their relation-

ship with lords became less onerous, and they became

more ‘‘free.’’ Events of the late Middle Ages, cata-

lyzed by the Black Death, would both challenge and

reinforce this freedom.

Like most of western Europe, late medieval north-

ern France was dramatically affected by the popula-

tion deprivations caused by the plague. Many

peasants died, and those who survived found them-

selves facing new challenges. For some, these chal-

lenges provided opportunities and an end to

serfdom. For others, lords attempted to reinstate the

more regressive aspects of lordship. But the post–

Black Death world was made up of new realities and

expectations, for in 1358, peasant men and women all

over France rebelled against their lords by burning

their castles, destroying the records of their servitude,

and even killing them in the ‘‘Jacquerie,’’ an event

tellingly named after the prototypical French peasant

‘‘Jacques.’’ The catastrophes of the late Middle Ages

undoubtedly were a source of personal tragedy for

many peasant women living in northern France, but

they also provided such women with access to ad-

vancement perhaps missing from earlier centuries.

Creative Women

The issue of improvement or decline again emerges

in the evaluation of Northern French female writers

and artists of the period. In the lifetime of Heloise, a

cultural revival triggered by an interest in the culture

of the classical past took hold, and women contrib-

uted to this twelfth-century renaissance. Although

Heloise never wrote a theological treatise as her

lover-husband Abelard did, her letters embody the

philosophical training and interest in the classical

past so much a part of the cultural and intellectual

accomplishments of the twelfth century. Nor was

Heloise the only woman engaged with classical cul-

ture and learning. Marie de France, another woman

of the twelfth century, was also trained in Latin for

she translated The Purgatory of St. Patrick from

Latin to French. Marie also contributed to a flower-

ing of vernacular literature. Her lais mark a high

point in medieval literature by providing insight

into the emotional life and motivations of her char-

acters. The participation of women in the production

of secular and religious texts continued into the later

medieval period, although some see it as a time of

decline. The mystical works of Marguerite Porete

were so influential that, although she was eventually

condemned as a heretic, they remained in circula-

tion. (Works by other women mystics, in contrast,

were accepted and even embraced by the church.)

Christine de Pizan was an important and successful

author of the time, and her exploration of classical

themes heralds the transition from medieval to

Renaissance culture.

Women contributed to the flowering of medie-

val culture in other more anonymous ways. Many

medieval nuns wrote, illuminated, and embroidered,

creating magnificent expressions of spirituality in lit-

erature and art. The cathedrals that rose all over

northern France also benefited from the labor, exper-

tise, and expression of medieval women. Like queens,

urban women, and peasants, creative women were

excluded from the more formal positions associated

with intellectual pursuit. Universities were being

founded all over France at this time, but they were

for men only. Such obstacles did not prevent women

from writing and creating; there were other avenues

for learning and expression.

Women also shaped culture through their patron-

age. Marie de Champagne, for instance, sponsored

Chrètien de Troyes, whose romances are considered

an early prototype of the modern novel. The preva-

lent image of women with books testifies to their

literacy as well as the impact they had on the creation

of literature. Several late medieval French queens, for

instance, are known to have owned (and read) the

works of such authors as Christine de Pizan.

Conclusion

Once characterized as the ‘‘male Middle Ages,’’ it is

now recognized that women clearly shaped this
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important era in European history. The presumed

‘‘maleness’’ of northern France between 1000 and

1500 stemmed from a reliance on theological and

religious sources, which tend to paint a rather mono-

chromatic view of women and are often overtly hos-

tile to them. The misogyny of some clerics is

indisputably a part of the narrative of the history of

medieval women, but it is only one strand, not the

complete tapestry or composition. While the centuries

between 1000 and 1500 represented a time of chal-

lenges for women in northern France, they were also a

time of opportunity and influence. But the experience

of women was not uniform. Some were valued, influ-

ential, and respected members of their society. Others

labored in silence and occupied the margins of socie-

ty. Yet all were indisputably part of the medieval

landscape and helped to mold the essential contours

of the medieval world.

AMY LIVINGSTONE
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FRANCES OF ROME
Frances of Rome (1384–1440) remains an exceptional

case of an officially canonized medieval saint who was

both a wife and a mother. Only Elisabeth of Hungary

and Birgitta of Sweden are comparable.

Frances was born to the noble Bussa family of

Rome in 1384. She married Lorenzo de’ Ponziani, a

wealthy cattle farmer, at twelve, bearing him at least

three sons, of whom only Battista survived to adult-

hood. After her husband’s death in 1436, Frances

joined the religious laywomen or oblates at her foun-

dation Tor de’ Specchi, loosely associated with the

Benedictine monastery Santa Maria Nuova in Rome.

Her charity, moral exhortations, and visions con-

cerning the afterlife made her famous even before

her death on March 9, 1440.

Three collections of testimonies concerning Fran-

ces’s sainthood (from 1440, 1443, and 1451) and the

biography by her last confessor, Giovanni Mattiotti,

provide a textured account of a saint who trans-

formed her marital and social occupations into reli-

gious opportunities. She used her wealth to assist

poor children and women, convinced her husband to

live in a chaste companionship, and lived humbly,

chastising other women for their frivolous concern
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for appearance. Her moral messages were peppered

by horrid Dantesque visions concerning purgatory

and hell. But it was her gentler companionship with

other women—fellowship with her sister-in-law Van-

nozza, miraculous interventions on women’s behalf,

and founding of the Tor de Specchi in 1425 (approved

by Pope Eugene IV in 1433)—that secured her posi-

tion as a beloved civic icon, especially among the

Roman families who were involved in the failed plot

against Pope Boniface IX (crushed in 1398) and suf-

fered during Ladislas of Naples’s occupation of the

town in 1408–1409 and 1413–1414. She was canonized

by Paul V, a scion of the Roman Borghese family, on

May 29, 1608.

MAIJU LEHMIJOKI-GARDNER
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FRANKISH LANDS
During the fifth and early sixth centuries, Frankish

rulers conquered Gaul, the Roman province west of

the Rhine, including the Rhone valley, and the Medi-

terranean southern region from Provence as far

southwest as the Pyrenees. Frankish settlement was

confined to the northeast, and, in Gaul as a whole, the

immigrant element was heavily outnumbered by the

indigenous provincial population. Unlike some others

who settled within the Roman Empire in the fourth

and fifth centuries, the Franks are presented in their

origin-myth as all-male. Modern historians see the

Frankish ‘‘people’’ as an amalgam of smaller groups,

usually described as war-bands in the late Roman

sources, with warlords and warriors the only recorded

individuals. This could suggest a militarized society in

which women’s social power diminished. But women

as marriage-partners could have played key roles in

uniting Germanic-speaking groups to form the

Frankish people. Variant origin-myths of the Franks’

ruling dynasty, the Merovingians, had space for two

individual women. The eponymous Merovech was

said to have been the offspring of his anonymous

mother’s encounter with a monster while bathing in

the sea. Merovech’s son, Childeric, driven out by the

Franks whose daughters he had debauched and given

refuge by the king of the Thuringians and his wife,

Basina, was said to have been sought out later by

Basina, who had abandoned her husband, journeyed

far to the land of the Franks, and declared her desire

for Childeric: ‘‘I know that you are a strong man and

I can recognise ability when I see it, so I have come to

live with you.’’ The product of this coupling was

Clovis, depicted by Gregory of Tours (c. 596) as the

warrior-king who effectively made the kingdom of the

Franks, its heartlands in the northerly region between

the rivers Loire and Rhine, in later Merovingian times

called Francia. (Thanks to Frankish political success,

the name subsequently came to be used for the whole

kingdom, and then for fragments of it—hence, mod-

ern ‘‘France’’ and the German region of ‘‘Franken.’’)

Before c. 600, Frankish rulers often married non-

Frankish women from the indigenous Gallo-Roman

population of Gaul, or from further afield. Thus

Clovis married the Burgundian princess Clotilda,

who, according to Gregory of Tours, persuaded him

to convert to Orthodox Christianity. In the northeast,

where Frankish settlement was thicker, a large amount

of intermarriage with indigenes can be surmised from

the fact that, by the eighth century, the population

spoke a Romance language, the langue d’oil (in which

oil was the word for ‘‘yes’’), though the peasantry

continued to give their children Germanic names,

suggesting they still spoke a Germanic dialect. South

of the Loire, where Frankish settlement was extremely

limited, the indigenous population’s Latin gradually

evolved into the langue d’oc (oc meant ‘‘yes’’), and the

peasantry continued to give their children Roman

names. In the north, the customary law of the Salian

Franks came into use and stuck. King Clovis (c. 511)

had an agreed Code (Pactum) issued, but this was a

selection, not the whole, of what was customary. A

glaring absence was marriage law, which historians

have to reconstruct from other sources. Clovis sup-

plemented customary law with a special edict pro-

tecting widows and orphans who, as in most periods,

were the most vulnerable of the vulnerable. At the

same time, Clovis constructed and legitimized his
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and others’masculine power through claims to protect

the weak.

Law

Legal form-documents ( formulae) from the sixth cen-

tury show that in the Loire valley Roman provincial

law was in use for marital contracts specifying the

bride’s dower. In the next century, a father could

assert his right, against earlier custom, to bequeath

shares in his patrimony equally to daughters and

sons. Seventh-century wills show landowning women

bequeathing their own inherited property. Like other

early medieval codes, Salic Law prescribed the

amount to be paid in compensation for death or

injury in the cases of women as well as men, with

extra payable if the woman was of childbearing age;

but only Salic Law set such extra payments at three

times the level for other women. This could be seen

as special protection linked with the shortage of

Frankish women. Intermarriage, especially among

elites, seems to have happened fairly frequently; and,

as a bride moved to live in her husband’s house,

cultural influence passed across to the new location.

An aristocratic bishop, Bertram of Le Mans, in his

Roman-style will (616) asserted that his mother, Ingi-

trud (a Frankish name), was an Aquitanian (i.e., used

Roman law), his father Frankish, and that a close

kinswoman had married Avitus, a Gallo-Roman

magnate in the Le Mans region. At this social level,

neither non-Frankish women marrying Franks, nor

Frankish women marrying ‘‘Romans,’’ lost status.

The couple was endowed, and their offspring and

kin inherited, from both sides and in diverse locali-

ties. Aristocratic Frankish women too made wills.

Burgundofara (633–634), influenced by the Irish holy

man Columbanus, bequeathed her share of family-

lands to found a monastery, Faremoutiers, near

Paris. In c. 700, Ermentrud bequeathed her very

substantial property in land and moveables to her

grandson, her granddaughter and daughter-in-law,

and to several churches in and around Paris.

Letters

In the mid-seventh century, Herchenfreda, the Frank-

ish widow of a Gallo-Roman magnate, and mother of

three sons all with Roman names, sent one of them a

little series of letters. The son, Desiderius, was born in

Aquitaine, indicating that his mother had lived there

since her marriage. He had become bishop of Cahors

(629–654) by the time his mother wrote these letters

offering him moral and social guidance. Here was a

woman familiar with Roman traditions of letter-

writing, but also deeply touched by Christian ideas

of virtue and of maternal responsibility for virtue’s

inculcation.

Royal Women

A number of royal or aristocratic women founded

and/or endowed monasteries, and some were posthu-

mously venerated as saints. Radegund (c. 587), a

Thuringian princess brought to Francia as war-

booty and bride of King Clothar I (c. 561), eventually

persuaded her husband to let her found a monastery

at Poitiers and become its abbess. There she distin-

guishedherselfwith acts of conspicuous self-humiliation,

like cleaning the latrines. Yet from the monastery, she

continued to influence politics in the Frankish king-

doms, and like her younger contemporary Queen

Brunhild, she corresponded with the emperor and

empress in Byzantium. Through their mediation, she

secured the gift of a relic of the Holy Cross. The relic,

still in its sixth-century reliquary, survives at the still-

functioning monastery. To visit Radegund’s sixth-

century sarcophagus in its subterranean shrine is to

be put in touch with a millennium and a half of

continuous cult. To read Radegund’s Life, written

by one of the Poitiers nuns, is to sense a life behind

the hagiographical conventions.

Yet the Lives of Frankish holy women, impressive-

ly other-worldly as are the orientations they depict,

can also mislead. Political connections and dynastic

pride could propel distinctly worldly activities, as

Gregory of Tours reveals in his vivid contemporary,

but highly tendentious, account of the revolt of the

Merovingian nun-princesses Clotild andBasina atHoly

Cross, Poitiers, after Radegund’s death. Most foun-

dations were family affairs, which meant protection

for the women involved, but could also spell vulnera-

bility amidst aristocratic rivalries. Protection and

vulnerability alike call into question some modern

historians’ claims for the extent of individual women’s

agency and empowerment. St. Gertrude of Nivelles

(c. 653), subject of another impressive Life written

within perhaps twenty years of her death, was a daugh-

ter of Pippin, ancestor of the Carolingians, and sister

of Begga whose offspring actually continued the fami-

ly line. Gertrude’s ascetic vocation, depicted by the

hagiographer as her own choice, was more certainly

her family’s choice (and they had carefully sought the

king’s approval), as was the founding of the convent

of Nivelles on family lands. Nivelles’ problems after
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Gertrude’s death resulted from the enmity of her

family’s rivals in the region of the rivers Sambre and

Meuse. From the political historian’s standpoint, the

Life reveals more of the precariousness of family

power than its security and more about enforced

intermissions than about continuity. Female agency

is there, but it is constrained by family interest and

family vicissitudes. The powerful women who emerge

as the Life’s subtext are in fact Gertrude’s heiress-

mother Itta, and her married sister Begga, christianis-

sima matrona. Individual women’s lives were framed,

like men’s only more so, by the calculations and

interests of families, whether natal or marital.

Gregory of Tours, like many early medieval

authors, cast women as extremes of good or evil.

Conspicuous in his gallery of wicked queens was Fre-

degund, a Frank by birth, and a one-time serving

woman who attracted a king’s attention. Modern

historians depict her defending her husband and chil-

dren by all possible means, including assassination.

As presented by Gregory, her agenda was entirely

personal, though its consequences were public: when

two of her sons were dying, she interpreted this as

divine vengeance for her husband’s harsh government

and persuaded him to burn the new tax registers;

when a third son died, she had some Parisian

women tortured for allegedly practising witchcraft.

Gregory’s most admirable queens are Clovis’s per-

suasive wife Clotilda, and the self-humiliated yet

influential Radegund. Neither of these two was

Frankish-born, but both had long posthumous his-

tories as ambiguous role-models for queens and other

Frankish women.

The Carolingian Period (Eighth to Tenth
Centuries)

Just as earlier twentieth-century historians drew vari-

ous thick lines between Merovingian and Carolingian

periods, so historians of women have contrasted a

Merovingian ‘‘golden age’’ of opportunities with a

Carolingian drawing-down of blinds. There are three

points to be made against this reading. The first,

already indicated, is that the alleged opportunities

were severely constrained. The second is that there

were substantial continuities running right through

the Frankish period. The third is that the Carolingian

world demonstrably offered women some benefits

that may have been new. The second point can be

quickly elaborated: authorial misogyny persisted in

Carolingian sources; bad husbands could still literally

get away with marital murder; it remained easier for

men to abuse and repudiate their wives, and take

concubines than it was for women to play fast and

loose with the rules of marriage; big men continued to

construct their power by presenting themselves as

protectors of women, especially widows, the arche-

typically weak; aside from constructions, widows,

even aristocratic ones, really did remain exceptionally

vulnerable; families still constrained and channelled

the lives of their womenfolk; and pious women were

refused access to some monastic shrines in Carolingi-

an as in Merovingian times. The rest of this section

concentrates on the third point.

First the assertion that the Carolingian period ‘‘de-

monstrably’’ benefited some women presupposes new

demonstrative evidence. The polyptychs, surveys of

the tenants of monastic estates, fall into this category.

They show many thousands of peasant households

centred on married couples, with wives co-operating

in the management and working of hereditary hold-

ings. At the same time, other new types of source-

material, expositions of canon law, and prayers over

spouses, gave strong ecclesiastical support to the idea

of consent between spouses as the foundation of mar-

riage. Ecclesiastical intervention in this area on the

whole benefited women, and women more than men.

Charters

From the eighth century onwards, charters become

widely, if patchily, available as historical sources. In

these it is possible to see individuals and family-

groups arranging for the care of single women, for

elderly women, and for widows, through agreements

with religious institutions. A grant might be made to a

monastery, for instance, on condition that a female

family-member retained a life-interest. It is true that

landlords’ power grew in the ninth and tenth centuries

too. It’s nevertheless arguable that an equilibrium was

reached between lords’ and peasants’ interests, and,

further, that for peasants, there was an equilibrium

between, on the one hand, opportunities born of gen-

eralised labor shortage together with the availability

of cultivable land, and on the other, a reasonable level

of order and security maintained by Carolingian

states in much of the Frankish world. Women bene-

fited, along with men but also in gender-specific ways,

from these developments. If a capitulary of 861 pre-

scribes penalties (physical punishment) separately for

men and for women who refuse to accept a new,

improved issue of the royal coinage ‘‘because women

too are in the habit of engaging in market transac-

tions,’’ that is a sign of new economic outlets for the

textiles, dairy-goods, poultry, and eggs produced by

women. Secular custom, newly articulated, assigned
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widows a share of the proceeds of spouses’ labor in

common.

Within the family, women are better-documented

as recognized co-bearers of responsibility for the

upbringing of the young. This is a context in which

godmothers appear in the sources for the first time,

and at all social levels. Aristocrats ‘‘and especially

women’’ are said by a large church council in 845 to

have special care for the moral formation and guid-

ance of their households (familiae, that is, including

the servants and retainers). These enhanced roles are

incorporated into the now more extensive literature

on queens and queenship. In charters, noble women

increasingly use titles that are the female equivalent

of their husbands’ offices: comitissa, marchionissa,

ductrix. As noble power becomes more explicitly

conveyed through lineages, charters affirm more

clearly and more often the wife’s partnership (con-

sortium) with the husband. Especially in charters,

churchmen acknowledge women’s special role in

the care of family memory and commemoration of

the dead. Powerful abbesses are not a distant echo of

the past, but, not least thanks to charters and eccle-

siastical archives, a much more intensively documen-

ted feature of the eighth-, ninth-, and tenth-century

present: familial strategies for women’s deployment

become more visible, but so too, however fitfully,

emerging now from the pious haze of hagiography,

at Chelles, at Remiremont, at Essen, do the women

themselves. Nuns leave their own memorials in the

texts they copied.

Laywomen

Women as ‘‘spiritual and cultural leaders’’ (Wemple

1981, 123) were rare in the Merovingian period, in a

context where the notion of ‘‘leadership’’ itself is

questionable. (Did Radegund, in her time, address

more than a coterie?) Women’s contribution was cer-

tainly more widely diffused on the Carolingian scene,

and no longer confined to the cloister. This is the time

of the laity, Alcuin wrote to Charlemagne in 797.

Women as well as men evoked and would confirm

his claim in the next generation. Lay women some-

times demanded, if they did not always get, access to

shrines in reformed Carolingian monasteries. One

laywoman produced a work that is by any standards

a large cultural achievement. Dhuoda’s Handbook,

offering moral guidance for her son, written between

February 841 and March 843, carried on where

Herchenfreda left off, but amplified the genre out of

all recognition. She advised on how to behave, and

how to advance a career, at court; she advised on

faithfulness in a variety of social contexts; but above

all she advised on a young man’s personal spiritual

life, through prayer and pious reading. Through her

son, she hoped to reach out to his ‘‘fellow-warriors’’

at the royal court. In the end this book was a public as

well as a private one. That was one of the extra

dimensions the Carolingians had opened up for at

least some women, alongside men, in the Frankish

world.

JANET NELSON
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G
GAZE
The word gaze suggests an intense and durational

looking, which in the Middle Ages could encompass

a range of visual practices; it enters scholarly analyses

with strong psychoanalytical and phenomenological

connotations, owing to the widespread fascination

with Jacques Lacan’s interpretation of ‘‘le regard,’’

which figures the gaze as central to the self’s psychic

(mis)recognition through the imagined gaze of the

other. This gloss on the word has helped to clarify

some aspects of premodern visual culture, but it has

also been criticized for overvaluing the analytical pri-

macy of the psychic subject and for concretizing rath-

er than unsettling binary relations between subject

and subjected (viewer/viewed, man/woman, master/

slave, colonizer/colonized). The fruitfulness of the

Lacanian gaze and its deconstruction is evident, for

example, in Michael Camille’s studies of medieval

manuscripts, Sarah Stanbury’s examinations of liter-

ary visuality, and Patricia Simons’ interpretations of

fifteenth-century Italian portraits.

Medieval representations of the gaze figure visual-

ity as a particularly physical exchange. The eyes are

described repeatedly both as sensitive, penetrable ori-

fices—windows to the soul—and as possessing the

ability to launch arrow-like, wounding glances. Such

tropes did have practical effects, as registered in con-

duct literature for women urging downcast eyes, and

in the ubiquitous talismans warding off the perilous

‘‘evil eye.’’ Augustine influentially divided vision into

the ‘‘corporeal,’’ ‘‘spiritual,’’ and ‘‘intellectual,’’ each

implying a decreasing degree of visual embeddedness

in the material world. Ambivalence about the relative

validity of intromission (the passage of visual data

into the eye) and extromission (the projection of sen-

sitive visual rays from the eye) speaks both of the

variety of ways medieval thinkers discussed the type

of vision we would call the gaze, and the manner in

which such visuality was perceived as conjoining and

interfolding the viewing subject and viewed object, be

it worldly or divine.

ADRIAN RANDOLPH
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GENDER IDEOLOGIES
There is no single hegemonic ideology of gender

applicable to the whole of the Middle Ages. Rather

we find a multiplicity of overlapping ideologies, some

of which are more visible than others. Clerical percep-

tions are particularly well documented because the

clergy tended to monopolise literary production for

much of the period. Biographical and hagiographical

writings that can be used to illuminate the gender per-

ceptions of the laity are themselves often composed

by clerical authors and reflect as much the values

of their authors as of their subjects. Thus Einhard’s

biography of Charlemagne and The Book of Margery

Kempe represent problematic windows into the gender

ideologies of early medieval rulers or later medieval

devout townswomen.

The medieval period inherited a range of ideas

about gender from preceding cultures, such as the

Roman, the Hellenistic, and those of various European

tribes. Where Christians lived alongside other faiths,

as in high medieval Spain or in Byzantium, they might

be influenced by the Muslim and Jewish faiths (and

indeed vice versa). The prevalence of particular gen-

der ideologies was affected by geography and status;

thus Roman law was more influential in Mediterra-

nean Europe than in northern Europe, while peasant

ideologies may have been different from those of

higher status in the same region.

Gender, Body, and Theory

There is still debate about how far the medieval peri-

od had a dual gender system, that is, one in which

gender was tied to the body, i.e., a masculine and

feminine gender that related to male and female bod-

ies. Thomas Laqueur posited a single-gender system

where there was one gender, male, which incorporated

all the positive values, and to which were opposed

their negatives, which were associated with ‘‘not-

male’’ and attached to both female and some men.

This theory does not specifically address the medieval

period, but assumes an inheritance from the classical

period to the beginning of the early modern period.

It has the effect of partially detaching gender from

body: by implication a free woman exercising mascu-

line characteristics such as intellect and self-control

would be more masculine than an unfree man without

these characteristics. There were also some traditions

that did not see male and female bodies as necessarily

opposed, for example, the tradition that Eve was

created out of Adam’s side suggested an identity of

substance even while giving precedence to the male.

Similarly, the Galenic medical view that the uterus

was seven-lobed and that the lobe in which the foetus

developed affected both its sex and its ‘‘complexion’’

or psychological makeup suggests a view in which

male and female were parts of a spectrum, with fe-

males on the left, males on the right, and hermaphro-

dites in the middle. The farther to the right a female

foetus lay, the more ‘‘masculine’’ characteristics it

might have, and the farther to the left a male foetus,

the more ‘‘effeminate.’’

Some early Christian writers, while acknowledging

the existence of sexed bodies, had an ideal of non-

gendered souls, or suggested that women might aspire

to souls equally masculine to those of men. There has

also been discussion as to whether the celibate clergy

or Byzantine eunuchs might constitute a third gender.

Some archaeologists have speculated whether the pre-

sence of gendered grave goods in some graves but not

others might indicate that early medieval Germanic
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peoples conceived of some people having gender and

others not, or whether there might be more than two

genders. Gender ideologies operated at the level of

organising social principles, but could also be used

metaphorically, especially in theology, for example

in the idea of Jesus as Mother. How far these two

spheres interacted is difficult to say, but at least at the

intellectual level this provided a good deal of play in

conceptions of gender and how they might map onto

bodies.

Sources of Ideology: Biblical

The main roots of Christian ideas lie in the Bible,

supplemented by post-Biblical traditions. The story

of the Fall, i.e., Eve’s temptation by the Devil and

persuasion of Adam to eat the apple that God had

forbidden him, lay behind many of the negative ideas

about women. The story was interpreted to mean that

women were intellectually weaker than men (more

easily deceived), morally weaker (more willing to do

the wrong thing), disobedient, and deceitful. It was

also understood that Eve deceived Adam by a com-

bination of speech and sexual allure, which led to

perceptions of the dangers of women’s speech and

sexuality. The punishment of God in driving Adam

and Eve out of the Garden of Eden and the words of

God to Eve, ‘‘In pain you shall bear children, yet your

desire shall be for your husband and he shall rule over

you’’ (Genesis 3:16), were taken to explain and justify

women’s secondary status. However, this could also be

understood as the felix culpa or ‘‘happy fault’’ that had

necessitated Christ and the Redemption, and therefore

the birth of the Virgin Mary, who had become Queen

of Heaven.

Different understandings of the Creation were

also possible; Augustine and Aquinas both saw men

and women being created in the image of God,

though men were able to be the image of God indi-

vidually, but women only when conjoined with men,

yet Jacques de Vitry (d. 1240) could argue that Eve’s

birth in Paradise, rather than being introduced into it,

and from Adam’s body rather than from dust, made

her superior to Adam. Mary was often seen as the

Second Eve, whose obedience, submission to the will

of God, and virginity reversed the faults of Eve.

Sources of Ideology: Medical

Humoural theory taught that women were moister

and colder than men, which made them softer, more

malleable, more emotional, more passive, and less

rational than men. However, these characteristics

also made women more compassionate and, in some

views, more retentive of memory. Greater heat in

the male led to firmer flesh and thus greater strength.

The greater moisture led to women menstruating and

lactating, where men only produced semen. While lac-

tation was viewed positively, menstruation was viewed

more ambiguously.Theologians generally viewedmen-

struation as pollution, and it was used to justify the

banning of women from handling sacramental vessels,

but medical writers saw it positively as a purgative,

necessary for reproductive health. The lack of heat in

women meant they had a greater sexual appetite than

men, because they desired the heat of the male.

Sources of Ideology: Legal

Roman law, for the most part, saw women as minors,

who did not have an independent legal persona but

were represented by father, husband, or other legal

guardian. Married women were usually regarded

as incorporated into their husband’s legal persona.

Late medieval northern civil law was often influenced

by this and limited the occasions on which a woman

could go to law in her own person to cases such

as rape and, sometimes, assault. Widows were more

likely to be seen as having their own legal personality.

Roman law continued to be influential, particularly

in southern Europe and on canon law, the legal sys-

tem of the church. In northern Europe, Barbarian

or Germanic law codes were a more important source

of law in the early Middle Ages. Some of these appear

to give women more rights than Roman law. The

wergild (price for killing someone) was often the

same for men and women; indeed, in some codes it

was greater for a woman than a man, especially if she

was of childbearing age. There is disagreement as to

whether this indicates that young fertile women had

higher status or were simply more valuable than other

women or men.

One of the areas in which canon law developed

away from Roman law was in relation to marriage.

Roman law had seen marriage as a civil contract,

usually between the fathers of the spouses, but during

the twelfth century the Church came to see marriage

as a sacrament. In the process it saw marriage as

essentially consisting of consent between the two par-

ties, rather than between the fathers. In theory and

sometimes in practice this gave women control over

whom they married. However for the majority, par-

ticularly of those who had property, family, and

especially fathers or guardians, continued to have an
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important role in deciding on marriage partners, and

this applied to daughters and usually to eldest sons

too. Here secular ideology about the importance of

the father’s authority over the family came up against

ecclesiastical ideology about the equality of souls.

There were also both national and local systems

of law, some of which expressed different ideas of

gender. Some late medieval northern towns permitted

a feme covert to trade as a feme sole, that is, as an

independent legal persona who could make contracts

and be sued in the court for debt. Some German

towns had the custom of weiblichefreiheit, or ‘‘wom-

anly freedom,’’ which allowed a woman to repudiate

a contract on the grounds that she had not under-

stood it. This has been seen as evidence of women’s

ability to manipulate laws that perceived them as of

inferior intellectual ability, but equally it would have

made women unreliable contractees, as it confirmed

ideas of women’s changeability and lack of intellec-

tual competence. Legally most women needed the

consent of husbands to make contracts, partly be-

cause of their lack of legal persona, but another

issue was whether an inferior could bind a superior

to a contract that he had not initiated.

Aspects of Gender Ideology: Authority

Although women as wives and daughters were subject

to the authority of fathers or husbands, this did not

mean that they could not exercise authority. Wives in

particular were often expected to exercise a delegated

authority on behalf of husbands, in their absence, so

that a wife could command servants and go to mar-

ket, both to buy and to sell. In the case of aristocratic

wives, this could mean running estates, handling

finances, and even defending a castle against attack.

It was, however, extremely rare for women to exercise

public authority, though women might in some cases

be thought to have expert knowledge, which could

make them authoritative witnesses, for example, in

relation to virginity, pregnancy, and childbirth. The

church courts in York even called local prostitutes as

witnesses in cases involving petitions for annulment

of marriage on the basis of the husband’s impotence.

Women rarely ruled in their own right, and usually

only when there was no available male heir in the

direct line. Even this was not always acceptable, as

Matilda, the daughter of Henry I of England, found

when she attempted to take the throne her father

had left her in 1135. Matilda was only able to transmit

a claim to her son, who became Henry II. Transmis-

sion of a claim to a son was usually more acceptable,

although the French were to invoke Salic Law to

prevent Edward III of England from using such de-

scent to take the French crown. It would appear that

queens-regnant became more acceptable later in the

Middle Ages, though this may reflect the growing

importance of blood lineage over the ability to be a

personal war leader, rather than changes in gender

ideology specifically, as boy kings were also more

likely to succeed. When Mary of Burgundy, the only

child of Charles the Bold, was left as duchess by the

unexpected death of her father in 1477, she was recog-

nised within her own lands, but Louis XI of France

seized Burgundy and attempted to marry her to his

son. The problem of marriage was one of the reasons

women found it difficult to rule. Single women lacked

authority, but a husband of equal status would usual-

ly be a foreign royal, which usually implied loss of

sovereignty for the state; a husband drawn from the

domestic nobility was of inferior status, so that dif-

ferent ideological discourses were in conflict. Mary

retained most of her lands by marriage to the son of

the Holy Roman emperor, who subsequently drew

the Burgundian lands within the Habsburg empire.

Queens could be appointed as regents on behalf of

kings absent in war and could also act as regents

on behalf of minor sons, as Queen Margrethe I of

Denmark did. She was married to King Håkon VI of

Norway and, after the death of her father, Waldemar

IV, in 1375, became regent of Denmark on behalf

of her son Olaf, then aged five. Similarly, Blanche of

Castile was regent for her son Louis IX of France

from his accession in 1226, aged 11, to his majority

in 1234, and again while he was on crusade. Here a

woman’s authority was acceptable because it was tem-

porary and also because, as her power was dependent

on her son’s, she was more likely to ensure his survival

than a potential rival for the crown. The Byzantine

empress Irene was regent for her son Constantine VI

and became joint ruler in 792 on his majority. She

had him deposed and blinded in 797, and then ruled

alone as empress but was herself deposed in 802. In

this latter case both the ‘‘unnatural’’ attack on her son

and the claim to personal power were unacceptable.

Nevertheless Byzantium was more willing to see

empresses exercising power jointly or as regents than

were most other medieval European cultures.

Queen consorts were expected to advise their hus-

bands, but not to meddle in politics, a delicate bal-

ancing act. Foreign queens were particularly likely

to be resented if they were perceived to be interfering

in domestic politics. The queen embodied the female

aspects of monarchy, from her primary task of ensur-

ing the birth of a male heir to intercession on behalf of

supplicants. This latter tempered the masculine royal

justice of the king and allowed him to show mercy

without appearing weak.
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Aspects of Gender Ideology: Sexuality

Virginity was highly valued in women before mar-

riage, and the life of the virgin was considered to

be rewarded more highly in heaven than that of the

wife or widow. Greater desire in women meant that

some theologians saw the maintenance of virginity by

women as more difficult and thus more praiseworthy

than in men; however, others saw female sexuality as

threatening to the chastity of men, especially monks.

Although some lay men, such as King Edward the

Confessor of England, were honoured as virgins,

virginity in kings conflicted with a secular ideal that

they provide a male heir to ensure a stable succession.

There has as yet been relatively little study of the

extent to which virginity remained an ideal for clergy

in the later Middle Ages, as it was for some in the

earlier Middle Ages. Chastity was highly valued for

women in marriage, and a virtuous reputation was

largely based on sexual reputation; nevertheless,

women were regarded as morally weaker and more

prone to stray. Adultery was, in the earlier Middle

Ages, often punished more severely in women than in

men, but as canon law developed it came to be treated

the same in men and women by the church courts,

that is, as grounds for a legal separation; however,

in social terms, adultery was usually treated more

severely in women than in men. As a result, female

sexuality was policed more thoroughly than male

sexuality. Widowhood has been treated by modern

historians as the most rewarding status for women,

with its status as head of the household and (in most

cases) recognition as a legal persona, and for women

with property this may have been the case. However,

medieval people, on biblical grounds, saw widows

as economically and sometimes socially and legally

vulnerable and in need of protection.

P. H. CULLUM and P. J. P. GOLDBERG
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GENDER IN ART
In Undoing Gender, Judith Butler refers to gender

as ‘‘a practice of improvisation within a scene of

constraint.’’ We might unpack this statement as fol-

lows: the system into which a human being is born

constrains the range of characteristics that form the

constellation of behaviors and attitudes constitutive

of any individual’s gender identity; nevertheless, any

individual, in performing his or her gender, has some

degree of agency, some ability to improvise. During

the Middle Ages, the Christian Church promoted a

gender system based in biblical texts and exegesis.

Medieval Christian art usually visualized the ideolog-

ical messages of the Church and thus participated in

distributing approved models of gender, which gained

force through repetition. But gaps and contradictions

as well as adaptation to social and cultural change

enabled shifts through time and even the creation of

new models.

We might argue that the doctrine of the Incar-

nation itself forces Christianity to take gender seri-

ously. As an aspect of embodiment, gender had to be

assigned to early Christian visualizations of Christ,

the god who had taken human form. Roman artists

modelled him on the physically perfect, handsome

young Apollo and as a result created in representation

an intellectualized, emotionally controlled Christ who

triumphed but did not suffer. This incarnate god

was separate from the first person of the Trinity,

who retained the power of invisibility. Early Christian

and early medieval images of the Son increasingly

imparted an authority to him, especially in the com-

position known as ‘‘Christ in Majesty,’’ which pre-

sents him as ruler of the universe. The spread of

Christianity to northern Europe required a shift in

the gender of Christ toward the warrior masculinity

that was the ideal there, but this shift continued the

idea of the triumphant Christ, the victor over the devil

and death. By the twelfth century this image had

developed into representations of Christ as the rather

vengeful and all-powerful judge of the Last Judgment.

A major change in this formula for visual repre-

sentations of the divine occurred in the High Middle

Ages, resulting in increased attention to the vulnera-

ble human body of Jesus, his flesh and its suffering,

his Passion. The notion inherited from antiquity that

man is identified with mind or spirit and with activity,

whereas body or flesh and passivity characterized

woman, meant that the masculinity of Jesus was

imperiled through increasingly vivid images of his

silent suffering. That the human Jesus was no longer

securely masculine reveals the unattainability of the

masculine ideal. Perhaps to reclaim that masculinity

for Jesus, or at least to proclaim physical humanity,

artists in the late medieval period began to include

explicit male genitalia in representations of him as

infant and child.

Exegetes had also identified Christ with the Spon-

sus of the Song of Songs, the lover and bridegroom

whose beloved and bride, the Sponsa, was understood

to be the Church, the Virgin Mary, and Anima, the

human soul. Drawing on both the triumphant and

the suffering Christ, the figure of Christ the Sponsus

became Christ the lover‐knight, who fights and suffers

for the beloved, winning back the soul through his

own self-sacrifice, which is a triumph over death. This

complex constellation constitutes the ideology

of chivalry that represents an ideal of masculinity

for the later Middle Ages.

If identification with body condemned women to

an inferior status, such that the ideal femininity was

submissiveness, assertion of extreme control over that

School, French. Madonna with child and St. Anne.
Thirteenth century. Museo Nazionale del Bargello,
Florence, Italy. Credit: Scala / Art Resource, N.Y.
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body could redeem women. Asceticism, and above all

virginity, gave women access to power, which was

claimed by canonesses, nuns, and abbesses (whose

power was also a product of social status). Images of

women commissioning or receiving manuscript books

from monks or clerics use hieratic scale, frontality,

and the power of the center to visualize the high status

of these women. The Passional of Abbess Kunigunde,

for example, also encourages her to adopt the subject

position of the beloved human soul congruent with

her female sex, and to imagine herself as tempted and

fallen, soiled and sinful, captured by the devil and

passively suffering until rescued by her lover‐knight,
Christ. But with two full-page miniatures of the arms

of Christ, her book urged her as well to put on spiri-

tual armor and fight as a warrior for her own soul.

The lability of gender in this widely distributed nar-

rative disrupts any simple correlation of female and

femininity and promotes cross-gender identification.

By the twelfth century, the first person of the

Trinity, the Father‐God, had begun to be visualized

in human form and was thereby gendered as mascu-

line. Represented as aged, the Ancient of Days, rather

than as the warrior or lover‐knight, this old but pow-

erful male has abundant white hair and a thick beard,

signs of virile masculinity. Analogous to the highest

positions males attain on earth, the Father‐God was

represented not only as judge, but also king, emperor,

and especially pope, often wearing the papal tiara.

But this masculinity of the aged is secured first

through the wooing and acquisition of a young wife,

the virgin Mary, second through paternity, and finally

through exercising the power of life and death over

his offspring, the sacrifice of his son.

The figures of the Father‐God, the Virgin Mary,

and Jesus exemplify a dominant hypertheme in West-

ern visual art, which is the formal scheme in which

three human figures form a triad, a configuration of

three persons. The position of each element in the

triad points to an interweaving of gender and power.

According to the pattern of masculine domination

deeply imbedded in the Western imaginary, this for-

mal scheme both expresses an ideal relation of gen-

dered power and naturalizes that relation as a family.

This is exemplified in a page from the Turin-Milan

Hours. This power–gender triad schematizes what

we see when we look through the ‘‘familial gaze’’—

a clear demarcation of gender roles, a feminine moth-

er and masculine father, with little or no blurring,

blending, or sharing of traits.

Joseph, Jesus’s human stepfather, found no place

in the power–gender triad described above until the

late Middle Ages, and then only slowly. Although

Gregory the Great claimed that there is only one life

of the saints, that is, one pattern of life on earth that

leads to sainthood in heaven, saints’ lives actually

fractured into many gender models. Until the late

Middle Ages, however, these models did not include

sexually active marriage or parenting. The late medi-

eval cult of Saint Anne, mother of the Virgin Mary,

who was often visualized in the grouping known

as Anna Selbdritt (Anne, her daughter Mary, and

Mary’s child Jesus), participated in the shift that

resulted in saintly models for the laity.

PAMELA SHEINGORN
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GENDER IN HISTORY
Gender used to be only a categorizing term in some, but

not all, languages. More recently, scholars have inter-

preted gender as the social and cultural construction
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of sex differences. Since the 1970s, medievalists have

employed concepts of gender as a critical tool for

understanding the past. Generally, they define gender

in two parts: as human relations based on perceived

sexual differences, and as a discourse of power that

describes and organizes those relations. Often medie-

valist scholars use gender interchangeably with sex,

women, feminism, or sexual orientation.

Modern medievalists assume that gender and sex

are related but discrete concepts. A gender system

encompasses gender ideology, roles, and identity.

Gender ideology is a set of ideas in any given society

about how the sexes should be defined and identified.

A single society could produce many different gender

ideologies. In medieval Europe, for instance, Christian

theologians from the same region and generation

blamed women for human sin, praised female saints as

behavioral models for all Christians, and used feminine

metaphors for Jesus. These notions represented over-

lapping but not necessarily identical gender ideologies.

Gender roles are sets of behavioral guidelines

generated by a community or society for its mem-

bers, based on perceived sexual characteristics. In

the castles of twelfth-century continental Europe, for

instance, noble families expected their daughters to

be willing partners in the project of reproducing

aristocratic lineages. Gender identity refers to the

way any individual in a society acts out and makes

sense of gender roles and ideologies for him or herself.

Hence, not all aristocratic women identified them-

selves as typical childbearers or links in a genealogical

chain, nor even as willing wives or lovers of men.

Gender identity is related to but not the same as sexu-

ality. Some modern theorists of gender, such as Judith

Butler, have argued that to equate the two assumes an

inherent hierarchy based on gender-ascribed sexuality.

As the medievalist Ruth Mazo Karras has shown,

however, some groups of men in medieval Europe—

knights, university students, guild members—defined

themselves and evaluated masculinity in relation to

other men, but not necessarily in terms of sexuality.

Some other medieval options for classifying humans

were as non-children, non-coreligionists, or non-beasts.

Medievalists have participated in the larger project

of gender studies by explaining how gender systems

and ideologies change over time. For instance, until

the scientific revolution, most Europeans conceived

of a single-sex model for human biology based on

Aristotelian and Galenic principles. Philosophers

such as Thomas Aquinas and Hildegard of Bingen

proposed that female bodies were not distinguished

by particular sexual characteristics but by their physi-

cal underdevelopment. Like children, women were

supposedly physically, intellectually, and morally in-

ferior to adult men. Medieval physicians believed that

women’s bodies were cooler than men’s bodies, as a

result of which females could not generate the physi-

cal heat that would turn internal tubes and gonads—

fallopian tubes and ovaries—into external penises and

testes. However, this made women’s uteruses cool,

comfortable spots to house unborn babies. Medieval

religious thinkers such as Aquinas were mostly inter-

ested in the elaboration of gender traits to help them

explain reproduction, sexual pleasure, and natural phi-

losophy, rather than considering gender hierarchies or

issues of sexual orientation.

The many meanings of gender for medievalist

scholars and their medieval subjects have inspired

diverse, sometimes conflicting interpretations of me-

dieval gender systems. The application of gender to

the medieval past has produced studies on subjects

ranging from the division of labor, infanticide, artistic

gaze, and uses of poetic metaphor to the gender

implications of landscape and sanctity. How mediev-

alists define and use the concept of gender has had

profound implications on their general understanding

of the Middle Ages. Jo Ann McNamara has recently

argued for reperiodizing European history based on

shifts in gender ideologies. During the first Christian

millennium, Europeans organized their societies first

by class or birth and only secondly by gender; elite

women were noble first, female second, and consid-

ered more virile than most men. Given this context,

a Middle Ages that began in the fifth century and

ended in the fifteenth has little meaning. In response,

other scholars such as Maryanne Kowaleski and

Mary Erler have called for medievalists to revise or

‘‘gender’’ the larger story, or master narrative, of the

Middle Ages.

LISA BITEL
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GENEALOGY
The medieval interest in genealogy reflects a broader

concern with origins, be they of words, families, or

institutions. The earliest genealogies, dating from the

sixth to the eighth centuries and mostly of Celtic or

Germanic origin, were usually those of royal families,

often consisting simply of lists of names. Genealogies

were more common in northern than in southern

Europe. Iceland, in particular, is noted for the age

and extent of its genealogical record. The twelfth-

century Landnámabók or Book of Settlements, the

most famous family saga, provided the histories and

genealogies of over four hundred Icelandic settlers.

Genealogies gradually became more widespread

and increasingly included nonroyal families. They

could take the form of lists, charts, pictorial diagrams,

or trees. Due to their brevity they almost never occu-

py an entire codex, but their placement within a codex

and the type of texts they accompany convey their

significance.

Genealogies associated a family with certain rights

and properties, and genealogical literature was pro-

duced to legitimate claims to power and authority. In

contrast to universal histories, which began with the

Biblical origins of mankind, genealogical literature

often created a mythic founder for a family or king-

dom. This figure may have discovered or claimed the

land, or instituted the rule of law. Both France and

England, for example, traced their descent to Trojan

heroes, while Anglo‐Saxon texts claimed the descent

of their kings from the god Wodan. Writers often

tried to reconcile pagan ancestors with scriptural gen-

ealogies. In the case of lesser nobility, a founding

figure may have acquired land or constructed the

family castle.

The eleventh century marks a shift in conceptions

of kinship, which is manifested in genealogies. In the

early Middle Ages kinship was most often construed

as a synchronic network comprising one’s propinquii

(intimates) and consanguinei (blood kin), rather than

as a diachronic network that connected individuals

through time. Over the course of the tenth and elev-

enth centuries individuals began to identify them-

selves in terms of their ancestors. During this period,

rank, honors, and wealth began to be passed from

father to son, as did bonds of fidelity. Once power and

wealth became heritable, it was necessary to docu-

ment one’s ancestry. During the same period primo-

geniture, the system by which the eldest male heir

inherited the majority of a family’s goods, largely re-

placed the practice of dividing an inheritance equally

among the heirs. A family’s holdings became trans-

missible from one generation to the next, and land

and family were identified with one another. Patron-

yms, nearly always derived from the name of a land or

castle, as well as heraldic emblems, also came into use

at this time. Land, name, and identity were thus

passed down from father to son.

The eleventh century also witnessed the first ap-

pearance of the Tree of Jesse, a visual representation

of Christ’s descent from David’s father, Jesse. The

Tree of Jesse was featured in stained glass windows,

statuary, manuscript illuminations, and paintings,

and remained popular as an artistic motif until the

sixteenth century. Christ’s genealogy is derived prin-

cipally from Isaiah 11:1–3 and Matthew 1:1–16. Early

representations of the Tree of Jesse, based on Isaiah,

focus on Jesse as the root, Mary as the rod, and Christ

as the flower, while later representations, following

Matthew, emphasize Christ’s descent from the kings

of Israel. Other common variations on the Tree

of Jesse include either prophets or evangelists. Tree of

Jesse images can be strikingly phallic, depicting the

tree emerging from the loins of the reclining Jesse.

Representations of Holy Kinship, which focus on

Christ’s female ancestors, especially Saint Anne, pro-

vide an alternative to the male-oriented genealogy

celebrated by the Tree of Jesse.

Women occupy an ambiguous position in genealog-

ical documents. Due to the primacy of male offspring,

genealogy came to be construed almost exclusively in

agnatic terms, and female ancestors were rarely men-

tioned. For example, women are largely absent from

English genealogical rolls and pictorial representa-

tions of royal genealogies, and their presence often

signals a rupture in the line of male descent. Though

the ideal of agnatic genealogy dictated continuous

male descent, in reality women were often required to

legitimize territorial acquisitions or dynastic changes

by serving as links to established authority.

In the late Middle Ages genealogical literature

became more expansive, often including women and

cadet lines. Sometimes, indeed, the mythic founding

figures invoked by genealogical literature were

women, as in the case of the fairy Melusine, founder

of the Lusignan family, kings of Cyprus. Women

played a more prominent role in the apparently heri-

table predisposition to saintliness. The thirteenth- and

fourteenth-century Arpadian dynasty of Hungary as
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well as the Capetian–Angevin dynasty of France,

Hungary, and Naples boasted a number of royal

saints, female as well as male, equally able to inter-

cede on behalf of the living and to transmit their

saintly natures to their offspring.

DAISY DELOGU
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GENTRY, WOMEN OF: ENGLAND
The gentry of the late Middle Ages constituted a spe-

cifically English social class, more or less equivalent

to the continental lower nobility, but with distinctive

characteristics of its own. The gentry were members

of landholding families without hereditary titles but

with pedigrees that demonstrated ‘‘good birth.’’ Gen-

try families had personal and political connections

with the nobility, but, unlike their continental coun-

terparts, also with the wealthier bourgeoisie. The

most encompassing designations for members of this

class, first used formally in the early fifteenth centu-

ry, were ‘‘gentleman’’ and ‘‘gentlewoman,’’ from the

Latin generosus/a, meaning well-born. This term was

to some extent accorded by common consent and

rested not only on good birth and the possession of

an estate but also on visible wealth and expenditure,

on conduct, and on the exercise of community leader-

ship. In all of these areas, the women of the gentry

participated along with the men.

In the fundamental area of good birth, which

established the gentility of a family, women and

men were both of importance, since ancestry was

counted on both sides of the family. The family’s

social network included maternal as well as paternal

connections. The gentry was a continuum, not a

clearly defined social order. It extended from the

families of knights who were as wealthy as some

nobles down to the landless younger children of

minor landholders, who served the greater gentry

and the nobility, the sons often as lawyers and the

daughters as attendants to the ladies. At marriage a

gentlewoman would bring a dowry in lands or cash

that could be instrumental in maintaining or advanc-

ing the family’s status. For his part the husband

would provide his bride with a dower, lands, and

income that would support her if she were widowed.

In many cases parents would also provide the couple

with a jointure––property held jointly by both

spouses and kept by the survivor of the two. Gentle-

women could thus control considerable property, and

gentry heiresses or widows with particularly large

estates or valuable connections were often sought in

marriage by the nobility. At the lower end of the

gentry spectrum, gentlemen could marry daughters

of wealthy merchants for the same reasons. Women

took on their husband’s rank, however, and so the

gentry were reluctant to let their daughters marry

below the family’s status and might postpone arran-

ging a daughter’s marriage many years in order to

find a husband they considered suitable: Elizabeth

Paston only married at age twenty-nine, in 1458,

after her family had spent over a decade searching

for a husband for her. Her niece Margery outraged

her relatives ten years later by secretly marrying their

estate manager and seems to have been ostracized for

endangering the family’s reputation.

Gentlewomen were not simply conveyors of hered-

ity and wealth. A gentry household required active

supervision by its mistress, who was accorded the cour-

tesy title of ‘‘dame,’’ and the family’s standing and

prospects required her efforts as well. Like women of

every class, gentlewomen were expected to be in charge

of the provision of food and clothing and the upbring-

ing of children, which for the gentry meant the supervi-

sion of servants. But the mistress of a gentry household

also was expected to be competent to act as her hus-

band’s deputy in the running of the estate. Women

whose husbands were absent, or widowswhose children

were minors, were routinely found giving direction to

estate officers, studying their accounts, and demanding

the payment of rents and debts; these were responsi-

bilities they could take on because they frequently

assisted in these tasks even when their husbands were

present. In the mid-fifteenth century Thomas Stonor

was writing to his wife Jane from London in the expec-

tation that she was familiar with the finances and

administration of the estates, while in the absence of

her husband John, Margaret Paston was vigorously

urging on the family’s lawsuits, advising her hus-

band on advantageous local connections and even

directing the family’s forces when a dispute over prop-

erty turned violent. In the absence of the head of
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the household she was regarded as the obvious, if

temporary, decision-maker.

While a gentlewoman could act as her husband’s

lieutenant when the need arose, she was also expected

to fill the specifically feminine role of peacemaker.

Gentry wives were deeply involved in constructing

and maintaining the personal networks that formed

the social and political bonds that established and

displayed a family’s position. As mothers they were

actively involved in seeking out marriages for their

children, and when powerful patrons or angry neigh-

bors had to be appeased, gentlemen often first sent

their wives to exercise their diplomacy with the ladies

of the other household.

The education of a gentlewoman was generally in

the practical areas of household and estate manage-

ment. A typical gentlewoman could read, and some

owned devotional books or romances, usually in

English. Writing was a less common skill: Thomas

Betson, writing in 1476, expected his fiancée, Katherine

Rich, to reply to his letters, but by means of a secre-

tary. In the fourteenth century English gentlewomen

were routinely expected to speak French, but by the

fifteenth century few of them seem to have had

much knowledge of it. One of the most important

features of a gentlewoman’s education and conduct

was appropriate religious observance. Nuns were pre-

dominantly drawn from among women of good birth,

but most gentlewomen did not enter convents. Lay

gentlewomen were expected to be regular attendees at

mass, and many joined religious confraternities. The

wives of some Lollard knights, such as Dame Perrine

Clanvowe, are known to have shared their husbands’

religious convictions, and the Bridgetine practice of

private devotions was popular, but extreme religious

sentiments, whether heretical or orthodox, seem to

have been the exception.

Men and women of the gentry shared cultural

interests and social attitudes, and shared daily activ-

ities and recreations. While women were not consid-

ered equal to men, their role in sustaining the family

was valued and respected.
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GERMANIC LANDS
In many ways, the lives of women in Germanic lands

were similar to those of women elsewhere in Europe

in the Middle Ages. The vast majority of women lived

in villages, raising products for their own and their

landlords’ consumption, and doing agricultural tasks

that were somewhat gender-specific. Most women

married at least once, usually while in their mid- to

late twenties, to a spouse who they hoped would be a

good worker, decent father, and tolerable person with

whom to live. Most women gave birth to several chil-

dren, and survived childbirth with the assistance of

female relatives and friends. By the fifteenth century,

in cities, they might also use the services of a profes-

sional midwife. Most women were Christian, and

engaged in a number of rituals and activities to dem-

onstrate their faith, improve their likelihood of going

to heaven, and ask for divine or saintly assistance

with earthly problems; they went on pilgrimages,

said prayers, lit candles, and made sure their children

were baptized. Jewish women, whose communities

suffered increasing persecution beginning in the four-

teenth century, also carried out specific rituals and

said special prayers, called thkines, for events that had

meaning for them, such as menstruation, pregnancy,

and childbirth.

Many German-speaking Jews—called Ashkenazic

from the Hebrew word for the Rhineland area—

migrated eastward, pushed by persecution and pulled

by the more welcoming policies of the rulers and

nobles of Poland–Lithuania. Whole families and

sometimes whole communities migrated, so that Jew-

ish women carried their traditions as far eastward

as Ukraine. Persecution of Jews in the Middle Ages

was not limited to Germanic lands, however, so this

was yet another part of women’s experiences that was

widely shared across Europe.

The political and economic situation of medieval

Germany did create a few distinctive situations, how-

ever. While western, northern, and eastern Europe

developed into centralized monarchies—France, Eng-

land, Portugal, Spain, Poland–Lithuania, Denmark,

Sweden—central Europe did not. Although in the
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tenth and eleventh century there were powerful

German kings, who revived the title of emperor and

had papal coronations, their empire—later called the

Holy Roman Empire—remained a loosely united

confederation of hundreds of variously sized states.

Many of these states were hereditary principalities,

duchies, or counties, with women serving regularly

as regents for their minor sons and sometimes as

rulers in their own right. In this they followed a

pattern set by the wives and sisters of earlier German

kings. Some of these states were ecclesiastical terri-

tories ruled by bishops, abbots, or abbesses; abbesses

held jurisdiction not only over an abbey itself, but

also over the land and villages that belonged to it.

Some of these states were free imperial cities, where

women were considered ‘‘citizens’’ for taxation and

legal purposes, although they had no official role in

governing. Many of these cities were booming eco-

nomically in the thirteenth century and then again

in the fifteenth century, so they provided a variety

of work opportunities for women. By the end of the

Middle Ages, urban merchants in Germany had

invested in mining and manufacturing in the coun-

tryside, capitalist enterprises that also provided

employment for women.

Royal and Noble Women

The German kings of the tenth and eleventh centuries

were ably assisted as they built up their power by a

series of capable women. Matilda (895–968), the wife

and widow of the first ruler in the Ottonian dynasty,

Henry I (r. 919–936), worked with both her husband

and her son to gain ecclesiastical backing in battles

against lower nobles. She built many churches and

founded or supported numerousmonasteries, themost

important of which were Quedlinburg and Nordhau-

sen, where she lived after her husband’s death; later she

was made a saint. Adelheid of Burgundy (927–1000),

the wife of Matilda’s son Otto I (r. 936–973) was made

official coemperor (consortium imperii) with her hus-

band, and issued charters on her own. She married her

son Otto II (ruled 973–983) to a Byzantine princess,

Theophano (959–991), and when Otto died, she and

Theophano—both of whom held the title coimpera-

trix, and occasionally signed documents imperator

(emperor)—ruled as regents, for the next Ottonian

king was only three.

Along with empresses, other Ottonian royal women

played important political roles. Matilda, Countess

of Tuscany (1046–1115), the cousin of Henry IV

(r. 1056–1106), inherited huge territories in Italy, and

intervened in the struggle between Henry and Pope

Gregory VII over lay investiture. She publicly backed

the papacy and donated her lands to the pope, though

she invested bishops in her own territories and in her

will gave her lands to the German emperor, much to

the pope’s dismay. Her earlier donation had reserved

her right to do so, but these territories remained a

source of conflict between popes and emperors for

more than a century.

The female members of the Hohenstaufen, Luxem-

berg, and Hapsburg families, who held the emper-

orship from 1138 to the end of the Empire in 1806,

pursued independent political policies much less vig-

orously than had Ottonian women, and by the twelfth

century the title coimperatrix disappeared from im-

perial documents. In the Golden Bull of 1346, which

set out the procedures for electing the emperor, the

ruler’s wife was clearly subordinate. As long as they

had imperial approval, women could inherit the rights

of succession in the smaller territorial states of the

Holy Roman Empire, however, and most states had

prominent female regents from time to time. Loretta,

the Countess of Sponheim (1298–1346), widowed at

twenty‐five with young children, defended her terri-

tories from more powerful lay and ecclesiastical

neighbors who wanted to annex them. She was

excommunicated in the process, and traveled to the

papal court at Avignon to get this sentence lifted.

Anna of Nassau, duchess of Brunswick–Lüneberg

(1441–1514) survived a poisoning attempt right be-

fore her second marriage to become a successful re-

gent, developing sound financial policies that her

successors continued.

Abbesses

Most of these lay noblewomen were regents who

eventually turned their territories over to their sons.

Abbesses, by contrast, had a permanent right to rule,

granted by appointment or election. Abbesses of cer-

tain houses, especially free imperial monasteries or

those allied with powerful noble families, were argu-

ably the most powerful women in medieval Germany.

(Some of these communities were technically ‘‘secu-

lar’’ endowments of canonesses as their residents took

no final vows; their head was always referred to as

abbess, however.) Though every monastery had to

have a priest available to say mass and hear confes-

sions, he was often appointed by the abbess, who also

appointed secular officials such as toll collectors,

bailiffs, and legal personnel. She had the right to

mint money (coins often bear the portrait of powerful
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abbesses), hear legal cases, and send a representative

to the imperial diet. She was a source of artistic

patronage, hiring builders, sculptors, painters, and

musicians, and of social patronage, supporting hospi-

tals, orphanages, and schools. She generally appointed

assistants from among the community’s residents, so

that women performed all of the other administrative

duties and much of the spiritual counseling of novices

and residents.

Many free imperial monasteries were founded by

Ottonian rulers and their consorts in the ninth and

tenth centuries, and granted rights and privileges by

both the emperor and the pope. The high point of

many houses in terms of intellectual accomplish-

ments and political power was the tenth and eleventh

centuries, when the abbess Matilda of Quedlinburg

(954–999, the granddaughter of the founder Matilda)

corresponded with political leaders and had authority

over bishops, and the poet Hrotsvit of Gandersheim

(c. 935–1001) wrote the first original dramas since

the end of the Roman Empire for the nuns in her

convent. Beginning in the late eleventh century, the

Gregorian reform movement attempted to reduce

the abbesses’ power and visibility in the surround-

ing community, though this was only slowly success-

ful. The abbess Hildegard of Bingen (1098–1179)

founded new monasteries, and also wrote music,

plays, natural history, and visionary works. Though

few abbesses after her were as powerful politically,

in her focus on mystical experiences she set a pat-

tern that became increasingly common. In the thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries, most nuns who wrote

were mystics, with many of the most important

medieval mystics, male and female, coming from

German-speaking areas. The Cistercian convent at

the Saxon city of Helfta became particularly known

for its visionary residents, including Mechthild of

Magdeburg (c. 1212–1282), whose Flowing Light of

the Godhead presents a graphic picture of heaven,

hell, and purgatory.

By the fifteenth century, it appeared to some

church officials and the more rigorous nuns as if

some women’s monasteries had forgotten their spiri-

tual focus, and many underwent reforms designed

to enforce strict rules of conduct and higher stan-

dards of spirituality. These reforms often put the

convent more closely under the control of a local

male bishop and took away some of the abbess’s

independent power, but they also built up a strong

sense of group cohesion and gave nuns a greater sense

of the spiritual worth of their lives. These reformed

houses later became vigorous opponents of the Prot-

estant Reformation, and some, such as Wienhausen,

survive today.

Urban Women and Capitalist Enterprises

No urban woman had the power of a noble regent

or abbess, for the free imperial cities and all other

towns were governed by male councils and mayors.

Many medieval sources are explicitly gender-inclusive

when talking about citizens; however, using phrases

like ‘‘Bürger und Bürgerin’’ (male or female citizen) or

‘‘alle Bürgern, Mann und Frau’’ (all citizens, man and

woman).Women are listed on new citizen rolls in many

cities, and were obligated to swear an oath of loyalty,

pay taxes, and provide soldiers and arms for the city’s

defense. Just as they did withmen, the new citizens’ lists

record the occupations of the women accepted—

midwife, seamstress, weaver, candle-maker—and the

amount they paid for citizenship. Women as well as

men were granted citizenship free of charge if they

practiced an occupation the city deemed desirable;

in the late fifteenth century both Frankfurt and

Nuremberg offered free citizenship to midwives.

In the early twentieth century, several German

historians argued that the sex ratio in medieval cities

was highly skewed in favor of women and that women

had full rights in many guilds. The demographic statis-

tics on which this assertion was based are now known

to have been misleading—they were taken during

times of war, when many men were away fighting—

and more recent studies have made clear that only

rarely were women full guild members. They were en-

gaged in a range of occupations, however.Women and

girls worked in guild shops as unofficial assistants

and as domestic servants. They sold merchandise at

the citymarketplace or peddled it house to house. They

worked in taverns and inns, brewed beer, and by the

late fifteenth century distilled and sold brandy. In such

‘‘public businesses,’’ which a 1340 Munich law code

defined as those who ‘‘stand at the public market or

buy and sell’’ or were ‘‘tailors, shopkeepers, money

changers, or innkeepers,’’ women were free to do

business without their husband’s approval, but they

were also responsible to pay back all debts. Women

worked in municipal and church-run hospitals, infirm-

aries, orphanages, and pest-houses, or as domestic

servants. They worked in the official municipal

brothel (Frauenhaus), which many cities opened in

the fifteenth century, or combined selling sex for

money with other part-time labor, such as laundering.

Most production remained the province of craft

guilds throughout the Middle Ages, but in cloth pro-

duction and mining, capitalist entrepreneurs increas-

ingly hired individuals and families in large-scale

operations. Investors hired rural households to pro-

duce wool, linen, and later cotton thread and cloth
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(or cloth that was a mixture of these), paying the

household for its labor alone. Spinning and weaving

for the market became important by-employments

for peasants in many parts of Germany, providing

income through the winter months. Husbands, wives,

and children all contributed their labor, breaking

down the long-standing identification of women

with spinning. In cities, spinning largely remained a

female task; in certain cities, such as Augsburg, capi-

talist cloth producers modified guild rules so that they

could hire many spinners, usually young women who

had come in from the countryside.

By the fifteenth century, demand for metals—

largely because of changes in military technology—

went up dramatically, and complex machinery was

needed to dig and maintain deeper tunnels and speed

up production processes. Rulers, nobles, and mer-

chants in Germany invested in copper, iron, and silver

mining, hiring male heads of household who were

expected to bring their whole families. While men

worked underground, women and children sorted

and washed ore, and prepared charcoal briquets for

use in smelting. Single women andwidows alsoworked

independently for wages in mining areas.

Thus, as everywhere in Europe, women’s lives in

Germanic lands were highly varied, determined as

much by their class status as by their gender. The

splintered political situation did allow some women,

particularly the noble abbesses of free imperial con-

vents, a range of powers that were distinctive, how-

ever. Many abbesses retained their right to govern

until 1806, and only in the twentieth century would

women in Germany regain the political voice that at

least a tiny group of women had held much earlier.

MERRY E. WIESNER-HANKS
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GERSON, JEAN
Jean Gerson (1363–1429) is a central medieval figure

in terms of a perennial debate on women and the

Christian life. He was born as the first child in what

became a large family in the hamlet from which

he took his name. The place, now disappeared, was

northeast of Reims, on the border between Cham-

pagne and the Ardennes. His father was a skilled

laborer, and his devout and attentive parents made

use of their modest means to send their son to the

University of Paris. Under the guidance of his teacher

Pierre d’Ailly, Gerson became doctor of theology in

1394 and succeeded d’Ailly in 1395 as chancellor of

the university.

Gerson was favored by the duke of Burgundy

and, thanks to him, was made dean of the richest
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church in Bruges, Saint Donatian. Here he withdrew

in 1399–1400 and considered resigning the university

chancellorship, for he was disgusted with what he

considered to be hypocrisy and falsity in the academic

life. He returned to Paris, however, in the autumn of

1400, after outlining a program of reform to guaran-

tee that the education offered in the faculty of theol-

ogy would emphasize not only scholastic learning

but also affective spirituality. In 1401 Gerson began

a series of lectures on mystical theology, which he

approached in both speculative and practical terms.

In 1415 Gerson left Paris for the Council of Con-

stance. Its goal was to end the Great Western Schism,

with one pope in Rome and another in Avignon, and

to reform the Church. He had become a central voice

in the conciliar movement, but his role at Constance

was limited by his simultaneous concern with con-

demning a theology that defended the murder in

1407 of the French king’s brother, Charles of Orléans.

Gerson made himself a prime enemy of the duke of

Burgundy, who had arranged the assassination. After

Constance it was too dangerous for Gerson to return

to Paris. He eventually settled in Lyon, where he

lived a secluded life and continued writing theological

treatises.

Gerson is the most eloquent voice of the late

Middle Ages in terms not only of church reform but

also of pastoral theology. He wrote in both French

and Latin, for he was determined to reach a lay

audience, including women. His primary female audi-

ence in the 1390s was made up of his biological sisters,

whom he encouraged to avoid marriage by remain-

ing in the home and making an informal religious

community. He provided guidelines for their everyday

life. Gerson’s most ambitious work of lay theology

was The Mountain of Contemplation, which he com-

posed especially for his sisters. He explained that he

wrote only about matters that he knew they could

understand.

Such works show that Gerson was confident about

the ability of women to profit from the theological

discussions that until then had been limited to uni-

versity men in Latin. Gerson was fascinated by the

spiritual lives of women and especially by their

mystical experiences. He wrote three treatises about

how to determine whether people who claim to have

revelations are genuine, and here he was especially

concerned with women. In his first treatise, On Dis-

tinguishing True from False Revelations (1401),

Gerson was relatively confident that this process,

known as discretio spirituum (1 Cor. 12:10), could

take place according to rational criteria. The second

treatise, On the Discernment of Spirits (1415), reflects

Gerson’s doubts about the veracity of the revelations

of Bridget of Sweden.

In his final treatise on the topic, On the Exam-

ination of Teachings (1423), Gerson was basically

negative about the contribution that mystics and

visionaries had made to the Church, and he blamed

some of them for the Great Western Schism. This

treatise has formed a foundation for historians who

have chosen to see Gerson as basically hostile to

women and their religious experiences. It can, howev-

er, be read as reflecting the last stage in Gerson’s life,

when he lived apart from the rest of society and no

longer had the contacts with his sisters that earlier

had provided him with a much more positive role of

women in the Church.

Gerson thought of himself as a champion of

women. He joined with Christine de Pizan in 1402 in

condemning the Romance of the Rose, a poem popu-

lar in learned circles that celebrated the sexual viola-

tion of a woman. Gerson remains controversial in

medieval studies in terms of his views on women,

but his writings are too rich and varied to allow any

one-dimensional interpretation.
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GERTRUDE OF HACKEBORN
Gertrude of Hackeborn (c. 1232–1291) was the

daughter of the baron of Hackeborn. As a child she

entered the monastery of Rodarsdorf, technically

Benedictine but following the customs of the Cister-

cians. In 1251, at the age of only nineteen, she was

elected abbess for the community, which in 1258

moved to Helfta, southeast of Eisleben in the diocese

of Halberstadt, on land her family owned. She died

there in 1291.
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Abbess Gertrude of Hackeborn did not leave any

writings, but according to both her younger sister

Mechthild’sLiberandGertrudeofHelfta’sLegatus she

was a patron of learning. Helfta flourished as an intel-

lectual milieu. Given Gertrude’s belief that only scien-

tific studies led to true understanding of the Scriptures

and hence faith, the cloister school taught the liberal

arts, and she required study and insight in the Bible

from all nuns, herself included. Gertrude bought or

had the nuns copy ‘‘all the good books she could get.’’

As abbess she received in 1261 the orphan Gertrude of

Helfta, later known as ‘‘the Great,’’ and in 1270 the

sick and persecuted BeguineMechthild ofMagdeburg.

By creating a learned ‘‘school of love’’ she set the

groundwork for the Latin texts (over one thousand

pages long) written by Mechthild of Hackeborn,

Gertrude the Great, and an anonymous nun. Here

the community praises Gertrude of Hackeborn as

prophet and gem among prelates, and in a Eucharistic

vision it depicts her in the office of a prelate, offering

the Lord to each of the sisters under God’s guidance.
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GERTRUDE OF NIVELLES
Pippin I of Landen, mayor of the palace of the

Austrasian kingdom, and Ita, his wife, gave birth to

a daughter Gertrude (626–659). After Pippin’s death,

Ita founded a religious house on family lands at

Nivelles (now in southern Belgium), where Gertrude

became the first abbess in 649. The double monastery,

like many foundations of the period, consisted of

male and female members living segregated under

the abbess’s authority. Through the agency of Bishop

Amand, the house was influenced by the Columban

brand of monasticism (an Irish brand), and a number

of Irish clerics resided at Nivelles during its early

years.

As commemorated in her Life, composed by one of

the brethren soon after her death on St. Patrick’s feast

day in 659, Gertrude was known for her ascetic life-

style, including a famous incident in which she angrily

rejected a noble suitor, resisting expectations that she

marry and produce heirs. She maintained close con-

tacts with Irish missionaries in the region, including

Foillan and Ultan, and requested burial dress that

included relics and emulated the modest clothing of

contemporary holy women in the eastern Mediterra-

nean. Excavations conducted in the 1940s and 1950s

at Nivelles revealed that her grave had already be-

come a locus for family burials and was a pilgrimage

site in the seventh century.

Built strategically upon family land, the monastery

of Nivelles was a symbolic center of the power of

Pippin’s family. Gertrude’s brother Grimoald, mayor

of the Austrasian palace, used the house as a base

from which to plan a briefly successful coup d’état;

after Grimoald’s execution by Clovis II in 662, the

Merovingian royal family attacked Nivelles. Not sur-

prisingly, following these events, the veneration of Ger-

trude remained an integral part of traditions associated

with the Pippinids (later known as the Carolingians)

after their overthrow of the Merovingian dynasty in

the mid-eighth century.

BONNIE EFFROS
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GERTRUDE OF ORTENBERG
Gertrude (c. 1275–1335) came from a noble family at

theOberrhein andmarried the rich knightRickeldegen

of Ulnburg. Widowed with four children, she settled

in Offenburg near Strasbourg to lead a religious life

and, after the death of her youngest child, vowed

to follow the Third Rule of St. Francis as a religious

laywoman. She lived together with Heilke of Staufen-

berg, her life-long friend, and some other women in

houses near a Franciscan convent. According to the

German Life by a younger house-mate who, c. 1350,

recorded the stories told by the elderlyHeilke, she lived

in personal deprivation and rigorous asceticism and

had long mystical experiences. At the same time, the

women agreed together upon all religious and practical

matters.

Gertrude was probably well-read and possessed

books. She had intensive intellectual contact with

Franciscan and Dominican preachers. Some of their

sermons by Eckhart and Rudolf of Biberach are

compiled in the Life. In 1318 the women moved to

Strasbourg, where Gertrude seems to have played a

leading role in the circle of lay devout and mendicants.

The Life shows how God revealed the sins of fellow

citizens to her, whom she converted and reminded of

their responsibility. Shemediated in feuds and suffered

the pains of hell’s torments as a substitute for dying

sinners. She was an independent agent of salvation, as

her holy presence had salvific qualities. The Life con-

cludes: ‘‘Gertrude went out into the cities and villages

of this world. The words that she spoke struck right to

the heart. With her mild admonition and virtuous

power she often outdid the mendicants.’’

ANNEKE MULDER-BAKKER
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GERTRUDE THE GREAT
Gertrude the Great (1256–1301/1302) (also known as

Gertrude of Helfta), the only woman ever titled ‘‘the

Great’’ by the Church, was of unknown parentage.

She came to the Cistercian monastery of Helfta in

Saxony in 1261 when she was only five, and died there.

The abbess Gertrude of Hackeborn and the

teacher Mechthild of Hackeborn gave her a thorough

education in the seven liberal arts and theology, be-

fore she worked as second chantress and scribe.

In 1281 Gertrude the Great had a vision of Christ

which marked her conversion ‘‘from a grammarian to

a theologian,’’ and in 1289, having received a call to

‘‘preach God’s gift for the love of neighbour,’’ she

began to write her reflections.

She wrote the Spiritual Exercises and book II of

the Legatus Divinae Pietatis (Herald of Divine Love).

Of the other four books of the Legatus, written by an

anonymous nun, Gertrude probably dictated books

III–V, whereas book I is a vita of the saint. The

Exercises were written for the community and form

a liturgical itinerary of seven monastic practices cen-

tered, like standard Cistercian teaching, on nuptial

union with God. While the Legatus is written for a

broader audience, both texts are expressions of an

optimistic Trinitarian and Christocentric theology.

Thus Gertrude’s love theology, in a rich metaphorical

language with God’s heart as the key metaphor,

emphasizes God’s love for his creation highlighted in

Christ’s death on the cross and reaffirmed in daily life.

Gertrude’s texts were widely spread during the

Counterreformation.

ELSE MARIE WIBERG PEDERSEN
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GILBERTINE ORDER
Also known as the Order of Sempringham, the

Gilbertine Order was founded in 1131 by Gilbert

of Sempringham (c. 1083–1189) in Lincolnshire,

England, when seven women in his parish church

asked him to guide them in living a strict religious

life. The order grew to become the only exclusively

English monastic order. At its height it comprised

twenty-four houses, ten of which were organized as

double monasteries with nuns, lay sisters, regular ca-

nons, and lay brothers: Sempringham, Haverholme,

Alvingham, Bullington, Catley, Nun Ormsby, Six-

hills, Watton (Yorkshire), Chicksands (Bedfordshire),

and Shouldham (Norfolk). Fourteen houses were

founded for men only.

As women embraced religious life during the

twelfth century, the Gilbertine Order provided an

important opportunity for them in England. Initially

the women may have followed early models for fe-

male vocations, such as anchoresses and sisters

serving in hospitals. The Cistercians also exerted con-

siderable influence over early Gilbertine history, par-

ticularly through William of Rievaulx and Bernard of

Clairvaux. Gilbert had wanted the Cistercian Order

to assume the management of his earliest founda-

tions, but the Cistercians rejected such incorporation,

claiming that they did not want to govern religious

women, although by then they had accepted other

women’s houses. The Gilbertine constitution, possi-

bly developed by the late 1160s but fully recorded

only in the thirteenth century, stipulated that the

nuns would follow the Rule of Benedict and the regu-

lar canons would follow the Rule of Augustine. Ec-

clesiastical and lay magnates who were supportive of

women’s religious vocations, particularly in the north

of England, provided the Order’s initial patronage.

Gilbert’s Vita (Life) stressed the pastoral responsi-

bilities given to the canons over the nuns. Adminis-

trative and spiritual authority rested with the Master

(Gilbert and his successors) and the canons, especially

because only priests could administer the sacraments.

The nuns could not participate in the election of

the Master of the Order. Female officials known as

scrutatrices (examiners)—two nuns and a lay sister—

could assist him with internal discipline by visiting

the female houses, inquiring about breaches of con-

duct, and attending General Chapter meetings of the

Order; all such travel was closely supervised. Paral-

lel officials existed for the male houses. Within each

double house, three other officials, speculatrices (spies

or observers), also reported to the Master of the

Order, even regarding the prioress. The prioress of

each female house was elected by its resident nuns;

unlike her counterparts in other contemporary orders

such as Fontevrault, a Gilbertine prioress only had

control over women within the house. She did not rule

over the canons or lay brothers. Other offices includ-

ed the sub-prioress, cellaress, sacrist, and precentrix

(choir director). The Gilbertine Rule made special

provision for the nuns’ financial security, since insuf-

ficient endowment was a serious problem in many

female monasteries. One-tenth of the Order’s sheep

were reserved for the nuns; they could control the

proceeds from the sale of the wool for their buildings

and other necessities.

The Order did not emphasize education and

learning; the members were to focus on prayer and

contemplation. Composition and manuscript copying

were strictly regulated. The Order’s constitution pro-

hibited educating either young boys or girls without

a monastic vocation, although a letter from Pope

Honorius III in 1223 suggests that some girls were

being educated who did not become nuns. The Order

maintained a house in Cambridge for canons. In the

fifteenth century, John Capgrave wrote an English

Life of St. Gilbert for nuns who could not read

Latin, an indication of a decline in Latin literacy.

Excavations of Gilbertine double houses indicate

that there were separate complexes for men and

women, connected by a window house where, under

supervision, exchanges of food, laundry, and other

practical materials could take place. The nuns’

churches had a wall that separated the nave pierced

by a small window through which the sacraments and

the stone of peace could be passed. After the 1160s,

when both a sexual scandal and a rebellion of the lay

brothers threatened the Order’s status, the Gilbertines

strictly maintained the separation of the sexes within

the Order, and protected the enclosure of the nuns

from the outside world. (At Watton Priory, a young

nun and a lay brother had enjoyed a secret liaison

until the girl became pregnant. When they were dis-

covered, the senior nuns oversaw the punishment

of the hapless lay brother; Aelred of Rievaulx’s ac-

count of the girl’s miraculous repentance and deliv-

ery helped to redeem the nuns’ reputation for piety.

The Order, nevertheless, tightened its control over

interaction between the sexes.)

The Order enjoyed royal support throughout its

history. Henry II vigorously defended Gilbert during

the crisis in the 1160s. King John actively supported

the Order’s petition for Gilbert’s canonization. Henry

VI visited Sempringham as a patron. After 1300,

however, the general wealth of the Gilbertines de-

clined. In the Dissolution of 1538 under Henry VIII,

the members had to surrender the Order’s houses to

the king.
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GIRLS AND BOYS
Originally published in French in 1960 and in English

translation in 1962, Philippe Ariès’ Centuries of Child-

hood has dominated contemporary thinking about

medieval childhood. Ariès held that the medieval pe-

riod was indifferent to childhood as a concept and

a distinct phase of life. He reasoned that medieval

parents did not invest emotionally in their children

because the children too often died. Looking at evi-

dence like portraiture, Ariès inferred that children

were seen simply as miniature adults, valued for

what they would become later in life rather than for

who they were as children, and for him Western soci-

ety only began to recognize the distinctiveness of

childhood during the Enlightenment, when children

were seen as having souls worth saving and a mind

worth educating. In other words, Ariès’ assumptions

about medieval childhood paralleled his ideas about

historical development: in the same way the Middle

Ages were a backward period whose deficiencies were

remedied only by later progressive change, so too

medieval children were valued only after they reached

adulthood.

Contra Ariès

To be sure, medieval conceptions of childhood were

not identical to contemporary beliefs, yet Ariès opened

the way for other researchers to consider how different

cultures and time periods fashioned their understand-

ings of children and childhood. Subsequent historians

of medieval culture have explored a wide variety of

evidence to refute Ariès’ blanket assertion that the

Middle Ages lacked an understanding of the unique-

ness of children and childhood. Shulamith Shahar has

examined a variety of biblical, theological, devotional,

and educational literature to reconstruct medieval atti-

tudes and actions toward the conception, birth, child-

hood, and education of children based upon medieval

understandings of the life cycle. BarbaraHanawalt has

investigated coroners’ rolls to open the doors to the

structure of medieval English peasant life and how

medieval children were regarded by looking at how

they died. In another study, Hanawalt looked at

court records, coroners’ rolls, and advice manuals to

see how children and adolescents in medieval London

experienced complex social and cultural institutions

like baptism, service and apprenticeship, and mar-

riage. Sally Crawford has combined archeological

data as well as documentary, legal, and literary sources

to great effect in her analysis of Anglo-Saxon Eng-

land’s view of childhood from birth through adoles-

cence. Ronald C. Finucane has looked at the registers

kept at saints’ shrines in both northern and southern

Europe that preserve the reasons why pilgrims visited

the holy site that detail parents’ concern for their chil-

dren’s lives from conception through childhood. In a

series of major studies, Nicholas Orme has detailed

the wealth of medieval educational practices, and he

has synthesized a wide variety of historical evidence,

including the material culture of English childhood,

to place medieval children in their lived world. These

historical studies have been complemented with inter-

disciplinary and literary studies examining childhood

in relationship to other topics, like motherhood; fami-

ly and kinship structures; the church and theology;

courtesy, conduct, and children’s literature; and most

importantly, gender and family.

The increasing numbers of studies now allow for

a more coherent picture of medieval children and
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childhood. By the later Middle Ages a fairly stable set

of terms divided childhood and youth into seven-year

segments denoted as infantia (infancy), pueritia (child-

hood), and adolescentia (adolescence) based upon the

child’s physical, social, emotional, and mental devel-

opment. During infantia (from birth to age seven),

children were not considered to be rational and re-

sponsible agents. The onset of pueritia was marked

by the child’s growing personal awareness and social

accountability. Finally, the change from pueritia to

adolescentia was marked by the onset of menarche

for girls and the development of secondary sexual

characteristics for boys and girls.

Infantia: Baptism and Early Childhood

After birth, when a midwife and often other women

attended to the mother and child, an infant’s initia-

tion into the wider social world occurred at baptism.

During the ceremony, the child was anointed with

water or oil and given his or her Christian names,

and the godparents vowed to raise the child up in

the Christian faith. The relationship between godchil-

dren and godparents was regarded so highly that

marriage between the two was prohibited by the

laws of marriage impediments, thereby widening kin-

ship networks among the Germanic peoples in the

early Middle Ages. Thus, baptism provided children

with the names by which they would be known there-

after; ushered them into the beliefs and practices of the

Church; and established an extended social network,

including godparents, clerics, and parishioners, under

whose purview they would be raised and with whom

they might later affiliate as adults. These relationships

often bore fruit later in guardianship, mentoring, guild

sponsorship, or trade apprenticeship for the child.

Medieval Judaic and Islamic children, whose lives are

just beginning to be revealed, likewise were initiated

into their religious and social communities through the

rites and practices unique to their traditions.

That medieval children were part of a broader

social network also meant that greater care and nur-

ture was provided for boys and girls during the dan-

gerous, difficult early years of childhood. Godparents,

along with parents, were enjoined to protect the

youngster from the kinds of accidents that claimed

many young lives in the medieval period. Infants were

swaddled and cradled until they were toddlers, and

higher-class infants often had a wet nurse, especially

in Italy. Coroners’ records indicate that children died

of disease and by accident in the course of everyday

life by playing in ponds or falling into wells, or being

scalded in fires, trampled or attacked by animals, and

run over by carts. Solid statistical evidence is hard

to ascertain, but an estimated 30% of children did

not survive to reach the age of seven, and while there

is no evidence of widespread infanticide or systematic

abuse, as charged by some commentators, girls seem

to have died at a slightly higher rate than boys from

illness, while boys died more often by accident than

girls. Boys appear to have been treated more quickly

and aggressively than girls when sick, and while the

exact reasons are elusive, the motive may have been

economic: a young man produced wealth by working

and by obtaining a marriage dowry, while a young

woman’s marriage meant the family lost wealth.

Yet there is ample evidence that the lives of medie-

val boys and girls were as diverse as those of children

today, with their time split between work and play.

Children are shown in manuscript illuminations help-

ing their parents with domestic tasks like gathering

water, firewood, or food; spinning, sewing, and weav-

ing; planting and harvesting; hunting and fishing; and

tending to animals and routine chores. By assisting

their parents, young boys and girls internalized the

gender and social roles appropriate for their lives. A

sixteenth-century representation, Breugel the Elder’s

painting ‘‘Children’s Games’’ (1560), realistically de-

picts more than seventy-five different pastimes that

occupied premodern children, many of which survive

today: playingwith hoops, sticks, balls, tops, and other

found items; climbing trees, walls, barrels and other ob-

jects; wrestling, swimming, tumbling, and fighting;

and playing tag, hide-and-seek, leap-frog, piggy-

back, and blind man’s bluff. The division between

work and play, and the practices constituting each,

also undoubtedly varied depending upon whether the

boy or girl lived in a rural setting, on a manor, in

town, or at court.

Children might be orphaned or abandoned, and

many European cultures had well-developed systems

of wardship. England, for example, provided separate

guardians for the child’s body (and the right to mar-

riage) and the child’s goods (wealth and chattel). One

of the most ancient ways of dealing with a foundling

or an unwanted child was the practice of oblation—

the permanent donation of a child to a monastery.

The first foundling hospitals were established in Italy

in the mid-thirteenth century, though other institu-

tions probably accepted abandoned children even

earlier, and London established a Court of Orphans

to protect the interests of minor children and consider

their particular needs.

Pueritia: Education and Training

A child’s life options were shaped primarily by gen-

der, class, and social location (rural or urban, city or
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town, and so on). Apart from the on-the-job training

that most medieval young people accumulated as part

of their domestic lives, formal medieval education

focused primarily upon training boys in basic Latin

literacy for ecclesiastical and professional duties,

while girls had access chiefly to informal instruction.

Boys might go to grammar school (to train in Latin)

or song school to learn the antiphon (a brief liturgi-

cal text, generally a psalm verse or sentence from

Scripture, recited, sung, or chanted before and after

a psalm or canticle) before moving on to university

studies. Although it was not unknown for girls to

attend school (particularly at a nunnery), young

women, especially those of the merchant and upper

classes, might receive instruction at home from a local

ecclesiastic, at a local nunnery, or from a private tutor

(nun, nurse, priest, chaplain). The Ave Maria, Pater

Noster, and Apostles’ Creed formed both the educa-

tional foundation of medieval youth and the basis for

conventional medieval piety. In addition to the basic

literacy forged by these simple prayers and scriptural

passages, the later Middle Ages saw the flourishing

of ‘‘courtesy books’’ and other manuals of advice that

instructed boys and girls in proper manners, espe-

cially for middle-class families attempting to move

up the social ladder, and poems like ‘‘The ABC of

Aristotle’’ used the letters of the alphabet to inculcate

moderate and moderating moral virtues. Of course,

virginity for both boys and girls remained the ideal,

for virginity guaranteed sexual purity, moral recti-

tude, religious favor, and social approbation.

If their lives did not allow for a formal education

in Latin, boys around the age of twelve, especially in

the towns and cities, might be taken on as apprentices

under a craftsman or as part of a guild, while girls

might enter into household service, often with a rela-

tive. A contracted relationship, apprenticeship usually

lasted seven years, with the master taking responsibil-

ity for all of the young man’s needs for the duration of

the contract. Household service was sometimes less

formally structured, with the family tending to the

young woman’s needs during her tenure. Whether in

the city or in the town, apprenticeship and then guild

membership allowed the young man legally to become

a citizen or burgher, with the legal rights that accrued

to that position. Not having the same access to for-

mal sponsorship, girls gained legal, official citizenship

through marriage. If young women worked, it was

often in the victualling trades or in a household.

Adolescentia: Courtship and Marriage

At adolescentia, generally regarded as twelve for

girls and fourteen for boys, young people could be

married, according to canon law, or could break a

marriage contract set in their childhood by paying

a fine equivalent to the value of the marriage. So,

although many marriages were arranged and contrac-

ted, particularly in the upper classes, young people

did have some say about whom they would marry;

at the same time, parental, familial, or seigneurial

permission was not necessarily required for them

to marry. An exchange of vows was all that was re-

quired, and sexual intercourse was a de facto mark of

marriage. These loose requirements sometimes led

to legal disputes, especially when one partner (or

the partner’s parents or guardians) believed the

promise of marriage to be given insincerely to pro-

cure wealth or sexual favors alone. The legal records

are replete with cases of raptus—a term that could

denote both rape and abduction—against young

women. However, it would be a mistake to believe

that all cases of raptus involved illicit sexual contact

or forced abduction; some did, but there is also evi-

dence of young people using the courts to seek their

own wishes and to work against a parent or guar-

dian’s attempt to force them into an undesired mar-

riage. Because children—boys especially, but also

girls—were conduits of family wealth, both boys

and girls could become pawns in protracted legal

battles over land, wealth, and chattels (moveable

goods) between guardians, ward keepers, in-laws,

step-family, or extended kin.

Concerning marriage itself, young medieval wives

were often several years younger than their mates,

for young men married after accumulating or inher-

iting the necessary wealth, while a young woman

conventionally brought her dowry into the marriage.

Although remaining unmarried was a possibility for

young men and women, girls’ life options were gener-

ally limited to marriage, to a religious vocation, or

to some form of domestic employment or household

management. The social ideal, of course, was for

young medieval girls to marry and have children. In

fact, it could be argued that female childhood is inex-

tricably bound to future childbearing, for the proper

course of secular life led a girl directly from her father’s

house as a child and daughter to her husband’s house

as a wife and mother, while a boy moved from his

parents’ home to one of his own creation.

So, contrary to Ariès’ insistence that the Middle

Ages did not consider the uniqueness of children and

childhood, medieval childhood was a sometimes con-

tentious time with its own concerns and whose phy-

sical difficulties boys and girls had to survive and

whose complexity they had to negotiate—cultural

tasks that, though the details differ, contemporary

children also face.

DANIEL T. KLINE
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GODELIEVE OF GISTEL
Godelieve (c. 1052–1070) was born in Flanders, the

daughter of a knight of Count Eustace I of Boulogne.

About 1067 she was married to Bertulf, a knight in

Gistel, near Bruges, who, at the instigation of his

mother, maltreated her and, in 1070, had her killed.

Soon Godelieve was venerated as a saint and she was

canonized on July 30, 1084. Shortly before, Drogo,

monk of Saint-Winocsbergen, wrote her Life pictur-

ing her as a martyr, obedient and patient in suffering.

Another Life, the so-called Legend, presents her as a

holy virgin. Usually dated in the fourteenth or fifteenth

century, it is considered unreliable. Nip (2002) argues

that it was composed in the twelfth century, after

the foundation of the nunnery of Saint Godelieve at

Gistel. Here the portrayal was adjusted to the special

needs of the nuns.

Drogo’s Life raises the question of why Godelieve

was recognized as a saint. Scholars wonder what it

was really about: a conflict between nobility and

church concerning different ideas on marriage or

their relative power, or a conflict between the lower

classes and the elite? In fact, Godelieve’s life and

canonization must be understood in the light of the

rivalry between the Counts of Flanders and their

powerful vassals, the Counts of Boulogne.

The Life also provides information on marriage,

the position of women within the family, their (lack

of ) power, and social, political, and juridical hierar-

chies.

Godelieve’s cult was still flourishing in the twentieth

century.
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GODPARENTS
The godparent role in baptism has two roots in the

early church: sponsorship of adult converts being

baptized and having a person or persons speak for

an infant receiving baptism. The practice of having

outsiders, not close kin, sponsor children grew up

in both Greek and Latin rites; it became the norm

when infant baptism became the most common rite

of Christian initiation. A related practice grew up of

giving a child both a godfather and a godmother.

Godparents had a post-baptismal responsibility for

the spiritual welfare of the baptized. This role also

created a spiritual kinship that grew into a legal im-

pediment to marriage between godparent and god-

child—and between parent and godparent—known

as spiritual affinity, as well as a prohibition of nonmar-

ital sexual relations between them. This rule extended

to godparents and godchildren the same degrees of

prohibited relationship contracted by sexual inter-

course (physical affinity). These taboos were recorded

in canon law texts that became normative later in the

Middle Ages, and there were enactments by lay powers

to the same effect. Outsiders chosen as godparents

might be ascetics, whose spiritual patronage was val-

ued; but ecclesiastical authorities eventually discour-

aged this as a worldly distraction for monks and nuns.

More commonly, lay persons (including neighbors,

business associates, and even social superiors) were

selected. In cities like Dubrovnik, parents’ siblings

oftenwere selected as godparents to reduce the number

of incest prohibitions affecting the child’s marital

choices.

Furthermore, godparents were expected to be tea-

chers and guides for their godchildren. These practices

were adopted in Frankish and Anglo-Saxon lands,

and they spread from both to the Germanic regions.

Aside from spiritual elements, there were social

and political aspects of godparenting that might

benefit the child, creating an extended support net-

work, especially when prominent persons had stood

up with the infant at baptism. Among the Franks, in

particular, godparents were chosen for children of

high birth to provide them with protection against

violence. In other cases, social inferiors were asked

to serve as baptismal sponsors to bind them more

closely to their superiors. Godparenting also created

social ties between adults, especially when close friends

were selected as baptismal sponsors. Fathers might

select godfathers to extend their connections, while

mothers might choose godmothers from among their

friends to solidify their own networks. This led, in

parts of Italy, to inviting large numbers of persons to

serve as godparents to a single child. Another social

element in godparenting was naming. A godparent in

late medieval England and France frequently named

the child, sometimes for herself or himself.

Byzantine practice has been less studied, but the

prohibition of guardians marrying wards was adopted

from Roman law and extended to godparents. Byzan-

tine ideas about spiritual kinship were transmitted to

Russia and other Slavic lands, but their impact has

not been studied in depth.
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GOSCELIN OF ST. BERTIN
Amonk from the abbey of St. Bertin at Saint-Omer in

Flanders (now France), Goscelin (c. 1040–1114) came

to England with Herman, Bishop of Sherborne and

Ramsbury, in about 1058. He became a noted hagi-

ographer and composer of liturgical music in his

adopted country. After a period as chaplain of the

royal women’s house of Wilton, he was associated

with various English monasteries and finally settled

at St. Augustine’s, Canterbury. His importance to

students of medieval women lies in his extensive ha-

giographical work on female English saints and his

Liber Confortatorius, a book of spiritual counsel, the-

ology, and friendship for his student Eve, who had

left Wilton to become a recluse at Angers.

The hagiographic works reflect Goscelin’s associa-

tion with various important monastic houses. Appar-

ently he was commissioned to compile full records

and liturgical materials for their local saints. These

bundled hagiographic texts illustrate post-Conquest

views of Anglo-Saxon history and religion, as well

as local practices of veneration; thus, we have clusters

of vitae connected with Barking Abbey, Ely, and the

Kentish royal family.

The Life of St. Edith occupies a special position

in Goscelin’s work. It is more ambitious in literary

style than the other saints’ lives; it also reflects close

personal association, and it often turns autobio-

graphical. The Life is closely linked in time, place,

and theme to theLiber Confortatorius (c. 1082), which

allows extraordinary insights into the spirituality

and education of a religious woman, and into an in-

tense spiritual and personal friendship across gender

lines.
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GOSSIP AND SLANDER
Medieval women were especially associated with the

sins of gossip and slander. This was nothing new:

Greek and Roman women, too, had been stereotyped

as gossipy, and St. Paul’s letters expressed particular

concern about widows who gossiped and spoke inap-

propriately. By the late Middle Ages, however, the

connection between women and illicit speech was

even more entrenched, as evident from literature,

art, and legal prosecutions.

Literary and artistic representations emphasized

women’s association with gossip and slander. A ser-

mon exemplum well known throughout Europe, for

instance, told of the demon Tutivillus, who was said

to sit at the back of the church and write down the

words uttered by those who gossiped rather than

paying attention. When Tutivillus eavesdropped on

women, he found that they talked so much that he ran

out of space on his scroll and had to stretch it. Varia-

tions on this exemplum appear from the twelfth cen-

tury onwards, from as far afield as Iceland, Estonia,

and England. The story is also represented in church

wall paintings and wood carvings depicting a devil

hovering behind gossiping women. Some of the best-

preserved examples come from England, France, and

Denmark. The gossiping women of the Tutivillus ex-

emplum laid the groundwork for a stock character of

an unruly, garrulous woman in literature of the High

to late Middle Ages. La Vielle, the old woman of the

Roman de la Rose, Noah’s wife of the English mystery

play cycles, and the Wife of Bath of Chaucer’s Canter-

bury Tales represent variations of this character, giv-

ing early modern playwrights a rich tradition from

which to create merry widows and shrews in need of

taming. At the same time as individual women were

ridiculed for verbal disorder, advice literature directed

at men warned them to be careful about trusting

women’s words and to curb their wives’ tongues as

early as possible. Sermons reinforced this message by

comparing the speech of Eve, who had shared God’s

secrets with the serpent, to that of the more taciturn

Virgin Mary, whose speech was reported in the Bible

on only four occasions.

The late Middle Ages also saw the emergence of

a new crime, known as ‘‘scolding,’’ in which people

who had loud public arguments would be charged

in courts and forced to pay fines or to suffer public

humiliation. Discussed and punished especially in

England, scolding involved speaking too much, too

loudly, or with slanderous words in a public setting.

About ninety percent of those charged as scolds in

manorial courts, borough courts, and church courts

were women. In most places, married women predomi-

nated among the accused, although some towns focused
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their concerns on the speech of single women. Despite

literary concerns about the speech of old women,

widows were only seldom accused as scolds. Where

the words of alleged scolds were recorded, they were

remarkably formulaic: in general, when women were

scolded they were called some variation on the term

whore, whereas men were more likely to be called

‘‘thief’’ or ‘‘liar.’’ If convicted, most scolds were fined,

but sometimes they were punished by more dramatic

means. One of these involved the ‘‘cucking stool’’ or

‘‘ducking stool,’’ a contraption in which offenders were

forced to sit while being dunked in a pond, river, or

waterlogged pit. In the early modern era, ‘‘scolds’ bri-

dles’’ or branks were invented. These were small metal

cages that fit over the head of the alleged scold and

usually involved a spike being inserted in her mouth,

making it impossible for her to talk.

Historians once assumed that scolding prosecu-

tions were relatively rare and that scolds were women

who were generally disruptive and even mentally dis-

turbed. Investigation of scolding in particular towns

and villages, however, has shown that it was less rare

than once thought. Historians have also recently ac-

knowledged that women accused of scolding came

from a wide range of social, economic, and marital

statuses. While a few alleged scolds were regularly in

trouble for a wide range of offenses, most were rela-

tively respectable or otherwise ordinary villagers and

townspeople. What is more, the significance of scold-

ing spread well beyond the numbers of individuals

accused in courts. Prosecution of scolds not only

punished those whose speech was thought to be dis-

ruptive, it also silenced others who might have been

inclined to speak out if they had not been afraid of

being accused as scolds themselves.

By the end of the Middle Ages, then, women’s

association with gossip and verbal disorder was

more ingrained than ever. Women’s voices were seen

as both illicit and yet also powerful (hence the repeat-

ed efforts to silence them). The witch craze of the

early modern era would further underscore the

power and danger of women’s words.
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GOTTFRIED VON STRASSBURG
Gottfried von Strassburg composed his Tristan,

an extended fragment of over 19,000 Middle High

German verses, in the early thirteenth century in or

around the urban center of Strasbourg. The number

of extant Tristan manuscripts attests to its popularity

(Gibbs). Loosely drawing upon previous versions of

Tristan (Thomas, Béroul, Eilhart), Gottfried created

a uniquely complex narrative that tells more than a

story of unfortunate lovers doomed by a fateful po-

tion. The expansive first part of Tristan traces the

respective development of Tristan and Isolde as they

assume their roles in courtly society (v. 1-11874), and

the second part of the narrative describes the subver-

sion of those roles through various tensions created

by the lovers’ relationship (v. 11875 ff.): the tension

between Isolde’s roles as lover and queen and between

Tristan’s roles as lover and loyal vassal. Portraying

the lovers as the ‘‘new man’’ and the ‘‘new woman’’ of

an ideal courtly world, Gottfried’s text advocates

a new courtly ethos. The text foregrounds issues of

gender, sexuality, masculinity, and femininity, as the

lovers resist twelfth-century romance conventions.

This resistance begins in Ireland, where Gottfried’s

narrative focuses on Queen Isolde and her daughter

of the same name. Well-versed in politics, diplomacy,

and the healing arts, Queen Isolde takes great care

in the education of her only child. She engages the

stranger Tristan as tutor for her daughter after he
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arrives in Ireland. (v. 7979 ff.) Tristan completes

young Isolde’s education, molding her into the perfect

form that corresponds to her inborn beauty. The

queen ultimately leaves her brother Morolt’s death

unavenged so that her exemplary daughter may

make a suitable match with King Marke. She subse-

quently prepares the love potion to ensure her daugh-

ter a happy life with her new husband, thereby

securing the younger Isolde’s future political position.

One could say ‘‘like mother, like daughter’’; indeed,

the knowledge (liste), wisdom, and beauty of the

young Isolde and her mother are matched only by

that of Tristan himself.

The daughter, however, does not become the

mother, defying the symbolism of their shared name.

Her education makes Isolde a kind of ‘‘new woman,’’

for she is as much a courtier and a practitioner of

hövescheit (courtliness) as Tristan. Thus she becomes

the perfect partner for the hero who represents daz

niuwe wunder (the new marvel, v. 6635). The fateful

love potion subsequently impels both Tristan and

Isolde into a partnership that releases her from the

conventions that the mother embodies as wife and

mother. With the power and wealth she gains as

Marke’s queen, Isolde also enjoys with Tristan the

‘‘true’’ love the troubadours considered possible

only outside of marriage.

In Cornwall, the new man and the new woman

prove marvelously adept at the art of public secrecy.

This new life of ‘‘lying truth’’ (Poag), where that which

is seen remains unseen, is characterized by eroti-

cism, adultery, betrayal, and a love that consistently

thwarts patriarchal–feudal conventions. The lovers’

efforts culminate in the scenes commonly known as

the ‘‘Assignation by the Brook’’ (Baumgartenszene)

and the ‘‘Ordeal’’ (Gottesurteil ). Ultimately, in the

Cave of Lovers (Minnegrotte), they remain sufficient

unto themselves, though this union proves untenable.

The lovers return to court and must eventually sepa-

rate, where Gottfried’s tale ends.

Gottfried’s story of Tristan and Isolde offers a

distinctly multivalent discussion of early-thirteenth-

century masculinity and femininity, particularly in

Isolde. More than any other woman in Arthurian

literature, Isolde exercises the traditionally masculine

prerogative of choice. The love potion may affect

Isolde’s choice of whom to love, as with Tristan, but

Isolde’s other attributes remain unaffected. After her

arrival in Cornwall, she displays considerable author-

ity and autonomy, skillfully manipulating appear-

ances and reality. Her autonomy, at its most radical,

is visually underscored by the female imagery of the

lovers’ cave, a sheltered womb-like space. Enjoying

the roles of queen, wife, and lover, Isolde continually

defies any prescribed role. In a sense, she becomes like

Tristan: she herzet sich mit manne (takes on the heart

of a man, v. 17981) to become a woman who is also

ein man mit muote (a man in spirit, v. 17985).

In the end, Isolde’s relationships remain essentially

sterile; unlike her mother, the younger Isolde does not

become a mother. Tristan also finally remains alone,

unable to reintegrate into courtly society. Thus, while

Gottfried’s lovers seem to transcend conventional gen-

der boundaries as they achieve a spiritually exalted

relationship, the poet communicates an equivocal mes-

sage. Knowledge and artistry are integral to Tristan’s

reciprocal redefinition of the ideal courtly woman and

man in the new courtly ethos, as is female agency;

nevertheless, that agency continues to threaten any

established order, old or new.
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GRAVE GOODS
In traditions dating to the prehistoric past, late

antique and early medieval Europeans frequently

prepared their dead by outfitting them with cloth-

ing and a range of items of personal adornment,
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weaponry, tableware and food, coinage, and other

materials. With the transition from cremation to in-

humation across the Roman Empire in the third cen-

tury, the custom of depositing goods with the dead

persisted with significant regional variations in west-

ern Europe as late as the seventh and eighth centuries.

The tradition did not cease with Christian conversion,

and seventh-century saints like Cuthbert in the north

of England were laid to rest with an assortment of

artifacts. In fact, the use of grave goods was never

entirely abandoned. In the late Middle Ages, for in-

stance, some bishops and monarchs of the Holy

Roman Empire were buried with symbols of their

office. Both lay and ecclesiastical legislation against

grave robbery criminalized the activity with severe

penalties, and while the laws were far from effective,

their repetition suggests that the theft of grave arti-

facts and the disturbance of the dead were of great

concern to elite Christian lawmakers.

Used in burial rites by both pagans and Christians,

grave goods fulfilled a multitude of functions in

commemorating, protecting, and drawing attention

to the achievements of the dead. Although far from

all sepulchers contained such artifacts, they provided

surviving family and followers with the opportunity

to highlight certain aspects of the identity or the

status of the deceased and stake claims with regard

to the continuing viability of that group in the face of

significant loss. Some early medieval boys, for in-

stance, were buried with full-sized weapons symbolic

of the profession they might have someday attained

had they lived to adulthood. Hence, grave goods did

not directly mirror the life of the now-anonymous

remains of the early medieval inhabitants of Europe,

but rather reflected the worldly and otherworldly ambi-

tions of those who oversaw funerary arrangements.

Scholars believe that members of the immediate

kin group normally chose the assortment of objects

that accompanied the dead into the grave, but there

were certainly exceptions in monastic communities or

among the supporters who surrounded high-status

figures like kings and queens. In the case of the sev-

enth-century Merovingian queen Bathilda, who after

being deposed lived out her final years in the abbey of

Chelles, reliquaries believed to have held her bones

and those of the first abbess Bertilla were found,

respectively, to contain a red cloak with yellow fringes

and a brown silk tunic with yellow stripes ordinarily

forbidden by monastic Rules to contemporary nuns.

Evidently some unnamed supporters of the deceased

decided that these women were deserving of a burial

appropriate to their worldly status rather than reflec-

tive of the vows they had taken as part of their reli-

gious profession. Scholars have thus characterized the

composition of grave assemblages as comparable to

the process of writing a saint’s life, since funerals

represented a point in time at which fictive or idea-

lized identities might be constructed on behalf of the

deceased.

Close study of the gender aspects of grave goods

has only been undertaken since the 1980s. Prior to

this time, archaeologists and historians normally as-

sumed that men were accompanied in burial by weap-

onry (Heergewäte) and women by jewelry (Gerade),

since it was believed that these items could not legally

pass to heirs. This binary approach to conceptualizing

the distribution of possessions to graves has proved

unsatisfactory for a number of reasons. First, no legal

impediment existed to the inheritance of weaponry,

clothing, or jewelry by either sex in early medieval

secular or canon law. Second, the development of

osteological and DNA techniques for analyzing the

biological sex of skeletons suggests that there were,

in certain circumstances, discrepancies between the

sex of human remains and gendering of archaeo-

logical objects buried in early medieval graves. At

the cemetery of Sewerby in East Yorkshire, for in-

stance, fully fifteen percent of the graves sexed osteo-

logically as possibly male contained jewelry. Third,

the ubiquitous use of grave goods to sex skeletons

until recently means that these data cannot contribute

to accurate tables of the gender distributions of ar-

chaeological artifacts, since they reflect the implicit

expectations of researchers more than the preferences

of early medieval individuals. While some resistance

exists to embracing a more scientific approach toward

the identification of biological sex independent of the

grave goods found with human remains, since this

methodology would necessitate abandoning studies

for which the skeletal evidence no longer survives,

recent high-quality excavations have adopted less

biased standards in the collection, analysis, and in-

terpretation of human remains and archaeological

artifacts.

Grave goods represent an important source for

understanding gender mores, particularly in the

early Middle Ages, when their use was most wide-

spread. Not only is there an increasingly reliable and

growing body of materials by which to study these

issues, but the data reflect a far wider proportion of

the population, including women, than accessible by

means of limited written documentation. The archae-

ological and written evidence for burial practices

sheds new light on the function and interplay of gen-

der mores in western Europe. Although many burials

received no artifacts (or at least none that have sur-

vived a millennium and a half of decay and human

and natural disturbances), the statistical identification

of particular grave goods in individual cemeteries

as articulating strongly masculine, strongly feminine,
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or gender-neutral symbolism, based on their distribu-

tion in the graves of men, women, and children, sheds

light on the choices of objects included in burials.

Although gender was just one of many interconnected

identities, including age, status, ethnicity, religious

affiliation, and kinship, that played into decisions

made at the time of the burial, the fact that in early

medieval Gaul, for instance, women of child-bearing

age and men of fighting age often received the most

extensive and high-quality grave assemblages, and

elderly individuals were typically buried with fewer,

suggests the possible extent to which surviving

contemporaries valued their respective contributions.

As with any socially constructed aspect of culture,

the gender symbolism of grave goods was neither

static nor uniform but varied by community and

over time. Even the inhabitants of neighboring settle-

ments sometimes chose different means by which to

commemorate the loss of men, women, and children.

Rather than a passive reflection of the attributes of

the deceased, the clothing and accessories deposited

in or withheld from burials were specific to the time,

place, individual, and audience of the funeral. Unfor-

tunately, however, surviving written and archaeolog-

ical evidence is biased toward the more elite members

of early medieval society, who left the most enduring

remains. Nonetheless, we can safely state that not

only the male elites highlighted in contemporary his-

tories, but the unnamed women who are described

in early medieval hagiographical sources as actively

participating in preparing the dead for burial, repre-

sented influential negotiators in the process of outfit-

ting the deceased for funeral ceremonies and burials.

BONNIE EFFROS
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GRISELDA
Griselda, the long-suffering heroine of a story that

charmed and fascinated numerous medieval writers,

first appeared in the final tale of Boccacio’s Deca-

meron, a collection of 100 tales begun after 1348 and

probably completed in 1353. Thanks to Petrarch’s

Latin translation of the tale (1374), the story spread

throughout Europe, each time addressed in slightly

different ways to medieval readers. These retellings

offered occasions for engaging in the ongoing medie-

val debate on the nature, status, and conduct of

women.

Boccaccio

Thought to be based on a folk version of the Cupid

and Psyche legend, Boccaccio’s tale recounts how

Gualtiero, the Marquis of Saluzzo, constrained by

his subjects to take a wife, chooses to wed a peasant

woman. Subsequently, the marquis tests his wife’s

obedience by staging various trials. He pretends first

to order his daughter’s murder, then to subject his

newborn son to the same treatment. Finally, he orders

Griselda to yield her place to a younger bride. After

stripping his wife of her fine clothes and sending her

back to her father’s lowly house, Gualtiero summons

her a final time and asks her to prepare his house for

her youthful replacement. Griselda’s suffering ends

when her husband reveals that the bride-to-be is in

fact her own daughter. Satisfied at last with the re-

peated proof of his wife’s obedience, he takes her back

into his house, restoring the children she had thought

were dead.

In the Decameron, the story fits into a frame that

places as much emphasis on Gualtiero’s actions as

on Griselda’s, a focus that shifts somewhat in

subsequent retellings. Fitting the story into the tenth

day’s theme of liberality or magnificence in matters of

love, Boccaccio’s fictional narrator, Dineo, describes

his tale as an example of how a lord can lack these

noble virtues while a humble peasant woman displays

them. He ends his performance with a ribald joke,

suggesting that Griselda might have found another

man to give her a new dress rather than going back

to Gualtiero. Boccaccio’s framing of the Griselda

story brings out its ambivalence, in that he pays
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tribute both to its moral implications and to its fic-

tional and ludic qualities. Subsequent translators of

the tale fitted it into new frames that preserve this

ambivalence or that orient it in the direction of either

allegory or exemplum.

Petrarch

At about the same time that Petrarch translated the

tale of Griselda, Ser Giovanni Sercambi retold it

in Italian, entitling it De Muliere Costante and chang-

ing the heroine’s name to Costantina. But it was

Petrarch’s Latin translation that ensured the tale’s

dissemination throughout Europe. The translation

is addressed to Boccaccio in one of the letters col-

lected in the Seniles (Seniles, XVIII, 3). Here Petrarch

admits that the Decameron is not wholly to his taste.

Finding the last tale superior to the rest, he translates

it into Latin to send it back to its author for judg-

ment. Petrarch offers it ‘‘not so much to urge the

matrons of our time to imitate the patience of this

wife...as to arouse readers to imitate her womanly

constancy, that they might dare to undertake for

God what she undertook for her husband....’’ In

Petrarch’s hands, the story becomes an allegory of the

trials endured by Christians, and Griselda resembles

a female Job.

French Versions

Notions of fidelity to the Petrarchan source shaped

the subsequent retellings of the story in other Europe-

an vernaculars; nevertheless, the medieval translators

exercised complete liberty in choosing the co-texts

introducing, concluding, or accompanying their tran-

slations. These co-texts interpret and appropriate the

source text for different purposes, guiding the recep-

tion of the tale. So Philippe de Mézières, a friend of

the Italian laureate Petrarch turns Griselda into a

mirror for married women when he inserts his trans-

lation of the tale into a four-book treatise whose full

title as announced in the Prologue is De la Vertu du

sacrement de mariage espirituel et réconfort des dames

mariées et de tout bon Crestien par un devot example de

la Passion de Jesu Crist et du miroir des dames mariée,

la noble marquise de Saluce (On the virtue of the

sacrament of spiritual marriage and the comfort of

married women and of all good Christians by the

devout example of the passion of Jesus Christ and

the mirror of married women, the noble Marquise

de Saluce). Like Petrarch, Philippe separated the tale

from its co-texts and set it in an entirely different kind

of work, whose genre had acquired some popularity

during the fourteenth century in France: a vernacular

book of spiritual advice for married women. To rein-

force the heroine’s credibility as an exemplary spouse,

the French translator elevated the tale to the rank of

history rather than fiction. Petrarch had concluded

in his letter that the story was Boccaccio’s invention,

but Philippe insists on its literal truth. In the pro-

logue to his translation, he claims that though it

might seem to be an invention, its truth is attested to

by Griselda’s fame in Lombardy and by its source, the

devout Catholic doctor Francis Petrarch. In moving

to France, Griselda becomes a model for wives to

imitate. The story appears in Le Ménagier de Paris,

a book of exempla and advice addressed by an old

husband to his young bride. There is even a French

version for the stage, L’Estoire de Griseldis (1395),

thought to be commissioned for a royal wedding. In

the early fifteenth century, the French writer Christine

de Pizan took up the Griselda story and placed it

alongside other exemplary tales of virtuous women

in the Livre de la Cité des Dames, offering it as a

refutation of misogynistic slander against her sex.

Iberian Versions

TheCatalan author BernatMetge introduced the story

to the Iberian Peninsula when in 1388 he addressed

a translation of Petrarch’s Latin text to Isabel de

Guimerà, a married noblewoman. In Spain, Griselda

continued to be held up as an example for married

women in a version included in a Castilian book of

advice for women, purportedly written by a father to

his daughters.

Chaucer

The Griselda story crossed from continental Europe

to England when Chaucer translated it using Pet-

rarch’s Latin text and an anonymous French version,

Le Livre de Griseldis, as his source texts. He then

inserted it into The Canterbury Tales as the Clerk’s

Tale. The English writer exploits all the tale’s ambiv-

alence in having the Clerk engage (with characteristi-

cally Chaucerian irony) first with Petrarch and finally

with the Wife of Bath and other ‘‘noble’’ wives. By

urging women in the ‘‘Envoy’’ to the Clerk’s tale not

to follow Griselda’s example but to enter into battle

against their husbands, Chaucer ensured that the dis-

turbing power of the tale of Griselda and Walter

would continue to trouble readers and inspire debate.

WENDY HARDING
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GUIBERT OF NOGENT’S MOTHER
All we know of Abbot Guibert of Nogent’s unnamed

mother (c. 1030–after 1104) is contained within his

memoir (1115). According to Guibert, she was a

noble woman, married at a young age to his father,

Evrard. Her fear of sin may have contributed to her

husband’s early impotence, but she eventually gave

birth to several children. She was widowed less than a

year after Guibert was born. Following the death of

her husband, having fulfilled her marital duties, she

took control of her own affairs. In defiance of her in-

laws, she chose to remain unmarried, lived as a reli-

gious laywoman, and eventually became a recluse at a

male monastery.

Guibert credits his mother with providing him

with a model of Christian behavior and an educa-

tion. He describes visions that directed her during

momentous times in her life. When he was about

twelve, she moved her household to the monastery

of St. Germer of Fly. Shortly afterwards, she arran-

ged for Guibert and his older brothers to be admit-

ted. At St. Germer, Guibert’s mother led an ascetic

life in her cell, although people visited her for spi-

ritual guidance. She maintained a devotion to the

Virgin Mary and continued to have visions, one

of which directed a rebellious Guibert to remain at

Fly. Guibert’s mother found autonomy in her call-

ing, establishing herself as a visionary and an exem-

plar. She led a life similar to those of contemporary

mystics—her visions recounted by a trustedmale chron-

icler, in this case, her own son. She also serves as impor-

tant early evidence for the existence of anchoresses.

Anchoritic living became increasingly popular in

subsequent centuries.
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GUILD MEMBERS AND GUILDS
Various types of guilds (also spelled gilds) developed in

medieval Europe, first in cities and then, in a few areas,

in the countryside. Merchant guilds organized long-

distance trade, especially in cloth and luxury goods;

their members sometimes became very wealthy. Pro-

fessional guilds such as those of apothecaries and

notaries organized the provision of services and could

be quite well-off when urban economies were flourish-

ing. Craft guilds organized the production and distri-

bution of many products and the training of future

workers; masters in craft guilds were generally heads

of households and made a solid income.

Women did not carry out long-distance trade

themselves and were thus not active members in mer-

chants’ guilds. Some did invest in trading companies

as what were termed ‘‘sleeping partners,’’ however;

in about 1500, thirty-nine of the nearly 300 members

of the Merchants’ Society of Ravensburg, Germany

were women. Women were not officially trained as

notaries, as apothecaries, or in other professions, so

they were not members of professional guilds. By the

fifteenth century there were organized systems of ap-

prenticeship for midwives in many cities, but these

were run by municipal or church authorities, not mid-

wives themselves, so they were not really guilds.

The earliest craft-guild ordinances date from the

thirteenth century, and some mention male and fe-

male masters along with male and female apprentices.

There were a few all-female guilds, especially in

spinning gold thread or producing silk in cities with

highly specialized economies, such as Cologne, Paris,

and Rouen. Historians looking at these cities, or only

at guild ordinances, have sometimes argued that

guilds as a whole were initially open to women and

that women’s participation was significant. Others

have pointed out that it is difficult to tell in most

cases whether the women referred to as ‘‘masters’’

had been trained independently or were actually mas-

ters’ wives or widows. They also note that actual lists

of guild members, as opposed to ordinances describ-

ing the guild in theory, rarely list many female

apprentices or women who were not masters’ widows.

In general, except for the few all-female guilds,

craft guilds were male organizations and followed

the male life cycle. One became an apprentice at

puberty, became a journeyman four to ten years

later, traveled around learning from a number of

masters, then settled down, married, opened one’s

own shop, and worked at the same craft full time

until one died or grew too old to work any longer.

This process presupposed that one would be free to

travel (something that was more difficult for women

than men), that upon marriage one would acquire a

wife as an assistant, and that pregnancy, childbirth, or

child-rearing would never interfere with one’s labor.

Transitions between these stages were marked by cer-

emonies, and master craftsmen were formally

inscribed in guild registers and took part in governing

the guild.

Women fit into guilds much more informally.

When urban economies were expanding in the High

Middle Ages, the master’s wife and daughters worked

alongside him and the journeymen and apprentices,

and female domestic servants also carried out produc-

tive tasks. When the demand for products was espe-

cially great, master craftsmen hired female piece-

workers to assist and in some cities girls entered

formal apprenticeships; women and girls thus served

as a labor reservoir, to be utilized when guild needs

required. Masters’ widows ran shops after the deaths

of their husbands and were expected to pay all guild

fees, though they could not participate in running

the guild. Other than masters’ widows and a small

number of female apprentices, however, women’s

ability to work was not officially recognized and usu-

ally depended not on their own training but on their

relationship with a guild master. Even members in the

all-female guilds were sometimes expected to be

related to members of a male guild in a related craft,

and men appear to have served as the leaders in some

women’s guilds.

Even this informal participation began to change

in the fifteenth century on the continent, when explicit

restrictions on women’s work began. First masters’

widows were limited in the amount of time they could

keep operating a shop or prohibited from hiring jour-

neymen, then female domestic servants were excluded

from any productive tasks, then the number of his

daughters a master craftsman could employ was lim-

ited. The timing of these restrictions varied from craft

to craft, town to town, and country to country; they

did not begin until the sixteenth century in Scandina-

via. Whenever restrictions occurred, because women’s

participation in guild shops was generally not guar-

anteed by guild regulations and because widows had

no political voice in running the guilds, women as a

group were not able to protect their right to work. A

few might be allowed to work, but this was on an

individual basis and was viewed as a substitute for

charity.

Women were excluded from craft guilds for a num-

ber of reasons. As the result of urban revolts, guild

members in some cities, especially in the Low Coun-

tries, became part of city government; this political

role was seen as inappropriate for women. Guilds

facing competition from cottage industries organized

by capitalist investors tightened up their entrance
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requirements. Guilds increasingly came to view the

honor of their work as tied to an all-male workplace.

The separate journeymen’s guilds that began to be set

up—often illegally—in the late fourteenth century by

journeymen who had little hope of becoming masters

were even more hostile to women’s work and never

allowed female members.

MERRY E. WIESNER-HANKS
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GUINEVERE
Guinevere (also Guenevere, Guenièvre, Gwenhwyfar,

Gaynour, Guenhumare, Ginevra) is one of the most

visible female characters in medieval European litera-

ture. She not only appears in works of prose and

poetry from c. 1100 up through 1500, but also forms

part of ‘‘the best-known image in Arthurian art’’

(Stones, 125). In that image, an illumination from a

manuscript in the J. Pierpont Morgan Library, Guin-

evere kisses her lover Lancelot for the first time. This

image circulates widely, appearing in both scholarly

books about the Arthurian tradition and promotional

materials for the Morgan Library (Stones, 125).

The figure of Guinevere is present in medieval

Arthurian literature composed in Dutch, English,

French, German, Italian, Latin, Norwegian, Portu-

guese, Spanish, and Welsh. Guinevere is always

Arthur’s wife, and her story often includes her kid-

napping by Meleagant and her adultery with either

Mordred or Lancelot. Her abduction is the subject of

what is probably the earliest Arthurian sculpture, the

archivolt of the Cathedral of Modena. Her infidelity

undermines Arthur’s power because it constitutes

treason and threatens the line of succession. Guine-

vere’s male partner commits treason by cuckolding

the king and destabilizes the realm by initiating (in

the case of Mordred) or participating in (in the case of

Lancelot) a civil war. Mordred, however, as Arthur’s

nephew or illegitimate son, also violates medieval

laws prohibiting incest.

Guinevere’s qualities as wife and woman vary with

the cultural context and historical moment of each

Arthurian composition. Welsh romances depict a

conventional and loyal queen forming part of the

Arthurian frame for tales about knights’ adventures.

In the early Welsh tradition as a whole, Guinevere is

innocent of wrongdoing: ‘‘She is either the fateful

queen causing Arthur’s downfall in the battle of

Camlann, probably unwillingly (not by betrayal), or

the abducted queen who is taken away by a supernat-

ural being against her will’’ (Korrel, 96). In Geoffrey

of Monmouth’s History of the Kings of Britain

(c. 1136–1138), Guinevere plays a visible role in the

main narrative. Despite her great beauty, she pos-

sesses ceremonial power as participant in a crown-

wearing ceremony with Arthur and political power

as coregent with Mordred. Geoffrey’s Guinevere con-

tributes to Arthur’s downfall by committing adultery

with Mordred, but the text does not state that she

desired or sought this union and labels Mordred, not

the Queen, a perjurer and traitor. In the French ro-

mance The Knight of the Cart (Lancelot) by Chrétien

de Troyes (c. 1177), Guinevere is Lancelot’s partner

in courtly love and a secret affair. Later French

romances likewise give Guinevere a significant role,

but at times condemn this love affair (the vulgate

Quest of the Holy Grail and The Death of Arthur and

the post-vulgate Cycle), at times do not (the early

portion of the vulgate Lancelot and the prose

Lancelot), and at other times do not mention it at all

(most post-Chrétien verse romances).

In later German romances and many of the French

and English ones, Guinevere is a victim of kidnapping

and an adulteress whose affair with Lancelot causes

Arthur’s downfall. It is worth noting, however, that

the German tradition before the thirteenth century

sometimes presents Guinevere as a noble, good, hap-

pily married, and loyal lady who is a mother figure at

court. At other times, however, medieval German

works portray her as unfaithful to Arthur or as hav-

ing been unfairly branded an adulteress. It is also

worth noting that in a few texts, the alliterative

Morte D’Arthure being the best known, Guinevere

has children. The alliterative poem’s Guinevere is

the mother of Mordred’s children, but she leaves

their fate in Arthur’s hands when she flees to a con-

vent following Mordred’s defeat. In his fifteenth-

century Morte D’Arthur, Sir Thomas Malory draws

upon French and English medieval sources to create

a Guinevere who combines the traits of her
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predecessors: she is beautiful, brave, politically sig-

nificant, emotional, adulterous, and finally achieves

salvation as a nun. Malory’s version of Guinevere is

the one most widely known today because his book

is the source of much postmedieval Arthurian litera-

ture and many Arthurian films. As a result, contem-

porary readers tend to know Guinevere primarily as

Lancelot’s lover.

Guinevere has no generally accepted historical ori-

gin in a particular medieval woman, but it is possible

that her literary portrayals reflect the lives and repu-

tations of medieval queens. Two likely candidates are

Empress Matilda, the only legitimate heir of King

Henry I of England, whose throne King Stephen

usurped in 1135, and Eleanor of Aquitaine, King

Henry II of England’s powerful queen, whose color-

ful life spurred outlandish legends about her.

Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Guinevere—who partici-

pates in a crown-wearing ceremony with Arthur and

presides over a celebration even more splendid than

Arthur’s—could reflect the awkward historical mo-

ment in the mid-1130s at which the Anglo-Norman

barons chose either to honor or to ignore the oaths of

fealty they had sworn to Matilda before her father’s

death. Similarly, Lawman’s translation into English

(c. 1200) of Wace’s Roman de Brut (1155), through its

demonization of Guinevere, reflects the decline in

Eleanor of Aquitaine’s reputation in annals and

chronicle histories at the turn of the thirteenth centu-

ry. It is, therefore, possible that medieval authors

shaped their images of Arthur’s queen in response to

contemporary attitudes toward Empress Matilda and

Queen Eleanor.

Medieval manuscript illuminations, like medieval

texts, commonly present Guinevere as an adulteress.

These images show her kissing Lancelot—sometimes

in a private space, but often in a public one. The

frequent reproduction of the Morgan Library image

of Guinevere kissing Lancelot is consistent with

today’s popular depictions of her primarily as Lance-

lot’s lover—despite her varied portraits in medieval

literature.

FIONA TOLHURST
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GYNECOLOGY
In 1990, an archeological excavation in Granada,

Spain uncovered the remains of a Muslim woman

from the late medieval period who suffered from a

calcified growth in her uterus. This condition, which

in modern biomedicine is ascribed to uterine myomas

(benign tumors), could conceivably have afflicted any

woman in medieval Europe, whatever her social rank,

income, religion, marital status, or sexual activity: all

were united by the threat of the common diseases and

conditions specific to the female body. Women were

also subject to many of the same afflictions as men,

from accidental wounds to infectious diseases like

tuberculosis, leprosy, or plague, or degenerative con-

ditions like crippling arthritis or cancer. But biology

was hardly destiny. All medieval societies made

efforts to intervene in cases of illness or injury, and

women were not simply ‘‘abandoned to their fate.’’

Moreover, since Muslim, Jewish, Byzantine, and

Latin societies shared many elements of the Mediter-

ranean system of humoral medicine, the care women

received in all four societies would have had certain

commonalities. These women were separated from

one another by social rank, wealth, and religion and

all their attendant material and cultural effects. The

focus here will be on gynecological conditions rather

than those related to childbirth, though it should be

remembered that the nutritional depletion and other

strains caused by repeated pregnancies and birth

often had long-term consequences.

Disease Incidence and Life Expectancy

Because gynecological diseases primarily affect the

soft tissues of the body, they leave little trace in

the archeological record. Hence, the evidence of the

woman’s grave in Spain is a rare case when we can
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document a gynecological disorder (and in that case,

a nonfatal one, since the woman clearly lived for

many years with the condition). Paleopathologists

(scientists who study the archeological record with

many of the same technologies used by modern phy-

sicians) are now able to better document the incidence

of diseases that leave traces on the bones, such as

tuberculosis and rickets; more recently, they have

begun to use DNA analysis to assess the prevalence

of certain bacterial diseases, like bubonic plague, in

historical populations. This work is still in its infancy

and breakdowns of data by sex are few. Nevertheless,

recent studies confirm that the childbearing years

were characterized by higher mortality for women,

though thereafter women generally had survival

rates that were the same as or slightly better than

those of men.

Anatomy

What was known about the human female body was

learned inferentially from the study of other mam-

mals, particularly the pig, which was assumed to re-

semble the human in its internal anatomy. The human

uterus was thought to have two cells (as most ungu-

lates do), one on the right and one on the left. The

Roman physician and anatomist Galen (d. c. 217 CE)

created an elaborate explanation of how the warmer

temperature in the right side of the uterus was more

conducive to the production of males while the colder

left side produced females. In the twelfth century, a

theory began to circulate that the uterus had seven

cells; the cells closer to the center produced more

ambiguously sexed fetuses, hermaphrodites forming

in the center.

The female testicles (what we today call the ovar-

ies) had been identified in the third century BCE and

were understood to function comparably to the male

organs, that is, as producers of a seminal fluid. The

uterus, cervix, and vagina were recognized as distinct

parts of the internal reproductive tract, though

the external genitalia were only rarely described in

detail. A term used in Latin and several Romance

languages (natura, nature, naissance) saw the vagina

as the site of generation, while Germanic languages

(English wicket, Dutch gulden poort) saw it as a gate

or opening. The clitoris was rarely remarked on

except when it grew too large. The hymen was even

more rarely mentioned. The female breasts had a

special vascular connection that linked them directly

to the uterus. The blood that fed the fetus was, after

birth, diverted to the breasts and further refined into

milk. After menopause, unexpelled, corrupted blood

also moved by this channel, thereby causing breast

cancer.

Anatomical illustrations of the female body were

rare. A highly schematized image of the internal fe-

male genitalia is found today in only four copies.

Around the end of the fourteenth century in German

areas, the more popular iconographic tradition of the

diseased woman began. This semi-squatting naked

figure, with belly splayed to show the internal organs,

including the uterus, was often labeled to show the

major conditions that could afflict the female body.

This figure appeared most often in manuscripts made

for clerics and probably served as a mnemonic to aid

them in their understandings of basic illness and the

processes of reproduction. When human anatomical

dissection became a regularized part of medical train-

ing in late medieval northern Italy, the female body,

and especially the uterus, became a particular focus of

curiosity.

Physiology, Pathology, and Therapy

With only a few exceptions, medieval medical writers

and practitioners were quite clear that, anatomically

as well as physiologically, men and women were quite

distinct. Men were perfect in their heat: they had

sufficient vital heat to fully cook all the nutrients

they consumed and expel any excess. Women, in con-

trast, were colder and, as such, unable either to fully

consume all their intake or expel their excess through

normal channels of elimination. They thus needed a

distinct purgative function, menstruation, whose

regularity was vital to health.

The uterus could suffer various afflictions, such as

being unnaturally hot, having lesions or cancers, or

being displaced, tilting laterally or falling into com-

plete prolapse. Equally unique to the female was uter-

ine suffocation. This occurred either when the menses

had been retained too long or when the woman did

not engage in regular sex and expel her semen. (See

above regarding the female testicles.) The collected

matter would putrefy in the womb and either cause

the uterus itself to rise up toward the organs of respi-

ration or it would emit a noxious vapor that could

ascend to the lungs, heart, or brain. Either way, the

condition was severe if not fatal. It was treated by a

variety of remedies, including suffumigations of

sweet-smelling substances to the vagina to lure the

uterus back to its proper place. Some authors explic-

itly recommended sexual intercourse as a cure. In the

early Middle Ages, exorcisms of the womb (which

derived from pre-Christian models) were still in circu-

lation, and as late as the fourteenth century medical
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writers reported that women themselves believed that

their uteruses moved up to the heart and throat.

Infertility attracted more and more attention from

male medical writers beginning in the twelfth century.

Initially, it was simply one among several headings in

the gynecological sections of medical textbooks. Be-

ginning in the fourteenth century, infertility became

the topic of specialized writings and served as the

main entry point for an expanded role for male phy-

sicians in women’s healthcare.

Up through the twelfth century, surgical gyneco-

logical interventions were limited to treatment of

breast conditions. (Surgeons were rarely optimistic

that any effective treatment for breast cancer was

possible, though some believed that excision might

be efficacious if performed early enough.) In the late

thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries, Latin surgi-

cal writers tentatively began to discuss conditions of

the female genitalia, usually minor procedures to

open an obstructed vagina or excise fleshy growths.

Arab writers had been more detailed in their descrip-

tions of gynecological surgery, though it is unclear

whether such procedures were performed by male

physicians or female practitioners assisting them.

(The Spanish writer az-Zahrawi suggested that a eu-

nuch could also serve as a medical attendant.) Meth-

ods to excise the dead fetus from the womb were

described in Arabic texts, but even though these

were translated into Latin in the twelfth century, no

western Christian surgical writer addressed obstetrical

procedures prior to Guy de Chauliac, who, in 1368,

instructed the surgeon regarding how to supervise the

midwife in cases of difficult birth or excise the fetus if

the mother died in labor. By the fifteenth century,

surgeons from Italy to England had become much

more involved in intervening in difficult births.

Circulation of Medical Knowledge and
Provision of Medical Care

In recent years, historians of medicine have turned

from privileging the perspective of literate, elite male

practitioners who wrote medical books to looking for

evidence of the patient’s point of view. They now

commonly use the notion of the medical marketplace

to refer to the multiplicity of options from which the

sick person or her family might choose. A woman

might employ a phlebotomist to perform a periodic

bloodletting (nuns and anchoresses were expected to

be bled four times a year), consult an apothecary for a

specialized remedy, request an herbal remedy from a

local empiric, or journey to a saint’s shrine to plead

for the recovery of her sick child. Medieval women

obtained their gynecological care from a variety of

sources, including both male and female practitioners.

This was true even of gynecological care, for although

there were limits to men’s ability to perform hands-on

aspects of diagnosis and treatment, male practitioners

could use their access to written medical traditions to

claim a theoretical understanding of disease, that is,

what caused disease and how treatment of the disease

(rather than merely its symptoms) might be deter-

mined. Learned male practitioners thus believed that

their medical theory rivaled and ultimately super-

seded the empirical expertise of traditional female

healers.

Women’s access to the same body of written texts

would have allowed female practitioners to claim the

same expertise as men (or even greater, since they also

had hands-on experience treating women’s condi-

tions). Or female patients might have read gynecologi-

cal texts themselves and created lay circles of self-help.

It matters very much, therefore, to determine not only

who wrote the dozens of gynecological texts that can

now be documented, but also who read them.

Aside from an early medieval Greek text attributed

to an otherwise unknown woman named Metrodora,

the only medieval gynecological text of known female

authorship is a work called Treatments for Women

(De curis mulierum) by the famous twelfth-century

healer Trota of Salerno. Trota’s work treats women’s

medicine not simply as gynecological afflictions—

menstrual difficulties, uterine prolapse, etc.—but

also in the wider sense of the social functioning of

women’s bodies. Thus, Trota includes remedies for

vaginal lesions caused by forced intercourse, mechan-

isms to sedate sexual desire in nuns and vowesses who

are forbidden sexual relations, and techniques to nar-

row the size of the vagina or produce a simulated

bloodflow of defloration in a sexually experienced

woman who might otherwise be unmarriageable.

Even cosmetics fit into this expanded definition of

women’s medicine, since they, too, were among the

techniques used by women to modify the functioning

or appearance of their bodies. Trota’s contemporary

Hildegard of Bingen (1087–1179), did not write a

specialized treatise on gynecology nor even devote

much attention to the topic, but she did articulate

some of the most original views of the nature of sex

difference ever seen in the Middle Ages.

All other known medieval gynecological texts

(more than 150) were of certain or probable male

authorship. Moreover, countless general works of

medicine (like medical encyclopedias, which covered

diseases from head to toe) touched on gynecological

topics incidentally. The majority of these works were

read and used by men. For example, sixteen Hebrew

gynecological texts are known to have circulated in
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Ashkenazi and Sephardic communities, yet there is no

evidence that the works were written for or directly

used by women. In Christian Europe, no texts specifi-

cally written for midwives were composed until the fif-

teenth century; when gynecological texts did address

female audiences, they addressed laywomen generally.

Cross-sex gynecological practice posed particular

problems for the simple reason that the reproductive

organs are also the sex organs; prior to the fourteenth

century, it was considered inappropriate for a male to

inspect or touch a woman’s genitalia. Yet this should

not be taken to imply that men were never involved

with women’s conditions. Aside from infirmarians in

monasteries, few male practitioners completely ex-

cluded women from their clientele. Noblewomen

often had personal male physicians in their employ,

and communities of nuns occasionally signed con-

tracts with learnedmale practitioners to ensure regular

care. Besides being consulted for general conditions

like coughs, fevers, or skin disorders, male practi-

tioners diagnosed and prescribed therapies for men-

strual disruptions and infertility. And, as noted

above, in the later Middle Ages surgeons expanded

their involvement in women’s gynecological and even

obstetrical conditions. Thus, most male practitioners

did practice gynecology at some level, even if it never

involved the visual or manual inspection of a woman’s

genitalia. If such inspection was necessary, female

assistants could always be used. A regulation of the

Poor Clares from 1297, for example, stipulated that

while male physicians could be called in to treat seri-

ous conditions, female healers and phlebotomists

should tend to the nuns when inspection of ‘‘their

secret places’’ was needed.

The prefaces of gynecological texts, including most

famously The Conditions of Women (the first of the

three texts that made up the so-called Trotula ensem-

ble), often acknowledge women’s hesitation to consult

male practitioners out of embarrassment. The impli-

cations of this sentiment were largely ignored by male

practitioners, who readily incorporated the Trotula

and other gynecological texts into their medical hand-

books. Yet the implicit logic of this critique was that,

if put directly into women’s hands, gynecological

texts could enable women to treat themselves and

each other. This is how one of the early French trans-

lators of Conditions of Women interpreted the text,

and we find several vernacular texts addressed to

female audiences in French, English, and Dutch.

The irony is that even these texts often made their

way back into the hands of men.

The medical writings of Trota or Hildegard, as

unique and valuable as they are, do not get us very

close to the lived experience of most medieval women.

Saints’ lives and canonization proceedings are filled

with the testimonies of the grievous ills that women

endured. Some of the most commonly employed med-

ical compounds for women’s ailments, such as trifera

magna and athanasia, employed opiate substances

that may have helped alleviate the pains of menstrual

cramping, uterine fibroids, or breast cancer. We

may perhaps never be able to recover the full range

of local practices employed by midwives, neighbor

women, or more specialized healers. Nevertheless, it

is clear that alleviation of physical suffering was

both sought out and often provided. Gynecological

writers never explicitly mention the curse of Eve.

While they acknowledge that women are afflicted

more than men by the processes of reproduction, the

idea of simply leaving women to suffer their fate

seems to have been untenable.

MONICA GREEN
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H
HADEWIJCH
Hadewijch is the name given to the author of a collec-

tion of mystic texts written in the mid-thirteenth cen-

tury, probably in the environs of Brussels or Antwerp.

Nothing is known for certain about her life, but it is

thought that she may have been a Beguine and that

she could well have been of noble or at least patrician

birth. The Beguines were a lay religious movement of

women who wished to live close to the apostolic ideal.

In 1215, they were given papal dispensation to live

together and to exhort one another to good works

and a greater love of God. This is the context in which

Hadewijch was writing, and her work focuses on the

relationship between the soul and God. Her writing is

intensely personal, but it was written with didactic

rather than cathartic intent. In the early days of the

Beguines, women joined a group of Beguines as adults

and came mostly from the lower nobility or patrician

classes, so Hadewijch and her audience would have

enjoyed a reasonable education. The note referring to

the author of the manuscripts as Hadewijch is quite

late, possibly sixteenth century, but both Ruusbroec

and Jan van Leeuwen were familiar with these texts

and thought highly of a woman they referred to as

Hadewijch. The five Hadewijch manuscripts are

very closely related and contain some or all of the

following texts: forty-five Poems in Stanzas, thirty-

two Letters, fourteen Visions, sixteen Poems in

Mixed Forms (or Epistolary Poems), eight other

poems, and a short prose text. The authorship of

some of these texts has been debated, but as a collec-

tion the texts provide us with a vivid picture of a

particular form of mystic spirituality whether they

are the product of a single author or of several. The

manuscript evidence suggests that manuscript B

(Brussels Koninklijke Bibliotheek 2877–2878), is the

best text, but scholarship has tended to follow the

example of Joseph VanMierlo, one of the early editors

of Hadewijch’s work, and has taken the texts as they

are in manuscript C (Ghent Universiteitsbibliotheek

941) as definitive.

In medieval theological literature, the soul (a femi-

nine noun in Latin requiring feminine pronouns and

adjectives) was frequently spoken of as the bride of

Christ. In her Poems in Stanzas Hadewijch reverses

this convention. Her chosen name for the Divinity is

Minne, ‘‘Love,’’ which is a feminine noun in Dutch, so

that throughout her work God is spoken of using

feminine pronouns and adjectives. Writing as a

woman, Hadewijch effects a gender reversal compa-

rable to that of her male contemporaries by speaking

of herself as the humble lover-knight and God as the

powerful, fickle, and demanding lady, using the con-

ventions of courtly love poetry. As in the case of

Bernard of Clairvaux, images of gender reversal illus-

trate the total ‘‘otherness’’ of the relationship being

described—the Beguines will have experienced any

previous heterosexual relationships as women, not as

men. It also represents a loss of power and prestige

similar to that implied by Bernard when speaking of

the souls of the monks in his charge as women, since

within the conventions of courtly love it was the

woman who wielded all the power and the lover-

knight who had none.
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There has been some debate about exactly what

aspect of the Divinity Hadewijch refers to as Minne.

There are times when Minne is unambiguously God

the Son, others when the word refers to God the

Father, still others when it is the unity of the Trinity.

Furthermore, as the word is rarely capitalised in the

manuscripts, it can be hard to distinguish gram-

matically between the noun, the proper noun, and

the verb. The opportunities for creative ambiguity

are legion and Hadewijch exploits them to the full.

Hadewijch rarely uses a noun to refer to herself or her

fellow Beguines, but when she does she chooses the

noun sen, a masculine noun referring to reason, under-

standing, and the rational that recalls Bonaventure’s

definition of the bride of Christ as the illuminated

mind. However, it is noteworthy that by her choice

Hadewijch is also claiming for herself and other

women an equal part in that which distinguishes

humankind—namely, the ability to reason.

When reading medieval texts it is important to

remember that in the Middle Ages gender was viewed

as far more fluid than it is now. In pre-Aristotelian

theology, male and female were understood to be at

opposite ends of the same continuum, more united in

their creature-hood before God than they are sepa-

rated by their differences. Hadewijch moves seam-

lessly from speaking of God as the demanding lady,

Minne, to referring to God as an opposing knight

who must be bettered in a fight. Similarly, speaking

of the woes of the lover-knight, she breaks off to

bewail her own fate and speaks of herself as a ‘‘poor

woman.’’ She was clearly aware of the paradox in-

herent in the use of such imagery and she invokes the

contrasts quite deliberately in her poems. By

her choice of the word Minne to refer to God, her

use of imagery of gender reversal, and her exploita-

tion of the ambiguities and paradoxes inherent within

it, Hadewijch is able to say things about her experi-

ence of God which might otherwise not have been

acceptable.

SASKIA MURK-JANSEN
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HAGIOGRAPHY
Hagiography, from the Greek hagio (holy) and graph

(writing), means the writing of the lives or legends of

saints or holy persons. It has also come to mean the

studying of saints. As rhetorical constructions, works

of propaganda, saints’ Lives or vitae and the variety

of other writings pertaining to saints, were a combi-

nation of historical fact, biographical information,

and fiction. Their purpose was to commemorate or

glorify the holy person’s virtuous life, death, and pro-

duction of posthumous miracles. Over approximately

the past thirty years, hagiography has witnessed a

veritable explosion of scholarly and popular interest.

During this same period women’s history, including

the history of women and religion, has developed

and flourished as a major field of inquiry. Thus the

convergence of these two exciting and highly pro-

ductive areas has resulted in the proliferation of stud-

ies focusing on women saints—mulieres sanctae—

especially in the medieval world.

In general, prior to the 1970s, scholars had a rather

narrow view of history. Their work focused mainly on

political or diplomatic history and the creation of

events. They were concerned with ascertainable

‘‘facts’’ and ‘‘authenticity.’’ Many of these early his-

torians were hypercritical in regard to the vitae of

saints: they were highly suspicious of saints’ Lives as

historical sources. They often dismissed these dossiers

of the holy dead as worthless, unreliable, embarras-

sing works of ‘‘pious fiction.’’ Saints’ Lives were seen

as essentially stereotypic, clichés, entirely ‘‘devoid of

historical value,’’ as well as tedious and boring.

However, with the growing interest in social histo-

ry, women’s history, and the history of mentalities,

the vitae of saints have been rediscovered and have

come to be appreciated as amazingly rich, untapped

historical sources; a gold mine for historians. This is

particularly true in regard to the study of women and

the medieval church and society since this genre is

very much concerned with women and has a great

deal to say about their saintly and/or ‘‘deviant’’ be-

havior. Saints’ Lives and miracles also contain a

wealth of interesting incidental or ‘‘unintentional’’

information about many aspects of everyday life
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both within the cloister and the outside world that is

not available in any other sources of the period.

Male Predominance

The impressive numbers of vitae alone, the thousands

of records of female and male saints for this period,

allow scholars to study women saints and their roles

in the church and society in comparison to those of

their male contemporaries across the centuries.

Through the collection of rough statistical data, the

Lives allow scholars to trace shifts in the typology of

sanctity, sex ratios of saints, social and economic

status, visibility/charismatic authority, geographic

disparities, demographic information, etc. Over the

past several decades a number of vast statistical ana-

lyses have appeared that have attempted to quantify

the saints of the Middle Ages. See for example the

works by Sorokin (1950), Delooz (1969), Schulenburg

(1978 and 1998), Goodich (1982), and Weinstein and

Bell (1982). While the church professed a policy of

spiritual egalitarianism in the heavenly kingdom, the

statistics of the population of holy men and women

reflect a definite gender-based disparity in numbers.

Thus, in reality, it was much more difficult for women

than for men to enter the ranks of the celestial hierar-

chy. While certain periods and places seem to have

been more conducive to the making of women saints,

nevertheless, male saints outnumbered female saints

for the years c. 500–1500 by roughly six to one;

women made up only approximately seventeen per-

cent of the saints.

In general, saints were social constructs: they were

‘‘made,’’ packaged, promoted, or advertised to the

faithful. And although their promoters frequently fo-

cused on the otherworldly and intercessory aspects of

their invisible patrons, sainthood was, in fact, a very

‘‘this worldly’’ business. Membership in the heavenly

kingdom reflected in many ways the hierarchy, power,

wealth, and status of medieval society. Reputations

for sanctity were negotiated and developed. As Pierre

Delooz emphasized in his studies of sainthood, one is

only a saint ‘‘for others’’ as well as ‘‘by others.’’ That

is, the saintly reputation, situated in the collective

memory of the community and recognized by one’s

peers, is of primary importance. And it is only

through a pressure group that formulates a public

cult and secures official approval that one becomes

recognized as a saint. Therefore, one needed a public

role, a certain visibility, as well as the presence of

others as witnesses and supporters, an audience to

provide evidence of one’s extraordinary acts andmira-

cles to establish and support a saint’s cult. Although

the first papal canonization took place in 993, for

much of the Middle Ages those who won recognition

of sainthood were the products of local cults; they

were popular saints rather than candidates formally

canonized by the papacy. Thus for women to become

members of the holy elite, or the celestial gynaeceum,

they required an environment that encouraged, recog-

nized, and valued their participation in the church

and society; they needed a certain power, prominence,

visibility, a charismatic authority, which would call

attention to their extraordinary virtues and saintly

lives. They also needed hagiographers to formally

record and preserve these memories.

The Composition of Lives

Although a few of the vitae were written by women,

the majority of saints’ Lives were composed by male

clerics. They were written mainly in Latin and the

vernacular languages. Some of the Lives were recor-

ded by contemporaries who had first-hand knowledge

of the holy person; others, however, were far removed

from the historical saint, as they were written many

centuries after the saint’s death. They, therefore,

based their sacred biographies on tradition, folklore,

or legend; stereotypical events attributed to other

saints; and biblical stories, etc. The Lives also reflec-

ted the hagiographer’s own concerns and ideals

and, in some cases, they tell us more about the author,

his agenda and period, than about the female saint.

The writing or revisions of saints’ Lives and miracle

collections were also often part of a campaign to

promote the saint’s cult. They were written in con-

junction with the transfer or (translation) of the saint

or relics to a new tomb or reliquary, or the building of

a new church to accommodate pilgrims who came to

the cult site in expectant hope of miraculous cures.

The audience for the Lives and miracle collections

included both sexes: churchmen and religious females,

especially members of communities who served as

guardians of the saint’s tomb/cult; laity who lived in

the vicinity of the saint’s church; and pilgrims who

visited the shrine. The Lives were to serve as sources

of edification for the faithful or models of proper

behavior. They provided inspiration as well as exem-

pla that were to be admired and, in some cases (i.e., if

not too extreme) imitated. Through these means the

Church hoped to inspire a certain modification of

behavior, a religious conformity among the faithful,

and to specifically mold or reinforce its concepts of

ideal female behavior. However, unable to control the

message, the vitae provided women with multivalent

readings. They therefore used hagiography for their
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own purposes. Women learned what they wanted or

needed to learn from the vitae and frequently took

some liberties in creatively adapting these behavioral

models to their own specific situations and needs.

The Early Church

Across the centuries there were a variety of types of

saints as well as paths that led to recognition of

sainthood. Martyrdom was the most highly valued

state with the majority of male and female saints of

late antiquity or the early Christian period recruited

from this category. As witnesses or martyrs of Christ

and the new faith, they actively courted death, and in

their public acts of heroic defiance, suffering, and

shedding of blood, brought about the conversion of

many to Christianity. Although many women are

found in the passions of the early martyrs, male mar-

tyrs were clearly favored. This preference is under-

scored in Eusebius’s Ecclesiastical History (c. 313) in

which only fifteen out of 120 martyrs, or 12.5 percent,

were women. The image of the martyr was essentially

male—he was seen as an athlete or warrior of Christ.

Nevertheless, early Christian women saints were

praised for denying or transcending the natural weak-

ness of their sex; they became a femina virilis, or

‘‘female man of God,’’ and as such won the crown

of martyrdom. The holy martyr Perpetua (third cen-

tury) had her gender transformed in a dream and was

thus empowered to face her tormenter in the arena.

Dying in defense of one’s virginity was another popu-

lar act attributed to many of the early female martyrs.

Therefore while defending their virginal purity

against forced marriages to pagan rulers or rape, a

number of women martyrs faced gruesome tortures

and heroic deaths. The need to maintain one’s virgin-

ity at all costs also drove some of these women to

various acts of self-destruction. For example, St.

Domnina and her two daughters committed suicide

by throwing themselves into a river in order to avoid

being raped. (Many of the legends of the early Chris-

tian virgin martyrs were written centuries later and

became especially popular in the central and late

Middle Ages, including stories of Sts. Agnes, Cecilia,

Catherine of Alexandria, Margaret of Antioch, and

Eugenia.)

With the Edict of Milan (313) and the end of

official persecution of the Christians and the reign of

Emperor Theodosius (395) and recognition of Chris-

tianity as the official state religion, there appeared a

second major category of saints, that of confessors.

This group included members of the church hierar-

chy, namely bishops and priests, and ascetics. Many

of the bishops of the early Church were automatically

designated as saints. Women, however, were excluded

from the clerical hierarchy; thus this major area of

recruitment to sainthood was closed to them. A few

women, who were mothers of these early bishops and

holy men, were rewarded for their ‘‘golden wombs’’

and beneficial influence: they served as models of

Christian motherhood, for example, St. Monica

(d. 387), the mother of St. Augustine. St. Helena

(d. c. 330) has often been credited with the conversion

of her son, the Emperor Constantine, to Christianity,

as well as remembered for her major role in the dis-

covery of Christ’s cross, early involvement in the cult

of relics, and the building of numerous churches—

including the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem. During

this early period empresses and aristocratic women

who controlled huge fortunes were rewarded with

sainthood for their primary roles as supporters of

holy men; generous patrons of the church; and as

builders of churches, monasteries, hospitals, and char-

itable institutions, including Melania the Younger,

Paula, and Olympias of Constantinople.

At the same time, many male and female saints of

the fourth and fifth centuries were recognized for their

rigorous ascetic lives. In attempting to escape from

the fleshy temptations of the world, the desert fathers

and mothers of Egypt, Syria, and Palestine became

famous for their heroic behavior. Their ascetic lives

included harsh bodily mortification, regimens of fast-

ing, vigils, sleep deprivation, and the wearing of hair

shirts, chains, and other instruments of penance. Sts.

Marana and Cyriaca (fifth century) lived as anchor-

ites in Syria and, for the sake of penance, wore chains

for forty-two years as heavy as any human could

bear. Some holy women lived heroically ascetic lives

among the monks of the desert disguised as men with

their sex only discovered on their death. Hearing of

the amazing feats of these holy men and women,

female pilgrims flocked to the deserts to visit them.

St. Jerome wrote in regard to St. Paula’s visit to the

desert fathers, ‘‘Forgetful of her sex and of her weak-

nesses she even desired to make her abode, together

with the young women who accompanied her, among

these thousands of monks.’’ (A number of apocryphal

female saints—holy harlots or repentant prostitutes—

whose Lives would become especially popular in later

centuries were also said to have lived at this time in

the desert, such as Mary of Egypt, Pelagia, etc.)

Early Middle Ages

From the sixth to the twelfth century, with the con-

version of the north of Europe and the establishment
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of monasticism, there were many new opportunities

and roles for women that could lead to sainthood.

For this period the majority of saints were recruited

from cathedrals—archbishops, bishops, and priests;

and from cloisters—abbots, monks, abbesses, and

nuns. They were almost invariably drawn from royal

or aristocratic families. Also a number of queens,

kings, and members of the nobility were found

among the ranks of the holy elite. For it was through

the family that one often achieved sainthood during

this period. Royal women, beginning with Clotilda,

queen of the Franks and wife of Clovis (d. 544), fol-

lowed by a series of queen-saints, for example,

Clotsinda, Theodolinda, Bertha, Ethelberga, Ludmilla,

Dubrawa, Olga, Anna, Sarloth, Gisela, and others,

won recognition of sainthood for their primary roles

as domestic proselytizers, or ‘‘royal conduits’’ in the

Christianization of their countries. As supporters of

the new faith, these women took the initiative in con-

verting their husbands and children, along with their

people to Christianity.

However, it is especially with the development of

monasticism and its great popularity among royal

and noble families that women were provided with a

visibility that led to fama sanctitatis. As founding

abbesses and generous patrons of the new founda-

tions, these women played major public roles in the

church and society. Theirs was a practical kind of

sanctity: as administrators they were involved in mis-

sionary activities, recruitment, building campaigns,

education, hospitality, charity, healing, collecting

relics, politics, peacemaking efforts, church reform,

etc. Virginity and chastity, living as brides of Christ,

were also important in the promotion of these women

saints. It is then within the monastery with its collec-

tive memory of the community that cults of saints

were established and vitae were written. Radegund

(d. 587) is one of the best known Frankish queen/

saints from this early period due mainly to the two ex-

tant vitae by contemporaries Fortunatus and the nun

Baudonivia (the earliest identified female hagiogra-

pher). Gertrude founder of Nivelles (d. 659) and the

queen/saint Balthilda (d. 680) were recognized for their

early patronage, charitable activities, and involvement

in monasticism.

At this time Ireland was especially well known for

its large number of holy men and women and it came

to be called ‘‘the isle of the saints.’’ Despite the fact

that there are some 119 women saints entered in the

Irish Martyrology of Tallaght, the Lives of only four

of these women are still extant. Brigid (d. 525), was

the famous founding abbess of the double monastery

of Cell Dara or Kildare (a mixed community for men

and women) that contributed greatly to the spread of

Christianity. The sources of the period note her public

quasi-episcopal power as abbess as well as her alleged

or ‘‘accidental’’ ordination as bishop.

During this period the culture of Anglo-Saxon

England seems to have been especially conducive to

the making of women saints. Between the years 650

and 750 roughly forty percent of the new saints

recognized in Britain were women. Again royal and

noble women founded and governed new monasteries

and were subsequently recognized as saints. Their

monasteries, many of which were double foundations,

served as centers of conversion, parish churches, and

burial sites for royal and noble families. They became

major centers of education and intellectual activity.

Abbesses attended councils and synods; their advice

was sought by churchmen and princes alike. Included

among these early abbess saints were: Ethelburga of

Barking (d. 675), Etheldreda of Ely (d. 679), Hilda

of Whitby (d. 680), Ebba of Coldingham (d. 683),

Sexburga of Ely (d. c. 700), and Elfleda of Whitby

(d. 714). During the Viking invasions, a number of ab-

besses and nuns of these monasteries became a new

generation of virgin martyrs. The abbess/saint Ebba

of Coldingham (d. 870) and her nuns were especially

famous for adopting a strategy of virginal defense:

disfiguring themselves (virginitas deformitate defensa)

by cutting off their noses and lips to avoid being

raped by the pagan invaders. By destroying their

beauty they were able to successfully preserve their

virginity and died as virgin martyrs at the hands of

the Vikings.

It was then from these flourishing Anglo-Saxon

monasteries that Willibrord and Boniface recruited

missionaries to help in the conversion of Germany.

This provided women with religious leanings with

further opportunities for rewards of sainthood. In-

cluded among these women were St. Leoba (d. 782),

a relative of Boniface, who established the important

monastery of Bischofsheim, and St.Walburga (d. 779),

sister of Sts. Winnibald and Willibald, who became

abbess of the double monastery of Heidenheim.

The Central Middle Ages

However, in general, it was during the Carolingian

period, followed by the Cluniac and Gregorian

reforms, that there occurred a decline in the number

and percentage of new women saints. Few new vitae

focused on contemporary holy women. This period

also witnessed an increasing emphasis on strict enclo-

sure for women under monasticism that worked to

limit their public roles and opportunities that could

lead to promotion of sainthood. Moreover, while the

Merovingian and Anglo-Saxon writers in general
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stressed the perfection of virginity over the state

of marriage and motherhood, beginning with the

Carolingian period in the ninth century, there oc-

curred a new appreciation and praise for married

women and motherhood. In Ottonian Saxony of the

tenth century, royal/imperial women such as Matilda

(d. 968) and Adelheid (d. 999) were singled out as

saints. Matilda was the mother of five children and

Adelheid, called the ‘‘mother of kingdoms,’’ was the

mother of four. As strong supporters of the church,

they used their influence and extensivewealth to endow

monasteries for men and women and build churches.

In this same tradition the queen/saint Margaret of

Scotland (d. 1093) was the mother of eight children.

She assumed a prominent role in the foundation of

monasteries, churches, hostels for pilgrims, and was

known for her piety and charity.

The queen was also renowned for her ecclesiastical

embroideries.

Another path to sainthood for women of the cen-

tral Middle Ages, which was closely associated with

monasticism, was that of the ascetic hermit or recluse

who chose to pursue a life of religious austerity in a

cell or anchorhold often attached to a church or

chapel. St. Wiborada (d. 926) lived her later years

in a cell attached to her brother Hitto’s church of

St. Magnus. She died a martyr at the hands of the

Hungarian invaders after warning her brother and

other churchmen to take refuge inside the walls of

St. Gall.

Defying family pressures for marriage, Christina of

Markyate (d. 1161) successfully maintained her celi-

bacy and lived for over forty-five years as an ancho-

ress. Her holy lifestyle at Markyate attracted a

following of women with similar religious leanings:

ultimately a house for nuns was established there.

Like Christina of Markyate, the Blessed Jutta of

Sponheim or Disibodenberg (d. 1136), acting against

the wishes of her family in her refusal to marry,

founded a women’s anchorhold attached to the male

house of Disibodenberg. Here she followed a life of

rigorous asceticism and was spiritual mother to the

monks of Disibodenberg and the people of the

area. She was also the magistra and foster mother of

Hildegard of Bingen (d. 1179).

As a product of the eremitic and monastic life, the

highly accomplished Hildegard of Bingen has become

one of the best known women saints of the Middle

Ages. However her visibility, her charismatic authori-

ty came essentially from her role as mystic, visionary,

and prophet—as vessel or messenger of the divine

light, as amplifier of the word of God, ‘‘a small sound

of the trumpet.’’ Her contemporary, St. Elisabeth of

Schönau (d. 1165) was also a Benedictine and mystic.

Along with Hildegard, her prophesies argued for

reform of the moral corruption of the Church and

society. Illness, suffering, and martyrdom were also

central to their spiritual lives and their visionary

experiences. It is this tradition of mysticism, along

with debilitating illness, that became especially im-

portant for the visibility and recognition of female

sainthood in the late Middle Ages.

With the late Middle Ages one finds some continu-

ity in the making of women saints. A few of the saints

from this period remained in the earlier tradition

of sanctity and came from royal families, such as

Elisabeth of Hungary (d. 1231) and Margaret of

Hungary (d. 1270). Like Radegund and others before

them, they practiced lives of asceticism, and were es-

pecially invested in patronage and charitable works.

They were also closely supervised or influenced by

their mendicant confessors. It is also with the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries that the veneration of the

very special female saint, the Virgin Mary, along

with the development of her cult and proliferation of

her miracles, became a major force in the religiosity

of Europe.

Late Middle Ages

It is, however, with the thirteenth through fifteenth

centuries that major shifts occur in styles of feminine

piety and spirituality. These changes are reflected in

new patterns of sanctity and an increased number of

women saints. While rough statistics for the twelfth

century note that only approximately thirteen percent

of the new saints were women, the percentage for the

thirteenth century was roughly twenty percent, and

that of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries was ap-

proximately twenty-five percent. In general, with the

growing importance of towns and the middle class,

the ranks of sainthood seemed to open up and allow

perhaps a type of ‘‘democratization of sanctity.’’Many

of the women saints of this period were recruited from

the new urban middle classes, rather than the nobility;

many were also married with children, or married

but living a celibate life. In response to an increasing

materialism and urban wealth, lay groups practicing

the vita apostolica became especially popular.

Women were thus attracted in great numbers to

the new lay poverty groups—that of the Beguines,

Poor Clares, and Dominicans. They were especially

noted for their adoption of lives of voluntary poverty;

charitable acts with the poor and sick of the cities,

and work in hospitals; as well as studying and teach-

ing. For some, their charismatic authority rested

on their special visionary powers/gifts. Many fol-

lowed extreme penitential practices, ascetic regimens
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of excessive fasting (in some cases leading to death),

vigils, and intense Eucharistic devotion. These

women were often closely supervised or controlled

by their confessors—male clerics who also authenti-

cated their lives and recorded their visions. These new

saints were especially recruited from the most urba-

nized areas of Europe—the Low Countries and the

north of Italy. Their number included among others:

Marie of Oignies (d. 1213), Christina the Astonishing

of St. Trond (d. 1224), Yvette of Huy (d. 1228),

Juliana of Mont Cornillon (d. 1258), Clare of Assisi

(d. 1253), Margaret of Cortona (d. 1297), Gertrude

the Great (d. 1302), Angela of Foligno (d. 1309), St.

Humility of Faenza (d. 1310), Catherine of Siena

(d. 1380) (declared Doctor of the Church in 1970),

Dorothea of Montau (d. 1394), Birgitta of Sweden (d.

1373), Julian of Norwich (d. 1416), and Caterina Vigri

(d. 1463). Yvette of Huy, for example, was a widow,

recluse, and mother of three who left her children

behind to retire to a leper colony. Dorothea of Mon-

tau was the mother of nine children and a mystic who

developed wounds similar to stigmata. Catherine of

Siena and Birgitta of Sweden played active roles in

public life including lecturing popes on their need to

return to Rome during the Babylonian Captivity. In

addition, Birgitta was the mother of eight children,

undertook a number of pilgrimages, and was the

founder of a new religious order for women. These

saints have left an impressive number of mystical

writings including, for example, Catherine of Siena’s

collection of 383 letters and her Dialogue; Dorothea

of Montau’s Book of Holy Feasts and The Seven

Graces; St. Gertrude the Great’s The Revelations of

St. Gertrude; St. Birgitta’s Revelations and Rule of the

Holy Savior; the anchoress Julian of Norwich’s Show-

ings; and Caterina Vigri’s The Seven Spiritual Weap-

ons.

Clerical Suspicions

It is then through their visionary gifts, their mystical

raptures, that these women were able to transcend the

limitations of their gender, education, and social sta-

tus and win the rewards of sainthood. However, these

very same gifts that provided them with a public

visibility also made them appear dangerous and won

them the distrust and animosity of the Church and its

theologians, especially when they threatened male au-

thority. They questioned their orthodoxy—as to

whether they were truly mouthpieces of God or hand-

maids of the devil. For some of these visionary

women their mystical visions and prophecies, along

with their self-confidence and audacity for public

speaking and teaching in their own voice (instead of

safely claiming that they were vessels of God), led

them to accusations of heresy or witchcraft and ulti-

mately to death at the stake. Here the line between

sanctity and deviancy/heresy was in fact very fine.

Such, for example, was the case of Marguerite Porete

whose book The Mirror of Simple Souls was con-

demned and burned by the Inquisition, followed by

the burning of the author as a heretic in Paris in 1310.

Domina Prous Boneta, a Spiritual Franciscan, apoc-

alyptic visionary and leader of a heretical lay group,

was also burned at the stake in 1325 in Montpellier.

In this tradition Joan of Arc was accused of heresy

and burned alive at Rouen in 1431 for failing to re-

nounce the voices of her ‘‘false and diabolical visions,’’

her special protector saints Michael, Margaret, and

Catherine, and her insistence on wearing male cloth-

ing. (Although venerated as a popular virgin saint

in the Middle Ages, only in 1920 was Joan of Arc

officially canonized.) These public executions no

doubt were meant to serve as frightening warnings,

further deterrents, to other outspoken, audacious vi-

sionary women who dared to speak or prophesy in

their own voice; who publicly chastised the church

and its hierarchy for its spiritual and moral corrup-

tion; or refused to show the proper deference required

of their sex and submit to the institutionalized church

and its hierarchy.

The study of the making of saints provides a won-

derful indirect index of attitudes toward women and

their roles and opportunities in medieval society and

the Church. The rather low percentage of women

saints for the period reflects in part the misogynist

culture of the time. Women were excluded from a

number of the major paths or opportunities within

the Church that led to sainthood, such as leadership

roles within the ecclesiastical hierarchy. Also, the se-

lection processes for recognizing popular saints,

authenticating cults and miracles, and canonization

were dominated/controlled by churchmen. Neverthe-

less, certain periods and regions were more favorable

than others in the making of women saints. For

example, the beginnings of movements, when the

Church needed the assistance of women and before

institutional structures had hardened, were especially

promising for the promotion of women saints.

Wealth, status, and patronage were important in

providing women with a visibility that led to sanctity.

The majority of female saints were recruited from

monasticism, the anchoritic life, and lay movements

of apostolic poverty. Throughout the period, with the

identification of women with their bodies, virginity

and celibacy were especially necessary virtues for fe-

male sainthood: they allowed women to transcend the

limitations and temptations of their sex and gender.
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Martyrdom and mysticism similarly offered impor-

tant opportunities to subvert misogynist ideals and

provided a public prominence and visibility for fama

sanctitatis.

JANE TIBBETTS SCHULENBURG
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HAGIOGRAPHY, ICONOGRAPHIC
ASPECTS OF
The iconography of saints incorporates the church’s

classification of the person and the social customs

and attitudes of the time in which the imagery was

fashioned. Medieval hagiographers drew on Martyr-

ologies and local legends, as well as Acts of Cano-

nization, in the later Middle Ages to compose

biographies—at times wholly apocryphal—that de-

tailed the noble births, charitable and miraculous

deeds, stoic resistance under torture, and brutal deaths

of saints. They devised attributes (plants, animals,

and objects) to identify individuals. By the end of

the thirteenth century, popular anthologies like the

Golden Legend furnished colorful vitae of the saints

that served as sources of inspiration for preachers and

artists alike. These texts largely categorized women as

martyrs and virgins, in contrast to a range of options

for men, who could be martyrs, patriarchs, apostles,

confessors, hermits, and monastics, among others.

Over time, the church expanded the dimensions of

female sainthood, characterizing the saints in terms

of the sexual, marital, and spiritual circumstances of

medieval women. The virtue of chastity, deemed more

precious than gold by theologians, became synonymous

with female sanctity and affected the iconography of all

holy women regardless of the era in which they lived or

the actual events of their lives.

Virgin Martyrs

Medieval art glorifies the courage and chastity of the

first female saints recognized by the church, the virgin

martyrs of the Roman Empire. These aristocratic and

beautiful young women remained true to Christian

beliefs by refusing to marry pagans or to worship

idols, for which they braved harsh persecution and

painful death. Wearing gold crowns of virginity and

carrying palms of martyrdom, Agatha holds a plate

with her breasts, which had been severed by the

emperor’s men; Apollonia extends pincers; and Lucy

grasps a dish containing a pair of eyes. Duccio con-

formed to tradition when he depicted Agnes with a

lamb, a visual play on agnus and hence the sacrificed

‘‘Lamb of God,’’ on the Maestà for Siena Cathedral

(1308–1311), while Andrea Orcagna painted Cathe-

rine of Alexandria next to a wheel with broken spokes

on the Strozzi Altarpiece (Florence, S. Maria Novella,

c. 1354–1356). Cecilia’s crown of roses and lilies,

blossoms associated with the Virgin Mary, accentu-

ates her chastity, for she had convinced her bride-

groom to abstain from marital sex as portrayed on

an early fourteenth-century Florentine panel (Flor-

ence, Galleria degli Uffizi). Grasping an arrow,

Ursula shelters a crowd of kneeling maidens under

her outstretched cloak to commemorate the martyr-

dom that she and the 11,000 virgins who accompanied

her on a pilgrimage suffered at the hands of the Huns,

which is vividly described in the Golden Legend and

on an exquisite reliquary painted by Hans Memling

(Bruges, Hans Memling Museum, 1489).

Matrons and Widows

The medieval iconography of wives and widows high-

lights their conversions of husbands and children,

their constancy to marital vows, and their great

charity and mercy. Monica (c. 330–387), a widow

clad in black with a book, effected the conversion

of her son Augustine, while Helena (c. 255–330),

whose cross refers to the True Cross she discovered

in Jerusalem, strove to convert her son, the Emperor

Constantine. When falsely accused of adultery,

Queen Cunegunda of Germany (d. 1033) proved

her innocence in a trial by fire–walking across the

scalding ploughshares which became her attribute.

The flowers enfolded in the Franciscan habit of the

crowned Elisabeth of Hungary (d. 1231) exemplify

her munificent charity on a fourteenth-century panel

by Lippo Memmi (Florence, Loeser Collection): the

bread she intended for the poor miraculously turned

into flowers when she was confronted by her hus-

band, who had proscribed her almsgiving.

Nuns and Abbesses

Clothed in the robes of their monastic orders, holy

nuns and abbesses customarily clasp a lily and a
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crucifix to manifest their profession as consecrated

virgins and brides of Christ. Auxiliary attributes

refer to the miracles, visions, and prophecies with

which saintly nuns were blessed. Scholastica (c.

480–543), the legendary founder of the Benedictine

nuns, carries the lily and crucifix, and a dove flies

from her mouth (or over her head) in reference to her

brother Saint Benedict’s vision of the soul departing

her dead body as a bird. Clare of Assisi (c. 1194–

1253), the founder of the Franciscan nuns, modestly

displays a white lily in Simone Martini’s fresco in

the Chapel of St. Martin (San Francesco, Assisi,

1328), though her image may be enhanced by a

cross signaling her devotion to Christ’s Passion or

pyx recalling her expulsion of Saracen invaders with

the Eucharist. The iconography of well-educated,

mystical nuns such as Hildegard of Bingen (1098–

1179) and Gertrude the Great (d. 1302) attests their

visions and authorship. For instance, the bright

flames that dance above Hildegard in her Scivias

(c. 1142–1152) verify the divine origins of her writ-

ings. Famed for a vision of the Nativity recorded in

her Revelations, Birgitta of Sweden (d. 1373) bran-

dishes a pastoral staff as the founder of the Birgittine

nuns. Such attributes of leadership were rare for fe-

male monastics; more often, founder-abbesses are

paired with their masculine counterparts—Scholas-

tica with Benedict and Clare with Francis of

Assisi—to convey the active and contemplative

forms of monasticism.

Penitents, Ascetics, and Mystics

Just as the Virgin Mary was the paradigm of chastity,

Mary Magdalen set the standard for female penitents,

ascetics, and mystics. With the exception of her chief

attribute, the oil jar, signifying her anointment of

Christ’s feet at her conversion, the Magdalen’s rich

iconography varies depending on which aspect of her

legend is emphasized. Simone Martini painted the

repentant prostitute veiled in striking red on the Pisa

Polyptych in the fourteenth-century (Pisa, Museo di

San Matteo), while Hugo van der Goes depicts her

fashionably attired on the Portinari Altarpiece in the

fifteenth (Florence, Galleria degli Uffizi). However,

Donatello followed the lead of an anonymous thir-

teenth-century painter (Magdalen Dossal, Florence,

Galleria dell’ Accademia), portraying the ascetic re-

cluse with long, tangled hair that conceals her wasted

body (Florence, Museo Opera dell’ Duomo, c. 1430s–

1450s). Attributes and dress denote the transforma-

tion from sinfulness to grace of subsequent penitents

and mystics. Mary of Egypt, a fifth-century reformed

prostitute and hermit, whose matted hair also covers

her nakedness, carries the three loaves of bread that

she took to the desert. After the murder of her lover,

Margaret of Cortona (d. 1297) embarked on a life of

repentance, living in a secluded cell, ministering to the

poor, and finding social acceptance as a Franciscan

tertiary. The checkered pattern of her gown in the

fourteenth-century decoration of her shrine repre-

sents the asceticism and self-mortification of her

atonement.

The iconographies invented for early medieval

saints endured, serving as prototypes for those canon-

ized later. When Catherine of Siena (1347–1380), re-

nowned as an ascetic, mystic, author, and reformer,

was proclaimed a virgin saint in 1461, artists fash-

ioned her imagery accordingly. They borrowed from

the existing iconography for nuns (she was a Domini-

can tertiary) and from the legend of her name saint,

Catherine of Alexandria. Vecchietta’s impressive al-

tarpiece in the Cathedral of Pienza and his fresco in

the Palazzo Pubblico of Siena (both date 1461–1462)

show her attired in the distinctive white and black

Dominican habit and carrying large white lilies.

Even before Catherine’s canonization process conclu-

ded, visual narratives cast her as a second Catherine

of Alexandria. On Giovanni di Paolo’s altarpiece for

S.Maria della Scala, Siena, of 1447–1449 (nowdisman-

tled) Catherine experiences mystical marriage with

Christ like the early Christian virgin martyr (New

York, Private Collection); she dictates her Dialogues

and corresponds with popes (Detroit, Art Institute), as

her predecessor had disputed with philosophers;

and though not a martyr, she received the stigmata

(New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art).

Despite strict adherence to tradition, the iconogra-

phy of saints evolved over the centuries to reflect

changes or additions to cults. Female saints with

strong local followings became patrons of cities and

towns, others protected guilds and professions, and

universally esteemed saints personified virtues or spir-

ituality. For example, Catherine of Siena sometimes

carries a model of her native town, Cecilia displays a

small organ as the patron of musicians, and the sisters

Mary of Bethany and Martha evoke the active and

contemplative lives. Even so, chastity, as the funda-

mental virtue of female sainthood, always features in

the women’s iconography.

JERYLDENE M. WOOD
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HEIRESSES
Medieval custom had a strong preference for male

heirs, but not an exclusive one. In the early Middle

Ages all siblings were regarded as each other’s equals

by nature and all of them, female as well as male, had

a right to share in the family inheritance. Custom held

property to be ultimately vested in the lineage, and the

strong inclination to divide a deceased parent’s prop-

erty among all his or her children persisted until the

twelfth century in areas influenced by Germanic tra-

dition. A daughter’s share of the parental inheritance

often took the form of her dowry, but if the male line

died out a family was still represented by its female

members, so daughters could become their families’

heiresses. As long as the principle of dividing a family

inheritance remained dominant, however, it offered a

choice among members of a lineage, and this meant

that women were only rarely substantial heiresses.

By the eleventh century primogeniture was on the

rise, and with it a clear order of priority among heirs.

This was especially true for kingdoms, which were

increasingly seen as indivisible. Once females of a

nearer degree of relationship were preferred to males

of a further degree, more major heiresses appeared.

Countess Matilda of Tuscany (1046–1115) became

the unquestioned heiress of extensive territories in

northern Italy, even though she was still a child at

the time of her father’s death. Similarly, Eleanor of

Aquitaine (c. 1122–1204) succeeded to that duchy

without being challenged by her male relatives, and

Queen Melisende succeeded her father in the King-

dom of Jerusalem in 1131. Not all heiresses succeeded

smoothly: in 1135, Henry I of England’s daughter

Matilda was challenged by her cousin Stephen of Blois

on the grounds of gender, and ultimately lost control

of the kingdom to him. Even when an heiress was ac-

cepted, it was still expected that her husband would

share her power. Matilda of Tuscany was unusual in

making policy without reference to her husband, but

Eleanor of Aquitaine’s first and second husbands

both intervened in the duchy, while Melisende shared

the throne with her husband; when he died her son

replaced him as co-ruler, thoughMelisende insisted on

being crowned again along with her son to emphasize

her own hereditary right.

By the thirteenth century in England and France it

was established for all landholders that when the

eldest surviving heir was male he would inherit the

entire estate, but if only daughters were left the heri-

tage would be divided among them. By the fourteenth

century women could be excluded from heritages that

were specifically entailed in the male line, most nota-

bly the Crown of France, but this remained the less

common option. Heiresses were objects of competi-

tion from several sides. Their families expected to

arrange their marriages, and often did so very early:

in the 1460s, Sir William Plumpton betrothed the two

granddaughters who were his heiresses before they

reached the age of six. If one of the king’s tenants-

in-chief died leaving an unbetrothed heiress, however,

the king had the right to her wardship and marriage,

and kings often used the marriages of heiresses to

reward their followers at no cost to themselves.

Edward III of England gave the heiress Juliana

Leyburn to William Clinton and Sibyl Patshull to

Roger Beauchamp, founding the fortunes of both

their families and putting men loyal to the king in

prominent positions in gentry society. In the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries the greatest heiresses

were married to royal cadets to provide for them in

the same way: four of the five sons of Edward III were

endowed through marriages to peerage heiresses,

while in Spain Ferdinand of Antequera was able to

launch his claim to the throne of Aragon based on

the vast estates of his wife Leonor de Albuquerque.
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Occasionally an ambitious man would try to make his

fortune by abducting and marrying an heiress, as

Theobald de Verdon did with Elizabeth de Burgh in

1316, or by persuading a young girl to make binding

vows, as Thomas Holland did in the case of Joan of

Kent in 1340. For the most part, however, the fathers

and guardians of heiresses had their pick of suitors,

from Duke Charles of Burgundy, who betrothed his

daughter seven times, to serfs who married their

daughters to free men seeking land.

An inheritance could give a woman enhanced sta-

tus within a marriage, as in the case of Sybille Baille

(c. 1300). She inherited the house in Ax-les-Thermes,

which became her husband’s home as well, and their

children were known by her surname. Nonetheless,

when an heiress married, control of her property

rested with her husband, and he would do homage

on her behalf. However, he could not alienate it with-

out her assent, and if she died without children her

property passed to her heirs, not to her husband. If

she were widowed, control of the property returned to

her. A great heiress like Elizabeth de Burgh (d. 1360)

could live a long and independent life without remar-

rying, but widowhood could also make an heiress’s

position vulnerable. This was particularly true if she

had no children, and if her inheritance was large

enough to attract the attention of powerful men: in

1489, Venice sent its fleet to pressure the widowed

Caterina Cornaro into making her kingdom of

Cyprus over to the Republic, while at the same time

in England the Crown was willing to collaborate with

favored magnates in stripping a widowed heiress like

Maud lady Willoughby of the bulk of her estates. For

most heiresses, widowed or not, the central aim of

their property was to promote the success and stand-

ing of their family.
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HELENA
Helena (c. 248/249–328/329 CE) was the mother of

Constantine the Great, the first Christian emperor.

She acted politically in his stead on several occasions,

thus demonstrating women’s access to political po-

wer through the family. Helena is best known for an

act that she probably never performed: finding the

True Cross, the central symbol of Christianity. After

becoming sole ruler of the Roman empire in 324,

Constantine sent his aged mother on a mission to

Palestine and his other newly claimed eastern pro-

vinces. Helena’s stay in the Holy Land and her efforts

to propagate Christianity in the East became the

foundation for the legend that she had recovered the

True Cross. By the late fourth/early fifth century,

three versions of the legend had come into existence.

The earliest and most elaborate English account of

Helena’s finding (Inventio) of the Holy Cross is Cyne-

wulf’s late eighth- or early ninth-century verse Elene,

in which Helena is depicted as a triumphant warrior-

queen who figures both the rightful authority of

the Christian State and the triumph of Church over

Synagogue.

Little is known about Helena’s early life, and she

most likely came from a family of low social status.

Some time after 306, Constantine brought Helena

into his court and honored her with the title Nobilis-

sima Femina, ‘‘most noble woman.’’ Numerous coins

were struck in her name, and, in 324, after his defeat

of Licinius, Constantine gave Helena the official title

of Augusta, an act intended not only to increase

Helena’s prestige but also to mark her son’s new-

found power. Helena was viewed as a kind of found-

ing mother of the Constantinian dynasty, and as a

symbol of traditional Roman social codes, family

continuity, and dynastic stability. She was also asso-

ciated with the security of the Republic and was one

of the most powerful figures at the imperial court.

Eusebius believed that she had authority over the

imperial treasury, while Paulinus of Nola and Sulpi-

cius Severus claim that she served as Constantine’s

co-ruler.

Helena was one of the best known female figures in

the medieval West. Celebrated twice a year at the

annual Invention (May 3) and Exaltation of the

Cross (September 14) festivals, she was lauded for

her piety, church patronage, and above all, for her

alleged recovery of the Cross. Helena offers an exam-

ple of piety based on the exercise of secular power

rather than on virginity or asceticism. She became

representative of elite female piety and was often

held out as an example of how secular women with

access to great wealth might use their resources to

further church interests. Because of her alleged success
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in converting the Jews, Helena was invoked by nu-

merous churchmen, including Pope Gregory the

Great and Gregory of Tours, who sought to convince

queens of their duty to convert their husbands and

peoples. She offers a powerful example for medie-

val women’s later involvement in converting non-

Christians and for the idea of queens as agents of

Christian conversion. Some time in the early Middle

Ages, a legend arose that Helena was of British ori-

gins, and her name was thus also invoked for secular

purposes by such writers as William of Malmesbury

and Geoffrey of Monmouth, seeking to further na-

tional pride by creating a link between England and

imperial Rome.

Helena is considered a saint by the Eastern Ortho-

dox and Roman Catholic churches. Her feast day in

the eastern church is May 21, and in the western

church, August 18.
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HELOISE
Heloise’s main correspondent, Peter Abelard—or as

she calls him in a famous letter, her ‘‘master, father,

husband, and brother’’—has sometimes been called

the first modern individual because of the way his

autobiographical History of My Calamities seems to

construct a ‘‘self,’’ and his emphasis on the interior

intention of the sinner in his Ethics. If this is true, then

perhaps Heloise is the first postmodern figure for the

way her own written texts have seemed to resist a

unified interpretation, or rather, have seemed to invite

a multiplicity of interpretations such that any pos-

sibility of uncovering a real, historical Heloise has

seemed impossible. Each century since Jean de Meun

first translated the letters of the pair and immortali-

zed them in his Roman de la Rose has seemed to find

the Heloise it has needed, be it the youthful and naı̈ve

virgin seduced by her older teacher and betrayed by

clerics, who was the darling of the Enlightenment, to

the figment of Abelard’s imagination of the last cen-

tury; and in our age, the feminist heroine who puts

Abelard in his place and gives him his best ideas. This

quest for a relevant Heloise has affected even such a

simple thing as her birth date. Those who wished to

see her as a naı̈ve maiden wronged by her professor

suggested that when she met Abelard for the first time

around 1117 when he was almost forty, she was still

only in her teens, giving her a birth date around 1100,

while more recent views that emphasize her authority

and autonomy argue she was in her twenties when

they first met.

The Life of Heloise

Our knowledge of most of the known events of

Heloise’s life comes from Abelard’s History of My

Calamities, which is hardly a disinterested source.

Still, it tells us more than we usually can hope to

learn of the education and formation of a young

medieval woman. We know her mother’s name was

Hersinde from the necrology of the Paraclete; her

father is not mentioned, and it has been conjectured

that she was illegitimate or that her uncle, Fulbert, a
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canon of Notre Dame in Paris with whom she lived,

was actually her father. By the time Abelard first met

her she had come to live in her uncle’s house, leaving

the convent of Argenteuil in which she had been

educated and where she had already won a reputa-

tion for secular learning that is mentioned both by

Abelard and by Peter the Venerable, abbot of Cluny.

Abelard tells us that under the pretext of needing to

reduce his expenses, he arranged to move into the

house with Fulbert and Heloise and to continue her

education with the real purpose of seducing the young

woman. He describes in detail how they deceived

Fulbert, and how Heloise was just as engaged with

their lovemaking as he was.

Both Heloise and Abelard refer later to the many

letters they wrote to each other during this period of

their lives. One of the most provocative suggestions

in recent years has been the assertion that this corre-

spondence can be identified with a hitherto anony-

mous collection of letters between a male teacher and

his female student and lover in a fifteenth-century

manuscript copied by the Cistercian Johannes de

Vepria. If this identification is correct, it substantial-

ly adds to the amount of written material issuing

from Heloise that we have in our possession. The

author of the woman’s side of this correspondence

betrays the same kind of educational influences as

Heloise, such as her penchant for creating neologisms,

her use of rhyming prose, and her allusions to Jerome.

Some of the notions expressed in the letters are those

we know are shared by Heloise, like the woman’s

idealistic views on love and her concern with inner

intention. Most scholars now agree that Abelard’s

concern with the inner intention of the sinner, over

and above his or her actions, is a product of Heloise’s

influence. We can see this perspective in her later

letters, when she writes of their liaison, ‘‘Wholly

guilty though I am, I am also, as you know, wholly

innocent. It is not the deed but the intention of the

doer which makes the crime, and justice should weigh

not what was done but the spirit in which it is done’’

(Radice, 115).

Their liaison continued for several months,

according to Abelard, until they were discovered by

her uncle and separated. They still found occasions

to meet and were eventually found in flagrante

delicto. Moreover, Heloise discovered she was preg-

nant. Abelard smuggled Heloise out of her home

disguised as a nun and sent her to his sister in Britta-

ny where their son, Astralabe, was born. There,

Heloise was a hostage for Abelard’s safety from her

uncle, to whom Abelard eventually proposed a secret

marriage to Heloise. Heloise was against this idea,

Abelard writes, because, quoting Jerome and the

classics, she felt marriage and domesticity would

hinder their philosophic study. Heloise assents to

Abelard’s depiction of her arguments against mar-

riage in one of her later letters but complains that he

did not mention her main reason, namely her equa-

tion of love with freedom but marriage with chains.

Nevertheless the pair was married in a secret cere-

mony, probably in 1118.

Fulbert broke his promise to keep the marriage

secret, so Abelard removed Heloise from her uncle’s

house to the convent of Argenteuil and dressed her in

the garb of a novice. This enraged Fulbert, who

arranged for Abelard’s forcible castration. In re-

sponse, Abelard and Heloise both took up the reli-

gious life of the Benedictines, Abelard as a monk in

the abbey of St. Denis, and Heloise in Argenteuil.

Neither was to remain in these houses. Abelard

moved on to found the house of the Paraclete around

1122 and then left that foundation to be the abbot of

St. Gildas in Brittany between 1125 and 1127. Abbot

Suger of St. Denis, with his eyes on the property of

Argenteuil, expelled its nuns, including Heloise, then

its prioress, for immorality in 1129. Abelard gave

Heloise and a group of her nuns who wished to live

a more austere life than their sisters his foundation of

the Paraclete, where she remained as its abbess, over-

seeing its considerable expansion through the foun-

dation of daughter houses until her death in about

1164, some twenty-two years after Abelard’s own.

The Letters of Heloise

Heloise is best known for the letters she wrote to

Abelard, inspired by her reading of his History of

My Calamities. By turns she is passionate and plain-

tive in such memorable passages as, ‘‘God is my

witness that if Augustus, Emperor of the whole

world, thought fit to honour me with marriage and

conferred all the earth on me to possess forever, it

would be dearer and more honourable to me to be

called not his Empress but your whore’’ (Radice,

114). It is often conjectured that Abelard’s History,

which details his crimes, punishments, and his current

state of mortal danger at the hands of the monks of

St. Gildas, was intended to smooth his return to a

teaching position in Paris. Its concluding pages, which

are divided between evocations of his peril, and dis-

cussions of the needs of the sisters of the Paraclete for

a male advisor, and his own suitability above all other

men for that position, given his castration, suggest

however that the aim of the text was to demonstrate

to a suspicious world that he should be allowed to

take a supervisory and advisory role at the Paraclete

itself, on the model of Jerome’s guidance over Paula
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and Eustochium, a precedent cited by both Abelard

and Heloise.

Read in this light, Heloise’s own letters can be

interpreted as supporting this proposal and contribut-

ing to a public performance of Abelard’s suitability

for the task. She shows herself in her letters to be

needful of Abelard’s personal pastoral care, and she

argues that it is his responsibility to care for her and

her sisters, over and above all the other demands on

his time. Her confession of the still-sinful state of her

intentions toward him offers him an opportunity to

turn her to the correct path and to show the world

that he is now immune to her charms.

In his later life, Abelard did remain close to the

Paraclete, writing a Rule for the house, which sup-

ported the exceptionally high educational standards

Heloise wanted for her nuns, as well as a hymnal and

a set of collected sermons for their use and the Pro-

blemata, answers to tricky scriptural questions posed

by Heloise. Like the letters, these works should be

seen as the product of collaborative effort.

After his death, Abelard’s body was returned to

the Paraclete, and many years later, Heloise was

buried by his side. Their bodies were moved to the

Père Lachaise cemetery in Paris in the nineteenth

century, where they attract visitors to this day.
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HERALDRY
Western heraldry was born on the battlefield during

the eleventh century, when the development of mili-

tary equipment, in particular of the helmet, rendered

noble equestrian warriors unrecognizable. The

devices that initially appeared on shields were thus

personal military insignia. From the 1100s onward,

however, such insignia came to indicate a particular

lineage and were transmitted and inherited as part of

the primogenital patrimony. By the mid-thirteenth

century, a formal grammar of heraldic signs (blazon)

was in place whereby ordinaries, that is, simple

charges (such as bar, bend, chevron, chief, fess, loz-

enge), tinctures, and identifying objects composed

coats of arms that were unique to and the property

of specific families. From military banners and

shields, the use of coats of arms first spread to seals,

thereafter also appearing on clothing, architectural

elements, and decorative objects. Sealing was likely

responsible for the adoption of heraldic devices by

such nonwarrior classes as women, churchmen, bur-

ghers, Jews, and peasants who found it relevant

to incorporate a familial emblem on such personal

device as their seals.

Given heraldry’s military origins and patriarchal

developments, the representation of women’s heraldic

identity and the pattern of heraldic bearings needed

to express it were particularly intricate. While women

displayed heraldic emblems on their seals from the

mid-twelfth century onward, this practice remained

confined to high-ranking aristocratic women well

into the 1230s. Design presented a challenge. On the

equestrian seals of male potentates, heraldry ap-

peared realistically on the shield and trappings; this

was the way noblemen wore their coats of arms in

actual battles and tournaments. On aristocratic

women’s seals, however, heraldry could not be dis-

played in such a realistic fashion since the seals’ own-

ers did not wear military accouterment; heraldry,

therefore, was somewhat artificially overlain on cloth-

ing or shown on shields either held by the female

figure or flanking her on both sides. Ultimately, he-

raldic emblems came to constitute the seal’s central

iconographic device and were thus displayed by

women from all social strata. An even greater chal-

lenge than display was the selection of a coat of arms.

Within any given family, an internal system of heral-

dic differentiation indicated its inner relationships.

Thus, only the eldest son inherited the entire coat of

arms whereas his cadet male siblings used a coat into
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which had been introduced variations called marks of

cadency. No such marks entered women’s heraldic

devices; at that symbolic level, a woman had no spe-

cific place within the heraldic grammar of her patri-

lineage. Women adopted the arms of their husbands

and/or of their fathers. Thus, in 1290, Jeanne de

Toucy, wife of Thibaud II, count of Bar-le-Duc,

shows on her seal’s obverse the elegant effigy of a

woman standing before a background decorated

with her husband’s heraldic emblems of sea-perch

(Fr. Bar) and small crosses (crusily); her counterseal

on the other side displays the coat of the Toucy family

into which Countess Jeanne was born. Yolande de

Flandre, as the widow of Count Henry IV of Bar

and the wife of Philip of Navarre, count of Long-

ueville (which made her sister-in-law of Charles,

king of Navarre), wished to trace emblematically the

importance of her birth and alliances. Her seal (of

1359) presents a drapery bearing the arms of Flanders

and Bar before which stands the delicate figure of

an exquisitely dressed woman resting her hands on

two coats of arms. One is quarterly with the arms of

Navarre and Longueville, and the other is party with

the arms of Navarre and Flanders. Some heiresses

chose to display only their fathers’ shield, thus

emphasizing the distinction of their personal status.

Joan of Stuteville (1265–1275), who was twice

married, used but a single seal showing a woman

riding a horse sidesaddle and presenting a shield bear-

ing the arms of Nicholas de Stuteville of Liddell,

whose daughter and heiress Joan was. Whatever the

heraldic strategy deployed by women on their seals,

this strategy was often sensitive to rank, politics, and

patterns of alliances, and might be dramatically com-

plicated. Margaret de Quincy, countess of Winches-

ter, used a remarkable seal (c. 1220) on which

enclosed within a round-arched doorway two shields

accompany a female effigy cloaked in a fur coat. On

the upper shield are the arms of Margaret’s husband,

Saher of Quincy; these arms (lozenges) are also em-

broidered on the effigy’s dress; on the lower shield

appear the arms of the FitzWalters, who were the

cousins and allies of Saher of Quincy; on top of the

doorway, a cinquefoil alludes to the arms of Margar-

et’s father, Robert III of Beaumont, earl of Leicester.

Both male and female armorial bearings might

indicate matrilineal descent, indeed the number of

lineages endowed with emblems borrowed from a

matrilineal heraldic device is remarkable. For in-

stance, the sea-perches (Fr. bars) of the comital family

of Bar in Lorraine were transmitted matrineally to the

counts of Chiny, Clermont, Salm, and to the lords of

Nesles. Even more impressive is the identification

of certain noble families with a single heraldic crest,

such as the swan, which reflected a horizontal and

extensive structure of kinship resting upon the strong

genealogical, but not gender-specific, consciousness of

a shared common and mythic ancestor. In the case of

the swan, the ancestor was the swan knight, believed

to be the grandfather of Godfrey of Bouillon, count

of Boulogne and hero of the first crusade. All families

displaying the swan crest can be traced back to the

family of Boulogne. The principal link in such totemic

affiliation was often one of several remote female

ancestors.
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HERETICS AND HERESY
Accusations of heresy, deviation from orthodox doc-

trine, were leveled against various groups and indivi-

duals in the West during the Middle Ages. Some

groups of women, including the Beguines, frequently

fell under suspicion. Individual women, including

Marguerite Porete and Na Prous Boneta, were con-

demned. Suspect sects, especially the Cathars, were

accused of attacking marriage and otherwise under-

mining the established gender norms of society. Some

modern scholars have thought that other groups, es-

pecially the Waldensians and Lollards, gave women

stronger leadership roles than the Church found ac-

ceptable. Orthodox writers also accused some heretics

of hiding sexual vice behind a mask of virtue. At least

one group, the Guglielmites, thought the Holy Spirit

had been manifested in the form of a thirteenth-

century holy woman.

Church authorities, bishops, and inquisitors, oc-

casionally tried women; and others fell under suspi-

cion. Most were not notable personalities like Porete,

Boneta, Joan of Arc, or Esclarmonde of Foix, a
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woman of the high nobility who was a supporter of

the Cathars. The majority were of the lesser nobi-

lity, town populations, or the peasantry. Some were

executed; some punished; others cleared. A group

of women who converted from Catharism were set-

tled at Prouille, outside Toulouse, becoming the

first Dominican nuns. In the late medieval and early

modern periods, suspicion fell on women thought

to be witches; and they were treated as if heretics,

some being turned over to the lay authorities for

execution.
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HERMAPHRODITES
Discourse about hermaphroditism (that is, being of

an anatomically intermediate sex, now usually termed

‘‘intersexuality’’) is often seen by historians as espe-

cially revealing of contemporary ideas about sex due

to the hermaphrodite’s challenge to dichotomous

notions of sex difference. The term hermaphrodite

originates in Ovid’s Metamorphoses (8 BCE), which

describes the nymph Salmacis and her attempted

seduction of Hermaphroditus, the son of Hermes

and Aphrodite. When Hermaphroditus rejects Salma-

cis’s advances, she petitions the gods to join them

forever, and they do so—literally. The result is a

hybrid creature of both male and female anatomical

parts; hence, the word hermaphrodite came to denote

a person of doubled or intermediate sex. Mentions of

hermaphrodites in the Middle Ages often figure in

medical discussions of sex difference, sexuality, and

morality, but the hermaphrodite also appears in

other genres of literature as a symbol of hybridity or

transgression.

The problem of hermaphroditism occurs regularly

in medieval medical and surgical treatises, particular-

ly in discussions of ‘‘monsters’’ (usually meaning

humans with birth defects), which authors attempt

to explain according to various theories of genera-

tion. These explanations rely upon two distinct, and

often contradictory, theoretical models: the Hippo-

cratic/Galenic system and the Aristotelian system,

which differed in many ways in their approach to

intersexuality. According to the Hippocratic-Galenic

tradition, hermaphrodites were neither male nor fe-

male, but an intermediary sex that combined male

and female characteristics in perfect equilibrium.

During the process of conception and gestation, a

number of factors—such as the child’s position in a

left, right, or central chamber of the uterus, or the

relative strength of the mother’s and father’s

‘‘sperm’’—determined the sex of an offspring, which

might be male, female, or something in between. The

competing Aristotelian model argued that hermaph-

rodites were not so much an intermediate sex as the

product of doubled or superfluous genitalia. Accord-

ing to this theory, a hermaphrodite occurred when

matter contributed by the mother (in the form of

menstrual blood) exceeded the amount needed to

produce one fetus, but was not enough for two. The

extra matter could form a second set of genitals, but

the sex of the child was only superficially ambiguous:

the ‘‘complexion’’ of the body (that is, the combina-

tion of heat, cold, dryness, and moisture within it)

always indicated either male or female sex. The Aris-

totelian approach led some medieval thinkers to clas-

sify hermaphroditism as primarily a surgical problem

that could be corrected by the amputation of the

offending member.

A few anecdotes concerning hermaphrodites sur-

vive in legal and theological sources, suggesting how

intersexed individuals may have been treated in Chris-

tian and Muslim societies during the Middle Ages.

Legal texts in both the East and West generally

attempted to fix the hermaphrodite firmly within bi-

nary biological or social structures. Islamic jurists

assigned intersexed persons (khuntha mushkil) either

male or female gender roles for the purposes of ritual,

marriage, and inheritance. Latin canon and civil law

allowed the hermaphrodite to participate fully in legal

proceedings as long as his/her ‘‘sexual development’’

was sufficiently masculine to warrant his/her juridical

status to be labeled male. Latin theological treatises

indicate similar impulses. Peter the Chanter’s (d. 1197)

De vitio sodomitico warns that a hermaphrodite

should be compelled to use only one of his/her sex

organs in order to avoid the sin of sodomy. Although

Islamic sources gave instructions for the determina-

tion of a hermaphrodite’s sex by examination, Latin

legal and theological sources tend to omit description

of how the hermaphrodite’s juridical or sexual status

was to be decided.
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Hermaphrodites also functioned as a symbol in

medieval literature, particularly in the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries. John of Salisbury’s Policraticus

(1159) borrows the tale of Hermaphroditus and Sal-

macis to criticize the bifurcated life of the courtier

who serves both patron and philosophical truth.

Alan of Lille’s De planctu naturae (c. 1160–1170)

rails against grammatical and sexual deviance by

invoking hermaphrodites (by which he may have

meant effeminate men), who transgress gender

boundaries in language and life. Beginning in the

thirteenth century, hermaphrodites also appear in

alchemical texts as a symbol for the ‘‘philosopher’s

stone,’’ which supposedly transmuted base metals

into gold and silver, and which united both cold

and wet (female) and hot and dry (male) principles

into one substance. These medieval literary images

make use of the hermaphrodite in order to indicate a

combination of different or contradictory parts

within a whole, and they also suggest the hermaph-

rodite’s potential as a disruptor of medieval societal

or natural norms.

LEAH DEVUN
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HERRAD OF HOHENBOURG
Herrad (c. 1176–after 1196), abbess of the Augustinian

monastery of Hohenbourg (Ste. Odile) in Alsace, is

best known as the author of the Hortus deliciarum

(Garden of Delights), a lavish illuminated manuscript

that she designed for the education of the women of

her monastery. Although the manuscript was lost

in the destruction of the Strasbourg library in 1870,

notes and tracings from the original reflect the vibrant

intellectual and spiritual culture that flourished at

Hohenbourg under Herrad’s care and demonstrate

the high level of education available within female

communities at this time. In the Hortus, Herrad pre-

sented a wide range of contemporary Latin texts with-

in the framework of salvation history. Her major

textual sources were the German Benedictine authors

Honorius Augustodunensis and Rupert of Deutz, and

the Parisian scholars Peter Lombard and Peter Comes-

tor, authors whose presence in the manuscript con-

firms the breadth and currency of the education

available at Hohenbourg. The manuscript’s texts, in-

cluding poems, hymns, sermons, biblical commentary,

and history, are structured around an ambitious visual

cycle consisting of some 346 images, many of which

present dense theological and allegorical arguments.

These images reveal Herrad’s participation in the visu-

al thinking of the twelfth century and are a witness to

the sophisticated visual culture of a women’s commu-

nity. In addition to her work on the Hortus, Herrad

was a capable administrator, who managed Hohen-

bourg’s properties, encouraged donations, and

founded two houses for canons who provided spiritual

services for the women of her community.
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Lands; Literacy and Reading: Latin; Monasticism and

Nuns; Women Authors: Latin Texts

HILD OF WHITBY
Most of our evidence for the life of Hild (Hilda) of

Whitby (614–680) comes from the Venerable Bede

(d. c. 735). We know little of her early years. During

her infancy, her mother had a dream that foretold

Hild’s future vocation. In 627, Hild converted to

Christianity along with her great uncle, King Edwin,

and other members of her family.

At the age of thirty-three, possibly having been

widowed, Hild entered the religious life and was

made abbess at Hartlepool two years later. Her

noble heritage probably played a role in her appoint-

ment. Bede, however, emphasizes her motherly na-

ture, her administrative skills, and her wisdom and

devotion to serving God.

Hild eventually became the abbess of the double

monastery at Whitby where she wielded much influ-

ence in the region. Bede notes that even kings and

princes sought her advice. On one occasion, she

hosted a council on the dispute between Irish and

Roman practices (like the dating of Easter) in the

Northumbrian church. It is significant that Bede not

only recounts this event, but also explicitly mentions

Hild’s personal stance in the matter.

Further evidence of her influence is the fact that Hild

prepared at least five bishops and many priests for the

church. She emphasized good works and education,

but also provided an example of fortitude to her fol-

lowers as she endured long illness in the last seven years

of her life. Bede reaffirms her sanctity writing that, at

the very hour of her death, two nuns had visions of

angels accompanying her soul to heaven.
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HILDEGARD OF BINGEN
Hildegard of Bingen (1098–1179), one of the greatest

figures of the Middle Ages, founded two monasteries

and authored numerous works, the foremost being a

trilogy of visionary treatises: Scivias, Liber vitae mer-

itorum, and Liber divinorum operum. For the first and

third of those she designed illuminations. Hildegard

also composed commentaries on the Rule of Benedict

and the Athanasian Creed, exegetical homilies on the

gospels, the lives of saints Disibod and Rupert, the

first extant morality play, medical works, liturgical

songs, and over 300 letters.

Life

The daughter of a noble family, Hildegard was born

in 1098 at Bermersheim near Mainz. Her parents,

Hildebert and Mechthild, entrusted her to the care

of the holy woman Jutta, daughter of the count of

Sponheim. Jutta and Hildegard were immured at the

Benedictine monastery of Disibodenberg on All

Saints’ Day, November 1, 1112. Jutta taught Hilde-

gard the Psalms and showed her how to play the ten-

stringed psaltery. From their enclosure the two could

hear the monks’ recitation of the Divine Office, a

continuing lesson in the Scriptures and other sacred

texts. Jutta’s renown resulted in the expansion of her

enclosure into a schola; she served as superior to a

small women’s Benedictine community in dependence

on the abbot of Disibodenberg. Hildegard remained

under Jutta’s tutelage until her teacher’s death in

1136, whereupon Hildegard became the superior

(magistra).

In 1141, Hildegard experienced a crucial turning

point when a powerful vision, received when she was

fully awake, instructed her to make known the reve-

lations of divine light that she had begun receiving as

a child. She suddenly understood the spiritual mean-

ing of the Scriptures, without possessing a command

of scriptural interpretation or grammar. As she later

explained to Guibert of Gembloux, the shadow of the

‘‘Living Light’’ illuminated her, with the result that

the Scriptures, virtues, and other inspired writings

shone forth with clarity (Letters II, 103r. p. 23).
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When Hildegard refused the divine command, she

was struck by illness and sought the counsel of Vol-

mar, her first secretary, and a sister, Richardis, who

later left Hildegard’s community, to her great sorrow.

Hildegard received permission from Abbot Kuno of

Disibodenberg (1136–1155) to accept the divine order

to ‘‘speak and write,’’ and she began to compose

Scivias (Know the Ways).

Pope Eugene III spent the winter of 1147–1148

(November 30–February 13) in Trier, where Hilde-

gard sent him a letter with part of the Scivias. Eugene

III reportedly sent a delegation to Disibodenberg to

investigate Hildegard’s writings and bring her work

back to him. The pope issued a charter of protection

for Disibodenberg but made no reference to Hilde-

gard or the women’s community. Hildegard in turn

wrote Eugene again to seek his approval and pro-

tection, but he sent no written reply (Letters I, 2).

Hildegard had also written Bernard of Clairvaux in

early 1147 to affirm that she was shown in a vision the

inner meaning of the exposition of ‘‘the Psalter, the

Gospels, and other volumes’’ (Letters I, 1, p. 28). The

abbot sent a brief reply, hailing Hildegard’s inner

enlightenment by the Spirit, using words from 1

John 2:27 on the anointing that teaches about all

things (unctio docens de omnibus), a scriptural allusion

that he often employed in praise of the Spirit’s gifts

(Letters I, 1r, p. 31).

Volmar, when editing Hildegard’s letter collection

around 1170, drafted a letter in the pope’s name and

also revised the letter from Bernard of Clairvaux. The

original correspondence from Eugene III and Bernard

contains no written authorization for Hildegard to

write, but the magistra clearly felt empowered to do

so. Significantly, neither Bernard nor Eugene forbade

her writing or speaking during a period when ec-

clesiastical intervention against unauthorized preach-

ing was escalating. (In the 1140s, Bernard denounced

heretics in the Rhineland, traveled to Occitania in pur-

suit of heresy, and targeted unauthorized preaching by

a renegade Cistercian who was stirring up anti-Jewish

hatred in the Rhineland.)

Whatever the precise understanding that resulted

from Hildegard’s contact with Bernard and Eugene

III in 1147–1148, the magistra felt empowered to

express her voice publicly in writing. Her vita reports

that Eugene III sent letters to Hildegard, granting

her ‘‘permission to make known whatever she had

learned through the Holy Spirit’’ and urging her to

write. Hildegard repeats the story in her autobio-

graphical account, stating that Pope Eugene wrote

her and ‘‘commanded’’ her to write what she saw

and heard (Life, pp. 30, 46).

Four people contributed to the vita: Hildegard

herself; Gottfried of Disibodenberg (d. 1176), provost

of Rupertsberg after Volmar’s death in 1173; Guibert

of Gembloux (1124/1125–1213), secretary to Hilde-

gard; and Theodoric of Echternach (d. post-1192),

who compiled the vita from various sources. Hilde-

gard began organizing the writing of her vita her-

self with Gottfried, author of Book One. Guibert of

Gembloux gathered materials and worked on the vita

from 1177–1180, but was summoned back to Gem-

bloux before he could finish. He took with him an

incomplete vita, published in a letter, and he left a

dossier of materials at the Rupertsberg. Theodoric,

author of Books Two and Three, compiled the vita

from the sources available, including the texts of

Hildegard’s visions and a narrative of her life, used

throughout the work, but especially in Book Two.

Scivias

The completion of Scivias, Hildegard’s first visionary

work, occupied ten years. Its three books contain six,

seven, and thirteen visions respectively, whose content

encompasses salvation history from the sin of Adam

to the coming of Antichrist. Statements emphasizing

Hildegard’s visionary and prophetic authority punc-

tuate the beginning and conclusion of the books and

their visions. The image of the edifice of salvation

holds a central place in many of the visions; Christ

is the cornerstone and humans reconstruct the edifice

with the help of the virtues. Hildegard instructs all

orders of society on a wide variety of topics and

admonishes them on appropriate conduct in view of

the approaching end times. The final evocations of

the last days include a horrific vision of Antichrist

taking birth from Ecclesia herself, a powerful indict-

ment of corruption in the church, a recurrent theme

in Hildegard’s works.

Thirty-five illuminations accompany the text, and

as far as we know, Hildegard herself designed them.

Recent scholarship argues that Hildegard likely

received her visual images first, sketched them, and

then commented upon them with words. Whatever

the order of the process, Hildegard intended the visual

representation and text of her visions to be food for

meditation. The commentary often differs from the

illuminations, but together they constitute a core text.

Further commentary follows the explanation of the

visions and adds more conventional teaching of a

moral nature. The original manuscript of Scivias,

probably produced by the nuns at Rupertsberg during

Hildegard’s lifetime, has been lost since the bombing

of Dresden in 1945. Fortunately, a photographic copy

was made in 1927, and the nuns at Eibingen also

prepared a color facsimile by hand (1927–1933).
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After Scivias, Hildegard undertook the Liber vitae

meritorum (Book of Life’s Merits), a work comprising

six visions that comment on human behavior and pair

off vices and virtues, punishment and penance. Re-

garding its completion, Hildegard remarks that she

had been ‘‘frequently worn down by tribulations’’

(p. 61). For each vision in the book, a human figure

superimposed on the world that stretches from the

heavens to the depths, turns from point to point and

reports what he observes. The virtues play a less

prominent role than in Scivias, as the emphasis in

this work lies on the negative aspects of human be-

havior and salvation history. Thirty-five vices are

enumerated with their corresponding punishment

and penance. The admonitory lessons provided refec-

tory readings at the monastery of Villers and could

have filled a similar function at Rupertsberg.

Rupertsberg

After disputes with Disibodenberg, Hildegard had

obtained permission to found Rupertsberg near the

town of Bingen, where she and her nuns journeyed

around 1150; in 1165, she founded Eibingen, a daugh-

terhouse, across the Rhine from Bingen. The nuns

established the right to choose their own provost,

but technically they remained subordinate to the

abbot of Disibodenberg with Hildegard serving as

prioress (priorissa). Guibert of Gembloux describes

the activities of Hildegard and her nuns at Ruperts-

berg, where he served as her secretary and stayed

from June 1177 until after her death. He testifies to

the intellectual and spiritual work of the commu-

nity and his relationship to Hildegard, reading and

discussing her works.

Hildegard’s autobiographical narrative informs us

about the third work of her trilogy. The vision of

John the Evangelist compelled her to ‘‘explain every

statement and word of this gospel regarding the be-

ginning of the work of God’’ (Life, p. 67), a reference

to the exegetical synthesis of the Liber divinorum

operum (Book of Divine Works) or De operatione

Dei, which occupied Hildegard from 1163 to 1174

and which brings together her understanding of

Genesis 1 and John 1. Volmar died before Hildegard

had completed the Book of Divine Works, but she was

assisted by Ludwig, abbot of St. Eucharius in Trier.

In a letter that Hildegard sent to Ludwig (Letters II,

217) with the manuscript of the book, she urges him

to consider her work as a unicorn in his lap, to protect

it, and correct it with care.

The Book of Divine Works elaborates the spiri-

tual significance of creation in all its dimensions, the

connectedness of the human microcosm, body and

soul, and the macrocosm, the universe. The ten

visions, contained in three books of varying length,

move from the creation of the human and the cos-

mos, with exegesis of John 1, to the history of salva-

tion, which Hildegard connects to the days of

creation, providing detailed commentary on Genesis

1. As in Scivias, the visions are followed by explana-

tions; likewise, prophetic markers that assert the re-

ception of the divine voice occur frequently. The

Lucca manuscript (Biblioteca Governatina MS

1942), probably produced in the 1220s as part of an

effort to canonize Hildegard, contains striking illumi-

nations of the cosmos, divine figures, and the heaven-

ly Jerusalem.

Hildegard’s extensive correspondence and her

preaching tours demonstrate the wide audience for

her advice. Her correspondents included popes, the

emperor Frederick Barbarossa, Henry II and Eleanor

of Aquitaine, bishops and other churchmen, noble

men and women, and other lay people. Letters to

abbots and abbesses advise them in the face of bur-

densome monastic responsibilities, while other letters

range from difficult exegetical questions to practical

advice on medical problems such as nightmares and

infertility. The magistra explains the workings of the

humors, which she discusses in her medical work,

Causae et curae (Causes and Cures) and suggests

specific prayers and herbal remedies.

Hildegard stands out as the only medieval woman

author of systematic works of exegesis. Volmar

wrote to express that at her death, the community

would miss her new interpretation of the Scriptures

(Letters, II, 195). Hildegard composed fifty-eight

Expositiones evangeliorum (Commentaries on the

Gospels), homilies on twenty-seven gospel pericopes,

which were recorded by the nuns at Rupertsberg.

Moreover, Guibert of Gembloux wrote the magistra

on behalf of the monks at Villers, requesting her

advice to thirty-eight problems of scriptural interpre-

tation. Her reply constitutes the treatise, Solutiones

triginta octo quaestionum (Solutions for Thirty-Eight

Questions).

From Rupertsberg, Hildegard undertook four

preaching tours from approximately 1158 to 1170.

Hildegard’s audiences were primarily monastic com-

munities whom she admonished about monastic

and clerical reform. The fourth preaching tour

aimed, at least in part, at combating Catharism. In

the vita, Theodoric notes that Hildegard preached in

twenty-one places, including five cathedral cities:

Cologne, Trier, Metz, Würzburg, and Bamberg, omit-

ting a sermon at Kirchheim in 1170. The Cologne

(1163), Trier (1160), and Kirchheim sermons have

been transmitted in epistolary form. Hildegard
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preached at Disibodenberg also, and upon request of

Abbot Helenger around 1170, composed the Life of

St. Disibod. She also wrote the Life of St. Rupert,

patron of Rupertsberg.

Last Years

During the last year of her life, 1178–1179, Hildegard

faced problems with Archbishop Christian of Mainz

concerning a deceased man to whom she had granted

burial at Rupertsberg, although the Mainz prelates

claimed that he was still excommunicated at the time

of his death. Hildegard refused to have the body

exhumed, and the archbishop imposed an interdict,

denying the nuns reception of the Eucharist and the

singing of the Office. The interdict was lifted not long

before her death.

Hildegard suffered gravely from the denial of the

sacrament and of music. She considered her musical

ability a divine gift and composed works for the

Office, collected in the Symphonia. As religious supe-

rior of her community, Hildegard would have intoned

her own elaborate responsories as leader of daily

liturgy. In defense of her community and in protest

against the interdict, Hildegard composed a powerful

letter in 1178 on the salvific role of participating in

music. For Hildegard, musical harmony represented

celestial harmony. Liturgical music brought together

body and soul, mirroring the dual nature of Christ,

and aiding humankind to regain the divine voice that

Adam lost at the Fall. In her morality play, Ordo

virtutum (Play of the Virtues), the Devil is the one

character who does not sing, because evil cannot be

beautiful or harmonious.

In the first third of the thirteenth century, the nuns

at Rupertsberg made attempts to have Hildegard

canonized. A commission of Mainz clergy was ap-

pointed to investigate Hildegard’s life and miracles.

Their first report (1233) was rejected, then amended,

and a 1243 letter from Innocent IV requested that the

claim be resubmitted. No other known thirteenth-

century records pertain to the process, but Hildegard’s

name and feast day appear in martyrologies from

the fourteenth century onward, a 1324 indulgence

from John XXII recognizes her public cult, and the

sixteenth-century Roman martryrology by Baronius

includes her name. Hildegard also retained a repu-

tation for prophecy down to the fifteenth century

and later.

Since the late twentieth century, scholarship on

Hildegard has flourished, musical groups have per-

formed her evocative music, and admirers have

claimed her authority for spiritual practices, the

ecological movement, healthful cooking, and even

brewing.

BEVERLY MAYNE KIENZLE
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HISTORY, MEDIEVAL WOMEN’S
Women did compose history in the Middle Ages, like

the famous Alexiad of the Byzantine princess Anna

Comnena; contrary to modern expectations medieval

women did receive attention from historians in their

own day and age. Giovanni Boccaccio’s (1313–1375)

On Famous Women provided brief biographies of

women worthies, recent and ancient, intended to in-

spire readers, much like stories about heroic male

figures. This encouraged other authors, who some-

times wrote in a positive vein like Boccaccio. Still

others remained in the tradition of chronicle

accounts, where women were condemned when their

acts rose to the level of historical notice through

wielding power and influence. Evil queens were an

enduring theme among royal and dynastic chroni-

clers; these authors exonerated powerful rulers from

error by blaming the influence of royal wives and

mothers. Women’s unchaste acts, debauchery, and

‘‘unnatural acts,’’ such as waging war, were enduring

themes in this tradition, indeed their very frequency

casts doubt on their veracity.

Vitae (Lives) of medieval women saints like Hilde-

gard of Bingen, the Helfta mystics, and Catherine of

Siena were popular historical reading matter as well.

Christine de Pizan (1364–1430) wrote a biographical

poem about Joan of Arc as savior of France, while

her City of Women presented an imagined history of

virtuous women’s rule, so the tradition of medieval

women worthy of celebration flourished and endured,

especially among women readers. Mystics, abbesses,

royal women, and a few women authors like the

famed abbess of the Paraclete, Heloise, who wrote

love letters to the scholar Abelard, were featured as

romantic archetypes of an earlier age, or as exemplars

of piety, literacy, or devotion to family.

Yet historians doubted the authenticity of some

visionary women’s writings, and on occasion their

spiritual vocations. At times medieval women mystics

were viewed as neurotic or diseased, and their piety as

inferior to that of their male counterparts, who were

regarded as more rational in their religious devotion.

In other instances women’s texts that were admired

by historians were reascribed to male figures—a con-

fessor perhaps—on the grounds that a woman could

not have composed such texts—in Latin, no less. In

1888, William Henry Hudson reviewed the sixteenth

century Conrad Celtis edition of Hrotsvit of Gander-

sheim’s dramas and exonerated Celtis of charges that

his edition was a forgery and fraud. Critics had ar-

gued that a woman of the tenth century could not have

been an accomplished Latinist as Hrosvit certainly

was. With remarkable foresight the twelfth century

author Marie de France avoided this predicament by

signing her texts. No one could gainsay her bold ‘‘Me

numerai pur remembrance/Marie ai num, si sui de

France’’ (I shall name myself in order to be remem-

bered/My name is Marie and I come from France).

While a tradition of historical writing by and about

medieval women survived, it was challenged, or on

occasion dismissed as a negligible topic.

Impact of Positioning

The Enlightenment and the later drive for suffrage

widened the scope of the investigation of medieval

women, and most of the resulting studies involved

inquiries into the condition of women in earlier ages.

New World feminism, which began before the Civil

War, recognized the importance of medieval women.

Matilda Gage (1826–1898) proposed to write a com-

prehensive history of women through the ages, but

her research convinced her that the sources were sim-

ply inadequate, so she abandoned the project. Writing

in The Una, a women’s rights magazine, in 1853,

Paulina Wright Davis argued that women’s journey

back to the Middle Ages was, paradoxically, a jour-

ney of progress (Davis, 1376–1377). In those earlier

times women had been physicians and notaries and

held positions of authority.
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This sounded a theme that would persist in medie-

val women’s history. Instances of medieval women

enjoying legal rights and opportunities denied them

in modern times cast some doubt on the progressive

nature of change over the centuries in the West. Dur-

ing World War I Annie Abram wrote ‘‘Women Tra-

ders in Medieval London’’ for an Economic Journal

issue devoted to working women’s new roles in war-

time. She claimed medieval antecedents for women’s

skilled work in the economy and a larger role for

working women than in more recent years. Alice

Clark made a similar argument in 1919 about work-

ing women of the seventeenth century, introducing

the possibility of a past Golden Age for women.

Doris Mary Stenton also struck that note, in her

long-term study The English Woman in History,

which she published in 1957.

The tools of positivism favored by nineteenth-

century historians and literary scholars could be used

for uncovering medieval women’s history in some

instances. Positivism may be briefly defined as a sys-

tem concerned with positive facts and phenomena,

excluding speculation upon ultimate causes or origins.

In history positivism has favored a narrative style of

presentation and assumed a shared sense of what is

significant between author and reader. In France

Marie-Joseph-Raymond Thomassy wrote an essay

on the important political writings of Christine de

Pizan as early as 1838, despite the fact that those

texts would wait well over a century for translation

and critical editions. Women who wielded influence,

such as the Carolingian empress Engelberge (wife of

Louis II) or the Byzantine court historian Anna Kom-

nene, who had made contributions comparable to

those of prominent men, could be presented to a

scholarly audience because their roles fit the accepted

canons of narrative history. But it took new interpre-

tive tools—and to an extent, a new twentieth century

audience of college-educated women—to solve the

problem of neglect for other medieval women.

Outside the Academy

‘‘Amateur’’ historians, who sometimes lacked ad-

vanced degrees and were not above writing for a

popular audience, began to appear near the turn of

the twentieth century. Among these Lina Eckenstein,

who publishedWomen under Monasticism, Saint-Lore

and Convent Life between AD 500 and 1500 in 1896,

stands out. An ingenious scholar, largely self-trained in

medieval studies, Eckenstein produced path-breaking

analyses of religious women. Her twin interests in

unlocking folklore and the origin of nursery verses

served her well in taking on a topic for which the

contemporary narrative tools of positivist history

were inadequate.

A few years later Mary Bateson faced her own

interpretive challenge when she wrote ‘‘Origin and

Early History of Double Monasteries’’ for the 1899

Transactions of the Royal Historical Society. A rather

traditional legal historian, Bateson nonetheless creat-

ed a theoretical strategy for disentangling the issue of

double monasteries from questions about national

origins. She ignored genealogical descent for double

houses and defined double monasteries generically,

opening investigation to all known examples that fit

the definition. ‘‘Regular’’ priests ministering to the

spiritual needs of women under vows created these

institutions, she asserted. This left the problem of

leadership open to a variety of answers adopted over

time and place. The double monastery was not an

instance of cultural transmission but rather a re-

sponse to women’s devotional needs. Bateson dared

her readers to confront religious devotion among

women as a serious matter. At least her educated

women readers were willing to do just that.

This was an audience who would also appreciate

E. Dixon writing on craftswomen in the Parisian Livre

des Métiers. The blend of a new audience for medieval

women and enterprising interpretive strategies to un-

cover their history succeeded, albeit outside the acad-

emy rather than within it, at least initially. Eleanor

Shipley Duckett developed a successful career as a

Latinist writing on the Early Middle Ages for a pop-

ular audience in the 1930s. She frequently featured

saintly women in her works. Marion Dale wrote

about ‘‘London Silkwomen of the Fifteenth Century’’

in 1933. Muriel Joy Hughes publishedWomen Healers

in Medieval Life and Literature in 1938, capturing an

audience of educated women, especially in the field of

health care. Emily Hope Allen and Sanford Brown

edited and introduced The Book of Margery Kempe to

an enthusiastic reading audience in 1940. Readers

were intrigued by this account of a strong-minded

and devout laywoman’s tribulations. As recently as

the 1960s, Régine Pernoud, who generally wrote for a

popular audience, produced Joan of Arc, by Herself

and Her Witnesses. This study restored life to the

figure of Joan, whose very humanity had been placed

in peril by the conflicting claims of church and state

over her inspired leadership. In that same decade the

‘‘amateur’’ scholar Iris Origo produced the well-

researched Merchant of Prato, which gave a major

role to the correspondence of Monna Margherita

Datini in creating a portrait of a family business set

in a broad context of fourteenth-century politics and

trade. The works mentioned here are well regarded

and have been absorbed into the scholarly literature
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on medieval women, but it is useful to remember that

they began life as popular writings, and were some-

times dismissed as inconsequential by contemporary

academic scholars.

Within the Academy

Meanwhile critical editions and comments on early

texts that satirized or condemned medieval women

appeared in scholarly venues. George Keidel edited

Evangile aux femmes—An Old-French Satire on

Women in 1895, and tracts on witchcraft received

scholarly editions. Thus misogynous texts were at

hand in the academy, while little was known then

about medieval women’s actual lives. Karl Bücher

complicated this picture when in 1910 he published

Die Frauenfrage im Mittelalter, which drew on a tra-

dition of writing about women, although it was inade-

quately grounded in women’s experience. He argued

that single women presented a social problem when

they moved to towns in the later Middle Ages. Many

of these women did not wed, which encouraged a

tendency toward banding together and following a

religious vocation through performing charitable

work. These Beguines and pinzochere often did with-

out the dowries necessary to enter a monastery, yet

managed to live together and made their own livings.

Heresy, Bücher believed, flourished among these

women, who had escaped paternal authority and

were only marginally supervised by the church, since

they lived in secular society.

The demographic and spiritual dimensions of

Bücher’s thesis demanded a more thorough analysis

of women’s lives; subsequent scholarship engaged his

thesis on both sides in a debate. In a series of talks

from the 1920s, published posthumously, Eileen

Power argued that at best, medieval opinion of

women was contradictory. In 1971, David Herlihy

argued in Women in Medieval Society that Bücher’s

demographics told only a small part of the story.

Both Power and Herlihy insisted that unless the social

history of women was reconstructed, it was impossible

to answer the question about women’s place or status

in medieval society. More recent scholarship has en-

gaged Bücher’s thesis on the issues of women’s spiri-

tual needs and the orthodoxy of their religious beliefs.

Women’s History

It is worthwhile, then, to reconstruct what was at

hand when the feminism of the 1960s and early

1970s made medieval women’s history a compelling

topic of broad interest. A tradition of historical

writing on medieval religious women, on saints, and

on queens existed. Women’s work, crafts, and guilds

had been explored to an extent, and texts had been

recovered for some women writers, but certainly not

all. Yvonne Rokseth had written on women musi-

cians from the twelfth through the fourteenth centu-

ries in 1935. Marion Facinger composed an

institutional study of medieval queenship in Capetian

France, 987–1237, in 1968. Isidore Epstein wrote Jew-

ish Women in the ‘‘Responsa’’ 900 CE to 1500 CE in

1934. Some of these studies argued in the singular,

creating a generic medieval woman or an essential

medieval womanhood. Eckenstein wrote of woman

under monasticism, Stenton about the English

woman in history, Isidore Epstein about the Jewish

woman in the Responsa; Eileen Power, intriguingly,

spoke in the singular about the lady, and the working

woman, but also about the education of women and

medieval ideas about women. For all of its value in

uncovering women’s history, the singular address pre-

sented the historical subject as acted upon and largely

unmoving, as a constant within an evolving society.

The new feminist agenda would challenge that pre-

sumption.

The initial task to which feminist historians turned

their analysis was that of fleshing out the picture

of medieval women’s lives. Issues of power and au-

thority drew attention, with Jo Ann McNamara and

Suzanne Wemple arguing that by the ninth, tenth,

and eleventh centuries aristocratic women encoun-

tered few structural barriers to the acquisition of

power in almost every capacity except the priesthood.

Class was a decisive factor in this argument, allowing

women who were ambitious or ruthless to play central

political roles. They were chatelaines, mistresses of

landed property and castles with attendant rights of

justice and military command, proprietors of churches,

and participants in both secular and ecclesiastical

assemblies. Enthusiasm greeted this interpretation be-

cause the very possibility of women encountering such

opportunities inspired feminists bent on their own quest

for more opportunities and rights.

Medieval women became a focus of historical re-

search. In 1976,Women in Medieval Society reiterated

the need for a history of women that contextualized

their lives on many levels of society. This volume of

essays was compiled to prove to the academy that

there was information to be gleaned about women’s

lives in medieval archives, since women historians

had heard so often that there was not. One question

repeated over the decade centered on long-term

change in women’s conditions. In 1977 in Becoming

Visible, a textbook devoted to the history of women,

Joan Kelly-Gadol asked ‘‘Did Women Have a
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Renaissance?’’ in which she traced the courtly love

tradition, which she attributed to powerful feudal

women in the twelfth century, but then reattributed

to powerful male princes and their courtiers by the

Renaissance.

Diane Owen Hughes explored the idea of transi-

tion in an article about medieval dowry and other

marital gifts, published in the Journal of Family His-

tory in 1978. While men paid to marry and their

brides owned and managed their wedding gifts in

Mediterranean Europe, women enjoyed significant

legal and property rights. When, after the twelfth

century, brides’ fathers paid dowry to grooms (who

then controlled the gift even if they did not own it),

women lost control of property and faced more re-

stricted legal rights. Many new interpretations like

this groundbreaking analysis appeared in article

form rather than book-length monographs. Another

characteristic of this new literature was a propensity

for studies to appear in multiauthored thematic

volumes. The latter ploy ensured publication and

helped to create an audience for a number of women

scholars who were unemployed or only marginally

employed in academia.

Some have argued that feminist history was an

American endeavor, but that is not entirely the case.

German scholars stepped up their studies of medieval

women visionaries in a response to renewed interest.

Derek Baker compiled a series of essays by English

scholars with a feminist bent in Medieval Women

(1978). Christiane Klapische-Zuber had begun pub-

lishing in French the studies of Florentine women and

family that would become Women, Family and Ritual

in Renaissance Italy (1985) and with David Herlihy

produced the major census (catasto) study of 1427

Florence, Les Toscans et leurs familles, in 1978. This

would become a foundation for future analysis of

women and family in Italy. The project of under-

standing women in different walks of life resulted in

monographs and scholarly articles, although the lat-

ter were more likely to appear in new journals devoted

to women’s studies like Feminist Studies or SIGNS: A

Journal of Women in Culture and Society than in more

traditional professional journals.

Acceptance by the Academy

Yet acceptance within the academy had begun,

encouraged by the respect that these initial forays

into medieval women’s history garnered through

careful research and interpretive innovation. Contem-

poraneously, students in colleges and universities

clamored for courses on medieval women. No sooner

did these articles, volumes and textbooks appear than

they became assigned reading in the classroom. Susan

Groag Bell produced a sourcebook for the classroom,

Women: From the Greeks to the French Revolution in

1973 that became a best-seller in textbook publishing.

Textbooks in women’s history like Becoming Visible

were treated to scholarly reviews, whereas general

textbooks seldom received this attention from schol-

arly journals. The avid interest in women’s history

encouraged institutions of higher learning to appoint

women to their history faculties. Thus began the

movement of women’s history from the margins to a

central place in curricula and in the interpretation of

earlier centuries.

As a result the 1980s offered an entirely different

venue to the project of women’s history. Most regions

of Europe received attention from scholars attempt-

ing to uncover medieval women’s history. Suzanne

Wemple wrote Women in Frankish Society: Marriage

and the Cloister, 500 to 900 in 1981. Heath Dillard

published Daughters of the Reconquest: Women in

Castilian Town Society, 1100–1300, in 1984. An

expanding audience had begun to demand women’s

histories for all regions and all walks of life. Leah

Lydia Otis wrote Prostitution in Medieval Society in

1985, adding to the known variety of medieval

women’s work experience.

History of Gender

Perhaps the most significant development in the field

in that decade was the emergence of a history of

gender alongside women’s history. Two initiatives

are worth comment here. In 1980, Ian Maclean pub-

lished a monograph on the history of medicine, Re-

naissance Notion of Woman: A Study in the Fortunes

of Scholasticism and Medical Science in European In-

tellectual Life. He posed the following as his central

question: why did the medieval Thomist formulation

(in which woman was defined as passive, material,

and deprived in duality with man, who was defined

as active, formative, and perfected) persist even while

the discrepancy between the social realities of

women’s lives and this formulation continued to

widen? The way in which the question was posed

encouraged notional thinking about women as a

distinct field of inquiry, to be considered apart from

the task of reconstructing women’s lives. In this de-

cade as well, Caroline Walker Bynum published Jesus

as Mother (1982), displaying the rich variety of

feminine gender associations available to medieval

people when imagining Jesus’s loving care. In 1987,

she followed this with Holy Feast and Holy Fast, a
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study of women’s appropriation of metaphor that

expressed their own unique vein of religiosity.

Gender was a lens that could be turned on both

imposed perceptions and self-perceptions of the femi-

nine, or turned back onto masculinity, treating per-

ceptions of men as gendered notions, rather than as

generic norms for the human condition. These initia-

tives opened the floodgates to histories on medieval

women and related topics of family, production, and

growing up male or female. Martha Howell’sWomen,

Production and Patriarchy in Late Medieval Cities

appeared in 1986. Barbara Hanawalt wrote on the

structure of medieval peasant life in The Ties That

Bound in 1986, employing insights from women’s his-

tory and the study of gender to develop a new thesis

on family in northern Europe. Barbara Newman ex-

amined St. Hildegard’s theology of the feminine in a

monograph in 1987. Penny Schine Gold wrote The

Lady and the Virgin in 1985, a study of love and

religion. The analysis of the gender systems in which

both medieval women and men lived out their lives

inspired an explosion of literature in the field.

Scholarly Editions and Journals

Scholars called for a more systematic recovering of

women’s texts. At long last a critical edition and

modern translation of Christine de Pizan’s City of

Ladies appeared in 1982, followed by a biography

and critical study of her writings by Charity Cannon

Willard in 1984. The Medieval Feminist Forum, for-

merly the Medieval Feminist Newsletter, began pub-

lishing in 1986. A critical edition of Hildegard of

Bingen’s Scivias, edited and translated by Mother

Columba Hart and Jane Bishop, finally appeared

from Paulist Press by the end of the decade (1990).

Margot King edited the Peregrina Translations Series

of the Matrologia Latina, including among its earlier

publications the lives of Christina Mirabilis (1986),

Marie d’Oignies (1987), and Saint Macrina (1987). In

2001, Monica Green produced a side-by-side transla-

tion of The Trotula: A Medieval Compendium of

Women’s Medicine.

Articles about medieval women and gender

became fare for mainstream scholarly journals. Spec-

ulum: the Journal of the Medieval Academy of America

published an issue devoted to medieval women, sex,

gender, and feminism in 1993. Authorities on the

topic trained graduate students in the field, and

controversies arose. At history meetings from the

American Historical Association winter meeting to

the spring meeting of the Medieval Academy of

America, sessions on medieval women and gender

became commonplace. Neither matched in enthusias-

tic response the annual International Congress on

Medieval Studies at Western Michigan University

in Kalamazoo, Michigan, or its English counterpart,

the International Medieval Congress at Leeds

University in Leeds, England.

Diversity

Diversity became a theme in the 1990s, with many

feminist scholars arguing for a complex view of medi-

eval women’s lives and many roles played out in

religion, community, family, society at large, and the

economy. Women’s ethnicity and sexuality became

topics of interest. Anglo-American dominance in re-

cent publishing on the topic was challenged by the

emergence of new journals devoted to women in other

European languages. In France Clio: Histoire, Femme

et Sociétés began publishing in 1995. Homme: Zeits-

chrift für feministische Geschichtswissenschaft began

in Germany in 1990 followed by Feministische Studien

in 1994. Arenal: Revista de Historia de las Mujeres

Universidad de Granada also began in 1994 as did

Nora: Nordic Journal of Women’s Studies. Memoria,

Revista di Storia delle Donne had begun much earlier

in Italy (1981) but ceased publication in 1991. This

was prompted in part by the inclusion of many arti-

cles on medieval Italian women in long-established

journals. New emphasis on a plural view of medieval

women profited from the sheer number of new studies

published about them.

With its religious and economic dimensions, the

frauenfrage continued to offer matter for debate.

Likewise the ‘‘golden age’’ for working women

figured as a controversy among scholars writing on

medieval England, with P. J. P. Goldberg offering a

more positive view of women’s opportunities in

Women Work and Life-Cycle in a Medieval Economy:

Women in York and Yorkshire, c. 1300–1520 in 1992,

while Barbara Hanawalt studying London women,

Judith Bennett studying peasant women in Brigstock,

and Maryanne Kowaleski studying market women in

Exeter came to less optimistic conclusions. Judith

Bennett in Medieval Women in Modern Perspective,

published in 2000, challenged the idea of transition

for women and offered instead a formulation on

‘‘patriarchal bargains,’’ contracted by medieval

women in all centuries, albeit in highly diverse ways.

Bennett has questioned as well whether a sharp

demarcation is feasible between Medieval and Early

Modern Europe. Since then, in Gendering the Master

Narrative (2003), Jo Ann McNamara has questioned

our formulation of a ‘‘Middle Ages’’ given what had
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been learned about women. She suggests instead that

the first millennium of the Christian era formed a

coherent time period, followed by a more recent mil-

lennium that introduced a sequence of changes for

women and men.

Perhaps the most contested question in current

historical scholarship on medieval women centers

on a debate over constancy or change in both per-

ceptions of, and the experience of, medieval women.

R. Howard Bloch wrote in ‘‘Medieval Misogyny’’ in

1987 (subsequently published in a book length

monograph in 1991) that woman-hating, especially

wife-hating, largely a hermeneutical rather than a

political device, was such a dominant literary theme

in the Middle Ages that it is best understood as

a constant across time, from Jerome and John

Chrysostom to the Renaissance. This raised anew

the old discourse about women’s nature and the

corresponding problem of how misogyny affected

women’s lives. Helen Solterer’s response to Bloch

read: ‘‘However exactly Bloch attempts to define

medieval misogyny as a sophisticated game of litera-

ture, it inevitably escapes these bounds, inflicting its

text on women’s and men’s lives’’ (Medieval Feminist

Newsletter 6 [1988]: 15). Bloch answered with a ma-

terialist argument introducing a further duality into

the debate: ‘‘To put the thesis crudely: as long as

woman was merely a possession to be disposed of

between men, she was vilified in the terms of mis-

ogyny; as soon as she became capable of disposing

in her own right, she was idealized in the terms of

courtly love’’ (Medieval Feminist Newsletter 7 [1989]

9). Concerns with change and stability, and the in-

terplay of what was said about women with women’s

own experience, had not been resolved in two decades

of debate.

In the 2000s, Matrix, an online resource listing

medieval women’s monastic houses, was established,

originally with National Endowment for the Huma-

nities funding. This would help rectify the imbalance

where extensive documentation existed on men’s mo-

nastic houses yet very little was known about

women’s houses and orders. Feminae, formerly Medi-

eval Feminist Index, began publishing on the Web in

1996 and now covers articles about medieval women

and gender in five languages, in 496 journals, and

in volumes of collected essays as well. The sheer

amount of accrued information on medieval women

tells its own story, indeed this encyclopedia chose to

highlight the vast increase in historical knowledge

about medieval women. The study of women is no

longer marginal but central to the endeavor of

recovering the medieval past. It is a field of study

that has come of age and promises more to come.

SUSAN MOSHER STUARD

Note: The books and articles mentioned in this entry

may be found in the Appendix, Milestones in

Women’s History.
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HOLY KINSHIP
The Holy Kinship included the maternal blood rela-

tions of Jesus. Its relational concept developed grad-

ually in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, derived

partly from the twelfth-century doctrine of the Im-

maculate Conception. The argument that Mary’s

conception lacked original sin conferred an aura of

sanctity on her mother, Anne, who appears only in

the apocryphal Protoevangelium of James and Gos-

pel of Pseudo-Matthew, and came to be seen, espe-

cially in Northern Europe, as matriarch of mostly

female Kinship consisting of her daughters and grand-

children. Anne’s long-barren marriage to Joachim

eventually produced Mary, mother of Jesus. Widow-

hood and two subsequent marriages allowed Anne to

bear Mary Cleophas and Mary Salome. The next

generation of the three stepsisters’ children included

Jesus; the Apostles James the Less, James the Greater,

Simon, and Jude; and John the Evangelist. The

Kinship could comprise nearly thirty members,

depending on inclusion of relatives such as Anne’s

cousin Elizabeth and her son, John the Baptist.

Awareness of the Kinship spread via the Golden

Legend and artistic representations. The Kinship’s

thirteenth-century rise in literature and art perhaps

responded to the contemporaneous dominance of

patrilineal relationships in Jesus’s genealogy and me-

dieval genealogy generally. The Kinship reached its

height in popularity around 1500, not coincidentally a

time when numbers of female saints had increased,

married women could acquire saintly reputations, and

saints demonstrated maternal, nurturing behavior.

Images of the Kinship communicated the sanctity

possible for wives and mothers, cultural approval of

marriage as a pious vocation, and medieval respect

for familial connections. The Kinship also provided

an alternative to the more masculine Trinity, and

highlighted Christ’s closeness with, and bodily origin

from, women.

CHARA ARMON
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HOME MANUFACTURING
There were two kinds of economic production in the

Middle Ages: production for consumption and pro-

duction for the market. Both were done primarily in

the home, and they were usually intertwined. Produc-

tion for the market was found mainly in towns and

cities; agricultural families grew or made most of what

they consumed. But even in agricultural families,

there is evidence that the wife, while brewing ale for

her family, made extra and sold it to her neighbors. In

the winter, when there was less work to do on the

land, farmers and their families might spin or weave

to bring in the cash needed to pay rents or to provide

the food and other items that they did not grow or

make for themselves.

In towns, most production for the market was

done in family workshops. While the husband was

the legal and titular head of both the family and the

workshop, it was presumed, at least in many crafts,

that the wife would work alongside him in something

approximating the ‘‘rough-and-ready’’ equality posit-

ed by Eileen Power in her 1926 essay. The work force/

household typically consisted of parents and children,

one or two apprentices, and household servants. The

occasional journeyman employee lived elsewhere.

Most urban houses had at least two rooms—a work-

room in front and a room for cooking and sleeping

behind. Some had a second story, with more beds and

perhaps storage.

Most studies of medieval women’s work—or of

work of any kind—focus on the period from about

1300–1500, because of the dearth of evidence for the

earlier Middle Ages. There is a consensus that a sig-

nificant portion of an urban married woman’s time

was spent assisting her husband with his trade. Guild

regulations allowed many masters to teach their

trades to their wives. In many trades, a widow could

continue to run the workshop, teach apprentices, and

sell the goods previously made under the supervision
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of her husband. Tax rolls for Paris for the late thir-

teenth century strongly suggest that, pragmatically if

not legally, the shop, tools, and inventory of a crafts-

man belonged to the family as a whole, not to the

individual. The father/husband was the titular head of

the intact family, but after either the mother or the

father died, if there were adult children, the remaining

parent and children were taxed as a company—a

group of persons owning property together and joint-

ly operating a business.

Some married women had separate businesses of

their own. The 1297 Parisian tax roll lists Geoffrey the

weaver; his wife sells candles and Roger the carter;

his wife is a baker. This separate business might be

small, carried on in addition to helping in the family

workshop, or the wife might have her own workshop,

with her own apprentices.

Martha Howell and Natalie Davis argue that some

married women enjoyed a relatively high labor-status

(that is, their work was both valued and well-compen-

sated) because, through their husbands, they had ac-

cess to raw materials and to markets. In Cologne,

women monopolized the trades of yarn making,

gold spinning, and silk making. Many silk mistresses

were married to, or widows of, silk merchants; gold

spinners were married to gold beaters or goldsmiths.

The yarn business was run jointly by merchant-

husbands and their artisan-wives. Thus in Cologne,

according to Howell, the main trades were dominated

by family production units, which controlled the in-

dustry from importing raw materials to selling the

finished goods. Women’s high labor-status, she

argues, was possible only in such a system.

Many unmarried women also worked at home to

produce goods for the market. If Howell and Davis

are correct, most of them lacked capital to acquire the

tools and raw materials needed to produce high-end

goods. They also lacked the access to raw materials

and to the long-distance market enjoyed by mer-

chants’ wives. Most of them, thus, were relegated to

low-status, low-income work such as spinning, car-

ding, and combing, often as part of the ‘‘putting-out’’

system, the earliest form of capitalism. Importers,

especially of silk, instead of selling their raw materials

to artisans, would supply the materials to spinners

and weavers, paying them by the piece for their

work, and then would sell the finished cloth. While

weaving required a loom, spinning, carding, and com-

bing required virtually no investment for the worker

who worked on materials supplied by the nascent

merchant-capitalist.

Most current research assumes that women’s roles

in economic life contracted after 1500. Howell and

Davis argue that this contraction ties directly to the

decline of the family workshop that accompanied

early modern capitalism. Much work remains to be

done, for both the medieval and the early modern

periods, before a true synthesis can be constructed.

JANICE ARCHER
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HONOR AND REPUTATION
Honor constituted a complex and key organizing

principle of many medieval societies. It could be un-

derstood as a ‘‘right to respect,’’ as social prestige or

as good reputation. Only toward the later Middle

Ages did honor come in many places to resemble the

more modern notion of an internal quality connected

to moral integrity. Honor could be both personal and

collective: one’s honor affected one’s family and even

one’s ancestral lineage. Not only the elites possessed a

concept of honor. Lower-status men and women also

claimed honor for themselves.
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Honor was inextricably linked to reputation

(Latin, fama). Talk and gossip—often considered the

special purview of women—formed a powerful medi-

um for conferring or diminishing status and enforcing

social norms. Reputation also possessed a legal di-

mension. In many societies, certain conditions could

legally deprive a person of honorable status: criminal

conviction, illegitimacy, or engaging in certain profes-

sions (for instance, prostitution). Lack of honorable

standing (infamia or infamy) caused one to forfeit

legal privileges, such as the right to inherit, to hold

office, to testify, or to serve as a legal guardian.

Historians have drawn extensively upon anthro-

pology to reconstruct the functioning of honor in

medieval cultures. They frequently describe it in eco-

nomic terms or as a ‘‘zero-sum game.’’ A scarce com-

modity, honor could be taken from others to increase

one’s own. Honor had to be actively defended and

regained if lost. Insults and injuries to self and kin

were perceived as ‘‘debts’’ that required repayment.

Scholars frequently couple honor with ‘‘shame,’’

‘‘guilt,’’ and ‘‘humiliation.’’ The most well-known

schema contrasts honor-based ‘‘shame cultures’’

with ‘‘guilt cultures.’’ In shame cultures, external fac-

tors such as public opinion regulate acceptable behav-

ior and social interactions. Shame results when

individuals do not conform to the honor standards

of their group. Failure to take steps to restore honor

leads to public humiliation. In guilt cultures, a per-

son’s internal sense of right and wrong determines

acceptable conduct. Often early medieval warrior

societies are cast as shame cultures and the centralized

states of the later Middle Ages as en route to becom-

ing more ‘‘modern’’ guilt cultures. However, the con-

tours of honor, shame, guilt, and humiliation varied

greatly throughout the medieval world.

Honor was socially constructed and determined by

the judgment of others, particularly social equals.

People displayed honor publicly by following the

norms of unwritten ‘‘honor codes.’’ Entire commu-

nities could shame those who behaved dishonorably,

through public rituals such as shunning, defacing of

houses, and charivari. Medieval societies were also

highly image-conscious. Insignia and opulent dress

conveyed the honorable status of elites. Conversely,

sumptuary laws marked dishonorable and lower-

status persons (such as Jews, servants, and prosti-

tutes) by forbidding them to wear certain items or

by mandating distinctive garments or signs that set

them apart.

Honor was often gendered. Typically, men proved

their honor by providing for those under their protec-

tion and by aggressively responding to injuries and

challenges. Since women’s social value, particularly in

Mediterranean and Islamic societies, often centered

upon their reproductive capacity as perpetuators of

male lineages, their honor was linked primarily to

chastity. To preserve their honor, women ideally

had to be sequestered in the private realm of the

household. In medieval Italian city-states, commu-

nities of honorable women (such as nunneries) were

perceived to increase the civic honor of the entire

citizenry. Loss of female chastity gravely damaged

both the woman’s and her male kin’s honor. Men

were often permitted to harshly discipline unchaste

women under their protection and might even be

excused for murder.

The conceptualization of women’s honor, howev-

er, varied considerably throughout medieval Europe.

In Iceland, for instance, it depended less on chastity.

In both the Mediterranean and the European north,

women could play an active role in inciting vendetta

and urging reluctant male kin to take revenge. And

although women did not normally participate directly

in blood feuds, legal records reveal that they did

retaliate personally, both verbally and physically,

against men and other women for insult and injury.

If honor could be lost, it could also be regained.

Males could pursue violent revenge. Women accused

of unchastity who married their rapist or seducer

could also restore their honor. By the twelfth century,

the influence of the Church, chivalric codes, and the

judicial systems of proliferating centralized states

prompted changes in conceptualizations of honor.

As refined, courtly manners and speech became im-

portant indicators of honorableness, even for non-

aristocrats, the law courts increasingly augmented

vendetta to supply an alternative arena for men and

women to challenge and regain honor and reputation.

LYNN MARIE LAUFENBERG
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HOSPITALS
Depending on the needs of the community and

patrons’ wishes and resources, medieval hospitals

offered food, shelter, and other assistance to a range

of temporarily or perennially disadvantaged indivi-

duals, including travelers and pilgrims, abandoned

or orphaned children, prostitutes, the poor, the aged,

the crippled, and the chronically infirm. These insti-

tutions often combined functions typically divided

between more specialized modern hostels, hospices,

and hospitals. Supporters of medieval hospitals

could be motivated by compassion, penance, familial

or individual prestige and security, local need, civic

pride and, as hospitals were often associated with a

religious house or possessed a chapel, a desire to

benefit from the intercessions of institutions’ grateful

staff and patients. In Europe, many contributed

to wandering preachers sent out by hospitals on

fundraising tours, their generosity often rewarded

by partial indulgences. Others sought out local hos-

pitals to access spiritual services and relics and give

alms. As an extension of the charity they provided

within their own households and networks of rela-

tions and friends, married and widowed women

often bequeathed items available to them as part of

their household goods, dowry, or inheritance (in-

cluding small sums of money, bedding, or food) to

local hospitals, either independently or as members

of a confraternity or guild. As heiresses or widows or

in conjunction with their spouses, burger and noble

women also founded hospitals and occasionally

exercised patronage rights. Some Jewish commu-

nities also maintained hospitals, while wealthy aris-

tocratic or imperial women established or endowed

hospitals and hostels both in Byzantium and in Is-

lamic cities and religious shrines, particularly along

routes to Mecca.

Because European hospitals ranged from institu-

tions attached to episcopal chapters or monastic

houses to shelters founded by lay patrons, confrater-

nities, guilds, municipal governments, or religious

orders, the nature of their staff and inmates varied

widely. In some hospitals, such as the long-lived

Hôtel-Dieu in Paris, individuals who had taken reli-

gious vows devoted themselves to prayer and spiritual

services and the care of the sick, abandoned, and

poor. They were often joined—or in lay-run hospitals

replaced—by hired servants and/or lay brothers and

sisters, that is, individuals who took vows of celibacy

and devoted themselves to manual tasks, charitable

work, and abbreviated prayers.

Many independent religious women, including

anchoresses, recluses, and Beguines, attached them-

selves to hospitals, while as widows or part of a mar-

ried couple, confraternity, or tertiary order, other

women founded or served in hospitals as an alter-

native or precursor to entering a traditional religi-

ous house devoted to contemplation. The social and

religious security of working for a hospital tended to

attract unmarried and widowed women, providing

for the lower social orders an opportunity for a reli-

gious life unavailable to the majority barred from re-

latively exclusive nunneries. Some individuals, called

donats, donated their property to a hospital and pro-

mised to serve it in return for life-long room, board,

and nursing. Pensioners (known also as corrodians)

sometimes purchased permanent accommodation

in various institutions as a form of social security,

making distinctions between these individuals and

fully professed hospital staff, hired servants, and lay

brothers and lay sisters problematic. For founders,

resources, and affiliations influenced hospitals’ func-

tions and their personnel; all hospitals were faced

with balancing charitable expenditures with self-

perpetuation as an institution that benefited its

donors. In the impoverished leper houses where

devout laywomen such as Yvette of Huy and Marie

of Oignies served, the struggle for subsistence left

little time for formal prayer, yet in other hospitals,

donats, pensioners, and members of confraternities or

guilds attached conditions to their donations and

eventually transformed hospitals into exclusive rest

homes or religious houses dedicated to interceding

for their donors’ souls.

In Europe, both caregivers and the afflicted were

encouraged to view the hardships they endured as a

salvific imitation of Christ’s suffering comparable to

the contemplative life. Hospitals sought to prepare

inmates for reconciliation with God on earth and in

the afterlife through a regimen of spiritual healing:

confession, reception of the sacraments, and partici-

pation in religious services. Many hospitals possessed

their own chapels and clergymen who performed

masses and liturgical prayers for the spiritual benefit
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of patients, staff, and benefactors. In long-term care

facilities specializing in the care of lepers, the aged,

mentally ill, or handicapped, patients might join the

staff in taking vows of poverty, chastity and/or obedi-

ence, adopting a religious habit, and participating in

religious services and general duties.

For religious and disciplinary reasons, hospitals

sought to prevent sexual relations between male and

female caregivers, servants, patients, and boarders.

If funds permitted, separate refectories, dormitories,

chapels, and kitchens were provided for male and

female staff, while patients were segregated by ward

and sometimes nursed by their own sex. Hospital

statutes often forbade young or attractive women

from being hired as servants or sisters, and severely

punished those caught in flagrante delicto. Some

hospitals required women hired as nurses, cooks,

and laundresses to possess honest reputations,

while others barred the admission of married couples

or specifically prohibited sisters and female servants

from bathing, (un)dressing, or making the beds of

male coworkers. However, women continued to at-

tach themselves as servants, lay sisters, donats,

recluses, and pensioners even to hospitals dominated

by male staff, while scarce resources often meant

that it was difficult to maintain segregated living

spaces for staff and inmates. In hospitals with

mixed staff, women were sometimes granted their

own mistress or prioress, although they ultimately

answered to male leadership. Rarely, hospitals with

an entirely female staff were headed by independent

prioresses.

In many hospitals, women shouldered the brunt

of round-the-clock nursing, food preparation, and

laundering of clothing and bedding, while male

staff administered hospital property, raised funds,

and performed spiritual services or heavy manual

tasks. Wards devoted to the care of women, infants,

and abandoned children particularly tended to be

entrusted to female staff, some of whom may have

possessed medical knowledge. Hospitals which ad-

mitted women often retained midwives, and in rare

instances, female physicians. Some institutions, such

as the Filles-Dieu in Paris, were founded entirely for

the sake of rehabilitating fallen women and repen-

tant prostitutes; others offered temporary room and

board to prevent prostitutes from working during

holy seasons. Many hospitals, including the famous

institution maintained in Jerusalem by the Hospital-

ler order, admitted pregnant women close to child-

birth; some guaranteed exhausted mothers a bed

until their full recovery and provided cradles for

their infants. Others accepted abandoned infants

and children, including Muslim and Jewish chil-

dren who were raised as Christians. These services

prevented infanticide and aided local and traveling

women unable to care for their children out of pov-

erty, sickness, or sudden widowhood, as well as sin-

gle women, female slaves, and servants who became

pregnant out of wedlock. Female staff, hired wet-

nurses, and foster homes cared for these foundlings

and for orphans, including those whose parents had

died at the hospital. Those who survived to adult-

hood were often given the choice of joining the hos-

pital as staff or servants or entering the world.

Typically, boys were apprenticed to a trade, while

girls entered domestic service or were given dowry

money to enable an honorable marriage. Some hos-

pitals also joined almshouses and monasteries in

seeking out the sick and poor at home or doling

out food or money to the destitute, thus providing

crucial social, financial, and religious resources for

both men and women.

JESSALYNN BIRD
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HOUSEHOLD ACCOUNTS
The medieval household comprised servants and

retainers who formed a community around an indi-

vidual or married couple where an ordered mode of
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life made it possible to nurture the immediate family

and receive visitors. The small and simple household

is certainly very ancient, but few records survive from

before 1200, and it is from these complex accounts

that historians draw most of the information on how

this vital institution functioned. In England by 1500,

there were probably up to 2,000 households which

would have produced annual accounts, yet only

some 500 have survived. While these have some com-

mon features, each household adopted its particular

method of accounting. At the top of society was the

royal household, but even here the survival of

accounts is disappointing. Among the most extensive

sets of household accounts to survive are those for

Elizabeth de Burgh, lady of Clare (d. 1360), covering

the years from 1325–1360. In some cases women were

involved in the running of two households, in which

case two whole sets of accounts may be missing for

a large number of families. The account book of

Elizabeth Berkeley, countess of Warwick, 1420–1421,

refers to an inner household (Hospicium intrinsecum)

and a foreign household (Forinsecum). The surviving

accounts are for the inner establishment. Accounts

were essential because maintenance of the household

often was the largest expenditure made by a landed

family. The accounts of Joan de Valence, countess of

Pembroke, show that she was spending £1,000 per

annum on her household between 1295 and 1297.

Giles de Wenlock, keeper of the household of Mar-

garet of Brotherton, duchess of Norfolk, accounted

for over £1,000 spent on her household in 1385–1386.

Good management demanded proper budgeting, and,

therefore, record keeping and the accounts helped

prevent corruption and mismanagement.

The most comprehensive of these accounts are the

household books. The 1412–1413 account for Alice de

Bryene, a Suffolk widow of gentry status, comprises

the daily record of who consumed what at her house

in Acton. Each entry begins with a record of the

number of meals served and the date, followed by a

list of the guests. Next is a pantry account recording

the number of loaves sent to the table, a note, but no

details, of wine and ale consumed, lists of fish and

meat that had been taken from the manor’s store, and

the daily purchases made to supplement these provi-

sions. The record concludes with the cost of fodder

for horses stabled that day and, finally, the day’s total

costs. An entry was made at the end of each month

for the aggregate. Elizabeth Berkeley’s account book

fills 140 folios, and after preliminaries, recording the

receipts of the keeper, a record of provisions left over

from the previous year and a list of the fifty-five

household members, it follows much the same pat-

tern. The entries do, however, reflect this more com-

plex household in the practice of entering the expenses

of some six household departments—pantry, buttery,

kitchen, poultry, wardrobe, and marshalsea (that

which dealt with the horses, fodder, and traveling).

One delightful feature is the use of a pen drawing of

casks and barrels each time a new one was broached.

Complexity also resulted from the keeping of separate

departmental accounts. The details of wine and ale

consumed in the de Bryene household were probably

contained in a butler’s or cellarer’s account. These

together with brewing, kitchen, wardrobe, chamber

and chapel accounts, diet accounts, chequerrolls (lists

of servants), travel, and building records are among

the more common household accounts.

Perhaps one of the most interesting features of

household accounts is the record of the visitors who

came daily to dine, for this reveals the social and

political contacts of the individual. Many were

administrators and farm workers but these records

confirm the importance of hospitality in the Middle

Ages. Alice de Bryene fed more than 300 people at the

New Year’s feast in 1412; and in the household of

Eleanor de Montford, countess of Leicester, which

averaged 207 members in 1265, provision was made

on April 14 to feed 800 poor. Elizabeth Berkeley liked

to entertain the clergy, but, in 1421, her most distin-

guished guest was the king’s brother, John, duke of

Bedford. £1.15s 2d was spent on his meal, exclusive of

a tip to the duke’s own cook. Elizabeth Burgh enter-

tained the duke of Lancaster and the Black Prince in

1355 and 1358, respectively, and had the mayor and

sheriffs of London to dine in 1358. Household ac-

counts are vital sources for determining the social and

economic lives ofwealthier women, giving insights into

their lifestyles, interests, networks, and friendships.

ROWENA E. ARCHER
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HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT
Medieval households ranged in size from the great

estates of the high nobility to the poor cottages of

peasants. Despite vast differences in scale and politi-

cal significance, all of these households shared a con-

ceptual place in the medieval mind and social

structure. The household represented a unit within

which a family and its resources were organized,

sheltered, maintained, and nurtured for the sake of fu-

ture generations. Household management, therefore,

whether on the grand scale of landed estates, in the

urban milieu of the artisan or merchant family, or on

the small plots allotted for the dwellings of rural

tenants, was a task of critical importance. At all levels

of medieval society, the bulk of that task fell on the

female head of the household.

At the core of the medieval household was the

family, whether based on the nuclear model, as was

common in England, or the more complex extended

family that prevailed in Italy, especially among the

nobility. Even where the nuclear family was the norm,

the household often included servants and others,

such as young kinsfolk being fostered and educated

by the lady of the house. The idea of the household

also extended beyond the house itself, to include the

lands, outbuildings, and animals that comprised the

resources of the domestic economy. Household man-

agement was at its core an economic responsibility

that demanded careful accounting of material and

human resources.

Noble Households

Account books and advice books for the ladies of

great estates offer considerable insight into the com-

plexity of household management for the nobility.

From such sources as the thirteenth-century account

book of Eleanor de Montfort, the Countess of Leices-

ter, and Christine de Pizan’s The Treasure of the City

of Ladies, we know that the responsibility for over-

seeing servants, lands, and animals was a complex

task usually assigned to the noble wife. The frequent

absence of noble men, due to Crusades, wars, or

attendance at court, meant that noble women were

called upon to run the daily affairs of the estate,

including full accounting for the expenditures and

profits of its extensive lands and related enterprises.

Moreover, noble women were expected to use their

household resources to entertain the large traveling

retinues that accompanied their husbands and other

noble men and, at times, to defend their estates with a

full array of diplomatic and warlike strategies. As

Christine de Pizan explains, the practical management

skills exhibited by the noble wife, like the less tangible

virtues of obedience and respectability, were consid-

ered to be a public reflection of the husband’s honor.

The noble home was no mere private realm, and

effective household management could influence the

political as well as the economic success of the family

as a social entity.

As the manager of that noble household, the lady

worked closely with the steward, or chief agent, of

the estate and oversaw his collection of profits and

disbursement of expenses. Among the various enter-

prises to be supervised were the products of the

fields, the by-products of such animals as sheep and

cattle, the maintenance of agricultural equipment,

and the profits of mills and wine presses. As manager

of the human resources attached to the household,

the lady was responsible for hiring and training ser-

vants for her various domestic and agricultural

enterprises and for the discipline and good gover-

nance of those in her employ. As manager of the

domestic aspects of the family in her household, the

lady played a dominant role in the rearing of chil-

dren. She was responsible for their early introduc-

tion to literacy, to religious instruction, and to the

gendered roles they would fill within the feudal hier-

archy. Often, she provided this education to the

children of other noble families placed in her care

for the sake of social advancement. As the manager

of her family’s reputation, she used her skills and

social networks to negotiate marriage alliances,

gain the favor of the church, and place members of

her family in desirable positions within other house-

holds of greater political influence.

Urban Households

The noble household may have been more complex

than the smaller households of townspeople and

peasants, but the success of these smaller enter-

prises was no less dependent on careful management.

The urban households of artisans and merchants
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similarly fulfilled private and public functions as

they sheltered and nurtured a family, trained appren-

tices in the various crafts, produced goods for the

market, and upheld economic, civic, and religious

responsibilities as members of guilds. Here, too, the

woman, whether wife or widow, usually took on the

tasks of hiring and training servants, and in the case

of the artisan household was especially responsible

for apprentices. These duties bound her to the rules

of the craft guild as well as to the expectations of her

husband and thus exemplify the marketable value of

her skills. The master of a craft would have had

difficulty maintaining his business or his guild mem-

bership without the managerial skills that his wife

contributed to their joint economic enterprise.

Urban household management also required the ac-

quisition and preparation of food for the family

members, servants, apprentices, and craft workers

in the home, the maintenance of shelter and clothing

for this extended household, and the discipline of all

its members.

Peasant Households

The rural households of peasant producers similarly

required the vigilant management of limited resources,

both human and material. While some peasant house-

holds could afford to hire extra labor, most were

dependent on the combined efforts of wife, husband,

and children in order to satisfy the demands of the

landlord and the necessities of survival. Thus the

overwhelming challenge faced by the peasant woman

as household manager was the management of her

own time as she tended to children and animals,

grew and prepared food, produced such marketable

goods as ale and cheese, and helped her husband in

the fields. Home management without servants in-

cluded such daily tasks as lighting fires, drawing

water from wells, gardening, collecting eggs, milking

cows, and the all important task of training children

for the roles they would assume as adults.

At each of these levels of medieval society, effective

household management was critical to the success of

the household as an economic unit.

MADONNA J. HETTINGER
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HROTSVIT OF GANDERSHEIM
Not much is known about the family and life of

Hrotsvit of Gandersheim except that she was a nun

(sanctimonialis) in the community of canonesses at

Gandersheim (Germany). Occasional remarks in her

writings give evidence of her Saxon origin and suggest

a date of birth between 930 and 940. She was educated

in Gandersheim and was a special protegé of the

Abbess Gerberga II, niece of emperor Otto I. Some

time after finishing her last work in the 970s, she likely

died. Her expressions of gratitude towards Abbess

Gerberga II suggest that her superior’s support and

active concern encouraged her to write in the first

place and provided her with important books, as

well as contacts with important centers of education.

Hrotsvit began her oeuvre with a poetic adaptation of

eight holy legends, which she arranged in two groups

of five and three dedicated to her abbess with a mod-

est request for corrections. To rearrange saints’ lives

from prose to poetry was a very popular exercise to

demonstrate the level achieved in Latin scholarship.

Around 965, she wrote—also divided into two

books—six dramas arranged in rhymed prose, which

in her time was still exceptional (Gallicanus, Dulcitius,

Calimachus, Abraham, Pafnutius, and Sapientia).

These were created in order to replace the very popu-

lar but ‘‘impious’’ comedies of Terence. Hrotsvit pre-

sented the first four comedies to some educated but

unknown readers for corrections. Writing her third

book, Hrotsvit chose a different literary genre, al-

though lacking a model or special experience: Being

ordered by her abbess, she composed a poem of praise

about the deeds of Otto the Great in hexameters.

The intention of the Gesta Ottonis, as well as the

date of writing, is still under discussion—after all,
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three different prefaces with dedications to Abbess

Gerberga, Otto I, and Otto II are known. Most likely

the larger part of the Gesta were written between 965–

966 and 967, whereas the second prologue, as well as

the last parts of the Gesta, could have been finished

only after Christmas 967. The most recent of the

extant works of Hrotsvit, written probably before

973, is the Primordia coenobii Gandeshemensis, a his-

tory of the beginnings of Gandersheim that estab-

lishes a connection between this foundation and the

Ottonians’ political success. It was thus intended to

secure further political and economical assistance and

not as a historical report. At least two rhymed lives of

the patrons of Gandersheim, Saints Anastasius I and

Innocent I, are lost, as well as some titles in hexameter

for a cycle illustrating the Apocalypse of John.

Hrotsvit possessed an extraordinary dramatic tal-

ent and a linguistic gift to analyze and modify the

language patterns of her models. She was the first

author to render passions and saints’ lives in dialogue;

thus, she revived the dramatic genre in contemporary

rhymed fashion. Her superior education was by no

means unusual for nuns of the Ottonian century, and

her motives as an author testify to her deeply rooted

religious convictions. Hrotsvit wanted to use her

talents in praise of God and described her ‘‘poetic

and religious mission’’ by the interpretation of her

name as clamor validus, a powerful calling. Her cen-

tral subject next to the miracles accomplished by God

was virginity. Her stories develop around powerful

young women who evade the sexualization of their

female bodies as well as social domination in marriage

by choosing a life as a virgin bride of Christ. They are

written as examples for the young nuns living in

Hrotsvit’s community who had to choose between

taking up the veil or getting married. Furthermore,

she weaves allusions to the quadrivium into her story-

lines; obviously her works were used for teaching.

Only Hrotsvit’s historical writings had a broader au-

dience in mind, but their reception cannot be proved.

Hrotsvit’s social values fit into the feudal society of

the early Middle Ages. The existence of a normative

female view in her writings on the other hand is still

being debated.

Since the first publication of Hrotsvit’s oeuvre in

1501, her reception has always been quite ambiguous,

especially the evaluation of her style, moreover the

authenticity of her work continues being debated to

the present day. Some of the problems of appraising

this author arise from the fact that she established not

only the beginnings of Ottonian literacy but also of

medieval drama. As Berschin puts it, Hrotsvit virtu-

ally stepped out of nothing with her metrical legends

and, therefore, is a witness not only for the education

of medieval women but also for the individuality and

novelty of the Ottonian Renaissance.

KATRINETTE BODARWÉ
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HUMANISM
From about 1300 to 1650, humanism was the charac-

teristic and primary intellectual movement of the Ital-

ian Renaissance, diffusing also to other regions of

Europe mainly after 1500. It consisted of the diligent

study, imitation, edition, and translation of Latin and

later Greek classical and Christian texts, which in turn

fueled new genres of literary expression, promoted

new avenues of Western thought, and created a new

pedagogy. This activity affected subsequent develop-

ments including the Reformation, the discussion of

New World encounters, the querelle des femmes (de-

bate about the nature of women), the Scientific Revo-

lution, and modern concepts of the state. Although

humanism was largely created by male scholars, indi-

vidual humanists also concerned themselves with the

education of women and women’s roles; and a few

women themselves acquired humanist educations and

participated in the humanist movement.
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Origins of Humanism, Ninth to
Fourteenth Centuries

Attention to the ancient literary tradition surged sev-

eral times in the West: during the Carolingian Renais-

sance of the ninth century; during the Twelfth-Century

Renaissance, and especially during the Italian Re-

naissance, which permanently reintegrated the study

of ancient thought in the secondary and university

curricula. From the late thirteenth century, a circle of

scholars centered in Padua launched the latter move-

ment by consciously imitating Latin authors in poetry

and prose.

In the next century, the tradition they started

reached an early culmination in the work of Francis

Petrarch (Francesco Petrarca, 1304–1374) and Gio-

vanni Boccaccio (1313–1375). Also important for his

contributions to vernacular literary traditions, as a

humanist Petrarch discovered, collected, studied,

and imitated Latin texts, and composed important

historical, rhetorical, and moral philosophical works

whose expressive eloquence derived from his imita-

tion of the finest authors, especially Cicero. Boccac-

cio, too, was a renowned author in the vernacular

(most notably, his collection of stories, the Deca-

meron), but at the same time, as a humanist, wrote

in defense of the study of ancient pagan classics and

compiled the pioneering collective biography On

Famous Women.

Later in the century, Petrarch’s student, Coluccio

Salutati (1331–1406), in his role as chancellor of the

republic of Florence, employed his humanist skills

to save his city as a defender of liberty against the

enemy state of Milan, depicted as tyrannical. Salutati

also fostered many talented young Florentines and

foreign visitors who became the leaders of the next

generation of humanists. In that effort, he invited to

Florence the Byzantine diplomat Manuel Chrysoloras

(1353–1415) who, during a three-year stay, taught

Greek to aspiring scholars, thus inaugurating Greek

studies in western Europe where they had virtually

not existed, except on the peripheries, since antiquity.

The Fifteenth Century

During the fifteenth century, the humanist program

became firmly established. Humanist teachers such as

Pier Paolo Vergerio (1370–1444) defined as the five

disciplines of the studia humanitatis (the ‘‘studies of

humanity’’) poetry, grammar (the study of literature),

rhetoric (the study of composition), history, and

moral philosophy (the one branch of philosophy

that tended to be nonsystematic and closely related

to literature). These were the disciplines (replacing

those of the medieval schools) they taught to the

children of urban patricians who became the leaders

of Renaissance Italy, patrons of the arts, and amateur

writers themselves in the humanist genres; among

them was, for example, the Venetian nobleman Fran-

cesco Barbaro (1390–1454). From the fifteenth

through the nineteenth century, the humanist curric-

ulum dominated secondary education.

Other humanists were ‘‘secretaries,’’ such as Pog-

gio Bracciolini (1381–1459) and Leonardo Bruni (c.

1370–1444), the bureaucrats of city-states and the

church who employed their literary skills to compose

letters and speeches defining public policy. Still

others were employed by rulers to write on matters

of interest to the monarch, including Lorenzo Valla

(1405–1457), whose attacks on the church matched

the interests of his employer, a papal rival.

Humanist authors of all types—teachers, secre-

taries, and amateurs—employed their knowledge of

classical texts to examine matters of interest in the

civic world of the Renaissance. They wrote on nobili-

ty, political rule, poverty, and the family, and recov-

ered the history of ancient Rome and composed

new histories of their own Renaissance cities. They

composed treatises as well on the ‘‘dignity of man,’’ as

did Giannozzo Manetti (1396–1459) and Giovanni

Pico della Mirandola (1463–1494), reconceptuali-

zing human nature, based on classical learning, as

uniquely active and creative.

Humanists employed their knowledge of Greek to

translate the works of Plato, largely unknown in

western Europe, the accomplishment of Marsilio

Ficino (1433–1499) and to explore Greek philoso-

phy, science, and mathematics. They developed the

scholarly methods of textual analysis still important

today, and wielding these, readied for the new print-

ing presses (established in Italy from the late 1460s)

editions of all the Greek and Latin classics. Once

matured, humanist themes and style were imitated

in the vernacular by such authors as Niccolò

Machiavelli (1469–1527) and Baldassare Castiglione

(1478–1529).

Women and Humanism

Humanism’s embrace of the values of human worth

and freedom attracted women to the movement as

well. In the Middle Ages, those few women who

acquired advanced educations did so generally in the
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convent, and their literary product was religious. In

Renaissance Italy, some tens of women of the patrici-

ate and nobility acquired humanist educations. A

handful of these entered into literary exchanges with

male humanists, and contributed notable Latin works

in the standard humanist genres of the treatise,

dialogue, oration, and letter. Most notably, Isotta

Nogarola (1418–1464) defended Eve against the

charge fundamental to a misogynist ideology that

she had sinned more than Adam in the Garden of

Eden, and thus bore the blame for the punishment of

Original Sin; Cassandra Fedele (1465–1558) argued

for the benefits of humanist study for women even if

they gained no public recognition for their achieve-

ment; and Laura Cereta (1469–1499) encouraged

women to strive for excellence in those studies that

exalted humankind, while she criticized both the men

and the women who mocked women’s attempt to

pursue that goal.

Male humanists, as well, took notice of women.

Boccaccio’s On Famous Women, although display-

ing misogynistic elements, introduced the issue of

women’s capacity and accomplishments into the

mainstream of intellectual discourse. The letters of

Leonardo Bruni and Lauro Quirini (1420–1480/1481)

to, respectively, Bartolommea Montefeltro Malatesta

and Isotta Nogarola map out a humanist curriculum

for women which, though not exactly the same as that

required for males, was nonetheless ambitious. The

works by Francesco Barbaro and Leon Battista

Alberti (1406–1472) on, respectively, marriage and

the family highlight women’s important roles in

these settings.

The Diffusion of Humanism

The diffusion of humanism north of the Alps began in

the fifteenth century. Italians traveling on diplomatic

missions brought the movement to Spain, France,

England, and the Empire; notable humanist emis-

saries include Poggio Bracciolini (to England), then

serving as papal secretary; and Aeneas Sylvius Picco-

lomini to Scotland before serving in the imperial

chancery. Equally, northerners traveled to Italy to

attend universities and make contacts with literary

circles there, as did such figures as the German cleric

and philosopher Nicholas of Cusa (1400–1464); the

English scholar John Colet (1467–1519); and the

learned Hungarian and German poets Janus Panno-

nius (1434–1472) and Conrad Celtis (1459–1508).

Early in the sixteenth century, from 1506–1509, the

Dutch-born Desiderius Erasmus (1469–1536) visited

Italy, shortly before composing his renowned Praise

of Folly. Erasmus became the principal figure of

northern, and Christian, humanism, who mastered

the Italian tradition and developed it as a European

phenomenon. From 1500–1650, established in the

courts and cities of Europe, humanism helped shape

the Reformation, the debate over women, vernacular

literary genres, and the curriculum of the schools. It

was a factor in the development of modern science,

political theory, and perceptions of the New World

(the Americas).

MARGARET L. KING
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HUMILIATI
The late twelfth and thirteenth centuries saw the pro-

liferation of novel religious movements throughout

Europe. The moral and ethical ambiguities caused

by a new profit orientation motivated society during

the burgeoning commercial revolution, and created a

HUMANISM
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desire by members of the laity to follow an apostolic

life centered on mendicant activism and community

service. Such groups comprised both men and women

who could not find fulfillment in traditional clois-

tered, contemplative orders. In addition to the famil-

iar Franciscans, Dominicans, and Poor Clares, these

new orders also included a wide variety of lesser

known groups such as the Premonstratensians,

Beguines, and the Humiliati of northern Italy.

There is evidence the Humiliati were organized as

early as the 1170s in the textile producing region

around Milan. Pope Lucius III condemned them in

1184 for suspected heresies. However, they persisted,

and in 1201 Innocent III approved the order with

some stipulations, including an injunction against

Humiliati sisters’ active participation in the public

sphere. As hundreds of Humiliati houses were already

established by this time, his attempt to impose order

on the group suggests a desire to rein in the increas-

ingly popular movement.

The Humiliati were divided into three orders.

Members of the first and second orders mirrored

other mendicant groups, living in small group houses.

First-order houses included canons and canonesses

who enjoyed the greatest ecclesiastical privilege. The

third order most closely resembled tertiaries of other

mendicant groups or even confraternities. Mostly

made up of wool workers, they lived in their homes,

often remaining married, but following the apostolic

lifestyle of the Humiliati. Members of all social classes

joined the Humiliati, however, entrants donated all

their worldly goods and practiced communal poverty,

making the Humiliati a tool for social leveling.

A partial inventory of 255 first- and second-order

houses taken in 1344 indicates there were a total of

2,752 members in the order and 1,146 of these were

brothers and 1,606 were sisters. These inventories

indicate that women tended to live in sister-only hous-

es, whereas men lived almost exclusively in mixed

gender houses. Forty-one percent of the houses

housed only sisters, whereas in only 1.4 percent of

the houses were there only brothers. This evidence

for a female majority indicates the desire for apostolic

living and community service was strong among

women, even in the highly patriarchal climate of me-

dieval Italy and suggests a comparison with the

Beguines of Flanders.

The Humiliati were well known at the time for the

production of panni humiliati. This coarse, usually un-

dyed wool was produced for sale or contribution to

the poor, and was meant to counteract the escalating

prices of wool in the commercial market. Ignoring

Innocent’s injunction, women of the Humiliati were

also actively engaged in a number of very public,

civic-centered occupations. Benefiting from the

bequests of entrants, they owned land, acted as land-

lords, loaned money at a low interest to the poor (to

counteract the high interest charged by the bankers

and merchants), administered hospitals, and coordi-

nated poor relief.

SALLY M. BRASHER
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HUMILITY OF FAENZA
Humility (also known as Umilt or Umilit) of Faenza

(1226–1310), Vallombrosan abbess, is among the mi-

nority of religious women in the Middle Ages who

openly preached to her nuns. In 1250, after nine years

of marital life and the death of her two children, she

entered the double Benedictine monastery of Saint

Perpetua of Faenza while her husband joined the

brothers of the abbey. In 1254, she became a recluse

at the Vallombrosan church of Saint Apollinaris.

There she received spiritual guidance from the Val-

lombrosan abbot Crispin, while she gave spiritual

counsel to the local community from her cell. Attract-

ing numerous followers, in 1266 she established the

first Vallombrosan nunnery, Santa Maria at Malta

near Faenza. The convent flourished until 1281

when the Guelfs destroyed it. Consequently, Humility

moved to Florence and founded the Vallombrosan

nunnery of St. John the Evangelist in 1282, where

she was abbess until her death. Her role as religious

mentor is one of contradiction. Her Latin vita claims

that Humility’s ability to read Latin was miraculous.

Moreover, in her sermons, which she dictated in Latin
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to a female scribe, Humility indicates that the author

of her homilies was not she but God speaking through

her. Nonetheless, her ability to read Latin and preach

on profound theological themes indicates a deeper

learning than she or her hagiographers explicitly

reveal. Her sermons, which survive in two eighteenth-

century copies based on a fourteenth-century edaction

no longer extant, are the most significant indicators of

the depth and breadth of this monastic educator.

CAROLYN MUESSIG
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HUNTING AND FALCONRY
In poetry and art, women were associated frequently

with falconry. High social estate was expressed with

examples from nature, identifying raptors as lords of

the sky. Flying hawks at heron, pheasant, partridge,

larks, hare, and rabbit seemed the quintessence of

courtly elegance. It required the utmost patience to

train birds in loyalty and to tolerate their quirks in the

hunt, and so the quality of one’s character was on

display to all. Female birds grew bigger than tiercels

(males) and were preferred as the keener hunters.

Ladies flew both long-winged (true falcons, such as

the peregrine) and short-winged hawks. The pere-

grine, which was flown in open country with good

visibility, either soared aloft and ‘‘waited’’ for game

to be flushed from the ground or flew from the fist

in a winding ascent until she reached altitude

(the ‘‘tower’’), from which heights she ‘‘stooped’’

upon her prey. Goshawks and sparrowhawks were

launched from the fist in wooded country directly at

low-flying birds and ground game. The marginalia of

Queen Mary’s Psalter show women in pairs flying

hawks together. Gace de la Buigne (Roman des

Deduis) depicts falconry as offering edgy competition

as well as fellowship. In one vignette a company of

men of diverse social ranks and trades bond for a

week of falconry, trying out each other’s birds, dining

on their catch, and telling funny stories. In another, a

mixed company of courtiers ambles through the

countryside at a pace allowing leisure to socialize

and flirt. Men and women depicted together with

hawk or hound inevitably evoked venery of the vene-

real kind.

Illuminations in the Manesse Codex show couples

hawking and enjoying amorous pleasures; in the same

book the poet of K(renberg) declares women easy to

lure like the falcon, and (speaking in an ambiguous

persona) tropes a once-loyal lover as a tamed falcon

flown away. As in erotic allegories of the hunt, sex

was troped as the kill, whereby there remained lati-

tude for the feminine subject to voice agony or desire.

Hunting, which was practiced with more variety of

means and method, saw women engaged in many

roles. The par force chase of deer with hounds,

which involved complex tracking, hazardous riding,

and the high ritual of slaughter, was supported by

establishments staffed by men. The Taymouth Hours

(which, as has been argued also for Queen Mary’s

Psalter, may possibly have been made for Isabella of

France, queen of Edward II) uniquely depicts women

hunting deer and boar, handling trophy heads and

butchering game; its owner was a lady of the Neville

family, who had filled the office of England’s chief

forester for much of a century. The official culture,

however, was deeply masculine. The hart and buck

were the preferred quarry. Treatises specified techni-

ques and nomenclature for male game including their

antlers. The honor portion of the kill (for the lord of

the hunt) was the liver and testicles. Ladies nonethe-

less rode with or behind the main rout, sitting their

mounts astride and riding singly or in pairs and cou-

ples. Their influence as onlookers, as at tournaments,

cannot have been negligible. The Boke of Huntyng in

the Book of St. Albans, ascribed to Dame Juliana

Berners (Barnes?), though her identity and authorship
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are questionable, speaks in the persona of a mother

instructing her son how to chase deer, hare, and boar

par force. Edward of Norwich commends his treatise

The Master of Game to gentlemen, as well as ladies,

advising that their hunting keep the custom of the

king’s house in remembrance. His chapter on the

bow-and-stable reflects the hunt women most fa-

vored: Shooting driven game with bow or crossbow

from a stand, and coursing deer and hare with grey-

hounds. The former requires skill with a weapon, the

latter a command of game-lore and jargon. Queen

Mary’s Psalter shows ladies blowing signals on a

horn, shooting deer, and hunting rabbits with ferrets

and nets. The common work of subsistence hunting,

such as rabbiting in warrens, was shared by men and

women. Poaching was mostly left to men.

WILLIAM P. MARVIN
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HUSBANDS AND HUSBANDRY
Historians of women’s experience in the Middle Ages

have understandably written a great deal about mar-

riage, because becoming a wife was important for

most women, providing the most common means

for respectability and some measure of security. We

should not overlook, however, the corresponding im-

portance of marriage for men’s adult identities. The

vast majority of men sought to become husbands and

to remain married.

This subject was long ignored, partly due to the

much later development of interest among historians

in questions of masculinity in the Middle Ages. An-

other reason is that, at least in the High and late

Middle Ages, there was somewhat more room for

unmarried men than for unmarried women. The

church provided, for ambitious, well-connected, and

fortunate men, a way to make a living without a wife,

especially after the eleventh-century Gregorian

reforms, when clerical celibacy began to be enforced.

Holy orders opened doors to literacy, higher educa-

tion, political influence at various levels, social

respectability, and even prominence, and, for the

lucky few, wealth and comfort, while also satisfying

the spiritual needs of those who felt called to the

religious life. (In comparison, far fewer women were

ever able to live as celibate nuns.) Yet we must not

exaggerate the degree to which average men would

have expected these things from a religious career,

nor their willingness to forego marriage in order to

have a chance at them. Most clerics remained poor

parish or chantry priests, and only a minority could

ever aspire to the desirable offices higher up in the

church hierarchy.

Marriage, in contrast, was the only practical op-

tion in a traditional society like medieval Europe

for men with the typical wishes and goals of their

time and place. Simply put, most men could not hope

to make a manageable life for themselves without a

woman, which generally meant a wife. Only by mar-

riage could a man become the head of a household,

the marker in most European societies of mature

masculinity, as the use of the word Mann in German

to mean both ‘‘husband’’ and ‘‘adult male’’ reminds

us. The stigma generally attaching to nonmarital rela-

tionships meant that a man could not really have a

respectable household with a woman he was not

married to. Women’s work—the array of domestic

and agricultural tasks that fell to women by cus-

tom—was so important in everyday life that a house-

hold had great difficulty functioning without a

woman. Moreover, wives were not only workers but

also managers, who supervised the other members of

the household: children, labourers, and servants.

While, as in every age, some men fathered children

out of wedlock, marriage was the only way a man

could have legitimate children to whom to pass on

the property (whether land, movables, or money) he

had worked hard to preserve. Children would also

be likely to offer some care in old age. Along with

such practical considerations, we must also take into

account the basic human needs and desires for sex-

ual activity, affection, and companionship. Indeed,

given the high risks of pregnancy and childbirth,

and the consequent rate of female mortality, it was

quite common for a man to become a husband more

than once.

The English word husband, different in emphasis

from German Mann and from those languages (mari,

maritus, marito) where husband literally means

‘‘married male,’’ has an instructive history. According

to the Oxford English Dictionary, the uses of husband
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to mean ‘‘the male head of a household’’ are the ear-

liest (c. 1000). Those implying ‘‘a man joined to a

woman by marriage’’ are contemporary with those

conveying household management (fourteenth to six-

teenth centuries). The related word husbandry is first

found to mean ‘‘domestic economy’’ about 1290 and

to mean ‘‘careful management’’ in 1362. So in medie-

val England, these meanings were very much inter-

twined, and it is likely that the same values were

connected in other European cultures.

This makes the word husbandry a useful one for

understanding mature masculine identity. Good

husbandry denoted the prudent management of a

man’s own: wife, dependents (children and servants),

money, and property. To abuse, misuse, or waste any

of these valuable components diminished husbandly

and, therefore, masculine identity, as surely as did

allowing them to escape one’s own governance. The

self-command required to maintain this balance was

related to the same values some men of the upper and

middling classes learned as boys in courtesy literature,

even though that literature says very little explicitly

about being a husband. A masculine identity was

maintained in the eyes of a man’s social peers, who

kept an eye on every aspect of his husbandry, and that

social opinion constituted the honour a man had

to preserve. Neighbours and kin might ridicule one

kind of bad husband as a cuckold, or they might

withdraw from another who abused what was his

own. Law and custom assumed that a husband was

the ultimate authority in his own household, and

granted him considerable freedom to discipline his

wife and dependents as he saw fit. Yet husbandry was

a nuanced business, which we cannot simplistically

characterize as the exercise of ‘‘power,’’ ‘‘control,’’

or ‘‘dominance.’’

DEREK NEAL
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I
IBERIA
In medieval Iberia Christian, Muslim, and Jewish

women lived concurrently for centuries. When Arab

and Berber invaders swept away the Visigothic King-

dom in 711, Christian refugees fled to themountainous

north and established small kingdoms and counties

that resisted the emirate–caliphate of Córdoba (until

1031). Smaller states (taifas) supplanted the caliphate

and were strengthened from time to time by militant

Berbers from the Maghrib, but they gradually lost

ground to the strengthening Christian powers. Thus

began the Reconquest of Muslim Iberia (al-Andalus),

a long process characterized by aggressive warfare,

strategic defense, and many displacements of popula-

tion, which affected women in particular. By 1300 the

peninsula was ruled by five kingdoms: Castile (with

Asturias, Galicia, and León after 1230), Aragon

(with Catalonia after 1134), Portugal, Navarre, and

Muslim Granada. During the thirteenth century

Castile, Aragon, and Portugal had made deep con-

quests south into al-Andalus, but Castile became the

dominant member of the quintet and covered two-

thirds of the peninsula with a population that had

grown to 4,500,000 by the time it seized Granada in

1492. By the marriage of Queen Isabel (v. 1474–1504)

and King Fernando (v. 1479–1516), Castile and Ara-

gon joined to become the dynastic unity we call Spain.

Women in al-Andalus (711–1492)

After 711 most Christian women in the south married

Muslim invaders, converted, and became Arabized in

culture and religion. The caliphate, however, respected

groups of practicing Jews and Mozarabs (Christians

living under Muslim rulers), and the latter preserved

several monasteries of female and male religious.

Some of the zealous martyrs who rebelled against the

rulers of ninth-century Córdoba were women, but

only a handful are known among later Mozarabs,

mostly monks, who fled north to Christian Iberia in

reaction to the intolerance of newly arrived Berbers.

We hear no more of Mozarabs after about 1200, apart

from a significant remnant in Toledo, which was also

home to an important Jewish community.

Muslim women wore traditional Middle Eastern

garb, blue if in mourning, and a married woman

wore a veil on the rare occasions she left her house,

perhaps to visit a bathhouse, a mosque, or a cemetery,

which in some cases she had founded. Polygamy was

too costly for all but the powerful and died out by the

twelfth century, but concubinage and repudiation

were practiced. Courtesans and mothers of rulers’

heirs were well educated and are remembered for

their poetry and the books they copied, as well as

for knowledge of music, medicine, law, and theology.

Slave women who were singers or trained artisans

were especially valuable. Both Muslim and Christian

armies and raiding parties took prisoners of both

sexes. Northern Christian women were sold in Mus-

lim cities as slaves suitable for the fields, households,

and harems of al-Andalus. Some were ransomed.

Others escaped or were rescued, reputedly by Saint

Dominic of Silos. Captives also converted to Islam,

bore Muslim children, and otherwise contrived to
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evade the auction block, deep dungeons, and labori-

ous suffering that awaited.

Muslim Women in Christian Iberia

Female slaves (moras) with Islamic names appear in

ninth- and tenth-century documents, and captive

slaves continued to outnumber free Muslims in

Castile until the end of the Middle Ages. Mudejars

(free Muslims living under a Christian ruler) origi-

nated in the areas of Iberia annexed by Christian

states. They were proprietary subjects of Christian ru-

lers, as were Jews, and lived in aljamas (communi-

ties) protected and taxed by royal and seigneurial

officials. Most Mudejars were poor peasants and arti-

sans with skills in agriculture and construction. They

were very numerous in the Ebro Valley and Arago-

nese Valencia, but in Castile the Mudejar population

of about 600,000 in 1300 dwindled to no more than

25,000 by the end of the Middle Ages as most left for

Granada or Africa. Muslim women in Castile were

banned from working as servants in Christian homes

in 1258, and Christian servants could not work in

Muslim homes. Those who converted to Christianity

were called Moriscas, but conversion was very gradu-

al until it became mandatory beginning in 1502. Mus-

lim lore of special interest to women, about cosmetics,

perfumes, gardens, and women’s health, continued to

slip through the porous frontiers between Muslim and

Christian Iberia and survives in late medieval recipe

books.

Jewish Women in Christian Iberia

There were perhaps 50,000 Jews in the Peninsula in

1300, although there may have been 80,000 by 1492.

Their communities were highly respected in both

Muslim and Christian Iberia through much of the

Middle Ages, and they enjoyed considerable indepen-

dence in private matters. A Jewish woman’s position

was determined by the patriarchal structure of the

family as defined in Talmudic Law: status depended

upon her being a wife or mother. The property she

brought into marriage belonged to her husband, and

the oldest son was preferred in inheritance over his

widowed mother and sisters. Jewish ordinances of

1432 in Castile, however, increased daughters’ and

widows’ rights of inheritance and weakened arbitrari-

ly coerced marriages.

Jews were mainly tradesmen and artisans, and

many women shared the work of their families,

particularly in provisioning and textile trades. A few

female doctors are reported in Aragon, but midwives

were much more common. Poor Jewish women found

work as mourners, prostitutes, and purveyors of

creams and potions. Many Jewish women worked as

servants, as did Christians, but thirteenth-century law

prohibited Christian women from working in Jewish

homes. Jewish or Muslim men who had sexual rela-

tions with Christian women risked the death penalty,

and all wet-nurses were supposed to suckle only

infants born to their own faith.

Influential Jews were tax collectors and money

lenders, and sometimes their widows continued to

make loans, although not to collect taxes, which re-

quired involvement in public finance. In the late four-

teenth century the wealth of some Jewish families

from these activities inflamed popular resentment

among Christians already embittered by war and

bad times. Lavish dress, especially that worn by Jew-

ish women, despite royal and ecclesiastical laws

restricting it, angered many. After 1391 Jewish neigh-

borhoods were subject to widespread looting and vio-

lence. Many Jews were converted by persuasive

Christian preachers and became Conversos, but Con-

versos also antagonized the rabble, who suspected

their sincerity as new Christians. Particularly incri-

minating for women were Jewish dietary customs

and domestic rituals, which Converso women were

thought to observe secretly. Growing suspicion and

the need to prevent Jews from weakening the resolve

of the newly converted led to the establishment of the

Inquisition in Castile (1478) and, eventually, to the

Expulsion (1492).

Christian Women

The Reconquest valued men for their skills in warfare

and strength in forging new settlements, but women

were necessary to establish permanent communities

in a new land. Men who brought their brides to a

place received tax exemptions and deferments, and a

married man had to establish a primary residence

with his wife and children in order to qualify for

citizenship. Directly beneficial to women were cus-

toms governing the transmission of property. Hus-

bands headed households officially, but Castilian

wives shared work and responsibilities and were enti-

tled to half of the property acquired during marriage.

Partible inheritance encouraged population growth

by dividing family possessions equitably, if not abso-

lutely equally, among all the children. Substantial

favoritism toward one child was illegal until the end

of the fourteenth century, when a noble could obtain
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a royal license to give most of his property as a

mayorazgo (entailment, an inalienable and indivisable

assignment of property) to one of the children, usu-

ally his eldest son. Mayorazgos sometimes fell to

daughters, and mothers frequently took advantage

of bilateral inheritance to bestow their own property

on daughters and younger sons. Consolidated and

agnatic inheritance, however, was distinctly unfavor-

able to daughters, as it was in other parts of Europe.

Girls might now receive not an equitable distribution

but a dowry designed to attract a suitable husband, or

a somewhat smaller sum needed to enter a monastery.

Endogamy was common among many groups, es-

pecially among the royalty and nobility of the Chris-

tian kingdoms. Noble cousins inevitably intermarried,

since so many were kin to at least one royal or noble

line, like the innumerable descendants of King

Alfonso IX of León (d. 1230), who had married

queens from both Portugal and Castile and fathered

at least eighteen legitimate and illegitimate children.

Multiple marriages of men and women were common,

owing to deaths of men in warfare and women

in childbirth. Yet seven or eight children were far

from unusual, and in the fifteenth century some of

the children, boys or girls, took the mother’s patro-

nymic, especially if she was prominent. Such a woman

was the heiress Leonor de Albuquerque (d. 1435),

known as rica fembra (grand lady), who became

Queen of Aragon. With the right connections, one’s

daughter might secure a position in such a lady’s

household. In 1505 Mencı́a Manuel, Duchess of Med-

inaceli, employed many ladies, young girls, pages,

servants, and slaves. In such a household a good

marriage might be arranged, or beautiful courtesans,

like the famed fourteenth-century sisters Inés and

Juana de Castro, might be found.

Women managed their own and family property at

all levels of society, from queens to tradeswomen who

ran shops and businesses in towns and cities. Great

ladies often governed fortresses, towns, and monas-

teries as señora (lady), and several such places were

repeatedly included in endowments given to royal

brides, usually in hostage to matrimonial agreements

reached across political boundaries. Talavera de la

Reina west of Toledo adopted its title from its señora,

the prudent Queen Marı́a de Molina (d. 1321).

Señoras were not invariably respected. The imperious

Teresa, dowager countess of Santa Marta (d. 1470),

was attacked by her Galician townsmen of Ribadavia,

who dragged her through the streets and stabbed her

in the town square.

Many queens and infantas (princesses) set exam-

ples by their piety. The infanta Elvira ‘‘the Nun’’ of

León (d. 986) was a benefactor of monasteries and

esteemed as a royal counsellor, as was the devout and

long-lived infanta Sancha of Castile (d. 1159), who

promoted widespread ecclesiastical reforms. Admired

for piety and charity were Teresa of Portugal (d. 1250)

and the saintly Portuguese Queen Isabel of Aragon

(d. 1336). Women like Elduara, mother of the tenth-

century Galician monastic reformer San Rosendo,

emulated royal dedication to good works, which in-

cluded the foundation and patronage of monasteries

for women. The ranks of women in religious life were

filled primarily by the aristocracy until the thirteenth

century, especially in royal foundations like Las Huel-

gas at Burgos and Tordesillas on the Duero River.

More and more frequently, nobles of lesser rank and

townswomen took vows in appropriate convents,

and, in the fourteenth century, townswomen called

beatas began joining together for prayer and devo-

tions. The beaterio (house of devout women) accom-

modated those who had neither the dowry nor the

social connections needed for many monasteries.

They also avoided full monastic enclosure, which ec-

clesiastical authorities were demanding anew. Empar-

edadas (anchoresses) chose to live walled up in cells at

churches, where they received food and gifts from the

urban populace and dispensed wisdom through small

windows. Such a cell survives at the parish church of

San Esteban in Astorga.

Daughters were schooled at home or, like the

infantas of Navarre, educated in a convent. Vernacu-

lar literacy in women was rather commonplace by the

thirteenth century, but Latin was fading even as a

documentary language. King Alfonso X of Castile

wrote a letter in the vernacular to the Benedictine

nuns of San Pedro de las Dueñas in 1253, explicitly

to permit all the sisters to understand him. Knowledge

of Latin was revived in the fifteenth century when a

learned woman might own a multilingual library.

Whatever its contents, she frequently bequeathed

her most personal devotional books to a close kins-

woman.

The most typical women residing in towns and

cities were tradeswomen: bakers, laundresses, wea-

vers, tailors, shopkeepers. Privileged noblewomen,

wives of knights and gentlemen, rich widows who

trafficked in the land market, and many poor ones

seeking charity inhabited established towns. Domi-

ciled mistresses of young men and priests, as well as

prostitutes, were characteristic residents, as were

women in the Jewish and Moorish quarters. Some

women had come with their families when the town

was first settled, or they were recent arrivals. The

hard-working peasant women from villages nearby,

who came to sell produce or attend a fair, did all kinds

of farm work at home alongside men, especially at

harvest. These largely anonymous peasants were the

majority of Iberia’s medieval women, but they, too,
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gravitated to the Peninsula’s many towns and cities to

join those who lived within the walls.

HEATH DILLARD
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ICONS, BYZANTINE
In Byzantium the word icon (eikon) refers to portable

portraits of Christ, the Virgin, and saints or scenes

from their lives in metal, enamel, ivory, and steatite,

as well as tempera or encaustic on wood panels. In

terms of technique (tempera or encaustic on wood),

the icon’s origin has been traced back to the funerary

portraits in Roman Egypt. Yet, unlike these images of

the deceased that functioned in the burial rites and

visualized the transport and mystical transformation

of the individual in the afterlife, Christian icons were

understood as commemorative images, protecting

the community. The rise of icons is also connected

with the cult of relics and miraculous acheiropoietoi

(images not made by human hand).

Relics became established in the Holy Land by the

second half of the fourth century, while acheiropoietoi

emerged in the second half of the sixth century. Both

relics and acheiropoietoi carry sacred energy, for they

are extensions or imprints of the divine body. Icons,

by contrast, are portraits lacking the touch of the

sacred body and energy. With Byzantium’s loss of

the Holy Land to the Arabs in the seventh century,

the obstructed access to holy sites and relics must

have catapulted icons into the former position of

relics, i.e., as means through which to obtain access

to sacred energy. It is this spiritual claim placed on the
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icon that precipitated Iconoclasm (730–843), a crisis

over the validity of images and relics in the Christian

cult.

With the triumph of orthodoxy in 843, the icon in

Byzantium was strictly defined as an imprint of the

visible characteristics of Christ on matter: typos (im-

pression, mold), sphragis (seal), and signon (seal). It is

this concept of the icon as imprint rather than paint-

ing that became fully expressed in the post-Iconoclast

relief icon. Rendered in metal repoussé, ivory, stea-

tite, and enamel, the figures project from the surface

into physical space and engage the viewer. The relief

icon thus fully answers the Byzantine interest in tac-

tile visuality.

Contrary to the established belief that liturgical

and imperial processions in Constantinople fre-

quently included icons, textual evidence as well as

the small size of post-Iconoclast icons suggests that

these objects were in fact reserved for a private cult

throughout the ninth and early tenth centuries. They

were not carried in public processions, although they

were displayed in churches and private homes. It was

only in the eleventh century that icons started to be

integrated into public processions, and it is possible

to conjecture that, during this period, a new demand

for larger-scale icons arose. This need was met by

the creation of large processional icons, which

consisted of images painted on wood panels covered

with expensive silver-gilt revetments. These jewel-

encrusted covers integrated the aesthetic of the former

small-scale luxury private icons, but expanded their

size.

Several important processional icons emerged in

Constantinople in the course of the eleventh and

twelfth centuries; among these were the icons of the

Virgin known as Blachernitissa (of the Blachernai

monastery of the Virgin) and Hodegetria (‘‘The One

Who Leads the Way’’). The Hodegetria gradually

became the most powerful icon in Constantinople,

protector of the emperor, the city, and the state. It

had a litania (procession) on Tuesdays through the

streets of the city and was also annually brought to

the tombs of the emperors at the mausoleum of the

monastery of Christ Pantokrator. Although the em-

peror thus laid an exclusive claim to Hodegetria, the

local aristocracy found ways to gain access to this

panel by offering it gifts of silk cloths (encheiria)

with prayers inscribed on them. Thereby, a singular

luxury object, the Hodegetria, was commoditized

and, in a sense, multiplied to meet the growing needs

of the urban elite.

The role of women in the promotion of icon ven-

eration in Byzantium has been a debated subject.

Judith Herrin has argued that women played a key

role in the defense of icons. Supporting her thesis is

the evidence of two empresses who reestablished icon

veneration (Irene in 787 and Theodora in 843) and the

fact that women feature in the accounts about the

icon of Christ at the Chalke gate in Constantinople.

Robin Cormack has raised objections to this argu-

ment by pointing out the ideological character of the

legends of Christ at Chalke and inconsistency regard-

ing the identity of the protagonists. In some of the

earlier versions, the story of the image of Christ at

Chalke enlists the help of noble citizens who protected

the image; in other accounts women are enlisted; and

finally in the later tenth-century sources the protago-

nist emerges as a nun, named St. Theodosia. These

texts do not give reliable historical evidence on which

to reconstruct fervent female devotion to icons. At the

same time, the absence of icons from the cathedral

and stational (weekly or annual processions in which

the stages of the Liturgy are celebrated at different

churches along a set route) liturgy and from imperial

ceremonies argues for the private function of these

images before the late tenth century. Therefore, it is

plausible to suggest that, in fact, women were likely

involved in the promotion of icons, but to transform

The Virgin Hodegetria (‘‘The One Who Leads the Way’’).
Byzantine icon, second half of the fourteenth century.
Location: National Museum, Belgrade, Serbia and
Montenegro. Credit: Erich Lessing / Art Resource, N.Y.
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them into leading defenders of images is misleading.

Further support for this neutral position is offered by

the historical circumstances under which icon proces-

sions arose; the first public ceremonies with icons

were imperial triumphal processions, promoted by

the emperor in order to lay claim to the throne by

means of his military victories. John I Tzimiskes (969–

976) was the first emperor to place an icon of the

Virgin on his triumphal chariot and take it through

the streets of the city. It was again an emperor, John

II Komnenos (1118–1143), who promoted novel im-

perial commemorative services at the Pantokrator

monastery, through which he consolidated the impe-

rial cult.

Aside from the issue of patronage and promotion

of icon veneration, an interesting question emerges

regarding the gender of icons. Again based on Byzan-

tine image theory, the icon is understood as female;

just as the maternal body of Mary has received

the divine Logos and given it a material form, so too

the icon has received the imprint of the Spirit on

its surface. At the same time, the address of the

icon, its gaze, is male. In a typical icon of the Virgin

holding the Child, the eyes of Mary frequently evade

the gaze of the viewer and direct attention to her

Child. By contrast, the gaze of the Christ is straight-

forward, addressing the faithful and offering a re-

sponse: his blessing. Through gaze and gesture, the

icon presents a pictorial affirmation of the success of

the prayer; it is a figural, visual assurance of future

divine favor.

BISSERA V. PENTCHEVA
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IDA OF BOULOGNE
Saint Ida of Boulogne (c. 1040–1113), daughter of

Godfrey the Bearded, duke of Lorraine (d. 1059),

was wife of Eustace II, count of Boulogne (d. 1089),

andmother of Eustace III, count of Boulogne (d. 1125),

as well as Godfrey of Bouillon (d. 1100) and Baldwin

of Boulogne (d. 1118), leaders of the first crusade and

rulers of Jerusalem. She maintained relations with

Anselm of Bec, Hugh of Cluny, and Bishop Osmund

of Astorga. She was buried at the priory of Le Wast,

where her Life was probably composed (1130–1135)

at the request of her granddaughter Matilda (d. 1152),

wife of King Stephen of England, who claimed she

was cured at Ida’s grave.

Thus, Ida was connected to royal saints like

Margaret of Scotland, Matilda’s other grandmother,

related to Edward the Confessor, king of England

(d. 1066), and descended from Stephen, king of Hun-

gary (d. 1038). As protector of the Church and the

needy in Boulogne and England, Ida was a perfect

model for Christian princesses. She was pictured as a

new Maria, a holy mother, not only of outstanding

sons but of all Christians. She left a dominant mark

upon the self-identity of the House of Boulogne. Since

the late twelfth century, she has been remembered

mainly in relation to the first crusade and her heroic

son Godfrey. Then, probably at the instigation of

another Matilda of Boulogne (d. 1211), granddaugh-

ter of the Matilda mentioned earlier, and her husband

Henry of Brabant (d. 1235), the legend of the Swan

Knight, who supposedly was Ida’s father, was includ-

ed in the French Cycle de la Croisade.
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ILLEGITIMACY
Those born out of wedlock are illegitimate. That

principle was understood in Roman and Germanic

law, by the medieval church and governing bodies.

The differences among them revolved around deter-

mining what was a valid marriage (and, in conse-

quence, who exactly was illegitimate) and what

restrictions or disabilities attached to illegitimacy.

For secular law, marriage was a matter of formal

legalities that differentiated a marriage from informal

concubinage and temporary or thoroughly illicit

(adultery, incest) sexual relationships. Standards of

legality, however, were not always clearly defined;

local opinion could count heavily for deciding what

couple was indeed married. Church law, following

Gratian (c. 1140) and the important decretals of

Alexander III (1159–1181), muddied the waters by

asserting the validity, if not legality, of clandestine

unions in the interest of offspring. Prohibition of

divorce also precluded serial monogamy and the

legitimacy of resultant offspring. The triumph of cler-

ical celibacy entailed the illegitimacy of all clerical

children.

Illegitimacy mattered because it resulted in penal-

ties for the illegitimate. By canon law and penitential

teaching, illegitimacy sprang from sinful actions on

the part of the parents. That sin, parallel to the sin of

Adam and Eve, set a stain (macula) on the children.

That mark justified the lesser status and disabilities

that fell on them. It also heightened the sense of

shame or embarrassment at the illegitimate pregnancy

and birth. The greater the sense of stigma attached to

illegitimacy, the greater the penalties.

For the Church the chief penalty was barring

illegitimates, including the children of clergy, from

clerical offices. However, dispensations were made

available, wholesale purchase of which became a con-

siderable source of income for some bishops and the

papacy by the eve of the Reformation. Conversely,

from a concern for the humanity of the bastard child,

the Church affirmed rights to sustenance that were

not found in Roman or Germanic laws, where the

abandonment of children and infanticide were more

prominent avenues by which to deal with unwanted

children.

The major disability falling on all illegitimates was

the curtailing or total removal of rights to inherit

from their fathers. Paternity was not certain or admit-

ted for many illegitimates, in contrast to maternity.

Even legitimate paternity seemingly required the

harsh rules and high value placed on women’s virgin-

ity before marriage and marital fidelity. Where illegit-

imate maternity was evident or conceded, succession

rights were not automatic.

In areas of Roman law influence, children born of

concubinage, where parents were otherwise single and

cohabited with a ‘‘marital affection,’’ but without

formal legalities and property arrangements, were

termed natural (naturales). They had a limited right

to succession. In the absence of legitimate children,

they could inherit, and they were legitimated to full

inheritance by subsequent marriage of their parents.

Such a device was not available to other categories of

illegitimates (the spurii or bastardi), whose father was

either unknown or had a relationship to the mother

that was brief or, worse, adulterous or incestuous.

For these, possibilities of inheritance, even in the

absence of legitimate children, sometimes even despite

a legitimation by imperial rescript, were minimal or

nonexistent. Canonists denounced the occasional sec-

ular laws allowing such children succession rights on

the grounds that, by mitigating penalties for them,

parental sin was encouraged.

Included in succession rights were those to hold

office or exercise authority, but here a vital distinction

must be drawn between institutional offices and dy-

nastic succession. City-states or guilds could effective-

ly preclude illegitimates from office. Venice notably

supervised patrician marriages with an eye to keep-

ing bastards from office. For families, when the direct

legitimate line failed, in contrast, an illegitimate pro-

vided an alternative blood continuity. From William

the Bastard, conqueror and king of England (1066–

1087) to several Este lords of Ferrara, and many

more, royal and princely lines survived on illegiti-

mate succession and built marriage alliances with

illegitimate, as well as legitimate, offspring.

The lived realities of illegitimates’ lives varied by

place, but maybe more by social status. The wealthy

could afford, symbolically and financially, to flaunt
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laws and social mores and thus recognize and raise

illegitimate children. Many, like Leon Battista Alberti

(1404–1472), ended up in clerical careers; a few

enjoyed the same advantages as legitimate siblings.

On the lower end of the social spectrum, some illegi-

timates suffered few consequences of appearing prior

to their parents’ wedding; many others were left to

foundling homes, where available, or abandoned. In

general, the fate of illegitimates served to remind

legitimates how fortunate they were. On both ends

of society, moreover, gender played a crucial role.

Illegitimate girls were more likely to be abandoned

or so neglected that they appeared significantly less

often among identifiable surviving illegitimates.

THOMAS KUEHN
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IMMACULATE CONCEPTION,
DOCTRINE OF
Western belief that the Virgin Mary was conceived

without original sin is rooted in the conviction of

Augustine of Hippo that the effects of the Fall are

transmitted by contagion through sexual intercourse.

This remained the predominant opinion in the West

despite the argument of Anselm of Canterbury

(d. 1109) that sin lay in the will, not in the body.

Traditional theology attributed Jesus’s sinless nature

to the Virgin Birth, removing him from the trans-

mission of original sin. Only later would the same

argument be applied to Mary. Since there was no

Biblical material on Mary’s conception, Latin Chris-

tians turned to apocryphal infancy gospels. These

texts spread the idea that Mary’s parents, Anna and

Joachim, conceived her by an embrace before the

Golden Gate of the Temple in Jerusalem. This later

story, transmitted through the entry for the Feast of

Mary’s Nativity (September 8) in the Golden Legend

of Jacobus de Voragine, became a motif in Western

art, but the story is largely ignored by theologians.

Commemoration of Mary’s conception on Decem-

ber 8 had become common by the twelfth century.

England was a seat of this devotion; Eadmer of Can-

terbury, Anselm’s biographer, wrote a book extolling

Mary’s excellence, including her purity, as surpassing

that of any other creature and another claiming that

the Virgin was created in her mother’s womb by the

action of the Holy Spirit and thus free of original sin.

This devotion became common enough in France

for Bernard of Clairvaux to rebuke the canons of

Lyon for celebrating the feast of Mary’s conception.

Bernard regarded such an emphasis on Mary’s sinless

nature as detracting from Jesus’s role as redeemer and

limiting His uniqueness. He also regarded this feast

as contrary to both reason and tradition. Bernard

did argue that Mary was purified in her mother’s

womb. His intervention against the feast of Mary’s

conception did not end its celebration or defense of

the belief that Mary was conceived without the stain

of original sin.

The early Scholastic theologians, however, did not

advance any idea of Mary’s pure conception. They,

including Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274) and Bonaventure

(d. 1274), believed Mary was conceived with concu-

piscence in her soul but was cleansed in her mother’s

womb. They also affirmed that the Virgin lived a life

free from sin. This was the predominant theological

opinion until the English Franciscans William of

Ware and Duns Scotus (d. 1308) advanced arguments

for Mary’s having been conceived without the stain

of original sin. Their arguments equated what God

could have done to cleanse Mary at conception with

what was fitting and hence what purification must

have occurred. Many later Franciscan theologians

became insistent that this cleansing had indeed hap-

pened. They looked less to the Golden Legend or the

New Testament than to Old Testament texts to support

their arguments. Mary became identified with Wis-

dom and, more significantly, with the Bride in the

Song of Songs. The reference to the Bride as ‘‘without

stain’’ (sine macula) [Cant.4:7] was applied to Mary.

The Franciscan argument that Mary’s conception

was free from original sin evoked a hot response from

many Dominicans. They argued that Saint Thomas
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was correct in believing Mary was conceived with the

human stain of concupiscence but cleansed in Anne’s

womb. (Dominican devotion to Mary focused else-

where, including on the Rosary.) Questions about

Mary’s conception became common in academic

disputations of the later Middle Ages. This issue,

however, was not limited to Scholastic debates. Con-

fraternities honoring Mary’s conception also were

founded, usually under Franciscan auspices.

The Franciscans found many allies in this debate,

the most important one being the University of Paris.

Jean Gerson, the university’s chancellor in the early

fifteenth century, was among the defenders of the

doctrine and the feast that celebrated it. Dominicans

were expelled from the university for refusing to con-

form to Marian belief and practice. In 1439, after it

had broken with Pope Eugenius IV (1431–1447), the

Council of Basel (1431–1449) attempted to declare

Mary’s sinless conception a dogma of the church.

This council’s failure placed the Immaculists on the

defensive, but a Franciscan became pope as Sixtus IV

(1471–1484). He commissioned liturgical offices in

honor of Mary’s conception and issued decrees that

made opposition to the feast and its doctrine more

difficult. It was at this time that the term Immaculate

Conception became common. Despite this develop-

ment, most Dominicans remained hostile to the belief

that Mary was conceived without the stain of original

sin until well after 1500.

The iconography of the Immaculate Conception

remained fluid during the Middle Ages. Only later

was the ‘‘woman clothed with the sun’’ (Rev. 12:1–17)

definitively identified with Mary Immaculate. Nor did

musical compositions specially intended for the Feast

of the Immaculate Conception become common until

later. The Immaculate Conception was only defined

as dogma in 1854.
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IMPOTENCE
Although the term impotence is occasionally used to

characterize the inability to engage in sexual inter-

course, by either men or women, it most commonly

refers to male sexual incapacity. Impotence should

not be confused with infertility, which refers exclu-

sively to the inability to conceive or engender a fetus.

In medieval texts, the terms impotentia (impotence)

and frigiditas (frigidity) are used virtually inter-

changeably, irrespective of the sex of the subject.

Most commonly, however, these terms refer to male

sexual dysfunction.

Causes and Consequences

In men, impotence can originate from either physio-

logical or psychogenic causes. A variety of diseases,

including prostate cancer and diabetes, can result in

impotence. The inability to achieve or sustain an erec-

tion can be a natural part of the aging process. As

well, a man’s state of mind, including stress, fear, or

general mental preoccupation, can inhibit his ability

to perform sexually and thereby result in temporary

impotence.

Discussions of impotence figure prominently in

medieval works on law, theology, and medicine, and

in the literature associated with the sacraments, par-

ticularly marriage and penance. Among clerical wri-

ters, impotence was an important issue owing to their

concern with the role of sexual intercourse in the

formation of the marriage bond. Over the course of

the twelfth century, two opposing views of marriage

were debated. According to the great Bolognese

canonist Gratian, sexual relations consummated the

marriage, rendering it a permanent and indissoluble

sacrament. In contrast, the Parisian theologian, Peter

Lombard, argued that all that was required to estab-

lish the sacramental bond was the consent of the man

and woman. In the last half of the twelfth century,

canonists, theologians, and popes sought to reconcile

these competing views and arrive at a common under-

standing of marriage. The final compromise stated

that while the couple needed the capacity to engage

in sexual relations, they did not need to have sex in

order to form an indissoluble marriage. Thus, impo-

tence was recognized to be an impediment to the very

formation of the bonds of marriage.

The canonist Huguccio (d. 1210) identified three

types of impotence: that caused by physical incapaci-

ty, such as disease or a malformation of the genitals;

that caused by mental incapacity, such as insanity or

an aversion to women; and that caused by both, such
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as in the case of a prepubescent child. Another meth-

od used to distinguish types of impotence was wheth-

er it were natural, such as impotence caused by illness,

aging, or genital malformation, or supernatural, that

is, impotence caused by maleficium (sorcery). The

latter provided a useful explanation for psychogenic

impotence, for which there was no external or identi-

fiable cause. Impotence could also be permanent or

temporary. It was possible, for example, that super-

natural impotence could be temporary and that a

spell could lift it or it could be counteracted by prayer

and penance.

Supernatural impotence might also render a man

incapable of intercourse with any woman or only with

one specific woman, most often his wife or paramour.

The Church taught that if the impotence extended to

one woman alone, the afflicted man could marry

another woman. If the impotence was judged to be

permanent and extended to all women, the man was

prohibited from entering into marriage. If he was

already married, the union was declared null on

the grounds of permanent impotence. The sexually

capable woman was free to marry but the man was

prohibited from doing so. If the impotent man subse-

quently regained sexual potency, this was taken to

indicate that the earlier marriage had been annulled

in error and the couple was required to resume their

marriage, even if the wife had married another man

after the declaration of nullity. For this reason, cano-

nists and theologians urged couples to endure in their

marriage, despite the husband’s impotence; it was

preferable for them to remain together, living as

brother and sister.

The Childless

While much of Christian theological and canonical

literature focused on minute distinctions of timing

and interpretation, these were, in fact, relevant to

average medieval people, given the social, political,

and economic importance of engendering children,

whether to inherit a kingdom or a croft. For elites,

the absence of children could lead to disputed succes-

sion and even civil war. For even the poorest folk,

children played a vital economic role, contributing to

the household economy and providing care to elderly

parents. Finally, sexual intercourse and heirs were an

external sign of a man’s virility; potency was an indi-

cation of power and manliness. To be impotent—or

to be accused of impotence—was a disgrace that

could be accompanied by a charivari or other types

of public shaming.

An example of the anxieties and complexities that

could result from impotence is found in the memoirs

of the eleventh-century French abbot Guibert of

Nogent (1053–c. 1124). He reports that his father

was unable to consummate his marriage for seven

years. During that period, relatives urged his mother

to seek a declaration of nullity and marry someone

else. Guibert reports that his father was bewitched by

a jealous relative. Given that his father was able to

have sexual relations with a concubine during this

period, the impotence was clearly considered to be

both of supernatural origins and of a specific nature.

Eventually, Guibert’s parents did consummate their

union, but he portrays a situation that was fraught

with tensions, accusations, and recriminations.

Belief in the supernatural causes of impotence en-

dured through the Middle Ages and into the early

modern period. Women were almost exclusively con-

sidered to be the agents of the spells and charms that

caused impotence. The most common method was

believed to be by tying knots in string, known as an

aiguillette. By the end of the Middle Ages, witches

were believed not only to render men impotent, but

also to make men’s penises seem to disappear. The

link between female malice, impotence, and witch-

craft was discussed at length in the Malleus malefi-

carum (Hammer of Witches), written in 1486. This

work is sensationalist, but it does highlight the close

alignment that was believed to exist between women,

magic, and impotence.

Legal Recourse

Records from ecclesiastical courts, from as early as

the thirteenth century, reveal that people did, in fact,

petition the courts to have their marriages declared

null on the grounds of impotence. Indeed, there are

cases from across Europe that illustrate how the vari-

ous theological and canonical teachings were imple-

mented and enforced in practice. For the courts,

evidence of impotence was particularly difficult to

assess, especially if an unhappy couple undertook to

collude in order to end an unsatisfactory union. Phy-

sicians might examine the man’s genitals to ascertain

that they were suitable for intercourse. Midwives or

matrons would similarly examine the woman; if she

were found to be a virgin, the allegation of impotence

was considered to be proven. Neighbors and relatives

could be asked to testify or swear that, by common

repute, the man was considered to be incapable of

consummating the marriage.

The usual judgment for proven cases of impotence

was a declaration of nullity, the woman receiving a

license to remarry, while this was prohibited to the

man. There is evidence that some men did remarry as
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well, and consummate the second union and father

children. Evidence suggests that sometimes the origi-

nal union was reinstated. In other cases, the first

union was confirmed to be null on the grounds of

supernatural impotence vis-à-vis the first wife, and

the second unions were confirmed.

One of the more controversial and problematic

means the courts used to ascertain whether a man

was impotent was through public proof of sexual

incapacity. The man and woman were placed in a

bed and, in the presence of witnesses, they were

expected to attempt to have sexual intercourse. Evi-

dence from ecclesiastical courts for this practice has

been found as early as a thirteenth-century case from

the diocese of York. Sometimes termed ‘‘trial by con-

gress,’’ some scholars have denounced this as a par-

ticularly immoral practice. It is important to bear in

mind that different notions of privacy prevailed in the

Middle Ages and few activities occurred in private.

Birth and death were public acts attended by friends

and family, and a husband and wife might well engage

in sexual activity while children and servants slept

nearby. Visits to brothels were social outings, with

friends sharing food, drink, and prostitutes together

in a chamber. Consequently, until more is understood

about the everyday sexual practices of medieval peo-

ple, it is not possible to assess the implications of

‘‘trial by congress,’’ beyond noting that it did provide

the courts with independent evidence of a man’s sex-

ual incapacity.

Impotence was both a social and religious issue in

the Middle Ages. A man’s sexual incapacity excluded

him from marriage and entry into full adulthood. The

inability to consummate a marriage and render the

conjugal debt could make a man the subject of gossip,

rumor, and public shame. Ultimately, a man could be

brought before the courts and his virility could be-

come the subject of legal proceedings. Because the

ability to consummate lay at the heart of both the

secular and religious purposes of marriage, impotence

was a topic that received serious attention and practi-

cal analysis. It also opened a man to public ridicule

and shame, as revealed in the fabliaux and other

genres of popular literature.

JACQUELINE MURRAY
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INCEST
Both historical and literary sources indicate that there

was great concern about incest in the Middle Ages.

The church was anxious not only to save souls but

also to exercise control over the marriages of the laity;

violence against women and child abuse, however,

were not significant issues. Incest was defined much

more broadly than it is today, and the definitions

changed considerably over the course of a thousand

years. Medieval literature is mostly concerned with

incest within the nuclear family; historical sources

are much more concerned with the extended family.

Church Views

From Augustine (354–430) on, Christian theologians

agreed that the incest taboo was a social construc-

tion for the benefit of humankind. By the eleventh

century it covered seven degrees of consanguinity

(relationship by blood) and four degrees of affinity
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(relationship by marriage or illicit sex). Affinity in-

cluded all in-laws, and was created by any sexual

relationship, however brief. Since the spiritual family

was considered as important as the biological family,

another taboo area was spiritual incest. This included

sexual relations between godparent and godchild, and

their immediate families; between a priest and his

parishioners; between a lay man and a nun; and be-

tween two ecclesiastics.

Effectively marriage was forbidden between two

persons related in any way; for many people it must

have been almost impossible to avoid breaking the

law. The pope could give dispensations, and kings

and nobles exploited the rules to make and break

marriages for both political and personal reasons,

including to contract desirable marriage alliances, to

get rid of barren wives, and to legitimize mistresses.

Some ecclesiastics took the view that incestuous mar-

riages of long standing should be tolerated if they had

been contracted in ignorance, and if the spouses were

not too closely related. At the Fourth Lateran Coun-

cil of 1215 the forbidden degrees were reduced, on the

grounds of hardship, to four degrees of consanguinity

and one degree of affinity.

The rationale for the medieval form of the taboo is

much debated by modern scholars. One factor is the

statement in Genesis 2:24 that husband and wife

become one flesh, which seems to have been a justifi-

cation for the wide range of prohibited degrees of

relationship through both consanguinity and affinity.

Other explanations proposed by modern scholars in-

clude the projected increase in legacies to the church

when marriage partners are hard to find (Goody),

and a desire to reduce household rivalries over mar-

riageable women (Herlihy). The consequences of

inbreeding are rarely mentioned in medieval sources.

Documentary Evidence

It is very difficult to estimate rates and instances of

incest in the Middle Ages. Given the lack of birth

control, the frequent pregnancies of married women,

shared beds, and the lack of privacy in medieval bed-

rooms, it seems very likely that nuclear family incest

was as common as it is in our own society. It rarely

appears in court records, but this is hardly surprising

in a patriarchal society. Few young women would

have dared to bring charges against an abusive father

or brother, and families would have been anxious to

avoid scandal and dishonour. There are records of

cases involving more distant relatives such as cousins,

godparents, in-laws, or affines through intercourse,

and a few high-profile cases of uncles and nieces,

and even siblings. There is almost no reference to

incest as child abuse; in literary texts female victims

of incest are usually old enough to marry and bear

children, and sons are old enough to impregnate their

mothers.

Polemical accusations of incest were often made

against kings and even popes, against religious mino-

rities and heretics (e.g., the early Christians, the Albi-

gensians), and against ethnic groups who had been or

were about to be invaded and conquered (e.g., the

Irish and Welsh). But charges of incest were not con-

fined to marginal or unpopular rulers or groups; both

Charlemagne and Arthur were said to have slept with

their sisters, and Judas with his mother. Confessors’

manuals include questions (always phrased for male

confessants) about incest and the precise relationship

of the sinners. It is uncertain whether these manuals

and the collections of penances known as penitentials

can be taken as representative of actual medieval

sexual behaviour. For instance, it is surprising that

there is almost no reference to father–daughter or

brother–sister incest in the penitentials, since these

might be expected to be among the most common

instances (there is some evidence for them in legal

cases of infanticide).

Literary Sources

The lawcodes, manuals, and penitentials express no

particular concern for women’s vulnerability as vic-

tims of incest. In exemplary literature, where incest

stories are used to emphasise the dangers of dying

unconfessed and the power of contrition and grace,

mothers are sometimes presented as complicit or re-

sponsible. A popular exemplary theme is the widowed

mother who shares a bed with her teenage son until

she becomes pregnant by him, and in some versions

kills their baby. The story focuses entirely on her;

usually she confesses and dies saved, sometimes

through the intercession of the Virgin. In the context

of medieval misogyny, such stories may not seem

surprising. But these knowingly incestuous mothers

were useful examples because they transcend their

sinful carnality through confession and repentance.

Incestuous fathers usually die violently and without

contrition or confession, such as Antiochus in the

popular story of Apollonius of Tyre, which was wide-

ly translated and adapted. (Gower included it in his

Confessio Amantis, and Shakespeare dramatized it as

Pericles.)

In both religious and secular literature, the most

frequent form of incest is parent–child, perhaps be-

cause it is the most shocking and thus the most useful
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for didactic purposes. Variations on the Oedipus

plot are found both in exemplary texts and in romance.

In exemplary versions the moral is usually that the

Christian should resist despair and trust in the power

of contrition and divine grace. Sometimes the incestu-

ous son ends up as a pope or a saint, as in the legend of

Pope Gregory; sometimes his mother has already

knowingly committed incest with her father or broth-

er, so that the incest motif is doubled. Even so, it is the

son rather than the mother who is glorified in the

spiritually happy ending. In romance, mother–son in-

cest is usually averted at the last moment, and the male

protagonist becomes a successful and happily married

knight; less attention is paid to the mother.

The heroine is very much the centre of the plot,

however, in the popular Flight from the Incestuous

Father group of stories, such as the old French Mane

Kine and the Middle English Emaré, in which the

threat of incest is the crucial catalyst for the adven-

tures of the heroine. She is exiled, or flees, after

rebuffing the unwelcome advances of her widowed

father. After many ordeals and adventures, including

false accusations and sometimes the loss of one or

both hands, she is reunited with her husband, and

sometimes with her repentant father too. In these

stories the focus is on the victim rather than the

villain, but not on her psychological state or on the

long-term effect of incest on her subsequent life as a

wife and mother. The moral is usually the need for

faith, rather than the avoidance of incest. In Christian

terms, suffering can be seen as positive, and as a test

of virtue; this may account for the popularity of these

stories of persecuted daughters.

In some exemplary stories incest is glossed as

original sin, so it is paradoxical that throughout the

Middle Ages the Virgin Mary was widely described as

the daughter of her own son, Christ, and thus the

mother of her own father. She is the one exception

to the taboo. In allegorical texts, incestuous classical

heroines may be interpreted in surprisingly positive

and Christian ways; in the Ovide Moralisé, Myrrha,

who in Ovid’sMetamorphoses seduced her own father

and was turned into a myrrh tree, is understood as a

type of the virgin, the perfect woman. Some medieval

writers were able to imagine genuine romantic love

between close relations, and in literature the children

of incest are often beautiful and heroic. But incest was

nevertheless an especially shocking form of lust, and a

deadly sin.

ELIZABETH ARCHIBALD
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INFANTS AND INFANTICIDE
Oddly, the history of medieval infancy is best known

for an argument that the very category of infancy did

not exist in the Middle Ages. The argument, attribu-

ted to the early modernist Philippe Ariès, has so

permeated the scholarly and popular understanding

of the subject that most medievalists devote inordi-

nate amounts of time to refuting the argument (Ariès,

chapter 2; Shahar, introduction). The fact that Ariès

never emphatically made such claims about the exis-

tence of a medieval category of infancy did not

dissuade advocates or detractors of the theory from

voluminous debate over the issue.

Medieval Definitions

In discussions of the ‘‘ages of man’’ found in medical

and moral texts from at least the seventh-century

writer Isidore of Seville onward, the category of infan-

tia was generally identified as distinct from pueritia or

childhood. Some writers conflated the two, but most

defined infancy as extending from birth to the age of

seven. Regardless of the boundary between infancy

and what followed it, many writers followed Isidore

in his (unusually correct) assertion that the word

infant derived etymologically from the pre-verbal sta-

tus of the infant (qui fari non potest, ‘‘one who cannot

speak’’).
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Medical writings provide some of the most exten-

sive material on medieval views of infancy. From the

eleventh century onward, writings on gynecology and

more general medical compendia give considerable

attention to the development of the fetus, birth, and

neonatal care. We encounter a strong concern for

the safety of mother and child before and during

birth. The processes of bathing, shaping, swaddling,

teething, and especially feeding the infant receive con-

siderable attention and were all generally performed

by women, whether the midwife, the mother, or the

wet nurse. In fact, the wet nurse is singled out for

particular attention, both in her selection and in her

regimen.

Beyond medical writings, a wide variety of sources

tell us much about the treatment of infants. The

aristocratic practice of hiring a wet nurse was com-

mon, despite the advice found in medical and moral

treatises. (The sources on noble children are strongest

in England.) The early years of every noble’s life were

associated with the care of women, as attested to by

many sources from Guibert de Nogent’s memoirs to

the life of Christina of Markyate or, in an extreme

example, the tales of Perceval by Chrétien de Troyes

and Wolfram von Eschenbach.

While infancy in the highest levels of society has

long been studied, only fairly recently has the diligent

research of social historians such as Hanawalt and

Finucane opened up the world of the peasantry and

their attitudes toward infancy. Through coroners’

inquests and miracle stories, the perils and emotions

surrounding poor infants are readily apparent:

accidents or neglect of an infant lead either to death

and sadness, or to a miraculous cure and rejoicing.

Death rates for medieval infants are assumed to

have been very high, as many as a third of all births

(the statistics are sketchy at best). While accidents,

malnutrition, and other similar factors may explain

most of the deaths, medieval sources also provide

some scattered evidence of infanticide. Boswell has

argued that medieval Christianity generally provided

a humane alternative to the classical abandonment or

killing of unwanted children: the offering of the child

to the church as an oblate. While many infants were

offered publicly to the monastery, others were uncer-

emoniously and surreptitiously left for the monastic

community to find, as Marie de France’s La Fresne

illustrates. Some late medieval Italian institutions for

foundlings had revolving hatches that permitted the

mother to retain anonymity while leaving a child to be

raised by the religious community. Far more disturb-

ing to religious authorities was the murder of infants.

Penitential literature of the early Middle Ages bur-

dens the infanticidal parent, most often identified as

the mother, with heavy penances. Intriguingly, many

penitentials reduce the penance if the mother is too

poor to support the child. Infanticide was apparently

not common, and was roundly condemned as an

abomination in the moral, legal, and theological

sources.

Symbolism of the Infant

Medieval Christian Europe inherited a number of

powerful and positive attributes associated with the

infant. Most importantly, interest in the infant Jesus

began to expand from the twelfth century onward, as

figures such as Aelred of Rievaulx and the lesser-

known Konrad von Fußesbrunnen (Die Kindheit

Jesu) attest. A renewed interest in other Biblical and

apocryphal passages mentioning infants, from the

Massacre of the Innocents to Jesus’s multiple bles-

sings of infancy, appears in theological texts from

the same period onward, as well as in saints’ lives

and antiheresy writings. The baby Jesus became an

omnipresent artistic subject, and the Slaughter of the

Innocents was depicted with increasing frequency.

The soul was often personified and depicted as an

infant, and medieval mystics and monastics meta-

phorically imagined themselves as infants suckling at

the breast of Mary and, more strikingly, Jesus or

abbot. From the mouths of babes and nurslings, the

central and later Middle Ages found a powerful met-

aphor and model for innocence and purity.

WILLIAM F. MACLEHOSE
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INFERTILITY
Infertility (the inability of a man and woman to pro-

duce offspring together) may have been a private

matter for some people, a personal disappointment.

For many others it was a very public disgrace and a

serious concern provoking the attention of kin, medi-

cal practitioners, and ecclesiastical as well as civil law.

Although infertility has only recently received more

than passing attention from social scientists, it is clear

that it is a major issue for most human populations

throughout the world. It is also becoming clear that,

although both men and women can be infertile, the

differential social impact of infertility on women’s

social status is often significant.

From humble women all the way up to the queens,

noblewomen, and urban elites of Europe, both women

and their families often aggressively sought interven-

tion in overcoming infertility from saints and magic,

wise women, and male physicians. In the late 1150s or

early 1160s, a noblewoman from Burgundy journeyed

to see Hildegard of Bingen bearing a letter from five

Cistercian abbots begging the German abbess to in-

tercede with God and allow this woman to conceive

again (Letters LXX and LXXR). A fourteenth-centu-

ry Christian male practitioner in southern France was

convicted of fraud and necromancy for having prom-

ised (but failed) to cure women’s infertility by magical

means while, around the same time, a Jewish physi-

cian was writing a detailed diagnosis and therapy for

his infertile brother-in-law and his sister.

In both Jewish andMuslim communities, infertility

was considered legitimate grounds for dissolving a

marriage. For Christians, at least after the ninth cen-

tury, only impotence (the inability of the male to sus-

tain an erection) or certain other defects of the sexual

organs (such as obstruction of the vagina or hermaph-

roditism) could be grounds for annulment since in

such cases the defective spouse was incapable of fulfill-

ing the ‘‘conjugal debt’’ (engagement in sexual inter-

course upon demand). Infertility may thus have been

somewhat less threatening to Christian women’s social

status, but the prevalence of quests for offspring in

miracle stories suggests that it was no less a concern.

From a modern perspective, the causes of infertili-

ty were no doubt as varied as they are today. Among

women generally in southern Europe, and among

upper-class women in northern Europe, early mar-

riage and sexual activity may have produced both

psychic barriers and physical defects (whether due to

trauma in childbirth or infection) that affected later

fertility. Nutritional levels were probably often a fac-

tor, as perhaps were sexually transmitted diseases;

medical writers speak of a disease they call the

‘‘white flowers,’’ a vaginal discharge, a full century

before syphilis seems to have hit Europe at the end of

the fifteenth century. Physiognomy (the determina-

tion of character from a person’s physical features)

was sometimes employed to assess potential fertility

before marriage. Biblical examples of infertility and

its long-awaited alleviation formed the focus of

prayers and religious interventions, which were like-

wise used to counteract infertility caused by magic.

Traditional cultural practices, like the use of Sheela

na gigs, were also inspired by fertility concerns. Even

quite orthodox works of art may have been employed

as apotropaic means to avert or reverse infertility.

Medical views about the causes of infertility were

similar in the cultural traditions of Jews, Muslims,

and Christians. An Arabic work on pregnancy was

composed in Muslim Spain in the tenth century and

the works of other Arabic writers like Avicenna (Ibn

Sina) would become influential in Europe in the thir-

teenth century. Nevertheless, the main European

medical traditions on infertility seem to have begun

independently. The Christian physician Richard the

Englishman, writing in the late twelfth or early thir-

teenth century, describes how all the medical powers

of the Salernitan physicians had been called on to

treat the sterility of the Queen of Sicily. He was

probably referring to Queen Joanna (d. 1198), daugh-

ter of Eleanor of Aquitaine and Henry II of England,

who married William II of Sicily at age eleven or

twelve and then had to suffer the ignominy of sterility

for twelve years. Richard considered medical treat-

ment of infertility futile, but his pessimism was not

universally shared. Beginning around the year 1100,

writers at Salerno had already begun to incorporate
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chapters on infertility into their general medical com-

pendia and the first specialized treatise on infertility

was written there in the late twelfth century. No less

than seven such works came out of the medical school

of Montpellier in the fourteenth century. In 1444, a

physician from Toulouse composed a work aiding

fertility and birth for Count Gaston IV of Foix, and

in 1488 a Parisian physician composed a special work

for Anne of Beaujeu (1460–1522), elder sister of

Charles VI of France. Even if from our perspective

few of these recommendations could have signifi-

cantly enhanced the chances of conception, they all

show the depth of concern that reproductive disrup-

tions generated among women and men in medieval

societies.

MONICA GREEN
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INHERITANCE
Inheritance was the most important form of succes-

sion to social position and property in the Middle

Ages. Most manorial, feudal, and urban property

passed through people’s hands according to norms

of inheritance. These norms were thus crucial in the

reproduction of social order and shaped women’s

place in that order. Rules of inheritance existed not

for the sake of the deceased but for the living, both

the heirs and those around them. It is important to

remember that people inherited not just real property

or even titles. They inherited legal status, rights and

obligations, and debts and credits.

These rules came from a variety of sources, notably

from Roman law and Germanic customs, but these

were further elaborated through legislation and

learned jurisprudence. The law of inheritance that

developed in Italy on the basis of Roman civil law,

with additions from Lombard and canon law, differed

profoundly from the inheritance rules developed with-

in the common law of England, or even simply from

what jurists knew as feudal law. One indicator of the

differences among inheritance rules was the degree to

which written testaments were available to modify

and adapt the general rules of intestate succession to
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fit individual preferences, perceptions, and interests.

Nor should inheritance be taken as solely tied to the

moment of death. Different points in the domestic

developmental cycle allowed for the intergenerational

transmission of property. An important example is

the degree to which a woman’s dowry was considered

in statutory law and in social practice in Italy and

southern France as her portion of the patrimony of

her natal family. Dowered women were excluded by

legislation and custom from inheriting from their

fathers, brothers, or other close male agnates, if such

males survived to inherit.

Testate and Intestate

Roman law devised a large and complex body of rules

regarding inheritance, much of it revolving around

the testament. Male property owners, and increasing-

ly females too, enjoyed broad powers to dispose of

their property as they wished, provided a portion was

reserved for direct heirs (children generally). The

Christian Church encouraged the testament in prac-

tice throughout Europe, as it was a singular device for

channeling property to ecclesiastical institutions. Be-

yond a testament, property passed by a prescribed set

of rules of intestate succession according to degree of

consanguinity to the deceased, with preference to

agnates (those related on the father’s or male side).

Germanic inheritance systems originally did not

admit the testament. All inheritance was intestate.

Germanic fathers had no control over property from

beyond the grave, as Roman fathers might, and Ger-

manic heirs had no option to refuse an inheritance, as

Romans did, a right called repudiatio. Germanic

schemes of devolution also tended to advantage sons

over daughters, whereas late Roman rules provided

for equal division per capita among brothers and

sisters. However, Germanic inheritance per stirpes

(by line) also meant that, for example, a daughter

with no brothers would inherit from her father in

preference to his brother (her uncle). Some Germanic

inheritance customs, such as those of the Lombards,

drew a distinction between inherited property and

acquired goods. Inherited property was expected to

pass within the lineage; acquired property could be

more freely disposed of after death. From this basis,

when wills were introduced into English inheritance

practices in the Middle Ages, they could be used only

to dispose of chattels, not land. In England wills

functioned not to pass property within the family

but to endow outsiders, such as the church, or to

provide for younger children where impartibility was

otherwise the norm.

Testaments held the potential to advantage

women’s property rights in comparison to intestate

rules. In Florence, for example, well-to-do testators

bequeathed property to their wives (otherwise exclud-

ed in intestacy, or the lack of a legal will, of husbands)

to encourage them to remain as widows and raise the

couple’s children. In England and northern France,

widows’ dower rights provided the same result with-

out recourse to a will, so there wills were used at times

to take away from those rights. The bias toward

agnation (favor agnationis) was highly marked in

southern Europe, to the point that relations of con-

sanguinity traced through women were essentially

expunged from genealogical memories and from in-

heritance rights.

Where and when lineage mattered most in inheri-

tance (in southern Europe, among the nobility, and

increasingly toward the end of the Middle Ages ev-

erywhere), the property brought to a marriage by

husband and wife remained separate funds on which

no conjugal rights were necessarily recognized.

Widows did not have ownership or even authority

over the conjugal estate, nor did husbands have free-

dom to dispose of marital property as they wished.

Conversely, where the conjugal unit was at the heart

of legal concerns, surviving spouses had succession

rights, as was the case in the Picard–Walloon regions

of northern France and Belgium. There wills were

used to get around such inheritance customs and

privileges, such as the claims of agnatic lineage in

the later Middle Ages.

Partible and Impartible

Roman and Germanic inheritance rules were based

on partibility—equal division of the property among

all those of the same degree of relationship to the

deceased. The disadvantage of such a scheme, espe-

cially with the potential morcelization of land hold-

ings over generations, was apparent. However, it also

responded to deeply rooted sentiments in favor of

equality among siblings.

Impartibility—directing all or the greater part of

an estate to one heir, most frequently in male primo-

geniture—made sense to kings, feudal lords, and pea-

sants alike and became more common, mainly in

northern Europe, after the eleventh century. Continu-

ity of a productive holding over generations was pos-

sible, although problems were bound to arise in

providing for younger children. In contrast, partibili-

ty did not necessarily lead to fragmentation of hold-

ings. Co-heirs could continue to hold their property in

common, as seen with the feudal nobles of the
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Mâconnais and with patrician families in a number of

Italian cities. A sense of kinship and lineage continui-

ty, as well as economic self-interest, could discipline

individual ownership rights.

Conscious strategies of heirship, taking advantage

of testamentary devices such as the substitution of

heirs of second and third instance after the initial

heir, allowed Italian, Spanish, and southern French

elites to construct a form of impartibility in the face of

prevailing rules and sentiments favoring partibility. In

these schemes women’s inheritance could be endlessly

postponed in favor of male agnates of even distant

degrees of relationship. Such practices, however, did

not begin to become widespread until toward the end

of the fifteenth century. Prior to that point, depending

on local rules of intestacy, women stood to inherit

with reasonable frequency in the absence of close

male heirs.

By and large, however, women in Roman law areas

were less likely to be heiresses than their English

counterparts, as legislation and testaments alike

tended to direct inheritances to other male agnates

in preference to daughters or sisters. These women

usually had dowries, however, and they could direct

the flow of some or all of the dowry by means of a

testament.

Certainly a substantial percentage of instances did

not fit the simple functional ideal by which property

would pass to one son (minus dowry or other provi-

sion for a married daughter). Wills, gifts, and other

legal options provided flexibility to deal with poten-

tial problems. But the effects of such devices were not

predictable; norms do not unequivocally describe the

transmission of property, especially against conflicts

and lawsuits that erupted constantly and contributed

to the further elaboration of legal rules. These includ-

ed claims advanced by or through women. Nor was

there any clear correspondence between forms of in-

heritance and forms of kinship or domestic units.

THOMAS KUEHN
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INTERCESSION
In the ancient and medieval worlds, it was often diffi-

cult for ordinary people to get access to powerful

figures whom they believed could help solve their

problems. One way in which they could sometimes

get this access was through the help of intermediate

figures, people who were more powerful than the

person needing assistance, but not as powerful and

remote as the one who held the power and could

actually solve the problem. If the intermediate figure,

or intercessor, had some means of influence over

the powerful figure, so much the better for the

petitioner.

In ancient Roman society, political intercession

was institutionalized in the form of the ‘‘patron–cli-

ent’’ relationship. Men who wanted to hold political

office would gain influence with the populace by

doing favors for them, and they were rewarded by

the votes of those whom they had helped. Having a

large crowd of clients meant that one was a successful

patron, and this perceived success attracted more cli-

ents, and thus more votes. But access to powerful

figures could also be gained in less formal ways. In

Homer’s Odyssey, Odysseus tells his shipwrecked

crew members, who have washed ashore on an island,

that he knows that if he approaches the female rela-

tives of the island’s king, explains their predicament,

and gains the women’s sympathy, they will persuade

the king to help the unfortunate party.

In Christian society, ordinary believers began to ask

others to pray for them, believing that intercessory

prayer would strengthen their petitions. Martyred

Christians were believed to go directly to Heaven,

where in the presence of God their aid could be

invoked to persuade God to help the community of

believers on earth. In the high medieval period, the

most powerful of these heavenly intercessors became

the Virgin Mary, mother of Christ and Queen of

Heaven.
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Earthly as well as heavenly queens were often

recognized as having power over their royal spouses.

In many cases, a royal woman’s success at court was

dependent upon maintaining the perception that she

had influence over her husband’s actions. Some courts

and court rituals even featured staged acts of interces-

sion, where the queen would approach the king pub-

licly to ask for some previously agreed upon action.

At other times, queens would act on their own at the

request of a petitioner. Studies of surviving petitions

for the queen’s intercession have shown that both

nobles and commoners were aware of her potential

influence over the king and that they were eager for

her help. Queens were sometimes financially rewarded

for successful acts of intercession. Churchmen wrote

to them, urging that they use their powers of interces-

sion only in positive ways. These churchmen often

drew on the examples of Mary or the Old Testament’s

Esther as examples of women who used their influence

over men in a proper manner.

It was not just queens who were seen to have some

sway over their spouses. Churchmen also recognized

that ordinary wives could influence their husbands. In

his manual for confessors, the thirteenth-century

theologian Thomas of Chobham argued that women

should use persuasion, feminine wiles, and even de-

ception in pursuit of holy purposes. He admitted that

‘‘no priest is able to soften the heart of a man the way

his wife can’’ and urged that women always think of

themselves as ‘‘preachers’’ to their husbands.

There is no doubt that medieval women practiced

intercessory behaviors on a regular basis. Somewomen

became very skilled at using intercession to their own

gain and advantage. Scholars, however, have pointed

out that the prevalence of the ‘‘woman as intercessor’’

motif in medieval writings only underscores their ex-

clusion from the normal circles of power. In medieval

intercession narratives, the woman often appears un-

expectedly in a place where she would normally not be

expected to be and her behavior is always deferential to

the real source of power, a male figure. Women are

often shown as able to modify or correct their hus-

bands’ decisions in extraordinary ways, but not able

to participate in the original decisions. Further, narra-

tives and advice from clerical writers about women’s

intercession became much more prominent in the later

Middle Ages, when women were less likely to be regu-

larly present at court and other centers of decision

making, than they had been in the earlier medieval

period. It appears, then, that female intercession in

the medieval period was often an adaptive behavior

practiced by women who were increasingly isolated,

either within the family or in royal or noble courts,

from centers of power and decision making.

LOIS L. HUNEYCUTT
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INVESTMENT AND CREDIT
Medieval notarial registers, charters, court rolls, and

other medieval records are filled with evidence of

women making investment and credit transactions.

Although women’s investments and loans were fewer

and smaller on average than those made by men, they

were a regular part of the everyday medieval econo-

my. The level and frequency of women providing

funds for capital formation or commercial enterprises

and women offering or receiving consumption loans

varied considerably due to legal, economic, and social

factors.

Female moneylenders and pawnbrokers, especially

Jewish women, served the domestic market by offer-

ing small, short-term consumer loans. Often lending

to other women, they supplied emergency capital to

meet household needs, creating what William Chester

Jordan describes as networks of sociability. Although

nuns or wealthy widows might offer loans as an act of

charity, female moneylenders normally charged inter-

est on these small, short-term extensions of credit.

This routine small-scale lending between women was

so commonplace that it generally went unimpeded by

social controls established for loftier transactions.

In fourteenth-century Paris, the widowed Jewish

pawnbroker Précieuse made a series of very large

and secret short-term domestic consumption loans

to the powerful Jean, duc de Berri. At the common

level, female pawnbrokers regularly made quick con-

sumer loans to women and men who could offer

collateral. Resentment created by perceptions of so-

cial imbalance produced tensions and violence within

this network of sociability.

Women were generally attracted to stable invest-

ment opportunities that promised financial security in
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old age, such as real estate or annuities. In return for

an endowment, some female monastic houses offered

female investors a financial package (called a corrody)

that included lodging, an annuity, and death benefits.

Women also secured term or life annuities from cities

and towns by purchasing municipal bonds.

By the twelfth century, the Commercial Revolu-

tion had opened up new investment opportunities

for urban women, especially in Italy and the Low

Countries. Urban families with surplus movable

property could realize significant profits through par-

ticipation in maritime commerce. Notarial records

from Genoa, a major center of Mediterranean trade,

show women actively investing in commercial ven-

tures that spanned the sea, from Morocco in the

west to Syria in the east.

Women appear in nearly one-quarter of all extant

Genoese overseas commercial (or commenda) con-

tracts from the late twelfth and early thirteenth cen-

turies. Genoese women invested their own property

and also brokered investments for family members,

usually their husbands and sons, but also siblings,

cousins, and other relatives of both genders. Acting

as home partners while their merchant husbands were

off at sea, Genoese wives reinvested past profits in

new ventures with other traders. Widows, named as

trustees in their late husbands’ wills, worked to in-

crease their children’s inheritance through maritime

commerce, often investing property of their own as

well. Through these efforts, women played a key role

in the business strategies of both their natal and mar-

ital families.

In Genoa, as in most Italian cities, merchant

families engaged in intense political and economic

competition. The ability of so many Genoese women

to invest movable property in maritime commerce

may be due in part to an increasing desire by urban

families to maintain control over real estate. By the

twelfth century, merchant families across Italy had

begun to enforce two significant changes in marriage

and inheritance customs. Many cities enacted laws

that eliminated the Germanic custom of guaranteeing

a widow a fixed portion (usually one-quarter or one-

third) of her late husband’s estate and families increas-

ingly considered a cash-only dowry as a woman’s en-

tire share of her paternal estate.

This desire to prevent the loss of control over

strategically precious real estate diminished female

influence within the family economy. But increased

access to liquid assets meant that women gained

greater control over investment capital at a time

when Western society remained relatively cash poor.

Through investment in maritime commerce, Genoese

women kept family resources in steady circulation to

maximize the potential for profits. Contemporary

records from some other Mediterranean ports show

similar patterns of female investment in maritime

commerce.

By the later Middle Ages, the focus of overseas

trade began shifting north to the burgeoning commer-

cial centers of Flanders and the Rhine valley. In four-

teenth-century Bruges, women commonly owned and

managed money exchanges and other businesses.

Women were active in Ghent as moneychangers and

moneylenders during the same period. In fifteenth-

century Cologne, women played a prominent part in

that city’s long-distance commercial enterprises.

MARK ANGELOS
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IRELAND
The history of women in medieval Ireland is laden

with romance and poetry. Perhaps this is because the

modern study of Irish women’s past began in the

nineteenth century, in the decades when William

Butler Yeats and Lady Gregory were writing their

verses and plays, and the Irish were recovering their

native language and culture after centuries of colo-

nialist suppression. Patriotic antiquarians such as

T. F. O’Rahilly and Eoin MacNeill colluded with

poets in producing an ideal Celtic Woman of the

Irish past who was independent, aggressive, beautiful,

and mysterious—much like Maud Gonne, the rebel of

1916, and also the sexy, cattle-rustling warrior Queen
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Medb (Maeve) of the early medieval epic Táin Bó

Cúailnge (Cattle Raid of Cooley).

The Evidence

Yet the main reason for the persistence of Celtic

stereotypes in the history of Irish women is the me-

dieval literary tradition, of which the Táin is just a

small part. Beginning not long after their fifth-century

Christianization, Irish scholars and storytellers began

composing in their native language, Europe’s oldest

written vernacular, as well as in their new language of

scholarly Latin. Authors deployed a diverse range of

female characters, including spell-chanting druidesses,

shapeshifting war goddesses, mysterious queens of the

Otherworld, powerful saints, and fierce women like

Medb who ruled historic territories. These heroines

were the match of any men; the Táin itself describes

Medb as ‘‘a tall, fair, long-faced woman with soft

features’’ and a head of yellow hair who ‘‘carried a

light, stinging sharp-edged lance in her hand and held

an iron sword with a woman’s grip over her head.’’

But the literate elite also left a more prosaic body

of evidence for women’s lives that includes secular

and religious laws, gnomic texts, saints’ lives, theol-

ogy, astronomy, and documents from many other

genres. These texts, along with evidence from archae-

ological excavations, help historians understand

where and how real women lived, worked, and wor-

shipped. The experience of women in medieval Ire-

land was less like that of the mythical Queen Medb

than like that of women living elsewhere in Christian

Europe. Ireland was intensely rural, with no real cities

until the Vikings arrived around 800 to build trading

ports. Throughout the thousand years of the Middle

Ages, most families occupied isolated farmsteads or

lived in small clusters of huts attached to kings’ forts

or monastic communities. Queen and slave girl alike

spent most of their days at domestic tasks in houses

usually made of branches and mud, roofed with

thatch, encircled by ditches and palisades. Only later

in the Middle Ages did the wealthiest families build

fortified stone houses, complete with doors, windows,

and separate floors, for themselves.

Legal Status

Women worked with their men to raise crops and

herd sheep, pigs, or cows. They also kept farmyard

animals, ran the dairy and kitchen, and took the

sheep to high pastures in the summer. They greased

the wool, combed and spun it, dyed yarn, and wove it

into wool. In poor weather, they sat inside and sewed

clothing and linens for their households. The early

medieval laws ordered that the daughters of kings be

taught sewing. The laws also declared that one of the

most valuable jobs a woman could do was the fine

needlework that adorned the cloaks and tunics of the

nobility. The legal status of a druinech, or professional

embroideress, was higher than that of a queen. Even

more valuable, though, was women’s job of bearing

and raising children. Kinship was the basis of all Irish

law, property ownership, and political organization,

and the Irish could not maintain kinship groups

without the reproductive labor of women.

Women’s legal status and social identity depended

upon their families until they were officially of mar-

riageable age, around thirteen, and then upon their

husbands or other sexual partners. All native medie-

val Irish law was negotiated law, based not on dis-

tinctions of civil and criminal law but upon the

assumption that every human being had a calculable

worth to his or her family and society (honor price, in

Irish lóg n-enech, eneclann, or dı́re). If a person were

harmed or killed, that value could be paid in goods or,

if necessary, in blood and vengeance. Until the age of

seven, freeborn girls and boys had the same legal

value, calculated as half that of their male guardian’s

value; at age fourteen, however, a man gained his full

adult value while a woman was always worth only

half what her father, husband, or other guardian was

worth. Even noblewomen could not participate fully

in society as economic actors. They could not make

contracts without male representation. As the eighth-

century legal text known as the Dı́re-tract put it, ‘‘A

woman is not capable of selling anything without the

consent of one of those who has authority over her:

her father looks after her when she is a girl; her spouse

looks after her when she is a married woman; her sons

look after her when she is a widow with children...’’

Officially, women could not inherit family land, which

went instead to any living male relatives; however, it

seems likely that loving fathers and mothers tried to

provide for their daughters in other ways, such as

dowries or gifts of property. Women could not be-

come the noble clients of kings and lords because they

could not swear oaths in witness to support their lords

in legal conflicts. Royal women achieved fame and

power only in literature, for in real life queens ruled

only as the wives of kings.

Marriage and Divorce

Despite such limitations, women’s marriage rights

were more extensive than those of women elsewhere
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in medieval Europe. A good marriage contract se-

cured a woman’s position in local society, although

the Irish interpreted legal unions differently from

modern definitions of marriage. Irish laws allowed

for many types of lánamnai or contracts of sexual

partnership, ranging from a contract between a

woman and man of equal nobility and wealth, to the

arrangement between a woman who lived at home

with her parents and was visited periodically by her

mate; even unions brought about by rape or made by

two mentally defective individuals could be legalized.

Jurists who made these laws were not concerned

about the desires of true lovers or the rights of

women, but with the status of offspring and children’s

rights to family property. Rich noblemen who could

afford more than one kind of partner often married

a chief wife (cétmuinter) as well as maintaining other

legal sexual partners whose children competed with

those of his wife for inheritance. A mother’s job,

meanwhile, was to shield her children from the ambi-

tions of her husband’s other women, helping her sons

and daughters to make social alliances with their

maternal kin and foster families.

In addition, Irish laws allowed for divorce and

remarriage at the instigation of either partner, despite

the opposition of Christian theologians and ecclesias-

tical rulemakers. A woman could leave a man who

abused her, who became impotent or insane, who de-

cided to become a celibate churchman, or who was

caught in a homosexual act. She could dissolve their

contract just because he insulted her or betrayed the

secrets of their sex lives together. Women of very high

status took advantage of these options, switching

husbands when their families or their own political

ambitions demanded. Even after the Anglo-Normans

invaded Ireland in the late twelfth century, and de-

spite the ecclesiastical reforms sweeping Europe in the

same period, the Irish continued their practices of

divorce and polygamy all through the Middle Ages.

Despite women’s disenfranchisement and their limit-

ed political powers, they still played influential roles

in Irish society. Some of the most powerful women

were avowed Christians.

Saints and Abbesses

The same rhetorical exaggeration that surrounded

mythological women also attended Ireland’s female

saints. St. Brigit of Kildare (c. 450–525) could suppo-

sedly control the weather, commune with animals,

move rivers, raise the dead, and prophesy. Her mon-

astery and its cathedral were among the wealthiest

and most populous pilgrimage centers in Ireland

until at least the twelfth century; she remains one of

the island’s three patron saints today. Her abbess

successors were said to be the only women in Ireland

who could ‘‘turn back the streams of war,’’ that is,

engage in diplomacy and enforce peace among feud-

ing kings. Other abbesses were said to have performed

miracles, too. St. Íte had visions of nursing the baby

Jesus and was so serious a faster that, when pricked

with a pin, she had no blood left in her body to bleed.

Even nonsaintly women could achieve power and

status as the noble abbesses of major nunneries. The

monastery of Cell Craobhnat (Kilcreevanty) near

Tuam in County Galway was founded in 1200 for

the daughters of O Conor kings. When it was dis-

solved with other Irish monasteries in the sixteenth

century, the abbess held about a thousand acres of

land, along with fourteen rectories, seven chapels, and

a castle.

The romance associated with some women in Irish

literature was balanced by a strong misogynistic

streak running through the documents, both secular

and religious. The same body of laws that allowed

women to divorce classed them legally with fools,

slaves, and children. The secular stories about warrior

queens also depicted horrible hags who brought good

kings down for the mere pleasure of an evil deed. The

hagiography of female saints has to be weighed

against the stories of male ascetics who fled the com-

pany of women and disdained to teach them or hear

their advice. Proverbs and advice texts such as the

Tecosca Cormaic (Advice of Cormac) dismissed all

women as angry, lustful, shiftless, manipulative,

greedy, and whining. Worst of all, women never shut

up; ‘‘save us,’’ St. Patrick had supposedly pleaded,

‘‘from the spells of women, smiths, and druids.’’

The Anglo-Norman Invasion

The major change for women and men alike in medi-

eval Ireland came with the Anglo-Norman invaders

and immigrants of the twelfth and later centuries.

These newcomers expropriated property and reorga-

nized it into a system of dependent farms focused on

the manorial estates of the nobility. They also

brought a social and political hierarchy occupied, at

the top, by the king of England and his English-born

knights. These men imposed a body of laws and a

system of taxation upon the Irish that conflicted with

native systems.

The conflicts that ensued in Ireland between 1172

and 1500 had several important gender implications.

To begin with, women often became participants at

the highest levels in games of social and political
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alliance. The first Irish princess known to marry a

Norman invader was Aoı́fe, daughter of Diarmaid

Mac Murchadha, who wed the Norman knight

Richard FitzGilbert de Clare (called Strongbow). It

was a good move for Aoı́fe, since her husband

claimed her father’s kingdom of Leinster by rights of

inheritance; normally, under traditional Irish law, she

would not have inherited any land. Children of

unions such as that of Aoı́fe and Strongbow acquired

mixed English–Irish names and customs along with

their ancestry, thus promoting some kinds of assimi-

lation between conquerors and conquered.

Second, the immigrants brought with them a mar-

ket-based urban economy with effects that reached

deep into the Irish countryside. Women who were

born in, or moved to, coastal towns could take up

new professions in the craft and service industries of

this more complex economy, just as Irish men could.

Finally, with more sustained contacts with England,

especially its centrally organized church bureaucracy,

Irish and Anglo-Irish clerics alike could pursue

Christian reforms more vigorously than in the dis-

persed parishes and monasteries of early medieval

Ireland. Although the initial impulses of monastic

and episcopal reorganization preceded Strongbow’s

appearance in Ireland, it was only when church and

colonial politics coincided that bishops in Ireland

were able to enforce monogamy, clerical celibacy,

and the claustration of Irish nuns, among other strict

canonical measures. They also introduced new mo-

nastic orders, including the Arrouasian, Franciscan,

and Dominican rules for nuns.

In more important ways, however, the experiences

of women probably changed little over the long

thousand years of the Irish Middle Ages. At the end

of the period, when Tudor monarchs were pioneering

new methods of conquest and the Protestant reforma-

tion fuelled yet another assault on native Irish culture,

most women were still wives and mothers, farming

and herding for a living, praying to Saint Brigit for

strength and health, and listening in the evenings to

stories of warrior-queens and otherworldly women.

LISA BITEL
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Supernatural Women

IRENE
Irene (c. 752–803), empress of Byzantium, was born

probably in Athens to a local family named (Tes)

Sarandapechys, and in 769 became the bride chosen

for Leo, son of the iconoclast emperor and theolo-

gian Constantine V (741–775). Thirteen months after

their marriage, Irene gave birth to a son named

Constantine. Following the premature death of her

husband Leo IV in 780, Irene assumed the role of

regent for her nine-year-old son. She summoned an

ecumenical council to Nicaea in 787, which reversed

the policy of iconoclasm and acclaimed her as ‘‘a new

Helena’’ to her son’s ‘‘new Constantine.’’

From 790 to 797 Constantine tried to reduce

Irene’s influence, but she arranged to have him

blinded and thus disqualified from ruling. She then

ruled alone (797–802), issuing gold coins with her title

basilissa and her own image on both sides, and two

laws as emperor (basileus). In 802 her finance minister

Nikephoros overthrew her and she died in exile one

year later.

During her five-year reign, when she relied on two

rival eunuch advisers, defeats by Caliph Harun al-

Rashid and Charlemagne reflected Byzantium’s mili-

tary weakness. But Irene extended imperial adminis-

tration in the Balkans (Macedonia) and founded

churches (St Sophia, Thessalonike) and monasteries

with philanthropic functions. In 800 Pope Leo III

crowned Charlemagne ‘‘Emperor of the Romans,’’

a title not recognized in Constantinople. But Irene
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proposed an alliance with him, which he seems to

have welcomed. Irene’s experiment in female rule pro-

vided a later model for Theodora (regent for Michael

III, 842–856) and later Byzantine empresses.

JUDITH HERRIN
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ISABEL I
The princess who would become known to history as

Queen Isabella the Catholic (1451–1504) was the only

daughter of King Juan II (1406–1454) and his second

wife, Isabel of Portugal. In her father’s will Isabel

was named third in line for the throne of Castile,

after her older half-brother Enrique, but also, on

grounds of gender, after her younger brother Alfonso

(b. 1453). Enrique succeeded his father in 1454, ruling

as Enrique IV.

In the 1460s the infante Alfonso was thrust into the

forefront of an aristocratic revolt against Enrique.

The grandees and their ecclesiastical allies deposed

Enrique in effigy and impugned the legitimacy of his

sole heir, Juana of Castile. When Alfonso died in

1468, the rebels quickly adopted Isabel as their leader.

The seventeen-year-old princess resisted their pressure

to proclaim herself queen, declaring her loyalty and

obedience to the legitimate king. At the same time,

however, she was actively engaged in disseminating

rumors about her brother’s impotence and her rival

Juana’s illegitimacy. She was also choosing a husband

suitable to her ambitions, against the express wishes

of Enrique, who wished to marry her off to his own

advantage. These activities demonstrate the strength

of character, independent spirit, and appreciation for

protocol and propaganda that would enable her rise

to power and characterize her rule.When Enrique died

in 1474, Isabel precipitously had herself proclaimed

queen, ignoring Juana’s legitimate claim.

Isabel’s choice of spouse was arguably the most

important decision of her life. Despite her determina-

tion to rule Castile in her own right, Isabel could not

choose to remain unmarried. Given the circumstances

of her rise to power, Isabel had to marry and produce

a legitimate, preferably male heir. Among her many

Spanish and European suitors, she chose Fernando,

heir to the throne of Aragon (1479–1516). Fernando

was known for his military prowess, which proved

crucial to the successful completion of the war of

succession that began a few months after Isabel’s

coronation. Together they defeated the Castilian

nobles loyal to Juana and their Portuguese allies.

Well aware that if Juana were to marry, any child of

hers might contest Isabel’s succession, the queen

made it a condition of the peace treaty that Juana

enter a Portuguese convent. She remained there until

her death in 1530.

It is a historiographical myth that the marriage of

Isabel and Fernando signified a strong and equal

union of their respective kingdoms. In reality, she

made certain that her proprietary and hereditary rights

over Castile were never compromised and placed strict

limitations on Fernando’s governance and inheritance

rights in her kingdom. Likewise, Aragon maintained

its own, more contractual monarchic institutions and

laws, and Isabel was there considered Fernando’s con-

sort. Nevertheless, major policy decisions of her reign

appear to have been made jointly.

Immediately after the war of succession’s end in

1479, Isabel set about crafting the military, judicial,

and administrative bases necessary to transform Cas-

tile into a modern nation-state. She reduced the polit-

ical power of the aristocracy, strengthened the royal

council and chancery, and instituted a national broth-

erhood to ensure law and order throughout the land.

Isabel was an avid patron of learning and the arts.

She cultivated a close relationship with the University

of Salamanca, Spain’s distinguished center of human-

ist studies. She engaged several Salamancan profes-

sors to educate her children, especially her son, Prince

Juan, the long-awaited male heir born in 1479. The

queen also commissioned many books, paintings,

and tapestries and facilitated the spread of print cul-

ture in Spain by prohibiting taxes on booksellers.

Although she left no written work besides official

documents and a few personal letters, she was appar-

ently well read. Her extensive library reflected the

burgeoning vernacular humanism characteristic of

late medieval culture in Castile, and included moral

and religious treatises, chronicles, and romances.

Isabel’s most important act of patronage by far

was her funding of Christopher Columbus’s voyages

of exploration, starting in 1492. Historians agree that

it was she, not Fernando, who understood the poten-

tial for economic gain and religious evangelization in

the Italian navigator’s audacious plan.

In addition to Prince Juan, lovingly groomed for

the throne, Isabel and Fernando had four daugh-

ters, Isabel, Juana, Maria, and Catalina (Catherine of

Aragon). Juan’s death at the age of nineteen meant

that Isabel would be succeeded by another woman, her

oldest daughter Juana, dubbed ‘‘the Mad.’’ Juana’s
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troubled marriage to Philip of Burgundy, a Hapsburg,

produced Carlos I, who becameHoly Roman emperor

and transformed Spain into a far-flung world empire.

Isabel was a master propagandist, employing sev-

eral court chroniclers to craft the official story of

her reign. Probably no more nor less pious than any

other noblewoman of her time, she cultivated a pious

and ascetic demeanor, reflecting and enhancing the

messianic fervor expressed by her supporters. They

believed that the queen had been sent to fulfill a

providential plan: to pacify the kingdom, curtail the

abuses of the grandees and prelates, conclude the

Christian ‘‘Reconquest’’ of Muslim-held lands, and

safeguard religious orthodoxy. It was her success in

the latter two endeavors through the institution of the

Holy Office of the Inquisition (1478), the conquest of

the Muslim kingdom of Granada, and the Edict of

Expulsion of the Jews (both in 1492) that earned

Isabel the title of Catholic Queen, bestowed upon

her by Pope Alexander VI.

BARBARA F. WEISSBERGER
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ISABEL OF ARAGON
Born in the Kingdom of Aragon, Isabel (1271–1336)

(also known as Elizabeth of Portugal) was the daugh-

ter of King Pedro III and the granddaughter of Em-

peror Frederick II. Named for her great aunt St.

Elisabeth of Hungary, Isabel’s pious upbringing was

to define her life and works. She was married to King

Dinis of Portugal when she was twelve. Although

known for his meritorious works in his country’s

service, Dinis ‘‘the Worker’’ was a violent man and

the father of several illegitimate sons, whom he some-

times favored over the children that Isabel bore him.

She nevertheless accepted them and raised them with

her own. Relying on piety to endure her personal

hardships, the queen dedicated her life to charitable

causes: she founded orphanages, a school for girls,

hospitals for the indigent, and monasteries where she

paid the dowry for poor women of religious vocation.

Historians agree that the king so admired her unflag-

ging religious devotion and personal goodness that he

improved his personal conduct later in life.

Isabel was known as a peacemaker. When her son

Afonso declared war on his father for favoring his

natural sons, the queen traveled to the battlefield and

sat on horseback between the two armies, thus pre-

venting the conflict. Shortly before her death Isabel

went to Castile to stop the fighting between Afonso

(then King of Portugal) and Ferdinand IV.

After Dinis’s death in 1325 Isabel lived the rest of

her life at a convent of Poor Clares that she had

founded in Coimbra. She died there in 1336. In 1625

Pope Urban VIII canonized Isabel. She has become

known as the patron saint of countries plagued by

civil war.

NANCY MARINO
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ISABELLE OF FRANCE
Isabelle (1225–1270) was the daughter of Louis VIII

of France and Blanche of Castile. She refused several

marriages arranged by her family, dedicating herself

instead to charity and virginity. In the 1250s Popes

Innocent IV and Alexander IV praised her piety and

urged her to act as an example to others. Utilizing this

support, Isabelle founded the Abbey of the Humility

of Our Lady, better known as Longchamp, just west

of Paris in 1260. Together with a team of leading

Franciscans, including St. Bonaventure, she helped

author a new rule for Longchamp that balanced

strong institutional links to the male Franciscan

order with increased autonomy for the abbess and

nuns. It was approved by Alexander IV in February

1259, making Isabelle only the second woman after

Clare of Assisi to compose an approved monastic

rule. In July 1263, with her brother Louis IX’s help,

she gained Urban IV’s acceptance of a revised rule

that fulfilled her demand that her nuns be known as

Sorores minores (Sisters minor), a controversial fe-

male analogue to the male Franciscan Fratres min-

ores. At least a dozen other houses in France,

England, Spain, and Italy had adopted this rule by

the fourteenth century. Isabelle resided at Long-

champ during the last decade of her life but did not

become a nun. Agnes of Harcourt, third abbess of

Longchamp, composed a vernacular biography
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around 1283 that detailed Isabelle’s pious activities,

her miracles, and the posthumous veneration that a

wide range of people from the north of France

accorded her.

SEAN L. FIELD
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ISOLDE
This legendary Irish princess (also known as Isolt,

Ysot, Yseut, Iseut, Iseult, and Isotta) becomes bound

by an overpowering mutual passion with Tristan,

the nephew of her betrothed, King Mark of Cornwall,

when the two mistakenly consume a love potion

intended for the wedding couple and are constrained

to violate the most sacred social and religious taboos.

Isolde deceives her husband, while Tristan betrays his

uncle and lord; the importance of the maternal uncle

in the Middle Ages even introduces a note of incest.

Though they are hardly to blame, the lovers feel

acutely the weight of the sanctions resulting from

their liaison and make every effort both to escape

death and to maintain their roles in society.

Considered one of the founding myths of Western

culture, the legend was extremely popular throughout

the Middle Ages in both literature and art. The ear-

liest extant narratives are two Anglo-Norman poems,

preserved in fragments, dating from the last quarter

of the twelfth century. The first, by Beroul, recounts

the portion of the legend that details the lovers’

attempts to live their double life in Cornwall, where

Mark’s jealous barons spy on them and repeatedly

denounce them, resulting in Tristan’s eventual ban-

ishment. The second poem, by Thomas of Britain,

recounts Tristan’s exile in Brittany, his ill-advised

(and unconsummated) marriage to Isolde of the

White Hands, his furtive return visits to Cornwall,

and the lovers’ poignant death. Two shorter poems

from the same period, the Bern Folie and the Oxford

Folie, and one of Marie de France’s lays, Chievrefoil,

recount moments when the clever lovers manage a

temporary reunion.

Three long verse redactions, two in Middle High

German, by Eilhart von Oberge, c. 1190, and Gottfried

von Strassburg, c. 1210, respectively, and one in

Old Norse, by Friar Róbert, 1226—all originally

inspired by the Anglo-Norman poems—allow us a

glimpse of the protagonists’ lives before the potion

reordered their priorities. Isolde has inherited her

mother’s gift for healing, which enables her to revive

the ailing harpist whose boat has washed up on the

Irish shore. She is also depicted as a strong-willed

woman whose fury is ignited when she learns that

the ‘‘harpist’’ is none other than the knight who slew

her maternal uncle in combat. Isolde’s anger reminds

us that in Celtic society women wielded consider-

able power and independence. In a Celtic analogue

of the legend, the ninth-century Irish tale of the

elopement of Diarmaid and Gráinne, Gráinne,

enamored with her husband’s nephew, casts a spell

(geis) on him that obliges him to flee with her. By

contrast, the use of the potion in the continental

versions of the legend reflects an abrogation, in a

patriarchal culture, of the heroine’s right to choose

her mate freely.

Starting with the extraordinarily popular French

prose Tristan (c. 1230), the legend was transformed

significantly as the focus shifted increasingly to Tri-

stan’s adventures as a knight-errant. The prose Tris-

tan influenced all the prose romances of France, Italy,

Spain, and England, notably Malory’s Morte D’Ar-

thur (1469–1470), which includes The Book of Sir

Tristram de Lyones. In these works Isolde becomes

a more generalized love object: her great beauty

sparks the undying love of many other knights.

When Tristan is drawn into the Arthurian orbit and

joins the Round Table, his prowess is seen to rival

Lancelot’s, as Isolde’s beauty rivals Guinevere’s. The

potion is less important in the prose Tristan, where

the lovers fall in love before drinking it. However, in

the Tavola Ritonda (Italian, second quarter of the

fourteenth century), which returns the love idyll to

the fore, the philter is a highly potent force that trans-

forms the chaste friendship of the virtuous protago-

nists into unbridled desire, simultaneously elevating

them to the status of secular martyrs and depriving

the world of its brightest stars.
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The legend experienced an important revival in the

modern period, triggered by the success of Wagner’s

‘‘music–drama’’ Tristan und Isolde (1865). This ro-

mantic reinterpretation, which decisively influenced

that of Denis de Rougemont (L’Amour et l’Occident,

1939), depicts the lovers as imbued with a death wish,

clearly seeking the realm of Night and Death as a

refuge from an oppressive society. This thoroughly

modern concept of the legend, as attractive as it is,

gives a rather false idea of the medieval lovers who,

though famous as star-crossed lovers, were celebrated

primarily for their surpassing beauty, boundless inge-

nuity, and consummate fidelity.

JOAN TASKER GRIMBERT
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ITALY
The history of women in medieval Italy reflects the

fragmented nature of the country’s premodern politi-

cal history. Their sociolegal status varied from region

to region and over time, and the relatively late accep-

tance of women’s history within the Italian academy

has meant that work on medieval Italian women is

uneven and often highly localised. It has also been

held back by the centrality of the Italian city-republics

of the north in major narratives of Italian medieval

history. Oriented towards tracing the emergence of

civic government and the revival of Roman law in

the twelfth century, this historiographical tradition

has largely ignored women, for whom public office

was not an option and whose property rights were

eroded in successive waves of civic legislation.

Sources

Italian legal historians have long been interested in

the problem of women, especially the issues surround-

ing the institution of the mundium, or legal guardian-

ship by an adult male (usually the father and then, on

marriage, the husband) and the property arrange-

ments made at the time of marriage. Legal sources

(Roman and Lombard law codes, Carolingian capi-

tularies and civic statutes) still form the basis for

much work on women’s status. They have been joined

by documents of practice (charters recording property

transactions, wills, etc.) and, increasingly, by careful

analysis of narrative and literary sources.

The vast majority of the extant charter material

prior to 1200 (and an only slightly lesser proportion
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after that date) is preserved in ecclesiastical archives,

and so often reflects the concerns of the church rather

than those of the lay people with whom ecclesiastical

institutions regularly interacted. A preponderance of

the donations to the institution somewhat skews the

picture of how women’s property was managed, but

women might use gifts to the church as an effective

strategy to avoid pressure to remarry when widowed.

Donations of land were often accompanied by collec-

tions of documents relating to its history prior to the

donation. These provide at least some glimpses of

family relations and enable the reconstruction of

often substantial genealogical information. Because

women’s right to some property, be it in the form of

a dowry or a portion to be held on widowhood, was

largely upheld in law, their consent was often required

to their husbands’ transactions. They also, as later

medieval examples demonstrate, had the right to sue

insolvent husbands if their own property had been

dissipated without their consent.

In narrative sources, family histories can be more

fragmented, but a picture can be built up of both

clerical and lay views of women. Hagiography and

canonisation procedures, for example, can offer con-

siderable incidental evidence of social practices as

laypeople recounted their interaction with the sacred.

In contrast to their very circumscribed role as wit-

nesses in secular court cases, women’s testimony was

admitted when ecclesiastical inquisitors were col-

lecting evidence of miraculous interventions by the

prospective saint. In describing the circumstances of

the miracle (the healing of a sick child or a crippled

husband, for instance), women’s accounts reveal

details of their work patterns, and how far they were

willing or permitted to travel in search of a cure. It is

notable, however, that their actual testimony was

often corroborated by male interlocutors.

Civic chronicles, which offer laymen’s accounts of

their city’s history alongside the clerical viewpoint in

many records, frequently provide evidence of how

women played key roles in Italian family politics.

Incidental information surrounding public, family

rituals such as wedding or funeral processions reveals

the attention paid to female honour, and women’s

role in the mourning process. Chronicles and other

historical narratives, once mined solely for the deeds

of rulers and their political power, are increasingly

being explored not only for the information they pro-

vide on women as rulers and wives of rulers (for

example, Queen Amalasuntha, Empress Constance,

and Joan I), but also for signs of female patronage.

Aristocratic women often intervened to shape the nar-

rative to suit their own or their family’s interests.

For example, it is likely that the Lombard princess

Sichelgaita of Salerno had a major say in the chronicle

of Amatus of Montecassino, recording her Norman

husband Robert Guiscard’s conquests in southern

Italy. Her patronage ensured that the narrative

favoured her own son’s claim to succeed his father

ahead of Robert’s son by his first marriage.

Moving into the thirteenth and fourteenth centu-

ries, the emergence of civic government in the north

and the centralising Kingdom of Sicily in the south

brought with them increasing attempts not only to

regulate their citizens through law codes and statutes,

but also to record individual households and their

economic value in the form of tax registers. Demo-

graphic historians have used such sources to try to

reconstruct patterns of family formation and the com-

position of households. Such work is aided by the

concern on the part of the nascent commercial classes

to record their own family histories and company

transactions in family diaries or libri di ricordanze.

Here male and female memories combined, and al-

though the majority of surviving texts were composed

by male household heads, there are also isolated

examples of female-authored works.

Peasant Women

The history of women in medieval Italy is therefore

based on rich source materials: also extant are letters,

sermons, and estate surveys. The latter, alongside

charters, open up the world of Italian peasant

women. Male and female peasant cultivators are visi-

ble in our evidence throughout the Middle Ages, but

while slave cultivators were still a regular feature of

agricultural activity at the start of our period, espe-

cially in the south, by the end of the Middle Ages the

only slaves visible in charters and chronicles were

female domestics. There also appears to have been a

difference in the relationship between landlord and

tenant between north and south. In the north, ties of

direct dependence based on service on monastic and

secular estates are visible. Surviving early medieval

court cases suggest that such ties did not go unchal-

lenged, but women are largely silent in such evidence,

and ecclesiastical landlords preserved only the records

of cases that reinforced their tenants’ lack of freedom.

Later, such ties gave way to a relationship based on

commercial transactions: land leased in return for a

proportion of its produce, the mezzadria. The latter

pattern is visible from an early date in the south, but

in fact may have given way to lighter ties of depen-

dence after the Norman conquest. Certainly docu-

ments from the twelfth century onwards refer to

‘‘villeins’’ with their wives and children. In all cases,

although the preference for male tenant cultivators is
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clear, women are also recorded taking on (and giving

up) plots of land.

More frequently, the wives of peasants might be

involved in small animal husbandry, tending gardens,

caring for children, and producing textiles. Female

outworkers are sometimes recorded in late medieval

statutes and guild records, although these sometimes

explicitly excluded women from such activities as well

as regulating them. Work on women’s economic roles

has shown their relationship with artisanal guilds

to have been ambivalent: they were rarely granted

membership, and any support they received seems to

have been associated with the membership of a male

relative.

Land Owners

Further up the social scale, women are ubiquitous

throughout the Italian evidence as property owners,

based on grudgingly granted inheritance rights (sons

were universally preferred to daughters) and on the

dowry at marriage, which by the twelfth century was

clearly seen as a substitute for a portion of the pat-

rimony. Alongside this trend was one to limit the

amount of land a daughter might take out of her natal

family’s property, and moveable or cash dowries

became the norm (a trend shared with other parts of

Europe). In addition, wives were granted a share of

their husband’s wealth to support themselves and

their children in widowhood. In Lombard law this

was known as the morgengab and limited to no more

than one quarter of the husband’s wealth. Versions of

this portion were given across Italy, but again the

twelfth century saw moves to restrict widows’ claims:

in Genoa in 1143 their right was taken away almost

completely.

Depending on where they lived, women had a

greater or lesser right to manage their property. In

the commercial cities of Venice, Amalfi, and Genoa,

from the tenth century onwards, we see women

actively engaging in the burgeoning trade networks

within and outside the peninsula. Such autonomy

appears to have reached a peak in the eleventh and

twelfth centuries, before civic legislation in the north

and increasingly repressive imperial measures in the

south combined to marginalise women and reduce

them to a state of dependence on their natal families

or husbands.

There were always exceptions to this general rule,

especially in cases where women were the sole heirs to

their families’ fortunes. The spectacular career of

countess Matilda of Tuscany (d. 1115) was based

largely on her inherited wealth, which she used to

great effect in supporting the reformist aims of Pope

Gregory VII and in resisting German imperial claims

to her lands. Eventually forced to capitulate, she nev-

ertheless appears in numerous documents managing

her estates. Initially she left her lands to the Church,

but later left them to the Empire.

Religion

Women’s spiritual life is in fact a key theme in Italian

evidence, and took a variety of forms. Early, small-

scale, private monasteries for women, founded and

run by their families, were joined by larger, royal

foundations. Some of the latter, such as that of SS.

Salvatore and Giulia at Brescia, succeeded in winning

patronage from successive rulers of the kingdom of

Italy. As already mentioned, women donated proper-

ty both to monastic and episcopal churches, and used

such donations to gain both spiritual benefits for

themselves and their families and, if widowed, some

pecuniary support for themselves and their dependent

children. Donations were frequently made on the

condition that the property support the donor for

life. Aristocratic families might found and patronise

several houses in the same city, as the Theophylactans

did in tenth-century Rome. Such houses provided

places of retirement and refuge for male and female

members of the clan. There is evidence to suggest that

some women’s monastic houses suffered displace-

ment at the time of monastic and church reform in

the tenth and eleventh centuries. At the same time,

new forms of spiritual devotion, such as taking the

habit but remaining at home as a vowess, begin to be

documented.

Alternative forms of monastic life grew up around

charismatic leaders in the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

turies, but it is noticeable that the Poor Clares, the

female equivalent of the mendicant Franciscans,

established by Clare of Assisi (1193–1253), were not

permitted the freedom of movement accorded their

male counterparts. The distinction between alterna-

tive forms of religious life and practices condemned

as heretical was a fine one. Women participated en-

thusiastically as Cathars, Waldenses, and Humiliati,

finding an outlet for their piety in such movements. It

has been shown that the attraction of these groups

probably did not rest upon the prominent role they

accorded women, but the church’s increasingly re-

strictive stance must have persuaded some women to

turn to the heretical sects in order to express their

religious devotion. For example, the practice of living

at home as a vowess had been viewed with cons-

tant disapproval. The popularity of the heretical
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movements may well have led to the church’s recon-

sideration of its position—certainly the Humiliati

gained belated recognition and papal approval for

their penitential life from Pope Innocent III.

On an individual level, the impulse to devote one’s

life to God eventually led to the emergence of female

mystics in Italy, as elsewhere in Europe, and the

recognition of some women as saintly. There were

two peaks of mystical activity, first in the late thir-

teenth century (notably the careers of Umiliana dei

Cherchi, Angela of Foligno, Guglielma of Milan, and

Clare of Montefalco) and then after the Black Death

in the fourteenth century, including the life of the most

famous mystic, Catherine of Siena (1347–1380).

Many achieved saintly or beatified status, notably

Zita of Lucca (1218–c. 1275) for her charitable acts,

but others, such as Margherita of Trento (d. 1307)

and Mayfreda de Pirovano (a follower of Guglielma

of Milan) were burned as heretics for their beliefs.

Although the population of medieval Italy was

predominantly Christian, it is possible to trace the

histories of its Jewish and Muslim communities. In

both of these, women were largely subject to the male

members of their families, but the consumption pat-

terns of the former, at least, can be traced from Jewish

merchants’ letters. More work needs to be done on

the social histories of these minorities in order to add

a different facet of gender history in Italy.

PATRICIA SKINNER
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J
JACOBUS DE VORAGINE’S
GOLDEN LEGEND
Jacobus de Voragine’s Golden Legend is the most

famous anthology of readings about the saints and

major festivals of the medieval Catholic Church. Com-

piled in Latin by the Italian friar Jacobus de Voragine

(c. 1228–1298) (or Jacopo da Varazze), probably dur-

ing the 1260s, this work was originally entitled simply

Legenda sanctorum, or ‘‘material to be read about

saints,’’ and evidently was designed as a reference

book for students and preachers of Jacobus’s own

Dominican order. However, it eventually reached

much wider audiences. Indeed, it became so popular

that it acquired the honorific adjective aurea (golden)

and survives in over nine hundred Latin manuscripts,

many augmented with chapters on additional saints.

Jacobus’s book also gave rise to numerous trans-

lations and adaptations in medieval vernacular

languages, and its popularity lasted until the Reforma-

tion. In the late fifteenth century it was still in such

demand that it became a great bestseller for the new

printing industry, which issued at least eighty-seven

Latin editions and sixty-nine vernacular ones between

1470 and 1500.

Despite its prominence in its own time, the Legenda

has proved resistant to modern critical assessment

because of its encyclopedic nature and its complex

relationship with other sources. Jacobus’s contribu-

tion was not that of an original author, but a well-

read and selective editor. He chose memorable stories

and useful information from earlier legendaries and

works on liturgy and church history, arranged this

material in convenient chapters that follow the liturgi-

cal year, and abridged it according to his own prio-

rities. Hence his positions on most issues are hard to

distinguish from those of other ecclesiastical sources

except in terms of emphases and proportions.

With regard to gender issues in particular, the

Legenda’s selectivity initially seems contradictory.

On the one hand, the book makes some gratuitous

digs at women—as, for example, when the chapter on

the Purification of the Virgin digresses to explain why

Leviticus prescribes a longer period for purification

after a daughter’s birth than after a son’s. In this

passage the purification period is identified with the

time between conception and the completion of the

fetal body (forty days for a male child, eighty for a

female), and the supposed biological difference is

allegorically interpreted as a sign that women are

greater sinners than men and more wearisome to

God (Ryan translation, pp. 143–144).

On the other hand, women comprise a sizable pro-

portion of the saints in the Legenda, and the book

allows its female saints to exercise some surprisingly

masculine kinds of agency and power. Its numerous

virgin martyrs are not portrayed as silent, helpless

victims of male violence, but as heroes who boldly

defy the authority figures ranged against them, prove

impervious to every diabolical temptation and torture

their enemies can devise, and nearly always get the last

word. Among the female saints in the book one also

finds intrepid mothers and wives who inspire their

loved ones to stand fast and die for the faith, just

as they will do themselves; ‘‘holy transvestites’’ who
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disguise themselves as men, join monastic

communities, and become better monks than their

male counterparts; at least two outstanding scholars

(Paula and Catherine of Alexandria); and a number

of eloquent and fruitful preachers, most notably

Mary Magdalen, apostle to Provence.

The conclusion to be drawn from these strong

portrayals of women is not that Jacobus was some

kind of feminist. As the Legenda occasionally suggests

and his sermons confirm, he assumed that womenwere

naturally weak and corruptible creatures. Female

saints, however, often served as role models for

religious men, and Jacobus’s own Order of Preachers

was particularly attached to Mary Magdalen and

Catherine. One of Jacobus’s goals in the Legenda,

moreover, was to arm preachers to combat heresy

and disrespect for the clergy; and the chief weapons

he provided were dramatic stories demonstrating the

power and authority of God’s representatives on earth

and the inevitable defeat of their enemies. In this con-

text, his portrayals of female saints may have been

intended to illustrate the miraculous extent to which

frail human vessels are transformed when they are

serving God’s purposes. As critics such as Jocelyn

Wogan-Browne and Karen Winstead have shown,

however, once such legends became available in the

vernacular they were readily appropriated for a variety

of other uses, from supplying precedents for young

women who wanted to avoid marriage to ‘‘subvert

[ing] the authority of the clergy over the laity and...

challeng[ing] other traditional relationships of domi-

nation and subordination—for example, the authority

of husbands over wives or of masters over servants’’

(Winstead, pp. 65–66).

SHERRY L. REAMES
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JACQUELINE OF BAVARIA
Jacqueline (Jacoba) of Bavaria (1401–1436), only

child of William VI (Count of Hainault, Holland

and Zeeland, Lord of Friesland) and Margaret of

Burgundy, was the widow of John of Touraine, at

the time of his death in 1417, dauphin of France.

She succeeded her father after his death in 1417.

King Sigismund of Germany did not agree and sup-

ported the claim of her father’s brother, John of

Bavaria (d. 1425). This struggle became interwoven

with the factional struggle between Cods and Hooks

that, from the death of Count William IV in 1345 and

the following war of succession, until 1492, tore apart

the counties of Holland and Zeeland repeatedly.

To strengthen her position, Jacqueline married

her cousin, John IV, Duke of Brabant (d. 1427).

However, Pope Martin V did not recognize the mar-

riage as legitimate until 1428. When her husband

came to terms with her uncle in 1420, Jacqueline

declared the marriage illegal and married Humphrey

of Gloucester, brother of King Henry V of England.

Still waiting for papal approval, Humphrey retreated

in 1425. John of Brabant received support from Philip

the Good, Duke of Burgundy (1419–1467), his cousin,

as well as Jaqueline’s. In 1428, Jacqueline and Philip

concluded a peace treaty that she broke by secretly

marrying Frank van Borsselen. As a result she was

forced in 1433 to resign in favor of Philip the Good.

Three years later she died childless.
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Under extreme circumstances Jacqueline had to

accomplish a task—ruling a county—usually reserved

to men. Later historiographers often explain her

failure as resulting from female fickleness and weak-

nesses proven by her multiple marriages. As a widow

Jacqueline had full power. However, she needed to

marry to provide offspring, which meant that her

husband took over the defense of her interests.

When John IV of Brabant failed, she used papal

irresolution to reject him, and looked elsewhere for

support. Her last marriage was possibly part of an

anti-Burgundian conspiracy.

RENÉE NIP
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JADWIGA
Jadwiga, younger daughter of King Louis of Hungary

and of Poland, Hedwig (in Polish: Jadwiga) (1374–

1399) was betrothed to William of Habsburg, and

together they were intended to rule both Hungary

and Austria. However, Elizabeth, the queen mother

disregarded Louis’s arrangements and had Mary, the

older daughter, crowned ‘‘king’’ of Hungary. Jadwiga

inherited her father’s other kingdom. She was

crowned ‘‘king’’ of Poland (rex Poloniae) in Krakow

in 1384. The smooth transition of power following the

king’s death attests the stability of the Angevin regime

and the popularity of Louis’s long rule. Female inher-

itance was without precedent in east-central Europe,

where women did not have the right to inherit land at

all, even less entire kingdoms. A legal fiction had to be

therefore created: Mary and Jadwiga ‘‘changed sex,’’

and were regarded and addressed as ‘‘kings’’ rather

than queens.

Jadwiga was an intelligent young woman and an

accomplished scholar as well as renowned for her

blonde beauty. The Polish nobility prevailed upon

her to marry Jagiello, grand duke of Lithuania, the

last pagan ruler in Europe. On February 15, 1386,

Jagiello converted to Catholicism with his people and

was baptized Wladyslaw. With her marriage, Jadwiga

took on the role of numerous other queens who had

converted their pagan husbands and her representa-

tion was henceforth determined by the rules of hagi-

ography. Her image therefore differs markedly from

that of her sister, Mary of Hungary. Mary is pre-

sented by the chroniclers as the paradigm of bad

government in Hungary, proving that ‘‘women are

not fit to rule’’: a weak young thing influenced by

her mother, Mary provokes the resistance of the

Hungarian nobility and a series of tragic disasters.

As opposed to her, Jadwiga was a lover of the poor,

a benefactor of churches, and an active patron of

learning. She founded the bishopric of Wilno

(Vilnius), refounded the University at Krakow, and

endowed a college in the University of Prague for

Lithuanian students. In 1399, Jadwiga died in child-

birth. Venerated as a saint already in her lifetime, she

was beatified in 1987, and canonized in 1997 by Pope

John Paul II, former archbishop of Krakow. Her

relics are kept in the cathedral of Krakow.
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JEROME, INFLUENCE OF
Jerome (331–420) was born to a Christian family of

Stridon, a town on the border of the Roman pro-

vinces of Dalmatia and Pannonia. The nearest center

of Roman culture was Aquileia, at the top of the

Adriatic Sea, but when Jerome was an adolescent,

he was sent all the way to Rome to study at the school

of the famous grammarian Aelius Donatus. Jerome

graduated from the school of Donatus and moved

on to one of Rome’s famed rhetorical schools. The

curriculum included Latin literature, public speaking,

JEROME, INFLUENCE OF
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a smattering of philosophy, and perhaps a little

Greek. Jerome was probably baptized in Rome, but

it was not until he spent some time in Trier, the

northern capital of the Emperor Valentinian I, that

he first studied Christian texts. A period of years in

Aquileia followed, in a circle of Christian intellectuals

that included Rufinus of Aquileia, who was later

Jerome’s bitter rival.

About 373, apparently as a result of a break with

his family, and under accusations from an unknown

enemy, Jerome set out for the eastern Christian world.

For the next decade, he associated with some of the

most important Christian leaders of the century. In

Antioch, he was befriended by Apollinaris of Laodi-

caea, who was later accused of Christological heresy.

Here, Jerome learned Greek and studied the works of

Porphyry and Aristotle. He also became increasingly

conflicted about whether he should concentrate on

classical or Christian learning; at one point, in a

feverish sleep, he had a dream that changed his life.

As he later described it in Epistle 22 to his protégée

Eustochium, a judge in a blaze of light asked him who

he was. ‘‘I am a Christian,’’ Jerome answered. ‘‘You

are lying,’’ the judge retorted, ‘‘you are a Ciceronian,

not a Christian, for where your treasure is, there your

heart is too’’ (Matthew 6:21). Jerome promised on the

spot to never again possess or study secular books.

He could hardly have kept this promise, but its spirit

did send him out into the Syrian wilderness, where he

lived as a hermit. Around 377, he returned to Anti-

och, where he may have begun to study Hebrew. In

379–380, he was in Constantinople, where he became

a friend of the new bishop, Gregory of Nazianzus,

studied Greek Christian works, and was present at the

Council of Constantinople in 381, where the final

version of the Nicene Creed was drafted and where

Apollinarus was condemned. From 381 until 384,

Jerome lived in Rome, where he was a close confidant

of and sometimes the assistant to Pope Damasus.

In spite of this spectacular success as a leader of the

Christian world (his name was mentioned as a possi-

ble successor to Pope Damasus I), Jerome’s attraction

to asceticism remained. The Roman women of the

Aventine Circle shared this enthusiasm. They were

perhaps influenced by the visit to Rome in 334 of

Athanasius of Alexandria, an important proponent

of Christian asceticism, and by the publication of his

Athanasius’s Life of Antony in Latin in 356. If so, the

trend had already begun when Jerome was studying in

Rome, but he only came face-to-face with it following

his own exposure to ascetic traditions in Aquileia

(where he had convinced his sister to take the veil)

and Antioch. The Aventine women were members of

the most important Roman families; most were

married with children, but they managed in various

ways to champion sexual chastity. They included

Marcela, Melania, Fabiola, and the woman who

became Jerome’s closest friend, Paula. Some of these

women later became part of the circle of the British

preacher Pelagius; after the sack of Rome by the

Goths in 410, a few fled to their country estates in

North Africa, where they shocked Augustine with

their spiritual independence, and inspired his articu-

lation of the doctrine of original sin.

In this heady ascetic atmosphere, as the favorite of

the pope, Jerome began his greatest scholarly achieve-

ment, a new Latin translation of the Bible from the

original Greek and Hebrew sources, the version

known as the Vulgate. Predictably, when the first

parts of this were made public, they were greeted

with indignant criticism. This was the first part of

Jerome’s fall from grace. The second had to do with

his enthusiasm for the new ascetic culture: not only

did he encourage Paula’s daughter Eustochium to

become the first consecrated virgin of Christian

Rome, he also engaged in a vicious dispute against

Helvidius, a layman who, alarmed by this surging tide

of sexual renunciation, had the courage to write in

defense of the Christian married state, even suggest-

ing that Joseph and the Virgin Mary had been in a

normal marriage. Jerome ripped into this position

with withering satire. Finally, in 383, Pope Damasus

died, and was succeeded not by Jerome but by the

unsympathetic deacon Siricius. Jerome then became

the focus of so many accusations that once again he

was forced to leave town. In 385, he set sail for the

east, eventually settling in Bethlehem. Here he was

joined by Paula, Eustochium and, eventually, Paula’s

granddaughter, Paula the Younger. This Paula was

consecrated to chastity at birth and sent from Rome

to be raised in Bethlehem, but she arrived only after

her grandmother’s death in 404.

Jerome lived in Bethlehem until he died in 420. In

these years he finished the Vulgate Bible translation,

wrote a number of important commentaries on books

of the Bible, and engaged in various theological con-

troversies, including disputes with Rufinus and

Augustine.

Jerome never mitigated his feisty and contentious

nature, but he did continue a close relationship with

Eustochium, who died just a year before he did. His

long letter to her about the life of consecrated virgini-

ty, Epistle 22, was one of the most widely read of his

works in the Middle Ages. Although Jerome never

wrote a commentary on the Song of Songs, he used

those enigmatic poems throughout this letter, urging

Eustochium to think of herself as a Bride of Christ.

His spiritual advice to Eustochium became one of

the most important sources for the articulation

of women’s consecrated virginity. Jerome’s writings

JEROME, INFLUENCE OF
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against Helvidius were used in support of both con-

secrated virginity of women and the defense of the

perpetual virginity of Mary. In the ninth century,

Paschasius Radbertus cast his treatise on the defense

of the virginity of Mary in partu (that is, at the mo-

ment of the birth of Jesus, a doctrine that did become

part of official medieval theology) as a letter from

Jerome to Paula and Eustochium. Jerome quite pos-

sibly would not have minded this at all, but perhaps

the ultimate irony of his life is that his writings on

gender and sexuality were later used to restrict women

rather than to give them the spiritual freedom he had

in mind.
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JESUS/GOD AS MOTHER
Extended comparison of Jesus to a mother first oc-

curred in devotional texts of the twelfth century and

reached its fullest expression in the Showings (also

known as The Revelations of Divine Love) by the

fourteenth century English mystic and theologian,

Julian of Norwich. References to God and Jesus as

a mother in the Bible and by patristic writers of the

early Church, however, provide warrant for this

comparison.

Several Old Testament verses describe God as a

mother who gives birth to humanity and nurtures

the Israelites as children. Deuteronomy 32:18, for

example, chides the Hebrews for forgetting ‘‘the

God who gave you birth.’’ Isaiah 42:14 warns that

after a long period of restraint, God will ‘‘cry out like

a woman in labor, / I will gasp and pant.’’ God claims

to have given birth to the house of Israel in Isaiah

46:3; and his love for the Hebrews is compared to the

love of a nursing mother in Isaiah 49:15 and 66:13. In

Hosea 11:3, the Lord speaks of himself as a mother

who teaches her children to walk and feeds, heals, and

loves them.

Warrant for the comparison of Jesus to a mother

comes from the female figure Wisdom who appears in

Proverbs and the apocryphal books Ecclesiasticus

and the Wisdom of Solomon, now included only in

the Catholic Bible. In Ecclesiasticus 24:24 DV,

Wisdom proclaims, ‘‘I am the mother of fair love,

and of fear, and of knowledge, and of holy hope.’’

Wisdom asserts in Proverbs 8:22–30 and Ecclesiasti-

cus 24:5–11 that she was with God before time and

participated in the creation of the earth: ‘‘I was with

him forming all things’’ (Prov. 8:30 DV). The spea-

ker in Wisdom 7:22–27 praises her as ‘‘a vapour of

the power of God, and a certain pure emanation of the

glory of the almighty God...For she is the brightness

of eternal light, and the unspotted mirror of God’s

majesty, and the image of his goodness’’ (Wis. 7:25–

26 DV).

In the New Testament Wisdom’s qualities lead to

her identification with Christ as Logos, the Word of

God is invoked at the beginning of John’s Gospel.

Paul confirms this identification by referring to Christ

as the power and wisdom of God (1 Cor. 1:14) and

asserting that the Son, like Wisdom, participated with

God in creation (Col. 1:15–17).

Drawing on these allusions in the Old and New

Testaments, the Fathers of the Church, especially

Augustine of Hippo, and medieval theologians con-

tinued to attribute to Christ the creative and nurtur-

ing characteristics of a mother. However, they did not

comment on the gender implied by this analogy.

From the twelfth through the fourteenth centuries,

Western Christians developed a greater sense of the

humanity of Jesus and expressed a broader range of

emotion in their devotions. This affective piety

encouraged a fuller exploration of the feminine qua-

lities of Christ. In his prayers, for example, Anselm of

Canterbury refers to Jesus as a mother who endures

the labor pains of the Passion to give new life to his

children, who nurses them, and who protects them

like the mother hen of Matthew 23:37. Mystics, such

as Bernard of Clairvaux; Marguerite d’Oinge; and the

three nuns of Helfta, Gertrude the Great, Mechthild

of Hackeborn, and Mechthild of Magdeburg, also

attribute maternal characteristics to Christ.
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The fullest comparison of Jesus to a mother is

developed by Julian of Norwich, who reported on a

visionary experience she had in 1373 and the under-

standing she achieved after twenty years of medita-

tion in the two versions of her Showings. Julian’s

account of the three maternities of Jesus, in creating,

in recreating, and in working, appears in Revelation

14, chapters 52 through 63 of the long text. Alluding

to the Wisdom tradition, Julian depicts Jesus, the

Logos or Word of God, as mother in creation because

he incorporates the soul with its image of God into

the body. Jesus is mother in re-creation because he

takes on human flesh to make atonement to God the

Father and redeems humanity through the labor

pains of the Passion. Jesus is mother in working be-

cause he nurtures and protects his children on earth,

feeding them with his own body and blood in the

Eucharist. Julian of Norwich’s concept of Jesus the

Mother develops the feminine characteristics of God

implied in Biblical and patristic texts and emphasized

by affective spirituality.

DENISE NOWAKOWSKI BAKER
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JEWELRY
Jewelry inflects the body’s significance, signaling sta-

tus, identity, and personal history. Byzantine empres-

ses and Scandinavian chiefs might communicate their

authority with earrings or bracteates (arm bands).

Popes and kings might, on acceding to their thrones,

be granted rings or coronets as part of their regalia.

Merchants could seal documents with their rings,

while their daughters received rings and brooches at

marriage. Pilgrims might affix modest mass-produced

badges or amulets to their cloaks or hats, recording

their visits to holy sites.

Owing to the widespread practice of burial with

luxury items in early medievalMediterranean cultures,

many jewels survive from this period. Gold was prized,

as was enamel work. In later medieval Europe, with

changes in burial practices, fewer jewels have survived.

Used as a form of currency, jewels were regularly trad-

ed, reduced to precious materials, and refashioned.

Gems, which until the thirteenth century were

polished, not cut, were especially valued, both for

their economic worth and for their mystical proper-

ties. Various lapidary tractates like AlbertusMagnus’s

DeMineralibus andMarbod of Rennes’sDe Lapidibus

catalogued the talismanic and alchemical characteris-

tics of various gems (sapphires, emeralds, diamonds,

rubies, etc.) as well as pearls and coral. Certain com-

binations of settings and gems were thought to ensure

good health, happiness, or power.

Although both men and women wore jewelry,

preachers and moralists railed mainly against the

frippery of women, seeing their jewels as seducing

men; sumptuary legislation also sought to limit such

finery. Such responses indicate the importance of

jewelry in medieval culture. As recipients and donors,

purchasers and wearers, women exercised consider-

able control over this communicative medium and

form of capital.

ADRIAN RANDOLPH

Fourteenth-century brooch with fleur-de-lys motif, from the
Treasury of Saint-Denis, MR345. Photo: Peter Willi.
Location: Louvre, Paris, France. Credit: Réunion des
Musées Nationaux / Art Resource, N.Y.
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JEWISH MYSTICAL THOUGHT, BODY
AND SOUL IN
Medieval Jewish thought about body and soul can be

understood in terms of a conversation among rab-

binic traditions, philosophical reinterpretations of

those traditions, and mystical thought sometimes

attempting to synthesize these two strains, and some-

times drawing on Neoplatonic traditions to elabor-

ate ideas quite different from either of these. The

female imaging of body and soul is axial in the my-

stical synthesis of these traditions. In Hebrew, ‘‘body’’

is designated with the word guf or Gufa, female-

gendered terms. In the Hebrew Bible and the

Midrash, the following five words commonly referred

to the soul: nephesh (blood), ruach (wind or spirit),

neshamah (disposition), jechidah (the only one),

chayyah (living soul). Each of these terms is gendered

female, and as Tova Rosen asserts, ‘‘this is no super-

ficial linguistic bias’’ (p. 83). Female engenderment

of body and soul draws on a wide range of roles

traditionally associated with women.

Understandings of the nature of the human body

were related to communal conception of the divine

body, because they are linked in the creation narrative

of Genesis 1:26–7 ‘‘And God said, ‘Let us make man

in our image, after our likeness.. .’ ’’ Rabbinic litera-

ture generally preserves anthropomorphic concep-

tions of God’s body, even up to the ninth century.

For example, Robert Bonfils presents evidence that

Carolingian Jews believed God had a form like

humans but incalculably larger. This begins to change

with the emergence of Jewish philosophy in the tenth

century. Like their Muslim counterparts, Jewish phi-

losophers worked to systematize Jewish thought by

establishing divine unity, dependent upon divine

incorporeality. Thus beginning with Sa’adya Gaon

(b. 882 Fayyûm, upper Egypt, d. 942 in Baghdad)

they worked to reinterpret as metaphorical biblical

and rabbinical references to the divine body. This

divested the human body of significance deriving

from its resemblance to the divine form.

Medieval Jewish philosophers drew on classical

traditions of representing the body as feminine to

express its radical unlikeness to God. Maimonides, a

rationalist philosopher (b. 1138 in Cordova, Spain, d.

1204 in Egypt), uses the metaphor of prostitution

to describe the embodied state; in his Guide of the

Perplexed he famously declares that ‘‘matter is a

married harlot,’’ expressing simultaneously the

body’s radical difference from the divine and its

flawed connection to God. He also made a similar

separation between God and the soul. Once this break

was made, medieval thinkers use feminine metaphors

both to conceptualize separation, and to imagine the

possibility of reconnecting with the divine.

Some mystical sources worked to repair this rup-

ture, using different figurations of the female body.

The Zohar, the thirteenth century core kabbalistic

compendium, expresses three main viewpoints on

the body. The first accords with the Maimonidean

perspective, asserting that it is evil beyond redemp-

tion, and must be broken and humiliated. The second

holds that it is predisposed to neither good nor evil,

but capable of improvement and redemption by prop-

er performance of the mitzvoth (divine command-

ments central to Jewish practice). The third, more

radical view holds that the human body is modeled

after the sefirot, the ten emanations of God. In this

view the body itself assists humans in their attempts

to reach the divine (see Tishby).

In the second point of view, the body is treated as a

tool. Used correctly, it is restorative, and its female

gendering serves mimetic purposes. The male mystic

is ‘‘improved’’ by a narrative and imaginative trans-

gendering so that he resembles a greater, female-

gendered entity, the community of Israel, a plurality

enacting Jewish scriptural ideals. Here, when the male

enacts Jewish ideals, he loses his individual status and

imagines himself as a representative of the community

of Israel, a female-gendered entity, which relates to

God through structures of the covenant sometimes

imagined as a marriage.

In the third point of view, the body is treated as a

text. Believing the body is modeled on the sefirot,

male writers imagined themselves as the Shekhinah,

a female aspect of the divine, and the lowest of the

sefirot. By identifying with her, humans ‘‘join’’ the

divine pleroma, the members of which are understood

to relate to one another in sexual terms. For example,

the Shekhinah sexually ‘‘receives’’ divine outflow

from her supernal bridegroom, Tiferet. In this way,

divine influence is transmitted downward to the cre-

ated world. By identifying with and imaginatively

joining the Shekhinah, the male mystic is able to

receive the divine outflow as well. Here the male

mystic uses feminine imagery to redeem the body,
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imaginatively transgendering it, and reassimilating it

to the divine pleroma.

Similarly, Maimonides posited a fundamental alie-

nation of the soul; he claimed that human efforts

toward self-perfection did not affect the divine. His

view radicalized rabbinic beliefs that the soul was

created in the celestial realms, but outside the divine

realm proper. Kabbalists countered by asserting that

the neshama, the highest part of the soul had a divine

origin, and that the tripartite soul (nefesh, ruach,

neshama) served as a model of the sefirot, and in

this, God. They believed that neshamot derived from

the divine substance, descended the sefirotic tree,

and gestated in and emerged from the womb of the

Shekhinah. To kabbalists, perfecting one human soul

changed the nature of the divine. In this case then, the

feminized soul was both the object of formation and

the agent of change.

In each of these cases the writers use female-

gendered images of body and soul to conceptualize a

reconnection with the divine. Writers believing that

the body is not redeemable dramatized these beliefs

by imagining themselves as abject women—widows

or abandoned wives. In these circumstances they use

images of broken sexual union to dramatize the rup-

ture between the embodied human and the divine,

and they imagine its repair through metaphors of

sexual reunion after death. Finally, kabbalists reima-

gined the feminized soul as a microcosm for the

sefirot, or the divine form. Female engenderment of

body and soul served simultaneously to emphasize the

radical divide between God and embodied humans as

it also imagined sexualized channels for their reunion

in life and after death.

MARLA SEGOL
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JEWISH WOMEN
This entry surveys the history of Jewish women’s

experiences as unmarried daughters, wives, and

widows, especially their legal and economic statuses.

Dispersed throughout the Mediterranean and Islamic

worlds during the early Middle Ages, by the high

medieval period Jewish communities were established

in northern Europe as well. These communities

remained strong through the 1200s when expulsions

began, 1290 from England, 1306 from France, and

eventually 1492 from Spain. Afterwards Jews re-

mained in some Italian cities (experiencing periodic

mini-expulsions), and northern European Jews wend-

ed their way east, eventually creating a vibrant com-

munity in Poland. Although northern European

settlements were culturally and numerically signifi-

cant, the largest and most stable communities for

the high medieval period were those in Iberia and

Islamic regions.

All Jewish communities valued gendered roles for

men and women. If it were economically feasible for

men to study, the normative ethic that education went

hand in hand with morality meant that they did so.

Men were also religiously obliged to marry and father

children. Similarly women were expected to marry,

excel at domestic duties, care for their husbands and

look after their children, with some flexibility in cases

where they ran their own businesses. Broadly defined,

the Jews of Christendom had much in common with

each other in terms of local culture and interpretation

of Jewish law, as did those Jews who lived under

Islamic rule. Although Jews could not settle unless

their rights to live in autonomous communities

under Jewish law were respected, they never lived

in a vacuum. They spoke the language of the majo-

rity culture and interacted with Christians and/or

Muslims frequently in their day-to-day lives. Even

matters that used to be classified as beyond the influ-

ence of majority culture, such as inheritance and

marriage, are increasingly understood to have been

shaped by local majority customs. For instance, con-

sider the Jewish women of the Islamic world (in par-

ticular of Fustat/Cairo for which thousands of

documents in Hebrew script, most from c. 800–1200,

were preserved in a Geniza, or burial repository for

sacred writings). Cairene women were not as strictly

enclosed as their Muslim women neighbors, but they

experienced less physical mobility than Jewish women

of Christian Europe. The Cairenes were also signifi-

cantly more likely to find themselves married to a man

who practiced polygyny, or even polygamy, while

bigamy was banned among northern European

Jews, if occasionally practiced in Iberia.
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Regional Differences

Within the Christian political sphere the Jewish com-

munities of northern Europe (German, northern

France, and England) and southern Europe (Iberia,

southern France, and Italy) viewed women’s status

somewhat differently. Jewish women living in north-

ern Europe experienced the most autonomy in their

economic activities, including the ability to travel

for business; and they were more likely than their

southern counterparts to be found functioning as

guardians for their children and as business partners,

or even supervisors, for their adult sons. The banker

Licoricia of Winchester acted as the matriarch of her

family until her murder in 1277, managing extensive

commercial transactions with the king of England and

other powerful Christians. Northern Jews married off

their sons and daughters when they were equally of an

early age, perhaps as young as twelve or thirteen;

while some southerners, such as those of Catalonia

in northeastern Iberia, waited until between sixteen

and eighteen for both men and women; and Italians

adopted the customs of the Christian majority by

marrying men in their late twenties to women between

fourteen and eighteen. Divorce was permitted to Jews

in all communities, although it probably occurred less

frequently in the north where a woman could not be

divorced against her will.

In general in Jewish communities daughters did

not come into their inheritances before marriage.

They had rights to a dowry and to maintenance by

their fathers until married when they were transferred

to the legal jurisdiction of their husbands. Poor,

young Jewish women sometimes served as domestic

servants in Jewish homes. Community leaders and

scholars of Jewish law like Moses Maimonides (1135–

1204), leader of the Jewish community in Cairo, en-

couraged their coreligionists to employ Jewish girls

(especially orphans) instead of purchasing domestic

slaves who were not Jewish.

In contrast to the passive roles of unmarried daugh-

ters, some Jewish wives were financially active, espe-

cially in northern Europe. Dolce of Worms, was

celebrated by her husband Rabbi Eleazar for her

efforts to earn a good living, her needlework, and her

support of Eleazar and his students in religious study.

While married, Preciosa de Villemagne of Perpignan

was one of the most active moneylenders in this

thriving town on the Pyreneean frontier and probably

served as her husband Isaac’s economic partner in the

absence of a son. Other southern European Jewish

wives, however, are far less visible in the historical

and economic record. When the translator Judah ibn

Tibbon (an immigrant from Islamic Spain who fled to

Lunel in southern France) extolled the virtues of his

unnamed daughter-in-law, they were all domestic:

housekeeping, nursing her child and husband in

illness, and balancing the household budget.

Widows

Even more than wives, Jewish widows were active in

many commercial spheres. Banking and moneylend-

ing predominated among northern European women,

as they did among Jewish men in that region. Jewish

widows also served as active and effective guardians

for their minor children. Some widows, such as Regina

(or Reina), widow of Bonjuses Asday, the most

successful woman banker/moneylender in thirteenth-

century Perpignan, increased their own independent

financial prospects through business connections

made as widowed guardians. Wealthy Jewish widows

amassed fortunes and made significant charitable

donations to their communities. Sara de Cabestany

also of Perpignan, born in Béziers and with family

ties to another southern French community in Nar-

bonne, set up a charitable trust through her Latin

testament to provide dowries for poor girls and enable

poor boys to study. Still others remained financially

passive, such as Astruga ibn Dalal, of Barcelona, who

was reluctant to take up guardianship responsibilities

and chose instead to reside with her children while

leaving their financial matters in the hands of male

relatives. Adult sons and brothers of Jewish widows

throughout the medieval Jewish world had the poten-

tial to control their mothers and sisters in commercial

matters. Sons in the southern regions probably looked

after their aging mothers more often than they were

guided by them. Some widows were economically vul-

nerable and the absence of children, especially of sons,

contributed to their suffering.

Economic and Religious Roles

Overall Jewish women were active in many different

occupations; money lending and banking have al-

ready been mentioned, but medicine education, and

trade in womanly crafts were also their professions.

When Jewish women practiced medicine their clients

were limited neither to obstetrical patients nor to

women. For instance, Rabbi Judah Asheri, of Toledo,

claimed that, as an ailing baby his eyesight would have

been saved if only he had remained in his hometown
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in Germany under the care of a Jewish woman prac-

titioner there. Maimonides corresponded with a

woman who founded and maintained her own school

for younger children, with the help of her elder son.

One substantial Cairene businesswoman (and divor-

cée), active during the early twelfth century, was called

‘‘Karima’’ or ‘‘Al-Wusha.’’ She worked as a broker of

textiles and other women’s embroidery work.

Religiously there seem to have been more oppor-

tunities for women’s involvement in northern Europe

than existed in the south. While some elite women of

Worms were said to have led the female members of

their community in prayer, the scholars of Catalonia

were perplexed because women were supposed to

recite the Grace after meals, but few women with

whom they were acquainted actually did so. Thus,

although there were a few exceptions, such as Qas-

muna Bint Isma’il of late eleventh- or early twelfth-

century Islamic Granada in Iberia who wrote Arabic

poetry, in general even elite Jewish women were

not very learned. In particular, they do not seem to

have been taught Hebrew along with their brothers.

Sexual Transgressions

Most Jewish women followed the customs of their

families and the moral dictates of their communities

and led respectable married lives, but sexual liaisons

across religious lines occasionally occurred. Jewish

leaders viewed the seduction of Jewish women by

gentiles as an acutely demeaning sign of their inferior

status vis-à-vis the dominant community. A few rela-

tions across religious boundaries resulted in marriage.

The Cairo Geniza preserves a request for aid from a

female convert from Christianity who claims to have

been the widow of Rabbi David Todros of Narbonne;

and it was technically permitted in the Islamic world

for Muslim men and Jewish women to marry. The

Roman Catholic Church feared miscegenation and

legislated against it repeatedly, but sex between

Jewish women and Christian men seems to have oc-

casionally occurred in Christian Europe. In the 1260s,

Goigs de Pallafols, banker to King James I of

Aragon, petitioned her royal creditor for permission

to continue living with her Christian lover, and the

king probably allowed this, hoping for her eventual

conversion. Count Theobald of Blois’s extramarital

relationship with Polcelina (Pullcelina) of Blois was

the purported cause of his wife’s false ritual murder

accusation against the Jewish community. The Count

subsequently massacred Polcelina and thirty other

Jewish people in 1171. When such relationships

surfaced, although this happened extremely rarely,

they often served to demarcate the precariousness of

Jewish minority existence.

REBECCA WINER
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JEWISH WOMEN: LATIN AND
EUROPEAN VERNACULAR
LITERATURE
It is striking to note how different the representations

of Jewish men and Jewish women were in medieval

literature. The Jewish man was the quintessential Jew:

blind to Christian truth, committed to the law and the

letter of the Bible, easy associate of the devil, partner

in ‘‘deicide,’’ usurer, cruel abuser of Christians and

their religion. Visual representations often marked the

Jew with a pointed Jewish hat, a swarthy appearance,

or a bodily deformity. Conversely, Jewish women

were above all women, and most frequently mothers

and wives. Medieval narratives represented the Jewish

woman as a passive witness to abuses perpetrated by

her husband, or as a potential convert to Christianity.

The pervasive belief in the malleability of female per-

sonality, its openness to influence, suggested that a

Jewish woman could be turned into a good Christian,

while the Jewish male mind (tutored in the Talmud)

and body (marked by circumcision) were more per-

manently different, immutable.

Exemplary Jewish women appeared in early medie-

val liturgy: Rachel’s lament was incorporated into li-

turgical drama, Judith’s heroics came to be seen as

prefiguring Mary. Jewish women appear more fre-

quently in the tales known as exempla, narratives that

conveyed moral truths in a colorful manner and aimed

to correct common errors. These stories were widely

used in sermons and pastoral writings, in Latin and in

the vernaculars. A widely known tale was that of the

Jewish Boy, a story with Greek origins, known to Gre-

gory theGreat andBede, andwhich became part of the

corpus ofMarianmiracles that coalesced in the twelfth

century. The story tells of a Jewish Boy who had taken

communion with Christian schoolmates and suffered

cruel punishment once he told his father what he had

done. The story has the Jewish father throwhis son into

a furnace, but all versions emphasize the Jewish

mother’s grief. When the story was illustrated, artists

emphasized the Jewish mother’s pain and suffering in

dramatic gestures. The dramatic denouement had the

boy saved by the VirginMary in the furnace, the father

thrown into it, and the mother, son, and Jewish com-

munity converted to Christianity. By the thirteenth

century the story was known in Anglo-Norman,

French, andGallician translations ofMarianmiracles.

Stories and images of the Virgin Mary offered a

niche within which the Jewish woman could be

explored. Mary had, after all, been a Jewish woman,

as the apocryphal writings about her life, expressed in

liturgy and art, made clear. Narratives related to

Mary often led to conversion, to the realization of

Christian truth. Thus Cantiga 107 of the Cantigas de

Santa Maria is a story of the saving conversion of a

beautiful Jewish woman by the Virgin Mary. The

Dominican writer Thomas of Cantimpré collected

hundreds of miracles stories—old and new—in his

Bonum universale de apibus (The Universal Good

Thing about Bees) (written between 1256 and 1263).

He recounts a contemporary tale about a nun from

the Parc des Dames Cistercian house, a woman of

great piety, whom he had met and interviewed about

her earlier life. The nun Catherine had been a little

Jewish girl, Rachel, who discovered Christianity

through the Christian names that seemed so different

from Jewish ones. She claimed to have loved above

all the name of the Virgin Mary. After a period of

instruction in Christianity, she received a vision of

Mary, dressed in white like a Cistercian nun, and

this finally confirmed her desire to convert and to

become a religious.

The deepening polemical nature of ideas and repre-

sentations of Jews in the later Middle Ages led to a

sharpening of the difference in representations of

Jewish men and women. The figure of the Jewish

woman was affected by the evolving figure of Mary,

a Jewish woman too. It was possible to make the Jew

more menacing by the absorption of his female coun-

terpart into spheres of love and tenderness associated

with motherhood. Geoffrey Chaucer (d. 1399) had

his pilgrim Prioress recount the story of the killing

of a young Christian boy by a Jew in the Jewish

quarter of an oriental city. The child’s anxious mother

enters the quarter to look for her son. Miraculous

intervention by Mary led to the discovery of the

boy and to the punishment of the Jewish man.

Jewish women were drawn into the sphere of mercy

and motherly love around the Christian mother

and the Virgin Mary, a sphere menaced by the cruel

Jewish man.

European literatures thus treated the Jewishwoman

as women above all, and most frequently as matrons
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and mothers. Occasionally a nubile Jewish woman is

represented as a figure whomight lead a Christianman

astray, but the Jewish woman remains passive, attrac-

tive for her beauty alone. Stories from Iberia are more

explicit about the sexual crossing of religious lines, and

in them the Jewish woman is a bit more seductive. It is

striking how few of the misogynist traits attributed to

women—seduction, dissimulation—were applied to

Jewish women. The Jewish woman was a cipher for

female submission; here too some ‘‘drift’’ from the

image of Mary may be at work.

By the High Middle Ages most Jewish families lived

in towns and cities, though from the thirteenth century

several regions of Europe expelled their Jewish com-

munities, and this often forced Jews to find their

homes in new areas, in central and eastern Europe,

often in small towns where they engaged in small

trade and subsistence lending. Jewish women worked

alongside their husbands, fathers, and brothers in

family workshops and businesses. Their life was

contained within the streets and quarters inhabited

by Jews, where they may have been encountered by

non-Jews as vendors and moneylenders. Little of their

life-worlds is portrayed in medieval literature; but

they inhabited the imagination as alluring figures:

female, exotic, somewhat out of reach, yet ripe for

dynamic remaking at the hands of a Christian man,

lay or priest.

MIRI RUBIN
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JOAN I
Joan I (1326–1382), as the only surviving child of

Charles of Calabria (d. 1328) and Mary of Valois

(d. 1331), held the titles of Countess of Provence and

Forcalquier, titular queen of Jerusalem and Sicily,

Princess of Achea, and Queen of Naples. She inher-

ited the throne of the kingdom of Naples from her

grandfather, Robert the Wise (d. 1343), who groomed

her to succeed to the throne, allegedly allowing her to

receive men of state even from a young age. Once

she had inherited the royal office of the far-reaching

kingdom of Naples, Joan was positioned to be one of

the most powerful rulers of her time. But her reign is

depicted as one of chaos, plagued with the same kind

of constant political and military disruptions, some

of which her grandfather had faced, especially with

Hungarian factions vying for control in a kingdom

ruled by a woman. Her biographers, from contempor-

aries on, have ridiculed her life as one full of political

missteps and sexual intrigue. Her marriage to Andrew

of Hungary had been arranged in 1334, and had been

supported by Pope John XXII, who eagerly sought

the union of the two branches of the Angevin family.

This union was short-lived. Resenting her grand-

father’s stipulation that Andrew would share in the

royal title, Joan most likely ordered the assassination

of Andrew of Hungary in 1345. Andrew’s brother

Louis retaliated by trying to annex Naples. To secure

stability for the kingdom, Joan subsequently entered

into a series of strategic marriages with Louis of

Taranto (d. 1362), James of Majorca (d. 1375), and

Otto of Brunswick (d. 1398), but had no surviving

children, causing a crisis in royal succession. In the

schism of the Church, she sided with the Avignonese

pope, Clement VII, over the Roman pope Urban VI,

bringing on the public disappointment and criticism

of the public mystic, Catherine of Siena, who urged

Joan in letters to support the Roman papacy. Joan’s

volatile rule ended with her murder at the hands of a

political rival, Charles III of Durazzo, in 1382.

DARLEEN PRYDS
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JOAN OF ARC
The lasting reputation of Joan of Arc (called Jehanne

in French and variously surnamed Darc or Day)

(c. 1412–1431) rests on her glorious but improbable

military victory at Orleans in 1429, which broke the

culture of defeat then affecting the French since their
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loss at Agincourt and turned the tide of The Hundred

Years’ War. The unexpected presence of a mounted,

armor-clad, teenaged girl on a fifteenth-century bat-

tlefield created a stir that was heightened by Joan’s

claim that whoever executed her military dictates fol-

lowed the will of God. Her skill at turning battlefield

action and soldiers’ behavior into acts that pleased or

displeased God emanated from Joan’s understanding

of herself as divine messenger.

According to the testimony of family and acquain-

tances, nothing in Joan’s early life at Domrémy fore-

told her later mission. Only a rather forceful piety

distinguished her from others. From about the age

of thirteen, however, according to Joan’s own testi-

mony, she heard a heavenly voice and vowed from

that experience to maintain her virginity. (It remains

unclear whether, by her vow, she was playing to a

contemporary prophecy stating that ‘‘France would

be ruined through a woman, and afterward restored

by a virgin.’’) With the passage of time, Joan under-

stood that God was giving her messages intended for

her king, Charles VII, whom she must go to seek in

France. Her father, suspecting that something was

afoot, threatened to drown her if she left town in the

company of men. But he misinterpreted his daugh-

ter’s yearnings; they were fixed on ‘‘Messire,’’ which

was what she called God, although, in truth, her piety

was always mixed with the worldly impudence of a

female adventurer.

One of the most interesting aspects of Joan’s career

was how she convinced Charles to place trust in her

words, upon her arrival at Chinon in early March

1429. Already in February, at Vaucouleurs, and with

the help of a relative, she had cajoled Captain Robert

of Baudricourt into providing her with a horse, men’s

clothes, and a small retinue. (The male dress, which

seems to have been no more scandalous than the

daring venture itself, was practical, as well as a neces-

sary disguise.) After a dangerous journey through

war-torn France, the Maid arrived at Chinon to

Joan of Arc: folio with miniature from ‘‘Vie des femmes celebres’’ (Lives of Famous Women) by Antoine Dufour, Ms. 17.
French, c. 1505. Location: Musée Dobrée, Nantes, France. Credit: Giraudon / Art Resource, N.Y.
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seek audience with King Charles. At this point, the

drama could have gone either way. The king’s council

and trusted advisers wanted to avert any episode

possibly ending in ridicule for the French, but Joan

made promises ‘‘advantageous’’ to the realm, namely

that she was sent by God to restore Charles’s king-

dom. Joan was not adopted by the court without

reservations. The theologians, convened by the king

to test her, were anything but accommodating, prin-

cipally because she had produced no miracle to vali-

date her divine inspiration. She was fitted with armor

only when she promised to raise the siege of Orleans

in evidence of a miracle.

Orleans

When the siege of Orleans was lifted after a mere eight

days, attention focused on Joan as proof of God’s

intervention. She was especially lauded by the towns-

people, who flooded the streets in a nighttime proces-

sion to celebrate her victory. During the preceding

weeks, however, the English commander, the earl of

Salisbury, had been killed, demoralizing the English

soldiery, while the duke of Burgundy, in a fit of pique,

had withdrawn his troops from the siege. These

events, as well as the English army’s inability to

close off supply routes into the city, played their

part in the miracle. Nevertheless, the Maid’s influence

is indisputable. She threatened the English with divine

retribution in her Letter to the English and engaged in

brazen verbal exchanges with enemy soldiers at close

range, seemingly further immobilizing the will of an

already demoralized English army. She roused her

own troops by placing their military assignment

more or less under the mantle of a crusade. En route

from Blois to Orleans, the army was led by priests

intoning the Veni Creator Spiritus as Joan rode along

bearing a standard displaying angels, the king of

Heaven, and the words ‘‘Jesus Maria.’’ Although

Joan had been excluded from strategy sessions,

where some were undoubtedly jealous of her amateur

military involvement, credit for the victory was al-

most uniformly given to her.

The Maid’s religious mission, while primary and

all encompassing, should not obscure her political

importance. The much-debated secret that Joan

revealed to the king in her private interview was likely

the same message she later broadcast in the Letter to

the English; namely, that Charles, the only surviving

son of Charles VI and Isabeau of Bavaria, was ‘‘true

heir.’’ This statement challenged the dual monarchy

of France and England, formulated in the Treaty of

Troyes of 1420, which, in order for the Lancasters to

claim the French throne, depended on Charles being

disinherited for his responsibility in the murder of

John the Fearless, duke of Burgundy. At her trial

Joan acknowledged the murder was ‘‘a great tragedy

for the kingdom of France,’’ but added: ‘‘Whatever

there had been between them [John and Charles], God

had sent her to the help of the king of France.’’ Joan,

then, did more than simply bolster Charles’s confi-

dence. Her role was rather to affirm Charles’s political

legitimacy, on the authority of God, despite the mur-

der of the duke of Burgundy, and thus to repudiate

the Treaty of Troyes that depended upon it.

The Campaign after Orleans

When Joan pleaded with the king to extend the

Orleans campaign into the Loire valley, the strategy

was self-evident and was advocated by other com-

manders. The English were quickly routed from

Meung, Beaugency, and Patay, and the enemy’s

strength in the region was neutralized. At that point,

bolstered by recent victories, the French faced a

choice of where to go next. Should they mount a

campaign for Normandy or Paris, or push deep into

Burgundian territory, as the Maid urged, for a royal

coronation at Reims? The Reims campaign, decided

upon by Charles, is perhaps the first time the record

clearly illustrates Joan’s influence on military deci-

sions. Rather ill-equipped in terms of artillery and

supplies, the army was reminded outside Troyes, by

one of their own, Robert le Maçon, that the campaign

had not been undertaken based on the strength of

the army, or even because the campaign seemed pos-

sible, but ‘‘solely at the recommendation of Joan the

Maid...because it was the desire and the will of God.’’

On July 17, 1429, Charles was crowned at Reims

with Joan at his side, while her parents, guests of

the king, watched in admiration. It was Joan’s final

triumph. The day of the coronation, Charles nego-

tiated a secret truce with representatives of Philip the

Good, duke of Burgundy. Joan, whose ‘‘counsel’’ had

ordered the march on Reims in preference to the

march on Paris, was unable to penetrate the walls of

Paris when she, the duke of Alençon, and a small

army finally attacked on September 8, 1429. Whether

events were too disheartening or too uneventful for

French chroniclers to record, few interesting details

survive about the Maid between the failure at Paris

and her capture at Compiègne on May 23, 1430. In

this period she was badly undersupplied, as an urgent

letter (still extant), sent to the inhabitants of Riom for

munitions of war, underscores. The numbers of her

small company were increasingly swelled with Italian
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mercenaries. Perhaps to avoid the shame that her

‘‘voices’’ had given her wrong counsel, Joan was by

then leaving military decisions to the commanders.

Her ardor on the battlefield, however, remained undi-

minished, as attested by her reckless presence in the

rearguard, outside the walls of Compiègne, the day

she was captured. There, the maid from Domrémy

was pulled from her dapple-gray charger by the

panels of her splendid cloth-of-gold huque (surcoat).

During the summer and fall of 1430, Joan was

led from prison to prison across the north of France

until she reached Rouen, where her trial for heresy

took place over the first five months of 1431. Pierre

Cauchon, the bishop of Beauvais, whom the Univer-

sity of Paris lauded for his ‘‘concern for the public

safety,’’ mounted the case for the prosecution and

eventually convicted Joan for her ‘‘heretical’’ resump-

tion of male clothing against court order. The Anglo-

Burgundian judges wanted nothing but to see her

burn, in order to break the grip of fear that immobi-

lized the everyday English foot soldier, to punish

Joan’s female impudence, and finally, to erase her

memory from history. In a serious miscalculation,

however, they conserved the minutes of their ‘‘beau

procès’’ (literally, handsome trial) through which her

indomitable spirit continues to survive. Political vin-

dication for the Maid came in 1456 when the French

nullified bishop Cauchon’s sentence, but her ecclesi-

astical vindication occurred only in 1920 upon her

canonization in the Catholic Church.

Gender Issues

Joan seems to have resisted being portrayed as a

simple shepherdess, not so much because of connota-

tions of sweet passivity, as because it was not general-

ly true. But she did not disdain having been taught

household skills by her mother, and even bragged

about her prowess as a seamstress. Her love for the

exclusive fraternity of soldiers, however, despite her

often tangential and controversial membership in it, is

documented by her imperious advice to Catherine de

La Rochelle, a would-be competitor, to whom she

said: ‘‘Go back to your husband, look after your

household, and feed your children.’’ Joan is known,

too, to have broken a sword against the backs of a

pair of camp followers. Beyond that, the record of

Joan’s relations with other women, especially noble

women, is harmonious. She submitted to two tests of

her virginity, maintained cordial relations—in at least

two known cases—with the mother or wife of com-

rades at arms, and sent a small gold ring, as a token of

her affection, to the elderly widow of the great French

warrior Bertrand du Guesclin. No one disputes that

part of Joan’s fame owes to her transgressions of her

sex, but those who knew her well appear to have

lingered only a short time over that aspect of her

multifaceted personality and career.

DEBORAH FRAIOLI
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JOSEPH, STEPFATHER OF JESUS
Although long neglected in western Christian piety,

Joseph was extensively rehabilitated between 1250

and 1500 by Italian and French clerics who portrayed

his holiness as the masculine equivalent of Mary’s

and declared his superiority to her in their spousal

relationship. Minimal references to Joseph in the
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Gospels, descriptions of his parental ineptitude in the

apocrypha, assumptions of his advanced age, and his

lack of a role in Jesus’s conception limited his impor-

tance in the first twelve centuries of western Chris-

tianity. Twelfth- and thirteenth-century theologians

began reversing Joseph’s fortunes when they resolved

earlier arguments that a virginal marriage could be a

genuine marriage. As they confirmed both Joseph’s

sexual purity and the validity of his unconsummated

marriage, writers such as Hugh of St. Victor and

Albert the Great facilitated interest in Joseph’s sanc-

tity. Nonetheless, the long-accepted Aristotelian posi-

tion that the male embodies the generative principle

made it hard to define virginal Joseph as a masculine

figure until Rupert of Deutz (d. 1129), Bernard of

Clairvaux (d. 1153), and several Franciscan writers

transformed the understanding. They built on an

idea expressed by Augustine of Hippo and other

fourth-century writers that presented Joseph as such

an excellent nurturer of Jesus, and such an effective

protector, that he could be called Jesus’s father de-

spite his lack of biological contribution. Following

early- and high-medieval writers, such as Bede (d. c.

735) and Peter Damian (d. 1072), who associated

fathering with affection as well as authority, Francis-

cans such as Peter John Olivi (d. 1298) defined

Joseph’s gender as masculine in spirit, both virile

and virginal.

While some have argued that medieval writers un-

derstood Joseph to be imitating Mary in his treatment

of Jesus, it appears that the majority of texts in Latin,

Italian, and French linked Joseph’s nurturing with

masculinity. In his protection of Mary and Jesus and

his demonstrative embraces of Jesus, the Joseph of

Franciscan treatises and sermons unified tenderness

and masculinity. Bernardino da Siena (d. 1444) and

his followers quoted Olivi’s and Ubertino da Casale’s

(d. c. 1329) assertions that Joseph provided such

brave and loving service as husband and father, and

received such sweet affection from the child Jesus, that

he should be Christians’ model and their most im-

portant intercessor with Mary and Jesus. Bernardino

da Siena and his successors presented emulation of

Joseph as a solution to moral problems of their day,

including marital infidelity and sodomy, and also

emphasized Mary’s obedience to Joseph. The French

cleric Jean Gerson (d. 1429) seems to have borrowed

from Franciscan sources in his descriptions of

Joseph’s authority over Mary and solicitous care for

Jesus. Gerson echoed previous Franciscan and Servite

calls for Joseph’s selection as the patron of the

Church.

Approving descriptions of Joseph’s masculine nur-

turing did not quickly penetrate vernacular culture,

for fourteenth- to fifteenth-century English mystery

plays, French poems, and works of art still portrayed

him as a comical elderly cuckold; contemporaneous

German cradle plays caricatured Joseph’s nurturing

role by showing him fumbling domestic tasks. In

northern Europe as late as 1350, vernacular and

artistic portrayals of Joseph depicted him as weak

and unsuccessful in his paternal and spousal roles.

However, the efforts of Franciscan friars and other

clerics to portray Joseph as a model of perfection for

men in particular, and all Christians in general, flou-

rished: Joseph received a feast day (March 19) in 1479,

and by the early sixteenth century additional writers

produced sermons and hagiographies, often in the

vernacular, ascribing to the saint a holiness very nearly

equivalent to that of Jesus and Mary. Joseph’s appeal

to both men and women is evident in the Josephine

devotions of the fourteenth-century Italian mystics

Margherita of Cortona and Margherita di Città di

Castello. By around 1550, Joseph was patron of sever-

al Italian cities; religious societies and churches were

dedicated to him; and the use of ‘‘Joseph’’ as a baptis-

mal name demonstrated his influence on lay people.

Franciscan preachers such as Bernardino da Feltre

(d. 1494), who depicted Joseph as the holiest of all

saints except Christ and Mary, and clerics such as

Gerson, who recommended Joseph as a model for

husbands and young people, offered him in symmetry

with Mary, a masculine counterpart who apparently

was intended to rebalance a religious culture strongly

influenced by female saints and feminine piety.

Joseph’s cult evinced late-medieval and early-modern

admiration for the nuclear family in which the male is

leader, provider, nurturer, and the head of the wife.

Depictions of Joseph thus hold an important place in

the history of Western definitions of paternal and

spousal roles, masculinity, patriarchy, and the family.

CHARA ARMON
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JOUARRE AND CHELLES
Jouarre and Chelles were the most important founda-

tions for religious women in the Frankish kingdom

that had been founded under the influence of the Irish

missionary Columban (c. 615). Both were conceived

as double monasteries headed by an abbess, but the

monks’ houses soon were converted into communities

of canons. Jouarre, in the Ile-de-France, was built

around 630 on the initiative of the nobleman Ado

and his stepmother Moda. The first nuns came from

Faremoutiers. Of the first churches constructed for

Jouarre in the seventh century, a crypt survives with

the graves of both founders, as well as of the first

three abbesses. Soon Jouarre became well known as

an important center of education. From here nuns

were sent to found the community of Notre-Dame

in Soissons in 667 and, around 660, to revive the

monastery of Chelles near Paris. According to leg-

end, it had been Queen Chrodechild, wife of the

Frankish king Chlodwig, who, as early as 511,

founded a small religious community for women

near the palace (villa regalis) of the Merovingian

kings in Chelles. The (re)foundation however, was

initiated by the widowed Frankish queen Balthild.

The well-educated Bertila (c. 702–704) from Jouarre

was installed as the new abbess. Her fame assured

that both monasteries attracted Anglo-Saxon nuns

and monks looking for education and Christian

instruction or looking for books. In the eighth cen-

tury even Merovingian princes were educated at

Chelles. The biographies of both founders, Bertila

and Balthild, were presumably written at Chelles, as

well as the so-called Annales Mettenses Priores, a

kind of family chronicle of the Carolingians, dating

from around 804–806 that demonstrates the far-

reaching connections of Chelles in the Merovingian

and Carolingian periods.

Under abbess Gisela (757–810), sister of Charle-

magne, Chelles was in contact with the most famous

scholars of the Carolingian court, like Alcuin, who

wrote a commentary on John for her. The monastery

also maintained a scriptorium that produced books

for the community’s use but also for persons outside

the nunnery, such as the archbishop of Cologne. Not

only is their quality outstanding; but also the nuns,

rather untypically, signed the written quires with their

names, which allows us to define their works as the

product of women. Apart from Bible commentaries

and sacramentaries—among others the most famous

Gelasian Sacramentary (Vatican, Reg.lat.316)—the

books produced at Chelles also contain council

records, encyclopaedic works of Isidore of Seville,

and the writings of Eusebius in the version by Rufi-

nus. Furthermore, Jouarre is presumed to have had a

well-organized scriptorium, if indeed one typical style

of writing (the so-called b-minuscule) is correctly

ascribed to it.

Through the Merovingian and the Carolingian pe-

riod, and down to the eleventh century, both monas-

teries, as royal possessions, were frequently visited

and given the privileges of holding markets and issu-

ing coinage. Often they were used as refuges for

widowed or banished women of the royal families.

Around 1500, Chelles was reformed by the order of

Fontevrault, while Jouarre remained a house of can-

onesses. Both houses were suspended during the

French Revolution. Due to the complete destruction

and overbuilding of Chelles, the layout of buildings

and churches remain unknown, but more than a hun-

dred inscribed early medieval relics survived, includ-

ing the so-called ‘‘tunic of Balthild.’’ Overall the

history of both monasteries, their role in the diffusion

of liturgical books and saint cults, as well as their

educational status, deserves further studies.
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JUDITH
The story of Judith is originally found in the Book

of Judith, composed after the Hebrew Scriptures were

canonized. Unlike most Old Testament women,

Judith is active and assertive and inspires the citizens

of Bethulia to repel an Assyrian invasion by remind-

ing them of the times God saved Israel and then

decapitated the Assyrian general, Holofernes. There

are two versions of Judith in Old English, a homily by

Ælfric (active c. 955–c. 1010) and a poem found in the

Nowell Codex (copied c. 1000) as the companion of

Beowulf. Both are free translations and emphasize that

Judith’s brave deed galvanized the timorous Jews so

that they fought the invader and saved Israel, and both

seem intended to teach the English about resistance to

the invasions of the pagan Danes. Ælfric’s homily

emphasizes historical facts that have figural signifi-

cance, especially chastity and faith. In contrast, the

poem depicts the combat between Judith, the heroic

woman, and Holofernes, the evil invader. It uses the

formulaic language of heroic Old English poetry and

characterizes Judith as a warrior woman in the tradi-

tion of the benevolent valkyrie, emphasizing that

Hæfde ða gefohten foremærne blæd/ Iudith æt guðe

(122a–123a) ‘‘Judith had then won very illustrious

glory by fighting in the battle.’’ There is a Middle

English version of Judith in the 18,372 verse Middle

EnglishMetrical Paraphrase of the Old Testament, and

images of Judith were popular among the painters of

Renaissance Italy. A modern version is Siegfried Mat-

thus’ opera Judith, whose American premier was in

1990 at Santa Fe.

ALEXANDRA H. OLSEN
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JULIAN OF NORWICH
The first English woman identified as an author,

Julian of Norwich (c. 1343–1416), composed two ver-

sions of her Showings (sometimes titled The Revela-

tions of Divine Love) in response to a visionary

experience she had in May 1373. The first version

or short text, probably completed soon after the

event, recounts the revelations she received over the

course of the day as she lay near death midway

through her thirtieth year. Corresponding to the first

twelve revelations of the long text, this first version

includes only brief hints of what became the very

original Thirteenth through Sixteenth Revelations of

the final version. The long text, completed around

1393 after almost twenty years of meditation, signifi-

cantly expands the short text to elucidate the theolog-

ical implications of her visionary experience.

This woman is known as Julian because, at least

after 1394, she was enclosed as an anchorite in the

Church of St. Julian in Norwich, England. The only

surviving medieval copy of the short text begins

with a scribal note so identifying the author and

indicating that she was still alive in 1413. Four wills

dating from 1394 to 1416 include gifts to the anchorite

of St. Julian’s. Furthermore, Margery Kempe, a holy

woman from nearby King’s Lynn, recounts a visit she

paid to Dame Julian around 1413 in her own book,

the second one known to be composed by an English

woman.

Near the beginning of the Showings, Julian says

that prior to May 1373 she had asked God for three

gifts: a vision of Christ’s Passion; a life-threatening
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illness; and the three metaphoric wounds of compas-

sion, contrition, and longing for God. Her visionary

experience develops these themes. After losing sensa-

tion in the lower part of her body on the eighth day

of her severe illness, Julian, staring at a crucifix held

before her by a priest, suddenly sees the events of

the Passion reenacted before her eyes. These ‘‘bodily

showings’’ arouse Julian’s compassion for the suffer-

ing Savior and incite her contrition for sin and long-

ing for God.

Although all three themes occur in the short text,

Julian explores these last two themes with great origi-

nality in her additions to the long text. In Revelation

Thirteen she returns to the dilemma of evil that she

first poses in Revelation Three as she asks how an

omnipotent, omniscient, and benevolent God could

allow sin to exist. In response to this question, Julian

receives the auditory revelation: ‘‘Sin is necessary, but

all will be well, and all will be well, and every kind of

thing will be well’’ (Rev. 13, chapter 27). Through the

rest of this Revelation Thirteen, Julian explains the

pedagogic function of sin, and she presages the mys-

teries of the godly will of the elect that protects them

from sin and the ultimate possibility of universal

salvation for all.

In Revelation Fourteen, Julian resolves the prob-

lem of evil through her retelling of the biblical story of

the Fall in the parable of the lord and servant in

chapter 51. Julian’s version revises this narrative

about the origins of sin in several significant ways

that indicate why she believes that all will be well

despite the fall of humankind. The servant does not

disobey, but rather falls into a deep valley while hur-

rying to do the lord’s bidding. The lord is not angry,

but feels only pity for the servant’s suffering. After

indicating that she puzzled over this obscure showing

for almost twenty years, Julian interprets the servant

as both the first Adam and Christ, the second Adam,

whose fall to earth and incarnation lead to the re-

demption of humankind.

In the subsequent chapters of Revelation Four-

teen, moreover, Julian presents her unique accounts

of the inextricable bonds linking humankind to the

deity, the nature of the human soul, and the mother-

hood of Jesus. Since God the Father creates the soul

from his own substance, its higher part, or substance,

remains in God, the ground of being. However, Jesus

the Mother in creation unites this substance with the

lower part of the soul, the sensuality, in the process of

embodiment and remains within the higher part as the

imago Dei (image of God). Julian also regards Jesus

as a mother in recreation and in working. Through

the sufferings of atonement, Jesus, like a mother, gave

new life to sinful humankind. And like a mother who

protects and nurtures her child, Jesus continues to

sustain Christians throughout time.

DENISE NOWAKOWSKI BAKER
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KATHERINE GROUP
The ‘‘Katherine Group’’ is the name given to a collec-

tion of texts written in the west midlands of England

in the early thirteenth century. Their explicit address

is to anchoresses, though their actual audience was

probably more varied. The group comprises lives of

three virgin martyr saints, Catherine of Alexandria,

Margaret of Antioch, and Juliana of Nicomedia; an

allegorical narrative, Custody of the Soul; and a trea-

tise extolling the spiritual and material advantages of

virginity, Holy Maidenhood. Linguistic, thematic, and

manuscript evidence connects these texts and links

them also with a set of passionate poetic meditations

known as the Wooing Group and with AncreneWisse,

a guide for anchoresses that has long been recognised

as a milestone in early Middle English writing. The

author of Ancrene Wisse was certainly a cleric, and

the author(s) of the Katherine Group and Wooing

Group were probably also clerics, but unless further

evidence should be discovered, their identity will re-

main unknown. Critical interest in the texts has shifted

from the elusive author to the audience, so that the

Group, though male-authored, is regularly discussed

in the context of histories of female spirituality.

Anchoritism was a form of religious life that at-

tracted more women than men and thus was a fertile

ground for the production of vernacular literature.

Anchoresses needed guidance on their conduct and

material for meditation. As they were, at least notion-

ally, solitary, such matters could not be conveyed oral-

ly and in practice as they would be in a nunnery, and

hence were put into writing, which had to be in the

vernacular for a female audience unlikely to be

educated in Latin. The anchorhold was intensively

imagined in Ancrene Wisse as a womb in which the in-

habitant was reborn and a tomb to house one who was

dead to the world. The anchorhold is symbolised in the

prison scenes of the saints’ legends of the Katherine

Group as a space that enables communication between

heaven and earth: in their prisons the saints speak to

angels and, literally, face and defeat their demons.

Care of the Soul imagines the self as a household that

bears some resemblance to an anchoritic community,

and its narrative treats of the alternations of hope and

anxiety that form the rhythm of contemplative lives.

The Katherine Group’s central assumption is that

virginity is in every way a superior state to marriage.

In expanding on this, it conveys much information

about the conditions of women’s lives. Holy Maiden-

hood vividly sketches a series of contrasts between

the life of a married woman and that of a virgin an-

choress. A wife must obey her husband, submit to his

sexual demands and expect regular domestic violence;

pregnancy is revolting, childbirth painful and terri-

fying, and children themselves rarely worth the trou-

ble. A virgin’s life is elegant, decorous, and peaceful,

and she can look forward to special privileges in

heaven, where the company of crowned virgins will

dance joyfully together for eternity.

The three virgin martyr legends share a standard

plot: a beautiful, noble young Christian virgin refuses

to marry a pagan and/or renounce Christianity;

she then steadfastly suffers a series of increasingly

horrible tortures until finally beheaded and welcomed
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in triumph to heaven by Christ, her beloved bride-

groom. There are also some individual elements.

Juliana includes a parody of contemporary romance

in the portrayal of Eleusius’s degeneration from

courtly suitor to sadistic tyrant, plus a scene of low

comedy in which the saint flings a cowering demon

into a dungheap. Katherine features a debate in which

the highly educated heroine converts fifty pagan phi-

losophers and also has a sequence of military meta-

phors that identify her as Christ’s knight, fighting for

her faith. Margaret has a particularly striking set of

demonic encounters, including one in which the saint

is swallowed by a dragon that explodes when she

makes the sign of the cross from within its belly.

All three saints are eloquent and active, due to their

virginity, which is represented as a source of earthly

and spiritual power. Virginity enables the saints to

resist the wishes of their fathers, suitors, and judges;

it makes them brides and imitators of Christ. The

legends focus intently on their bodies, beautiful and

violated, but somehow preserved by virginity from

actual dismemberment. Modern readers who do not

share this commitment to virginity may instead con-

sider the scenes of torture to indulge fantasies of

sexual violence; nevertheless, there is evidence that

the genre appealed to many medieval women readers.

SARAH SALIH
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KEMPE, MARGERY
The Book of Margery Kempe recounts the spiritual life

and travels of Margery Kempe (c. 1373–after 1438), a

middle-class woman from Lynn, England, during the

first third of the fifteenth century. Dictated by Kempe

between 1436–1438, the text exists in a single manu-

script that was copied from the lost original c. 1450.

Housed for a time at Mt. Grace Priory, a Carthusian

monastery in Yorkshire, the manuscript made its way

into private hands where it remained, virtually for-

gotten, until it was rediscovered in 1934. Although

several short mystical extracts from the Book were

published c. 1501 by printer Wynkyn de Worde, few

details of Kempe’s unusual life were known until the

manuscript’s reemergence.

In what is often called the first autobiography in

English, Kempe’s spiritual history is told in localized

and homely terms, with accounts of religious rapture

anchored in anecdotes about her travels and her con-

flicts with male authorities. Beginning with an ac-

count of a postpartum depression, c. 1393, following

the birth of the first of fourteen children, the ‘‘trea-

tise’’ first describes Kempe’s worldly vanities and

failed occupations as a brewer and a miller, as well

as her negotiations with her husband for a chaste

marriage. Loosely organized by memory, place, and

topic, the Book then recounts her conversations with

Christ, her interactions with local priests and fellow

parishioners, and her travels. These include, between

1414 and 1433, three trips overseas, one to Italy and

the Holy Land, one to Spain, and one, much later in

her life, to Danzig and Aachen. The book also records

domestic travels to major towns in England for audi-

ences with well-known mystics, such as Julian of

Norwich, and with important figures in the church

hierarchy, first for special privileges, such as the right

to choose her own confessor and to receive weekly

communion, and later to defend herself against

charges of heresy.

Throughout the Book, Kempe presents herself as

cherished by Christ but misunderstood and reviled

by the world. Kempe’s relationships with others,

including church authorities as well as fellow par-

ishioners and pilgrims, are often adversarial. She is

repeatedly rebuked for wearing white clothes, the

garb of consecrated virgins, and publicly reviled for

her boisterous weeping and roaring when spiritually

moved. At Leicester, York, and Beverly she is inter-

rogated for Lollardy, a condemned heresy, charges

that she effectively counters. Her consistent advocate

is Christ, who often speaks to her, advising her to go

on pilgrimage or to wear white, a visible sign of her

‘‘revirgining,’’ and reminding her of his special love

for her. An intimate of Christ, she depicts herself as
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Christ-like, a victim of a world that fails to recognize

her sanctity and attempts to keep her silent. The

accounts of uncontrollable weeping, coupled with

the Book’s anecdotal structure, have led to widely

divergent critical receptions. Many early readers,

disappointed by the Book’s difference from the mys-

tical meditation of Julian of Norwich, dismissed it as

slipshod, unruly, or even hysterical. Recent readers,

however, reevaluating the Book in the light of re-

search on embodied female spirituality, have reexa-

mined those assessments.

Although the Book reads like a memoir in its ram-

bling organization and its use of homely and localized

detail, it is also a carefully crafted treatise that borrows

broadly from mystical texts, spiritual instruction,

and saints’ lives, all popular genres in late medieval

England. Hope Emily Allen, one of the Book’s first

editors, recognized its deep debts to traditions in con-

temporary female mysticism. Kempe’s uncontrollable

tears when she thinks of Christ’s Passion echo the

religious weeping or gift of tears that is also recorded

in other well-known lives of holy women, among them

Marie of Oignies (c. 1177–1213) and the Blessed

Angela of Foligno (c. 1248–1309). As a married

woman committed in midlife to a public spiritual

vocation, Kempe seems to model her life broadly on

Birgitta of Sweden (1303–1373), named at several

points throughout the Book. And, while Kempe pre-

sents herself as illiterate or at least unable to write,

familiarity with popular contemplative practices,

such as those described in The Meditations on the Life

of Christ, and echoes of devotional writings by

Richard Rolle suggest that her illiteracy may be at

least in part a fiction.

The conflation between contemporary detail and

commonplaces of late medieval spirituality invite

us to read the Book as a carefully constructed spiri-

tual ‘‘life,’’ one shaped by Kempe, as well as by her

scribes. There are no known records of Kempe’s

audiences with important clerical figures, and in-

deed, few records of her life beyond the Book. Since

Kempe dictated her text to two scribes, as stated in

the prologues, we also cannot know how accurately

the final product represents her actual life or even

uses her own language. Irrespective of these ques-

tions of authorship and facticity we can confidently

read the Book as a complexly mediated social com-

mentary. Through an account of a middle-class

woman who challenges marital norms, travels wide-

ly, engages in spirited discourse with men on all

levels of the social stratum, and preaches as a public

holy woman, the Book leaves a rich record of the

gendered spiritual landscape of fifteenth-century

England.

SARAH STANBURY
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See Woman’s Song

KINSHIP
Marc Bloch commented that in the Middle Ages ‘‘true

friendship only occurred between peoples linked by

blood’’ (Bloch, 184). His insight has acted as the

starting point for modern historical discourse on kin-

ship, leading to new interdisciplinary studies, which

have explored the relationships between kinship and

the political order in societies in which the power of

the state was circumscribed. These approaches have

drawn upon the social sciences, including legal studies

and anthropology. For instance, Levi-Strauss’s dis-

cussion of the exchange of women in archaic society

has been used to analyze kinship and marriage among

the medieval nobility (Levi-Strauss, pp. 305–326),

while Goody’s materialist approach continues to pro-

voke medievalists into setting out new models on the

transformation of kinship and the family (Goody, pp.

399–422). Collectively this work has led to the view

that kinship during the earlier Middle Ages differed

substantially from its counterpart during the later

Middle Ages, with the year 1000 often being taken

as the turning point. This contrast arises in part from
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differing types of evidence studied, and the domina-

tion of different national historiographical traditions

in the shaping of general perceptions of particular

periods. This differentiation continues to provide a

helpful model for understanding medieval kinship.

Early Medieval Kinship

Understanding of the organization of early medieval

kinship has been based upon prosopographical studies

of the names recorded in continental libri memoriales,

conducted mainly at the universities of Freibourg-en-

Brisgau and Münster. By closely studying the ways in

which names of persons were grouped together in

Salzburg, Pfäfers, St. Gall, Reichenau, Remiremont,

Brescia, and Corvey commemorative records, Schmid

and his colleagues highlighted the central importance

of the Sippe, or ‘‘cousinship.’’ In short, an individual

belonged to several different groups, each interlock-

ing with one another, and was part of a household

unit ( familia), which comprised the head of the fami-

ly, his wife, concubines, children born of these unions,

parents of the preceding generation, and slaves. Links

between cousins commonly gave power to a superior

kinship grouping, which is referred to in the medieval

sources as gens, genus, progeniens, or prosapia. For

instance, the gens nobilis Ayglofinga, which was de-

fined by its descent from King Agiulf (d. 457), had

subgroupings in northwest France, the Rhine and

Moselle valleys, Lombardy, and Bavaria, and includ-

ed among its descendants the kings of Lombardy and

the counts of Meaux (Le Jan, pp. 387–395).

It is important to stress that the Sippe did not

function as a corporate unit, unified by the rituals,

mutual consent, or the domination of patriarchs.

Here it is helpful to consider anthropologist’s studies

of genealogies in segmentary societies. A common

genealogy reaching back to a founding ancestor will

embrace all descendants, but the structure does not

function mechanically. Rather, it operates according

to a formula of alternate oppositions and solidarities.

The related groups springing from the same stock are

in opposition among themselves, but are associated

together within the immediate superior unit, which

itself is in opposition with its relations. The political

implications of these connections appear in the histor-

ical record in accounts of wars, feuds, and other

political encounters, with, for example, the ‘‘Agiol-

fides’’ being defined in part through their opposition

to the ‘‘Pippinides.’’

The kinship of the Sippe was cognatic, whereby

family links and descent were traced through both

sexes, with the result that children were regularly

given the names of maternal ancestors. A son of

Megingaud, count of Oberrheingau, was named

Robert in order to draw attention to his maternal

descent from Count Robert the Strong (d. 866), an-

cestor of the Capetian royal house (Le Jan, p. 183).

Women were a source of renown and nobility, with

marriages of Carolingian royal daughters into the

Udalrichid, Guelph, and Bosonid dynasties establish-

ing the kinship identity and descent of these kindreds.

In short, kinship provided the parameters by which

the European imperial nobility of the earlier Middle

Ages (Reichsaristokratie) was defined, and ensured

that Königsnähe, which bound men to the king, domi-

nated the political order in localities and centers of

political power.

Women also carried out vital political functions

that maintained the power of the Sippe. For instance,

they were the guardians of the memories of the

family’s ancestors. The origins of the Carolingian dy-

nasty were recorded in the Annals of Metz because of

the initiative of Giselle, sister of Charlemagne (Le

Jan, pp. 54–56), while Ealdorman Æthelweard the

Chronicler (d. c. 988) thanked his cousin Abbess

Matilda of Essen, granddaughter of Emperor Otto I

(d. 973), for the information that she had provided

on their ancestry and dedicated his version of the

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle to her (Campbell, p. 1).

Patterns of inheritance also meant that women

came to exercise a powerful role within the Sippe.

Property was divided between sons and daughters,

and if women survived childbirth they could expect

to receive extensive dowers in the form of lands,

livestock, and treasure. The custodianship of this

property was not a passive issue. The supervision of

this wealth entailed the exercise of administrative

skills, while bequests of property from the deceased

enabled women to reorder power relationships within

kindreds. The position of women was, moreover,

reflected in status markers, such as the Anglo-Saxon

‘‘morning-gift.’’

Later Medieval Kinship

In spite of the controversies surrounding the ‘‘feudal

transformation,’’ it still serves as a useful historio-

graphical construct in order to understand the trans-

formation in the organization of the European family

between the late ninth and twelfth centuries. The

model suggests that the breakdown of public order,

notably in the generations immediately before and

after the year 1000, led to the disappearance of cog-

natic kinship in favour of agnatic descent, traced

exclusively through men, and the establishment of
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lineages. Henceforward kinship was defined only

through descent via men (agnatic kinship), while filia-

tion (i.e., ties linking father to son) replaced cousin-

ship as a defining principle in family organization.

These changes, however, cannot be viewed in iso-

lation from the transformation in the medieval land-

scape and wider frameworks of social development.

The heads of families based in castles took over the

public rights formerly exercised by local royal agents,

linked to the exercise of violence in order to protect

their estates and their dependants from predatory

neighbours, also based in castles. A linkage was soon

established between the military solidarity of the lord

and his warriors with the prestige of his lineage. As a

result it became common practice for families to adopt

surnames derived from their caputs (heads) and cas-

tles, and for Christian names to be chosen from those

used by paternal ancestors. For instance, in the last

quarter of the eleventh century, three-quarters of

the surnames used by noble houses in the Maconnais

were derived from topynyms associated with landed

demesnes and castles (Duby, p. 397).

These developments were not confined to those

areas that suffered from the violence associated with

the feudal transformation. Duby and others have

argued for a diffusion model. Thus, Frankish aristoc-

racies who established themselves in the peripheries of

Europe, such as the British Isles and the Spanish

march, introduced new systems of agnatic kinship

that replaced early medieval kinship organization.

Meanwhile, these new patterns were adopted by

other social orders in rural and urban contexts, with

the exception of Jewish households and communities.

The feudal transformation model is easy to under-

stand and has clear conclusions that can be related to

a wider series of changes in European society, but it

should not be taken as fact, either in terms of its

explanations, or in terms of the practical manifesta-

tions of the processes that it identifies in relation to

the transformation of the family. For instance, a re-

gional case study from the British Isles suggests that

commemoration and remembrance was responsible

for the establishment of lineages, at variance with

the hypotheses put forward by the feudal transforma-

tion model (Wareham, 61–77), and in many regions of

Europe ‘‘lineages’’ continued to retain a matrilineal

dimension. Yet there is no doubt that the organiza-

tion of kinship in Europe among the aristocracy and

the peasantry by the close of the twelfth century was

substantially different from its counterpart during the

earlier Middle Ages. The change, though, can also be

explained by perspectives from other historical

schools, which draw upon sources such as the laudatio

parentum, which record the approval of kinsfolk in

bequests to the church in western France.

Above all a distinction needs to be drawn between

norms in terms of common practice, and rules, as set

out in legal treatises. During the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries lawyers, whether basing their work

upon Roman law or Common law, began to codify

inheritance practices, and thereby to shape the dy-

namics of kinship. Thus, in an English legal treatise

of c. 1188, it was established that lords in England

could not alienate more than one-third of their inher-

itances, and by the early thirteenth century daughters

were not allowed to receive more than one-third of

paternal wealth in Normandy (Green, pp. 341, 365).

The move from custom to law served to weaken the

position of women within kinship groupings, most

notably of all when primogeniture became the estab-

lished practice. For instance, in England in the centu-

ry after 1066 primogeniture became accepted practice

in regulating the descent of inherited estates (patri-

monies) from fathers to their eldest sons at the ex-

pense of widows, younger brothers, sisters, and wider

kin. The contrast with the earlier Middle Ages is

striking, with consequent results upon the position

held by women.

Yet the differences between the early and later

Middle Ages should not be pushed too far. Ties of

kinship, lordship, and neighbourhood shaped the dy-

namics of political power across the Middle Ages, and

thereby provided women with opportunities to take

on roles regardless of sex. The 917–918 campaigns of

Æthelflæd of Mercia in Derby and Leicester, and her

construction of a network of fortified boroughs in the

wars against the Vikings, arose from her status as

the daughter of Alfred (d. 899), king of Wessex, and

the wife of Æthelræd, lord of the Mercians (Swanton,

101, 105). Her actions and circumstances can, more-

over, be compared with Sybil Bordet, who defended

Taragona (Spain), and Isabel de Conches, who went

on campaign, according to a twelfth-century monastic

historian (Chibnall, pp. 105–121).

The bond between kinship and politics was a key

feature of medieval society, and provided women with

a vehicle to express abilities and ambitions.

ANDREW WAREHAM
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KOMNENE, ANNA
Anna Komnene (1083–c. 1150s) is one of the best

known of Byzantine women due to her authorship

of the Alexiad, a history of her father’s rise to power

and subsequent reign. Translated into many languages

today, the Alexiad unveils one medieval woman’s

experiences.

Anna Komnene was born in the royal palace in

Constantinople, two years after her father took the

throne. She died probably in the 1150s, having lived

her entire life in the capital city of the Byzantine

empire. Known simply as ‘‘the city’’ to its inhabitants,

it abounded in beautiful palaces and magnificent

churches and was home to many artists, authors,

rhetors, architects, and monks, who were drawn to

its imperial and patriarchal courts.

Anna Komnene was fitted by birth and education

to take part in the rich culture into which she was

born. Educated in the trivium (grammar, rhetoric, and

dialectic), she had access to the quadrivium (further

studies, normally reserved for boys, in geometry,

arithmetic, astronomy, and music). The extent of her

literary education is revealed in the Alexiad, which is

written in high-style archaizing Greek and abounds in

literary allusions. She was involved to some extent in

other literary endeavours, such as the commentaries

on Aristotle produced by an educated circle meeting

in the nunnery of Kecharitomene, where Anna lived

much of her life.

Most of Anna’s life was lived in a nunnery due to

politics. After Anna’s father died in 1118, she

attempted to take the throne from her brother John.

He was younger than Anna, and she had imperial

ambitions. As a child, before John’s birth, she had

been betrothed to the future heir to the throne. That

engagement was broken off and the young man died,

but Anna seems never to have abandoned the idea of

ruling the empire. That ambition says much about the

effect on women of the change in the empire’s politi-

cal character during the eleventh century. At that time

the great families came to play a significant role in the

acquisition and exercise of power. Women gained a

role not only as partners in the all-important scheme

of marriage alliances but also as architects of these

alliances. The most notable eleventh-century example

was Anna’s paternal grandmother, Anna Dalassena.

She created a web of alliances that supported Alexios

Komnenos’s coup in 1081. Anna Dalassena then

controlled the civil government of the empire while

Alexios spent years fighting on the frontiers.

After Anna Dalassena retired, Alexios’ wife Eirene

Doukaina became the most powerful woman at court,

even traveling with Alexios on military expeditions. In

this climate of powerful imperial women it is not

surprising that Anna should aspire to rule. Eirene

did not support Anna Komnene’s outright rebellion

against John in 1118, but she had lobbied Alexios on

her behalf before his death.

Anna’s rebellion failed, and John exiled her to

Kecharitomene, where she lived in the royal quarters

and interacted with the educated men who flocked

there to read, write, and recite. There she wrote her

Alexiad, a book that does not mention her rebel-

lion but is full of her undeclared claim to be her

father’s heir.

Anna has been accused of perpetuating unfavour-

able stereotypes about women in the Alexiad. She

does comment that women are weak and her highest

accolade of praise is to describe a woman as ‘‘manly.’’

However, although Anna did not analyse and criticise

her society as modern feminists or anthropologists

do, she did value women as women. She included

herself and her unusual experience in womanhood,

merely expanding the meaning of the word to encom-

pass it. None of the women in the Alexiad are por-

trayed as weak; they all deal with the individual crises

they face with courage and vision. They all display

self-control, regarded as the eminent virtue by men

and women. Anna was elitist, and class is perhaps a

greater signifier than gender for her. For her, the

gender of the heir to the empire was less important

than his or her family name.

KINSHIP
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Anna’s family pride and her literary achievements

are her most defining characteristics. Many questions

surrounding her are debated: did Anna really write

the Alexiad; how true is her account; and how does

her gender affect her writing and presentation of her

times? What sort of literature is the Alexiad, and is it

any good? What did Anna think about women and

men, and can we ever know? How much is she a

product of her times and how much an exception?

The breadth of the discussion communicates Anna’s

importance to history.

BARBARA HILL
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KOTTANER, HELENE
Helene Kottaner (Kottannerin) (c. 1400–1457) wrote

an invaluable vernacular memoir from the perspec-

tive of a lay woman of the fifteenth century. She

described in rich detail the intricate high politics of

Central Europe and certain intrigues at the court of

Elizabeth of Luxemburg (d. 1442), queen of Hungary,

daughter of King-Emperor Sigismund (1387–1437),

and widow of Albert V( II) of Hapsburg, King of the

Romans (r. 1437–1439). As a lady of the bedchamber

and nurse-governess to Princess Elizabeth of Hapsburg

(1436–1505), later queen of Poland, Kottaner was an

eyewitness to and participant in the events that led

to the contested coronation of Ladislas Posthumus

(1440–1457) as king of Hungary. Her memoir is the

first prose narrative composed in German by a

woman.

Lady Helene, daughter of Peter Wolfram (d. after

1435), a member of the Austrian lower nobility,

married twice: first to the Hungarian Peter Székeles,

lord mayor of Sopron (d. c. 1430); then, in 1432,

to Johann Kottaner, chamberlain to the cathedral

provost of Sopron. Of her children, Wilhelm Székeles

and Katherina Kottaner are known by name. She

entered Albert’s court c. 1436 and moved with it to

Hungary. Albert’s early death left her mistress, Queen

Elizabeth, in a precarious situation. Elizabeth was

pregnant, hoping for a male heir; but a large faction

of Hungarian nobles wanted her to marry sixteen-

year-old King Władlisław III of Poland, whom they

could then elect king.

Lady Helene played a vital role in the queen’s

service. She courageously stole the Crown of St.

Stephen for the queen and held twelve-week-old Ladi-

slas at his coronation (May 15, 1440). The queen’s

opponents prevailed in a civil war, eventually forcing

Elizabeth out of Hungary. Helene’s later fortunes are

obscure, and she is thought to have died in Vienna

(c. 1457).

Helene’s narrative is preserved in an incomplete

fifteenth-century manuscript. Scholars believe it was

composed between 1445 and 1452. The author dictat-

ed a first person account to a secretary. She may have

intended to inform young King Ladislas of the events

leading to his coronation and seek his favor for past

services. It is focused on events in 1439–1440 in west-

ern Hungary and Austria. Helene wrote a vivid, if

partisan, narrative; and the account of stealing the

crown is particularly colorful. Helene reached the

queen just before the moment of Ladislas’ birth.

Helene goes on to recount the coronation and later

events. Her memoir is more valuable for its reflection

of the assumptions and folkways of her time.

JAMES ROSS SWEENEY
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LADIES-IN-WAITING
The role played by a noble woman in the late-

medieval court grew in importance after the thirteenth

century. The queens’ and princesses’ feminine

entourages increased and became more luxurious as

courts developed in a long process that would carry

on throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

Ladies-in-waiting would become an elite group

among these noble women who served royalty, not

only in their daily life but also in court ceremonies.

These ladies were the daughters or wives of the

kingdom’s great noblemen. They generally lived in

the great lady’s household with their children and

their own servants. Besides carrying out the charac-

teristic household chores of their position, they served

the queen or princess so that she could appear in

society and exercise her royal power as was fitting.

Just as there were different positions among men

within the court and chivalrous hierarchy, we also

find these hierarchical differences among courtier

noble women. A lady was equivalent to a knight

within the court hierarchy, as was a damsel to a

squire. As it is evidenced by some contemporaneous

writings, like Christine de Pizan’s, whereas damsels

belonged to the lower nobility, ladies were members

of the high nobility; their position was equivalent to

gentlemen’s. The difference between men and women

is that it was not women’s achievement to gain power,

as they depended on the status that their husbands

acquired in the court.

On the other hand, it is also important to consider

that, after the thirteenth century, the terms lady and

damsel were also used in a generic way to refer to a

married noble woman and to a young noble maiden,

respectively, and so this expression could be mislead-

ing. Therefore, this entry analyzes this terminology in

a hierarchical sense: the lady as a position within the

court service’s hierarchy, as the ‘‘lady-in-waiting.’’

Concerning the function of a lady at court, the

main evidence dates back to the end of the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries, when the different occupa-

tions and court positions had been defined in detail.

Books like those of Christine de Pizan, or Alienor

de Poitiers’ Les honneurs de la cour evidence the role

played by ladies in ceremonial and court life near

the great lady. As regards court and chivalrous cere-

monies, each lady had a precisely defined function.

There are many testimonies of queens’ or princess’

entrances, where the great lady arrived surrounded

by her ladies, who rode horseback as if they were

horsemen. They established a certain parallelism

between the king’s entourage and the queen’s.

In regard to domestic life, ladies were in charge of

waiting on queens and princesses and followed a

refined protocol, not only in their daily activities

but also in the most delicate moments of life, includ-

ing pregnancy, childbirth, and death—in fact, they

organized royal family members’ funerals. All of the

women, great ladies and their attendants, spent

every day together: sewing and embroidering, tasks

typically reserved for noble women.

In addition to these assignments, ladies were re-

sponsible for educating princesses and princes. In the

earlier years of their life, infants lived in their
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mother’s household and they grew up with all these

women. Girls continued living in the queen’s house-

hold with the women of her entourage and often

became part of it. On the other hand, boys around

the age of seven left their mothers’ households, either

for their own or their fathers’. Thus, many ladies

had the role of governess to princes and princesses;

they were in charge of instilling good manners and

religious devotion in royal children and, if it was

possible, they taught them to read and to write.

For girls, these governesses also taught embroidery,

dancing, and other knowledge that a lady must have.

Therefore, ladies held a very responsible position

in the court in regard to protocol and education. All

princes and future kings grew up in their lap, so to

speak; they also provided the queen needed company

and an entourage, with which to display her Majesty

amid multicolored, sumptuous robes and courtiers’

gestures, in a society completely immersed in chival-

rous literature.

MARÍA NARBONA-CÁRCELES
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LANDHOLDING AND PROPERTY
RIGHTS
Although women were able to acquire land through-

out the Middle Ages, they did not usually have full

control over it. Thus in Anglo-Saxon society, a bride

might be given land as her ‘‘morning gift,’’ but it

stayed in the hands of her husband during his lifetime:

he managed it and received its revenues. Even as a

widow, although she could now enjoy the revenues,

she could not alienate it and, on her death, it passed

to her husband’s heirs. Only a very few women held

any sizeable agglomerations of property in their own

right and those were always members of the upper

aristocracy or a royal house.

Inheritance

Thus in England in 1066, no more than five percent of

the total area of land recorded in the Domesday

survey was in the hands of women, and of that five

percent about half was in the hands of three female

members of the family of Earl Godwin. The rules or

principles governing inheritance and the size of a

widow’s portion were still extremely flexible and

depended a great deal on the wishes and power of a

girl’s father and/or his lord. It was not until the Angevin

king, Henry II, undertook extensive legal reforms, that

the rules governing property administered by common

law became more standardized and clear-cut.

By the end of the twelfth century the claim of

women to inherit land in the absence of direct male

heirs was recognized; daughters might inherit if there

were no sons and sisters if there were no brothers. If

more than one daughter had survived, the land was to

be equally divided among them. A widow could be

given one-third of her husband’s estate (her dower),

but she had only a life interest in it. At first she

received just the lands that she had been given at

the church door at the time of the marriage, but

after the issuance of Magna Carta, this was expanded

to include a share of all the lands that her husband

had possessed at any time during the marriage. A

widow, however, had to claim her share from the

heir, but, if he failed to provide it, she could bring a

plea before one of the royal courts. These pleas reveal

that a number of second and third wives were forced

to litigate with the sons of first wives. Even though

judgment was often given in favor of the widow, the

process of securing a dower could be an ‘‘engrossing,

time-consuming business’’ (Walker).

Jointure and Widowhood

During the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,

women’s rights in land were profoundly affected by

new legal developments. First land could be given to

husband and wife to hold jointly. A widow could keep

this land and enjoy the revenues even if she remarried.

Furthermore since technically she was already in

possession of the land, she did not need to go to a

court to claim it and thus might avoid some of the

problems previously discussed. On the contraction of

a marriage among common law tenants it became
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increasingly common for the bride’s family to provide

a marriage portion of money and/or goods and the

groom’s family to provide a jointure in land.

At the level of manorial courts (which governed

land held by customary tenure), similar legal proce-

dures arose virtually in tandem with what was hap-

pening in the common law courts. In the early Middle

Ages landed provision was made for the widow in

accordance with the custom of a particular manor—

a widow might receive a third, a half, or the whole of

her husband’s estates in different areas. Unlike the

aristocracy, however, the widow could keep this cus-

tomary land only so long as she remained chaste and

unmarried. Gradually it became more and more com-

mon to grant some land jointly to both husband and

wife, but sometimes with a reversion to a named heir.

Joint tenure had distinct advantages for the future

widow. She did not forfeit the land if she remarried

and most of the necessary fees payable to the lord had

already been paid. If the land had been granted with-

out a reversion the widow was free to do with it what

she willed, including sell it to non-kin.

Uses and Deathbed Transfers

The most important change, however, affecting com-

mon law property was the rise of ‘‘the use.’’ Lands

were granted to trustees known as ‘‘feoffees to uses,’’

who became for most legal purposes the owners of the

land, although the previous owner continued to re-

ceive its income. Dower could still be assessed on any

land that had not been transmitted by enfeoffment to

use, but dower could not be claimed from any land

that had been granted to feoffees before a marriage. A

man, however, usually instructed his trustees, through

his last will and testament, to grant his wife a portion

of his estates. This might be more than the one-third

to which she would be entitled under the common law

provision for dower, or it might be much less. Al-

though some widows became extremely wealthy,

enjoying a generous dower and jointure, others were

granted no more than maintenance and house room

and had to rely on a slim jointure. A few were even

pressured to give up their allotment of land in return

for an annuity that was not always paid on time.

Similarly in the manorial courts, a new type of

conveyancing—the deathbed transfer—appeared in

the fourteenth century, which allowed a man to

make an oral disposition of his landed assets if

he was too sick to attend the regular court. Such

transfers might benefit a widow if she was granted

land that she would not otherwise have received, but

in many cases she lost out, if her husband granted

land to noninheriting children or added a reversion-

ary clause to land that was held jointly.

Urban Property

Within towns, real estate, held under the form of law

known as burgage tenure, could be freely sold or

bequeathed. A merchant could give a townhouse to

daughters even if he had sons or to a sister instead of a

brother. Yet, although an unmarried daughter could

become a rentier or run a business on her own, very few

actually did so. Once a woman married, any inherited

property would be managed and controlled by her

husband, and with her consent, could be, and often

was, alienated during her lifetime.Widows could claim

a share in the house in which they had been living and a

half or third share of their husband’s lands, tenements,

and goods. In addition urban women, as with other

widows, could hold property jointly with their hus-

bands and keep these tenements after themen’s deaths.

How comfortably an urban widow could live

depended a great deal on her social status. In the

case of mercantile widows, where the husband’s

wealth might take the form of bales of wool or

cloth, or debts owed to him, the widow’s share could

be extremely valuable. She might also hold several

houses, shops, and land on which rents could be

collected. In contrast the widow of a small-scale arti-

san, such as a carpenter, weaver, or glover, might

inherit very little in the way of moveable property.

The family frequently lived in rented accommodation,

so that the widow had no claim to real estate. Many

were forced to move to cheaper lodgings on the edge

of town. In every study that has been carried out—

Coventry, Exeter, Southwark—the households head-

ed by women were poorer than those headed by males

and many widows were living in extreme poverty.

MAVIS MATE
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LANGMANN, ADELHEID
Born into a socially powerful patrician family in

Nuremberg, Adelheid Langmann (c. 1312–1375) was

betrothed to Gottfried Teufel at the age of thirteen.

He died shortly thereafter and in her spiritual autobi-

ography, Adelheid describes an intensely difficult spir-

itual struggle following his death. In 1330, she entered

the Franconian Dominican cloister of Engelthal, a

prosperous and renowned convent housing the daugh-

ters of many of the wealthy burghers of the area.

Among them was Christina Ebner, who also wrote a

lengthy spiritual autobiography and was known by

bishops and kings. Both Adelheid and Christina were

cloistered at Engelthal when King Charles IV, who

would later be crowned as emperor, visited the

monastery in 1350 seeking spiritual advice.

Like many of her Dominican sisters in Germany,

Austria, and Switzerland, Adelheid was educated

in Latin and learned to read and write in her vernac-

ular German dialect. Perhaps inspired by Christina

Ebner’s mystical text, Adelheid began to write, re-

cording her visions and revelations. She also com-

posed a lengthy prayer dedicated to the Trinity.

Adelheid’s Revelations, along with the Prayer, are

extant in three manuscript variations. The narrative

of her spiritual journey, Revelations, is written in a

Bavarian dialect and chronicles her cloistered life

from 1330 to 1344. Although the text is essentially

autohagiographical, narrating Adelheid’s own experi-

ence of the divine, there are stylistic similarities and

thematic parallels with texts written by Christina

Ebner, Margaretha Ebner, as well as the myriad of

lives narrated in the Dominican ‘‘Sister-Books.’’

Influenced by biblical sources, especially the Song of

Songs, Adelheid’s ecstatic mysticism reflects the bride

and mother mysticism of the High Middle Ages.

ROSEMARY DRAGE HALE
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LAUGHTER
Medieval attitudes toward laughter were ambivalent.

Monastic rules often forbade laughter because of its

association with the sin of pride and because Jesus

was said never to have laughed. Physicians and some

church writers, however, welcomed laughter in mod-

eration for its power to restore the spirits and to

enliven otherwise dull sermons. Writers who valued

laughter emphasized the importance of moderation,

influenced both by Arab writers on laughter and the

medical understanding of the body as composed of

four humors that should be kept in balance. Moder-

ate laughter was encouraged in both men and women,

but concern over the potential for excessive laughter

was heightened for women, as evidenced in much

conduct literature instructing women not to laugh

too loudly or too long, not to speak too often, and

not to move their bodies or look around in an im-

modest way. This concern stemmed first from the

view that women were less able to control the emo-

tions because of their inferior rational faculties and

bodily predisposition toward shifting moods. In both

medical and popular texts, women were said to laugh

and cry more often, or even simultaneously. Another

reason laughter was discouraged in women can

be explained by a longstanding association between

laughter and aggression. Women were educated to be

passive and obedient; laughter signaled resistance to

these norms and could thus jeopardize a woman’s

reputation and desirability as a potential spouse.

The telling of jokes or humorous tales was also cen-

sored more often in women. Whereas men were

encouraged to demonstrate their intellectual wit and

thus establish power within political circles, such

skills were generally not deemed appropriate to

women, whose public roles were less important. Sex-

ual humor, in particular, was discouraged because it

compromised a woman’s modesty, a concern drama-

tized in Giovanni Boccaccio’s Decameron, in which

female storytellers are reluctant to tell tales with sex-

ual content (see especially the discussion before Day

VII). Women were instructed not only to avoid sexual

language, but also to avoid laughing at sexual jokes,

for fear this would expose their knowledge of sex.

Investigations into humor by women in modern

times have attempted to ascertain whether women

have a sense of humor that is distinctly different

from men’s, a proposition that has been criticized as

essentializing. In the Middle Ages, the lack of comic

texts known to have been authored by women makes

this issue yet more difficult. It has been claimed that

authors such as Christine de Pizan and Marie de

France demonstrated a sense of humor, but humor

is far from central in their works. Representations of

women laughing in medieval texts do tend, however,

to parallel anthropological studies showing that

women throughout the world are more likely to

laugh and tell jokes in women-only settings. The

anonymous French Evangiles des Quenouilles [Gospel
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of Distaffs] and William Dunbar’s poem The Tretis of

the Tua Mariit Wemen and the Wedo, for example,

show small private groups of women laughing rau-

cously and telling jokes, especially about the failings

of men.

There has been much debate about the attitude

toward women in medieval comic literature. Genres

such as the short rhymed narratives called fabliaux are

said to be misogynistic because the female characters

who trick their husbands are libidinous and deceitful.

Others argue that fabliaux women are more clever and

resourceful than the dull-witted men of the tales, who

have in some way deserved the humiliation they suffer;

women end up ‘‘on top’’ in these narratives. Similar

ambiguity is found in visual humor such as the manu-

script marginalia and wood carvings of women ‘‘wear-

ing the pants’’ or beating their husbands with distaffs.

Theoretical contexts informing this debate include

anthropological analyses of rituals of misrule and

Mikhail Bakhtin’s concept of carnival. Medieval

authors themselves are a far from satisfactory guide

in how to interpret these ambivalent figures, since their

narrators both praise and blame women’s use of wit.

The female character who best embodies the medieval

author’s ambivalence is the Wife of Bath, from

Geoffrey Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales. The Wife

defends herself against centuries of antifeminist writ-

ings by manipulating scripture and Church writing to

fit her own defense of women, and she brags of her

control over her five husbands. While some scholars

view her as a negative portrait of feminine excess and

believe that laughter was at her expense, others see

more sympathy in Chaucer’s portrayal, and believe

that readers laugh along with the Wife rather than at

her. It is important to note that the wit of female

characters may be promoted by male authors and

enjoyed by audiences for reasons other than promot-

ing a defense of women. For example, the shepherdess

of the pastourelle who ridicules and spurns the inap-

propriate advances of the passing knight highlights

differences in class and parodies courtly discourse.

LISA PERFETTI
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LAW
Medieval legal systems impacted women in all times

and places. Early medieval society distinguished be-

tween persons (Roman and barbarian) whereas later

society was divided into regional political entities

(kingdoms, principalities, and cities) with their own

systems.

All regions had customary law, much of it reduced

to writing. All too were influenced by Roman law and

canon law. These were taught at universities, and

their graduates influenced the practice of law across

the continent. Even English common law was influ-

enced by Roman norms, usually through the church

courts. Jewish law governed a substantial minority

within the larger context of ‘‘Christendom.’’ Islamic

law governed much of the Iberian Peninsula until

‘‘Reconquest’’ by Christian kings reduced it to minor-

ity status. Where these jurisdictions clashed, Christian

norms tended to prevail.

Roman law treated marriage as a dissoluble con-

tract and provided for the support of marriage by

dowries. Barbarian legal systems also recognized di-

vorce, and customary law gave the family of a woman

considerable control over her marriage choices.

Canon law, however, inserted Christian norms, in-

cluding the developing belief in marriage as a sacra-

ment, into local practice. Sacramental marriage was

supposed to be indissoluble; but a union might be

voided if it had been contracted within close degrees

of kinship or ignored other legal impediments.

Canon law emphasized the consent of the couple,

not consummation, as ratifying a marriage; and this

emphasis extended to accepting clandestine unions as

valid. A woman did have an equal right to sexual

satisfaction, the so-called conjugal debt. Nor could

one spouse enter a monastery without the other

spouse’s consent. All such matters were adjudicated

in church courts.

Women held secondary status in any medieval sys-

tem of law. Under the barbarian codes, a woman’s
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wergild was less than that of a man of equal social

status but highest in her child-bearing years. Her

property rights were adjudicated in lay courts accord-

ing to customary norms or those of Roman law.

Women might inherit property in some systems, but

their husbands tended to enjoy its fruits. Women

might transmit claims to power and property, but

they rarely ruled or exercised power directly. An heir-

ess might become the ward of a powerful man who

could marry her off to his own political or financial

advantage.

Systems of dowry provided by the bride’s family

were developed—replacing the dower a husband

provided—to support a married woman while pro-

tecting the family’s patrimony from any claim she

might make on it. A widow might enjoy greater free-

dom of action and choice of a subsequent husband,

but efforts were made to protect her children from the

previous marriage and their father’s family from her

departure with the assigned dowry. Dowries also were

shielded from a husband’s insolvency. (A nun too was

expected to bring her monastery a dowry.)

Women’s legal rights were most restricted in the

public forum and became more limited over time. A

woman’s testimony was of limited value in a court of

law, especially where her own interests were not

involved. In all public matters, a woman was expected

to act through a male relative or some other man.

Even an abbess, acting within the canon law courts,

was expected to stay cloistered and to act through

male agents. Women could, however, make wills;

and these might be probated in church courts, espe-

cially in regions not dominated by Roman law.

THOMAS IZBICKI
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LAW, CANON
The origins of the Church’s claims to a separate juris-

diction over all faithful go back to the disciplinary

decisions in the Acts of the Apostles. The law of the

Church developed through practice and legislation

over the next millennium and formed a coherent, if

confusing, body of rules by the eleventh century. The

systematic analysis of canon law received a boost with

the Investiture struggle of the eleventh century, but

gained irresistible momentum as a result of the com-

pilation and publication of Gratian’s Concordia Dis-

cordantium Canonum (c. 1140), which soon became

known as his Decretum. In this collection of nearly

4,000 canons, Gratian discussed the relevant texts for

understanding the position of the law of the Church

on a number of legal topics and suggested ways in

which the apparent contradictions of the practices

of the preceding millennium could be explained or

dissolved.

Gratian’s text presents arguments for and against

the position that he proposes and ranges widely, uti-

lizing all types of ecclesiastical authority: Scripture,

the Apostolic canons, ecumenical and local councils,

papal decretals, and patristic texts. In the first part,

the distinctiones, he defines the nature of law, while

part two, the causae, includes discussions of matters

concerning the clergy, such as simony, episcopal au-

thority, the life of monks and clerics, ecclesiastical

property, legal procedure, confession, and marriage.

Part three of theDecretum deals with sacramental and

liturgical matters. Gratian’s discussion bears the hall-

marks of being a teaching text and, though it was

hugely influential, some of his discussions drew con-

clusions that made sense in a classroom situation but

left much to be desired in terms of their application in

a (Church) court. This was particularly the case in his

discussion of marriage—an institution that affected

all of Christendom—which left unclear the exact mo-

ment when a marriage came into being. Gratian’s

solution to the contradictions in the canons of the

Church was that marriage was a two-stage process

incorporating an initiated and perfected marriage—an

unwieldy and difficult concept.

Gratian’s solution was superseded by a much sim-

plified model—the so-called Parisian model—that

only required the parties to speak certain words for

a marriage to be created. Alexander III’s undated

decretal, known as Veniens ad nos, had legal force

immediately during his reign (1159–1181). This decre-

tal was included in 1234 in the Decretales Gregorii,

also known as the Liber Extra, which was the first

comprehensive officially promulgated collection of

canon law in western Europe. This compilation

was different in nature from Gratian’s Decretum.
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It consists of almost 2,000 chapters, most of them

being papal decisions taken in individual cases sent

to the Curia either as appeals against decisions by

local church courts or requests for advice in difficult

cases heard by these courts.

The thirteenth and fourteenth centuries saw a

rapid development of the courts, both in terms of

personnel, legal framework, and complexity. Concili-

ar and synodal legislation in the early thirteenth cen-

tury increasingly provided a framework for the

regular preaching and implementation of the doc-

trines and canons of the Church to the laity. The

thirteenth century also witnessed the emergence of a

number of offices that became central to the running

of the church courts, and, with the Second Council of

Lyon (1274), church courts were admonished to keep

written records of their decisions. The courts became

professionalized, and their personnel were expected to

meet certain minimum standards. One or two judges

were in charge of the courts and had law degrees.

Advocates advised the judges and pleaded cases oral-

ly, while proctors represented parties in cases and

provided the written documentation in pleadings

often by employing the court scribes and notaries to

compose these. The courts provided a comprehensive

system of implementing canonical rules and afforded

groups who had few other opportunities to litigate,

such as women and children, a venue for their pleas.

Because the medieval Church claimed jurisdiction

over all cases involving the salvation of souls, they

came to hear a higher proportion of cases initiated

and conducted by or on behalf of women than most

other courts. The courts claimed jurisdiction over

cases for two reasons: by reason of the person and

by reason of the subject matter. Thus church courts

heard all cases that involved either the fabric or the

personnel of the Church and all cases that had to do

with the salvation of souls. The former cases included

disputes amongst clerics, disputes between clerics and

laity, and all cases that involved transgressions

against members of the Church.

As survivals of court documentation are at best

haphazard and at worst nonexistent, it is difficult

to establish litigation levels. Analysis is further com-

plicated by the fact that record-keeping was not con-

sistent across Europe. It has been suggested, for

example, that procedure in marriage cases varied in

England and France, the former recording them as

civil instance cases (initiated by the parties to the

marriage), the latter recording them as criminal

cases (initiated as the result of an investigation by

the court itself). The surviving documentation for

medieval English dioceses allows us to speculate that

church courts were popular instruments of justice—

particularly for women—in Europe. They heard a

large number of cases, and the survivals are only the

tip of a very large iceberg. The archives of the archdi-

ocese of York show a remarkably sudden rise in

preserved litigation (some 3,000 cases in the six-

teenth century compared to only around 600 for the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries). The few surviving

fifteenth-century York consistory act books recording

the daily business of the courts indicate that they may

have heard as many as 20,000 cases during the course

of the fifteenth century. One third of the preserved

fourteenth-century York consistory court cases deal

with disputes between clergy or clergy and lay men,

the remaining two-thirds include marriage disputes,

testamentary and defamation litigation, and breach of

faith cases. The majority of the latter group of cases

dealt with the enforcement of marriage. In the rare

cases when it is possible to analyze the litigants’ un-

derstanding of the complex rules of the Church and

their use of the procedure of the court, it is striking

that lay people appearing before the courts were

either very well informed about the content of the

law or very well advised by legal counsel.

FREDERIK PEDERSEN
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LAW, CUSTOMARY: FRENCH
The earliest law codes to be written down in French,

as opposed to Latin, date from the thirteenth century,

and consist largely of customs (i.e., judge-made law

established in actual cases). Customary law compila-

tions deal with both procedural and substantive mat-

ters, and cover such topics as crimes, the transfer of

property inter vivos and by inheritance, judicial duels

(trial by battle) wills, contracts, market regulations,

notaries’ fees, and many other matters. Many of the

codes are unofficial, in the sense that they were not

handed down or approved by the local lord, but

recorded by lawyers and judges to guide their mem-

ories. Since the customs were valid only for small

areas, and could change over time, it is impossible to

make general statements about all Old French law. It

is dangerous to assume that the law of one area of

what is now France can explain a problem occurring

in another area or at another time. Furthermore,

Roman law influenced customary law more and

more as time went on, and in the southern portion

of France, Roman law virtually replaced customary

law. Accordingly, many of the following remarks

must be qualified with adverbs such as usually or

generally. That said, common practices and attitudes

may be found in several or most of the codes.

Only a few of these customs deal exclusively with

women, but many aspects of customary law do in-

clude provisions that concern both sexes. For the

most part, female criminals were treated like male

offenders, but punishment might take a different

form: for example, a woman who slandered someone

might be fined only half as much as a man. In the

southwest (Guienne), punishment for convicted men

and women adulterers was identical: they were parad-

ed around the town, naked, and tied together with a

rope. In business, women usually had to obtain their

husband’s or father’s permission to conduct business,

file lawsuits, etc. Women could not be witnesses in

most lawsuits, save in exceptional circumstances, such

as for proving virginity or live births.

Customary law codes devote a good deal of space

to inheritance. The rights of women to inherit land

were usually inferior to those of their brothers. The

oldest son generally took a third of the deceased

father’s real property, no matter how many older sis-

ters he had. The remainder might be shared among the

other sons, or the other sons and daughters. A daugh-

ter who had married and been given some property at

her wedding could not share in her father’s or mother’s

estate, unless she brought back to the distribution

what she had been given earlier. When a man left

only daughters, the estate was usually distributed in

equal shares to the surviving daughters (this method of

distribution is discussed in Chrétien de Troyes’s ro-

mance Yvain). The affairs of widows (and orphans)

usually came under the jurisdiction of the ecclesiasti-

cal, rather than the secular courts, so that the custom-

aries do not deal very much with such issues.

While women could inherit and own property, they

were usually not permitted to manage their own prop-

erty, whether real or personal, if they were unmarried

living in their father’s home, or married and living

with a husband. The men generally were entitled to

manage their wives’ or daughters’ personal property.

Sometimes this property was protected, for example

when a man was fined by confiscation of all his per-

sonal property, his wife’s share might be spared. A

woman’s real property, such as land, fruit trees, vines,

etc., that she brought to a marriage as a dowry or

subsequently inherited, was treated separately from

her husband’s, so that for example if a couple died

childless, the woman’s land went back to her nearest

blood relative, while the man’s went back to his near-

est blood relative. Likewise when her husband died,

the widow had a life interest in a portion (a half or a

third, depending on the district) of her husband’s

property, which then reverted to the heir when she

died in her turn. In some respects, a widow was in a

good position, for she was able to manage her own

affairs; but when she had land that owed feudal ser-

vice, she had to find someone to perform the military

duties that she could not, and she had to be careful to

manage her land wisely, or the heir could have her

ousted in his favor.

In Old French customary law, then, while a few

provisions concerning women were spelled out, their

status and powers were subordinated to men’s. Only a

few laywomen, of the highest class, were able to play

an independent role in society.

F. R. P. AKEHURST
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LAW, ENGLISH SECULAR COURTS OF
Medieval England knew various legal jurisdictions

and courts. Church courts, which administered

canon law, had jurisdiction over the validity of mar-

riage and testaments of personal property; they co-

existed with secular courts. The common law was not

the only secular law, and the royal courts were not the

only secular courts. There were also seigneurial

courts, held by a lord for his vassals, and manorial

courts, governed by manorial custom and held for

free and unfree tenants of a manor. Boroughs and

towns had variously named courts using local law

based on custom and local statute.

Common Law

But the common law as administered in the royal

courts effectively became the law of England. It

evolved in the twelfth century, centered in the king’s

courts at Westminster, which came to be known as

King’s Bench and Common Pleas. More locally there

were the shire (county) courts, presided over by the

sheriff, and the still more local hundred courts (a

hundred was an area within a shire). Additionally,

the judges based at Westminster traveled through

the shires on circuit between law terms, hearing both

civil and criminal pleas at sessions, which came to be

called the assizes. All these were royal courts, and all

used common law.

A woman’s ability to sue or be sued in a non-

criminal matter in any of the common law courts

depended on her status: free or unfree, single or

married. An unfree (villein) woman, like an unfree

man, was, with few exceptions, limited to the manori-

al court for all except criminal law.

Single Women

A free unmarried woman was able to hold both land

and personal property and could bring an action in

a common law court for injury to either, or for chal-

lenges to her possession or ownership. If she com-

mitted a trespass (a noncriminal wrong) she was

liable, and, if she was injured in her person, she

could sue for damages, again in a common law

court. She could also sue or be sued in debt. In none

of these cases was it necessary for a male to be named

as coplaintiff or codefendant. A woman plaintiff or

defendant could be present in court but was (like a

man) commonly represented by an attorney—a per-

son who ‘‘stood in her place’’ so that she was not in

default and who handled procedural matters. Neither

men nor women argued their own cases; in the thir-

teenth century pleaders, or litigators, were already

employed. A single woman accused in a criminal

matter was subject to the same procedure as a male

defendant, with few exceptions.

Married Women

A married woman stood in an entirely different posi-

tion. At common law, under the fiction of coverture

she was feme covert, meaning that her legal existence

was merged into her husband’s. She did not hold

personal property; any she had owned (including in-

heritance from a first husband) became her husband’s

upon their marriage. Real property (land and build-

ings) she had held fell under her husband’s control,

although he could not sell it or give it away without

her consent, and it was returned to her at his death.

Therefore, a suit concerning personal property that

had been a woman’s before her marriage was brought

by or against the husband; it was not necessary to

make the wife a party. A suit concerning her real

property was brought by or against both husband

and wife. A wife was required to come into court to

be examined apart from her spouse concerning her

consent to proposed alienation (sale, gift, or ex-

change) of her land, in order for the alienation to be

effective—a procedure probably not entirely useful

given that the woman had to live with her husband

after her court appearance. However, in the thirteenth

century the writ cui in vita was devised, providing an

action by which a widow could seek to recover land,

alleging that her late spouse had alienated it without

her consent.

A married woman was not responsible for her

debts; her husband was liable for not only those she
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incurred while married but for those incurred before

the marriage. Therefore, a creditor’s suit necessarily

named him as defendant. She was responsible for her

trespasses, but because she would have had no way of

paying damages, a suit had to name her husband as a

defendant with her. Both husband and wife had to sue

for injury done to a wife and any damages belonged

to the husband. At criminal law, despite the fiction of

coverture, a married woman was not liable for her

husband’s acts. She was sometimes not liable for

her own criminal act committed in her husband’s

company, because there was a presumption that it

was done at his command.

Widows

A widow was considered an unmarried woman for

most purposes and had in addition several actions

unique to her, the cui in vita and the action of

dower. At common law, by the decades following

Magna Carta, a widow had the right to a life interest

in one-third of the real property that a husband had

held in fee during the marriage. There were specific

writs for claiming dower and, in the thirteenth and

earlier fourteenth centuries, dower suits were very

common and quite successful. Actions later became

less common because dower’s effectiveness was com-

promised; there were various reasons, but an impor-

tant one was that dower rights did not pertain to land

held in trust for a husband (common law did not

recognize trusts and regarded the trustee as beneficial

owner) and therefore, a man was able to prevent

dower rights from attaching to his land by deeding it

to trustees before marriage.

Chancery Court

The most significant royal non–common-law court

was Chancery, which arose as a court late in the

Middle Ages. It was presided over by the chancellor,

who was, until the sixteenth century, a cleric. It was

said to be a court of conscience, to promote equity,

and in its ‘‘English side’’ jurisdiction, so called be-

cause proceedings were in English rather than Latin,

it received petitions in cases where common-law rules

of substance or procedure would provide no remedy

or would work an injustice. While it was of no help to

widows in securing dower (because dower was a com-

mon-law action), by the fifteenth century the court of

Chancery did enforce ‘‘uses,’’ that is, the early form of

trusts. In addition, its judges were sometimes willing

to make exceptions to the common law fiction of

coverture. This combination of factors eventually

provided a means for protecting some of the property

of married women. A father or other donor could put

land or other assets in trust for the benefit of a woman

married or to be married and Chancery would enforce

the arrangement, thus restraining a husband’s con-

trol. However, courts were suspicious of trusts of

money to the wife’s ‘‘separate use’’—effectively giving

her an income of her own—and were reluctant to

enforce them as such until well after the medieval

period ended.

Also in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the

court of Chancery seems to have been used by widows

seeking goods or money left them by the provisions of

a will, or relief from the claims of a late husband’s

heirs or executors. Women claimed, for example, that

they had been deceived or coerced into signing away

rights as executrix or forgoing suit for rights under a

will, or that heirs had fraudulently seized assets.

In most areas of common law, however, the posi-

tion of women did not change greatly between 1200

and the sixteenth century, and where it did—as, for

example, with dower rights—it was generally not to

their benefit.

JANET S. LOENGARD
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LAW, GERMAN
Germany followed its own oral laws that only gradu-

ally became influenced by Roman law, far later than

in France. Our sole record of these legal customs and

procedures is the vernacular Sachsenspiegel or Saxon

Mirror written by Eike von Repgow (c. 1225–1235),

an experienced lay judge (Schöffe). Containing

both land law (pertaining to serfs, freemen, and

nobles in rural areas) and feudal law (pertaining to

the obligations between lords and vassals, especially

military duty), the Mirror was intended to guide

the next generation of lay judges in Saxony but

had no authority. Nevertheless, it filled such a great

need for consistency in rendering judgments that

it was adopted as the authoritative reference in all

German-speaking territories from the North Sea to

the Italian Alps. Over three hundred extant manu-

scripts from the thirteenth to the sixteenth centuries

record both the stability of the legal framework

and the additions and changes in law over time. The

following applies to the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries.

Several portions of the customary law refer to the

specific situations and concerns of women, such as

control and inheritance of property, pregnancy, and

economic support during widowhood. The status to

which a woman was born remained with her even if

she married someone of higher or lower status.

Women lacked full legal capacity; like priests,

women were not members of the judiciary, the body

of all adult freemen that provided consensus in order

to validate a judgment without which there is no

customary law. Consequently women could not

speak for themselves, take a cleansing oath, or initiate

a court suit. A guardian represented them in any legal

action, but the Mirror specifically assigns them addi-

tional safeguards and rights. A woman had the right

to bring a charge of rape, to own real property, and to

claim her morning gift (received after the marriage

was consummated) upon her own oath once she was

widowed. No one could remove a widow from land

legally designated for her lifelong use, and no one

could evict a pregnant widow from any of her

property. Upon divorce, the woman retained her

morning gift. Her husband or other guardian con-

trolled her property but was not allowed to transfer

it to another without her permission. She also had

the right to prosecute her guardian directly if he mis-

used her assets or otherwise betrayed his obligations.

If she proved her case, the court would assume

guardianship and grant her control of her real prop-

erty. In feudal law a woman was eligible to receive

and hold imperial property. This gave her knightly

status, and payment of military dues freed her from

active service.

Despite these safeguards and rights, women still

remained vulnerable to rape and accusations of adul-

tery. When a woman brought an accusation of rape, a

law stated that the building in which it occurred must

be razed and all living creatures present must be

beheaded. If enforced, this law may well have deterred

women from bringing charges. Punishments for

crimes were the same for men and women, but preg-

nant women could not be sentenced to anything more

severe than flogging. Women present at the birth of

an heir could be witness in court when the child was

born after the father’s death. The inability to swear a

cleansing oath, however, also meant that women were

subject to the ordeal when accused of a crime. Several

poets with a strong legal background repeatedly apply

the fire ordeal to women accused of adultery (e.g.,

Gottfried von Strassburg, Ebernand von Erfurt). In

terms of the criminal tariff or wergeld, the value of a

woman was fifty percent of her husband’s wergeld,

and each unmarried woman was allotted half the

compensation for men of her status.

A woman’s dowry and personal belongings—

including sheep, geese, textiles, furniture, and books—

were valued and passed to the woman’s closest female

blood relative if she had no daughter. The concept here

is that the extended family was as significant a legal

bond as marriage. The division of certain goods as

belonging to the male line and others to the female

indicates a household division of labor: raw materials

produced by the husband were made into usable goods

such as food and clothing by the wife.

Rights before the law were established according to

birth status (unfree, free, lower and upper nobility)

and its corresponding obligations. To the extent that

women and certain men did not fully contribute to the

legal process, they also had a justifiably smaller share

in its privileges according to the legal thinking of

the time.
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LAW, ISLAMIC: IBERIA
Although in general the new legislation of the Koran

notably improved the situation of women in pre-

Islamic Arabia, and made all Muslims almost equal

in religious matters, such standards did not extend to

the field of civil law. The Maliki School, the legal

school in the Iberian Peninsula during the Muslim

period (711–1492), adhered to this general principle

established in the sacred text: women could not be

considered as equal to men. Consequently there were

several procedural norms that clearly show women’s

inferiority regarding blood-money, evidence, and

inheritance (in relation to which a woman counted

as half a man). This inferiority was also marked in

the limited legal capacity given to women. In some

moments of their lives, they were considered as

handicapped and, therefore, they needed the interven-

tion of a legal guardian, the nearest relative on the

father’s side, to act legally. The first task of the guard-

ian was to arrange a marriage for his charge and,

without his intervention, the marriage was not con-

sidered valid. The father could marry off his virgin

daughter without her consent, although jurists did not

recommend doing so. Women only acquired their full

legal capacity when their marriage was consummated.

However, in legal practice jurists admitted that

fathers could extend their guardianship up to six

years after the marriage of daughters.

Marriage, extensively legislated in Islamic law, was

not only a possibility of acquiring full legal capacity,

but also the moment in which women gained access to

property. On the one hand, they received a dower

from the groom, a legally obligatory payment for

the validity of Islamic marriages. On the other hand,

local customs made equally important the payment of

a trousseau or a dowry that parents had to give to the

bride, thus improving her economic situation with

regard to her husband. These economic payments

and obligations can be explained as the consequence

of two legal characteristics that make the marriage

link somewhat unstable when compared with medie-

val Europe. These two characteristics are polygamy

and unilateral repudiation by the husband.

According to Islamic law, a man could marry four

women simultaneously. This was also allowed in al-

Andalus, where evidence shows that polygamy was a

common phenomenon. However, Islamic legislation

obliged husbands to treat all their wives equally; and

this was not considered possible for most families.

Also, brides in al-Andalus, with the assistance of

notaries, usually included in the marriage contracts

a condition against the husband stipulating that she

would divorce him if he took a second wife. Polygamy

consequently was only affordable among the wealthy

and provided that their wives agree with it.

Islamic law also gave the husband the possibility of

repudiating his wife without legal reasons. This uni-

lateral repudiation, undoubtedly frequent in Andalu-

sian society, also obligated the husbands to respond

to the needs of the repudiated women, providing them

with maintenance and economic support while breast-

feeding and the custody of offspring. Women had the

right to ask for divorce only in certain cases, such as

mistreatment, abandonment, or when the husband

did not fulfill the conditions written in the marriage

contract.

In Islamic law there is no community of goods

between spouses, so that at least in theory, women

could possess and administer their properties inde-

pendently from their husbands. The only limit im-

posed by the law was related to charitable gifts and

nonprofitable transactions when they exceeded a third

of her properties. For doing this kind of transaction

women needed their husbands’ permission. Neverthe-

less, in general, women acquired more freedom in

terms of property rights after marriage, since they

no longer were subject to their fathers’ control.

While the principles of Islamic law assert the inferior-

ity of women, they also fully acknowledge that Mus-

lim women are entitled to own and exercise control

over property without interference from males. The

implementation of women’s property rights was made

effective by mechanisms embedded in the Islamic

legal system and also by the jurists in daily adminis-

tration of justice. However, the sources also give us

examples of attempts by family members to limit
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women’s control of their own properties; and, there-

fore, women frequently had to pursue their rights and

interests in court.

Scholars studying Islamic law as it applied to

women understand that, together with the legal

norms derived from the sacred texts, there was also

a set of social and cultural norms and values, influ-

enced by the patriarchal model, which shaped the

general situation of women in Iberia during the

Muslim period.
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LAW, JEWISH
In medieval times significant populations of Jews

lived in Muslim Iraq, Egypt, North Africa, the

Middle East, and Spain; smaller enclaves lived in

Christian Europe. Jewish communities everywhere

exercised autonomy over their internal affairs. Jewish

self-government followed the dictates of the Babylo-

nian Talmud, which provided uniform patterns for

Jewish family law in the division entitled Women

(Nashim). The seven tractates of Nashim deal with

issues connected with age of marriage, betrothal, mar-

riage contracts and their financial details, marital

obligations, a husband’s right to benefit from his

wife’s property, the mechanics of marriage, levirate

marriage, divorce, the rights of widows, and treat-

ment of rebellious wives and women accused of adul-

tery, among many other legal minutiae of human

relationships. Additionally, legal issues connected

with when women are and are not in states of ritual

purity that permit physical contact with their hus-

bands are discussed in tractate Niddah in the division

Tohoroth (Purities). Local environments also influ-

enced legal and social norms, as Jews tended to

assume the language, dress, and some mores of non-

Jews, including some attitudes towards marriage and

sexuality and appropriate gender roles.

Rabbinic Texts

The foundation texts of Jewish law were composed by

authoritative scholars known as Rabbis (teachers)

between the first and sixth centuries, based on exeget-

ical expansions of biblical legislation and contempo-

rary practices. Some of these legal traditions were

composed in the land of Israel and incorporate

Greco-Roman and Christian cultural influences.

Others were shaped in Sasanian Iran and Iraq. This

complex, multistranded body of Oral Torah (revela-

tion, law) received sanctity in Judaism through the

rabbinic insistence that it was part of the biblical

revelation at Mt. Sinai and constituted the essential

accompaniment to the Written Torah, the Hebrew

Scriptures (Old Testament). The Rabbis were men

and the ideal human society they imagined was an-

drocentric. Almost no female voices are heard in rab-

binic literature and women played no active part in

the development of Jewish law. The earliest written

document of rabbinic Judaism is the Mishnah, a

Hebrew compilation of legal rulings organized into

six subject matter divisions and sixty-three distinct

tractates, edited in the land of Israel in the early

third century CE. The Tosefta, a supplemental collec-

tion of legal rulings, follows the order of theMishnah.

In the centuries following the completion of these two

works, rabbinic authorities in the land of Israel and in

Sasanian Iraq, known to Jews as Babylon, produced

extensive commentaries on the Mishnah known as

Gemara, primarily written in Aramaic. The Gemara

produced in the rabbinic academies of Babylon was

far more voluminous than that produced in the

land of Israel. Sometime in the sixth century CE, the

Mishnah and this more extensive Gemara were com-

bined and redacted to form the Babylonian Talmud,

constituting the definitive compilation of Jewish law

and tradition for the next millennium. The less com-

prehensive Talmud of the Land of Israel, completed at

the end of the fourth century, also became part of

rabbinic literature. Parallel to the Mishnah, Tosefta,

and Talmuds are Midrash collections, exegetical com-

pilations organized either as consecutive glosses on a

biblical book or homilies on cycles of scriptural read-

ings. The content of rabbinic literature falls into two

categories: Halakhah (authoritative legal directives)

and Aggadah (nonlegal, narrative traditions); both
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are found in the Talmuds. Although the halakhic

mandates of the Babylonian Talmud reveal little

about actual Jewish life in rabbinic times, they

became normative for virtually all medieval Jewish

communities.

Responsa and Halakah Reflecting Cultural
Changes

Between the mid-sixth and eleventh centuries, legal

authority rested with the Geonim ([singular Gaon]

Excellency), rabbinic leaders who headed the talmu-

dic academies of Sura and Pumbedita, located in the

area of Baghdad. Significant influence from Islamic

law and cultural norms characterizes the Halakhah of

this era, a time of rapid transition from an agrarian

way of life to an urban commerce-oriented society.

The Geonim adjusted Halakhah to changing societal

realities through Takkanot ([sing. Takkanah] unilater-

al legal enactments) responding to specific circum-

stances, and Minhag (custom), institutionalization of

prevalent practices that had no scriptural basis. The

Geonim created Responsa literature to address distant

constituencies; these Sh’ailot (questions) from all over

the Jewish world and Geonic T’shuvot (responses) on

virtually every aspect of life and scholarship circu-

lated widely in small booklets and had the status of

Halakhah. The dissemination and preservation of

Geonic Responsa (five to ten thousand still survive),

usually written in Aramaic but sometimes in Arabic,

maintained the authority of the Geonim, established

precedents for similar halakhic quandaries, and pro-

vide vivid glimpses of everyday Jewish life. One such

seventh century example from Rav Sherira Gaon

ruled that if a woman claimed in court that she

could not bear to live with her husband, her husband

could be coerced to grant her an immediate divorce,

on the condition that she relinquish most of her finan-

cial privileges. One of the motives behind this ruling

was to prevent Jewish women from bringing their

marital disputes to Muslim courts. This question

and answer mode of halakhic decision making

remained popular throughout the Middle Ages and

endures up to the present day.

By the eleventh century, the authority of the Geo-

nim waned as local centers of Jewish learning were

established elsewhere, both in the Muslim world

(North Africa, Egypt, Spain) and in Italy, France,

and Germany. This regionalization of Jewish gover-

nance led to increasing geographical discrepancies

in legal practice and the emergence of distinctive

Jewish communities, including the Sephardim (Jews

of Iberian origin in Muslim lands) and Ashkenazim

(Jews in European Christian realms). While Responsa

literature remained significant, halakhic codes, a

genre of legal digests originating in Geonic times,

were an important contribution of Sephardic Jews

in Muslim lands. These compilations of definitive

Halakhah, organized in subject matter categories,

combined rabbinic directives with legislative develop-

ments, Responsa, and customs post-dating the Baby-

lonian Talmud. The most influential, comprehensive,

and original medieval code is the Mishneh Torah of

the Spanish-born Moses Maimonides (d. 1204), com-

pleted in Egypt c. 1178. The fourth section of this

fourteen section work is entitled ‘‘The Book of

Women’’ and deals with family law. At the end of

the Middle Ages, the Shulhan Arukh (Set Table) of the

Sephardic scholar, Joseph Caro (d. 1575 in Safed,

Israel), became universally accepted as the authorita-

tive code of Jewish law. One of its four sections, Even

ha-Ezer, is devoted to the laws of marriage, divorce,

and related topics. From the 1570s the Shulhan Arukh

has been printed with a super-commentary by the

Ashkenazic legal authority, Moses Isserles (d. 1572),

called the Mappah (Tablecloth). Isserles’ commentary

reflected legal practice, including many details of fam-

ily law, as it had developed in Germany and Poland

and its presence made the Shulhan Arukh acceptable

to the Ashkenazim, while the text of Caro was equally

acceptable to the Sephardim.

Women’s Status

Although medieval Ashkenazic Jewry also produced

law codes, Takkanot and Responsa literature were

more central in the evolving legal life of the commu-

nity. The eleventh century Takkanah forbidding po-

lygyny for Jews in Christian countries is attributed to

Rabbi Gershom ben Judah of Mainz (c. 960–1028),

who is also credited with the significant pronounce-

ment that no woman could be divorced against her

will. These rulings improving women’s legal position,

together with women’s substantial dowries, are indi-

cations of Jewish women’s high status and economic

entrepreneurship in European communities. Impor-

tant authors of Responsa include R. Jacob b. Meir

in France, known as Rabbenu Tam (d. 1171), and

R. Meir of Rothenburg (d. 1293). Also central were

the biblical and talmudic commentaries of Rabbi

Shlomo ben Isaac of Troyes (d. 1104), known as

Rashi. His successors, the Tosafist scholars (twelfth

and thirteenth century France), added novellae to

Rashi’s Talmud commentary, harmonizing apparent

legal contradictions and inconsistencies. Their Tosa-

fot (additions) appear in printed editions of the
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Babylonian Talmud, alongside Rashi’s commentary.

Throughout medieval times and beyond, there are no

female contributions to Jewish law, beyond testimony

about practices of esteemed male relatives in domestic

matters.
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LAW, ROMAN
See Roman Law

LAY PIETY
The phrase lay piety denotes the religious sensibilities

of the vast majority of medieval Christian people:

everyone who was not a member of a religious order

of monks or nuns, or a cleric. The term laity is indeed

so broad as to signify only in relation to its antonym,

for it was the professionalization of religious orders

from the eleventh century that brought the laity into

being. By mandating clerical celibacy, advocating or-

dination of monks (once considered laymen), and,

increasingly, hindering lay spiritual movements from

incorporating as religious orders (especially after the

Fourth Lateran Council of 1215), the church con-

structed a dichotomy between an elite who ministered

by prayer, preaching, and the sacraments, and the

recipients of their ministry, whose proper response

was of ‘‘piety’’: an attitude of devotion and unques-

tioning faith in the Trinity, the Fall, the Incarnation,

the Judgment, and other orthodox beliefs. Such piety

might be patronized as ignorant and carnal by an

exclusively masculine clergy or it might be idealized

as superior to their own, more abstract religiosity.

Either attitude reinforced an association between the

laity and the feminine and a view of the laity as depen-

dents, perpetual children nourished by the spiritual

milk of simple faith, not the meat of formal theology.

Clerical feminization and infantilization of the

laity is easy to criticize, but it did take into account

something laypeople had in common: busy lives, in

which the place of piety was limited to brief weekly or

seasonal rituals and to times of transition: birth, mar-

riage, illness, war, death. Especially at the end of the

period, from when most records derive, there is con-

siderable evidence that lay women and men were

satisfied with a limited view of their spiritual poten-

tial, embracing a model in which church attendance,

fulfillment of sacramental obligations, prayers to

Christ, the Virgin, and the saints, and avoidance of

damnable sins was all that was required for respect-

ability in this world and salvation in the next. Mem-

bership of this body of mediocriter boni (‘‘moderately

good,’’ rather than ‘‘perfect’’) Christians did not,

after all, entail ecclesiastical neglect. On the contrary,

from the invention of ‘‘crusade’’ as an innovative

theological justification for knightly violence in the

eleventh century (later taken up by Joan of Arc) to

the formalizing of confession and the doctrine of

purgatory in the thirteenth, official theology constant-

ly modified itself in the interests of lay piety. Even

late practices such as the sale of indulgences or the

establishment of chantry chapels, where paid priests

prayed for the wealthy dead, built on these modifica-

tions. Perhaps most successful of all was the re-

imagining of the church as the body of Christ after

establishment of the feast of Corpus Christi around

1300. A celebration at once of local lay community—

towns throughout Europe used the feast for mystery

plays and other civic celebrations—and of lay mem-

bership of the ‘‘universal’’ community of the church

by participation in the Mass, Corpus Christi sacra-

lized lay ‘‘carnality’’ by associating it with the flesh in

which Christ himself was incarnate.

Considered as social praxis, lay piety was firmly

gendered: men and women sat on different sides of

the parish church, facing images of saints of their own

sex and bearing the brunt of different didactic topoi:

sermons typecast lay men as fraudulent, violent, and

unfaithful, women as vain, greedy, and talkative. Lay

piety was also patriarchal, although not straightfor-

wardly so. It is true that men had the responsibility to

teach and discipline wives, while wives might counsel
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husbands but could only teach and discipline chil-

dren. But the submission to earthly, as well as divine,

authority implied by the term piety (originally a

Roman civic virtue) was enjoined on all. Although

the protagonist of the tale of patient Griselda—a type

of lay piety—is a woman, the tale’s popularity

may have been due less to male pleasure at her

virtue or specifically female identification with her

suffering than the fact that she represents men as

well as women, all equally obligated to obey their

superiors as an essential component of their obedi-

ence to God.

Not all laypeople accepted their subordinate sta-

tus. The twelfth-century reform movement left an

interstitial category of ‘‘semi-religious’’ anchoresses,

Beguines, hospitallers, and others who followed infor-

mal rules but were treated as laypeople. Excluded

from full membership of a religious order and from

the resources associated with membership, these dis-

proportionately female groups influenced the person-

al piety of the laity (Books of Hours were modeled on

semi-religious devotional practice) and kept alive

ideals of spiritual ambition and autonomy compatible

with life in the world. Lay women such as Angela of

Foligno, Margery Kempe, and Marie of Oignies, who

defied standard notions of obedience and subjected

themselves only to a confessor and to God, found

more pertinent models among semi-religious than

among nuns. Lay reform movements, from the Wal-

densians of France and Germany to the Lollards of

England, the Hussites of Bohemia, and the Modern

Devotion of the Low Countries, were typically

organized by men (the Italian Gugliemites are an

exception). But these movements, too, found them-

selves adapting vernacular materials first written

for semi-religious women and asserting a similar in-

dependence from formal ecclesiastical structures and

a similar belief in the primacy of the inner self over the

obligations of outward obedience.

Perhaps this is another reason why lay piety was

often perceived as female. Jean Gerson’s fifteenth-

century promotion of a masculinity movement around

the cult of St. Joseph acknowledges this fact even as it

attempts to respond to the increasing influence of

male lay elites in church affairs. But in so far as

piety was private, it remained largely tied to domestic

spaces in which women wielded power. Until the

North European Reformation (and beyond it in the

Catholic south), the central symbol of lay piety was

Joseph’s wife, the Virgin Mary, caught at her prayers

by the angel Gabriel: at once an obedient bourgeois

woman and a saint daring enough to become the

mother of God, her body and soul the highest thing

in creation.

NICHOLAS WATSON
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LAYWOMEN, RELIGIOUS
Religious laywomen made significant contributions to

the medieval church through a piety that was not only

exercised in service to their communities, but was also

expressed in a distinctly mystical focus on sacraments

of penance and the Eucharist. These women, who

from the late twelfth century were found in urban

centers throughout Europe, actively participated in a

wider religious revival that also involved itinerant

preachers, reforming bishops and, from the beginning

of the thirteenth century, the mendicant friars. Some

of these women formed distinct associations with ties

to religious orders or diocesan institutions, but for

many the choice was spontaneous and private.

While it is an acceptable academic practice to draw

distinction between the Beguines of central and

northern Europe, vowesses of England, penitents of

Italy, and beatae of Spain, such regional differences

were not clearly cut for contemporaries: the previous
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terms, as well as such generic expressions as religious

women (mulieres religiosae) and holy women

(mulieres sanctae), were interchangeably used of reli-

gious laywomen throughout Europe. The term tertia-

ry, which in the modern era has come to denote

the lay members of Franciscan, Dominican, and

other Mendicant orders, came into use only late in

the Middle Ages.

An independent life of piety offered a viable alter-

native to women who sought the social stability asso-

ciated with religious life and opportunities for

spiritual guidance, but who did not want to enter a

monastery or who did not have the financial means to

do so. While the Beguine life attracted some men,

spoken of as beghards, and the Franciscan order

absorbed laymen known for their active piety, the

semi-institutional life of devotion never became a sig-

nificant option among men who had more religious

and secular choices from which to choose than women

did. Among the mulieres sanctae were servants and

practitioners of lesser trades, who traditionally had

been pulled into religious life as monastic lay workers

(conversae), but most of these women came from the

lesser urban nobility and from merchant or artisan

families. Religious life in the world was particularly

appealing to widows, but it also attracted unmarried

women and even some wives, such as Margery Kempe

(d. c. 1440), whose vibrant autobiography enumerated

the struggles of a wife turned into a pilgrim.

Many of these women lived with their relatives,

some withdrew into urban anchorages (many of

which were loosely associated with local churches),

and others teamed up to form domestic partnerships

or found uncloistered communities. Following Pope

Boniface VIII’s publication of the constitution

Pericoloso in 1298, the church made several efforts

to enclose the houses of religious laity, but open

communal life persisted and was particularly impor-

tant among the Beguines. The success of women’s lay

associations depended on their ability to attract pri-

vileges from the leaders of the church, especially after

the Councils of Lyon (1274) and Vienne (1311–1312)

attacked the independent religious life and accused

many groups of the alleged heresy of the Free Spirit.

The Italian penitent women, or pinzochere, formed

an exceptional group among the religious laity for

their relatively peaceful blending into the landscape

of the surrounding society. Unlike their northern

counterparts, the Beguines, these women did not

compete with men through their cloth production,

teaching, or other semi-professional pursuits, nor

did they form semi-autonomous religious centers,

known as beguinages. They typically operated within

family-based economies and lived at their homes or

in loosely organized open communities. They also

effectively contributed to the civic piety of the Italian

communes, for the cults of famed penitent mystics

were appropriated to advance the pursuits of Ghibel-

lines, Guelfs, and other competing political groups.

These civic and social factors created favorable cir-

cumstances for the penitents’ cooperation with the

mendicant friars, eventually leading to papal confir-

mation of the Franciscan penitent or tertiary rule in

1289 and that of the Dominican laity in 1405. Never-

theless, even in Italy the position of the religious laity

was far from settled, and they were ridiculed by the

poet Francesco da Barberino and other critics, who

saw penitent attire merely as a convenient cover for

otherwise ordinary, perhaps even licentious, lives. The

ambiguity of this way of life was reflected in the fact

that of the many famed Italian penitent mystics only

Dominican tertiary Catherine of Siena (d. 1380) was

canonized during the Middle Ages (1461).

Despite the ambiguous institutional status of the

religious laywomen, they nonetheless refashioned

Western spirituality through their experiential mysti-

cism. Catherine of Siena, Beguine Mechthild of

Magdeburg (d. c. 1282), anchoress Julian of Norwich

(d. after 1413), and Franciscan Angela of Foligno

(d. 1309), each produced vernacular theology that

was anchored in Christ’s humanity, but placed within

the matrix of the salvation history. The intense peni-

tential piety of religious laywomen was detailed in a

uniquely rich body of hagiographic accounts. Despite

their notably ecstatic slant, these women also excelled in

practical, charitable, and even organizational endea-

vors. Their beneficiaries were typically other local

women, but the Franciscan penitents Elisabeth of

Hungary (d. 1231) and Margaret of Cortona (d. 1297),

among others, founded charitable institutions of con-

siderable stature. Catherine of Siena emerged from the

margins of the Dominican order to become the beacon

of the reformnot only among the laity and the nuns, but

among the friars as well. Birgitta of Sweden (d. 1373), a

visionary and a widowed mother of eight, created her

Order of theHoly Savior without ever taking a religious

habit herself. Thus, the independent lay life, which in

itself was amorphous, not only generated religious insti-

tutions, but also fueled the very orthodoxy that it was

accused of eroding.

MAIJU LEHMIJOKI-GARDNER
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LEGAL AGENCY
In the Western tradition, social and legal agency has

been cast in terms of the person as author or owner of

his or her actions. To take away or control those

actions is to dominate or diminish agency. Wide-

spread ideological depictions of women as intellectu-

ally weak or morally dangerous, along with evidence

of women’s lives marked by seclusion from public and

commercial arenas, therefore, contributed to a bleak

view of women’s agency in the Middle Ages and

elsewhere. Recent studies, however, have exposed a

range of nuances, as they have revealed ways in which

women manipulated or subverted rules and situations

to mitigate subordination to men, the patriarchal

household, and the patrilineage. Agency is not the

same as autonomy, nor were women’s interests al-

ways or even frequently different from those of men,

who were their husbands, fathers, brothers, and sons.

Women had rights and prerogatives in law, and in the

life of virtually every woman who reached adulthood

and had some property, certain occasions could bring

these legal rights into play.

Classical Roman law restricted women with male

guardianship (tutela mulierum) in order to protect

men and agnatic (from the male side) transmission

of property, not to protect women, who were seen not

as inept and defenseless but rather as cunning, greedy,

and self-interested. Women were able to obligate

themselves before the law, but they could not stand

surety for others. In later imperial Roman law guard-

ianship over women came to be seen as a form of

protection for them against an inherent weakness

(imbecillitas) of their sex. By the time of Justinian,

paradoxically, most legal disabilities on women had

been removed, with the exception of the prohibition

of standing surety and their exclusion from public and

legal offices, including acting as witnesses. At the

same time, Germanic peoples entering the empire

brought with them forms of the mundium, an alien-

able power of control over women and minors, usual-

ly exercised by fathers and husbands. In time this

form of protective control became equated with

guardianship of minors in Roman law, especially as

Roman law texts became prominent from the twelfth

century onward.

There is a vital distinction between ownership of

property and capacity to use or dispose of it. Europe-

an legal systems conceded ownership to women, if

only because they were left as heirs in the absence of

men at times; but they were far more reluctant to

grant them legal capacities over property. Any such

capacities were situationally defined, varying by a

woman’s age and marital status. A widow with chil-

dren necessarily needed sufficient legal capacity to

manage property for the benefit of her household.

Here is where, for example, women otherwise often

kept from guild membership were accorded rights

to carry on their deceased husbands’ crafts, at least

temporarily.
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In northern Europe, where Germanic law set the

rules with little influence of Roman law (except in the

canon law, which defined mothers’ capacities as guar-

dians of their children), women’s legal capacities were

shaped to the conjugal domestic unit. In England, the

common law produced the doctrine of coverture, by

which marriage took the two persons of man and wife

and turned them into one person, and that was

the husband. Wives and their property disappeared

in law as long as the marriage lasted. The legal efface-

ment of wives, however, did not change the fact that

in reality their husbands relied on them to manage

households and contribute labor, as well as children,

to the domestic enterprise. Women held valuable

household roles throughout Europe, but it was largely

in northern Europe that they held rights to manage

household assets without reference to kin or under

any form of guardianship after their husbands’

deaths.

Where Roman law, with few disabilities on

women’s legal capacities, was fundamental, as in

Italy, it was necessary for cities and principalities to

enact laws regulating women’s legal acts. Some placed

them under the control of the husband; others

demanded consent of kin. Florence peculiarly

adapted the Lombard mundualdus (holder of the mun-

dium) into a universal male guardianship of all

women, but at the same time there were no liabilities

or restrictions falling on the male guardian, so women

could act, at least in the absence of fathers or hus-

bands, or with their mundualdus’s connivance.

If rules of legal agency restricted women, they also

thereby restricted the men who were related to and

interacted with them. Equally true was the fact that

jurists and judges took seriously the protective func-

tion of the law with respect to women. Their actions

might be voided and their property retrieved, even at

the expense of men who otherwise asserted rights in

regard to that property.

THOMAS KUEHN
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LEOBA
What we know of Leoba (Lioba, Leofgyth) (d. 779) is

contained in the 836 Life written by Rudolf of Fulda

and in correspondence with Saint Boniface, her kins-

man and friend. She was born to a noble English

couple, Aebba and Dynno, and dedicated to the

church after her mother had a prophetic dream. She

was named Thrutgeba but called Leoba, meaning

beloved.

At the double monastery at Wimbourne, Leoba

studied ecclesiastical writings and became widely

known for her learning and holiness. She had a

dream one night of a long purple thread that she

pulled from her mouth and wound into a ball. This

was interpreted to mean that Leoba would instruct

many people in distant lands. In fulfillment of the

dream, Rudolf writes, her kinsman Boniface sum-

moned her, along with Thecla and Walburga, to join

his missionary efforts in Germany. He made Leoba

abbess of the Benedictine monastery Tauberbischof-

sheim, and Rudolf indicates that she had authority

over all nunneries in Germany.

Leoba instructed many future abbesses at Tauber-

bischofsheim. She drew others to the church by

word of her miracles of healing and protection.

She also enjoyed privileges unavailable to other reli-

gious women—traveling widely and even counseling

bishops in spiritual matters. Among the laity she was

respected by Carolingian kings and had a close friend-

ship with Charlemagne’s queen, Hildegard.
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Boniface held her in high regard and asked that

they be buried in the same tomb. Although this wish

was not carried out, Rudolf concludes the Life with a

final miracle attributed to both of them—thus joining

them in death spiritually, if not physically, to continue

their missionary work.

HEATHER E. WARD
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LEPERS
Often confused with other skin ailments, leprosy (My-

cobacterium leprae) occurred throughout medieval

Europe, Byzantium, and the Islamic world. In west-

ern Christendom, suspected lepers were typically ex-

amined by a priest, physician, or leper. If confirmed

leprous, they were often segregated from the commu-

nity, sometimes by admission into a leper house (lep-

rosarium). By the time of the Third Lateran Council

(1179), these institutions had grown widely in number

and geographic distribution. Founded and endowed

in a manner similar to hospitals or religious houses,

each was entitled to its own churchyard, chapel, and

ministers. Due to the physical disfigurement asso-

ciated with leprosy, which was believed to be heredi-

tary, highly contagious, chronic, and incurable, many

leper houses were situated outside urban settlements,

where land was also inexpensive. However, often even

‘‘institutionalized’’ lepers were granted the right to

beg in populated areas for alms, although in many

locales lepers were assigned distinctive garb, clappers,

bells, or other restrictions designed to prevent them

from infecting others. By the late fourteenth century,

many leper houses were converted to other uses, per-

haps due to the impact of the Plague.

Some historians have claimed that the movement

to isolate lepers was symptomatic of the formation of

a ‘‘persecuting society’’ in Europe, that lepers were

identified with heretics, Jews, prostitutes, and other

deviants as potentially morally contaminating groups

to be contained by distinctive dress and physical and

legal segregation. Certainly leprosy was commonly

associated with lust, unregulated sexual activity, and

moral turpitude. Considered as living dead, lepers

were often subject to legal disabilities, including the

confiscation of their possessions. However, although

leprosy was occasionally treated as grounds for di-

vorce, various canon lawyers claimed that the mutual

sexual obligation of spouses persisted even if one

contracted leprosy. Liturgical services performed for

some diagnosed as leprous preparatory to entry into a

leper house or a life of itinerant begging possessed a

similar ambivalence towards the afflicted, graphically

symbolizing their enforced renunciation of the world

and preparation for death through rituals resembling

funeral services. Yet depending on the period and

whether leper houses were founded by civil, munici-

pal, royal, or religious authorities, these institutions

could provide not only sustenance and/or spiritual

care, but also medical treatment including baths, spe-

cial diets, blood-letting, and various medications,

plasters, and ointments.

Lepers were often encouraged to transform the

involuntary physical suffering and isolation asso-

ciated with their disease into a special opportunity

for purgation from sin, similar to the voluntary depri-

vations undertaken by regular religious or the tribula-

tions of Job or their patron saint Lazarus (identified

both with the divinely rewarded poor man of the New

Testament parable and the Lazarus whom Christ

raised from the dead). The Life of the leprous Alice

of Schaarbeek went so far as to depict her stigmatiza-

tion and suffering as enabling her to intercede power-

fully for sinners. In many leper houses, inmates were

urged or required to adopt monastic practices includ-

ing vows of poverty, chastity and obedience, a distinc-

tive habit, and written codes for behavior. Depending

on their health, the inmates joined the staff that cared

for them in religious services and prayers, penitential

practices, and general duties. Female staff and

inmates typically nursed the debilitated, cooked, and

laundered; men often engaged in farming, gardening,

administration of estates, or soliciting alms. Some

leprosaria became the equivalent of monastic double

houses; segregation of the sexes among caregivers and

patients was stressed, particularly because leprosy
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was thought to provoke lust. However, a sometimes

involuntary admittance to an ascetic existence sat ill

with some, whose brawling, drunkenness, and sexual

transgressions were punished by imposed penances,

fasting, or withholding of daily provisions, such as

firewood and victuals.

Many laypersons viewed the squalor and stench of

working with social outcasts as a unique opportunity

for spiritual penance, compassion, and recognition of

human infirmity. Some, including Saint Francis and

devout women in Flanders-Brabant, viewed lepers as

living exemplars of the ostracization and suffering

endured by Christ that they sought to emulate

through their own voluntary embrace of poverty,

chastity, and physical suffering. Responsible for dis-

pensing charity from their households, some pious

matrons cared for lepers in their own homes or in

local hospitals by bathing and kissing their ulcerous

wounds, as a form of penance or as preparation for

life as a regular religious. Individuals from the mer-

chant and noble classes also founded leper houses.

Matilda, queen of England (1080–1118) was known

to personally minister to lepers during the Lenten

season, and her foundation of the leper hospital of

Saint Giles sparked a tradition of royal and noble

patronage of leprosaria in England. Other women

belonged to confraternities who sponsored or served

in hospitals or leper houses. Yet similar to other

hospitals, leprosaria sometimes became glutted with

pensioners and donats (donors who also served in

hospitals) or were transformed into other types of

hospitals or houses devoted to contemplative prayer.

The lives of women in leper houses could vary greatly.

An oblate at the leper house of Cornillon, Saint Juli-

enne, read theology and undertook occasional care of

the ill as a voluntary penance, but in the penurious

leprosaria where Yvette of Huy and Marie of Oignies

engaged in backbreaking labor as laysisters, the strug-

gle for subsistence meant little spare time for contem-

plation or liturgical services.

JESSALYNN BIRD
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LETTER WRITING
The letters we have from the Middle Ages are mainly

public letters in Latin, from one secular or religious

ruler to another. Dealing primarily with public mat-

ters or matters of general interest, they were intended

to be read or heard by the court or circle of the

recipient and they were kept in archives or letter

collections, which is why they still exist. Some of the

correspondents were women in important positions,

rulers, regents, abbesses, and their letters were some-

times kept in the archives or collections of men’s

letters. There are few collections of a woman’s letters.

Some of the men and women who corresponded were

friends, whose letters may have a personal dimension,

even when matters of political, religious, or intellectu-

al interest are paramount.

Medieval letters were rarely written by the sender’s

hand. They were dictated to a secretary trained to make

a ‘‘fair copy’’ whomight also amend the language.Once

they were sent, through a trusted messenger who might

carry important parts of the message in his or her head,

they became the property of the recipient, who could

have them copied or even edited for preservation or

other use. One cannot, therefore, assume that the

words are precisely those of the sender, but in general,

unless intentional deception was involved, they repre-

sent the views or purpose of the sender.

Letters can be an important resource for the study

of women in the Middle Ages. They show, as few

contemporary histories do, how big a role certain

women played in the public life of their society, how

much women who ruled in their own name or as

regents or consorts were involved in day to day opera-

tions, how frequently learned religious women were

consulted by their male colleagues. They are asked by

other rulers to mediate disputes, by ecclesiastical

authorities to combat corruption or abuse or even

heresy; they pose questions to scholars that lead to

important concepts or works.

There are at least two thousand letters to or from

women known and published so far, with probably

more to be found. There is space here only to mention

a few of the more notable figures from whom we

still have letters. Though there is correspondence for

Byzantine empresses and other early rulers, like

Brunhild who ruled Austrasia and Burgundy for

thirty-eight years in the late sixth century, most of

the extant material is later. Among the Ottonians in

tenth century Germany, the empress Adelheid, regent
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for her son and grandson, her daughter, Emma,

queen of France, briefly regent for her son, and her

daughter-in-law Theophano, empress and regent for

her son, were involved in correspondence about

benefices, excommunications, political plots and

shifting alliances, and requests for preference and pro-

motion. Letters to one of their relatives, Beatrice of

Upper Lorraine, from Adalbero of Reims underscore

the political roles of these women: he asks her about a

‘‘colloquium dominarum,’’ a meeting of ruling ladies

that apparently settled the regency for Otto III.

In the eleventh century, a descendant of Beatrice of

Lorraine, Matilda of Tuscany, inherited and ruled a

large body of land in northern Italy and Lorraine.

One hundred thirty-nine of her letters and charters

are extant, many of them delivering judgments,

providing grants, and settling disputes between lay-

men and religious. The letters to her include requests

from churchmen for support or intervention, or grat-

itude for her protection; some dedicate books she

commissioned, others from the reform pope, Gregory

VII, are more personal. Matilda and her mother,

‘‘Duke’’ Beatrice, were among his strongest suppor-

ters and he wrote frequently, declaring his faith in

them above all princes, and looking to them for help

in his differences with the emperor.

In England, from the beginning of the twelfth cen-

tury, there are letters of royal women. The bulk of the

correspondence of queen Matilda, wife of king Henry

I, is with Anselm, archbishop of Canterbury; many

were written while he was in exile. They range on her

part from personal worries about his health and his

excessive fasting to political advice to compromise so

he can return to his people who need him; on his part,

there are pleas to help England’s churches and to

advise the king to consider God rather than men.

Other bishops wrote seeking or thanking the queen

for patronage. A pope corresponded about the situa-

tion with the archbishop, and an emperor about her

mediations between him and her husband.

Her sister-in-law, Adela of Blois, who ruled for a

quarter century as regent for her husband, Count

Stephen of Blois, her brother-in-law, and her sons,

received letters from her husband, describing his

experiences on crusade and from one of her men

reporting on a military situation, but most of them

come from churchmen with whom she worked. Ivo,

bishop of Chartres, wrote frequently and often criti-

cally about problems in their shared jurisdiction.

Anselm of Canterbury wrote in gratitude for her host-

ing him in exile and for negotiating a truce for him

with her brother, King Henry.

There are letters of ‘‘empress Matilda’’ as she was

called from her first marriage, who was Henry I’s heir

but lost her battle for the throne, as well as from her

rival’s queen, Matilda of Boulogne, her son’s wife

Eleanor of Aquitaine, and the queens of Eleanor’s

sons, Berengaria and Isabel of Angouleme. The ex-

tant material increases through the thirteenth century

with Eleanor, queen of Henry III, and her letters.

Eleanor and her sister Marguerite, queen of France,

were deeply involved in the affairs of their countries

and in the relations between the two powers. (Mar-

guerite’s mother-in-law, Blanche of Castille, who was

far more involved in French affairs, as regent and

as queen mother, than Marguerite, also left many

official letters.) The sister-queens’ letters involve

gathering armies and finding the ships to carry them,

mediating disputes, negotiating loans, buying debts,

pressing their claims in their home land, Provence,

but occasionally there are personal matters as well,

about family health, visits, and marriages. Some of

the family letters are in French, among the first

women’s writings to be recorded in the vernacular.

From this period on, more and more vernacular let-

ters were collected and kept, including those of the

Paston women, an English gentry family.

Most of the women whose correspondence was pre-

served from the early and High Middle Ages are royal

or aristocratic, but there is another large source of

women’s correspondence throughout the period—

that of religious women. From the friends of Jerome,

Marcella, Paula, and Eustochium, in the fourth centu-

ry, whose difficult Biblical questions led to many of his

commentaries, the royal nun Radegund who ex-

changed letters and poems with Fortunatus in the

sixth century, the English missionaries who worked

with Boniface in Germany in the eighth, to Heloise

whose letters impelled Abelard to most of his extant

writing in the twelfth, religiousmen corresponded with

religious women and, though we have few examples

extant, religious women correspondedwith each other.

There are two women in the twelfth century whose

visionary powers were so revered that people wrote to

them asking for advice and information and the

responses were preserved. Hildegard of Bingen’s col-

lected letters number 390; her correspondents include

popes, bishops, kings, queens, abbesses and abbots,

nuns and monks, laymen and women. She attacks

corruption, suggests reforms, and gives administra-

tive and personal advice and moral support to her

fellow religious. Her younger contemporary and cor-

respondent, Elisabeth of Schönau, left twenty-two

letters, nine to women—mainly encouraging them to

lead good lives, but also sharing her sufferings—to

the men, she answers religious questions and gives

personal and moral advice or reproof.

JOAN FERRANTE
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LITERACY AND READING: LATIN
Broadly defined as the ability to read, comprehend,

and engage texts, literacy necessarily allows for a wide

variety of skill levels among various groups of people

at various times—not least true in the Middle Ages,

when Latin served as the principal means of scholarly

written communication throughout western Europe.

Although certain factors regarding medieval literacy

applied equally to both genders (e.g., the effects of the

Roman Empire’s decline in theWest; the use of barbar-

ian tongues for informal administration of successor

states; the predominant association of Latin with the

Church; and the accompanying shift of literary tastes

from classical to devotional), women in the Middle

Ages encountered additional barriers to formal means

of education and exposure to Latin that men did not.

Nevertheless, several generations of scholarship have

challenged the once-assumed exceptionality of women’s

proficiency in the era’s lingua franca. Indeed, large num-

bers of medieval women are now known to have gained

reputations for profound comprehension and creativi-

ty, and thereby access to an intellectual and political

culture chiefly dominated by males.

Literate Expectations

Not surprisingly, a Latin education among females

largely remained the restricted province of the

nobility throughout the medieval period. Within this

stratum, however, one finds a widespread expectation

of literacy and accompanying examples of scholarly

achievement. From the start, late antiquity featured

the famous collaboration between Jerome and Paula

(not to mention a host of fellow women researchers)

in the monumental production of the Latin Vulgate.

As the Roman Empire faded into memory, monastic

institutions increasingly assumed the mantle of

preserving literary culture in the West. While the

sixth-century Rule of St. Benedict famously exhorted

monks to read, this expectation also loomed large in

several contemporary rules written specifically for

nuns by Caesarius of Arles, Aurelian, and the anony-

mous author of the Regula cuiusdam patris ad virgines.

Einhard’s recollection of Charlemagne’s wish that

both his sons and daughters be given a proper liberal

arts education is borne out by the esteem shown by

several ninth-century writers for their royal female

correspondents. The celebrated twelfth-century case

of Heloise attests to a continued expectation of Latin

accomplishment, as she had clearly obtained a fine

grounding in the language well before beginning pri-

vate lessons in philosophy with Peter Abelard.

The pedagogy prescribed to such women closely

mirrored that of their male counterparts for much of

the Middle Ages: A mastery of the grammars of

Donatus and Priscian was to be accompanied by

memorization of the Psalms and an appreciation for

devotional patristics, including Boethius’s Consola-

tion of Philosophy, Augustine’s Confessions, and myr-

iad lives of sainted predecessors. Direction in these

studies could come from a variety of teachers, male

and female, but just as Louis the Pious’s early ninth-

century injunction barring males from nunneries indi-

rectly testifies to the presence in those houses of able

Latin mistresses, the subsequent prominence of

learned nuns like Gerberga of Gandersheim and

Hildegard of Bingen suggests a continued tradition

of women learning Latin from each other. But even if

most women received their linguistic training in a

monastic setting (whether or not they intended to

join the community in perpetuity), there is some evi-

dence that such was not the only means of gaining

access to Latin letters. The Carolingian-era author

Dhuoda, for instance, may well have received private

tutoring on her family’s estates. If so, her adept use of

scripture as well as the works of Ovid, Donatus,

Prudentius, Augustine, Gregory the Great, Isidore

of Seville, Venantius Fortunatus, and Gregory of
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Tours in composing a handbook for her son is all the

more impressive.

Women may have gained at least some level of liter-

acy through more informal means as well. The English

craftswomen who wove the Bayeux Tapestry in the

late 1060s, for example, would have become intimately

familiar with the work’s fifty-seven Latin inscriptions;

the same might be said for those who viewed it and

similar works in ensuing centuries. While it is impossi-

ble to know what kind of pedagogical impact this

form of ‘‘writing’’ and ‘‘reading’’ may have had, it is

tempting all the same to locate among these artists and

admirers, too, at least a nascent Latin literacy.

Textual Engagement

As comprehension only partly comprises literacy,

women’s effectual interaction with Latin texts also

merits attention. To be sure, most women in positions

of authority (particularly abbesses or widows) made

sure to wield adequate Latin skills, as the settlement

of legal disputes often came down to which side was

more adept at using the written word to back up its

claims. Such acumen was also evident in the literary

activities of authors and audiences, particularly with

regard to works compiled specifically for women. One

analysis of a seemingly disparate eighth-century scrip-

tural florilegium has revealed a finely crafted compos-

ite text showcasing articulate and powerful biblical

women in action. As the manuscript was almost cer-

tainly intended for a Saxon nunnery, the compiler

must have believed its readers able to appreciate and

incorporate such exemplars into their own spiritual

lives. Similar high regard for the literate sensibilities

of her fellow sisters was exhibited by Hrotsvit of

Gandersheim, perhaps the most creative figure of

the tenth century. Though most famous for her deft

adaptations of Terentian models to her own dramas,

she also composed the nuancedDeeds of Otto and The

Founding of Gandersheim Monastery, works that

would only have resonated with highly educated

audiences. Much the same could be said for abbess

Hildegard of Bingen a century later, whose mystical

visions not only gained her entry into influential secu-

lar and ecclesiastical circles, but which also (along

with her astute medical, theological, musical, and

scientific observations) provided her own charges

with vivid reading and contemplative material. One

could also point to the practice of selective translation

as a further illustration of textual engagement.

Whereas the twelfth-century De institutione inclu-

sarum of Aelred of Rievaulx exhibited precious little

admiration for women’s nature, much of its more

blatant misogyny was intriguingly excluded from

two late Middle English versions. And while such

activity naturally reflects the growing eclipse of

Latin by late medieval vernaculars, it also shows

that the female translators were well able to transform

Latin texts to fit their own views and the perceived

aspirations of their audiences.

The Late Middle Ages

Despite an impressive record of Latin accomplish-

ment, women increasingly chose to focus their literary

activities, ambitions, and patronage on the vernacular

realm from the late twelfth century onward, just as

their male contemporaries began to take advantage of

a budding ‘‘renaissance’’ in Latin letters and original

philosophy. The strict exclusion of females from the

expanding universities of Europe no doubt exacer-

bated this marked divergence—notwithstanding

exceptions such as Trota, a twelfth-century woman

who authored a widely respected medical tract in

Salerno. It is not true, however, that Latin fell into

utter disuse among female readers in the late Middle

Ages. Despite the fact that late medieval English

bishops often corresponded with abbesses in the writ-

ten vernacular, a survey of library holdings in thir-

teenth-, fourteenth-, and fifteenth-century English

nunneries has revealed that Latin was still commonly

read and understood in many of these communities,

and not solely for liturgical purposes. Likewise, the

appearance of the accomplished Latin poets Isotta

Nogarola, Alessandra Scala, and Costanza Varano

in fifteenth-century Italy testifies to their capacity to

read, appreciate, and emulate the works of Roman

masters. Of course, such endeavors may more accu-

rately reflect emerging Renaissance humanism than

medieval literary culture, but the apparent acceptance

by contemporaries of such activities would also seem

to confirm women’s enduring presence in the Latin

literary culture of the Middle Ages.

STEVEN STOFFERAHN
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LITERACY AND READING:
VERNACULAR
Literacy, in the Middle Ages, can be defined as a

series of gradations. Full literacy entailed the knowl-

edge of reading andwriting, and of the Latin language.

For many, though, it was possible to read and write in

the vernacular, whilst for another group, literacy

meant simply the ability to read. Paul Saenger’s defini-

tions of phonetic literacy and comprehension literacy

are useful here. The former concept relates to the

ability to follow a written text, in a language not un-

derstood, through recognition and vocalization of

the constituent phonetic units of individual words.

Hence it was possible for lay people to follow a reli-

gious service with the aid of private prayer books while,

as the period progressed, rubrics to Latin prayers in

vernaculars such as English, French, and Spanish

occur, suggesting a more active role in worship. Com-

prehension literacy is self-explanatory, where sound is

related directly to meaning in the eyes of the reader.

The Acquisition of Literacy

The means by which individuals acquired the skills of

literacy is often a matter for conjecture, especially in

the case of girls, who were excluded from many of the

institutions —such as many song schools, some gram-

mar schools, and all universities—open to boys and

young men. In better-off families, especially those

who employed a chaplain, some degree of education

within the household is likely. Some nunneries also

took boarders. In quattrocento northern Italy, the

women who formed part of the humanist scholarly

movement were usually taught by men—either fathers

or tutors, although the situation differed in Florence

a century previously, where women were often in

charge of household ‘‘schools.’’ Also in Florence,

the chronicler Giovanni Villani stated that between

1336 and 1338 children of both sexes learning to read

numbered 8,000 to 10,000.

Elsewhere, there is evidence of outside elementary

school education. In parts of France the opportunities

open to girls were comparatively good. It has been

estimated that the ratio of schoolmasters to mistresses

in Paris in the second half of the fifteenth century was

two to one, boys and girls being educated separately.

In contrast, the Flemish chronicler and poet Jean

Froissart was educated a century earlier in the com-

pany of both boys and girls. In England, where there

was no regulation comparable to that in France,

references are sporadic and anecdotal, but no less

important for that.

Dame Schools

The existence of ‘‘dame schools’’ can de deduced from

such sources from different regions of the country. In

London in 1406, there is reference to an ‘‘E Schole-

maysteresee’’ and in 1440, to one ‘‘Agnes doctrix

puellarum.’’ Also in the fifteenth century, Maria Mar-

eflete was recorded as ‘‘magistra scolarum’’ at Boston

in Lincolnshire, while the 1558 will of an ex-member

of the Salters’ Company in London remembers his

schooling during the 1480s in Norwich, under the

tutelage of Dame Katherine Peckham, a sister of Nor-

man’s Hospital. For York, evidence from women’s

wills, in which they left bequests to choir schools,

indicates women’s involvement and their attainment

of, perhaps limited, skills of literacy, while there was

possibly a school for girls at St. Clement’s nunnery in

the city. In Germany the evidence is of a similar

nature: in Emmerich in 1445, for example, there

were at least two female teachers of girls. All of
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these references presuppose the existence of a system

by which these women could be trained to teach, and

which deemed it appropriate that they should do so.

Certainly reading itself was a skill expected at all

levels of society: the Chevalier de la Tour Landry,

writing in late fourteenth-century France for his

daughters, recommended it for spiritual purposes

(his text was translated into English twice in the

fifteenth century, secondly by William Caxton), while

the Ménagier de Paris, in the early 1390s, assumes

that his wife can read, not only for the necessities of

household instruction and the learning of appropriate

behaviour, but also for receiving private missives

from him. Knowledge of the vernacular was impor-

tant for women from many walks of life: the noble-

woman and the bourgeois wife; the partners in

mercantile enterprises; and the gentry woman in

charge of her household.

Vernacular Literary Skills

The starting point for the acquisition of vernacular

literary skills would seem to have been religious: the

learning of the Pater Noster, the Ave and the Creed.

In 1463, Margaret Plumpton of the gentry family of

that name spoke ‘‘prattely and French, and hath near

hand learned her sawter’’ in the household of her

contracted husband, and it is probably no coincidence

that in the late Middle Ages images of St. Anne

teaching the Virgin to read from religious books pro-

liferated in manuscripts and religious painting and

glass: a case of art mirroring life, and vice versa.

This method of inculcating the skill of reading is

indicative of the primacy accorded to religious and

devotional materials and undoubtedly accounts for

the survival of such books and for the frequency

with which they were bequeathed between members

of families and close friends: they were (to generalize)

by and large the most expensively produced volumes

and their value was therefore double, incorporating

the spiritual and the material. At the same time, the

example of Margaret Plumpton emphasizes that in

England there continued to be two vernaculars, En-

glish and French (or Anglo-Norman), and that their

use was not restricted to members of the aristocracy,

which explains the continuing circulation of French

texts in England and the listing of books apparently in

this language in wills of this period. This was, of

course, the legacy of the Conquest, and where royalty

and nobility were concerned throughout the medieval

period, it is appropriate to talk in terms of a Europe-

an culture, due to intermarriage and continuing

familial connections thereafter.

Patronage, Ownership, and Reading

Women were famed as patrons from the eleventh and

twelfth centuries onward. Matilda, daughter of Mar-

garet of Scotland, who had her educated in a convent,

was the first queen of Henry I; she and her sister-in-

law, Adela of Blois, daughter of William I, were

courted by the same poets and scholars. Hildebert of

Lavardin, bishop of Mons, for instance, wrote of

Adela that she was, like Maud, ‘‘litteris erudita’’—

the literacy of the two women probably extending

beyond the vernacular. Over a century later, Eleanor

of Castile, first queen of Edward I was dedicatee of

Girart d’Amien’s French Arthurian romance, Esca-

nor, featuring Gawain as its hero. Girart worked for

patrons in other parts of Europe, which strengthens

the case for arguing that at this high level of society,

there was little insularity. This is a continuing feature

of royal and aristocratic women’s reading: the book

presented by the Earl of Shrewsbury to Margaret of

Anjou on the occasion of her marriage to Henry VI in

1444/1445, for example, London, British Library Royal

MS E.VI, contained French romances and work by

Christine de Pizan, as well as a treatise on the Order

of the Garter, of which the latter related specifically to

the culture of her new home. It is a matter for debate

as to whether such richly decorated volumes as these

would have been individually read by their owners—

their sheer weight would have entailed recitation from

a lectern, and reading was, in any case, often a com-

munal form of entertainment in which a number of

listeners could participate. Perusal of illustrations,

however, constitutes another form of ‘‘reading’’ that

must be taken into account: columns of early French

copies of the Lancelot, for instance, are punctuated by

pictures which, prior to the introduction of tables of

contents, serve both to orient the reader within the

text and to provide a summary of the story. That

women took pleasure in narrative itself, though, is

clear from a French woman’s injunction to her scribe

to hurry up with his copying of the Lancelot and skip

portions to arrive at the point in the narrative where

Lancelot and Guinivere exchange their first kiss

(Rouen, Bibliothèque Municipale MS 1054).

Widespread Use of French

French was the lingua franca throughout Europe, not

only in England but also in areas such as the Iberian

peninsula: in 1339 King Pedro IV asked his sister to

send him ‘‘un bel libro frances,’’ probably a romance,

which he had learned she possessed. And romances
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themselves, second only to service books, are the

volumes that are referred to most often as being in

the possession of women readers and owners from all

the literate classes. (Extant codices containing evi-

dence of women’s ownership, such as inscriptions,

are rarer in every category of text than references in

testaments and inventories.) Romances in French

crossed national boundaries—those dealing with

Arthurian themes and the story of Troy were particu-

larly popular—but so, too, did works of religious

devotion and instruction. Illuminated apocalypses,

for example, written in French, retained their popu-

larity throughout the Middle Ages and across

countries, one of the latest recorded belonging to

Cecily Welles, sister-in-law of Henry VII of England,

whilst nuns (as well as monks) read instructional and

devotional texts in French. Such works were equalled

in popularity by mystical and devotional treatises in

native vernaculars—in England, those of Richard

Rolle and Walter Hilton, both of whom addressed

some of their works to a female audience and, to a

lesser extent, the writings of Continental women mys-

tics. Certain categories of reading materials appear to

have held less attraction for women, histories being a

case in point. Nevertheless, there is ample evidence

overall to suggest that women’s tastes were as eclectic

as those of their male counterparts. Research also

indicates distinctive patterns of women’s reading

practices, based on familial and regional networks

and this is but one of the rich veins of information

about women’s literacy in the vernacular that can be

expected to yield new insights concerning their partic-

ipation in literate culture.

CAROL M. MEALE
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LITERATURE, GERMAN
Among the few surviving examples of the literature of

the ancient Germans are two magical incantations

known as the Merseburg charms, one for freeing

prisoners-of-war (or aiding women in labor) and the

other for healing the broken leg of a horse. Both

invoke the helping power of goddesses or human

women with supernatural capabilities. The Merseberg

charms were jotted down in the tenth century on the

fly leaf of a Latin missal exemplifying the haphazard

preservation of pagan, oral literature at a time when

Latin was the language of writing and Christian mon-

asteries were the centers of culture. The first known

woman author from the German lands was a tenth-

century nun, Hrotsvit of Gandersheim, who wrote

Latin dramas. During the Old High German period

(750–1050 CE) influential depictions of women are

found in vernacular texts composed to spread the

Christian faith, for example, the story of the Samari-

tan woman who proclaims Christ as the messiah to
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her community (John 4:5–42). One version of the

story appears in a gospel translation by the monk

Otfried (d. c. 867) from Weissenburg monastery in

Alsace. Elsewhere in his Evangelienbuch Otfried high-

lights women’s emotions, such as the desperation of

the mothers of the slaughtered innocents, to heighten

his story’s impact. Otfried was encouraged to write by

a noble woman named Judith whose identity remains

unknown.

Most German literature from the Early Middle

High era (1050–1170 CE) is found in three manu-

scripts including the Vorau manuscript whose texts

are ordered programmatically to tell of the works of

the Christian God in human history (Vorau, Styria,

Stiftsbibliothek, cod. 276; late twelfth century). They

include the acts of the biblical Judith written in heroic

style (first third of the twelfth century); the works of

the first known woman writer of German, Frau Ava

(d. c. 1127); an anonymous woman’s prayer in verse;

and the Kaiserchronik (Chronicle of the Emperors)

with the first version of Crescentia, the popular

story of the unjustly persecuted and rehabilitated

empresses. A German example of the international

literature devoted to the Virgin is an epic based on

her life completed in 1172 by Prester Wernher.

Minstrel Epics

Spielmannsepen (minstrel epics) were also composed

in Early Middle High German. Though the name

suggests entertainment for common people, minstrel

epics were intended for elite audiences. Five of the six

that have survived are bridal quests in which getting

married is an adventure for the well-born groom that

requires strategic help or moral support from the

bride as well as international travel, an army of faith-

ful retainers, wit, perseverance, and Christian piety.

In König Rother (King Rother) both the bride and her

mother aid the hero in his quest. Overshadowed by

the romance in the thirteenth century, minstrel epics

regained popularity in the later Middle Ages.

Middle High German Literature

An increasing volume of secular literature was pro-

duced for noble audiences in Middle High German

from 1170 to 1273 CE. Gender was a pervasive con-

cern of this literature whose preeminent genres were

the Minnelied (erotic song lyric) and the romance.

Singular works were also produced, for example,

Wolfram von Eschenbach’s illustrated Willehalm,

whose heroine, a Christian convert, is tested when

her infidel father wages war on her Christian husband.

The anonymous Nibelungenlied was composed in

strophes close to 1200 CE in the vicinity of Passau.

Based on Germanic tales from the distant past, the

Nibelungenlied is also influenced by the romance,

especially the introduction of its central character,

Kriemhild, as a courtly princess who receives and

reciprocates the love of the hero, Siegfried. Yet it

raises its own, distinctive set of gender issues. For

example, marriages in the Nibelungenlied come about

through the exchange of brides between the male

protagonists Gunther, King of the Burgundians, and

the heroic Siegfried; but the political alliance that

should bind these men fails due to the deceptions

they perpetrate on their wives. Another issue involves

the relationship between wealth, gender, and power.

The Nibelungenlied recounts the systematic economic

despoilment of Kriemhild by her brother King Gun-

ther and his vassal, Hagen. Their actions are aimed at

preventing the noble woman from using her wealth to

attain justice through vengeance. Third is the issue of

sexual violence, here presented as a means to master

powerful women. Sexual violence is both literal (Gun-

ther forces coitus with his Amazon-like bride Brun-

hild; Siegfried batters Kriemhild) and symbolic

(Siegfried steals Brunhild’s belt and ring after physi-

cally subduing her on her wedding night in prepara-

tion for Gunther). Finally debate swirls about

the motivations of Kriemhild who, in the final scenes,

incites the armies of her second husband to kill

her brothers and their vassals. Is she moved by grief

over Siegfried’s death or by her own exclusion

from power? The butchery of the final scenes raises

questions about her ethical character. Is her ven-

geance in proportion to its cause? Or is its excess a

comment on the dangers of women playing at men’s

political games?

Early manuscripts of the Nibelungenlied show that

these kinds of questions are not merely modern con-

cerns. One version of the text, the C version, sym-

pathizes with Kriemhild more than the A and B

versions by giving her an inner life. But C also under-

cuts her political agency. Moreover, in all the main

manuscripts, the Nibelungenlied is paired with anoth-

er, contemporaneous work called Diu Klage (The La-

ment), a sequel that justifies Kriemhild by stating that

she acted out of admirable fidelity to her murdered

husband but also that the magnitude of the slaughter

was due to her deranged mind. A condemnation of

Kriemhild’s character is found in the thirteenth-cen-

tury Der Rosengarten zu Worms (The Rose Garden in

Worms). Still married to Siegfried and still powerful,

Kriemhild arrogantly compels heroes to battle to the

death to prove Siegfried’s superiority.
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In a sixteenth-century manuscript the Nibelungen-

lied is paired with another epic, Kudrun (anonymous,

1230–1240). As in the Nibelungenlied the central char-

acter of Kudrun is a woman. This fact of transmission

has led scholars to term them Frauenepen (Women’s

Epics). The term, however, says nothing about the

gender of the authors nor does it imply that these

epics have a feminist outlook. Kudrun is the story of

a family across three generations. In the main section

a mother with political acumen passes power to a

daughter, Kudrun, who is an equally effective ruler.

The epic stresses continuity between generations of

women as they pass through life stages (secluded

childhood, choice of spouse, authority through queen-

ship). It also reflects a world in which women’s social

identity was derived from both maternal and paternal

ancestry, not just the patriline. Kudrun’s antagonist is

female. For fourteen years, she resists coercion by her

would-be mother-in-law to stave off a socially inap-

propriate marriage. In the end the heroine performs

the role of peacemaker, as did some historical noble

women, by forging good marriages to reconcile

formerly warring parties.

Comic Tales

Short, often comic tales called Mären are the German

contribution to a European literary trend that includ-

ed the French fabliaux. There are 216 Mären dating

from the mid-thirteenth through the mid-sixteenth

century. Der Stricker (d. c. 1250) is considered the

founder of the genre but Hartmann von Aue, who

introduced the Arthurian romance to Germany, also

wrote a Märe called In Der Arme Heinrich. In it a girl

of the free peasantry volunteers to sacrifice her heart’s

blood to cure her lord of a deadly disease, but a

miracle enables both to survive and happily marry

despite their differences in status. The social rank of

both Mären authors and audiences runs from the

nobility through the educated middle classes of the

German cities. Some professional poets composed

Mären. For gender analysis the Mären are significant

because many present women’s sexuality beyond the

bonds of marriage as a comic theme. Clever wives

play central roles. The emphasis is put on the wit

and capability of wives to arrange trysts with their

lovers, avoid discovery, protect their lovers from

harm, or convince suspicious husbands of their inno-

cence. Women are sexually ambitious in many Mären

and their sexual needs are frankly depicted. In some,

wives ally with their husbands to expose an unwanted

suitor. Other Mären examine marriage as an unstable

hierarchy, sometimes giving wives the upper hand but

sometimes reinstating the ‘‘normal’’ rule of the hus-

band. Common women and men, such as servants,

belong to the household settings. Beatings are pre-

scribed for both disorderly wives and dominated

husbands. Some Mären depict cruel forms of punish-

ment for unruly women such as immurement, cutting,

or being ridden like a horse. Although there is a

consensus among literary scholars that Mären cele-

brate mental quickness one still needs to explain why

the clever wives often represent the genre’s most

positive value.

It is common to speak of Mären as a single genre

but in reality they are difficult to distinguish from

other short narrative or discursive texts such as

beast fables; pious tales; short stories of love and

chivalry; discourses on love, ethical behavior, reli-

gious teaching, or the state of society. These frequent-

ly depict gender relations that are normative rather

than subversive as in many (but hardly all) Mären.

These various genres are mixed together in medieval

manuscripts indicating that audiences enjoyed the

conflicting or contrasting gender perspectives they

offered.

SARAH ELIZABETH WESTPHAL-WIHL
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LITERATURE, HEBREW
Only a few medieval Jewish women are known to

have composed literary works. Even the prolific

Golden Age in Muslim Spain (950–1150) yielded

only two Jewish women-poets: the unnamed wife of

Dunash ben Labrat (Cordoba, mid-tenth century)

from whom one Hebrew poem remains, and Qasmūna

(allegedly the daughter of Samuel ha-Nagid, the elev-

enth century Hebrew poet and statesman from Gran-

ada). A single religious poem attributed to a woman

was composed by a certain Merecina (Catalonia, mid-

fifteenth century).

Inspired by Arabic literature, the male love poetry

of the Hebrew Golden Age in Spain (written by rab-

bis, philosophers, and communal leaders like Samuel

ha-Nagid, Ibn Gabirol, Moses Ibn Ezra, and Judah

ha-Levi), glorified and idealized beauty—both female

and male. The love-poets, who present themselves as

weak and inferior, exalt an unyielding dazzling lady,

while excusing her for being aloof, silent, tempting,

and even lethal. In homoerotic poems the beloved is

a young boy who has not yet reached puberty.

The atmosphere and the love-objects (wine-bearers,

often cross-dressed, and female singers and dancers)

reflect the luxurious Islamic courts (where Jewish elite

members often served as courtiers).

The voices of passionate maidens singing about

love—consummated or forlorn—are heard in the

kharjas (couplets in vernacular Arabic or Romance,

appearing at the end of Hebrew poems of the

Andalusian muwashshah genre). They are assumed

to preserve (or counterfeit?) an oral tradition of old

Iberian Romance songs of women. In wedding-songs

brides are active in tempting bridegrooms; Eros is

sanctioned, and married love looms as prelapsarian

paradise.

The female voice of widowed wives, bereaved

mothers, and dead daughters is heard also in ballad-

like lamentations over the dead. The dialogues, the

refrains, and the folkloric song-form suggest an oral

tradition of women’s lamentations. (‘‘Alas, my

daughter, have you forgotten your abode?...Alas,

my daughter, your loss is bitter’’. . .‘‘Alas, alas, my

mother, that you ever gave me birth. How could you

abandon me on this day?’’ Judah ha-Levi.) Moral

epigrams advocate the disciplining (secluding, veiling,

silencing, and even regular beating) of wives. (‘‘Walls

and castles were created for the woman; her pride is in

spinning and weaving. / Her face is a pudendum

exposed in the main road that has to be covered by

shawls and veils.’’ Samuel ha-Nagid.)

Ascetic poems feature the allegorical figure of tevel

in its capacity as Lady World or as Mother Earth.

Embodying the world’s evil, tevel is a seducing—but

rotten—prostitute, trapping men then devouring

them. Shrewish wives (plaintive, gossipy, gluttonous,

disobedient, and treacherous) appear in many rhymed

narratives (of the maqama type or its cognates). In

Judah al-Harizi’s sixth maqama (c. 1220) a beautiful
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bride turns into a monstrous wife. Her bodily descrip-

tion is allied with discharges, pollution, diseases, ugli-

ness, beastliness, and demonic evil. Humor, parody,

the grotesque, and witticisms were often used as mis-

ogyny’s most effective tools. Misogyny and misogamy

are at the center of ‘‘Judah the Women-Hater,’’ a

rhymed narrative by Judah Ibn Shabbetai (Toledo,

1208). His protagonist, a propagandist of misogamy,

is lured into marriage; the bride is exchanged for a

shrew; and a divorce trial takes place, where the au-

thor appears ex-machina to declare love to his real

wife and children. Marriage is hotly debated, but

woman is categorically debased. The tension between

the positive value of marriage (and procreation) in

Judaism, and the negativity of marriage (affected by

Jewish and non-Jewish ascetic trends), results here in

textual ambiguity.

‘‘The Women-Hater’’ ignited a literary controversy

that lasted through the thirteenth century. A certain

Isaac (allegedly urged by the women whom Ibn

Shabbetai had abused), wrote ‘‘In Defence of

Women’’ (Provence, 1210), a tale about a virtuous

wife and a perfect marriage. In ‘‘The Women’s

Lover’’ (Provence, 1295) by Yeda’aya ha-Penini, Ibn

Shabbetai, the misogynist, descends from heaven to

defend his work. A literary trial concludes with the

sanctioning of marriage.

A poetic of women’s adoration and condemnation

prevails also in Hebrew literature in Italy. In the

rhymed narratives (Mahbarot) of Immanuel of

Rome (c. 1261–c. 1328) male poets conduct rhetorical

competitions over women’s virtues or vices. Influ-

enced by the Italian novella, Immanuel’s women fig-

ures are a mixture of misogynistic traditions and ‘‘the

new sweet style.’’ Throughout the sixteenth century,

some dozen Hebrew poets (like their Italian peers)

debated the nature of women, employing examples

from the Bible, Greek mythology, and Roman histo-

ry. Women participated in these debates as readers

and patrons.

Several rhymed stories written in Spain (by

Alharizi and Jacob ben Eleazar, thirteenth century)

employ the theme of transvestism (female-to-male

and male-to-female). A unique prayer, pleading to

God to turn its male-speaker into a woman, was

written in fourteenth century Provence by Qalonymos

ben Qalonymos. (‘‘Woe to me, my mother, that you

ever gave birth to a male child!. ..Cursed be the man

who informed my father: ‘A male child was born to

you!’.. .Our father in heaven! You, who did miracles

to our fathers by fire and water...if only you would

turn me from male to female! If only I were worthy of

this grace of yours, I could have now been the lady of

the house,. ..holding the spindle....’’)

Following traditions of biblical and midrashic

allegory, liturgical poetry presents the Jewish nation

as paramour of Israel’s God. Exiled, politically

oppressed, and inferior, Israel speaks as bereaved

mother, widow, or abandoned wife longing for her

husband. In liturgical-penitential poems, the human

soul is allegorized as stray daughter, the body’s maid,

or a yearning gazelle. Menstruating and sinful ‘‘she’’

is called to purify herself from her female pollution

and unite with (masculine) Intellect.

Women-martyrs feature in liturgical poems (and

chronicles) written in Germany and northern France

from the eleventh to the thirteenth centuries. The

religious devotion and heroism of parents (especially

mothers), who, faced by the choice of conversion or

death by torture, took their children’s and their own

lives is glorified in these poems.

TOVA ROSEN
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LITERATURE, IBERIAN
Isidore of Seville’s seventh-century description of

woman (mulier) in his Etymologies is a fitting begin-

ning for this panoramic overview, since it is one of the

earliest representations of women in medieval Iberian

literatures. Isidore links women to sweetness or mild-

ness; he claims that women differ from men in their

weakness, and he believes that women are defined by

their ‘‘sex’’ ( femineum sexum) and not their bodily

corruption (chap. 11, bk. 2, vv. 18–20). His descrip-

tion in Latin is only one among numerous representa-

tions of women in Iberian literatures in Arabic,

Hebrew, Latin, and Romance languages. In an effort

to organize the array of portrayals in, for instance,

medical treatises, poetry, historiography, and devo-

tional writings, this entry is not exhaustive but is

divided into six general thematic groups.

Law, History, and Legends

Legal codes and cases from kingdoms and municipa-

lities throughout the peninsula depict women in

domestic, occupational, and economic contexts, of

which Alfonso X’s Siete Partidas are renowned (ruled

1252–1284). Chronicles and other historical writings,

such as Alfonso’s Estoria de Espanna and General

estoria, further portray women, although many of the

same women characters are also found in legends and

ballads (romances), including Count Julian’s daughter,

Florinda who was frequently blamed for the fall of the

last Visigothic king, Roderic, and for the subsequent

invasion of the peninsula by North African troops in

711. Another prominent figure in legends and ballads

is the noble woman doña Lambra, whose dishonor by

the nephew of her new husband implicitly prompted

the young nephew’s beheading, as well as that of his six

brothers.

Love Relations, Sex, and Family

Love poems by and about women were plentiful early

in the medieval period in Arabic and Hebrew. The

eleventh-century Cordovan noble woman, Wallāda

bint al-Mustakfi, is well known for her scathing com-

positions to Ibn Zaydūn, although many other

women also wrote poetry; one such was Hamda

Banāt Ziyād (twelfth century), who wrote an erotic

poem about a naked woman by a river (Garulo,

Rubiera Mata). Yishaq Ibn Jalfun, an eleventh-

century male writer from Cordova, produced amo-

rous compositions about men and women. In the

eleventh century, Ibn Hazm of Cordova composed a

treatise on love in his Tawq al-hamāma (The Dove’s

Neckring), which contained portrayals of women.

Muwashshah poems in classical Arabic and Hebrew

and zajal poems in colloquial Arabic were invented

in al-Andalus (Muslim-dominated Iberia) and often

described women in panegyrics and in poems about

love. These poems were accompanied by a single

stanza called the jarcha (exit) in Romance and vernac-

ular Arabic. Few Andalusi women composed written

muwashshahs and zajals, although sometimes women

were depicted as singers of the jarchas, where they

lamented failed love or the absence of a lover (Rosen).

Women figure prominently in the illustrated, thir-

teenth-century romance in Arabic from Seville, Qissat

Bayād wa Riyād, which tells the love story of a mer-

chant’s son, Bayād, and a woman slave, Riyād. The

jealous lady (sayyida) has an important role in the

tale, and an old woman (ajuz) narrates the story and

intervenes on Bayād’s behalf. The thirteenth-century

romance in Castilian, Libro de Apolonio, also includes

various women characters, namely, the daughter of

the evil king Antı́oco, who is raped by her father,

and the captured Tarsiana, who staves off unwanted

sexual relations with men by playing the lute. The

anonymous Castilian epic, Poema de mio Cid (1207),

contains one of the most inexplicable episodes of Ibe-

rian literature, when the Cid’s daughters, Elvira and

Sol, are brutally beaten by their husbands and left to

die in an oak grove. The familial emphasis in the
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Poema is completed by the inclusion of the Cid’s wife,

Jimena.

The Archpriest of Hita’s fourteenth-century Castil-

ian Libro de buen amor (Book of good love) recounts

an archpriest’s sexual exploits with women. Several

women go-betweens aid the archpriest, but Trotacon-

ventos (Convent Trotter) is his favorite and most

successful intercessor. The go-between probably

derives from literature in Arabic, but also exists in

the thirteenth-century story collection translated from

Arabic into Castilian, Kalila e Dimna, and is pivotal in

the previously mentioned Qissat Bayād wa Riyād, as

well as in Fernando de Rojas’s fifteenth-century La

Celestina, where Celestina’s interventions result in the

demise of many characters, including the lovesick

Calisto and his beloved Melibea.

Women are the focus of late medieval stylized

poetry in Castilian and Catalan. In the fifteenth-cen-

tury, the Marquis of Santillana depicted peasant

women (in poems called serranillas) who were desired

by gentlemen riding in the countryside. A satirical,

grotesque version of these women also appears in

the Archpriest’s Libro. Courtly images of women are

important in the fifteenth- and sixteenth-century

songbooks called cancioneros, as well as in chivalric

tales, such as the early fourteenth-century Libro del

Caballero Zifar, the fifteenth-century Amadı́s de

Gaula, and the fifteenth-century Tirant lo Blanc in

Catalan.

Devotional Literature

Devotional tales about the Virgin were popular in

medieval Iberia, as evidenced by two thirteenth-cen-

tury collections of Marian miracles in Castilian. The

cleric Gonzalo de Berceo translated and adapted

miracles from Latin in his Milagros de Nuestra Seño-

ra, where the Virgin saved errant monks, a Jewish

child, and thieves. The Milagros begins with the

author’s presentation as a pilgrim in an allegorical

garden. Alfonso X’s scribal teams composed a pleth-

ora of Marian miracles in the Galician-Portuguese

Cantigas de Santa Marı́a, which were sometimes

accompanied by elaborate miniatures that retold the

miracles in visual form. Women saints were further

represented in hagiographies, such as Berceo’s Poema

de Santa Oria, or the anonymous Libro de los hué-

spedes, which included portrayals of Santa Marta and

Santa Marı́a Egiçiaca. Fourteenth- and fifteenth-cen-

tury writers and poets in Valencia, including Bernat

Fenollar, also composed numerous praise songs to

the Virgin in Catalan.

Leisure, Advice, and Insults

Medieval Iberians played a variety of table games

during their leisure time, as evidenced by Alfonso

X’s illuminated Libro de ajedrez, dados y tablas

(Book of chess, dice, and table games). Along with

its written text, the manuscript contains illustrations

of a range of people playing games, including

noble women, servants, Arabs, possibly prostitutes,

Jews, and King Alfonso himself. Poems that further

indicate a more jocular view of life are the satirical,

insulting thirteenth- and fourteenth-century Galician-

Portuguese cantigas d’escarnho e de mal dizer, which

were collected under the patronage of Alfonso X and

Denis of Portugal and contain a variety of portrayals

of women. Medieval Iberian nobles and royalty also

sometimes required books that provided counsel,

such as the antifeminist Sendebar (Libro de los enga-

ños de las mujeres; Book of Women’s Deception),

which derives from Arabic and was copied in the

thirteenth century under the patronage of Alfonso’s

older brother Fadrique. The Sendebar highlights the

image of the evil stepmother who urges the king to kill

his own son after falsely claiming that the son

attacked her. Another advice book, Juan Manuel’s

fourteenth-century story collection, the Conde Luca-

nor, includes portrayals of women, such as the impet-

uous bride in story 35 who must be tamed lest her

husband lose matrimonial control and possibly his

own life. This story is often linked to Shakespeare’s

The Taming of the Shrew.

Medical Literature

A wide range of Iberian medical literature in Arabic,

Castilian, Catalan, Hebrew, and Latin discussed

women and their well-being, including treatises on

cosmetics and works on general health, which

provided information on menstrual ailments, coitus,

and human reproduction. In his twelfth-century book

on treatments, Kitāb al-Muyarrabāt (Book of medical

experiences), Abū l-Alā’ Zuhr, who practiced medi-

cine in Seville and Morocco, discussed amenorrhea

(the failure to menstruate), menstrual problems

after abortion, and sterility in women. In the fifteenth

century, a number of medical writers addressed

women’s well-being, including Johannes de Ketham

(Compendio de la humana salud; Compendium of

human health), Bernard of Gordon (Lilio de medi-

cina; Iris of medicine), and Juan de Aviñón (Sevillana

medicina; Medicine of Seville). The anonymous,
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fifteenth-century Catalan Speculum al foderi (The

mirror of coitus) portrayed women as sexual partners

and as go-betweens.

The Late Medieval Debate on Women

Many Iberian writers participated in the late medieval

debate on women. In the fifteenth century, Isabel de

Villena bolstered women’s role in Jesus’ life in her

Catalan Vita Christi (Life of Christ), while Teresa de

Cartagena ironically dignified women through their

weakness and disease in the Castilian Arboleda de los

enfermos (Grove of the infirm) and Admiraçion

operum Dey (Wonder at the Works of God). The

rise of misogynist literature in the fifteenth century

included Alfonso Martı́nez de Toledo’s Arcipreste de

Talavera o Corbacho in Castilian and Jaume Roig’s

Catalan Spill o Llibre de les dones (Mirror or book on

women). Both books connected their misogynist dis-

course to men’s well-being, since book four of the

Corbacho was a short treatise on men’s physiology

and health, while the Spill portrayed a variety of

women in different professions who aimed to under-

mine men. In the Spill, for instance, a pastry cook and

her daughter included men’s body parts in their meat

pies, while a woman healer provided women who

wished to get pregnant with a ‘‘stable’’ of young

men, thereby circumventing their husbands’ paternity

rights. Roig contrasted these malevolent women with

the inimitable Virgin, whose moral and bodily integ-

rity was constant.

JEAN DANGLER
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LITERATURE, IRISH
Few women in medieval Ireland actually composed

works of literature. The bardic poets were exclusively

male. To complicate matters, most poetry from early

Ireland is anonymous, and the male poets often

adopted female personae, particularly in love poems

and laments. However, several women poets are men-

tioned in early medieval historical sources. Lı́adain,

the fictionalized character in the ninth-century love

story Lı́adain and Cuirithir, is mentioned elsewhere as

a female poet. Another woman, Digde, is said to be

the speaker of the Lament of the Old Woman of Beare.

It is possible that nuns composed some anonymous

poems such as Ísucán (‘‘Jesuskin’’), about a vision of

the baby Jesus, attributed to St. Íte. Several poems are

attributed to the widowed Queen Gormlaith, and
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some of the dánta grádha (‘‘poems of love’’) were

possibly composed by women.

Despite the dearth of verifiable female authors,

medieval Irish texts include many female characters.

Women appear in a variety of literary genres, includ-

ing poetry, prose sagas, saints’ lives, place-name

legends, wisdom literature, legal texts, and annals.

The Banshenchas (lore of women), which lists the

marriages and children of royal women, is an impor-

tant pseudo-historical text. While most women in

heroic, male-centred texts are marginal figures, a

number of them play influential roles. Yet depictions

of women often reflect the widespread misogyny of

medieval European culture; wisdom texts warn of

women’s faults, and in numerous dindsenchas (‘‘lore

of place-names’’) tales, names of geographical fea-

tures memorialize male–female conflict. The presence

of strong women in medieval Irish texts led many

nineteenth and twentieth-century scholars to assume

that this reflected real-life respect for early medieval

women. However, feminist analysis has challenged

this view. When female characters do act and speak,

they are often criticized, and even blamed for disas-

trous events. Even the late twelfth-century Acallamh

na Senórach (Colloquy of the ancients), with its more

chivalric ethos, is clearly uneasy about the dangerous

power of the feminine.

Romantic notions about heroic women inherited

from nineteenth-century cultural nationalism, and the

pervasive use of mythological models have, until re-

cently, hampered literary analysis of women in these

texts. Mythic paradigms that stress vast time-spans

divorce medieval Irish texts from the historical and

cultural conditions in which they were composed,

rewritten, and received. The mythological approach

was fuelled by literary depictions of goddesses of

war and death such as the Morrı́gan, and of super-

natural women connected to a pagan Otherworld.

Strong women were interpreted as reflections of pre-

Christian goddesses, particularly the sovereignty god-

dess of the land who affirms the next ruler through

sexual union with him, often appearing as a hag who

transforms herself into a beauty (as in The Adventures

of the Sons of Eochaid Muigmedon). Many women

have been slotted into this paradigm without full

consideration of the texts’ larger narrative concerns,

resulting in simplistic, dehistoricized readings. The

most obvious victim is Medb, the great warrior

queen of the epic Táin Bó Cúailgne (Cattle-Raid of

Cooley), whose dominant behavior was explained as

typical of a sovereignty goddess.

The last two decades have seen a steady expansion

of critical approaches to gender in medieval Irish

texts. Herbert showed how the tragic heroine Deirdre

could be read as a literary figure not constrained by

the sovereignty paradigm. Nı́ Dhonnchadha’s work

on The Lament of the Old Woman of Beare has sug-

gested that the speaker is a historical woman rather

than a goddess. Close readings of the Táin by Kelly,

Dooley, Nı́ Bhrolcháin, and others have subjected the

text to sustained gender analysis. Findon has ana-

lyzed a character with no links to the sovereignty

goddess whatsoever: Emer, Cú Chulainn’s wife in

the Ulster Cycle tales. Recent work has considered

the women named Gormlaith, all connected to actual

kings, as historical figures reshaped in literary texts in

response to political concerns. Volume 4 of The Field

Day Anthology presents numerous early texts by and

about women in medieval Ireland.

Recent studies of saints’ lives have intersected with

those focusing on secular tales to produce sensitive

readings of women. While many female saints such as

Brigit, Íte, and Monenna are depicted as strong char-

acters, they are less likely to be censured for their

‘‘manly’’ speech and behavior than secular heroines,

because a ‘‘masculine spirit’’ was a positive attribute

in a female saint (as long as it did not undermine the

male hierarchy). The application of feminist criticism,

New Historicism, and other theoretical approaches to

these texts is providing new insights into medieval

Irish literature.

JOANNE FINDON
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LITERATURE, ITALIAN
The issue of gender is central in early Italian literature

and is clearly posed by the texts themselves: Italian

literary texts of this period feature male lover-poets

and the female figures that they love. This entry

sketches a paradigm for evaluating the treatment of

women in this tradition, looking at Italian literature

from its lyric origins to Dante, Boccaccio, and

Petrarch through the lens of the competing ideologi-

cal systems to which these authors subscribe: on the

one hand, they subscribe to the ideology of courtly

love, which permeates the beautiful love poetry for

which the tradition is so well known, and, on the

other, to an often violent, anti-courtly ideology that

permeates their moralistic poetry. These two ideolo-

gies underwrite very different attitudes toward

women and toward gender.

Courtly vs. Anti-Courtly

The dialectic between courtly and anti-courtly ideol-

ogies is a historical constant in this tradition: it is

present not only in Dante, but in poets before

Dante, like Guittone d’Arezzo, and it is a major

feature of Boccaccio’s work as well. Poetry based in

a courtly logic is narcissistic and centered on the male

lover-poet; the female object of desire serves as a

screen on which he projects questions and concerns

about himself. Whether we are speaking of the early

courtly poetry of the Sicilian Giacomo da Lentini or

the later theologized courtliness of Dante and his

fellow stilnovisti (poets of the ‘‘new style’’), including

Guido Cavalcanti and Cino da Pistoia, the fundamen-

tal logic of the courtly poem remains narcissistic, as

Dante acknowledges in the Vita nuova, when he sets

himself the task of breaking from it. The didactic

works of writers like Guittone d’Arezzo, Dante in

his late moral canzoni, and Boccaccio, on the other

hand, are marked by a utilitarian stamp: women are

supposed to use this literature, to be instructed by it,

to learn from it. These texts demonstrate a need to

communicate with women, to treat them as subjects

who can learn, rather than as objects to be desired.

The courtly conventions of troubadour love poet-

ry—based on the notion of the lover’s feudal service

to midons (Italian madonna), his lady, from whom he

expects a guerdon (Italian guiderdone), or reward—

were transplanted to the court of Frederick II in

Palermo. Palermo became the capital of the first

group of Italian vernacular lyric poets, the so-called

Sicilian School, whose leader was Giacomo da

Lentini, most likely the inventor of the sonnet. At

the heart of troubadour poetry is an unresolved ten-

sion between the poet-lover’s allegiance to the lady

and his allegiance to God, a conflict that Giacomo

distills in the sonnet Io m’aggio posto in core a Dio

servire, where the first quatrain identifies one pole of

his desire—he wants to serve God, to go to paradise—

while the second quatrain poses the problem: he does

not want to go without his lady. The last verse brings

together the two terms of the conflict (the lady and

paradise) in a nonresolution that keeps the focus of

the poem squarely on the ‘‘divided’’ (diviso) self of the

lover-poet.

From Sicily the courtly lyric moved north to the

communes of Tuscany, where it was cultivated by

Guittone d’Arezzo, the caposcuola of the Tuscan

School; Guittone writes love poetry in the courtly

style, but unlike Giacomo da Lentini, he also writes

moralistic poems like his didactic poem on female

chastity, Altra fiata aggio già, donne, parlato. This

canzone offers an early model of a paradigm that

Dante will adopt, whereby paternalistic morality

defeats courtliness and ironically enhances the status

of women by conceiving them as moral agents.

Women are moral agents in Guittone’s canzone, albeit

weak-minded ones, who need to be prodded and

pushed in the direction of virtue. Although highest

praise is reserved for absolute chastity, Guittone allows

that a woman may choose marital chastity over abso-

lute chastity, and he acknowledges a woman’s right

to desire a husband. Guittone is explicit about the
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double standard that applies to the sexes: carnal vice

is bad in men, but much worse in women. The impor-

tance of cover is one of the topoi common to moraliz-

ing discourses on female conduct that we find in Altra

fiata, along with the stress on appropriate speech and

the caution against ornamentation. It is significant

that Guittone directs his instructions on covering

dress and modesty not to a male protector but directly

to the woman, who is thus placed in charge of cover-

ing herself. Guittone ends Altra fiata, a poem that

addresses women and ‘‘women’s issues’’ throughout,

by affirming the moral value and utility of a discourse

to and about women.

Dante

The utility of discourse is a theme common to texts

addressed to women, as we see in one of Dante’s great

moral poems, Doglia mi reca nello core ardire, a can-

zone whose signature anti-courtliness allows Dante

to attack women for their ‘‘vile desire’’ of base

men, rather than focusing—as courtly poetry does—

exclusively on male desire. It may seem counterintui-

tive to read the harsh paternalism of Doglia mi reca in

a progressive light, but Dante accomplishes a lot in

this canzone. The ladies of Doglia mi reca are definite-

ly off the courtly pedestal. They have more to worry

about than the behavior of their male lovers: they

have to take care of themselves, including their im-

mortal souls, which Dante cautions are in danger of

perishing. They have acquired the status of

moral agents and although they do not yet speak—

an activity for which we have to await characters like

Francesca da Rimini in the Commedia, where Dante’s

move to construe women as moral agents rather than

as mirrors for male poets is fulfilled—they are

expected to be able students, fully receiving and intel-

lectually digesting the poet’s message. Whereas the

courtly canzone frequently opens with a conventional

address to ladies who then disappear from the

poem (Cavalcanti’s Donna me prega, Dante’s Donne

ch’avete intelletto d’amore), the female addressees

whom Dante enlists in the struggle against vice in

Doglia mi reca are summoned again at mid-canzone:

‘‘because I want my discourse to be of use to you, I’ll

come down from the general to the particular, and to

a lighter form of expression, so that it may be less

hard to understand.’’ Dante here demonstrates a ped-

agogic pragmatism that may well be a hallmark of

texts addressed to women: the emphasis on the utility

of discourse—‘‘perchè lo meo dire util vi sia’’—antici-

pates the Decameron, a text addressed to women not

once or twice but consistently and indefatigably.

Boccaccio

In the Commedia women explode the courtly code by

becoming speakers, in the case of Beatrice a veritable

Beatrix loquax, and in Boccaccio’s texts as well

women are endowed with language. Boccaccio is the

Italian author who explicitly places the category

‘‘woman’’ (rather than just a particular woman) at

the core of his opus, which ranges from early courtly

works in the vernacular to the misogyny of the later

Corbaccio, also in the vernacular, and the Latin ency-

clopedic De mulieribus claris. At the center of this

great woman-oriented literary production stands the

Decameron. Boccaccio defends his targeting of female

readers precisely on the basis of their greater need and

his greater utility. Women are cloistered and enclosed,

constrained by the wishes of their families and im-

mured in their rooms, while men have access to a host

of distracting activities: ‘‘men, if they want, are able to

walk abroad, see and hear many things, go fowling,

hunting, fishing, riding and gambling, or attend to

their business affairs’’ (Proemio, 12). This dichotomy

between the relative access of men and women to the

benefits of human and social intercourse—including

sexual—is the ethical template on which Boccaccio

constructs his masterpiece.

The Decameron belongs to a specific tradition,

which, if not feminist, is arguably the tradition in

which feminism could later take root. This is the

tradition in which female interlocutors are not just

tropes, not just part of the poet’s self-construction, as

they are for courtly poets. Standing between courtli-

ness on the one hand and misogyny on the other, this

tradition is moralizing, didactic, utilitarian, pragmat-

ic—and truly addresses issues of women in society.

Petrarch

This tradition—starting with Guittone d’Arezzo and

going forward to Boccaccio—is in my view the more

open and progressive toward women. It is extremely

interesting, from this perspective, that Petrarch did

not write moralizing canzoni to women like Guit-

tone’s Altra fiata and Dante’s Doglia mi reca. His

vernacular output does not include such poems;

when he turns Boccaccio’s programmatically ambigu-

ous Griselda story (Decameron 10.10) into a treatise

on female obedience he also translates it into Latin,

indicating that his target audience is not female.

Petrarch forged his identity against Dante’s by return-

ing in his vernacular lyric collection Rerum vulgar-

ium fragmenta to the courtly paradigm that Dante
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abandoned, thus institutionalizing a model of gender

relations that endured for centuries and that, through

the extraordinary network that was European literary

Petrarchism, became a cultural trope. In another dem-

onstration—this time in the area of gender roles—of

what it means that Petrarch triumphed over Dante as

the model for subsequent generations of Italian

poets, we can hazard the following: the commitment

to female historicity and selfhood that we find, for

instance, in Dante’s treatment of the damned

Francesca da Rimini, is not a feature that we associate

with Petrarch, and it is Petrarch who set the agenda for

the subsequent Italian literary tradition.

TEODOLINDA BAROLINI
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LITERATURE, LATIN
At the turn of the third millennium, the field of medi-

eval women’s studies in general, and in particular the

still quite under-researched subfield of Latin litera-

tures, is very much in flux. Since the topic has only

recently found serious scholarly attention, there are

no definitive studies, but there is a great deal of activ-

ity, with an astonishing array of very high-quality

collaborative ventures (essay collections, handbooks)

leading the way. Recent studies have been opening up

multiple new perspectives, and also complicating

what we might mean by ‘‘women in literature,’’

using newer strains of cultural studies, feminist theo-

ry, psychoanalysis, and queer theory, as well as new

archival research, to rethink women’s roles, and the

gendering of medieval Latin literature in general.

A few initial cautions are necessary. First, it is

debatable whether there is such a thing as ‘‘medieval

Latin literature.’’ Unlike the vernacular literatures,

which have fairly tight geographical and even tempo-

ral boundaries, ‘‘medieval Latin’’ covers all of western

Europe and as much as a thousand years, from about

500 to about 1500. Second, we need to consider what

we mean by ‘‘literature.’’ Since the vast majority of

written texts in the medieval West are in Latin, by a

broad definition—‘‘all written texts’’—‘‘Latin litera-

ture’’ would cover almost the entire intellectual output

of the millennium under consideration. By a narrow
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definition, on the other hand, modeled anachronisti-

cally on what we might expect to find in the ‘‘litera-

ture’’ section of our local bookstore—‘‘nontechnical

texts suitable for the serious leisure reading of

educated persons’’—the material under consideration

would be fairly limited, and somewhat dispersed and

fragmented, since Latin is for the Middle Ages the

language of higher learning, of the church, of ‘‘clerical

culture’’ in general; leisure reading, while by no means

lacking, plays by definition a marginal role. (The ver-

nacular literatures, by contrast, are dominated by the

fictional, the sociable, the courtly, the nonclerkly, and

‘‘nonserious’’; they come to technical and learned

subject matters relatively late.) By the same token—

Latin being synonymous with clerical culture—Latin

literature is predominantly male in authorship, reader-

ship, and ethos.While the rise of vernacular literatures

has often persuasively been linked to increased female

patronage and readership, Latin has been called west-

ern Europe’s ‘‘father tongue,’’ with all the patriarchal

overtones this implies. If Latin culture does not

actively exclude women, it certainly does not actively

seek to include them either.

For these reasons all studies of women in medieval

literature oscillate between two opposite but not

unconnected poles: describing, on the one hand,

women’s undoubted marginalization in a male-

dominated society, and in almost exclusively male

ecclesiastical and educational structures; and seeking

to emphasize, on the other hand, the strong and

vibrant contributions women have managed to make

all the same. Indeed, it has been observed that the older

critical assumption that women were largely excluded

from the high culture of the Middle Ages has in itself

contributed to rendering women invisible. We tend

not to find what we do not look for, and newer studies

have indeed found far more female participation in

medieval culture, including Latin culture.

Participation of Women in Latin Literary
Culture

As recent research has shown, quite a few women—

more than used to be thought—did acquire Latin

literacy. Systematic instruction was sometimes avail-

able at monastic schools. Heloise was well-known for

her exceptional learning, but she must have had class-

mates at Argenteuil who also achieved a certain level

of education. Goscelin of St. Bertin not only assumes

that Eva’s education at Wilton will enable her to read

the difficult Latin of the Liber confortatorius he wrote

for her, but in it he also outlines an ambitious reading

program for her. Some women learned their Latin

more casually, by daily exposure: Hildegard of

Bingen, despite her prodigious output in Latin,

remained unsure of her grammar all her life and had

it corrected by an amanuensis. There were women

who wrote in Latin; there were women who commis-

sioned or sponsored Latin literature; there were

women who could and did read it, and their involve-

ment left a mark on the genres they touched, in par-

ticular epistolary and devotional literature.

Letters

Letters are a genre in which women are particularly

well represented, both as addressees and as writers,

and it shows particularly well the odd dialectic of

exclusion and inclusion previously mentioned. Even

though medieval letters are not the personal or infor-

mal genre we think of today, its more restricted range,

more intimate nature, and quite often the involve-

ment of male correspondents seem to make it easier

for women to participate. Yet there are some limits.

The influential patristic models of Ambrose’s and

Jerome’s extensive correspondence with female

friends and spiritual advisees set a pattern of male-

female exchanges that, on the one hand, accords the

highest respect to the female correspondent (usually a

woman of some social standing), but also places her

in the role of advisee, narrowly circumscribing her

authority and the roles open to her even as they praise

her. In the high medieval version of this set-up the

male ecclesiastical writer (e.g., Hildebert of Lavardin)

is at least nominally inferior to the abbesses, noble

women, and queens with whom he exchanges letters.

Some letters or texts with epistolary features—such as

Baudri of Bourgueil’s long poem ‘‘To Countess

Adela’’—play with this status incongruence: it is a

didactic compendium of history, geography, and the

Seven Liberal Arts, written with the highest deference

and lavish praise, but also with schoolmasterly au-

thority and even sly seductiveness.

Even though medieval Latin scarcely participates

in the fin’amors pattern of the courts, some scholars

have detected notes of it in the patronage relationship

of this sort of text. Longer works of spiritual advice—

letters that expand into book length, such as Goscelin

of St. Bertin’s Liber confortatorius for the recluse

Eva, Aelred of Rievaulx’s De institutione inclusarum,

addressed to his sister, or Abelard’s advisory corre-

spondence with Heloise—further thematize and com-

plicate these delicate relationships of deference and

control.

But not all women’s letters are in this mold. Joan

Ferrante’s online project ‘‘Epistolae,’’ has recently
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made available a magnificent sampling of medieval

women’s correspondence, often between two women.

Hildegard of Bingen’s huge correspondence includes

political advice to the powerful, health and spiritual

advice to anyone who requested it, and personal cor-

respondence with female and male friends; yet Hilde-

gard, in particular, struggles explicitly with the

question of what sort of public teaching voice is ap-

propriate and permissible for a woman. Epistolary

expression can permit extensive self-statements and

the beginnings of autobiography. Hildegard’s is pre-

served in fragments in her secretary’s account of her

life; Heloise can be said to be writing a (partial)

autobiography in response to and around Abelard’s

far more coherent and assertive one.

The Misogynist Tradition and the ‘‘Defense of
Women’’

Given the vastness of ‘‘medieval Latin literature,’’ it is

impossible to generalize about its ‘‘image’’ or even

‘‘images’’ of women. Nor is Latin literature clearly

demarcated from the vernaculars; there is much cross-

over in both directions. There is a strong and much-

analyzed composite tradition of misogynist dis-

courses, made up of biblical, scientific, patristic, and

popular sources, which relentlessly reiterate, often

in catalog form, the same antifemale images and

themes. A chief source is Jerome’s Against Jovinian.

The manifestations of this genre range from brief

jingles to lengthy diatribes such as Marbod’s De

matrona, antimatrimonial treatises like Walter

Map’s or the anonymous De coniuge non ducenda.

Their counterparts, the ‘‘Dignities of Women,’’ or

what Blamires calls the ‘‘Defense of Women,’’ are,

for the most part, closely linked to the misogynist

tradition; even though some (especially Abelard’s let-

ter on nuns) are eloquent and thoughtful, more often

they are full of backhanded compliments and restric-

tive ideals of feminine virtue, and, above all, so closely

based on the misogynist models that they tend to

reinforce rather than counteract them. Besides, as

the Wife of Bath and Virginia Woolf pointed out,

the sheer mass of male professors’ opinions on

women, positive or negative, tends to be oppressive.

Hagiography

Needless to say, few genres so explicitly engage in

blame and praise; most texts handle women’s images,

for better and for worse, in far more nuanced ways.

Hagiography, another genre where women figure

prominently both as subjects and as readers (and to

some extent as authors), can serve as a focus for our

observations. It is by definition a formulaic genre,

seeking to demonstrate a subject’s conformity to cer-

tain types, and the schemata available for women are

particularly limited. Yet medieval hagiography of

women inherits from antiquity a few highly produc-

tive and artistically appealing prototypes, in particu-

lar the virgin martyr, a young woman proudly

defending her faith and sexual integrity through tor-

ture and execution; and the desert ascetic and/or

‘‘penitent whore’’ derived from the Vitae Patrum lit-

erature that offers such intriguing figures as Mary

Magdalen, Thais, or Mary of Egypt. (Hrotsvit of

Gandersheim uses several of these stories in her

tenth-century Latin plays.) Both types of figures

seem to have been of interest to medieval women

who chose lives of monastic virginity or contempla-

tive seclusion, and such texts were often offered as

reading matter to them. To what extent they offer

strong role models (the brash virgin martyr talking

truth to power and defending her physical integrity;

the ‘‘desert mothers’’ achieving astonishing feats of

asceticism and self-sufficiency, as well as great author-

ity), and to what extent they are controlling, punitive,

and even close to pornographic (graphic, often sex-

ualized violence inflicted on the martyrs; the emphasis

on humiliation and penance in the ‘‘penitent whore’’

type) is open to debate.

Besides hagiographies of historically distant saints,

there are lives of more contemporary women that for

all their references to hagiographical types develop

some individual, biographical features. A prime exam-

ple, now much studied and frequently taught, is the

Life of Christina of Markyate. One can perhaps extend

the genre to include biographical works on secular

women, who sometimes figure as patrons as well as

subjects of such texts: the English queens Emma and

Edith both commissioned and probably oversaw the

writing of biographical narratives that favored their

political perspectives. In such texts, the interplay be-

tween hagiographic topos and biographical detail is

often both illuminating and artistically intriguing.

The Virgin Mary occupies a place apart in female

hagiography and devotional literature more general-

ly. Prayers to the Virgin become a distinct subgenre of

Latin devotional texts in the central Middle Ages. The

collections of Miracles of the Virgin, of great popu-

larity in most vernacular European languages, did

begin in Latin; they furnish an extraordinary picture

of an all-powerful yet emotionally accessible mother

figure intervening on behalf of her childlike devo-

tees—an image, it seems, at least as popular with

male as with female readers.
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Conclusion

This necessarily limited, selected, and unsystematic

set of notes can only serve as a first appetite-whetting

introduction to some of the questions researchers can

ask. There are many fields of medieval literature (the

secular lyric; prosopopeias or planctus inspired by

Ovid’s Heroides; drama, both secular and religious;

Latin ‘‘romances,’’ if that is not a contradiction in

terms, and Latin epics; short narratives in collections

like Walter Map’s De nugis curialium, the Dolopathus/

Seven Sages tradition, or in collections of preachers’

exempla) that are not yet extensively studied at all, and

would repay analysis from a gender point of view.

Anyone interested in this line of research should not

be deterred by the lack of comprehensive overviews,

but rather be inspired by the wide range of approaches

and leads in what is an open and exciting field.

MONIKA C. OTTER
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LITERATURE, MIDDLE ENGLISH
The emergence of Middle English as a literary lan-

guage resulted from a complex series of interrelated

social, political and historical factors following the

Norman Conquest in 1066. English (Anglo-Saxon)

lost its prestige as the language of cultural expression

and the law, although it survived in spoken form.

What may be called an antiquarian movement to

preserve the language existed chiefly in monasteries

in the west of England, but when early Middle En-

glish made its first appearance, it was characterized by

a blend of converging linguistic and cultural tradi-

tions—Latin, French or Anglo-Norman, Welsh, and

English—whether in actual content, or by influence.

Even by the fourteenth century, when in 1362 English

gained primacy as the language of Parliament, traces

of cosmopolitanism remained, with some manuscripts

being either bi- or multilingual in their selection

of texts; and some authors, such as John Gower

(d. 1408), choosing to write in different languages

for different audiences and purposes.

Saints’ Lives and Exemplary Literature

It is a happy coincidence for this volume that among

the earliest flowerings of Middle English were texts

about, and designed in large part for the consumption

of, women, for example the so-called ‘‘Katherine

Group.’’ This collection dates from c. 1190–1230

and consists of lives of the virgin martyrs Catherine,

Margaret of Antioch, and Juliana, supplemented by a

letter given the modern editorial title of Hali Meið-

had, a treatise persuading women to eschew marriage

and childbirth, and an allegory, Sawles Ward, regard-

ing the safeguarding of the soul. The lives, as internal

references make clear, were intended for listeners, as

well as readers. All are exemplary texts and are closely

connected with the Ancrene Wisse, the ever-popular

guide for anchoresses, written originally for three

sisters in Herefordshire. The taste for saints’ lives

continued throughout the medieval period: The

South English Legendary, including legends of many

women, survives in different versions in over fifty

manuscripts dating from the late-thirteenth to the

early-fifteenth century; while the Gilte Legende, in

large part a translation from the late-thirteenth-centu-

ry Latin Legenda aurea of Jacobus Voragine, may be

placed in between the late-fourteenth or early-fifteenth

centuries: Among the women commemorated are

Saints Dorothy, Thais, Pelagia, and Mary Magdalen.

There is thus some overlap with the Legendys of Hooly

Wummen byOsbern Bokenham,which he started com-

piling in 1443, and for which an element of female
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patronage is certain. The taste for exemplary texts for

women, including ones from earlier centuries,

continued late into theMiddle Ages with, for instance,

the two English translations of De institutione inclu-

sarum written by Aelred of Rievaulx (1110–1167) for

his sister. These survive in Bodleian Library MS Eng.

Poet. a.1 (the Vernon MS) of the last decade of the

fourteenth century and Bodley 423, copied by the

scribe Stephen Dodesham, latterly in his life a Carthu-

sian monk, who died 1481–1482. The audience for the

first of these copies was probably women: perhaps

nuns or a community of wealthy laywomen.

Courtly Lyric and Lovers’ Complaints

In strong contrast to the devotional strain of writing

is the ubiquitous, usually anonymous, courtly love

lyric, written in a variety of verse forms. These typi-

cally follow a similar pattern and mode of expression:

The male Lover complains of unrequited love, and

there is an abundance of refined emotion and lan-

guage. They thus constitute the opposite of those

other lyrics, often ribald, voiced by women, which

fall into the category of antifeminist literature. (An

important exception to this general rule is the

fifteenth-century ‘‘Findern’’ lyrics, apparently com-

posed by women, which complain of a lover’s or

husband’s absences.) There is a degree of overlap

between the brief courtly lyric and the longer com-

plaint: The Complaint of the Black Knight by the

Benedictine John Lydgate (d. 1449), for example, is

a tapestry of courtly motifs and emotions, and is

deeply indebted to Chaucer’s Boke of the Duchesse,

in which the complaint of the Man in Black is embed-

ded within an allegorical dream-poem concerning the

hunting of the hart. The absent heroine, White, repre-

sents the epitome of the courtly Other, in her beauty,

her modesty, and her ultimate inaccessibility—

through death. Arguably the most ambitious of

these types of poem is the series by Charles d’Orléans

(d. 1465), which he translated into English from his

French original while a prisoner of war. In this ele-

gant series of ballades and roundels, Charles presents

what can be interpreted as a narrative sequence

recounting a relationship with a distant Lady, her

death, and his subsequent courtship of another.

Among longer poems, Chaucer’s Legend of Good

Women (c.1386) breaks ground barely touched in

English previously. Again framed within a dream in

which Chaucer is ordered by the God of Love to write

of steadfast women (a secular Legendary) in penance

for having traduced the female sex by his portrayal of

Criseyde, the nine women’s stories which survive (the

text may never have been completed) are sufficiently

ambiguous for little critical consensus to have been

reached over whether they are ironic or a genuine

experimentation with a new form of writing. Which-

ever the case, while some of the women are treated

with sympathy (Dido, for instance), others barely

figure within their own tales. That of Medea, for

example, scarcely features her notorious history, con-

centrating instead on Jason’s perfidy. Gower’s Con-

fessio amantis owes much to Chaucer’s notion of

framing: Like the Legend, it utilizes Ovid, only here

the tales are taken to illustrate moral behaviour incul-

cated in the complainant, the Lover, by his confessor,

Venus, who finally advises him to retire from the

pursuit of Love, on account of his age. Thus are the

complaint and the exemplar fused.

Romance

Within the broad spectrum of texts that go to make

up the unwieldy genre of romance are many texts in

which women are not only the passive objects of

desire, but also the active protagonists through

whom the hero achieves his goal, leading to eventual

union within marriage. That this is so from the begin-

nings of romance in Middle English is demonstrated

by King Horn (c. 1225), translated from Anglo-

Norman: Rymenhild’s physical passion for Horn is

fully legitimized within the text, and it is she who

initiates his knighting by her father and thus the

action of the poem. In Sir Degrevaunt (c. 1400) it is

the heroine, Meliador, alone, who brings about rec-

onciliation between the Arthurian knight and her

father. John Metham, in his Amoryus and Cleopes

(1448–1449), echoes Chaucer and Lydgate, and in

the depiction of Cleopes there are reminiscences of

Medea’s story of her relationship with Jason, as

Cleopes prepares Amoryus with advice on how to

overcome a dragon that is destroying their country.

Other women in romance may be described as strong

because, like Griselda, they demonstrate steadfastness

in the face of adversity. The tales which come under

the heading of ‘‘the calumniated wife’’ include The

King of Tars, Octavian (respectively early- and mid-

fourteenth century), and Le Bone Florence of Rome

(late fourteenth century). Connected with these is the

fragmentary early-fourteenth-century Lay le Freine, a

translation from the French by Marie de France, in

which Freine is tested by her lover, who purposes to

marry Freine’s twin sister from whom she was sepa-

rated at birth. Women’s strength is not, however,

always represented as a positive in the romances.

In another translation from Marie’s Lais, Thomas
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Chestre’s Sir Launfal (second half of the fifteenth

century), Launfal’s benign fairy lover is counter-

poised by a jealous and vindictive Guinivere, who

tries to have the knight killed after he rejects her

sexual advances. Perhaps the ultimate antiheroine is

Morgan le Fay, King Arthur’s half-sister who, in Sir

Thomas Malory’s Arthuriad, attempts to slay her

brother, and destroy the Round Table.

Antifeminism and the Woman Question in
Middle English

It was not solely in anonymous lyrics (such as those

previously mentioned) and fabliaux, in which anti-

feminism was rampant in the Middle Ages. Debate

still continues, for example, over the extent of

Lydgate’s antifeminism, demonstrated in lyrics such

as ‘‘Horns Away,’’ in which he decries women’s fash-

ionable extremes, and others in which he criticizes

their lack of steadfastness. Elsewhere, due in large

measure to the teachings of the church and medical

theories as to the female constitution, women were all

too often seen as the gateway to man’s damnation.

This is so even in devotional texts designed for their

use. The author of Ancrene Wisse describes how the

eyes and ears of Eve led to the downfall of mankind,

because of her gaze directed to the apple and her

willingness to listen to Satan; while the description

of the physical deformity and torments of pregnancy

in Hali Meiðhad, although ostensibly designed for the

higher purpose of preserving chastity, has a distinct

element of misogyny in its revulsion at the female

body. Yet it was not until Chaucer opened the way

for debate with his fictionalized criticism of his depic-

tion of Criseyde in the Prologue to The Legend of

Good Women that the matter became a staple of

literary discussion. There was no English Christine

de Pizan and no high-profile quarrel over Le Roman

de la Rose, as there was in France. Yet one of Chris-

tine’s works was translated into English in 1402,

which helped to spark a literary debate: Thomas

Hoccleve, follower of Chaucer and a clerk of the

Privy Seal in London, wrote his Letter of Cupid in

1402, in which he invokes the Legend, in itself a

controversial act. And his translation did not appar-

ently go down well in all quarters. In his ‘‘Dialogue

with a Friend,’’ written as part of the Series around

1419–1420, the ‘‘Friend’’ reprimands Hoccleve for

abusing women in this work, for which reason they

are still angry with him. The writer disputes the blame

attached to him, but is advised to write to please

women in the future. Nevertheless, the Letter was

one of Hoccleve’s most widely copied works, surviv-

ing in eleven codices, often in conjunction with other

poems about women, not least various tales from

Chaucer’s Legend. Another text which finds its way

into this manuscript collocation is the largely accurate

English translation by Sir Richard Ros (d. 1482) of

Alain Chartier’s La Belle Dame Sans Merci, which

itself had provoked controversy in the French court.

The meaning of the poem is ambiguous, in that the

disdainful Lady refuses the Lover’s advances in terms

reminiscent of Christine’s advice as to the appropriate

response to be taken against ‘‘avauntors’’ or boasters,

but ends with the death of the spurned Lover from a

broken heart. The contexts in which it survives,

though, indicate the extent to which antifeminism

was being actively challenged by audiences towards

the end of the Middle Ages in England.

CAROL M. MEALE
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LITERATURE, OCCITAN
Occitan, also known as Provençal, is the Romance

language of the South of France made illustrious by

the troubadours, lyric poets of the High Middle Ages.

Occitan became recognized as a vehicle for lyric ex-

pression in Spain and Italy, and inspired imitation in

northern France, Germany, and elsewhere. The term

Provençal is now regarded as obsolete because of the

inescapable suggestion that it refers to Provence, that

is, the part of the Midi that lies to the east of the

Rhône. Occitan (formed on the word oc, ‘‘yes’’)

includes Provence as well as the regions to the west,

roughly the southern third of modern France.

The earliest traces of written Occitan date from

before the millennium. From the late tenth century

we have Occitan blended with Latin in legal docu-

ments, charms for practicing folk medicine, and a

brief narrative of the Passion, perhaps the text of a

paraliturgical carol. From the eleventh century we

have two narratives: the Boeci, which paraphrases

Boethius’s Consolation of Philosophy, and the Chan-

son de sainte Foy, the life of a child saint. We also

have three short texts that anticipate troubadour

lyric: a bilingual alba, or dawn song, with an Occitan

refrain that seems to symbolize the resurrection of

Christ, and two fragmentary secular lyrics. In one a

lover imagines himself as a falcon that could fly to his

lady; the other has been interpreted as an invective

against lecherous nuns.

The era of the troubadours spans two and a half

centuries, from about 1100 to 1350. The first whose

works we have is Guilhem IX, duke of Aquitaine and

count of Poitou (born 1071, died 1126), who ranges

from declarations of passionate desire to sexual com-

edy to a moving song of departure from the world. In

the so-called second generation were Jaufre Rudel,

who sang his yearning for love from afar, which—

very unlike Guilhem IX—he professed to prefer to

love near to hand, and the mercurial Marcabru, a

satirist of loose mores among the aristocracy who

also wrote sympathetically of a girl whose lover has

left her to go on Crusade, or of a shepherdess who

skillfully parries the advances of a lusty suitor. The

late twelfth century saw the apogee of troubadour art

in the love songs of Bernart de Ventadorn, who sang

his tortured feelings, his confusion, and his desire, and

in the political songs of Bertran de Born, who urged

the barons of Aquitaine to plunge into combat as a

tonic for the soul. The satirical tradition continued in

the thirteenth century with Peire Cardenal, the lon-

gest-lived troubadour, who for nearly seventy years

sang of the corruption of the clergy, his sympathy

with the Albigensian heretics, and his own orthodox

faith. Late in the century Guiraut Riquier was a poet

and a bureaucrat in the service of lords in Narbonne

and Spain, who sang that he felt he had come too late.

Even later, the cleric Raimon Cornet, in the early

fourteenth century, wrote religious and comical verse.

In all the names of some 360 troubadours, who left

about 2,500 poems, are known, including perhaps as

many as fifty by trobairitz, or women troubadours.

About ten percent of these poems are transmitted

with notation of their melodies. It seems likely that

many more had melodic accompaniment, though it is

not certain that all of them were intended for musical

performance. The medium of troubadour art proba-

bly moved from musical composition at the beginning

in the direction of verbal art without music, which

would flourish in the Italian poetry of the Sicilian

poets, the ‘‘Sweet new style’’ of Dante and his friends,

and Petrarch, who spent half his adult life in Prov-

ence. Petrarch, who returned to Italy in 1353, may be

regarded as the last of the troubadours.

The narrative tradition continued with an Arthuri-

an burlesque, the Romance of Jaufre; a verse chronicle

of the crusade against the Albigensian heretics in the

early thirteenth century, the Chanson de la Croisade,

by two poets, Guilhem de Tudela, from Spain, who

supported the crusading cause, and a more gifted but

anonymous sympathizer with the Albigensians; and

the Romance of Flamenca (late thirteenth century), a
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romantic comedy in which the heroine and her lover

outwit her jealous husband. In the late fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries poetry of the School of Toulouse

became limited to poets of that city, and literary

expression became restricted to religious themes.

WILLIAM D. PADEN
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LITERATURE, OLD ENGLISH
Old English literature is traditionally understood as

poetry composed from the sixth through the eleventh

centuries in English. It exists primarily in four late-

tenth-century manuscripts, essentially anonymous or

traditional, and represents just a fragment of the for-

mal written and oral discourses that must have circu-

lated in the Anglo-Saxon period. Beowulf, the most

famous example, is discussed seperately in this vol-

ume. This extant verse—altogether about the length

of the Iliad alone—was inscribed within a monastic or

clerical environment and so represents to some degree

that element in the culture, many of the texts being

deeply influenced by Latin and Greek sources.

Though the society included pagan, Germanic, and

possibly Celtic, as well as Romano-Christian beliefs

and practices, those divergent beliefs were refracted

through the lenses of ecclesiastically trained scribes,

producing a vision of the culture very different from

that revealed in laws, penitentials, and other nonliter-

ary texts. The anonymity of the verse prevents our

knowing whether women composed any vernacular

verse, but literate women, such as Hild of Whitby and

Leoba, played prominent roles in the early Anglo-

Saxon church. Additionally, recent paleographic

study has begun to reveal the depth and extent of

women’s involvement in the production of manuscripts

(Brown). Whether composed and inscribed by women

or by men, the texts show us not a single, hegemonic

characterization of women or gender but rather por-

trayals addressing issues of political responsibility,

pious heroism, and the procreative body and family.

In Genesis, Eve assumes responsibility for the well-

being of her familial group, desires knowledge, and

generally acts on a par with Adam. She is a sympa-

thetic character, developed through extensive dia-

logue between Eve and the messenger sent by Satan,

as well as her conversations with Adam. As with the

other versifications of the biblical texts that comprise

the Junius 11 manuscript (Genesis, Exodus, and Dan-

iel, and Christ and Satan), a rich variety of Latin

sources, as well as Germanic culture, has influenced

her portrait, including the Old Saxon source from

which this section is translated (Doane). In it the

messenger tempts Adam before angrily turning to

Eve with more persuasive rhetoric, offering her the

possibility of seeing the whole world and God’s

throne, as well as of saving Adam from God’s anger

at having denied his ‘‘messenger’’ (lines 547–587). She

succumbs not because of lust or pride but because of

the devil’s lies, remaining the ‘‘brightest’’ and ‘‘most

beautiful’’ of ladies (626–634). The narrator concedes

that ‘‘she did it through loyal intent’’ toward Adam as

her lord (708–710). Some have suggested that this

motivation derives from Germanic culture. In Christ

and Satan, at the end of the manuscript, Eve also

proclaims her own worth so as not to be left behind

when Christ harrows hell, asserting through repeated

dual pronouns that she and Adam (wit, ‘‘we two’’)

acted together. She clinches her argument, however,

through the special merit of motherhood, declaring to

Christ, ‘‘Lo, you from my daughter, lord, were born,’’

after which she herself ‘‘shove[s] the wretched monster

into the profound darkness’’ and ascends with her kin

to heaven (444–446).

The political powers of prominent mothers can be

seen in Elene, a poetic version of the discovery of the
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True Cross. After a vision of the Cross enables the

Emperor Constantine to win a crucial battle, he sends

his mother ‘‘Elene’’ (Helen) on a journey to recover

the Cross. After crossing the sea, she verbally com-

bats the Jews to reveal the Cross’s location and con-

verts one, Judas, who becomes St. Cyriacus. After

delegating him to find the nails of the cross, she has

the nails made into a war bridle for Constantine,

promoting her son’s military ambition. The heroic

formulas that name Elene’s actions show them to be

as lofty as those in other poems in the Vercelli Book—

Andreas, The Fates of the Apostles, and The Dream of

the Rood—which focus on the heroism of Christ, his

apostles, and the Cross. Though being the emperor’s

mother largely defines her political role, her feminine

sexuality does not shape the narrative.

The body’s sexuality and reproductive drives are

deeply problematic in the clerical environment of the

verse. The Old English version of the apocryphal

book of Judith provides a rare representation. In a

manuscript that has been thought to focus on ‘‘mon-

sters’’ (including those of Beowulf ), the overly pas-

sionate Assyrian general Holofernes is besieging the

Hebrew town of Bethulia, where the pious yet sensu-

ally beautiful widow, Judith, resides. Heroically, she

chooses to use her body’s attractiveness to be admit-

ted to Holofernes’ inner chamber and so slay him as

he lies in a drunken stupor. While lust saps strength

from him and his army, Judith’s piety gives her

strength to inspire her people to victory.

The Exeter Book takes on the reproductive body

beginning with its opening verses celebrating Christ’s

Advent. Developed from the Advent Antiphons, the

lyrics celebrate Mary’s role in making God human

but expose the Catholic doctrinal discomfort with

reproductive sexuality. In a dialogue Joseph and

Mary attempt to cope with the gossip about her preg-

nancy, and she reassures him that she is not so much

pregnant as illumined with a light, that she is God’s

‘‘temple’’ (203–209). Mary then becomes the ‘‘golden

gates’’ that God will ‘‘purify’’ in his passage to earth,

after which she will be ‘‘locked’’ as before (317–325).

Thus metaphor sublimates her pregnancy and birth

canal. Yet, the sight of the child at Mary’s breast,

presented without metaphor, gives hope to all who

awaited his Advent. This tricky negotiation of repro-

duction is, of course, unique to Mary.

This miscellany later characterizes marriage, first

via Saint Juliana who rejects marriage in order to

‘‘keep her maidenhood for Christ’s love’’ (30–31).

Her act is politically and spiritually heroic, a defeat

of the Roman Empire and of the devil whom she

combats in her jail cell. In the last quarter of the

book, Wulf and Eadwacer and, some thirty pages

later, The Wife’s Lament represent conjugal relations

for the more ordinary woman. These female charac-

ters rather than weaving peace between clans or

tribes, suffer isolation from loved ones without spiri-

tual consolation. Texts focusing on repentance imme-

diately follow The Wife’s Lament, but generally these

lyrics appear in the midst of about ninety-four riddles,

including a few about sexual acts, as when a woman’s

experience with an onion resembles intercourse, or

dough rises under a cloth, or churning butter appears

utterly heterosexual. Considering Mary at one end

and sexual riddles at the other, we might mistakenly

think this manuscript is about women and gender,

whereas mostly it centers on male figures, or themes

of wisdom or redemption applicable to humans

generally.

While females do not dominate the manuscripts,

they seldom play an abject role. Adultery, so promi-

nent in later romances and antifeminist diatribes,

cannot be found here. Perhaps this more positive

representation of gender reflects the status of the

Anglo-Saxon women who were scribes and illumina-

tors, abbesses, and royal patrons of ecclesiastical

establishments.

CAROL BRAUN PASTERNACK
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LITERATURE, OLD FRENCH
In much of Old French literature, women are essential

to the structures of the text, helping in part to define

men’s roles. Depictions of masculinity depend to

some extent on the values inherent in a given genre.

The hero of an epic tale, for example, must be first

and foremost a successful fighter and loyal vassal. In

romance he must add to his knightly prowess the re-

finement of chivalric behavior and appropriate lan-

guage, and these last qualities are essential to his

persona as a lover in lyric poetry. The portrait of

women is perhaps less changeable, at least in the de-

piction of the noble lady. While the peasant woman of

the fabliaux must succeed by her wits and the heroine

of pastourelle by her simplicity and charm, the worthy

noble woman, whatever the text, is virtuous, faithful,

and beautiful. The unworthy lady, by contrast, embo-

dies all the undesirable qualities so often ascribed to all

women in misogynist traditions. What varies in the

representation of women is primarily the nature and

prominence of their role. The following discussion

focuses on the major genres of epic and courtly litera-

ture as well as on the sustained debate concerning

women’s nature.

Chansons de Geste

Only in Old French epics, perhaps, are women truly

dispensable to the agendas of that genre, which pro-

mote masculine, ideological, and dynastic concerns.

In chansons de geste women play very limited roles.

They are defined by the men on whom they depend

and function chiefly as prized tokens of exchange in

advantageous alliances. The Chanson de Roland, the

most admired of Old French epics, contains a striking

example of this abbreviated literary existence for fe-

male characters. Beautiful Aude, sister of Olivier and

fiancée of Roland, falls dead when she hears that

her intended has been killed. She laments briefly,

refuses to accept Charlemagne’s son Louis in ex-

change for Roland, and dies at the emperor’s feet.

In other epic texts, noble women represent the point

of cultural contact between Christians and Saracens,

as in the William cycle, in which the hero Guillaume

marries Orable, queen of Orange, once she converts to

Christianity.

Lyric Poetry

Lyric poetry gives much greater importance to the

lady than does epic, but, paradoxically, perhaps, her

absence is more vital than her participation. The lover

cannot experience the thrall of passion without a

beloved or communicate his passion without an audi-

ence to whom to send his confession of love or la-

ment. His lady must exist, therefore, but she does so

largely outside the text as the object of his desire and

the subject of his discourse. To the best of our knowl-

edge, the Old French tradition does not include

women poets equivalent to the trobairitz who wrote

in Old Occitan. What we hear in Old French lyric,

therefore, is almost entirely a male voice whose whole

song is predicated on the existence of an admirable

but silent lady. Will she be cruel and reject her suitor,

or merciful and grant him the delights he seeks?

Ostensibly the power is hers, but the hard-hearted

woman risks disqualification from the ranks of those

deserving of love. Her options are limited. Similarly,

the malmariée (unhappily married woman) may yearn

to escape her jealous husband and the maiden the

strict surveillance of her family; but both are largely

dependent on the advances of a suitable lover.

Romance

In the long narratives developed in romance, the lady

can break her passive silence and assume a more

active role. In Erec et Enide by Chrétien de Troyes

(fl. 1170–1185), we find a dramatic example: ordered

by her husband to be silent during the adventures they

undertake together, Enide disobeys for love of him
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and helps overcome a series of formidable adversaries

to the joy and well-being of all. The cross-dressed

protagonist of the Roman de Silence (Romance of

Silence) makes use of the freedoms available to men

to fight, travel, and perform music before she reverts

to more ladylike behavior and marries the king. More

often, the romance heroine employs the skills and

traits of the well-bred lady to further her case or

thwart her adversaries. In Tristan, Iseut and her

mother employ their healing arts to advance Iseut’s

love for Tristan. In the so-called ‘‘realistic’’ romances

of the thirteenth century, Jean Renart’s Roman de la

Rose ou Guillaume de Dole, for example, shows Liénor

using superior intelligence, logic, and rhetoric to

defend herself against dishonor in the eyes of her

future husband Conrad. Paramount among the assets

a romance heroine can deploy is language, whether

written, sung, or spoken.

Misogyny

The presence of women in Old French literature often

overlaps with the presence of misogyny, whether

programmatic (that is, an explicit goal of the text) or

incidental. Even in courtly romance, a genre that of

necessity includes admirable women, female charac-

ters are sometimes laden with the ideological freight

assigned to their sex. The same Enide previously men-

tioned is perceived by other characters in the text as

problematic, threatening masculinity. Caricatured

misogynous utterances are placed in the mouths of

the narrator and the English king in the Roman de

Silence, even though the very plot depends on proble-

matizing conventional notions about women’s nature.

Evil behaviors, such as malice, envy, and gossip can

be marked as female, as in the case of Fresne’s mother

in Marie de France’s Lai de Fresne.

The misogynist corpus, represented by such late-

thirteenth or early-fourteenth century Old French

dits as Le Blasme des fames (The Blame of Women),

Le Chastiemusart (The Fool’s Comeuppance), and

La Contenance des Fames (The Ways of Women), is

characterized by programmatic or ‘‘phobic’’ misogy-

ny. It lays out in detail the vices supposedly specific

to women, their faults of nature and behavior, their

inferiority to men, and the need, therefore, for women

to be subordinate to men. Such texts are often playful

in their allusiveness, form, and variations on the con-

ventions of misogyny, but playfulness or even parody

does not palliate their content.

Such texts are often accompanied in manuscripts

by defense texts such as Le Bien des fames (The Vir-

tues of Women; late thirteenth century), building a

virtual debate into the codex. To the detriment of

the feminist argument, however, the debate is con-

ducted within the parameters laid out by the misogy-

nous texts. The defense texts tend to refute the claims

of the misogynous ones primarily by denying the

accusations made about women and foregrounding

‘‘womanly’’ virtues and merits, but not really chal-

lenging the assumptions underlying the denunciation

of women. Jean LeFevre’s translation into French of

the Lamentations de Matheolus is followed by his long

defense of women, the Livre de Leesce; but that com-

forting text marks no real advance over misogyny and

is read by some as itself parodic.

A key text in the larger polemic is the thirteenth-

century Roman de la Rose (Romance of the Rose),

which displays but also challenges the repertoire of

textual misogyny. Its ultimate meaning is sufficiently

ambiguous to generate a powerful rebuttal more than

a century later. Christine de Pizan (1364–1430)

initiated the ‘‘Quarrel of the Rose’’ in the early

fifteenth century, engaging some of the most influen-

tial Parisian male intellectuals of her day on such

questions as the limits of appropriate speech and the

nature of women. More than any other medieval

author, perhaps, Christine proposed a programmatic

defense of women in her large literary corpus, using

the tried and true rhetorical strategies of her prede-

cessors but also creating new allegorical structures

and characters to support her experiential proof of

women’s goodness and worth. In her Livre de la cité

des dames (Book of the City of Ladies), the Virgin

Mary presides as queen over all women of virtue,

here, as elsewhere, the only female figure in Old

French literature completely immune to vilification.

BARBARA ALTMANN
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LITERATURE, OLD NORSE
The representation of women in Old Norse literature

is distinctive on account of the range and nature of

literary genres drawing on indigenous oral traditions

that were preserved in Iceland and Norway during the

medieval period. While ecclesiastical texts and hagio-

graphic literature, and later romances, were translated

into Old Norse, some of the earliest writers of the

literate Christian period turned their attention to

their own traditions and wrote down sagas of the

founding families of the colony of Iceland (Íslendin-

gasögur); sagas of the legendary heroes of the distant

past (fornaldarsögur); and sagas of bishops and kings

(biskupasögur and konungasögur). Before the 1260s,

Icelanders were not subject to king or queen, but

generations of Icelandic poets had done service at

foreign courts composing praise poetry for princes;

hundreds of the stanzas they composed are preserved

within prose sagas, a record of a unique poetic tradi-

tion and a source of historically intriguing material.

Not all these professional poets were men, and

occasionally women commissioned verse or were the

subjects of poetry quoted in konungasögur.

One such woman was Ástrı́ðr, daughter of Óláfr,

king of the Swedes, who began her own regal career

by wooing the Norwegian King Óláfr Haraldsson,

approaching him on three occasions before he accept-

ed her proposal. A young Icelandic poet visiting their

court is said to have composed a love-poem for

Ástrı́ðr which was, however, too amorous for the

king’s liking and has unfortunately not been pre-

served. After Saint Óláfr’s death in 1030, Ástrı́ðr

took up the cause of her stepson, Magnús, addressing

an assembly in Sweden and smoothing the way for

him to become king of Norway. Three stanzas of a

praise poem in her honor are extant, in which she

is praised for her political nous (her advice is said

to have been both sound and deep) and for her

‘‘manliness’’ in securing the throne for Magnús.

Magnús was, by all accounts, grateful, and invited

his stepmother to join his court. Their domestic ten-

sions developed when his own mother, Alvhildr (for-

merly Ástrı́ðr’s maid and Óláfr’s concubine) insisted

on a position of higher status than the queen. The

affection of poets for Ástrı́ðr is again recorded: Alv-

hildr’s presumption denounced in favour of Ástrı́ðr’s

rightful place of honour. Ástrı́ðr’s story is gleaned

from a number of narrative accounts and skaldic

stanzas and demonstrates the wealth of social and

political material about the lives of women in medie-

val Scandinavia that survives, often in fragmentary

form, and often as sidelines to the main narrative.

Another notorious Norwegian king-maker,

Gunnhildr (known as the ‘‘mother of kings’’), is

depicted not only in konungasögur but also in Íslen-

dingasögur where she crossed the paths of travelling

Icelanders. Njáls saga describes the visit of an Icelan-

der named Hrútr to Norway to claim his inheritance.

At the court of King Haraldr ‘‘greycloak’’ Haraldr’s

mother, Queen Gunnhildr, is said to have been

attracted to the handsome young traveler and invited

him into her bed. When, eventually, Hrútr wished to

return to Iceland (to the fiancée he had not dared tell

the queen about), Gunnhildr bewitched him so that

he might never experience sexual pleasure with the

woman he was to marry. Again, the queen had her

way, and Njáls saga details the process by which

Hrútr’s disaffected wife divorced him.

The Íslendingasögur are noted for their many

portrayals of influential and independent-minded

women, and one of the most perplexing is that of

Hallgerðr, in Njáls saga, a young woman of excep-

tional beauty with glorious silky hair that came down

to her waist. As is characteristic of saga narration, the

first scene in which she plays a part concludes with a

laconic comment by her uncle (the same Hrútr) to his

brother, predicting that many will pay for her beauty

and querying how ‘‘the eyes of a thief have come into

our family.’’ The answer, we might assume, is through

the female line, saga authors making much of family

traits up and down the generations, whether for good,

bad or just interesting. But the chiaroscuro depiction

of characters in the sagas usually invites the with-

holding of judgment, even when events escalate to

the tragic. In one of the crucial scenes of the saga,

Hallgerðr’s husband Gunnarr is defending himself

with bow and arrow against the odds: his bow breaks

and he asks Hallgerðr for two locks of her hair with

which to improvise a bowstring. She refuses, remind-

ing her husband in the last minutes of his life of the

slap on the face he had once given her (for stealing, in

fact). Strong-mindedness in saga women works just as

often to consolidate family bonds: the redoubtable
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Auðr in Gı́sla saga, is shown defending her outlawed

husband’s honour to the point of gathering up the

silver offered to her as a bribe to betray him, putting it

into a purse and swinging it in the face of the one

trying to bribe her, bloodying his nose. Her scornful

words about his cowardice disgrace him, in the same

way that goading women in many saga incidents re-

mind their male relatives of standards of honour that

they believe are in danger of lapsing.

Carol Clover has analyzed the way in which gender

is inflected in the scene in which Auðr asserts control

and from this analysis presents an illuminating discus-

sion of gender roles in Old Norse literature. The her-

oines of saga literature are often cast in deep dilemmas,

having to side either with their male kin against their

husbands or with their married kin against their

brothers, fathers, and nephews. Like their counter-

parts in the traditional, anonymous poetry ofmedieval

Scandinavia (known as eddic poetry), their responses

are often severe, almost always leading to tragedy, but

frequently eloquent and thought-provoking. The

eddic heroines Guðrún and Brynhildr declaim their

sorrow in the same breath as their vengeful thoughts,

goading their sons or husbands to murderous acts

while lamenting their own unhappy fates. In the

eddic poems set in the divine or semi-divine worlds, a

number of potent female figures are depicted: god-

desses, prophets, norns, and valkyries, all linked by

their insight into fate and the future, and in some

instances marked out for their wisdom and sound

advice, a trait that, in turn, also comes through in

many portraits of saga women, whether Icelandic

farmers or Norwegian queens.

JUDY QUINN
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LOLLARDS
As England’s sole popular heresy during the Middle

Ages, Lollardy holds an important place in our un-

derstanding of religious life in late medieval England,

even if Lollard adherents likely never made up more

than a small minority of the population. Among the

issues that a study of Lollardy elucidates is the nature

and extent of medieval women’s role in religious

devotion and practice. Although some twentieth-

century historians argued that heresy was inherently

attractive to women as women, recent literature

on Lollardy—as on other heretical movements—has

challenged this contention. Women did not find in

Lollardy a straightforward liberation from a repres-

sive medieval Catholic patriarchy; indeed, women’s

attraction to the sect may not have been much differ-

ent from men’s. Women played important roles in

Lollard communities, but scholars disagree about

precisely how important.

Lollardy was born in the academic world of

Oxford University from the teachings of the theolo-

gian John Wycliffe (d. 1384). Wycliffe, a scriptural

fundamentalist, disputed nonbiblical sacraments, the

power of the Catholic priesthood, and the cult of

saints. He also championed the diffusion of religious

knowledge in the vernacular. From the mid-1380s,

Wycliffe’s academic followers began to spread his

ideas into various parts of England through active

proselytization. They also produced a considerable

corpus of English sermons, devotional works, and a

vernacular translation of the scriptures that came to

be known as the Lollard Bible.

The Lollard movement’s strengths—its academic

base at Oxford and growing support from a number

of prominent Lollard gentlemen during the late four-

teenth century—collapsed in the 1410s. A purge of

Oxford University and the failure of a Lollard-asso-

ciated revolt against the crown in 1414 left Lollardy

largely without academic or aristocratic support.
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Thenceforth, with a few exceptions, the Lollards who

made their way into late medieval English records

were laypeople of lower socioeconomic station. Fol-

lowers of the heretical movement were still being

uncovered by ecclesiastical authorities in the 1520s,

when Protestant ideas began to circulate around Eng-

land; in the following decades adherents of Lollardy

were almost certainly absorbed into the new forms of

Protestantism that developed.

The role of women in the early part of the move-

ment—before the second decade of the fifteenth cen-

tury—is largely obscure. While virtually the entire

large corpus of Lollard writings originates in this

period, relatively little survives concerning individual

adherents, especially outside the leadership of male

clergy and gentry. Unsurprisingly there is no evidence

at all that women played a part in the academic wing

of the movement. Women of the aristocracy and

townswomen in the urban centers where Lollardy

took hold almost certainly did become involved, but

we glimpse this only obliquely in the surviving record.

Anti-Lollard polemicists made intriguing accusations

that Lollards allowed women, and even girls, to act as

priests in heretical versions of the mass; as Margaret

Aston has suggested, however, even if these con-

tentions reflected actual Lollard practice (the evidence

is slight, but it is possible), it remains an open ques-

tion whether the playing of priestly roles by women

or girls would have been meant as an elevation

of women’s roles or as an attack on the power of

Catholic priests. Lollard writings addressed questions

related to gender relatively little; when they did, they

tended to reflect the norms of orthodox society,

emphasizing, for instance, that God ordains the hus-

band’s rule over the wife.

As the social basis of the Lollard movement

changed in the 1410s, so also did the record it left

behind. While we have few if any later Lollard writ-

ings, much better survival of the records of prosecu-

tion for the period after 1420 and especially after the

1480s allows us to understand more fully the makeup

of groups of Lollards—and to trace more clearly the

involvement of women. Nonetheless, the evidence

regarding women’s roles in the movement remains

incomplete and open to interpretation.

Of those who were named as Lollards in the

records of prosecution, slightly fewer than one in

three were women. A high proportion of these

women were related to male Lollards: they were, in

other words, mostly the wives, daughters, sisters, or

mothers of men in Lollard communities. Lollard com-

munities were centered on the household; Lollards

gathered in the homes of their fellow adherents to

listen to readings from the Lollard Bible and other

religious works written in English. Some historians,

such as Claire Cross and Margaret Aston, have seen

the family and household basis of later Lollard com-

munities as a source of women’s power in the move-

ment. Others, especially Shannon McSheffrey, have

argued that the heretical communities tended to repli-

cate the authority structures of the patriarchal house-

hold. All agree that Lollard practice afforded to some

women, particularly widows such as Alice Rowley of

Coventry, a central role in the heretical gatherings in

their communities; what remains less clear—and a

matter of dispute—is how we should extrapolate

from such examples to generalize about women’s sig-

nificance in the movement as a whole. Was Alice

Rowley, as an authoritative leader of the Coventry

Lollard community, extraordinary, or were other

women like her common in the movement but ob-

scured in the surviving record? Did ecclesiastical

authorities’ preconceptions about female incapacity

cause them to underestimate, and underinvestigate,

women’s roles in the heresy? Or did a more generalized

ideology that accorded women less agency thanmen in

late medieval English society tend to keep women in

relativelymarginal roles in the sect as well as outside it?

Whatever the answer to these questions, the reflexive

assumption that some historians held in the twentieth

century—that heresies, as challenges to the medieval

Church, were also challenges to medieval patriarchy

and thus intrinsically attractive to women—no longer

stands. Heresies were not all alike; nor, for thatmatter,

were women. Yet even if only a tiny minority of late

medieval English women participated in Lollard activ-

ities, for some this heretical movement provided a vital

outlet for their religious devotion.

SHANNON MCSHEFFREY
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LÓPEZ DE CÓRDOBA, LEONOR
The noble woman Leonor López de Córdoba (1362/

1363–c. 1412) is one of Spain’s first women writers.

Her Memorias (Memoirs) is the first autobiography

written in the medieval Spanish kingdom of Castile.

She witnessed firsthand some of the most salient—and

horrifying—events of her time, including the Black

Death, the fourteenth-century Spanish civil war, and

the first organized and publicly authorized ‘‘pogrom’’

against Jews in Castile. Leonor was chief advisor and

confidante to Queen Catalina of Lancaster, wife of

Enrique III and regent for Juan II; a contemporary

medieval chronicler comments that the queen trusted

and loved her so much that she did nothing without

Leonor’s counsel. Leonor was, in fact, such a powerful

figure in fourteenth century Spain that historians have

seen her, during her years as advisor to Catalina, as the

real arbiter of Castile’s internal policies. Eventually

Leonor was driven from court, accused of accepting

bribes.

Leonor’s Memorias suggests that she was con-

scious of herself as a woman writer. In the work she

describes a feminized world, in which men are largely

absent. While she identifies herself as wife and daugh-

ter, her focus is on life on her own; the male members

of her family, she notes, have all left her, through

death or self-imposed exile. Leonor invokes the Virgin

Mary as a model in her writing, but her Memorias,

unlike the works of some other medieval women wri-

ters, is not a spiritual biography. Rather her work is

framed as a public record—so much so that some

scholars have claimed it as a legal document or a

confession. Interestingly, the text focuses on her per-

sonal quest for honor, rather than her time of power

and glory in the public eye, describing a life of mis-

fortune after her years at court with Queen Catalina.

LOUISE MIRRER
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LOVESICKNESS
Erotic love as a sickness, a subject of medical and

philosophical investigation since antiquity, has exer-

cised much influence on Islamic as well as Western

literature. Many medieval scholars now consider the

Arab treatise on love by Ibn Hazm (994–1064), The

Dove’s Neck Ring, as the primary text that shaped the

idea of love as pathology in literature. Drawing exam-

ples from all social classes, the book describes the

nature and phenomenology of love and the joys and

sorrows of lovers. This concept of love as sickness, or

melancholia, is found in most Occitan (Provençal)

poetry (early twelfth through mid-thirteenth century).

The next most prominent text on lovesickness is

Andreas Capellanus’ De Amore (c. 1185). The author

states that love is an innate passion resulting from

obsessive thoughts about the object of desire, causing

sickness, fever, loss of vital strength, and even mad-

ness. Together with Ovid’s Ars Amandi andMetamor-

phoses, the treatise remained influential throughout

the Middle Ages. The association of love with melan-

cholia (one of the four temperaments) can be also

found in medieval French texts, as well as in works

by Boccaccio (1313–1375) and Chaucer (1342–1400).

The first known poet writing in langue d’oc, Wil-

liam of Aquitaine (1071–1127), draws his metaphors

from the world of feudalism to describe fears and

emotions caused by love. The Lady becomes the

lord and her suppliant lover is her faithful vassal.

Bertrand de Ventadorn and the poets who came

after him repeatedly describe the weakening bodily

symptoms of male love: pallor, trembling, insomnia,

sighs, cries. The male lover thus attributes to himself

emotions usually ascribed to women. The women
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troubadours, like the Contessa de Dia and Castelloza,

appropriate the language of the male poets, use feudal

metaphors sparingly, but describe the same symp-

toms, suggesting that lovesickness erases the emotion-

al differences between men and women.

Most Occitan poets are not men of action, there-

fore lovesickness keeps them static. They compose

their songs and may even perform them, but they do

not seek adventures and glory. However, from the

eleventh to the fourteenth century, literary genres

such as chansons de geste, romances, and lays abound

in situations where lovers run into perilous adven-

tures. Sickness is a constant theme whenever lovers

are separated. In Flamenca (written in Occitan), Ama-

das et Ydoine, and Marie de France’s Guigemar, the

lovers show acute symptoms of lovesickness. Chretien

de Troyes’ Yvain loses his mind when his beloved

rejects him. In the Folie Berne, Tristan is not simply

pretending to be mad, he shows all the psychological

traits of the melancholy man. In these texts lovesick

women, however, may die of grief, but do not become

insane. In this period, women who showed signs of

madness were, rather, considered possessed by the

devil and were either exorcised or burned at the

stake as witches. Furthermore, the fate of lovesick

men, at least in literary texts, allowed them to regain

their sanity, change their lives, or succeed in being

reunited with their beloved.

Although carefully described, physiological and

psychological symptoms of lovesickness are linked

with magic. But the development of the commercial

revolution of the Middle Ages created a different

world from that of courtly poetry and romances:

suspension of disbelief could no longer be invoked.

In La vita nuova, Dante describes his emotions

according to the Occitan tradition, but takes a more

scientific approach following Aristotelian natural

philosophy. With few exceptions, Boccaccio (1313–

1375), in his Decameron, anchors his tales in reality

and in history. Boccaccio prefaces his collection of

one hundred tales with a discussion of lovesickness

and the different remedies available to men and

women. He notes that lovesick men can find solace

in traveling, hunting, gambling, and engaging in busi-

ness. Women, on the other hand, are kept at home

under the surveillance of their fathers, husbands, or

brothers. Boccaccio dedicates his stories to women

who have no access to recreation, thus turning litera-

ture into therapy.

Boccaccio’s earlier works, the romances Filostrato

(written in octaves) and Fiammetta (written in prose)

illustrate the difference between men and women af-

fected by melancholia. Betrayed by Criseide, lovesick

Filostrato tries to forget his grief by going to war and

dies on the battlefield. Fiammetta, precisely like the

women described in the preface to the Decameron,

cannot have a life of action; she then tells the story

of her sufferings in first person to all women who have

experienced betrayal and abandonment.

In Troilus and Criseyde, based on Boccaccio’s

Filostrato, Chaucer further elaborates the etiology of

lovesickness as a physical, emotional, and moral phe-

nomenon. Centuries later, melancholy caused by love-

sickness will become one of the most salient themes of

the Romantic age.

ESTER ZAGO
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LUTGARD OF AYWIÈRES
Lutgard of Aywières (1182–1246) was born in

Tongres, Belgium, to a noble mother and a bourgeois

father. She entered the Benedictine convent of Saint-

Trond at sixteen and became its prioress in 1205.
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A few years later, at the prompting of her confessor

John of Lierre, she moved from the Flemish-speaking

convent of Saint-Trond to the French-speaking Cis-

tercian convent of Aywières situated near Brussels.

Lutgard is remembered for her ascetic achievements,

such as three long fasts each lasting seven years.

Lutgard’s vita was recorded by the Dominican

friar Thomas of Cantimpré. Thomas understood her

bodily suffering as being spiritually effective, a pro-

cess by which the pain and discomfort of a living,

holy person diminished the time spent suffering by

those in Purgatory; this theological phenomenon is

also known as vicarious suffering. Thomas depicted

Lutgard as an uneducated nun who could not master

the French language, although she lived at Aywières

for nearly three decades. Thomas juxtaposed this

seeming lack of learning with Lutgard’s intuitive un-

derstanding of the Bible, which resulted from her

heart being mingled with the heart of Christ.

Lutgard was also recognized as an effective healer

and prophet. Her respected reputation is attested by her

numerous spiritual friendships. These friends included

the holy woman Christina the Astonishing, who

encouraged Lutgard to move to Aywières, the preacher

Jacques de Vitry, who wrote letters to her while he was

Bishop of Acre, and her Dominican hagiographer,

Thomas of Cantimpré, who, after her death, wore a

case around his neck that contained her finger.

CAROLYN MUESSIG
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LYING-IN
In medieval England and Europe, it was customary

for a woman to withdraw from normal society when

she gave birth to be tended by a midwife and her

women relatives, friends, and neighbors until her

churching (a ritual blessing at the church marking

the end of her puerperal confinement, normally four

to six weeks after the birth). During this lying-in

period, the newly delivered mother was largely ex-

empt from her normal household duties, such as

cooking and marketing and her marital obligations,

including sexual relations with her husband. Instead,

she and her women companions, or gossips, gathered

in the birthing chamber, a specially equipped and

decorated room or curtained-off area, where they

visited with one another and shared food and drink,

including the spiced wine, or caudle, prepared at the

time of the birth to ease the pains of labor.

This custom was remarkably similar throughout

England and Europe, and it was practiced by

women across the socioeconomic spectrum. Virtually

all married women spent time lying-in. If circum-

stances allowed, unmarried mothers did also. Differ-

ences in socioeconomic status did affect the presence

and number of companions, the nature and decora-

tion of the birthing chamber, the type of refresh-

ments, and the length of time before the new mother

returned to her household and wifely duties.

Prior to the 1980s, medievalists focused on how

this seclusion of a new mother with its prohibitions

against cooking and sexual intercourse reflected and

reinforced the clerical notions of female impurity

which undergirded medieval gender stereotypes. In

the 1980s, the focus shifted to the women participants

and their roles in originating, shaping, and perpetuat-

ing the rituals and customs associated with childbirth.

While it may have reinforced negative gender stereo-

types, women also benefited from lying-in. It not only

allowed a new mother time away from her normal

duties and obligations to recover from childbirth, but

it also provided a privileged women’s space free from

male intrusion. In the 1990s, the focus shifted to

the relationships of power within the birthing cham-

ber. Most notably, Adrian Wilson suggested that

lying-in not only gave a new mother time apart to

rest and recuperate but also actually inverted the

normal pattern of relations in the patriarchal house-

hold. Under the watchful eyes of the women gathered

around the new mother, a husband was subject to

the authority of the midwife in his own home; he
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was expected to assume his wife’s responsibilities in

the household, and his conjugal rights were sus-

pended, temporarily restoring a wife’s control over

her own body.

It is not only family politics that played itself out

in the birthing chamber. Women from across the

socioeconomic spectrum assembled around a newly

delivered mother, brought together by a complex

web of ties and allegiances, grounded in duty, friend-

ship, and socioeconomic status. Medieval society

was highly stratified, founded on mutual obliga-

tions, gifts, and favors. Through invitations and

uninvited visitations, and the lending and borrowing

of utensils and linens for the lying-in chamber, the

new mother and the women gathered around her and

affirmed, strengthened, and renegotiated their social

networks.

Men rarely entered the birthing chamber, although

they could be called upon in exceptional circum-

stances; and a king or male court official may have

been present to witness the birth of an heir to the

throne. Nevertheless, men’s dynastic concerns and

social politics made their way into that enclosed

space, at least when the new mother belonged to

the nobility or gentry. Women of the nobility and

gentry played an important role in managing not

only the family’s households but also its estates and

affairs. Those responsibilities entailed establishing

and maintaining both female and male networks of

influence. Hospitality, patronage, and gift exchange

were the vehicles through which those networks

were established and maintained. A noble woman or

lady’s confinement after the birth of an heir provided

one more opportunity for her and her family, as

well as their betters, peers, and acquaintances, to

display and enhance their economic and social

status through gifts, visits, and hospitality. The scar-

city of sources has made it difficult to ascertain the

extent to which lying-in served similar purposes for

common folk.

Despite its ubiquity, there is little documentary

evidence of medieval lying-in because it was a com-

monplace women’s activity. Much of our knowledge

of this custom is inferred from the more abundant

legal records, diaries, letters, and autobiographies of

the early modern period (the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries), although historians have made

inroads into the silence surrounding the medieval

birthing chamber by broadening the search to popu-

lar literature and drama, iconography, and material

culture. The reexamination of familiar documentary

evidence through the lens of gender analysis also

allows glimpses into women’s lives and activities,

including childbirth customs and practices, as they

intersect with men’s lives and activities.

BECKY R. LEE
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MADNESS
Madness is an inclusive term used to describe a varie-

ty of conditions in medieval Europe, from mental

disorders (such as melancholy and mania, often re-

ferred as ‘‘woodness’’) to hysteria, demonic posses-

sion, extreme religious zeal (manifested in visions and

erratic behavior), and even conditions of the heart

and soul—such as lovesickness, severe depression

and despair caused by excessive grief, and spiritual

sloth (this malady of accidie often afflicted male and

female religious), as well as insanity triggered by

anger and fear. The multifaceted nature of madness

has sparked debate about exactly how it was under-

stood by medieval people. Some scholars have argued

that madness was mostly identified within the context

of sin; some have argued it was an accepted (even

functional) part of medieval society and that it

was not until the 1500s that the mad began to be

feared and confined; and some have argued that

madness was empowering, allowing people to speak

and act in ways normally considered taboo, as well as

disempowering, when it was used to stigmatize and

discredit.

Nonetheless, some general conclusions can be

drawn about medieval madness. First, medieval peo-

ple conceived of madness as behavioral rather than

as chronic mental disease. Second, they distinguished

among the types of madness, separating the mentally

disturbed from those considered possessed by demons

or divine spirits. Third, they usually cared for victims

of madness within families and local communities;

fourth, they often did not hold the mad criminally

responsible for their actions. Finally, they considered

madness a gender-inclusive condition—although even-

tually a shift in gendered ideas would associate

madness more exclusively with women.

Several types of medieval sources discuss women

and madness. Religious texts, such as sermon exem-

pla, the lives of holy women, and miracle accounts

from hagiography and pilgrimage shrines, often mor-

alize women’s madness as either a consequence of sin

or caused by a failure to confess sin. This madness

was often temporary and frequently healed through

prayer, confession, and divine intercession. Religious

texts also reveal women who went mad after child-

birth, women who acted mad because of religious

fervor (some of whom, like Christina the Astonishing,

became known as mystics and saints), and women

labeled as demoniacs. Even though sin was a factor

in some of these cases, such as with Margery Kempe,

who went mad after giving birth and being prevented

from confessing a sin, it was not always to blame.

Demonic possession, for instance, was considered

neither a sin nor as always caused by sin. Legal,

medical, and ecclesiastical documents also reveal

that women were diagnosed with mental disorders,

that legal arrangements were made to protect the

assets of madwomen, that a variety of treatments

existed for the mad (from medical remedies, prayer,

and pilgrimage to magic and charms), and that

the mental sufferings of women were not always

attributed to spiritual causes.

Although medieval men were just as likely to be

afflicted by madness as their female counterparts,

medieval sources began to posit a close association

between women and madness. Female demoniacs
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increasingly outnumbered male demoniacs after the

twelfth century; hysteria was believed to originate

from the uterus; and misogynist ideas provided fertile

ground to explain why women were especially suscep-

tible to mental weakness. This connection between

women and madness continued to progress, and, by

the early modern period, women were considered

predisposed to madness, and by the 1700s, madness

had become a female malady. Thus, even though

medieval madness was not exclusively feminine, it

played a critical role in both the lives of medieval

women and the course of women’s history.

BETH ALLISON BARR
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MAGIC AND CHARMS
Many of the magical practices that were part of

women’s and men’s lives in the Middle Ages had

ancient precedents. Pagan incantations facilitated

birth and ensured conception; pagan rituals sur-

rounding the gathering of certain plants and spells

could be cast to acquire a lover or extinguish a lover’s

desire for some other woman. Streams and well

springs, special trees, millstones and natural rocks

with holes in them, and shells and gemstones all

played a part in women’s magical practices before

the Christianization of Europe. Some pre-Christian

types of magic survive into the Middle Ages in a

recognizable form, including amulets made of plants

to cure specific illnesses and dice that are cast or shiny

surfaces that are looked into to predict the future.

More often occasions for women’s magic, incanta-

tions, and amulets come to rely on Christian names

of saints and of God, Christian symbols (the cross),

and Christian narratives to achieve the same results

sought by older forms of magic.

In medieval Europe, as early as the Anglo-Saxon

period, we hear of women practicing magic. For ex-

ample, mothers who attempted to cure a daughter’s

fever by placing her (briefly) in an oven or rid a child

of an illness by drawing it under a bit of turf at a

crossroads were expected to confess to church autho-

rities. These and other practices are recorded in Peni-

tentials and handbooks for priestly confessors, where

they are censured as un-Christian acts. A young

woman might comb her hair under a mulberry tree

and tie the comb leavings to a twig to bring on or

reduce her menses. A woman might seek a lover by

magic. A pregnant woman might perform an incanta-

tion while stepping over a grave to expel a dead fetus

or over her sleeping husband to ensure a healthy

birth. Captured in the magical poetry of the Anglo-

Saxons are images of powerful feminine forces capa-

ble of exhausting a luckless victim or driving out a

sickness. Besides dangerous feminine magic, Anglo-

Saxons recorded domestic rituals of the kitchen (e.g.,

to keep milk from spoiling or keep the fiend out of the

house), as well as rituals to protect household goods

and flocks from theft, ensure the fertility of the land,

and cure sick animals. In later centuries, charms to rid

barns of rats or keep the food of pigs from contami-

nation and the like were evidently useful to the person

to whom the duties of their care fell—man or woman.

Other medieval magical practices targeted sexual

desires. A woman might feed a man his own semen in

an attempt to tie his passions to her alone. In con-

trast, a fifteenth-century male conjuration of the

powers of the plant vinca (pervinca in British Library,

Add. MS 17527, fol. 17v) aims to inflame female
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desire, so that ‘‘whatever girl or woman that I touch

while holding you (vinca) in my hand may burn inex-

tinguishably with love for me and not love nor desire

anyone else.’’

If a man became impotent by woman’s magic, he

might be cured by counteracting magic. Impotence

was understood to be a sort of magical binding for

which unbinding words or a ritual of unlocking was

the best remedy. In one instance, the offending lock

and key are located in two nearby water wells. In the

curative act, they are retrieved. The lock is opened

with the corresponding key and a spell, thus restoring

the man’s power. From the twelfth century, learned

(male) physicians in Europe offered other ways to

cure impotence and foster conception, some no less

magical. In Italy the famous translator of Arabic

medicine Constantine the African recommended

specific rituals to restore fertility lost due to a

bewitched marriage chamber. Later, the scholastic

physician Gilbert the Englishman supplied detailed

instructions for making an amulet for conception,

by which, if worn during intercourse by the woman,

the couple would conceive a daughter, and, if worn by

the man, a son.

As part of a woman’s medical care, charms were

employed to stem excessive menstrual bleeding (by

appeal to St. Veronica) and to facilitate childbirth.

From earliest times, some healers recommended that

amulets made of seeds or powerful words be tied on

the thigh of a woman in labor. One frequently used

array of charms to ease childbirth or speed delivery

relied on the Christian traditions surrounding the

Virgin Mary’s painless delivery of the Christ child—

as well as those for other blessed mothers such as

Elizabeth, mother of John the Baptist, Anne, the

mother of Mary, and mothers of medieval saints.

Another favorite motif for childbirth charms is that

of Christ calling the child out to the light: ‘‘Lazarus,

come forth’’—words that mark a strong parallel with

the scriptural miracle. Yet this manifestly Christian

motif may be a medieval transformation of an ancient

pagan incantation to speed delivery. Also common in

childbirth charms is the palindrome and word square

Sator Arepo Tenet Opera Rotas. This magical formula

eludes literal translation. It was used by Romans in

the first century, adopted by Christians, and later

interpreted as an anagram of the Pater Noster plus

alpha and omega.

Sometimes ‘‘birth girdles’’ were employed and

passed down in families. These girdles were long strips

of sewn-together pieces of parchment inscribed with

scriptural texts, charms, and prayers. Also, in wealthy

circles, beautifully adorned and highly valued prayer

books, or Books of Hours, often acquired by noble

women, contained, besides the Latin liturgies for wor-

ship in daily devotions, charms, and personal rituals

for healing added in the hands of their owners.

Late medieval women’s magic drew condemna-

tions from civil and church authorities based in part

on an imagined type of the sorceress. As depicted in

literature and art, the sorceress was an unattractive

old woman who worked dangerous magic through

enchanted herbs, images, amulets, and divination of

one sort of another. She could foretell the future or

locate a thief. She might raise hailstorms to devastate

fields and forests, cause animals and children to sick-

en and die, and consort with demons. During the

same period, cults of female saints flourished. Their

stories and names were employed in incantations

to heal and help. For example, charms invoked

St. Apollonia to prevent toothache, St. Susanna to

heal wounds and prevent headaches and other dis-

tresses, and St. Agnes, whose veil stopped a fire, to

prevent lust. Male saints, too, such as St. Peter for

toothache, Sts. Nicasius and Toby for the eyes, and

St. Job for worms, supply motifs for healing charms.

By the end of the Middle Ages, in a spirit of reform,

women and men were tried and punished for such

traditional religious practices.

LEA T. OLSAN
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MARGARET OF ANJOU
Born in Lorraine, Margaret (1429–1482) was the

daughter of René, duke of Anjou. Her uncle Charles

VII of France arrangedMargaret’s marriage to Henry

VI of England (1422–1471) at the 1444 Truce

of Tours. Her initially conventional queenship in-

cluded support for the foundation of Queen’s College

Cambridge.

Following Henry VI’s mental collapse in August

1453 and the birth of their only child, Edward, on

October 13, 1453, she unsuccessfully petitioned to be

made regent. Despite Henry’s recovery at Christmas

1454, a vacuum of authority remained, from which

Margaret emerged as the head of a Lancastrian court

party in opposition to Richard, duke of York. In 1456

Margaret effectively moved the royal capital to Cov-

entry and used her own household and that of her son

to dominate government. Although her political sig-

nificance was acknowledged in the Loveday reconcili-

ation of March 1458, she could not maintain royal

authority in the face of Henry’s continued inactivity.

Yorkist lords captured the king at Northampton

on July 10, 1460. During the Wars of the Roses,

forces loyal to Margaret were successful at Wakefield

(December 30, 1460), killing Richard, and St. Albans

(February 17, 1461), but the City of London’s refusal

to admit her troops in February 1461 enabled York’s

son to declare himself King Edward IV.

After Edward IV’s victory at Towton (March 29,

1461) Margaret fled to seek support in Scotland and

then France. In 1470 she allied with Richard Neville,

earl of Warwick, to arrange the short-lived restora-

tion of Henry VI. Her son was slain at Tewkesbury on

May 4, 1471, and she was captured days later, but

eventually ransomed to Louis XI. Henry was killed in

the Tower of London shortly thereafter. Margaret

died near Saumur on August 25, 1482.
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MARGARET OF ANTIOCH
The virgin martyr saint Margaret of Antioch was

believed by medieval devotees to have died in the

early fourth century, although it is unlikely that she

ever actually existed. Her cult is first found in the

Eastern church, with the earliest lives dating from

the ninth century, and it spread across western

Europe in the next couple of centuries, becoming

one of the most popular female saint’s cults. One

French version of Margaret’s life survives in over a

hundred manuscripts, and it provided common sub-

ject matter for altarpieces, church walls, books of

hours, and other works of art. Relics of the saint

were also to be found in many countries.

Margaret’s status as an efficacious intercessor was

underlined by the prayer she made just before death

in which she asked God that all those who remem-

bered her life and invoked her should be protected

from harm. Although venerated by a wide variety of

devotees, Margaret came to be particularly associated

with the protection of women in childbirth. Some

versions of her life survive in the form of amulets

that were designed to be used by women in labor.

This patronage derived from the episode in which

she miraculously escaped from the maw of a demonic

dragon, bursting it open when she made the sign

of the cross. Several writers, including Jacobus de

Voragine in the Golden Legend, explicitly described

this incident as apocryphal, but it nonetheless became

her chief iconographic emblem, serving as an expres-

sion of the power that she could wield on behalf of

devotees.
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MARGARET OF CORTONA
The story of Margaret of Cortona (1247–1297), as

told by her confessor, Fra Giunta Bevegnati, illus-

trates the peculiar status of penitent women (that is,
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women who were unenclosed, often unaffiliated with

an order) in late-thirteenth-century central Italy.

As a teenager from a peasant family in Laviano in

Umbria, Margaret left home to live with a local noble,

Arsenio, by whom she had a son. When, nine years

later, her lover was murdered, her stepmother pre-

vented Margaret from returning to her ancestral

home. With her nine-year-old son, Margaret trekked

to Cortona, where two aristocratic ladies, out of pity,

took her in and gave her a small room. Over time the

newcomer, making her living as a midwife, became

well known for her penitential piety and compassion

for the poor. Sometime after 1278, when she entered

the Franciscan Third Order, Margaret sent her son to

a Franciscan friary in Arezzo. A forceful leader, she

founded a confraternity and later a hospital. So re-

nowned was she for her virtues that she wrote to the

bishop of Arezzo chastising him for making war on

Cortona. In 1290 she left her cell near the church of

St. Francis and moved farther up the hill, where she

remained as a hermit until her death in 1297.

Soon afterwards the town authorities made

Margaret a patron of Cortona. But her process of

canonization stalled, and she was not canonized until

1723. While she lived in Cortona many came to seek

her counsel, prayers, and intercession before God. The

cult associated with her tomb—a basilica was built on

the hillside to accommodate it—continued to spread

for centuries afterward. The vast iconography of

Margaret throughout the centuries is testimony to

her fame.

Although a Franciscan tertiary, her status in

Cortona and central Italy offers an example of how

an individual woman, with no social background,

could attain a position of moral leadership in an

age of turmoil. For the history of hagiography, Fra

Giunta’s lengthy biography, written in large part as a

dialogue between Jesus and Margaret, is an invalu-

able source of then-current directions in medieval

spirituality, such as the devotion to the suffering

Christ.

THOMAS RENNA
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MARGARET OF SCOTLAND
Margaret (c. 1046–1093), queen consort of the Scot-

tish kingMalcolm III ‘‘Canmore,’’ is the only Scottish

saint officially recognized by the Roman Catholic

church. Her father Edward, grandson of King

Aethelred II, was a candidate for the English throne

but was exiled when Cnut of Denmark captured the

English throne in 1016. Edward traveled through

Russia and eastern Europe, where he married Agatha,

a relative of the Germanic emperor Henry II. The

family returned to England in 1057, but Edward

soon died, leaving three children, of whom Margaret

was the eldest. Margaret and her family fled England

and took refuge in Scotland after the Norman

Conquest. She and Malcolm were married by 1070.

Although her vita claims that Margaret entered the

marriage reluctantly and would have preferred to

remain celibate, the couple seems to have enjoyed an

easy partnership, and Margaret emerged as an influ-

ential voice within the kingdom. Of their eight child-

ren, three became Scottish kings, and one became

queen of England. A generous patron of the Church,

Margaret established a Benedictine community at

Dumfermline, assisted pilgrims and hermits, and pro-

moted a series of reforms designed to bring Scottish

ecclesiastical practices into conformance with conti-

nental practices. Her customary ascetic practices gra-

dually put her into a physically weakened state, and

she died soon after hearing news that her husband

and son had been killed fighting in England. She was

popularly regarded as a saint by the early twelfth

century and formally canonized in 1249 or 1250.
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MARGARET OF YORK
Margaret of York (1446–1503) was duchess of

Burgundy. As the younger sister of King Edward IV

of England, she was married in 1468 to Charles the

Bold, duke of Burgundy, ruler of the Low Countries.

Margaret must have felt it a great personal loss that

she was unable to provide a male heir to the Burgun-

dian dynasty. Her political activities were limited to

representative appearances at diplomatic receptions at

court and at the solemn gatherings of the representa-

tives of the estates. Her most important political

actions occurred during the crisis that followed the

death of Charles the Bold on January 5, 1477. Togeth-

er with her young stepdaughter, Duchess Mary of

Burgundy, she introduced the first governmental mea-

sures during the following weeks of turbulence. It was

Margaret who convinced Mary to honour the mar-

riage arranged for her by her father to Maximilian I

of Austria. The early death of Mary of Burgundy left

Margaret with the task of caring for Mary’s underage

children and then her grandchildren, which resulted in

a renewal of court life at her residence at Mechelen.

Under the old laws, a widow enjoyed an independence

that a woman could not have expected under any other

circumstances. Seen in this light, Margaret of York

behaved in a very different way during her marriage

from how she did afterward. She then devoted herself

increasingly to promoting strict observance in clois-

ters. In that sense, her widowhood sheds more light on

her personality than do the years during which she

actively devoted herself to her duties as a wife.

WIM BLOCKMANS
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MARGARET ‘‘THE CRIPPLE’’
OF MAGDEBURG
At age twelve, Margaret (c. 1210–c. 1250) (also

known as the Lame [Contracta]) was enclosed as an

anchoress near the cathedral of Magdeburg, where

she was regarded with suspicion and contempt by

the clergy. She was removed from her cell but man-

aged to have herself enclosed at a Cistercian convent

in the Newtown of Magdeburg, the quarter of mer-

chants, artisans, and religious women, where she

became a teacher of religion. According to the Latin

Life recorded by her father confessor, John the Do-

minican, Mary, the Mother of God, took Margaret

into her care and taught her to read. Mary became

her instructor and teacher, doctrix eius et magistra.

Margaret viewed herself as Mary’s servant. Her task,

as she saw it, was to assist the young citizenry in

their striving for religious self-expression. Margaret

mediated for them with God and taught them the

basic tenets of the Christian faith, which she herself

graphically put into practice in her own anchorhold.

As John formulated it: ‘‘And often she called great

public sinners to her and spent all her strength on

them.... And she at times thought she had such

great wisdom, that even if all the oppressed hearts of

the world had stood before her, she would have com-

forted them all, each one according to his circum-

stances.’’ In the group of people that gathered at

her anchorhold we may recognize an informal com-

munity of discourse, to which Margaret transmitted

the wisdom and knowledge she had gathered herself.

ANNEKE B. MULDER-BAKKER
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MARGINALIA, MANUSCRIPT
Marginalia is an art historical term that refers to

images at the periphery, or in the margins, of a manu-

script page. Such images feature most prominently in

Gothic illuminated manuscripts of around 1250

to 1350, especially from northeastern France and

Flanders, southern England, and (to a more limited

degree) northern Italy, primarily Bologna. They are

descendants of the human, animal, and fantastic

beings that inhabited the decorated letters of earlier

Gothic and Romanesque manuscripts, and are, like

those earlier images, overwhelmingly secular in

nature. Religious subjects occur, but themes from
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literature and daily life are more common. Favorite

subjects include the hunt, chivalric activities, ro-

mance, music-making, clerics, and doctors; depictions

are fairly conventional, though often given a satirical

twist. Although the subjects are so often secular, mar-

ginalia are most often found in Christian devotional

books, particularly Psalters and Books of Hours. The

essential resource for the study of manuscript margi-

nalia is Lilian Randall’s Images in the Margins of

Gothic Manuscripts, which indexes and illustrates

marginalia from no fewer than 226 manuscripts.

The number of marginalia varies considerably

from one manuscript to the next. In some they are

limited to the elaborately decorated pages that signal

important textual divisions. Such is the case with the

well-known Ormesby Psalter (England, early 1300s;

Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Douce 366). In others,

such as the contemporaneous Gorleston Psalter

(London, British Library, MS. Additional 49622),

marginalia occur on every single page. As with other

components of the decoration, such as the border,

decorated and historiated initials, miniatures, and

line endings, the marginalia would have represented

an additional cost to the patron.

Marginalia can be classified both by type of activi-

ty and by character, the latter including men, women,

animals (especially apes, dogs, and rabbits), and

hybrids—composite creatures referred to as babe-

wynes in medieval documents. Women and female

hybrids are depicted far less often than men, but

they engage in activities as numerous and varied. In

just one tiny early fourteenth-century Psalter made in

Ghent (Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Douce 5 and

6), women carry wood, make and tend a fire, cook,

churn butter, make wafers, clean, card and spin wool,

fetch water, feed livestock, shear a sheep, mind child-

ren, pick flowers, groom themselves, dance, and play

music. Most of the women in these episodes and in

other manuscripts wear the decorous white head veil

or have their hair bound in a net and fillet. Their most

common attributes are the distaff and spindle, which

they wield as weapons in some of the more humorous

marginal scenes. They become a lance in parodies of

the chivalric tilt, and in a favorite motif derived from

the legend of Reynard, the outwitted housewife (or

hybrid with a woman’s upper body) shakes a distaff at

the wily fox as he makes off with her fowl.

Depictions of specific female figures also occur

in the margins, including personifications, such as

Ecclesia and Synagogue; and Power of Women

motifs, such as Phyllis astride Aristotle, Salome, and

Judith. But more prevalent in this category are epi-

sodes from the lives of female saints and the Virgin. In

the Queen Mary’s Psalter (England, 1310 to 1320;

London, British Library, MS. Royal 2. B.VII), there

are thirty-six different miracles of the Virgin and

multiple scenes from the lives of Saints Agatha,

Agnes, Catherine, and Margaret, presented in consec-

utive series in the lower margins. Female patrons

represent another category of recognizable women in

marginalia. They are most often shown in prayer and

are sometimes identifiable by blazoned robes or prox-

imity to coats of arms. There are no fewer than thirty-

three depictions of a young patron named Marguerite

in the small Franco-Flemish Book of Hours (1320s;

London, British Library, MS. Additional 36684, and

New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, MS. 754) that

inspired much of Michael Camille’s consideration of

manuscript marginalia in the first chapter of Image on

the Edge: The Margins of Medieval Art.

In several manuscripts, such as the Luttrell Psalter

(England, c. 1340; London, British Library, MS.

Additional 42130) and the Gorleston Psalter, there

are direct relationships between some marginal

images and certain words or phrases in the adjacent

text. Just as often, however, marginalia appear to

have no direct relationship either to the text or to

other images on the same page. They are and were

amusing, but to what degree they were also intended

Anonymous, Fifteenth century. Witches leaving for the
Sabbath. Marginalia of ‘‘Le Champion des Dames’’ by
Martin Lefranc, 1440. Credit: Snark / Art Resource, NY.
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to elucidate or otherwise redirect attention to the text

is still very much in question.

MARGOT MCILWAIN NISHIMURA
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MARGRETHE
Margrethe (Margareta) (1353–1412) was queen of

Norway and Sweden. She was the daughter of King

Valdemar IV of Denmark and Helvig of Schleswig.

Margrethe is, above all, famous for the unification of

the Nordic monarchies at the end of the fourteenth

century. It began in 1376 when she campaigned for

her son Olav, heir to the Norwegian throne, to be

king of Denmark. His challenger was Albrecht, of

the German dynasty Mecklenburg, who was also

Margrethe’s nephew, and Valdemar’s second grand-

son. When Margrethe’s husband, King Håkon of

Norway (and Sweden, 1362–1364), died in 1380,

Denmark and Norway were united. As Olav was still

a child, Margrethe became the real power, and she

took the lead in the struggle with the Mecklenburgers

for hegemony in Scandinavia and the Baltic. When

Olav died in 1387, Margrethe managed to be elected

regent of Denmark and Norway as well as leader of

the Swedish opposition to King Albrecht. In 1389 she

adopted her sister’s grandson, Bugislav of Pommern-

Stolp, who under the name of Erik was received as

lawful heir to the Norwegian throne. The defeat of

the Mecklenburgers in 1395 paved the way for Erik

to be King of Sweden and Denmark. His coronation

as union-king in Calmar 1397 marks the apex of

Margrethe’s career. Formally she resigned, though

in fact she ruled until her death. After 1397 Margrethe

worked hard to mold the three Scandinavian king-

doms into one state, and to reconquer lost border

provinces such as Schleswig and Gotland.

Margrethe’s political genius has never been con-

tested, though her motives have been much debated.

In the first half of the nineteenth century she was

portrayed as a Scandinavian idealist who wanted to

counterbalance German influences. After defeat

by the Prussians (1864) the image of Margrethe the

Danish nationalist prevailed, because she fought for

Denmark’s domination over Scandinavia. In recent

times depictions of Margrethe as an idealist and as a

nationalist have both given way to Margrethe the

Machiavellist, who primarily fought for power and

dynastic interests.
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MARGUERITE PORETE
Biographical details about Marguerite Porete

(d. 1310) are scarce, and her identity as the author

of the Mirror of Simple Annihilated Souls and Those

Who Only Remain in Will and Desire of Love (written

c. 1290) was obscured for more than six hundred

years. The Mirror, which was first publicly con-

demned and burned in 1306, was read for centuries

as the work of assorted male authors. Originally

written in Old French, the text comes down to us

also in Latin, Italian, and Middle English. In 1946,

the scholar Romana Guarnieri reunited the text with

its author, who had been burned at the stake as a

relapsed heretic on June 1, 1310 in the Place de Grèves

in Paris. Hers is the earliest recorded death sentence

for mystical heresy in the history of Christianity.

Porete was an itinerant, solitary Beguine from

Hainault in Belgium. She was also thought to be

associated with the sect of the Free Spirit, and was

thus connected with groups held under increasing

suspicion by the papacy. Her sometimes radical theo-

logical speculations added to that cloud of suspicion.

It seems she welcomed controversy as an uncloistered

laywoman spreading an esoteric spiritual message in

the vernacular. Although she secured the endorse-

ment of three theologians, each of whom attested to

the worth (and theological complexity) of her work,

she could not sway church authorities. In 1306, Porete
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was arrested and her book was condemned and

burned. She failed to heed a warning to cease spread-

ing her message by spoken or written word, and in

1308 she was rearrested and imprisoned. She refused

to speak to her inquisitors during her eighteen-month

incarceration because, to Porete, worldly authorities

had no essential power. The twenty-one church-

appointed theologians at her trial declared her a here-

tic based on fifteen propositions taken out of context.

In keeping with her convictions, Porete accepted this

worldly defeat peacefully, and her calm demeanor in

the face of violent death reportedly moved many in

the crowd to conversion.

TheMirror is a dialogue primarily between ‘‘Love’’

and ‘‘Soul’’ in which they explore the doctrine of

annihilation. Annihilation, or complete identity with

God, is the culmination of a seven-stage path of

increasing perfection. A ‘‘simple’’ soul ‘‘becomes

what God is’’ in annihilation. For Porete, the point

of God-given free will is to surrender that will entirely

back to God in order to reach an embodied spiritual

state of ‘‘knowing nothing, having nothing, and will-

ing nothing.’’ This is the perfect state of being ‘‘with-

out a why.’’ In annihilation, an earthly soul can

realize its precreational state of complete union with

the divine. Porete’s doctrine is decidedly esoteric and

thus meant only for those who are themselves ‘‘simple

souls.’’ This doctrine was never a mainstream theo-

logical doctrine before or after Marguerite Porete,

although it has solid roots in Neoplatonic philosophy.

Porete’s claims were seen as a clear challenge to

male-dominated scholastic theology, as well as to the

traditional role of the institutional church in mediat-

ing the relationship between God and the soul. Her

work is distinct from most other medieval women’s

writings in several ways. For instance, many medieval

women who wrote in vernacular languages espoused

‘‘safe’’ theological doctrines and refrained from

making Porete’s bold claims. Porete also avoided the

standard apologies for feminine weakness so common

in the writings of her contemporaries. She had the

courage of her convictions, despite (or perhaps be-

cause of) her lowly status as a woman. She found

authority within herself and her true identity as a

simple soul, not through visions or through the ap-

proval of the institutional church. Moreover, Porete

steered her readers away from certain staples of lay

piety and mysticism. She refers little or not at all to

the imitation of Christ and its attendant penitential

asceticism. She avoided bridal language and extended

reference to the Bible. She also steered clear of

scrupulous attention to sinfulness and referred only

briefly to liturgical cycles and Eucharistic piety.

Porete was an anomaly in her time, and she

remains so today as scholars try to understand her

text and context. She has been ‘‘tried’’ and found

guilty of heresy by some modern scholars, while

others have attributed her execution to political

machinations beyond her control. Still others have

seen her primarily as a target for a church increasingly

anxious about certain expressions of lay piety. More

recent scholarship has focused on literary and theo-

logical motifs in her work, such as themes and images

from the courtly love tradition. Others have examined

her influence on others, most notably Meister Eckhart

(d. c. 1328).

JOANNE MAGUIRE ROBINSON
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MARIA OF VENICE (MARIA STURION)
Maria of Venice (Maria Sturion) (1379–1399), a

Dominican penitent in the last five years of her brief

life, figures in the exempla literature of the later

Middle Ages. Thomas de Antonio da Siena (Thomas

Caffarini), a Dominican, composed a biography

(legenda) of Maria shortly after her death in 1399. It

figured among the materials forwarded by Thomas to

obtain a rule for penitent women in Venice. That rule

was granted in June 26, 1405 by Pope Innocent VII in

his bull Sedis apostolicae.

Maria has been called the imitable saint because

she performed no intimidating spiritual feats, under-

went few extreme austerities, and was not a miracle

worker; in other words, her life did not contain the

heroic feats associated with Maria’s own role model,
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Catherine of Siena. Maria came from a prosperous

and supportive household, indeed one of the 120

wealthiest households in Venice, the wealthiest city

in Europe. At fifteen Maria was married off to Gian-

nino della Piazza, immediately experienced a conver-

sion to penitent, and was deserted by her husband,

who left to fight wars in northern Italy. Thereafter

Maria expressed her spiritual calling largely through

the outward signs of dressing humbly and attending

church, where she listened raptly to the long sermons

preached by Thomas Caffarini.

Maria’s legenda had relevance to her society. As a

deserted young wife with no legal recourse to resolve

the impasse in which she found herself, Maria repre-

sented a growing segment of wealthy, leisured women

for whom marriages did not serve to provide satisfac-

tory lives. Some of these women could find spiritual

guidance and solace as Dominican penitents. As her

confessor, Thomas encouraged Maria’s spiritual jour-

ney through confession and instruction, taught her to

write, and before her death awarded her the garb of a

penitent.
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MARIE DE FRANCE
Marie de France is usually recognized as one of the

most accomplished writers of medieval French litera-

ture and as the author of three major works: the Lais

(written in the 1170s), the Fables (1180s), and the

Espurgatoire Seint Patriz (St. Patrick’s Purgatory,

around 1190). A few critics have questioned the attri-

bution of all three texts to the same ‘‘Marie.’’ No

manuscript contains the Lais, the Fables, and the

Espurgatoire together, and only one manuscript,

Harley 978, contains both Lais and Fables. It has

even been suggested that the feminine signature

‘‘Marie’’ does not indicate a woman author. But

most scholars concur that the same author composed

Lais, Fables, and Espurgatoire, and many would agree

that the works attributed to Marie display a high

degree of authorial presence and share common the-

matic concerns, despite their evident generic differ-

ences. Feminist literary critics and historians of

women and gender in the Middle Ages have long

recognized the importance of Marie’s complex works.

The historical Marie de France remains a subject

of conjecture. Most likely, Marie was born in France

and wrote in England; her literary and linguistic

talents suggest that she was high-born. She dedicates

the Lais to a king, probably Henry II Plantagenet,

husband of Eleanor of Aquitaine. She presents the

Fables to ‘‘Count William,’’ evidently a member of

the Anglo-Norman feudal aristocracy. The Espurga-

toire was written for a lay audience. If Marie was a

member of a religious order, as has been suggested,

she composed her works for lay audiences beyond the

monastery or nunnery, for women and men in courtly

society. Marie’s works attest to the high degree

of literacy attained by some women in the Anglo-

Norman aristocracy and to their active participation

in cultural patronage and production.

The Lais

Marie’s first extant work, the Lais, consists of twelve

short narrative poems penned in octosyllabic rhyming

couplets, which range from 118 lines (Chevrefeuil) to

over 1180 lines (Eliduc). In a fifty-six-line prologue,

Marie describes her artistic project in terms that both

convey her debt to classical and Christian culture and

express her desire to do something new. Noting the

duty of those who possess eloquence to reveal their

talents, she invokes ancient poets whowrote ‘‘obscure-

ly’’ or enigmatically so that their successors could pro-

vide their own commentary and interpretation. Marie

announces that she will not translate from the Latin

as others have done but will instead retell lays (Breton

tales from the oral tradition that were sung or

recounted). Marie’s twelve short narratives transpose

Breton fairy tales and magical adventures into a feu-

dal setting with a courtly style that incorporates the

rhetorical techniques and themes of classical authors,

notably Ovid. Her narrator frequently addresses the

audience, particularly in the tales’ prologues and
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epilogues, thereby highlighting the author’s transfor-

mative artistry. Marie’s narrator composes in an ele-

gant, concise style, and conveys compassion for her

characters as she explores social tensions and physic

depths, often in an otherworldly setting. Scholars have

remarked on the self-conscious stance of Marie as a

female author in the Prologue and have noted

the importance of women as readers, writers, and

speakers throughout the Lais.

The twelve Lais recount from a variety of perspec-

tives the adventures and suffering of men and women

in love. The lai appearing first in the Harley manu-

script, Guigemar, announces many of the collection’s

themes. A young nobleman, Guigemar, who is ostra-

cized for his indifference to love, shoots an androgy-

nous hind with an arrow that rebounds to wound the

hunter in the thigh. The hind prophesies that Guige-

mar will be cured by a woman who suffers for him as

much as he does for her. Transported by a magical

ship to another land, Guigemar falls in love with a

married woman who has been locked by her jealous

old husband in a room with painted walls. Venus,

goddess of love, is depicted casting one of Ovid’s

books on the constraints of love into ardent flames.

Although Guigemar and the lady engage in an adul-

terous affair, their love is reciprocal, long-suffering,

and faithful. After a painful separation, the couple

rediscovers each other when only they can undo the

knot and the belt that they have borne as tokens of

their fidelity.

Marvelous animals, enchanted places, unhappily

married women with jealous husbands, and Ovidian

motifs will recur in many of the ensuing lais, often

with surprising turns. Equitan, Bisclavret, Yonec, Le

Rossignol, Milun, Chièvrefeuille, and Eliduc tell varied

tales of adultery. The adulterous king and the lady

married to the king’s faithful seneschal are evil

characters in Equitan; they are punished when they

are cast into a vat of boiling water intended for the

husband. Marvelous or symbolic animals recur in

Bisclavret, Laustic, Yonec, Milun, and Eliduc in a

variety of guises. The marvelous creature in Bisclavret

is a werewolf, but his behavior is more courteous than

that of his wife, who acts like a beast when she betrays

him. The weasel in Eliduc bears a medicinal flower

that enables the hero to rouse his beloved from an

unconscious state.

Unmarried maidens are featured in many lais. Le

Frêne, Lanval, Deux Amants, Milun, Le Malheureux,

and Eliduc portray single women who display

resourcefulness and various degrees of autonomy,

despite evident obstacles, as they struggle in love.

Fresne, orphaned at birth, is socially marginalized,

but her own act of generosity eventually reunites her

with her birth mother. The lady in Lanval is a fairy

who grants special powers to her lover, an ostracized

knight. The young woman in Deux Amants is devoted

to an overly possessive father and to her lover, who

dies carrying her in his arms. Milun’s beloved maiden

bears a child out of wedlock but manages to save

her honor and that of her son and his father, whom

she eventually marries. In Marie’s rich tapestry of

personalities and narrative perspectives, no one

thread easily summarizes the lai. The stories’ intertex-

tual echoes, intersecting motifs, and sometimes

conflicting approaches invite the audience’s reflection

and the reader’s comparative interpretation.

The Fables

To judge from the number of extant manuscripts

(twenty-five), Marie’s clever Fables were even more

popular in the Middle Ages than her artful Lais.

Aesopic tales—short moral stories often but not al-

ways featuring anthropomorphized animals, which

were thought to have originated with the legendary

Greek master Aesop—circulated broadly in Latin

manuscripts in the Middle Ages and were an impor-

tant part of the school curriculum. Marie’s collec-

tion, the first extant collection of such fables in the

vernacular, brings together forty stories from the

fourth-century Latin Romulus Nilantilus tradition

and sixty-two tales from other sources, including

Arabic tales and some that Marie herself may have

invented.

Scholars have described the many ways Marie

transforms her sources and inserts her own authority

as a female teacher. Although her women characters

and animals are not immune from moral failings, she

often shows sympathy for female creatures, as in her

depiction of a pregnant sow or a bear who is raped.

The ending moral to the tale is not always straight-

forward and does not always easily fit the story itself;

readers must reflect on the stories’ meanings. Many

fables analyze feudal politics; the collection may have

served as a manual of instruction for princes and

noble families.

Saint Patrick’s Purgatory

Marie’s last work, Espurgatoire Seint Patriz (Saint

Patrick’s Purgatory) appears to be the most straight-

forward translation of a source, Henry of Saltrey’s
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Latin Tractatus de Purgatorio sancti Patricii, the

tale of the Irish knight Owein’s return voyage to

Purgatory. But in this text, too, Marie intervenes as

a female author, consciously inserting herself into a

masculine, clerical tradition and writing expressly for

a lay audience. Owein’s journey explores moral and

physical sufferings that result from human foibles and

offers the possibility of redemption. An exemplum

appended to Owein’s story recounts the tale of a

priest who castrates himself to avoid sexually molest-

ing the young orphan girl in his charge. As in Marie’s

other works, the Espurgatoire Seint Patriz examines

dark or ‘‘obscure’’ regions of human nature in a way

that invites critical reflection.

In different ways, each of Marie’s works examines

the conflict between personal desires and social com-

munities, paying particular attention to relations be-

tween men and women. The Lais, the Fables, and the

Espurgatoire Seint Patriz help to inaugurate a critical

examination of gender roles within vernacular courtly

and didactic medieval literature.

ROBERTA L. KRUEGER
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MARIE OF OIGNIES
Independent religious women who tried to live holy

lives outside the cloister (mulieres sanctae) became

common in the southern Low Countries (especially

in the diocese of Liège) in the early thirteenth century.

Some of these women lived on their own, while others

formed communities with varying degrees of institu-

tional formality. One of the earliest known of these

women who came to be called Beguines is Marie of

Oignies. Married young, Marie made an agreement

with her husband that they would live chaste lives.

Starting c. 1191 they served at a leprosarium near

Nivelles in Brabant. Marie later (c. 1207) became a

recluse affiliated with the house of Augustinian

canons at Oignies near Namur. There she earned a

reputation for austerity, tearful penance, miracles,

and visionary experiences before her death in 1213.

Marie’s life and experiences are best known to us

from the account written by Jacques de Vitry, a noted

preacher who later became a cardinal. Jacques, who

was ordained a priest at Oignies, served as Marie’s

confessor until her death. The life was written after

Marie’s death, and one must sift it carefully to distin-

guish biographical details from hagiographic conven-

tions. Jacques was eager to defend Marie’s reputation

against those who thought her unorthodox or over-

wrought. Thomas of Cantimpré, who was converted

by Jacques’ preaching, became a monk but later

joined the Dominican order. Among his writings

was a supplement to Jacques’ life of Marie of Oignies,

which discussed the cardinal’s relations with her (not

always treating Jacques positively) and related such of

her miracles for which he found credible evidence.

These writings popularized not just Marie’s reputa-

tion but the fame of the religious women of the Low

Countries. Only later would official opinion about

such women become more consistently suspicious.

THOMAS IZBICKI
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MARKET AND TRADESWOMEN
The position of women in medieval economy seems

to be characterized by a gradual process of exclu-

sion. The scale of this process is matter for debate.

Some state that even in the High Middle Ages women

could never aspire to gain access to entrepreneurial

activity (Bennett), while others argue that the pro-

cess was a cyclical one, whereby labor shortage

and easier access to capital after the Black Death

offered opportunities to move beyond traditional fe-

male tasks (Goldberg, Kowaleski). Moreover, there

were strong geographical differences, associated with

legal structures and social customs. The economic

role of women in northern Europe seems to have

been more important and highly regarded than

in the Mediterranean. Nevertheless, women’s work

offered, generally speaking, low status and low pay

(Howell).

There is no doubt that the hold of male-dominated

guilds from the thirteenth century onwards strength-

ened the process of exclusion. Restrictions on

women’s participation in the guilds are, however,

difficult to interpret. Manufacturing guilds and their

hierarchical system of training and entrepreneurship

were instrumental in pushing out women, but for

retailing guilds the situation is less clear. Many

women involved in retail were master’s daughters,

and their trade is evidence of life-cycle patterns, but

their presence was substantial nonetheless. Icono-

graphic and literary sources show trading women

outside as well as within the boundaries of the formal

market economy. Women traded both as their hus-

bands’ helpers and independently. Commercial in-

come generated by women allowed a more efficient

distribution of labor within the household. In fact,

women’s roles were defined by the interaction be-

tween the patriarchal structures in society and the

requirements of a flexible economy.

Women engaged in trade were granted legal pro-

tection in municipal law from the eleventh century on.

In thirteenth-century Augsburg in Germany, women

were allowed to get involved in business activities

independent of their husbands and to take their own

disputes to court. In Flemish cities businesswomen

acted on their own account as well as on behalf of

their husbands. This legal framework originated

probably not as a tool to emancipate women but as

a means of freeing husbands from the debts and

obligations of their wives.

Town and guild administrators were, therefore,

not aiming at exclusion, nor did they enforce a strict

division between the public (male) forum and private

(female) space. Despite the greater stress on issues of

public morality in the later Middle Ages, regulation

remained often vague and ambiguous, or else ex-

tremely specific. Retail was clearly regulated less

strictly than manufacture. In fifteenth-century Bruges,

Belgium, guild statutes mention only occasionally spe-

cific conditions for women, and when they did, they

aimed to limit concentration and ‘‘unfair’’ competi-

tion, rather than to exclude women.

We are quite uninformed about the exact scope of

female involvement in marketing. Husbands and

fathers cloud the activities of their wives and daugh-

ters; single women are underreported. Very often eco-

nomic activity is only apparent when a wife was

widowed and able, according to city law, to act inde-

pendently. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that

women made their own contributions to regional

and local exchange, both on a small and a large

scale, although mostly, but not exclusively, in less

specialized, low-status activities. But women also

could be involved in larger commercial ventures as

associates of male relatives, as independent investors,

or as widowed heirs of larger business ventures.

Women also tended more than men to shift occupa-

tions according to their life cycle and they employed

fewer (male) servants on a regular basis.

At the basic level, peasant women took agricultural

produce to local markets, where they sold dairy, poul-

try, fruit, vegetables, and various processed goods

(ale, textiles). By the thirteenth century a weekly mar-

ket was likely to be within reach of most villagers. In

the towns, women tried to make a living with various

retailing activities. Often they were hucksters, petty

retailers acting as intermediaries for (poor) consu-

mers. These seem to have been particularly numerous

in smaller towns. In larger towns, specialization and

guild control were stricter. Many women were active

as forestallers, buying goods from country producers

before they reached the market and reselling them at a

profit. The guilds, always trying to enhance market

transparency, were notably suspicious of such activ-

ities. Although regular traders (shopkeepers and stall-

holders at the marketplace or in the commercial halls)

tended to be male, women were also active in this

trade, in particular as mercers (selling a wide variety

of nonperishable goods). Some retailing activities

were dominated by women, to the point that they

were regarded as female (e.g., ale, bread, fish, poultry,

dairy). In some towns, secondhand clothes were al-

most exclusively female (Nuremberg), and in others

exlusively male (Antwerp). The great majority of

linen stalls in the hall of medieval Bruges were rented

by women, while the cloth stalls were in male hands.

But in general the occupational division by sex was

less clear-cut.
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MAROZIA OF ROME
Described by the pro-German bishop Liutprand of

Cremona as ‘‘shameless harlots,’’ Marozia of Rome

(885–c. 938) and her mother Theodora have received

little sympathetic attention from historians. Yet Liut-

prand’s lurid account of Marozia’s sexual liaisons

with Pope Sergius III (by whom she had the future

pope John XI), Alberic of Spoleto (producing another

son, Prince Alberic II of Rome), and Guy of Tuscany

masks the fact that Marozia needed to secure her

family’s future in Rome in turbulent early tenth-

century Italy. The accession of Alberic II to power

in Rome, driving off Hugh of Arles, king of Italy, in

932, suggests that his mother’s and grandmother’s

unorthodox methods had succeeded. In fact, their

story mirrors those of other dynasties in Italy at this

time, for whom control of the local bishopric was a

normal element of securing power. Liutprand’s polit-

ically motivated account tells only the sexual story,

heightened by the knowledge that the bishop of Rome

was in fact the pope; the monastic patronage of the

Theophylactan family throughout this period sug-

gests that they sought numerous ways to enhance

their status, and Marozia may in fact have retired to

one of the family’s houses.

PATRICIA SKINNER
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MARRIAGE CEREMONIES
The early history of Christian marriage celebrations

and ceremonies cannot be properly reconstructed, but

there is reason to believe that the clergy were involved

even in the Roman period (there is evidence in

Tertullian). A fourth-century ban on clerical partici-

pation in banquets for second marriages is indirect

evidence that they would take part if the couple were

marrying for the first time. Other fourth-century evi-

dence shows that a veil and a blessing could form part

of a Christian marriage ceremony. Detailed evidence

is sparse until the Carolingian period. From that

period we have liturgical books containing a nuptial

mass. We also have the Pope Nicholas I’s (858–867)

fairly full answer to a question about marriage put to

him by the newly converted Bulgarians. He described

an elaborate sequence of rituals reminiscent of

Byzantine marriage ceremonies—there is a corona-

tion, for instance. Significantly, though, he adds that

many couples cannot afford all this and that for them

consent alone is sufficient.

An elaborate set of rituals coalesced in Anglo-

Norman rites around 1100, and in England and

northern France the church door seems to have

played an important part in the ceremony. Some

features will seem familiar, such as the use of the

marriage ring. (A remark in a sermon by Jean Halgrin

d’Abbeville in the early thirteenth century shows that

it was also normal for women to wear their engage-

ment ring all their life.) The English Sarum rite pre-

sents us with an exceptionally detailed description of

the marriage ritual, including the prostration of bride

and groom before the altar during the canon of the

mass, and a cloak’s being held over them by four

clerics. This last feature was apparently omitted when

one member of the couple had been married before, as

was a central element of an elaborate blessing after

the canon and the Lord’s Prayer. This omission has
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its origin in a ban on the blessing of second marriages,

a ban that may have been much more thoroughgoing

earlier on: perhaps implying that the priest should not

participate in the ceremony at all (though this is a

guess). The ban did not at any point mean that second

marriages were illicit: second and subsequent mar-

riages were common and regarded as perfectly moral

and sacramental by the Church.

A religious ceremony was not part of the medieval

western Church’s definition of a valid sacramental

marriage. Research has yet to establish a map of

the law on marriage ritual. In some regions, notably

England, marriage in church was a strict obligation.

In others it was not. The rituals of upper-class mar-

riage in Italy as described by Klapisch-Zuber contrast

with the rituals analyzed by Brooke for England.

There was certainly no general obligation imposed

by pope or council to be married by a priest. The

essence of a marriage was the mutual consent of the

couple. This means that marriage in front of a notary

(rather than a priest) did not necessarily have any

anticlerical overtones at all.

What the Church did require was proper publicity.

After 1215, every marriage was supposed to be pre-

ceded by a reading of the banns. Nevertheless many

people ignored this rule and got married ‘‘clandestine-

ly.’’ The medieval Church abhorred such unions but

recognized their validity as sacramental and indissol-

uble marriages, though the cost was high in terms of

confusion and annulments on grounds of prior clan-

destine contracts. It would seem that the authorities

doubted their power to make marriage by a priest

necessary for validity, and it was left to the Council

of Trent in the fifteenth century to cut the Gordian

knot and declare marriage without the proper

ceremony to be simply invalid.

DAVID D’AVRAY
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MARRIAGE, CHRISTIAN
Marriage in medieval Latin Christendom was both a

secular and a religious bond. The tension between the

two realms constitutes a major theme of its history

during the millennium, but there were many chapters

to that long story and complex subplots in different

social and geographic settings. There was no single

secular imperative, but a mix of sometimes contradic-

tory political, social, and economic needs, so that even

as a purely secular arrangement, marriage took no

single form. Marriage’s religious meaning was equally

unsettled. The Christian laws of marriage and their

attendant ideology were slow to develop, slower still

to become normative, and they contained contradic-

tions that rendered them a potent force for further,

unexpected, change. Thus, although any particular cou-

ple and their families were constrained by the laws,

customs, and cultural expectations of the day, medieval

people’s marriages were not all the same and the range

of meanings attached to marriage changed over time.

The Ability to Marry

As a secular bond, marriage was a sociopolitical alli-

ance between families. For the nobility, this often

meant that parents actually selected their children’s

spouses, and it always meant that the interests of fami-

ly property, power, and position determined when and

to whom a child was married. Boys and girls of this

class were regularly betrothed as infants and formally

married as adolescents, and by the later Middle Ages

merchant families sometimes adopted similar practi-

ces. For ordinary people, however, such matters were

less rigorously controlled, and the evidence we have

indicates that both men and women usually married

later in life, generally between 18 and 28. Neverthe-

less, children of free peasants, artisans, or merchants
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were expected to—and almost always did—marry

someone whose property, skills, or connections could

strengthen the natal family’s position and secure the

fortunes of the new household. Unfree people had

even less choice. By the Carolingian period it was

generally accepted that they could form valid mar-

riages, but it was expected that they would have their

lord’s permission before marrying.

Because marriage was a social institution, entered in

order to secure or acquire material benefits for the

couple, for the couple’s natal kin, and for any children

to come, it was only the people who had access to such

benefits that were able to marry. Inevitably, among the

nonnoble class at least, it was those without property or

the infirm who did not marry, simply because they

could not establish a household, or it was those with

alternative means of securing a social place, whether as

religious, as servants in another household, or as

dependents in a relative’s household. Elites usually

married at higher rates, for they had property and

alliances to secure, but, as historians such as Georges

Duby have emphasized, younger sons of the nobility

tended not to marry once rules of primogeniture

had become the norm, since they were now without

sufficient means to establish a household worthy of

their social station. In other settings, particularly in

the mercantile cities of late medieval Italy, the ‘‘sur-

plus’’ daughters of aristocratic families often entered

monasteries rather than marrying.

Although a surprisingly large number of medieval

Europeans never married, those who did spent a good

part of their adult lives in the married state. In the

north of Europe, widows with property regularly

remarried, even within months of their husbands’

death and even into advanced middle age. In the

south, this was a considerably less common pattern;

in fact, in places such as late medieval Florence, pros-

perous widows tended not to remarry because they

would thereby lose rights to property left to them.

Everywhere, however, men seem to have regularly

remarried, even taking three, four, or five different

wives during a long life and having children with each

of them. The demographically ‘‘combined family’’ of

the modern West was thus a common occurrence in

medieval Europe, but the emotional dynamics in such

families are hard to evaluate. Evidence from medieval

court cases displaying children squabbling with their

half-siblings or stepparents about inheritances and

surviving folk tales featuring cruel stepmothers, ab-

sent mothers, and lost fathers suggest that combined

families were sometimes unhappy, but other kinds of

sources tell a different story. We also have wills and

other property transfer documents showing that peo-

ple often chose to give assets to step-relatives, and we

have vocabulary suggesting that people then valued

these relationships. The French, for example, called

stepmothers belles-mères, even if they also coined the

word marâtre to describe their evil twins.

Property and the sociopolitical rights that attended

property were such fundamental features of marriages

in medieval Europe that it is impossible to understand

marriage without examining these arrangements. The

property that each spouse brought into marriage or

acquired thereafter was carefully controlled during

the marriage by informal and formal rules about

who could use it and for what purposes, who inher-

ited it at the end of the marriage, and what rights the

surviving spouse had to it during his or her remaining

life. The range of possibilities was enormous, and a

detailed map of the variations by class, region, or time

would be almost unreadable. Using marriage con-

tracts, statutes, and legal records of other kinds,

most of which come from the post-1000 period, his-

torians have, however, provided a rough sketch of the

two principal patterns that characterized marital

property law during the period.

The Separatist System

One system, which legal historians have labeled ‘‘sepa-

ratist,’’ kept the husband’s and wife’s property apart

during the marriage and provided each of them differ-

ent, and independent, property rights as widow or wid-

ower. In these systems, women entered marriage with

property from their natal family, which was called the

dos in Latin or dowry in English and which was usually

considered a substitute for her inheritance. Although

the husband managed the dowry during his life, he

could not alienate it without her consent (or the consent

of her male kin), and it returned to her in her widow-

hood. In most areas the widow also received an ‘‘in-

crease’’ from her husband’s estate. The husband also

brought property to the marriage and frequently inher-

ited more from his family in the course of the marriage,

but his assets were not sequestered in the same way as

his wife’s, since all property in the marital household

except that specifically marked for her or her benefici-

aries belonged to him. Children were the normal heirs

of these marriages, but in most regions parents had the

right to distribute their estate unequally among their

children, and even to will property to others.

The Communal System

The other major system was less separatist and more

‘‘communal’’ in nature. In these arrangements, the

property either spouse brought to marriage or acquired
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in its course, whether through inheritance, gift, or

their own labor, was merged into a common fund.

The husband typically had full control over these

assets during the marriage, even including the right

to sell or otherwise alienate the property, but his

widow had rights to some or all of the property, as

her own, and in some areas the widow’s survivor’s

rights gave her some authority over the common

property fund during the marriage. The husband, in

turn, had the same survivor’s rights, as did his widow.

In these systems, children were the automatic heirs of

their parents, and in most areas each child, male or

female, had equal inheritance rights. In some varia-

tions of the communal systems, children’s inheritance

rights superseded those of the widow and could even

constrain the father during his life, thus assuring that

the assets he was managing were kept intact for the

children.

In structure, the ‘‘separatist’’ system was very dif-

ferent from the ‘‘communal.’’ The former positioned

the husband and wife as independent representatives

of their respective natal families, while the latter cre-

ated a radically unitary partnership, apparently

breaking all property ties with natal kin and forming

new ones between the spouses and the children they

would have together. In practice, however, very few

systems were purely separatist or communal, and in

any case the practices in any region or among any

social class could change over time. For example, in

northern France, where it was customary for people

to form common property funds at marriage, the

nobility typically allowed only a small portion of

movable goods to fall into that account. They placed

their land and other valuable goods that had been

brought to the marriage in separate accounts reserved

for the husband and wife respectively, thus creating a

hybrid system, neither communal nor separatist, but

some of each. In the same region, it became custom-

ary for widows also to receive income from a portion

of her late husband’s assets—the dower, called the

douaire in French. Thus the typical widow had three

sources of support: her portion of the common fund,

the special assets from her family that had been re-

served for her at the marriage’s inception, and her

dower.

While marital property law was genuinely unstable

for most of the Middle Ages, this does not mean that

people had free choice in deciding the terms of their

own marriages. Instead, they were bound by local

custom, which until the later centuries was unwritten,

and it was rare for any couple to exceed the bound-

aries of those customs by wide margins. That some

did helps explain why changes occurred over time and

why there was so much variation from place to place,

but the changes happened slowly enough that in one

person’s lifetime they were usually imperceptible, and

a couple marrying in, say, 900 or 1200 surely consid-

ered themselves to have little latitude. By the late

Middle Ages, the structures were changing even

more slowly. Territorial sovereigns and city govern-

ments were largely responsible for the slowdown, as

they issued statutes to clarify and regularize local

practices or empowered judicial systems to standard-

ize the interpretation of customary traditions and the

form of written agreements like marriage contracts.

At the same time, people began to keep better written

records, and that process alone also helped to stabilize

law. While these developments did little to reduce

complexity or to quickly eliminate the differences

between one locality and its neighbors, they did slow

the rate of change and eventually create uniformity

across broad regions.

Although each of the two forms of marital proper-

ty law typically contained elements reminiscent of the

other, it is also true that certain regions, classes, and

periods tended to prefer one form over the other. The

customs of the nobility in the early Middle Ages were

decidedly communal in spirit, while in the High and

late Middle Ages the same class opted for more

separatist arrangements. Southern Europeans, as a

general rule, adhered more closely to separatist

regimes, while northerners tended to preserve old

traditions of communal property law. We also find

that Europe’s elites—its nobility and the rich mer-

chants that emerged in the high and late Middle

Ages—constructed more separatist arrangements,

while ordinary people—peasants and artisans—

tended to prefer communal systems. Thus, there

can be little doubt that the instability and hybridity

of marital property law was in part a measure of

people’s efforts to adjust the law to their indivi-

dual circumstances and to structure their property

arrangements to reflect social needs.

Exogamy

The attention medieval people gave to the property

arrangements underpinning marriage reflected, in

part, the fact that marriages were exogamous in that

women typically were married out of their natal lines,

taking property with them. This practice made it

essential to clarify the terms of the property transfer

in order to ensure that the transferred property was

managed in ways that benefited the bride, her child-

ren, and her natal family. Until the High Middle

Ages, however, what it meant to marry ‘‘out’’ was

generously defined. Among the nobility, cousins

married first cousins, brothers sometimes married
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their sibling’s widow, and uncles took nieces as wives.

We have little good evidence about the patterns

among ordinary people in these early years, but it is

reasonable to assume that in peasant communities

people did the same, for the pool of marriageable

people was too small to permit very strict rules

about exogamy. This had changed by the High Mid-

dle Ages, however, for the church radically expanded

the category of prohibited kinship, forbidding mar-

riages between kin related by blood to the seventh and

then, after Lateran IV in 1215, to the fourth degree,

and between spiritual kin. The pool of eligible spouses

was thus radically reduced, for the rules promulgated

in 1215 meant that all descendents of a common

great-great-grandparent were ineligible spouses, and

it meant that one could not marry a godparent or the

child of a godparent. While royalty and similarly

high-placed elites were sometimes able to circumvent

those rules, they nevertheless were generally observed,

and even the elite had trouble obtaining the necessary

exemptions.

There is some debate among scholars about the

reasons for the church’s insistence on such draconian

rules of exogamy, but there is no question that these

rules should be considered in the larger context of the

church’s evolving conception of marriage. Although

during the earliest centuries of its history the Church

was ambivalent about marriage and especially about

sexual pleasure in marriage, that ambivalence had all

but disappeared by the high Middle Ages. By the

twelfth century, when canon lawyers had put in

place the chief elements of marriage law, learned

churchmen and preachers both consistently celebrat-

ed marriage’s role in the earthly life, even if they

typically offered only cautious endorsement of mari-

tal sex. By the thirteenth century, marriage was widely

considered a sacrament, a vehicle of grace itself.

Consent

The central element of the mature doctrine of the

medieval Latin church regarding marriage was the

notion that consent, and consent alone, made a valid

marriage. Although Europeans had long considered

the bride’s and groom’s agreement to the match an

element of the pact (as had the Romans, from whom

canon lawyers took many of their ideas about mar-

riage’s form), the teachings promulgated by canon

lawyers and theologians from the tenth century for-

ward radically altered the significance of this agree-

ment. By 1200 they agreed that a bride and groom

giving their consent to the union were entering a

covenant not unlike that Christ was meant to have

made with humankind. Marriage was thus more than

a ‘‘contract’’ that could be amended or abrogated; it

was a quasi-sacred institution that bound each spouse

to the other, exclusively and for life. Practices that

had once been common in medieval Europe were thus

made illegal under canon law, and by the twelfth

century the church was in a position to enforce these

laws. Divorce, once common in early medieval Eur-

ope, was banned; bigamy was rigorously defined so

that even abandoned wives could remarry only after

long years alone; separations were allowed only in

cases of extreme cruelty, heresy, apostasy, or adul-

tery; spouses were even expected to live with a leprous

spouse (although they were exempted from the

requirement that they fulfill the conjugal debt).

However firm church law and teachings were

about the centrality of consent in making marriage,

it took long decades to work out exactly what was

meant by ‘‘consent.’’ It was certain that the couple

had to be of age to consent (conventionally, twelve for

girls and fourteen for boys), but in the early years of

the debates little more was clear. Prominent scholars

struggled to decide whether a verbal promise to marry

was sufficient (‘‘I will marry you’’), and if the promise

was not enough (it was not), could consummation of

the union serve as fulfillment of that promise? In the

end, this question was decided affirmatively, but sex-

ual intercourse alone, it was also agreed, did not

constitute sufficient evidence of consent. It was also

agreed that if consent had been rendered in the

present (‘‘I marry you’’), consummation was not

even necessary to make a valid marriage.

Clandestine Marriage

It is hard to overemphasize the significance of these

rules for medieval Europeans’ experience of marriage.

It put the couple themselves in charge of marriage,

thus creating the possibility of secret or ‘‘clandestine’’

marriages, made without witnesses of any kind. Thus,

it was now possible for a couple directly to challenge

the families’ right over the marriage decision. Al-

though the church remained firm in treating such

marriages as real or ‘‘valid,’’ and, as a result, outrag-

ing parents, church officials did not condone such

marriages. In fact, they made a clear distinction be-

tween such merely ‘‘valid’’ marriages and those they

deemed ‘‘legitimate.’’ The latter were made in public

and were blessed by a priest. It was in this context that

the church instituted the tradition of the ‘‘banns,’’ for

the public reading of the banns (conventionally for

three Sundays preceding the ceremony itself) served

to inform the community of the plan to marry and
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gave its members a chance to introduce impediments

to the union. The church also intensified its efforts to

bring the marriage ceremony itself under its control,

not only by generally requiring the priests’ blessing,

but also increasingly by insisting that the ceremony be

performed in or in front of the church itself and that

the priest not only bless the wedding but officiate at

the ceremony.

However strenuously church officials urged a ‘‘le-

gitimate’’ marriage, they nevertheless did not outlaw

clandestine marriages until the sixteenth-century

Council of Trent. And, in truth, it would have been

difficult to have done so, because until the High Mid-

dle Ages, most marriages were conducted according

to local customs that often had only a vague relation-

ship to the formal rules of the church. Even if from

that period forward most people considered Christian

rituals essential to a proper marriage, there remained

significant variation in practices across the social and

geographic landscape. Such marriages did not, how-

ever, create serious tensions, for they were accepted

by the community and few of them were challenged in

church courts. Rather, the ‘‘clandestine’’ marriages

that so threatened medieval society were the truly

secret ones, that is, those made in private, out of the

view of either the church or the community and with-

out parents’ approval. Because such marriages jeo-

pardized family position and put their children’s

material future at risk, parents often took steps to

minimize the damage caused by such unions, even if

they could not prevent them. Their primary weapon

was property, and in many regions customary or

written law was changed to deny inheritances to child-

ren who had married without their parents’ consent.

Parents could wield the same weapon less formally as

well, for they could effectively disinherit a son or

daughter who married against their will by refusing

the usual marriage gifts.

Although records from the period make it clear

that most couples who married without witnesses

did so against their parents’ wishes and for romantic

reasons, it is also clear that such marriages were

fraught with dangers for the couple themselves, espe-

cially for the woman. A woman entering a clandestine

marriage could not be sure that it would meet the test

of validity if brought to court by a ‘‘husband’’ claim-

ing that he had made no ‘‘promise of the future’’ but

had only had sexual relations with her. And who was

to know the truth if the supposed promise had been

made in secret? A woman thus ‘‘unmarried’’ by the

church courts would find herself mother of a bastard

and without customary rights to her supposed hus-

band’s property. Court records also contain stories of

women who claimed that their ‘‘consent’’ had been

forced—but again, who was to know, if there were no

witnesses? In relatively fewer cases, the tables were

turned; the archives contain a number of stories of

‘‘wives’’ who protested that they had not pledged

themselves to the men calling themselves ‘‘husbands,’’

but intended another match. Again, who was to

know?

Love and Marriage

Church law regarding marriage and the religious in-

struction that accompanied it thus had unintended

consequences. Not only could marriage be taken out

of the hands of families and put into a purely religious

realm, it could also be brought into a private sphere

inaccessible by either kin or the church. In this way,

the notion of ‘‘consent’’ acquired the individualist

meaning of ‘‘choice,’’ thus providing the context for

a more generalized idea of marriage based on person-

al desire or romantic love. Broader cultural develop-

ments fed this emerging ideology. The courtly love

literature that circulated in aristocratic courts from

the High Middle Ages forward not only provided an

enduring image of such passion, it bequeathed the

language to express the image. Although formulated

as part of a narrative about heterosexual love outside

marriage—indeed, it typically described adulterous

passion—the trope itself was later easily inserted

into a story about conjugal attachment. Even the

plays, tales, and farces about marriage that belonged

to medieval Europe’s comic literature and were more

closely associated with its ordinary people helped to

formulate the new marital ideal. For all their misogy-

nist and antimarriage thematics, these texts, with their

obsessive attention to conjugal love, marriage, domes-

ticity, and the relations between husband and wife,

focused Europeans on marriage’s emotional content

and in the end gave conjugality new complexity and

depth.

Both the church’s teachings about marriage and

the emerging discourse about romantic love in mar-

riage worked, some scholars have argued, to improve

women’s position. While there can be no doubt that

Europeans, once having decided that marriages

should be based primarily on personal choice and

romantic attachment, would later marshal this narra-

tive to attack certain features of patriarchy, those

changes came too late to have seriously dislodged

the medieval gender paradigm. While this did not

mean that medieval women universally experienced

marriage as oppression, it did mean that throughout

the medieval period, marriage remained a secure

expression of the gender hierarchy of that age.

According to the dominant ideology women were
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men’s natural inferiors, constitutionally incapable of

male honor and dangerous if not properly governed

because they could not control their own desires. In

some contradiction to this narrative, however, women

were also valued for their labor, the children they

could bear, and their ability to provide their husbands

access to the resources of another male line. They

were even praised for their capacity for gentleness,

patience, and charity, but it was generally accepted

that such virtues emerged only when women were

properly governed—by men.

Issues of Control

In keeping with this ideology, husbands had control

over their wives’ persons. According to church teach-

ings, both spouses owed one another the ‘‘conjugal

debt,’’ since marriage was considered a remedy for

lust, and both were held to the promise of monogamy,

but in practice women were much more severely pun-

ished for adultery than men were, and the records we

have indicate that it was typically men, not women,

who demanded payment of the conjugal debt. In

many legal traditions of the age, men had the explicit

right to beat their wives, and, even where law did

not specifically allow it, wives were regularly beaten.

Even the church, which counseled husbands to treat

their wives gently, did not forbid them from using

force, and secular law typically went no further than

banning beatings that threatened a woman’s life.

In effect, if not always in formal law, women also

lost legal personhood when they married. They typi-

cally could not bring suit independently, they could

not testify in criminal court without their husbands’

permission, and, unless their property was formally

sequestered from the marital fund, they could not

conduct trade in their own name. Their property

was also under their husband’s management, even if

in some legal regimes the husband was not able to sell

or encumber his wife’s property without her permis-

sion (or the permission of her natal family). In some

areas of community property law, in fact, women had

no formal property rights whatever during marriage;

all that a woman had brought to the marriage or

acquired during it was merged into the marital fund,

and that fund was in effect her husband’s, not hers.

So described, medieval marriage seems a bleak

house for women. In reality, however, the system pro-

vided protections as well as restrictions, and in any

case it was often less rigid in practice than in struc-

ture. As a result, marriage provided benefits that for

many women, perhaps most, outweighed the disadvan-

tages. Some regions allowed wives quasi-independent

status in law; all legal regimes granted them impor-

tant property rights either as wives or widows, if only

to secure the assets for their male relatives; and in

practice women could win power and respect as well

as affection through their roles as mothers, house-

hold managers, representatives of their kin, and—

perhaps most importantly—deputies for their hus-

bands in the men’s absence or at their death. It is

impossible, however, to generalize for ‘‘women’’ as a

whole. Both the limits to and the sources of women’s

power and pleasure in marriage were a function of

class, law, and politics and, as is always the case, of

age, health, and fecundity.

Rich women enjoyed special privileges beyond

those bestowed by wealth and rank themselves, as

representatives of their natal families and sometimes

of their husbands’ households, and as mothers of the

sons that would carry on the patriline. The wives of

artisans, peasants, and merchants were key members

of their household economies, often serving as co-

managers of what we would call the family business

and in any case providing valuable and valued ser-

vices as managers of the domestic space. Women also

had extrafamilial resources, in the community, where

they could establish networks with other women, and

in the parish or the monastery, where they often

found protectors, even refuge in extreme cases, or

retreats in their widowhoods.

Widows

As widows, women typically regained their legal per-

sonhood, and in most legal regimes they took control

of significant amounts of property and acquired

the guardianship of minor children. So potentially

powerful was the independent widow, however, that

cultural norms and law itself often worked to contain

them. Many of the stories that come to us from the

late Middle Ages feature the ungoverned and sexually

aggressive widow who, although surely more a cultur-

al icon than a social reality, clearly evidences the

threat a powerful widow posed in medieval society.

In practice, law was often fashioned to limit widows’

property rights, typically by giving her only the in-

come on her dower property, by compelling her to

manage her share of the common property in the

marital household under the watchful eye of her

children or their legal agents, or even by returning

her dowry to her kin so that they could use it to

arrange another marriage for her, or for another

daughter. Even those widows positioned as indepen-

dent heads of household with authority over children,

businesses, servants, and apprentices seem not to have
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found their new position particularly comfortable, for

most of them remarried. Some scholars have sug-

gested that they missed male companionship, others

that they feared the public scrutiny to which indepen-

dent widows were subjected, others that they sought

the familiar status of household mistress, others that

they simply wanted help with the responsibilities of

the household. Whatever the reasons, we are forced

to conclude that many women considered marriage

preferable to widowhood. Whether that says more

about the pleasures of marriage or the disadvantages

of widowhood is hard to say.

There was no ‘‘medieval’’ marriage, if by that we

mean a fixed set of practices, rituals, and beliefs, and a

common experience of conjugality. Instead, mar-

riage’s meanings shifted throughout the millennium

and always acquired different valences in different

social settings. Even by the end of the period, when

church law and Christian teachings had combined to

give marriage a clearer legal form and new cultural

significance, marriage remained a complex mix of

often contradictory imperatives. The resulting ten-

sions guaranteed not only diversity across the social

and geographic landscape, but also continued change

through time.

MARTHA HOWELL
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MARRIAGE AND CONCUBINAGE
IN SCANDINAVIA
The scarcity of sources makes our knowledge of

marriage formation in medieval Scandinavia largely

rest on patchy documents, laws, and—for Norway

and Iceland—sagas. Scandinavia was not a single

entity without geographical variation. Denmark

stands apart from the other Scandinavian countries

as her secular laws largely omit references to marriage

formation because of ecclesiastical influence.

Scandinavian marriage was a public and formal

series of legal acts involving two families. Bride

wealth and the consent of the bride’s guardian at the

betrothal were essential for ensuring the legitimacy of

the union. Similarly, the public bedding of the couple

at the wedding was important. Marriages of the

poor may have been more informal, but in Iceland

paupers were theoretically disallowed to marry. In

most regions, slaves could not marry.
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Concubinage, practiced especially among aristo-

crats, while more stable and long-term than a tempo-

rary liaison, was no formal legal institution involving

property exchanges. A master having intercourse or

concubinage with his own slave women was common-

place and did not threaten a possible wife’s position as

the mistress of the household. Concubines were status

symbols and means of acquiring heirs in lieu of or in

addition to wedlock. Moreover, in regions like Ice-

land, concubines were important instruments for

establishing alliances between their kin-groups and

themen. Some sagas (e.g.,Egil’s Saga and theLaxdæla

Saga) also use concubinage as an element in the plot.

Although concubines often were of lower status

compared to their partners, they were not regularly

poor or of insignificant families. Clerical concubines

may have been of more equal status and royal

mistresses were frequently noble. The status of a

concubine’s children depended on that of their

mother—and possibly also on the consent of her kin

to the union. Publicly acknowledged illegitimate

children had some inheritance rights. Royal bastards

could and did become kings until the mid-thirteenth

century. Between 1074 and 1154 all Danish kings came

to the throne through illegitimate succession, while in

Norway, only five of the twenty-four kings ruling in

the tumultuous century 1130–1240 were legitimate.

Beginning especially in the thirteenth century, eccle-

siastical marriage doctrine influenced Scandinavian

practice by stressing the consent of the principal parties

and ecclesiastical solemnization, including publication

of banns. Divorce was prohibited. While forbidding

extramarital sexuality, the Church’s emphasis on con-

sent and the personal bond made clandestine unions

contracted without witnesses and parental consent

possible. Private exchanges of consent could blur the

demarcation line between concubinage and matrimo-

ny within the context of the witnessed formality found

in traditional Scandinavian marriage customs.

Ecclesiastical marriage impediments created new

reasons for concubinage. If an impediment precluded

matrimony—especially for priests—concubinage re-

mained an option. Indeed, clerical concubinage was

practiced despite official ecclesiastical condemnation.

Legal presumptions appeared, assimilating long-last-

ing concubinage with matrimony: women looking

after the household and acting outwardly like wives

were considered lawful spouses after three (Denmark)

or twenty (Norway) years of public cohabitation.

Lay couples were given the choice between interdict,

separation, or matrimony.

Due to ecclesiastical influence, the position of

illegitimate children declined. Many Scandinavian

laws divided children into legitimate children, child-

ren of concubines, and adulterine children. Natural

children enjoyed very limited inheritance rights, while

adulterines—between whose parents an impediment

existed—had none, unless a papal dispensation was

received. Subsequent marriage legitimated the child-

ren of a concubine: the ‘‘bettering’’ of the mother

ameliorated the status of the child(ren).

MIA KORPIOLA
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MARRIAGE, IMPEDIMENTS TO
The Church law on marriage was one of the few areas

in which the rights of women equaled those of men.

Before practices were centralized and codified, neces-

sary requirements for marriage, and impediments to

marriage, varied from place to place and time to time.

Rules and customs governing marriage are found in

every society, since not all conceivable combinations

of couples are considered free to marry. An obvious

example is a mother and her son, or a brother and his
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sister. The primary reason for such laws must have

been the preservation of the sanctity of the family and

the peace of the community. Sometimes rules must

have been extended to guarantee a safety zone (the

fence-around-the-wall principle). In the case of con-

sanguinity and affinity, there was a mix-up in compu-

tation: first cousins were related in the second degree

by the Germanic method but the fourth degree by the

Romans, so the Germans would have read a fourth-

degree prohibition as applying to third cousins.

Gratian’s Decretum (c. 1140) reconciled various

requirements by distinguishing between legality and

validity. For example, if a man or woman had taken

a simple vow of chastity (permanent celibacy), it

would be unlawful (illicit) and sinful to marry; but if

the marriage did take place, and there was no more

serious (invalidating) impediment, the marriage

would be valid; however, the spouse who violated

the vow would be subject to penance, whether private

or public.

To take another example, marriages should not be

secret, but secrecy itself did not invalidate a marriage.

The first canon that Gratian cites against clandestine or

secret marriage, Aliter (Cause 30, q. 5, chap. 1), states

that marriage is not legitimate unless the woman’s

guardian permits it; she must be betrothed by her

parents, given a dowry, blessed by the priest, accom-

panied by bridesmaids, and solemnly delivered to the

groom, and the couple must spend the first two or three

days in prayer, without sex; otherwise the union is

presumed not to be marriage but rather adultery, con-

cubinage, debauchery, or fornication—unless they ac-

tually exchange vows and thus get married. In other

words, omission of the stated requirements made the

marriage illicit, but not invalid.

What made a marriage valid was the unforced

consent of a man and woman who were free to get

married—that is, those who had no impediments.

Nothing else really mattered, and eventually it was

only secrecy (clandestinity) that was taken seriously

as a punishable illicit offense in the making of a

marriage.

The chief invalidating impediments were as follows

(those encountered most frequently are treated first).

1. Precontract or Ligamen (Marriage Bond)

Obviously, if one of the intended spouses was current-

ly married to someone else, a new marriage was not

valid. Bigamous marriage was very common because

of the widespread practice of secret marriage, and

precontract was the most frequent reason alleged for

annulment of marriage by the ecclesiastical courts.

The term precontract has caused confusion in mod-

ern times, because it is often wrongly taken to mean

‘‘preliminary contract’’ instead of ‘‘previous con-

tract.’’ This mistake has led to the conclusion that in

the Middle Ages mere betrothal (promise to marry in

the future) invalidated a marriage to someone else.

Gratian held that if a person—say, Bertha—

marries Peter but leaves him without consummating

the marriage by sexual intercourse, and then marries

Paul and does consummate the marriage, she commits

a sin, but nevertheless the second marriage to Paul is

valid. In other words, the consummated marriage dis-

solves the unconsummated marriage, and Peter is left

free to marry someone else. Later Pope Alexander III

(1159–1181) decreed that consummation had no effect

on the validity of a marriage, and from then on even

an unconsummated marriage (like that of Bertha and

Peter) precluded any further marriage.

However, if Bertha was only engaged to marry

Peter (betrothal in the future tense), even if she took

an oath to marry him, she could still marry Paul (but

would sin in breaking her oath).

2. Consanguinity

Persons related by blood could not marry. Early rules

and practices varied, but in 1215 the Fourth Lateran

Council restricted the prohibition to the fourth degree

(that is, third cousins). The reason given was that in

the higher degrees that rule could not be followed

without grave detriment. The fourth degree was

thought to be the appropriate limit for this corporal

union because there are four humors in the body and

the body is composed out of the four elements.

3. Affinity

One could not marry the kin of any sex partner,

whether that partner was one’s spouse or not. The

prohibition of affinity, like that of consanguinity, was

limited to the fourth degree in 1215, and other types

of affinity were dismissed at that time.

Note that affinity was contracted by coitus, not

marriage. Therefore it was caused not only by the

consummation of a marriage, but also by illicit coitus:

a man could not marry the sister (or up to third

cousin) of a woman with whom he had sex. If a man

had sex with his wife’s sister or cousin, he contracted

supervening affinity; it did not dissolve the marriage,

but it prohibited him from demanding the marital

debt (though he was required to pay it when his wife

requested it).
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There was never any prohibition against parallel

marriage—two sisters marrying two brothers, for ex-

ample. Thus, if Martha married John, it was permit-

ted for Martha’s sister Mary to marry John’s brother

James. But Martha was prohibited by affinity from

marrying James after John died. ‘‘Trees’’ of consan-

guinity and affinity illustrating the various degrees

appear in many legal manuscripts.

4. Public Honesty, Justice of

This was the technical name of the impediment

caused by betrothal and unconsummated marriage:

it prohibited a person from marrying a person related

to one’s spouse or betrothed. For example, if Martha

married John and John died before consummation,

Martha was prohibited by public honesty from mar-

rying John’s brother or cousin. The same was true if

Martha was only engaged to John.

5. Spiritual Kinship

Participation in baptism and confirmation created

impediments; e.g., if you ‘‘lifted’’ a child from the

baptismal font, you could not marry the child’s

parent, and the child could not marry you, or your

child, or your spouse after you died (if your marriage

was consummated at the time of the baptism).

6. Age

Marriage to a boy under fourteen or a girl under

twelve was not valid (unless coitus was successfully

performed). Such early marriage was treated as a

betrothal, and it would automatically become mar-

riage when the canonical age was reached, unless the

union was repudiated beforehand.

7. Force and Fear

Unwilling consent made a marriage invalid.

8. Crime

Originally, marriage to a person with whom one had

committed adultery was invalid. By the thirteenth

century, such marriage was only invalid if both

spouses knew about the previous marriage and if

they machinated the death of the deceased spouse

(or swore to marry after that spouse died).

9. Major Orders, Religious Profession

Once a man received the first major order (subdiaco-

nate), he could never marry, and the same was true of

solemnly professed male and female religious. As

noted above, a simple vow of chastity, even when

public, did not invalidate a subsequent marriage.

10. Impotence and Frigidity

Whether natural or attributed to sorcery, inability to

perform coitus invalidated a marriage.

11. Error of Person or Condition

Mistaken identity or ignorance of servile state was

cause for annulment.

12. Disparity of Cult

A Christian could not validly marry a Jew, Moslem,

or other non-Christian.

13. Legal Kinship

No marriage was possible between adopter and

adoptee, or between natural child and adopted sibling

(while the adoption lasted), or between father and

adopted son’s wife, or between father’s wife and

adopted son, etc.

It was sometimes possible to obtain a papal dispen-

sation from various impediments—for instance, con-

sanguinity in the fourth degree, allowing third cousins

to marry—but such dispensations were not common

until the later Middle Ages.

The impediments in the Eastern Church were

not as extensive or as codified as in the West (see

Dauvillier and de Clercq).

HENRY ANSGAR KELLY
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MARRIAGE, ISLAMIC: IBERIA
In medieval al-Andalus, and under Islamic law, sever-

al conditions had to be fulfilled for a marriage to be

considered valid, including primarily the signature of

a contract of marriage between the two parties, and

the payment of a dowry to the bride. The contract

established the amount of the dowry, as well as other

important regulations for the life of the couple. Usu-

ally, the dower was divided into two parts. The first

was paid to the bride at the time of the marriage, and

was employed, at least partly, in buying her trous-

seau. The second part of the dower could be paid

either at a fixed date (for instance, two or three

years after the marriage), in the event of a divorce,

or at the death of the husband. In all these cases the

dower money was the exclusive possession of the

married woman.

Andalusi legal documents attest to the existence of

other clauses in the marriage contract. When the bride

belonged to a high-class family, she would expect to

have domestic help, and the marriage contract would

establish that the servants’ salaries had to be paid by

the husband. Also, the contract stated the wife’s right

to visit her relatives and her former wet-nurse. But

perhaps more important were three other clauses

related to the place of residence of the married couple,

the amount of time the husband could be absent from

the conjugal home and, finally, the number of wives

he could marry simultaneously.

In many marriage contracts, it was established that

the husband could not compel his wife to change her

place of residence, in what seems to have been a

precautionary measure against the separation of a

woman from her parents’ family. When such a change

of residence became necessary, the married woman

could expect, according to her marriage contract, to

receive compensation from her husband. The contract

stipulated that a six-month absence of the husband

might terminate the marriage; however, Andalusi men

were allowed a three-year absence for the pilgrimage

to Mecca, taking into account the long distance

separating al-Andalus from Arabia. Finally, many

marriage contracts included a clause by which the

husband agreed not to marry any other woman

during this particular marriage, nor to take a slave

as a concubine. If the husband breached this clause,

the marriage was terminated by a judge, and the

wife could recover the second part of her dower and

remarry.

Historical accounts of the great number of con-

sorts of several Umayyad rulers should not hide the

fact that polygyny was not very common, being main-

ly practiced by sovereign families or the very rich.

Divorce was probably much more widespread than

polygyny, and affected the lives of married women

more deeply. According to Islamic law, it was rela-

tively easy for a man to divorce his wife, while she had

to comply with several, strict conditions to put an end

to her marriage, or to compensate her husband eco-

nomically. Among the peculiarities of the Maliki

school of law, predominant in al-Andalus, was the

fact that wives could ask for divorce on the grounds

of physical or financial mistreatment. After such a

complaint, the judge would begin an enquiry among

relatives and neighbours, to check the truthfulness of

the wife’s allegations; if those were proven, divorce

was accorded to the wife.

While the provisions of Islamic law protected the

status of the married woman, in the context of a

medieval society like al-Andalus, it was not always

easy for them to put these rights into practice. Access

to legal counsel was easier for urban women belong-

ing to well-to-do families, and more difficult in rural

areas, where the use of written contracts was not so

common. On the other hand, many legal issues

depended on the testimony of relatives, friends,

and neighbors, so many women leading secluded

lives were at a disadvantage when fighting against

powerful masculine social networks.
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Although evidence of conjugal love is not lacking

in historical and literary texts, marriage was above all

a social alliance between two families. Ideally, both

spouses should belong to a similar social and econom-

ic level, as reflected in the negotiations involved in the

signing of the marriage contract. Unequal marriages

were generally disapproved, especially if a high-born

woman married a commoner. Ibn Hazm (eleventh

century) bitterly criticized this practice among the

Arab family of the de facto ruler of al-Andalus, al-

Mansur. Men could, however, marry their women

slaves, once they were manumitted. More unusual

was the case of a free woman marrying a slave.

MANUELA MARÍN
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MARRIAGE, JEWISH
In medieval Jewish communities, marriage was the

expected norm. First marriages were usually arranged

by the parents of the bride and groom, often with the

help of a matchmaker. The bride and groom were

usually quite young, around the age of twelve or

thirteen. They had the right to reject the match their

parents made for them and it was considered obliga-

tory that they see each other before the marriage took

place. Despite this right of rejection, the sources indi-

cate that few agreed-upon matches were cancelled by

the spouses.

The arrangement between the parents included

complex monetary agreements: who would support

the young couple during the first year or two of

their lives together, where they would live, and the

capital each of the spouses brought to the marriage.

During the early Middle Ages, it was customary for

the bride to provide the money with which the young

couple began their life together in the form of a

dowry. Her husband was expected to supplement

this income at a later date, after he inherited money

from his parents. These arrangements were recorded

as part of the ketubbah—the marriage agreement in

which the husband took authority over his wife and

promised to support her in exchange for her fulfill-

ment of obligations towards him. In the ketubbah a

sum of money was also stipulated for the woman in

case of divorce or the husband’s death.

Men promised to clothe and feed their wives as

well as provide lodging, cohabit with them (an

obligation known as onah), redeem them if held for

ransom, bury them upon their death, provide for

their support as a widow, leave money to their chil-

dren, and provide them with the ketubbah. Women

were expected to cook, bake, wash, spin, nurse the

children, and prepare their husband’s beds, as well

as meet sexual obligations. In addition, women’s

property was inherited by their husbands, and the

usufruct of their property during marriage belonged

to their husbands. The refusal of husband or wife to

fulfill his or her obligations over a period of time

provided grounds for divorce. A husband or wife

who refused to cohabit with a spouse was called a

mored or moredet (literally, ‘‘rebel’’).

In addition to first marriages, there are many

accounts of widows and divorcees who remarried.

While some sources point to discomfort with remar-

riage, it seems to have been a common phenomenon.

Women were not allowed to remarry if they had

already survived three previous husbands. If the hus-

band died leaving his wife childless (known as

yevama), the woman had two options: marriage to

the brother of her husband (known as Levirate mar-

riage or yibbum) or undergoing the ceremony of

_
hali

_
za (literally, ‘‘the removal of a shoe’’), whereby

she was released from the levirate tie. During the

Middle Ages,
_
hali

_
ha usually took precedence over

the levirate tie, especially in light of the ban on biga-

my that existed in Germany and Northern France. If

the woman had children, she was free to remarry as

she pleased.

During the Middle Ages, in Germany and northern

France, substantial changes were introduced to the

laws of marriage and divorce. R. Gershom b. Judah

(known as the Light of the Exile, Me’or haGolah) and

subsequent generations enforced two bans, the first

forbidding bigamy, the second forbidding a man to

divorce his wife against her will. Since divorce in

Judaism is by law the right of the husband, and the
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wife cannot be divorced without his agreement, this

statute was of tremendous import. Scholars have

suggested these bans resulted from the Christian en-

vironment in which both bigamy and divorce were

prohibited. Following the acceptance of these bans,

it also became more difficult for women to initiate

divorce on grounds such as impotence, which had

previously been an often-used reason for divorce.

Scholars have argued that divorce was very common

within medieval Jewish communities and that many

women initiated divorce by refusing their conjugal

duties.

Additional changes introduced in medieval

Germany and France included double monetary

agreements in which the husband, in addition to the

wife, brought income to the initial agreement between

families. Furthermore, if one of the spouses died

within the first two years of marriage without off-

spring, the monies were returned to their natal

families. In medieval Spain and North Africa, bigamy

was still accepted, although some ketubbahs contained

stipulations against such marriages.

The process of marriage originally consisted of two

stages: betrothal (erusin or kiddushin) and marriage

(nissuin). In late antiquity it was customary for the

couple to be betrothed for a period of up to a year.

After betrothal the couple did not live together, but if

they wished to dissolve their connection, they needed

to divorce. During the Middle Ages the two stages

were joined into a single ceremony. The term erusin

then came to mean the making of the match and was

sometimes known as shiddukhin.

Before the wedding the bride visited the ritual

bath (mikvah) for the first time. The actual marriage

took place in public and required two people to act

as witnesses. During the Middle Ages it became

accepted for the rabbi of the community to perform

the ceremony. It was also understood that at least a

quorum (ten males) should be present. At the ceremo-

ny the seven blessings of betrothal and marriage were

recited, the groom transferred money symbolically

to the bride by placing a ring on her finger, and

announced that she was consecrated to him. The

transferring of the ring also represented the consent

of both spouses to be reserved for each other. The

groom then gave the bride the ketubbah—the deed of

marriage.

It was customary to perform the ritual under a

huppah, a canopy. A number of customs were ob-

served to ward off the devil, such as veiling the bride

and breaking a glass. In addition, joyous processions

and feasts were held throughout the week after the

marriage. Wheat and nuts were thrown on the couple,

and fish was eaten as a symbol of fertility.

ELISHEVA BAUMGARTEN
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MARRIAGE PREACHING
In the early Middle Ages there may not have been

much marriage preaching, though it is hard to be

certain. Not a lot of sermons dealing with marriage

and intended as models for popular preaching have

come to light so far. One text that might have

provided material is the Regula pastoralis of Gregory

the Great, where a section deals with the way to

instruct marriage couples. The image of marriage it

projects is relatively positive, an important fact in

view of the assumption that the early medieval

Church took a thoroughly negative attitude toward

marriage and sex. There is a telescoped defense of

marriage against antimatrimonial heresy at the start

of a ninth-century homily by Haymo of Auxerre, but

it was probably not intended for popular preaching,

and the heretical views in question had almost cer-

tainly been dead for centuries. Although one can
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never be sure how much evidence has been lost, there

was probably not a lot of marriage preaching in the

early Middle Ages, at least compared with the period

from c. 1200 on. During that period the situation is

transformed.

The Franciscan and Dominican orders rapidly

became an effective pastoral delivery system capable

of turning Latin model sermons into ‘‘live’’ vernacu-

lar preaching; these Latin models were composed and

copied in huge numbers. They are our main source for

medieval marriage preaching. There are some ser-

mons in the ad status genre (sermons to different

sorts and conditions of people). The sermons in this

genre by Jacques de Vitry have been presented in a

widely read book by a famous French historian, so it

is unfortunate that they are very untypical, presenting

a negative view of women that is not common in

medieval marriage preaching, to judge from the

large number of extant sermons. Most of the surviv-

ing evidence consists of sermons for the Sunday when

the passage about the marriage feast of Cana was

read. We do not have any comparable corpus of

sermons actually preached at weddings: in fact, hard-

ly any are known. The ‘‘marriage feast of Cana’’

Sunday did however fall just after a time of the

liturgical year when marriage rites were forbidden.

The two themes that predominate in these mar-

riage sermons are the goodness of marriage and

marriage symbolism, which was thus impressed on

the lay consciousness through the pulpit. The defense

of marriage may have been in part a reaction against

the Cathar heresy, which reached its apogee in the

early thirteenth century and frightened the ortho-

dox very much. There are many varieties of Cathar

belief but marriage seems to have been regarded as

intrinsically evil in most of them. No Cathar sermons

as such have survived, but in orthodox marriage

preaching a whole range of arguments in favour of

marriage are deployed. There are Aristotelian argu-

ments of a logical and teleological character, deducing

marriage’s goodness from its naturalness, and there

are a series of more scriptural considerations. One of

these was that Jesus Christ himself favored a marriage

feast by his presence. Others looked to the origins of

marriage, which was compared favorably with reli-

gious orders: marriage was founded in paradise,

whereas even the greatest religious orders were not;

orders had human founders, whereas marriage was

founded by God. Like a religious order, marriage

was subject to a discipline not easy to observe. There

were restrictions on the timing and manner of sexual

acts. Most sermons do not go into detail about such

things, leaving that to confessional handbooks. The

love that should bind husband and wife together is a

strong theme.

The ‘‘marriage feast of Cana’’ genre of sermons

continued in an unbroken stream long after the end

of the Middle Ages. Some emphases changed and

some new themes were introduced, but the essential

excellence of marriage seems to have been more or

less a constant.
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MARY AND MARTHA
The sisters Mary and Martha occupied a significant

place in medieval thought based on a conflation of

several biblical passages in which the two appeared.

In one scene—recounted in John 12:1–8 and Luke

10:38–42—Jesus visited the home of Mary and

Martha in Bethany. In another (John 11:1–46), Jesus

raised their brother Lazarus from the grave because

he loved the three siblings. Mary and Martha thus

entered the medieval imagination playing brief but

vivid roles in the drama of Jesus’s earthly life. Their

affective ties to Jesus and the combination of concrete

actions with tantalizing brevity in their story made

them favorite figures for moral and allegorical inter-

pretation throughout the Middle Ages.

The most ubiquitous allegorization of the two sis-

ters was based on Jesus’s words during the meal at

their house. When Martha chided Mary for sitting at

Christ’s feet listening to him rather than helping in
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the kitchen, Jesus defended Mary, saying she had

chosen ‘‘the best part’’ (Luke 10:42). Early theolo-

gians, including Ambrose and Augustine, who were

developing an ideology for the church in the fourth

century, interpreted this passage as referring to the

two kinds of life open to Christians: the contemplative

and the active. In monastic exegesis, Mary became the

powerful symbol of withdrawal from worldly con-

cerns to focus on spiritual goals, while Martha stood

for the life of worthy but less exalted practical service.

Later exegetes continued to use the figures of Mary

and Martha as a convenient locus for defining the

difference between the monastic life and that of

canons or other clergy with pastoral and administra-

tive duties. However, some theologians, including

Bernard of Clairvaux, played down the contrast of

the sisters, instead advocating an alternation, a pro-

gression, or even a necessary mixture of action

and contemplation in many kinds of religious life.

The Virgin Mary was often seen as combining in

ideal fashion the distinctive features of both sisters.

After the twelfth century, this primary ecclesiasti-

cal signification was joined by others as audiences for

interpretation broadened to include the laity. Mary

and Martha became characters in late medieval dra-

mas and models for women in conduct literature.

Martha’s exemplary faith that Christ would raise her

brother Lazarus from the dead was emphasized, as

was Mary’s privileged role of first witness to Christ’s

resurrection. They were both mentioned among the

female followers of Christ whose loyalty and belief

surpassed that of the male disciples.

Another set of interpretations focused on all three

siblings as recipients of healing miracles by Christ,

transformations that spiritually represented his ability

to forgive sin and provide salvation. Alternatively,

Mary, Martha, and Lazarus modeled family relation-

ships and—since their medieval narrative made them

aristocrats—the proper use of inherited power and

wealth.

The traditional pairing of the two sisters also be-

gan to weaken. Mary was identified with the loving

Magdalene—the sinner who shed penitential tears,

had her demons exorcised, and in a spirit of true chari-

ty anointed Christ’s head and feet. As Mary Magda-

lene, she became independently popular and generated

a major liturgical cult. With her role as preacher high-

lighted, Mary was known as ‘‘Apostle of Apostles’’

and many women mystics seeking social and spiritual

authority identified with Mary’s charismatic leader-

ship. Martha acquired a non-biblical legend of defeat-

ing the tarascon or dragon, and she was increasingly

valorized as the pious and hospitable matron—a

model for the bourgeoisie who wanted to combine

spirituality with their active and affluent lives.

In the visual arts of the later Middle Ages, there-

fore, the sisters may appear together in the dinner at

Bethany scene, or they may be represented separately.

Mary is usually shown in worldly dress with her hair

long and uncovered, symbolizing her life of sin and

repentance. Martha holds a ladle, a dish, or keys,

which sometimes stand allegorically for her works of

mercy and at other times literally represent the

gendered life of a model medieval housewife.
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MARY MAGDALEN
The four Gospels contain a mere twelve references to

the historical Mary Magdalen. In the early medieval

period, this testimony was imaginatively refashioned

to create a new St. Mary Magdalen for the ages. In

591, Pope Gregory the Great preached a sermon that

fused together into one individual the identities of

three distinct women described in the Gospels. Most

significant was his amalgamation of Mary Magdalen

and Luke’s unnamed female sinner (Luke 7:37–50).

The unnamed sinner, whom Luke placed at the ban-

quet of the Pharisee, theatrically washed Jesus’ feet

with her tears and dried them with her hair. She was

deemed to be a prostitute, in line with contemporary

values. She was construed as such because conven-

tional wisdom regarded women’s sins as sexual, i.e.,

those provoked by lust, while public expressions of

sexuality were considered tantamount to prostitution.

Accordingly, Mary called Magdalen (Mark 16:9)

gained a preconversion identity as a prostitute.

Gregory also grafted the figure of Mary of Bethany,

sister of Martha, at whose beckoning Jesus raised

Lazarus from the dead (John 11:1–45; 12:1–8), onto
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the figure of the Magdalen. Thus she acquired siblings

(Martha and Lazarus) and became associated with

the contemplative life. From the close of the sixth

century Gregory the Great’s composite figure was

largely accepted in the West as St. Mary Magdalen.

The Greek Church, however, never accepted Gre-

gory’s reformulated saint.

Textual Tradition

The development of Mary Magdalen’s literary lives

throughout the medieval period is no less compli-

cated. A contemporary of Gregory the Great’s,

Gregory of Tours, chronicler of the Merovingian

kingdom, mentioned Mary Magdalen only once

in his opera omnia, to report (possibly following

Byzantine tradition) that she retired to Ephesus

where she died and was entombed. The venerable

Bede (c. 720), also following Byzantine tradition,

added Mary Magdalen’s feast day, July 22, to his

martyrology, from which it spread to Western liturgi-

cal calendars. The process of embellishing her vita

began in earnest, however, with a legend (again prob-

ably of Byzantine provenance) that began circulating

in ninth-century Italy. Known as the vita eremitica,

it assimilated the Magdalen’s vita into that of Mary of

Egypt, an Eastern saint, who before her conversion

had been a prostitute and afterwards withdrew to

the desert to live as an anchorite. Mary Magdalen’s

identity as a prostitute had already been sealed

by Gregory the Great; now the scene of her postcon-

version penitence was localized in the desert.

The first attempt to formulate a coherent vita for

Mary Magdalen came in the text of a tenth-century

homily known as the vita evangelica. Issuing from the

Burgundian monastery of Cluny, where devotion to

the saint seems to have been especially strong, it

combined into one narrative sequence all the gospel

passages relating to Mary Magdalen’s life. In the late

eleventh century, to explain the presence of the saint’s

relics at Vézelay, a legend known as the vita apostolica

began to circulate. It claimed that Roman officials,

irritated by the proselytizing of Jesus’s followers,

rounded up Mary Magdalen and a cohort of other

disciples and set them adrift at sea in a rudderless

boat. Providentially, they washed ashore in Marseille,

where they evangelized the pagans of southern

Gaul. Soon this vita was joined to the vita eremitica

to form the vita apostolico–eremitica. It related

how, after preaching and saving pagan souls, the

Magdalen retreated to the ‘‘desert’’ outside Provence

to spend the final thirty years of her life in ascetic

contemplation.

Pilgrimage Sites

Like all important medieval saints, Mary Magdalen

was the dedicatee of numerous medieval shrines. Her

two major pilgrimage sites are located in Burgundy

and Provence. The great Romanesque church at

Vézelay was rededicated to the Magdalen in the

mid-eleventh century, a few decades after it began

claiming possession of her relics. (A legend known

as the translatio posterior explained that her relics

had been piously stolen from her sepulcher in

Provence and transported to Vézelay to protect

them from the periodic Arab incursions of the eighth

century.) Situated along the major pilgrimage route

that brought northern European pilgrims to Santiago

de Compostela, Vézelay flourished as an international

pilgrimage destination in the eleventh and twelfth

centuries. Vézelay’s apogee may well have arrived at

Easter in 1146, when Bernard of Clairvaux preached

the second crusade in the presence of King Louis VII

and Queen Eleanor of Aquitaine. The crowds were so

great and so fervent that a reviewing stand collapsed

as Bernard was handing out crusader insignia to those

vying to take up the cross. That no one was injured

was credited by chroniclers of the event to the inter-

cession of the Magdalen.

As the patron of Vézelay, Mary Magdalen was an

active wonder-worker. Her miracles included spectac-

ular cures, the raising of the dead, assistance with

matters of fertility and childbirth, and the liberation

of prisoners, all of which were appended to her vari-

ous vitae. Jacobus de Voragine, author of The Golden

Legend, the celebrated thirteenth-century compendi-

um of saints’ lives, drew on these miracle stories as

well as various vitae to construct his definitive vita of

Mary Magdalen, which enjoyed wide readership in

the late medieval and early modern periods.

Vézelay, it seems, had already experienced its hey-

day when The Golden Legend was completed: in 1279,

the Angevin prince Charles of Salerno rediscovered

the relics of St. Mary Magdalen at the church of

St. Maximin outside Aix-en-Provence. It was the

coup de grâce for Vézelay, a blow from which it

never recovered. Henceforth pilgrims transferred

their allegiance to the new shrine at St. Maximin,

where the saint soon began performing miracles,

memorialized by Jean Gobi the Elder in his miracle

collection, compiled c. 1315. The Provençal sanctu-

aries of St. Maximin and La Sainte-Baume (the ‘‘des-

ert’’ cave where Mary Magdalen was believed to have

retired) now attracted crowned heads of Europe,

saints, and other notables, among them Birgitta of

Sweden and Petrarch. The discovery of the Provençal

relics and the installation of the Dominican Order
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as caretakers of the shrine are duly chronicled in

the Dominican Legend, written in the mid-fifteenth

century.

Attributes

Through preaching, the liturgy, devotional books,

hymns, sacred plays, and the visual arts (Mary

Magdalen’s visual attribute is an alabaster jar of

oil), the legend of Mary Magdalen was disseminated

throughout Christendom. Each of her personae—

sinner, penitent, contemplative, and preacher of the

Resurrection—was harnessed for didactic ends by

preachers and moralists. Fire-and-brimstone preach-

ers such as Berthold of Regensberg and Bernardino

of Siena used her preconversion sinfulness to inveigh

against the sins of vanity and lust. Due to her associ-

ation with these sins, Mary Magdalen became the

patron saint of repentant prostitutes, whose houses

of refuge were frequently named in her honor. She

became as well the patron of those catering to the

luxury trade, such as drapers and glovers. The

Magdalen’s exemplary tearful conversion at Christ’s

feet taught an important lesson to sinners about the

efficacy of the sacrament of penance. Confraternities

devoted to the penitential discipline of self-flagellation

made her their patron saint, while handbooks for

preachers cited her as the model penitent.

Her penance was so expedient that many moralists

argued in the late medieval era that it returned her

to a virginal state. As such, pious matrons, such as

Margaret of Cortona, worried about their compro-

mised bodily condition and its consequences for per-

sonal salvation, took Mary Magdalen as their special

patron. But nuns too adopted Mary Magdalen as

their advocate. Her contemplative persona of Mary

of Bethany, Jesus’s attentive student, who according

to legend spent the last thirty years of her life in

mystical ecstasy, provided a model for cloistered

nuns whose lives were spent in contemplative pra-

yer. Finally, the Magdalen’s role as herald of the

Resurrection (John 20:18), along with her legendary

apostolate in Provence, was regarded as a model for

active engagement in the world, earning her the title

apostolorum apostola (apostle of the apostles), an

honorific bestowed on her by twelfth-century scrip-

tural commentators. Catherine of Siena praised

Mary Magdalen’s preaching and took the saint as a

model for her own active apostolate. The Dominican

Order, to which Catherine belonged, strove to bal-

ance the active and contemplative lives in perfect har-

mony; as such, it took Mary Magdalen as protector

in 1297.

The medieval Church considered Mary Magda-

len’s feast day so important that it was ranked as a

solemn feast, a day on which all work stopped. Tri-

dentine reformers began to distinguish between the

Mary Magdalen of the Gospels and the saint of leg-

end, and Gregory the Great’s composite saint was

challenged by humanist scholars of the sixteenth cen-

tury. It was not until 1969 that the Roman Church

officially released the historical figure of Mary

Magdalen from the bondage of her legend. Though

the Roman liturgical calendar now venerates her as a

‘‘disciple of Christ,’’ nonetheless the image of Mary

Magdalen that perdures is that of Luke’s sinner, now

glorified in heaven. As such she was and continues

to be a symbol of hope: through penitential conver-

sion a great sinner became a great saint. Equally,

however, the Middle Ages bequeathed to later gen-

erations a female saint venerated for her important

role in salvation history. After Christ had risen, he

chose not to appear first to his male disciples, but

rather to a woman. Mary Magdalen, therefore, was

doubly privileged: she was both the first witness to

the Resurrection and the apostle of the apostles,

entrusted by Christ to proclaim the good news, the

central tenet of Christian faith.

KATHERINE LUDWIG JANSEN
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MARY OF BURGUNDY
Mary (1457–1482), duchess of Burgundy, was ruler of

the Low Countries and Franche-Comté. Daughter

and sole heir of Duke Charles the Bold and Isabel of

Bourbon, after 1468, she was educated by her step-

mother Margaret of York. In 1476, her father be-

trothed her to Maximilian of Habsburg, son of

Emperor Frederick III. Charles’s death on the battle-

field before Nancy, January 5, 1477, left Mary and

Margaret in a turbulent situation. His territories suf-

fered from French invasions of Burgundy, Artois, and

Hainault, and some people were angered by Charles’s

harsh government, trampling on privileges and re-

quiring levels of taxes and military service beyond any

precedent. The recently annexed territories Guelders

and Liège immediately reclaimed their autonomy,

while Luxembourg remained autonomous until 1480.

The core principalities in the Low Countries, however,

meeting in the States General, inaugurated Mary as

their legal princess and granted military aid against

French invasion, after she had fully subscribed to all

the petitions and grievances the cities and states’

assemblies had submitted to her. The general tendency

of the dozens of charters she granted to cities, terri-

tories, and the whole of the Low Countries—the

‘‘Great Privilege’’ of February 11, 1477 was the first

constitutional act for this region—was the restoration

of local and regional privileges and customary law

Charles had overruled by centralising measures.

Her subjects’ support for the young and inexperi-

enced heiress helped to keep the French out of the

core territories of the Low Countries, which, under

this pressure, united more closely. Nevertheless, Mary

had to face scores of local revolts (within the duchy),

mainly targeted against those administrators who

were seen as responsible for Charles’s oppressive re-

gime. By June, calm returned after wide-ranging con-

cessions by the government. In the meantime, Mary

had informed Maximilian that she still saw him as her

future spouse, inviting him urgently to come and

marry her and take up governmental responsibilities.

The marriage, on August 18, 1477, implied the end of

Mary’s personal government. She gave birth to two

surviving children, Philip the Fair and Maximilian,

who played major roles in European politics. Mary’s

choice of a Habsburg introduced this dynasty as rulers

of the Low Countries for more than three centuries.
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MARY OF HUNGARY I
Mary of Hungary I (1255–1323), the daughter

of Stephen V, king of Hungary, wed the future

Charles II of Anjou, king of Naples, in 1269. Mother

of eight sons and five daughters, Mary actively pro-

moted the dynastic interests of her family. It was

through her that the Neapolitan Angevins inherited

the kingdom of Hungary. Mary sported the coat of

arms of the Árpádian dynasty on numerous works of

art and monuments commissioned by her, from her

silk throne carpet to the panel of Simone Martini

representing Saint Ladislas of Hungary. She was a

generous patron of the church, especially of the Fran-

ciscan Order.

After the death of her eldest son, Charles Martel, a

learned prince and a friend of Dante in 1294, who

was supposed to inherit the kingdoms of Naples and

Hungary, Mary fought for the succession of her

grandson to the Hungarian throne. With the strong

financial support of the Neapolitan court, the

Franciscan Cardinal Gentile da Montefiore, papal

legate to Hungary, managed to have Charles Robert

recognized by the Hungarian estates as king in 1312.

The chapel of Saint Martin in the lower church of

Assisi is a testimony both to Cardinal Gentile’s mis-

sion and to Mary’s efforts in furthering the interests

of her dynasty through her generous patronage of the

arts. The paintings of Simone Martini represent not

only the story of Martin, a native of Pannonia (later

Hungary), but also the ‘‘blessed family’’ (beata stirps)

of the Árpádian dynasty, from Saint Stephen via

Saint Henry and Saint Ladislas to Saint Elisabeth

and Saint Margaret of Hungary. Mary was buried

in the church of Santa Maria Donna Regina built by

her sometime between 1307 and 1320. Her tomb, a

masterpiece of Tino di Camaino, is decorated with the

four cardinal virtues, Prudentia, Temperantia, Iustitia,

and Fortitudo.
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MARY OF HUNGARY II
Daughter of Louis the Great, king of Hungary and of

Poland (1342–1382), Mary (1371–1395) was crowned

‘‘king of Hungary’’ (rex Hungariae) in 1382. The first

woman to rule Hungary, where daughters were gen-

erally excluded from inheritance of land, Mary was

called rex feminus. Thanks to this legal fiction, a new

status was created for her in this unprecedented

situation that also allowed for a distinction from the

reginae, the consorts of kings. According to King

Louis’ original plan of succession, Mary, betrothed

to Sigismund of Luxembourg, son of Emperor

Charles IV, was supposed to rule Poland together

with her husband. However, the order of succession

was successfully challenged by Elizabeth, the queen

mother. The Polish throne was inherited by Mary’s

younger sister, Hedwig (Jadwiga). Elizabeth became

regent of Hungary and ruled with her favorite, the

palatine Nicholas of Gara.

The government of the queens proved to be a dis-

aster. The baronial leagues possessing large estates in

southern Hungary and Croatia wanted to continue

the lucrative Italian wars of the late king and follow

the Adriatic, ‘‘maritime’’ orientation set by him rather

than complying to the new, Czech-German ‘‘conti-

nental’’ perspective offered by Sigismund, whom

they hated and despised. In 1386, the Gara league

murdered the pretender, Charles of Naples, invited

to the Hungarian throne by the Horváti clan; in the

same year, Garai was killed and the queens kid-

napped by János Horváti, the leader of the faction.

Elizabeth was strangled under the very eyes of her

daughter in 1387. Mary was liberated from her prison

in Croatia by her husband. Instead of showing clem-

ency, she took revenge on her assailants by executing

Horváti, to whom she had earlier promised safe

conduct. Mary then conferred the government on

Sigismund and was reduced to the status of consort.

Being a plaything in her own mother’s schemes, she

never possessed her own political authority. Later she

was able to devote her life to charity. In 1395, the

pregnant queen went riding, fell and died. Mary was

buried in the church of Saint Ladislas in Nagyvárad

(Oradea).
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MARY THE EGYPTIAN
The archetypal figure of the penitent woman made

her first appearance in Christian literature in Luke

7:36–50, where she washed the feet of Jesus. Tradition

identifies her with Mary Magdalene. In the following

centuries four other ‘‘holy harlots’’ took their places

in the Vitae patrum collections: MaryMeretrix, Thaı̈s,

Pelagia, and—most famous of the four during the

Middle Ages—Mary the Egyptian.

The authoritative Greek prose life of this saint is

attributed to Sophronios (c. 600: PG 87, pars 3: 3697–

3725). It was translated into Latin in the ninth century

by Paul the Deacon of Naples (PL 73:671–690). The

story begins with a monk of Palestine, Zosimas, who

makes a Lenten journey into the desert and encoun-

ters an old woman, entirely nude, her body blackened

by the sun. She tells him her story: as a youth she was

a courtesan in Alexandria; converted miraculously by

the Virgin Mary, she traveled into the desert, where

she has lived alone on just three loaves of bread

for the past forty-seven years. She instructs him to

return to his monastery, but he is to meet her the

following year to give her the Eucharist. He does so,

and eventually buries her dead body, with the help of

a providentially appearing lion.

By the middle of the twelfth century short versions

of the tale appeared in Latin collections of miracles of

the Virgin. These anthology treatments relegate

Zosimas to a secondary role and bring Mary herself

to the foreground of the legend. The late-twelfth-

century Anglo-Norman verse life (version T, as it is

called) realizes fully the literary implications of this

change. Stylistic and thematic echoes associate this

poem with other Anglo-Norman works of the period,

including Clemence of Barking’s life of St. Catherine,

the Gracial by Adgar, and the Tristan romance by

Thomas. Versions deriving from T in the following

centuries include that of Rutebeuf and the Spanish

Vida de santa Marı́a Egipcı́aca. The Golden Legend

reverts, however, to the older, ‘‘Zosimas-centered’’

narrative, which may be said to predominate in the

literature thereafter.
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MARY THE YOUNGER
Mary the Younger (c. 875–c. 903) was a pious woman

of Armenian origin who came to be venerated as a

saint. After marriage to a military officer named

Nikephoros, she spent most of her married life in

the Thracian town of Bizye. She bore four children,

two of whom died young. She was assiduous in her

private devotions, engaged in fasting, and was noted

for her charitable activities and kind behavior to-

wards slaves. She died young, as a result of abuse by

her husband. Some months after her burial, healing

miracles began to occur at her tomb; her vita attests to

her miraculous cure of twenty-one men and eleven

women. She was also commemorated in an icon, to-

gether with her two surviving children and a maid-

servant, by a painter from Rhaidestos who was

informed of her likeness through a dream vision.

The cult of Mary seems to have remained a local

development; she was not included in the Synaxarion

of Constantinople and no icon of her survives. Her

anonymous vita, preserved in two late manuscripts

(fourteenth and fifteenth centuries), was probably

written in the eleventh or twelfth century.

Mary the Younger was a rare example of a Byzan-

tine married woman who worked miracles and

achieved sanctity, even though this was considered

impossible by the local bishop. She is usually grouped

with a small number of other married holy women,

such as the empress Theophano (d. 895 or 896) and
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Thomaı̈s of Lesbos (fl. first half of tenth century), who

became saints without ever taking monastic vows.

ALICE-MARY TALBOT
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MARY, VIRGIN
Since the fourth century, devotion to the Virgin

Mary, mother of Jesus, has been an integral part of

the piety and worship of the Christian Church. An

interest in Mary had already begun to appear in the

second century. Afterward, her popularity steadily

increased until it reached a high point in the twelfth

century from which it never declined for the remain-

der of the Middle Ages. Indeed, the fifteenth century,

the last of the medieval period, witnessed the produc-

tion of some of the most lyrical hymns ever written to

celebrate her role in the Christian drama. One of these

hymns, ‘‘Adam lay y-bounden,’’ comes from an anon-

ymous English hymn writer who chose to express love

for the Virgin Mary, Queen of Heaven, by giving

thanks for the original fall into sin in the Garden of

Eden, because it seemed obvious that, without that

fall, Mary could never have attained her prominent

place in the heavenly court. The hymn asserts, ‘‘Ne

had the apple taken been, the apple taken been, Ne

had never Our Lady a-been heavené queen. Blessed

be the time that apple taken was.’’ Without mention-

ing Eve specifically, the hymn calls to mind one of the

oldest and most popular themes of both ancient and

medieval Marian devotion: Mary as Second Eve. The

idea is as old as the second century, when St. Justin

Martyr, in his Dialogue with Trypho, contrasted

Mary’s obedience to the will of God with Eve’s dis-

obedience. By consenting to become the mother of the

incarnate Word, Mary had made possible the eventu-

al overthrow of the very serpent who had tempted

Eve, becoming herself the bodily gateway of salva-

tion. Justin’s theme was soon adopted by other Chris-

tian writers like Irenaeus of Lyons, who expanded its

possibilities even further.

The Emergence of Marian Doctrine and Piety
in the Early Church

The theological consideration of Mary demonstrated

in the work of Justin and Irenaeus is only one aspect

of the emerging interest in the Virgin that first began

to appear in the second century. This new focus on

Mary occurred within the context of veneration for

the early martyr-saints of the church that was rapidly

becoming an important aspect of Christian worship.

By the end of the second century, the Protevangelion

or Early Gospel of James was written to supply the

need for additional information about Mary’s life not

provided in the four Gospels of Matthew, Mark,

Luke, and John. These Gospels assumed a place of

authority within the early Christian community over

the course of the second century, but they included

only a few specific references to Mary herself. Al-

though the Protevangelion was never seriously consid-

ered for inclusion in the canon by the Church,

it became quite popular and provided a number of

the stories that eventually would be woven into the

tapestry of medieval Marian devotion, including

Mary’s dedication to the temple at the age of three

and support for Mary’s virginity in partu (in giving

birth). Most important of all, the Protevangelion

relates the story of Mary’s conception. An angel

announces to the childless couple, Anne and Joachim,

that they will soon have a very special daughter. In

outline, the account resembles the story of Hannah’s

conception of Samuel in 1 Samuel. It therefore con-

tinues a practice begun by Luke, whose version of

Mary’s song of praise, the ‘‘Magnificat’’ (Luke 1), is

clearly modeled on that of Hannah.

While some aspects of Marian devotion developed

as early as the second century, there is general recog-

nition that Mary first became the object of wide-

spread theological consideration and piety in the

fourth century. Much of this new attention occurred

in connection with the heated theological debates

surrounding the person of Christ. Athanasius of Alex-

andria, ardent defender of the divinity of Christ both

before and after the Council of Nicea in 325,

expressed the veneration for Mary common among

theologians of the Alexandrian tradition by referring

to Mary as Theotokos (God-bearer). This title praises

the Virgin, but it was used even more to demonstrate

Jesus’ divinity from the moment of his conception.

Mary, then, was the one who carried God incarnate

for the nine months of her pregnancy and then bore

God into the world in the person of Jesus.

The fourth century also witnessed the first

recorded prayer to Mary, the Sub tuum praesidium

(Under Thy Protection), although some scholars
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have dated it as early as the later third century. The

beautiful hymns of the Syrian deacon Ephraem,

known as ‘‘the Lyre of the Holy Spirit,’’ further testify

to the fervent devotion felt by Eastern Christian wri-

ters of the day. Equally important for Mary’s place

in future medieval piety is the fact that, by the

fourth century, Mary had become the model for all

Christians, especially women, who sought to live a life

of virginity. Assuming no sexual relationship with her

husband Joseph, Church fathers, including Athana-

sius in the East and Ambrose of Milan in the West,

asserted that Mary had always lived a quiet contem-

plative life at home—she seldom went out and, never

wanting to be seen by men, was continually engaged

in prayer and good works. Mary thus became the

symbol for the ascetic lifestyle that would remain the

Christian ideal throughout the medieval period.

The ecumenical councils of the fifth century, called

to settle the crucial Christological issues concerning

Jesus’s humanity, officially established some of the

most central doctrines and titles in Marian piety.

The Council of Ephesus (431) formally approved

Mary’s title Theotokos. The Council of Chalcedon

(451) next proclaimed her as Aeiparthenos (Ever-

Virgin) when it adopted in its entirety the Tome of

Pope St. Leo I, which contained this doctrine.

Immaculate Conception and the Assumption

There was no consensus in the early church, however,

regarding the degree to which Mary participated in

the sinful condition of the rest of humanity. The belief

that Mary had been preserved from original sin, the

doctrine of the Immaculate Conception, remained in

dispute. There were theologians, including John

Chrysostom, who were convinced of Mary’s parti-

cipation in original sin, and some, including

Ambrose, who clearly believed her to have been pre-

served from all actual sin. They stopped short, how-

ever, of arguing for her preservation from original

sin as well. It is a testament to the strong belief in

Mary’s holiness that even Augustine of Hippo, who

so stressed the universal power of original sin, was

capable of speculating that Mary had never sinned.

The first celebration of a feast of Mary’s concep-

tion took place in the seventh century in the Eastern

church, but was not widely introduced into western

Europe until the twelfth century. Debate regarding

the Immaculate Conception continued throughout

the Middle Ages in the West. The doctrine was always

popular among the people, who are usually credited

with ensuring its eventual acceptance; but there were

famous theologians arrayed on both sides of the

debate. The Dominican St. Thomas Aquinas opposed

the Immaculate Conception as a belief that detracted

from Christ’s role as savior of all people; and, for this

reason, the Dominican friars tended to follow his

lead. The Franciscans, on the other hand, became

major defenders of the doctrine, although their more

cautious preachers, like San Bernardino of Siena,

preferred to wait until the Church made a final deci-

sion before asserting it in sermons. The Immaculate

Conception was destined to remain simply a popular

belief until Pope Pius IX proclaimed it a dogma of the

Church in 1854.

As with Mary’s conception, Eastern Christians

were the first to demonstrate an interest in Mary’s

death and bodily Assumption into heaven. Early

Syrian and Greek documents like the Obsequies of

the Holy Virgin and the Pseudo-Melito suggest that

Mary either died or ‘‘fell asleep’’ and that afterward

both her soul and her body were taken up into heav-

en. By 600, August 15 was set aside by the Eastern

Emperor Maurice to commemorate the Virgin’s

death; and by the seventh century, the feast was

established in Gaul under the title the Feast of the

Dormition. In the West, the feast came to be known

as the Assumption during the ninth century and ac-

quired a popularity rivaling Christmas and Easter.

Never as controversial as the Immaculate Concep-

tion, the Assumption also had to wait for modern

definition as official doctrine. It was finally pro-

claimed to be a dogma by Pope Pius XII in 1950.

Relics

There is one final aspect of Marian devotion yet to

appear in the earliest period of Christian history:

relics. Belief in the special holiness of the bodies of

saints can already be detected in the New Testament

(Acts 19:11–12) and was especially associated in the

early Church with the bodies of martyrs such as St.

Polycarp, executed around the middle of the second

century. Fairly widespread acceptance of Mary’s As-

sumption would appear to eliminate the possibility of

true Marian relics; nevertheless, there is evidence of

them by the sixth century, when Gregory of Tours

mentions a number of Marian relics already being

venerated in Frankish Gaul. Relics of the Virgin in-

cluded things such as locks of her hair, pieces of

clothing, and above all, her milk, perhaps the single

most popular relic associated with Mary’s cult. Vials

of her milk could be found at many popular pilgrim-

age sites; and Mary’s milk is the one Marian relic

popular in the many miracle stories involving her

intervention on behalf of sinners. Indeed, there were
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several miracle stories telling of Mary’s miraculous

appearance to those who sought her in prayer, so

that she could reward them with a few drops of her

milk. Mary’s milk came to symbolize her power to

intercede for sinners. This intercession was often

depicted both in sermons and in art works using

a theme known as the ‘‘double intercession.’’ The

Virgin kneels before her Son in heaven, revealing to

him the breast with which she had nourished him as a

child, reminding him of her care for him, and asking

him to be merciful to sinners. Jesus, in turn, reveals to

the Father the wound in his side, suffered on behalf of

sinners, beseeching him also to show mercy. In the art

works the physical gestures of mother and son are

portrayed as virtually identical. A few places pos-

sessed Marian relics, including Walsingham, England,

which had a vial of her milk by the thirteenth century.

Paris had a lock of her hair, while Chartres could

claim the sancta camisia (holy chemise), the garment

worn by Mary when she gave birth to Christ. This

relic was a gift to Charlemagne from the Byzantine

empress Irene. Also popular were various dwellings

associated with Mary. Walsingham became one of the

most visited pilgrimage sites in Europe because of

the Holy House of Walsingham, believed to be a re-

plica of Mary’s house in Nazareth, revealed in a vision

to the twelfth-century Norman woman Richelde of

Fervaques (c. 1130). The Holy House of Loreto, Italy

(1295) claimed to be the very house in which Jesus

was conceived.

By the early Middle Ages, most of the permanent

elements of Marian doctrine and devotion were al-

ready in place. The particular historical developments

and devotional trends of medieval Europe then

molded these elements into something quite distinc-

tive and complex.

The Middle Ages: The Flowering of
Marian Piety

Even though Marian piety was fully integrated into

Christian worship by the early Middle Ages, nothing

could have anticipated the tremendous outpouring of

devotion Mary received in the twelfth century. Under

the combined influence of feudalism and the French

courtly love tradition, Mary was celebrated by her

own troubadours as Notre Dame (Our Lady), the

Queen of Heaven, who was to be served and honored

with a purity of love and service due to no merely

earthly lady. Mary became the subject of numerous

hymns, among them the beautiful Marian antiphons

such as the Salve Regina (Hail Holy Queen), which

were soon incorporated into the liturgy. It was also

during the late eleventh or early twelfth century that

the first half of the most popular prayer to Mary in

Western Christian piety, the Ave Maria (Hail Mary),

first entered widespread usage. By the early thirteenth

century, the Ave Maria was so well established that

the Church encouraged Christians to memorize it

along with the ‘‘Our Father’’ and the ‘‘Apostles’

Creed.’’ If songs and prayers were not tangible or

permanent enough, Mary was also immortalized in

stone, in the Gothic cathedrals all over France, and

throughout the rest of Europe, that were dedicated to

her, including Notre Dame de Paris and Notre Dame

de Chartres; and in addition, there were the statues of

Mary, usually holding the infant Jesus, sculpted to

adorn the buildings.

Against this backdrop of a society familiar with the

customs of feudalism and courtly love, Mary’s role as

intercessor was often depicted as that of a Queen

Mother, helping to preside over the court of her son

and always ready to present to him the requests of the

various suppliants who came seeking favors. There

was no doubt that she would be especially bound to

help those who had increased her own glory and

honor at court through their plentiful offerings of

prayer and praise. Indeed at times, preachers like

Jean Gerson presented Mary as the Queen of the

Court of Mercy while Jesus presided over the Court

of Justice. Those who feared to approach the throne

of Christ directly because of their sins could first make

their supplications at Mary’s court.

Twelfth-century Marian piety also influenced bib-

lical interpretation and in some cases altered the text

of Scripture itself as it was used in the liturgy. Begin-

ning with Origen’s commentaries and homilies on the

Song of Songs in the mid-third century, the Song of

Songs had been interpreted as an allegory depicting

the relationship between God and the believer or God

and the Church. As early as the ninth century, how-

ever, when the Assumption first acquired widespread

popularity, certain passages from the book were being

used in the liturgy and in biblical commentaries to

speak of Mary’s Assumption into heaven. Paschasius

Radbertus’s work Cogitis me (You Compel Me)

changed the Latin word progreditur (advances) of

Song of Songs 6:9 to ascendit (ascends). The verse

would now read: ‘‘Who is this who ascends like the

dawn,’’ fitting perfectly the Assumption of Mary.

Because most people of the High Middle Ages be-

lieved Paschasius’ work had been written by St. Jer-

ome, the alteration in the text was accepted as

authoritative for some time. By the twelfth century,

authors began to interpret the entire Song of Songs as

a depiction of God’s love for Mary. The Seal of

Blessed Mary (c. 1100), by Honorius Augustodunen-

sis, and Reupert of Deutz’s Commentary of the Song
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of Songs (c. 1125) were the first works to do this. The

use of the Song of Songs in a Marian context eventu-

ally led to the portrayal of Mary as the bride of Christ

in many popular sermons. She became Christ’s be-

loved, whom he sought out specifically as his partner

in the Incarnation because of her beauty, her humili-

ty, and her virginal purity.

Role of the Mendicant Orders

Some of the most significant contributions to popular

and scholarly devotion to Mary were made by the two

new mendicant religious orders of the early thirteenth

century, the Franciscans and the Dominicans. To-

gether they were responsible for most of the public

preaching heard by people of the High and late Mid-

dle Ages. Through their sermons, the Franciscans

encouraged the people to embrace a more human

vision of the Virgin Mary, who, like themselves, had

experienced all of the joy and pain of earthly life. The

Franciscans first established the Angelus as a popular

prayer among the people. This initially involved the

custom of reciting the Ave Maria each evening when

the bells rang to announce the city’s curfew. Based

on the angel Gabriel’s Annunciation to Mary, the

Angelus eventually developed into a series of short

statements about Mary’s role in the Incarnation inter-

spersed with the Ave Maria. The Dominicans also

supported the custom of the Angelus, and in addition

to being popular preachers, were instrumental in de-

veloping theological doctrines concerning Mary in

their role as university professors.

Finally, the recently rediscovered works of Aristo-

tle, which so influenced the direction of scholastic

thought in the universities during the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries, created an interpretation of

Mary’s role in the Incarnation destined to become

one of the commonplaces of later medieval Marian

piety and preaching. Certainly, Aristotle was not

needed in order to affirm Mary’s concrete role in the

Incarnation or her logical connection to the doctrine

of transubstantiation established in 1215; but his

biological concepts made possible the development

of a particularly rich symbolism regarding her bodily

unity with Christ. Aristotelian biology taught that a

woman’s menstrual blood was transformed into the

body of the child by the male seed, which brought

form and life to the inert matter. In addition, Aristotle

believed that the woman’s blood was transformed

into the milk with which she fed the child. Women

were therefore seen as sacrificing their own blood first

to form the child’s body and then to provide nourish-

ment for the newborn infant. Aristotelian biology

enabled medieval theologians and preachers to make

frequent references to Mary’s ‘‘very pure blood’’ as

the source of Jesus’ body. Preachers asserted this

connection whenever they wanted to stress the holi-

ness of the body of Christ, whether his body hanging

and suffering on the cross or his body received in the

Eucharistic host. They would nearly always point out

that his body was made ‘‘from the very pure blood of

blessed Mary.’’ It is also true that those, like the

Franciscans, who sought to magnify Mary’s physical

role in the Incarnation often preferred to use the

biological teaching of Galen, who believed that

women and men made roughly equal contributions

to forming the child in the womb. In any case, the

Virgin’s bodily connection to Jesus allowed her to be

seen as the ultimate provider of the most revered

object in late medieval religious devotion, the Eucha-

ristic host. She thereby became the source of nourish-

ment for Christian believers, her spiritual children, as

she had been for Jesus. Tabernacles used to store the

consecrated host were at times designed to represent

Mary, containing once again within her own body the

Eucharistic body of her Son. Plays that were staged

during Corpus Christi festivals also associated Mary

with the host by focusing on the glorification of

Mary’s body at her Assumption. The body whose

transformed substance is received in the Eucharist

was rightly preserved from corruption at her death.

The Unity of Mary and Jesus

The mystical bodily unity of Mary and Jesus was in

fact the inspiration for virtually all devotion to Mary

in the later Middle Ages. By the fifteenth century, it

even allowed prominent theologians and preachers to

assert that Mary had experienced the same bodily

pain as Jesus during his crucifixion. Motherly com-

passion for her suffering son became a sharing in the

actual Passion of Christ itself, an intimate participa-

tion in the redemption that earned for her an unques-

tioned right to intercede with her son in heaven on

behalf of sinners.

This concrete, sacramental, and incarnational

Marian piety was eventually transformed into some-

thing more ‘‘spiritualized’’ and inward during the very

late medieval and early modern period. The growth of

literacy after the invention of printing (c. 1450)

worked to create a greater sense of interiority and

introspection, which often preferred to stress Mary’s

‘‘spiritual’’ motherhood of Jesus through her faith in

Gabriel’s proclamation of God’s intentions at the

Annunciation. The previous focus on the bodily

unity of Mary and Jesus became instead an emphasis
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on their oneness of heart and will. Meditative prayers

such as the rosary, which acquired its final modern

form during the sixteenth century, also contributed to

the transformation. But the older tradition celebra-

ting Mary’s physical role in the Incarnation, her

exalted position as Bride of Christ, and her connection

to the Eucharist could still be found during the six-

teenth century in the theology and preaching of men

such as François de Sales and Lawrence of Brindisi.

Recent Trends in Medieval Marian
Scholarship

There is, of course, a great wealth of scholarship

covering every aspect of Marian piety and theology

from the earliest period of Christian history to the

present day. Very often, when historians have dis-

agreed in their interpretations it has been in relation

to the effect on women of the Church’s teaching on

Mary. Feminist scholars like Marina Warner have

often argued that Marian piety acquired quite early

its most essential elements and that they have

remained fairly constant over time. For the most

part, they have concluded that the presentation of

Mary both in formal theology and in more popular

venues was crafted exclusively by men and that over-

all it served to present women with either an impossi-

ble model of perfection for emulation or an example

of the kind of quiet, passive, and obedient behavior

they sought to encourage in Christian women. Cer-

tainly some churchmen have sought to employ

Marian piety in just this way, but more recent schol-

arship, particularly that concerning women’s experi-

ence of Mary in the Middle Ages, has begun to reveal

the creative ways in which women have related to

Mary in their devotional lives.

Caroline Walker Bynum has argued that ultimate-

ly it was Christ, not the Virgin, who was the focus of

most medieval women’s spirituality, while it was men

who seemed most drawn to Mary. For women, Mary

as representative woman was not especially central.

Yet Bynum also concludes that, as the provider of

Christ’s body, Mary was necessarily important to

mystics like St. Catherine of Siena and Hildegard

of Bingen, who sought to identify more fully with

Christ’s suffering on the cross. Sensing the same mys-

tical unity of flesh that caused late medieval preachers

to proclaim Mary’s physical suffering at Calvary,

these women could experience a oneness with the

Passion of Jesus because his flesh, like theirs, was

female flesh.

Equally positive is the role played by Mary in The

Book of Margery Kempe, the spiritual autobiography

of the fourteenth-century Englishwoman Margery

Kempe. Gail McMurray Gibson has shown that the

richness of Margery’s visionary life often expressed

her sense of unity with the suffering of Christ gener-

ated through her own personal suffering, a theme that

reflects Bynum’s argument. At other times, however,

Margery’s visions reveal her desire to identify with

Mary herself, becoming, like Mary, a servant of the

Christ Child. Theresa Coletti has highlighted Mary’s

unique position as both Virgin and mother in medie-

val religious drama. She argues that this paradoxical

role helped to create dramatic interaction between

the characters in the plays that served to challenge

society’s assumptions about the bodies of ordinary

women. Pregnancy and lactation were the common

lot of all married women. Lactation was often por-

trayed as a result of the original fall into sin. The fact

that Mary could be both pregnant and a Virgin,

lactating and sinless, forced the viewer to reconsider

the usual stereotypes. Also, instead of presenting

Mary as remote, perfect, and therefore completely

unlike other women, the plays depict Mary in exactly

the kinds of situations that all women encounter.

Finally, Ellington’s study of late medieval Marian

popular sermons argues that these sermons generally

describe Mary as an active, vocal, and central partici-

pant in Jesus’s life from his conception and birth to

his Resurrection and Ascension. All in all, recent

scholarship suggests that medieval Marian devotion

was multifaceted. It could be used by some to try to

control women or to demonstrate female wickedness

by comparison with Mary’s perfection, but it was also

at times capable of enabling women themselves

to transcend the image of all women as merely so

many Eves, responsible for the human fall into sin.

Women could instead identify with Mary as the Sec-

ond Eve, whose participation in Jesus’s Incarnation

and suffering on the cross helped to reverse the fall,

ensuring, in the words of the hymn, that she would

become ‘‘heavené queen.’’

DONNA SPIVEY ELLINGTON
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MARY, VIRGIN: IN ART
By the late Middle Ages, the most revered holy figure

in western Europe was the Virgin Mary, the Mother

of God. Her power was conveyed through images

large and small, made in many media. Some portrayed

her as an intercessor with her son, others as the pro-

tector of individuals or cities. For example, Stephen

Murray has connected the intense local devotion to

the mid-thirteenth century Vierge Dorée of the south

portal of the Cathedral at Amiens with a contempo-

rary sermon that celebrated the great power of the

Queen of Heaven and Bride of Christ. In the same

century, following a victory over Florence attributed

to her intervention, the Tuscan city of Siena affirmed

its special relationship with the Virgin with a series of

immense altarpieces depicting the Madonna and

Child enthroned that culminated in Duccio’s great

Maestà placed on the altar of the Duomo in 1311,

and, as Diana Norman has argued, went on to assert

territorial control through other images of the Virgin

dispersed into their contado.

Such medieval images of the Virgin do not fit the

modern, post-Renaissance definition of ‘‘art,’’ and are

best understood in terms of their context and meaning

Virgin Mary With Child. Austria, Seitenstetten Abbey.
Second half thirteenth century CE. M.855, f.110 v.
Location: The Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, NY.
Credit: The Pierpont Morgan Library / Art Resource, NY.
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as well as their production. Individual icons of the

Virgin and Child and scenes from the lives of Christ

and the Virgin functioned as conduits to the Virgin

and to the events depicted. They were also organized

into extensive cycles or programs. Executed in mosaic

and fresco mural paintings, wooden panels, illumi-

nated manuscripts, precious materials including

gold, ivory, and gems, and sculpture in wood and

stone, images of the Virgin can be surveyed chrono-

logically, through iconography and style. But scholars

also consider the religious, political, and social con-

texts in which images weremade and the ways in which

images of the Virgin, including miracle-working icons,

conveyed meaning and produced power.

The Royal Virgin

Images of the Virgin appeared well before she was

recognized as the Mother of God, the Theotokos, by

the Council of Ephesus in 431. The Virgin with the

Christ Child and the Prophet Isaiah at the Catacomb

of Priscilla in Rome, usually dated to the second

century, is often identified as the earliest extant

image. Like others, it can be traced to pre-Christian

sources, such as Isis nursing Horus, long identified as

the model for the Virgin lactans. Some early images of

the Virgin and Child enthroned with attendant saints

and angels derived from Roman imperial iconogra-

phy. Images at Rome from the sixth century on in-

clude versions of the Hodegetria in which the Virgin

holds the child on her left arm and points to him with

her right hand and of the Virgin as Advocate, with a

supplicant gesture. Many, including the Hodegetria,

named for the Hodegon Monastery, had prototypes

in Constantinople, some of which were said to have

been painted by the evangelist Luke. Copies of such

venerated and miraculous images were thought to

possess the efficacy of the original, and some acquired

their own attribution to the evangelist. Another early

type, almost exclusively Western, the Maria Regina,

depicting the Virgin dressed in imperial regalia, was

identified with the papacy and city of Rome.

By the early Middle Ages, images of the Virgin had

spread north through Europe. The Venerable Bede

recorded that in the seventh century Benedict Biscop,

Abbot at Monkwearmouth, carried images from

Rome to England, among them one of the Virgin

and Child. Its form is not clear, but it may have

resembled the enthroned Hodegetria in the Book of

Kells, for which scholars have suggested a Byzantine

or Coptic source. By the year 1000 new types had

emerged, some functioning as relics or reliquaries.

They included the sculpted Throne of Wisdom, in

which the child sits frontally on the Virgin’s lap em-

bodying Holy Wisdom, who in the incarnation ‘‘built

himself a throne,’’ as Solomon had. And in the era of

the Crusades, images in which the Virgin embraces

the Christ Child appeared throughout Europe, based

on the Byzantine Eleousa and Kykkotissa, which re-

call the Presentation in the Temple and thus stress the

incarnation, coming Crucifixion, and the Eucharist.

In the Virgin Misericorde or Schutzmantelmadonna,

she shelters worshipers under her mantle. This type

may also derive from Crusader circles. Described in

twelfth-century Cistercian texts, it appears first in

thirteenth-century Cypriote frescoes and Armenian

manuscripts, and then in a panel by Duccio. Other

new types were a response to interest in the Song of

Solomon, including the Virgin as the Bride of Christ,

the Sponsa/Sponsus, and the Virgin as Ecclesia. These

representations lie behind the Virgin and Christ

enthroned together as in S. Maria in Trastevere in

Rome and the Coronation of the Virgin in numerous

sculpture programs, including that of Chartres Cathe-

dral. Like the Tree of Jesse found in manuscripts,

stained glass, mural painting, and even ceiling paint-

ing, these new iconographic formulations first ap-

pear in the twelfth century in a period of increasing

emphasis on the royal status of the Virgin and her

identification with earthly queens, a period when

the cult of the Virgin took hold in northern Europe,

under the impact of Mediterranean imagery and

the writings of St. Bernard of Clairvaux. This em-

phasis on earthly royalty and the Virgin’s increasing

role as a civic patron combined with the older incar-

nation imagery of the Throne of Solomon. The Virgin

and Child on a Solomonic throne with lion bases

appears throughout Europe, for example, in the

thirteenth-century frescoes at Gurk. Comparable to

the Roman formulation of the Maria Regina and the

Constantinopolitan practice of processing with

images to invoke the protection of the Virgin in time

of war, European rulers and states used images to

validate their rule and obtain her support.

Publication of the essential collection of icons at

St. Catherine’s on Mount Sinai and study of late

Byzantine painting have transformed scholarly under-

standing of the development of images of the Virgin

in both the East and the West. Among the most intri-

guing investigations have been those into the late-

medieval European interest in Orthodox icons, liter-

ally an icon trade. Maryan Ainsworth has described

the persistent power of certain types of images of the

Virgin and the expectation of their efficacy in new

works by painters such as Jan Van Eyck. In the same

way, at the time of the counter-reformation through-

out Italy, medieval images, both Byzantine and

Italian, from the thirteenth century, were identified
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as the work of St. Luke, given elaborate new settings,

and used to assert the power of the Roman church

and of the Virgin in the face of the iconoclastic Prot-

estant attack on the Virgin and on images described

by Michael Camille, among many others. In a differ-

ent way, late medieval and early Renaissance images

such as St. Anne, the Virgin and Child, which empha-

sized the growing belief in the Virgin’s immaculate

conception, the Holy Kinship, and images focused on

the Eucharist, like the Pietà, articulated church doc-

trine, while reflecting and promoting social values.

Naturalism and the Eucharistic Theme

Such analysis allows us to understand developments

in a period generally considered a prelude to the

Renaissance and its increasing naturalism. Both tra-

ditional and feminist scholarship reveals the liturgical

and emotional depth of images of the Virgin. Barbara

Lane has argued for a eucharistic interpretation of

northern Renaissance images of the Virgin and

Child. Fourteenth-century Sienese images with in-

creasingly natural infants carry many of the same

references, in part in response to what Hans Belting

has called the ‘‘living’’ icons of Byzantium. This enli-

vening can be seen in Gothic sculpture, likewise in-

creasingly naturalistic by the late twelfth century. As

Michael Camille noted, the sculpture seemed to move

and come to life in personal encounters between

images and worshipers. Such experiences were possi-

ble in all media and on all scales. The thirteenth-

century Seitenstetten Missal, now in the Pierpont

Morgan Library in New York and included in the

2004 exhibition Byzantium: Faith and Power, demon-

strates the internationalism of such imagery. The

Italianate ornamental and facial types reflect the

impact of a Paduan atelier on painters in Austria,

for the drapery, like the provenance, is central

European. Here the Virgin nurses a child who

holds his foot, a vision for the kneeling donor. The

identification of her milk with the blood of Christ

at the Crucifixion and the Eucharist has been stressed

in recent scholarship, including that of Caroline

Walker Bynum. These references are significant in

the Seitenstetten Virgin, which forms a diptych with

a facing Crucifixion, so that together they open

the Canon of the Mass on the following folios. In

addition, the emphasis on the child’s foot, which

will be pierced by a nail at the Crucifixion, and the

juxtaposition of this page with a facing image of the

Crucifixion underline that aspect of the Eucharist and

the incarnation and remind the worshiper that the

infant will be the crucified adult Christ. Hans Belting

has noted that such images of the Virgin and Child

function in prolepsis, anticipation of the future, and

thus connect the early life of Christ to the passion. As

icons they join worshipers with those portrayed, the

events reflected, and the reality of the Eucharist itself.

At the same time, Margaret Miles has suggested,

scholars should consider the personal impact that

such mothering images had on both male and female

worshipers, despite a lack of contemporary documen-

tation for these responses.

Narrative Circles

Along with the images of the Virgin and Child alone

or with angels, donors, or saints, medieval worshipers

encountered numerous images of the Virgin and

Child in the scenes of infancy and passion cycles,

including the Annunciation, the Nativity, and the

Crucifixion, as well as those from the increasingly

elaborate life of the Virgin, such as the embrace of

her parents, Joachim and Anna, at the Golden Gate,

her Marriage, and her Assumption. Often these

scenes, derived from apocryphal texts, as well as the

Gospels, are described simply as narratives, stories

told in a Bible for the illiterate. But the formulation,

selection, and juxtaposition of scenes and the organi-

zation of narrative cycles also conveyed carefully con-

structed theological and political messages. Like the

eucharistic content of icons, they would have been

recognized in part through a shared familiarity with

hymns and liturgy, as well as preaching, but understood

through the lens of personal experience and identity.

Such cycles are found early in the fifth-century mosaics

of S.MariaMaggiore inRome, and in frescoes from the

early medieval sites at Castelseprio and Reichenau, as

well as romanesque Lambach and Prufening, among

other examples. Elsewhere, infancy and passion cycles

appear in stained glass, as at Chartres and Canterbury,

and monumental sculpture programs as at Chartres,

Paris, Reims, and Amiens.

Women and Images of Mary

Various approaches to investigating images of the

Virgin and Child and infancy and passion cycles

have expanded knowledge of the field. The relation-

ship between Byzantine art and the art of western

Europe provides some understanding of what medie-

val Europeans saw when they looked at images of the

Virgin, and an appreciation of the practices that de-

termined how worshipers saw images, including the

experience of pilgrimage described in the work of
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David Freedberg and Michele Bacci. While some

investigations of the meaning of images have been

stylistic, iconographic, and theological, others have

focused on political and economic factors. And femi-

nist scholarship has vastly informed our understand-

ing of images of the Virgin. Scholars such as Margaret

Miles have addressed the role of images of the Virgin

in articulating women’s nature in the Middle Ages,

especially in her unique contrast to Eve. Indeed, Miles

has encouraged scholars to consider the impact of

images of the Virgin and other female saints on fe-

male worshipers, noting that the Virgin, simulta-

neously a mother and a virgin, was unmatchable in

her perfection. Similarly, Madeline Caviness has ar-

gued that even where images of the Virgin were made

specifically for women’s use, women may not have

had control over their content, and indeed some

images may have been intended to mold female be-

havior. The power of the Virgin portrayed and the

status of the possessor of an image did not necessarily

translate into female agency in the production of

images. Feminist perspectives have encouraged other

scholars to pursue issues with innovative as well as

traditional tools. Using texts and visual analysis, Amy

Neff has provided important new insights into the

childbirth imagery in the Virgin swooning at the

foot of the Cross. In their rich analysis of Giotto’s

Arena Chapel, Anne Derbes and Mark Sandona have

described the contrast between ‘‘Barren Metal and the

Fruitful Womb,’’ in the intercessory role of the Virgin

and a visual explication of the sin of usury.

The Child and the Host

Important and extensive discussions have been car-

ried out over eucharistic interpretations of both

narrative and iconic images. To be sure, in some late

medieval images, such as those specifically comparing

the milk of the Virgin with the blood of Christ cited

by Bynum, eucharistic content is easily identified.

And references to the Eucharist and the incarnation

are clear in Eastern Orthodox images of the Virgin, in

part owing to texts defending icons by means of the

incarnation, which emerged in the wake of the icono-

clastic controversy. Byzantine church programs, like

some in the West, often placed the Virgin and Child in

the apse over the altar, but at times Byzantine apse

frescoes were even more direct, depicting an infant

in the paten in place of the host. For the most part,

Western art lacks such literal statements of the rela-

tionship between images of the Virgin and Child and

the incarnation, but scholars such as Ilene Forsyth,

Barbara Lane, and Leo Steinberg have argued for it

convincingly. Still, some refinement of these interpre-

tations makes sense. For example, the argument that

large-scale altarpieces depicting the Virgin emerged

in Europe in the wake of the official identification of

the host with the Christ Child in transubstantiation

and the elevation of the host in 1215 has been over-

stated, as many have noted. The argument overlooks

other factors that may have driven the gigantism of

thirteenth-century painting, including the economic

and demographic boom of the period, the increasing

scale of buildings in Europe and of painted images,

both icon and mural, in the Byzantine world, and the

burgeoning cult of the Virgin.

Crucial studies continue to shape the investigation

of medieval images of the Virgin and their meaning,

above all the work of Caroline Walker Bynum. Al-

though Bynum is not an art historian and has been

criticized for her handling of images, her work and the

body of literature, both positive and negative, that

has emerged in response to it, have provided impor-

tant insight into the making, meaning, and experience

of images of the Virgin. For example, Kathleen

Biddick’s analysis underlines the importance of

addressing the images directly in their larger contexts,

rather than using them to accompany scholarly anal-

ysis as Bynum does. Above all Biddick stresses the

effect of individual and group identities, gender, social

station, and religion on the experience and produc-

tion of images, for example, noting the anti-Semitic

messages within some strongly eucharistic images and

their intersection with the experience of gender iden-

tities of makers and worshipers.

REBECCA W. CORRIE
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MARY, VIRGIN: IN LITERATURE
The Blessed Virgin Mary was, from the earliest days

of Christianity, the subject of mysterious legends and

stories. She was often considered by ordinary believ-

ers to be a divine personage (although this view is not

held by the Church), and the earliest preserved tales

deal with her Assumption into heaven when her

earthly life had ended. In the Middle Ages, especially

between the eleventh and twelfth centuries, her role in

literature was primarily that of intercessor between

God and Man—a loving mother whose petitions

made to Jesus on behalf of poor sinners were invari-

ably granted. Generally, aid was proffered in the form

of miraculous occurrences that often contravened the

laws of nature and even Church dogma. Tales of such

miracles were extremely popular and widespread, and

generically form part of the repertory of saint’s lives,

although they are most succinctly described as illu-

strated sermons. What we call Marian literature refers

simply to stories about Mary that were written down

at some point and have survived to the present day.

We can read them today as sermons, plays, poetry,

and stories, although their delivery would have been

oral in the Middle Ages, since common people—with

very few exceptions—could not read or write. They

would have heard the stories as exempla in sermons,

or as public entertainment at pilgrimage sites, or

would perhaps have seen liturgical dramas or heard

songs about Mary. The impact of this orally delivered

literature would have been reinforced by artistic

representations of Mary in churches and shrines.

Mary was omnipresent, often overshadowing Jesus

as a bestower of grace and favor.

Religious and Political Pressures

The stern and even ominous tone of preaching in

much of Europe during the late Middle Ages was a

particular reason for the literary foregrounding of

Mary in these tales. Many dissenting religious sects

had arisen, creating an atmosphere of repression and

defensiveness within the Church, and inflammatory

preaching became a principal weapon against heresy.

In preaching of this kind, Jesus tended to emerge

more as spokesman for the law than as author of

grace. The Virgin Mary as literary figure ideally filled

the latter role. The Trinitarian structure of God—

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit—made it difficult, if

not impossible, for Jesus, who is one with the Father,

to be the spokesman for exceptional grace when it was

God the Father’s law, dogmatically represented by

the Church, that had to be constantly defended

in such stern preaching. Mary, however, established
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outside the Trinitarian structure, could make such

exceptional pleas on behalf of sinners.

Mary’s Many Faces

While Mary, within the tales, was almost always an

intercessor, her artistic depiction was as varied as the

authors, preachers, and entertainers who undertook

the telling of the stories. Two outstanding thirteenth-

century Spanish collections of Marian tales were the

Cantigas de Santa Maria (Canticles of Holy Mary), a

very large collection of over four hundred tales set to

music and illustrated under the auspices of King

Alfonso X of Castile, and the Milagros de Nuestra

Señora (Miracles of Our Lady), translated from an

older Latin collection of tales by the priest Gonzalo

de Berceo. In the Canticles of Holy Mary, which

can reasonably be assumed to contain most of the

miracle tales known to the many compilers, the Virgin

appears in a variety of roles. She was most often

a tender and solicitous female figure dedicated to

facilitating salvation for the desperate. Yet she was

occasionally shown as a facilitator of romantic rela-

tionships or even as an angry and vengeful deity

exacting retribution. Occasionally, in the poems be-

lieved to have been written by King Alfonso himself,

she appears as national patroness of Christian Spain

(revered in that role in much the same way as the

Virgin of Guadalupe is in Mexico today.) In Berceo’s

Miracles of Our Lady, translated by a doctrinaire and

pious priest, her role is more nearly restricted to that

of facilitator of miraculous salvation, especially for

fallen churchmen and churchwomen, whose stories

constitute a significant part of the collection. Such

stories would have been useful in orienting new

recruits to the realities of a communal religious life

governed by austere practices, and the stories’ happy

outcomes would have been encouraging to readers.

In France, many medieval writers and preachers

made use of Marian miracle tales. Three who stand

out are Jacques de Vitry, Gautier de Coinci, and the

minstrel Rutebeuf. The most artistically interesting col-

lection to appear was Les Miracles de Nostre Dame

(Miracles of Our Lady), composed by the French

monk Gautier de Coinci, whose elegant imagery is at

times strongly sensual. A master of the conventions of

amour courtois (courtly love), Gautier becomes a kind

of troubadour, singing of his lady-love. Such writing is

made possible by a sense of decorum that is particular

to Gautier rather than generally the rule. It would be

alien to the sensibilities of both Jacques de Vitry, the

great preacher of thirteenth-century France, and

the minstrel Rutebeuf. De Vitry’s Marian exempla in

his sermons invariably present Mary as a model of

propriety and orthodoxy, and a popular entertainer

such as Rutebeuf would have been in grave personal

peril had he presented to a typical audience any but the

most pious and commonly accepted attributes of the

protagonists of the faith.

There were also theatrical representations of Mary

in the commonly performed cycles of medieval mys-

tery plays in England, and recent scholarship indi-

cates that there may even have been an independent

cycle of Mary plays early on, some of which were later

grafted onto the English liturgical drama. These dra-

matic representations tended to stress the Virgin’s role

as miracle worker somewhat less while favoring her

role as the Biblical Mary in well-known instances such

as the Annunciation, Joseph’s doubts, her acceptance

of God’s will, the flight into Egypt, the Nativity, her

heart-wrenching witnessing of the Crucifixion, and

her death and Assumption into heaven.

Psychological Analyses

The fact that the Virgin Mary in literature, especially

in her role as intercessory miracle worker, appears

most predominantly (although certainly not exclusi-

vely) in the Latin world has led some twentieth-century

critics, basing their work on Freudian paradigms, to

explore a possible relationship between this literature

and Latin attitudes toward sex and gender relation-

ships, especially the mother–son relationship. Some

feminist critics have studied Mary’s role in literature

and Church preaching in terms of the Church’s

repressive attitudes toward women, while other critics

see a more nearly traditional Mary and point to the

fact that it is also possible to view Mary in literature

and sermon as a ‘‘mother,’’ representative not only of

the ‘‘female’’ but also of the ‘‘feminine,’’ a human

characteristic that can be possessed by men as well

as women.

The Broadest View

The Virgin Mary in literature is perhaps most simply

(and least contentiously) viewed as a miracle-working

saint with a unique connection to the Godhead,

whose acts speak of love and grace in a time of anger

and fear. If the real Mary’s scriptural base is narrow,

her attractiveness as a literary figure is both broad

and deep, and this has contributed significantly to her

enormous popularity within the Christian world.

DAVID A. FLORY
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MARY, VIRGIN: IN MUSIC
Mary is represented in medieval secular monophonic

song primarily as the Blessed Mother and as media-

trix between God and the troubled faithful. Two im-

portant large collections are Las Cantigas de Santa

Maria, attributed to Alfonso el Sabio, and Les Mira-

cles de Nostre Dame, by the trouvère Gautier de

Coinci.

The Western medieval liturgy was intended to be

sung, mostly in Latin, by clerics, monks, or nuns.

Mary’s mention in the gospels, especially at Advent,

Christmas, and Passiontide, was reflected in the

liturgy from the earliest times. Most early surviving

texts and musical compositions setting them are

anonymous. Hildegard of Bingen, however, has left

us antiphons honoring Mary, in comparison to Eve,

under her name. The Magnificat (Song of Mary)

became the concluding canticle of Vespers in the

daily monastic offices.

As devotion to Mary increased, especially from the

twelfth century onward, multiple feasts in her honor

were added to the calendar, each with its mass and

office. Votive masses celebrated on Saturdays might

be sung. Major late medieval composers have left us

extended polyphonic compositions in Mary’s honor.

One of the best known is Guillaume de Machaut’s

Messe de Nostre Dame, intended for the Cathedral of

Reims. Metrical hymns in Mary’s honor were com-

posed to be sung at the end of compline in the Divine

Office. The most important are Alma redemptoris

mater (Advent to Purification), Ave regina caelorum

(Purification to Holy Thursday), Regina caeli (Easter-

tide to Trinity), and Salve regina, which remains the

most popular (the rest of the Year). Liturgical

sequences, extended poetic compositions intended to

be sung at festal masses, include Stabat mater, which

commemorated in sung verses Mary’s presence at the

foot of the Cross. This tradition is associated with the

planctus Mariae, the lament sung by the desolate

mother in many liturgical plays. (This text also was

translated into French.)

In her dual position as mother and mediatrix,

Mary was seen as a uniquely accessible figure who

could be addressed in special ways. For example, the

motet Virgo dulcis atque pia asks the Virgin to play

upon her trumpet to warn sleeping sinners, as she is

‘‘the ‘trumpet’ of her son.’’

In England, in particular, the designation or con-

struction of special areas within the nave, called Lady

Chapels, encouraged the composition of masses

(called Lady Masses), as well as new poems and new

music, both in chant and in polyphony. The texts of

the newer polyphonic motets were often settings of

passages in the Song of Songs, such as ‘‘Thou art

most beautiful’’ (Tota pulchra es), for the feast of

Mary’s Conception. By the fifteenth century, the

English manner of composing these new Marian

motets, using cantilena melodic style and richer har-

monies, became the foundation of a new ‘‘interna-

tional’’ style that was the precursor of the sacred

vocal music of the Renaissance. The most important

example of this fundamental influence is the last of

three settings of Ave regina caelorum (Hail, Queen of

the Heavens), by Guillaume Dufay. Dufay also used

the cantilena style to set Vergene bella, the first stanza

of Petrarch’s prayer to the Virgin.

A much simpler devotion was the Angelus, the

practice of reciting the words of the angel Gabriel’s

salutation, Hail Mary (Ave Maria), when church bells

were heard ringing. Medieval carols also commemo-

rated Mary’s maternal role, sometimes, as in the

Coventry Carol, drawing upon legend to fill gaps

left by the gospels in the Nativity story.

Mary had a deep-rooted place in the liturgy, and

the music in her honor necessarily proliferated. Every

aspect of her cult, from Conception to Assumption,
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was celebrated in song. Every style is represented in

this repertoire, sung by both women and men.

VIVIAN RAMALINGAM
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MATHILDA AND THE MONASTERY
AT ESSEN
Mathilda (c. 949–1011), granddaughter of Emperor

Otto I (r. 936–973) and his first wife, Edith of the West

Saxons, was the first great abbess of the monastery at

Essen. Although documentation of the monastery’s

founding is murky, most scholars agree that the com-

munity was founded somewhere between 850 and 860

by Altfrid, bishop of Hildesheim, on his own proper-

ty, and was dedicated to Sts. Damian and Cosmas, as

well as the Virgin Mary. Its first abbess was Gersuit,

probably a relative of Altfrid. By the time Mathilda

became abbess (c. 971), Essen had already amassed

impressive manuscript holdings and probably had

already developed its own scriptorium. Although no

female-authored text is known to have come from

Essen, manuscript holdings suggest a high level of

Latin, as well as vernacular, literacy, with a strong

emphasis on artistic, musical, and intellectual pur-

suits. Sumptuous sacramentaries also suggest a high

level of piety, as well as monastic wealth. One note-

worthy manuscript is Düsseldorf B.3, a compilation

of scripture, exegetical commentary, and hagiogra-

phy, probably compiled and written at the monastery.

Most likely a schoolbook, the manuscript contains

on a flyleaf a note from a novice to her superior

asking permission to hold vigil with another nun,

promising in exchange to be diligent in both studies

and devotions through the night.

Mathilda was a powerful, politically engaged ab-

bess, emulating her cousins, Abbess Gerberga II of

Gandersheim (ruled 959–1001) and Abbess Mathilda

of Quedlinburg (ruled 966–999). Though these com-

munities seem to have been in steep competition for

royal attention, charter evidence suggests that Otto

III considered Essen a peer of Gandersheim and Que-

dlinburg. During her reign, Mathilda of Essen made

considerable acquisitions of relics, properties, manu-

scripts, and rich devotional artworks. Among these

are some of the community’s most precious items: the

Essen Madonna; a ceremonial sword; and a highly

ornate processional cross. All of these items are the

earliest surviving examples of their respective forms;

all are made of gold, suggesting great wealth and at

least a pretense to great power.

Among her manuscript acquisitions is the chroni-

cle authored by her Anglo-Saxon relative, Æthel-

weard, most likely the powerful ealdorman who

served the English king Æthelred the Unready

(fl. 973–998). Probably commissioned by her, the

Chronicle is essentially a Latin translation of the

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (though it cannot be confi-

dently connected to any extant version of the Anglo-

Saxon Chronicle) and tells the story of their common

English ancestors up until the death of King Edgar in

975. The commissioning of the Chronicle by Mathilda

is consonant with women’s interests in history during

the Ottonian period: Hrotsvit of Gandersheim wrote

two historical epics for Abbess Gerberga; Widukind

of Corvey wrote a history of the Saxons for Mathilda

of Quedlinburg; in addition, one of her nuns wrote
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the Annales Quedlinburgenses at her request. The

chronicle commissioned by Mathilda of Essen stands

apart in that it memorializes Mathilda’s Anglo-Saxon

rather than Saxon line. She may have wanted to pay

homage to her illustrious grandmother, Edith; she

may also have wanted to set Essen and herself apart

from her abbatial rivals.

HELENE SCHECK
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MATILDA OF TUSCANY
Matilda of Tuscany (1046–1115) ruled over a vast

territory in northern Italy and played a major

role in the Investiture Controversy, supporting Pope

Gregory VII and his reform party in their struggle

against the German Emperor Henry IV. She was

the sole surviving child of Boniface of Canossa and

Beatrix, daughter of Frederick II of Lorraine. After

Boniface’s death in 1052, Beatrix married her cousin

Godfrey the Bearded of Lorraine, a close kinsman of

several contemporary reform popes. Just before her

stepfather’s death in 1069, the young Matilda married

his son, Godfrey the Hunchback. Matilda left him

after only two years in his duchy of Lorraine, refus-

ing all efforts at reconciliation. She returned to her

mother in Italy and began to share the duties of the

ducal office. As tensions grew between pope and

emperor over who had the right to appoint bishops,

the ladies of Canossa attempted to mediate. In 1076,

the unsolved murder of her estranged husband left

Matilda a widow, while her mother’s death left her

sole ruler of Tuscany. The following year Matilda

hosted the famous reconciliation between Henry IV

and Gregory VII at her own stronghold in Canossa.

The peace was short-lived. When mediation failed,

Matilda sided unwaveringly with Pope Gregory. In

1081 the emperor marched into Italy and declared

Matilda’s lands forfeit. For nearly two decades

Matilda struggled against imperial forces and occa-

sionally her own rebellious subjects to regain and

hold her lands. Her court became a refuge for exiled

Gregorian bishops, including Anselm of Lucca, who

became Matilda’s chief spiritual advisor. After many

defeats, a victory in 1084 helped her gradually to win

back her towns, although she never regained her full

domain. Aside from a brief and mutually unsatisfac-

tory second marriage to Welf, teenage son of the duke

of Bavaria, the last decades of Matilda’s rule were

less turbulent. In 1111 she officially reconciled with

the new emperor, Henry V. Matilda died in 1115 at

the age of sixty-nine, leaving generations of emperors

and popes to fight over the right to her vast fortunes.

Matilda’s rule was not an unmitigated success. Her

domain was considerably smaller at her death than at

her accession. She alienated many of her barons, in

part through her support for the Pataria, a populist

religious reform movement. Although she was in part

responsible for the successes of the Gregorian faction,

she did not so much defeat her enemies as outlast

them. Nevertheless, she retained in a strong if dimin-

ished position for nearly forty years. Her influence

was widely felt, from the election of popes to the

dissemination of Gregorian political propaganda to

the movements of the emperor’s armies.

Matilda is a particularly remarkable figure in

women’s history. At a time when most powerful

women achieved their status through marriage,

Matilda ruled over an inherited domain in her own

right and managed to keep it out of the hands of both

of her husbands. That she was able to extricate herself

relatively painlessly from both marriages, though

inviting the enmity of two powerful ducal houses in

the process, points to the strength of her position. All

evidence suggests that Matilda ruled with the same

authority as her male counterparts, holding law

courts, settling disputes, and levying armies. She

took an active role in her military campaigns, and

some contemporary sources claim that she led her

own armies into battle.

In spite of her worldly accomplishments, Matilda

nourished a life-long yearning for the religious life.

The duties of marriage followed by the weighty

responsibilities of rulership prevented her from realiz-

ing her desire. She accepted that she was needed in the

secular world, fighting the ‘‘heretics and schismatics.’’

This tension between the active and contemplative

life, one longed for, the other undertaken out of
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duty, characterizes many contemporary portrayals of

the countess. She strove to reconcile a life of pious

spirituality with a life of leadership and warfare,

making her a perfect heroine for a reform movement

that was rooted in monastic ideals but condoned

bloodshed on behalf of the Church.

Matilda may have embraced this role as champion

of the Church and ‘‘daughter of St. Peter’’ (symbol of

the papacy) in part for the special legitimacy it con-

ferred upon her, for the extent of her power and

influence was largely unprecedented for women of

her era. Her sex does not seem to have impeded her

exercise of authority, yet she must have felt some

uncertainty about her official position, as expressed

in her subscription on official documents: ‘‘Matilda,

by the grace of God, whatever I am.’’

ROSALIND JAEGER REYNOLDS
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MATILDA THE EMPRESS
One of two children of King Henry I of England

and his queen Matilda of Scotland, Matilda (d. 1167)

was born on or about February 7, 1102, and early

betrothed to the German emperor Henry V. She was

sent to Germany in 1110 to be educated and was

married in 1114. Although she had no child, she

ably carried out other duties associated with the role

of empress. She returned to England when she was

widowed in 1125. Since her brother had drowned in

the wreck of the White Ship, Matilda was now her

father’s heir. After requiring the bishops and mag-

nates to swear to support her claims to the throne,

Henry betrothed Matilda to Geoffrey, heir to the

county of Anjou. This marriage was not harmonious,

but Matilda and Geoffrey learned to work together to

secure their three sons’ inheritance. When Henry I

died in 1135, his nephew, Stephen of Blois, seized

the throne. Matilda landed in England in 1139 deter-

mined to recapture the kingdom. Despite some early

success, Matilda was never crowned queen. She was

unable to secure the loyalty of the London barons,

and Stephen’s queen, also named Matilda, led an

effective opposition. After 1142 she began to fight

on behalf of her son Henry’s right to succeed Stephen,

a goal that was secured in 1152, when Henry was

named Stephen’s heir. He succeeded two years later.

Matilda assisted her son during the early years of his

reign, carrying out duties such as negotiating with the

king of France on Henry’s behalf. She made numer-

ous gifts to ecclesiastical institutions, particularly

favoring the Cluniacs and Cistercians. Her last years

were spent at the Norman monastery of Le Bec.

Matilda was unable to reign, but she established a

precedent for inheritance of the English throne

through royal women.

LOIS L. HUNEYCUTT
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MEAD-GIVER
Mead was the drink of prestige in Germanic and

Celtic heroic societies and was often poetically linked

to the concept of lordship, in that the leader who

provided it to his followers was called a ‘‘mead-

giver.’’ The rich drink was a symbol of community

and quasi-contractual joining, since warriors who
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consumed it were bound to repay the gift with dedi-

cated military service. Hence the cheering flow of

mead in the hall may be compared to the bitter flow

of blood on the battlefield. On ceremonial occasions,

it was the lord’s wife or consort who actually

distributed the liquor in a single cup that was shared

by all. She followed a strict order of precedence, with

the lord served first and each man thereafter served

according to rank. Medieval literature contains

numerous examples of the pattern in whole or part;

examples include Wealhtheow in Beowulf, Sif in

Lokasenna, and Étáin in Tochmarc Étaı́ne. The

woman bearing the cup was thus seen to possess a

peculiar connection to the establishment of rank and

to the public recognition of honor, an association

otherwise furthered by the bridal presentation of a

cup of liquor in rituals of marriage (which also creates

a bond that joins families). Such cup offerings may

also be reflected archaeologically in certain types of

vessels and artistic depictions, such as those on Viking

Age picture stones from Gotland showing a female

figure bearing a cup or drinking horn.

MICHAEL J. ENRIGHT
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MECHTHILD OF HACKEBORN
Mechthild of Hackeborn (c. 1240–1298/1299) (not

to be confounded with the Beguine Mechthild of

Magdeburg) was the younger sister of the abbess of

Helfta, Gertrude of Hackeborn. She was born at

the castle of Helfta, near Eisleben, Saxony, into a

Thuringian noble family, and died in the Cistercian

monastery of Helfta.

Mechthild entered the monastery in 1247/1248 and

was educated to function as the chantress of the

house, a teacher for the young girls, and a spiritual

guide for the younger nuns. In 1261 she received a

five-year-old girl as her pupil who would become the

author and theologian Gertrude the Great.

From about 1290 Mechthild dictated her work,

Liber specialis gratiae (Book of Special Grace) to two

unnamed nuns from the Helfta community, one of

whom was probably Gertrude the Great. It consists of

seven parts: the feasts of the liturgical year, revela-

tions on the Christological mysteries, and revelations

on Mary and the saints (I); special gifts of grace (II);

instructions on praise of God (III); consolation and

instructions for the community (IV); visions of dis-

eased persons (V); life and death of abbess Gertrude

of Hackeborn (VI); and Mechthild’s final days, her

death, and her merits (VII).

Trinitarian in emphasis, the nerve system of

Mechthild’s work is a love theology centred on the

loving hearts of God and Jesus, reflecting an opti-

mism about salvation due to Christ’s passion. It is

formulated as a conversation with God in gender-

crossing language. The Liber was widely reproduced

until the sixteenth century, in Flemish, English,

Swedish, German, and Italian.

ELSE MARIE WIBERG PEDERSEN
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MECHTHILD OF MAGDEBURG
Like many medieval women writers, Mechthild’s life

is known from references or allusions to herself or to

historical events in her writings. Scholars have grown

suspicious of these particulars over the years, but

most of them still accept the following account.

Mechthild’s birth is set between 1207 and 1210 and

her death in 1282. In her book, Das fließende Licht der
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Gottheit (The Flowing Light of the Godhead ), she tells

us that she experienced her first divine ‘‘greeting’’—

her term for her consciousness of the presence of

God—when she was twelve years old. When she was

in her twenties, she left home and went to a nearby

city (Magdeburg), where she took up the life of a

Beguine (a woman devoted to a religious life, but

who did not take the vows of a religious order)

and where she claims to have known only one person.

In 1250, at the urging of her confessor (perhaps the

sole friend), she began to write down her revelations

of God, and she continued writing until her death.

She spent her final years (c. 1270–1282) in the convent

of Helfta, where she lived among younger gifted

mystics (Gertrude the Great and Mechthild of

Hackeborn). In Helfta, she wrote the last section of

her book with the help of her sisters, because of her

failing eyesight.

The Flowing Light is noteworthy for being the first

set of mystical revelations to be composed in German,

and it is now recognized by literary scholars as an

extraordinary piece of literature. Divided into seven

‘‘books,’’ each of which contains between twenty-five

and fifty chapters of varying length, The Flowing

Light offers the reader a compendium of richly poetic

dialogues between the soul and God and other alle-

gorical figures, narratives of visions, poems of divine

praise, instructions for good religious men and

women, vivid visions of heaven and hell, and biting

critiques of religious corruption. Readers will note the

influence of the biblical Psalms (the first and some-

times only book of the Bible that medieval individuals

read), the Song of Songs (translated and commented

upon in German already in the twelfth century), and

German courtly poetry of the day (Minnesang). Yet

Mechthild’s writing is compelling and original pre-

cisely in its blend of these influences to form a new

style of poetic German prose. That is, her prose is

made rich with internal rhymes (the German term is

Kolonreim) that give the text a strikingly lyrical and

aesthetically enchanting quality. Describing divine

love, Mechthild writes (rhymed words emphasized):

Min licham ist an langer qwale, min sele ist an hoher

wunne, wan si hat beschovet unde mit armen umbevan-

gen iren lieben alzemale (I, 5: 1–2; My body is in

eternal torment, my soul is in lofty rapture, for she

has seen and embraced her lover in her arms all at

once). We might expect poetry to appear in descrip-

tions of the soul and God as lovers, but even when

expressing doubt about her undertaking, Mechthild

cannot help but rhyme: Nu muos ich doch dise rede

betwungen schriben, die ich gerne woelte verswigen,

wan ich voerhte vil sere den heimlich swank der italen

ere (V, 32: 2–3; Now I feel compelled to write this

speech, which I would otherwise gladly keep to

myself, for I very much fear the stealthy blow of

vain honor). Mechthild’s achievement in this style is

unmatched in other devotional writing.

Also striking in the text is the strong voice of its

author, which grows more confident and authorita-

tive as the book progresses. Indeed, Mechthild’s au-

thorship is considered to be one of the book’s central

themes. Yet the relationship between the historical

woman and her book as it has survived raises

questions about her authorship. The Flowing Light

survives in two translations: one into Middle High

German and one into Latin. The presumed Middle

Low German original has been lost (High and Low

refer to southern and northern Germany, respective-

ly). Of the translations, the Latin translates only the

first six books and has been reordered and edited. In

addition, the surviving manuscripts of both transla-

tions have been edited and recopied by numerous

hands since Mechthild’s original composition. To

what extent, some ask, can we attribute The Flowing

Light to the Beguine of Magdeburg alone? Some

scholars have also argued that much of what

Mechthild writes about herself is attributable more

to the genre of devotional and hagiographical litera-

ture to which her book belongs than to a historical

reality. Regardless of one’s position on these issues,

however, the book is worthy of careful reading, for its

literary and theological achievements are beyond

question.

SARA S. POOR
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MEDICINE
Medieval medical thought and practice were as varied

as medieval politics, religion, literature, or art. No

single brief essay can summarize how people through-

out the Christian, Muslim, and Jewish worlds

wrestled with concerns about sickness, debility, and

pain, nor how ideas about the female body were

elaborated in various times and places. A few words

may be helpful, however, to explain how medicine in

medieval societies was gendered, permeated with

ideas about the relative value of men and women

and their proper roles within society.

At a certain level, the medical traditions of medie-

val Christians, Muslims, and Jews did not differ

greatly because all derived, to a large extent, from

the common background of Greco-Roman medicine.

Thus, in terms of their theories of the qualities (hot,

cold, wet, dry) and the humors (blood, phlegm, yellow

bile, and black bile), and in their beliefs about thera-

peutic interventions (principally based on the need to

restore the ‘‘balance’’ of the bodily complexion), there

was a common core of belief. All three societies

developed learned traditions of medicine that, to the

extent that they were book-based, tended to be

gendered masculine. Women were nearly universally

excluded from these learned traditions, but we never-

theless find them populating other kinds of medical

practice throughout all three cultures, from helping

their friends and neighbors in childbirth to serving as

nursing sisters in hospitals or working as surgeons

alongside their husbands.

Medicine was no doubt gendered in other ways we

can only guess at now. Were certain kinds of medical

practices (say, reliance on healing shrines or use of

charms) used more by women than by men? Were

women more apt to resign themselves to physical

pain than men, giving themselves up to Christ-like

suffering rather than seeking out a physical cure?

How did ideas of demonic possession in women relate

to formal medical ideas of mental disease? Were

women really the chief providers of medical care

within the household or were these duties assumed

by men? Did women develop their own traditions of

empirical medical knowledge that they passed on to

each other but rarely revealed to men? How do

women’s historically documented medical practices

relate to depictions in literature or art?

These are all large and important questions, and

most have not yet been explored in any systematic

way. The few comprehensive studies that have been

done suggest that there are no easy generalizations.

Research on the audiences of gynecological literature,

for example, have shown that women had no monop-

oly over the field most intimately concerned with their

own bodies. Studies of women’s medical reading show

that, despite dramatically rising literacy rates among

women in the later Middle Ages, medical reading

among the laity continued generally to be gendered

male. Studies of childbirth rituals show some contesta-

tion between women and men for the power to estab-

lish meaning over the event. All these studies show the

importance of asking these questions andof continuing

to explore this most vital aspect of medieval life.

MONICA H. GREEN
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MEDITATION
The distinctive traditional practice of religious medi-

tation in the West has its sources in Greco-Roman

philosophy, ancient rhetorical education, and the sec-

tarian communal customs of ancient Judaism, entail-

ing procedures, postures, and practices that were

adapted together from the start within Christianity.

Few writers of the Middle Ages differentiated medi-

tation from contemplation, viewing them as stages

in a seamlessly joined activity of prayerful reading.

It is proper to speak of Christian meditation as an

orthopraxis, a set of experiences and techniques con-

ceived together as offering a ‘‘way’’ to be followed by

a devotee, leading each seeker to relive the path of

enlightenment. Christian meditation began with texts,

but their explication was not its main goal (as it was,

for example, in university lectures). Rather, medita-

tion seeks a whole experience, relying on patterns of
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oral formulae and ritualized behavior to prepare for

an experience of God.

Meditation is the art of thinking, understood in

this context as making thoughts about God. Instead

of emptying one’s mind, in meditation a Christian

was to concentrate ‘‘mindfully’’ upon matters derived

from Scripture, sermons and other meditations, the

exemplary lives of saints, and (as appropriate) sacred

art and chant. Christian meditation was the most

creative and most focused of the various activities

involved in reading. The essence of meditational

reading is captured by the twelfth-century canon

Hugh (d. 1141), of the Parisian convent of St. Victor,

who wrote that meditation

is free of reading’s rules, and delights to range along
open ground, where it fixes its free gaze upon the con-
templation of truth, drawing together now these [mat-
ters], now those.... This especially it is which takes the
soul away from the noise of earthly business...in medi-
tation is to be found the greatest delight. (Didascalicon
III. 10)

In ancient rhetorical training, meditation (Latin

meditatio) was the word used for the initial creative

stage in the process of composing a work. Though

speeches in the forum or law courts were to be deliv-

ered ex tempore rather than wholly written out and

delivered verbatim by rote, no one should approach

the task of speaking without careful prior prepara-

tion. One began by meditating upon what one was

going to say, consulting the (ideally) well-stocked

inventory of one’s learning for quotes and examples,

organizing the topics and materials of one’s speech in

a convincing and persuasive way, and rehearsing es-

pecially one’s opening remarks. This task was,

according to the first-century Roman educator Quin-

tilian, best performed at night in silence, ruminating

in a quiet murmur, and reclining upon a couch in

one’s private chamber.

Ancient philosophers cultivated a habit of medita-

tion, as the Stoics, Epicureans, and others counseled a

disciplined way of life wholly or in part away from the

bustle of ordinary affairs as a means toward enlight-

enment and inner peace. This discipline included

reading and meditation as well as learned conversa-

tion. The Meditations of the second-century emperor

Marcus Aurelius is perhaps the work still most widely

read that was produced by these ancient worldly phi-

losophers. In ancient Judaism as well, sects such as

the Essenes withdrew from the world into commu-

nities dedicated to a practice of physical and mental

discipline, centered about meditation upon sacred

texts. Many scholars believe that such sects and their

practices deeply influenced the world of Jesus and the

earliest Christians.

The ancient practice of meditation was modeled

upon the chewing and digestion of food, as thoughtful

reading was understood to nourish the mind and soul

as food does the body. This traditional analogy,

which has Biblical sanction, continued in common

use throughout the Middle Ages. From the earliest

times, both men and women practiced regular medi-

tation. Thus, Melania the Younger (383–439), the

scion of a distinguished Christian Roman family,

took up a discipline of daily meditation as a young

girl. Her grandmother, also called Melania (342–409),

was a woman of considerable learning as well, confi-

dent enough to have irritated Jerome by siding

against him in his quarrel with Rufinus over the va-

lidity of the hermeneutical methods of Origen. The

younger Melania, according to her biographer, ate an

ascetic diet comprised mainly of bread without oil,

slept two hours a night, and nourished herself with

the spiritual food of writing and reading. She had a

settled program of reading the canonical books of

Scripture and collections of homilies, and of writing

out in little notebooks what she had read. Once she

had finished the quantities she had set for herself, and

was replete, she would then read the Lives of the

Desert Fathers, ‘‘as though for dessert.’’ Such chewing

of texts was made physically literal by the murmur

with which contemplatives recited the divine words.

Though meditative reading was said to be done ‘‘in

silence,’’ accounts of the practice liken it to hearing a

swarm of bees.

Meditation could rely also on both music and

images, as these arts were closely allied to the sacred

words. Certain chants, especially allelluias and others

with complex melismas, could provide further occa-

sions for community meditation during divine service.

Meditative composition could also be helped by

using images, including techniques of mental imag-

ing. Meditation upon the Crucifixion, for example,

focused in exacting sensory detail upon its image,

either an actual artifact or a mentally reconstructed

picture. In either case, the image served to organize

the mental and emotional composition of the expe-

rience. Images also could serve as organizers of sub-

jects to be covered in a sermon or colloquy. These

mental structures can be simple—a tree, or a rose, or

a ladder—or highly complex, including whole build-

ings constructed in imagination, such as the Biblical

Ark or the ancient Temple compound.

MARY CARRUTHERS
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MÉLUSINE
At the very end of the fourteenth century, two ver-

sions of the legend of Mélusine were produced in

France, the first, in prose, by Jean d’Arras (1392–

1393), the second, in verse, and rather less interesting,

by Coudrette (c. 1402). The story is intriguing: the

beautiful Mélusine is the daughter of a king of

Scotland and his fairy wife; because of a sin against

her father (he himself has transgressed against their

mother, and she and her sisters imprison him under-

ground for life), she is condemned to turn into a

serpent every Saturday. Count Raimondin, lord of

Forez in Poitou, meets her sitting beside a fountain

and falls passionately in love with her. She agrees to

marry him, on condition that he will make no attempt

to see her on Saturdays. Under her benign guidance,

Forez prospers. Mélusine clears forests and sows

fields, builds cities and castles, including notably the

castle of Lusignan, and she gives birth to ten

sons, many of whom are marked by strange signs,

the result of their mixed heritage. Finally, however,

one Saturday, Raimondin is overcome by curiosity

and spies on his wife as she bathes; he is astounded

to see that the lower part of her body takes the form

of a snake. She realises his transgression when he calls

her a serpent; she vanishes in the shape of a winged

dragon, and will return periodically in that form—

from that day to this—to keep watch over her sons,

who meet various fates: some kings, of Cyprus and

Luxemburg, some vicious tyrants. She also watches

over her later descendants.

The burden of the story, as we now have it, has

political ramifications: both writers were working

under commission from the Lusignan family, whose

name (Lusignan/Mélusine) they exalt. The Mélusine

they celebrate is thus wonderfully fecund and a

source of prosperity and family pride. She is the

worthy ancestress of the noble Lusignans, one of

whom, Guy, was to become king of Jerusalem

(1186–1192)—and it is noticeable that both writers

insist repeatedly on authenticity by using historical

names and locations. Were both writers working

from the same original? Was Coudrette adapting

Jean? The question is unanswerable—but it is indis-

putable that the legend they both transmit did not

originate in either of their imaginations. There are

preexisting, far earlier, traces of the legend of a fairy

bride whose body is not to be looked at, whose hus-

band transgresses, and who immediately vanishes,

and this tale-type has a rich folklore tradition in

Brittany especially. The Lusignan family, in other

words, in a manoeuvre not uncommon in the late

Middle Ages, were mobilising an exotic tale to add

glamour to their name and origins.

But the popularity the tale enjoyed, and enjoys,

transcends local ambition: there is a very respectable

tally of manuscripts and early editions, medieval

and Renaissance translations into Spanish (Historia

de la linda Melosina), English, German (by Thüring

von Ringoltingen), and even Russian, and it has con-

tinued to fascinate musicians, artists, and novelists

either directly or, as with A. S. Byatt’s Possession, as

a metaphor. That fascination centres on a number of

aspects. First is Mélusine’s hybridity, which allows

her to engage medieval notions of demonology and

genetics: her sons share their mother’s ambiguities,

epitomes of chivalry but also, except in two cases,

disturbingly ambivalent (wall-eyed, big-nosed, birth-

marked, three-eyed...). Mélusine, like them, is enig-

matic, monstrous but also maternal, Christian but

also dark and pagan. Secondly, however, we must

recognise precisely the fascination of the astonishingly

fecund and maternal Mélusine—aMélusine who gives

birth only to male children. Thirdly, we should note

the way in which, in her human character, and until

Raimondin’s transgression, she makes Lusignan, and

Poitou, outstandingly prosperous and fertile. In a

famous article, in which they use her to explore late-

medieval mentalities, Le Goff and Le Roy Ladurie

call her défricheuse, the clearer of forests. Mélusine,

met (as so often with fairies) beside a fountain, is the

fairy godmother whose role is political–foundational,

who bestows riches and honours on the human fa-

mily to which she allies herself—but, like so many
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supernatural beings attempting to naturalise them-

selves into the human world, she cannot sustain the

tensions her ambivalence causes. Finally, of course,

there is the fascination precisely of Mélusine’s hybrid-

ity: there is something stealthily erotic about the

voyeuristic Raimondin peering through a little hole

in the door at his wife’s naked body, shading, gro-

tesquely, into the snake’s tail: the phallic overtones

here have, predictably, inspired psychosexual ana-

lyses. Mélusine the hybrid is, appropriately, a being

of multiple significances.

JANE TAYLOR
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MENSTRUATION
Menstruation—what caused it, when it should begin,

when it should end, whether it was beneficial or

harmful—was a not-infrequent topic of debate in the

Middle Ages. It was also not discussed in many con-

texts, leaving the historian to guess what significance

this silence conveyed. Very little work has been done

on attitudes or practices related to menstruation in

medieval Muslim traditions, though recent work on

Jewish, Byzantine, and Latin Christian traditions

allows us to gain some understanding of both the

positive and negative aspects of this physiological

function.

In medieval Europe, attitudes toward menstruation

largely depended on the social or intellectual context.

The most explicit discussions of menstruation are

found among medical writers. Here, menstruation is

almost always treated neutrally, as a regular purgative

process expected to happen more or less monthly

between the ages of fourteen and about forty or

fifty. The ages of both menarche and menopause

(neither term was actually used in the Middle Ages)

were usually repeated from one textual source to

another; we cannot therefore put much reliance on

them as accurate reflections of demographic realities.

Nevertheless, a few authors offer unique observa-

tions. For example, John Mirfeld, a cleric writing in

London in the late fourteenth century, observed that

‘‘in ancient times the menses did not begin to flow

until the fifteenth or fourteenth year, or certainly not

before age twelve. But now they begin in certain girls

in the eleventh or in the tenth year. And at that point

they are capable of conception.’’

Medical writers generally saw normal menstrua-

tion (regular in its frequency, duration, amount, and

color) as the sine qua non of female health. Precisely

because it was a purgation, not of the uterus alone but

of the whole body, it needed to occur as regularly as

any other bodily purgation. If it did not, the buildup

of excess waste products could cause all manner

of disease, from skin conditions to breast cancer,

heart palpitations, uterine suffocation, and ultimately

death. Excess menstruation was likewise a source of

concern. It is little wonder, then, that menstrual diffi-

culties are usually listed first among gynecological

diseases in medical textbooks.

The association between the onset of menstruation

and the beginning of fertility was expressed in the

belief that no woman who was not menstruating reg-

ularly was capable of reproduction. The so-called

Trotula, a popular compendium of works on women’s

medicine, articulated a widespread belief about men-

struation: ‘‘The common people call the menses ‘the

flowers,’ because just as trees do not bring forth fruit

without flowers, so women without their flowers are

cheated of the ability to conceive’’ (Trotula, p. 66).

Emmenagogues (substances to provoke menstruation

and thereby cleanse the womb) were frequently

recommended as aids to fertility.

In nonmedical contexts, attitudes toward menstru-

ation could be quite negative. The first-century

Roman naturalist Pliny, reporting lore from his own

society, created the standard litany of the menses’ ill

effects (they can kill crops, rust iron, drive dogs who

eat them rabid, etc.), but he also itemized a variety of

medical uses for them. The negative (more than the

positive) views were later echoed by such late antique

and early medieval writers as Solinus (third century)

and the encyclopedist Isidore of Seville (d. 636). The

most influential articulation of the Plinian tradition

was The Secrets of Women, a later-thirteenth-century
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treatise falsely attributed to Albertus Magnus that

elaborated on the vile nature of menstruation to a

truly misogynous degree.

Religious attitudes were influenced by the verses in

Leviticus 15, that litany of polluted states, regarding

woman’s ‘‘issue of blood’’ (verses 19–33). Among

Jews, the tradition of avoidance of sexual intercourse

during menstruation and the ritual cleansing in the

mikvah afterwards were observed throughout the

Middle Ages. In the Byzantine East, menstruating

women were forbidden from coming in contact with

any sacred spaces or objects. In the Latin West, how-

ever, Pope Gregory the Great challenged the practice

of barring menstruating women (or women who had

recently given birth) from church. By the twelfth cen-

tury, this view was formally adopted with the argu-

ment that the Levitican prohibitions were part of the

‘‘old law’’ that Christ’s coming had overthrown. In-

tercourse during menstruation was, nevertheless, still

prohibited, and the view that menstruation was a sign

of Eve’s curse prompted debates as to whether the

Virgin Mary herself (who was otherwise thought by

many to be free of all taint of original sin) shared this

female trait.

Beginning around 1300, there was debate as to

whether Jewish men menstruated, in their case as

punishment for their alleged role in the crucifixion of

Christ. This belief (which persisted well into the early

modern period) showed, as much as the earlier Plinian

tradition, that whatever the neutral or even positive

connotations women’s ‘‘flowers’’ might have in medi-

cal contexts, the negative associations of menstruation

were powerful enough to even disparage men.

MONICA H. GREEN
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MERCHANT FAMILIES, WOMEN OF
Women in Italian merchant families lived lives similar

to other Italian women, lives emphasizing household

management and motherhood rather than a profes-

sion. However, although less likely to trade in their

own right than their counterparts in some areas of

northern Europe, they nonetheless felt part of the

merchant world and contributed to merchant activ-

ities. The surviving correspondence of Margherita

Datini (1357–1423) and Alessandra Strozzi (1407–

1473) provides insight into their family, business,

and social and political concerns, and, by extension,

into the concerns of women for whom less evidence

exists.

Margherita Bandini Datini and her husband, the

wealthy self-made ‘‘merchant of Prato,’’ Francesco

Datini, preferred to be apart rather than together,

and often moved separately between Florence and

Prato, corresponding regularly via his business net-

work. In Francesco’s absence, Margherita was his

agent, managing a large household, including young

apprentices and frequent guests, and overseeing

related agricultural, business, building, and political

activities, with the dividing line between the domestic

and the nondomestic blurred. In business, Francesco

had made his fortune incrementally, dealing for pro-

fit at every opportunity, both in international and

local trade. His local trade had similarities to that

of more humble merchants, and Margherita, always

economical, was a willing participant in earning

money by sewing saleable objects, preparing wine

and food for sale, collecting small debts, and finding

wet nurses for a fee. Of an elite, although needy,

family, she was also able to fill well the role of hostess,

furthering Francesco’s social ambitions. Her inability

to have children, and Francesco’s two illegitimate

ones, contributed to her defensive unhappiness, as

well as to her desire to be useful. In her letters report-

ing to Francesco (mostly dictated to scribes), she was

always ready to respond to criticism with a sharp
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tongue, and her successful efforts to learn to write

autograph letters in her mid-thirties can be seen as

part of her desire to be recognized as intelligent and

competent.

The Florentine patrician Alessandra Macigni

Strozzi was a self-confident widow whose identity

and authority were based on her role as mother.

Although Italian women were at a disadvantage in

inheritance compared to men, their dowries were

protected from seizure for debt, and as a widow,

Alessandra was able to support five children from

her dowry after her husband Matteo’s exile by the

Medici and early death. Her husband’s relatives

hired her sons in their merchant banking companies

in Bruges, Spain, and Naples, but Alessandra acted as

intermediary between these relatives and her sons,

sent the sons money so that they could become part-

ners, and invested as a passive investor herself in

international companies that gave little room for di-

rect female action. She wrote autograph letters in the

merchant style, letters that show her to have been a

woman of strong will but considerable tact, posses-

sing exceptional judgment about family and finances,

and a cynical but insightful view of the Florentine

scene. She kept careful accounts, priding herself on

thrift, and she never doubted that a merchant career

was an admirable one for her sons to follow. Before

her sons left home, she worked with them to improve

their letter-writing skills, and once they had gone, she

advised them to earn, not spend money, but to do it

honestly, remembering eternal life. When her son

Lorenzo misbehaved, she successfully used his love

and obligation, as well as religious arguments, as

levers to persuade him to improve his ways. Once

the Strozzi brothers had become rich merchants in

Naples, she used her many contacts in Florence to

aid their business by finding them employees and

to aid them politically by helping to negotiate the

end of their exile and return to Florence. She also

found them Florentine wives, providing herself with

a happy old age.

Margherita Datini and Alessandra Strozzi had dif-

ferent relationships to the merchant world, in part

because of differences in the merchant activity of the

men in their families, because of Alessandra’s moth-

erhood and Margherita’s lack of children, partly be-

cause one was a wife and the other a widow, and not

least because of different personalities. Nonetheless,

the letters of both Margherita Datini and Alessandra

Strozzi show the way women identified with and par-

ticipated in merchant business and in the social and

political world of merchant families, and, between

them, the two women provide a picture of the atti-

tudes and activities of women in merchant families.

ANN CRABB
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MERCHET AND LEYRWITE
Merchet was the payment made by female serfs for

permission to marry in England. It was due to the

lord on the occasion of their marriages, and it could

be given by the women themselves, their relatives, or

their husbands. Merchet is usually considered to have

been a particularly important servile obligation in a

legal context as marking unequivocal proof of unfree

status. Since the 1970s, it has drawn renewed atten-

tion from historians, whose work has added substan-

tially to our understanding of this phenomenon.

One way in which this has occurred is in categoriz-

ing of merchet payers. It used to be thought that

fathers did most of the paying. However, it is now

clear that on certain estates at certain times husbands

often paid, or, as on Spalding Priory estates after the

1450s, invariably paid. More interestingly, single

females frequently paid their own merchets, more

often at Spalding in some decades of the later thir-

teenth century and early fourteenth century than did

even husbands or fathers, indicating (as is also the

case on Ramsey Abbey estates) independence and

individuality on their part. This view is compounded

by the fact that some single women also used the

marriage fine to, in effect, escape the jurisdiction of

their lords through marrying free men or outside their

fiefs, for which, surprisingly, they were often not

charged a higher price by their lords. Merchet, how-

ever, was never a major item in the latter’s budgets,

though there are clear signs that some lords increased

merchet charges for their rich serfs after the Black

Death of 1348 and until the 1380s to offset the ad-

verse economic situation they were facing.

On occasion, merchet could equate to a property

tax, as in the case of female heiresses, and lords could

expect to receive large marriage fines, equivalent in

some instances to hundreds of thousands of our dollars

or pounds from wealthy serfs, to whom lords paid

particular attention. However, merchet practice and

price, usually from a few pence to a few shillings,

could vary widely, and on certain estates it was more

usually charged not as a property tax but as a tax on
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serfs as serfs, i.e., as an obligation of their unfree posi-

tion and as unequivocal proof of their status.

It is quite clear that indeterminate numbers of serfs,

in places perhaps amajority, evaded their responsibility

to paymerchet. In the case of poorer serfs, lords would

not have been too worried by evasion, nor would they

have bothered to pursue matters. Importantly, the fact

that there was substantial evasion also means that

numbers of merchets extant at different periods of

time cannot be used to calculate population move-

ments except in the most limited ways.

Merchet was not confined to single women.

Widows also had to pay, or much more usually,

prospective husbands paid for them. Obviously,

widows generally commanded higher marriage fines

than single females, though not invariably so, as on

Spalding Priory estates in the 1310s.

By the fifteenth century, merchet, along with other

servile obligations like leyrwite, was in decline. The

massive fall in population in this era meant a greatly

reduced number of merchets and a huge decline

in merchet income. With the much improved condi-

tions for peasants, aided by enforced concessions

by landlords, merchet, like serfdom itself, withered

away.

Leyrwite was the fine levied on unfree peasants for

sexual activity banned by the Church. It appears to

have been a peculiarly English institution, with little

or no evidence of it elsewhere in Britain or on the

continent, and it was not charged uniformly through-

out England. Practice could also vary from lord to

lord and estate to estate. Prior contract to marry

would obviate the fine in certain places but not in

others. It was very much a fine imposed on women,

and not only confined to those women who had had

bastards. Very few men were ever presented for leyr-

wite. The records that survive form only a tiny per-

centage of the illicit fornication that must have taken

place and which was the major concern of church

courts. Leyrwite was not levied primarily for financial

motives, though comparatively low sums of six

pence, a common level of fine, would have been bur-

densome on poorer women. It was against these,

especially if they had bastards, that leyrwite was

mainly directed as a form of social control, particu-

larly in times of economic hardship. Having paid

leyrwite, however, did not preclude women from

later marrying.

E. D. JONES
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MERMAIDS AND SIRENS
In Greek mythology sirens were sea nymphs whose

sweet music lured seafarers to their deaths. In the

Odyssey (12.39–54, 158–164, 181–200), Odysseus pro-

tected his men by stopping their ears with wax, while

he lashed himself to the mast of his ship to prevent

going to them himself. In the story of Jason and the

Argonauts, Orpheus distracted his companions with a

song.

In classical antiquity, a siren was conceived as

being half woman and half bird. In the Middle Ages

she was conflated with the mermaid: woman above

the waist but fish below. She was interpreted alle-

gorically as first enticing the soul to sleep and then

killing it. Sometimes she exemplified heresy, vanity,

or worldly pleasure, such as music. She was also

connected with sex and prostitution, associations

encouraged by the mention of sirens in the Vulgate

Bible (Isaiah 13:22). Portrayed in a twin-tailed pos-

ture that exaggerated her labia, she resembled a sheela

na gig (English and Irish figures of nude women, with

their vulvas prominently displayed).

Closely related to the siren were other seductresses,

especially supernatural lovers. The most famous was

Mélusine, a mermaid wife, as she appeared in the

late-fourteenth-century version of the tale. The

best-known medieval siren is probably the one in

Purgatorio 19.7–33: in a dream Dante first sees a

horribly deformed woman and then transforms her

in his own eyes into a lovely woman who sings in a

beautiful voice. This alluring apparition identifies her-

self as the siren and tells of having led Ulysses (the

Latin form of Odysseus) astray; thereupon another

woman appears and directs Virgil to act, which he

does by ripping the siren’s dress to reveal a belly that

reeks of anything but the odor of sanctity.

JAN M. ZIOLKOWSKI
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MIDWIVES
As with many occupational categories in the Middle

Ages, the line between domestic work and the full-

fledged occupation of midwifery is difficult to draw.

Just as no society could survive without cooks even

though professional cooks are few, so in medieval

Europe we find nearly universal assistance in child-

birth even if there were not always professional

midwives.

In antiquity, midwives (called, in Greek, maiai,

and, in Latin, obstetrices, or, more generically, medi-

cae) were the normative caretakers of both the gyne-

cological and obstetrical needs of Greek and Roman

women. Medical writers from at least the third centu-

ry BCE to the sixth century CE composed texts spe-

cifically for midwives’ use, and there is ample evidence

(such as inscriptions and artwork) that midwifery was

professionalized in larger urban communities. An-

cient writings on gynecology and obstetrics conceived

of the ideal midwife as not simply literate and compe-

tent in medical theory but also responsible for all

disorders of the reproductive organs as well as routine

assistance in childbirth. In the scope of her practice, at

least, she was fully the equivalent of modern obstetri-

cian/gynecologists and not simply a birth attendant.

With the decline of ancient urban communities, the

literate midwife of antiquity disappeared. Between the

sixth and the thirteenth centuries, neighbors and kins-

women generally seem to have assisted each other in

their births, none necessarily claiming any more ex-

pertise than the others. This explains why it is so

difficult even to find mention of the word midwife.

Anglo-Saxon seems never to have produced a stable

term for ‘‘midwife,’’ which is actually a Middle En-

glish term not documented prior to c. 1300. The same

is true for all the other medieval vernacular languages

save German, which can trace forms of the term

Hebamme back to the eighth century. Ecclesiastical

law had itself differentiated between midwives and

‘‘matrons’’ in late antiquity, preferring that determi-

nations of virginity, rape, and pregnancy be made by

groups of upstanding women of the community rath-

er than midwives, whose individual eyes and hands

were subject to error. This distinction between

‘‘matrons’’ (who had no particular medical expertise)

and midwives seems to have continued into the later

Middle Ages; for example, the women who examined

Joan of Arc to assess her claims of virginity were

laywomen rather than medical specialists. It was

probably only with the gradual legal regulation of

midwifery that midwives took over these tasks.

The transition of midwifery from a neighborly,

shared task to a formal occupation was slow. North-

ern Europe was the earliest to establish formal licens-

ing. In France, the church initiated licensing due to its

concern that birth attendants know how to perform a

valid emergency baptism if the newborn seemed likely

to die. (This same concern would also lead to the

practice of caesarean section, which in the Middle

Ages was performed only on dead women in order

to baptize the fetus.) In Germany and the Low

Countries, concern for poor women led certain muni-

cipalities to appoint town midwives. By the early

fifteenth century, midwives were being licensed, their

oaths demanding that they treat rich and poor alike

and uphold proper morals.

It remains unclear what the actual medical knowl-

edge of midwives was or how they passed that knowl-

edge on to others. Aside from a thirteenth-century

Hebrew circumcisor’s manual that describes some

practices of Jewish midwives, there is very little extant

testimony about the manual procedures or medicinal

substances employed by midwives. Even Trota of

Salerno, a twelfth-century medical writer, has little

to say about attendance at normal births. An extraor-

dinary eyewitness account of a birth made by a Span-

ish notary in the fifteenth century reflects a rather

unusual situation because of the presence of several

men. We have no evidence that medieval midwives

undertook formal apprenticeships nor (unlike antiq-

uity) that any instructional manuals were written for

them. (The texts on women’s medicine that are actu-

ally addressed to female audiences address women

generically, not midwives.)

By the time midwives did reemerge as a specialized

profession in the late Middle Ages, male practitioners

had taken over the primary responsibility for diagnos-

ing and treating gynecological conditions (including

menstrual difficulties and, of particular concern, infer-

tility). When visual inspection of or manual applica-

tions to the genitalia were needed, a female assistant

was called in. By the end of the Middle Ages, male

surgeons were commonly relied on for assistance in
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difficult births and for treating conditions of the exter-

nal genitalia and vagina. Thus, when the first texts

addressed specifically to midwives were composed in

the mid-fifteenth century and early sixteenth century,

they limited the scope of midwives’ practice to supervi-

sion of pregnancy and childbirth; more difficult condi-

tions were referred to the male physician or surgeon.

Still, because of midwives’ increased identity as profes-

sionals, midwifery remained an important and (usual-

ly) well-respected occupation for women throughout

the early modern period. Despite the rather hysterical

accusations against ‘‘witch-midwives’’ by the authors

of the witch-hunters’ manual, the Hammer of Witches

(Malleus maleficarum, 1496), formally licensed mid-

wives were hardly ever accused of witchcraft.

MONICA H. GREEN
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MIGRATION AND MOBILITY
Travellers, migrants, pilgrims, itinerants, and vaga-

bonds: medieval women took to the road under

these various titles with their husbands, fathers,

brothers, or, more rarely, alone. They participated in

all the great migratory movements—the Germanic

migrations (fourth and fifth centuries), the crusades

(eleventh to thirteenth centuries), colonisations near

and far such as the Drang Nach Osten (twelfth

century), and the urban renewal begun in the eleventh

century—even if their presence was not always noted,

or their migratory experience rarely taken into ac-

count. This absence of women from the migratory

landscape reflects both a gendered vision of the mi-

gratory phenomenon and a system of norms and

values that we associate with medieval societies.

These values would have it that men moved freely

and, therefore, broadened their horizons, while hon-

est women remained at home; only women of ques-

tionable virtue ever cast aside the security of family

and hearth to migrate alone. It follows that there is

little interest in analyzing the path of female migrants.

They would only have constituted a small minority of

marginals and other rootless women often assimilated

as prostitutes and delinquents.

This conceptualization is also embedded in the

perspectives that have, for a long time, guided the

analysis of migrations, whether medieval or modern.

Historiography has, for many years, presented

migrants as marginal, uprooted souls, or as solitary

figures who were incapable of forming familial or

social relationships within their new societies. For

many historians this is the product of the often signif-

icant distance separating migrants from their places

of origin. These conclusions, while not always incor-

rect, are the result of the sources studied, such as

judicial records, which often portray foreigners more

as criminals than as honest citizens. Likewise, the

testaments widely used throughout the south of

Europe, in particular Italy and Provence, do not, as

a result of juridical constraints, always reflect

migrants’ ties of solidarity.

An approach that is more nuanced to the feminine

migratory experience has revealed that social exclu-

sion was not an inevitable consequence of geographic

mobility. In late medieval England, for example, re-

search has shown that young women were placed as

domestics in neighbouring towns or villages. Their

salaries, albeit humble, allowed them to accumulate

funds necessary for marriage either in their working

milieu or in their places of origin.

This type of research paves the way for a compre-

hensive analysis of migratory phenomena, one that

reassesses women’s places and roles. It implies a posi-

tive approach to migration wherein exclusion is

replaced by the inclusion of migrants in their new

societies thanks to their participation in professional

and familial networks. This perspective was adopted

for the study of migratory movements toward the town

of Manosque in Provence between 1300 and 1480. A

diverse documentation, including the notarized acts so

common in the lands of Roman law, taxation records,

and the minutes from municipal council meetings,

yielded nearly 2000 male and female migrants. They
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came to establish themselves in the town in irregular

waves influenced by local constraints—economic fac-

tors as well as depopulation linked to epidemic—but

also by regional dynamics—a relative overpopulation

of the mountains, increases in taxation, and the search

for arable land. Women participated in this bustle of

individuals; one in four immigrants was female. This

relatively important feminine portion is explained by

the clearly familial nature of migrations toward the

town; migrations by isolated migrants, those bereft of

any links of solidarity, remain rare.

Over time these families followed increasingly lon-

ger routes before taking root in Manosque. Prior to

the late fourteenth century, they came mostly from

locales within the immediate pull of the town. Out-

siders, accustomed to frequenting the town’s market,

or even to marrying their daughters in Manosque,

would later definitely establish themselves there. One

notable exception is the Tuscan and Piedmontese

merchants who arrived in Manosque when the papacy

resided in Avignon. Later in the period, the sphere of

recruitment spread out to include the mountains of

the Savoy and Dauphiné regions, while at the same

time intensifying the flow from Piedmont.

The destiny of many female migrants can be read

in their marriage contracts. Women who married

Manosquin men, or men long established there,

made a place for themselves, even as they participated

in strategies aimed at integrating their natal families

into the community.

The conclusions drawn from the Manosquin case

cannot be generalized at this time due to a lack of

other research. They do show, however, the value of

a more nuanced approach for the study of migratory

phenomena in order to take into account the differen-

tiated experiences of those who participated in them.
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MIKVEH
A mikveh (pl. mikva’ot) is an artificial water basin

used by Jews for purification, by total immersion, of

both objects and persons.

The Jewish laws regarding purity and impurity

found in classic rabbinic literature are particularly

complex. Nevertheless, in medieval Europe, the

nearly exclusive type of bodily impurity dealt with

by Jews was the one attributed to women, in relation

to their menstrual cycle. The practical implication of

this impurity being almost exclusively a prohibition of

sexual relations, it generally affected only married

women and those about to marry.

According to Jewish law, which followed and de-

veloped rules originally in the Pentateuch (especially

Lev. 15, 18:19, and 20:18), a woman is considered

impure from the monthly onset of her menstrual

bleeding (or even some hours earlier), until she

immerses herself in a ritual bath. The immersion can-

not be done before the completion of seven days

following the cessation of bleeding, considered, legal-

ly speaking, to last at least four or five days. In other

words, for most women, the bath will generally take

place around the twelfth day of their cycle. Until that

moment, the woman is considered to be niddah, some-

times translated as ‘‘rejected’’ or ‘‘secluded,’’ another

biblical and rabbinic term of high practical (and,

some would say, spiritual) significance. Therefore,

she and her partner are forbidden from engaging in

sexual relations. She must also refrain from various

minor domestic activities considered by the rabbis to

be possible sources of intimacy, such as serving him a

cup of something to drink or making his bed. Accord-

ing to some European traditions, mostly from the

twelfth through the seventeenth centuries, she should

avoid entering synagogues as well.

For various reasons, the ritual immersion must

be generally performed in total nudity and at night.

Although it can take place within a natural setting,

such as a pond or lake, a solution of this kind might

be problematic, particularly in cold weather. The
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advantages of providing women with an artificial,

closed, and sometimes heated bath are obvious. The

community could also use such a bath to purify cer-

tain utensils produced by non-Jews; the bath could

also serve as a place for the necessary ritual immer-

sion of converts to Judaism.

Medieval Europe witnessed the construction of a

significant number of mikva’ot, only a few of which

have survived. Some of the most famous existing

examples are those found in cities along the Rhine

river, such as Cologne, Speyer, and Worms. Not sur-

prisingly, they are generally built in the architectural

style of their time. Although most modern mikva’ot

are heated, it seems that there was no structural water

heating system in many of the medieval ones.

Despite their various architectural styles, the basic

structure of ritual baths is meticulously determined by

Jewish law. The water volume should consist of sev-

eral hundred liters (the exact amount is under debate).

Moreover, for amikveh to be valid, at least some of its

water must be ‘‘nondrawn.’’ For this reason, the

Mikva’ot are typically located underground, in a

place in which water can be gathered naturally, with-

out the need to pump it artificially using pipes or

other devices. Oftentimes, the mikva’ot are built

under or near synagogues.
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MINNESANG
TheGerman lands produced love poetry orMinnesang

(Minne means love) that examines the joys and

sorrows of a loving relationship between a man and

a woman of elevated social standing, conventionally

called a knight and a lady. The earlier known exam-

ples ofMinnesang, dating to the 1160s and originating

in the southeastern parts of German-speaking lands

(corresponding roughly to present-day Austria and

Bavaria), derived from indigenous models that have

not survived. Many of these early poems are anony-

mous, but even when a name survives, typically noth-

ing else is known about the life of the poet. Early

German Minnesang is of particular interest because

it presents a high percentage of strophes in a woman’s

voice. These strophes sometimes occur in a form

called the Wechsel (‘‘alternation’’), in which a knight

and a lady express their views on love in alternating

strophes (but in thematic isolation, not in debate or

conversational form). There are also poems entirely in

a woman’s voice known as Frauenlieder (woman’s

song). The female speakers tend toward nostalgia

for a love enjoyed in the past; their main emotions

are grief at being left behind or abandoned by a lover

who is now far away, and sorrow over the hostile

interferences of spies or rivals. There is a trace of

social reality in these poems, since women from the

ruling ranks could not travel as men could, and their

conduct was certainly subject to scrutiny in court

settings, where privacy was hard to obtain. Der von

Kürenberg, the first German minnesinger known by

name (c. 1160s), left an oeuvre of fifteen song

strophes, of which eight are in a woman’s voice. It is

possible that men and women performed these songs

together, but, in the absence of historical evidence

about performance modes, it seems more likely that

male artists performed both gender roles.

The next wave of Minnesang, beginning in the

1170s, introduces the notion of courtly love, partly

under the influence of models from Provence and

northern France. The channels of influence are com-

plex and not fully understood. The great poets, or

minnesingers, of what has come to be considered the

classical period of Minnesang include Reinmar der

Alte, Hartmann von Aue, Heinrich von Morungen,

and, above all, Walther von der Vogelweide. The

gender relations of this courtly love poetry (known

in this context as hohe Minne, or lofty love) differ

sharply from the earlier German poems. The adored

lady is now usually beyond the poet’s reach and un-

touched by his desire for her. She is endlessly dis-

cussed but rarely present as an agent or character.

The lady is assumed to embody the virtues and cap-

abilities toward which the poet–lover strives, that is,

she is already what he hopes to become. Feminist

critics have noted an element of latent misogyny be-

hind this construction, since no living woman could

possibly measure up to the poetic ideal; in the

German Minnesang tradition, however, misogyny is

rarely, if ever, overtly expressed. Lofty love has a

distinctive ethical and often even didactic dimension,

since the poet–lover tries to improve himself through

striving for the love of his lady. (This aspect strength-

ens in the late medieval genre of the Minnerede, or

discourse on love, in which noble ladies operate as

mentor figures.) The lady’s marital status is generally

unknown or unmarked, so adultery is not an issue as

it is, for example, in Andreas Capellanus’ De amore.

Male betterment in this context is not individual but
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social, since the capabilities of the lover—devotion,

discretion, the ability to keep information confiden-

tial, diplomacy, moderation, perseverance, and,

above all, skill with words—are also the skills of

the successful courtier. As a social phenomenon,

Minnesang hovers between a code of conduct for the

court and a sophisticated game in which the artistic

idealization of elite women advanced the goals of

elite men. Critique is not lacking within the ranks

of the minnesingers, however. Walther von der Vogel-

weide, for one, created a number of poems that cri-

tique the notion of lofty love, in part by placing it in

debate with its opposing concept, niedere Minne or

‘‘low love,’’ in which sexual desire is fulfilled.

The end of the classical period of Minnesang in the

1220s and 1230s is heralded by the work of the poet

Neidhart. His large oeuvre makes fun of the ideals of

Minnesang by dramatizing the effect Minne has on a

hapless poet–singer and on the peasant lads and lasses

whom he entertains. In Neidhart’s so-called ‘‘Winter

Poems,’’ the poet–singer attempts to woo village girls,

only to start brawls and be chased off by village boys;

in his ‘‘Summer Songs,’’ the poet–singer’s seductive

charms are celebrated by the seduced maidens them-

selves (woman’s song). Neidhart’s oeuvre enjoyed

enduring popularity well into the fifteenth century

and was much imitated. New love poems using the

conventions of Minnesang were composed through-

out the thirteenth century. There is less scholarship on

this later poetry, which has long been regarded as

being largely a recycling of conventional motifs and

themes, repetitious at best and hackneyed at worst. In

it the distinction between ‘‘lofty’’ and ‘‘low’’ love

largely disappears.

Lofty love (hohe Minne) was also the topic of

narrative literature. One of the most innovative exam-

ples is Service of Ladies (Frauendienst), composed

around 1255 by Ulrich von Lichtenstein (in the Styr-

ian region of Austria). It is considered the first secular

autobiography in German. Ulrich stylizes the story

of his life as that of a knight in the love service of

high-ranking ladies. Song texts inserted into the verse

narrative show Ulrich was a composer as well as a

champion jouster. His service takes unusual forms,

for example, self-mutilation (he cuts off a finger), as

well as surgery to improve a deformity of his lip or

mouth. For a substantial part of the narrative, Ulrich

jousts disguised as Lady Venus and wearing a braided

wig and women’s garments. Although modern read-

ers are puzzled, Ulrich’s obsessive service and his

cross-dressing impress his lady and his male jousting

partners, that is, they center him in the text’s system

of values. The text presents a remarkable double stan-

dard with respect to marriage. Ulrich’s lady sounds

conventional when she complains about spies and

remains faithful to her husband. Ulrich’s wife, how-

ever, has nothing to say—and no speaking role in the

text—when he takes breaks from his love service to

enjoy the comforts of home.

Composing Minnesang appears to have been a

common leisure pastime among the nobility, al-

though, in contrast to the Occitan tradition, no fe-

male poets are known. Minnesang poems survive that

were written by noblemen from the highest ranks of

society. Other named minnesingers are known to have

belonged to the ranks of the ‘‘serving’’ or ‘‘unfree’’

nobility, and still others appear to have been profes-

sional singers. Elite audiences continued to cultivate

Minnesang into the fourteenth century and beyond,

since the great, illuminated manuscripts, such as the

Codex Manesse (compiled in Zurich), containing

enormous amounts of material, were compiled in the

first decades of the 1300s. Fifteenth-century compila-

tion manuscripts of Minnesang survive as well.
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MIRACLES AND MIRACLE
COLLECTIONS
John Locke has defined a miracle as an event that,

‘‘being above the comprehension of the spectator, and

in his opinion contrary to the established course of

nature, is taken by him to be divine.’’ This definition

is normative, accepted by Christian, Muslim, and Jew

alike. These religious traditions are based on the

premise of supernatural intervention in the world

through acts contrary to the laws of nature, and

thus recognize the frequent occurrence of miracles as

a means of demonstrating God’s power and concern

for humanity. Building on Jewish tradition, early

Christian theologians such as Origen and Justin

Martyr, followed by Augustine and later by Thomas

Aquinas and others, emphasized the performance of

miracles through God’s intermediaries (such as angels

and saints) as a means of bringing nonbelievers to the

faith and demonstrating its divinely ordained truth.

Scripture itself, beginning with the deeds of Moses

and Elijah, has served as the major resource for

the paradigmatic miracles of Christianity. Jesus per-

formed at least forty miracles exclusive of the

Incarnation and Resurrection, including the exorcism

of demons; the cure of the lame, lepers, diseased, and

blind; the transformation of water into wine; and the

multiplication of the bread and fishes, among others.

The Apostles were likewise able to perform miracles,

followed by the early martyrs and saints, even post-

humously, responding to Christians’ pleas for help in

times of distress. Other reported miracles include

visions, telepathy, clairvoyance, and precognition.

Thus, thousands of miracles have been attributed to

the Christian faith and have been credited with con-

verting nonbelievers, serving as continuing proof of

its truth against the calumnies of the infidel. Never-

theless, skeptics such as David Hume have continued

to argue that all so-called miracles have a rational,

scientific explanation, even if modern science has not

yet been able to provide one.

Miracle collections have appeared under the rubric

of a particular saint, shrine, or relic, as instruments of

the sacred, serving as proof of the continuing presence

of the divine. In the face of skeptics and nonbelievers,

since the twelfth century the Church has developed

legally defensible grounds for the adjudication of

miracles, which are a sine qua non for the canoni-

zation of saints. Witnesses appear before a commis-

sion of inquiry composed of canon lawyers,

theologians, and church officials in order to prove

that a cure from disease or rescue from danger could

only have been the result of divine intervention and

no alternative natural explanation is possible. Such a

formal procedure is necessary, it has been argued, in

order to ensure that ‘‘false prophets’’ do not befuddle

the faithful into believing that acts of the Devil have

occurred through God’s agency, since Satan often

masquerades as an ‘‘angel of light’’ (like Pharaoh’s

magicians). Some have also felt that the performance

of fake miracles and the falsification of relics designed

to enrich their perpetrators also demand that rigid

standards be applied to the authentication of true

miracles. The aim has therefore been to elucidate the

‘‘who, what, when, where, why, and how’’ of the

miracle.

The circle of persons who either had witnessed a

miracle or had themselves been its recipient often

formed the kernel of a religious community or

cult, having taken part in a common transcendent

supernatural experience. The strong participation of

women suggests that, despite their absence from the

church hierarchy, women’s deep belief and active in-

volvement in the daily life of the church were abso-

lutely necessary for the survival of the Christian faith.

Particularly in rural society, a high percentage of

miracles dealt with the vagaries of childbirth, child-

lessness, birth defects, and infant disease, and women

played an active role at pilgrimage sites. The cult of

an extremely popular saint such as Landgravina

Elisabeth of Hungary (d. 1231), for example, reflects

this phenomenon due to the prominence of women as

both witnesses and the beneficiaries of miracles. The

1240 stained-glass windows at Marburg cathedral

provide a vivid illustration of her life and miracles.

While the catalog of miracles attributed to men and

women saints is often strikingly similar, nevertheless,

among the miracles that appear to have been more

common among women are mystical visions of the

next world and of the Infant Jesus, the ‘‘gift’’ of tears,

and stigmata. The important cult of the Sacred Heart

was the product of divine revelations accorded to

pious women at Helfta beginning in the thirteenth

century. Many of the miracle workers moved within

pious circles, such as the Beguines, centered in the

Low Countries, or the Poor Clares, centered around

Clare of Assisi, in which their supernatural powers

were acquired and encouraged.

A considerable percentage of Christian saints are

women, beginning with the Virgin Mary and Mary

Magdalene, whose intercession on behalf of belie-

vers in need has produced substantial collections of
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miracles. The cult of the Virgin, which flourished

beginning in the central Middle Ages, transformed

Mary into perhaps the premier miracle worker,

whose appearance in a vision to a believer often pre-

ceded the performance of a miracle. Miracle workers

have included martyrs such as Perpetua (d. 203),

founders of religious orders such as Clare of Assisi

(d. 1253), royalty such as Olga, Princess of Kiev

(d. 969), and simple women such as Geneviève, pa-

troness of Paris (d. 502). The miracles attributed to

these figures were many and varied: Brigit allegedly

increased the quality and quantity of all she touched;

Geneviève rescued the city of Paris from both the

pagan Huns and the plague; Olga converted the Rus-

sians to the Orthodox Christian faith. The very public

nature of the miracle was the surest means of increas-

ing the number of believers, who were astonished by

the spectacle of God’s intervention in human affairs,

sometimes against great odds. Some saints became

patrons of a particular family, profession, institution,

community, or nation, while others specialized in the

curing of certain ailments. The miracle tale often

conformed to a fixed structure, following folklore

and an oral tradition that spans cultures and reli-

gions. A problem is stated, and is resolved through

supernatural intervention. The wider public learned

about better-known miracles by means of the transla-

tion into the vernacular of saints’ lives and miracles,

sermons in which miracle stories were reported, and

devotional art, including frescoes, stained-glass win-

dows, and altarpieces. Due to their higher church

attendance, it may well be that women were more

exposed to legends of the supernatural, which rein-

forced their own participation in such events.

MICHAEL E. GOODICH
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MISERICORDS
For centuries very few people paid attention to the

mine of information on medieval life that was

incorporated into the carvings hidden under the

seats of Gothic choir stalls, the misericords! Monks

and canons stood during their daily prayer sessions

until late in the twelfth century, when seats of mercy

were permitted for the aged and handicapped and

later for the entire religious community. The small

ledges attached to the main seat enables the monks

to perch while they appeared to be standing since the

ledge is higher than the main seat. Only a simple stick

was necessary to support the little ledge, but cathe-

drals, abbeys, collegiate churches, and private chapels

commissioned sculptors to beautify their choir stalls

and make them worthy of being in the most sacred

part of the church, where the psalms were chanted

and the liturgy was presented.

It may seem strange that women played an impor-

tant role in these carvings under the seats—not the

Virgin Mary and the martyred saints, but ordinary

women performing their daily duties. However, if we

look more closely at the choir stalls, we realize that

these carvings were hidden when the seats were low-

ered and not visible to anyone. In addition, when the

monks and canons sat on these seats they were in a

position to crush the ideas portrayed there, as a virtue

on a columnar statue crushed a vice under her feet.

Women were portrayed in many different roles by

the misogynous church hierarchy. The paragraphs

below will look at a few of these roles: women at

work, conjugal relationships, women as vices, and

women in league with the devil.

Women Working on Misericords

Most of the carvings of workers on misericords

are men. The fifteenth-century misericords at the
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cathedral of Rouen show us several shoemakers, a

physician, a sculptor, a mason, and several agricultur-

al workers. In addition, merchants sell their products

and deal with bags of money. Before the bombard-

ments of World War II several misericords also

showed artisans making fabric; a prime industry in

the area. At Rouen women are presented as shoe-

makers, but not as frequently as the men, and

women are confined to their workshops rather than

selling shoes to customers. They also have their place

in the market. No woman is shown with the level of

skills of a mason, sculptor, or physician. Later, on a

sixteenth-century set of choir stalls from Gaillon (now

at St. Denis), two women are part of a musical group,

and on another misericord a woman appears to run a

workshop dealing with leather or wood.

On other choir stalls the working woman is

shown as derelict in her duties: she falls asleep in

Amsterdam, her distaff falling into the fireplace. At

Ludlow (Great Britain) one woman is thrown into

Hell: her sin was giving short measure to a customer

in her tavern. In several instances a brewster is

depicted as a drunk. Such a drunken couple are

shown, for example at Fairford (Glos.), sitting by,

and certainly emptying a huge keg. (This carving has

recently been stolen.) A few women working in the

fields are depicted, mainly in England. Generally

speaking, women are shown at work, but not in the

more skilled professions, and they are not always

shown as responsible workers.

Conjugal Relationships

Courting traditions and marital contentions play a

significant role in the misericord world, and these

vary by region. At Rouen cathedral and several

churches in England, one misericord shows a man

kneeling before a seated woman. In France as well as

in England, the man has placed his hand under the

woman’s shoe. This scene is usually interpreted as a

marital spat. However, the couple looks peaceful. Ac-

tually, the man may be propositioning the woman, and

the hand and shoe, as in the Cinderella tale, are sym-

bols for the sex organs. In Rouen, if the woman accepts

a proposal (it really is a proposition), she holds up a

ladle with which they will share their marital feast. If

the woman rejects the man’s advances she hurls her

distaff at him, as she does at Malvern Priory.

Another standard marital scene portrays the fight

to see who will wear the pants in the family. Here the

man and woman each clutch one side of a pair of

breeches. We never see who wins, but in the original

tale it is the husband. Each artist varies the scene. At

Rouen cathedral the young husband clutches a knife,

prepared to shred his pants rather than turn them over

to his wife. At Hoogstraten (Belgium), two women

fight over the pants, thus giving the man time to grab

them and flee. At Rodez Cathedral (France), an elderly

couple sits before a pair of underpants. Since there are

no trousers, just holes for the legs, the artist conveys the

impression that the couple is impotent and they are, in

effect, fighting over nothing.

In Spain at Leon Cathedral and at two churches in

the Cantal in France (from a single abbey long since

dispersed) the marital story is told on two separate

misericords. On one a man is spinning or carding, and

on the other a woman is donning the pants. This

looks suspiciously like the second act to the fight for

the pants. The woman is the winner.

One more variation exists, mainly in Great Britain.

Here the wife beats up the husband, pulls his hair and

beard, readies a kitchen tool to throw at him, and

drags him along the floor. Sometimes the husband’s

sword, a sexual symbol, lies uselessly at his side. He

never wins.

Women Representing a Vice

Another function of depicting women on misericords

is to represent a vice; virtues are rarely seen under the

seats. Woman is Lust, and while we see a number of

mermaids preparing to seduce a man, we also see

nude women riding beasts in France, Great Britain,

and Germany. Their mounts are pigs, rams, and mon-

sters. Some may be imitating prints by Dürer or Hans

Grien where the women ride off to a coven to seduce

the devil.

Women are also seen as drunks and gluttons. In

Spain one woman, holding a stein, loses her balance,

and falls flat. Women are also vain on the misericords.

Even if old and ugly, they dress their hair with nets

and jewels topped by a coif called a sugar hennin,

which could be a yard high. At Rodez a pair of

women wearing fantastic hats introduces the north

and south rows of stalls. At Stendal (Saxony), one

woman wears a hat composed of dozens of ribbons.

Several women wear a horned hennin, which leaves a

space for the devil to nest. We do not see women as

misers, probably because the men carry the purses.

Women in League with the Devil

Women were often presented in league with the devil,

as at St. Martin-aux-Bois, where a woman saws a

female devil in half. She also has such power over
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the devil that she can tie the demon to a cushion

with a ribbon (Barcelona, Isle Adam, Aarschot, and

Dordrecht).

Conclusions

Some images of women cross regional boundaries,

while others vary by country. We never see the fight

for the pants in England, nor the hand under the

shoe in Spain, nor the violent fight in France. Each

country, however, featured the domineering woman,

who is crushed by the body of the monk seated

above her.

These images of women melded with ideas held by

the church rather than acting as reflections of contem-

porary women. For the men who lacked women in

their lives, this type of woman was perhaps a comfort-

ing image. Saintly women abounded in the sculptures

and paintings of the church, but did not appear on the

misericords.

ELAINE C. BLOCK
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MISOGYNY
Misogyny, literally ‘‘hatred of women,’’ was pervasive

in medieval culture, but it is important to remember

that misogyny was only one facet of social and liter-

ary attitudes toward women. Many of the endlessly

repeated antiwoman arguments were counterba-

lanced by prowoman arguments (Blamires, The Case

for...), though outside of the purely discursive realm

the negative views of women were more influential in

justifying female subordination to males in all areas

of medieval life. Misogyny in the Middle Ages was a

remarkably uniform discourse that changed little over

many centuries and can be found in the major Euro-

pean literatures in very similar forms. Misogynistic

portrayals of women stressed their insatiable lust

(leading to men’s downfall); their garrulousness and

unreliability; their abuse of long-suffering husbands;

their love of makeup and ornaments; and their riot-

ous nature. These supposedly female characteristics

can be found in different variations in many satirical,

particularly antimarriage, texts.

Another strand of misogyny exists in theological

and philosophical writings, where woman was pre-

sented as the negative part of a whole series of

dichotomies that pitted female against male: body/

intellect; lust/self discipline; passive/active. In this

context, male clerics saw woman as a threat to their

ascetic ideals.

Medical and scientific texts also contributed to

negative views of women. Aristotle’s view of woman

as a defective male and a purely passive partner in the

process of conception dominated, although the Gale-

nic theory of both women and men having an active

seed also had some adherents. And for physiological

reasons, women were believed largely incapable of

rational thought (Bullough, ‘‘Medieval Medical.. . ’’).

Taken together, these views justified the inferior

roles assigned to women in many different contexts.

Legally, most women were on the same level as a child

or a mad person. They could not plead in court; be

judges or arbitrators; hold public office; be witnesses

to wills; adopt children; or act as guardians (except to

their own children) (Brundage). They could not ordi-

narily practice most trades. Within the Church they

were not allowed to teach, preach, hear confessions,

or hold any office in the Church hierarchy, except in

nunneries. In the Catholic Church, arguments against

female ordination to this day draw on misogynistic

commonplaces found in the medieval period.

The Creation of Eve and Women’s Souls

Of the two creation stories found in the Book of

Genesis, the misogynistic tradition preferred the sec-

ond one, stating that Eve was formed from Adam’s

rib (Gen. 2:22) and was therefore subject to man. Yet,

this version coexisted with Genesis 1:27, which stated

that God had formed both man and woman in his

image. The solution proposed by Saint Augustine

(354–430) was that Eve was formed equivalent to

Adam as far as the eternal order of salvation was

concerned, but subordinated to him through the sec-

ond act of creation that formed their actual bodies.

Thus, in the realm of social reality, Eve is inferior.

Consequently, women could be both ‘‘God’s image’’

through their souls and subject to men through

their bodies and because of Eve’s sin. This idea was
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generally accepted in the Middle Ages by such thin-

kers as Thomas Aquinas (1225–1274) and Bonaven-

ture (1221–1274) (Børresen and McLaughlin,

‘‘Equality of Souls’’).

In spite of the dignity accorded to their souls,

women were unfit for priestly ordination. Saint

Paul’s statement in Galatians 3:28 that in Christ

there is neither male nor female did not prevent theo-

logians from finding many arguments against women

priests: they lack ‘‘eminence’’ of status; Christ chose

to adopt a male human form and not a female one;

women are ‘‘naturally’’ subject to men; they cannot

teach or preach; as women they cannot wed the fe-

male figure of the Church as do priests through their

ordination; women are ‘‘unclean’’ during their men-

struation; women cannot be tonsured; and many

more (Minnis).

Ascetic and Philosophical Misogyny

In the ascetic tradition, virginity was of primary im-

portance, and women were seen as the greatest threat

to male ascetics (Ruether, ‘‘Misogynism...). Count-

less Latin texts, beginning with the Church Fathers,

depicted women as lecherous and licentious beings,

subject to their insatiable desires and unstable emo-

tions. Tertullian (c. 160–c. 225) was responsible for

the famous image of woman as the devil’s gateway.

Saint Jerome (331–420), in his treatise Against

Jovinian of 393, cited Theophrastus (his name became

synonymous with misogamy [hatred of marriage] in

the Middle Ages) as saying that a wise man should

never take a wife, since she would hinder his study of

philosophy and ruin him with her constant demands

for clothes, jewels, and gilded coaches. Jerome sur-

rounded himself with pious women, although he did

not marry.

In the twelfth century a number of writer’s Latin

texts on women repeat again and again the same

clichés while adding strong doses of venom. It seems

that in France this misogynistic tradition was partic-

ularly widespread. Writers like Marbod of Rennes

(1035–1123) and Hildebert of Tours (1057–1133) are

prime examples of the current that depicted women

as unstable and evil beings, putrid and sordid vipers

that seduce men and whose only interests are make-

up and jewelry. A catalog of female vices had been

established by the twelfth century that was to contin-

ue throughout the Middle Ages. Yet, a writer like

Marbod also defended ‘‘good women,’’ thus exem-

plifying the diptych structure so characteristic of

much in the writing about women (Blamires,

Woman Defamed...).

In the writings of Abélard and Héloise the philo-

sophical antimarriage tradition is especially paradox-

ical. Héloise put forward age-old arguments against

marriage, stating that, if she married Abélard, she—

and any future children—would keep him from his

all-important philosophical work. (Their eventual

marriage had disastrous results, but not of the kind

anticipated by Héloise). Abélard, in his writings on

nuns, made a strong case for the dignity of women,

highlighting Christ’s special favors to women in the

New Testament (McLaughlin, ‘‘Peter Abelard...’’).

The basic tenet of the ascetic-philosophical misog-

ynist tradition, though replete with disturbing invec-

tives against women, is primarily the refusal of

marriage rather than a denigration of women as a

species.

Antiwoman, Antimarriage: The Debate

In vernacular literatures the same types of arguments

against women and against marriage appear, fre-

quently structured as a debate. Drawing on ancient

satirical traditions (Ovid and Juvenal in particular),

medieval misogamous texts presented women as sedu-

cers of men who, once they had caught their hus-

bands, would not leave them a minute of peace.

John of Salisbury’s 1159 book on statesmanship, the

Policraticus, contained a whole catalog of warnings

against marriage. Walter Map’s Letter of Valerius to

Rufinus, Against Marriage of 1180 also lists examples

of both good and bad women, with bad ones in the

majority. The marriage debate existed in all the major

European literatures and languages. For example, a

Hebrew text, The Offering of Judah the Misogynist,

written by Judah Ibn Shabbetai in Toledo around

1208, fits into the tradition of misogamous treatises

by depicting a hapless male victim as he is being

tricked into marriage with ‘‘an ugly shrew’’ (Rosen).

Matheolus, the proverbial misogamist, authored a

long and repetitive Livre des lamentacions (Book of

Lamentations) in the late thirteenth century, in which

he bemoans his status of being a bigame, the result of

a change in law that had made marrying a widow

unlawful for a cleric. Perette, his wife, is depicted as

the incarnation of all possible vices.

In a similar vein, Boccaccio painted one of the

most horrific portraits of the ugly and dangerous

woman in his Corbaccio (c. 1355), where—under the

pretext of complaining about one particular

woman—he castigates women’s insatiable lust, besti-

ality, slovenliness, and desire to rob and ruin men.

The prolific poet Eustache Deschamps also contribu-

ted to the marriage debate with his Miroir de mariage
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(Mirror of Marriage, 1381–1389), featuring a discus-

sion between Franc-Vouloir (Free Will) and a number

of his friends. His one true friend, Répertoire de

Science (Fount of Knowledge), marshals a huge num-

ber of the classical antimarriage arguments in order

to dissuade Franc-Vouloir from marrying. Interesting-

ly, Deschamps added a universal history and various

passages critical of his own society to his misogam-

ous advice, thus giving an additional historical and

didactic dimension to these outworn themes.

The late-fourteenth-century Quinze joies de

mariage (Fifteen Joys of Marriage) shows in fifteen

deftly painted scenes the ruin through marriage of a

perfectly good man. Had he only resisted being

caught in ‘‘the net of marriage’’ like a poor fish, this

man could have led a life devoid of the constant

demands of his nagging wife. Fernando de Rojas’s

Celestina (1499) also depicts a despicable female char-

acter, a witch in league with the devil, who with her

multifaceted skills supplemented by greed and treach-

ery ‘‘is monastic antifeminism’s greatest fear personi-

fied’’ (Buedel, ‘‘Confronting Misogyny,’’ p. 31).

A special place in the misogynistic tradition

belongs to the second part of the Romance of the

Rose, authored by Jean de Meun around 1270. Al-

though not necessarily speaking for the author, a

number of allegorical characters spout misogynistic

diatribes of the sort that led Christine de Pizan and

the theologian Jean Gerson in 1402–1403 to condemn

the Rose for its immorality and its negative depiction

of women. La Vieille (the old woman) and Le Jaloux

(the jealous husband) in particular repeat in excess

many of the stereotypes of the covetous and adulter-

ous woman found in preceding centuries. Because the

Rose was enormously popular (still extant in over two

hundred manuscripts) it became one of the major

sources perpetuating attacks against women’s charac-

ters and reputations.

‘‘Bad women’’ appeared in many contexts and

often were juxtaposed with ‘‘good women.’’ Etienne

de Fougères, who wrote his influential Livre des mani-

ères (c. 1175) on the three orders of medieval society,

offered a catalog of ‘‘good women,’’ as opposed to

‘‘bad women,’’ though the latter dominate by far.

Even Andreas Capellanus, whose treatise on courtly

love, the De amore of c. 1185, codified a type of

behavior that supposedly put women on a pedestal,

added a palinode criticizing women in the last book.

Yet, once they had denigrated women, some

authors felt ‘‘guilty,’’ and these feelings of guilt, per-

haps nothing more than another literary fiction,

account for such texts as Jean le Fèvre’s late four-

teenth-century Livre de Leesce (Book of Joy), in

which he refutes the misogynistic arguments he had

translated in his version of that most famous of

all medieval misogamous texts, Matheolus’s late-

thirteenth-century Livre des lamentacions (a book

that would unsettle and depress Christine de Pizan).

In the late fourteenth century, Chaucer claimed that

he wrote his Legend of Good Women as an atonement

for having translated the Romance of the Rose. Pere

Torroella in the second half of the fifteenth century

wrote a prose rebuttal of his own misogynistic poem,

the Maldecir de mujeres.

In some manuscripts the same diptych structure

highlights the ambivalent attitude toward medieval

women. The Bien des fames (Good Things about

Women) coexisted with Le Blasme des fames (Blame

of Women) in thirteenth-century manuscripts (Fiero

et al., eds.). Each of these texts is filled with clichés, be

they positive or negative. Indeed, texts in praise of

women fall, according to Howard Bloch, into the

same trap as those blaming women. For Bloch any

statement that contains the phrase woman is is misog-

ynistic.

The conflicted attitude of medieval men (especially

of clerics striving for spiritual and physical purity)

toward women is reflected in this constant pro- and

contra-woman debate. Women were divinely created

and necessary to men in so many ways, yet they

threatened the ideals men had constructed for them-

selves. With a new emphasis on the interdiction of

clerical marriage advocated by the Gregorian reforms

in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, warnings against

woman’s potential nefarious influence on men gained

a new urgency.

Other Literary Contexts for Misogyny

‘‘Bad women’’ and women in need of male discipline

were plentiful in the fabliau tradition. In countless

fabliaux women manage to cuckold their husbands

through vicious trickery. But sometimes the men pre-

vail, as in the particularly cruel and misogynistic La

dame escouillée (The Castrated Lady), in which a

woman’s perceived dominance is ‘‘cured’’ through a

simulated castration involving a bull’s genitals. In an

early-fifteenth-century Swiss fabliau, as in many other

tales, including several from Boccaccio’s Decameron,

a woman’s tricks enable her to have sex with another

man while her husband believes her innocent. This

pan-European tradition of the ‘‘wiles of woman’’

tales gave narrative expression to the negative stereo-

types of the immoral and tricky woman promulgated

in the many misogynistic texts authored by clerics.

But what about the troubadour lyric and rom-

ances, texts that seem to idolize women? A number

of troubadours, among them Marcabru and Peire de
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Bussignac in the twelfth century, wrote overtly misog-

ynistic poems. But even in those lyrics that seem to

praise women, a new critical perspective has revealed

plenty of misogynistic stereotypes. Thus the suppo-

sedly idealized lady of the troubadours has been

shown to be primarily a mirror for an idealized

male self, and the male love ‘‘service’’ is yet another

means to subjugate women. Male ambivalence about

female sexuality is apparent in these poems, as is the

male desire to dominate the lady. What we find here is

a ‘‘fantasy of power which excludes the female’’

(Burns).

In romance, as well, we find misogynistic tirades,

such as the one uttered by the seneschal in Gottfried

von Strassburg’s Middle High German Tristan and

Isolde (c. 1210) or by Gawain in the Middle English

fourteenth-century Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,

which show the pervasiveness of this type of discourse

in medieval literature. But there are also more subtle

underminings of women’s status: Chrétien de Troyes’

Erec et Enide (c. 1170), for example, contains both

negative stereotyping of women (the necessity to si-

lence them, for example) and demonstrations of the

unsuitability of woman’s rule at a time when, through

women like Eleanor of Aquitaine and aristocratic

wives left behind by their crusader husbands, female

rights to inheritance and rule became important issues

of debate (Ramey). Roberta Krueger sees much of the

cultural discourse on gender issues and misogyny that

is worked out in Old French romances as reflections

of a crisis of masculinity.

At the end of the Middle Ages, misogyny was also

prevalent in treatises on witchcraft, such as the

Hammer of Witches by the Dominicans Kramer and

Sprenger. Here, women are depicted as particularly

prone to advances of demons, having sexual inter-

course with them and engaging in other nefarious

activities. Women constituted the majority of victims

in the early modern witch hunts, and the deep-seated

misogyny of medieval culture certainly contributed to

this imbalance (Elliott).

Countering Misogyny: Christine de Pizan

During the course of the Middle Ages only one

woman writer directly confronted the misogynistic

tradition: Christine de Pizan (c. 1364–c. 1430). She

detected the repetitiveness and pervasiveness of anti-

women topoi in different areas of medieval literary

production and revealed the real-life consequences for

women resulting from this misogyny. Plunged into a

deep depression after reading Matheolus at the open-

ing of her Book of the City of Ladies (1405), she

defines her task as a correction of the injustice done

to women over centuries and the establishment of a

tradition that honors women’s contributions to world

history. But like other works in praise of women,

Christine’s did not have much impact on the wide-

spread misogyny of medieval culture.
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MODERN DEVOTION
The religious reform movement known as the Mod-

ern Devotion, or Devotia Moderna, came into being

during the fourteenth century in what is now the

Netherlands. The founder of the movement was

Geert Grote (d. 1384), a mayor’s son from Deventer.

Other pioneers of the movement include Florens

Radewijns, Gerard Dou, and Johannes Brinckerinck.

The Modern Devotion called out to people to convert

and embrace an ascetic lifestyle at a time when the

Church and its institutions were corrupt. The foun-

ders of the Modern Devotion appear to have struck a

chord: many converted. The movement was especially

popular among women: it attracted approximately

three times as many female participants as male.

Today the Modern Devotion is considered to have

been a second religious women’s movement in the

Low Countries (after the first, which had taken

place in the southern Netherlands during the thir-

teenth century). The influence of this second move-

ment extended throughout all of the German- and

Dutch-speaking areas of Europe.

The institutionalization of the Modern Devotion

began with the establishment of a community of reli-

gious women in the house of Geert Grote in Deventer

(1374). The statutes of the so-called Meester-

Geertshuis (Master Geert’s house) reveal that their

authors were especially intent upon avoiding any as-

sociation with the Beguines, who had been persecuted

by inquisitorial tribunals ever since the Council of

Vienna of 1310. Following a period of years during

which each sister arranged her life as she saw fit,

Johannes Brinckerink (d. 1419) introduced the ‘‘com-

mon life.’’ From that point on, the sisters put all of

their possessions and income into a communal coffer,

from which each received what she required. Thus the

foundation was laid for the Sisters of the Common

Life, one of the branches into which the Modern

Devotion organized itself. In all, several dozen such

houses were established, especially in the eastern por-

tion of the Netherlands and the bordering German

regions.

The most important aspect of the legacy of the

Sisters of the Common Life is undoubtedly their ‘‘sis-

terbooks.’’ Anthologies containing the life stories of

exemplary sisters had been compiled in a number of

convents over a considerable period of time. The

cradle of this literary genre is to be found among the

Sisters of the Common Life in the city of Deventer:

theMeester-Geertshuis, the Lamme van Diezehuis, and

quite possibly the Buiskenshuis each possessed a sis-

terbook, and moreover we know of the existence of a

similar book from St. Agnes in Emmerich on the

lower Rhine. Thanks to these collections of biograph-

ical material we are able to form a clear picture of the

religious ideals held by these women. To the present-

day reader these tales of asceticism, penance, fasting,

and humility may be somewhat alienating, as, for in-

stance, the anecdote concerning Johannes Brinckerink,

who commanded a sister to throw an apple tree she

had lovingly cultivated into the IJssel river: she put too

much store in the things of this world.

Geert Grote also wanted the Modern Devotion’s

ideal of reform to be manifested within a Church-

approved monastic structure. The Augustinian Rule
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was chosen because it offered the greatest degree of

flexibility. An all-male monastery was established at

Windesheim near Zwolle in 1387, and three years

later the Chapter of Windesheim, the monastic

union of the Modern Devotion, was created. In the

course of the fifteenth century it grew to include some

one hundred monasteries. Windesheim exerted a pow-

erful attraction on women, but only thirteen female

monasteries were accepted into the Chapter. The

Chapter’s administration was not prepared to accept

the pastoral and legal responsibilities for more female

establishments. They did, however, send considerable

numbers of monks from affiliated monasteries to fe-

male houses to provide pastoral care. Moreover,

many of these houses observed, in varying degrees of

strictness, the Windesheim constitutions. Thus the

sphere of influence of the Chapter of Windesheim

extended to several hundred female monasteries,

with several thousand inhabitants.

The Chapter of Windesheim may have numbered

only a few female houses, but it was in this small circle

that the intellectual level was the highest. There were

many women in the Windesheim monasteries who felt

the need to write about the spiritual life. The monas-

tery of Diepenveen, near Deventer, possessed a sister-

book, of which not one, but two, manuscripts survive.

This valuable source tells us that the Latin Divine

Office held pride of place in their spiritual lives, but

also that the sisters of Windesheim practiced the typi-

cal female virtues of the Modern Devotion, humility

and obedience, with the greatest devotion. A charac-

teristic activity was the ‘‘stealing of virtue’’: some

sisters would rise early in the morning to perform

the tasks assigned to others for the following day.

Diepenveen’s first prioress, Salome Sticken (d. 1449),

wrote a rule for the Sisters of the Common Life, the

Vivendi formula, in which obedience and submission

again play a central role. Jacomijne Costers (d. 1503)

lived in the monastery of Facons in Antwerp, and her

writing career begins with her Visioen en exempel

(Vision and Exemplum), in which, in the style of

Tondal, she is led through purgatory and hell on

account of her dishonest way of life. In addition to

this eschatological vision, she left a number of other

works containing practical advice for the monastic

life as an admonition to her fellow nuns. The most

remarkable author of this circle is Alijt Bake (d.

1455), prioress of the monastery of Galilea in Ghent.

She attempted to introduce a mystically oriented re-

form of the inner spiritual life at Galilea, supported

by a number of treatises, among which was a spiritual

autobiography, in which are described numerous, in-

tense dialogues with Christ. Bake’s efforts were not

well received by the Chapter’s leadership. She was

deposed and banished in 1455.

While the Sisters of the Common Life and

Windesheim were rooted especially in the region of

the IJssel valley and the lower Rhine, the Chapter of

Utrecht was established in the western part of the

diocese of Utrecht in 1399. Although this monastic

union the Third Rule of St. Francis, it considered itself

a part of the Modern Devotion. The few communities

of male tertiaries that belonged to it had the task of

providing spiritual care to the female tertiaries. The

Chapter of Utrecht was by far the largest organization

within the Modern Devotion: it comprised no fewer

than 166 establishments of female tertiaries. Little is

known about the spiritual life of the nuns of the Third

Order. Short chronicles have survived from a number

of establishments that are reminiscent, in style and

intent, of the more comprehensive sisterbooks. It is

likely that the tertiaries’ way of living most resembled

that of the Sisters of the Common Life. Over the

course of the fifteenth century both categories exhib-

ited a tendency toward further monasticization, with

its accompanying enclosure and emphasis on cele-

bration of the Divine Office, for which Windesheim

undoubtedly provided an important role model.
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MONASTIC ENCLOSURE
Isolation from the demands and perceived snares of

the secular world was a concept central to the monas-

tic ideal from earliest times. An enclosed space, or
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cloister (from the Latin clausura), made sacred by

continuous prayer and contemplation, delimited the

boundaries beyond which members of a religious

community were advised not to venture and into

which the worldly were not to intrude.

The most popular monastic rule in early medieval

Europe, that of St. Benedict of Nursia (d. 547),

emphasized monastic stability as embodied in the

popular saying that a monk outside his cloister was

‘‘like a fish out of water,’’ but Benedictine monks, and

the nuns for whom the rule was adapted, were not

strictly cloistered. With the permission of their abbot/

abbess, they could leave the confines of their monas-

teries as the need arose, and the entrance of secular

persons, especially children, for whom monasteries

often functioned as schools, was commonplace.

Monastic rules composed specifically for women

containedmore precise provisions for enclosure, reflect-

ing the insecurity of the times as well as a particular

religious ideal. Writing for a small group of nuns in his

diocese, Bishop Caesarius of Arles (504–542), for ex-

ample, advised them to have a locked gate at the en-

trance of the monastery, and urgent need as their sole

excuse to pass through it. The bishop also attempted to

seriously curtail visits from secular persons.

Carolingian monastic reforms, spearheaded by St.

Benedict of Aniane (d. 821), included an emphasis on

segregation of monks as well as nuns from the outside

world, even to the extent of barring children other

than oblates (children offered to the monastery) from

claustral schools. Nevertheless, gender-related dis-

tinctions surfaced here too. The Council of Mainz

(813) required that monks have the consent of their

abbots before venturing outside their monasteries,

while demanding that nuns, even abbesses, obtain

episcopal approval for such trips. With the promul-

gation of the Institutio sanctimonialium, the Council

of Aachen (816) provided for strict cloistering of the

canonesses whose lives it was designed to regulate.

Beginning in the eleventh century, new or reformed

orders frequently mandated both active and passive

enclosure for the religious women who wished to be

officially associated with them. Initially reluctant to

accept female affiliates, the Cistercians made strict

enclosure (along with evidence of an endowment

adequate to permit it) a precondition for incorpora-

tion. Cluniac, Premonstratensian, Franciscan, and

Dominican nuns were also fully cloistered, and the

rule of the Poor Clares actually contained a fourth

vow, that of enclosure, tied to Clare’s insistence on

apostolic poverty and dependence on alms.

Influenced by these developments and the actions of

his predecessors—both Pope Gregory IX and Pope

Clement IV had assisted the Cistercians in achieving

their goals of strict enclosure for nuns—Pope Boniface

VIII issued his 1298 decree Pericoloso. This was the

first universal cloister regulation and it encompassed

all nuns of every order throughout Christian Europe.

By mandating strict active and passive enclosure for

women—nuns—who had solemnly professed their

vows in a recognized religious order, Boniface VIII

seems to have wished to draw a clear distinction

between women who were ‘‘religious’’ in the legal

sense of the term and the ever-growing numbers of

unofficial mulieres religiosae, such as Beguines.

Because it was the first instance of papal legislation

on the matter, and because it set a standard for enclo-

sure of nuns without parallel for male monastics,

generations of church historians had regarded Perico-

loso as a turning point in the history of religious

women. With its firm restrictions on both exit from

and entrance into monastic precincts, Pericoloso was

viewed as having provided the proverbial mortar for

cloister walls that, however much some churchmen

might have desired otherwise, had remained up to

that point unstable and easily breached. Although a

few modern scholars, most notably Eileen Power,

observed that nuns sometimes defied papal policy

when bishops sought to enforce Pericoloso, these

scholars did so without imperiling the traditional nar-

rative, which posited a straight line of ‘‘progress’’

from flexible local prerogative to the acceptance of

universal enclosure. As late as 1968, the most compre-

hensive English-language treatment of the subject still

supported this view: ‘‘For the first time in the history

of the Church, the cloister was imposed as a universal

obligation by the Holy See itself and worded in vigor-

ous terms so as to allow no exceptions to the rule’’

(Cain 1968, p. 267).

Only in the last decades have historians begun to

question the largely untested assumption that pre-

scriptive legislation easily translated into common

practice. When examining the testimony of bishops

who sought to enforce Pericoloso, or of canonists who

interpreted it, they found evidence that the decree was

neither immediately nor universally accepted. So, too,

did numerous instances of objections to, or formal

exemption from, its regulations emerge from studies

of the archives of specific communities.

It now seems clear that, althoughPericoloso, with its

sweeping provisions and grand scope, continued to

influence both the reformers who attempted to bring

practice into line with its demands and nuns themselves

(all new orders for women founded between 1300 and

1500 wrote cloister regulations into their rules)

throughout the late Middle Ages, it did so in the teeth

of substantial resistance. The traditional image of nuns

passively acquiescing to this papal initiative is simply

not supported by the evidence. To gauge the impact

of Boniface’s decree in the fourteenth and fifteenth
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centuries, scholars must now consider the dynamics of

the legislative process, including attempts to obstruct

the law and, even more importantly, the reasons for

those attempts. And because Pericoloso was restated

with much more far-reaching effect in the twenty-fifth

session of the reforming Council of Trent (1563),

researchers must also attempt to ascertain the me-

chanisms by which the decree was kept before the

eyes of ecclesiastical lawmakers despite the difficulties

surrounding its enforcement.
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MONASTIC RULES
All medieval religious, male and female, took vows of

poverty, chastity, and obedience upon entering mo-

nastic life. These vows, known as the three ‘‘substan-

tial vows,’’ are the heart of medieval monastic life, a

way of life by definition governed by a rule. Further-

more, once professed, monks and nuns alike

organized their lives around a routine of divine ser-

vice, with masses and prescribed prayers, readings,

and hymns set for the canonical hours. Despite this

core of similarity, the particular rule followed by

members of a religious order, and the different

emphases in interpreting and enforcing rules for

male and female members of an order, resulted in a

variety of distinct monastic cultures.

In Latin Christianity, the standardization of a mo-

nastic rule for women began in some respects with the

letters of Augustine of Hippo, who, around 423,

addressed precepts and codes of conduct to the nun-

nery governed by his sister. This, and other writings

often attributed to him (although in fact authored by

others), formed the basis of the Augustinian rule that

was so widely accepted in the Middle Ages. These

texts also influenced other creators of monastic

rules, including Benedict of Nursia.

The Benedictines

While Augustine’s writing played a key role in the

development of medieval monastic rules for both

women and men, the first complete monastic rule in

widespread use in the West was that of Benedict. The

Benedictine rule was perhaps the most influential in

medieval Europe; indeed, from the mid-sixth century

through the early twelfth, monastic life was almost

exclusively governed by the Benedictine rule. The

Benedictine tradition stresses that the rule is not gen-

der specific. In fact, however, beginning with reform

movements in the eighth century, different versions of

the Benedictine rule emerged for monks and nuns.

Vernacular translations of the Benedictine rule for

women highlight the ways in which the rule was

transformed ideologically, as well as linguistically,

for women. For instance, the Benedictine rule

describes the abbot as holding the place of Christ in

the monastery. John E. Crean, who has analyzed

Middle High German translations of the rule for

women, argues that the way in which this passage is

treated is crucial. He notes that the translator’s

choices illustrate the way in which he perceives the

abbess’s role in the community. While the German

translations that Crean analyzes all identify the ab-

bess with Christ to some extent, the fifteenth-century

English verse translation found in London (BL MS

Cotton Vespasian A 25) does not grant the abbess

such an endorsement of her authority.

During the Carolingian period, strict claustration

(monastic enclosure) was imposed on Benedictine

nuns, and claustration also emerged as another key

difference in the construction of life under the

Benedictine rule for nuns and monks. In later centu-

ries claustration would come to be, in effect, a fourth

substantial vow for Benedictine nuns. Indeed, claus-

tration was a defining aspect of monastic life not only

for nuns following the Benedictine rule but also for

those in other religious orders.

The Benedictines underwent several waves of

reforms, and in the process monastic orders that dis-

tinguished themselves from the main body of the

Benedictines emerged (Carthusians, Cistercians, Clu-

niacs, the double order of the Gilbertines). Possibly
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foremost among these was the Cistercian Order,

established in 1098 by Robert, abbot of Molesme,

with the intention of returning to a literal observance

of the Benedictine rule. Nuns were reluctantly accept-

ed into the Cistercian reform movement; however,

their houses frequently did not possess the special

Cistercian privileges (such as exemption from episco-

pal visitation) enjoyed by male houses. Furthermore,

in England, Cistercian houses are not consistently

described in records as such; the same house is some-

times called Cistercian and other times Benedictine.

Men did not simply construct monastic life differ-

ently for Benedictine women in order to ensure male

privileges or to emphasize female submission to

male authority. They sometimes privileged women’s

authority. Early in the twelfth century Robert of

Arbrissel founded the Order of Fontevrault, another

reformed Benedictine order, specifically for women.

In houses of this order, the abbess had supreme

authority over nuns, priests, and lay brothers.

Women living under the supposedly gender-neutral

Benedictine rule at times perceived their own expe-

rience of monastic life as differing by gender, for

example, as Heloise’s correspondence with Abelard

reveals. Heloise requested, and received from Abe-

lard, a modified version of the Benedictine rule for

her community of the Paraclete. This version made

changes targeted to women’s bodily differences from

men.

Women in the Mendicant Orders

The outward emphasis on gender neutrality that cov-

ered significant gender differences in the Benedictine

tradition did not feature prominently in treatments of

the rules in the Franciscan and Dominican orders. In

these orders, the rules for women were strikingly dif-

ferent from those for men. Clare of Assisi and the

nuns in her community of San Damiano were not

permitted the mendicant life of the Franciscan friars.

Although she managed to obtain a papal privilege of

poverty, claustration was required from the beginning

as the rule for Franciscan nuns. In fact, Cardinal

Hugolino (later to become Pope Gregory IX) for a

time imposed upon the nuns a rule based upon the

Benedictine rule, an imposition that Clare strongly

resisted and eventually overcame. As Regis Arm-

strong highlights, the differences in the discussions

of claustration in Clare’s Rule and the Rule of Hugo-

lino are striking. While Hugolino only permits the

nuns to leave enclosure to begin a new foundation,

Clare allows nuns to leave the monastery for useful,

approved purposes.

Clare was the first woman to write a rule for nuns;

her rule gained papal approval two days prior to

her death in 1253. In 1263, Pope Urban IV recogni-

zed the Poor Clares as a distinct monastic order.

However, he did not grant all of them Clare’s Rule

or the privilege of poverty permitted to her founda-

tion of San Damiano. He crafted a modified rule

for Franciscan nuns, known as the Urbanist rule,

which was enforced throughout Europe except in

France and England. In these countries, Franciscan

nuns, known as ‘‘Minoresses,’’ followed a revised

version of Clare’s Rule made by Blessed Isabella,

sister of Louis IX of France. This ‘‘Isabella Rule’’

emphasized the equality and distinctive identity of

the Franciscan nuns and friars, although it did not

include a commitment to the radical poverty so be-

loved by Clare.

Although Dominic de Guzman had himself estab-

lished the first community of Dominican nuns at

Prouille in the early thirteenth century, medieval Do-

minican nuns (often called canonesses) lived a life

very different from that of the Friars Preachers. Nat-

urally, given the prohibitions against female preach-

ing in the medieval church, they did not participate

in this practice so fundamental to the Order of

Preachers. Living in strict claustration, they were sub-

ject to the Augustinian rule and, after 1259, to the

Constitutions of the Sisters.

The Birgittines

In the last analysis, Birgitta of Sweden may be

deemed more successful than Clare of Assisi in creat-

ing a monastic order for women that was true to her

own ideals. The fourteenth-century Swedish noble-

woman was directed by Christ in a revelation to

found a new religious order, one designed first and

primarily for women, in which the abbess would have

authority over nuns and brothers. Birgitta thus faced

the daunting task of gaining ecclesiastical sanction for

a new double order, a form of monastic life that had

long since been largely suppressed. The origins of the

Birgittine rule, also called the Rule of St. Savior, in

Birgitta’s revelations, combined with the authority

given to women by the rule, impeded the papal ap-

proval process. In 1370, Urban V issued a revised

version of the rule that removed all indications that

Christ dictated the rule to Birgitta and reduced the

scope of the abbess’s authority. Furthermore, to com-

ply with the requirements of Lateran IV (1215)

forbidding the founding of new orders, the Birgittine

rule was given the official status of Constitutions to

the Rule of St. Augustine.
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The Birgittine rule prescribes a distinctive version of

divine service for the nuns focusing on the VirginMary.

The rule emphasizes poverty, strictly prohibiting the

nuns from owning personal possessions (a prohibition

specified by othermonastic rules but one oftenmodified

in practice) but permitting nuns unlimited access to

books. This specification reflects the high value placed

on learning and study in the Birgittine order.

NANCY BRADLEY WARREN
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MONASTIC VISITATION
Visits to monasteries for purposes of oversight, cor-

rection of specific abuses, and, if indicated, general

reformation, typically took one of two forms. Episco-

pal visitation, sometimes referred to as canonical, was

conducted by a bishop exercising his right and dis-

charging his duty as ordinary of his diocese. In certain

religious orders, monastic superiors visited affiliated

houses by mandate of the order’s constitutions. In

addition to these two common forms, visits could be

made by archdeacons, archbishops, papal legates, and

others directly empowered by the pope.

Periodic episcopal visitation as stipulated by the

Council of Chalcedon (451) was enjoined time and

again by early medieval synods and councils (Second

Braga, 572, and Toledo, 633, for example), but there

is little evidence of diocesan intervention, absent a

profound disturbance, in the affairs of the largely

isolated and autonomous monasteries of the period.

Canonical policy was incorporated into Carolingian

imperial decrees, and in 906, Abbot Regino of Prüm

included guidelines for episcopal visitors, complete

with a questionnaire to be used when interrogat-

ing individual members of a community, in Book I

of his Libri duo de synodalibus causis et disciplinis

ecclesiasticis (Two Books on Synodal causes and Ec-

clesiastical Disciplines).

Regino’s procedural guide was incorporated into

an influential canonical collection, the Decretum of

Burchard, bishop of Worms (d. 1025), and with the

further development of canon law a new spate of legis-

lation highlighted the need for regular, usually annual,

episcopal visits. By the thirteenth century, records of

actual visits tomonasteries began to be kept. One of the

earliest surviving accounts was that of Archbishop
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Eudes Rigaud (1248–1269), whose register for the dio-

cese of Rouen includes comperta (questions the bishop

asked to discover abuses) and injunctions (rulings for

reform based on the bishop’s findings) for fourteen

houses of religious women. By the close of the thir-

teenth century, sixteen of the seventeen dioceses of

England formally registered episcopal visitation, and

there are almost three hundred surviving registers from

the period prior to the Reformation. One of the most

complete accounts of English monastic visitation to

houses of male as well as female religious is found in

the register of the fifteenth-century bishop William

Alnwick of Lincoln. Registers also reveal conflicts

over a bishop’s right to visit, a famous example being

the contest between Nicholas of Cusa, bishop of

Brixen, and Verena, abbess of Sonnenburg.

At the same time that episcopal visitation procedures

became more formalized, however, the number of reli-

gious houses claiming exemption from such visits, in-

deed from diocesan supervision per se, increased

dramatically. Before the twelfth century, the privilege

of exemption, which placed a monastery directly under

papal authority and made visitation the exclusive right

of a papal agent, had been obtained only by Cluniac

monasteries and a handful of important Benedictine

abbeys. In the thirteenth century, many individual

houses, and all Cistercian, Dominican, and Franciscan

houses, claimed exempt status. The uneasy and change-

able relationship between the new male orders and

those religious women who sought affiliation with

them, however, made episcopal rather than internal

visitation the norm for nuns, despite the exempt status

of their male counterparts.

Visits to an exempt monastery were usually con-

ducted by religious superiors within the order and

proceeded according to the constitutions of that

order. Documentation of such visits usually became

part of the archive of the mother house. On occasion,

visitors sanctioned by the pope undertook major re-

form efforts of exempt as well as nonexempt houses.

Book II of the liber de reformatione monasteriorum

(Book on the Reformation of Monasteries), written by

the Augustinian canon Johann Busch (1399–1419),

recounts the efforts of one such visitor, who included

some twenty-three women’s houses among his reform

efforts in Saxony.

As presented in episcopal registers, the diaries of

extraordinary visitors, or exhaustive late medieval

treatises on visitation, such as Joannes Franciscus de

Pavinis’De visitatione episcoporum (On theVisitation of

Bishops), the procedures followed in monastic visita-

tion and the injunctions issued at their close were

usually gender-neutral. Yet there were some issues

that arose more often in connection with nuns than

with monks, especially in the later Middle Ages. Nuns

were commonly provided with injunctions, and even

copies of their rule, in the vernacular rather than in an

imperfectly understood Latin; women’s houses were

more often described as poorer or less well-managed

than those of men; and nuns were more often repri-

manded for having private property, including neck-

laces, gowns with fur collars, and other inappropriate

attire. Perhaps most importantly, nuns were frequen-

tly charged with violation of the rules of strict

enclosure—rules that did not exist for monks.

While much can be learned, and more inferred,

from visitation records, they invariably reflect a single

perspective, that of the visitor. Consequently, they

must be used only in conjunction with charters,

wills, cartularies, and other forms of documentation,

both ecclesiastical and secular.

ELIZABETH MAKOWSKI
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MONASTICISM AND NUNS
Monasticism is a regulated communal life embraced

by women and men devoted to the contemplation,

worship, and service of God and to the pursuit of

their own spiritual perfection through asceticism, a

program of mental and physical training, modeled

on the training of an athlete. Renunciation of sexual

activity (encrateia) as well as strict limitations on food,

drink, rest, and other physical comforts and distrac-

tions works to enhance mental concentration and

spiritual awareness. Monastic life centers around com-

mon meals, common property, and common prayer.

This team structure supports the strivers and protects

them from the temptations of idleness and indiscipline

that often cause the downfall of solitary hermits.

Long before the early Christians began to form mo-

nastic communities, they appeared in other cultures,

most notably Buddhism. The Buddha resisted the inclu-

sion of women until his aunt persuaded him to admit

them (sixth centuryBCE).He is said to have prophesied
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that, in the end, their presence would halve the order’s

perfection. Reluctance to recognize the claims of female

lineages restricts the acceptance of their communities in

many Buddhist areas even today. Jews traditionally

resisted celibacy (the unmarried state) and employed

polygamy to ensure every respectable woman a replace-

ment for a husband who died before she had his chil-

dren. Nevertheless, a number of Jesus’s contemporaries

set up encratic communities whose beliefs and regimes

are recorded in theDead Sea Scrolls.Most Esseneswere

men, but the Scrolls reveal the presence of women

among them, generally thought to be the wives and

daughters of the practitioners, presumably vowed to

conform to the common ideals.

A few other ascetic communities of that period

emerge from the sources. In Egypt, encratic men and

women formed the Therapeutae, and in Rome a select

handful of well-born virgins lived together and were

entrusted with the care of the city hearth. These vestal

virgins lived under the threat of execution if their

chastity were polluted but were rewarded with exten-

sive privileges and a very comfortable retirement

when they reached the age of thirty or thereabouts.

The Pauline letters, Christianity’s earliest sources, re-

veal women resolved to live as virgins or to renounce

sexual activity upon widowhood, a practice that the

apostle viewed with considerable reserve, fearing that

their failure to maintain their resolution would cause

damage to the new religion’s reputation.

Early Christian Communities

The developing church consistently resisted the enthu-

siasm of some of its members for the ascetic life and

went so far as to condemn a group called Encratites

as heretics because they maintained that all sexual

activity was sinful. Nevertheless, groups of people

throughout the Roman Empire embraced encrateia.

Second- and third-century sources survive that con-

tain regulations governing the activities of virgins and

consecrated widows living in groups or in their own

homes. They were repeatedly urged to be unpreten-

tious, silent, and modest in demeanor; to keep out of

the public gaze where possible; and to refrain from

ostentatious religious displays during public worship.

They undertook charitable activity, caring for the sick

and training female catechumens. Most notably, they

provided examples of Jesus’ power as a divine pres-

ence in their steadfast resistance to torture and their

stoicism in the face of death during periods of perse-

cution. By the middle of the third century, Methodius

systematically celebrated virginity as the Christian

crown of a sexual hierarchy extending through chaste

widows and married people (with celibates who

lapsed into sexual activity unmentioned but implicitly

at the bottom of the ladder).

By the fourth century, encrateia was largely con-

sidered to be a feminine virtue and men like Ambrose

and Jerome in the Latin West and Gregory of Nyssa

and Athanasius in the Greek East enthusiastically

maintained the superiority of Christian virgins and

widows over the traditionally dominant paterfamilias

of imperial Rome. They described wealthy women

who used their homes as centers for prayer and

study in the cities of its far-flung domain, notably

the Cappadoccian community of women and men

founded by Macrina, sister of Basil of Caesarea,

who composed one of the most enduring of monastic

rules. In the same period, other religious enthusiasts

fled to the ‘‘deserts’’ in search of solitude and greater

rigor, following the biblical examples of John the

Baptist and Jesus himself. These were suburban

areas, sparsely populated and lacking the amenities

of urban life, but not by any means as isolated as

monastic ideology generally implies. The sources

tend to dwell on male hermits and communities, but

there is occasional mention of female communities

and a robust hagiographical tradition centered on

women, like Marina, said to have lived successfully

for many years in disguise in male communities. After

studying their examples, Jerome’s wealthy friend

Paula and her daughter Eustochium supported a com-

munity of about two hundred women in Bethlehem,

and such communities proliferated throughout the

Roman world as the fourth century progressed.

None of these communities could have thriven

without fairly rigorous regulation to control the abra-

sive effects of group life, individual self-indulgence,

and the temptations always awaiting the idle mind.

We have to assume that the serious desert-dwellers

always abided by some accepted set of rules and were

regulated by one or more supervisors. We should also

assume that many of them fell short of their aspira-

tions and that others were charlatans anxious to profit

from the religious tourists who began to frequent

these communities in the course of pilgrimages. Male

monastics were prone to engage themselves in theolo-

gical debates and occasionally erupted into the nearby

cities to mount riotous demonstrations in favor of

their opinions. Secular powers as well as monks them-

selves began to encourage restraint and regulation.

Autonomous Rules

The earliest surviving monastic rule is attributed to an

Egyptian desert-dweller named Pachomius whose
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fame as a hermit had attracted a fairly large commu-

nity of men and an ancillary community of women

governed by his sister Mary, who lived across the

river from the men. Setting an enduring example to

his successors, Pachomius discouraged bizarre and

excessive self-mortification in favor of regular com-

mon prayer and handiwork to give structure to the

revolving days, warning particularly against accidia,

the sin of spiritual sloth. Contact between the women

and the men was strictly limited, and the women were

sternly forbidden to speak to any man without the

supervision of their mistress. A substantial literature

grew up describing the virtues and practices of these

ascetics, from which we learn that most of the women

lived under lock and key, at least at night. Otherwise,

the conditions of their lives and their spiritual

achievements were equally praiseworthy. Among

the most prized monastic virtues, humility and obedi-

ence were given pride of place—virtues more com-

monly gendered feminine than masculine. It was

apparently viewed as more heroic for men than for

women to attain these indicators of perfection, but

this prejudice was offset by the idea that a woman

required extraordinary strength to overcome the

deficiencies of her sex.

By the end of the fourth century, monasticism had

generated several other rules, notably one by Basil of

Caesarea, which were in general use among growing

numbers of independent communities. Popularized by

Athanasius of Alexandria during his exile in Rome

and byMartin of Tours, the exemplary monastic saint

of Gaul, communities of monks and nuns began to

appear throughout the Latin West, sharing a growing

literature of advice, exemplary tales, and hagiography

to embellish their house rules and standardize the

powers of their superiors. Augustine of Hippo wrote

a letter of advice to a community of nuns gathered

around his sister that became the inspiration for the

later rule that bore his name. In the early sixth centu-

ry, Caesarius of Arles wrote the first women’s rule for

his sister Caesaria, whose community had been forced

to take refuge in the city because of the incursions of

marauding Visigoths. He introduced the requirement

for strict claustration from the public that would

come to be the central characteristic of women’s

monasticism for many centuries to come. Caesaria’s

is also the first known monastic community to sup-

port itself by the production of books.

By the end of the sixth century and the early sev-

enth, the Greek East and the Latin West were drifting

in different directions. Monasticism continued to be

an intrinsic part of the Byzantine church and the

Slavic churches that received Christianity under its

aegis. However, the continued authority of the empire

restricted its autonomy and public activity. In the

West, where agricultural settlement, Christian mis-

sionizing, and the organization of secular and ecclesi-

astical hierarchies moved north, west, and east

simultaneously, monasticism proved to be an invalu-

able instrument. Missionaries worked from monastic

bases, and their new converts enthusiastically

endowed foundations for women and men alike

where new missionaries and a Christian ruling class

were educated. Settlements surrounded the founda-

tions, and they soon became wealthy economic cen-

ters. Abbots and abbesses drawn from royal and

noble families performed the tasks of secular govern-

ment, as well as spiritual services for the surrounding

countryside. Wealthy communities of women, like

Jouarre in northern France, acted as landlords and

even supplied military service when needed.

Autonomous houses were free to make their own

rules within a generally accepted framework. They

were generally conceded to be answerable to episcopal

authority, but friction often developed, and, in some

places, there was no effective counter-authority. In

some areas, abbots were traditionally appointed as

bishops while abbesses performed many of the juris-

dictional tasks of bishops without their sacramental

authority. Gradually, shared experience produced a

handful of dominant rules, and many houses simply

combined their elements, as demonstrated by Donatus

of Besançon’s rule for his mother’s foundation. The

Rule of Columbanus, brought from Ireland to Gaul

in the seventh century, emphasized a penitential spiri-

tuality aimed at perfecting monastic humility. It

organized the liturgical exercises into a yearly round

of psalm-chanting that constituted a chain of perpet-

ual praise visualized as a rampart for embattled

Christianity. Columbanus’ was commonly combined

with the Benedictine rule, outlining a simple but rig-

orous life of prayer and manual labor, regulating diet,

rest, prayer, and other human activities. Benedict

introduced the rule of stability, intended to put an

end to the wanderings of footloose monks. This rule

was energetically promoted by Gregory I, who saw no

contradiction in sending monks on far-flung travels in

the cause of converting new peoples to Christianity in

its Roman form.

Most monastic communities were to some degree

or another syneisactic (encompassing women and

men together in encratic partnerships). The term dou-

ble monastery, long popular among monastic histor-

ians, has recently been abandoned by some scholars

in recognition of this fact. Benedict discouraged

monks from being ordained to the priesthood. The

sacraments took a distant second place to the daily

offices in their spiritual lives, though both men and

women monastics generally supported some clergy-

men to administer them. Other men were normally
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attached in varying numbers to women’s commu-

nities, and male monasteries seem commonly to have

taken groups of devout women who served them in

various capacities under their spiritual protection.

Neither rule was modified by sex. Encrateia was

regarded as the highest level of spiritual perfection,

setting monastic women and men above the sexually

active clergy and laity, almost as a third gender. At

that rarefied level, a general assumption of equality

prevailed, though the sexes were never encouraged to

interact without the most rigid precautions.

Imperial Regulation

With the rise of the Carolingian empire, secular au-

thority again sought to assert itself over monastic

wealth and persons. The missionary monk/bishop

Boniface collaborated with Charlemagne on a series

of reforms, and several bishops worked with Louis

the Pious to impose a uniform framework on the

monastic world. The reforming councils of Aachen

(813) and Chalons (816) subjected all religious

women and men to one or two rules. The Benedictine

rule was preferred for most houses, but an alternative

choice was offered in rules for canons and canonesses

based on a rule attributed to Augustine that had been

gaining popularity among communities responsible

for the diocesan work of cathedrals. The rule for

canonesses recognized the liturgical responsibilities

of women attached to cathedral chapters. Like

canons, these women continued to own their own

property, though they were encouraged not to busy

themselves in its administration. They may have been

free to leave the community and marry; but, while

active, they were obligated to live the common life

and observe the strictest encrateia. The council

attempted to impose claustration upon them, but the

practice was never seriously implemented. Canonesses

were particularly educated in music and ancillary arts

to enhance their liturgical performances. Dramatic

performances also entered the tradition at least

by the tenth century, when the plays of Hrotsvit

of Gandersheim were produced, probably for an

audience drawn from the court of her relative, the

Emperor Otto I.

Individual women’s monasteries appear to have

veered back and forth between the Benedictine and

Augustinian rules, perhaps in a deliberate attempt to

confuse male ecclesiastical authorities who presented

themselves as enforcers. Meanwhile, from the late

eighth century on, monasteries shared the sufferings

of Europe in general under the onslaught of Nordic,

Saracen, and Slavic marauders along coasts, rivers,

and the eastern plains. Their wealth and vulnerability

attracted these predators repeatedly, and many com-

munities were destroyed or dispersed. This is general-

ly held to be the cause of female monasticism’s decline

in this period. Many famous old female houses dis-

appeared or emerged in later times as male houses.

We should note, however, that many of these monas-

teries have no recorded history after their founda-

tions, and their destruction or transfer into male

hands may have an entirely different chronology and

meaning.

‘‘Reform’’

By the tenth century, despite the violence of the age,

intense monastic revivals and reforms were under

way. Cluny in Burgundy pioneered a movement

aimed at freedom from the ‘‘corrupting’’ influence of

episcopal authority and secular patronage through

subjection to Saint Peter (Rome) alone. They pre-

sented themselves as penitents particularly equipped

to shoulder some of the burden of sin incurred by

more worldly Christians (laity, secular clergy, and,

ultimately, women). They promoted a complex

round of spiritual exercises, particularly masses for

the dead, to achieve these ends, and this began a

process of clericizing the male monastic movement,

which would separate monks and nuns and free the

former to seize upon whatever claims to superiority

accrued to the ordained clergy.

The reformers welcomed new foundations and re-

formed old foundations that had thrown off the pa-

tronage rights of their secular founders. They boasted

an uncompromising rejection of women’s commu-

nities, inescapably branding the most exemplary

women’s communities as spiritually inferior. Infor-

mally they often allied themselves with noble women

who patronized their movement and did not discour-

age them from forming small dependent female com-

munities in their penumbra. Their rhetoric, however,

intensified the misogyny that always underlay the

warmest relationships between women and men. Ulti-

mately, Cluny would relent and allow a solitary female

community, Marcigny, to be attached to its ranks, but

its ninety-nine places were strictly reserved for the

relatives and protegées of the clerical elite, and the

women had to submit to such severe cloistering that

their highest claim to praise was willingness to remain

in the building when a fire was threatening to destroy

them all. Marcigny had no abbess. The hundredth

and highest place was reserved for the Virgin Mary.

As monks moved apart from women and em-

braced ordination, a form of religious reform spread
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among the secular clergy aiming to free the priest-

hood from secular authority by monasticizing them.

Ecclesiastical property was to be freed from all claims

by the original patrons and donors to name church

officers and from all personal claims by imposing

celibacy on all priests, ensuring that their widows

and children had no legitimate rights of inheritance.

The result was a thorough reorganization of the entire

church hierarchy under the leadership of the pope

in Rome. The Christian social order was divided

rigorously between clergy and laity, and all women

(including nuns) were locked into the laity. The

‘‘church’’ was redefined as a homosocial male monop-

oly that vaulted into the leadership of a newly mature

civilization whose growing cities were soon to boast

universities training a whole new cohort of profes-

sional men drawn from its celibate ranks. Even the

military order was soon to be challenged by celibate

monks who formed the front ranks of the new

crusading armies.

Monastic Orders

Monasticism met these modern challenges by the for-

mation of orders, coalitions of communities sharing a

common rule, habit, and privileges with a governing

superstructure. With only a few exceptions, these

orders resisted the incorporation of women and tried

to repudiate the spiritual direction (cura) of women

on the grounds that monks were ill equipped to with-

stand the power of sexual temptation if forced

into proximity with the female sex. The Fontevrault,

Gilbertine, and Premonstratensian orders tried to

solve the problem by cloistering the women so rigor-

ously that, among the Gilbertines, a stone had to be

passed through the partition to accept the kiss of

peace from one side to the other. Women’s limited

participation in chapter meetings was hedged with

protections for the men, and the authority of the

abbess of Fontevrault (whose constitution placed

her in charge of the order) suffered ongoing revolts

from the monks in the community. Nevertheless,

women’s houses adopted the name and customs of

every order. More commonly, episcopal visitors

found throughout the Middle Ages that nunneries

often mixed rules, habits, and claims of affiliation

almost randomly—presumably to gain tactical advan-

tages in their continuing struggles for recognition,

donations, and spiritual achievement.

In the High Middle Ages, women’s houses com-

monly continued the earlier pattern of adhering to the

Benedictine or the Augustinian rule under episcopal

authority rather than trying to incorporate into an

order with papal exemptions. Though the resistance

of the orders received the most notice in the records,

women religious may have preferred a local authority

for a variety of reasons. Twelfth-century centers for

female learning like Bingen and Hohenbourg, whose

abbesses, Hildegard and Herrad, were distinguished

authors, could compete successfully for donations

and defend their position against clerical encroach-

ment. Regional studies have begun to show that fe-

male communities tended to cultivate ties to local

patrons—often their own families—and serve the

needs of local communities. They lacked the global

vision and global opportunities enjoyed by their

male counterparts, but this may well have been offset

by a sense of their importance in a more intimate

environment.

Among the laity, women were often leaders in en-

thusiastic religious movements of penitents and refor-

mers seeking to address the growing problems of

poverty in the burgeoning capitalist economy. They

formed encratic communities devoted to care of the

sick and other social rejects and simple preaching

among the largely unchurched urban masses. These

were often syneisactic at their origins, embracing pov-

erty through self-support, begging, and manual labor.

By the thirteenth century, the mania for ordering

all religious expression again separated the women

from the men, and men, such as the Franciscan and

Dominican friars, sought to exclude women from their

ranks or at least to limit them to cloistered commu-

nities. Clare of Assisi fought a lifelong battle to main-

tain her original vocation to Franciscan poverty despite

the prohibition on public activity and begging imposed

on her and her sisters by both Francis and the pope.

All of the orders, however, had a tendency to channel

the physical labors of charity to women, either ancillary

nuns or lay conversae (women not fully consecrated to

religious life). Some women persevered in the vocation

by pursuing their socialmissions in quasi-religious com-

munities like the beguinages. Many more lived conse-

crated lives under episcopal authority in their own

homes or in small communities of two or three persons.

Through the course of the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries, much of the spiritual experience of women

channeled into displays of mysticism, and a large

number of books appeared recording their revela-

tions. Female mysticism frequently offset male mo-

nopoly of the sacraments with eucharistic visions and

devotions centered on reception rather than confec-

tion of the body and blood of Christ. Male devotion

frequently followed Bernard of Clairvaux’s bridal im-

agery drawn from the Song of Songs to describe the

soul’s union with Christ. Women, on the other hand,

commonly identified with Jesus himself, offering their

own bodies to share in his atoning sufferings. In 1295,
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Pope Boniface VIII imposed strict claustration on all

religious women regardless of their original vocations,

but the move was never very successfully enforced.

The Late Middle Ages

By the fourteenth century, the apogee of papal power

had passed, and in a time of turmoil women like

Catherine of Siena and Birgitta of Sweden found

scope for their prophetic authority. Birgitta was able

to found and spread the first order under a rule devised

by a woman (by way of visions from Jesus). Her deci-

sion to cloister her daughters closely with an ancillary

community of men in their service strongly indicates

that this aspect of the female religious tradition has

never been solely a product of male misogyny.

During the fifteenth century, Europe enjoyed an

economic and political revival after the disasters of

the fourteenth, and the monasteries were reviving and

renewing themselves. Papal commissions and chap-

ters of various orders enacted sweeping reform legis-

lation backed up by traveling enforcers entering

individual houses. Individual communities of women

had mixed reactions. Presumably a lot of them quietly

adhered to their rules or reformed themselves without

making a mark in the records. Colette of Corbie was

notable as a consecrated female mystic who personal-

ly directed a widespread reform of Franciscan com-

munities that ultimately broke away as a separate

order. In other cases, the male reformers were greeted

as unwelcome intruders into the women’s lives who

showed little understanding of the delicate web of

relationships and mutual services that governed their

lives. Many communities showed a united front in

resisting the demands of reformers that they change

their costumes, diets, and liturgies, submitting to

claustration and male authority. One convent ejected

their reformer by throwing him into a nearby river.

On the whole, however, reform carried the day. By

the end of the fifteenth century, individual houses and

entire orders had been brought under new or revived

disciplines. The typical monastic practices of common

meals and common clothing, shared ownership, and

individual poverty, and an unending routine of

manual labor and prayer, silence, and psalm-singing

prevailed. Most monastic women had submitted to

claustration and learned to love it. When Henry

VIII’s royal commissioners went looking for wayward

nuns in early-sixteenth-century England, they found

embarrassingly little to report. Martin Luther de-

nounced the principles of monastic spirituality at the

start of the Protestant Reformation, complaining that

its practices were not efficacious though they were

scrupulously carried out. He spoke for a body of

Christians who no longer believed that the heroic

sacrifices of one group could contribute to the salva-

tion of another, more sinful group. In fact, he

continued to approve the encratic communal life of

the great canoness institutes for respectable noble

women, while encouraging all other Christians to

submit to the humbler family virtues of the world

of work and worry. In Germany, England, and

Scandinavia, communities of women fought fiercely

to defend the reformed way of life they had embraced

in the fifteenth century. Whole communities fled to

more hospitable countries rather than forsake it.

In the Catholic world, the reform impetus con-

tinued, among contemplative religious, most notably

with the institution of the discalced Carmelites under

the guidance of Teresa of Avila. The advent of the

modern world for them was dramatically marked by

the struggle and eventual success of religious women

in enlarging their sphere of public activity, most

notably in the areas of social service and teaching.

For the modern age the term monasticism is technical-

ly applied to the contemplative orders of nuns who

continue to live in stable and relatively cloistered

communities centered upon the common life and con-

tinual prayer and meditation, while women engaged

in public services are officially designated as ‘‘sisters’’

or congregations of sisters.

JO ANN MCNAMARA
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MONASTICISM AND NUNS,
BYZANTINE
The development of female monasteries in the eastern

Mediterranean world paralleled that of their male

counterparts. Women were attracted to the monastic

life as early as the fourth century. In Egypt, in the first

half of the fourth century, Pachomios established a

nunnery for women at Tabennisi that is said to have

housed 400 women, while the nuns at Shenoute’s fifth-

century monastic complex at the White Monastery

numbered 1,800. These monasteries were cenobitic,

that is, the nuns lived in a community, went to services

and meals as a group, and obeyed a superior. Female

anchorites were rare, but not unknown. In Palestine,

female monasteries seem to have been primarily an

urban phenomenon, such as the nunnery founded on

Jerusalem’s Mount of Olives in the early fifth century

by Melania the Younger, a Roman matron. The

Judean desert monasteries were exclusively male, al-

though the occasional female hermit (e.g., St. Mary

of Egypt, Synkletike) is attested to. Makrina (c. 327–

379/380), the older sister of Basil of Caesarea (an influ-

ential figure in the development of Byzantine monastic

regulations), took vows of celibacy in her early teens

and encouraged her family to establish in their house a

monastery for men and women, the earliest known

nunnery in Anatolia. During the fifth and sixth centu-

ries, nunneries began to be founded in Constantinople

and Greece; they tended to be most numerous in major

cities such as the capital and Thessalonike. Nunneries

were forbidden onMt. Athos and severely restricted on

other holy mountains.

Monastic rules (typika) survive for only six

nunneries; their evidence can be supplemented by

information from the vitae of female saints. The

monastery was headed by an abbess, assisted by a

steward (who might be male or female) and various

officials, such as the cellarer and sacristan. The nuns

were divided into two groups, the literate choir sisters

responsible for chanting the monastic offices, and the

housekeeping nuns who performed manual labor to

meet the material needs of the institution. Nunneries

varied greatly in size, averaging around twenty to

thirty members, although one fourteenth-century fe-

male monastery housed one hundred nuns. Women

took monastic vows at various ages, some as teen-

agers (the minimum age was sixteen), others in later

life, often after being widowed or in old age. The

novitiate varied between six months and three years,

depending on the maturity of the novice. Women

were inspired to take the monastic habit for many

reasons, such as a genuine desire for a consecrated

life of prayer and enhanced opportunity for salvation,

or more mundane reasons, such as material support

in one’s declining years. Although gifts at the time of

entrance into the monastery were encouraged by

some houses and discouraged by others, many nuns

made substantial donations of cash and real property,

such as estates, books, and works of liturgical art, in

order to provide for their maintenance and ensure

proper burial and commemoration in perpetuity. Ad-

ditional financial support was provided by lay
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patrons, who often requested burial within the mon-

astery walls and annual memorial services in return.

Some nuns lived in double monasteries, institutions

that housed separate communities of men and

women, directed by a single superior, sometimes an

abbess. Such establishments were forbidden by the

Second Council of Nicaea in 787, but they reappear

in the Palaiologan period (thirteenth to fifteenth

centuries).

Many nunneries were founded by aristocratic

patrons to ensure the admission of female family

members and the burial and commemoration of rela-

tives. Although in theory nuns who took monastic

vows were supposed to break all family ties, it is

clear that many female monastics enjoyed the compa-

ny of kinswomen in the cloister, brought maidser-

vants from home, received visits from male and

female relatives, and could attend the sickbeds or

funerals of family members.

Like male monasteries, some nunneries performed

important social services, especially the distribution

of food, wine, and money to beggars at the gate. They

had hostels to provide lodging for pilgrims and tra-

velers, and, very rarely, small hospitals to treat lay

patients. They might take in orphan girls as well as

women who were refugees from enemy invasion,

abused by their husbands, suffering from mental

illness, or in abject poverty.

There were some notable differences between male

and female monastic houses. Female monasteries had

to bring in male priests to celebrate the liturgy, male

doctors to care for the sick, and often male bailiffs

to supervise the monastic estates. There also seems to

have been little opportunity for nuns to engage in

artistic or intellectual pursuits; only a handful are

known to have worked as scribes or authors, and

most occupied themselves primarily with spinning

and weaving, in addition to their assigned house-

keeping duties. Nuns also tended to live in cenobitic

establishments, although a few female hermits and

stylites (dwellers atop columns) are attested to from

the fourth to eleventh centuries; thereafter the nuns

for whom we have firm evidence all lived a communal

life in monasteries.

The traditions of Byzantine female monasticism

continued during the centuries of Ottoman Turkish

occupation of the Balkans and Anatolia, although

some nunneries fell into decline and were abandoned.

There has been a remarkable upsurge in the numbers

of Orthodox nuns in Greece in recent decades; several

groups of nuns have successfully revived male mon-

asteries that had been deserted or were in severe

decline.

ALICE-MARY TALBOT
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MONASTICISM AND NUNS, CELTIC
While women in early medieval Celtic areas of Ireland,

Scotland, Cornwall, Wales, and Brittany were enthusi-

astic converts to religious life, there were always fewer

monastic houses for women than there were for men.

Although there has been considerable debate over the

existence and characteristics of amedievalCeltic church

in the early medieval period (c. 500–1100), there were

some commonalities in themonasticismpracticed in the

Celtic areas, including asceticism, local monastic rules,

and a degree of isolation from policies and doctrines of

Rome, as well as strong connections between monas-

teries and secular rulers.

Ireland has the best-known and best-documented

medieval monasteries; however, there were also nun-

neries and holy women elsewhere in the Celtic areas.

For the early medieval period, most of the evidence

for the existence of nunneries comes from hagiogra-

phy and place names. While this evidence is very

important, some of the nunneries indicated in these

sources may in fact have been very small, possibly

only lasting for one woman’s lifetime or to be evi-

dence of veneration of women saints rather than loca-

tion of houses for women. The use of continental

monastic rules, such as those of the Benedictines,

Cistercians, and Augustinians, became common in

Celtic areas only after the twelfth century.

In Scotland, religious foundations for women are

particularly poorly documented and did not survive

to the twelfth century, when there was an upswing in

monastic foundations by the native elite that saw the

establishment of at least eleven nunneries, all follow-

ing continental rules. Few of these houses survived

the turbulent Anglo-Scottish conflicts of the four-

teenth century. The Augustinian nunnery at Iona,

established in the early thirteenth century, is the
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best-known exception, and there are substantial

physical remains of this nunnery.

While Welsh hagiography mentions early medieval

female saints, such as Gwenfrewy, living as a nun,

communities ofWelsh women religious did not survive

into the later medieval period, when there were only

threeWelsh nunneries, all using continental rules—the

Benedictine priory atUsk, and the Cistercian houses at

Llanllugan and Llanllyr. The paucity of evidence of

women’s religious activities is particularly acute in

Cornwall, where hagiography only suggests that

there was a monastery associated with a holy woman

called Sitofolla in the ninth century.

In Ireland the sources for women’s religious activi-

ty are better, but this evidence cannot be used with

confidence for the other Celtic areas. Both women

and men were enthusiastic converts to Christianity

when it arrived in Ireland with missionaries during

the fifth century. Patrick, one of these early mission-

aries, records that large numbers of women and men

flocked to renounce the world and join the church as

monks and nuns. The religious communities they

lived in were usually small rural settlements that

housed either lay families or tenants of the monastery,

as well as priests, nuns, and monks. The construction

of stone buildings around a central cloister was not

known in Ireland for either male or female religious

houses until after the twelfth century and was asso-

ciated with the introduction of the continental mo-

nastic rules. One of the most important women’s

religious houses established in the early phase of

Irish monasticism was that of Bridget of Kildare,

founded in the late fifth century. She established a

prosperous community that enjoyed vital secular sup-

port from first the Fothairt family and then Leinster’s

Uı́ Dúnlainge dynasty, enabling it to survive and

thrive throughout the early medieval period.

Irish monastic rules and ideas spread in the sixth

century to Iona in Scotland with Columba and then

to the continent with Columbanus. The only surviv-

ing Irish-based nunnery rule is that of Columbanus.

This rule was more a guide for spiritual well-being

than a day-to-day rule and importantly did not re-

quire enclosure away from lay society. It is unknown

whether Columbanus’ rule was based on nunnery

rules from other Celtic regions; however, there are

similarities between the life it outlines and what is

known of life in Irish nunneries of the early medieval

period.

After the twelfth century in Ireland, reforming

Gaelic Irish bishops and kings, as well as incoming

Anglo-Norman leaders, encouraged the spread of

continental religious rules for both men and women.

The Augustinian Rule was unusually popular in Irish

nunneries, probably because it allowed connections

between houses and surrounding lay communities as

well as a greater degree of autonomy to individual

monasteries. In Ireland, many nunneries continued

until the Reformation and the general dissolution

of monastic houses in the 1540s, when they were

disbanded.

DIANNE HALL
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MONASTICISM, WOMEN’S: PAPAL
POLICY

500–1100

From the time it was introduced to the West, women’s

monasticism was of concern to the papacy. Popes

founded monasteries for women, extended their pro-

tection to them, and intervened in disputes concerning

temporal holdings and jurisdiction. The letters of the

first monk to become a pope, Gregory I, also known

as ‘‘The Great,’’ provide early and ample evidence of

this sort of papal activity.

Written between 590 and 640, Pope Gregory’s let-

ters display his abiding interest in the endowment and
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stability of female institutions. He prompted the

wealthy to bequeath money and even private homes

to communities of religious women, ordered bishops

to consecrate new foundations, made gifts of relics to

houses threatened by poverty, and intervened when

nuns faced illegal episcopal or secular interference.

Tempering his enthusiasm for the religious life with

pastoral pragmatism, the pope assisted a woman who

had been cloistered against her will, and cautioned

married aspirants against unilateral entrance into a

monastery.

Many of Pope Gregory I’s efforts on behalf of

nuns were made at the request of wealthy aristocratic

women, and his successors continued to accommo-

date the needs and desires of such petitioners and

their families. Those desires, in turn, often centered

on obtaining privileges of exemption from episcopal

control. Limitation of royal prerogatives and usurpa-

tions by local potentates were also concerns, to judge

from papal letters such as that of Pope John VIII

to Charles the Bald (877) requesting the return

of land unjustly seized from the ancient and impor-

tant female monastery of St. Salvatore/St. Giulia in

northern Italy.

In the tenth century, aristocratic laity, rather than

popes, tended to found women’s monasteries, but the

papacy continued the tradition of gift-giving to estab-

lished communities. Grants of papal immunity and

protection took on new significance in the stormy era

of the Investiture Controversy, since they often par-

alleled those made by Holy Roman emperors anxious

to retain or reinforce control over politically signifi-

cant Italian monasteries. And although the Gregorian

reform was not directed at nuns, its demands that

married clergy dismiss their wives can be linked to

the increased number of new foundations for women

in the eleventh century. So, too, papal support of

reformed male monasticism helps to explain why

older, less austere female communities were some-

times displaced or even dissolved in the interests of

Cluniac monks, who occupied their monasteries.

Before the twelfth century, when a reinvigorated

papacy buttressed by rationalized canon law and

more clearly defined doctrine sought to assert greater

control over religious practice, papal policywith respect

to women’s monasticism was largely reactive. Early

medieval popes typically responded to requests from

bishops, abbots, lay donors, or nuns themselves, but

did not try to impress a particular stamp upon women’s

monasticism. Papal initiatives could have consequen-

ces for female religious, as in the case of the Gregorian

reforms, but those consequences do not appear to be

the result of conscious design. While the popes of the

High and late Middle Ages would not always be

systematic or even consistent in their long-range

decision-making regarding female monastics, papal

policy, properly speaking, had begun to coalesce.

1100–1298

In the religiously enthusiastic twelfth century, women

and men attempting to put their particular visions of

the apostolic life into regular practice challenged the

ingenuity of popes who sought to standardize monas-

tic life as they had so many other aspects of Christian

belief and practice. One aim of the papacy was to

ensure that the large numbers of women who had

been drawn to the new orders would continue to

have their spiritual and temporal needs met. Given

that reform-minded male members in these orders

often viewed women as occasions of sin, and that

they consequently avoided service to them, that aim

was not always satisfactorily achieved. The situation

is well illustrated by the example of the Premonstra-

tensian nuns and canonesses.

An order of regular canons founded in 1121, the

Premonstratensians had initially tolerated, and even

given pride of place to, their numerous female mem-

bers: the mother-house of Prémontré was a double

monastery. Yet as early as 1138, Pope Innocent II

was forced to remind the canons to recognize and

fulfill their obligations to female members, and

similar admonitions were repeated by Celestine II,

Eugenius III, and Adrian IV. Notwithstanding papal

displeasure, the Premonstratensians ceased founding

double monasteries and suppressed existing ones. The

1198 decree of the General Chapter altogether prohi-

biting the admission of women ushered in a period of

insecurity and even vagrancy for the remaining sisters

that was clearly at odds with the wishes of the Holy

See.

This failure in the case of the Premonstratensians

helps to explain the resolution with which thirteenth-

century popes strove for success in their dealings with

the Cistercians. After the death of their founder in

1134, the Cistercians had declared that they would

neither provide pastoral care to, nor formally incor-

porate, the many nunneries modeling their obser-

vance on the customs of Cı̂teaux. But declarations

such as these— for others were forthcoming—availed

the order nothing in the face of papal demands. Suc-

cessive thirteenth-century popes pressured the

Cistercians on behalf of importunate women and

their patrons, ultimately forcing the order to officially

incorporate many female communities.

The papacy was particularly interested in finding

a place for women within the Cistercian Order, since

an enclosed contemplative life represented the ideal
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safeguard for orthodox practice in an age of increas-

ing informality, and even heterodoxy. In 1213, as the

General Chapter struggled to establish uniform disci-

pline and control over far-flung affiliates, it gave full

expression to this ideal by making strict active and

passive enclosure—that is, a rigorous restriction on

both exit from and entrance into cloister precincts—a

precondition for incorporation of female Cistercian

monasteries. It was in this General Chapter ruling, in

turn, that thirteenth-century popes found a suitable

model for female affiliation to other new orders, most

notably the Franciscans and Dominicans. The model,

of course, was scarcely original (enclosure of nuns

had been mandated for a variety of reasons and with

varying degrees of success since the beginning of mo-

nastic history), but the circumstances in which it was

applied were.

A detachment from worldly affairs, which the

cloister was designed to ensure, along with renuncia-

tion of personal property and communal life, had

been hallmarks of the reformed monasticism of the

previous century, and they were ideals to which both

monks and nuns could aspire. These were not, how-

ever, the dominant features of thirteenth-century

piety. The mendicant poverty of the Franciscans and

the urban evangelization of the Dominicans were

manifestations of a vision of the vita apostolica that

had an active component. Although it was that vision

that had attracted large numbers of female followers,

the papacy either tacitly or actively disallowed it when

integrating women into the new orders—the rule of

the Poor Clares, confirmed by Pope Gregory IX in

1239, and the numerous papal interventions on behalf

of Dominican sisters, beginning with Innocent III’s

recognition of the observance at Prouille, required

strict active and passive claustration.

Periculoso and After

Although thirteenth-century popes clearly fought to

find places for women in the new orders, they did so

only by maintaining a gender-distinctive regular life

in which the active apostolate was the exclusive pre-

serve of male religious. At the very end of the century,

Pope Boniface VIII reaffirmed and sought to further

this policy. He recognized that despite papal efforts to

force male orders to accept nuns, there were still many

more women desirous of a religious life, and that

informal foundations and unregulated quasi-religious

women, like the Beguines, abounded. In his 1298

decree Periculoso he used strict enclosure regulation

to differentiate these women, popularly perceived as

religious women, from professed nuns, religious

women in the canonical sense of the term. Where his

predecessors had limited themselves to charting a

course with reference to specific orders, Boniface

VIII legislated for all professed nuns regardless of

the rule under which they lived. Henceforth, nuns

were to live strictly enclosed lives, leaving their mon-

asteries only in the event of manifest necessity, and

allowing no outsider to enter the cloister without

license of the ordinary, usually the bishop.

Periculoso was a landmark in the history of papal

policy; it was much less significant in the history of

female monasticism. Not only did popes in the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries undermine its directives

through frequent grants of dispensations and privi-

leges, but as the repeated exhortations of reforming

councils and synods attest, it was almost impossible

to enforce. Nevertheless, in the later Middle Ages

enclosure of nuns remained a norm with which new

orders seeking papal approval, such as the Birgittines,

were expected to comply. Vigorously restated by the

Council of Trent, it would continue to be a guiding

principle of papal policy into the modern era.
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MOTHERS AS TEACHERS
Ever since, in 403 CE, St. Jerome gave detailed

instructions to a woman friend on how to teach her

children and particularly her daughters to read,

women in the West have been regarded as primary

teachers. Jerome not only gave practical advice on

teaching methods, but also insisted on Christian

piety as the basic ethical grounding of such instruc-

tion. Jerome’s principles were repeated throughout

the medieval period by Christian moralists.
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Perhaps the most intriguing religious and practical

instruction was produced by Dhuoda (c. 803–843),

the wife of Charlemagne’s second cousin Bernard of

Septimania, who wrote her Liber manualis or Hand-

book for her son William in just over a year in 843.

Her introduction exquisitely emphasizes her strong

personal slant: ‘‘My son you will have learned doctors

to teach you many more examples, more eminent and

of greater usefulness, but they are not of equal status

with me, nor do they have a heart more ardent than I,

your mother, have for you, my firstborn son. . . .’’

In c. 1249 Margaret of Provence, the queen

of Louis IX (St. Louis) commissioned Vincent of

Beauvais to write a treatise: De eruditione filiorum

nobelium (On the Education of Noble Children). She

ordered several chapters to be specifically addressed

to girls. A century later, the Italian Francesco da

Barberino again wrote a moral instruction manual

for children: Regimento e Costumi di Donna (Rules

and Customs for Ladies). He automatically assumed

that the teacher would be a mother, and that daugh-

ters were likely to be the pupils. ‘‘She should learn to

read and write, so that if it happens that she inherits

lands, she will be better able to rule them.’’

Because most books during the medieval period

were religious texts, for example, parts of the Hebrew

or Christian Bible, Psalters (parts of the Book of

Psalms) or Books of Hours (to be read during the

various hours of prayer), these were used for religious

instruction and also as teaching primers. Indeed, like

many other mothers, the French queen, Isabeau of

Bavaria, ordered a book of hours for teaching her

daughter Jeanne in 1398 and a special alphabet Psal-

ter and ‘‘A, b, c. de Psaumes’’ for her daughter

Michelle in 1403. These daughters were of what we

now consider primary-school age when they received

these books. Throughout the centuries mothers com-

missioned such texts in order to teach their children

to read. Blanche of Castile famously ordered a large

Psalter in the early thirteenth century, as a teach-

ing tool for her son, the future Louis IX of France

(it is now in the Morgan Library in New York).

In 1466, Empress Eleanor of Portugal commissioned

an edition of the De liberorum educatione (On the

Education of Children) by her contemporary, the

humanist Pope Pius II, for her son Maximilian I of

Austria, in a luxurious version exhibiting the latest

artistic ideas.

In their capacity to commission these primers for

their children, mothers had the ability to emphasize

what they considered important ideas. Not only were

they able to stress whether the child’s first book

should be a Psalter representing the Book of Psalms,

or a book of hours, but they could choose which

biblical stories should be included in such works.

Thus, for example, Anne of Brittany ordered a primer

for her six-year-old daughter Claude (later the first

wife of Francis I of France) in 1505. The book con-

sidered suitable for a six-year-old child begins with

the alphabet, proceeds with the Lord’s Prayer, the

creed, grace to be said before meals, the creation

story, and other details from the Christian Bible.

Although most books during the earlier Middle

Ages were written in Latin, some mothers ordered

vernacular translations, as did Margaret of Provence,

who was also very clear in her suggestions of what

should be included in the works she ordered, in the

mid-thirteenth century. Christine de Pizan wrote

her Enseignements moraux (Moral Teachings) for

her son in 1395, and later presented a copy of this to

the queen, Isabeau of Bavaria, who was certainly

aware of a mother’s responsibility for her children’s

education. Echoing Dhuoda, Christine wrote:

Son, I have no great treasure
To make you rich, but a measure
Of good advice which you may need;
I give it hoping you’ll take heed.
Read willingly fine books of tales
As much as you can, for it never fails
That the examples such books comprise
Can help you to become more wise.
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MUSIC, WOMEN AND
Music was part of women’s everyday lives, just as it

was for men. Songs, dancing, instrumental music,

liturgical experiences: music of many types was avail-

able to people of all social classes. Much of the reper-

tory is lost to us. Improvised and orally transmitted

repertories made up the majority of musics available

to Western culture. Hints of that lost legacy can be

recovered from contemporary works of art and liter-

ature that depict music’s varied social roles. Such
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evidence must be handled carefully, of course; the

image of an angel consort holding instruments, like

the description of a medieval banquet which enumer-

ates such instruments, are each clearly fictionalized.

Yet taken in toto, the many depictions of music-

making bespeak the importance of music in the lives

of the medieval populace.

Modern scholarship in music history has often

emphasized composition over other professional mu-

sical roles (such as performance) and has emphasized

the stylistically innovative and predominately ‘‘male’’

genres of the polyphonic mass and the polytextual

motet in preference to the stylistically less innovative

plainchant and song repertories. As composers, of

course, women’s access to training was limited by

virtue of gender. Yet just as the choir boy was trained

in the liturgy, so too was the choir girl, as can be seen

especially clearly in the extensive repertory of poly-

phonic mass movements, sequences, and motets in the

Las Huelgas Codex, copied for a Spanish Cistercian

convent, for instance. Other monastic institutions had

less elaborate liturgical performances centered pri-

marily, if not exclusively, on plainchant, but under

normal circumstances, women monastics participated

actively in the liturgy of their communities. Many

secular women musicians also obtained access to

some form of musical training. Trobairitz (women

song composers of the langue d’oc) took their place

beside the troubadours, and ministrelles were active

alongside the minstrels of the era.

For a few medieval women, an extensive corpus of

music survives. The ninth-century Byzantine nun

Kassia composed at least twenty-three liturgical

chants. Hildegard of Bingen (1098–1178), too, is fa-

mous as a composer as well as an abbess, author, and

mystic; seventy-seven of her musical works are avail-

able in a volume called the Symphonia harmoniae

caelestium revelationum (Symphony of Harmony of

Heavenly Revelations), and the Ordo virtutum (The

Play of Virtues), perhaps her most famous work from

a modern standpoint, is appended to the collection

in one of her manuscripts. Still, the contributions of

a majority of women composers are likely lost to us

altogether or are found only as anonymous entries in

the many broad anthologies of sacred and secular

song. Indeed, it is principally among the many

‘‘women’s songs,’’ which adopt a woman’s point of

view, that gender-identified authors and composers

have left identifiable musical legacies for our modern

consideration. That ‘‘Anonymous’’ might well be fe-

male has been the working premise behind recovery

of plainchant repertories and the identification of

the circle of poet-musicians among the ladies in

waiting at the court of Margaret of Scotland, for

instance.

Scholarly attention to medieval women in their

roles as audience, as patrons, and as performers—

whether professional or amateur—has followed in

the wake of feminist queries to the discipline. We

now recognize the significance of a cultural leader

the like of Eleanor of Aquitaine in directing the stylis-

tic innovations in secular song, for instance. We rec-

ognize too the importance of dance and of social

displays of musical knowledge in creating social and

personal identities at court and in urban communities.

Nuns, Beguines, and aristocrats all availed themselves

of musical references in their correspondence and

other writings; they likely had the opportunity as

well to participate in music making, though they

would not necessarily have considered themselves

‘‘musicians.’’
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MUSLIM WOMEN: IBERIA
After the arrival of Muslim armies in Spain in 711,

al-Andalus (Muslim Spain) flourished under Islamic

rule until 1492, when the lastMuslim Spanish kingdom,
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Granada,was conquered byKingFerdinand ofAragon

and Queen Isabella of Castile. During the eight centu-

ries of Muslim presence in Spain, a frontier region

divided al-Andalus, in the southern peninsula, from

Christian kingdoms in the north. The border shifted

southward over time with the expansion of Christian-

controlled territory. In many ways, medieval Iberian

society was shaped by the presence of the frontier, by

interreligious contacts, and by warfare.

Although it is likely that some women arrived with

the Arab and Berber troops who first entered Iberia,

there is no mention of any female presence in sources.

Most likely, the female Muslim population in Spain

grew over time through conversion. Once established

in the Iberian peninsula, some Muslim settlers sum-

moned Eastern wives and families to join them,

but many intermarried with the local Visigothic and

Hispano-Roman population, creating an ethnically

and religiously diverse society under the rule of the

Umayyad dynasty (751–1031).

Interreligious Marriage

Andalusi society was never exclusively Muslim, since

Christians and Jews also lived as protected popula-

tions under Islamic rule. This circumstance, called

convivencia (coexistence), created a situation in

which interreligious contact was normal, although

not always peaceful. Intermarriage of a Muslim man

with a non-Muslim woman (rarely the other way

around) was not uncommon in the early centuries of

Muslim rule, and we know of some Andalusi rulers

who married Christian princesses. The earliest exam-

ple of this trend was the marriage between Abd al-

Azı̂z b. Mûsâ, the first governor of al-Andalus, and

Egilona, the wife (or perhaps daughter) of the last

Visigothic king. This marriage may have helped to

establish the legitimacy of Muslim political rule in

Spain. There is no indication that Egilona converted

to Islam after this marriage. Although conversion of a

non-Muslim woman was desirable upon marriage to a

Muslim, this was not required by Islamic law. Pre-

sumably many indigenous women did convert to

Islam (though not necessarily because of marriage to

a Muslim), since there is evidence of rapid overall

conversion of the Andalusi population during the

ninth and tenth centuries. However, there are records

at least until the middle of the ninth century of inter-

religious marriages in which Christian women

retained their religion after marriage. In such a case,

children would normally be Muslim, but sometimes

sons would be raised as Muslims while daughters

could follow the religion of their mother.

Slave Women

This complicated situation seems to have created a

degree of social and religious tension, especially in the

capital city of Cordoba during the 850s. Over time,

intermarriage was increasingly frowned upon by

Andalusi religious scholars, and it became less common

as the Muslim population grew and the numbers of

indigenous Andalusi Christians (mozarabs) declined.

Northern women also came to al-Andalus as slaves,

captured or traded across the frontier. These women,

who usually converted to Islam, served in various do-

mestic capacities, and were sexually accessible to the

master of the house. A slave woman who gave birth to

a boy (thereafter known as umm walad ) enjoyed special

status and was freed from slavery. Perhaps the most

famous Andalusi example was Subh, from the

Christian kingdom of Navarre, who was a concubine

of the Umayyad caliph al-Hakam II (d. 976) and moth-

er of his heir, Hishâm II (d. 1013). She later served as

regent for Hishâm during his minority, with the help of

the chamberlain, al-Mansûr.

Sources

The scarcity of sources is a constant problem for

investigating the lives of Andalusi Muslim women,

as is also true for women in other regions of the

medieval Islamic world. However, poems survive by

a number of important female poets, including the

Umayyad princess Wallâda (d. late eleventh century)

and Hafsa bint al-Hâjj (d. 1190), both famous for

their love poetry. Andalusi chronicles and memoirs

also mention women at the royal court and in elite

households, especially the mothers and wives of

rulers, who often held considerable power behind

the scenes. Itimâd al-Rumaykı̂ya, for example, was

said to share power with her husband, al-Mutamid,

ruler of Seville (late eleventh century). Female reli-

gious scholars are listed in biographical lists of Anda-

lusi intellectuals. These include Maryam and Zaynab,

the wife and daughter of Ibn al-Arabı̂ (early thirteenth

century); Rayhâna, a Quranic scholar in eleventh-

centuryAlmeria; andMaryambint Ibrâhı̂m al-Murâdı̂

(d. 1150), a celebrated calligrapher. Educated women

often served as teachers to other women. Legal

sources include court cases and queries (fatwas) that

mention women; records of pious foundations (waqfs)

endowed by wealthy women, including patrons like

al-Rumaykı̂ya; and manuals of market law (hisba)

that provide data on urban space, female labor, and

segregation of the sexes. A handful of fourteenth- and
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fifteenth-century documents survive from Granada

that show women as active participants in sales of

land and houses, marriages, and divorces.

Conditions in al-Andalus

Although al-Andalus stood at the western edge of the

Islamic world, the lives of Muslim women in medieval

Iberia do not appear to have been fundamentally

different from those of contemporary women else-

where around the Muslim Mediterranean. The school

of Islamic law that prevailed in Spain and North

Africa (Maliki law) was somewhat stricter than the

schools of law more common in the eastern Islamic

world, but provisions concerning women were not

strikingly dissimilar. In general, Muslim social and

religious mores that affected the daily lives of

women—attitudes towards religious practice, mar-

riage and divorce, property and inheritance, legal

status, education, work, etc.—would not have signifi-

cantly differentiated women in al-Andalus from

women in the Islamic East. Nevertheless, there are

areas in which the status of Muslim women in al-

Andalus may have been influenced by the Iberian

context. The constant presence of the frontier, and

the gradual southward encroachment of Christian

kingdoms, added insecurity to the lives of all people

living in contested regions. Because of the uncertain-

ties of frontier life, Muslim jurists in border areas,

such as Toledo, may have been more lenient in reg-

ulating such things as remarriage for women whose

husbands were missing in action. Likewise, it has been

suggested that the ethnic diversity of Andalusi socie-

ty, especially the presence of Berbers and Christians,

may have influenced attitudes towards genealogy and

the legal status of women.

Muslim Women in Christian Spain

As the border moved south, many ordinary Muslims

(now called mudejars) found themselves living in

newly Christian territories, either through conquest

or capture. This was a new Christianized version of

convivencia. In an unusual case, the Muslim princess

Zaida of Seville was taken by King Alfonso VI of

Castile as a concubine, then later wife, in the early

1090s. Zaida became the mother of Alfonso’s only

son, and converted to Christianity, taking the name

Elizabeth. Conditions varied by region, but Muslim

communities living under Christian rule were general-

ly protected and tolerated, at least until the early

sixteenth century, and they were allowed to live

according to Muslim law. However, Muslims also

had access to Christian courts, and Christian docu-

ments show Muslims of both sexes bringing criminal

and civil cases before Christian judges, often success-

fully. Nevertheless, the situation was unstable, espe-

cially for women. For example, if a Muslim woman

lost contact with her family and community, she

was at risk of becoming a prostitute in a Christian

city. Other Muslims, both men and women, served

as slaves or (in the case of women) concubines in

Christian households. Perhaps this is one reason

why the romanticized figure of the beautiful mora

(Muslim woman) is a trope of late medieval Spanish

literature.
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Little information has survived about the role that

Muslim women have played in western European

history. Of the few historical cases that survive, most
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involve Muslim Spain (al-Andalus) and the cultural

participation of some women in the rule of the

Party Kings (taifas), that is, the twenty-three locally

ruled kingdoms that followed the collapse of the

Andalusian Umayyad caliphate in 1031. Generally

seen as a prototype of aristocratic refinement,

women’s emancipation, and unexpected sexual free-

dom, Princess Walladah, daughter of the Umayyad

caliph Al-Mustakfi III (d. 1025), openly entertained

two male lovers (Ibn Zaydun and Ibn ‘Abdus) and

one female lover (Muhya). She had the following two

verses embroidered with gold thread on her coat: ‘‘By

God, I was created for great achievements. I walk my

own path and cultivate my pride;’’ and ‘‘Whoever

loves me, I give him the cup of my cheeks; and

whomever I love, I give him my kisses’’ (Arjona

Castro 25; translation mine).

Other Muslim women played a pivotal role in

East–West relations and especially in crusader histo-

ry. Such is the case of Shajarrat Al-Durr (d. 1258),

who ruled Egypt for four months (November 1249 to

February 1250) at the time of the sixth crusade. As

Egypt was besieged by Saint Louis’s crusader army,

Shajarrat Ad-Durr concealed the death of her hus-

band (al-Malik As-Salih Aiyub), defeated the French

king on February 19, 1250, at Mansura, and ran-

somed him for one million bezants. She put an end

to the Crusaders’ presence in Egypt, regained

Damietta, and restored peace in Egypt. Despite the

extraordinary role Shajarrat Ad-Durr (and probably

others like her for whom no record has survived)

played in Egyptian, Mediterranean, and western

European history, this Egyptian queen has received

limited attention from historians of the Crusades,

who have focused primarily on the role Western

men played in these wars.

Western European literary texts, on the other

hand, regularly depict Muslim or ‘‘Saracen’’ women

as politically active. (The word Saracen remains ap-

propriately ambiguous, referring to pagans and even

to the remains of Roman architecture just as easily

as to enemies from Hungary or the Holy Land or to

the Normans.) Where Islam is concerned, the word

Saracen loosely describes foreign, exotic women

from an imprecise geographical location: the Levant,

North Africa, or the Iberian peninsula. Its use in

epic, romance, and lyric poetry reveals the degree

of imagination (and deformation) that is involved in

the literary portrayal of women from the Islamic

world.

Saracen women, especially princesses, have be-

come a commonplace of medieval Western literary

criticism since the early twentieth century (these

princesses include Bramimonde in the Song of

Roland, Princess Orable in the Prise d’Orange, or

Charlemagne’s wife, Galienne, in the Pseudo-Turpin).

However, critical appreciation of the role that they

played in French epic (chansons de geste) and

romance has changed dramatically over the last

hundred years. While, in the nineteenth and early

twentieth century, classical philology, with its nation-

alist drive, was interested in the description of literary

genres and thus gave limited attention to women

generally and to Saracen women in particular, folk-

lore studies and interest in character types gave the

Saracen princess a legitimate space (albeit limited)

in the critical analyses of the chansons de geste.

Nevertheless, this critical approach regarded all non-

Christian characters in a similar manner, and sub-

ordinated them to the male Christian white hero,

his conquests, and the hegemony of Christendom.

Saracen women especially were seen as nothing more

than ornamental exotic details that were irrelevant to

the overall literary story of conquest and success.

Only in the late 1970s, with the development of post-

colonial and feminist studies as well as with the in-

creasing awareness of the sociopolitical dimensions of

literature as a cultural artifact (pioneered by the late

Edward Said), did the character of the Saracen prin-

cess become an integral part of critical discourse.

Since that time, the role of the Sarrasine has been

reevaluated. The durable popularity of the Saracen

princess in the Western literary imagination may well

be due to the varied roles this character played in

different texts (see Ramey). If she is physically indis-

tinguishable from Christian romance heroines (white

skin, dazzling beauty), she differs in the extraordinary

agency and boldness that she displays. Even as she

disrupts masculine narratives and becomes involved

in adulterous liaisons (she has been coined a ‘‘rebel-

lious heroine’’ by the critic Vallecalle), the Sarrasine is

reformed in the end of most chansons de geste, bap-

tized, and married to a Christian knight. Contrary to

her Christian counterpart, the Sarrasine’s indepen-

dence and rebelliousness are praised since they are

the means to enhance and firmly establish Christiani-

ty. Her love for the married Christian knight and

resulting adultery, which are often at the heart of

medieval epics and romances, are not perceived to

be immoral, but rather seen as strategic ideological

solutions to Frankish colonial conquest, expansion,

and triumph (see Kinoshita). The Sarrasine is thus

instrumental to proving Western religious, cultural,

and moral hegemony.

The representation of Saracen women in Western

literary production tells us much about the complex

relations between western Europe and the Islamic

East in the Middle Ages and reveals the extent to

which the crucial role played by some historical Mus-

lim women has been downplayed and reconstructed
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to benefit European expansion and hegemony and the

ultimate triumph of Christianity.

SAHAR AMER
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MYSTICISM AND MYSTICS
The word mysticism is derived from the ancient Greek

muv, ‘‘to close,’’ more specifically ‘‘to close the

eyes,’’ and refers in its earliest uses to things that are

hidden or secret. These early references pertain to the

ancient mystery religions. So, for example, the fifth-

century-BCE Greek historian Thucydides calls the

rituals of the mystery religions ta mustika; and, in

the first century BCE, another Greek historian,

Strabo, names those initiated into these religions oi

mustikoi. In both cases, the terms refer solely to ritual

secrets and those who have access to them. That

which is hidden is the details of the ritual, not esoteric,

meanings to which they refer.

Early Christian writers take the terms over directly

from the mystery religions, yet use them to surpris-

ingly different ends. One might expect that early

Christian ritual practice would be referred to as ‘‘mys-

tical’’ and participants as ‘‘mystics,’’ but instead the

adjectival form is used to describe certain layers of

meaning within the Bible and particular kinds of

biblical interpretation. The Alexandrian theologian

Clement (d. c. 215) refers to the ‘‘mystical interpreta-

tion’’ of scripture; and, in the following generation,

Origen (c. 185–254), also from Alexandria, writes of

the ‘‘mystical meaning’’ of scripture. In both

instances, the hidden meaning of scripture, laid bare

by allegorical interpretation, is Christ together with

the mystery of his Incarnation and the further truths

made available through that saving event. Only later

is the term mystical used to describe Christian ritual

and then predominantly to name the meaning of the

Eucharist—the presence of the Incarnate Christ with-

in the sacrament.

In its modern usages mysticism most often refers to

some kind of extraordinary experience of the divine or

of union with God, with mystics being those who un-

dergo such experiences. As the historian Louis Bouyer

demonstrates, themove to experience occurs in the early

Christian literature itself precisely through exegetical

and liturgical practices. Clement and Origen describe

as ‘‘mystical’’ that spiritual knowledge attained through

allegorical interpretation of theBible, understood as the

method for uncovering the hidden meanings or secrets

of scripture. For Clement andOrigen, both the secret or

hidden things and the process by which one comes to

know them are mystical.

Origen is the first to use the term mystical clearly to

describe direct experiential knowledge of God, yet for

him one always comes to this experiential knowledge

through the allegorical or mystical interpretation of

scripture. So in his Commentary on John he claims

that Jesus Christ is ‘‘the high priest of the order of

Melchisedek . . . our guide in mystical and ineffable

contemplation.’’ Through the correct interpretation

of scripture, itself guided by Christ, ‘‘ineffable and

mystical visions give joy and impart enthusiasm.’’

By the time that Gregory of Nyssa (c. 335–394) writes

of the ‘‘mystical contemplation of the Song of

Songs,’’ interpretation and experience have become

inseparable, a merger most famously articulated in

the late-fifth- or early-sixth-century textual corpus

ascribed to Dionysius the Areopagite. There the

heart of scripture and of the liturgy, present but

veiled, is the mystical truth of God, rendered accessi-

ble to human beings through the saving Incarnation

of Christ.

Yet in late antiquity and the Middle Ages, women

were generally not allowed to interpret scripture. For

most of the history of the Christian tradition, in fact,

misogynist assumptions barred women from holding

most church offices, from serving as preachers and

teachers to mixed audiences of men and women ex-

cept on very rare occasions, and from attending the

elite educational institutions in which the methods of

scriptural exegesis and theological reasoning were

generally taught.

Despite these prohibitions, women and the men

who supported them discovered various ways to jus-

tify women’s religious leadership, most often through
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an appeal to mystical experience. Key was the pre-

sumption, supported by biblical texts, that women

might be the recipients of special graces (especially—

but by no means only—those women who dedicated

themselves to God as virgins). In the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries we find the argument that if

God chose to give women visions, to bestow prophe-

cies on them, or to render himself one with them, then

women might also be permitted—indeed even be

called on—to speak and write of these things. As a

result, women’s lived experience of Christian truth

became one of the primary means through which

they were empowered to speak publicly, to teach,

and to write. For women, then, the experiential

aspect of the mystical is necessarily distinct from its

exegetical base. Rather than arguing that mystical

contemplation came to them through their interpre-

tation of scripture, many medieval women mystics

claimed that they came to understand scripture

through their visionary and mystical experience.

This is the background against which the substan-

tive ‘‘mysticism’’ emerged in the seventeenth century.

Only then was mysticism articulated as a specific

mode of theologizing, one grounded in individual

experience rather than in scripture, the Holy Spirit’s

revelations to the Catholic Church, or the rational

exposition of revelation. Michel de Certeau, who

demonstrates that the term mysticism emerged only

in the early modern period, argues that the shift was

the result of the breakdown of medieval theological

hierarchies. According to de Certeau, late medieval

theology rendered systematic a series of distinctions

between symbolic theology, in which sensible things

lead to knowledge of God; scholastic theology, which

makes use of ideas (the intelligible realm) to the same

end; and mystical theology, understood as the perfec-

tion of divine knowledge in contemplation. Just as

Clement and Origen argue that one must move

through the scripture to mystical contemplation, so

Bonaventure and other late medieval mystical theolo-

gians argue that one must move through the sensible

and the intelligible to a fuller apprehension of God.

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries this hier-

archically ordered conception of theology broke

down and instead there emerged three competing

methods of doing theology: positive or historical,

scholastic, and mystical. The first relies on scripture

and the revelations of the church, the second on phil-

osophical and analytic articulations of these revealed

truths, and the third on experience. Mysticism was

no longer the fruition of all theological knowledge,

but an alternative means of attaining that know-

ledge. Again, experience as an alternative source for

knowledge of the divine was particularly prominent

among late medieval and early modern women,

whose visionary, auditory, and unitive experiences

both legitimated and provided the subject matter for

their teachings. Many scholars now hypothesize that

the prominence of mystical experience within the

writings of religious women played a crucial role in

the development of early modern conceptions of

mysticism.

Women, Gender, and Mysticism in the
Middle Ages

With few exceptions, the first women writers in the

West were Christian mystics, women who claimed just

such extraordinary experiences of God’s presence or

of union with God. Of course, not all Christian

mystics were women. But women were central to

Christian mystical traditions throughout the Middle

Ages and into the modern era. Through their writ-

ings, oral teachings, and practices, mystics were often

leaders and innovators within women’s monasteries

and beguinages (Beguines were semireligious women

who lived singly or in groups) and also within spiritu-

al communities that included men. Sometimes known

only in their own religious houses or local regions, a

handful of female mystics were famous throughout

western Europe. Hildegard of Bingen (1098–1179),

for example, was in contact with the Pope and with

Bernard of Clairvaux (1090–1153), arguably the most

powerful religious leader of the twelfth century. With

the support of these and other ecclesiastical leaders,

Hildegard not only wrote extensive visionary works

but also went on preaching tours throughout

Germany and Swabia. The Italian Dominican tertiary

Catherine of Siena (1347–1380) went further, writing

to and advising not only male and female religious

but lay leaders and even the pope himself.

We know about medieval women mystics from a

variety of different kinds of sources. The vast majori-

ty of these are hagiographical texts, often written for

specific communities and narrowly circulated. Simone

Roisin argues for the efflorescence of what she calls

‘‘mystical hagiographies’’ in the Low Countries dur-

ing the thirteenth century, and arguably the subgenre

continues throughout the Middle Ages, often, al-

though certainly not always, taking women as its

subjects. As the ecclesiastical hierarchies centered in

Rome took greater control over canonization pro-

ceedings, those local communities seeking wider

recognition for their holy women applied to bishops

or papal legates for consideration of their case. In

some instances, this led to official papal inquiries

concerning the claims of mystical saints, providing

yet another layer of evidence about the lives of such
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women. Other secondhand reports can be found in

chronicles, monastic books of the dead, the so-called

sister books of the fourteenth century (group hagio-

graphies depicting the sanctity of generations of

women within specific religious communities), letters,

polemical writings, sermons, and devotional texts

produced for or used by women. Devotional images

and objects also provide evidence about women’s

spiritual practices. Finally, women mystics themselves

wrote texts in a wide variety of genres, among them

letters, poems, visionary books, devotional treatises,

and allegorical dramas. Although often mediated—

sometimes in ways we cannot fully gauge—by male

confessors or other confidants, these texts provide the

best access we have to how women mystics under-

stood themselves and their experiences.

Arguments for specifically feminine forms of mys-

tical experience began in the medieval period and they

continue to influence scholarship, if only indirectly. In

1415 the French prelate Jean Gerson, himself an au-

thor of mystical treatises and guidebooks, attacked

women’s putatively overly sensory and erotic experi-

ences of the divine, as well as the teaching, preaching,

and writing they authorized. Although Gerson

claimed that he did not wish to silence women entire-

ly, but merely to ‘‘bridle’’ their speech with tight

clerical control, the basis for later distinctions be-

tween male and female styles of mysticism is clearly

already in place in the early fifteenth century.

Modern scholars routinely repeat distinctions like

those made by Gerson and tend to divide mysticism

into two types: affective, emotional, visionary, and

often erotic forms of mysticism, associated with femi-

ninity and with women; and speculative, intellectual,

often explicitly antivisionary forms of mysticism,

associated with masculinity and with men. The evi-

dence, particularly that of male- and female-authored

mystical texts, does not fit the model. So, for example,

Bernard of Clairvaux, the greatest of the many male

monastic commentators on the Song of Songs, both

initiated and provided the vocabulary and images for

the erotic mysticism of the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries. The thirteenth-century Beguine Marguerite

Porete (d. 1310), on the other hand, eschewed vision-

ary experience and erotic ecstasies in favor of an

absolute union of the annihilated soul with God.

The German Dominican Meister Eckhart (c. 1260–

1328), often taken as the greatest of speculative mys-

tics, was profoundly influenced by women of a vision-

ary and ecstatic nature, as well as by Porete.

Perhaps most crucially, even visionary and ecstatic

mystics usually included within their texts the call for

a move through the visionary to another kind of more

ineffable experience of divine union. The thirteenth-

century Beguine visionary Hadewijch, for example,

describes a vision in which the Eucharist comes to

her in human form and then is ‘‘naughted’’ as the

soul and Christ become indistinguishable from each

other. Similarly, the Italian laywoman Angela of

Foligno (d. 1310) records the movement of her soul

from ecstatic, spiritually apprehended experiences of

God’s presence to their ‘‘unsaying’’ in the darkness of

Christ’s eyes.

Hadewich’s and Angela’s understanding of the re-

lationship between the visionary and its ‘‘unsaying’’

emerges out of a distinction first found in Dionysius

the Areopagite. Dionysius articulates two modes of

naming God: cataphasis, in which names are positive-

ly attributed to the divine, and apophasis, in which all

attributes are ‘‘unsaid’’ or denied in order to mark the

illimitability of God’s Being. For Dionysius, this

works itself out in terms of an interplay between the

biblical and philosophical names for God and their

negation in the movement of mystical theology. Me-

dieval mystics like Eckhart similarly work with attri-

butes derived from the Bible and from philosophical

speculation on the nature of God.

Yet women were prohibited by the Church from

engaging in the interpretation of scripture and did

not generally have access to philosophical education.

In addition, medical, philosophical, and theological

opinion throughout the Middle Ages held that

women were more porous and imaginative than men

and therefore open to possession, whether divine or

demonic, and to spiritual visions, auditions, and other

sensations. The confluence of theological and medical

arguments about women’s capacities and limitations

led to a situation in which women’s experiences of

God’s presence became the text that they interpreted,

both cataphatically and apophatically. Dionysius

and Eckhart grounded their apophatic practice in

the reading of scripture; women like Hadewijch and

Angela used their daily liturgical and meditative prac-

tices—both biblically based—to engender authorizing

experiences that then became texts to be unsaid in the

pursuit of a closer, less mediated, experience of God.

Action and Contemplation in Medieval
Women’s Mysticism

The denigration of affective, visionary, and ecstatic

forms of mysticism generally associated with women

is also tied to its putative escapism. Debates con-

cerning the putative ‘‘quietism’’ of the mystical life

often appear in discussions of the story of Mary and

Martha (Luke 10:38–42), early interpreted as an alle-

gory of the contemplative and active lives. Following

Jesus’ approbation of Mary (who sits at his feet to
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listen to his teaching) over Martha (who rushes to

prepare a meal for her visitor), late antique and medi-

eval commentators argue that the life of contempla-

tion is higher than that of action. Yet they insist that

as long as one lives on earth, one must take care of the

body and of one’s neighbor.

The thirteenth- and fourteenth-century women’s

movement in northern Europe, a hotbed of women’s

mystical activity, struggled with just this problem.

The Beguines, in particular, like the new Franciscan

and Dominican orders, desired to live actively in the

world, serving others and bringing them to God. Yet

medical opinions about women’s bodily weakness and

porousness—the same views that rendered women

likely sites of divine possession—also rendered them

susceptible to physical and spiritual danger. The kind

of active ministry pursued by Francis and his male

followers—preaching, hearing confessions, and car-

ing for the sick and poor—was deemed unsuitable

for women. In the hagiographies of the early Beguines

(those mystical hagiographies studied by Roisin),

women struggle to serve others and to live in absolute

poverty, dependent on alms or the labor of their own

hands for survival, despite the demands of local

bishops and monastic authorities that they succumb

to some form of enclosure. (Male hagiographers tend

to associate the former with Martha and the latter

with Mary.)

These same hagiographies, however, show the

Beguines engaged in meditative practice, asceticism,

and prayer while living in the world. Religious adepts,

these women strive for and achieve experiences of

divine presence and union. In response to the peculiar

dilemmas posed by the church for religious women,

the Beguines sought to bring together the active and

the contemplative lives in new ways. The Beguines

found ways to articulate the life of contemplation as

itself a form of action, action through which they

redeemed souls from purgatory and cared for their

spiritual children on earth. They thereby enacted the

union of Mary and Martha. (Similar patterns can be

found in the lives and writings of women associated

with the Dominican and Franciscan orders.)

Even more radically, the Beguine writer Marguerite

Porete argues that those activities generally associated

with action—care for the poor, the sick, and one’s

religious community—and those associated with con-

templation—participation in the sacramental system,

asceticism, meditation, and prayer—were all forms of

action from which the soul seeking annihilation must

become detached. This tradition culminates in

Eckhart’s Sermon 86, a radical rereading of the

story of Mary and Martha in which he argues that

Martha was favored by Christ, for she was so de-

tached from all creaturely things and hence so entirely

one with the divine that she was able to work in the

world as Christ himself.

Ironically, Porete’s and Eckhart’s insistence on

the union of action and contemplation leads to

their denigration of visions and ecstasies. Both argue

that enjoying the delights of the spiritual senses

and experiences of God’s special presence distract

from the pursuit of annihilation or detachment.

Thus, for Eckhart, Mary is less advanced than

Martha, for she still becomes so caught up in spiritual

delights as to be unable to do anything else. Only

Martha truly combines action and contemplation.

Porete is characteristically unyielding in her language.

She describes seven stages of the soul, the fourth

representing what many wrongly take to be the

heights of the religious life:

The fourth state occurs when the Soul is drawn up by the
height of love into the delight of thought through medi-
tation and relinquishes all labors of the outside and of
obedience to another through the height of contempla-
tion . . . So the Soul holds that there is no higher life than
to have this over which she has lordship. For Love has so
greatly satisfied her with delights that she does not be-
lieve that God has a greater gift to give to this soul here
below than such a love as Love has poured out within
her through love.’’ (Porete, Chapter 118)

This state, representative of the visions and ecsta-

sies that follow meditative practice, is exceedingly

dangerous for the soul. Freedom and nobility are

attained only with the death of the spirit, which

requires detachment from both external and internal

works. The soul then becomes the place where God

works in the world.

Porete was condemned as a relapsed heretic and

burned at the stake in Paris’ Place de Grève in 1310.

Despite the edict commanding that all copies of her

book be destroyed, it survived anonymously, to be

rediscovered by the twentieth-century scholar

Romana Guarnieri. It is unlikely that Porete directly

influenced the gendering of mysticism that we find in

theologians like Gerson. Yet the distinction between

visionary and ecstatic experiences and a demand for

annihilation, detachment, or union without distinc-

tion between God and the soul was anticipated in

debates about the nature of religious experience

emerging out of the thirteenth-century women’s reli-

gious movement. Neither Porete nor Eckhart genders

this distinction; both speak to women and assume

that women are capable of attaining absolute free-

dom, simplicity, and detachment. Nor are the two

kinds of experiences understood as being antithetical

to each other. Even Porete, who is a vocal critic of

‘‘spiritual delights,’’ recognizes that they represent a

necessary stage on the path toward annihilation.
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Yet the condemnation of Porete and of certain of

Eckhart’s teachings, particularly those dealing with

an uncreated aspect of the soul that is always one

with the ground of the divine, demonstrates the

dangers their views pose, especially for women. Dur-

ing the later Middle Ages, women’s religious authori-

ty depended on extraordinary visionary, auditory, or

somatic experiences of God. Without such experi-

ences and their approbation by male clerics increas-

ingly trained to ‘‘read’’ the female body and soul,

women had no legitimate authority within medieval

religious culture. Hence the proliferation of visionary,

ecstatic, and ‘‘autohagiographical’’ texts in the centu-

ries following Porete’s and Eckhart’s condemnations,

and the increasing association of these forms of vi-

sionary, ecstatic, and corporeal spirituality with

women (although not, it should be noted, without

signs of continued resistance). The association of

women with certain types of mysticism is the result,

then, not of a putatively universal femininity, but of

the specific social and cultural constraints that women

faced in the medieval and early modern periods.

AMY HOLLYWOOD
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MYSTICS’ WRITINGS
The majority of women’s mystical writings were com-

posed after the 1200s, along with the development of

an increasing number of texts produced by or about

women in Latin and in vernacular languages. The

subjects of mystics’ texts varied greatly and include

hagiographies, visions, prose chronicling the life and

experiences of the mystic, poetry, songs, and letters.

Although there was no single recognizable quality

that would clearly delimit the style or genre that we

associate with mystics’ writings, certain patterns

emerged that form recognizable traits. These inclu-

ded the emphasis on understanding Christ’s suffe-

ring; a desire to unite with Christ (unio mystica); a

longing to imitate Christ’s passion (imitatio Christi)

or to exemplify the apostolic life (vita apostolica)

and become the living example of God’s word, an

importance ascribed to the materiality of the body

(both the mystic’s and Christ’s) and to visual

realms; and a remarkable inventiveness in Latin and

vernacular languages. The writings of Beatrice of

Nazareth and Hadewijch represented inaugural
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works in the Dutch language. Julian’s was the first

autobiographical text by a woman in the English

language.

While many texts that bore witness to mystics’

activity remain, we can assume that a significant num-

ber of texts and testimonies have not survived, due to

what may have been the nonorthodox nature of some,

the fact that many women may not have had access to

writing or a scribe, the problematic nature of women’s

status as authors, especially with regard to theological

doctrine, or to the lack of importance ascribed to

women’s texts in general. In addition, texts could

survive that we do not yet recognize as having been

composed by women, since the author’s name may

have been stripped when translated into Latin by

clerics in order to be given a more theologically regu-

lated and universal status, as was the case for the

Latin version of Marguerite Porete’sMirror of Simple

Souls. Mystics like Julian, who claimed the status of

illiterati, were not necessarily illiterate, but used this

humilitas formula to mean that they were not official-

ly trained in scholastic theology or Latin, thereby

subtly negotiating with church authority in order to

find a less controversial position for voicing theologi-

cal issues.

Because the writings of many medieval women

mystics were mediated through male scribes and

confessors, or even through nuns (as are sections of

Gertrude of Helfta’s The Herald of Divine Love), they

were not always handed down in a form that gives us

a clearly unmediated voice. Certain manuscript ver-

sions of the texts of Birgitta of Sweden, Mechthild of

Magdeburg, and Gertrude of Helfta seem to have

survived without an overly intervening hand; howev-

er, with a few exceptions, the majority of women

mystics’ texts were verified, authorized, or translated

by a male scribe, confessor, or editor over which the

mystic may or may not have had a degree of influence.

Angela of Foligno constantly interjects when Brother

A, her scribe and translator, seems to err; the interre-

lation between scribe and mystic may thus become

part of the narrative itself, as is the case for Margery

Kempe. While mystics’ texts can be seen as a kind of

dialogue between male and female voices, the fact

that medieval notions of authorship differ consider-

ably from modern ones and more closely resemble

what we think of today as composing and dictating

makes demarcating the line between mystic and scribe

a problematic task. Autograph texts, fragments, and

letters of male and female mystics’ writings exist (as is

the case for Birgitta of Sweden’s Revelations, a letter

of Francis of Assisi, and Teresa of Avila’s The Interior

Castle), but these are most likely due to their status as

relics. Autograph texts of male and female mystics

were habitually considered as drafts for secretaries

or scribes to recopy, render more legible, or translate.

Comparing the vernacular text with the Latin version

may be particularly revealing, as is the case for

Mechthild of Magdeburg’s Flowing Light of the

Godhead and Beatrice of Nazareth’s Seven Ways of

Loving God.

The question of scribal mediation is further com-

plicated in that the mystic’s text is, in essence, a

message transmitted through her, which must be

transmitted to her surrounding community. Thus,

the denuding of voice of the text, of a first-person

narrative, goes hand in hand with the status of the

mystic as ‘‘transcriber’’ of a divine message that does

not bear the mystic’s signature, but rather God’s. In

addition, the tendency to write in the third person in

visionary narratives may draw from a longstanding

tradition that stems from Paul in 2 Cor. of communi-

cating visions in the third person, but at the same

time, it presents a means for women to negotiate

with conflicts with regard to authority or immediacy

of the divine through a veiled distance or humility

that conformed to a narrative tradition.

Finally, the loss of the proper name is thematically

significant for a mystic like Porete, who, in herMirror

of Simple Souls, desires to lose her name, since expro-

priation of the will and self falls in line with the

becoming simple of the soul in order to more closely

resemble God. Thus, the question of voice and

authority in mystics’ writings must also take into

consideration questions of narrative strategy.

PATRICIA DAILEY
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MYTHOLOGY, MEDIEVAL
RECEPTION OF
Greco-Roman mythology—often denigrated as pa-

ganism by Christian authors such as St. Augustine,

inDe civitate Dei (On the City of God)—was transmit-

ted in the Middle Ages through three vehicles. First

was the transmission of the classical authors (primarily

Virgil, Horace, Lucan, Statius, Boethius, Martianus

Capella, and, in the later Middle Ages, Ovid) as texts

for learning Latin grammar in monastic schools and

then universities. Second were scholastic glosses on

the classics, in addition to commentaries and mytho-

logical handbooks that explained to scholars and

poets the literal and moral (or allegorical) significance

of gods and heroes. Many of these handbooks were

organized—as was the twelfth-century Third Vatican

Mythography—by name of god and ordered within a

narrative hierarchy that began with the outermost

planet (Saturn) and moved downward, toward the

earth; or that began, like Giovanni Boccaccio’s unfin-

ished De genealogiae gentilium deorum (On the gene-

alogy of the gentile gods), with the paterfamilias of

the gods and traced the genealogy of his offspring.

Third, in allegorical Latin and vernacular poetry the

gods and heroes transform into personifications (for

example, Amor, or Cupid, the son of Venus) who

interact with a (male) persona, often the author

(Amaunt the Lover, Dante, Geoffrey Chaucer, John

Gower); the persona struggles with some psycholo-

gical problem or crisis on his narrative journey. The

late medieval reception of classical mythology de-

pended upon poetic techniques that constructed an-

other world in which subjective experiences, spiritual

or courtly, played out for the poet and his readers’

edification.

Because medieval scholars and educated poets

were generally male, and women, even Latin-literate

women, were not educated in the universities, the

reception, explanation, and use of mythology in

the Middle Ages was conventionally gendered male.

The misogyny characteristic of patriarchal institutions

like the Church and the university encouraged the

portrayal and interpretation of female mythological

figures as objects of sexual desire, or as agents of self-

destruction through desire for them—or else, when

they were compared in patristic glosses to the Virgin

Mary, as idealized agents of man’s virtue and salva-

tion. Scholars Fulgentius, Remigius of Auxerre,

Pierre Bersuire, and Robert Holkot, among others,

maintained this dehumanizing attitude toward

women in mythological glosses on Virgil, Martianus

Capella, Ovid, and books of the Bible.

With the beginnings of early humanism in Italy,

France, and England—which saw the rise of the
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vernacular and broadened literacy among royal

queens, women patrons, and other noble women—a

newly created audience of female readers demanded

more books for and about women. Dante, in his

fourteenth-century Divina Commedia, modeled his

epic on that of Virgil’s Aeneid, but substituted, for

Aeneas’s guide through Elysium, Virgil as his own

guide through hell and most of purgatory and, then,

Beatrice—an object of his own amor courtois—

through heaven. Boccaccio wrote De claris mulieribus

(On famous women), adapting classical stories of

women to his own monomyth of Fortune as a blind

and capricious female goddess. Chaucer, as a court

poet, wrote in Troilus and Criseyde more sensitively

than preceding poets and scholars about the Trojan

widow and daughter of the traitor Calchas, Criseyde,

who falls in love with the Trojan prince Troilus.

Chaucer, however, then reveals false Criseyde suc-

cumbing to the wiles of the Greek hero Diomedes,

and Chaucer’s treatment of her apparently irritated

the women of the court so much that as courtly

penance he began writing his unfinished version of

Ovid’s Heroides, The Legend of Good Women.

Finally, one known woman scholar and poet

emerged at the end of the Middle Ages who ‘‘remythi-

cized’’ classical figures (Hans Robert Jauss’s term).

The fifteenth-century Franco-Italian poet Christine

de Pizan—one of whose patrons was Queen Isabelle

of France—celebrates the Amazons as female leaders

who excelled in war, along with many other female

mythological figures, queens, and saints, in her Cité

des Dames (City of Ladies) (1405). Christine’s most

famous work was the Epistre Othea (The Letter of

Othea) (1399), in which this invented goddess of wis-

dom draws upon the epistolary structure of Ovid’s

Heroides to write not a love letter to a man but an

educational letter to the fifteen-year-old Trojan prince

Hector in which she moralizes and allegorizes one

hundred mythological fables drawn from Ovid’s

Metamorphoses, but in which she empowers the fe-

male and reveals male weaknesses and errors. As a

scholar she and Jean Gerson, chancellor of the Uni-

versity of Paris, argued in a famous epistolary debate

about the Roman de la Rose against the dehumaniza-

tion of the female in scholastic allegorization.

JANE CHANCE
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NAMING
Focusing on naming goes much beyond simply study-

ing women’s names, which are the result of the crucial

social process of naming. Understanding this process

is all the more important for medievalists because the

documents consulted are full of people’s names that

are usually considered as identifiers unveiling a pre-

existing identity. They should be in fact considered as

the signs of a qualifying process, and we will see that

the naming of women although less thoroughly stud-

ied than that of men is an excellent vantage point

for the observation of the social implications of the

naming process itself.

The identification of women in the Middle Ages is

composed of three processes that can be disassociated

for the sole sake of analysis: on the one hand distin-

guishing the person (a better term than individualizing

as it does not import into the medieval social system

our own notion of ‘‘individual’’); on the other hand the

social qualification of the person (including their femi-

nine gender); and eventually the social use of writing

(as the names we study are only known from written

sources). As writing was overwhelmingly produced by

literate males, women, like peasants, were named by

others instead of being self-named.

The question of distinguishing the person by his or

her name (which includes matters as fundamental as

Salvation as on the day of the Last Judgment when

the dead will be called by their names) involves both

theological and philosophical issues that go much

beyond the specific case of women and cannot be

dealt with in detail here. It is important, however, to

keep in mind that the identification of medieval

women is closely connected with how the human

being was conceived at the time.

More significant is the fact that female anthropo-

nymy is ‘‘an indication of the way the woman is placed

in society and of the roles that she is given in it’’

(Bourin, 1992, p. 3). In order to identify persons medi-

eval societies used a series of techniques (for instance

onomastic, heraldic, sigilistic, and sometimes icono-

graphic ones) in a precise way that evolved according

to needs. A person could thus be named in a changing

way, each denomination being connected with the spe-

cific social network in which the naming occurs. The

name, as the result of the naming process, speaks less

of a single person as of her or his place in a particular

social network. This is clear from the numerous cases

of name changing during ‘‘conversions’’ (when an

adult was baptized or especially when a person took

religious vows). But there is also the case of brothers

sometimes bearing, but not always, the same surname

according to needs, a phenomenon apparent as well

among lay women whose names change according to

the type of document (charters, tax rolls, seals, grave-

stones), with a variability that seems greater than with

men, precisely because this naming served to position

women in relation to men.

This leads us back to the idea of denomination as

social qualification: by their names, women are quali-

fied, that is to say classified, inserted in multiple forms

of social belonging. The qualification as a female

person is one among other forms. Trying to find out

if this particular form comes before others is a very
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difficult and probably unnecessary task. The histori-

cal evolution of the means of denomination of women

is to a large extent in keeping with what we already

know about men.

This historical evolution (which has been studied

many times since the 1990s in continental Europe,

which explains the lack of English-speaking bibliog-

raphy) is characterized by the dropping of the three-

name Roman system as early as late antiquity and

replacing it by a single name composed of elements

from a bilateral origin (e.g., a Deorovaldus and a

Bertovara will call their daughter Deorovara). This

inserts women as well as men into a kin-group whose

limits are variable (from the clan to the conjugal

family with a clear statistical bias for the paternal

side, however, at all social levels until the practice of

hypergamic marriages, that is marriages of men with

women of upper social level, spread at the end of the

Carolingian period, especially after the tenth century).

But this is less a means of genealogical identification

than a way of qualifying the person thus named as

potential heir. The sex is indicated by the end of the

name, by the -us ending for men and -a or -is ending

for women, or by more specifically feminine elements

(e.g., -hildis).

The principle of the transmission of whole names

(which had not completely disappeared and had

turned similarly bilateral) became dominant after

about the seventh century because of a deeper Chris-

tianization. This undermined the taboo until then

attached to the transmission of names (which were

supposed to refer to a personal essence). And with the

restructuring of the aristocracy at the same time, her

practices spread downward by imitation. The inser-

tion in the kin-group by name did not disappear—the

married woman passed names from her own kin-

group more often to her sons as well as daughters

because the social level of the wife was often higher

than that of the husband.

From the mid-eleventh century the main anthro-

ponymic evolution in the medieval Western world was

the progressive introduction of a surname, first

changing from one generation to another (and merely

signifying the filiation of the person) then becoming

hereditary (often a place name indicating the location

of residence or production). For women, however, the

complement of the given name often marked the type

of relationship with a man: ‘‘daughter of. . .’’ or

‘‘widow of. . .’’ and more and more ‘‘wife of. . . .’’ In
cities, where the two-name system seems to have

appeared earlier than in the countryside, the focaliza-

tion of the woman on her husband seems to have been

clearly reinforced after about 1300. In Paris as in

Blois or in Provence in the early fourteenth century,

one finds that women are designated most of the

time—and more and more—in relation to their hus-

bands, either by the mention of the conjugal link or

by the feminized form of their husband’s surname

(e.g., in Paris Erembourg, fame Jehan Beroust in

1297 became in 1300 Erembourg la Berode).

The dropping of the father’s name is the most com-

mon situation in the anthroponymy of the married

woman, but in town, it is the conjugal link that pre-

vailed, whatever the social level. The women from the

lowest social levels, however, more often bore individ-

ual nicknames (e.g., in Blois in 1334, seventeen percent

of the women of lower social level bear a nickname –

as la Fovette, la Pie-Parterne, etc.,—in comparison to

only four percent of the women of middle social level,

and none of the women of upper social level). The

same observation can be made in Wurtzburg in the

fourteenth century where the name of bourgeois ladies

connects them more directly with their husbands than

in the aristocracy where filiation prevails even when

the marriage is mentioned. After about 1400, in Ger-

many aristocratic women bear a double surname,

associating the name of their husbands and the name

of their fathers (e.g., ‘‘Anna von Reinstein, born von

Adelsheim’’ in 1402) thus signaling the alliance they

produced between two ‘‘lineages.’’

The study of these phenomena and the differences

between rhythms (women are involved later than men

with the use of the double name) show a close corre-

lation between the transmission of the name and of

power (what was already to be observed with the

correlation between hypergamy and the transmission

of names by women). Indeed male clerics too switched

later to the two-name system, and the spread of the

phenomenon is all the slower as one goes down in the

social scale.

Also, one notes wide regional differences: on the

one hand there is a periphery (Italy, Spain, Brittany,

England, Scotland, Scandinavia) where surnames on

the model of ‘‘children of. . .’’ (nomen paternum) were

preferred because they underlined the specificity of the

siblings-group, transmitting a homogeneous image of

the generation that coincides precisely with the regions

where heritage is egalitarian among all children and

sexes. In this case again the name is a means of claim-

ing succession. Opposed to that model is, on the other

hand, the continental ‘‘heartland’’where surnames are

instead toponymic and which, from the tenth and

eleventh centuries, were characterized by the creation

of communities of productive hearths, each run by a

man who was a single heir. As women were not heads

of family they were affected only marginally by these

anthroponymic transformations.

Simultaneously with the introduction of the sur-

name, one notes a strong concentration of the stock

of proper names on a few choices, first those of princes
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and kings. Then names of a Christian origin became

popular after the eleventh century, especially Peter for

men, and laterMary. This name had remained present

since the late Roman Empire in Italy where it was even

dominant in some regions. Also Pierrette/Pétronille

was popular for women (as well as, in some regions,

typically feminine auspicious names such as Bonne or

Belle). Then John triumphed for men in the thirteenth

century (thirty percent in the first half of the fourteenth

century before going down to twenty-five percent in

the fifteenth century), followed by Jeanne among

women (with very smaller percentages).

The case of Pierrette and Jeanne, as that of Guil-

helmina or Raimunda in twelfth-century Languedoc,

perfectly illustrate a specific phenomenon of women’s

naming that developed throughout the Middle Ages

(i.e., the frequency of women’s names that were fem-

inized forms of men’s names). The reverse never hap-

pens. Thus, just as the use of the surname signals a

clear focalization of the woman on her father or

husband, her proper name also makes her a derivative

from man. The medieval naming of women thus

carried on the biblical discourse (vir ! virgo) and

qualified the woman as a dominated being.

JOSEPH MORSEL
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NATURAL WORLD
For the medieval woman the natural world of plants,

stones, soils, waters, and weather was a place not

mainly for speculation but for use. As domina (lady

of the house) with responsibility for her own domain,

the natural world was where she went for what she

needed in cooking, brewing, and baking; for making

life comfortable, cheerful, even pretty; and for treat-

ing discomfort and disease in family and friends. Not

surprisingly, like the gypsy herbalist and farmwife still

found in rural Europe today, the medieval woman

knew a great deal about her own local ecology.

Images documenting her activities within it

abound, especially in the illustrated herbals. They

show her gathering wild plants in forest and field;

picking fruit with friends; cultivating her herb garden;

and planting, gathering, drying, and preparing her

harvest. Others show her collecting eggs from her

henhouse, milking cows, making cheese and churning

butter, brewing beer, formulating potions, and selling

her wares in the local market. But what mindset did a

woman bring to these activities? What framework did

she use to understand the connections between the

resources she gathered and prepared, and the natural

world from which they came? Unfortunately, of the

many texts written by women only a few by those

practiced in these arts survive: they include the Treat-

ments for Women by Trota of Salerno, and Hildegard

of Bingen’s Physica and Causes and Cures.

Trota’s Treatments for Women is notable for its

terse and, above all, practical approach to the natural

world—the source for almost all of her ingredients.

She used farm and forest products almost exclusively:

wild plants, kitchen herbs, nuts, fungi, berries, clay,

rainwater, saltwater, vinegar, wine, oil, flour, eggs,

and animal fat. Her attitude towards the source of

all her ingredients was pragmatic; absent from her

prescriptions is any romantic, magical, or ritual ele-

ment. Use the natural world as she prescribes, her

recipes imply, and the desired results will follow.
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Trota’s view of the natural world appears, then, quite

modern and scientific, or, perhaps, simply practical

and housewifely. At any rate, it was remarkably utili-

tarian—everything had its use for humans, and this

use was natural, normal, and predictable.

Hildegard of Bingen’s attitude toward the natural

world was similar but more complex, perhaps because

all of her work survived. In the nine books of her

Physica, as in her medical text Causes and Cures, she

shared her knowledge of plants, trees, minerals,

metals, reptiles, fish, birds, and animals. For each

item she provided a short description and then one

or more recipes, along with an explanation for how

and why each ingredient worked. When compared to

traditional male sources such as the encyclopedic

work of Pliny and Isidore, her material seems less

abstract and theoretical and more personal and em-

piric. Indeed she covered more than two hundred wild

plants and over thirty kitchen herbs, almost all of

which were local; Hildegard knew her armamentarium

personally and well.

Unlike Trota, however, Hildegard’s knowledge

was not only empiric; she used literate medical and

scientific theory to explain how her empiric recipes

worked. In essence the cosmos was an ordered set of

moving spheres that exerted its forces upon the natu-

ral world through the four elements, qualities, and

humors. That is, it was the traditional and ancient

worldview that structured and ordered Hildegard’s

empiric observations.

Can it be said from the surviving evidence that

there was a particular ‘‘woman’s’’ natural world?

Yes and no. On the one hand, both Trota and Hilde-

gard had a broad and deep knowledge of the natural

world and its practical uses. And this was, in the

main, knowledge acquired personally, from experi-

ence, observation, and oral tradition, not from

books. Although there is nothing particularly femi-

nine about this kind of practical knowledge, for mil-

lennia it has made up a subterranean women’s culture

that continues, even today, in cooking recipes and

gardening tricks, passed along orally and seldom

written down.

On the other hand, Hildegard—and, probably,

most other literate medieval women—did use scien-

tific theory in order to structure her empiric knowl-

edge. Doing so was not, of course, particularly

female, although even here, it is difficult to be cer-

tain. Because, despite her reliance on traditional

concepts, Hildegard’s worldview was idiosyncratic—

her world, natural and otherwise, quivered with

interconnected life. In the natural world as she per-

ceived it, everything was interdependent and continu-

ous; everything influenced everything else. Whether

in this she represented the medieval woman’s view of

the natural world, or whether it was an expression of

her unique temperament is, given our lack of sources,

impossible to say.

What we can say is that the natural world was well-

known to the medieval woman and well-used; at the

very least, it was her main source of goods, the place

where she spent most of her life. It was where she

looked for, and knew how to find, food and medi-

cines, cosmetics and dyes, ornaments and decora-

tions. There was no unnatural world.

VICTORIA SWEET
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NECROLOGIES AND MORTUARY
ROLLS
One of the principal functions of nuns and monks in

the Middle Ages was to pray for the dead. When

people, who supported the monastery or church

with gifts, offered sons and daughters, or were other-

wise connected with a monastery, died, their names

were recorded, so that prayers could be offered for

them on the anniversaries of their deaths. Léopold

Delisle called these records ‘‘paleographical monu-

ments regarding the custom of praying for the dead.’’

Because these documents listing the dead often speci-

fy their place in society or their relation to the mon-

astery, they tell us much about the demographics of
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religious communities, the relations between those

communities, the holders of office within the religious

community and the surrounding worlds, and even the

intellectual and material state of the communities.

These documents took several forms.

In Carolingian times, Libri vitae contained the

names of the living and the dead who were to be

remembered at Mass. Only a few of these survive.

Prayer confraternities existed between religious com-

munities, so that the members of each participating

monastery or community of canons prayed for the

dead of all the associated communities, including

those who entered only when they were at the point

of death. Communities kept a list of the monasteries

with which they had a prayer confraternity, so that

they would know to which houses they should send

news of a death in the community. Lay and clerical

individuals also formed prayer confraternities with a

monastery or among themselves. Confraternities kept

registers of dead members for whom they prayed.

When someone died, her community sent a messenger

(rolliger) with a letter or mortuary roll announcing

the death to the communities in its confraternity,

requesting prayers. Each community the messenger

visited inscribed its name and perhaps a message on

the roll. Communities maintained necrologies, used in

the commemoration of the dead at the chapter

meeting, and obituaries of other kinds, in which the

names of the dead to be prayed for were listed in

calendar order according to the dates of their deaths.

Necrologies were often inscribed in a martyrology

and regularly formed part of a chapter book, a litur-

gical document that contained the documents needed

at the daily chapter meeting.

An example of such a chapter book is that from

the Monastery of San Nicola della Cicogna, a depen-

dent priory near its motherhouse of Monte Cassino.

This book has seven parts including a martyrology/

necrology, some directives for conducting chapter

business, ninety-eight chapter homilies, and the Rule

of St. Benedict. The necrology lists 1,150 names of

deceased monks, laypersons, and clergy who were

part of the spiritual family of St. Nicola. Ninety

women are mentioned by name, and some of them

are identified as lady, monacha (monastic), soror (reli-

gious sister), wife, and daughter, sometimes with indi-

cations of parentage or place of origin. Probably the

lay people in the necrology were buried at the priory.

Two examples will serve to show how necrologies

from women’s communities can be helpful for the

history of medieval women. The abbey of Engelberg

in Switzerland had both women’s and men’s com-

munities from the first half of the twelfth century

until 1615, when the women’s community moved

away. Such double communities were widespread in

southern Germany and Switzerland during the Mid-

dle Ages, though few of them remained together as

long as Engelberg did. The presence of the women’s

community at Engelberg was scarcely mentioned by

historians of the abbey. The study of a necrology

prepared in 1345 by the prior of the abbey for the

magistra (woman in charge of the women’s communi-

ty) has helped remedy that neglect. For example, the

necrology shows that by 1345 Engelberg had had nine

abbots and ten magistrae. It lists 251 male and 515

female deceased members of the community.

The women’s abbey of Notre Dame de Saintes was

founded in 1047 and endured until the French Revo-

lution. Their chapter book contains a feminized Rule

of St. Benedict, a martyrology, and a necrology. The

necrology contains over 1,000 names, of nuns, nobili-

ty, clergy, and laity from the area around Saintes.

About fourteen percent of the nuns are said to have

died as girls or young women; another ten percent are

said to have been monachae conversae, women who

entered as mature adults. Some nuns are identified as

important officials of the monastery: abbesses, prior-

esses of dependent priories, deans, sacristans, and

almoners. When the deceased sisters are regularly

described as ‘‘a venerable and humble nun’’ or ‘‘a

woman of this church community who was conse-

crated to Christ’’ we learn about the nuns’ own un-

derstanding of their calling. The clergy and laymen

described as ‘‘faithful friends’’ and ‘‘confrères’’ were

part of the monastery’s large, extended family.

Another window into the community of Saintes is

provided by a mortuary roll for Mathilda, Abbess of

Holy Trinity, Caen, which seems to have begun cir-

culating in 1113 and reached Saintes, the 145
th entry

on the roll, toward the end of the decade. Saintes’

entry consists of three twenty-line sections of Latin

poetry and a list of deceased sisters from Saintes for

whom prayers are asked. These include four abbesses,

one dean, one prioress, twenty-seven nuns, and five

men associated with the community. The last forty

lines of poetry are inscribed as ‘‘verses of the abbess.’’

If this is so, she was a very well-educated woman.

HUGH FEISS
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NINE WORTHY WOMEN
The Nine Worthy Women, or Neuf Preuses in French,

a collection of nine classical warriors venerated in art

and literature in the late Middle Ages, has been con-

sidered a female pendant to the Nine Male Worthies,

who first appeared in Jacques de Longuyon’s Vows of

the Peacock (1312) symbolizing the epitome of chival-

ric prowess. But the first grouping of Preuses (Sinope,

Hipolyte, Menalippe, Semiramis, Thamaris, Penthesi-

lea, Teuca, Lampetho, and Deiphile) turns up only

much later in Jean Le Fèvre’s Livre de leêsce (Book of

Joy, c. 1373), many decades after the Vows. Le Fèvre’s

heroines, all from antiquity and predominantly Ama-

zons, do not conform to Longuyon’s faith-based

canon of three pagans, three Jews, and three Chris-

tians. It is open to speculation, however, whether Le

Fèvre was the innovator of the Preuses. The almost

incidental mention of the female grouping suggests

that Le Fèvre’s audience was already acquainted

with the theme.

Representations of the Nine Worthy Women

spread quickly into every artistic sphere, testifying to

the great approval in which the illustrious female

warrior, or egregia bellatrix, was held in the late

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Oversized statues

of the heroines were commissioned in 1385–1386 for

the chimney of Coucy castle in northern France, a

link to the glorious Greek and Roman past. Eustache

Deschamps, poet of the Hundred Years’ War, in-

voked the Preuses in several ballades (c. 1389–1396);

Thomas of Saluzzo introduced the Preuses into his

narrative the Chevalier errant (Knight Errant) in 1394;

and Thomas’s bastard son decorated the baronial hall

of Manta castle in Piedmont with a spectacular frieze

of the Preuses (c. 1420). Worthies appeared in royal

pageants and tapestries; male and female Worthies

even graced face cards in the brand new pastime of

playing cards.

Yet the names in the female canon fluctuated,

based not on the whims of late medieval enthusiasts,

it appears, but on the variety of ancient literary

exemplars tendered to new audiences by the early

Humanists. The third-century Roman author Justi-

nus’s Epitome of Trogeus Pompeius, for instance,

contained the names of nine Preuses, all Amazons,

and was likely read by Humanist translators who

spread the heroines’ fame. But the startling popularity

of the ‘‘manly’’ valor of these female conquerors drew

attention to profound differences based on conven-

tions of gender. There was no direct female equivalent

to the ancient biographical tradition known as the

Lives of Illustrious Men (De viris illustribus) and an-

cient collections of women’s lives were often directly

or indirectly misogynistic. The Amazons, in partic-

ular, were reviled, because the idea of the female

conqueror shamefully reversed the ideal of male

valor. Medieval adaptations of the Trojan War

saga, however, helped to soften the martial image of

the Amazon queen Penthesilea, and Boccaccio’s

Concerning Famous Women, or De claris mulieribus,

despite its satiric slant, broke ground in the 1360s as a

collection devoted solely to biographies of women. In

the popular motif of the Nine Worthy Women, a

complicated literary past was transformed into a

largely decorative motif where masculine valor could

be counted as feminine virtue and women recovered

their glorious (albeit sanitized) past.

DEBORAH FRAIOLI
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NOBLE WOMEN
Noble-born women of the aristocratic elite were land-

holders, active political players, notable cultural

patrons, and leading convent administrators through-

out the Middle Ages by virtue of their rank, status,

and pivotal positions linking dynastic kin-groups, al-

though the precise parameters framing their actions

and determining their resources varied according to

time, place, and familial circumstances. The reason

for their participation in such ‘‘public’’ affairs, as

Marc Loch disclosed, is a simple one: the fundamen-

tally patrimonial character of society at a time when

kings did not monopolize judicial and military powers

and noble families wielded jurisdictional authority

and political power from their castles and itinerating

courts. Like that of noble men, noble women’s access

to the wealth, lands, and titles that underlay their

powers and position depended largely on the personal

and domestic institutions of family and household—

marriage, inheritance, and loyal retinues of sworn

followers and other dependents—rather than on

their participation in impersonal ‘‘public’’ institutions

of ‘‘official’’ government and a fully monetarized

marketplace. Although noble women, unlike their

male peers, were not trained for, and did not routinely

participate in, armed conflict, they wielded the au-

thority to command those who did, and many became

noted adjudicators and diplomats, using their wealth

and networks of kin, clients, and influential church-

men to pursue claims and mediate solutions to dis-

putes. Never deemed fully equal to men and still

expected to behave largely as any other women

when they did exercise authority over others, noble

women’s social rank and access, as wives and

mothers, to male lords and their heirs outweighed

any ideological disabilities imposed by their female

gender when circumstances dictated that they should

act in traditionally ‘‘male’’ domains. In other words,

noble birth sufficed to make any noble woman a

potential player in high politics, affairs of fiefs and

vassals, and the management of landed estates, and

those activities, woven into the texture of a society in

which ‘‘domestic’’ household management included

what today would be considered affairs of official

government and ‘‘public’’ politics, were natural ex-

tensions, not transgressions, of noble women’s

traditionally ‘‘feminine’’ social roles.

When they entered such ‘‘public’’ arenas, most

often as regents for absent husbands or minor heirs,

their powers ran the gamut of the feudal, judicial,

economic, and political prerogatives of any medieval

lord. Noble women received and swore homage, con-

trolled fiefs, oversaw the maintenance and garrisoning

of castles, and ordered knights to fight, while many

supervised the management of seigneurial estates. The

higher-ranking among them presided over courts that

settled disputes, punished lawbreakers, defined pro-

vincial custom and authorized the undertakings of

other people in their domains. They negotiated

treaties with neighboring lay and ecclesiastical lords,

granted liberties to burghers and villagers, and

founded and regulated fairs, while some even con-

trolled coinage. Although how women’s powers and

activities changed according to their own life-stages is

often discussed, less frequently acknowledged is how,

over the life-course of dynastic families, married

women’s pivotal positions as links between their

natal and affinal families and, frequently, between

generations within their own conjugal families, as-

sured that married noble women were well placed to

play key roles securing advantages for their various

relatives and assuring the devolution of family honors

from generation to generation.

The notion that a change in family structure

caused noble women’s political powers to be eclipsed

from shortly after the year 1000 until the thirteenth

century (when the great age of regents began, accord-

ing to G. Duby, who first formulated that thesis), has

not been borne out by subsequent research into the

rich narrative sources, letter collections, and cartul-

aries of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. That re-

search has recuperated the life stories of numerous

lordly women active in those years, from the high-

ranking Adelaide of Turin and Savoy, Beatrice of

Swabia, Ermengard of Narbonne, Marie of Cham-

pagne, and Mathilda of Boulogne and Brabant to

place alongside the well-known Mathilda of Tuscany,

Adela of Blois, and Eleanor of Aquitaine, to the more

modest Eustachia of Brou, Beatrice of Roucy and

Nogent, Mathilda of Chester, Stephania of Les

Baux, and Benedicta of Ehrnegg-Königsberg. It also

reveals that such a postulated shift is largely illu-

sionary, based on assumptions about changes in

social practices that cannot be sustained. Senior sons

increasingly may have been the preferred heirs to fiefs
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and castles, but many families controlled portfolios of

possessions that included multiple fiefs alongside

other, nonfeudal, property, and significant numbers

of fathers left no surviving sons to succeed. Further-

more, land acquisition was not a zero-sum game, in

which real property could be obtained only by inheri-

tance or as a reward for military service; conquest,

clearance, exchange, or purchase and maternal inher-

itances remained key ways to gain income-producing

land throughout the Middle Ages. Noble women were

never banned from inheriting fiefs or receiving them

as marital assigns (dowries or dowers) and, once

endowed with property at marriage, women were

rarely legally barred from receiving further land

from their natal kin; nor, in those centuries, were

they prohibited from controlling real property and

other assets legally theirs while their husbands were

alive. Moreover, a change in inheritance customs

entails no underlying change in family structure,

which remained fundamentally bilateral throughout

the Middle Ages. The very existence of heiresses—

female direct heirs—and of daughters who indirectly

transmitted their fathers’ lands to their own sons—

after their older brothers had inherited them—reveals

that daughters were considered members of their

patrilines (or, natal families), as does church marriage

law, which applied incest prohibitions equally to the

maternal and paternal kin of potential spouses.

Noble women also played prominent roles in reli-

gious-cultural domains, primarily as patrons of art,

literature, religious communities, and holy men. In

pre-university days, even lay women could be highly

learned in Latin literary culture, trained by household

tutors or in monastic communities alongside young

girls who ultimately took vows. And as vernacular

literature flowered from the twelfth century, noble

women came into their own as patrons and audience

alike. Lordly courts were cultural as well as political

centers and women promoted authors in all major

genres, from romance and lyric to chronicles and

devotional texts, both for their own edification and

amusement, and to assist in the education of their

children of both sexes. Moreover, in monastic and

court settings alike, women often took the lead in

the formation and transmission of dynastic and

communal memories.

Noble women were not appreciably more devout

than noble men, though they were often cultivated

by churchmen seeking to influence their menfolk.

Even those women who lived and died in the world

routinely made pious bequests, endowed monas-

teries, and patronized charismatic holy men out of

concern for the spiritual well-being of family and

friends; pilgrimage and promoting the cult of favorite

saints were popular forms of devotion. Many noble

women chose to end their days by entering religious

communities, sometimes where they could join other

family members, and their previous experience often

led them to accept leadership roles such as abbess or

prioress, for which they were well-suited.

No one life course or pattern of experiences fits all

noble women of the Middle Ages, whether those of

the greater or lesser nobility. Their rank never made

them, as a group, equal to noble men, and they

remained vulnerable in the face of social forces and

gender prejudices that could override their legal

rights. Yet, as scholars continue to illuminate the

rich and varied experiences of medieval noble

women, they should keep in mind that female lords

(dominae) were not rare in the Middle Ages; the

exception was the man who had not dealt with at

least one.

KIMBERLY LOPRETE
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NOGAROLA, ISOTTA
The first major female humanist in Europe, Isotta

Nogarola (1418–1466) first won fame when she circu-

lated her book of Latin letters among Venice’s literati

in the late 1430s. Modern scholars once believed that

around 1441 the Veronese-born humanist abandoned

her literary studies in Venice to concentrate solely on

religious and philosophical texts, living in seclusion in

her mother’s house in Verona. New research reveals

that Nogarola remained a prominent Italian literary

figure throughout her life, and that her renown as

a syncretic scholar of the classical and Christian

traditions grew exponentially during her later years

in Verona (King and Robin, 2004, esp. pp. 9–19;

138–201; cf. King, 1978; 1980). Having studied

under Guarino Veronese’s humanist protégé, Martino

Rizzoni, Nogarola put the finishing touches on a

series of important works clearly designated for pub-

lic performance during the years 1450–1461. Each

work exemplifies her expertise in the key humanist

genres: in addition to her autobiographical letter-

book, she wrote a dialogue on a subject of major

public interest; a long consolatory oration; and a

polemic against the Turks. In 1450, traveling to

Rome with a delegation from Verona, she delivered

an oration at the court of Pope Nicholas V. In 1451,

Nogarola engaged the Venetian Governor of Verona,

Lodovico Foscarini, in a debate on the question of

original sin, the nature of woman, and gender differ-

ence itself. Circulating as the Dialogue on the Equal or

Unequal Sin of Adam and Eve, Nogarola’s work

stands, after Christine de Pizan’s, as the inaugural

work in the European ‘‘Querelle des femmes’’—the

controversy on gender and nature that would rage

for the next four centuries (King and Robin,

pp. 138–158). In 1453, Nogarola presented two new

essays honoring the incoming bishop of Verona, the

Venetian Ermolao Barbaro. The first of these episto-

lary orations welcomes Barbaro to Verona; the sec-

ond, on the life of the ascetic St. Jerome, implicitly

warns Barbaro against squandering the city’s scarce

resources on ecclesiastical pomp (King and Robin,

pp. 159–174). In 1459, Nogarola wrote a passionate

oration slated for performance at Pope Pius II’s inter-

national Congress of Mantua (King and Robin,

pp. 175–186), urging a crusade against the Turks. In

her final major work, a funeral oration commissioned

by the Venetian statesman Jacopo Antonio Marcello

on the death of his son in 1461, she follows the

humanist consolatory tradition well established by

Petrarch, Salutati, and Marsuppini in her conflation

of biblical, patristic, and classical references (King

and Robin, pp. 187–201). On her death in 1466, her

contemporary Giammaria Filelfo celebrated her per-

formance as a Ciceronian public orator (oratrix), as

well as her more Horatian role as the public con-

science (vates) of her city (see Filelfo’s 1468 text in

Abel, pp. 2.361–2.387).

DIANA ROBIN
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NUNS AS ILLUMINATORS
Monastic rules dictated a life of work and prayer for

women leading the religious life. The opus dei of

church services was enhanced by manual labor, pro-

ducing books and works of embroidery. The two

crafts were practiced by nuns, sometimes in the same

workshop, and their compositions and styles are com-

parable. The motivation for artwork was the same as

that for prayer and chant in church services: to offer
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praise to God in words and works, to beautify the

altar, and to make a tangible offering that would

accrue to one’s spiritual merit after death and that

would earn one inclusion in the convent’s memorial

prayers.

Nuns’ engagement as scribes across western Eur-

ope can be easily documented from numerous signed

works beginning in the Merovingian era and

continuing into the Renaissance. Their identification

as artists has met with far less scholarly agreement.

Prior to the Gothic era, scribe-artists were the norm,

as illumination was largely done with the pen and

colored inks. Hence Guda’s famous self-portrait in a

monochromatic pen initial identifies her as scribe and

painter of a Homilary (Frankfurt, Stadt—und Uni-

versitätsbibliothek MS. Barth. 42, fol. 110v). At the

same time, in these early centuries many monasteries

were double houses or had nuns in a neighboring

establishment, raising questions about the extent to

which monks and nuns may have worked together or

divided labor, with monks doing the illumination, as

was the case in the Guta-Sintram Codex (Strassbourg,

Bibliothèque du Grande Seminaire MS. 78) written

by the scribe Guta at Schwartzenthann and illustrated

by Sintram, a monk from a neighboring monastery.

On the other hand, the Girona Apocalypse of 975

(Girona Cathedral, MS. 7) is signed by two painters,

the monk Emeterius and Ende (presumably a nun),

from the double house of Tavara. The most contested

attributions to nun-artists are the two great twelfth-

century masterpieces, Herrad of Hohenbourg’s ency-

clopedia, the Hortus Deliciarum, and Hildegard of

Bingen’s mystical visions, the Liber Scivias. Both

manuscripts have been destroyed, and neither nun

identified herself as the artist. However, the inextrica-

ble interweaving of text and image in Herrad’s book,

and the imaginative originality of Hildegard’s visions

give persuasive evidence that both nuns drew the

initial images for these works, even if, as is usually

hypothesized, male copyists may have been responsi-

ble for one or both manuscripts (although this is far

from certain either).

In later centuries, a vast number of manuscripts

illustrated by nuns have survived, particularly in Ger-

man houses of the Cistercian and mendicant orders,

despite the fact that from the thirteenth century

on, professional book production in urban centers

was increasingly the norm. However, music books

remained a near monopoly of monastic scriptoria.

For these later centuries, the signatures of artists

raise another difficulty, as they may refer to patrons

who hired craftsmen to make work, the patron claim-

ing to have ‘‘made’’ the work because s/he commis-

sioned it. Manuscripts of high quality in particular

have elicited this interpretation, among them music

books by the Cistercian nun Gisela von Kersenbroeck

of Osnabrück dating c. 1300, and by the Cologne

Poor Clares, working in the first half of the fourteenth

century, precisely because these are the most notable

works attributable to highly skilled women artists.

The training of women in needlework needs no dis-

cussion as it was part of every girl’s education. That

some women came to convents with further artistic

training can also be documented. In the early four-

teenth century, a widow entered the Dominican con-

vent of Oetenbach in Zurich bringing three other

women with her, one of whom could write and

illuminate, one painted, and the third did embroidery.

On the other hand, the late Middle Ages is the era

of nonnenarbeit, a ‘‘folk art’’ debasement of Gothic

style practiced in convents that had become stringent-

ly encloistered and largely dependent on in-house art

works for inspiration. As a result, models were copied

for centuries in works fromWienhausen, Ebstorf, and

Lüne, transferred from fourteenth-century miniatures

to needlework into the sixteenth century. Stitching

over drawings on cloth is a cognate skill to writing

and illuminating manuscripts, and the two arts need

to be studied together. Iconographic originality is also

a marked element of Gothic convent art, seen in early

fourteenth-century miniatures from Engelberg in

Switzerland and in sixteenth-century drawings from

St. Walburg in Eichstätt. It has also been argued that

religious women, like the laity, were particularly de-

pendent on visual images for their devotions, in con-

trast to the ‘‘imageless’’ devotional ideal of male

monasticism, precisely because they were technically

laity.

JUDITH OLIVER
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NUNS AS MUSICIANS
In the first centuries of Christianity, men and women

worshiped equally, singing psalms and other reli-

gious texts side by side as lay members of the congre-

gation. In the fourth and fifth centuries, however,

Christianity became increasingly patriarchal. As a

result, the church came to rely on professional clergy,

men and boys (in training) who directed and sang the

liturgy and provided new music when desired.

Women’s voices, both literally and figuratively, were

relegated to the monastery, one of the few places

where women could develop both intellectually and

artistically.

The monastic life, for both men and women, cen-

tered on the nearly continuous recitation of the Di-

vine Office (eight daily services) and the Mass. In the

monasteries, women had the same duties as their male

counterparts. A cantrix, the female equivalent to a

cantor, served as both soloist and as director of

music. Her duties included teaching and rehearsing

the service music, assembling chants for local saints’

days, taking care of liturgical books and supervising

the scriptorium, if there was one. While a priest was

still needed to officiate at Mass, the women provided

all of the service music, singing the proper and ordi-

nary parts of the Mass as well as the psalms and

canticles of the Divine Office. Female monasteries,

however, emphasized the consecratio virginum, the

service for the consecration of the virgins and by the

fifteenth century these services had become complex

affairs with eight separate sections acting out the

blessings of and presentations to the virgin, most

accompanied by chants, some of which were taken

from the liturgies of Saints Agnes and Agatha. Per-

formances of liturgical dramas at Easter also tended

to be elaborate, probably due to the availability of

both male and female characters.

The extent of musical activities in all cloistered

communities depended on the size and wealth of the

institution, as well as the Rule that governed it. For

instance, The Rule of St. Clare (written in 1253 and

one of the few Rules written by a woman) instructs

the nuns to read the Divine Office, rather than sing it

(legendo sine cantu) and that those who do not know

how to read should say numerous ‘‘Our Fathers’’

substituting for the actual liturgy (twenty four for

Matins, five for Lauds, seven each for Prime, Terce,

Sext, and None; twelve for Vespers). Though Clare’s

directions might be interpreted in various ways, her

Rule clearly placed less emphasis on singing the Di-

vine Office than did most other Rules that governed

female monasteries, some of which not only required

the singing of the liturgy but also provided for the

nuns’ musical training.

While the most common genre of music generated

by nuns was plainchant, manuscript evidence from

the twelfth century on indicates that some continental

nuns, in particular, sang polyphony. Examples in-

clude motets, mass ordinary settings, Benedicamus

domino settings, sequences, and conductus. Most of

the manuscripts from women’s institutions contain

only a few polyphonic works, but one, the four-

teenth-century Las Huelgas Codex includes 136 poly-

phonic pieces and is one of the most important

sources for early polyphony from either female or

male institutions. The Monastery of Las Huelgas,

near Burgos (in northern Spain) was wealthy and

cosmopolitan. Its members were from noble families

and it served as a site for royal ceremonies as well as a

stopping point on the pilgrimage route to Santiago de

Compostela. Its choir in the thirteenth century con-

sisted of 100 nuns and forty girls. Although some

scholars assume that the polyphony included in the

manuscript was sung by the convent’s male chaplains,

texts addressed to the nuns that instruct them to sing

polyphonically indicate otherwise.

Few cloistered medieval musicians of either sex

have escaped the mantle of anonymity. Those whose

names we know include several ninth century Byzan-

tine nuns: Martha, Abbess at Argos; Thekla, Abbess

near Constantinople; Kassia (b. 810); and Theodosia.

Later Byzantines include the thirteenth-century singer

and choir director, Kouvouklisena, and Palaeologina,

from the late fourteenth century. Those from the

West include Hrotsvit, a tenth-century cannoness at

the Convent of Gandersheim (Germany); Herrad of

Landsberg, a twelfth-century Abbess at Hohenbourg

(Alcace); Sister Lukardis of Utrecht, a fifteenth-

century music scribe; and Duchna Jankowska,

fifteenth century (Poland). Of course the most cele-

brated of all is Hildegard of Bingen (1098–1179), a

German abbess who was not only a musician but also

a writer, scientist, artist, and mystic. Her musical

compositions date at least from the 1140s and were

collected in a volume entitled Symphonia armonie

celestium revelationum. These works, which include

antiphons, sequences, hymns, a Kyrie, and Alleluia,

form a liturgical cycle with emphasis on significant

local saints such as St. Rupert, St. Disibod, and

St. Ursula and her 11,000 Virgins. In addition, Hilde-

gard wrote the first morality play, Ordo virtutum, in

which the sixteen Virtues battle with the Devil over

Anima (the soul). Hildegard’s music is exclusively

monophonic and her melodies cover a wide range,

often with brilliant upward leaps and serpentine me-

lodic formulae that give her music both energy and

grace.
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NUNS AS SCRIBES
Religious women throughout the Middle Ages needed

books. The Rule of St. Benedict, which governed life

in many medieval monasteries, required daily reading,

both private and communal, and a variety of books

were critical for the proper celebration of the liturgy

and the study of the Bible. Because only a small

proportion of the surviving manuscripts from Eur-

ope’s medieval monasteries prior to the fourteenth

century contain the name of a scribe or scribes—

male or female—a clear assessment of the role of

women in the monastic scriptorium is difficult. Of

the approximately 1,600 early and high medieval

scribes catalogued by the Bénédictines du Bouveret

in their Colophons de manuscripts occidentaux des

origins au XVIe siècle, only sixteen are female. This

statistic, however, based as it is primarily on surviving

scribal self-identifications, tells only part of the story

of female book production.

Substantial nonmanuscript evidence of female

scribal activity emerges from the earliest Christian

monasteries. Melania the Younger (d. c. 439), for

example, was said by her biographer, Gerontius, to

have copied both the Old and the New Testament at

her monastery in Palestine, and Caesaria the Younger

(d. c. 520), abbess of Arles in Gaul, both copied holy

books herself and trained nuns at Arles to work as

copyists. A similar picture of female involvement in

book copying emerges from the letters of Boniface

(d. 755), an eighth-century Christian missionary

to Germanic lands. Boniface wrote to Eadburga

(d. 751), abbess of Minster-in-Thanet in England,

thanking her for sending books for the work of his

mission and requesting that she copy for him the

Epistle of Peter in gold letters.

The number of surviving books known to contain

the work of female scribes increases in the eighth and

ninth centuries. The most clearly attested early medi-

eval nuns’ scriptorium was operated at the monastery

of Chelles in Francia. Chelles’s connection with the

provision of books dates back to the seventh century

when the monastery’s first abbess, Bertila (d. c. 700),

sent manuscripts to missionaries and monasteries in

England. The nuns’ scriptorium at Chelles seems to

have been quite well-known by the ninth century, as

archbishop Hildebald of Cologne (d. 819) commis-

sioned from it a three-volume copy of Augustine’s

commentary on the Psalms. The names of nine female

scribes—Girbalda, Gislidis, Agleberta, Adruhic,

Altildis, Gisledrudis, Eusebia, Uera, and Agnes—are

recorded in these volumes.

The names Guntza and Abirhilt were written in the

margin of two manuscripts copied in the vicinity of

Würzburg in the late eighth century. Their Germanic

names suggest that these women were local converts,

perhaps brought to Christianity and the religious life

by Anglo-Saxon missionaries to the region. The hand

of the scribe Guntza is also preserved in three addi-

tional, though unsigned, contemporary manuscripts.

By the tenth century, women copyists were also active

at the monasteries of Essen, Gandersheim, Nieder-

münster in Regensburg, Nordhausen, and Quedlin-

burg. The famous tenth-century copy of the works

of Hrotsvit of Gandersheim, for example, was made

at Gandersheim itself.

The monastic reforms of the eleventh and twelfth

centuries, attentive as they were to biblical study,

encouraged the production of books, and women

contributed significantly to this aspect of reform.

For example, Idung of Prüfening sent his Dialogue

between Two Monks to be ‘‘copied legibly and cor-

rected carefully’’ by the sisters at Niedermünster in

the twelfth century.
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Female scribes are also attested at monasteries

associated with the reform movement emanating

from the monastery of Hirsau in the Black Forest.

This reform favored both intellectual activity in the

service of spirituality—devotional reading and bibli-

cal study—and the education of women. These twin

emphases, combined with the prevalence of double

monasteries (religious communities that included

men and women under the direction of a single, usu-

ally male, superior), created a favorable environment

for female involvement in book production, and we

know the names of several female scribes from this

context. According to the Monumenta Mallerstorfen-

sia, Leukardis, a twelfth-century female scribe from

Mallersdorf, a daughter house of Niedermünster and

a part of the Hirsau reform by 1122, copied a number

of books, all of which are now lost. The necrology of

the Hirsau community of Zwiefalten records the

death of Mahtilt of Nifen, a lay sister (conversa)

who copied many books at the monastery. The most

prolific known female scribe from this period was

Diemut, a nun-recluse at the Bavarian Monastery of

Wessobrunn, a community that in her lifetime came

first under the influence of the Gorzer reform and

then of Hirsau. Surviving contemporary booklists

from Wessobrunn state that Diemut copied as many

as forty-seven manuscripts, fourteen of which survive

today. The double monastery of Admont in what is

now Austria, an important center of the Hirsau re-

form in the twelfth century, was home to a very active

scriptorium of nuns who worked in close collabora-

tion with their male counterparts to produce numer-

ous biblical sermons and commentaries. The nuns

Irmingart and Regilind took the lead in helping

abbot Irimbert to record a number of his biblical

studies, first taking dictation as he preached and

later contributing to a wider effort among the

women to edit and copy volumes containing these

and other works composed at Admont.

Houses affiliated with the new religious movements

of the period also employed female scribes. There is

ample evidence that Premonstratensian women in the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries copied books. As in

the Hirsau Reform, double monasteries were preva-

lent among the Premonstratensians, but as the

Order’s regulations restricted female intellectual ac-

tivity in favor of manual labor such as washing and

making clothing for the men, these women may have

copied books that were intended for male, rather than

female, use. Twelfth-century female scribes from the

monastery of Schäftlarn near Munich were particu-

larly visible: of the community’s thirteen named

twelfth-century scribes, three were female, and there

is evidence that male and female copyists collabo-

rated closely, possibly even side-by-side in a single

workshop. The practice of employing female scribes

continued at Premonstratensian houses into the thir-

teenth century; Emo (d. 1237), first abbot of the dou-

ble monastery of Wittewerun in the Low Countries,

noted in his chronicle that there were women in his

community who were educated and trained as copy-

ists. Particularly interesting is his observation that

female diligence made women particularly well-suited

for the work of the scriptorium.

Although the bulk of the evidence of female scribal

activity in the central Middle Ages survives from

Germany—perhaps a function of the continued

presence there of double monasteries or of the con-

solidation of Bavaria’s monastic libraries under

Napoleon—female scribes certainly also worked else-

where. In 1154, for example, Guta, a nun-scribe of

Schwarzenthann in upper Alsace, and Sintram, a

monk-illuminator of Marbach worked together to

produce a book that contains a calendar, necrol-

ogy, and martyrology, and in twelfth-century Eng-

land, a single volume from the monastery of

Nunnaminster contains the work of a scriptrix—a

female scribe.

In the late Middle Ages, monastic reform once

again provided a context for female scribal activity.

The Observant movement of the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries produced numerous visible female

scribes. The c. 1490 account of the reform of the

monastery of Ebsdorf, written at the end of the

fifteenth century, emphasized female education and

its acquisition, and states that women there copied

the books they needed, particularly for the celebra-

tion of the liturgy. A 1487 chronicle from this same

community gives the names of six sisters who together

copied some twenty-seven books. Sisters traveling to

communities to be reformed commonly carried books

with them to be copied and returned to the sending

house. The wider copying of books was facilitated by

a well-developed system of exchange among Obser-

vant communities. As book production expanded

generally in the fifteenth century, books signed by

female scribes became more common. One author

from the convent of St. Katharina in St. Gall wrote

with pride about the products of her community’s

scriptorium, asserting that a sister could properly

record her name in a book that she had copied—

provided that she was not motivated to do so by

vanity—to the benefit of her soul.

ALISON BEACH
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O
OBLATES AND OBLATION
The term oblate has had a number of meanings. Here

we are concerned with child oblates. The title of

chapter 59 of the Rule of St. Benedict (c. 540) is

‘‘Concerning sons of nobles and of poor people who

are offered (offeruntur).’’ The chapter legislates that

parents who offer a child should prepare a document;

then, with the Eucharistic offering (cum oblatione),

they wrap that document and the hand of the child

in the altar cloth and so offer the child. They promise

never to give the child any property, but may make a

formal donation to the monastery, keeping, if they

wish, an annuity for themselves. Poor parents were

simply to make the oblation of their child. Thus,

according to the Rule of St. Benedict, an ‘‘oblate’’ is

a child definitively ‘‘offered’’ to God by his or her

parents.

There were some partial precedents for Benedict’s

legislation, for example, in St. Basil, St. Caesarius’s

Rule for Virgins, and in the Rule of the Master. The

legislation of some local councils in the sixth to ninth

centuries reinforced the provisions of the Rule of St.

Benedict regarding the permanent and binding char-

acter of oblation. However, some Carolingian legisla-

tion of the early ninth century says that, to be

binding, oblation must be ratified by the child when

s/he attains the age of reason. In a celebrated dispute

between Gottschalk and Rhaban Maur, a council of

Mainz is reported to have released Gottschalk from

his oblation, saying that one should not be made a

monk against one’s will. For several centuries, Cluny

(f. 909) accepted oblates and regarded them as strictly

bound to the monastic life, but by the twelfth century

the oblation of infants was increasingly criticized and

orders such as the Cistercians rejected the practice. By

the thirteenth century it was generally agreed that

children who were offered by another without their

consent could leave whenever they wished, and if they

were offered with their consent before the legal age,

they could leave on attainment of the age of mature

reason. Children who entered monasteries of their

own volition before the age of puberty could not

stay in a monastery except with the consent of their

parents. Nevertheless, the oblation of girls in Benedic-

tine monasteries continued during the later Middle

Ages.

The admission of child oblates could lead to simo-

ny (buying or selling ecclesiastical pardons or offices)

as parents paid monasteries to take unwanted or

handicapped children off their hands, or abbots

extorted payment before accepting a child. Such

abuses were finally ended by the Council of Trent

(1545–1563), which forbade monastic vows before

the age of sixteen.

Many medieval monasteries, especially before the

twelfth century, were thus peopled by two kinds of

monks or nuns: those who were raised in the monas-

tery (nutriti/ae), and those who came as adults, often

after being widowed. The latter were more experi-

enced in worldly affairs and so were sometimes fa-

vored for positions involving business with the world

beyond the cloister. In the earlier Middle Ages,

at least, oblates had opportunities for secular and

religious education not available to most medieval
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children. They may also have been likely to receive

more personal nurturance than the average medieval

child.

Perhaps the most well-known female oblate was

Hildegard of Bingen (1098–1179). In a play on

words, one account says she was the tenth child of

her parents, who therefore dedicated her as a ‘‘tithe’’

to God. The first chapter of her vita speaks of her

birth, oblation, and education. Her oblation to the

anchorhold attached to the abbey of Disibodenberg

seems to have occurred when she was about fourteen.

Her early entry certainly did not limit either her

intellectual horizons or her capacity for leadership.

Gertrude the Great (1256–1302) and Mechthild of

Hackeborn (c. 1241–1298) arrived at Helfta at the

ages of five and seven, respectively, though they may

not have been oblates.

The practice of child oblation, which committed a

child to the monastic life, paralleled in some respects

the practice of arranged marriages. However alien

both practices seem today, they were less strange in a

society in which parental authority was very great and

most people’s places of residence and work were more

a matter of necessity than choice. By the twelfth centu-

ry, economic factors, the difficulties of child-rearing,

tensions inmonasteries between oblates and those who

joined later in life, and a growing sense of individual

responsibility made the practice questionable.

HUGH FEISS
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OBSCENITY
In antiquity, Latin was a fully living language. As in

other cultures, Roman authors sometimes indicated

that unmarried freeborn women should not know any

obscenities, whereas after marriage they could know,

and might even be expected to use, ‘‘bedroom words.’’

Whether married or not, freeborn women were not

supposed to hear obscene words or to be told of

obscene acts in public. Yet Romans had religious

practices that entailed the uttering of obscenities,

even by women. One was the festival of Floralia in

April, which involved prostitutes performing (and

maybe uttering) obscenities. Another was the festi-

val of Anna Perenna, at which women chanted

obscenities (Ovid, Fasti 3.675–676).

During the Middle Ages, Latin ceased to be a

mother tongue. Instead, the tradition of Latin gram-

matical and rhetorical education that provided much

of the foundation for literature was imparted by men

to boys. Although exceptional women learned and

used Latin, by and large the language was the pre-

serve of men.

The tradition emphasized decorum. As the lan-

guage became a father tongue that had to be acquired

through formal schooling, seemliness often focused

narrowly on the suppression of schoolboy humor

connected with taboo words for feces, farting, and a

female body part (cunnus). But in general Latin

became virtually exempt of obscenity, as it remains

today in English and many other modern European

languages, in which Latinate words such as penis,

vagina, pudendum, and labia can be uttered in formal

contexts (such as medicine or law) whereas their ver-

nacular equivalents are eschewed. In large part the

difference can be traced to earlier times in which only

(or mainly) men would have known Latin. To take

one case in point, the Norman Latin poem Jezebel,

from the early eleventh century, contains obscene

words and obscene implications ascribed to the fe-

male title character, but it is highly unlikely that

any woman of the time could have spoken or even

understood the Latin vocabulary put in Jezebel’s

mouth.

The long phase in which most literature was in

Latin and therefore inaccessible to women ended as

vernacular literatures developed. This situation posed

difficulties for authors and for society in general,

which came to a head in the twelfth-century Renais-

sance. An old Stoic argument, examined by Augus-

tine, held that obscenity resides not in words but in

actions or things, while others had maintained that

there were indeed inherently obscene words (what we

would call ‘‘fighting words’’ or ‘‘four-letter words’’).

Now, the debate resumed. For instance, Lady Nature

in Alan of Lille’s Complaint of Nature picks her words

carefully so as to avoid the risk of having any foul

words come into a maiden’s mouth, despite the fact

that few maidens (apart from allegorical personifica-

tions) would have been reading aloud Alan’s Latin.

By far the most important expression of the debate
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was in Jean de Meun’s Roman de la Rose, where the

Lover and Lady Reason dispute over the appropri-

ateness of using the word coilles (testicles). For the

word to be pronounced by Lady Reason, a female

character, increases the shock.

Young women, especially virgins, served as gauges

of modesty or immodesty: words, gestures, or actions

that brought a blush to their faces were obscene—or

were they? The question of words versus actions

reaches its highest comic pitch in the fabliau of ‘‘La

Damoisele qui ne pooit oı̈r parler de foutre’’ (‘‘The

Maiden who could not stand to hear the word

Fuck’’), where a naive young woman is squeamish

about any four-letter words but eagerly embraces

four-letter activities, so long as they are described

figuratively.

If young women were seen to be especially pure

and restricted in their language and linguistic suscept-

ibilities, poor old women, at the greatest distance

socially from Latin-using men, were viewed as being

particularly dirty-mouthed. Bawdy older women,

known as vetula (e.g., in the Latin poem, De vetula)

or la Vieille in Old French (e.g., in the Roman de la

Rose), were characterized as go-betweens, gynecolo-

gists, and sex counselors who were able (and allowed)

to break prohibitions about speech that other people,

especially young women, could not ignore.
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OBSERVANT MOVEMENT
As part of what Kaspar Elm called the ‘‘new spiritual

landscape’’ in the late Middle Ages, the Observance

Movement shared much in common with the Modern

Devotion and other religions initiatives that arose

along with far-reaching social and political changes

during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Pro-

minent among these developments were demands

for reform that emanated from every quarter. While

public attention was focused on the high-profile

efforts at top-down reform undertaken by the great

reform councils of Constance (1414–1418) and Basel

(1431–1439), grassroots movements had already be-

gun springing up in many locales, the earliest of

them among Franciscan ‘‘Spirituals’’ in France and

Italy in the late thirteenth century. Advocating a re-

turn to the original rule of St. Francis, as they con-

ceived it, these self-styled poor and devout brothers

inhabited hermitages where they pursued a life of

penitence and prayer. In Spain, radical Franciscan

eremitical groups practiced strict silence and seclusion

along with a life of poverty. Although more moderate

forms of observance were promoted by popular Fran-

ciscan preachers Bernadino of Siena (1380–1444) and

John of Capistrano (1385–1456), the issue of radical

poverty split the Franciscan order into Observant and

Conventual branches by the beginning of the six-

teenth century. In France, female reformer Colette

of Corbie (1381–1447), a former Beguine who had

joined the Poor Clares, launched an initiative of

her own, eventually founding twenty-two observant

monasteries.

Strongly influenced by the example of the eremiti-

cal Franciscans, other orders spawned similar reform

initiatives. In Italy an observant center was estab-

lished by Augustinians at Lecceto around 1385.

From there the movement developed strong follow-

ings in Spain and in Saxony, where Martin Luther

became a leader of the Observant faction. In the

Dominican order, reform was promoted by Cathe-

rine of Siena and her biographer Master General

Raymond of Capua (1380–1399). In 1390 Raymond

decreed that each Dominican province should desig-

nate one convent as an Observant house for friars

who wished to keep strictly to the original rule of

the order. Accordingly, reformer Giovanni Dominici

established an Observant convent at San Domenico

di Castello (Venice) in 1391 and three years later,

at the instigation of a group of women, the first such

house for Dominican nuns. In the German territories,

the charismatic Conrad of Prussia, together with thir-

ty like-minded brothers, took over the Dominican

house at Colmar in Alsace and in 1397 founded

an Observant community for women at nearby

Schönensteinbach.

In the Benedictine order Observant centers sprang

up in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries at Sub-

iaco, Santa Giustina (Padua), Melk, Kastl, St. Mat-

thias (Trier), and Bursfeld (on the Weser river).

Decrees issued by the Council of Basel mandated a

general reform of the Benedictine order. These mea-

sures required strict observance of the common life,

reinstatement of manual labor, and simplification of

the liturgy. The length of the monastic office was
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reduced in order to provide more time for individual

meditation and spiritual exercises similar to those

practiced by the Modern Devotion or Brothers and

Sisters of the Common Life. Chanting was to be kept

plain and performed mostly a capella. Other measures

included divestiture of private property, enclosure for

women (or restricted time away from the convent for

men), and the elimination of special privileges and

exemptions to the rule. Despite such regulations, Do-

minican Master General Raymond of Capua insisted

that the Observant reform was not a matter of exter-

nals—eating and drinking—but of the inward mind, a

renewal of fervor and a restoration not of the letter

but of the spirit of the Rule.

In most cases reforms were instituted with the

active cooperation of secular territorial rulers or town

councils, both of whom wished to increase their con-

trol over monasteries. A very powerful force that reso-

nated with the lay interests was reform merged with 1)

the rise of the urban magistrate class and its struggle

for greater oversight and access to religious institu-

tions and 2) the maneuvers of territorial rulers to

consolidate power at the expense of the lesser aristoc-

racy. The Observant reformers—themselves members

of the increasingly affluent and powerful urban non-

noble class—questioned the privileges of the old reli-

gious elite and campaigned to open cloisters to a

wider spectrum of the population. Thus, at the same

time that the Observance imposed a stricter rule, it

gave women of the burgher classes access to positions

of leadership within monasteries. Supervisors issued

mandates for women to write reform chronicles and

encouraged them to transcribe sermons and copy de-

votional works. Through the exchanging and copying

of books, women found new avenues for active par-

ticipation in the late medieval conversation on spiri-

tuality and religious practice. Although only ten

percent of women’s houses belonged to the Obser-

vance, these monasteries produced ninety percent of

vernacular manuscripts in the fifteenth century and

built up the largest libraries of vernacular works in

the Middle Ages.
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OCCITANIA
When making generalizations about women in Occi-

tania (southern France, also known as the Midi), one

must, as for other parts of Europe, take into consid-

eration numerous variables, such as age and marital

status (young and unmarried, married, widowed, con-

secrated), social status (noble, urban commoner, free

peasant, serf), place of origin, and the time period in

question; we are often better informed, for example,

about noble and urban women than about their rural

and poorer counterparts. As elsewhere too, many

historians have posited a decline of women’s juridical

and material status in Occitania at the end of the

Middle Ages, yet much can be said to argue the

contrary.

Legal Status

Women political figures in Occitania were undeniably

less important and colorful in the fifteenth century

than in the twelfth, the period of Eleanor of Aqui-

taine, the viscountess Ermengarde of Narbonne, and

the Trencavel ‘‘matriarchs’’; yet women continued to

participate in surviving feudal institutions, doing

homage for fiefs and swearing oaths of loyalty. If

family-oriented feudal institutions dwindled in impor-

tance as the star of the king of France rose, most

ordinary women, however, did not necessarily lose

out; institutional justice could provide means of
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action and support to women, including those lacking

male kin, by giving them the opportunity to testify,

sue, and prosecute.

Imposition of life-long monogamy by the Church

was probably for the most part positive, both for

noble women and for commoners, protecting them

generally from the brutal repudiations that had been

so common in the Midi in earlier times. Women gen-

erally were able to give or withhold consent for their

own marriages, although explicit flouting of parental

consent could result in disinheritance, according to

some local statutes or ‘‘customs.’’

The problem of women in inheritance law is in fact

complex. The rediscovered Roman law corpus of Jus-

tinian, of increasing influence in the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries, prescribed partible inheritance

(equal shares between all sons and daughters), an

option often chosen by more modest testators. Liber-

al testamentary practice, on the other hand, also

adapted from Roman law, enabled the testator to

favor one particular heir. The heir in question was

often the eldest son of the testator, yet could some-

times be a daughter; this was, in fact, systematically

the case in the Pyrenees, where local custom favored

‘‘female primogeniture,’’ in which the eldest surviving

daughter was designated heiress.

Dowry

Much historical literature on the ‘‘decline’’ of women

has emphasized the vicissitudes of the dotal system.

Dowries (marital assigns given to the bride by her

family) tended increasingly to consist of money (ei-

ther in one sum or in fixed annuities) rather than land

in the late Middle Ages. Linked to this tendency was

the growing importance of the exclusion of daughters

who had been given dowries ( filles dotées) from in-

heritance, especially inheritance of land, a ‘‘custom’’

dating from the twelfth century. Yet in practice, their

exclusion was often, contrary to statutory norms, not

absolute; notarial records show some married daugh-

ters ‘‘recalled’’ to inheritance, and others benefiting

from various legacies or donations. Exclusion from

inheritance was not limited to women, moreover; it

often concerned younger sons as well as daughters.

Certain younger sons, like some of their sisters, were

sent with their dowries to monasteries; others brought

their dowries to a marriage with an heiress, an ar-

rangement that usually involved taking up residence

in the woman’s house and often entailed adopting her

family name.

In a dotal marital regime (antenuptial settlement

with dowry), women remained owners of their dowry,

even if the husband usually managed it. Women

could, however, take over management of their prop-

erty and indeed any common conjugal goods (notarial

records show that many couples, especially in the later

Middle Ages, in fact chose to share property in a

communal estate); the wife could manage all the cou-

ple’s property, and that of her husband, in the tempo-

rary absence of her spouse, or even permanently, in

case of insanity or of inept management on his part.

Husbands often left generous settlements to wives in

their wills, instituting the wife frequently as executor

of the will, as ‘‘governor and administrator’’ of the

family patrimony, and as guardian of their minor

children.

Work

Urban women in the Midi, as was often the case

elsewhere, were active in crafts, especially those deal-

ing with food, clothing, and precious metals. Women

of the merchant class were parties to contracts involv-

ing land trade, cloth and food sales, money-lending

and real estate. Many women worked in hospitals,

in domestic service or as wet nurses. Prostitution could

be a last resort for some women, or even, especially in

the late fourteenth century, a veritable investment op-

portunity for a few. A small number of domestic slaves

could be found only in the largest Mediterranean port

towns.

Jewish Women

Jewish communities flourished in Occitania in the

High Middle Ages, and continued to survive in Prov-

ence into the fifteenth century, reinforced by exiles

expelled from other areas. Jewish matrons and widows

enjoyed a considerable juridical capacity, inheriting

estates (often including extensive private libraries),

engaging in business (particularly in money-lending),

exercising guardianship of their minor children, and

even participating occasionally, as heads of house-

holds, in public assemblies.

Courtly Love

A lively scholarly debate has flourished on the subject

of the true meaning of ‘‘courtly love’’ ( fin’amor),

which originated in Occitania: should it be seen as

proof of the important position of women in society,
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or is it a smoke-screen for their oppression, revealing

more about male/male connections than about male/

female relationships? While it is important to place

the love poems in a wider context of a literature ‘‘of

the court,’’ a literature that could be highly political

(indeed propagandistic), satirical and even scabrous,

the male/female relationship at the heart of the cansos

is not incidental or merely symbolic, nor is it without

relation to the actual social situation, that is, the

important role of women in land-holding and in feu-

dal relations, and the hypergamic tendency of Occitan

society (men marrying women—often heiresses—of

higher social standing than themselves, including

even the counts of Toulouse, who sought royal

spouses). Noteworthy too is a small but significant

number of women authors of this literature (there is

even one ‘‘political’’ poem by a woman, Gormonda of

Montpellier), the so-called trobairitz, literary sisters

of the troubadours. The phenomenon is clearly

connected also to the role of female patronage of the

arts. In the later Middle Ages, the relation of lover

and beloved was often seen as a paradigm for hus-

band and wife, as in the romances Paris et Vienne and

Pierre de Provence et la belle Maguelonne.

Participation in Catharism and Mainstream
Christianity

Another long-debated question about women in Occi-

tania (the so-called Frauenfrage) concerns their role in

the Cathar or Albigensian heresy: did women, frus-

trated by discrimination and lack of opportunity in

contemporary society, flock to Catharism as a friend-

lier alternative? This seems unlikely, as the Cathar

clerical hierarchy was as closed to women as the

Catholic one was (the famous women ‘‘perfects’’

were in fact the equivalent of Catholic nuns, not of

priests, as has often been misconstrued), and the du-

alism of Catharism (maintaining that only the spiritu-

al is good, while all that is material is evil) was hardly

a woman-friendly theology. The enthusiastic, if not

numerically overwhelming, participation of women in

Catharism can be seen less as an escape from the

constraints of society and much more as a parallel

to the increasing participation of women in main-

stream Christian religious life at about the same

time. The relative dearth of institutionalized monastic

opportunities for women in the Midi was alleviated in

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries by the founding

of, among others, Cistercian nunneries, houses of the

Poor Clares, and priories of the order of Fontevrault,

where women directed the double (male/female)

communities. Beguinages too flourished, their aura

enhanced by the reputation of Saint Douceline of

Digne. Although Dominican convents were rarer,

the first one founded, Prouille, lay in the very heart

of Occitania.

Women also found opportunities for religious

expression in confraternities, many of which inclu-

ded both male and female members. Some women

enjoyed careers as anchoresses (recluses), considered

virtually as municipal employees, engaged to pray for

the community, which in return assured their material

upkeep. Women frequently combined work and reli-

gion in their activity in hospitals, many of which were

directed by couples, or by women alone (often

widows).

Criminal Justice

Developments favorable to women are also noticeable

in criminal law. Female adultery, which had been

considered a capital offense in earlier times, was

often resolved in the fifteenth century by a simple

reconciliation, negotiated (and not always unfavor-

ably to the woman!) before a notary. Marital violence

was criticized and often punished, and most local

customs protected even prostitutes from rapists.

Women, even those of the lowest social (and ‘‘moral’’)

standing, were considered not simply as objects, but

as active subjects of law.

LEAH OTIS-COUR
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OLD AGE
Old age was a topic and a social problem that engaged

medieval society, though more attention was devoted

to theories about the stages of the life cycle than

about collecting demographic data, let alone working

to ameliorate the problems attendant upon longevity

and survival. Furthermore, most of what was written

focused on men, rather than women: medical texts,

theological colloquies, moral treatises, and behavioral

manuals rarely saw women as worthy of discrete

treatment. Old women, though present at all social

levels and often in positions of importance and prom-

inence, were rarely considered on their own; much of

what was explicitly focused on them was satirical or

hostile.

From the era of the Church fathers, drawing upon

classical and Old Testament models, medieval thin-

kers elaborated the idea that life was best understood

as composed of a series of stages through which we all

moved. The number of stages might range from

three—youth, middle age, and old age—to as many

as twelve. Three ages or stages of life conformed to

the model of the trinity, four to the humors or the

seasons, seven to the days of creation (including the

Sabbath), etc. At least in this regard, women—though

deemed inferior in intellect, will, and body (being

of an infelicitous humoral mix, as befitted their

embryological development as imperfect men)—had

to be accepted as likely to live as long as men, if not

longer. Though statistics about medieval longevity

are of limited value, given their unreliability and the

extremely high but mostly unrecorded mortality rate

for infants and young people, women of threescore

and ten (as in the biblical injunction) were not un-

common. In many legal proceedings men had to state

their age; if they were accepted as being in their 50s or

60s or more, we can assume that the wives who were

usually going to outlive them would ultimately more

than match such numbers. The most accessible data

for women relate to those of high status, and here old

age was a familiar phenomenon to women such as

Eleanor of Aquitaine (1120–1204), Matilda of Tus-

cany (1046–1115), Blanche of Castile (1188–1252),

Marguerite of France (1221–1295), Hilda of Whitby

(614–680), Hildegard of Bingen (c. 1098–1179), and

Birgitta of Sweden (1303–1373).

While men’s ages were calibrated against their level

of activity, as such factors were of interest, a woman’s

social age was closely related to the feminine life cycle

and her marital and childbearing status. Except for

women who entered religious life at an early age,

women’s lives were divided into three basic segments

or stages: maidenhood, marriage, and (in most cases)

widowhood (with remarriage as a complicating fac-

tor). Another way of covering this expanse was by

casting her life in terms of life before menarche, the

years of fertility and childbearing, and the years fol-

lowing menopause. For women who survived and

maintained their strength and wits, this third stage

really marked their entry into ‘‘social old age,’’ re-

gardless of its duration. An aging queen or empress

might be turned out of the palace if she failed to

produce the necessary heir, and early medieval law

codes marked this final life stage—which might often

run for three or more decades—by assigning her

a lesser wergild, a mark of her now-diminished social

value and a blatant indication that her days of

greatest usefulness were in the past.

Old women did not receive much respect. While

every social generalization has exceptions, there was

not much sympathy slanted toward the plight of old

women comparable to the male-oriented reflections of

Cicero (in his De Senectute) or of Petrarch, in the

fourteenth century, both reflecting on how they wel-

comed old age because it brought a release from

(sexual) passion and now afforded them more time

for spiritual matters and contemplation. The ‘‘loathly

hag’’ who confronts the young hero in Chaucer’s

‘‘Wife of Bath’s Tale’’ was a more familiar figure,

and fifteenth-century English society was shocked

when Edward IV imposed his twenty-year-old broth-

er-in-law in marriage upon the sixty-five-year-old
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dowager duchess of Norfolk (a maritagium diaboli-

cum, as it was called).

But care for the elderly was an expected social

obligation, and old women, as well as men, might

find succor and support thanks to forms of charity

that enjoined the establishment and support of hospi-

tals, distributed cash (plus clothing and meals) to

mourners at funerals, and remembered old servants

and even nursemaids in wills. Furthermore, since

most old women were apt to be widows, they often

were able to partake of those privileges and avenues

of independence concerning dower shares of property,

control of their inheritance, and the freedom to direct

the testamentary disposal of personal possessions that

went with widowhood. This potential for agency and

autonomy may have meant little to the lonely towns-

woman, dependent on the good will of neighbors if

she were fortunate enough, or to the aged widow of

the countryside who could find no man to work her

fields, but for those with resources these social institu-

tions and practices helped temper the ravages of old

age. The concept of retirement for the aged and infirm

was understood and accepted, though it was haphaz-

ardly institutionalized, at best, and Christian charity,

rather than any serious forms of public or state polity,

was the customary fallback. And if medieval medicine

was no more effective than modern in warding off the

inevitable march to the grave, there was at least an

interest in making the most of what years one had, as

shown by such writings as Gabriele Zerbi’s fifteenth

century Gerontocomia: On the Care of the Aged.

JOEL T. ROSENTHAL
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OLGA
After the murder of her husband Igor in 945, Olga,

Princess of Kiev (d. 969), acting as a regent for her son

Sviatoslav, defeated Igor’s killers, the Derevliane, and

imposed a heavy tribute on them. TheRussian Primary

Chronicle credits her with establishing laws in the

Derevliane’s territory and integrating it into the trad-

ing network of the Kievan realm. Economic expansion

and financial consolidation featured prominently dur-

ing Olga’s reign. In 947 she set up trading posts and a

tribute collection system along several Russian rivers.

Paralleling the depiction of women in the Scandi-

navian sagas, Kievan sources attribute to the pagan

Olga vengefulness and cleverness. When, after Igor’s

murder, the Derevliane suggested a marriage alliance

between their prince Mal and Olga, she repeatedly

tricked Mal’s messengers into an ambush. Her meth-

ods—burying her enemies alive, burning them in a

bathhouse, or killing them after getting them drunk

at a funeral feast for her slain husband—suggest her

ruthless but strong and determined nature.

Olga’s conversion to Christianity foreshadowed

Russia’s adoption of Eastern Orthodoxy under her

grandson Vladimir in 988. Juxtaposition of relevant

Russian, German, and Byzantine sources suggests

that Olga was baptized in Constantinople in 957 and

was named Helena after the wife of her godfather, the

Byzantine emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus. As

Russia’s first Christian ruler, she became a saintly

model for the Muscovite tsars’ wives, who manipu-

lated her image as intercessor for her people to legiti-

mize their own roles as spiritual mothers of the realm

and independent rulers.

ISOLDE THYRÊT
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ORDINATION OF WOMEN
AS PRIESTS
There are no recorded ordinations of women to the

order of deacon, priest, or bishop in the Middle Ages,

but there was a lively discussion among canonists and
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theologians about whether it was possible for a

woman to receive orders. Two passages in St. Paul

(I Cor.14:33–36 and I Tim.2: 11–12 ), the only pas-

sages in the New Testament that treat the issue,

taught that women should be silent in the churches

and be subordinate to men. It is not surprising, then,

that the question of leadership dominated discussion.

To avoid confusion it will be best to distinguish at the

outset leadership that flowed from the sacramental

powers inherent in orders from that which flowed

from jurisdiction. Jurisdiction, i.e., the power to gov-

ern church members, was associated with holy orders

but could be exercised by persons not in orders them-

selves. Jurisdiction could be delegated, as for exam-

ple, by a bishop to his vicar general, or it could be

recognized as flowing from the authority a religious

superior held over a community, such as an abbess.

An abbess could nominate a priest to preach or hear

confessions of her nuns in her abbey church and she

could receive the vows of women who were joining

her community. Since the religious authority of an

abbess closely resembled the jurisdiction of a bishop,

an abbess has sometimes been called a bishop, but this

did not imply that she had been ordained.

In the 1200s and 1300s canon lawyers and theolo-

gians turned their attention to the recipients of orders,

and the discussion continued to the sixteenth-century

Reformation. Several collections of ancient laws

included canons that stated that women could not

be ordained, along with a few which suggested the

opposite. Gratian, in his Concordance for Discordant

Canons (the Decretum, c. 1140–1150), had winnowed

out six ancient canons about women and orders dis-

carding a few of the more negative ancient texts. By

the 1220s Gratian’s Decretum, along with the Glossa

Ordinaria of John Teutonicus, had become the au-

thoritative legal text. Whatever their origins, these

canons were accepted as authentic expressions of

church tradition stating that women were not to han-

dle the sacred vessels; enter the sanctuary to offer

incense; teach (docere) in an assembly (even if well

educated); keep their heads uncovered; or be placed in

authority over a man. The two canons, Presbyter and

Diaconissam, that seemed to suggest there were

women elders and deacons in the ancient church

were reinterpreted to say that elders must be referring

to the wives of priests, or perhaps elderly widows or

senior laywomen, and that deaconesses were women

given some special powers or authority, but of a non-

sacramental sort. There is some evidence that isolated

groups like the Humiliati and the Waldensians accept-

ed women into their ministry, at least as preachers,

but it was something they felt any baptized Christian

could do if well instructed. Most recent studies have

found that women sometimes listened to confessions,

but there was no solid evidence they celebrated

a Eucharist and, in any event, no evidence exists

for ordination ceremonies of men or women in a

sacramental sense.

Theologians before the 1200s squeezed questions

about orders into a few lines between Eucharist and

matrimony. Surveys like the De Sacramentis of Hugh

of St. Victor (d. 1142) and the famous Sentences of

Peter Lombard (1155–1158) are silent on the issue,

but the ideas of the canonists began to find their way

into commentaries on the Sentences. At Oxford,

Richard Fishacre (1240) stated that abbesses are not

able to preach, bless, give penance, or exercise the

office of any order. At Paris, Bonaventure (1253)

asked cautiously whether the ordination of women

was possible, although he was inclined against it.

The Incarnate Christ was a mediator between God

and humanity, essentially a symbolic role. (Skill, for

example, in serving as a negotiator between indivi-

duals or within a community, important as that might

be, was not the issue here.) Since Christ was a man, it

was appropriate that a priest, as mediator, be a man

as well. Genesis provided Bonaventure with his para-

digm. In the sacred time of creation, Adam, the man,

is given charge and made representative of the human

community, while Eve, his wife, is presented as his

helpmate. Hence, for Bonaventure, the more probable

opinion and one confirmed by the teaching of many

saints is that the role of leadership should be filled

by a man and not a woman. Man and woman

have complementary, not interchangeable, roles. The

woman is to give a sense of worth and tranquility to a

man while the man is to support and protect the

woman. Thomas Aquinas died before he reached

this topic in his Summa, but earlier in his Sentences

(1256) he asked what qualities are necessary to fulfill

the symbolism required for orders. He lists only one,

eminence, being designated to preside. Although both

men and women were made in the image of God, the

man, Adam, was designated to decide and should

preside in the church. There is a need for subordina-

tion and order if two sexes are to work in harmony in

the community. As to the question of whether women

should preach, if the topic is preaching in private

there is no difficulty, yet if it is a question of preaching

ex officio, that needs to be done by a prelate, i.e.,

someone assigned to preside.

Theological opinion was set by the 1300s. The

religious symbolism required for orders could not be

well expressed by a woman because orders dealt with

a sacral leadership. Arguments about the supposed

defects of women were offered to bolster the opinion

that the ordination of women was inappropriate (such

as, women were less wise than men, Adam was creat-

ed first, Eve was deceived by the serpent, women were
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fickle [silly], a woman’s voice raised a man’s libido,

etc.). These misogynous remarks took far too much

space in theological texts, but as arguments they are

secondary to the symbolism generated by the Genesis

story. That women could not be ordained was contin-

ually repeated, but urgency seems to have receded

over time as theological discussion became static,

almost pro forma. The only new observation came

from Duns Scotus (d. 1308). Since the Blessed Virgin

received all possible graces, yet was not ordained,

there must be an incompatibility, some inappropriate-

ness, then, between women and orders. Although

some uneasiness lingered as to just why this was so,

the bottom line was not disputed—women were not

to be ordained.

JOHN HILARY MARTIN
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OTTONIAN ROYAL WOMEN
The Ottonian dynasty, also known as the Saxon dy-

nasty after their homelands in Saxony, ruled part of

western Europe from 919 to 1024. They were remote

descendants of the Carolingians and extended their

territory over other parts of Germany, France, and

northern Italy. In 962 Otto I the Great (r. 936–973)

and his wife Adelheid were crowned as emperor and

empress by the pope, counterbalancing the rulers in

Byzantium. Their son Otto II followed in 967. From

this period the imperial consorts appear on the politi-

cal scene. They are portrayed with their husbands, are

featured in diplomas, and figure in contemporary and

later sources.

Adelheid’s name figures in diplomas and in letters

written by Gerbert of Reims. After her death in 999

her life was described in a funeral oration by Odilo of

Cluny, one of her intimates. Her life was also the

subject of a Vita. In 972 her son Otto II married

Theophano (c. 959–991), an educated Byzantine lady

and niece of a Byzantine emperor. She was to have a

great influence on the life and culture of the Ottonian

empire. The marriage took place in Rome, where

she was crowned empress by the pope. In the mar-

riage contract, written in gold on purple, in the

Byzantine tradition, Theophano was qualified as

sanctissime (very holy), a qualification for Byzantine

rulers and in analogy with the other protagonists of

the contract.

After the death of Otto I in 973 Theophano

became coimperatrix with her husband. She had ar-

rived in the West with a rich dowry, and with Greek

friends and advisers. Adelheid left the court, in con-

flict with the new empress, whom she disliked. She

referred to Theophano with the deprecating terms

illa imperatrix Greca, illa Greca (the Greek empress,

the Greek woman).

Portraits of the imperial couple, sometimes repre-

sented as being crowned by Christ, now followed an

even more Byzantine pattern by representing them

symmetrically and frontally, stressing the rulers’ au-

thority. Theophano and her husband figure on lead

medallions, wall-paintings, and ivories, such as the

coronation by Christ on an ivory in the Musée de

Cluny, Paris.

After the death of Otto II in 983, Theophano

became regent for her infant son, born in 980, and
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became influential in the German Empire, using titles

such as divina gratia imperatrix augusta. As sole ruler

she is also portrayed in various ways. Her authority

was not appreciated by all. Theophano’s dowry, con-

sisting of secular and religious artifacts of gold, silver,

silk, ivory, enamel, and other costly materials, and

manuscripts with Greek texts and miniatures, became

a source of inspiration for artists and scholars.

Byzantine artifacts were cherished and were donated

to monasteries and churches.

In spite of critical remarks on the luxurious life

style of the empress, Byzantine religious and artistic

traditions, iconography, and the introduction of East-

ern saints, influenced Western culture. The veneration

of the Virgin Mary, sometimes called Theotokos

(Mother of God) in the Byzantine tradition, became

more popular.

Theophano’s life and politics are described in vari-

ous sources, positively and negatively, her foreignness

being more than once accentuated. Theophano died

in Nijmegen (Netherlands), in 991. The millenary of

her death in 1991 renewed an interest in her life and

background. Until Otto III’s coronation as emperor

in Rome, in 996, his grandmother Adelheid was re-

gent. Coins were issued with the names of Adelheid

and Otto. Otto’s dream was a Renovatio imperii roma-

ni (restoration of the Roman Empire). He carried the

icon of the Theotokos in procession through Rome.

His dream could only be realized by marrying a Byz-

antine porphyrogenita (purple born), a princess born

as daughter of a reigning emperor. A daughter of the

emperor Constantine VIII, Zoe or Theodora, was

sent to the West. When she arrived in Bari in 1002

the fiancé had just died, and she returned home.

Zoe eventually became empress in her own right in

Byzantium, reigning for a few months with her sister

Theodora.

The life of the last Ottonian empress was less con-

spicuous. Otto III was succeeded by Henry II (1002–

1024), another grandson of Otto I. He was married to

Cunegunde of Luxemburg, who, according to her

Vita, led a saintly life. She donated a precious icon

to the monastery of Kaufungen (Germany), an icon

that must have belonged to Theophano or her son.

The reign of Henry II and his wife betrays influences

of Byzantine court life, but Cunegunde seems a shad-

ow of her predecessors, not being interested in politics

or cultural life. The double portrait of the imperial

couple was no longer a frontal portrait. When Cune-

gunde died childless, the Ottonian dynasty came to an

end. By contacts with Byzantine institutions, Otto-

nian queens had become empresses, influencing in

many ways the later history of the empire.

KRIJNIE CIGGAAR
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OVID, MEDIEVAL RECEPTION OF
The works of Publius Ovidius Naso (43 BCE–17 or 18

CE) adopted many conventions of the ‘‘neoteroi’’

(literally ‘‘new,’’ meaning avant garde) poets of Alex-

andria, the ‘‘Asiatic’’ style which was construed as

‘‘mannered and affected’’ (by Cicero) or ‘‘feminine’’

in opposition to the more ‘‘virile’’ modes of the

Greco-Roman tradition. His style employed elaborate

digressions, amplified ecphrasis (vivid literary descrip-

tion of works of art), heroines’ laments, mythological

allusions, interest in taboo sexual relations, and an

‘‘exquisiteness’’ of style and syntax, all techniques

imitated in later medieval Latin and vernacular poet-

ics. Ovid dramatized the inner conflicts of numerous

mythological heroines, particularly in the Heroides, a

series of poetic letters from abandoned women to the

men who caused their distress, and in his epic Meta-

morphoses. Strong female characters in difficult situa-

tions and interior love monologues spoken by both

sexes became key features of Ovidian-inspired courtly

romance from the Roman d’Eneas (c. 1260)—which

sets a romance precedent by amplifying Lavinia into

an enamored courtly heroine—to the works of Chré-

tien de Troyes, Marie de France, Philippe de Rémi,

Chaucer, and many others.

The callous narrators of Ovid’s early works, the

egocentric lover of a married woman named Corinna

(and of her maid Cypassis!) in the Amores, and the

seduction instructor of the Ars Amatoria (Art of

Love) and Remedia Amoris (Remedy for Love), estab-

lished his enduring reputation as master of the erotic,

as well as the disapproval of Augustus, who banished

him eastward to the remote Black Sea. There, he
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composed laments that would inspire later medieval

exiles such as Dante: Tristia, in elegiac meter; letters

Ex Ponto; and a curse poem, Ibis. His poem on

women’s cosmetics, Medicamina faciei, had a limited

survival. It further suggests Ovid’s characteristic link

to the feminine. The loss of a play, Medea, speaks to

the disappearance of theater in the early Christian

era; however, the theme of Medea’s inner conflict

between loyalty to father and homeland and desire

for Jason recurs in the Heroides and Metamorphoses,

and would inspire medieval commentators and ver-

nacular poets, such as Benoı̂t de Sainte-Maure in the

Roman de Troie (c. 1160–1165), or Chaucer in the

Legend of Good Women (1386).

In late antiquity Ovid’s major works were known

through Spain, North Africa, and Europe, and some

writers of the Carolingian Renaissance cited him. The

twelfth and thirteenth centuries are called the

‘‘Ovidian Age’’; during that time, he arguably became

the single most influential classical author, and his

works became textbooks in the growing schools of

France, England, and Germany. Some suggest that

this popularity is linked to the growth of towns, as his

sophistication is uniquely urban.

Claims for direct borrowing or inspiration require

caution. Ovidian techniques and themes were experi-

enced both directly and indirectly. Scholastic-trained

writers read Ovid’s Metamorphoses glossed in com-

mentaries such as the Mythologiae of Fulgentius

(467–532), a number of guides from the school of

classics at Orleans including the popular anony-

mous ‘‘Vulgate’’ commentary (c. 1250), Oxford-Paris

schoolmaster John of Garland’s condensed allegori-

zation (c. 1234), the Christianizing French translation

in the Ovide moralisé (1316–1328), Pierre Bersuire’s

Ovidius Moralizatus (1362) or the Allegorie of Gio-

vanni del Virgilio (1322–1323), which influenced a

new generation of Italian classicists, including Dante

and Boccaccio. Preachers seeking exempla used such

guides for sermons, which disseminated them less

formally. The cosmography and Golden Age myths

of Metamorphoses 1 and 15 were referenced in philo-

sophical and early scientific texts by Alan of Lille,

Bernardus Silvestris, Walter of Châtillon, and Albert

the Great. Ovid’s influence on literary theory is

illustrated by his frequent mention in Matthew of

Vendôme’s rhetorical manual, Ars versificatoria

(c. 1185).

The erotic texts, disseminated widely in pedagogi-

cal libri manuales, inspired numerous didactic works

featuring the symptoms of lovesickness and obedience

to the god of Love, such as Marie de France’s Guige-

mar, Flamenca, Gower’s Confessio Amantis, and

Spenser’s Faerie Queene. They also inspired both re-

ceptive and hostile reactions. De Amore by Andreas

Capellanus (c. 1170) explicates the adulterous rules of

fin’amor (‘‘true love’’) found in the poetry of Bernart

de Ventadorn and other troubadours and trouvères in

its first two books, but in the third condemns the

material as sinful. Chrétien de Troyes claims to have

translated ‘‘Ovid’s commandments and the Art of

Love,’’ but if so it is lost. His works espouse Ovidian

scenes of love suffering, but many promote a less

cynical view of marriage. Chaucer also claims to

have translated the Art of Love, and the imprint is

particularly visible in his Troilus and Creseyde (1381–

1386) and the Wife of Bath’s Tale. He translated the

Roman de la Rose (c. 1225–1270), which called itself a

‘‘mirror for lovers,’’ featured Ovidian digressions on

Narcissus and Pygmalion, and, like the Amores or

Metamorphoses (and later the Canterbury Tales,

1373–1400), employed embedded narration to tell

stories within a frame story. For example, the narra-

tor/lover relates Ami’s (Friend’s) narration of a jeal-

ous husband’s diatribes; La Vieille (Old Woman)

advises on how to fool men, strip lovers of their

wealth, and move on, reprising much of Ars Amatoria

book 3. Such ‘‘misogynist’’ passages have been con-

demned by Christine de Pizan and others, including

modern readers. It is important to recognize, how-

ever, that the complex Ovidian narrative technique

dramatizes multiple views of difficult human rela-

tionships, and does not necessarily reflect authorial

intent.

SARAH-GRACE HELLER
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PAGANISM
As Christianity spread from city to city within the

Roman Empire, the term paganus, originally a ‘‘coun-

try-dweller,’’ served to identify a believer in one of the

old religions, or in short, a ‘‘heathen.’’ But as the

Christians expanded beyond the empire’s frontiers

paganism came to denote the polytheistic religions

of the nonurbanized people, most notably the

Germanic tribes, as well as other northern peoples,

including Icelanders. Eventually it was also attached

to the monotheistic Muslims. Until recently modern

scholars have retained a Germanic focus on paganism

because of the richness of the sources, but today

Northern pre-Christian cults include the Celts and

the Sámi as well, living in the northern parts of the

Scandinavian peninsula and in Russia.

Largely the product of warrior societies the Celtic,

Germanic, and Sámi religions were dominated by

male gods, but they did not exclude female beings.

Memories of a unique fertility goddess loomed in the

background of these beliefs. Clearer and probably

later were female supernatural beings associated

with divination and warfare. Thus, the Celtic Lug

and the Nordic Óðinn were assisted in battle by fe-

male figures, the former known by the collective name

of Morigan and the latter by that of valkyries whose

task was to choose those who were to fall in battle.

In the Germanic world other supernatural females

were considered helpful to humans. In Old Norse

society women participated in the worship of these

figures, a role they continued when the Indo-

European divinities came to the Germanic world. In

Sweden and Norway, for example, women were

responsible for sacrificial feasts celebrated within the

house and behind closed doors.

Revealing the gender of their makers, Nordic crea-

tion myths highlight parthenogenesis and pseudo-

procreation among groups of anthropomorphic

males, thus suggesting the low status of females in

this universe. The final pantheon consisted of a patri-

archal family that included gods and goddesses.

Among the latter the best known are Frigg, the wife

of the chief god Óðinn, familiar to the entire German-

ic world, and Freya, famous for her association with

magic and unique to the North. Since their origin is

not clear, their role in reproduction is barely men-

tioned; moreover the goddesses are not included in

the rebirth of the world, and misogyny, thus, seems to

be firmly established.

The Roman writer Tacitus had already remarked

that the Germanic tribes conceded sacred and pro-

phetic qualities to human women and accepted their

advice and forecasts. In fact, the performance of pro-

phecy and sorcery were for centuries the two most

distinguished female contributions to Scandinavian

society. These functions were attributed to a group

known as völur, found in both the divine and human

realms. Since the word is associated with völr, staff,

they were thus known as the ‘‘staff-bearers.’’ Older

than the chief god Óðinn the most renowned prophet-

ess, or völva, articulated the prophecy, or spá, known as

Völuspá, that formed the first in the collection ofmythic

and heroic verse known as The Poetic Edda. Adept also

in prophecy, human völur were professional women

who traveled around the countryside, predicting the

future for groups and individuals in formalized rituals.
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Among Sámi deities was a female figure for child-

birth named Sáráhká. Incorporated into Christianity

under the name of St. Sara, she was invoked in the

same breath as Mary into the early modern period.

The fact that men hid outdoor altars for fear they

might become desecrated by women suggests that

misogyny was stronger among the Sámi than the

Scandinavians and the Celts. The closest parallel be-

tween Sámi and Nordic religion, however, is found in

the person of the female prophet. Old Norse texts at

times identify the völva as a Finn or a Sámi.

For several centuries women played roles of proph-

ets and sorcerers throughout Scandinavia and per-

haps in the entire circumpolar region. Their role is

closely associated with rituals of shamanism in which

a religious professional, the shaman (male or female)

attempted to contact spirits, divinities, or the dead.

Leaving the body in a trance, thereby freeing the spirit

to travel, the shaman brought information back to the

worshippers. Best known from Siberia, shamanism

played a larger role further east than in the North. It

cannot be fully substantiated for the Celtic world or

from Nordic texts dealing with the Viking age, but

Paleolithic rock carvings suggest its earlier existence.

Given the chronological distance between the

flourishing epochs of these religions, scholars contin-

ue to discuss whether their similarities resulted from

contacts during the Viking age or should be credited

to an independent development within each culture.

JENNY JOCHENS
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PARISHES
The parish was the basic unit of public worship for

medieval Christians. Within parish boundaries, a me-

dieval Christian would worship, learn the creed, re-

ceive moral instruction and correction, and pay taxes,

called tithes, to support the Church. The creation of

parishes accompanied the expansion of Christianity.

Parish boundaries and parish administrations were

often incorporated into civic governance as towns

grew in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Many

men first served in parish administrations before

moving on to the more prestigious work of civic

government.

In 1215, the Fourth Lateran Council mandated

that each Christian go to confession to his or her

own pastor and receive communion at least once a

year, usually at Easter, which increased the impor-

tance of parishes to medieval Christianity. Typically a

Christian attended three religious services on Sun-

days, holy days, and saints’ days. Attendance was

mandatory. Unless it was Easter or Christmas or a

burial or baptism, parishioners in a large parish might

attend a nearby chapel instead. Liturgical services

were in Latin, and for much of the liturgy, the priest

stood with his back to the congregation in the chan-

cel. Until about the late fifteenth century, the laity

stood for the service when they were not kneeling.

Some brought stools, but the long service in a foreign

tongue made many congregations restless, and the

clergy continually complained about the laity’s be-

havior at Mass. Husbands and wives did not sit

together. In England, seating in rural parishes often

reflected landholding, while in towns and cities, the

laity purchased seats commensurate with their status

and religious interests. Often seating locations within

the women’s section were further delineated by mari-

tal status, with unmarried women in one place and

married women in another.

In many parts of Europe canon law stipulated that

the laity maintain the nave of the church and the

clergy the chancel. To this end, the laity had to orga-

nize themselves to raise and spend money because

tithes did not maintain the parish church’s fabric.

Typically a lay leader, called a churchwarden, over-

saw these responsibilities. Parishes used a variety of

methods to raise money. Urban and town parishes

often owned property, which they rented out. Urban

and rural parishes hosted fairs, plays, and ales, and

ran door-to-door collections. Although women rarely

served as churchwardens, they were active in organiz-

ing fundraising, going door-to-door, brewing ale, and

attending the festivities.

Within the parish, groups called confraternities,

guilds, or stores raised money on behalf of the parish.

Usually their focus was a specific part of the church,

such as an altar or light dedicated to a saint. Mem-

bership in these groups could be based on occupa-

tion, wealth, or even marital status. In regions of

Europe where parishes were large, such as Italy, con-

fraternities, rather than the parish, held the religious
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interest and allegiance of the laity. By the end of the

Middle Ages, membership in Italian confraternities or

guilds became more restricted, and many began ex-

cluding women. In England, however, women, either

married or single, formed their own single-sex guilds,

which raised money to maintain a light or altar

in their church. Although scholars debate their level

of institutionalization, they are an early example of

women’s collective action.

The money raised went to maintaining, decorating,

and furnishing the church. Some expenses were mun-

dane, such as cleaning out the gutters. Others reflect

religious interests, such as increasing amounts of wax

for the Easter taper, a new tabernacle for a saint’s

altar, or a wall painting of a biblical scene. Taken

together, lay expenses reflect a great deal of interest

in the care of God’s house and the performance of the

mass. What is more, the range of activities allowed

the laity to express a variety of interests. Women in

particular left gifts and money to St. Margaret or

St. Mary in hope of fertility, safe childbirth, and the

health of their families. While scholars continue to

debate the laity’s level of Christian commitment, the

variety of activities that the laity created to support

their parishes suggests that they were invested in their

parishes and at least many of the local manifestations

of Christianity.

KATHERINE L. FRENCH
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PASTON LETTERS
This extensive and important collection of English

letters was produced in the fifteenth and early six-

teenth centuries by three generations of the prominent

Paston family of Norfolk, East Anglia. Members of

the gentry class, the Pastons increased their substan-

tial landholdings in the region during the course

of the fifteenth century while also pursuing a range

of business interests in London. The family’s high

regard for the archiving and preservation of corre-

spondence has bequeathed an invaluable resource to

medieval historians, literary scholars and linguists,

the corpus affording a remarkable amount of insight

into fifteenth-century habits, customs, conventions,

and uses of written English. The coherence and conti-

nuity of the collection distinguishes this body of

correspondence from the other, more disparate, epis-

tolary English collections of the period (Stonor, Cely,

Plumpton, and Lisle) while increasingly the Paston

Letters are of salient interest to students of the lives

and writings of medieval English women.

A substantial number of the Paston letters are

written by female members of the family, chiefly

Agnes Paston (d. 1479) and her daughter-in-law,

Margaret Mautby Paston (d. 1484), whose forceful

and lively personalities loom large in a range of letters

addressed to various family members. Two further

letters are contributed by Elizabeth Poynings Paston

(1429–1488), daughter of Agnes and William, and

six by Margaret’s daughter-in-law Margery Brews

(d. 1495). The letters of Margaret in particular show

the matriarch to have taken a proactive and purposive

role in her family’s fortunes. During the protracted

visits of her husband John to London, and after his

early death in 1466, it increasingly fell to Margaret

Paston to administer the family’s Norfolk estates,

apprise her sons of developments, represent business

interests, and ensure good family relations. Margaret

showed a pronounced concern for the written record

when she advised her son John ‘‘your father set more

by his writings and evidence than he did by any of his

movable goods’’ (PL ed. Davis, No. 198), and accord-

ingly she herself contributed a substantial portion of

the extant Paston correspondence, though little of

it in autograph. While a good many of Margaret’s

letters were essentially business transactions, others

revealed a strong personality of deep feeling. Early

letters to her husband freely expressed affection, long-

ing, and sorrow at separation; the later missives she

wrote as a widow abound with strong maternal ad-

vice, moral injunctions, and plain rebukes for her sons

John II (1442–1479) and John III (1444–1504).

The letters of Agnes and Margaret also provide

invaluable insights into the extent and variety of fe-

male literacy in fifteenth-century England. Study of

the corpus of letters has revealed that the Paston

women enjoyed a considerable degree of literacy,

though they generally relied upon secretaries and

amanuenses for the penning of their letters and seem

to have avoided the laborious task of writing first

hand. Some of the letters show linguistic features

associated with oral delivery (repetitions and recapi-

tulations, shifts of tense, parentheses, and other
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nonfluency features) suggesting dictation to a scribe

as a favoured mode of composition. That such dicta-

tion was on occasion conducted in a state of some

emotion is suggested by the celebrated account by

Margaret of a colourful fracas between a local land-

owner and herself, her mother, and their priest, James

Gloys (PL, ed. Davis, No. 129).

Rich and detailed as the women’s letters are, some

commentators have expressed disappointment at

the scant introspective or self-reflective element of

these early epistles that offer modern readers only

limited access to the thoughts and feelings of medieval

women. Set against the introspective devotional

prose of contemporary fifteenth-century East Anglian

Margery Kempe, the women’s letters are certainly

much less expressive of the inner life and are generally

cast in an un–self-conscious prose light on ornamen-

tation and artifice—a fact berated by Virginia Woolf

who found ‘‘no writing for writing’s sake’’ among the

epistles. Nevertheless, recent literary and historical

studies have done much to illuminate the expressive

scope of the letters. Scholarship has increasingly ex-

plored the rhetorical features of the women’s letters,

both in terms of traditional notions of rhetoric as set

out in the ars dictaminis (the standard medieval trea-

tises on epistolary composition) and in terms of more

modern notions of the rhetorical range of the female

writer in adopting discursive positions of clarity and

cogency—matriarch, householder, counsellor, conso-

ler, confidante. The results of such work continue to

suggest that the search for a distinctive ‘‘female voice’’

in this important and extensive collection of medieval

writing is a viable, illuminating, and richly rewarding

endeavour.

ROGER DALRYMPLE
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PASTOURELLE
The term pastourelle is borrowed from medieval

French, where it meant ‘‘shepherdess’’ or ‘‘poem

about a shepherdess.’’ Many poems so described,

however, do not literally involve a shepherdess.

They are narratives in the voice of a man who typical-

ly says that the other day while riding in the country

he met a girl (who may have been a shepherdess),

spoke with her, and tried to seduce her, with every

possible result. They share five traits: their mode is

pastoral, commonly realized in a country setting or in

the description of the heroine as a shepherdess or

another kind of country lass; their cast includes a

man and a young woman; their plot includes a dis-

covery and an attempted seduction; their rhetoric

involves both narrative and dialogue; and their point

of view is that of the man.

We have some two hundred such poems in many

languages. They were written from the early twelfth

century in Occitan, by the troubadour Marcabru and

others, through their heyday in the thirteenth century

in French, by trouvères such as Jean Bodel, Thibaut

de Champagne, and many anonymous poets, and on

to the end of the Middle Ages and beyond. As early as

the twelfth century the vernacular genre was imitated

in Latin by Walter of Châtillon. The fashion spread in

every direction around what we today call France,

producing thirteenth-century pastourelles in German

(Neidhart von Reuental, a variant by Walther von

der Vogelweide), Italian, Galician-Portuguese, and

English, as well as Latin in the Carmina Burana.

In the fourteenth century the French genre mutat-

ed into a new, more objective and less erotic form in

poems by Froissart and Deschamps: the man says he

met a group of peasants and observed their antics.

But the traditional type continued to be written spo-

radically in Occitan, English, German, Spanish (the

serranillas by Juan Ruiz in the Libro de Buen Amor),

Welsh (Dafydd ap Gwilym), Italian (Petrarch), and
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Gascon. The fifteenth century produced nostalgic or

folkloric texts in Franco-Provençal, German, Spanish

(Santillana), and French. In one French pastourelle

by Josquin des Prés, the Flemish composer, the girl

sings a refrain in Basque.

The man says he took the girl by force in about

twenty French poems and six others in various lan-

guages, about one eighth of the poems in the genre.

Andreas Capellanus, in his De Amore, advised his

aristocratic pupil to do so, perhaps satirizing the pas-

tourelle. These songs represent medieval hierarchy,

cruelty, and violence, qualities that may have contrib-

uted to the anonymity that cloaks the authors of many

French pastourelles. When rape is mentioned, it is

sometimes described as shameful. Rape does not, how-

ever, occur throughout the genre. Rape never occurs in

the Occitan pastorelas. Altogether, the attempted se-

duction fails as often as it succeeds, by whatever

means. Some of the pastourelles suggest prostitution

rather than rape; many adopt the tone of witty sexual

comedy, and others depict idealized eroticism.

The genre’s realism is an artistic effect. The care of

sheep was not normally entrusted to young women

but to shepherds; Joan of Arc testified at her trial that

she did not care for her father’s livestock, but the

image of the shepherdess was so powerful that she

came to be known as la bergère. This image, which

appears frequently in books of hours, has religious

sources in the Old Testament (Rachel in Genesis 29:9)

and in the lives of saints such as Margaret, a shep-

herdess who imitated Christ, the good shepherd. An

aura of spirituality, or at least innocence, hovered

near the medieval shepherdess. It enabled Christine

de Pizan to rewrite the pastourelle, in her Dit de la

pastoure (1403), as a narrative of her own life, love,

and the loss of her husband. By substituting her own

point of view for the man’s and rewriting seduction as

abandonment, Christine reclaimed the genre for

women readers.

WILLIAM D. PADEN
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PATRIARCHY AND PATRILINEAGE
In medieval Europe as in many societies before and

since, most things worth having passed customarily

from one male to another, whether the crown of a

realm or the smallest parcel of a peasant’s holding.

The normal route of passage in this practice of patri-

lineage was from father to legitimate son, with women

and girls included only in special circumstances.

Patriarchy literally means ‘‘rule by fathers.’’ Mod-

ern feminist criticism, however, employs the term to

denote a social and cultural system wherein positions

of greater authority and legitimacy are reserved, pref-

erentially or exclusively, for males. Patriarchy there-

fore extends beyond patrilineage, but is inescapably

connected to it; preferential male succession to prop-

erty, and access to positions of authority, cemented

historical male dominance in medieval society. More-

over, a patriarchal society assumes that male authori-

ty and dominance are natural and correct. This does

not mean that women in such a society exercise no

authority, or have no agency. But it means that

women’s superior and legitimate authority—an au-

thority exactly the same as a man’s, with no special

limits—is rare, and always a novelty or a temporary

expedient. Such was the medieval case where a queen

mother was regent for her minor son, or where a

widow controlled the property of her deceased hus-

band. When the son reached maturity or if the widow

remarried, the woman’s authority reverted to second-

class standing. Women in religious communities

exercised a considerable degree of self-governance,

and the abbesses who oversaw convents might be

highly respected by all. From the eleventh century
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on, however, the control of the institutional church

over women’s communities increased, and abbesses’

relative degree of autonomous control was curtailed.

The literal meaning of patriarchy, its origin in fa-

therhood, helps remind us that it did not mean the

authority of all men over all women, but rather

the authority of some men over both male and female

inferiors; medieval society was not only patriarchal

but hierarchical, classified by social status, wealth,

and age (among other ways), and those different

forms of authority reinforced each other. Masculine

authority in medieval society did not follow naturally

or automatically from maleness and was a matter of

constant negotiation. Only some males would qualify:

fathers, mature men, the heads of households, the

town burgesses, the village elders. On the most basic

level, most people encountered patriarchal authority

in the household, in the relationship of a father to his

children, and of a master to his servants. For medie-

val thinkers it was easy to conceive the relationship of

a king to his people, or of God to humankind, in the

same way: a beneficent and responsible authority, but

one ultimately not to be questioned. Medieval culture

often adhered to a patriarchal ideology, then, which

justified superior male authority.

Patriarchy seemed especially natural in a society

that understood itself to be under the supreme au-

thority of God the Father, whose earthly representa-

tive the pope (from the Italian papa ¼ father) oversaw

an institution permeating social, cultural, and politi-

cal life. And in fact the medieval Church provides an

excellent example of the uneven relationship between

patriarchy and patrilineage. Though religious women

contributed in important ways to its societal presence

and creative life, the Church was indubitably a patri-

archal institution. All significant authority within it

was reserved by definition to men: the priests who

celebrated the sacraments and were its first point of

contact with ordinary people; the literate clerks and

scribes who staffed its bureaucracies; the archdea-

cons, bishops, archbishops, and cardinals who main-

tained its secular legal, and political authority,

managing and defending its considerable earthly

wealth. In fact, arguably the Church was even more

patriarchal than the secular powers with which it

engaged. A daughter might inherit her father’s prop-

erty or title where there were no male heirs; a noble

woman managed her husband’s estate in his absence;

a craftsman’s wife kept the shop running and disci-

plined servants and inferiors. But nowhere in the

Church could women even temporarily exercise

responsibilities defined as men’s. (No abbess, no mat-

ter how able her administration, was ever summoned

to manage a vacant bishopric.) Thus the Church was

patriarchal in this formal and institutional sense.

Moreover, that very engagement of the Church

with secular society reinforced patriarchy in medieval

Europe more generally. This is particularly true

concerning education and literate culture. The male

clerics whose training in the church gave them a high

level of functional literacy might later be employed as

clerks, administrators, and advisors in secular bureau-

cracies and royal courts; in effect, they passed from

one patriarchal authority to another. The skills they

brought with them led to a greater articulation of

patriarchy in secular society as it applied to ordinary

women and men through law and government. This

succession of knowledge and authority between gen-

erations of men surely counts as patrilineage, even

though the clergy during this period of expanding

governmental administration, in the High and late

Middle Ages, were celibate and did not as a rule

pass wealth and property to the heirs of their bodies.
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PATRONAGE, ARTISTIC
Women’s roles as patrons related to their social rank,

their religious and spiritual status, and their legal

powers depending on what regime they lived under.

In general lay female patrons were expected to further

the prestige of their father’s and their husband’s

families and to act in ways honourable to the femi-

nine, entailing chaste, devout, and modest behaviour.

Although laywomen might be placed in charge of

family patronage for a time, communities of nuns

were able to sustain large-scale long-term programmes

of building and decoration in their monasteries and

churches. Nuns’ patronage was usually devoted to

sustaining their communities and devout reputations

in circumstances that were more or less under the
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surveillance of some superior masculine institution

whether this was the distant papacy, the local bishop,

or the local male members of the order to which they

belonged.

‘‘Living Saints’’ (Zarri, pp. 219–326)

Women of quite modest social origins who could

command respect for special spiritual distinction

might commission, occasion commissions, or advise

on the content of artworks. Thus Richelde built the

replica of the wooden house of the Virgin Mary in

1061, on the model she had been shown in a vision,

which became the focus of pilgrimage at Walsingham

(Hall, 1965, pp. 104–110). For example the mid–

twelfth-century Saint Alban’s Psalter was arguably

tailored for the anchoress and later nun Christina of

Markyate, daughter of merchants, since it commem-

orates the death dates of her parents and her spiritual

advisor. Beata Colomba da Rieti, Dominican Tertia-

ry in Perugia, was asked by the government to defend

the city against plague and invasion in 1494 by de-

signing a processional banner. This featured Saints

Dominic and Catherine of Alexandria protecting her

city and survives at San Domenico, Perugia (King,

1998, p. 220).

Rulers

The few women who were appointed as rulers in their

own right, like Queen Joan I (1326–1382), commis-

sioned a range of buildings and artworks including

martial projects in fulfillment of their role as heads of

state. Joanna, for example, built churches, hospitals,

fortifications, and made palace improvements. In

1343, she commissioned the tomb of her father,

which confirmed her right to rule via her genealogical

tree (King, 1995, pp. 254–255; King, 1998, pp. 62–63,

247–248). Queen Caterina Cornaro (1472–1510) of

Cyprus built a fortified villa with a chapel and lodging

for a hundred soldiers, designed palatial apartments

in her castle at Asolo, and asserted sovereignty over

Asolo by donating a baptismal font to the cathedral

in 1491.

Wives of Rulers

Wives of rulers exercised patronage by permission of

their spouses to encourage piety, through church and,

later, monastic foundations, and tended to represent

the ‘‘caring feminine’’ by commissioning church fur-

nishings, hospices, and hospitals. Empress Theodora

(d. 548), wife of Justinian, sent a cross set with pearls

to Jerusalem, built the churches of Hagia Irene and

Saints Sergius and Bacchus, three hospices, and a

monastery to shelter former prostitutes in Constanti-

nople, as well as the church of Saint Michael and

basilica of Anatolius in Antioch. Consorts sometimes

withdrew to a religious life, as in the case of Queen

Aethelthryth (c. 630–679) who fled her husband

King Egfrith of Northumbria and built the double

monastery of Saint Mary the Virgin at Ely.

As monasticism spread it became an arena for the

commissioning powers of consorts such as Ansa,

Queen of the Lombards, who in the mid–eighth cen-

tury founded the female Benedictine convent of San

Salvatore in Brescia, where the dynastic commemora-

tions of her family were located (Wemple, 1985,

pp. 85–102). Wives, like Queen Matilda, married

to Henry I of England between 1100 and 1118,

continued to oversee a range of enterprises on behalf

of their dynasty. Matilda built bridges, a bathhouse

with piped water, monastic foundations, a leper hos-

pital, and ordered textiles and metalwork as religious

gifts (Huneycutt, 1996, pp. 155–160). The pattern of

doing good works and commemorating the family

was still favoured. In the first half of the fifteenth

century Isabel of Portugal, wife of Philip the Good

Duke of Burgundy, contributed to the tombs of her

natal and marital families, built three female monas-

teries, a hospice for pilgrims to Santiago, and a ma-

ternity hospital (Cannon-Willard, 1996, pp. 306–116).

However the late fifteenth century patronage of the

Marchioness Isabella d’Este of Mantua from 1490

onwards signals a possible break with philanthropic

and dynastic concerns in terms of secular values and

the self. Although Isabella could frame her purchases

in terms of her maternal role as educator, her personal

collection, housed in her apartments, represented a

milestone in the development of museums by placing

her choice of modern paintings alongside precious

sculptures of ancient Greek and Roman artists.

Isabella also employed portraits of herself and family

as diplomatic gifts (Fletcher, 1981, pp. 50–63, and

Brown, 1997, pp. 53–71).

Widows of Rulers

Widows of rulers acquired legal independence, al-

though if they had heirs they seem to have been

expected to spend relatively modestly. So, for exam-

ple, Queen Balthild, widow of the Merovingian
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King Clovis II, founded a monastery for women at

Chelles, once her son inherited, and she retired there

between about 665 and 680 (Nelson, 1978, pp. 68–69).

Dowagers without heirs might spend the fortune. So

Jeanne d’Evreux (c. 1300–1371) widow of Charles IV

of France, invested in devotional books for herself

and in good works, funding an infirmary and a nun-

nery in Paris. She commissioned one funerary chapel

at Saint Denis near Paris including figures of her

husband, herself, and their daughters from which

the inscribed silver gilt statuette of the Virgin survives.

She also commissioned a marble high altarpiece of the

Last Supper for the Abbey of Maubuisson near Paris

(still in situ) where she installed a second tomb to

house her and her husband’s entrails (now Musée du

Louvre Paris) (Lord, 1997, pp. 22–34).

The survival of evidence is skewed towards com-

missioning for religious foundations, although we

may surmise that wives and widows invested quite

heavily in domestic buildings and objects too. The

documentation of domestic, funerary, and philan-

thropic spending is attested in the case of Elizabeth

de Burgh, Lady of Clare (d. 1360). As co-heiress with

her sister and a childless widow, she built two friaries,

one chantry, several chapels, founded Clare College

Cambridge, added to three of her houses, built a

new house in London, and commissioned metalwork,

textiles, sculpture, paintings, liveries, as well as the

family tomb (Underhill, 1996, pp. 266–287).

Relatives of Prominent Families

During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries there is

some evidence of wives and widows of more modest

rank commissioning. In Italian cities wives of leading

citizens, who were heiresses like Sibilia Cetto in Padua

and Agnesina Badoer in Venice, erected buildings

(respectively a hospital and a funerary chapel) in

collaboration with husbands. In such cities widows

from families of administrators, merchants, lawyers,

and doctors occasionally designed sculpted effigial

tombs for their male relatives, or had cheaper and

less prestigious painted altarpieces made for them-

selves—sometimes including portraits. There is also

evidence of women from artisan families contributing

to joint devotional commissions (King, 1998, passim).

Women’s Monasteries

Women’s monasteries were led by abbesses or prior-

esses either appointed for life or elected for shorter

terms, and commissioning took place at the will of

nuns in chapter by vote and through their elected

officers. These monasteries appointed a male syndic

or procurator as a steward to do their business be-

yond the confines of the cloister walls. He promised

to serve the community faithfully and commissions

were also undertaken with the assistance of the mon-

astery’s priest. Communities that embraced strict en-

closure were entirely dependant on their priest and

syndic to manage commissions for them. Houses with

more flexible enclosure rules were able to negotiate

their own terms with architects and artists. While

most communities were served by a priest appointed

by their local bishop or on the advice of a brother

order, some women’s monasteries had the authority

to choose their own priest (Wemple, 1985, p. 93).

Consequently each community needs to be examined

individually when assessing the degree to which it

may have been able to decide upon its own course of

action in commissioning. While women’s monasteries

were somewhat removed from the secular concerns of

the lay world, commissions could hold dynastic sig-

nificance relating to the family loyalties of the nuns

and those who served them.

At an early period, as at Whitby in England in the

seventh century, abbesses were sometimes placed in

charge of the physical fabric of double monasteries

while later, single-sex communities with no shared

structures usually prevailed. Communities were re-

sponsible for the buildings of their outer church, the

nuns’ choir, their cloisters, the chapter house, refec-

tory, infirmary, and dormitories, as well as their

decoration with sculptures, textiles, paintings, and

furnishings of all sorts. In most cases it is the public

church which survives as at Romsey. Romsey Abbey

was dedicated to Saint Mary and Saint Ethelflaeda,

(founded 907) and was built and rebuilt for the

Benedictine monastery between the tenth and the

fifteenth century (Pevsner, 1967, pp. 477–486; Scott,

1996, passim). Occasionally, as at Lacock Abbey,

the monastic fabric survives. This Augustinian

monastery was built from 1229 onwards, initially

with the funds of the first abbess, Ella, Countess of

Salisbury, and dedicated to Saint Mary and Saint

Bernard. The thirteenth century cloisters, chapter

house, nuns’ parlour, abbatial living rooms, infir-

mary, warming room, dormitory, and kitchen, are

discernable in the fabric of the house that was built

at the Dissolution (Pevsner, 1975, pp. 283–289).

Female conventual buildings were distinctive in

requiring architectural arrangements to protect the

privacy of the nuns. Choirs, for example, were placed

in a variety of ways: behind the apse of the public

church (as at Monteluce, Perugia); or alongside the

public nave (San Zaccaria Venice); or on a floor
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above the nave but with a view of the high altar

(Donna Regina, Naples, and Vadstena).

Liturgical books were required, and also breviaries

and other books for daily readings. It is sometimes

possible to identify books commissioned by the nuns

such as the mid–fourteenth-century missal ordered by

Abbess Costanza de’Rossi from the monks of the

Badia in Florence and adorned, among other scenes,

with the life of their patron, the martyr and mother

Santa Felicità (King, 1995, pp. 258–260). Nuns often

commissioned distinctive seals made by goldsmiths to

validate their documents, like the bronze gilt seal for

the convent of Santa Chiara in Siena struck in the

fourteenth century (Sigilli nel Museo Nazionale del

Bargello, I , p. 284). While nuns were buried together,

abbesses and prioresses might be distinguished by

separate sculpted tombs. Some abbesses had plain

tombs like the tomb of a thirteenth century abbess

at Romsey decorated simply with a relief of her arm

with a crozier (Pevsner, 1967, p. 486). Other abbesses

were honoured with a full-length portrayal as, for

instance, Chiara Gambacorta, Prioress of San Dome-

nico, Pisa (d. 1419) (Roberts, 1994, pp. 121–154).

Although property was supposed to be held in com-

mon, individual nuns were permitted to commission

items, which encouraged devotion and benefited the

community. For instance, Heluis d’Ecouffons of the

monastery of Saint Benoı̂te d’Origny commissioned

an illustrated life of Saint Benedict which depicted her

kneeling at the altar in 1312 (Hamburger, 1992,

p. 118). In 1363, Giusto de’Menabuoi inscribed an

elaborate altarpiece with the information that

‘‘Giusto painted it. This work was commissioned by

Sister Isotta daughter of the deceased Lord Simone de

Terçago 1363’’ (King, 1995, p. 261).

Women seem to have calculated their strategies

in buying art and architecture adroitly to accommo-

date dominant codes of female virtue and still some-

times represented their own variant versions of

feminine decorum (Hall McCash, 1996, pp. 8–33;

and Lawrence, 1997, pp. 4–7).
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PATRONAGE, ECCLESIASTICAL
Women’s options for engaging in ecclesiastical patron-

age, and the choices they made within the available

options, depended on many factors, including wealth,

social status, marital status, and location. Options and

choices also varied from the early to the late Middle

Ages as emphases in lay piety shifted. Ecclesiastical

patronage in all of its forms gave women chances to

practice, at times in highly public ways, their personal

piety even as they simultaneously advanced familial

strategies and achieved political aims.

Women participated in a wide range of types of

ecclesiastical patronage. Some women presented jew-

elry or expensive articles of clothing to statues of

saints in churches, as Margaret of York, Duchess of

Burgundy, did when she donated her crown to the

statue of the Virgin Mary at the cathedral in Aachen.

Some endowed and supported colleges, as Mary de

St. Pol, Elizabeth de Burgh, and Margaret Beaufort

did—an important form of ecclesiastical patronage

at a time when the universities were tied to the

church. Others commissioned stained glass windows

and works of art for churches, while many funded

chantries, founded and served as benefactors for

monasteries, and left bequests to parish churches.

The two forms of ecclesiastical patronage that were

most common for women from a range of class back-

grounds throughout the Middle Ages were monastic

patronage and patronage of parish churches.

Monastic Patronage

In the early Middle Ages, aristocratic women often

were patrons of monastic institutions that had strong

ties to their families. Families who founded monas-

teries tended to view the foundation as part of the

estate’s property, and women and men exercised

rights of lordship, although feudal and canon law

worked to limit proprietary claims. When aristocratic

families founded nunneries, they generally had practi-

cal as well as spiritual aims, because such an institu-

tion could provide a place for daughters who did not

wish, or were not permitted, to marry.

Additionally, a significant number of women

founded monastic institutions in their own names;

occasionally married women did so, but more frequ-

ently monastic founders were widows. When women

founded nunneries independently, it was often with

an eye toward entering the foundation themselves.

Monastic foundation thus provided a form of security

and, in the case ofwidows, an ecclesiastically sanctioned

way to opt out of remarriage, as well as to exert

independent control over an estate.

It is not surprising that widows founded monastic

institutions in their own name more frequently than

married women, because, although particulars varied,

married women had very limited rights in regard to

land holding, and only in widowhood could a woman

enjoy a substantial degree of control over her dower

property. Widows’ ability to use their dower property

in acts of monastic patronage (or indeed in other

forms of ecclesiastical patronage) was not unlimited,

however. Widows might face familial, as well as polit-

ical, pressure to remarry, and the theoretical right to

the financial autonomy that would enable acts of

patronage was not in practice necessarily realized.

Additionally, as Sally Thompson observes, the limited

nature of women’s property rights makes it difficult to

discern the actual degree of women’s roles in acts of

monastic patronage undertaken jointly by husbands

and wives. Husbands may have influenced wives’

choices, but the reverse might also have been true.

Monastic records also do not always make clear

the degree of women’s involvement in corporate

foundations, a form of monastic patronage that,

as Thompson demonstrates, was widespread in post-

Conquest England. In corporate foundation, families

would join together to endow a monastery, a practice

that opened the possibility of monastic foundation to

those outside of the aristocracy. Furthermore, there

are cases in which patronage is deliberately obscured

because, as Thompson points out, from the later

twelfth century onward, canonists attached the taint

of simony to grants made by patrons in connection

with the reception of novices from their families.

More typically, however, monastic patrons took

pains to have their gifts recorded and remembered

for posterity. Monastic foundation and other acts of

patronage had benefits for the donors and the com-

munities alike. Founders, as well as those who gave

monasteries such gifts as fishing rights, grazing rights,

financial bequests, or even household goods, did so to

ensure perpetual prayers for themselves and their

descendants.
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As Jane Tibbetts Schulenburg observes, beginning

in the ninth century and continuing through the elev-

enth century, especially in France, church reformers

emphasized the spiritual superiority of monks, and

female, as well as male, patrons increasingly sup-

ported male monasteries. Furthermore, in the tenth

and eleventh centuries, the value of the mass in

expiating sins came to be privileged over prayers, as

C. H. Lawrence has shown. Concomitantly, professed

monks were increasingly ordained as priests, an op-

tion not open to nuns; thus male monasteries became

more attractive recipients of patronage from both

men and women.

Founders’ and patrons’ rights, including custody

of monastic estates during vacancies (for instance, the

period between the death of a superior and the elec-

tion of a successor), license and assent in elections of

superiors, nomination of novices, and burial within

the monastic cemetery or church went along with the

spiritual benefits of giving to monasteries. These were

not the end of the story, though. Being a patron of a

rich, powerful monastic institution could enhance

a family’s prestige. Furthermore, in periods in which

monastic reform movements were very active, women

who wished to patronize monastic institutions

might equally be drawn to the symbolic capital to be

gained from affiliation with more austere, reformed

communities.

Political benefits could also accrue from monastic

patronage. The Birgittine house of Syon in England

was founded by Henry V, and through the politically

tumultuous fifteenth century women of the Lancastri-

an dynasty continued to be important patrons for this

foundation so strongly associated with the Lancastri-

an cause. Similarly, Margaret of Bavaria, Duchess

of Burgundy, made choices for monastic patronage

with dynastic aims in mind. Margaret and Colette

of Corbie were contemporaries, and Colette was

widely revered as a saint in her lifetime. Margaret

strategically supported Colette’s foundations in

areas in which Colette had great popular appeal and

in which the Burgundian dynasty wished to consoli-

date its political power.

Patronage of Parish Churches

Patronage of parish churches allowed women from

humble backgrounds, the mercantile class, the gentry,

and the aristocracy alike to take active, visible roles in

communal worship. Women’s wills provide an excel-

lent source of information about their patronage of

parish churches, although, because a married woman

typically required her husband’s permission to make a

will, widows once again had greater opportunities.

Women frequently left money in their wills for church

upkeep or for building projects; they also gave money

for purchasing such items as chalices. There are many

wills from women indicating that such luxury goods

as elaborate gowns or bed hangings were given to

the parish church to be converted for use as altar

cloths or vestments. Even simple household goods,

including sheets and towels, were bequeathed to

parish churches for liturgical uses.

Aristocratic women, and, especially in the fifteenth

century, women from the wealthy mercantile class

sometimes engaged in more ambitious forms of parish

patronage. They funded stained glass widows in

which the names and images of the benefactors and

members of their family were preserved. They paid

for the construction of chapels and altars within

parish churches, practices that increased as the fash-

ion for chantries grew. As with certain kinds of

monastic patronage, spiritual and more worldly aims

overlapped such visible patronage of parish churches.

Women clearly desired prayers on behalf of their

souls and those of family members, as ubiquitous

inscriptions indicate. Such donations also had the

benefit of advertising a family’s wealth alongside its

piety and hence adding to familial cultural capital.

NANCY BRADLEY WARREN
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PATRONAGE, LITERARY
Throughout the Middle Ages, literary patronage

was a special case of a larger social structure that

organized political, economic, and cultural relation-

ships at every level of society. Feudalism—the institu-

tionmost associated with theMiddle Ages— was itself

an elaborate patronage system. The exchange of pa-

tronage, even after the return of a monetary economy

in the twelfth century, was the primary means by

which those both within and without government

constituted their relationship to it. For this reason, it

is important not to isolate literary patronage from

other patronage relationships of which it was a part.

Patronage was not a form of charity, philanthropy, or

altruism, but a way of structuring social, political,

and economic associations through gift-giving. The

term covers a wide range of practices and customs in

which the nature of the relationship between patron

and client is left deliberately ambiguous.

Patronage organizes social life not contractually

between corporate groups but through informal,

face-to-face relationships between individuals. In liter-

ature, patronage provided a means of organizing the

social relations of writing—of transmitting knowledge

and authority—that was both more local and broader

than the political divisions that have been used since

the nineteenth century to organize literature.

In our own age of mechanical reproduction, a

system of rewards pays authors royalties for their

published work, creating distinct boundaries between

the production of literary texts and their consump-

tion. Writers at least appear free from the need to

ingratiate themselves with any particular readers.

Writing can be conceived of as a job and a social

identity. In the Middle Ages, the system of reward

for literary labor was different. Because the produc-

tion of books was labor-intensive, requiring the or-

chestration of several artisans—writers, illuminators,

rubricators, bookbinders, scribes—it is unlikely that

authors could afford to produce books on their own

in the hopes that someone might pay them for it. The

task of coordinating book production and underwrit-

ing its expense was usually assumed by a patron who

commissioned the work and who might supply the

materials, oversee, coordinate, and reward the various

artisans involved in its production. The process of

writing or copying a book was either the product of

a patronage relationship or the means of initiating

one.

Patronage both shapes and is shaped by gender.

Because of their informal and intimate nature, pa-

tronage networks offered an avenue for aristocratic

women, who were otherwise excluded from political

and economic life, to exercise power. There is evi-

dence throughout the Middle Ages, in almost every

region from Scotland to Jerusalem, that women en-

gaged in both political and cultural patronage. Pa-

tronage is an important index of women’s status since

one could not be in a position to be a patron unless

one wielded some kind of power or influence worth

gaining access to. Eleanor of Aquitaine, who was

successively queen of France and of England, was

perhaps the greatest literary patron of the twelfth

century but she is hardly an anomaly. Ermengard of

Narbonne, as an heiress in control of her own lands,

supported several troubadours including the trobair-

itz Azalaı̈s de Porcairages. Because they were more

likely to be excluded from the Latin culture that

defined literacy for much of the Middle Ages, female

patrons were particularly significant in the revival of

vernacular literatures. Many of the great medieval

writers and compilers—Chaucer, Foissart, Caxton—

experienced their first literary successes with the sup-

port of female patrons. The fifteenth century poet

Christine de Pizan relied on extensive female patron-

age; the spectacularly illuminated manuscript of her

collected works (Harley, 4431) was originally pre-

sented to the French queen Isabeau of Bavaria.
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Abbesses, religious women, and wealthy nuns were

also frequently important patrons. Bede credits Hild,

Abbess of Whitby, with discovering the first English

vernacular poet, Caedmon, while Hildegard of Bingen

was, in turn, patron to the visionary Elisabeth of

Schönau.

Patronage networks disseminate, becoming more

complex as clients forge relationships with multiple

patrons and patrons compete for the clientele that will

affirm their importance. Among women, patronage

networks spread through intermarriage. The network

Eleanor of Aquitaine and her daughters established

might be credited with spreading the ideology of

courtly love throughout Europe. Eleanor was the

granddaughter of Guillaume IX, the first troubadour

poet and the first to articulate fin’ amor (courtly love).

Marie, Eleanor’s eldest daughter by her first marriage

to Louis VII, married the Count of Champagne and

became patron to Chrétien de Troyes, author of se-

veral Arthurian romances, and Andreas Capellanus,

author of The Art of Courtly Love. Her half-sister,

Matilda of Saxony introduced courtly love into her

husband’s German lands, while her other sister, Leonor

of England, queen of Castile, was known for her sup-

port of troubadours. The geographical dispersal of

Eleanor and her daughters through marriage suggests

something of the internationalizing role women’s cul-

tural patronage played. Many aristocratic and royal

women were married off in foreign lands. As the cul-

tural traditions and languages these women brought

with them mingled with those of their new homes,

new literary styles and genres emerged. The spread of

an indigenous legend like that of King Arthur, from

a marginal northern outpost like England to nearly all

of Europe can be explained in part by the patronage of

peripatetic brides who contributed to the cosmopolitan

flavor of medieval culture.

Patronage involves the exchange of different types

of resources, both tangible and symbolic, resources

that are perceived as interchangeable. The growth of a

money economy after the twelfth century did not

eliminate the structure of this gift economy; rather it

meant that patronage could take new forms, like cash;

older forms of reward—position, political influence,

encouragement, and protection from competitors—

continued to be important. What patrons received

for their investment was less tangible. The term sym-

bolic capital describes the means by which the wealthy

converted some of their disproportionate wealth into

forms of prestige, status, and social control through

what are understood as voluntary acts of generosity.

For recently widowed aristocratic women, for in-

stance, acts of patronage were often part of a strategy

to protect the interests of minor children against the

incursions of other relatives; Queen Emma of Eng-

land seemed to have this in mind when she commis-

sioned the Encomium Emmae Reginae on the eve of

the Norman Conquest.

Patronage relationships are defined within a sys-

tem of highly elaborated rituals, codes, and rules,

which are unspoken or articulated only in an elabo-

rately codified language that disguises the economic

or political nature of the relationship as personal and

private (our custom of tipping is a useful analogy).

Gender provided a convenient language for disguising

the economic features of patronage. Fin’ amor may

have developed among the troubadour poets of the

twelfth century as a means of masking the econo-

mic calculus involved in aristocratic patronage. The

vida of the troubadour poet Bernart de Ventadorn

suggests the euphemizing function of the courtly

lyric; having received the favor of the Viscount of

Ventadorn, who ‘‘grew very fond of him and of his

inventing and his singing, and greatly honored him,’’

he then falls in love with the viscount’s wife: ‘‘and

composed his songs and his poems for her, and about

her merit.’’ The erotics of the relationship between

Bernart and his lord are here displaced onto the het-

erosexual love between the poet and his lord’s wife.

This perhaps explains why the great troubadour poets

almost always addressed their loves as dompna,

married ladies, rather than donzella. The great erotic

triangles of medieval romance—Arthur-Guenevere-

Lancelot and Tristan-Isolde-Mark—continue this

tradition, using the adulterous relationship between

two lovers to mask the more taboo erotics that

exist between the two men bound by the ‘‘love’’ of

patronage.

LAURIE FINKE
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PEASANTS
Arguably, peasant women had the worst of both

worlds: as peasants, they occupied the lowest rank

on the social scale, while as women, they formed the

lower group within this bottom rank. The vast ma-

jority of medieval Europeans—more than ninety

percent—were peasants. Among this group, further

subdivisions existed: depending on parentage, one

might be a slave (although this was rare from the

tenth century on), a non-free peasant (known as a

serf or a villein), or a free peasant. Some peasants

could even be semi-free, obligated to lords/ladies in

some ways while exercising more freedom than serfs

in others. Regardless of their legal status, however,

peasants typically lived in small villages or hamlets

and earned their livelihood by working on land

owned by the nobility. Conditions of legal status

and living conditions varied throughout Europe; this

entry focuses primarily on England because the better

survival of primary sources means that considerably

more is known about English peasant women than

about peasant women elsewhere.

Peasant Women’s Work

Men’s work was based in the fields. Male serfs were

required to work on their lord’s or lady’s land for a

certain number of days each week. They spent the rest

of their time working on land rented from the lord/

lady. Women could sometimes inherit or purchase

land and thus act as tenants, but this was rare, and

female tenants were often forced to hire men to carry

out their labor obligations. While women were usually

exempt from working on the lands of the nobility

except at times of the yearwhen every handwas needed

(e.g., harvest season), their lives were no less busy than

those of their fathers, husbands, and brothers.

Peasant women typically worked at multiple occu-

pations. While their husbands were in the fields,

peasant wives cooked food, minded children,

fetched water, tended animals, grew vegetables,

made, washed, and mended clothing, and took pro-

duce to market. Although their work only sometimes

took them beyond the immediate vicinity of the

house, they nonetheless contributed to household in-

come both directly (by earning wages and selling

excess food and drink) and indirectly (by saving the

family from having to purchase extra food and cloth-

ing). Poems such as the fifteenth-century English

‘‘Ballad of a Tyrannical Husband,’’ in which a hus-

band and wife recount their various tasks over the

course of the day, show that a peasant woman’s life

was filled with multiple chores, often carried out si-

multaneously. Peasant women regularly brewed weak

ale for their families and sold any excess within their

villages. Girls and unmarried women worked at the

same tasks, with single women often hired out for

several years as servants to other local peasant

families. If opportunities were scarce, single women

often migrated to the towns.

In addition to work within the house, peasant

women sometimes supplemented household income

by working in the fields as paid labor. When they

did so, they received lower wages than men. Studies

of women’s wages in England show that women typi-

cally received about two-thirds to three-quarters of

the wages of men. This irregular income, however,

probably provided a significant boost to the house-

hold economy.

Peasant Women’s Status

The status of peasant women relative to that of

peasant men has proven an issue of considerable

debate among historians. Eileen Power’s 1926 essay

on medieval women suggested that medieval women

of all ranks enjoyed ‘‘a certain rough-and-ready

equality’’ with men, and her model has proven

enduring. Some more recent historians have thus por-

trayed the lives of peasant women as that of a part-

nership with their husbands, with each contributing

(albeit in different ways) to the household economy.

Indeed, this rosier depiction of peasant women’s sta-

tus can be found even in medieval times: Christine de

Pizan’s fifteenth-century advice to ‘‘humble women

living in the village, on the plains, or in the moun-

tains,’’ suggested that the lives of peasant women

were ‘‘often more secure and better nourished than

the lives of those seated in better places.’’ For Chris-

tine, Power, and others, class thus ‘‘trumped’’ gender

in determining women’s status and the conditions of

their lives.
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More recent scholarship, however, has complicated

this picture, andmost would now agree that the oppor-

tunities of peasant women were considerably more

limited than those of their fathers, husbands, and

brothers. For instance, women appeared far less fre-

quently than men in manorial courts and were very

seldom, if ever, appointed to positions of local author-

ity, such as ale-taster, bailiff, or churchwarden. In

comparison to their male relatives, they only occasion-

ally served as ‘‘pledges’’ for their friends and family

members (a position similar to standing bail). In con-

sequence, their ability to shape their lives beyond the

household was limited. The patriarchal constraints

faced by peasant women were thus different from

those of noble women, but they existed nonetheless.

We have far less evidence about what happened within

the household: certainly women made direct contribu-

tions to the conjugal economy and performed impor-

tant roles, but we know little about who made

household decisions. Scholars have also focused on

the role of peasant widows: while widows had more

legal rights and responsibilities than wives, they were

nonetheless among the most economically vulnerable.

Widowed women did not remarry quite so quickly or

frequently as widowed men, but they still remarried

often, especially in places where land was scarce.

Representations of Peasant Women

Literary representations of peasants by medieval

elites show a clear distinction between men and

women. Poets typically depicted male peasants as

grotesque and dull, whereas they described female

peasants as beautiful and innocent objects of desire.

Knights were expected to find peasant women attrac-

tive, and some sources even claimed that rape of

‘‘shepherdesses’’ was understandable and excusable.

The French genre of the pastourelle (pastoral poetry)

emerged in about the twelfth century and features

many encounters between knights and peasant

women, both consensual and forced. Indeed, some

of the pastourelles even imply that peasant women

themselves enjoyed rape, saw it as a game, or were

won over by the amorous skills of the knights. In the

eyes of medieval nobles, peasant women were not

only more beautiful than their male counterparts but

also more intelligent. Some examples of the pastour-

elle depict peasant women who defend themselves

with their wit and make their knightly suitors look

silly. Peasant women fool men of their own class, too:

French fabliaux often depict adulterous peasant

women who trick their husbands into overlooking or

ignoring their sins.

Direct advice to peasant women, on the other

hand, portrays them as considerably less intelligent.

Christine de Pizan’s somewhat patronizing advice

to peasant women lectures them about loving a

single God, refraining from theft, and living in peace

with their neighbors. For Christine, peasant women

seem to be ignorant but well-intentioned. Anthony

Fitzherbert’s early sixteenth-century Boke of Hus-

bandry similarly doles out advice about matters

that were probably second nature to a peasant

woman: she should begin the day by sweeping her

house, send corn and malt to the mill, and much else

besides.

Artistic depictions of peasant women emphasize

their roles as workers. Images in manuscripts such

as the English Luttrell Psalter and the French Book

of Hours of the Duc de Berry depict women har-

vesting, feeding chickens, carrying water or ale, and

carding and spinning wool. Women appear less

frequently than men but, like men, they are featured

primarily at work (rather than at leisure or at

worship, for instance).

Because we lack documents written from the per-

spective of peasant women, we know far less about

how they themselves regarded their own status and

roles. Stereotypes of peasant women (and towns-

women) as gossips imply a vibrant oral culture, and

case-studies like those of the French peasants of

Montaillou, demonstrate that women participated in

meaningful networks of friendship and mutual sup-

port. Similarly, records of women’s participation in

parish guilds show that these functioned as a way for

women to work together on common projects and

enjoy each other’s company.

SANDRA BARDSLEY
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PENITENTIALS AND PASTORAL
MANUALS
Pastoral manuals took various forms in both the early

and late Middle Ages. Such a text could be a complex

theoretical document elaborating scriptural prece-

dents for the priesthood, or a short text focusing on

a specific pastoral function. An example of the former

is Gregory the Great’s Liber Regulae Pastoralis or

Pastoral Care (c. 590), a richly nuanced description

of the priest’s role as preacher and teacher widely

popular throughout the Middle Ages, and translated

into English by King Alfred and his assistants at the

end of the ninth century. Among the earliest examples

of the latter are handbooks of penance, or peniten-

tials, catalogues listing sins and the penances assigned

to each by the priest in confession.

From a practical perspective, the penitential, a

form with its origins in Irish monasticism of the sev-

enth century, can be considered the first pastoral

manual. The penitential was primarily concerned

with the administration of private confession and

penance, but it also addressed the priest’s duties in

relation to other sacramental and disciplinary mat-

ters, including marriage and rites for the dying. Such

texts were designed to educate the clergy as well as to

guide them in the exercise of their offices. Although

traditionally known as ‘‘handbooks,’’ penitentials

survive most often as parts of larger codices of eccle-

siastical statutes, treatises, and homilies; these collec-

tions suggest that already in the early Middle Ages the

penitential was regarded as an indispensable tool of

pastoral education. Very few small, self-contained

manuscripts that fit the designation handbook survive,

no doubt because such utilitarian documents perished

easily.

Penitentials are not simply lists, however; even the

earliest surviving texts (from the eighth century) in-

clude prefatory material, including the ordo confessio-

nis, a quasi-liturgical text explaining how the priest

was to administer the sacrament, question the sinner,

determine his or her sincerity, and weigh the seri-

ousness of the sins confessed. Handbooks frequently

differentiate penances according to the sinner’s social

status, including age, gender, and occupation. Peni-

tentials appear to have originated in Ireland and

reached England through the work of Irish mission-

aries. By the late seventh century, the handbook

had spread to followers of Theodore of Canterbury

(d. 690), the first non-Irish authority under whose

name a penitential was issued. Ninth- and tenth-

century manuscripts of penitentials are common on

the Continent. Starting in England in the tenth cen-

tury, penitentials were written in both Latin and the

vernacular, although the Latin texts are far more

numerous. The vernacular texts of the tenth and elev-

enth centuries list penances identical to those found in

eighth-century texts. Some scholars assume that peni-

tential tariffs would have been revised as the hand-

books passed from region to region and century to

century, and this uniformity is seen by them as con-

tradicting assumptions about the widespread practice

of private confession and penance. Regulatory litera-

ture is notoriously conservative, however, and al-

though variations in penances themselves are rare,

the handbooks show considerable innovation over

time in both form and scope. It is safe to say that

confession was widespread in both the early and late

medieval periods, moving outward from its monastic

origins to the lay population living around the mon-

astery, and spreading to spiritual communities that

formed around what eventually became the parish

church. The early penitentials devote extensive consid-

eration to sexual sins and to distinguishing the sins of

men from those of women. According to the eighth-

century Penitential of Theodore, for example (and

its eleventh-century vernacular English translations),

a woman who had sex with another woman was

assigned a penance of fasting for three years (penances

for male homosexual intercourse were higher, up

to ten years). A husband could dismiss an adulter-

ous wife, but a wife could not get rid of an adulterous

husband unless she was willing to join a monastery.

Penitential literature underwent a great change

after the Lateran Council of 1215, after which point

pastoral manuals become more numerous. But the

Council has served too conveniently as a date for

differentiating old and new styles of penitentials and

manuals. The Decretum of Burchard of Worms (fin-

ished by 1015) compiled moral theology and church

law, drawing on handbooks of penance, patristic

sources, and conciliar texts. Burchard’s nineteenth

book, ‘‘Corrector, seu medicus,’’ often served as a

penitential manual itself and drew some of its provi-

sions from early penitentials, including the one attrib-

uted to Theodore of Canterbury. Burchard’s text is an

early example of the synthesis of instruction and

practical regulation that served as a guide for the

clergy. The Decretum of Gratian (c. 1140) combined
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a discourse on canon law and its principles with a

discussion of church law, including penance and

matrimony, and material on the liturgy and sacra-

ments. Thereafter handbooks of penance and pastoral

manuals were seemingly inseparable forms. [Ivo of

Chartres incorporated many of Burchard’s decisions

into his Decretum in the late eleventh century, and

later penitentials derive from Ivo’s work, including

those by Bartholomew of Exeter (c. 1150) and Robert

of Flamborough (c. 1208). Robert’s Liber Poeni-

tentialis shows how the handbook of penance had

developed as a form of catechism. Throughout the

thirteenth century such texts became much longer

and more complex and were designed to leave little

to the discretion of individual confessors. They

provided the confessor with topics divided and sub-

divided with near scholastic complexity. Manuals

once limited to a few functions were now broadened

to include prayers as well information on the com-

mandments, the works of mercy, the deadly sins, and

other matters of devotion and doctrine.

Later medieval manuals are explicit in describing

how priests were to preach to and teach their congre-

gations. The bishops’ success in persuading the clergy

to adhere to the regulations of these manuals is, of

course, an open question. The sheer bulk of the sur-

viving evidence strongly suggests that the program

was pervasive. Works by John Pecham and William

of Pagula, written in the late thirteenth and early

fourteenth centuries, helped to conflate the objectives

of pastoral manuals with those of theological trea-

tises. Such texts informed a new generation of man-

uals written for the laity (e.g., The Lay Folks’

Catechism). Prose works including Jacob’s Well and

Dives and Pauper further consolidated the aims of

pastoral and lay education. By the late fourteenth

century the pastoral manual had generated many tex-

tual strands in France, England, and elsewhere. The

thirteenth-century Manuel des péchés, for example,

was translated into English as Handlyng Synne by

Robert Manning in the first quarter of the fourteenth

century. This text includes several anecdotes in which

women are assumed to be responsible for inciting the

clergy to sexual sins, although Manning makes it clear

that greater responsibility falls on the clergy in such

cases. Special considerations for women appear else-

where, as in the fifteenth-century Instructions for Par-

ish Priests by John Myrc, which urges priests to give

moderate penances that will be carried out rather than

neglected as too demanding and requires that women

be given penances that their husband will not know

about (i.e., penance that can be performed in private).

Pastoral manuals offer a wealth of insight into

medieval Christian expectations of human behavior.

As penitentials, they advise the priest on methods of

testing and determining the sincerity of the penitent’s

confession, his or her motives, degree of guilt, and

other psychological factors that made confession an

intriguing subject for literary exploration. Chaucer’s

Parson’s Tale is one of the most elaborate attempts to

integrate the genre of the manual into fiction. Follow-

ing a verse prologue that questions the morality of

fiction, the Parson’s ‘‘tale’’ turns out to be a transla-

tion of the Summa de poenitentia of the Dominican

Raymund of Pennaforte (c. 1222–1229). After defin-

ing the three parts of penance as contrition, confes-

sion, and satisfaction, the text distinguishes venial

from mortal sins and vividly illustrates the seven

deadly sins. Chaucer’s decision to make this treatise

the final ‘‘tale’’ of The Canterbury Tales has puzzled

readers and points to the great gap between ‘‘literary’’

texts and pastoral discourse.

Penitentials and pastoral manuals have long been

unedited and unstudied. Discussions dismissing them

as having little or no literary interest were once rou-

tine. However, work on sexuality, sex, and gender in

recent decades has begun to reverse this view. These

texts are now seen as forms that refracted various

aspects of medieval experience even as they sought

to shape that experience along doctrinal lines. Some-

times, as in Handlyng Synne, narrative exempla are

used to underscore the moral perspective of the text.

Scholars have shown far more interest in such works

than in those texts that approach pastoral instruction

in a matter-of-fact way, as in, for example, the Lay

Folk’s Catechism, and it is clear that this catechism

and similar works still have much to teach readers

about the educational and pastoral traditions of the

Middle Ages.

ALLEN J. FRANTZEN
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PERFORMANCE IN LYRIC
The information available on women’s performance

of lyric poetry encompasses a wide variety of textual

sources, including historical references, literary, and

didactic texts that present singing as a desirable ac-

complishment for women, and narrative works that

depict women in the act of singing. Lyric poetry could

be performed unaccompanied or accompanied by

flute, harp, or fiddle; the specific songs are not usually

identified, except in fictional accounts.

Ubiquitous in the medieval Arab world were

trained female singers who performed extensive reper-

tories of songs from memory. They flourished par-

ticularly during the
ł
Abbāsid period (749–1258 CE)

and included both slaves ( jāriyya or qaynah) and

freedwomen. Qiyan sang, played instruments, and

improvised poetry. Another group of female singers

in Arab courts were known as the nadim, highly

educated companions to the ruler. On the Iberian

peninsula, female singers performed Andalusian stro-

phic genres such as the vernacular Arabic zajal and

the classical Arabic muwashshah. The existence of

kharjas (the final strophe of muwashshahat) in the

poetic voice of a female subject (some of them in an

inchoate Romance vernacular) has been associated

with performance by Andalusian female singers. Sev-

eral of the kharjas are introduced by phrases (such as

‘‘she sings’’) evoking such a performance context.

This interpretation of the Hispano-Arabic lyric

raises the question of whether the depiction of female

subjectivity in the lyric reflects female agency (wheth-

er composition or performance). The sex of the com-

poser/author is frequently unknown, precluding any

basis for determining the authenticity of the poetic

voice. Nevertheless, the broad category of ‘‘woman’s

song’’ is often used to designate poetry in which the

speaker (or one of the speakers) seems to be a woman.

Even in songs clearly attributed to a man, such as the

Galician-Portuguese cantigas de amigo of Martim

Codax, the presence of a female speaker is sometimes

thought to signal a connection with popular lyric

genres that were customarily performed by women.

Just how one might interpret the poetic representa-

tion of the female voice has long been central to

scholarly discussions of musical performance by me-

dieval women. In some cases an association with an

archaic substrate of female performance traditions is

an inherent dimension of the genre, as in the courtly

northern French ‘‘spinning songs’’ or chansons de

toile. Many ‘‘woman’s songs’’ survive in the modern

Sephardic, Arabic, and Galician oral traditions.

In what is now France, women worked as profes-

sional entertainers or minstrels (jougleresse in north-

ern France, joglaressa or soldadeira in the south),

performing lyric poetry among other genres. Courtly

narrative and song depict women of various classes

singing lyric poetry, suggesting that the authors were

familiar with this kind of performance. A wide range

of texts from northern France associates women with

the performance of dances, known as caroles, that

were performed while singing. In the later Middle

Ages, and particularly in the fifteenth century, manu-

script and biographical evidence suggests that elite

women composed and performed lyric poetry set to

music. The medieval Occitan lyric corpus of southern

France includes several works attributed to female

poets (trobairitz). Most of the melodies for these com-

positions do not survive, but the works were sung,

quite possibly by their composers. References to per-

formance by female poets in Occitania are rare, but it

seems significant that a thirteenth-century manuscript

contains instructions to the illuminator to depict the

Comtessa de Dia (fl. c. 1200) as a lady singing.

Historical sources attest to the presence of women

as professional singers at courts and in towns during

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in the British

Isles, France, Italy, Spain, and German-speaking

lands. These women could also be minstrels. Informa-

tion on amateur singing can be gleaned from prescrip-

tive and literary texts. The early fourteenth-century

treatise by Francesco da Barberino, Reggimento

e costumi di donna, is an example of conduct literature

that specifically addresses women’s musical perfor-

mance. Barberino recommended that elite women

sing in public only at the request of a relative, but

that they could sing in their rooms on a regular basis,

while lower-class women had more freedom to engage

in musical performance. In Boccaccio’s Decameron,

several of the female characters perform ballate, a

fixed form of Italian lyric poetry that was linked to

dance. In the fifteenth century, professional women

singers of secular music, including lyric poetry, were

employed by northern Italian courts. The extensive

corpus of poetry in German authored by women

during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries suggests

that women were involved in the musical performance

of this lyric tradition as well.
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PERFORMANCE THEORY
Performance theory focuses upon the classification,

analysis, and functions of performances. Performance

theorists regard performance as an innate human

activity and therefore as a useful way to study

human interaction. Performances (defined as mimetic,

deliberate, and elaborated behaviors) include play,

games, sports, theater, and ritual. Richard Schechner

has identified four characteristics of such perfor-

mances: 1) They take place in ‘‘event time’’ where

the activity itself has a set sequence and all sequences

must be completed regardless of how long it takes; 2)

objects have different values from those attached to

them in ordinary practice; 3) performance activities

are nonproductive, that is, they create no wealth or

goods; and 4) they are hedged about with special

rules. Further, performance theorists have postulated

that performance as a mimetic behavior is ‘‘cooked’’

in the Levi-Straussian sense of transforming raw

experience into culturally palatable terms, and, as

such, culturally co-created. Performances may be

either conservative, reinforcing social order, or revo-

lutionary, restructuring it.

Performance theories are useful to the study of

medieval women because a performance perspective

focuses upon what women did in their milieu. Scho-

lars can analyze relationships among types of perfor-

mances. An important aspect of performance theory

for medievalists is the examination of relationships

between texts and their performative uses. Because

medieval texts were almost never written as private

recollections of an individual author, a focus upon

the performative dimensions of medieval textuality

opens up new possibilities for understanding women’s

(and men’s) agency in creating public performances

that shaped and responded to their culture. A good

introduction to the possibilities of performance theo-

ry for new understandings of the writings of a diverse

array of women like Marguerite Porete, Margery

Kempe, and Birgitta of Sweden is Mary Suydam

and Joanna Ziegler’s Performance and Transforma-

tion: New Approaches to Late Medieval Spirituality.

MARY SUYDAM
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PERSONIFICATIONS VISUALIZED
AS WOMEN
Medieval allegory and its use of personified abstrac-

tions connect some of the central elements of Western

thought—including questions of literary history,

education, hermeneutics, and theology—to the repre-

sentation of femininity and female characters in medi-

eval literature and culture. Allegory, a metaphorical
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symbol, figure, discourse, or story, comes from the

Greek words allos, ‘‘other,’’ and agoreuein, ‘‘to

speak,’’ and situates itself in the belief that the value

of a text depends upon its having ‘‘other’’ interpreta-

tions beyond the literal meaning. Allegoresis, or alle-

gorical interpretation, enabled early exegetes to

reconcile discrepancies between contemporary ideas

and ancient texts. Primary in this regard was the im-

pulse to read the Old Testament typologically, through

the lens of the New Testament, and thus to understand

female Old Testament figures, for example Eve, or the

bride in the Song of Songs, as representative of larger

moral or explicitly Christian themes, such as the danger

of carnal desires (in the case of Eve) and the love of the

Church for Christ (in the case of the bride). This use

of allegory to extol the Christian perspective occurred

in medieval art as well as literature. Late medieval

antagonism toward Jews, for example, transformed a

contest mentioned in the New Testament between the

allegorical figures of Ecclesia, or Church, and the Jew-

ish Synagogue, into a popular visual dyad, with Church

depicted as a triumphant, newly crowned queen, and

Synagogue depicted as a blinded or blindfolded woman

who has lost her crown (perhaps following an image in

the Lamentations of Jeremiah 5:16–17), or who holds a

broken lance to represent her part in Christ’s Passion

(for example, in the Musée de l’Oeuvre Notre-Dame,

Strasbourg).

Yet, as Dante’s influential description of the four-

fold allegorical interpretation in his ‘‘Letter to Can

Grande della Scala’’ (c. 1317) suggests, allegory’s in-

terpretive function could be applied to contemporary

poetry as well as ancient texts. Dante’s preeminent

allegorical work, the Divine Comedy, uses different

types of allegory––including identifying his childhood

love, Beatrice, with Christ––to represent physically

what is ultimately a spiritual journey. As his poetry

shows, allegory’s power as a form of medieval expres-

sion and interpretation lay in its way of linking the

concrete and the abstract, but also in its way of link-

ing the present to the past, and the secular to the

spiritual. In its relation to the larger history of the

representation of women, medieval personification

allegory could be said to have helped restrict women

characters to the realm of abstraction and essential-

ism; at the same time, however, the role allegory

played in bringing female characters to the forefront

of medieval literary creativity should be recognized.

Classical Influences

Perhaps most important in regard to female personi-

fications is medieval allegory’s dependence on the

conventions of classical philosophy and rhetoric.

While early Christian custom tended to associate

women with Eve, temptation, and idolatry, the classi-

cal tradition, with its Neo-Platonic emphasis on the

marriage of male and female elements in creation, and

its use of female personifications to balance both

good and evil forces, introduced a more positive rep-

resentation of women (Ferrante, 2). Images of women

were central to the late-antique worldview and self-

understanding; works such as Prudentius’ Psychoma-

chia (or ‘‘Conflict of the Soul’’) and Martianus Capel-

la’s Marriage of Philology and Mercury envision the

human condition, and especially man’s capacity for

knowledge and inner turmoil, through female perso-

nified abstractions. Prudentius’ text imagines the

human conflict between the flesh and the spirit as an

epic battle between the vices and virtues, all of which

are presented as female. In a similar way, Capella’s

work explores the realm of human learning through

the allegorical marriage of the God of Eloquence,

Mercury, to the mortal woman and bibliophile

Philology, who receives as a wedding gift the Seven

Liberal Arts, personified as maidens.

These texts and the female figures they envision

became part of the foundation of the medieval educa-

tional curriculum and greatly influenced not only me-

dieval learned culture, but also medieval culture as a

whole. Female representations of the vices and the

virtues, for instance, populate such medieval ‘‘best-

sellers’’ as William Langland’s Piers Plowman and

Guillaume de Deguileville’s Pèlerinage de la Vie

Humaine (as well as John Lydgate’s later translation

of this text, the ‘‘Pilgrimage of the Life of Man’’), and

play a central role in morality plays from Hildegard

of Bingen’s early Ordo Virtutum to the famed late

medieval Everyman. They also maintain a consistent

visual presence, from manuscript illuminations and

ekphrastic descriptions, such as the garden wall in

Guillaume de Lorris’ and Jean de Meun’s Romance

of the Rose, to the sculptured bays of the Chartres

Cathedral.

Lady Philosophy as Model

The single most influential use of the female personi-

fication, at least in regard to medieval European pop-

ular poetry, is the appearance of Lady Philosophy in

the opening of Boethius’ Consolation of Philosophy

(c. 525). This figure’s materialization at the poet’s

side in his darkest moment of despair and self-pity,

her brusque initial treatment of him, and her

subsequent role as simultaneous nurse, teacher, and

spiritual and intellectual guide, became the template
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for numerous medieval works. Boethius did not in-

vent the role of the abstract or otherworldly female

authority figure and guide; Virgil’s Sybil and Capel-

la’s Virtue prefigure his Philosophy and inform many

later medieval works themselves. But the overwhelm-

ing popularity of Boethius’ Consolation in western

Europe for roughly one thousand years, from its crea-

tion until the early modern period, meant that imita-

tions of and allusions to the text, and especially to its

central female character, Philosophy, became a mark

of literary authenticity, and eventually an element of

medieval poetic convention. Some of the best-known

female figures of medieval literature, including Alan of

Lille’s Nature in his Plaint of Nature, Reason in the

Romance of the Rose, Dante’s Beatrice, the Pearl maid-

en in the anonymous Pearl, Holy Church in Lang-

land’s Piers Plowman, and various female figures in

Chaucer’s dream poetry, implicitly echo aspects of

Boethius’ Philosophy. Importantly, however, Philoso-

phy’s forceful presence in Boethius’ text, characterized

by her loyalty, stability, and reason, gains much of its

power through its opposition to another, less venera-

ble female figure: that is, fickle Fortune, whose seduc-

tive material gifts and ever-turning wheel were also

made famous by Boethius (and whose likeness also

appears throughout the medieval corpus of the literary

and visual arts). How one is to understand this familiar

dichotomy of opposing female forces of good and evil,

transcendent and material, hinges on the complicated

issue of how female personifications speak to medieval

constructions of women and gender.

Gendered Personifications

Like the female abstractions in Prudentius and

Capella, and like many subsequent medieval personi-

fications, Boethius’ Philosophy, though female, also

represents humankind’s––and in this case, one partic-

ular man’s––inner qualities. This type of multifaceted

gender identity epitomizes the complicated nature of

gendered abstractions. On the one hand, the gender-

ing of personifications to a large extent follows the

gendering of language: in Latin, abstract concepts are

usually feminine, and hence so are the personifica-

tions of those abstract concepts. On the other hand,

medieval representations of female personifications

can also appear to construct feminine gender, by

aligning the figures with culturally inscribed ‘‘femi-

nine’’ characteristics, such as ornamentation, sexual

or economic exchange, or the eroticized process of

allegorical reading itself. Like their late-antique coun-

terparts, medieval commentators were fascinated

with the idea of allegory as a veil or covering––the

integumentum or involucrum that revealed or con-

cealed textual truth––and they often explored this

idea by troping the male acquisition of secret knowl-

edge, truth, and revelation as the unveiling of the

female body and its sexual ‘‘secrets.’’ While the

medieval poet’s focus on the adorned female body

ostensibly concerns the male susceptibility to shiny

or dazzling surfaces (both rhetorical and material), it

also reveals the extent to which these figures represent

femininity as a projection of male desire. Jean de Meun

imagines Fortune as a woman who alternates between

a wealthy, luxuriously adorned and sweetly scented

lady preening herself in a golden palace, and a prosti-

tute stripped of all clothing, weeping on the floor of

a brothel. In his Parliament of Fowls, Chaucer like-

wise describes the Goddess of Love, Venus, as naked

from the waist up, while the rest of her is covered

in a garment so fine as to be see-through. Perhaps

Langland’s connubial Lady Meed, who ravishes men

simultaneously with her sumptuous attire and with

her sumptuous words, most clearly epitomizes this

connection between the erotics of rich female adorn-

ment and the erotics of rich allegorical language. As

modern theorists have pointed out, this age-old link

between women, adornment, and allegory suggests

that figuration itself was understood to be an inherently

feminine act.

This is not to say that all female personifications in

the medieval period, or even those that depict the

relation between the male mind and the adorned fe-

male figure, overtly essentialize the female gender.

Some medieval authors use female personifications

to explore the very issue of flawed male perception,

and even flawed gender perceptions. Central to the

Pearl poem, for example, is the protagonist’s persis-

tent inability to see the Pearl irrespective of his pre-

conceived, worldly notions of her. Some works, like

Langland’s Piers Plowman and the anonymous Cur-

sor Mundi (‘‘Runner of the World’’) draw attention to

questions of gender by actually shifting the gender of

certain personifications mid-text, and often mid-sen-

tence. And finally, in her Book of the City of Ladies,

Christine de Pizan uses the tradition of the wise fe-

male counselor (of which she has three: Lady Reason,

Lady Rectitude, and Lady Justice) to challenge mi-

sogynist stereotypes of women and to create a new

concept of female authority, one built on positive

examples of historical and mythical women, and on

her own authority as a female writer.

ANDREA DENNY-BROWN
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PETITIONS
Petitions addressed to powerful individuals or institu-

tions are as old as civilization itself. Given the lower

status and illiteracy that frequently characterized me-

dieval women, their written applications survive in

smaller numbers than those submitted by men. As

European bureaucracies became increasingly sophis-

ticated, so did the form of pleas presented. Wealthy

and prominent females seeking redress from perceived

injustices or financial burdens typically employed

scribes to prepare their documents; women of slen-

derer means and more urgent needs sought public

arenas where they could voice complaints and elicit

responses at minimal cost. This option remained

open in some European communities until the late

Middle Ages.

Petitions from medieval women survive in various

European record collections. A useful selection of

English material from the thirteenth century onwards

is held at the U. K. National Archives in the Public

Record Office’s SC8 class (Special Collections: An-

cient Petitions). These documents include women’s

petitions to the king, the king and council, Parlia-

ment, and the chancellor or other officers of state.

Similar sources held at the Vatican Archives origi-

nated mainly from noble secular women or enclosed

religious. They include applications for absolution,

removal of the stain of illegitimacy (by religious seek-

ing higher office in the convent), or papal intervention

in disputes. The published papal letters of the

fifteenth century indicate a rising demand from both

men and women for permission to employ private

confessors, own portable altars and worship in pri-

vate oratories. This pattern appears to have been

consistent with a trend towards individualism in

the expression of the Christian faith. To what extent

these petitions were ultimately successful is open to

question, since surviving evidence is patchy.
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PETRARCH
Francesco Petrarch (1304–1374) was Italy’s preemi-

nent lyric poet and a prolific Latin humanist, crowned

poet laureate in Rome in 1341. Petrarch has been

characterized as the first modern intellectual. His mo-

dernity emerges through the intense subjectivity of his

works, particularly in his collection of Italian lyric

poems, the Canzoniere (Songbook; known also as

Scattered Rhymes [Rime sparse] or Fragments in the

Language of Ordinary Life [Rerum vulgarium frag-

menta]), the poet’s anguished exploration of his unre-

quited love for the beautiful Laura (also called
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Laureta). First collected in 1342 and continually ex-

panded, revised, and reordered until the poet’s death

in 1374, the Canzoniere in its present form is divided

into two parts, before (Canz. 1–263) and after (Canz.

264–366) Laura’s death. The collection’s total number

of songs corresponds to the calendar year, culminat-

ing in the last sonnet (Canz. 366), the poet’s final

relinquishment of his obsessive desire for Laura and

his dedication to the Virgin Mary.

In Laura, Petrarch emulates and yet interrogates

the figure of Dante’s Beatrice in the New Life (Vita

Nuova) (1290–1295) and the Divine Comedy (Divina

Commedia) (1306/7–1321). Like Beatrice, Laura is

presented with a semblance of historical veracity.

Although Laura’s true identity remains conjectural,

Petrarch states that he met her on Good Friday,

April 6, 1327, in the Church of St. Clare in Avignon,

and that she died on that same date, on Good Friday,

1348, presumably of the Black Death. The fictional

correspondence of these dates to Good Friday

indicates that Petrarch, like Dante, invests the be-

loved with a Christian conversional and redemptive

significance.

Like Beatrice, in the Canzoniere Laura incarnates

an ideal beauty (e.g., Canz. 126, 159). She inspires

through her lucent presence the poet’s desire for

moral and spiritual perfection and poetic virtuosity

(e.g., Canz. 71–73). She is not portrayed as an indi-

vidual; she is rather an icon (Canz. 77), a projection of

the poet’s own desires, and a catalyst for his interior

transformation, leading to poetic self-expression (e.g.,

Canz. 23).

Beatrice’s name encapsulates her allegorical signif-

icance as Dante’s ‘‘bearer of beatitude’’ (portatrice di

beatitudine; New Life). Laura’s name also encom-

passes her allegorical significance, but the Canzo-

niere’s allusive, circular repetitions and word-plays

(e.g., Canz. 5) create around her name a denser sym-

bolic network. The poet assimilates his love of the

elusive Laura to Ovid’s myth of Apollo, god of poet-

ry, and his amorous pursuit of the fleeing nymph

Daphne, transformed into a laurel tree (il lauro;

Metamorphoses 1). Laura is further associated with

the breeze that surrounds her (l’aura); the gold of her

hair and of the light emanating from her (l’oro); the

dawn (l’aurora); and the laurel crown of victorious

emperors and superior poets (la laurea) (e.g., Canz.

34, 194, 196–198).

Unlike Beatrice, Laura is an equivocal figure. She

occasions both love and spiritual confusion (e.g.,

Canz. 1–3). Her erotic refusal has its origin at times

in virtue, and at others in narcissism (Canz. 45–46).

Compared to the Virgin Mary (Canz. 366), she is as

Ovid’s Medusa, the monstrous Gorgon (Metamor-

phoses 4–5). Laura symbolizes all earthly happiness

(beauty, love, poetic virtuosity, fame) and yet also the

effects of original sin and idolatry (moral paralysis,

lust, egotism, mutability, mortality). Her ambivalent

effect incites the poet’s restless self-scrutiny (e.g.,

Canz. 127, 129), an intentional divergence from

the edifying influence of Dante’s Beatrice, an un-

equivocally beneficent vehicle of Christ’s wisdom

and redemption.

Begun during a period of spiritual crisis, two other

works attempt to contend with, and ultimately re-

solve, Laura’s ineluctable nature. In My Secret

(Secretum, 1347–1353) an imaginary Latin dialogue

between Petrarch’s persona Franciscus and Augustine

of Hippo, Franciscus defends the purity of his love for

Laura against Augustine’s accusation of his erotic

attraction to her and his inordinate desire for fame.

In the Triumphs (I Trionfi, 1353–1374), a Dantesque

visionary poem in Italian, Laura appears, not as a

carnal love to be rejected, but divinely transfigured

as Petrarch’s heavenly influence.

Despite this transfiguration, the Canzoniere’s

ambivalent portrayal of Laura and her conflicted

poet-lover dominate subsequent literary history.

As the premiere collection of love lyrics stretching

from the late 1400s into the 1800s, the Canzoniere

initiates Petrarchism, the Western textual tradition

and vocabulary that explores the scenario of exalted

female beauty and male erotic anguish. Petrarchism

establishes a paradigm of female silence and the

prerogative of male emotion and poetic expression.

Yet the Canzoniere also paradoxically empowers later

poets, both male and female, to imitate its literary

example while also including within the depiction of

erotic relationships female initiative, both poetic and

amorous, as well as a more realistic mutual love.
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PETRONILA OF ARAGÓN
Petronila (or Petronilla, or rarely Petronella) of

Aragón (1136–1173) owed her existence to the com-

plicated political situation created by her uncle

Alfonso I ‘‘el Batallador’’ of Aragón. When he died

in 1134 without an heir (and with a problematic will

leaving his kingdom to the Orders of the Templars,

the Holy Sepulchre, and the Hospitalers), the mag-

nates chose his brother Ramiro as the next king.

Ramiro II Sánchez ‘‘el Monje’’ was taken out of the

Church and married to Inés of Poitou in 1135; their

only child Petronila was conceived to resolve the

problem of the succession to the throne of Aragón.

Petronila’s birth in 1136 allowed Ramiro to return to

monastic life the following year when Petronila was

declared queen of the Kingdom of Aragón and be-

trothed to Ramón Berenguer IV, Count of Barcelona

(r. 1131–1162). They married in 1150.

Although she was nominally queen to his title of

prince, Petronila appears to have wielded little real

power during her husband’s lifetime. Their son

Alfonso II, born around 1157, inherited the territories

of both his parents to rule as the first king of the joint

Crown of Aragón. He was one of five children born

to Petronila and Ramón Berenguer, according to

Antonio Ubieta Arteta. Only three documents survive

that were issued by Petronila and show her active par-

ticipation in rulership, but she also appeared as signa-

tory to some of her husband’s charters. In 1164, two

years after her husband’s death, Petronila solidified

her seven-year-old son’s place on the throne by re-

nouncing her privileges as queen. Unlike Urraca, her

near contemporary in León-Castile, Petronila acted

more as a queen consort than a reigning queen. In-

stead of asserting her own rights, Petronila safe-

guarded her son and guaranteed that her line would

rule after her.
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PILGRIMS AND PILGRIMAGE
Pilgrimage both affected and reflected medieval West-

ern Christendom. Pilgrimage, the journey made to a

shrine, church, or other religious place, carried sacred

meaning for believers. The site may have contained

relics, often body parts, of a dead saint, that were said

to heal and were, therefore, seen as miraculous. Pil-

grims within the Christian, Judaic, and Islamic tradi-

tions interacted with one another in the Holy Land,

where Christians visited the physical places where

Biblical figures had lived. Pilgrimage was a religious

practice that had many repercussions for society in

terms of history and politics (how do pilgrims cross

borders during times of war, for instance), as well as

cultural artifacts, like material culture (church build-

ings and arts) and written culture (everything from

the mass said to pilgrims starting on their journey to

fictive poems relating pilgrimage experiences).

Sources

Traveling, especially abroad, entailed careful prepara-

tion legally and financially. Sources—such as letters

of protection, documents granting power of attorney

while on pilgrimage, papal letters containing commu-

tation of vows or dispensation, inquisitions, wills,

guild records, household accounts, letters, narratives,

and legal records—include the names of women who

planned to or did travel on pilgrimage. Pilgrimage
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could vary enormously for women depending

upon wealth and class; indeed, class could be a more

important factor than gender in determining the

pilgrim’s daily experience.

As early as the fourth century women traveled as

pilgrims to the Holy Land, including Helena, mother

of Constantine, and Egeria who came from Spain or

southern Gaul. Women of the Roman nobility, such

as Melania the Elder, as well as Paula and her daugh-

ter Eustochium, also made such a pilgrimage. Saints’

lives suggest that numerous female saints made the

journey to Jerusalem and inspired women as religious

models. Women also made the journey to Jerusalem

while participating in the Crusades, though whether

they can strictly be called pilgrims has been debated.

The extensive household accounts of Elizabeth de

Burgh, a very wealthy and important fourteenth-

century dowager, record pilgrimage activity. The

Liber celestis of St. Bridget of Sweden (1303–1373;

canonized 1391) tells the story of the saint, who con-

vinced her husband to go on pilgrimage to Saint

James in Compostela. She continued to go on numer-

ous pilgrimages thereafter. The Book of Margery

Kempe, dating from the first half of the fifteenth

century, tells the life of Margery, an apparently illit-

erate merchant-class woman from Lynn in Norfolk.

Her pilgrimages show her devotion to the humanity

of Christ by witnessing the places associated with his

life. The Privy Purse Expenses of Elizabeth of York

(1465–1503), daughter of Edward the IV and wife of

Henry VII, record pilgrimage activity.

Gender Differences

Victor and Edith Turner’s argument that pilgrimage

is a rite of passage suggests that the ritual space of

pilgrimage liberates pilgrims from societal limitations,

including those imposed by social class or gender. But

scholars have pointed out that pilgrimage does not

eliminate traditional social boundaries. Although the

legal status of pilgrims was gender neutral, women

were not always treated as equal to male pilgrims.

Women had to gain permission to go on pilgrimage,

a demand often complicated by family and society.

Criminal records show women pilgrims as victims of

crime, including rape. Some shrines, especially those

under monastic control, restricted women’s access.

Yet documents indicate how women pilgrims were

accommodated in ways that men did not need to be,

such as a special Franciscan hospice for women pil-

grims in Bethlehem, and provisions in Jerusalem and

Rome for cradles, suggesting that some women were

pregnant and gave birth while on pilgrimage.

Ronald Finucane has convincingly shown in

recorded English miracle stories that the majority of

pilgrims who attended local shrines were women (and

lower-class) while the majority of pilgrims attending a

distant shrine were male (and upper-class). The pro-

portion of male to female pilgrims varied from shrine

to shrine, often due to the type of miracle promised by

the legend of the saint worshipped there. The types of

miracles recorded corresponded to the visitors. For

women on pilgrimage, familial concerns were over-

whelmingly important. Women went on pilgrimage to

get pregnant, to have a safe delivery, to help an ap-

parently damaged or sick fetus, to avoid childbirth

pain, to expel a dead fetus, to help with postpartum

pain, to help with failed milk supply, to help have a

live birth after numerous stillbirths, and to help after

overlaying an infant in bed.

Representations of Women Pilgrims

Gender could affect women pilgrims’ experiences, not

only historically but also in terms of how they were

represented. In not fulfilling traditional roles for

women, including that of caregiver, spouse or sexual

partner, economic contributor, or cloistered nun, fe-

male pilgrims and their mobility became a gendered

matter with a moral dimension. Negative criticism of

female pilgrims occurred by the eighth century. In

secular literature by the late Middle Ages, the topos

of the sexual woman pilgrim had become the symbol

of a disorderly body politic held victim to traditional

misogynist satire and critique. Yet, despite the strong

tradition in which women pilgrims are seen as literally

and figuratively wayward, exemplified most famously

in Chaucer’s Wife of Bath, a competing view of

women pilgrims lies in religious works. Saints’ legends

and other religious literature tend to endorse women

pilgrims who validate the sanctity of the holy figure in

question.

Legal documents are relatively unhelpful in ex-

pressing how women experienced their pilgrimages.

Material culture, such as church art, reflected and

shaped female piety. The architecture of and images

in the churches along the route to the Marian shrine

at Walsingham, for example, created iconographic

experiences specifically designed to be received by

women pilgrims by referring to milk and/or mother-

hood. Women’s patronage practices supported a

material culture that evolved around pilgrimage. De-

votional texts and art helped facilitate both private

and communal virtual pilgrimage for those who were

not able to physically make the pilgrimage journey.

Pilgrimage as it was practiced reveals an individual
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understanding of worship informed by gender

consciousness.

SUSAN SIGNE MORRISON
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PLAGUE
Medieval Europe endured two pandemics of plague:

the first, known as the Justinian Plague, struck the

Mediterranean region between 541 and 750 and the

second, the Black Death, spread throughout Europe

between 1348 and 1351. Plague returned in regional-

based epidemics every six to twelve years for the first

130 years thereafter. It then returned every fifteen to

twenty years until the final outbreak in Marseille in

1720–1722.

Historical discussion focuses on the most famous

and widely devastating episode, the Black Death,

which was known to contemporaries as ‘‘the great

mortality.’’ Medieval doctors called it a pestilence or

pestis brought on by miasma (bad air). Their almost

universal descriptions of symptomatic buboes have

convinced most historians that the disease was bu-

bonic plague caused by the bacterium Yersinia pestis,

spread by the rat flea, Xenopsylla cheopsis, and its

host, the black rat. However, there is vigorous debate

as to the exact nature of this disease because the rapid

spread and incredibly high mortality rate of the medi-

eval epidemic do not mimic modern epidemics of

bubonic plague.

The plague was carried from eastern Asia to

Europe on ships launched from the Crimea region

of the Black Sea, arriving first at the ports of Sicily

and Italy and then passing along the vast network

of trading routes by land and sea throughout

Europe. On average, Europe lost a third to a half

of its population during the epidemic, although some

towns suffered considerably higher mortality rates.

A few chroniclers noted that women died in large

numbers, but it was just as likely for other chroniclers

to highlight the deaths of the rich, the poor, the old,

or the young as excessive. However, it is reasonable to

posit that women may have suffered more because

their care-giving and house-bound duties kept them

in close proximity to the infected fleas and the ill.

Although contemporary chronicles emphasize un-

speakable horror and social collapse during the epi-

demic, other records demonstrate that in many areas

government and Church officials acted quickly to

combat the disease. Bishops consecrated new burial

grounds, city councils passed ordinances banning

traffic of goods and people and stipulated burial

procedures, and doctors wrote tracts on how one
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could best avoid, prevent, and cure the pestilence.

Despite the charges of chroniclers to the contrary,

there is evidence that notaries, priests, and doctors

continued their duties and served the ill during the

epidemic. In Italian and French towns doctors were

hired to carry out autopsies of plague victims in order

to better determine how to fight the disease.

The king of France called upon the leading scien-

tists of the day, the Medical Faculty of the University

of Paris, to report on the cause of the epidemic. The

professors concluded that the epidemic was the result

of a miasma that had been produced and spread by a

triple conjunction of the planets, Mars, Jupiter, and

Saturn in 1345. They also stressed the usual types of

preventive medicine based on a moderate regime of

diet and exercise to keep the body’s humors in balance

and the use of aromatics to purify the air. The leaders

of the Church declared the epidemic to be the result of

divine wrath over human sinfulness. A few clerics

highlighted as causes for the plague women’s sin of

pride and their adoption of immodest clothing, but

these were common complaints of monastic writers

that were not unique to the Black Death.

Church officials counseled men and women to take

part in penitential processions, masses, and prayer in

order to avert the plague. Recognizing that many

were dying without the sacrament of penance due to

the lack of priests, some officials, such as Bishop

Ralph Shrewsbury of Bath and Wells in England,

allowed emergency confession even to a woman.

Some of the laity took upon themselves extreme acts

of self-mutilation as penance for all of humanity’s

sins. These flagellants staged spectacles of blood that

whipped up a popular frenzy of masses of people in

German towns. Women did not participate in the

whippings, which involved partial nudity, but were

noted by chroniclers as clamoring for the flagellants

and foolishly catching the blood to smear on their

eyes for its miraculous properties. Again, this com-

mentary on women’s behavior during the plague is

part of a general misogynistic attitude of male medie-

val writers. Other examples of violent hysteria were

the pogroms against Jews, who were scapegoated with

the charge of spreading the plague by poisoning wells.

Despite a few attempts at protection from the pope

and city officials, many Jewish communities in central

Europe were attacked and decimated.

Siding with the landowning classes, chroniclers

complained that after the epidemic laborers de-

manded high wages and no longer served their super-

iors respectfully. They saw the post-plague world, in

which landlords were sometimes forced to remit rents

and labor services, as an inversion of the natural

order. Similarly, chroniclers complained about a de-

cline in morals after the plague, often targeting

women as particularly immoral. Giovanni Boccaccio

remarked that women who survived the plague in

Florence were less chaste because they had allowed

themselves to be attended by male servants during the

epidemic. In England, John of Reading lamented that

widows threw themselves into the arms of foreigners

or even kinsmen, too quickly forgetting their dead

husbands. Working with different sources, historians

have qualified the conclusions of these landowning

men who felt threatened by the new economic and

social situation of higher wages and new marriages

for survivors. They have demonstrated that prices

also rose, thereby limiting the ‘‘undue’’ gains of

wage earners. Moreover, authorities in Italy, Eng-

land, France, and Spain passed legislation to restrict

wages and prices, but it is difficult to determine just

how effectively these were enforced.

Women benefited from the drastic labor shortages

with an increase in wages, but the kinds of work avail-

able to them did not change. In the centuries following

the BlackDeathmany professions, such as the medical

profession, increasingly restricted female participa-

tion, while other areas traditionally open to women,

such as brewing, became professionalized, thereby

shutting out women. Fathers faced with the death of

their preferred male heirs as they wrote their wills

during the plague named females as heirs more often

than before. However, female inheritance did not gen-

erally lead to independence, since in many parts of

Europe the husband managed his wife’s property. In

Italy the plague only temporarily disrupted the rigid

patriarchal system of inheritance that favored men.

Thus, women’s gains in the new economic climate

produced by the BlackDeathwere ultimately thwarted

by medieval Europe’s patriarchal social structure.

SHONA KELLY WRAY
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POOR CLARES ORDER
The Poor Clares constitute the enclosed female

branch of the Franciscan Order. Their name honors

Clare of Assisi (1193/94–1253), whom pious tradition

credits as their founder in association with Saint

Francis (1181/1182–1226). The actual formation of

female Franciscanism was considerably more com-

plex. Clare’s insistence that women could follow

Francis’s spiritual ideals, including apostolic poverty,

conflicted with the papal curia’s intention to stan-

dardize women’s religious life. Their efforts to impose

stability initially produced a monastic order that con-

sisted solely of women prior to its incorporation into

the Franciscan Order. Thus, it is somewhat ironic that

the Order of Saint Clare and the identification Poor

Clares, terms created by papal legislation in 1263,

honor a woman whose spiritual ideals challenged

traditional female religious life.

The Origins of Female Franciscanism

It is necessary to distinguish the foundations con-

nected with Clare and Francis from those outside

Franciscan inspiration that were first brought togeth-

er by the papal curia. Shortly after Clare’s conversion

in 1212, Francis brought her and her sister Agnes to

the church of San Damiano outside Assisi’s walls.

Other women soon joined them to form the first

community of Franciscan women. San Damiano

also served as a base for the itinerant friars to whom

Pope Innocent III had granted permission to preach

penance and live supported by alms alone (1209). The

stable communal life adopted by the women obvious-

ly contrasted with the friar’s wandering mendicancy,

but a shared commitment to spiritual minoritas, hu-

mility in all things, sustained their close connection.

San Damiano had no formal monastic rule at first.

Oral directions from Francis, including his promise of

perpetual care and spiritual exhortations, were the

foundation of their religious life. A 1219 document

addressed to the Florentine community of Monticelli,

which Agnes of Assisi had helped establish, allowed

them to adopt San Damiano’s observantiae regulares

(regular observance). Contemporary documents con-

firm that houses in nearby Arezzo, Foligno, Perugia,

and Spello were founded on the model of San

Damiano and with the assistance of its sisters. Some

evidence suggests that individual friars helped estab-

lish other female communities, but their connection to

San Damiano is not explicit. While Jacques de Vitry’s

famous letter of 1216 praising the sorores minores

(lesser sisters) who lived in hospices and supported

themselves by their own labors is often taken as evi-

dence of Clare’s influence, it only confirms an associ-

ation between some friars ( fratres minores, lesser

brothers) and sisters rather than broader institutional

formation derived from Assisi. Most claims of direct

foundation by Clare or Francis, especially for com-

munities outside central Italy, derive from later

desires to connect with the charismatic authority of

the ‘‘founders.’’

At the time of Francis’s death in 1226, only San

Damiano and a handful of other houses had been

incorporated into the Franciscan Order. They now

faced pressure from ecclesiastical efforts to normalize

the women’s religious movements. Beginning in 1218,

Cardinal Hugolino dei Segni had begun to regularize

communities of female penitents in central Italy.

Although many of these groups had been motivated

by apostolic poverty (albeit not directly inspired by

Francis), Hugolino imposed a constitution modeled

after the Benedictine rule that required material sup-

port. He also sought to link these houses more closely
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to the Franciscan Order. He named a friar to serve as

their visitator in 1220. This appointment was short

lived and the friars’ antipathy toward new female

communities led the cardinal to assign Cistercians.

This situation changed after Francis’s death and

Hugolino’s elevation to the papacy as Gregory IX

(1227–1241). He now directed the Franciscan minister

general to appoint a minister for these houses, which

the papal curia began to identify as the Order of San

Damiano.

The confusion between Clare’s community at San

Damiano and the Order of San Damiano was deliber-

ate. While suggesting fidelity to Francis’s and Clare’s

model of religious life, the papal program differed in

several key components including strict enclosure,

monastic silence, and financial endowment. Over the

next two decades, Clare would resist pressure to con-

form to these standards. In 1228, Gregory IX granted

a ‘‘Privilege of Poverty’’ to San Damiano that allowed

the women to live without guaranteed income. Other

houses that sought similar privileges were generally

refused. An exception was Agnes of Prague, who only

obtained permission to give up property held in com-

mon toward the end of her life. From the 1230s

onward, most Damianite houses, including those

foundations originally established by San Damiano’s

sisters, accepted property. Pope Innocent IV’s con-

stitution for the order (1247), issued to resolve

ambiguities in earlier legislation, also mandated own-

ership. Clare rejected this rule and instead composed

her own formula vitae (form of life), which modified

Francis’s rule for the friars to meet the needs of a

stable female community. Pope Innocent IV approved

the text on her deathbed (1253). Certain provisions

suggest that she intended it to govern all Damianite

houses, but it did not circulate beyond a few affiliated

communities. Some houses adopted the 1247 Rule,

others kept the Hugolinian constitution, and most

had individual provisions concerning their obser-

vance. Pastoral care from Franciscan friars linked

these diverse houses, an institutional relationship

that contributed to the papally constituted order in-

creasingly coming to identify itself with the movement

initiated by Francis of Assisi. During the same period,

the newly canonized Saint Clare (1255) was memor-

ialized as an enclosed contemplative, a model for all

religious women rather than a female example of

Francis’s spiritual ideals.

The Order of Saint Clare

Following an intense legal battle over the friars’ obli-

gations to provide pastoral care (1261–1263), Pope

Urban IV ratified a new constitution for the Order

of Saint Clare in 1263 that effectively confirmed their

place within the Franciscan Order. Like earlier papal

legislation, it incorporated traditional monastic

requirements, including adequate material support.

By the end of the thirteenth century, this rule was

widely adopted, especially by Italian Poor Clares. In

parts of France and throughout England, however,

Franciscan nuns professed a rule composed by the

royal princess Isabelle of France (1259; revised

1263). There is also evidence of women who refused

to conform to these organized forms of female Fran-

ciscanism. Both Innocent IV and his successor, Pope

Alexander IV (1254–1261), railed against certain

‘‘Minoresses’’ who lived outside of a cloister and

made demands on the friars. It seems likely these

were women who chose not to become Poor Clares

as the order moved away from the ideals of Francis’s

early movement into traditional female monasticism.

Later sources commonly identify the fourteenth

century as a period of relaxed observance before the

Franciscan Order entered a period of renewal. In

Italy, fifteenth-century reformers encouraged the

Poor Clares to profess their ‘‘first rule,’’ that is,

Clare’s formula vitae. While some convents continued

to observe the Urbanist rule, chronicles and devo-

tional writings produced by the sisters make clear

the important role these women played in spreading

Clare’s rule and reform generally. Contemporary

sisters who were praised as spiritual models included

the French reformer, Colette of Corbie (1381–1447)

and the Italian devotional author and artist, Caterina

Vigri (1413–1463). These reforms also increased

interest in the historical Clare and contributed to

the growth of her reputation as founder of the epony-

mous order. While Clare of Assisi was not histori-

cally the founder of the Poor Clares, she ultimately

became a source of charismatic authority for female

Franciscan life.

Franciscan Penitent Women

Institutional forms of female Franciscan life were not

limited to the Poor Clares. Friar Hugh of Digne pre-

pared a rule for his sister Douceline (c. 1215–1274),

who lived in a Beguine community in Marseilles.

Hagiographical legends describe how some women

who were refused admittance to Damianite convents

became penitents (sorores de penitentia or sometimes

bizzoche or reclusae) and lived in small, semireligious

communities close to Franciscan friaries. Other penin-

tent women were able to remain independent while

developing a pastoral relationship with individual
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friars, such as Margaret of Cortona (1247–1297) and

Angela of Foligno (1248–1309). Along with their pas-

toral bondwith Franciscan friars, the desire to follow a

life of evangelical prayer, penance, and charity while

remaining in the world united these women.

The Roman Curia sought to regularize these lay

penitents in a manner similar to what occurred with

other women’s religious movements. They encouraged

the idea of Francis as founder of a Third Order of

Penance, although this legislation derived from out-

side the order. Amember of CardinalHugolino’s circle

wrote the earliest constitution, the Memoriale Propo-

siti (1221), to governmixed penitential communities. A

new rule was confirmed by Pope Nicholas IV (a Fran-

ciscan friar) in the bull Supra Montem (1289) during

the same period as a rule was authored for Dominican

tertiaries. Communities of female penitents were in-

creasingly obligated to live according to a monastic

rule after the bull Periculoso (1298) imposed enclosure

and some houses were even transferred into the Order

of Saint Clare. Others maintained their status as mem-

bers of the Franciscan Third Order. One of the most

influential was the community of Santa Anna in

Foligno whose sisters helped spread reform ideas

throughout Italy under the leadership of Angelina of

Montegiove (c. 1357–1435).

The female Franciscan movement during the Mid-

dle Ages is thus characterized by its diversity. While

the Poor Clares mostly followed traditional monastic

forms of life, other women established different forms

of communal life while maintaining an association

with the Franciscan friars or an affiliation with the

spiritual ideals of Francis of Assisi.

LEZLIE KNOX
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POPE JOAN
The story of a woman pope first appeared in northern

Europe in the mid-thirteenth century and spread

widely. It attained its most familiar form in an inter-

polation into the chronicle of Martin of Troppau, a

Polish Dominican (d. 1278). The chronicle placed

Joan in the ninth century between Leo IV and

Benedict III. She is described as an English woman

who disguised herself as a man, ‘‘John the English-

man,’’ to study in Athens. Coming to Rome, she sup-

posedly was made a curial notary and then a cardinal

because of her conspicuous learning. On the death of

Leo IV (d. 855), she was elected pope and enthroned.

In this version, she died two years later while giving

birth to a child, having gone into labor during a

procession. Stephen of Bourbon, another thirteenth-

century Dominican, alone says the female pope and

her child were stoned to death by the populace after

she gave birth during the coronation procession. The

story, distributed particularly through Dominican

channels, was used by both the friends and foes of

the papacy in the Middle Ages and thereafter. Only in

the sixteenth century was its veracity called into ques-

tion. Among those who told the story of Pope Joan is

Giovanni Boccaccio, in his On Famous Women.

Among the explanations offered for this story is that

it reflects the domination of the papacy by Theodora

and her daughter Marozia. The female pope in the

tarot deck may represent not Joan but Guglielma, a

Milanese holy woman who was the focal point of

a thirteenth-century heretical group.

THOMAS IZBICKI
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PORTRAIT MEDALS
Portrait medals were an especially potent means of

self-presentation in the late medieval and early

modern periods. They came into vogue in the human-

ist circles of early fifteenth-century Italy and quickly

became an integral part of diplomacy and gift ex-

change in noble society throughout Europe. Like

more monumental portraits, medals were commis-

sioned to assert a strong public image or to commem-

orate an important event or change in status. For

women, a medal could record betrothal, marriage,

widowhood, or death, or, in more elite cases, celebrate

political events such as ascent to regency or rule, or

military or diplomatic victories. Modeled after ancient

Roman coins, they usually displayed a portrait on one

side and a carefully devised emblem on the other, each

accompanied by Latin or, less often, Greek or vernac-

ular inscriptions detailing the sitter’s name, status,

and motto. Family insignias were regularly integrated

into the design. A second portrait sometimes replaced

the emblem so that husband and wife or regent and

minor-age ruler appeared on opposite faces, illustrat-

ing their relationship. The portrait was most common-

ly presented in profile, following ancient prototypes.

In the sixteenth century and in response to develop-

ments in painted portraiture, some portraits on

medals shifted to a three-quarter pose or, more rarely,

a full-frontal view. The classically inspired emblems

and inscriptions could be very straightforward or

rather obtuse, with a secret or highly intellectual

meaning expected to be understood by only a

privileged few. In the sixteenth-century, single-sided

medals began to appear and emblems were either

combined with the portrait or eliminated.

Because of their small size (typically 30–105 mm in

diameter) and durability, portrait medals were easily

portable and were distributed as elite symbols of af-

fection and alliance. Produced in multiples in lead or

copper alloys, bronze, silver, or gold, they were cast

from molds or, beginning in the sixteenth century,

struck with dies. Medals started to be serially pro-

duced in the late fifteenth century when large work-

shops, sometimes associated with mints, offered their

clients the opportunity to choose designs, emblems

and mottos from available models, which they could

customize with a specific portrait and name. The most

elite medals were invariably cast and custom-made,

the emblems and mottos devised by intellectual advi-

sors with an eye toward singularity. Collectors dis-

played their portrait medals on shelves, on ribbons or

chains worn around the neck, or in cabinets specially

devised for their storage with multiple small drawers

and hooks on which to hang them. The small format

of portrait medals invited intimate viewing, which led

to debate over their aesthetic, intellectual, and com-

memorative merits. Though they were prized by their

owners, only a relative few of the many portrait

medals produced in the late medieval and early mod-

ern eras, survive since they were often melted down

and the metal reused.

A portrait, regardless of media, was not usually

conceived as a literal record of the subject’s likeness;

rather, it was more like a multifaceted allegory that

illustrated the sitter’s character. The portrait, inscrip-

tions, and emblems on medals all worked together to

present the sitter’s ideological aspirations, which were

clearly affected by notions of gender. For women, a

conventionalized beauty served as an outward sign of

virtue, the most prized female attribute that encom-

passed the concepts of chastity, modesty, and loyalty.

This beauty was signaled by elaborate dresses, jewels,

hairstyles, and idealized features. The emblems were

similarly gendered and often referred to classical or

literary characters and stories, their motifs and styles

borrowed from ancient sculpture or coins or created

anew. Common subjects were pagan deities, personi-

fications of virtues, signs of the zodiac, mythological

and real animals, family crests, and other symbols.

Through Humanist interpretation, ancient and secu-

lar motifs evoked religious piety and other important

virtues including the intellectual. Since a married

woman’s status stemmed equally from her agnatic

and marital families, both surnames appeared with

her title in inscriptions. Thus, the portrait medal

conveyed the culturally and personally significant

components of a woman’s character.

While a male relative commonly commissioned a

woman’s portrait medal to commemorate her betroth-

al, marriage, widowhood or death, quite a number of

women, especially those in positions of power, ordered

their own and updated them periodically. Women

rulers and regents often adapted the masculine sym-

bols associated with power and political authority,

such as armor, weapons, and architecture, for their

emblems and sometimes tempered them with signs of

more feminine virtues. Elizabeth I, Caterina Sforza,

Isabella d’Este, and other female rulers and regents

commissioned medals with inscriptions and emblems

that boosted their political and cultural authority and

served as propaganda. Scholarly interest in women’s

portrait medals, especially those from Italy, continues
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to rise, but much research remains to be completed on

examples from other European areas.

JOYCE DE VRIES
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POSTCOLONIAL THEORY
Postcolonial theory typically analyzes the conflict and

accommodation that unfold in the wake of conquest

and other kinds of cultural admixture. It stresses the

enduring economic and social disparity that is likely

to result when a powerful nation annexes land be-

longing to others, transforming that territory into

a colony or frontier and rendering its inhabitants a

subaltern (or dominated) people. Often inspired by a

strong sense of social justice, postcolonial critics ex-

plore the violence inherent in the colonial encounter

but do not argue that some ‘‘pure’’ state of aborigin-

ality might be recovered in the wake of profound

cultural clash. Postcolonial criticism has therefore

developed a sophisticated vocabulary for describing

hybridity, the conflictual interpenetration of cultures

that results from colonial contact and that transforms

both colonizer and indigene. Though it never uncriti-

cally celebrates this turbulent fusion of differences, it

does find in hybridity the potential for subversion of

the systems that are likely to be imposed in the wake

of conquest. Postcolonial criticism stresses the impu-

rity of both present and past. It critiques the mechan-

isms (social, legal, literary) through which dominated

groups are disparaged and dispossessed, especially of

their history. Postcolonial theory has always been

sensitive to the ways in which power is distributed

unevenly across gender lines. Some of the most im-

portant work undertaken within the field studies the

effects of the postcolonial upon subaltern women.

Postcolonial cultural studies are useful to the study

of the western Middle Ages. Europe did not appear

from some void, as the historian Robert Bartlett has

argued, but emerged slowly, via conquest that extend-

ed borders and assimilations that attempted to render

emergent territorial states internally homogeneous.

Europe, in a word, had to Europeanize itself in cus-

tom, language, law, and religion—an inherently colo-

nial project with profound repercussions on gender.

In the course of the Middle Ages some peoples were

absorbed and vanished as part of this process, while

others found themselves represented as less than

human. Thus the English could insist on a natural

superiority over the bestial Welsh, allowing them (in

their minds) an evident right to the dominion of the

whole of Britain. Medievalists working in a postcolo-

nial vein have dedicated themselves to studying how

such enduringly uneven access to power and privilege

came about; how myths of origin and manifest desti-

ny buttressed communities; and what price was paid

by people who (like the Irish, Welsh, and Jews in

Britain) found themselves resident in some denigrated

category or who were, because of their mixed descent,

suspended between mutually exclusive groups.

Medievalists have made extensive use of the work of

Edward Said, whose Orientalism developed a sophisti-

cated model for exploring how the West fantasizes its

own version of the East (an exotic geography that is

typically gendered feminine); Homi Bhabha, who offers

a postmodern approach to hybridity; Gayatri Spivak

and Dipesh Chakrabarty, who have persuasively ar-

gued against assuming Eurocentric models of history.

More recently, postcolonial theories derived from the

analysis of the Caribbean and U.S.–Mexico border

have also appeared. Some medievalists like Geraldine

Heng are also well-known postcolonial critics.

JEFFREY JEROME COHEN
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POSTMODERNISM AND
HISTORIOGRAPHY
Although postmodernism has been a common term in

nearly every area of intellectual and cultural life since

the 1980s, its exact definition remains elusive, and its

applications and consequences continue to arouse

contention. In every field of artistic or scholarly pro-

duction it has touched, postmodernism challenged the

accuracy of commonly accepted meanings, under-

mined confidence in our ability to depict reality with

certainty in any medium, and generally destabilized

tradition and consensus by questioning the founda-

tions of intellectual life. All of the traditional human-

istic disciplines dependent on complex language

for research and expression (literature, history, phi-

losophy, social criticism) have had to confront post-

modernism in fundamental ways because the focus of

postmodernist insight is on language itself. Postmo-

dernism’s analogous and widely used term, the lin-

guistic turn, is especially useful in understanding the

specific relation of this sweeping cultural movement

to the practice and understanding of history.

At the most fundamental level, the postmodernist

critique is based on a severe scrutiny of the ability of

our common language to depict reality without dis-

tortion or bias. Whatever the object under investiga-

tion, ranging from literature to social institutions, the

production of knowledge depends on agreed upon

definitions and stable representations of the world.

Structuralist linguistics, created by the Swiss linguist

Ferdinand Saussure in the early twentieth century,

effectively undermined the traditional simplistic view

that language merely gives names to things and rela-

tionships that exist objectively apart from observers,

and whose meanings are self-evident and consistent.

Saussure’s work stressed the highly artificial and

conventional nature of language, and the deep depen-

denceof language systems onbinary oppositions topro-

duce meanings. Apparently ‘‘natural’’ contrasts such

as masculine/feminine, black/white, Western/Oriental,

rational/irrational, civilized/primitive were shown to

be culturally produced linguistic structures whose

implications were highly changeable over historical

time. Notable theorists such as Jacques Derrida

pushed the implications of structuralist linguistics

into the poststructuralist mode of analysis called de-

construction: under the deconstructionist critique

language became an unstable system where meaning

recedes further and further into uncertainty. With

no simple linkage to an objective world, words de-

pend on contextual words for meanings that cons-

tantly shift. The greater the pressure of writers and

readers for essential truth and a stable language in

which to register it, the more elusive and elastic the

meaning of linguistic concepts becomes. In the most

general way, the postmodern condition of intellec-

tual life is one in which our defining instrument—

language—cannot be regarded as neutral, passive, or

accurate.

Relation to Historical Research and Writing

Under postmodernist scrutiny, descriptive language

could not be a reliable recorder of present reality,

and its deployment for the reconstruction of the van-

ished past has made the discipline of history appear

fragile and open to serious challenge. By placing the

unstable word/world relation in the foreground of

critical problems, the linguistic turn introduced its

complications to the reading and interpretation

of primary source evidence. Older notions of the

‘‘document’’ as a straightforward, simple message

from the past, or a transparent ‘‘window’’ onto past

life appeared naive and simplistic in the light of more

sophisticated appreciations of linguistic meaning. The

language of historical evidence, especially the lan-

guage of cultures as distant from us as medieval

Europe, multiplied the problems facing the historian

under the insights of postmodernism. Sensitive to the

ways that language itself has the power to constitute

reality, or at least to color reality with strongly moral

and ideological meanings, historians have had to

extend their reading techniques beyond traditional

methodologies of text criticism. All forms of written

source material, even apparently nonliterary legal ev-

idence, letters, administrative treatises, as well as

chronicles and biography, exhibit the problems and

complexities of descriptive language, and thus re-

quire subtler reading strategies than historians were
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accustomed to use. The linguistic turn has made liter-

ary critical techniques of discourse analysis, specifi-

cally addressed to intertextual echoes and embedded

premises of language, an invaluable resource for

historical work.

Just as the historical document no longer could be

regarded as a neutral window onto the past, so the

historian’s own language also has come under critical

scrutiny. The idea that historians can see and identify

generalized historical objects like class, race, social

structures, and power with a neutral accurate lan-

guage now seems illusory. Postmodernism refocused

a sharp attention on the historian’s role in construct-

ing supposedly essential objects such as social classes

and sexual roles with language infused with unac-

knowledged cultural assumptions. All such general-

izations used by historians emphatically categorize

that purport to describe areas of race, class, and

gender, now require careful analysis with their com-

ponent elements candidly laid out.

At a larger scale of construction, historical writing

has been subjected to the insights of narrative theory,

with historians responding to and against the in-

fluential work of historian-theorist, Hayden White.

Structuralist linguistic theory and deconstruction

undermined simple notions of the naming function

of language in relation to the real world. Narrative

theory has demonstrated that chronological story

form, the followable and intelligible sequence of

events leading from some beginning point toward a

resolution, is a structure made from language, and

not found in real events. The real past, full beyond

intelligible control of seriatim and simultaneous unre-

lated events, does not come in story form. Narratives

of progress, tragedy, amelioration, and the like are

created through the selection and rejection of events;

the historians’ feeling of ‘‘discovering’’ the ‘‘true

story’’ in the evidence is an illusion resulting from

the deeply un–self-conscious knowledge of certain

story types that inform every culture. Historians rec-

ognize in their evidence the useable elements of the

stories they have always known, and construct the

past around those forms. Narrative theory has

seemed to some historians to bring historical writing

too close to the techniques of fiction and opened

the way to morally irresponsible history. But the

past is not available to inspection, and universal

consensus on a single correct narrative is neither

possible nor even desirable in an open society. In the

view of most historians who accept the premises of

narrative theory, responsible and rigorous evidence-

based history results in a range of variant stories,

none of which claim to exhaust or dominate the

evidence.

Applications to Medieval Women’s History

As a specialized topic in historical study, medieval

women have benefited from the linguistic turn be-

cause its array of critical questions have undermined

conventional assumptions about society and culture,

naming and meaning. The radical critique mounted

by structuralist linguistics and deconstruction ad-

dressed the foundational concepts anchoring tradi-

tional views of social organization. Long-held

uninspected notions about the supposed essential nat-

ures of men and women, the inevitability of their

social roles, the naturalness of men’s domination

over women in early societies, turned out to be vul-

nerable targets for the new modes of language-based

analysis. If meanings are culturally constructed in

linguistic form, then claims to ‘‘nature’’ and inevita-

bility are reduced to cultural constructs, not mirrors

of reality. Even patriarchy, a social organization of

many variants over time, characterized by its male

monopoly of real economic, political, legal, cultural,

and sexual power, yields to this analysis as a construct

created, imposed, and continually reinforced by asser-

tions of naturalness—not an inevitable emanation of

nature and the human condition.

In both medieval and modern systems of meaning,

the concept of femininity was elaborated over against

masculinity. In no other area has the binary concep-

tion of meaning had such far-reaching results in

changing fundamental conceptions used by histor-

ians. Language-based analysis has worked to unpack

the thick and often self-contradictory layer of al-

leged characteristics attached to female and male

persons, characteristics not found but created to jus-

tify disparate arrangements of power and privilege.

Women were sometimes seen as essentially sexual

and aggressive, and sometimes as asexual and passive:

both were offered as justifying male guardianship.

Medieval texts offer a virtual universe of feminine

qualities, mainly derogatory. The specific technique

for cultural analysis of sex-linked ideas, gender theo-

ry, is a direct outgrowth of postmodernist theories of

language. Narrative theory and the detailed analysis

of how intention and agency work in narrative have

also had positive implications for the history of

women, especially the women of strongly patriarchal

societies. Narrative theory made the question of

who is admitted ‘‘into history’’ as a narrative protag-

onist, and who (or which groups) are regarded as

merely present in some subhistorical manner without

narrative impact, a matter for analysis and inquiry.

Acknowledging the constructed nature of narrative,

both in the medieval period and the modern, opened
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the way for recognizing the artificial exclusion of

women from public life, and also the artificiality of

regarding only public life as worthy of historical re-

cord. Language, of course, is not a total substitute for

persons and institutions, but language creates and

conveys meaning in human life; it is fair to assert

that women would have a very sparse history without

the resources of the linguistic turn.
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POVERTY
Medieval society included several categories of poor

people. The ‘‘deserving poor’’ (those worthy of receiv-

ing alms) included widows, orphans, poor girls in

need of a dowry, individuals who could not work

because of age or disability, persons of means who

were no longer able to live according to their accus-

tomed standard of living (these were called the

‘‘shame-faced poor’’), and the ‘‘voluntary poor’’

who had given up their wealth for religious reasons.

The ‘‘undeserving poor,’’ often assumed to be male,

were those who begged even though they did not need

the assistance. Individuals who had nothing with

which to support themselves except their own labor

were often classified as poor; we would call these the

working poor. Finally, there were those who were

grouped at the bottom of tax assessments, paying

the smallest tax or no tax at all. Modern historians

call these the ‘‘fiscal poor.’’

As ‘‘deserving’’ recipients of charitable alms,

women had an advantage over men, both because of

the Biblical injunction to help widows and because of

the gendered expectation that men should work.

Thus, many towns had shelters for poor widows or

elderly women, but there were few institutions for

elderly men; and some medieval authors, such as the

fourteenth-century Italian Paolo da Certaldo, were

explicit in their recommendations that it was better

to give alms to women than to men. After the onset of

the Black Death in 1347–1348, moreover, girls in need

of dowries became favored recipients of charity be-

cause governments and charitable organizations

wished to assist in the repopulation of communities.

Despite their privileged role as recipients of chari-

ty, women in cities were especially vulnerable to fiscal

poverty. In northwestern Europe, where large num-

bers of single women immigrated to towns to seek

work, this was because women were concentrated in

the lowest paying forms of employment and they

often earned less than men in comparable positions.

Within the wool cloth industry, for instance, which

was the most industrialized sector of the medieval

economy, women predominated among the lowest

paying and least skilled workers—the spinners, com-

bers, carders, and warpers. In the late thirteenth-cen-

tury tax assessments of Paris, fifty-nine percent of

female heads of household who paid a tax were listed

among the ‘‘little people,’’ those who paid the lowest

taxes, and many working single women earned too

little to even show up on the tax assessments.

Because single women who worked often did not

earn enough to support themselves, many women sub-

sidized their incomes as part-time prostitutes. Indeed,

as Karras has pointed out, the term ‘‘laundress’’ came

to be thought of as virtually synonymous with ‘‘pros-

titute.’’ Another strategy for survival among poor

working women was ‘‘spinster clustering,’’ or living

together in pairs or groups. Some working single

women also accepted alms to augment their incomes.

Most poor working women in towns worked as

domestic servants. In some cases they worked as

young girls until they had earned enough for a

dowry. In other cases, they returned to domestic ser-

vice as widows, or they worked as servants through-

out their adult lives, until age or disability rendered

them incapable of working any longer. Some employ-

ers of domestic servants allowed their servants to stay

on even after age or disability prevented them from

working; however, many aged domestic servants were

turned out on their own. Since the number of beds in

shelters for elderly women and widows was not suffi-

cient to accommodate the population of elderly

women in cities, many of these former servants had

to join the ranks of the begging poor.

In Mediterranean towns, where young women

did not tend to leave home to find work, female

poverty was exacerbated in the later Middle Ages by

changes in inheritance practices. In Catalonia, for

instance, a law passed in 1351 penalized widows who
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remarried, forcing them to give up the usufruct of

their husbands’ property, taking only their dowry

into their second marriage. Brodman has suggested

that this law reduced women’s chances of remarrying

and may have compelled a number of widows to

abandon their children. In northern Italian towns,

such as Florence, women’s inheritance was restricted,

in the later Middle Ages, to their dowry, and charita-

ble institutions worried, especially in periods of

high mortality brought about by the Black Death,

that orphaned girls—who could not represent them-

selves in court—might be cheated by male relatives

out of recovering their dowries and thus being able to

marry.

SHARON FARMER
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POVERTY, RELIGIOUS
Religious or voluntary poverty was a central and

compelling Christian belief throughout the Middle

Ages. Its basic motivation was the desire to emulate

Christ’s life and teachings: ‘‘If you wish to be perfect,

go, sell your possessions, and give the money to the

poor, and you will have treasure in heaven; then

come, follow me’’ (Matthew 19:21). This and similar

passages gave the renunciation of material posses-

sions the force of a gospel precept, but religious

poverty also could be understood to encompass

personal austerity, charity toward the poor, and dis-

interest in temporal matters. Thus, this spiritual ideal

was not limited to professed religious (for whom

adopted individual poverty was one of the three

vows of religious life, with chastity and obedience)

for it also could be embraced in some form by devout

lay people as a way to increase their spiritual virtue.

Indeed, medieval concepts of religious poverty

varied over time in that they both responded to, and

in turn transformed, their social and cultural context.

During the early Middle Ages, for example, it was

primarily a monastic virtue which helped develop

spiritual perfection through renunciation of material

concerns.

New Religious Movements

The most significant example of religious poverty’s

influence in medieval society derives from the compli-

cated reactions to the growth of liquid wealth and a

commercial economy during the High Middle Ages.

Ambivalence toward a profit-oriented mentality and

an awareness of the growing divide between rich and

poor resulted in new forms of piety. This enthusiasm

could reflect criticism of the perceived wealth and

growing worldliness of the ecclesiastical hierarchy.

Despite the diversity of the religious groups that

emerged over the course of the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries—encompassing religious and lay, hetero-

doxy and orthodoxy—each was linked to the other

by a shared understanding of voluntary poverty as a

way to participate in the vita apostolica, that is, the

desire to return to the ideals of the primitive Church.

Monastic reformers such as the Cistercians renewed

emphasis on charity as part of their spiritual vocation.

They also adopted austerity in their dress, liturgical

celebrations, and even the art and architecture of their

communities. However, the primacy of this move-

ment was shifting away from traditional forms of

monasticism toward the concerns of an urbanized

laity. For example, around 1170, a merchant named

Peter Waldo renounced his wealth after hearing a

jongleur tell of the life of Saint Alexis, a wealthy

Roman who became a beggar. His followers, the

Waldensians, practiced collective poverty and moral

preaching to live in imitation of the life of Christ and

the Apostles. The Beguine Marie of Oignies (d. 1213)

wanted to beg from her neighbors to better follow

Christ. Other Beguines, groups of pious lay women,

strove for material simplicity, forbade the misuse of

property, and supported their houses by the labor of

their own hands. Local secular and ecclesiastical

authorities often supported these groups as exemplars

of Christian virtue, except when they intruded on

clerical privilege (as happened with Waldensian

preaching).
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Mendicant Orders

The commitment to religious poverty as an expression

of apostolic piety reached its height in the thirteenth

century with the mendicant orders. The Dominicans

began as an order of penitential preachers in Southern

France. They lived a simple life supported by alms in

order to provide a counterexample of moral living

to Cathar heretics. An especially famous medieval

example of religious poverty is Francis of Assisi

(c. 1181–1226), also known as the Poverello (the Little

Poor One). The renunciation of worldly possessions

was at the core of his evangelical vocation. His fol-

lowers would have no possessions, either individually

or in common, so that they would have to rely on alms

or their own labor. Religious poverty therefore

allowed his followers to adopt complete humility and

obedience so to better serve the poor of society. As his

order grew and became institutionalized, however, the

friars moved away from Francis’s strict standards. By

the end of the thirteenth century, most friars under-

stood their order’s observance of poverty as little more

than a matter of simplicity and a source of spiritual

inspiration. Debates over the standard of poor obser-

vance would split the Franciscan Order into bitter

factions during the fourteenth century (for example,

did use equal ownership? was ‘‘poor use’’ an essential

part of their vow?). This ultimately led to the suppres-

sion of the Franciscan Spirituals, those brothers who

insisted on a strict observance of apostolic poverty.

Clare of Assisi

Given Francis’s prominence, it is not surprising that

the medieval woman most associated with religious

poverty is his first female convert, Clare of Assisi

(1193/1194–1253). Clare embraced Francis’s ideal of

religious poverty. Although she accepted the necessity

of a fixed community at San Damiano for her sisters,

she intended them to live by alms and the produce of

their own small garden. After Francis’s death, Clare

faced significant pressure from the Roman Curia, who

wanted both to assure adequate resources for the

women and to regularize the community according to

papal standards for female religious life. Clare resisted

and managed to convince the pope to grant her com-

munity a Privilege of Poverty in 1228. (Scholars no

longer accept the authenticity of the 1216 Privilege of

Poverty attributed to Pope Innocent III.) Her form of

life, approved by Pope Innocent IV while she was on

her deathbed, also inscribed religious poverty as the

heart of her vocation, but this rule did not circulate

much beyond San Damiano. A few other closely

connected communities did gain similar privileges,

but most female houses attached to the Franciscan

Order were supported by endowments. Nonetheless

pious traditions emphasize Clare as an exemplar of

strict religious poverty. The Franciscan Spiritual

Angelo Clareno claimed (incorrectly) that Pope Gre-

gory excommunicated Clare over her opposition to

material support for San Damiano. Fifteenth-century

Poor Clares, who based their standards of poverty on

her, were praised as models of individual holiness.

The example of the Franciscans points to questions

about religious poverty of concern to medieval scho-

lars. How did ideals of religious poverty promote reli-

gious reform? What was the relationship between the

voluntary and involuntary poor? And finally, how did

gender impact the social meaning of religious poverty?

If the choice to become poor was by its nature limited

to those who had possessions to renounce, how did

women, whose economic power was generally less than

that of men of equal status, understand the social

meaning of this central Christian virtue?
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POWER, EILEEN
Born in Bournemouth in 1889, Eileen Edna Le Poer

Power constructed a brilliant career in medieval social

and economic history. She founded the Economic

History Society in 1926, was elected to the chair of
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Economic History at the London School of Econom-

ics (LSE) in 1933, and delivered the Ford Lectures at

Oxford in 1939 (the first woman to do so) on the wool

trade.

After attending Girton College of Cambridge Uni-

versity, where she studied history, Power studied in

Paris at the École des Chartes and then at the London

School of Economics. She traveled to India and

China in 1920 on a Kahn Fellowship—the first earned

by a woman—and then took up a lectureship in his-

tory at the LSE in 1921, where she remained for the

rest of her life.

Her first book, Medieval English Nunneries c. 1275

to 1535 (1922), derived its information about the

difficulties of smaller convents from bishops’ visita-

tion records. Medieval People (1924) details the lives

of specific individuals—a peasant, a housewife, Chau-

cer’s prioress, a wool merchant. With R. H. Tawney

she edited the three-volume sourcebook, Tudor Eco-

nomic Documents (1924). Translator of Le Ménagier

de Paris (The Goodman of Paris), about woman’s

role in household management (1928), she edited

with M. M. Postan Studies in English Trade in the

Fifteenth Century (1933).

After her death in 1940, her Ford lectures were

published (1941); in 1975, her volume on Medieval

Women established her, inaccurately, as a historian

of women (she fought for women’s suffrage, but did

not regard herself as a feminist).
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PREACHING
See Sermons and Preaching

PREGNANCY AND CHILDBIRTH:
CHRISTIAN WOMEN
Most medieval women were mothers. They learned

about pregnancy and childbirth from one another and

from personal experience. Our reliance on textual

sources limits our knowledge of common practices

among the majority of women living in rural popula-

tions. The texts, however, reveal a combination of

medical, religious, and magical treatments for preg-

nant and parturient women.

Signs of pregnancy included the lack of a menstru-

al period, continual desire for intercourse or, in other

sources, lack of all desire, and changes in a woman’s

color. In the later Middle Ages, physicians observed

urine to confirm pregnancy. Texts also offered the

means to determine the sex of an unborn child. For

example, if the mother carried the child on the right

side and if her right breast was larger than the left, the

child was male. The opposite indicated a female.

Pregnant women were also thought to desire strange

foods, such as charcoal or earth. If this was the case,

the pregnant woman should be given beans cooked

with sugar. It was also suggested that mentioning

foods the woman could not have be avoided in her

presence, since her unsatisfied desire would cause

miscarriage.

During pregnancy women were encouraged to eat

lightly, and to eat easily digestible foods, such as

poultry or fish. Arab and Muslim women received

similar advice and were also told to avoid strong or

heavily spiced foods. Too much or too strenuous

activity was to be avoided for fear of causing prema-

ture labor. Following such advice, however, was

Mother receiving her newly born baby in bed. Liber
introductorius ad iudicia stellarum, Arun 66, f. 148. Written
by Guido Bonatti de Forlivio, for Henry VII. Location:
British Library, London, Great Britain. Credit: Art
Resource, N.Y.
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clearly possible only for the elite. Lower-class women

were not likely to have a diet that included much

poultry and fish or to have the freedom to

avoid routine, and perhaps heavy, labor. Scholars

have suggested that a major cause of maternal mor-

tality, especially in the early Middle Ages, was anemia

caused by insufficient protein and iron in the diet,

leading to excessive bleeding in a miscarriage or

even in a normal delivery.

Normal childbirth was seen as a natural process

and so was discussed very little in medical texts.

Childbirth was, nevertheless, surrounded with tradi-

tional customs. Descriptions of birth practices and

iconography of birthing scenes almost universally de-

pict them as exclusively female arenas, but there is

debate about the degree of men’s interest and partici-

pation in gynecology and obstetrics. Medical texts

written by and for male practitioners indicate interest

and, perhaps, experience in the process of childbirth.

Royal births are often described as an exception to

the all-female rule, with court physicians and astrol-

ogers in attendance, although arrangements for the

deliveries of fifteenth-century English queens exclud-

ed all male participation. Most scholars, however,

agree that normal births usually were attended only

by women.

When labor began and if circumstances allowed,

the mother retreated to a private chamber with her

midwife and other female attendants, presumably

family and friends. In isolated areas of northern

Europe, husbands could assist the midwife or female

assistant by supporting the women in the last stages of

delivery. Most births took place in the mother’s home

although, beginning in the twelfth century, some hos-

pitals provided facilities to care for poor women dur-

ing birth and postpartum convalescence. Some texts

suggest the birthing chamber be darkened and warm

since light and cold were thought to be harmful to the

mother and stressful for the newborn. The birth

chamber was to be furnished with warm water,

sponges, bandages, and other necessities to care for

and comfort the mother and her infant. This, of

course, also depended upon the mother’s class and

economic situation. Royal birthing chambers

provided the expectant queen with featherbeds and

fine linen sheets and upper-class women strove to

imitate these standards. Rural women often gave

birth on a bed of straw strewn on the earthen floor

of their cottages. Women gave birth in whatever posi-

tion was comfortable, squatting, kneeling, or sup-

ported on the knees of a birth attendant or husband.

Illustrations of childbirth also portray women using

a birthing stool which allowed the mother to be

supported by an attendant on each side while the

midwife positioned herself in front where she could

aid the mother and guide the birth. The role of the

midwife in a normal delivery was to comfort the

mother, protect the infant, and to intervene as little

as possible in the natural process. Soothing and en-

couraging the mother could involve massaging her

abdomen or vagina with oils to keep her supple,

help with dilation, and ease delivery. The midwife

also caught the baby, cut the umbilical cord, cleaned

and anointed the child, and wrapped it in swaddling.

Medical texts pay much more attention to the

problems involved in difficult deliveries. If labor was

protracted and unproductive, women could turn to

herbal remedies meant to cause sneezing or open the

womb. Herbal baths were encouraged. Women were

given herbs in beverages, pessaries (worn in the vagi-

na to support the position of the uterus), or by fumi-

gation. They were made to walk around to ease pains

and encourage delivery. If presentation of the fetus

exiting the womb was abnormal, the midwife was

responsible for correcting the position. Some medie-

val texts depict as many as sixteen different presenta-

tions with instructions to the midwife for correcting

each one. The texts advised that the midwife’s hand

be small and oiled and that she work with great care.

Still, turning the child was a dangerous situation in-

volving both pain and the risk of infection. Skeletal

remains have been uncovered of medieval women

buried with their child still in the womb, sometimes

in breech position. In other cases, the problem seems

to have been pelvic distortions from rickets or other

diseases or simply a narrow pelvis and an unusually

large child.

During difficult deliveries, women turned to reli-

gion and magic as well as medicine. Placing coriander

seed near the womb was thought to attract the fetus.

Birth charms, such as the girdle of the Blessed Virgin,

were placed on the mother’s abdomen. Prayers and

rhythmic chants that could be recited by the mother

or her attendants and that were perhaps used to regu-

late breathing were also used. These often included

magical and nonsense syllables as well as references to

saints, such as the Virgin Mary or St. Margaret.

Charms of this type have been preserved in priests’

manuals, which suggests that, when a delivery became

especially dangerous, clerics could be present to pray

for and offer the Church’s consolations to a woman in

danger of death.

In a prolonged labor, the infant was also at risk.

Midwives in fourteenth-century France and fifteenth-

century Germany were instructed and licensed by

the Church to perform emergency baptisms. If the

child died in the womb, medical texts provided

both herbal and physical treatments midwives could

use to encourage expulsion of the fetus. More drastic

advice included placing the mother on a sheet held at
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the four corners that was then pulled at opposite

corners so as to shake the mother back and forth,

causing her to deliver. If these did not succeed, a

surgeon could be called to extract the fetus using

hooks and knives.

After the delivery, it was necessary to ensure the

expulsion of the placenta and to control postpartal

bleeding. Retention of the placenta could be fatal

and, if it was not delivered naturally or with herbal

remedies, midwives were instructed to remove it man-

ually, sometimes using their fingernails. Women who

suffered from tears, ruptures, or a prolapsed uterus

required additional care. Such conditions easily led to

infection for which there was little effective treatment.

If all went well, however, the midwife left the mother

in the care of her friends and relatives and handed the

newborn over to the wet nurse.

PAULA M. RIEDER
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PREGNANCY AND CHILDBIRTH:
JEWISH WOMEN
Jewish men and women often married at the onset of

puberty. Medical tractates indicate that first pregnan-

cies were around age fifteen. The pregnancy was for-

mally recognized by a midwife after approximately

three months. During pregnancy, women’s nutrition

was a concern. Women were expected to eat healthy

food and any desire women had for specific foods was

supposed to be fulfilled.

Birth was attended by a midwife and other women.

A birthing chamber was prepared and filled with

amulets and metal objects, warding off Lillith, the

demonic and rebellious apocryphal first wife of

Adam, who was believed to harm newborns. Men

did not enter the birthing chamber. Labor was con-

sidered a time of danger. Members of the family and

community prayed for the parturient. After birth, the

baby was rubbed with salt and swaddled. Males were

circumcised eight days after birth. No official cere-

mony for girls existed. The new mother lay in bed for

up to a few weeks, during which time she was cared

for by other women. Fourteenth and fifteenth century

sources mention a ritual that took place a month after

birth in which the mother went to the synagogue for

the first time.

In Jewish society, procreation was considered a

positive commandment, an obligation for all men.

As a result, when a couple did not have children for

a period of over ten years, men could initiate divorce

proceedings. Women were not considered obligated

by this commandment, therefore when they wished to

divorce for this reason, they had to claim other

grounds. In medieval Europe, where Jews lived

among Christians, who believed that celibacy was of

the highest order, the contrast between procreation

and celibacy was often emphasized.
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PREMONSTRATENSIAN ORDER
The Premonstratensian order had its origins in the

monastic foundation of Prémontré in northern

France around 1120. Like other monastic movements

of the twelfth century, a single foundation quickly

multiplied within a century of its existence. Scholars

estimate that the number of Premonstratensian foun-

dations across Europe grew as high as 600 religious

communities. Spreading from the Holy Lands to

England, but located predominately in France,

Germany, and the Low Countries, the Premonstra-

tensian order played a significant role in providing

religious opportunities for women.

The founder of the Premonstratensian order,

Norbert of Xanten (c. 1080–1134), came from a

noble family in the lower Rhineland. Around the

age of thirty-five, he underwent a dramatic religious

conversion and pledged to follow a penitent’s life. At

his priestly consecration, Norbert removed his world-

ly clothes in favor of a sheepskin tied with a cord.

This dramatic spectacle added to his renown as a holy

man. Thereafter, he traveled throughout Europe as an

itinerant preacher and spiritual educator, attracting

great crowds. After Norbert’s unsuccessful attempt to

reform the canons (priests who lived communally)

of Laon Cathedral, the local bishop asked Norbert

to seek a location for a monastic foundation within

that diocese. On Christmas Day 1121, forty canons

were formally invested at Prémontré, located about

ten miles from Laon. Other foundations quickly

followed at Floreffe, Cuissy, Laon, and Cappenberg,

the first foundation in Germany. Norbert chose

the Augustinian rule to order his monasteries, rather

than the Benedictine rule, and therefore clearly

marked the men of the order as canons. Unlike

monks, they frequently served as priests and pro-

vided spiritual care at local churches and women’s

monasteries.

Described as the first Norbertine nun, Ricwera

(d. 1136), the widow of Count Raymond of Clastres,

joined Prémontré in its earliest days and served in the

hospital. Contemporaries of Norbert praised his deci-

sion to accept women and recognized the throngs of

women who were attracted to his mission. Herman of

Laon stated that ten thousand women joined the

order in the twelfth century with over a thousand in

his diocese alone. He wrote that had Norbert done

nothing else, he would have been worthy of the high-

est praise for this alone. Most religious women of the

Premonstratensian order referred to themselves as

‘‘sisters’’ and did not envision themselves as canon-

esses. In the lower Rhineland alone, twenty-two mon-

asteries were established for Premonstratensian

women; that is, three-fourths of the total number of

monasteries.

In contrast to other monastic orders, the earliest

statutes of the Premonstratensian order (c. 1130–1134)

addressed women’s communities. Statutes include

important information on the sister’s clothing, fast-

ing, prayer, care of the sick, receiving guests, financial

issues, and the administrative duties of the prioress.

Expected to observe continual silence, the earliest

Premonstratensian sisters engaged in meal service,

washing clothes, pressing cheese, and weaving wool,

in addition to the spiritual tasks of praying and

listening to the psalms. Sisters were allowed to pos-

sess psalters and prayer books, as well as a small

sheathed knife that was to hang from their belted

wool tunic. Thirteenth-century statutes of the order

and annual General Chapter meetings continued to

make mention of women’s communities.

However, like other medieval religious orders,

there was uneasiness about the place of women within

the order. Looking at the number of women’s foun-

dations emerging in the earliest decades, some scho-

lars have suggested that there was a general call for

the separation of men and women within a monas-

tery. Prémontré, for instance, established a women’s

community in the late 1130s. Extant property confir-

mations reprimand Prémontré for receiving goods

meant for nearby women’s monasteries. And, in an

1198 papal bull, the papacy confirmed the order’s

decision to no longer require the reception of sisters,

especially in those monasteries already suffering from

troubles. However, this regulation was generally ig-

nored and early thirteenth-century statutes clarified

that sisters could continue to be accepted in those

locations that had always received them. In the

lower Rhineland, applications for entry into women’s

monasteries exceeded their capacity, indicating a

stable and supportive environment.

Although Premonstratensian monasteries con-

tinued to exist throughout the Middle Ages, the

thirteenth century brought competition from new

religious orders. After one hundred years of popular-

ity, the Premonstratensian order witnessed a sharp

decline in its foundations for men and women. The

Premonstratensian order may be situated within the
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twelfth-century religious blossoming of the Middle

Ages, which provided leadership, educational, and

cultural opportunities for numerous women. While

past scholarship on this question concentrated on

restrictive legislation, new scholarship seeks answers

in local studies, where scholars find women in abun-

dance within the order, especially in northern

Germany.
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PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SPHERES
The designation of public and private spheres tradi-

tionally distinguishes between work and the state—

gendered male—and the individual and the family—

gendered female. Feminists such as Michelle Rosaldo

and Daphne Spain posited the roots of women’s sub-

ordination in this distinction, arguing that the relega-

tion of women to the domestic sphere is a form of

control determining the degree of women’s subordi-

nation in society: the greater the gulf between the

public and private spheres, the greater the degree of

subordination. More recently, scholars such as Carol

Pateman and Diana Coole have argued that the pub-

lic/private dichotomy is overdrawn, difficult to main-

tain for all contexts, and oversimplifies the nature of

social space.

Although scholars such as Georges Duby have

applied the public/private model to the Middle Ages,

medieval Europe more convincingly supports the re-

cent critique. Not an era generally associated with

significant freedoms for women, medieval Europe

also made little distinction between the public and

private. As Shannon McSheffrey has pointed out,

the demarcation is a legacy of enlightenment thought

and anachronistic when applied to earlier societies.

Politically, medieval society vested the seat of govern-

ment in the body of the monarch; wherever the mon-

arch was, governing occurred. Thus the king’s

household was not only a domestic, familial space,

but also the seat of political administration. The

king’s household officers began as personal servants

and gradually assumed administrative roles through

their proximity to the king. For instance, England’s

chancellor began as the king’s chaplain, but over

the course of the Middle Ages he became a judicial

figure who heard petitions and presided over his own

court.

Similarly, medieval economies did not distinguish

between public and private. The aristocracy’s position

relied upon their possession and exploitation of land,

on which they and their families lived and from which

they derived their income. The aristocratic hall was

both a residence and a space from which to adminis-

ter agricultural estates. The noble family lived—ate,

worked, and slept—among their personal servants

and estate officers. Merchants’ and artisans’ homes

and workshops were one and the same space. Appren-

tices lived and worked alongside their masters’

families, and the master received partners and clients

in his personal chamber. The seat of the peasant

economy was also in the home. While peasant men

traveled to the family’s fields and peasant women

worked in and around the home, the necessity of

both partners’ labor to the family’s success blurred

any economic segregation between public and private.

Even the architecture of medieval homes observed

little distinction between public and private. Peasant

homes were frequently divided into only two spaces,

one in which the family lived, ate, and slept, and one

in which their animals were housed. More affluent

peasants kept their animals outside their homes, but

otherwise their household space remained the same.

Medieval elites more extensively partitioned their

homes, but hallways were extremely rare. Anyone

who wished to pass from one part of a medieval

home to another traversed all the rooms—and thus

passed through all the activities and communities

housed within.

This lack of clear division between public and pri-

vate meant that women’s traditional association with

ostensibly ‘‘private’’ domestic spaces did not segregate

them from the ‘‘public’’ workings of the government

or the economy. For instance, royal women might

enjoy significant governmental influence through

their access to the person of the monarch. While a

queen did not officially enjoy the same administrative

or judicial powers as her husband, nonetheless she

could shape the administration of those powers

through her position in the royal household and her

personal relationship to the king. Similarly, a mer-

chant’s wife might not go through a professional ap-

prenticeship, but was likely to learn equivalent skills

by living in and overseeing the household in which a

craft was practiced. A wife might command her hus-

band’s apprentices, and in some contexts, after her

husband’s death, merchant widows might take up
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their husbands’ former position in his professional

guild. Because work occurred in the home, a merchant

woman’s participation in the market was possible.

This blurring between the public and private in

medieval Europe leads to two conclusions: first, the

undeniable political, legal, social, and economic

restrictions placed on women in the Middle Ages

confirm that separation between public and private

spheres is not the only source of women’s subordina-

tion. Second, scholars of medieval women need to

recognize that, despite such restrictions, precisely

this lack of clear demarcation between public and

private afforded women opportunities to participate

in medieval society that were not always available to

women in later eras.

ANNA DRONZEK
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PROCREATION AND IDEAS OF
CONCEPTION
Saint Paul’s famous dictum, ‘‘It is better to marry

than to burn,’’ epitomizes the early Christian theolog-

ical ambivalence toward sexuality: while virginity or

at least celibacy is best, marriage provides the only

legitimate outlet for sexual intercourse, which could

lead to unrestrained and sinful passion. Medieval

theology continued to view sexuality with suspicion,

as an act fraught with spiritual dangers, despite its

necessity in reproduction. In clear contrast to the

moral concerns of theologians, medieval writings on

medicine and physiology extensively discussed the

acts of procreation and conception, generally without

any explicit moralizing.

In fact, writers from the eleventh century onward

noted that procreation was a gift of God for the

survival of the human race and, as a natural function,

was not shameful but necessary and worthy of study.

In the Greek medical traditions associated with

Hippocrates and Galen, which the medieval world

followed, sexual intercourse served another important

purpose for the individuals involved: it brought the

body back to a sense of balance and moderation.

Galenic thought in particular emphasized that the

body contained four qualities, heat, coldness, dryness

and moisture, and that the healthy human body was

able to maintain a balance (relative to each person’s

particular needs) between these qualities or humors.

According to this humoral theory, men were by na-

ture hot and dry, while women were cold and moist.

Sexual activity provided one way to remove excess

heat and moisture, and if performed in moderation

would return the humors and thus the body to health

(Jacquart and Thomasset, pp. 48–52; Lemay,

pp. 41–43).

While they agreed on the importance of sexual

intercourse in reproduction and in promoting health,

medieval medical writers actively debated the roles of

male and female parents in the process of conception.

All agreed that the seed or semen was blood that had

been transformed through heat, but agreement ended

there. The central and later Middle Ages inherited

two primary notions from antiquity: one medical

and the other associated with natural philosophy.

While they have many variants and permutations,

the two central views can, with some simplification,

be identified as the two-seed theory, connected with

the medical writings attributed to Hippocrates and

Galen, and the one-seed theory, associated with the

natural philosophy of Aristotle.

The two-seed theory argues that the human fetus is

created from the union of both male and female seed

or sperm. Both men and women have testicles (the

female genitalia being simply the inverse and internal

mirror to the external male genitalia) and emit seed

that combines to form the embryo. The seed derives

from all parts of each parent’s body, and so explains

the physical resemblances of the child to mother and

father. While this theory might suggest an equality of

the sexes, it in fact presumes the predominance of

the male seed, as hotter and stronger than the female,

but allows for the possibility of the female seed’s
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active involvement in forming the fetus (Cadden,

pp. 15–21; Jacquart and Thomasset, pp. 52–64;

Baldwin, pp. 93–94; Lloyd, pp. 319, 321, 324). This

model, built around the complementarity of male and

female bodies, predominated in western European

thought until the thirteenth century, when an alterna-

tive model was rediscovered and disseminated.

That alternative model, known as the one-seed

theory advocated by Aristotle in the fourth century

BCE, claims that it is only the male who produces

seed and plays an active role in the process of concep-

tion and formation of the embryo. The female simply

provides matter, which is then shaped into a human

form by the power of the male seed, much as a sculp-

tor takes clay or wood and transforms it into a work

of art. That unformed female matter is identified with

menstrual blood, not semen, which Aristotle argues

women cannot produce. The female, according to

Aristotle, is a deformed or imperfect male, and par-

ticularly incapable of producing the heat necessary to

transform blood into semen, which the male body

could do through an internal boiling, thickening,

and whitening of the blood (Aristotle, 729b, 737a;

Cadden, pp. 21–26). Such a theory reflects the philo-

sopher’s larger division between the roles of men and

women: the male is active, hot, strong, and formative,

while the female is passive, cold, weak, and material.

Medieval writings through the twelfth century only

acknowledged the two-seed theory. But the process of

translation of Greek and Arabic sources during the

same period led to the rediscovery of Aristotle’s natu-

ral philosophical writings in general. As early as the

1210s, the one-seed theory was articulated by Parisian

masters, at the same moment that other views of

Aristotle (such as his belief in the eternity of the

world) were condemned by the Church. Despite ec-

clesiastical opposition, Aristotelian natural philoso-

phy came to dominate the intellectual world by the

end of the thirteenth century. While some writers

continued to advocate the two-seed theory, their

defensive statements indicate that the one-seed argu-

ment relegating women to a passive role was becom-

ing the accepted view. Albertus Magnus and such

later writers as Giles of Rome and Peter of Abano

may have used terms such as female sperm but asso-

ciated it increasingly with the passive matter that

Aristotle had described (Lemay, pp. 20–26; Jacquart

and Thomasset, pp. 64–69). The triumph of Aristote-

lian thought in general over the course of the thir-

teenth century finds a clear parallel in the replacement

of the Hippocratic-Galenic idea of two seeds with

Aristotle’s one-seed argument.

The role of male and female in reproduction was

not limited to such theories. Discussions during the

same period focused also on the creation of sexual

difference. Generally, the sex of the child was thought

to be determined by the placement of the fetus in the

uterus. If the seed(s) should settle near the liver—

thought to be the hottest part of the body, the child

would be male; if it settled farther from the liver, the

child would be female. The theory once again associ-

ates the male with heat and by implication strength,

and the female with cold and weakness. Others argued

that the placement of the fetus on the right side indi-

cated a boy, and the left side a girl. Another, particu-

larly revealing argument for the determination of

the fetus’s sex lies in a belief by some medical writers

that the uterus consisted of seven cells. The theory

created a spectrum of sexual and gender possibilities.

If the seed should fall in the leftmost cell, the child

would be an extremely feminine girl; if in the next cell,

the child would be a feminine girl; if in the third cell, a

masculine female; if in the middle cell, a hermaphro-

dite; and so on, to the extremely masculine boy in the

rightmost cell (Kudlein, passim; Cadden, pp. 93,

198–201). The theory places in the realm of biology

not just the sex of the child, but also its future gender

characteristics as well.

Procreation and conception provided ample op-

portunity for debate and discussion, opportunities

that medieval thinkers, especially from the twelfth

century onward, used to their fullest in order to con-

sider the relations of men and women in the realm of

biology.

WILLIAM F. MACLEHOSE
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PROPHETS
The connection between women and prophecy has

ancient and venerable roots. In the Graeco-Roman

world women often served as priestesses of the great

temples where oracles were handed down by the gods

through the women attendants who interpreted them.

More pertinently for medieval women, the Hebrew

Bible, appropriated by the Christian community as

the ‘‘Old Testament,’’ recorded the work of five

women who were acknowledged as prophets: Miriam,

the sister of Moses (Ex 15: 20–21), Deborah (Judges

4 and 5), Huldah (2 Kings 2:14–20), Noadiah (Neh

6:14), and the wife of Isaiah (Is 8:3). The Christian

scriptures themselves not only identified women proph-

ets in their own tradition—Anna (Lk 2:36–38), the four

daughters of Philip (Acts 21:9), and a certain ‘‘Jezebel’’

(Acts 2:20)—but also recognized the role of the prophet

as among the charismatic ministries by which the Holy

Spirit guided and led the Christian communities (1 Cor

12: 4–11; Rom 12:28). Theoretically, then, Christian

women prophets in the Middle Ages could find signifi-

cant role models and approbation in the scriptural text.

Despite the sanction of the scriptures, however, the role

of the prophet in itself was also considered problematic

and the functioning of women as prophets attracted a

special, gender-specific suspicion.

Infused with the Spirit, prophets always functioned

somewhat outside the hierarchical control of the

Church. Though Paul in his letters consistently ap-

proved the prophetic ministry, he also required that

the authentic prophet give an intelligible message that

builds up the church community. By late antiquity,

the Pauline understanding developed into a twofold

notion of the prophet. On the one hand, the prophet

speaks for God on the basis of divinely inspired

visions, criticizing the contemporary morals and pre-

dicting future divine actions. On the other hand, the

prophet also speaks for God by interpreting the bibli-

cal word as it applies to the moral, social, and spiritu-

al growth of the local church community. In this

function, the prophet has been subsumed to some

degree into the official ministerial structure as a teach-

er of the Christian community. We have the witness

of the influential bishop of Mainz, Rabanus Maurus

(c. 776–856), that this double understanding of

prophet endured into Carolingian times, and he also

affirmed that women were worthy and able to receive

the gift of prophecy, in spite of inherent tensions

between the demands of the prophetic role and the

prevailing theory about the nature of women.

Women who were the subjects of religious visions

could easily be indicted as under the influence of

irrational forces, at best, and subject to demonic influ-

ences at worst. While this criticism might apply to a

prophet of either gender, it was a particularly telling

accusation for women who were believed to be defi-

cient in reason when compared to men. To function

as an interpreter of scripture, on the other hand,

required both an appropriate education in the liberal

arts and authority to teach; the latter authority was

explicitly denied women in 1 Tim 2. Further, the

teaching prophet could also be seen as usurping the

function of the hierarchical priesthood. In spite of

ambiguity, criticism, and outright prohibition, none-

theless, women functioned as prophets, in both

senses, throughout the Middle Ages.

Visionary prophets were often women of great

importance and influence; their visions gave them

religious authority and public recognition. Hildegard

of Bingen (1098–1179), sanctioned by visions and

possessed of a solid monastic education, became a

correspondent and advisor of major political figures

in her day. Elisabeth of Schönau (1129–1164) spoke

out courageously against the corruption in both

Church and secular society. Catherine of Siena

(1347–1380) not only spoke but also acted; in the

tradition of the Old Testament prophets who spoke

truth to the powerful in their own courts, she con-

fronted the errant Avignon Pope and admonished

him to return to his true place in Rome.

Prophets who taught and interpreted the scriptures

were fewer in number, and their influence is less well

documented. Although the prohibition against women

teachers remained in force, women were not denied the

kind of liberal arts education necessary for scriptural

interpretation, at least not up to the twelfth century.

Boniface’s companion, Leoba (d. 779), was the official

teacher for the Diocese of Mainz during her lifetime.

During the Carolingian period, the bishop Jonas of

Orleans, in De institutione laicali, had promoted the

idea that noblewomenwere responsible for the religious

education and pastoral care of all within their house-

holds and Dhuoda of Septimania (fl. 842) left a written

text for her absent son. Hildegard of Bingen’s influence

was grounded not only on her visions but also on her

reputation as an educated woman and scriptural schol-

ar, andHeloise (1101–1164), known for her remarkable

learning, served as a prophetic teacher for the nuns of

Le Paraclete.

MARIE ANNE MAYESKI
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PROPHETS, NORDIC
Since female prophets, or sibyls, were important in

Jewish, Greek, and Roman societies as well as among

the early Christians, it is not surprising to find them in

the Germanic and the Nordic worlds. Tacitus

reported that the Germanic tribes worshipped female

divinities and honored female prophets. As revealed

in Old Norse sources, the female element in the Nor-

dic pantheon is not impressive, but these texts also

included women known as völur (sibyls) who existed

both at the supernatural and human levels. The most

impressive is the supernatural sibyl who articulated

the spá, or prophesy, that is known as Völuspá and

that constitutes the first poem in the collection of

mythic and heroic poems called the Elder or Poetic

Edda. Addressing a large audience, including the chief

god Óðinn, she, swiftly and authoritatively, describes

the creation of the world, its past history and current

condition, predicts the destruction of the world, but

promises a rebirth. The poem was composed around

1000 and recited orally for generations before its

inscription.

Human sibyls performed similar functions. The

best known is the Þorbjörg lı́til-völva (the little sibyl)

who predicted the end of a famine for a Norse com-

munity in Greenland, as recounted in The Saga of

Erik the Red. She was equipped with a staff and her

performance was accompanied by singing women.

The latter feature is confirmed by other texts, the

former from archaeology. Throughout Scandinavia

female tombs contained a long iron rod that is no

longer interpreted as a cooking implement but as a

part of the sibyl’s equipment, although its exact use is

not known. The term völurmay be associated with the

word völr, staff, and, in fact, these ‘‘staff-bearing’’

women who performed prophecy and sorcery may

have been a circumpolar phenomenon.

JENNY JOCHENS
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PROSOPOGRAPHY
Prosopography is a biography of a specific group

of people, generally people of low social or legal

status who are therefore underrepresented in primary

sources, or people whose functions in society render

them relatively invisible: for example, women, pea-

sants, and the urban poor. Accumulating and analyz-

ing available biographical data for the people

involved in a particular institution, social rank, or

historical event—their geographic origins, the identi-

ties of parents, siblings, and other relatives—allows

scholars to achieve a richer understanding of the

institution to which the group belonged or the event

in which they participated, and also realize significant

details about the group itself, thus raising an other-

wise hidden entity and its members to a more visible

and knowable position. This methodology has proved

particularly fruitful for the study of medieval nuns

and moneyers, and early modern guild members.

An excellent example of a prosopographical study is

Judith Maltby’s work on the identities and social

ranks of parishioners in early modern England who

approved of the liturgy and services of the newly

established Church of England. Advantages of pros-

opography include discerning specific patterns (such
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as the identification of social status and geographic

origins) of a group of people whose association in a

particular institution often disguises important differ-

ences among them. A prosopographical analysis can

also provide insights into the nuanced distinctions

within and among social groups. Limitations to this

methodology concern the biased nature of sources,

which are most plentiful for society’s elites: men and

upper social classes. Lesser social status groups tend

to be left out of historical studies, giving a lopsided

view of a particular event or institution, because the

more visible elite tend to be seen by historians as the

norm. Examples of prosopographical studies can be

found in the biannual journal Medieval Prosopogra-

phy: History and Collective Biography.

MARILYN OLIVA
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PROSTITUTES
Generally prostitutes are defined as persons who take

money for sex, but in medieval times, the term encom-

passed any woman with many sex partners. It should

also be noted that historians have always treated

prostitution as an urban phenomenon linked to the

evolution of commercial society. If it existed in medi-

eval rural society, we know very little of it. To a large

extent, prostitution existed to assuage the needs of a

large urban masculine population that married late or

constantly flowed into cities and remained single, if

not celibate, transitional visitors.

The Double Standard

It is traditionally accepted that medieval society held

a double standard regarding sexual behavior: it

allowed men sexual permissiveness and demanded

sexual austerity from women. The irony remains

that medieval men loaded women with negative

characteristics: they were considered fickle, libidi-

nous, inconsistent, prone to temptation, and weak in

terms of sexuality (hence needing male dominance).

Yet men conceded that male concupiscence was pro-

blematic and a danger to social order. By this circu-

lar rationale they acknowledged prostitution as a

minor evil. To paraphrase a famous statement from

St. Augustine, ‘‘Prostitution is like the sewer; it stinks

but is necessary.’’

The dominant patriarchal discourse expected

males to have what was commonly labeled a ‘‘long

youth’’ and allowed them to be surrounded by easily

accessible women of their choosing, within and out-

side their household. Men had wives for the orderly

continuation and reproduction of society, and for

their personal gratification they had concubines, visit-

ed prostitutes, and held sexual rights over the females

of their households (handmaids, servants, and slaves).

Once abandoned, these women had few alternatives

but prostitution. Repeated adultery marginalized

them.

Hence for medieval society, prostitution was rid-

dled with ambiguity. The practice was systematically

rejected morally, but simultaneously accepted and

regulated. Even if prostitutes were marginalized, me-

dieval society recognized them for their function,

which provided them a place in the community. Me-

dieval theologians condemned prostitutes because

they were promiscuous, but accepted their social func-

tion, their ministerium. Theologians discussed the

number of men a woman had to have sex with to be

called a prostitute, and the validity of the financial

gain earned by the woman in the process. Authorities

were so complacent with this functional system that

they rarely attempted to define what a prostitute was.

In a rare instance, Marseille, in its thirteenth-century

statutes, included a chapter entitled de meretricibus

(regarding prostitutes). The Marseillais designated

prostitutes as ‘‘public girls’’ who day and night

received two or more men in their houses. A prosti-

tute was also a woman who ‘‘did business’’ trading

her body within the confines of a brothel.

Promiscuity and trade, the exchange of money for

the pleasure of a body, made a prostitute. The validity

of the wage a woman received during the exchange of

services with her client was not denied. Theologians

like Thomas of Aquinas legitimized these earnings

and Thomas of Chobham granted to prostitutes, in

addition to the control of their earnings, the possibili-

ty to distribute alms, attend church, and receive

communion. Theologians nevertheless pondered the

level of contamination involved in alms provided by

sinners like prostitutes.
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Institutionalization

Historians have often explained the ambiguous char-

acter of medieval reactions to prostitution empirical-

ly. On the one hand the institutionalization of

prostitution was rationalized and analyzed parallel

to demographics and marital structures; when numer-

ical data is lacking, prostitution is understood in

terms of cultural values and issues of sexual normality

and deviance on the other.

Institutionalized in red light districts or brothels,

prostitutes shielded daughters, wives, and widows

from dissoluteness and prepared men for marriage;

they protected society from adultery, fornication,

rape, incest, and sodomy. For example, using the

ample records of the Florentine Office of Decency,

Richard C. Trexler suggested that prostitution was

institutionalized as a remedy for young male homo-

sexuality. Faced with a demographic crisis that

endangered the survival of their society, Florentine

fathers reacted where they saw fit. They felt that pros-

titutes would help young Florentine men focus on the

pleasure of women’s bodies. In the end their attempt

backfired. According to Trexler, the foreign prostitutes

that populated Florentine brothels served essentially a

population of immigrants rather than Florentines.

In other ways, the institutionalization of prostitu-

tion could display the power and authority of the

state. Regarding Venice, Elisabeth Pavan has argued

that controlling prostitution eradicated male violence

in the city. Mary Elizabeth Perry suggested in a similar

way that in Seville, Spain, organized prostitution rein-

forced lines of authority and polarized symbols of evil.

Authors like Jacques Rossiaud help identify some

of the weaknesses of the previous theories that

explained the institutionalization of prostitution.

The study of prostitution cannot be disengaged from

the study of gender. Because medieval society

remained ambiguous toward women and sex, it per-

ceived women in sexual terms and it determined their

status and place in society according to sex. Jacques

Rossiaud argued that sexual violence and especially

rape replenished the ranks of prostitutes. Rossiaud

noted that in southern French medieval towns older

men married younger women (this was also the case

in many other European cities). He correlated the

high incidence of collective rapes committed by

groups of youths to the late age of men marrying

and to the age and status of the raped women. Re-

spectable women of marriageable ages (between

fifteen and thirty) were most often the victims of

these collective rapes. The social utility of a raped

woman in marriage disappeared with her lost virgini-

ty and defilement. Rape dishonored and marginalized

these women so they were forced into prostitution. In

the end, according to Rossiaud, rapes did not single

out women specifically but rather targeted the group

of older males that would have married such women.

‘‘Gendering’’ allowed such degradation.

Identification of Prostitutes

The identification of prostitutes faces many obstacles:

in general, medieval society was andocentric and mi-

sogynistic, andwith few exceptions it silencedwomen’s

voice. Lower-class and uneducated laywomen are ab-

sent from the records for themost part andwe can only

get a glimpse of their lives by accident.We knownames

of prostitutes because of transgressions, on the part of

others as well as by the prostitutes themselves. But we

know very little besides their names, and even these

may be misleading. Often, records left no patronymics

but a trade name: first name and a label like ‘‘of some-

where’’ or ‘‘the something,’’ likeMarguerite the Hunt-

ress or Jeanette de Valence.

Prostitutes’ names then contrasted with medieval

naming tradition. Women were generally designated

by affiliation (as daughters, wives, or widows); pros-

titutes were not. This lack of information defined

their lives. From their silenced affiliations historians

inferred that most often prostitutes were immigrants,

who resorted to selling their bodies because they

lacked the traditional support networks of kin, neigh-

bors, and friends.

Prostitutes rarely practiced in their place of origins

and their numbers peaked with demographics, possi-

bly because of a high male to female ratio, and the

migratory character of the male population. Medieval

ideology also favored the development of prostitution

by recommending that a large segment of the male

population remain single. The exigencies of celibacy

burdened the single life while prostitutes were avail-

able to ‘‘sinners.’’ For theologians, simple fornica-

tion with public women carried little weight and the

spiritual consequences were negligible.

Prostitutes’ narratives, when they are available,

often tell stories of victimization. In one case, the

leader of a gang of miscreants convinced Beatrice, a

married woman from 1350s Avignon, to join them.

She abandoned her husband to follow the gang leader,

who put her to work in Avignon’s red light district, the

Bourg Neuf. Also in Avignon, in 1370, a butcher

kidnapped the wife of Jean de Vitry and set her up

to work across the Rhône in the town of Alès. Sixty

years later, Catherine Douspe (of Hope) was a young,

poor orphan. She was kidnapped and put to work at

the Bath of the Stone (baths and stews, like inns and
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taverns, were often associated with prostitution). A

few heartening stories also appeared. The same Cathe-

rine asked the municipal authorities for the alms that

would allow her to leave her life of ‘‘sin.’’

Poverty was considered a major contributor to

prostitution, although society blamed women’s nature

for their behavior. It was thought that women prosti-

tuted themselves by choice and for their pleasure, but

some individuals and institutions developed a system

of financial support to alleviate young women’s pov-

erty and their ‘‘fall’’ into prostitution. Most late medi-

eval testaments included a clause that granted funds

for the marriage of poor girls. Civil authorities and

confraternities also distributed dowries to prostitutes

who wished to leave their trade and marry. At least

some perceived the link between growing dowry

prices, poverty, and prostitution.

The labor market that shut women out of lucrative

professions also favored prostitutes’ entry into this

trade. Some historians, like Leah Otis and Ruth

Mazzo-Karras, have argued that some women entered

the profession willingly, as a preferable way to earn a

living. Not all were professional prostitutes and occa-

sionally women could resort to the sex trade as a last

alternative. Labor practices also facilitated the recruit-

ment of prostitutes. Court records give examples of

female apprentices diverted by their masters from

learning their craft and being instead forced into pros-

titution. The same happened to servants and maids.

Medieval prostitution oscillated between phases of

toleration and integration, and movements of rejec-

tion and marginalization. Rossiaud sees a correspon-

dence between periods of tolerance and economic

expansion and prosperity, with periods of legislation

and constraints marking economic crisis. One of the

best-known examples of the latter is the French King

Louis IX’s expulsion of prostitutes and pimps, broth-

el and stews keepers, and the confiscation of their

goods. He relented and allowed them back to Paris

two years later. The city of Toulon acted similarly in

1318. Authorities specified a day (the eleventh of

October) for ‘‘shameless women’’ to leave the pre-

mises under the threat of flogging and confiscation

of their garments. The latter ordinance did not eradi-

cate prostitution; during the fourteenth century, citi-

zens complained that certain ladies crossed the brook

leading into town, strutted in the streets, and washed

themselves in public.

Public Control

The long-term trend saw an evolution toward the

institutionalization of brothels controlled by public

authorities. By the fourteenth century most European

towns had a red light district where prostitutes were

confined, controlled, and regulated. Such districts

allowed a clear spatial and social separation. The

owners and managers of brothels, stews, and other

houses of prostitution ran their establishments in full

light of and support of the law. In fourteenth-century

Avignon, for example, a prostitute leased her tene-

ment, and paid a cens (yearly tax) to the diocese.

Several prostitutes rented tenements from the convent

of Saint Catherine. Wealthy merchants invested in the

trade. Marguerite Busaffi, daughter of Thomas

Busaffi, a prominent Florentine banker established

in Avignon, owned a profitable brothel in the city.

In papal Avignon, the income and taxes raised by the

profession eventually attracted the authorities, who in

1337 decided to tax prostitutes and procurers two sols

per week. A scandalized Pope Innocent VI annulled

the tax in 1358.

Sumptuary laws prohibited prostitutes from dress-

ing like ‘‘honest’’ women and required a recognizable

mark on their clothing. Prostitutes, like Jews, were

tolerated to a certain extent as social utility, but this

attitude was mixed with bigotry and the stigma of

pollution. Many towns decreed that prostitutes and

Jews purchase the bread and fruits they had examined

or touched in the market.

Sumptuary laws were widespread. Since the domi-

nant discourse conceived of women as mentally weak,

these laws aimed at deterring honest women from their

natural inclination to sin. A 1372 public decree from

Avignon’s Temporal Court prohibited prostitutes from

wearing coats, silk veils, amber rosaries, and gold rings

under penalty of fines and confiscation. Marseille and

Toulon ordered prostitutes to wear single-color gar-

ments and Aix-en-Provence ordered them veiled. In

1382 London, ‘‘common harlots’’ were required to

wear a striped hood and they were not allowed to line

their coats with fur. The reasons behind such legislation

were multiple. It forced prostitutes to be recognizable

and prevented them from blending in with other

women. It also forced prostitutes to hide and not dis-

play the rewards of their trade. After all, they could be

perceived as successful women who by-passed women’s

traditional means of success, by birth or marriage.

Prostitutes could not serve as models, and parade and

tempt other women to take up their way of life.

Redemption

The reform and rehabilitation of prostitutes was a

medieval concern from the twelfth century onward.

The prostitute symbolized human frailty and catalyzed
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the benevolence of God’s grace. She symbolized pen-

ance and repentance. Christianity offered many models

of repenting prostitutes and the best known was Mary

Magdalen.

In 1198, Pope Innocent III declared that marrying a

prostitute counted as a pious work and he offered the

remission of the groom’s sins. Marriage presented the

double advantage of alleviating poverty and controlling

women’s sexuality and ‘‘natural inclination to sin.’’

Testamentary donations often dowered those prosti-

tutes willing to marry and leave the trade. In addition

to marriage, convents could also provide means of

social reintegration and salvation for prostitutes.

It is important to recognize that convents for re-

formed prostitutes were known well before the thir-

teenth century. At the urging of Theodora, Justinian

built the Convent of Repentance, where, according

to James A. Brundage, some unhappy residents

leaped to their death from the convent walls. None-

theless, the largest phase of Repentant institutionali-

zation (Repenties) occurred between the thirteenth

and fifteenth centuries, the same period that saw the

institutionalization of prostitutes in municipal broth-

els. Founded by clergymen, these convents or houses

reflected a male Christian ethos and the clergy’s defi-

nition of required female penance. Prostitutes were to

renounce their previous lives as did the ‘‘penitent

whores’’ in the edifying stories of Pelagia, Mary the

Harlot, Afra, Thaı̈s and, above all, Mary Magdalen.

JOËLLE KOSTER
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PROVERBS, RIDDLES, AND GNOMIC
LITERATURE
Proverbs, riddles, and gnomes (short statements con-

veying traditional truisms) abound in old English

wisdom literature, most found in the Exeter Book, a

collection of poetry transcribed in the tenth century

and kept at the Exeter Cathedral library. The most

widely anthologized Exeter Book wisdom poems in-

clude The Gifts of Men (GfM), The Fortunes of Men

(FtM), Maxims, several elegies, and selections from a

collection of riddles.

GfM and FtM list male attributes and experience in

sequences of proverbial and gnomic statements. Both

poems reflect the Anglo-Saxon heroic code, which

valued loyalty, courage, and skill in warfare. The

poems also depict aspects of the comitatus, the lord/

retainer relationship based on a man’s loyalty to his

lord, as well as to his fellow retainers—in return, the

lord sheltered his men in his hall and rewarded them

PROSTITUTES
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with gifts. GfM catalogues characteristics and ac-

complishments ‘‘the ordaining Lord apportions and

assigns’’ to men, including wisdom, valor, good looks,

wealth, and skills such as harp-playing, wine-tasting,

blacksmithing, and battling sin. FtM opens with a

vignette of a mother and father tenderly nurturing

and teaching their young son. The poem’s moral is

expressed in gnomic sayings, for example, ‘‘Only God

knows what the years will bring as he grows up’’;

‘‘Such things are not man’s to control.’’ The poet

lists many misfortunes and accidents—usually

fatal—that can befall a boy or young man. Women

are depicted twice lamenting their sons’ deaths, a

familiar scene in old English literature.

Maxims offers a catalogue of correct behavior.

Again the focus is on males, but women are men-

tioned, for example, ‘‘Woman belongs at her embroi-

dery; a roving woman gives rise to talk,’’ expressing

the Anglo-Saxon ideal of the docile, hall- or home-

bound woman, repeated in the poem’s description of

the Frisian wife who welcomes her sailor-husband

home—she cleans his clothes and satisfies him sexual-

ly. Maxims presents aristocratic marriage as a kind of

comitatus, with the woman as retainer to her lord.

Although she offers him advice and shares in gift-

giving, she is subservient—when she passes the mead

cup she must serve her husband first. An aristocratic

wife also ‘‘must excel as one cherished among her

people,’’ for, in cherishing her they cherish her kin.

She is a ‘‘peace-weaver,’’ a woman given in marriage

by an opposing tribe in order to reduce tribal enmities.

The Exeter Book elegies are poems of lament

marked by gnomic and proverbial sayings. For exam-

ple, the exiled male narrators of The Wanderer and

The Seafarer state, ‘‘A wise man must be patient,’’

and ‘‘Blessed is he who lives in humility.’’ In one of

the few displays of same-sex physical affection in old

English literature, Wan’s narrator, mourning his de-

ceased lord, imagines himself ‘‘embracing and kissing

him and laying hands and head on his knee.’’

Several elegies depict comitatus-like relationships

between women and men, such as The Wife’s Lament

(Wfl), Wulf and Eadwacer (WlE), and The Husband’s

Message. Wfl and WlE are narrated by women, a

rarity in old English literature. Both utter gnomic

statements, such as the Wfl’s ‘‘A young man must

always be sad-minded . . . yet must have a happy

demeanor,’’ WlE’s repeated ‘‘A difference exists be-

tween us,’’ and WlE’s proverbial ‘‘One easily tears

apart what was never united.’’ Both Wfl and WlE

are enigmatic and difficult to translate into modern

English, but the scholarly consensus is that they de-

pict Anglo-Saxon women lamenting their exiles, exiles

caused by men adhering to a heroic code that required

them to separate from the women.

The Exeter Book contains ninety-five riddles,

whose solutions refer to familiar objects of Anglo-

Saxon daily life, such as Sword, Bible, and various

animals and birds. Others describe warfare, weather,

or the ocean; several deal with wisdom and religion.

Fourteen of the riddles are risqué, yielding two solu-

tions: an ‘‘innocent’’ one, and another that is

‘‘wrong’’ and ‘‘obscene.’’ For example, Riddle 61’s

‘‘innocent’’ solution is Helmet or Shirt, while the

‘‘incorrect’’ solution is Vagina; Riddle 54 yields both

Onion and Penis. Unlike much Old English poetry,

the risqué riddles do not focus exclusively on nobility.

Several involve working people and depict objects

they used daily, such as churn, plough, key, fire,

dough, oxen. In most of these riddles both women

and men who perform sexual acts are viewed positive-

ly—the exception is Riddle 12, where the narrator

contemptuously depicts a masturbating female slave.

Riddles 37 and 62, Bellows and Poker, depict mastur-

bating men; in Riddle 62 the men also appear to

engage in anal intercourse.

Kennings—newly-created compound words that

often result in mini-riddles—appear throughout the

Old English corpus, such as bone-house for the

human body and whale-road for the sea. Coined com-

pounds in old English that are associated with gender

or sexuality include, for example, bed-companion for

sexual partner, mead-giver, for a queen or noble

woman, and woman-knowing for male heterosexual

intercourse.

NINA RULON-MILLER
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PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY
Psychoanalysis permeates contemporary life; its pre-

mises and concepts are used casually and inevitably to

describe behavior, dreams, and culture even though

most people have not read Freud and are not aware of

the source of their ideas about denial, repression,

projection, fantasy, inner conflict, paranoia, and

much more. Historians, traditionally wary of a theory

that foregrounds sex as a key motive throughout

human impulses, have mistakenly thought that all

psychoanalytic scrutiny is addressed to childhood

conflicts, and generally have conflated the clinical

practice of psychoanalysis with its potential for textu-

al interpretation throughout the humanities. Begun

with the work of Sigmund Freud (with the core theory

found in The Interpretation of Dreams; Psychopathol-

ogy of Everyday Life; Three Essays on the Theory of

Sexuality; and Jokes and their Relation to the Uncon-

scious), with over a century of development that has

refined and extended the theory, psychoanalysis offers

historians a powerful instrument to bring to textual

evidence. Its coherent system of explanatory concepts

was developed to understand the role of unconscious

ideas in mental life, and thus in behavior, and the

products of culture. Properly understood, psycho-

analysis for historians is not analogous to a clinical

activity, but an interpretive method that proceeds

from a deep understanding of the origins of polyse-

mous meaning.

Psychoanalysis begins with the premise that much of

mental activity is unconscious—that is, not immediate-

ly available to awareness, introspection, or observation

from outside. This basic perception was also present to

ancient and medieval culture; Freud’s signal achieve-

ment was to map the traffic between unconscious and

conscious life in functional terms of mental systems:

the unconscious or ‘‘id’’—repository of unruly wishes

and demands, the disciplinary superego imposing

morality and control, and the ego or conscious self

that negotiates between them, using its resources of

language to represent the world. The impress of un-

conscious wishes makes itself evident in all forms of

behavior, but most legibly in dreams, and complex

forms of speech and writing. The processes by which

all minds produce symbolized representations to medi-

ate between deeply felt wishes and an unaccommodat-

ing real world result in the entire range of expression,

from dreams and improvised behaviors to cultural

achievement in literature and art. In a generalized

sense, the human capacity for symbolization, the visual

and verbal forms that compromise between uncon-

scious and conscious ideas, makes the special domain

of psychoanalytic theory. Psychoanalysis offers histor-

ians the concepts and interpretive techniques that en-

able us to move from the manifest to the latent levels of

meaning in the artifacts of human culture, and restore

human depth and complexity to the traces of past lives.

In this sense, psychoanalysis is not a total historical

method; it uniquely occupies a boundary region touch-

ing all the separate disciplines of the humanities and

social sciences.

Just as psychoanalysis is not limited to its founda-

tional writings, its interpretive attention is also not

limited to mental pathology. The processes of the

‘‘normal,’’ or well-functioning mind are its central

focus. Irrationality, a major interest for psychoanaly-

sis, can be understood as motivated and intelligible in

psychoanalytic terms, taking into account the inter-

ests of unconscious pressures. The contribution of

this depth of psychology to medieval culture is that

it strongly assists in restoring full human complexity

and interiority to persons who lived in a comformity-

demanding culture.

NANCY PARTNER
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Q
QASMŪNA BINT ISMĀ’ĪL
In the centuries following the Arab invasion of the

Iberian Peninsula, Jewish culture flourished, reaching

its peak in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, known

as the Jewish Golden Age. Did Jewish women have a

Golden Age? In general, Jewish women were not

taught Hebrew, the language of literature. In addi-

tion, marriage was particularly important in Jewish

culture, and, for women, not conducive to writing.

Thus, whereas quite a few Moslem and Christian

women managed to express themselves in writing,

there is an almost total silence from Jewish women.

The most notable exception is Qasmūna Bint Ismā’ı̄l,

a late-eleventh- or early-twelfth-century poet who

appears to have been the daughter of Samuel ha-

Nagid, the Jewish vizier of the Moslem king of Gran-

ada and a renowned poet. Unlike her father, who

wrote his poems in Hebrew, Qasmūna, who probably

was not given an education in this language due to her

gender, wrote hers in Arabic. Thus, she is usually

placed among the Arab women writers of al-Andalus.

Her three extant poems show a considerable degree of

sophistication. The first one is a reply to a short poem

by Samuel ha-Nagid about a benefactor hurt by a

beneficiary, which Qasmūna compares to the sun giv-

ing light to the moon and sometimes being eclipsed by

it. It is said that, upon hearing this, her father de-

clared her a better poet than he. Her two other poems

are laments about her loneliness. In the first, she

compares herself to a garden going to waste for lack

of a gardener, while in the second, she establishes a

parallel between herself and a deer in a garden. Critics

believe that she was complaining about the lack of a

husband. But Qasmūna sounds confined (like a deer in

a garden in poem number two), in addition to being

isolated (comparing herself to a garden without a

gardener in poem number one). Perhaps she felt that,

unlike the moon in her poem, she would never have an

opportunity to truly eclipse the sun.

CRISTINA GONZÁLEZ
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QUEENS AND EMPRESSES,
CONSORTS OF
Acting as a consort was a role typically played by the

wives of kings in medieval Europe. Yet the existence

of male consorts—husbands whose wives held territo-

ry by inheritance—offers an interesting study in me-

dieval gender relations. What roles did these men play

when their wives were their political equals or even
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superiors? Drawing evidence from a chronological

and geographical range of examples reveals the nego-

tiations that shaped these relationships.

One consideration was the extent to which hus-

bands participated in the political authority wielded

by their wives. Most commonly, king consorts wielded

their military might in the defense of their wives’ terri-

tories, since even queens who ruled in their own right

did not customarily lead troops into battle. The mar-

riage of Matilda of England and Geoffrey, count of

Anjou (1113–1151), illustrates this well. A disputed

succession allowed Matilda, the daughter of Henry I,

to lay claim to the English throne in 1135. Although

Henry had named Matilda his heir, her cousin

Stephen was a rival claimant. At the time of her

attempted accession she was married to Geoffrey of

Anjou. When civil war between Matilda and Stephen

erupted in 1135, Geoffrey’s principal role became the

defense of Matilda’s Anglo-Norman territories. The

demands of military campaigns on the continent lim-

ited Geoffrey’s participation in English affairs and, by

1148, Matilda had effectively abandoned her claims

to the English throne. Geoffrey, however, had suc-

cessfully concentrated his military efforts on the re-

gion of Normandy, subduing much of it by 1144,

when he claimed the title duke of Normandy for

himself. Similarly, Ferdinand of Aragon (1452–1516)

led the military campaigns against the Muslim king-

dom of Granada that his wife, Isabel of Castile, was

anxious to reclaim.

Ferdinand, however, also pushed the question of

his authority in his wife’s kingdom of Castile, demon-

strating that, in some instances, king consorts shared

their wives’ sovereignty. Ferdinand and Isabel wed

in 1469, and in 1474 Isabel inherited the throne of

Castile from her half-brother, Enrique IV. Ferdinand

(who would inherit the kingdom of Aragon from his

father in 1479) immediately questioned his role in the

royal marriage. Although at the time of their wedding

the two had negotiated a set of marriage capitula-

tions, they renegotiated this agreement into a novel

power-sharing arrangement. Although Isabel retained

some prerogatives as sovereign ruler of Castile, the

two nonetheless jointly issued documents with Ferdi-

nand’s name coming first, but her coat of arms pre-

ceding his. Thus, although he held no legal claim to

the territories of Castile, Isabel ruled jointly with

Ferdinand.

The demands created by a marriage of two crowns,

like Isabel and Ferdinand’s, often created a de facto

distribution of power.Margrethe I (1353–1412), daugh-

ter of King Waldemar IV of Denmark, married

Hakon VI (1343–1380), king of Norway (and eventu-

ally Sweden), in 1363. She ruled as regent in Denmark

for their son Olaf upon the death of her father in

1375. The unpopularity of Hakon’s father, Magnus

VII, had led him to cede his throne to Hakon. Thus,

Hakon remained preoccupied by this kingdom, while

Margrethe directed affairs inDenmark—circumstances

that may have resulted from Denmark’s unwillingness

to allow the ruler of another kingdom to interfere

in its administration. Yet after Hakon’s death Mar-

grethe would successfully unite the three Scandinavian

crowns that Olaf inherited. Similarly, the marriage

of Urraca (1082–1125/1126), queen of Castile-León,

upon the death of her father Alfonso VI in 1109, to

Alfonso of Aragon, was one in which Alfonso exerted

very little influence on affairs in his wife’s kingdom,

confining himself to the protection of his realm.

Attempts to unite dynastic lines did not always end

peacefully. When Joan I (1327–1381) inherited the

throne from her grandfather, Robert the Wise, she

was already married to Andreas of Hungary (son of

Louis the Great of Hungary). The two had been

married when she was seven and he was six. In 1344

Pope Clement VI crowned her queen of Naples.

Thereafter, Andreas acted as her consort. Intrigue

surrounded the marriage, however, and in 1345

Andreas was murdered. Joanna was linked to the

plot to assassinate him but was never formally held

accountable.

The existence of a king consort often raised the

question of who would inherit the territory upon a

wife’s death. Typically, these negotiations favored

the couple’s children and disadvantaged the king

consort. Matilda and Geoffrey, for example, secured

from Stephen the agreement that the English throne

would also pass to their son, Henry, upon Stephen’s

death. Isabel and Ferdinand agreed that if she died

first Ferdinand could not inherit Castile; it would pass

instead to their children.

As these examples demonstrate, various factors

complicated the roles played by king consorts. Ques-

tions of military support, the division of labor in

shared realms, and inheritance created unique

gendered balances of power.

ELIZABETH A. LEHFELDT
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QUEENS AND EMPRESSES: THEWEST
The study of medieval queens-consort involves fea-

tures of political life that contemporaries saw no need

to define. The idea of ‘‘queenship’’ itself is an anach-

ronism to medieval understandings, and modern defi-

nitions risk anachronism. More medieval writers dealt

with the reputations and actions of queens than with

the idea of a queenly office. Queenly perquisites were

treated not in general contexts of rank, but in specific

contexts of the aspects of government or administra-

tion with which a queen came into periodic contact.

Officials involved in such incidental encounters nailed

down exact points at issue; they did not examine the

full range of a queen’s prerogatives nor the activities

they upheld. Churchmen wrote in particular situa-

tions to urge queens to behave properly, or to scold

them for failing to do so. If anything like a general

idea of ‘‘queenship’’ was raised, it was to catalogue

behaviors befitting a king’s wife and the mother of

his children. So defined, medieval queens did not

require rationalization. They were necessary aspects

of a political landscape characterized by hereditary

male rulers.

Medieval writing about queens is, for the most

part, then, episodic. It is nonetheless possible to iden-

tify themes common to the majority of such writings.

One example is a manual of instruction Sancho IV of

Castile (r. 1284–1294) wrote for his son: a king should

choose his wife for her inner and outer virtues (the

latter including height as well as beauty); as queen,

she must pattern herself on heroines of Scripture and

antiquity, remaining industrious, pious, and chaste,

and working always to have the respect and affection

of husband, children, and other people. However con-

ceived and expressed, these themes are constant in

medieval writings to, for, or about queens. Chroniclers

who praised or criticized queens routinely resorted

to comparisons with the good and bad queens of

history. Secular history could offer Clothilda and

Balthild (both canonized) and Messalina and Agrip-

pina (both vilified); Scripture provided Esther and the

Virgin Mary in contrast to Jezebel and Athaliah. On

one hand, perceptions created by such comparisons

afforded monarchy a dramatic element it otherwise

lacked. On the other, for postmedieval readers,

the resort to such typologies obscured understandings

of medieval queens’ real agendas, motives, and

strategies.

Empresses

The Roman empress’s place was a known quantity,

but not an automatic consequence of marriage. The

title Augusta was specifically conferred; not all emper-

ors’ wives received it, and even if so honored, they

remained subject to the laws. Informal avenues of in-

fluence were available, but between the Julio-Claudian

period and the Christianization of the empire, few

imperial consorts emerged as prominent or powerful

women. Christianity, the arrival of new peoples in the

empire, and crises in imperial power opened new

paths for the wives of Roman rulers. The lives of

Galla Placidia and the empresses of the Theodosian

house witness to the prominence of late Western and

early Byzantine imperial women and the means by

which they attained power. But the resources and

powers of kings’ wives in the new Western kingdoms

were undefined. These peoples arrived in the empire

without political ideas as developed as those of Rome;

most of them had traditions of powerful women, but

their customs did not encompass well-defined ideals

of kingship, let alone of queenship. What reasoned

discussion was given to early medieval queenship in

Europe rested on Christian traditions and practices,

but the Church could prescribe only standards of

conduct appropriate to any Christian wife. Then and

for centuries, queenship was a uncertain quantity,

dependent upon what individual women could make

of the circumstances in which they found themselves

and of the resources, human and material, that they

could effectively claim.

The Early Middle Ages

Medieval queens’ positions in society and government

evolved not in a matrix of established legal or admin-

istrative procedures, as in the Roman Empire, but

within the traditions of a society based upon marriage

and family and dominated by lineage politics, within

which considerations of family were bound to domi-

nate. Unlike Roman empresses, queens acquired their

rank upon marriage, but marriage did not guarantee a

successful life as queen. Early medieval society knew

stable customs of neither royal succession nor mar-

riage. A childless queen, or one whose marriage had

proven a political disadvantage, labored under the

threat of repudiation.

QUEENS AND EMPRESSES: THE WEST
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Even if a king was not deposed or murdered by

competitors, rival claimants were a threat when he

died, especially if his son was a child, if succession

customs favored kinsmen over direct descendants, or

if the succession was not limited to a single lineage.

Meddling by a widowed queen and her cohort on

behalf of her son could lead to civil war. Practices

adopted to impede royal women’s participation in

such struggles reveal the extent to which they were

rooted in family contexts, the power they might

secure therein, and a perceived need to limit their

interventions.

Medieval queens obtained their position at mar-

riage, but like Roman empresses, they did not acquire

sovereign status. They were personages of honor who

shared their husbands’ rank, but they wielded royal

authority only occasionally and temporarily, as their

husbands’ deputies or, after their husbands’ deaths, as

regents for young sons. No royal wife or widow who

assumed that authority in her own right, and was

recognized as sovereign, was known in the medieval

West. In the early Middle Ages, when Western kings

were not invariably succeeded by sons or near kins-

men, some royal widows married their husbands’

successors. Godeswinth, widow of King Athanagild

of the Visigoths (r. 551–567) in the Iberian peninsula,

wed his successor Leovigild; Aelfgifu-Emma (d. 1052),

the Norman widow of Aethelred II of England

(r. 979–1013 and 1014–1016), married his successor,

the invader Canute of Denmark (r. 1016–1035). Such

marriages helped stabilize the new king’s position and

made the queen a peacemaker between her husbands’

families and supporters. In that sense such a second

marriage could enhance her influence while continuing

her wonted eminence and wealth, but it did not raise

her to full sovereignty.

The eminence of late Roman empresses perhaps

influenced the position of early medieval queens in

the West. Many Visigothic consorts in the Iberian

peninsula are unknown by name, but those who are

known shared their husband’s titles; in 589, Reccared

I’s wife Baddo subscribed canons of the Third Coun-

cil of Toledo as gloriosa, echoing his gloriosus, from

the late imperial epithet gloriossisimus, witnessing her

eminence as well as the seemliness of her approval.

But the Visigoths often killed their kings, who were

rarely succeeded by family members. If nonhereditary

royal succession left any king’s wife vulnerable, how-

ever, her place as wife and mother could suggest that

her presence might stabilize an insecure situation.

King Athanagild hoped to make the throne heredi-

tary for his issue and so gave his wife Godeswinth a

queenly title and enhanced her role in royal ceremony.

But the effort came to nothing, and when corona-

tion became established usage for Visigothic kings in

the seventh century, their consorts were not included.

Visigothic queens became subjects of consistent legis-

lation, but laws concerning them neither protected

them nor guaranteed honor and respect. Rather, the

laws limited queens’ potential in politics: Visigothic

royal widows had to take the veil to prevent them

from interfering in succession politics.

In Merovingian Frankish lands, kings and queens

were uncrowned. What prestige Frankish queens held

came primarily from religious roles, most familiarly

in the case of Clotilda (d. 544), Clovis I’s Christian

wife, who won him to the faith in 497. Merovingian

widows were not forced to take the veil, but the

monastic life appealed to a number of them. Balthild,

a slave, attracted King Clovis II (d. 657), who married

her c. 648. When he died, Balthild became regent

for their son, Clothar III; she was deposed c. 665,

founded a convent at Chelles, and died as its revered

abbess c. 680.

Other Merovingian queens’ political roles were

shaped by the interests of sons or grandsons. The

widowed Clotilda was asked by her surviving sons

to choose which sons of their deceased brother should

die and which should become monks, so the survivors

could share their brother’s domains.

The best-known Merovingian queens were Brun-

hild (d. 613), daughter of Athanagild and Godes-

winth, wife and widow of Sigibert I (d. 575), and her

bitter rival, Fredegund (d. 597). Brunhild’s sister,

Galswinth, married Sigibert’s brother Chilperic I

(d. 584), who soon killed her to marry Fredegund,

his concubine. Enmity between the two queens and

their families lasted three decades, until Fredegund’s

son Clothar II (d. 528) put Brunhild to death.

Queens in Anglo-Saxon England had a notable

role in the age of conversions. The Merovingian

Bertha, wife of King Aethelberht of Kent (d. 616),

followed the example of her ancestor Clothilda,

welcoming the Roman mission to England in 597

and bringing her husband to the faith. Their daughter

Aethelburh married King Edwin of Northumbria

(d. 633) and repeated Bertha’s success there. Two

daughters of King Anna of East Anglia (d. 653/654)

married kings elsewhere in England. Aethelthryth was

divorced by both husbands after persuading them

that she preferred to remain a virgin and eventually

became abbess of Ely, while her sister Seaxberga

took the veil after her Kentish husband died and

followed Aethelthryth as abbess at Ely. In eighth-

century Mercia, King Offa (d. 796) exalted his wife

Cynethryth as he sought to found a dynasty, and

hoped to marry his son Ecgfrith to one of Charle-

magne’s daughters. But Ecgfrith died unmarried;

Offa’s line ended with him. In contrast, ninth- and

early-tenth-century kings of Anglo-Saxon England
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from the house of Wessex kept their wives out of

public life by denying them a royal title or a throne.

King Aethelwulf (d. 858) was deposed partly because

he let his second wife, the Carolingian Judith, be

crowned at their marriage on the Continent in 856.

Only in 973 was an Anglo-Saxon consort crowned.

Aelfthryth’s elevation reflected King Edgar’s preemi-

nence in England, though their marriage was suspect

because of incest prohibitions, as she and her first

husband were Edgar’s cousins.

Perhaps to deal with that situation, Aeflthryth

aligned herself with the church reform under St. Dun-

stan and won his support for her coronation. Most of

the later Anglo-Saxon queens were crowned; in the

mid-eleventh century the rite was elaborated to state

that the kingdom should be governed by the king’s

power and the queen’s virtue alike.

The Queen in the Royal Household

Several factors allowed queens in some early medie-

val kingdoms to overcome the limits placed on them.

A king’s wife naturally managed his palace, its

personnel, and its resources. As royal governments

evolved, the great men of the king’s household were

also the chief officials of the kingdom. As she worked

regularly with these men, a queen forged valuable

relationships.

Kings often chose ministers from their relatives,

and queens worked to place relatives or servants in

royal service. As mistress of the king’s household, his

wife also managed his treasure. Judicious use of that

wealth could win supporters to a queen’s side. Her

position as a warlord’s wife also made her a kind of

adoptive mother to the fighting men in his household.

She dispensed rewards to these men, honoring an

often fiercely guarded hierarchy among them as she

associated herself with the king’s gratitude to them.

Finally, as the king’s advisors included bishops and

abbots, a queen could develop relationships with

them, strengthened by gifts of land or gold to reli-

gious houses, or, as in Aelfthryth’s case, by support of

religious reform. All these activities were proper to a

queen; by wisely deploying such expedients, she could

strengthen a perhaps otherwise uncertain position.

But the same activities could elicit verdicts pro or

con. Too much interest in royal treasure could be

depicted as greed, and familiarity with royal ministers

was dangerous; Fredegund was twice accused of illicit

liaisons with officials. As regent, Balthild involved

herself in a disputed election to the see of Lyon;

when a friend of Bishop Wilfrid was killed during

the dispute, one English chronicler dubbed Balthild

a Jezebel. Aelfthryth, in contrast, managed to have

herself crowned as well as made protectress of all

English female monasteries. Royal wives trod fine

lines, and their conduct demanded an acute sense of

time and place. Not all were successful.

Transitions

In 751, Bertha, wife of Pepin the Short and mother of

Charlemagne, became the first Frankish queen to be

crowned. This was most probably done to underline

definitively the change of dynasty in that year, to

emphasize that Pepin’s descendants had replaced the

Merovingians. Bertha’s formal investiture thus sug-

gested avoidance of succession disputes by limiting

throneworthiness to the children of an anointed

queen. After Pepin’s death in 768 Bertha played a

major role in maintaining peaceful relations between

her sons, Carloman (d. 771) and Charles, who, fol-

lowing Merovingian practice, divided the Frankish

realm. Bertha’s coronation did not, however, estab-

lish an immediate precedent. None of Charlemagne’s

wives was crowned, nor were Carolingian queens

regularly crowned until well into the ninth century.

As time progressed, the Church’s marriage doc-

trine came to reinforce the positions of threatened

consorts. The faith offered queens many advantages,

but they had to be weighed against the disadvantages

of unstable succession. Since the Church wrote and

prepared the coronation orders, it was perhaps the

churchmen’s liking for orderly hereditary succession,

possibly based on Old Testament lineages, that helped

consolidate queens’ positions as dynastic mothers and

as models of indissoluble Christian marriage. Certain-

ly queens’ association with Church reform and the

monastic orders afforded them renewed influence

and security.

Neither marriage nor coronation immediately al-

tered casual marriage practices in these centuries that

allowed powerful men to divorce or repudiate wives

with relative ease. A queen who failed to bear a viable

son lived with the possibility, if not the likelihood, of

repudiation, as did those whose marriages brought

their husbands no political advantage. A year after

Charlemagne took his first wife, daughter of the Lom-

bard king in Italy, he repudiated her as unable to bear

children. An equally likely reason was that he was

about to invade her father’s kingdom and needed

allies along the route to Italy, so he quickly married

a well-connected Swabian girl. Such maneuvers were

not always so easy. Charlemagne’s grandson Lothar

II, trying to rid himself of a noble but childless con-

sort to marry a fertile concubine, resorted to lurid
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accusations of sorcery and incest against his wife

Theutberga; after nine years, the case remained unre-

solved when Lothar died in 869. Theutberga managed

to sustain her cause with the help of her birth family,

as well as that of Lothar’s relatives.

In the eleventh century, Emperor Henry II’s child-

less wife, Cunegunde of Luxemburg (d. 1033), could

rely on her powerful family to keep her at Henry’s

side. In England, Edward the Confessor briefly repu-

diated the childless Edith (d. 1075) in 1051, when he

momentarily escaped the political yoke of her father

and brothers; but they soon reinstated themselves and

forced Edward to restore Edith.

Cunegunde and Edith benefited from a trope of

growing importance to childless queens: the chaste

marriage. Neither marriage was, in fact, chaste; few

queens would willingly give up the privilege of bearing

a royal heir. In fourteenth-century Sicily, popular

rumor blamed the extreme Franciscan piety of Queen

Sancia (d. 1345) for her childlessness. Sancia’s case

probably exemplifies the reactions, pro or con, that

could be read into aspects of a queen’s behavior, in

this case her pious observances. Cunegunde and

Henry II proclaimed their hopes for children in at

least one charter, and Edith advertised herself as

Edward’s bedfellow in one of hers.

Edith excused her childlessness by inventing a

chaste marriage for herself and Edward after his

death, in a Life of King Edward she authorized and

directed. The legend arose for Cunegunde and Henry

II during the growth of cults that led to their canoni-

zations: the couple had linked themselves so closely

with Church reform that the reforming canons of a

1005 synod were issued in both their names, and

founded the see of Bamberg where Cunegunde’s cult

was centered. Both women were also the targets of

adultery accusations, Edith in her own day and Cune-

gunde posthumously. In the latter case, the legendary

allegation provided the basis for miraculous proof of

Cunegunde’s innocence. But the chaste marriage was

a tool that could cut both ways: in the ninth century,

Emperor Charles the Fat divorced his second em-

press, Richardis, claiming that their marriage was

unconsummated and that she had committed adultery

with a bishop.

The High Middle Ages

Unlike Roman empresses, medieval queens-consort

acquired their rank upon marriage or their hus-

bands’ accessions. Formal conferral of the queenly

title was unknown in the medieval West. Coronation

remained for centuries a requisite constitutive act for

kings, but for queens the rite was performed only

after marriage and affirmed its consequences, with

the implied function of designating her the king’s

lawful consort, who alone could bear his lawful heirs.

In fact, many queens in medieval Europe were un-

crowned but enjoyed the prerogatives of their rank

from the time of marriage. Queens in Spain were rarely

crowned; in France, they were invested less and less

regularly as the Middle Ages drew on. Yet Castilian

and Aragonese queens exercised considerable political

influence; and, in France, the king’s widow, crowned

or not, had a strong claim to act as regent for her son.

Arguments produced in France to justify a

widowed queen’s right to the regency are the most

valuable single body of medieval commentary on

the queen’s position. These discussions make it clear

that the queen’s maternity assured her a place in the

interests of both family and kingship, which were

not readily disentangled when power was seen as

patrimony.

The Queen’s Coronation Rite

The queen’s coronation rite offers a blueprint for

queenly practices. In its final form, the rite derived

from common sources and was similar, though not

identical, in all realms that practiced it. It unfolded in

successive stages. A first blessing asked God to make

the queen fruitful like the patriarchal wives of the Old

Testament, stressing her role in perpetuating an elect

lineage. Before the altar, she prostrated herself and

then knelt for anointing on head and breast, with holy

oil if crowned with the king or with chrism if crowned

alone. In imagery redolent of the marriage rite, she

then received a ring in token of faith; whether the ring

was blessed then or previously, the blessing used was

that for the rings of nuns. A prayer naming Esther

impressed upon her the duty to entreat and counsel

the king.

The celebrant then placed a crown on her head for

earthly glory, admonishing her that as she now shone

with gold and jewels, she must look within for the

gold of chastity and the pearls of virtue and wisdom.

Finally she was given a scepter, or two, again depend-

ing on whether she was crowned alone or with the

king. In England, the conferral of the scepter was at

first followed, later accompanied, by a prayer that

God would strengthen her to order her office aright;

in France, formulae added in the fourteenth century

more specifically addressed the scepters’ significance.

The rite thus successively named the queen’s fertility,

faith, eminence, and counsel. Her worldly rank was

addressed at the moment of crowning, but the next
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exhortation emphasized her womanly need to strive

for chastity, virtue, and wisdom. Her lesser status was

underlined by her anointing on head and breast, not

on the hands. The final prayer used in England fur-

ther accented her particular reliance as a woman on

divine favor to fortify her.

The themes of the coronation, family, piety, emi-

nence, and counsel marked the parameters within

which a queen’s agendas and strategies took shape.

But as with endeavors noted earlier, these points

could summon reactions pro or con. Coronation

introduced new wrinkles as it legitimized delicate

areas such as counsel. No one could dispute that the

Biblical model of Esther sanctioned a queen’s media-

tion and counsel. But at what point did her attempts

to guide the king become domination? A queen must

still conduct herself with prudence in her relations

with the male ruler. A show of humility in persuading

him to modify a harsh decision could deflect suspi-

cions that she was seeking to dominate him. Careful

displays of piety might divert criticism of her behavior

in other areas. Possibilities for effective action were

many, but pitfalls were just as numerous.

The Queen’s Role in the Royal Family

Family was a strong base of power for medieval

women that rarely faltered; the real guarantor of a

woman’s security was her place in an established

family. It is often said to have been a drawback that

women in the medieval West never belonged fully to a

birth lineage or to that into which they married, but in

fact this allowed them considerable space to maneu-

ver. For a woman wed for political or diplomatic

reasons, the capacity to act as peaceweaver or liaison

between two powerful lineages could be an important

base of influence. Women likewise were not con-

strained to focus exclusively on their sons, however

valuable they might be; queens also emerged as the

natural educators and protectors of their daughters,

whose careers as diplomatic brides could be shaped by

their mothers before and after marriage, much to

their fathers’ profit. But as the Middle Ages drew

on, and kings frequently took wives from increasingly

distant kingdoms, distance often impeded queens as

liaisons with their homelands. Alphonso X of Castile

(r. 1252–1284) was in political difficulties for the last

decade of his reign, and his sister Eleanor (d. 1290),

wife of Edward I of England (r. 1272–1307), could not

rely on his support had she needed it. She instead

cultivated networks in England, though again she

did so through her family, arranging many marriages

for female cousins with English barons.

Diplomatic marriages were a treacherous process

that could easily come to grief. Negotiations were

often protracted if the marriage was to end a war or

resolve competing claims. Among the most famous

depictions of the process is Shakespeare’s portrayal of

Henry V of England (r. 1416–1422) wooing Katherine

of Valois (d. 1437) even as his army devastates

France. The ramifications go beyond Katharine

charmingly learning English through obscene bilin-

gual puns. Her older sister Isabelle had wed Richard

II of England, who was deposed by Henry V’s father

and later killed. The chronicler Froissart described

the child Isabelle reciting at her mother’s knee that

she would marry Richard because ‘‘I shall be a great

lady.’’

Perhaps that same thought consoled Katherine.

Perhaps she hoped to act as peaceweaver, but Henry

V’s early death ended any possibility of that. Some

women fought to become queens, like Edith-Matilda

of Scotland (d. 1118), who had to prove she had never

been a nun in order to marry Henry I of England

(r. 1100–1135). Others refused outright. William the

Conqueror’s daughter Adelizia of Normandy was

betrothed at least three times, but after the last project

she either decided she had had enough or acted on a

longstanding wish and took religious vows. Adelizia’s

many times grandniece, Isabella, the eldest daughter

of Edward III of England, was also involved in many

marriage projects, ending one of them by refusing to

board the ship that was to carry her to her prospective

husband.

Even the journey to a new husband’s domains

could be treacherous, as the bride passed emotionally

and geographically from one male ruler’s control to

another’s. Sermon exempla often used this liminal

bridal journey as a setting for temptation or tribula-

tion; the bride in one such story is raped by her own

steward, whom she murders to conceal her shame.

She is later driven by guilt to admit her crime to a

bishop and must confess everything to her husband’s

courtiers. In many cases, the arrival of a foreign-born

queen raised suspicions in her new kingdom; she might

import crowds of foreigners and divert the king’s

wealth to their enrichment. In this sense she figured

the kingdom’s vulnerability to invasion. Small wonder

that queens were made to shed their native dress

and adopt clothing from their husband’s domains.

Security and Insecurity

The strengthening of the Church’s marriage teachings

afforded queens a measure of security. In 1193 Inge-

borg of Denmark (d. 1236) became the second wife of
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Philip II of France (r. 1170–1223), only to be repu-

diated the day after the wedding. For twenty years she

tenaciously sustained her case against him and, in the

end, he had to recognize her as his queen. On the

other hand, the tightening of marriage doctrine and

the evolution of stable hereditary succession sharply

increased societal focus on adultery—the background

to the rumors about Cunegunde and Edith and to tales

of fictional queens like Guinevere and Isolde. Adul-

tery, of course, could involve either partner, and once

wed, queens often had to accept royal mistresses.

This was not unusual in arranged marriages; hus-

band and wife often met only days before they wed,

and not all kings honored marriage vows. Respect,

not love, was the norm. The queen’s strength lay in

the chastity that assured her legitimate maternity, in

her role as counselor, and in the eminence that

allowed her to construct impressions of her power.

Perhaps she took comfort in the knowledge that a

mistress might be only a passing fancy. It is untrue

that Eleanor of Aquitaine resented Henry II’s mis-

tresses—his liaisons flourished after the birth of her

last child in 1166, years she spent in Poitou and he in

England. Since by then she had a quiverful of sons,

it probably did not matter to her what Henry did

behind her back.

Childbearing

The production of children was a paramount concern

to the kingdom as well as to the royal couple. Healthy

sons did not merely improve the queen’s power base.

They marked a step in an often torturous process by

which she could be more closely identified with the

interests of her husband’s realm than with her home-

land. Thereafter her chief care was understood to be

the interests of her son, naturally regarded as those of

his future subjects as well. Daughters promised future

alliances and the births of grandchildren for the king.

Childlessness led to rumors, not only of adultery. One

countess of Flanders was said to have used contra-

ceptive knowledge to limit her family, and the early

deaths of all her children were ascribed to divine

punishment. Marriage doctrine made it increasingly

difficult for a king to dispose of an unwanted wife,

but the last medieval queen of England, Katharine

of Aragon (d. 1536), found that having the most

powerful ruler in Europe as a nephew was not enough

once her husband made up his mind to annul their

marriage because her only surviving child was a

daughter, Mary Tudor.

The childless queen might substitute other aspects

of her position. Richard II of England’s first wife,

Anne of Bohemia (d. 1394), was celebrated for gra-

cious intercession with her difficult spouse and

became something of a mother to the kingdom; her

early death was deeply lamented.

Queens showed much personal bravery in regularly

facing the dangers of childbirth, sometimes in very

difficult circumstances. The travel that was an essen-

tial component of medieval rulership made danger a

commonplace; in 1271 Philip III of France (r. 1270–

1285) lost his pregnant wife Isabella of Aragon when

she fell from a horse near Cosenza; and in 1324 Marie

of Luxemburg, second wife of Charles IV of France

(r. 1322–1328), died in childbirth after a coach acci-

dent. Eleanor of Castile undertook long journeys

while pregnant, famously bearing her last son in

1284 in a temporary shelter on the site of Caernarfon

castle. Even more remarkable is the case of Margaret

of Provence (d. 1297), wife of Louis IX of France

(r. 1226–1270), who bore several children while on

Crusade, one of them in circumstances of extreme

personal danger to herself after Louis was taken

prisoner at Damietta.

Raising Royal Children

Children posed problems because of potential rival-

ries within the family, as became obvious among the

sons of Henry II of England and Eleanor of Aqui-

taine. But in the children’s early years, the queen’s

role in their lives was paramount. She could develop

political capital from all her children, not just her

sons. But even here, in the last analysis, she was

dependent on the king’s will. Louis IX forbade Mar-

garet of Provence to name officials to their children’s

households and usurped one of her functions by

writing a manual of instruction for their daughter

Isabelle. In contrast, Louis’s brother-in-law, Henry

III of England (r. 1216–1272), allowed his wife, Elea-

nor of Provence (d. 1291), full rein in educating their

son Edward I.

But here too the phenomena of reactions pro and

con often surfaced: Eleanor was accused of teaching

Edward to favor her relatives rather than his own

countrymen and future subjects.

Problems common to any family surfaced on a

royal scale in a queen’s need to deal equably with

stepmothers and mothers-in-law, frequent sources

of discord. A knowing queen could turn them to

advantage by acting as a peacemaker. Edward I’s

second wife, Margaret of France (d. 1318), smoothed

relations between her husband and stepson, later

Edward II. In-law relations were more treacherous.

Margaret of Provence suffered at the hands of Louis
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IX’s mother, Blanche of Castile (d. 1252), but created

a favorable impression by weeping at Blanche’s death,

though she admitted she wept less for herself than

for Louis’s grief. Eleanor of Castile and Edward I’s

mother, Eleanor of Provence, cooperated over the

younger woman’s children. But in a notoriously less

successful case, Margaret of Anjou (d. 1482) fatally

exacerbated tensions between her husband, Henry VI

(r. 1422–1461), and his kinsman Richard of York.

Royal Widows

Reference to mothers-in-law raises the matter of royal

widows. Relatively uncommon by reason of the

repeated dangers of childbirth, the rare dowager

queen was a significant political figure. Many saw a

king’s mother as a more desirable mediator with him

than his wife. In any event, a widowed queen must

live in comfort suited to her rank; otherwise her birth

family might demand that her son improve matters.

Thus the question of royal dower was all-important,

witnessed by the frequent damage this question did

to marriage negotiations. There was, as well, the trou-

bling matter of a royal widow’s personal behavior.

Clemence of Hungary (d. 1328), the young widow of

Louis X of France (r. 1314–1316), was scolded by

Pope John XXII for dressing immodestly before the

men of her household. Henry V of England’s widow

Katherine of Valois romped scandalously with

Edmund Beaufort; when it became clear she could

not marry so powerful a nobleman, she quietly settled

down—married or not—with an obscure squire

named Owen Tudor.

The Queen’s Image

A queen could do much to smooth over difficulties by

displaying herself as a pious woman, a submissive

wife, and a protector of the Church and its institu-

tions. Personally distributing alms demonstrated hu-

mility and concern for her husband’s poorest subjects.

An interest in education was also a formidable weap-

on; founding colleges as well as new religious houses

was a most laudable endeavor. But giving support to

new orders, at the expense of established religious

communities, could cost a queen the approval of the

older communities; Eleanor of Castile aggressively

promoted the Dominicans in England, an endeavor

of which the Benedictine and Augustinian chroniclers

of the day said nothing. On the other hand, her moth-

er-in-law Eleanor of Provence supported the Francis-

cans just as devotedly, but won Benedictine praise

when she chose to take the veil in a house of that

order.

Over time, changes in the conduct of government

brought about significant shifts in queens’ position

and the methods open to them. Earlier medieval

queens very frequently witnessed royal charters that

advertised them as influential members of royal coun-

cils. From the late eleventh century, a gradual secu-

larization of society, particularly in the growth of

professional male bureaucracies, limited or ended

the queen’s voice in the council chamber. The growing

separation of royal administration from the king’s

household meant that control of royal treasure passed

to male officials, while the great officers of the

kingdom were no longer as integral a part of royal

households as they had formerly been. The queen’s

management was now exercised in a more domestic

venue. These developments clearly lessened queens’

visibility in governance. Eleanor of Aquitaine was

the last queen of England to witness royal charters;

in France, her mother-in-law Adelaide of Maurienne

(d. 1154) was the last queen to do so, during the reign

of Louis VI (1108–1137). Queens now saw their influ-

ence shift from the council chamber to the bed-

chamber, an informal venue vulnerable to mistrust

because of queens’ potential ability as bedfellows to

sway their husbands to their own ends. The queen’s

voice remained consequential but, beyond the legiti-

mate control of male officialdom, it became worri-

some and open to criticism. Learned writers and

common people alike no longer authorized the

queen’s voice by appealing to the image of Esther,

resplendent in royal raiment as she approached the

king on his throne; the legitimizing image became that

of the Virgin Mary’s humility and loving maternal

care. Much of the elaborate ritual surrounding queens

within royal households in the later Middle Ages

adopted and assimilated Marian imagery, further de-

veloping associations enunciated in the coronation

rite that tacitly made her a link between the Davidic

lineage and her husband’s royal line.

Thus the queen’s eminence remained an important

tool for her, especially as the uses of royal ceremonial

grew during the Middle Ages. Queens had an integral

part in such splendid occasions, appearing with their

husbands at tournaments or regal banquets, transla-

tions of saints’ relics or the consecrations of cathe-

drals, on occasion taking their absent husbands’

places at such events. A queen’s traditional supervi-

sion of the splendor of the royal household still gave

her a central role in planning such events, contribut-

ing personally to their significance and success in

impressing royal power and magnificence upon obser-

vers. For the vast majority of medieval queens, emi-

nence was supported by substantial incomes that
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allowed them to engage in patronage on a consider-

able scale, whether personal, religious, or artistic.

Their activities embraced not only the creation of

new art works or architectural splendor, but also the

distribution of gifts of money, jewels, or clothing to

their own servants and households as well as to

visiting foreign dignitaries.

The personal ties established by such exchanges

require consideration of the degree to which any

queen could command the loyalty of supporters she

might desperately need. Queens rarely could rely on

tenurial links to summon help, but ties of personal

loyalty were an adequate substitute.

Largesse required wealth, and queens had to keep

a careful eye on income and expense. Clearly there

were links here to queens’ role as managers of royal

households and treasure, but those links were subtly

altered. Some queens helped determine successions by

sending regalia to their husbands’ successors. Em-

press Cunegonde did so after her husband’s death,

and a wily Hungarian dowager queen in the four-

teenth century assured the succession of her infant

son by having her loyal lady-in-waiting, Helene Kot-

taner, steal St. Stephen’s crown from the royal trea-

sury, with which the queen’s servants were familiar.

Loyalty to queens often involved women or was

woven through them. Cunegonde raised a young fe-

male cousin at court; Eleanor of Castile kept many of

her cousins in her household before they went to live

with their English husbands. Those husbands, and the

husbands of Eleanor’s ladies-in-waiting, received

grants of land at marriage and in many cases, places

at court. No queen could afford to ignore such

resources or the need to attend carefully to them.

At the end of a queen’s life, burial and commemo-

ration allowed her to continue to manifest royal pres-

ence, power, permanence, and stability. The choice of

burial site, perhaps near the shrine of a revered saint,

manifested the close ties between royal and divine

power. The funeral, in the presence of massed nobility

or courtiers, reinforced hierarchy and solidarity.

Queens often ordered their tombs in their lifetimes,

allowing their artistic patronage or influence to persist

after death. The implied perpetuation of their renown

provided models for later queens. Queens’ posthu-

mous commemorations were observed with great cer-

emony, demonstrating the exalted nature of royal

power and its links to divine favor.

Conclusions

Chroniclers were often extremely harsh in their opi-

nions of the women whose proximity to the centers of

government left them open to suspicions of undue

political or diplomatic influence. The lives of canon-

ized queens are marked by the opposite tendency, to

exaggerate virtue and devotion to the interests of the

kingdom. The extent to which any queen could really

exercise such leverage cannot, however, be accurately

judged from narrative sources alone.

Such writings were susceptible to exaggeration,

and their harsh words were often directed as much

at the king as at their ostensible target, the queen.

Most chroniclers realized that it was safer to focus

on the woman’s perceived ambition or harshness than

on the king’s inability to resist a woman’s prodding.

By the same token, writers could present queens

as vainglorious or impious so as to display kings’

resistance to their wives’ weaknesses. Studying indi-

vidual careers helps to clarify the processes by which

chroniclers shaped their writings, and builds up a

helpful fund of case studies. But since each queen

faced different circumstances it is inadvisable to gen-

eralize too freely from a single woman’s experience.

But certainly any queen who found herself coupled to

a weak or stubborn husband was likely to face politi-

cal trouble; the same could happen if the king was

considered too strong or harsh.

If queens in the medieval West were accepted as

necessary to existing political structures, their individ-

ual conduct was often less acceptable. Rank, wealth,

motherhood, all depended on marriage to the king,

and the resulting proximity to the male ruler caused

much concern in many medieval kingdoms. The sta-

bilization of marriage teachings came about just as

bureaucratization began to constrict queens’ visible

role in the conduct of government, but insistence on

husbands respecting wives and on wives as preachers

to their husbands—especially important to royal cou-

ples thanks to the images of Queen Esther and the

Virgin Mary—authorized the queen’s counsel. How-

ever respected in theory, any of these factors could

be turned against a queen. Excessive religious devo-

tion could be blamed for a childless marriage. If she

failed to manifest charitable sentiments by having

others hand out her alms, she was seen as proud and

haughty.

Distributing too much wealth was condemned as

extravagance. Any of this could be true of any

woman, but as the most highly visible of women,

queens became lightning rods for criticism. And if a

king were deemed unable to control his wife, people

might wonder whether he could manage his kingdom.

The queen thus figured the kingdom itself as well as

its vulnerability to outside influence. Perhaps more

than anything, this conundrum embodies the extreme

delicacy of the queen’s position.

JOHN CARMI PARSONS
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QUEER THEORY
Queer theory is a collection of methods and perspec-

tives rather than a unified theory for approaching

texts and cultures. To queer a text or a cultural repre-

sentation is to expose the epistemological foundations

that structure its interpretation of sexual relations,

sometimes also revealing concealed homosexual and

homoerotic content. Queer theory borrows its inter-

pretive strategies from deconstruction, seeking to

show that the heterosexual order depends on an as-

sumed but suppressed homosexual order; the world

can appear to be ordered along heterosexual lines

only because other forms of sexuality can be exclud-

ed. But their very marginality imparts to those exclud-

ed forms a paradoxically foundational role in the

creation and maintenance of sexual norms.

Queer theory militates against simple binarisms,

such as ‘‘homosexual’’ and ‘‘heterosexual,’’ and seeks

to interrupt conventional patterns for organizing

thought, texts, images, and cultures. Equally impor-

tant is its movement away from fixed identities within

the category of ‘‘homosexual’’ to concepts of gender

performance and historically contingent identity that

contradict biological or genetic explanations for sex-

ual orientation. The claim that sexual identity is at

most a discursive effect might be the most distinctive

assumption of queer theory and the point at which

queer theory diverges most sharply from other views

of the history of sexuality and their essentialist

assumptions. The goal of queer theory seems to be

the endless deconstruction and destabilization of sex-

ual identities, although it remains to be seen how this

work, over the inevitable course of its institutionaliza-

tion, will avoid accumulating its own history of stable

and codified readings, guiding principles, and canoni-

cal texts (the work of Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick and

Judith Butler, for example) and resisting the establish-

ment and subversion of its own principles.

ALLEN J. FRANTZEN
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R
RADEGUND
Radegund (c. 520–587) was born a Germanic prin-

cess. Abducted by King Clothar of the Franks to

be his queen, she eventually became a nun through a

profession of faith, and founded the monastery of the

Holy Cross at Poitiers. Radegund was well educated

in Latin, rhetoric, the writings of the church Fathers,

and the lives of female martyrs and saints. Royal

status combined with literacy provided Radegund an

advantage few early medieval women had. She could

make her voice heard in domestic, political, and

church affairs. A prolific writer, she authored an

epic lament on the destruction of her Germanic home-

land, The Thuringian War, an elegy on a cousin’s

murder, Letter to Artachis, and numerous letters to

kings, emperors, and bishops advocating peace.

Her most influential letter is the Letter of Founda-

tion, which Gregory of Tours includes in his History

of the Franks. Written at the end of her life, the Letter

explains her reasons for establishing a community

for women and obtaining the Rule of Caesarius, the

first rule written for religious women, for its gover-

nance. One of the Rule’s requirements is that every

member learn how to read and write. The Letter

insists that the women’s house maintain its standards

for literacy as well as its reputation for doing good

works. Even as early as the sixth century, the Church

provided no accommodations for women to partici-

pate in its hierarchy of power and influence. Thus, in

order to distance the monastery from unwanted

Church interference, Radegund, authorized by her

education, royal status, and religious role, claimed

that the Rule of Caesarius exempted her house from

ecclesiastical authority. The Letter appealed to pow-

erful male friends, including kings, emperors, and

bishops, to protect the monastery from outside

threats, specifically the Church’s attempts to seize its

land and extensive possessions. In conclusion, Rade-

gund implored her community of almost two hundred

women to preserve the monastery of the Holy Cross

as the caring and supportive community it was, and

not to engage in quarrels that could destroy the

house.

In 600, almost ten years after Radegund’s death,

her friend Venantius Fortunatus, bishop of Poitiers,

wrote the Life of St. Radegund. Fortunatus focused

on Radegund’s ascetic practices, which became no-

ticeable during her marriage to King Clothar. Though

forced to wed him, Radegund refused to be his wife in

either domestic or sexual terms. Instead, she devoted

her life at court to performing acts of Christian chari-

ty, caring for the poor, bathing the sick, and releasing

many of Clothar’s prisoners. According to Fortuna-

tus, Radegund fasted while presiding over royal

feasts, wore a hair shirt under her regal robes, burned

her body with a brass plate made in the image of

the Cross, and tightly coiled iron chains around her

neck and arms to engrave wounds into her body

like those that Christ had suffered on the Cross.

Fortunatus explains these self-infliction sufferings as

Radegund’s public intention to leave Clothar and

marry Christ. Alarmed, Clothar agreed to donate

the money and land with which Radegund founded

the monastery of the Holy Cross.
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Adecade later, the nun Baudonivia, who grew up in

Radegund’s convent, wrote a different life of Rade-

gund. Baudonivia’s Life of St. Radegund commemor-

ates a woman interested in national and church politics

and in the active life of the monastery. Fortunatus and

Baudonivia both emphasize Radegund’s spousal rela-

tionship to Christ, yet Baudonivia also describes a

woman who made decisions, developed friendships

with other nuns, and encouraged interactions with

pilgrims, especially through the practice of interces-

sory prayer, which Radegund considered a social re-

sponsibility of the monastery. Within the monastery,

Radegund still held the title queen of the Franks, and

Baudonivia explains Radegund’s acquisitions of holy

relics from Jerusalem and Constantinople as political

achievements. Radegund’s most significant relic was

given by Emperor Justinian II of Byzantium, who sent

a jeweled reliquary containing a piece of the cross on

which Christ died. Baudonivia’s Life ends with an

account of Radegund’s death and a celebration of her

tomb, which quickly became known as a site for

miraculous healings.

One further source for Radegund’s life is an

eleventh-century illustrated Life of Radegund based

on the biographies by Fortunatus and Baudonivia.

The scenes depict Radegund’s enclosure, asceticism,

and miracles. None of the illustrations record the

self-infliction sufferings described by Fortunatus. In-

stead, the illustrations portray Radegund’s healing of

the sick, feeding and clothing of the poor, and perfor-

mance of miracles through intercessory prayer. Five

centuries after her death, these illustrations provide

iconic reminders of Radegund’s erudition, teaching,

and endeavors for women.

JANE E. JEFFREY
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RAPE AND RAPTUS
Literary, hagiographic, and iconographic representa-

tions of threatened and actual rape and raptus (ab-

duction) populated the cultural landscape of medieval

Europe. Literary motifs, such as the rape of Lucretia,

conveyed the idea that sexual violation of women

could undermine the very foundations of the social

and political order. Other classical accounts circulat-

ing in the Middle Ages, such as the raptus of Helen

of Troy, stressed the devastating consequences of the

theft of women for an entire civilization. Mirroring

values of kinship, the underlying gender ideology

extolled the possession of women’s bodies and saw

sexual violation and subtraction of women as unset-

tling acts that primarily damaged women’s kin. Rape

and raptus threatened a woman’s sexual purity, which

was maintained through her virginity and chastity,

to guard the purity of blood within the lineage. Sig-

nificantly, hagiographic accounts of female saints

threatened by rape tended to present virginity as the
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source of female holiness and to stress the physical,

rather than exclusively spiritual, nature of their sanc-

tity. In so doing, they reminded the lay audience that

the absence of consent did not save the woman (not

even a saint) from the shame cast by sexual violation.

In addition to blemishing the woman, rape tainted

her family honor and decreased her marriage oppor-

tunities. Sometimes, instances of rape were followed

by marriage between the rapist and the raped woman,

one of the possible ways to restore lost honor,

however perverse to modern sensibilities.

Throughout the Middle Ages, the notion of rape

was intertwined with that of raptus, a category

derived from Roman law and primarily meaning ab-

duction, although with a sexual connotation as well,

so it could be translated as ‘‘ravishment.’’ Abduction

could also have a marital purpose. In fact, it was

a marital strategy in use among the early medieval

Germanic populations and still appears to have been

in use among the feudal nobility in the fifteenth

century.

The rise of centralized institutions in the eleventh

and twelfth centuries marked a turning point in the

criminalization of rape and abduction, when mon-

archs and city-states issued legislation aimed at these

behaviors. Against the backdrop of the variety of

customary norms, two distinct patterns can be identi-

fied, one within the legal system of civil law (ius

commune) and the other within common law.

In civil law, the legal system in use in a large part of

continental Europe, laws on rape and abduction de-

veloped separately. For the definition of rape, civil

law revived the Roman notion of stuprum, which

meant shame, dishonor, and defilement. The doctrine

of civil law defined stuprum as the sexual violation of

virgins, widows, or other honest women. Stuprum,

however, contains a fundamental ambiguity from a

modern perspective, being at the same time a crime of

violence and one of shame. Such ambiguity is partic-

ularly evident in the case of the stuprum of virgins,

which referred both to forced sex and to illicit deflo-

ration of a consenting virgin. Evidently, the essence of

the crime rested in the offense against the woman’s

honor, of which she was merely a guardian and not

the owner. Under civil law, virgin women of honest

reputation were protected. For example, in doubtful

situations, when the alleged deflowerer/rapist asserted

that the woman had not been a virgin, hence he did

not deflower her, the court presumed the woman was

telling the truth. The penalties for stuprum ranged

from the death penalty for the most serious instances

to the imposition of marriage or the payment of the

dowry. Of course, the seriousness of the penalty

varied according to the social standing of those

involved in the crime.

The notion of raptus was also revived from Roman

law, in which it meant primarily abduction. In civil

law, raptus came to refer to the violent abduction of

an honest woman and had a sexual connotation. Like

stuprum, raptus also contained a fundamental ambi-

guity, since it referred to the abduction of a woman

either without or with her consent. In the latter in-

stance, since the woman was considered her family’s

property, the violence was understood to be against

her family. Underlying the criminalization of abduc-

tion was the concern for marital unions that might

jeopardize a family’s status and wealth.

In England, the criminalization of rape and abduc-

tion developed differently from continental Europe.

After the Norman Conquest, the notion of raptus

became intertwined with the notion of rape. In the

early stages of the development of common law, the

term raptus designated forcible intercourse. Rape was

a felony and was theoretically punishable by death or

‘‘loss of member.’’ The victim had to raise the hue,

show her torn clothes and her bleeding before the

sheriff and the county court, and lastly repeat the

accusation against the rapist before the court of

the ‘‘justices in eyre’’ (literally ‘‘justices on journey,’’

that is, itinerant justices who were invested with the

authority of the king) and the jury. In a case from the

Berkshire Eyre of 1248, studied by John Marshall

Carter, the victim, Margery daughter of Emma de la

Hulle, reported that Nicholas son of Geoffrey of

Whatcomb ‘‘raped her virginity against the King’s

peace and she offers to prove this against him as the

court sees fit.’’ The rape of virgins was a particularly

serious offense, but the definition of the crime was not

limited to this instance.

The law of raptus evolved in the direction of in-

cluding incidents of abduction and elopement, so that

the terms raptus and ravishment (from the Anglo-

Norman ravyssment) could refer to rape, abduction,

or elopement unless specified by circumstantial infor-

mation. The extension of the legal category raptus to

include abduction reflected the concern, on the part of

public authorities, for the abduction of heirs and

heiresses (ravishment of ward). Not uncommon was

the abduction of wealthy widows, as was the case of

Lady Maud de Clifford, studied by Andy King. While

traveling through Yorkshire in November 1395, Lady

Maud de Clifford was abducted by Jack le Irish

and his gang. Her abductor’s probable intent was

to ascend the social ladder through a socially and

financially advantageous marriage.

Over time, the law of raptus developed to the det-

riment of the raped woman. The Crown focused on

issues of social order and property more than the

plight of the raped woman. Common law was ex-

plicitly oriented toward the regulation of issues of
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property, which explains why the category raptus,

with its emphasis on the ‘‘theft’’ of women and prop-

erty, instead of stuprum, with its emphasis on the

woman’s and her kin’s honor, was assimilated by

English medieval law.

The criminalization of rape and abduction were

strategies in the hands of central institutions, aimed

at maintaining social stability and control over

abduction-based marital practices that might jeopar-

dize the best family plans. The reason for the distinct

developments in common and civil law may be asso-

ciated with the different degrees of strength asserted

by state power. In England, where the monarchy was

strong, the notion of abduction was incorporated into

the much more ignominious crime of rape, probably

because of the threat that abduction posed to social

stability and transmission of property. By way of

contrast, rape and abduction remained distinct crimes

in continental Europe, where lineages maintained

strong power to the detriment of central institutions

and, especially in southern Europe, values of family

honor persisted more tenaciously.

VALENTINA CESCO
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READER-RESPONSE CRITICISM
Reader-response criticism is a general term that has

been used to describe a variety of contemporary

approaches to literary works that focus on the rela-

tionship between texts and their readers; an alter-

nate term is reception theory. In an attempt to

expand the limits of ‘‘new criticism,’’ which analyzed

only the literary object itself, critics such as Jauss and

Iser in Germany, Poulet in France, and Prince in the

United States began to study the strategies by which

texts address their readers and to theorize about the

reception of literary works by the public. Suleiman

and Crosman have divided these different approaches

into six categories: rhetorical; semiotic and structur-

alist; phenomenological; psychoanalytic and subjec-

tive; sociological and historical; and hermeneutic.

The majority of studies have focused on modern

and contemporary literature, but critics such as Jauss

demonstrated, from the 1970s, the usefulness of

reader-response and reception theory for medieval

literature. Medieval scholars have always paid atten-

tion to problems of audience, patronage, and modes

of transmission. The notions of implied readers and

audiences, among other concepts, became readily

incorporated into medieval literary criticism.

The first studies of ‘‘reception’’ or ‘‘reader-

response’’ theory did not specifically raise questions

of gender, either in contemporary or in premodern

literature. However, key studies, such as those by

Fetterly and Radway, demonstrated that historical

women readers may react differently to literary texts

or that certain genres, written by men or women,
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may respond explicitly to the desires and ideals of

women audiences. Fetterly’s ‘‘resisting reader’’—who

attempts to resist her appropriation within male dis-

course—is one of the critical concepts that feminist

medieval scholars have adapted and modified within

medieval historical and literary contexts.

In the past twenty years, a number of studies have

explored, first, the roles of readers and audiences in

the creation, transmission, and reception of medieval

literary and textual performances, and second, the

ways that the different genres of medieval literature

represent, engender, or problematize masculine and

feminine roles in their readers. In a textual tradition

where male authors, narrators, and scribes far out-

number explicitly signed female writers, consideration

of female literacy, female patronage, and women

readers has allowed critics and historians to reevalu-

ate the critical role played by women as participants

in and creators of medieval literary culture.

ROBERTA L. KRUEGER
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RECORDS, ECCLESIASTICAL
Medieval secular society before the fourteenth centu-

ry, especially outside Italy, is known primarily from

ecclesiastical records. That is, most of the sources

from which scholars now determine family structure,

the relations between men and women or between

different social groups, the nature of authority, even

economic organization, were produced by and pre-

served by churches. These records most commonly

recount a transaction between a monastery and a

well-to-do layman or laywoman, typically a gift to

monks, but also sometimes a sale or exchange of

property or the settlement of a quarrel. Because such

a document might later be produced as proof that a

transaction really had taken place, and because the

monks themselves used these documents to inventory

their holdings, it was important to preserve them.

Early Records

In late antiquity (the fifth through seventh centuries),

in contrast to most of the Middle Ages, written docu-

ments were very common. In that period notaries

scrawled notes on slips of papyrus to record all sorts

of transactions between ordinary people, from wills to

sales to the formal declaration that a child had be-

come an adult. Monasteries seem to have let the

notaries keep the documents spelling out pious gifts

to the monks. But in the late seventh and eighth

centuries, as much of late Roman urban civilization

collapsed and parchment increasingly replaced papy-

rus as the preferred writing medium, the use of docu-

ments to record transactions between laypeople

became increasingly rare, and monasteries began

keeping their charters in their own archives.

Polyptyques

During the ninth century the first efforts were made to

organize these charters and the property holdings
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spelled out in them. Some monasteries drew up po-

lyptyques, that is, censuses of their property and the

various dues owed by their tenants. Although only

a fewpolyptyques survive essentially intact, most nota-

bly those of St.-Germain-des-Prés, St.-Remi of Reims,

St.-Bertin, and Montier-en-Der, there are enough

fragments of others, as well as Charlemagne’s fa-

mous admonition that his royal estates draw up

such accountings, to suggest that they were fairly

common.

These polyptyques were generally organized geo-

graphically, with the holdings and required dues of

each village or area spelled out separately. Sometimes,

as at Montier-en-Der, there is a fair amount of over-

lap between the individual entries and royal charters

of confirmation. Although the polyptyques list large

numbers of people, often by name, one cannot treat

these as population censuses of a region or even of a

monastery’s tenants. Rather, polyptyques listed only

those individuals who owed dues, usually the heads of

households. This explains why they generally included

more men than women. In these polyptyques tenants

were typically described by their status, using various

words such as servus, collibertus, mancipius, or hospes,

all of which were used for some version of servile

station.

Cartularies

Even if a monastery produced no polyptyque, those

with the largest number of documents in their

archives began in the ninth century to try to organize

these documents and often made registers summariz-

ing them. These monasteries, outside the boundaries

of the old Roman Empire, had never relied on public

notaries and thus had themselves always kept the

records of their transactions with the laity. By the

end of the ninth century some were producing what

were later called cartularies.

A cartulary is a book into which are copied more

or less complete versions of the charters in a church’s

archives. A major purpose of the creation of such a

cartulary was the organization and preservation of

records, many of which might be several centuries

old—and some of which might be on relatively fragile

papyrus. An untidy pile of charters was much less

convenient than a single book, which typically began

with a monastery’s foundation documents or great

privileges of kings or popes. Most charters copied

within a cartulary were grouped roughly by location,

so that the account of the earliest gift of property in a

certain village might appear next to the most recent.

When it is possible to compare the original charter to

the cartulary copy, it is clear that conscientious

scribes tried their best to reproduce what was before

them, although they might abbreviate the list of

long-dead witnesses.

The first ninth-century cartularies, those of Lorsch

and Fulda, being roughly contemporary to the crea-

tion of polyptyques, seem to have arisen from the

same impetus to create order and establish an

overview of monastic holdings. Cartularies remained

very rare, however, until the eleventh century, and

even then the format was rather ad hoc. That of

St.-Pierre-le-Vif of Sens, for example, took the form

of a liturgical book into which the house’s most im-

portant documents and privileges were copied at

intervals. The monasteries of St.-Bénigne of Dijon

and of Bèze both produced chronicle-cartularies, his-

tories of their monasteries and regions into which the

chronicler copied documents from the archives. The

first cartularies in the format that would soon become

standard were composed at Cluny in the second half

of the eleventh century. In the early decades of the

twelfth century, however, a great many monasteries

started producing cartularies—and the monks at

Lorsch and Fulda recopied theirs. After another cen-

tury or so, when a monastery might again have a large

pile of unconsolidated documents, it was common to

create a second cartulary.

Cartularies typically included, along with copies

of donation charters or dispute settlements, a po-

lyptyque if a monastery had produced one. There

had been enough changes in social and economic

structures—and the words used to describe them—

between the ninth century and the twelfth that scribes

were often unsure of what they were reading, but

made their best guesses. Many twelfth-century cartul-

aries also included copies of pancartes. A pancarte

was not an ordinary donation charter but rather a

somewhat sketchy listing of a number of small acqui-

sitions; typically the monks would have the local

bishop draw up and seal such a list.

There are very few original documents surviving

from before the year 1000 and a fairly small number

from the eleventh century, which means that without

the copies in cartularies we would know substantially

less about the history of the early Middle Ages. Cru-

cial documents such as royal charters and polyp-

tyques are generally now found only in cartulary

copies. From the twelfth century onward, however,

the number of records increases rapidly and steadily.

Many original documents still survive, written on

unevenly shaped pieces of parchment (left over from

book production) and hung with one more or seals. It

is thus far easier to study the history of the twelfth

through fifteenth centuries than that of earlier

periods.
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Transactions

Ecclesiastical records were never dry, as scribes did

more than fill in the blanks with pertinent informa-

tion. Rather, each charter was an individual narra-

tive, giving the background of the transaction and the

family relationships and social position of the princi-

pals. There were never any explicit rules as to who

might or might not make a transaction, or who would

be expected to give their consent or to witness, but

general patterns may be observed. Men were far more

likely than women to be the principal lay actor.

Women, however, could and did take the lead in

gifts to a monastery if the property was their own.

Husbands in these cases generally gave consent. Most

commonly, however, the women who made gifts or

engaged in other economic transactions with a church

were widows. Children beyond infancy generally con-

sented to all transactions, as did a feudal lord if

someone held property in fief. Neighbors, other secu-

lar friends of the church, and more distant relatives

were typically listed as witnesses. From this informa-

tion scholars can now determine contemporary

assumptions about family, property ownership, and

legal obligations.

CONSTANCE B. BOUCHARD
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RECORDS, RURAL
Most medieval Europeans (95%+) were small-scale

agriculturalists who inhabited farming villages,

practiced mixed-grain farming and animal husbandry,

and lived within the reach of supraregional entities of

royal and ecclesiastical power, as well as regional

lordships (monastic, episcopal, secular). Peasants

formed the base of the economy; indeed, ‘‘the village

communicated to society at large in all its activities

the rhythm and standards of workmanship of a peas-

ant community’’ (R. W. Southern). In comparison

with elites and town populations, however, peasants

have not received scholarly attention in proportion to

their numbers and influence, although this historio-

graphical situation has been improving significantly

since the mid-twentieth century. Medievalists have

begun to bring farmers to center stage in the recon-

struction and interpretation of medieval society, not

only in terms of economic activity but also in their

investigations of religious and political institutions.

Documents of Theory and Documents
of Practice

When considering medieval peasants, the main popu-

lation revealed in rural local records, it may be useful

to begin with a rough working distinction between

‘‘documents of practice’’ and ‘‘documents of theory,’’

a distinction that rests on the degree of fictional treat-

ment and the recording of ‘‘ideas’’ rather than ‘‘fact’’

or actual occurrence: the evidentiary difference be-

tween the record of an actual court case and statute

law illustrates this difficult point. Documents of prac-

tice relevant for rural populations might include the

minutes and cases from secular or ecclesiastical

courts, account records, tax records (which can in-

clude detailed subsidy lists that itemize taxable
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wealth, as well as revealing numbers of individuals,

i.e., size of household), wills, and, to some extent,

inquisition records. Documents of theory could in-

clude preachers’ handbooks, sermon literature, peni-

tentials, and tales embedded in medieval chronicles

and other literary or quasi-literary texts. These dis-

tinctions are important for research on any historical

topic or population, but are especially so for the

medieval peasantry, since documents of theory have

played a greater role in shaping historical approaches

than have documents of practice: the imagery of the

suffering peasant in Piers Plowman has been cited

more often than court roll data, and the ‘‘contempt

for labor’’ literary topos is conventionally read as

indicative of peasants’ attitudes toward themselves.

What is striking is how frequently medieval

records, whether of royal, supraregional, regional, or

local provenance, by lordship or village, identify

countrypeople by full name and in connection with a

specific place. In the category of royal and suprare-

gional documents we may place tax records, coroner’s

rolls, peasants’ petitions or formal complaints, and

the legal materials generated by ecclesiastical courts

and tribunals; the category of regional and local

documents includes the records of estate administra-

tion (most notably for monastic houses), including

account rolls, cartularies (inventories of properties

and deeds of land transfer), tenant lists, custumals,

and court rolls. All of these sources, in varying ways,

reveal women and men, their actions and interac-

tions, and the world that they lived in, thus opening

up the world of gender studies for people who were

not of high status, rich, urban, educated, or connected

politically to major figures. Indeed, the records of

medieval Europe teem with rural people, men,

women, and occasionally children, named as indivi-

duals (with first name and surname), living in villages,

holding land, and engaged in labor and local

exchanges with other named individuals. We do not,

in short, have to wait until the sixteenth century’s

explosion of records and the improved reach of the

early modern state into the countryside for material

on rural women, rural men, and issues of gender.

Court Records and Inventories

The records here par excellence are court records that

belong to the category of estate administrative

records and that are especially detailed for England.

These court rolls, which first appear in the later thir-

teenth century and survive for hundreds of English

villages, are the minutes of local rural courts (in effect,

an assembly of farmers) that usually met several times

a year, had broad jurisdiction over seigneurial, ten-

ant, and personal matters, and possessed varying

degrees of collective authority to render and enforce

decisions. (Interestingly, English villages produced

such records within lordships that had holdings in

England and France, while their French counterparts

did not—or at least theirs have not survived). In

general, local court records for the Continent tend

to be less abundant, less consecutive, less detailed,

and later than English court rolls. Perhaps the closest

inside view we have of the peasant family and land-

holding, before the period of these English court rolls

of the High and later Middle Ages, is provided by the

polyptychs, or estate inventories, drawn up for the

lands of a number of monasteries in northern France

and Germany over the ninth and tenth centuries.

The polyptychs list the landed endowments of the

monastery, by manors or villae, and the various ren-

derings of the tenantry, household by household, in-

cluding the names of family members, men, women,

and children. The wealth of name evidence provided

by these rich sources has been used to study personal

relations within marriage and the family in the Caro-

lingian peasant household (Herlihy 1985). While the

later English estate administrative records have been

much studied, the focus has tended to be on the

landholding institution, not the peasantry. However,

the growing interest among scholars in the lives of

the everyman and everywoman has led students of the

village to return to these sources to investigate pea-

sants and the realities of their everyday life in ever

greater detail.

Women’s Roles

Agnes le Reves, Cecilia Penifader, Emma Revelove,

and Geoffrey Buk were real people whose lives have

been partially reconstructed from court roll data for

the English villages of Upwood, Brigstock, Cuxham,

and Ellington, respectively. Prominent villagers, in-

cluding women, might amass enough entries and

references to enable us to construct a kind of biogra-

phy; equally valuable is looking at women’s profiles in

the aggregate, where it is clear that they, like men,

were ubiquitous in the daily life of the village, and

neither privatized within the household nor narrowly

specialized in terms of their activities. All accounts of

peasant women’s lives, across time and place, empha-

size the multitude of tasks they had, the roles they

played, and the varieties of specialized knowledge

they regularly drew upon: as moneylenders, farmers,

gleaners, laborers, cooks, dairymaids and poultry-

keepers, landholders, heiresses, deviants, raisers of
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the hue and cry (and hence involvement in local

policing activity), brewers, textile producers, and

more. It is well known that women performed every

type of farm work, including the most physically de-

manding, plowing. Whether one argues for the subju-

gation of women under the identities and powers of

their menfolk, or for the probability that they experi-

enced the ‘‘satisfaction of doing productive work’’

(G. E. and K. R. Fussell) and lived their lives within

a social role made up of many component parts be-

sides gender, the court rolls and other local records

show that women were everywhere present in the

village, held land and were responsible for its rent

and renderings, took oaths, had personal pledges,

and in general answered for themselves in the public

forum of the court. At the very least the court rolls

and other related documents of practice provide

ample evidence for complicating the story of gender

relations, the formation of men’s as well as women’s

identities in the countryside, and the gender history of

work. In short, it is not merely because real, individu-

al women and their activities are preserved in these

materials, but also because these records are of such

detailed nature, for men as well as women, that gen-

der studies are possible: since the peasant economy

and social structure were founded equally upon the

labors of men and women, the world of work and all

that fell within its influence are equally the product of

such an economic partnership. The most famous

countrywoman of the Middle Ages, Joan of Arc,

might be cited as an example of a late medieval peas-

ant woman whose life and beliefs are richly evidenced

in the minutes of her trial and rehabilitation, whose

peasant worldview and background produced an in-

dividual woman clearly ‘‘empowered’’ to act, and

whose exceptionality, to modern eyes, might be tem-

pered somewhat as gender studies continue to add to

our knowledge.

SHERRI OLSON
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RECORDS, URBAN
The records generated within and by medieval towns

provide scholars with fertile material, although, as

with all medieval sources, men’s activities are their

central concern. This limitation is offset to some

degree by the unusual variety and depth of urban

records, generated in part because of the advantages

of knowing how to read, write, and calculate in order

to conduct business, the lifeblood of medieval towns.

In southern European cities, notaries—the men whose

job it was to write up and authenticate written con-

tracts—were an important occupational group, as

were the large concentrations of literate clerics asso-

ciated with cathedrals and mendicant friaries, both

of which tended to be in towns. The proliferation of

different authorities in towns also helped to create a

diversity of records from the bureaucratic machin-

ery of lords, town governments, guilds, fraternities,

parishes, and corporate landowners such as hospitals,

bridge trusts, and religious institutions.

Literate culture was most advanced in southern

Europe, especially in the highly urbanized region of

northern Italy, where there were many self-governing

towns from as early as the late twelfth century. Yet

these republican forms of government, along with a
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marked Mediterranean preference for confining the

activities of ‘‘reputable’’ women to family contacts,

meant that the urban records of medieval Italy tend to

offer limited glimpses into the life of townswomen.

Notable exceptions include the detailed taxes adminis-

tered by Tuscan towns, especially the catasto of

1427–1430 for Florence, which assessed some sixty

thousand households in Florence and its hinterland

according to the value of their real estate, investments,

and cash. Since each declaration listed the name (and

thus gender), age, and family relationship of members

of the household, historical demographers have been

able to calculate sex ratios (the number of men to

every one hundred women) for specific age groups,

wealth categories, and occupations. By comparing

later catasto declarations and other records, scholars

have also been able to derive the average age at mar-

riage for women and men according to their social

status and place of residence. The taxation records

that survive for other towns are not as full, but taxes

that list taxpayers and households (such as for the

French town of Reims in 1422) also yield data on

urban sex ratios, household size, and the percentage

of single and married women. The nominative returns

of national taxes, such as the English poll taxes of

1377, 1379, and 1381, provide similar data.

This information on the demographic profile of

medieval towns can be supplemented by the Italian

ricordi, a combination of family diary and business

ledger kept by many rich merchants, particularly in

Florence. Called livres de raison in southern France,

these diaries record details about marriage negotia-

tions, the births and deaths of children, the selection

of godparents, and many other personal matters. It is

the urban source that comes closest to revealing the

emotions of family life, at least from the man’s per-

spective. A less personal but equally valuable source

for medieval towns is notarial registers, which contain

documents drawn up by a licensed public notary.

More typical of southern Europe because of the Med-

iterranean reliance on Roman law precedents, the

notarial act could document wills, loans, dowries,

apprenticeship agreements, and many other types

of contracts. In northern Europe, such contracts

appeared in different venues: enrolled on a town’s

court rolls, in a register of deeds, or even a cartulary

of charters kept by civic, monastic, or individual

landowners.

Town court rolls are more likely to survive for

northern towns, especially in England, although they

are also extant for some southern cities such as Mar-

seille, while criminal court proceedings can be found

for most towns. In England, the leet courts have

furnished especially full information on women’s

work because they name those charged with market

and quality-of-life infractions, such as brewing or

selling ale improperly, retailing food or drink outside

the approved time and market place, maintaining a

brothel, and even spreading malicious gossip, a

‘‘crime’’ with which men were only rarely assessed.

Guild records, including ordinances, courts, and con-

tracts, have also been mined successfully for insights

into the waged work of women, particularly in the

more organized ends of the textile and food trades,

which attracted many female workers.

Town ordinances or custumals (written compila-

tions of ‘‘how things are done’’ in a particular town)

do not name individuals, but they do lay out laws

with gendered implications, including such matters as

inheritance customs, the legal status of women in

trade, and juridical privileges. Medieval Spain has a

particularly rich body of this material, called fueros,

which also often specified the different rights of

Muslims, Jews, and Christian settlers in the frontier

towns. Finally, there are various literary sources that

speak to the urban experience of medieval women,

including Chaucer’s tale of the Wife of Bath, the

Middle English poem ‘‘How the Good Wife Taught

Her Daughter,’’ and the Old French handbook The

Menagier of Paris, in which an aged but fastidious

rich merchant gives advice to his much younger wife

on how to manage a large urban household.

MARYANNE KOWALESKI
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REGENTS AND QUEEN-LIEUTENANTS
The offices of queen-regent and queen-lieutenant are

similar in that, in both cases, the queen is a consort

who rules in an official capacity, not in her own name

but rather in place of a king. In both offices, the queen

is the legal embodiment of the king’s authority and

serves as custodian of the realm; they are not herita-

ble. The positions differ significantly, however. The

regency was ad hoc, created because a king’s youth,

illness, or captivity impaired his ability to rule, and it

was widely used throughout medieval Europe and into

the modern era. The office of the queen-lieutenant,

on the other hand, was a distinctive form of per-

manent delegated authority used by the kings in the

medieval Crown of Aragon. The queen-lieutenant

governed both in place of and with an adult king

who was fully capable of ruling but was unable to

govern a particular territory (or territories). As a

permanent office, it was held at the king’s discre-

tion and constituted a unique form of monarchical

co-rulership.

Regencies differed greatly from place to place in

terms of the age of royal majority, the scope of au-

thority, and the need for and composition of a regen-

cy council. Because it had a predetermined beginning

and end, the regency was palatable to ambitious and

opportunistic brothers, uncles, and nobles who would

otherwise feel threatened by a ruling queen. A queen-

regent’s authority was considered the legal extension

of her maternal rights as the guardian of her son and

thus the protector of both king and kingdom. But

regents could be any member of the family; for in-

stance, Anne of Beaujeu was regent and guardian for

her brother, Charles VIII, from 1483–1488.

Many queen-regents wielded considerable power,

notably Adela of Blois, for Louis VII of France (1137–

1180); Blanche of Castile (1188–1252) governed force-

fully for Louis IX (1226–1279) during his minority

(1226–1244) and while he was on Crusade (1248–

1252). In Castile, Marı́a de Molina was regent for

both her son, Fernando IV (1295–1312), and her

grandson, Alfonso XI (1312–1350). Byzantine Em-

press Irene, the Athenian, was regent for her son

Constantine VI (753–803) during the contentious

Iconoclastic period. A regency was a potent but dan-

gerous time, especially for foreign-born queens who

ruled on behalf of weak kings, notably Isabelle of

France, regent for Edward III (1327–1377) in England

after the deposition of Edward II in 1322; Margaret of

Anjou, regent for Henry VI (1422–1461) during his

illnesses; and Isabeau of Bavaria during the illnesses

of Charles VI (1380–1422) in France. Regencies were

often contentious, as when ambitious family mem-

bers, unwilling to cede authority to a queen-regent,

bypassed Catherine of Valois when Henry V of Eng-

land died in 1422.

Whereas the regency’s origins extend to the earliest

known kings, the governmental lieutenancy was de-

vised by the kings of the Crown of Aragon in the

thirteenth century to rule their varied and dispersed

Mediterranean territories. Originally the prerogative

of princes, by 1300 the lieutenancy became associated

with Aragonese queens, who were prohibited from

ruling in their own right. A queen-lieutenant gov-

erned with fully sanctioned de jure and de facto au-

thority. Her official status was roughly equivalent to

the king’s, and she was empowered to assume the

routine business of government, including convoca-

tion of parliamentary assemblies and, more rarely,

direction of military matters. In practice the king

retained the power to withhold assent or revoke a

queen-lieutenant’s authority.

In all, seven Aragonese queens served as lieute-

nants, but three in particular are noteworthy: Marı́a

de Luna, Marı́a of Castile, and Juana Enrı́quez.

Marı́a de Luna, wife of Martin (1395–1410), was

one of her husband’s ablest advisers. She pacified

the kingdom and governed for a year until Martin’s

return from Sicily, where he was king, and served a

second term as lieutenant in 1401 while Martin was

away. Marı́a of Castile governed as lieutenant of

Catalonia for her husband, Alfonso V (1416–1458),

for a longer span of time (1420–1423 and 1432–1453)

and with greater authority than any of her predeces-

sors. She maintained a court separate from the king’s

at Naples, took council from her own royal council,

regularly presided over parliamentary assemblies, and

advocated the manumission of the remences, semi-

servile Catalan peasants. The last Aragonese queen-

lieutenant, Juana Enrı́quez, ruled closely with her

husband, Juan II (1458–1479). She proved her worth

as his right hand during the tumult of civil war (1462–

1472), governed Girona during the siege, and became

lieutenant in her own right in 1465. The office of the

queen-lieutenant was discontinued when Isabel la

Católica (1474–1504) succeeded to Castile as queen

in her own right.
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RELICS AND RELIQUARIES
Relics—the physical remains of saints and holy peo-

ple or objects associated with them—were, in many

ways, the most potent source of power in the Middle

Ages. Saints were held to be alive and present in their

bodily remains, as even the smallest bit possessed the

complete presence of the saint (pars pro toto, the part

implies the whole). Relics manifested the terrestrial

presence of the saints, thereby providing a palpable

connection between heaven and earth. As such, they

were the most valued possessions of a church, monas-

tery, or community. Among the most potent func-

tions of relics was the performance of miracles,

particularly thaumaturgies, which imbued them with

numinous authority. Relics assured the praesentia

(presence) of the saints. Miracles demonstrated their

potentia (power). This miraculous presence is illu-

strated by a fourteenth-century account that records

how thirteen heads of the eleven thousand virgins,

placed on the main altar of the Cistercian abbey at

Esrom, Denmark, miraculously began singing a re-

sponse to the Te Deum at Matins during the

Christmas Eve vigil. The eleventh-century Book of

Sainte Foy’s Miracles (Liber miraculorum sancta-ae

Fidis) from Conques is replete with examples of mira-

cles effected by the saint’s relics, such the resuscitation

of Goteline, the wife of Roger, a Norman nobleman

(Book 3.1).

There are three classes of relics: primary relics (the

saint’s body or portions thereof), secondary relics

(objects that came into contact with the saint, such

as clothing), and tertiary relics (items that touched

primary or secondary relics—generally oils and strips

of cloth, known as brandea). Though doubtless as

old as Christianity itself, the veneration of relics is

attested to in the passio of St. Polycarp (martyred

c. 155), in which his disciples gather his bones as

‘‘more precious than gold.’’ Due to their peerless

value, relics became the focus of a sacral economy in

which they were both legitimately traded and relo-

cated through pious theft. By the ninth century the

cult of relics was widespread, constantly serving as the

impetus to the development of new artistic and liter-

ary forms, from church architecture and reliquaries to

hagiographic tropes and legendae.

Because of their tremendous value, relics were

secured in containers (reliquaries), fashioned out of

precious materials. Generally a complete body would

be kept in a tomb, while smaller fragments would be

placed into reliquaries, which allowed them greater

portability. Reliquaries could be carried in proces-

sion, allowing the saint to attend ecclesiastic councils,

reclaim usurped land, and generally assert an active

presence in the community. By the associative prop-

erty of tertiary relics, reliquaries themselves accrued

the numinous aura of their contents, often being

linked, even conflated, with the relics they contained

and presented. While somewhat due to natural ten-

dencies toward conceptual conflation of related

objects, much of this was due to the practice of only

showing relics within their reliquaries—a practice for-

malized in 1215 with the Fourth Lateran Council’s

forbidding of the display of relics outside their reli-

quaries. This conflation between container and con-

tents was particularly vivid with anthropomorphic

reliquaries, which appeared as radiant epidermal

layers, literally reconstituting the saint’s body.

Early reliquaries were frequently made in casket

or purse form, fashioned from gold and ivory and

decorated with precious gems and enamels. While

this reliquary type endured throughout the Middle

Ages, other forms developed. Figural reliquaries—

frequently full figures, heads, or arms—visually

fleshed out the belief in the reconstituted presence of

the saint in her/his relics. The performative potential

of body-part reliquaries ensured their popularity.

First documented in the ninth century, anthropomor-

phic reliquaries increased in number by the twelfth
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century, eventually becoming virtually ubiquitous by

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Other reliquary

forms existed, such as the ostensory or monstrance,

which from the thirteenth century displayed relics in a

manner similar to the Host, fostering the link between

saint and Christ (imitatio Christi). The use of crystal

in ostensories permitted visual communion with the

relics—a facet of the phenomenon of increasing

personal devotional interaction.

The value of reliquaries often exceeded the cost of

the buildings in which they were housed (the most

famous example being the Sainte-Chapelle in Paris,

built to hold Louis IX’s collection of Passion relics).

The possession of relics was frequently the impetus to

embark upon elaborate building campaigns (as was

the case with the Virgin’s tunic at Chartres). The

importance of relics in medieval culture cannot be

overstated, as they literally formed the core of church

and community. A city was defined by its patron

saints—generally present in relics, which lent authori-

ty through the implied saintly sanction and often

brought great economic benefit via donations and

pilgrimage. Throughout the Middle Ages, relics were

the goal of pilgrims who traveled to be in the presence

of the saints, embodied in their relics. Furthermore,

canon law required that all consecrated altars contain

relics—a practice that ensured both the ubiquity and

the propinquity of relics.

Naturally, primary relics were the most sought

after, as they most potently asserted the saint’s real,

physical presence. However, resultant from the As-

cension of Christ and Assumption of the Virgin, pri-

mary relics of these two most important figures in

Christianity were relatively scarce, aside from Christ’s

milk-teeth, blood, and foreskin(s), as well as hair and

milk of the Virgin (at Saint-Denis and Saint-Omer,

among other locations). Their secondary relics were

thus highly valued, particularly the abundant Passion

relics.

Among the most highly regarded relics were impor-

tant secondary relics of the Virgin Mary, particularly

the Sancta camisia, the tunic worn by the Virgin at

Christ’s birth, held at Chartres Cathedral from the

ninth century. The Santa cintola in Prato Cathedral

was believed to be the belt of the Virgin, handed to the

apostle Thomas as proof of her bodily assumption.

Both relics were the object of significant pilgrimages

and fostered important artistic and building programs.

Bodies and body parts of virgin martyrs were abun-

dant, most notably those of the eleven thousand vir-

gins of Cologne (companions of Ursula), whose

relics could be found in every corner of Europe by

the fourteenth century, and Roman martyrs, such as

Agnes, whose body is venerated in her titular church in

Rome. Relics of great monastic role models were

prized, including Mary Magdalen at Vezelay and

Clare at Assisi. Reliquaries could even be commis-

sioned as part of propaganda campaigns for canoni-

zation, as was the case with the c. 1360 reliquary bust

of Beata Umiliana dei Cerchi, a lay penitent, in Santa

Croce, Florence.

Women were vital and prolific in the patronage

and use of relics and reliquaries. The most famous

of relic gatherers was Emperor Constantine’s mother,

Helena, whose early-fourth-century excursion to the

Holy Land uncovered the True Cross, the Holy Sep-

ulchre, and other sites associated with the life and

Passion of Christ. Helena set the template for intense

relic devotion among many royal women throughout

the Middle Ages who sought to follow her example.

The fourteenth-century Shrine of Elizabeth of Hun-

gary in the Cloisters Collection of the Metropolitan

Museum of Art and the Klaren-Altar in Cologne

Cathedral (c. 1347, originally from the monastery of

Clares in Cologne) are examples of lavish reliquary

altarpieces commissioned by royal or noble women.

Though not exclusive to female monastics, intense

and dramatic veneration and display of relics was

common among nuns. In the twelfth century, Elisa-

beth of Schönau communed with the head of Verena

(one of the companions of Ursula) to learn the identi-

ty of many of the eleven thousand virgins of Cologne.

It is significant that the revelations were delivered by a

female saint to a female mystic. This underscores the

way in which the cult of the female martyrs spoke

directly to women—particularly through their pres-

ence in their relics. This close, affective piety was

often associated with female spirituality by clerics,

possibly due to long held associations between

women and matter, hence bodily/physical forms of

piety. A particularly intimate and visceral form of

relic veneration—osculation (kissing)—is often linked

to women, such as the head of St. Just being kissed by

his mother after his decapitation.

As an inextricable aspect of the cult of saints, relic

veneration was virtually ubiquitous, as was the prac-

tice of preserving and presenting these holy remains

inside lavish reliquaries. As such, this is an aspect of

medieval religion that transcends gender—in form,

patronage, and use. Nonetheless, the cult of relics

was closely associated with female piety.

SCOTT B. MONTGOMERY
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REMARRIAGE
Throughout the Middle Ages there was a sharp dis-

tinction between the Church and secular society on

the issue of remarriage. For the most part, but not

always, social and economic factors encouraged

remarriage while the Church discouraged it.

There is no doubt that the Church prevailed, be-

ginning as early as legislation passed by Constantine I

(306–337) and Theodosius II (408–450), in greatly

restricting access to divorce, which had been common

among the Romans and certainly was one occasion

for remarriage. Leo I (440–461) equated remarriage

after divorce with adultery. Canon law came to allow

separations from bed and table (a mensa et thoro)

without the right to remarry. Only a full annulment

would allow a remarriage, which then technically was

not a remarriage.

Remarriage occurred in the context of death.

Church approval came, if reluctantly, as a remedy

for fornication by widows and widowers. Generally,

however, the surviving spouse was discouraged from

remarrying. Widows, along with orphans and the

abject poor, figured among the miserable (miserabiles

personae) who were the special objects of ecclesiastical

and royal charity and protection. Sermons by Bernar-

dino of Siena (1380–1444) and other late medieval

preachers urged women to embrace a chaste widow-

hood that was projected as a second virginity. The

relative prevalence, where demographic data is avail-

able, of widows in comparison to widowers would

indicate some success in this regard. Still, decisions

to remarry, like those to marry in the first place,

responded to social needs and concerns.

The reality for most households, with some excep-

tions among elites, was that the surviving spouse

sought a new partner very quickly. Marriage and

remarriage absorbed more poor girls in comparison

to elites, whose girls in greater proportion headed to

monasteries. Men remarried faster and more frequent-

ly, as they needed a wife’s labor and a means of having

children or caring for those already at hand; but

women too needed male labor, managerial acumen,

and legal stature. Landholdings and shops in which

women generally could not succeed to ownership had

to replace lost male owners. By the late Middle Ages

craft guilds often stepped in to govern widows’ remar-

riages and their rights to continue the shop. Men who

married such heiresses were seeking social advance-

ment, thus possibly marrying a woman older than

themselves; but many widowers took younger brides.

Remarriage was most difficult for women in elite

classes, especially in southern Europe, where the

Roman law of dowry prevailed and lineage continuity

weighed heavily. In much of northern Europe, where

wives had inheritance rights to household assets, they

had incentive to remain in the home, remarried or

unmarried. In places like central and northern Italy

and southern France, a social dilemma revolved

around where widows were to live. They could remain

in their husbands’ homes, raising children, if any.

They could return to their natal homes, and rights

to do so were spelled out in law in some places. Or,

especially if they were still fairly young and capable

of having children, they might be married again,

creating another useful family alliance for their kin.

While a widow’s remarriage might help her family,

it could be disastrous for her deceased husband’s

kin, which included his children. A remarrying

widow would generally leave her children behind, to

be raised by others, and she would demand the return

of her dowry, which could pose a financial problem.

Stereotypes of remarrying widows as capricious and

greedy, dangerous, sexual, and even cruel abounded.

A remarrying widow who had guardianship over her

children (tutela) lost it by virtue of allying herself in

marriage to another. Any children she might have

with her second husband would have only weak in-

heritance rights to their uterine brothers and sisters.

For example, the Florentine Luca da Panzano split

his mother’s property with his half-brother, Luca

Carnesecchi, but these men could only leave small

bequests to each other in their wills as long as they

had close, agnate kin.
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The converse was that, for widowers who re-

married, their second set of progeny had equal rights

of succession to him along with their consanguine

siblings.Widowers’ remarriagesbroughtadult females’

labor, procreativity, sexual companionship, anddowry

into the house. Second wives might well be as young as

typical first wives.

Practices were reflected in literary texts. On the one

hand, there were caricatures of widows (including

Chaucer’s Wife of Bath), while there were few of

widowers (except that of the pathetic old man remar-

rying and not satisfying a young wife). On the other

hand, there were images and concerns about step-

mothers, but few about stepfathers. Remarriage, es-

pecially of an older man with a new bride, was not

met with total approval. In forms of ‘‘rough music,’’

charivari (in France), young men openly harassed

such couples, expressing a ritualized disapproval of

a union that, among other things, removed a potential

bride from their grasp. Clerical synods in Italian

dioceses frequently passed decrees forbidding clerical

blessing of second marriage, or at least curtailed

nuptial rites, so as not to call attention to them.
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RENAISSANCE, HISTORIOGRAPHY
OF
In his exaltation of the individual and the secular,

Jacob Burckhardt’s The Civilization of the Renaissance

on Italy (1860; English translation 1890) presented a

glowing portrait of women as the equals of men in

education, poetry, and authority: ‘‘There was no ques-

tion of ‘women’s rights’ or female emancipation,

simply because the thing itself was amatter of course.’’

For him, the term viragowas a compliment, meaning a

woman had the heart and soul of a man. Courtesans,

too, were accomplished and respected. A Swiss Protes-

tant, Burckhardt rescued the Italians, beginning with

Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio, from the intellectual

darkness, superstition, and Catholicism of the ‘‘Mid-

dle Ages,’’ and swept them up into the ‘‘Renaissance,’’

which found its fulfilment in the Enlightenment of

northern Europe.

Although he used primary sources, Burckhardt’s

choice was not only highly selective, and colored by

his desire to define the ‘‘spirit of the age,’’ but it led to

his commission of the original sin of historians, that

is, confusing fictional accounts about women (Casti-

glione and Bandello are favourites) with archival

documentary ones. A further confusion lay in assum-

ing that classical antiquity, Greek or Latin, advanced

women’s equality. While noting the presence of mi-

sogyny in Renaissance writings, Burckhardt simply

dismissed it as misleading; even more, he subsumed

women into the same paradigm he developed for men.

Resulting histories gave little attention to women,

limiting discussion to a section on a few outstanding

rulers, writers, saints, and patrons of the court. When

Paul Oskar Kristeller, the pioneer of Renaissance

history of philosophy, focused on women and educa-

tion in the Renaissance (‘‘Learned Women of Early

Modern Europe: Humanists and University Scho-

lars,’’ first appearing in Patricia Labalme’s Beyond

Their Sex: Learned Women of the European Past,

1980; and then in Kristeller’s collected articles, Stud-

ies in Renaissance Thought and Letters, 1985), he di-

rected his assessment along more sober paths. The

role of women was not prominent, and could not be

so, because of the vast gender gap in education. At the

secondary level, education was for boys alone; women

were not allowed to attend schools where Latin and

Greek were taught. Whatever instruction they might

receive from tutors and kind relatives, they never

went to university, where the curriculum trained

young men for the professions, mainly in law and

medicine, and from there to a public life that excluded

women. The in-depth studies of Paul E. Grendler

prove this conclusively.

With the initiative of women scholars researching

their own past, historiography has made a decisive

turn. Since the boom in women’s studies beginning

in the 1960s and 1970s, enormous advances have

been made in our knowledge of the number of

women writing and participating in public life. In

addition, there has been marked progress in under-

standing social and cultural conditions that both fos-

tered and impeded women’s progress. Joan Gadol

Kelly threw down the gauntlet in ‘‘Did Women
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Have a Renaissance?’’ (Becoming Visible: Women in

European History, 1977). Addressing historians in

the Burckhardt and Kristeller vein, who understood

the Renaissance from a male perspective, her answer

was a provocative ‘‘no.’’ Kelly argued that, during

the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries,

in all areas of society, whether within the family,

marriage, or the Church, women were subject to

the male authority of fathers, brothers, husbands,

and priests. Power that they might achieve, say, as

widows or rulers, was often by accident, not by right.

Lisa Jardine followed with another pointed question:

‘‘Women Humanists: Education for What?’’ The

humanist education program was flawed, argued Jar-

dine; it offered to teach women the humanities and at

the same time forbade them from using it in a public

life. It proclaimed that classical education made men

virtuous and ethically superior; but at the same time

made women unnatural and unchaste. Fifteenth-cen-

tury women suffered because of intellectual brilliance.

Their works were ignored by men, or not published,

or vilified. Ian Maclean’s The Renaissance Notion of

Women (1980) studies the position of women in scho-

lastic Aristotelian philosophy, natural science, theol-

ogy, and law to arrive at the depressing conclusion

that in all areas women were deemed inferior because

they were lacking in rationality, and, therefore, had to

be under the control of (rational!) males at all times.

Nevertheless, a study of dialogues and treatises by

and about women in the sixteenth century and first

half of the seventeenth century reveals a deeper

awareness that women are servile not by nature but

by social and cultural factors, and, given a chance, are

just as capable of men.

Rather than writing histories with a chapter or two

on women, women (and men) have dedicated them-

selves to writing histories about women and Renais-

sance culture and society on the one hand, and to

resurrecting and translating an ever-increasing num-

ber of genres, some originally in Latin but mostly

written in Italian, French, German, and Spanish, on

the other. A vast five-volumeHistory of Women in the

West, with Georges Duby and Michelle Perrot as

general editors, first appeared in 1990 and in English

translation in 1992 with contributions from seventy-

five historians. It indicates the swing in historical

perspectives. Great strides have been made in study-

ing factors determining women’s position in family

structures (see the numerous studies of Christiane

Klapisch-Zuber and David Herlihy), defining the sig-

nificance of the dowry (see Stanley Chojnacki), re-

vealing the exceptions to conventional marriages

revealed by archives of marriage tribunals (see Sil-

vana Seidel Menchi), and publishing on women as

the ‘‘devout ‘‘sex’’ (see Gabriella Zarri). Life in the

monastery has come out from the shadows; some

convents encouraged women to write and perform

plays (see Elissa Weaver) or to write chronicles (see

Kate Lowe); light has been shed on the life of nuns in

Venetian convents, which existed as boarding houses

for girls without vocation but whose families would

not let them marry (see Mary Laven and Francesca

Medioli for differing evaluations of Venetian nun-

neries). Collections of essays explore a variety of cul-

tural and social issues affecting women (see Letizia

Panizza; also, in the 1990s Cambridge University

Press inaugurated a series on Women Writers in

France, Italy, Germany, Spain, and Russia).

Her Immaculate Hand (1983), edited by Margaret

L. King and Albert Rabil, Jr., brought together se-

lected works by Italian women humanists, and put

them in their historical and cultural context. The

book shows them proficient in public orations,

debates, and formal letters to other humanists. King

went on to Women of the Renaissance (1991), a wide-

ranging synthesis of European women’s condition,

bringing together a wealth of detailed studies; and

both authors initiated a magnificent project aptly

named ‘‘The Other Voice in Early Modern Europe’’

(University of Chicago Press: http://www.press.uchi-

cago.edu/Complete/Series/OVIEME.html). The first

volume came out in 1996. For the very first time in

scholarly English translation, with notes and intro-

ductions, we ‘‘hear’’ women who are courtesans,

nuns, polemicists, proto-Protestants, dramatists, epic

writers, poets, and letter writers. Oxford University

Press has published a volume edited and translated

by Jane Stevenson of one thousand women Latin

poets. What emerges is that periodization that works

for history from a male perspective does not work for

women, who come into their own at the tail end of the

‘‘Renaissance.’’ Historiography still has to digest the

explosion of primary and secondary material in

women’s studies in order detect directions leading to

future developments.

One area that has not been fully explored is the

negative impact on the Renaissance perception of

women brought about by the rediscovery of ancient

Greek and Latin texts and early Christian ones. The

Greeks, with the exception of some essays of Plutarch,

looked down on women, exalting homoerotic love.

Romans valued marriage as a civic duty, yet Cicero

and Seneca termed sexual pleasures base and con-

sidered friendship higher, since it demanded equality,

a virtue that could exist only betweenmales. ForGreek

Christian writers like Chrysostom, virginity alone gave

women value; and in the Latin tradition Jerome above

all denounced marriage and women’s sexuality, espe-

cially in Adversus Jovinianum, already well known in

the Middle Ages. Only a brave man, or later woman,
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could ignore or deny the towering authorities of

Jerome and Augustine, who shared similar views.

LETIZIA PANIZZA
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RÉPONSE DU BESTIAIRE D’AMOUR
Appended to four manuscripts of Richard de Four-

nival’s Bestiaire d’amour is an intriguing, protofemi-

nist work that was unique in the Middle Ages and

remains unique today. Very little information about

its author can be deduced from the codicological

evidence. The rubrics of two of the manuscripts say

that it was written by la dame as a response/refusal to

Richard’s love-bestiary. The other two manuscripts

provide no information at all.

The author begins with a prologue that is clearly

intended to challenge Richard’s priorities and, most

particularly, his attitudes toward love. Richard, who

at the time of writing Le Bestiaire d’amour was the

chancellor of Notre Dame d’Amiens, had begun his

somewhat misogynistic work by extolling the ancients

and the glories of savoir (knowledge). The author of

the Réponse, however, begins by reproaching Richard

for his values, asserting that a man of sense and

discretion should not waste his time perpetrating

damage, but should instead pay attention to the non-

sachans, i.e., the nonlearned, many of whom were, of

course, women.

She then begins what is essentially a defense of

women by asserting that God in His courtesy made

woman to be the nobler creation. She demonstrates

this by a heterodox rendering of the Creation story

(Genesis 2:23), narrating that in a dual creation God

first made a man and a woman out of dust. But Adam

killed that first woman, explaining to God that he

did not love her, she was nothing to him. God then

created Eve, whom Adam loved at first sight because

she was made from his own flesh. Thus Adam is,

in this account, a petulant malcontent, a bigamist

(by medieval standards), and a murderer. He was

even, ‘‘according to certain authorities,’’ responsible

for original sin—it was the man, not the woman, who,

by following the dictates of his senses, ‘‘brought us

the evil/suffering for which we are now all in pain.’’

Having substituted her female frame of reference

for Richard’s clerical misogyny, the author now

modifies Richard’s male-oriented love symbolism by

moving systematically, animal by animal, through

Richard’s love bestiary. For example, the crowing of

the introductory animal, the cock, no longer repre-

sents Richard’s desperate cries for love; those pierc-

ing, penetrating cries now represent threat. And

whereas Richard, playing the unicorn, had made the

maiden responsible for his love-death, she finds that

the unicorn with its fierce horn is the creature she

most fears—there is nothing so wounding (trenchans)

as (Richard’s) fair speech.

Thus, thematic to Le Bestiaire d’amour is the threat

posed by the love of woman. Thematic to the

Réponse, however, is the threat posed to women’s

honor by men and, more specifically, clerics. Clerics,

she puns, are preying/praying bids (oiseaux de proie)

who, with charming words, draw women into love

relationships, to the detriment of both sexes. If cir-

cumstances had been different, the woman could have
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married an honest chevalier who would have sup-

ported her honorably, and the cleric would have

received a prebend and have risen to a position of

prestige in the Church. In one of her few literary refer-

ences, la dame angrily berates Richard as ‘‘Renart,’’

exclaiming ‘‘how far out your tongue is hanging!’’ The

attack is typical of her down-to-earth realism. The

woman author has, by the immediacy of her responses

and the cogency of her logic, created a work that is as

universal as it was medieval.

JEANETTE BEER
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ROMAN DE FLAMENCA
The mid-thirteenth-century Occitan romance Fla-

menca or Las Novas de Guillem de Nivers consists

of 8,096 lines of octosyllabic rhymed couplets and

survives in one manuscript (Carcassone, Bibl. Mun.

35) that lacks its initial and concluding folios and

contains several significant lacunae. Its erudite author

(who is possibly called Bernardet) was likely a cleric

and associated with the court of Alga, a castle in

Rouergue that belongs to the Roquefeuille family.

Flamenca’s narrator is extremely well developed and

intervenes frequently in the narrative. Although nor-

mally classified as a romance and heavily inscribed in

the discourse of fin’ amor, the text also shares many

features with the form of fabliau known as the castia-

gilos, and this discourse is frequently subverted

through its representation as an elaborate game. Fla-

menca also shares motifs with the seventh story

from The Seven Sages of Rome and the Old French

romance Jouffroi de Poitiers. Although the very play-

ful, sometimes ironic movement between various

rhetorical and literary discourses makes it difficult

to pin down the text’s meaning, Flamenca is almost

unanimously considered an artistic triumph, due in

part to the text’s combination of courtly, comic,

erotic, religious, realistic, and possibly historical

elements.

Count Gui of Namur, Flamenca’s father, marries

his only daughter to the worthy knight Sir Archam-

baut of Bourbon. Following a lavish wedding cele-

bration, the couple returns to Bourbon, where Sir

Archambaut hosts a second celebration attended by

many nobles as well as the king of France. After the

French queen falsely suggests Flamenca is behav-

ing improperly with her husband, Sir Archambaut

becomes insanely jealous and encloses his wife and

her two handmaidens in a tower, only allowing them

out to attend church and occasionally the nearby

baths. Guillem de Nevers, the hyperbolically brave

knight and clever cleric, realizes from his studies

that ideal knights should fall in love and develops,

sight unseen, an overwhelming passion for the beau-

tiful Flamenca. Upon the advice of Amors (Love) and

a dream version of Flamenca, Guillem travels to

Bourbon and takes rooms at an inn near Flamenca’s

tower. He then bribes the local priest into accepting

him as his cleric, so he can converse, two words at a

time, with Flamenca when offering her the peace

during mass on Sundays and on feast days. Over a

period of months, the lovers exchange one- or two-

word messages in church while Guillem builds a tun-

nel between the baths and his room at the inn. Once

the tunnel is complete and Flamenca finally agrees to

meet him at the baths, Guillem takes her to his room

and becomes her lover. The two meet for four months

until Flamenca obtains her freedom after swearing a

specious oath to Sir Archambaut promising to guard

herself as well as he has guarded her and sends Guil-

lem away. When the two men subsequently become
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friends at a tournament, Sir Archambaut invites

Guillem to attend his own tournament that Easter

and also unsuspectingly delivers a salutz d’amor

(love greeting) from Guillem to Flamenca. Guillem

excels in the tournament, and the lovers resume their

relationship with Sir Archambaut’s continuing unwit-

ting assistance, as the romance abruptly breaks off.

Although the manuscript offers no definitive proof,

it is likely that only a few folios are missing and that

the narrative concludes in Bourbon with Flamenca

happily manipulating her husband and lover.

Somewhat paradoxically, Flamenca both fore-

grounds its status as a highly intertextual, literary

artifact and incorporates numerous concrete, realistic

details. Notably, the short messages Guillem and

Flamenca exchange in church construct a poem

based on troubadour Peire Rogier’s ‘‘Ges non puesc

en bon vers faillir,’’ while the feast days on which the

meetings take place correspond to historical days in

the liturgical calendar.

Much of the central portion of the romance func-

tions as an ‘‘Art of Love,’’ as Guillem, Flamenca, and

her two handmaidens engage in extended speeches on

appropriate behavior for lovers and ladies. Although

Flamenca’s historical author was likely male, the

female characters’ speeches, like the poems of the

trobairitz (female troubadours), offer the feminine

perspective on fin’ amor and give a voice to the nor-

mally silent lady who struggles to situate herself in a

system that, as governed by the feudal hierarchy,

professes to venerate her but more frequently suc-

ceeds in marginalizing her. By the romance’s conclu-

sion, Flamenca has changed from silenced maiden

and wife to the virtual embodiment of the trouba-

dour’s all-powerful domna who tames her vassal into

submission. The text’s somewhat ambivalent repre-

sentation of the eponymous heroine’s overwhelming

success in playing the game of love provides insight

into the antifeminism often underlying fin’ amor.

KAREN A. GROSSWEINER
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ROMAN DE LA ROSE AND ITS
RECEPTION
The Roman de la Rose was one of the most influential

and widely circulated works in western Europe in the

closing centuries of the Middle Ages, judging by near-

ly any criterion—numbers of surviving manuscript

copies and poems that imitated or responded to it,

as well as the influence of its themes among later

authors. The work, written in the most common

form used for narrative fiction in this period, rhyming

octosyllabic couples, was undertaken by a first au-

thor, named Guillaume de Lorris, some time in the

1230s; however, Guillaume never brought the poem

to a conclusion. Jean de Meun, a second author,

working some forty years later, added a massive con-

tinuation and conclusion, over four times the length

of Guillaume’s fragment, that radically altered the

contours and the scope of the first part. Guillaume

had devised an innovative narrative frame: a first-

person tale of a dream experience modeled upon

stereotypes from the tradition of lyric poetry, desig-

nated by the expression ‘‘courtly love,’’ in which the

singer/lover proclaims his longing for the lady he

loves in the hope of ultimately receiving her favors.

Guillaume de Lorris

In the Rose, the dream tale is a thinly veiled allegorical

version of this poetic ‘‘quest’’: the narrator/lover

happens upon the garden of Pleasure (populated by

such figures as the God of Love himself, Beauty,

Youth, and so forth) and falls in love with the Rose

Bud, which will remain to the end the target of his

desire. The last lines written by Guillaume depict his

protagonist’s monologue of longing outside the tower,

which has been erected to protect the rose by enemies

to the quest, Jealousy and her minions, among whom

figure Shame and Fear. Guillaume had more than

a personal story to tell. His narration purports to
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provide instruction to future lovers: ‘‘This,’’ says the

narrator in his prologue, ‘‘is the Roman de la Rose, in

which the entire art of love is enclosed.’’ While the

narrator’s own quest might accordingly serve as an

instructive model (or warning) for future lovers, the

Rose also includes explicit instruction on the part of

the God of Love, who issues his commandments to the

narrator, henceforth his vassal.

Jean de Meun

Jean de Meun pursued a quite different ideological

agenda, though he maintains the focus on love,

retitling the work at a later point the Mirror for

Lovers. Using his allegorical characters (Reason,

Nature, and others) as spokespeople/voices for and

against a wide variety of amorous doctrines and com-

portments (friendship, adultery, prostitution, sodomy,

and so forth), many of them dependent upon such

Latin authorities as Ovid, Boethius, and Juvenal, Jean

makes his encyclopedic intent clear: ‘‘it is good to

know everything.’’ Whereas Guillaume’s text main-

tained a sanitized lexical and thematic perspective

proper to the delicate nature of courtly love, Jean

broadened the scope to include outrageously obscene

language, suggestive considerations of sexual behav-

ior, and some of the most notorious misogynistic

statements to be found in medieval literature.

Generations of scholars considered Guillaume’s

section to be a relatively straightforward compilation

Courtly garden scene. From the Roman de la Rose. c. 1440. Harl. 4425, fol. 12v. Location: British Museum, London, Great
Britain. Credit: Snark / Art Resource, N.Y.
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of the courtly clichés, depicting the weak and

suffering lover subject to the power of his desire and

the beloved’s failure to respond to his entreaties.

Jean’s manifestly ironic overturning of these rarefied

literary conventions by drowning them in a morass of

discourses drawn from the domains of philosophy,

theology, and science has, in turn, led many to ask

what the direction of his irony was: was his rejec-

tion of courtly love underwritten by a promotion

of charity, that is, love of God, over the vanities

of earthly passion, a defense of sex in marriage with

the goal of procreation, a belief in sexual licen-

tiousness and even rape in the service of one’s plea-

sure, a simple hatred of women and the feminine?

Debate on these issues has and will remain open,

due to Jean de Meun’s strategy of indeterminacy,

which juxtaposes disparate voices, none of which is

reducible to his own, in order to place the difficult

burden, and essential responsibility, of interpretation

on the reader.

Interpretive Ambiguities

In spite of the Rose’s inherent ambiguities, these were

the terms around which the interpretive questions

hovered until more recent interventions stemming

from interest in feminism and gender studies. Not

only has the critical focus moved away from such

dichotomies used to depict the two authors as courtly

and anticourtly, aristocratic and bourgeois, but it has

also attempted to nuance the largely heteronormative

slant characteristic of traditional criticism. Recent

critical work has shown, for instance, that the very

nature of personification allegory, which provides a

gender to personified abstractions such as ‘‘beauty’’

or ‘‘reason’’ based upon their grammatical gender,

leaves the way open for criticism of the gendered

hierarchies of ‘‘straight’’ sexuality. Nowhere is this

more apparent, as Simon Gaunt has recently shown,

than in Guillaume de Lorris’s choice of a male per-

sonification, Fair Welcoming, as the keeper of, and

surrogate for, the female Rose, thus raising numerous

questions with regard to the text’s homoerotic over-

tones. This, combined with the centrality of the myth-

ical figure of Narcissus as a figure of the lover,

plunges us into a realm quite removed from the

straight sexuality most believe to be inherent in the

courtly model.

Jean de Meun, for his part, uses what might be

called an ‘‘ethics of speech’’ to make such problems as

misogynistic speech and obscene or blasphemous dis-

course an issue of reception and not articulation. Jean

knowingly provides his readers with varying, even

contradictory, points of view that the reader is

expected to evaluate and alternately accept or reject.

In a notorious defense of his misogynistic and anti-

religious statements, Jean states that his words are

like arrows shot with no individual in his aim; if

someone claims to have been wounded by stepping

in front of them, that is their own fault.

By translating into the vernacular portions of texts

only hitherto accessible to those who could read or

understand Latin, Jean de Meun performed an im-

portant service to a burgeoning community of readers

looking for texts in French. As Sylvia Huot has

shown, evidence from the manuscripts copied in the

two centuries following the work’s composition, in

the form of adjustments or rewritings of the text,

marginal doodles and notes, and manuscript illumi-

nations, suggests strongly that readers were deeply

engaged in many of the above issues. To mention

only one example, it is clear from illuminators’ (and

rubricators’) attempts to portray the figure of Fair

Welcoming, shuttling back and forth between the

gender of the personification and the gender of the

woman he allegorically stands for, that they were

alternately appalled and intrigued by the gender

issues thus raised.

Querelle of the Rose

But it was not until Christine de Pizan sharply

attacked the Rose in 1401—thus spurring on an epis-

tolary debate, known as the querelle of the Rose, that

lasted until late the following year—that we get a

clear picture of what readers actually thought about

the work. Christine was in particular incensed by Jean

de Meun’s defamation of women in general; his pro-

fanity, which she found unacceptable, especially in the

company of women; and the closing scene of the

romance, which depicts the taking of the castle pro-

tecting the rose in terms that transparently suggest the

mechanics of sexual intercourse. Although she was

seconded by the highly distinguished theologian and

preacher Jean Gerson, her opponents in the debate

were representative of a clerkly class largely asso-

ciated with the royal chancery. These men rallied

around their ‘‘master,’’ Jean de Meun, whom they

undoubtedly admired as much for his absurdly comi-

cal misogyny as for the way he skirts the very limits of

propriety. But the debate probably tells us as much

about the unusual situation of a female within a male-

dominated intelligentsia in the early fifteenth century

as it does about interpretation. The interest that

Christine’s role in the querelle holds for us stems

more from her willingness to attack male authority
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in order to establish her own reputation than from the

uniqueness of her moral stance regarding marriage

and sexual activity, essentially conservative and tradi-

tional in nature—one that made her an ally of the

most illustrious preacher of her time. Thus, the pro-

found interest that the Rose, a text that Sarah Kay

has called ‘‘the most powerful investigation of tex-

tuality and sexuality in the French Middle Ages,’’

holds for a modern audience, while possibly shared

by some medieval readers, was precisely what made it

unreadable for Christine.

DAVID F. HULT
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ROMAN DE SILENCE
Composed in the second half of the thirteenth century

by Heldris de Cornuälle (Cornwall), this 6,706-line

Old French romance recounts the adventures of a

heroine named Silence. To elude King Ebain of Eng-

land’s ban on female inheritance, Silence’s father,

Count Cador of Cornwall, raises her as a boy—a

decision he describes in linguistic terms as the substi-

tution of the Latin masculine declensional ending -us

for the feminine -a (a bilingual pun, since us is Old

French for custom or practice). As an adolescent,

Silence becomes the object of a spirited debate be-

tween Nature and Nurture (Noreture). Convinced

by Reason that ‘‘a man’s life was much better than

that of a woman’’ (lines 2,637–2,638), Silence learns

to excel as a knight and a minstrel. Finally, however,

Silence is outed as a woman and (after the execution

of the adulterous Queen Eufeme) married to the

king, who reverses his previous prohibition on female

inheritance.

Silence survives in only one manuscript, University

of Nottingham Mi. LM. 6, published in 1972. Early

strands of criticism highlighted issues of language

and textuality, developing the allegorical promise in-

herent in the names of the major female characters

(Silence, her mother, Eufemie, and Ebain’s wife,

Eufeme). Other work examines the implications of

Silence’s cross-dressing: should we read her success

at chivalry and minstrelsy as a triumphant challenge

to biological determinism, or should we see her even-

tual unmasking and marriage to Ebain as a strategy

of containment, reemphasizing the subordinate role

allotted to women in medieval patrilineal systems?

SHARON KINOSHITA
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ROMAN LAW
Roman law has often been cited as an abiding source

of legal restrictions on women in Western history.

Indeed, women could not possess the sweeping paren-

tal powers entrusted to fathers (patria potestas), and

they could not hold public offices or act as witnesses.

Still, by the time of Justinian (527–565), few other

legal restrictions remained on women in Roman

law. Romans did not base guardianship of women

originally on ideologically inscribed gender weakness

(infirmitas sexus). Women simply were not able to act

for others; they could not transcend a narrow range of

interest—hence their inability to stand surety for

others. Ideological gender conceits entered juristic

discourse only under the influence of Hellenistic

ideas and Christianity.

Male guardianship over women in Roman law was

loosened over the centuries. This was largely the work

of emperors and of the praetors, who were the chief

judges of the most important Roman courts. This

change was also the consequence of problems that

arose in practice for families, especially those of wealth

and prominence, as they dealt with legal restrictions

on women whose agency and ownership of property

were of potential use. One notable example is the edict

of Augustus (30 BCE–14 CE) that freed from guard-

ianship (tutela) those married women who had under-

gone three pregnancies and freedwomen who had

had four.

Roman law rested on a variety of sources, but in

the centuries of the Christian era two stood out—

imperial legislation by rescript (replies to inquiries)

and jurisprudential elaborations by learned experts.

These latter were largely responsible for injecting the

language of female inferiority into legal discourse,

even as legislation opened wider areas of female au-

tonomy. By the fifth century the sheer volume of

imperial legislation on all subjects begged for some

form of organization and clarifying reform. Theodo-

sius II (408–450) took a significant step in that direc-

tion with promulgation of the Theodosian Code in

438. It arranged the imperial edicts since the first

Christian emperor, Constantine (306–337), into six-

teen books. No attempt was made to harmonize old

laws with new; they simply sat in chronological order

with the new presumed to supersede the old. Subse-

quently Burgundian and Visigothic kings gathered

rules meant to apply to the Romans in their domin-

ions, the Lex Romana Burgundionum and the Lex

Romana Visigothorum (better known as the Breviary

of Alaric).

Justinian first brought the Theodosian Code up to

date, while also issuing constitutions that resolved

conflicts in the laws. Laws issued after Justinian’s

Codex were later gathered in another collection

known as the Novellae. The important innovation he

worked was the collection of jurisprudential wisdom

in extracts grouped under various titles in fifty

books—the Digest. A textbook known as the Insti-

tutes completed Justinian’s legal reforms and publica-

tions. The entire product, later dubbed the Body of

Civil Law (Corpus iuris civilis), became the basis for

the revival of jurisprudence, starting in Italy, and for

the elaboration of Roman rules in practice from the

twelfth century onwards. It was especially the Digest,

as a depository of sophisticated interpretive techni-

ques, that influenced the later law and the methods of

those who studied and applied it. The language of

female weakness came with it, reinforcing similar

statements and presumptions that had come to grace

portions of the growing body of canon law.

The effects of Roman law on women were mixed.

Their exclusion from holding patria potestas (paternal

authority), while they were left under the potestas

(authority) of their own fathers, meant that they

were not fully under the control of their husbands.

Justinian also notably reduced the husband’s control

over dowry during marriage and guaranteed the wife

priority in claims against her husband’s estate for

return of her dowry. For this and other reasons, one

scholar has concluded that ‘‘women living in the last

centuries of the empire had a greater legal capacity

than their sisters in any historical period before the

twentieth century’’ (Arjava, p. 265). Germanic laws,

canon law, and local customs in the course of the

Middle Ages reduced women’s realm of action and

legal capacities in many regards, although there

would be areas in which their legal prerogatives

would remain strong or even stronger (such as their

guardianship of their own children). Yet Roman law

also never treated women as equal to men. Its exclu-

sion of them from public office and its limitations on

their citizenship, along with its emphasis on agnation

(tracing descent through the paternal line) in defining

kinship and laying out lines of inheritance meant

that women were always subordinate in relation to

men. Equality of the sexes was just inconceivable to

the Romans and the medieval people who drew on

their law.

THOMAS KUEHN
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ROMANCE, ENGLISH
Vernacular readers (and listeners) in late medieval

England—including, of course, women—would have

known romance as the default category for all nonre-

ligious narrative. In Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde

(about 1385), when Pandarus visits his niece, he finds

her and her all-female household enmeshed in the

Romance of Thebes, which one of the group reads

aloud from a deluxe, ‘‘coffee-table’’ manuscript. The

scene models a form of reading that is at once ordi-

nary and desirable, a source for these women not

simply of pleasure but also of cultural capital, in a

way that foreshadows novel reading four centuries

later. In the poem, Criseyde takes her place among

the highest ranks of society; though a bit later she

suggests that her uncle, as a proper guardian, ought to

be pressing didactic reading upon her, it seems clear

that her devotion to romances of this sort is an ac-

ceptable, even attractive, use of her leisure time. In the

Prologue to the Legend of Good Women (1388?), a

‘‘sequel’’ to the Troilus, Chaucer invents a fictional

yet persuasive scenario concerning women’s engage-

ment with modern romances, suggesting that reading

these stories produces a direct impact on the thought

and behavior of female audiences. Dante, in his epi-

sode of Paolo and Francesca in the Inferno, portrayed

an Arthurian romance as a galeoto, a pimp sponsor-

ing an illicit affair. Chaucer, on the other hand,

through this scene in Criseyde’s ‘‘paved parlour,’’

suggests that romances might function as artifacts

and opportunities for the formation of same-sex

reading communities. In this, the poem reflects evi-

dence that networks of female readers—within circles

of acquaintances, households and extended families,

and religious orders—shared written texts and ‘‘com-

muning’’ or discussion about them during the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

Though surviving documents specify mainly reli-

gious works as reading matter, individual women did

own and share copies of romances: Chaucer’s grand-

daughter Alice owned Lydgate’s Siege of Thebes

(1466); Anne Paston owned a Romance of Thebes

(1472); another fifteenth-century book owner seems

to have made her own copy of Sir Degrevant; and a

variety of Arthurian romances contain inscriptions by

female owners and readers. Nearly 150 English

romances have come down from the Middle Ages,

and references suggest that nearly that number again

may have been lost to us. The more popular of these

did not ‘‘target’’ women audiences, as Chaucer seems

to have done. Though they prize spectacle and mas-

culine adventure over psychological realism or refined

sentiments, reading and listening to these romances

appealed to women alongside men.

THOMAS HAHN
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ROMANCE, FRENCH
Romance arose in the mid-twelfth century not as a

fixed genre but as the result of a process of transla-

tion: the mise en romans—the reworking into the

Romance vernacular—of texts previously known

only in Latin. Composed in octosyllabic rhyming

couplets, the Romans de Thèbes, de Troie, and

d’Enéas, collectively known as the Romances of An-

tiquity (c. 1155–1165), adapted classical legends to the

tastes of a lay, noble audience. As translations from

Latin—Western Christendom’s official language of

truth—these inaugural texts carried their own justifi-

cation, exemplifying the motif of translatio studii: the

historical transmission of letters from Greece to

Rome to the West.

Within a generation, written French had gained

sufficient cachet to support the translation of tales

from the Celtic tradition. An important transitional

text was Wace’s Roman de Brut (1155), a translation/

adaptation of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia

regum Britanniae, which first introduced King Arthur

to French-speaking audiences. Wace’s account of a

twelve-year peace during which Arthur founded the

Round Table provided the backdrop for the five

romances of Chrétien de Troyes: Erec et Enide, Cligés,
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Yvain, Lancelot, and Perceval (c. 1170–1190). These

texts established the pattern of the lone protagonist

striking out from court in search of adventure and

introduced two themes—Lancelot’s illicit love for

Guenevere and the enigma of the Grail—destined to

dominate thirteenth-century Arthurian literature.

Stories of the adulterous love of Tristan and Iseut

(Isolde) constitute this period’s second major cor-

pus—its exploration of the power of illicit passion

forming a counterpoint to Chrétien’s emphasis on

conjugal love in Erec, Cligés, and Yvain. Versions of

Tristan by the Anglo-Normans Béroul and Thomas

d’Angleterre survive only as fragments, while the

Folies of Oxford and of Berne focus on the brief

episode of Tristan’s feigned madness. (The subsequent

diffusion of this Arthurian material into German and

Spanish literatures in the late twelfth and early thir-

teenth century—yet a further stage of translatio—is

sometimes ascribed to the influence of Henry II of

England and Eleanor of Aquitaine’s daughters

Mathilda and Eleanor, who married the king of

Castile and the duke of Saxony, respectively.) Other

works of this period include Floire et Blancheflor

(contemporary with the Romances of Antiquity but

set in the Muslim Mediterranean); Partonopeus de

Blois; and Gautier d’Arras’s Eracle and Ille et Galeron

(in which Breton or French protagonists triumph

over Roman or Greek antagonists, winning royal

brides in the process). Finally, the Lais of Marie de

France—French literature’s first named female au-

thor—present many romance themes in a briefer

narrative form.

The thirteenth century brought a reorganization of

the Old French literary system, perhaps in response to

the rapid political and social transformations of the

day: the triumph of the French monarchy over the

great princes in whose courts romance had flourished;

King John’s loss of his continental lands (1204), has-

tening the development of a distinctive ‘‘insular’’

Anglo-Norman romance tradition; and a disillusion-

ment with chivalric ideals following the perversions of

the Fourth and the Albigensian Crusades. Amidst

these and other changes, Jean de Meun’s Romance

of the Rose or Guillaume de Dole introduced two

significant innovations: the incorporation of lyric

pieces (some well known and independently attested)

into its verse narrative, producing a kind of medieval

musical; and its use of a ‘‘realistic’’ setting, featuring

numerous proper names identifiable with local sites

and recognizable contemporary figures.

The two most important transformations were the

development of prose and the turn to allegory. Old

French prose appeared suddenly in the early thir-

teenth century in reaction to suspicions concerning

the ‘‘truth value’’ of vernacular verse. First used in

translations of Latin historiographies, it soon spilled

over into romance: La Fille du comte de Pontieu

(called the first French nouvelle or short story) com-

bined a cross-cultural Christian–Saracen plot with

a local realism resembling that of Guillaume de

Dole. Of greater significance was the Lancelot-Grail

(c. 1220–1240). Also called the Vulgate or Pseudo-

Map cycle, this monumental compilation of five

texts—L’Estoire del Saint Graal, L’Estoire de Merlin,

Lancelot, La Queste del Saint Graal, and La Mort

Artu—expanded, embellished, and Christianized the

adventures of Lancelot and Perceval, synthesizing

previous Arthurian plots and characters into one

comprehensive cycle held together by the narrative

technique of interlace. In the 1230s Guillaume de

Lorris’s Romance of the Rose introduced another sig-

nificant shift, transforming the romance plot of the

love quest into the allegorical dream-vision of a first-

person narrator, penetrating the Garden of Delight to

reach the beauteous Rose at its center. In the 1270s,

Guillaume’s 4,000-line romance was ‘‘completed’’ by

Jean de Meun’s 18,000-line ‘‘continuation,’’ which

adapted the poem’s allegorical scaffolding to the pre-

sentation of philosophical and scientific debates. Both

elements—the allegorical dream-vision and the pro-

pensity to philosophical debate—substantially influ-

enced the development of fourteenth-century French

literature.

Representations of Women and Gender

Traditional histories represent romance as replacing

the masculine world and collective feudal values

associated with Old French epic with a more refined

and feminine world of courtly ideals. (More recent

criticism rejects this simple binarism, noting epic’s

inclusion of numerous important female characters

as well as its continued popularity throughout the

late Middle Ages.) Correspondingly, twelfth-century

romances are often read as the chivalric Bildungsro-

man of a hero seeking to balance the demands of

love and arms: Enéas, who must reject Dido’s all-

consuming passion to get on with the founding of

empire; Erec, who must expiate his uxoriousness by

putting Enide in her place; and Yvain, who must win

back Laudine’s love through a series of challenging

adventures.

What of the romance’s female protagonists? Does

the fascination exerted by an impassive belle dame

sans merci over her would-be lover constitute power,

or does it simply idealize the objectification of women

within medieval society? The agency wielded by fe-

male characters varies widely in nature and degree.
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In the Roman d’Enéas, the Carthaginian queen Dido

and the warrior-queen Camille excel in the masculine

arenas of political and military power, yet each meets

a violent end. Conversely, Lavine is a sheltered prin-

cess with no tangible power except over Enéas’s heart.

Yet through her lengthy monologues (introducing

Ovidian love casuistry into the nascent romance tra-

dition) she becomes a subject of desire, invested with a

psychological depth reflecting twelfth-century hu-

manist concerns. Ultimately, this focus on Lavine’s

inner thoughts ensures that her eventual marriage

to Enéas conforms to reformist ecclesiastical defini-

tions of marriage, requiring the consent of both

partners.

Similar complexity attends the representation

of women as speaking subjects. As Arthur’s queen,

Guenevere speaks authoritatively and as a wise coun-

selor. Iseut speaks duplicitously, her ambiguous oaths

capitalizing on the ambiguities inherent in language

to conceal her adultery from Mark. Conversely,

Enide breaks into speech only to lament her very

existence: here the emergence of an interior conscious-

ness marks not the privilege of the humanist subject

but the disempowerment of a poor vassal’s daughter

with no claim to public speech.

The motif of the adulterous queen, whose infidelity

threatens to contaminate the king’s lineage and dis-

rupt his relationship with his vassals, reflects the ap-

prehension surrounding the high social and political

stakes of women’s sexuality. Farther down the social

scale, the so-called ‘‘wager romances’’ depict a mali-

cious outsider falsely impugning a young woman’s

reputation through his secret knowledge of a distinc-

tive mark on her body (Guillaume de Dole, the Roman

de la Violette; cf. Decameron II.9). Finally, the anxiety

surrounding women is confirmed in the motif of the

substitutability and reduplication of female objects of

desire. In Tristan, Iseut’s servant Brangien takes her

place in the queen’s marriage bed lest Mark notice his

bride is no longer a virgin; an exiled Tristan later

marries a second Iseut in compensation for his loss

of the queen. In Gautier d’Arras’s Ille et Galeron, the

Breton noble Ille exchanges the count of Brittany’s

sister, Galeron, for the Roman emperor’s daughter,

Ganor; his children by these two successive wives

include two daughters, each named Idoine. In Galeran

de Bretagne (derived from Marie de France’s

Fresne), the titular protagonist is torn between his

love for the foundling Fresne and her twin sister,

Fleurie.

In these varied literary representations, romance

reveals the centrality of women to feudal society,

inseparable from the perplexity their influence trig-

gered in the medieval imaginary.

SHARON KINOSHITA
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ROMANCE, GERMAN
Medieval romances are book-length, verse narratives

distinguished by plots involving chivalry, love affairs

between high-born women and men, and complex

female characters. They first appear in the German

language in the 1170s, flourish during the thirteenth

century, and are still read in the early sixteenth centu-

ry. The earliest German romances are adaptations of

Old French texts. The cross-cultural exchange of

these texts testifies to the emergence of a new, trans-

European, aristocratic, secular identity in the High

Middle Ages. Romance narratives were frequently

adapted and altered to suit the tastes and interests of
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new audiences. Thismalleabilitymay have contributed

to their long life.

There is a great deal of evidence for this enduring

popularity. A large number of different romance texts

circulated in German-speaking lands. The practice

of making new manuscript copies of twelfth- and

thirteenth-century romance texts continued into the

first decades of the sixteenth century. Romance stories

were used to adorn the dwelling places of the wealthy.

Medieval wall paintings and textiles, such as bed

hangings, that feature figural representations of well-

known romance narratives have survived in German-

speaking lands. All the major strands of romance

literature are represented in German-language ver-

sions. These include the widely popular adventure

romances, such as the Floire and Blancheflor stories

(Konrad Fleck); the Arthurian romance tradition

(Hartmann von Aue; Wolfram von Eschenbach);

the Tristan tradition (Gottfried von Strassburg;

Eilhart von Oberg); the Gawain tradition (Wirnt von

Grafenberg; Heinrich von dem Türlin); and the

Lancelot tradition (Ulrich von Zatzikhoven; the

anonymous text translated from Old French known

as the Prose Lancelot). Later in the thirteenth century,

German authors such as the Minnesang poet Ulrich

von Liechtenstein, Rudolf von Ems, Konrad von

Würzburg, Johann von Würzburg, der Stricker, and

der Pleier renewed and expanded romance literature.

ANN MARIE RASMUSSEN
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ROMANCERO
The medieval Spanish ballad-singing tradition, or

Romancero, is made up of individual texts known in

Spanish as romances. The texts, composed anony-

mously beginning in the fourteenth century or earlier,

typically describe events of the distant past, whether

real or imaginary. Their themes offer a popular and

dramatic vision of Spanish history, from the Muslim

invasion of the eighth century through the reconquest

of the Muslim kingdom of Granada in the fifteenth

century. The first printed romances date from the

sixteenth century, although romances continue to be

discovered today throughout the Iberian peninsula,

Latin America, and the Judeo-Spanish diaspora. In

modern times, romances have sometimes served the

purpose of lullabies, sung by mothers to young chil-

dren at bedtime. As such, they are sometimes seen

in the context of women’s song. There is no fixed

text to a romance, so singers and poets have often

reinterpreted a particular romance, giving rise to a

new version or variant. The romance of the rape

of Lucretia by Tarquino, described in the fifteenth-

century Spanish Romancero, is one salient example.

The story of the rape of Lucretia by a Roman tyrant

was transformed by twentieth-century Judeo-Spanish

singers into a story about the steadfast refusal of a

Jewish woman to marry a Christian man. Structur-

ally, romances are arranged in couplets, with asso-

nance at the close of each couplet. Lines nearly

always include eight syllables.

Both structure and content have played an impor-

tant role for scholars in analyzing the Romancero

tradition. A number of theories have been offered to

explain the extraordinary persistence of romances,

beginning with seminal work in Spain in the nine-

teenth century that argued that the texts were frag-

ments of medieval epic poems, and continuing with

work by Spanish scholars in the early decades of the

twentieth century. Theories of ‘‘formulistic diction’’

in Romancero composition, put forth by Ruth House

Webber in the mid-1900s, and underlying ‘‘deep

structures’’ in the Romancero corpus, advanced by

Diego Catalán later on, focus on how linguistic ele-

ments of the texts enable singers of the romances to

keep the tradition alive. But work on the themes of

the texts—love, sex (including rape), marriage, honor,

and so on—suggest plausibly that romances may have

survived because they promoted and perpetuated

ideologies that were useful to successive generations

of Spaniards and others who continued to sing them.

Buetler, Catarella, Goldberg, Lanz, Mirrer, and

others have argued that romances often advance gen-

der stereotypes; for example, they show women—par-

ticularly queens and noblewomen—as lascivious,
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unfaithful, and dangerous to men. So-called fron-

terizo (frontier) and ‘‘morisco’’ (Moorish) romances,

traditionally viewed as the last treasures of heroic

poetry in Spanish, often depict Muslim women im-

probably, as eager for sex with Christian men, or as

pure, but sexually ripe, tempting Christian men to

rape them. Such stereotypes, these scholars argue,

stoked antifeminist behavior and motivated antifemi-

nist legislation. Gender stereotypes promoted in the

romances may also have helped stimulate completion

of the reconquest and presaged exclusion of Muslims

and Jews from Spain by feminizing ‘‘other’’ men,

describing them as wearing richly colored garments,

engaged in passive activities, and unable to keep and

satisfy their women.

LOUISE MIRRER
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ROMANCES OF ANTIQUITY
The Romans d’Antiquité, three of which were written

within five years at the English court of Henry II and

Eleanor of Aquitaine, represent a major shift in

twelfth-century historiographical and literary prac-

tice. These vernacular romances combine a medieval

fascination with genealogy, heroism, and legitimacy

with extravagant accounts of a distant, heroic past.

The tone is didactic and inspirational, corresponding

almost certainly to Henry II’s desire to strengthen his

claim to Trojan ancestry. This claim, already

exploited by the Capetian royal family in France,

carried with it great prestige but also legendary liabil-

ities: the Trojans actually failed to secure their king-

dom, and they had an inconvenient penchant for

sodomy. The romances are, therefore, explicitly ideo-

logical: they construct and bolster a royal and imperi-

al identity while advocating a new form of popular

humanism. Present in different forms in earlier

French epics, this celebration of victory over adversi-

ty, of founding narratives and adherence to divinely

ordained missions, would go on to inspire the major

courtly romances of the following century.

The Roman de Thèbes, the Roman d’Enéas, and the

Roman de Troie (manuscript Bibliothèque Nationale

fonds français 60 contains all three) thus provide

impressive proof of the erudition of twelfth-century

scholars. Most of the stories were gleaned either from

extant manuscripts of original sources (in the case of

the Eneas) or from later medieval translations/adap-

tations of the material (in the case of the Troie). To a

much greater degree than in the feudal epics, these

classically inspired texts introduced into historical

romance a form of psychological analysis. Their in-

terest in the development of the young male hero, his

introduction to erotic fantasy, and its culmination in

love and/or marriage still left ample room for discus-

sion of women. These earliest of medieval romances

are also distinguished by their structure; they are

chronological and comprehensive narratives that

stretch across continents and generations. They may

pretend to be constructing illustrious classical civiliza-

tions, but their building blocks are the stuff of the

present: fashionable rhetoric, octosyllabic verse, feu-

dal justice and combat, and a frank examination of

contemporary sexual mores.

The role of fate is still central, but adherence to

feudal norms and Christian values has replaced the

rule of the Classical gods. The ethical dilemmas now

point to new intellectual influences and a struggle

between the secular and the religious, the feudal and

the monarchic. In the Thèbes, for example, women

may be described largely as erotic icons but, following

the model of Statius’ Thebaid, they are also figures of
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wisdom and righteousness. Jocasta, mother and wife

of Oedipus, is a respected leader and negotiator, and

it is an army of women (albeit led by men) who

succeed in tearing down the wall of Thebes, thereby

enacting their own revenge. Antigone is deprived of

her heroic role in burying the dead and defying patri-

archal law, but she is given a role as love interest of

Parthonopex, a military leader of the Arcadian ene-

mies, and this couple serves as a tool by which to

critique war.

In the Troie also, love stories share the spotlight

with feudal battles, but it is in the Enéas that this

juxtaposition attains its most innovative and subver-

sive force, most strikingly when the medieval text

diverges from the Virgilian model. The heroines,

Dido, Camilla, and Lavinia, embody three medieval

models of femininity. Dido is driven by her passions

to self-destruction; the virginal Camilla is complete-

ly committed to a higher goal; and Lavinia is the

young innocent, the victim of love redeemed through

suffering. Woven into the narratives surrounding

these heroines is an inordinate amount of attention

given to homoeroticism, far exceeding that found in

Virgil’s account. Nisus and Euryalus’ story is given

much greater prominence, and in death the two mar-

tyrs are elevated to the status of perfect lovers (ll.

4,941–4,954). Eneas delivers a long and emotional

oration over the dead body of the boy warrior, Pallas

(sixty-two lines [6,185–6,213] as opposed to Virgil’s

three), that resembles in many ways the Nisus/Eurya-

lus same-sex plaint. Finally, Camilla, the woman war-

rior, is highlighted first through a vicious attack on

her inappropriate gender identification (ll. 7,073–

7,106), then through the funeral oration of her ally,

Turnus, who mourns her as a genderless beloved, in

the very terms of the earlier two eulogies for same-sex

alter egos.

The principal conflict between same-sex and other-

sex love surfaces in the pairing of Eneas and Lavinia,

and it is framed through a mother–daughter conflict.

When Lavinia first sees Eneas, love strikes, but her

mother denounces him, claiming in graphic terms that

all Trojans are sodomites. Her daughter’s erotic ob-

session and emotional swings lead to one of the most

surprising discussions of sexuality in the Middle Ages.

Sodomy is seen as completely natural but foreign, a

despised but always available alternative whose pres-

ence can be felt even in the marriage bond and bed.

The text’s candor and humor alert us to the fact that

such topics were under discussion in 1160. However,

the face-off it features between the two species of

men (to use the queen’s term), from a woman’s

point of view, are belied by the text’s own evident

investment in gender ambiguity and same-sex attrac-

tion. Such a daring portrayal of erotic relations and

misunderstandings would have huge implications

for the development of romance over the following

century.

WILLIAM E. BURGWINKLE
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ROSARY
The rosary is a devotional method that combines

meditation on fifteen scenes from the Life of Christ

and the Virgin with the recitation of fifteen decades of

Hail Marys demarcated by Our Fathers. The scenes

are divided into three groups: the Joyful, the Sorrow-

ful, and the Glorious mysteries, centered on Christ’s

Infancy, Passion, and Resurrection. The rosary finds

its antecedents among several Marian devotions cir-

culating in northern Europe in the thirteenth and

fourteenth centuries; it existed in numerous varia-

tions until its codification in the late fifteenth century.

In this period the devotion witnessed tremendous

growth due to the efforts of the observant Domini-

cans of the Congregation of Holland, who founded a

universal brotherhood dedicated to the rosary in

1475. This confraternity, headquartered in Cologne

with branches throughout Europe, was open to all

members of Christian society regardless of age, class,

or gender. The emphasis on private prayer made the

confraternity especially attractive to women. Extant

roll books indicate that women, both lay and reli-

gious, comprised at least half of the confraternity’s

membership.

The term rosary also designates the strands of

beads upon which the repeated prayers are counted.

In addition to their devotional function, rosaries were

believed to possess apotropaic (able to ward off or

combat evil) properties. Since members of the confra-

ternity were encouraged to wear them in public,

rosaries became important fashion accessories, as

can be seen in numerous fifteenth-century northern

European portraits. Rosaries were often made of pre-

cious materials such as coral, pearls, and amber and

adorned with pomanders of delicate gold or silver

filigree.

ESPERANÇA CAMARA
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ROSE OF VITERBO
Rose (1233–1252) was born in Viterbo, a city divided

between proimperial and propapal factions. The

proimperial Ghibellines, who dominated Viterbo,

were tolerant of the presence of heretics in the city.

Rose, according to her earlier vita, was converted at a

young age by a vision of the crucified Christ. She

began roaming the streets of Viterbo carrying a

cross and exhorting the residents to embrace the

orthodox faith and moral conversion. Rose’s attacks

on heresy caused the authorities to exile her. She

carried on her preaching ministry in nearby towns.

After the Emperor Frederick II died as Rose had

prophesied, she was able to return to Viterbo. Rose

sought to enter the local convent of the Poor Clares,

but they turned her away. The nuns may have feared

disruption of their lives by an outspoken young

woman. The same monastery accepted her body for

reburial six years after her death. It is uncertain

whether Rose belonged to an informal group of peni-

tent women linked to the Franciscans, but she was not

a tertiary, as was recorded by later hagiographers.

Rose was accepted as a prophet by ecclesiastical

authorities, possibly because she attacked heretics.

Moreover, her public pronouncements were exhorta-

tions to belief and good conduct, not formal sermons.

The papacy also accepted Rose as worthy of admira-

tion, but she was not canonized until 1457. Her ex-

ample was held up for veneration but not for

imitation by women. A cycle of paintings illustrating

Rose’s life was painted in Viterbo by Benozzo Gozzoli

just before her canonization, but it is lost. Rose is

regarded as a patron saint of Viterbo.

THOMAS IZBICKI
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RUSSIA
The position of medieval Russian women from the

inception of the Kievan realm in the ninth and tenth

centuries to the late fifteenth century remains a chal-

lenging subject since the sources are slanted toward

privileged and exceptional women and mostly express
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legal or religious norms rather than women’s histori-

cal activities or attitudes. Still, recent studies of birch-

bark documents recovered from the swamps of the

city of Novgorod strongly suggest that aristocratic

and wealthy women of this period acquired a level

of functional literacy and were able to use their

reading and writing skills to carve out a meaningful

role for themselves.

A clear understanding of the role of women in the

Kievan period (from the ninth through the end of the

twelfth century) is difficult because of the complex

layering of pagan and Christian norms and practices

during this period. While some scholars argue that the

practices of bride capturing, polygamy, and pagan

festivals encouraging sexual activities amongst early

East Slavic tribes gave both Kievan men and women

an opportunity to enjoy sexual freedom, it is not clear

how easy it was in reality for women to pick their own

mates. The unsuccessful struggle of Rogneda, a pagan

wife of Grand Prince Vladimir (who in 988 converted

Russia to Eastern Orthodoxy), to escape marriage to

him, suggests that scholars may have romanticized

pagan Kievan women, to whom chronicles often

attributed magic healing powers, the gift of prophecy,

physical strength, and cleverness. The latter quality is

particularly ascribed to the most outstanding female

of the Kievan period, Grand Princess Olga (d. 969),

Vladimir’s grandmother, who used her wit to take

revenge on her husband Igor’s murderers and to con-

solidate the Kievan realm during her regency for her

son Sviatoslav. The fact that early Russian chronicles

ascribe to Olga, who was the first Russian ruler to

convert to Christianity, the gift of divine wisdom

underscores the difficulty in distinguishing pagan

and Christian values in this period.

While no other woman attained the same position

as Olga in the Kievan realm, the sisters and daughters

of the Kievan Grand Princes played important roles

in the marital diplomacy of these rulers. In the elev-

enth century Iaroslav the Wise, who sought to estab-

lish ties with the West, married a younger sister to

Kasimir of Poland and his daughters Anastasia and

Anna to King Andrew I of Hungary and King Henry

I of France. Iaroslav’s son Vsevolod advanced the

interests of his realm by marrying his daughter

Eupraxia to the Holy Roman Emperor Henry IV

and sending his daughter Anna (Ianka) on a mission

to Constantinople for the selection of a new metro-

politan to preside over the Russian church. None of

these women seems to have been a mere pawn in a

political game: French state documents of the 1050s

contain Queen Anna’s name in Cyrillic, suggesting

her personal involvement in the politics of her new

homeland. Eupraxia took the papacy’s side against

her husband in the struggle over investiture. Ianka,

upon her return from Constantinople, founded a fe-

male monastery and Russia’s first school for women.

Comparison of the twelfth-century expanded ver-

sion of the Russkaia Pravda, Russia’s first law code,

and fifteenth-century legal charters and wills shows a

strengthening of medieval Russian women’s property

and inheritance rights throughout this period. The

Kievan code treated noble women’s property as dis-

tinct from that of their husbands, favored sons over

daughters in the inheritance of ancestral lands

(otchina), and allotted to a widow only the portion

her husband had assigned to her. From the fourteenth

century on, an aristocratic couple’s holdings were

considered community property so that the wife

could conclude contracts with her husband and be-

come equally responsible for debts. After her hus-

band’s death she could come into full ownership of

gifts and legacies and receive part of the estate in

usufruct until she remarried. To keep the family prop-

erty intact, daughters were allowed to inherit in the

absence of sons.

The change in Russian women’s economic rights

and opportunities is documented in the written

sources of the city–republic of Novgorod, which

enjoyed a semiautonomous status in the post-Kievan

period as a significant Russian trading center. Birch-

bark documents, mentioned above, show that women

of Novgorodian merchant families lent money but

held only moveable property in the twelfth century.

In the fourteenth century they received the legal right

to the ownership and disposition of land, inherited

the use of otchina land in addition to their portions,

and often appeared as co-recipients of a patrimony

along with their sons or even received the use of the

entire property. Novgorodian women administered

properties even during the lifetimes of their husbands

or in the presence of grown sons. They carried out

administrative duties associated with their family

businesses and became involved in Novgorod’s inter-

national fur trade. Novgorodian noble women could

take oaths and give testimony, although only in their

homes, and could personally fight in duels. In the

fifteenth century a few widows of Novgorodian oli-

garchs resisted the centralization efforts of the Mus-

covite rulers, though in vain. Marfa Boretskaia,

nicknamed ‘‘The Mayoress,’’ who became one of the

largest land holders in Novgorod, sought an alliance

for her city–republic with Poland–Lithuania to fend

off Ivan III’s takeover of the city.

The rise of small principalities in Russia after the

political and economic decline of Kiev gave the

women of Russian princely families greater visibil-

ity. While most scholars have discounted any direct
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influence by Russia’s new Mongol rulers on the social

position of Russian women, the conflicts between

individual Russian princes and their Mongol over-

lords gave these women a new role as peacemakers

or defenders of their principality when the Mongol

khan detained their husbands. During the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries, the Grand Princes of Moscow

in their wills elevated the position of their wives with-

in their families to counter the pressure on the Grand

Principality by their collateral kinsmen. The Grand

Princesses actively promoted Moscow’s centralization

efforts by redistributing the patrimonial territories

amongst their sons and maintaining peace between

the heir to the throne and his junior brothers.

ISOLDE THYRÊT
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SAINTS
See Canonization of Saints; Hagiography; Hagiogra-

phy, Iconographic Aspects of

SANUTI, NICOLOSA CASTELLANI
Known for one treatise, Ut mulieribus ornamentar res-

tituantur (That Ornaments Be Restored to Women) (a

copy survives at Vicenza and another in the Vatican,

although it is attributed, probably erroneously,

to Francesco Filelfo), Nicolosa Castellani Sanuti

(d. 1505) composed a spirited defense of the virtue

and dignity of women in 1453. In forbidding orna-

ments and fine clothes to women, the learned Greek

Cardinal Legate to Bologna, Bessarion, had proposed

a revised sumptuary law in 1453 that prompted Nico-

losa’s response. Her treatise was composed in expec-

tation of Sante Bentivolgio’s marriage to Ginevra

Sforza, and apparently carried public opinion in

Nicolosa’s favor. She was widely known to have

been Sante’s lover, and her plea for women’s right

to wear their finery, their only means of conveying

their rank, social status, and virtue or personal merit,

met with a sympathetic audience.

Nicolosa was born into a prosperous Bolognese

family and her substantial dowry as second wife to

Nicolo di Giacomo Sanuti in 1446 may have helped

her husband obtain a title as first count of Poretta,

an area famous for thermal springs. Nicolosa partici-

pated in humanist circles that gathered at Poretta,

and she earned frequent mention from scholars in

Sante’s court circle, almost always accompanied by

mention of her beauty. But Nicolosa was not num-

bered among the learned women of fifteenth century

Italy because she had no Latin. Her treatise was trans-

lated into Latin by an unknown scholar, possibly

Filelfo, butmore likely, according to CatherineKovesi

Killerby, Guarino da Verona. (Killerby, pp. 262–263).

Distinguishing mere vanity from proper pride

Nicolosa argued that by wearing finery women

could acquire public and political virtue. She ended

her treatise with these words: ‘‘State offices are not

allowed to women, nor do they strive for priesthoods,

triumphs, and the spoils of war, for these are the

customary prizes of men. But ornaments and decora-

tion, the tokens of our virtues—these, while the power

is left to us, we shall not allow to be stolen from us.’’

(Killerby, p. 282).
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SATAN
Satan is one name for the Devil in medieval tradition.

This being, understood as the ultimate embodiment

of evil in the universe, was also sometimes known as

Lucifer and as the Ancient Enemy of the Human

Race. Conventionally referred to by the male pro-

noun, Satan was conceived as a multiform being ca-

pable of shape-shifting and of deceiving human senses

in many different ways. Although Satan had been

part of Christian theology from the time of the primi-

tive Church, the Fourth Lateran Council of 1215 was

the first church body to make an official pronounce-

ment of dogma concerning the existence and nature of

the Devil and demons.

According to medieval cosmology, the Devil was

created by God as an angel. Rather than worshiping

his creator, however, he initiated an insurrection

against the Lord. Medieval theologians sometimes

envisioned this rebellion in materialist terms, suggest-

ing that Satan sat upon the throne of God and received

adoration from some of the other angels.Whatever the

precise form of Satan’s transgression against God, he

and his followers were punished for the sin of pride by

being cast forth from Heaven. Ever since, Satan en-

gaged in war against God, presiding over his army of

fallen angels (now transmuted into demons) and

fomenting mayhem whenever possible. Satan’s king-

dom was located in Hell, usually understood as exist-

ing underneath the surface of the earth. Thus in

addition to commanding his legions of demons,

Satan also presided over a vast region of the human

afterlife. Indeed, Satan actually fulfilled the mandates

of divine retribution by tormenting the deceased

sinners who were consigned to his keeping by God.

Satan appears in the Gospel accounts, tempting

Jesus just after his baptism as he fasted for forty

days and forty nights in the desert. The most impor-

tant depictions of the Devil in scripture, however,

occur in the first and the last books of the Christian

Bible: Genesis and Revelation. Diabolic activity thus

framed the entire history of humankind in the imagi-

nation of medieval Christians. The first three chapters

of Genesis recount Adam and Eve’s creation, first sin,

and expulsion from the Garden of Eden. According

to the text, a snake within the garden tempted Eve

to eat the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and

evil, a fruit expressly forbidden by divine command.

Medieval exegesis identified this snake with Satan,

the fallen angel, who thus was held to bear some

responsibility for the lapse into sin of the first

human couple and their consequent banishment

from the delights of paradise. The Book of Revelation

foretells the events of the End Times, which center

upon a vast world war of righteous believers against

the armies of the unrighteous led by Satan and his

lieutenants. The text is complicated and fraught with

difficult symbolic language, but ultimately predicts

the final triumph of God’s faithful and the binding

of Satan and his followers for all eternity.

The struggle against Satan and his demonic forces

was viewed as an ongoing condition of human life

throughout the generations from Adam and Eve

until the End Times. Within this context of unceasing

warfare, women occupied a particularly significant

role. Since the book of Genesis relates that it was

Eve who spoke with the snake, first ate the forbidden

fruit, and then offered it to Adam, medieval (as well

as many postmedieval) theologians felt justified in

assigning the majority of the blame for the Fall to

Eve (although some theologians, such as Aquinas,

argued that Adam had to fall too for the human

race to be condemned). The consequences of this

position were momentous. Since Adam and Eve

were regarded as prototypes for all subsequent gen-

erations of male and female human beings, Eve’s

preeminent role in the Fall translated into the percep-

tion that all women were more susceptible to demonic

seduction than were men. Hence women often were

termed the ‘‘weaker sex,’’ a designation that referred

not only to physical but also (indeed especially) to

women’s intellectual and moral abilities.

The period from the thirteenth through the

fifteenth centuries marked a movement toward an

ever-stronger sense of connection between the femi-

nine and the demonic. Satan was sometimes repre-

sented as female during this period. For example

William of Auvergne, the thirteenth-century bishop

of Paris, argued that angels only appeared to humans

in male guise, and demons only as females. Likewise,

in an increasingly common iconography, the sculpted

portals of Notre Dame cathedral in Paris show Eve

succumbing to the temptation of a female-headed

serpent, and several Italian frescoes of the Last Judg-

ment portray the Devil with feminine bodily charac-

teristics. By the end of the Middle Ages the link

between the feminine and the demonic had become

extremely intimate, thus setting the stage for the

witchcraft persecutions that gained momentum in

the 1430s and continued throughout the early modern

period. In many (though not all) areas of Europe, the

core of the witchcraft stereotype focused upon the

willing connivance of a female witch with Satan, in

the so-called diabolic pact.
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SCANDINAVIA
The Northern climate and geography imposed hard-

ships on Scandinavians that left only a small margin

between survival and starvation. Gender division in

labor was necessary to make the individual farm

function and enable society as a whole to continue.

In principle, men performed the out-of-doors work,

while women’s domain was inside.

Economic Roles

Throughout their lives as daughters, sisters, wives,

mothers, servants, and housekeepers, women bore

and raised children, provided food for their families

for both immediate and delayed consumption, and

produced cloth for innumerable purposes, including

clothing, bedding, and the indispensable sails for the

Viking ships. Icelandic women’s work at the loom was

especially impressive; their cloth became so abundant

that it replaced silver as a medium of exchange in

domestic and foreign trade and became the denomi-

nator by which all values were expressed for purposes

of fines, legal compensations, taxes, and tithes. The

unit was the ell, the length of a grown man’s arm from

elbow to fingertip, and the ‘‘legal ell’’ became a length

of six ells (about 3 m), the amount that previously

could be bought with an ounce of silver. The primary

export from Iceland consisted of cloth and coats until

about 1300, by which time it was replaced by dried

fish. Nonetheless, the monetary unit of lengths of

cloth remained as testimony to the importance of

women’s work.

Plucking (and later shearing) the fleece from the

sheep and washing clothes were not the only chores

that brought women outdoors, although their work

here depended on the terrain. Where animal husband-

ry dominated, as in Iceland, most of Norway, and the

Swedish interior, women may have worked harder

than elsewhere because they were also largely in

charge of the animals. During the summer months

they organized the transhumance, leading the animals

to the pastures in the mountains where they remained,

as well as preparing and conserving dairy products.

Where agriculture was important, as in Denmark and

the Swedish lowlands, women were needed in particu-

lar during the harvest. In addition they performed

everywhere their ancient role of gathering berries,

nuts, eggs, and seaweed that were free for the taking.

In both types of agricultural societies opportunities for

female employment outside the family was limited to

domestic service. The economic upswing that began

in Europe around 1100 and introduced urbanism was

felt also in the North (with the exception of Iceland),

but the employment opportunities for women in towns

were minimal. Nonetheless, Bergen could boast both

prostitutes and a guild of domestic female workers (the

latter was outlawed, however, in 1295).

Marriage and Family

The Scandinavian population lived in nuclear families

that were in turn organized in villages in Denmark

and lowland Sweden and in hamlets or isolated farms

in Norway and Iceland. The prevalent incest that

came to light at the Reformation was undoubtedly

also an endemic problem during the Middle Ages.

Fathers arranged the marriages of daughters, tak-

ing into consideration the economic and strategic

interests of the family. Like the other Germanic tribes,

the Scandinavians followed the computations of a

binary kinship system whereby ancestors from both

parents were counted. This is undoubtedly the reason

that daughters inherited from their parents, if not

equally, at least together with sons and often before

more distant male relatives. A daughter normally

received her inheritance when she married, but it was

to be administered by her husband.

If he died before her, she retained her property as a

widow. Spouses did not inherit from each other but

passed their wealth on to their offspring. If they
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lacked children or these predeceased them, reverse or

back inheritance allowed the last surviving spouse to

inherit. Since women undoubtedly found themselves

as the last heir more often than men, they were able to

funnel property from their deceased husband and

even from sons-in-law into their own family. These

conditions can be ascertained both from Runic

inscriptions and later laws. In fact, women are treated

copiously in all Scandinavian laws; to be sure they are

without equality with men, but occasionally they re-

ceive preferential treatment. Thus, the ecclesiastical

burden of fasting is lightened for pregnant women

and nursing mothers in the Icelandic Grágás; the

same law enjoins men and women alike to support

indigent mothers, going into debt if necessary. Court

cases from the late Middle Ages in Norway and Den-

mark demonstrate that women at times were treated

fairly and according to justice.

Religion

The religious interests of Scandinavian women were

prominent. The polytheism of the pagan religion was

more woman-friendly than Christianity; the pantheon

included female divinities, and women played roles in

worship and performed divination and sorcery. Ex-

cept for Mary, patriarchal Christianity envisioned the

godhead devoid of female elements and permitted no

liturgical roles for women. Women were nonetheless

among the first to join and heeded the churchmen’s

admonitions in offering donations. In Sweden, for

example, runic inscriptions suggest that women

provided for bridges and causeways to be built

in order to facilitate communication; undoubtedly

encouraged by churchmen, such acts were particularly

useful during the missionary period. In Iceland female

saints were especially popular, and the Virgin had

special appeal for women as demonstrated by the

numerous miracles she performed in their favor,

according to the voluminous Marı́u saga. It appears

that many aspects of the church legislation benefited

women, including the prohibition against infanticide

and divorce, the emphasis on monogamy and fidelity,

as well as the introduction of consent in marriage.

Women undoubtedly considered the promise of a

bright afterlife in the Christian Paradise more appeal-

ing than the dark Hell of paganism to which all

women were condemned.

Because Christianity arrived in Scandinavia later

than in the rest of Europe monasticism also was

delayed. The female appetite for a religious life was

particularly strong in Denmark where there were al-

most as many nunneries (albeit smaller and poorer)

as male monasteries: twenty-two and thirty-one,

respectively, by the middle of the thirteenth century.

Sweden had six of each, Norway five nunneries, and

Iceland one, to which a few anchoritic women who

lived alone in the wilderness or attached to a small

church, must be added. The monastic movement was

Benedictine or Cistercian in inspiration, but in the late

Middle Ages, Birgitta, a remarkable Swedish woman,

contributed an order of her own that included both

women and men. This Birgittine order spread not

only in Scandinavia but also to England and through-

out the Germanic lands where it contributed to

reforming the Dominican order.

As elsewhere in Europe, in Scandinavia a few

women became rulers in name or at times in fact.

From the tenth century it is worth mentioning

Gunnhildr who ruled Norway together with her hus-

band Eirik, and after his death, with their sons. She

gained her political goals through goading and inciting

the men. In the eleventh century the Swedish princess

Margareta was given in marriage to the Norwegian

King Magnús and at his death in 1103 she married

the Danish King Niels, thus prompting foreign obser-

vers to remark that ‘‘in Denmark the government was

in the hands of a woman.’’ Margrethe, queen of the

so-called Kalmar Union of Denmark, Norway, and

Sweden (1387–1412) is the preeminent example of

a Scandinavian female monarch.
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SCHOLASTICISM
Scholasticism is a term that designates both a signifi-

cant intellectual movement of the twelfth through

fourteenth centuries and a significant change in the

social location of medieval education. It coincides,

furthermore, with a period of social, economic, and

political change that began in the mid-eleventh cen-

tury and flourished in the twelfth and of which

Scholasticism was itself an integral part.

As an intellectual movement, Scholasticism was

primarily theological, although it gave rise to intellec-

tual consequences outside of the field of theology. It

was both continuous with the intellectual life that

preceded it and yet marked by new themes and new

methods. The Carolingian reforms in theological ed-

ucation mark its beginning. Under the influence of

Alcuin (735–804), theologians addressed themselves

to the careful grammatical study of the biblical text

and the use of Aristotelian categories in discerning its

meaning, and they did so in newly created ‘‘schools’’

founded by the major cathedrals within the Carolin-

gian orbit. By the late eleventh century, scholars had

developed an acuity in the use of logic that allowed

them to ask new philosophic questions of the biblical

text. The work of Anselm of Canterbury (1033–1109)

and Abelard (1079–1142), among others, illustrates

the competence of these prescholastic theologians in

discourse about such themes as the rational argu-

ment for the existence of God and the methodologi-

cal strategy for resolving intellectual contradictions

within the work of previous theologians.

Aristotle

By the late twelfth century, other works of Aristotle

were available to the scholars. Muslim scholars had

preserved the Aristotelian texts themselves and had

studied them for centuries. Gradually both the work

of Aristotle and that of his Muslim commentators, in

Latin translations, made their way into the chief

Christian centers of study, principally the University

of Paris, where they began to influence the thinking of

those who studied the artes (the disciplines that grew

out of the old trivium and quadrivium) and the theo-

logians. Nourished by this fertile mix of classical phi-

losophy, Islamic thought and theological concerns,

Scholasticism achieved its full flowering. It would

foster wide-ranging debates over the relationship

between faith and reason, especially in Paris. In

Oxford, Robert Grosseteste (c. 1175–1253) and

Roger Bacon (c. 1214–1294) would lay the intellectual

foundations of experimental science, while Thomas

Aquinas (c. 1225–1274) in Paris would eventually

recast the whole body of Christian theological

thought into the ten categories of Aristotelian logic,

creating a new marriage between Christian theology

and classical philosophy.

None of this escaped the notice of Church autho-

rities. They first moved to forbid the Parisian theo-

logians from studying Aristotle, although the arts

masters were free to continue with their pursuit of

the ancient philosopher. In 1277, the bishop of Paris,

Etienne Tempier, set up a commission to review the

work of the Parisian scholars; a list of various suspect

theories of the theology faculty, including many of

Thomas Aquinas’s were drawn up, ready for condem-

nation. Apparently the master of the Dominicans

succeeded in having the case referred to Rome, but

before the pope (John XXI) could confirm the con-

demnation, he was accidentally killed by falling ma-

sonry in his study. The condemnation never took

place, and Aristotelianism remained a potent force in

the universities.

Impact of Scholasticism on Women

As an intellectual movement, Scholasticism had a

deepening negative effect on the status and under-

standing of women within the Christian tradition.

Prescholastic theologians had indeed absorbed and

perpetuated the negative attitudes of Neoplatonic

philosophy of the classical Christian period, especially

those of Augustine, to whom early medieval theology

was particularly indebted. Nonetheless, early medie-

val theology was largely a matter of biblical interpre-

tation, and its practitioners, schooled by the monastic

method of lectio-divina (divine reading), read the

biblical text in the light of their own lives and their

lives in the light of the sacred text. This meant that

the actual experiences of known women and their

accomplishments often balanced, even if they did

not always outweigh, the philosophical presupposi-

tions that discredited them. But once Aristotelian

dicta about the nature of women were thoroughly

integrated into Christian theology, philosophical

convictions prevailed against practical experience

and even, in some cases, the implications of the

biblical text and Christian doctrine. Hence, when a

theologian like Aquinas considered the questions of

whether women could be ordained or could func-

tion as authentic prophets, his answers relied ex-

plicitly and authoritatively on Aristotelian natural

philosophy in which women were considered ‘‘misbe-

gotten males.’’
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Education

As a significant change in the social location of edu-

cation, Scholasticism also served further to restrict the

already limited activities of women in the public

sphere. In the early Middle Ages, education took

place usually in the home or in monasteries. Social

attitudes generally favored the education of males

rather than females, but religious authorities encour-

aged biblical literacy as the foundation of Christian

life, and women of the upper classes, at least, had

access to the study of Latin grammar, rhetoric, and

logic as the necessary skills for reading the Bible and

the other Christian texts. Like their male counter-

parts, nuns required literacy skills as a condition of

their vocation, and aristocratic women who were in

charge of large households were required to see to the

Christian education of those dependent upon them.

Even when cathedral schools became part of the

educational structure, they did not replace monastic

or tutorial education, nor, more significantly, did they

change the standard curriculum. The goal of monas-

tery, cathedral, and domestic education was the same—

competent reading and interpretation of the Bible

and its theological commentators. Further, the struc-

ture of the curriculum was the same for all educational

venues: a modified version of the classical trivium—

grammar, rhetoric, and logic—and quadrivium—

arithmetic, geometry, music, and astronomy. When a

woman did become educated, she was learned in pre-

cisely the same way as her educated male counterpart

and, potentially, a conversation partner with him.

Granted that many fewer women than men received

such an education, but recent and continuing research

indicates that more women of the eighth to the twelfth

centuries were significantly educated than was once

supposed.

With the rise of Scholasticism there arose also a

new educational institution, the university. The uni-

versities developed out of the independent lectures

offered in Paris by men like Abelard and in Oxford

by such as John of Salisbury (1120–1180) in locations

that were essentially storefront lecture halls, not

connected to already existing cathedral schools. The

origins of the earliest universities are obscure; by the

early thirteenth century, however, they were well

organized as associations of students and teachers,

modeled after the trade guilds, to withstand outside

pressure and civic surveillance but also to monitor

the admission of students and of scholars into the

teaching positions or ‘‘chairs.’’ The universities were

thoroughly new places of learning, essentially inde-

pendent, governed by the independent scholars who

worked there and confirmed by charters granted by

the city. Ordination to minor orders soon became a

condition of matriculation at the universities, and

women were thus institutionally excluded, a situation

that endured in European universities until the early

twentieth century. The universities soon became the

seed-bed for ecclesiastical and secular leadership and

the new learning based on Aristotle, the requisite

training for exercising influence in Church and socie-

ty. From these, women were explicitly and carefully

excluded. Whereas in the twelfth century, Hildegard

of Bingen (1098–1179) could counsel kings and popes

because of her learning as well as her mystical visions

and Abelard’s own lover, Heloise (1101–1164), could

be commended by the abbot of Cluny for her learning

and religious leadership, women of the thirteenth

century and beyond would be denied the kind of

education that would allow them influence in the

world.
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SCOTLAND
The study of medieval women developed in Scotland

much later than in most of Europe, partly because of

the later development of social history and partly

because of the relative lack of sources. Most pub-

lished work has only appeared since the late 1990s.

Most research has focused on lowland Scotland; the
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lives of highland women have been as yet little

explored.

Few records exist before c. 1050, although the

Roman historian Tacitus reported a conversation

involving the wife of Argentocoxos, a Celtic chief,

c. 210. Scotland’s name is derived in an origin legend

from Scota, reputed daughter of Pharaoh, who

married a Greek prince and escaped with him to

Spain. Their descendants settled in Ireland and later

Scotland. The Picts, the early inhabitants of Scotland,

may have followed a matrilineal succession system,

although this has been much-debated.

Women becomemore visible from the eleventh cen-

tury, with Gruoch, wife of MacBeth (1140–1156).

More influential was QueenMargaret (d. 1093, canon-

ized 1250), a princess of the English dynasty displaced

by William the Conqueror in 1066. She married King

Malcolm Canmore and helped introduce European

religious and cultural influences to Scotland. She has

been both praised and criticised for attempting to

bring the practices of the Scottish church more into

line with those of the Roman church. Her daughter

Matilda (also known as Edith) married Henry I of

England. Other royal consorts during the Middle

Ages also played significant roles during and, in some

cases, after their husband’s reign.

War with England marked much of the four-

teenth century. ‘‘Black Agnes,’’ countess of Dunbar,

defended her castle against English siege forces for

five months in 1338, while Isabel, countess of Buchan,

deserted her husband in 1306 and helped crown his

enemy, Robert Bruce, as king of Scots in defiance of

Edward I of England. Edward showed little mercy to

those who defied him, imprisoning Isabel in a cage in

a tower for several years. Many other Scotswomen

also suffered from the ravages of war, although some

also cooperated and acted as spies or suppliers to the

occupying forces.

Women’s legal position in lowland Scotland was

similar to that elsewhere in Europe, although high-

land marriage practices may have been more flexible,

with concubinage more acceptable and divorce easier

to obtain. Scotswomen kept their own surnames upon

marriage. A woman brought a tocher (dowry) to the

marriage; her husband endowed her with a dower for

her widowhood. Wives and their property came under

their husbands’ authority; a wife kept control only of

her paraphernalia, her personal dress and jewelery.

However, marriage contracts often mitigated the

strict letter of the law. Despite official restrictions on

wives’ ability to sue or handle large sums of money

without their husband’s consent, court records show

many wives carrying out the transactions needed

to care for their families. They even occasionally

acted as procurators (legal representatives) for others

in court. Unmarried women and widows had legal

independence.

Opportunities for monastic life were relatively rare,

although there was, possibly, an earlier Celtic tradi-

tion of women’s religious communities. Fifteen reli-

gious houses were founded after 1100, although four

were later suppressed. Few were centres of learning.

Some girls’ schools existed by 1500. The earliest sur-

viving woman’s signature comes from 1493. Literacy

was not widespread, although some noble women

wrote poetry. Two daughters of James I, Margaret,

dauphine of France (1424–1445), and Eleanor, arch-

duchess of Austria-Tyrol (1427–1480), became cele-

brated for their literary accomplishments. A countess

of Argyll wrote Scottish Gaelic poems in the late

fifteenth century.

Women played an important role in the economy.

Some girls were apprenticed, but more probably spent

time as domestic servants beforemarrying.Women are

most visible in the towns, where they headed between

ten and twenty percent of households. Women could

become burgesses, although few did. Several widows

became prominent merchants; Isobel Williamson had

customers throughout Scotland and supplied the royal

household in the 1470s. Others were their husbands’

factors in their absence. Women dominated the brew-

ing trade until 1500 and beyond. Women were also

employed as bakers, candle-makers, bonnet-makers,

spinners, midwives, and wet nurses. Many earned

their living as hucksters or petty retailers, supplying

goods in small quantities to the urban poor. Some

women earned a living through prostitution, although,

as it was not heavily regulated, this trade only rarely

appears in the records. A few women held town

offices—Marjorie Schireham acted as Dundee cus-

toms collector in the 1320s and, when several customs

collectors were killed in battle against England in 1513,

their widows replaced them. Future research will

reveal more of these and other Scotswomen’s lives.

ELIZABETH EWAN
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SEALS AND SIGILLOGRAPHY
A western medieval seal is a mark of authority

impressed from an engraved matrix upon a malleable

material (wax, lead, gold) and attached to a written

document so as to signify the seal user’s commitment

to the document’s content. This documentary function

of the seal, which operated at the levels of representa-

tion, identification, authorization, and validation, de-

veloped within the papal and royal chanceries of the

early Middle Ages, remaining an exclusive male pre-

rogative until the eleventh century. At that point,

secular and ecclesiastical potentates undertook the

issuance of sealed charters as part of their engagement

with new formats of leadership. By the early thir-

teenth century, sealing’s connotation of high status

had evolved into a legal mode for committing oneself,

extending rapidly, if hierarchically, to every stratum

of medieval society. Patterns of seal diffusion register

sensitivity to both status and gender, although the

axis of gender only partially overlaps that of class.

The first female sealers, in the eleventh century,

were at the royal rank: Matilda, queen of Henry I of

England and Bertrada of Montfort, widow of King

Philip I of France. Succeeding queens, abbesses, and

aristocratic women followed suit, remaining the only

female sealers until 1200. By the thirteenth century,

however, a huge proportion of new female sealers

belonged to the lesser nobility (gentry), to town dwell-

ers, and to non-noble landowning families. While the

diffusion of women’s seal usage was largely concomi-

tant with the male pattern, particularly after 1200,

significant distinctions emerged both within female

sealing practices and with respect to male usage.

Prior to 1200, high-ranking women had indepen-

dently sealed transactions of various types, but by the

mid-thirteenth century a regression in their seal usage

had occurred, so that they sealed thereafter only in

concert with their fathers, husbands, and sons, and

only those acta involving their own property (personal

estates, dowries, and dowers). Quite often, documents

issued in the name of both spouses were authorized by

the seal of the husband alone. Unmarried aristocratic

women did not seal at all. By contrast, gentry and

non-noble women seem to have had a more indepen-

dent use of their seals: if unmarried, they sealed deeds

in their own names; if married, they sealed a wide

variety of deeds conjointly with their husbands, and

not merely those involving disposition of their rights

and property.

Seal legends, that is, the inscription bearing the

names and titles of the sealers, also show a sharp

cleavage between high-ranking and other women.

Though all women were identified by reference to

their position vis-à-vis male kindred (men typically

were identified only with reference to men), aristo-

cratic women tended to resort to patronymics, thus

emphasizing filiation and ancestry. For gentry and

non-nobles, who tended to display their names togeth-

er with the names and titles of their husbands, conju-

gality as partnership was stressed. Heraldic bearings

on seals further display a primarily male-centered

lexicon for the formulation of female identity.

Women’s seals carried as much power of authenti-

fication as male ones. No record ever seems to have

been contested because it was sealed by a woman.

However, such effectiveness extended only to docu-

ments issued in women’s own names, while men

might endow the transaction of a lesser person with

publicity and with greater security by affixing their

seals to the deed, even when they were not themselves

principals to the transaction. That laywomen’s seals

operated at a private level is further highlighted by

the sealing practices of queens, which were limited

to documents concerning matters domestic and

personal, their seals never being endowed with the

symbolic value of the king’s seal as representative of

the authority of the state. In the monastic world,

however, role and function trumped gender for seals

of abbesses appear in contexts similar to those of

abbots.

The leveling of gender asymmetry by office finds

further exemplification in women’s seal iconography.

Images on seals were informed by a taxonomy cen-

tered less on individuality than on interpersonal rela-

tionships based upon membership within a kin or

sociopolitical grouping. Prevalent iconography on

male seals is role oriented, and costume is function-

ally specific. Kings are enthroned, robed in regalia;

bishops and abbots appear in liturgical vestments;

armed lords are mounted; craftsmen display their

professional equipment. When women had a recog-

nized function with an equivalent in the male world,

their seals registered this function. Abbesses displayed

a cross and monastic robes signaling their equal status

by an image identical to that on abbots’ seals. Not so

for queens, however, who were shown crowned and

holding a scepter but not in the enthroned posture of

majesty that characterized the king’s seal. As for
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noble women, the elegant and fashionable rendering

of the garments clothing the slender effigies that ap-

pear on their seals, typically holding a fleur-de-lis or a

hawk, places the female body in an attitude of sexual

attractiveness. There is no display of function unless it

is physicality. Their two principal attributes ambiva-

lently symbolize women: from its strong association

with the Virgin Mary, the fleur-de-lis evokes the im-

portance of motherhood, and thus of women in the

biogenetics of lineage, however paradoxically given

the ideal of virginity. The hawk signals courtly life

but in medieval literature it often stands for female

beauty and cruelty.

Thus, the seals of religious women, creatures virgin

and continent, were unrestricted in their use and in

their explicit demonstration of function. The seals of

wives, sexually active creatures ruled by men, oper-

ated privately and connoted motherhood and kinship

only indirectly through the emblematic system of her-

aldry and the metaphorical fleur-de-lis. Significantly,

holy women, chief among them the Virgin Mary,

received on seals natural depictions of biological and

affective lives. Religious institutions did not discrimi-

nate between male and female saints in their choice of

seal iconography; male ecclesiastics indeed showed a

marked preference for displaying the Virgin Mary on

their seals. There thus occurred on seals a displace-

ment whereby natural roles were shifted from living

persons toward holy females. As a result, the repre-

sentation of living women on their own seals was of

woman qua woman. Gender was the function that

constituted and defined the natural woman’s identity.

Such an identity set women outside the order of soci-

ety that was principally defined by gradations of male

status. In terms of this overall iconographic pattern,

the stereotyped image of the natural woman reveals a

cultural template whereby men in groups were seam-

lessly bounded by the feminine.

BRIGITTE MIRIAM BEDOS-REZAK
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SECRETS OF WOMEN
‘‘Secrets of Women’’ (in Latin, Secreta mulierum) is

the common title of a quasi-genre of texts, the most

famous of which was written near the end of the

thirteenth century and often bears a false attribution

to the great Dominican theologian Albertus Magnus

(d. 1280). Other texts with the same or similar titles

were either selections from gynecological works (most

commonly the Trotula) or material on generation and

sex differences gathered from various natural philo-

sophical (what we would call ‘‘scientific’’) traditions.

Although these texts reflect no formal area of intellec-

tual inquiry, collectively they show a pattern of

thought increasingly common in the late Middle

Ages.

Probably the earliest text to bear the title ‘‘secrets

of women’’ was a French adaptation of the sections of

the Trotula (a Latin compendium on women’s medi-

cine) in which the sections on fertility were crafted

into a sermonlike work addressed to laywomen and

men. The Trotula and other gynecological texts would

be similarly adapted in later years, though usually for

male audiences only. For example, compilers in the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries often took the Tro-

tula and trimmed it of most of the sections on general

pathology; what remained were the chapters on men-

struation, infertility, and childbirth, the topics most

immediately concerned with how the female body

becomes and can remain reproductively active.

The pseudo-Albertan text follows this pattern of

compiling lore on women’s reproduction but also

moves beyond it, using small selections from the Tro-

tula and fusing them into a longer text that addressed

various aspects of the generation of the child, from

the physiology of menstruation to planetary influ-

ences on the developing fetus. Pseudo-Albert (who

may have been a student of the great Dominican

theologian) adapted elements of Albertus’s Aristote-

lian views. He also culled together other lore about

the female body, including Pliny’s misogynistic litany

of the effects of menstrual blood. The text is presented

as a private tutorial from master to student and is

prefaced by a warning that it ought not be shown to
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those who were still boys, either in age or in moral

development.

Pseudo-Albert’s Secrets of Women circulated wide-

ly in central and northern Europe, and to a lesser

extent in France and Italy. It was translated into

Czech, Dutch, French, German, and Italian, and

received at least five different commentaries, two of

which enjoyed particularly wide circulation. With the

advent of print technology in the latter half of the

fifteenth century, the Latin text was printed at least

fifty different times prior to 1500 by German and

Dutch presses. It would go on to have an extraordi-

nary medieval afterlife well into the nineteenth centu-

ry, especially in its reincarnation in the work known

as Aristotle’s Masterpiece.

Texts bearing the label ‘‘secrets of women’’ found

three distinct audiences. First, surprisingly given the

derivative nature of their content, they were often

employed by medical practitioners as a source of

information on female fertility, one of the areas in

which male practitioners were claiming expertise from

the thirteenth century on. In Dutch, French, and

Italian translation, these ‘‘secrets’’ texts were often

used by surgeons. The second group was clerics,

very often preachers who copied the text into volumes

containing sermons, grammar textbooks, or rules on

consanguinity. Several copies even include it along-

side tracts on witchcraft. The third group, who are

represented most commonly among the owners of the

German translations, were laymen who apparently

wanted more knowledge of the processes of genera-

tion that were ‘‘hidden’’ from them in the recesses of

the female body. Oddly, a Dutch translation claims to

be addressed to the author’s lady love. Christine de

Pizan recognized the fundamental misogyny of the

text, famously condemning it in her City of Ladies

as ‘‘a treatise full of lies.’’

Neither the Trotula nor the pseudo-Albertan text

were particularly useful sources of information on

female anatomy or physiology; that they should nev-

ertheless have been exploited so incessantly for over

two centuries suggests how intense the desire for

knowledge of the female body was. By the end of

the Middle Ages, physicians moved away from the

pseudo-Albertan text, basing their knowledge instead

on the anatomical dissections then commonplace in

Italy and on their own experience treating female

patients. The Secrets of Women retained its populari-

ty among clergy who continued to perpetuate the

text’s misogyny as popular lore. Indeed, it has been

suggested that this text played a contributing role in

the creation of negative stereotypes of women at the

beginning of the most intense phase of the witchcraft

trials.

MONICA H. GREEN
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SENTIMENTAL ROMANCE
The Spanish ‘‘Sentimental’’ Romances are a diverse

group of relatively short and highly innovative

romances that flourished in Iberian literature from

the 1440s to the middle of the sixteenth century. The

twenty-odd works commonly designated as ‘‘senti-

mental’’ rather than ‘‘chivalric’’ romances are deeply

preoccupied with gender and sexual relations. They

chart the emotional and physical trials of ill-fated

lovers and examine the forceful power—generally

destructive—of desire. They also share a marked in-

terest in questioning courtly constructs, including

chivalry, courtly love, and monarchal power. In addi-

tion to these thematic concerns, the Sentimental

Romances abound in intertextual allusions and em-

ploy hybrid formal structures, which include the in-

sertion of lyrics, dialogue, debates, interpolated
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stories, allegories, and epistolary exchanges into prose

narrative frames. This formal hybridity and inventive-

ness highlights the Sentimental Romances’ decidedly

self-conscious literariness; the interpolated letters,

stories, and debates are accompanied by fictionalized

acts of writing, reading, and interpretation.

Juan Rodrı́guez de Padrón’s Siervo libre de amor

(The Free(d) Servant of Love) (c. 1440) is generally

listed as the first Spanish Sentimental Romance in

literary histories. A visionary narrative based on con-

ventional allegorical pilgrimages, Siervo relates the

author-figure’s own experience of the delights and

devastation of romantic love and his ensuing journey

to wisdom, envisioned as a difficult ascension toward

the temple of Minerva. The narrator and author-

figure also recites courtly lyrics and tells the tragic

story of two star-crossed lovers who come to a

violent end.

Diego de San Pedro and Juan de Flores are the two

major and most studied authors of the Sentimental

Romances. Their late-fifteenth-century works were

enormously popular and went through multiple edi-

tions in Spanish as well as in English, French, and

Italian translations. Both authors were associated

with the court of the Catholic Monarchs, Isabel of

Castile and Ferdinand of Aragon, where Juan de

Flores served as a royal chronicler. In Diego de San

Pedro’s Arnalte y Lucenda (Arnalte and Lucenda)

(1491), dedicated to Queen Isabella, and Cárcel de

amor (The Prison of Love) (1492), the author-figure

and narrator becomes an interlocutor and intermedi-

ary for his central characters, who are frustrated

lovers. Both works incorporate dialogue, letters, and

lyrics, and Cárcel de amor also inserts a lengthy de-

bate on the nature of women into its narrative frame.

The debate occurs when Cárcel de amor’s hero

Leriano, is languishing near death due to his unrequit-

ed and unconsummated love for Laureola, with whom

he has exchanged a series of letters. A loyal friend tries

to cure Leriano of his love sickness by detailing the

evils of women, following the conventions of fifteenth-

century misogynist writers. Leriano responds with an

equally conventional defense of women.

Juan de Flores’ Sentimental Romances date from

the 1480s and 1490s. His Grisel y Mirabella (Grisel

and Mirabella) revolves around the debate on women:

the prohibited love between Grisel and Mirabella

leads to royal and legal investigation into the collec-

tive guilt of either men or women in seduction. Flores

resurrects two well-known literary characters to act as

lawyers in the proceedings: to defend men’s inno-

cence, the arch-misogynist Pere Torrellas from the

Iberian cancionero tradition; and to defend women,

Braçayda, the character Criseyde from the legends

of Troy. Although Torrellas is victorious in the

proceedings, Braçayda and the other ladies of the

court wreak violent vengeance upon him. Flores’ res-

urrection of characters from other literary works and

contexts is even more pronounced in Grimalte y Gra-

dissa (Grimalte and Gradissa), where Gradissa

demands that, in order to win her love, Grimalte

must serve as a mediator between Fiammetta and

Pamfilo, the protagonists of Giovanni Boccaccio’s

fourteenth-century Fiammetta. Grimalte is unsuccess-

ful in his attempts to reunite Boccaccio’s jilted heroine

and unwilling hero, and thus his own desire will be

forever frustrated. Two additional works by Flores,

Triunfo de amor (The Triumph of Love) and La cor-

onacón de la señora Gracisla (The Coronation of Lady

Gracisla) are also studied in conjunction with the

Sentimental Romances.

Other works grouped within the Sentimental Ro-

mances include: the Sátira de felice e infelice vida (Sat-

ire of the Fortunate and Unfortunate Life) (c. 1453) by

Dom Pedro, constable of Portugal; Luis de Lucena’s

Repetición de amores (Recitation on Love) (c. 1497);

the anonymous Triste deleytaçión (Sorrowful Delecta-

tion) (c. 1458); and Pedro Manuel Ximenez de Urrea’s

Penitencia de amor (Penance of Love) (1514). The

latest work read within the context of the Sentimental

Romances is Juan de Segura’s wholly epistolary Pro-

cesso de cartas de amores (Process of Love Letters)

(1548). The ambiguous generic status, metafictional

modes, formal inventiveness, and engagement with

the broader debate on women and gender in late

medieval Iberian letters and culture have generated

prolonged critical debates on the meanings, inten-

tions, and reception of the Sentimental Romances.

EMILY C. FRANCOMANO
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SERMONS AND PREACHING
Medieval women claimed the Holy Spirit’s inspiration

as authority to proclaim the Word, whether inside

religious communities or even in public settings. They

preached, attended sermons, influenced the content of

preaching, and disseminated its teaching. Reconstruct-

ing the activity of women as preachers proves more

difficult than ascertaining their role as listeners. Very

few sermon collections by women have been identified,

notably those ofHildegard of Bingen (1098–1179), and

Humility of Faenza (1226–1310). Moreover, ecclesias-

tical authors such as James of Vitry showcased women

likeMarie ofOignies for their devotion to sermons and

preachers. Overall, male authors described female

speech with caution, employing a variety of synonyms

for discourse that would be classified as preaching if

performed by an authorized man. Medieval debates

swirled around the proper term for Mary Magdalen’s

resurrection testimony: some wary churchmen de-

clared that she ‘‘announced’’ but did not preach the

good news, while others hailed her as apostolorum

apostola and retold the legend of her preaching in

Provence. Modern historians, bound by fixed termi-

nology, definitions, and narratives, have often passed

over the voices of preaching women. Nonetheless,

careful reading of varied sources reveals women en-

gaged with the Word as producers and not only as

consumers of sermons.

The Early Middle Ages

Saints’ lives provide testimonies about the preaching

of early medieval women when the texts include

plausible accounts of daily events amidst legendary

material. Holy women delivered discourses, called

instruction or occasionally preaching, to audiences

inside and outside the monastery. These utterances

generally remain in the story’s background among

everyday pious activities, while ascetic feats or daz-

zling miracles occupy the narrative’s foreground.

In the early seventh century, Baudonivia, a nun at

the monastery of the Holy Cross in Poitiers, composed

a vita of the founder, Radegund (c. 529–587), which

resolutely recounts what the earlier biography by

Venantius Fortunatus omitted. Writing under obedi-

ence to Abbess Dedimia and relying on testimony

from sisters who included Radegund’s contempor-

aries, Baudonivia praises the founder for her preach-

ing, which she relates utilizing the verb praedicare.

Baudonivia includes a brief sermon reported in direct

speech, as Radegund ‘‘would often say when she

preached to us’’ (p. 91). Baudonivia remarks that

Radegund ‘‘never ceased to preach on what the

reading offered for the salvation of the soul’’ (p. 92);

furthermore, undoubtedly inspired by the vita of Cae-

sarius of Arles, Baudonivia signals that Radegund

preached while asleep.

In contrast, the male biographers of two learned

Carolingian women, Leoba (d. 779) and Liutberga (d.

870), described their subjects as giving spiritual in-

struction to audiences, but avoided the verb praedi-

care. Leoba dreams that a purple cord comes forth

from her innermost body—a sign that she would

‘‘speak’’ ‘‘wise counsels’’ from her heart. Called to

assist Boniface in his missionary activity, she cus-

tomarily gives ‘‘spiritual instruction’’ to her nuns;

respected for her knowledge of Scripture and her

wise counsel, she ‘‘discussed spiritual matters’’ with

princes and prelates, and sometimes ‘‘held a conver-

sation’’ with the brothers at Fulda. Liutberga, on the

other hand, became a recluse at Windenhausen after

years of giving spiritual counsel to the imperial fami-

ly. Her vita, written by a monk of Halberstadt,

recounts briefly that she gave any spare time she had

to instructing the women who came to her cell.

When writing about thirteenth-century nuns at

Helfta, Caroline Walker Bynum concludes that

women who ‘‘grew up in monasteries were less likely

to be influenced by the contemporary stereotype of

woman as morally and intellectually inferior’’ (p. 185).

Perhaps the same observation extends to the general

perception of nuns and behavior within convents as

compared to laywomen acting in public. Certainly
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when one contrasts the activities of Radegund, Leoba,

and Liutbergawith the fate of Theuda (c. 847), it is clear

that within religious communities, preaching, teaching,

and learning took place in greater freedom than outside

convent walls. Rabanus Maurus, who commissioned

Rudolf of Fulda to write Leoba’s vita around 836,

presided as the new archbishop of Mainz over the

847 synod that punished a laywoman for usurping

the office of preaching. Theuda, called a pseudo-

prophetess, claimed the authority of divine revelation

for publicly preaching that the end of the world was

imminent. Many believed her, brought her gifts, and

commended themselves to her prayers. Interrogated

at St. Alban’s monastery and sentenced to public

flogging, she reportedly put an end to her prophecies.

The Gregorian Reforms and After

The medieval hierarchy solidified as a result of the

eleventh-century Gregorian Reforms and moved to

deny the magisterium vocis, public preaching, and

even interpretation of Scripture to all women. More

or less contemporaneously, they attempted to restrain

religious women with stricter rules of enclosure. The

Fourth Lateran Council (1215) prohibited establish-

ing new religious rules, and thereby new orders, at a

time when women in increasing numbers sought to

lead a religious life; at the same time Canon Ten

specified that suitable men be recruited for preaching

andmarked a new emphasis on preaching as an instru-

ment of education and propaganda. Literature

designed for the office of preaching multiplied, includ-

ing model sermons and preaching manuals. The latter

also designated who held authority to preach and even

to comment on Scripture. Thomas of Chobham’s

Summa de arte praedicandi allowed that female super-

iors might give moral instruction to their commu-

nities, but not ‘‘expound on Scripture by preaching’’

(sacram Scripturam predicando exponere) (p. 58).

Before the thirteenth century clamped down more

tightly on women’s religious expression, the extraor-

dinary Hildegard of Bingen not only preached on the

Scriptures to her nuns, who recorded the fifty-eight

Expositiones evangeliorum, homiletic commentaries

on the Gospels, but also addressed monastic commu-

nities and even mixed audiences during the four

preaching tours she undertook from her monastery

at Rupertsberg. Hildegard’s public sermons delivered

in Trier, Cologne, and Kirchheim were preserved

in her letter collection. In contrast, emulation of

Hildegard led to charges of demonic possession for

Sigewize, who witnessed Hildegard’s preaching tours

and then imitated her but espoused Cathar beliefs.

Sigewize and her exorcism demonstrate the extent to

which women’s public discourse on religion could

transgress accepted norms.

Contemporaneous with Hildegard, nuns at the

Benedictine double monastery of Admont in Austria

preached in their chapter meeting on feast days when

the abbot or his deputy was unable to be present. Two

manuscripts of sermons for feast days feature por-

traits of nuns, one holding a book and the other

preaching. Abbot Irimbert (1172–1176) praised the

nuns’ skill in exegesis and probably benefited from

their input in composing his scriptural commentaries.

At the turn of the next century, however, evidence

that abbesses preached derives from the effort to

silence them. Abbesses in the dioceses of Palencia

and Burgos, notably at the Cistercian monastery of

Las Huelgas, aroused Innocent III’s astonishment

and provoked a 1210 bull prohibiting them from

blessing their own nuns, hearing their confessions,

and preaching their interpretation of the Gospels.

Women as Audience

For medieval ecclesiastics, the appropriate relation-

ship of women to sermons was that of listener. Vitae

highlighted the thirst of holy women for sermons.

James of Vitry describes Marie of Oignies as an avid

listener and astute critic of his preaching. While Marie

advised James on how to avoid homiletic failure, her

public voice on theology sounded forth only in the

songs she intoned on her deathbed. James was one of

many preachers who addressed and composed ser-

mons for lay and religious female audiences. Before

the mendicant orders expanded the ministry of

preaching to women and others, Robert of Arbrissel

and Gilbert of Sempringham founded female-

centered orders; Abelard wrote sermons for Heloise’s

community at the Paraclete, and the Cistercian

Gilbert of Hoyland addressed some of his sermons

on the Song of Songs to nuns.

Prominent churchmen and famous preachers such

as Humbert of Romans (c. 1200–1277), minister gen-

eral of the Dominican order, Gilbert of Tournai,

Stephen of Bourbon, and Berthold of Regensberg

composed sermons for female audiences. Friars and

other clergy assumed the cura monialium, celebrating

the mass, preaching, hearing confessions, and giving

spiritual direction. Among the best known, Meister

Eckhart (c. 1260–1328) preached to Cistercian,

Benedictine, and Dominican women, Johannes

Tauler (c. 1300–1361) addressed female audiences,

and Heinrich Seuse (c. 1295–1366) served the sisters

at Toss and elsewhere. Italian mendicants who
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preached to women include Giovanni Dominici

(1356–1419), Bernardino of Siena (1380–1444), and

Savonarola (1452–1498).

Numerous extant sermons provide model texts for

preachers to address female audiences onmoral behav-

ior, including saintly exemplars such as the repentant

Magdalen; praises of virginity and chastity; the proper

relationships in marriage and family; the sacramental-

ity of marriage against Cathar views and the idealized

adultery of courtly literature; the instruction mothers

should give their children on good faith and upright

conduct; warnings on vices associated with women,

such as loquaciousness, and in particular vanity—the

target of sumptuary laws in prosperous communes.

Sermon collections have been identified for many fe-

male audiences, including nuns, Beguines, tertiaries,

young girls, married women, widows, and prostitutes.

Moreover, compilations of exempla (brief anecdotes,

historical or contemporary, for inclusion in sermons)

feature stories with lessons for and about women.

Attentive listening led to criticism and praise of

sermons and preachers. Mechthild of Magdeburg

(c. 1208–1284 or 1297) reproached preachers as poor

listeners, while Marguerite of Oingt (c. 1240–1310)

defended a Franciscan preacher’s account of the Pas-

sion against the objections of a Carthusian. A regular

diet of sermons proved so crucial to religious women

that when illness prevented Gertrude the Great

(1256–1301/1302) from hearing a sermon, Christ

appeared to console and to preach to her. In the rich

spiritual and intellectual milieu at Helfta, Gertrude

wrote her Herald of Divine Love with the collabora-

tion of her sisters, who praise her quick mind and

eloquent speech when her adept understanding of

Scripture facilitated the edification of her listeners

and the refutation of errors. The impact of the spiri-

tual instruction Gertrude provided mirrors accounts

of effective preaching when, ‘‘Some, through her

words, were brought to repent and were saved’’

(Herald, p. 54).

German sister-books or convent chronicles, many

from the fourteenth century, provide rich evidence for

the impact of sermons. Upon hearing the word of

God, Elsbeth von Beggenhofen, according to the

Ötenbach chronicler, desired to cry out loudly from

divine love, while Metze, sister of chronicler Anna

von Munzingen, experienced rigid limbs. Sermons or

the desire for them also led to visionary experience.

Preaching on the passion moved the child Adelheid

Langmann to meditation. According to the Toss Sis-

terbook, Mezzi Sidwibrin envisioned the Christ child

seated on a preacher’s lap during a Christmas ser-

mon, and an Advent sermon on Ecce (‘‘Behold’’)

stirred her to repeat the word a thousand times. Like

Gertrude the Great, Adelheit von Hiltegarthausen

could not attend a sermon because of illness, where-

upon Christ himself came to preach to her.

Italy

Italian sources, textual and visual, attest to the power

of preaching. Paintings portray attentive crowds lis-

tening to outdoor sermons, with female separated

from male listeners. Bernardino of Siena’s preaching

against the vanity of women prompted the lighting of

bonfires of vanities (fashionable clothing, false hair,

and the like) in Florence and elsewhere. His preaching

with the IHS symbol produced exorcisms of women

andmen, as did the sermons of the Dominican Vincent

Ferrer (d. 1419). Paintings in the churches of Macello

and of St. Dominic inModena depict Ferrer’s cure of a

woman possessed by the devil. The transformative

power of preaching emerges clearly in the vita of

Camilla Battista da Varano (1458–1524), a Poor

Clare: hearing a sermon around the age of eight trans-

formed her life completely, moving her to shed at least

one tear every Friday for love of Christ’s passion.

Italian saints illustrate a variety of ways in which

women answered the Spirit’s call. Rose of Viterbo

distinguished herself as a street preacher in her native

Viterbo; her exhortations were tolerated by a local

church that saw her denouncing heresy and its po-

litical opponents. Humility of Faenza (1226–1310)

preached from her cell at St. Apollinaris in Faenza

and later led the monastery of St. John the Evangelist

in Florence. An altar piece by Pietro Lorenzetti shows

Humility reading to her sisters in the refectory and

dictating sermons, nine of which are extant, as are

some laude, or poems of praise to the Virgin Mary.

Angela of Foligno (1248–1309) dictated the sermon-

like accounts of her spiritual experiences to Brother

A., her Franciscan confessor. Angela did not refrain

from criticizing contemporary preachers; a vision fol-

lowing meditation on Scripture led her to conclude

that preachers did not understand either the love of

God or what they preached about it.

Catherine of Siena (1347–1380) exercised an apos-

tolate that extended from her native city to Rome and

southern France between 1374 and 1380. While she

recounts in a letter a vision where Christ called her to

preach, Raymond of Capua, Catherine’s confessor,

accentuates her gift of prophecy, defending her

against detractors, describing her discourses as pro-

phetic and employing the verb praedicere (to foretell)

rather than praedicare (to preach). The confessor

records Catherine’s 1376 discourse before Pope

Gregory XI in Avignon, clarifying his own role as

interpreter from Catherine’s Tuscan to Latin. To
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Gregory XI and others Catherine advocated crusade,

peacemaking in Italy, and the return of the papacy to

Rome. When the Carthusians of Gorgona requested

Catherine’s verbal edification (ædificationis verbum),

Raymond agreed to the journey, as he did to other

travels under his supervision, and accompanied her

with around twenty other people. Raymond reports

Catherine’s strong hesitation to articulate her

thoughts, but affirms that when she opened her

mouth, the Spirit spoke through her. Catherine

disseminated her message broadly through her letters,

which served as epistolary sermons.

Suspicions

Visionaries from northern Europe also thirsted for

preaching while they claimed their revelations as di-

rect authorization to make themselves heard. Birgitta

of Sweden (1302/1303–1373) conveyed Christ’s man-

date to be his ‘‘bride and channel.’’ While a vision

from Christ called her to preach and convert as the

apostles did, Birgitta generally relied on her male

clerical supporters to serve as her mouthpiece; they

proclaimed her revelations from pulpits and mediated

between Birgitta and the crowds at public assemblies.

She herself addressed crowds in Cyprus, where her

confessor Alfonso of Jaén served as interpreter. Bir-

gitta’s boldness and controversial prophecies aroused

suspicions, and her detractors accused her of heresy

and witchcraft. After Birgitta’s death, her daughter

Catherine continued her mother’s work of spiritual

reform and proclaimed Birgitta’s revelations during

the journey back to Sweden from Rome with her

mother’s remains. Pope Urban VI (d. 1378) praised

her eloquence.

Outside the convent, the religious discourse of lay-

women came under increasing suspicion because of the

reputed ministry of dissident women in the Walden-

sian, Cathar, and Lollard movements. Polemical accu-

sations against dissident preachers range from charges

of public usurpation of the office to allegations of

subversive gatherings in secret conventicles. While

scholars disagree on the extent of female leadership

in dissident communities, evidence confirms that to

some degree they permitted women to undertake pas-

toral duties, including preaching. Polemical treatises

expounded lengthy arguments against women and lay

persons preaching; preaching manuals (artes praedi-

candi) confirmed the prohibitions; and ecclesiastical

authors proposed alternative models, such as the vita

of Marie of Oignies—a countermodel to the active

ministry of Cathar women in southern France. At the

time that fourteenth-century Lollards were advocating

lay preaching, Margery Kempe, whose fits of weeping

and bodily movement became a sort of discourse for

her, was interrogated by the archbishop of York. She

spoke forcefully to defend herself against accusations

of heresy, protesting that she had not preached be-

cause she had never mounted a pulpit.

The Beguines attracted clerical ire for their public

service of the Word. At the Second Council of Lyons

(1274), Gilbert of Tournai attacked the Beguines’

vernacular translations of the Scriptures and their

bold reading both in conventicles and in city squares.

A suspected association of the Beguines and the

Free Spirit heresy led the Council of Vienne (1311) to

issue two decrees against the Beguines: Cum de quibus-

dam mulieribus and Ad nostrum. The latter led to

a century of persecution against the Beguines in

Germany, while in northern France the bishops of

Tournai and Arras-Cambrai were ordered to investi-

gate Beguinages in Lille andDouai to ascertain wheth-

er the women there were involved ‘‘in debates or

errors.’’

Marguerite Porete, a Beguine and author of the

influential Mirror of Souls, was burned at the stake

in Paris on June 1, 1310, after disobeying an order to

stop disseminating and talking about her book, an

indication that she may have been suspected of

preaching. Na Prous Boneta, a follower of Peter

John Olivi, began receiving visions on Good Friday

in 1321. Believing that the Holy Spirit had been given

to her as God’s Son was given to the Virgin Mary, Na

Prous revealed her visions to others in her household,

and then extended her message by preaching in other

towns. She was interrogated by the inquisitors, incar-

cerated in Carcassonne in 1325–1326, and probably

burned at the stake in that city on the order of Pope

John XXII in 1327 or 1328.

Early Modern Era

On the eve of the Council of Trent (1545–1563), clois-

tered women continued to find creative paths around

the restrictions placed on them. The Ansprachen (Lec-

tures) of Abbess Ursula Haider (1413–1498) represent

instructions on meditation that skirt the prohibition

on female religious scriptural exegesis, as do the

teachings of Caritas, abbess of Nuremberg in the

early sixteenth century, who addressed her sister

Poor Clares in reply to the sermons of Lutheran

clergy which they were compelled to hear.

Thirty-five of Abbess Caterina Vigri’s (d. 1463) ser-

mons, delivered to the Poor Clares of Corpus Domini

in Bologna, were preserved within her vita by Paolo

Casanova who wrote around 1605, over a century
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after her death in 1463. A volume of sermons by

Isabella of Villena (1430–1490), abbess of the Valen-

cian convent of Trinità, once in the possession of

a Carmelite friar, has been lost, although traces of

Isabella’s preaching may be found in another of her

works, the Vita Christi.

The sermons of Caterina Vigri and Isabella of

Villena illustrate, much as the epistolary sermons of

Hildegard of Bingen, that women’s sermons were

preserved as letters or included in vitae of female

saints. Vitae and chronicles also report the intense

involvement of women as listeners. Continued explo-

ration of a range of texts will further reconstruct the

rich and intense involvement of medieval and early

modern women with the ministry of the Word.

Expanding the boundaries of definition opens the

path for seeing the myriad ways in which women

performed the Word of God without a conventional

locus of authority such as the pulpit. Moreover, the

intense involvement of women as consumers of ser-

mons influenced female literary discourse. The impact

of the sermon on the various genres adopted by

women writers needs further research.

BEVERLY MAYNE KIENZLE
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SERVANT SAINTS
See Zita and Other Servant Saints

SERVANTS
Several words were used to describe a female domestic

servant in the Middle Ages—ancilla, famula, domes-

tica, serviens—but they all denoted an unmarried

woman who lived under the same roof as her employ-

er and provided labor in return for bed, board, and

wages. Recent research has suggested that for a sig-

nificant number of young women, in later medieval

England at least, domestic service was not a perma-

nent occupation but rather a stage in growing up, a

threshold period in which to learn useful skills and

accumulate some capital. There were both advantages

and disadvantages for young women in leaving their

homes and families to live and work in another house-

hold. Surviving evidence by its nature tends to give

prominence to the dangers of abuse and exploitation,

while, because so little is known about conditions

of service and the later lives of the women concerned,

the benefits have to remain largely a matter for

speculation.

At the highest level of society the daughters of

noble, gentry, and mercantile families were often

sent at an early age to serve in the households of

their social superiors. An Italian visitor found this

English practice inhumane, but domestic service of

this sort involved no disparagement and was a way

for girls to acquire social skills and make contacts that

might lead to marriage. Apart from this specialized

form of service, noble households were hostile to

female domestics and, with the exception of the ubiq-

uitous laundresses, any female servants were confined

to the private quarters as nursery nurses or maidser-

vants to the lady of the household. Male servants

mainly staffed religious houses, although some female

domestics can be found in nunneries and hospital

priories.

Recent research, based mainly on wills, taxation

records, and witness statements in church courts, has

drawn attention to the significance of domestic service

for girls at the lower levels of English society in the

later Middle Ages. There were few opportunities in

the countryside for young women to live independent

of their families, and it was unusual for girls to be

bound by their parents in apprenticeships. Domestic

service, however, offered adolescent girls the chance

to migrate into towns and spend their late teens and

early twenties in urban households. These young

women seem to have found their employers in a vari-

ety of ways: at hiring fairs, through kinship ties, or

trading networks. They were obliged by law to serve

their master or mistress for at least a year and, al-

though some servants stayed with one master for

longer than that, there is evidence of considerable

mobility.

As a source of cheap labour, requiring little more

than their bed and board, the services of these young

immigrants were much in demand in artisan and trad-

ing households after the Black Death. They were able

to acquire the basic domestic skills of baking, brew-

ing, needlework, and looking after children, but,

depending on their employer, their duties could in-

clude other activities. They might be required to serve

in shops, inns, and taverns or to help out in work-

shops with their master’s craft and sell goods in the

marketplace. As recession deepened in the second half

of the fifteenth century, most artisans could no longer

afford to employ domestic servants. Opportunities for

female migrants contracted, the social status of ser-

vants declined, and maidservants are usually found in

a purely domestic setting in merchant households and

were an indication of their employer’s wealth and

status.

For a short period domestic service seems to have

offered young migrant women considerable advan-

tages. Independent of their families they could build

up friendship networks, conduct their own courtships,

assemble dowries from their wages and from gifts and

bequests by their employers and choose when and

whom to marry. The skills they had acquired must

have made them attractive marriage partners, and

they could afford to delay marriage until they found

a suitable husband. This pattern of late companionate

marriage was rather different from that found in

Mediterranean societies where, rather than a prelude

to marriage, domestic service was a last resort for

women who could not find a husband.

Employers, as surrogate fathers or mothers, had

the responsibility to care for their young female ser-

vants, who were often either related to them or of

a similar social status. Bequests to servants in wills

can suggest strong emotional ties and long-lasting,

affectionate relationships. Servants were not, how-

ever, blood relatives and their association with their

employers was temporary and could be fraught

with difficulties. Young women living apart from

their families were regarded as particularly prone to

temptation, and so their behaviour needed to be

controlled.

Both male and female employers could be harsh

disciplinarians. Books of instruction, such as the Book

of the Goodman of Paris and Christine de Pizan’s

Book of the Three Virtues, and didactic poems such

as How the Goodwife Taught Her Daughter, advised

the mistress of the house to choose her servants
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carefully, oversee their work and ensure that they did

not slack or misbehave. Christine de Pizan pointed

out that the necessity of earning their living from an

early age meant that the moral education of domestic

servants might well have been neglected. This meant

that their mistresses must watch out for their dishon-

est tricks and try to ensure that they did not sneak out

at night.

In the popular literature of the later Middle Ages

servants were portrayed as prone to the female vices

of dishonesty, avarice, disloyalty, hypocrisy, and las-

civiousness. As weak women, they were a temptation

to, and easy prey for, their male employers. The

church’s attitude was predictably ambivalent toward

female servants. Ancilla, the term most frequently

used for a servant girl, was also applied to saintly,

cloistered women. In hagiography the picture of the

fickle, scheming servant girl of popular literature was

balanced by that of the servant saint, who was

humble, hardworking, loyal, charitable, and strong

enough to resist sexual temptation; an embodiment

of the virtues of the church itself.

Most of the servant girls found listed in taxation

records went from the anonymity of domestic service

to the anonymity of marriage but the reports of sexual

misbehaviour made to juries during ecclesiastical vis-

itations in the later medieval England reveal the dark

side of domestic service. The close relationship be-

tween servant and employer could undoubtedly lead

to abuse and sexual exploitation. Masters and mis-

tresses were bound to protect their vulnerable young

servants, but they had complete power over them, and

this could lead to sexual license. Even if the prostitu-

tion of servants by their employers was rare, there is

much evidence of the seduction of servant girls by

their employers or their sons. The detection of casual

fornication could lead to dismissal and marginalisa-

tion. Women whose shameful condition revealed the

nature of their misbehaviour were harshly treated,

and prostitution must often have been the only alter-

native occupation available to disgraced servants.

ANN KETTLE
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SEXUALITY: EXTRAMARITAL SEX
Throughout the medieval period, there existed a ten-

sion between the sexual morality prescribed by reli-

gion, the sexual norms deemed appropriate by secular

society, and the average person’s sexual behavior.

While theoretical values and beliefs pertained to all

people, irrespective of age, sex, or social rank, in fact,

which behaviors were permitted, or tolerated, very

much depended on whether one were male or female,

rich or poor, or whether the behavior was being

judged according to secular or religious criteria.

While both value systems sought to regulate and con-

trol sexual activity outside of marriage, they did so for

very different reasons.

In the early Middle Ages, before the Church had

succeeded in disseminating and enforcing its doctrines

of marriage, it is more difficult to identify exactly

which behaviors might have constituted sins, given

that polygyny, serial monogamy, concubinage, and

divorce were widely practised by the upper ranks of

society, and formal marriage was not accessible to

slaves, serfs, or the poorest members of society. Fun-

damentally, by the central Middle Ages, both secular

and ecclesiastical values promoted the view that the

only appropriate venue for female sexual activity was

within marriage. Secular society was preoccupied with

the need to ensure the legitimacy of children, in order

to perpetuate lineages, secure advantageous marriage

alliances, and maintain familial honor. In general,

moralists urged people to control their lust, noting

that sexual sins were harmful and some transgressions

were mortal sins.

Fornication

Fornication was the term used by ecclesiastical writers

to describe sexual activity between an unmarried man

and an unmarried woman. It was considered to be the

least serious of the sexual sins. Among the modest

ranks of society, particularly in rural areas, couples
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might engage in informal sexual liaisons, perhaps as

a consequence of the general late age at marriage

customary in northern Europe, for both men and

women. Moreover, given the important contribution

of children to the rural household economy, it may

have been prudent to delay marriage until a woman’s

fecundity had been demonstrated and she became

pregnant. Records from the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries reveal secular authorities, including

local lords and manor courts, attempting to control

the sexual behavior of villagers. In England, a special

fine, called the leyrwite, was levied on women who

fornicated or gave birth to children outside marriage.

Both men and women, however, could be summoned

to the manor court to account for their sexual behav-

ior. Both sexes could be required to give sureties to

guarantee that their future sexual behavior would be

within appropriate societal norms.

While village society may have tolerated informal

sexual relationships, the church considered them to be

scandalous. Fornicating couples could be summoned

to appear before ecclesiastical courts and account for

their behavior. Couples might reveal that they, and

their neighbors, considered them to be married, but

they had dispensed with the formalities of priest and

ceremony. Those guilty of fornication could be re-

quired to perform penance, for example, by being

whipped three times around the local church. Habitu-

al fornicators, especially if they cohabited or had

children, might be required to swear to abjure further

sexual relations sub pena nubendi (on penalty of mar-

riage). In such a situation, the man and woman were

compelled to exchange conditional consent to mar-

riage. If they engaged in intercourse subsequently, the

condition would be met and that sexual act automati-

cally would render them legally and indissolubly

married. As much as the authorities might have tried

to control the sexual behavior of people, such infor-

mal relationships served a purpose, especially among

the poor, for whom the solemnities of marriage were

too expensive or irrelevant. Consequently, such rela-

tionships, although open to allegations of fornication

or informal divorce, endured throughout the period.

Among the upper ranks of society, fornication was

evaluated according to a double standard. Women

were expected to remain chaste virgins until they

married, whereas sex before marriage was tolerated

for men. Given that familial honor, especially that of

fathers, brothers, and husbands, was heavily depen-

dent upon the chastity and good reputation of their

female relatives, women were subject to heavy surveil-

lance. Daughters were married as young as decently

possible, and wives were largely confined to the

household. Thus, among the landed aristocracy and

the urban merchants, girls were married at a young

age, at least in part to ensure they did not have the

opportunity to fall into fornication. The economic

and social structures, however, often resulted in men

marrying later in life, and sometimes, not at all. Thus,

at the height of their sexual potency, many men did

not have regular access to a legitimate sexual partner.

This resulted in the prevalence of brothels, frequently

owned and managed by civic governments across

Europe. These were rationalized as a means to protect

respectable women from unwanted advances, seduc-

tion, and rape, but their main function was as an

outlet for male sexuality.

Rape

Rape, including abduction and gang rape, occurred in

towns across Europe. The streets were dangerous, and

women were even abducted from their houses. Cor-

oners’ records also show that women working in the

fields in rural areas were vulnerable to opportunistic

rape by outlaws or passing travelers. While rape was a

crime that could be prosecuted in both the secular and

ecclesiastical courts, it was also a more serious mani-

festation of the sin of lust. Not really a type of forni-

cation, it nevertheless had similar results for the

female victim. Women who fornicated willingly, or

who were raped, were judged according to a double

standard that privileged virginity for a woman to

make a respectable marriage. Consequently, many

rape survivors were unable to find a marriage partner

and swelled the ranks of prostitutes. Men, however,

unless they were convicted of rape (a rare occurrence

in medieval court records), faced few social impedi-

ments. They may, indeed, have gained some standing

in the eyes of their fellows, as men of sexual prowess.

A young man who fornicated would not face many

disabilities in arranging a decent marriage, assuming

he was a financially desirable partner and his sexual

exploits were not excessive or notorious.

Adultery

Adultery was the term applied to illicit sexual activity

when one or both parties were married to another

person. The church considered adultery to be a mor-

tal sin, whereas secular society considered it a crimi-

nal offense. According to canon law, adultery was

equally culpable for men and women. Secular values,

however, applied a double standard that reckoned

adultery a serious crime for women but almost toler-

ated it for men, unless it was egregious or threatened
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the social order. In the early Middle Ages, secular law

codes had permitted a father or husband to kill both

the adulterers with impunity, if they were caught in

the act. The church worked to curb this kind of

vengeance, preferring penance and, ultimately, the

reconciliation of the married couple. Nevertheless,

until the central Middle Ages, the church also permit-

ted a husband to repudiate his adulterous wife, al-

though a wife was not accorded the reciprocal right if

her husband committed adultery.

Among the higher ranks of society, in particular,

the feudal aristocracy and royalty, adultery by a wife

was considered to be treasonous and could result in

the severest of punishments, up to and including

death. While courtly literature and romances idea-

lized the young knight’s adoration of his lord’s wife,

this kind of adulterous fascination would have been

very dangerous, even deadly, for a married woman.

For men of these ranks, however, adultery was not

only tolerated but even admired. It was not uncom-

mon for aristocratic men to keep concubines, and to

raise legitimate and illegitimate children together in

the same household. Wives might rail against their

husband’s adultery, but they had little recourse. In-

deed, a man was able to display his potency through

sex with many women in the same way he would

prove his virility on the battlefield. Although the cler-

gy had the temerity to criticize such licentious behav-

ior, it was nevertheless tolerated by aristocratic

society, as long as the adultery did not involve the

wives or daughters of one’s peers, superiors, or allies.

Lower status women, servants or serfs, married or

virgin, were fair game, however, for the married

man with a roving eye.

Other Sexual Transgressions

Another area in which a double standard prevailed

was sexual activity across religious boundaries. Chris-

tian authorities, both secular and religious, con-

demned sexual fraternization between Christians and

Muslims or Jews. Jewish communities were found

across Europe, side-by-side with their Christian neigh-

bors. On the Iberian peninsula, in particular, all three

religious communities coexisted. Given that marriage

across religious lines was impossible, all sexual activ-

ities between Christians and Jews or Muslims were

necessarily extramarital in nature. Numerous regula-

tions were enacted by secular rulers to prohibit such

sexual relations, recommending harsh punishments

for infractions. Of particular concern were relations

between Christian women and men of another faith.

Such acts of fornication and adultery were frequently

considered capital crimes for the transgressive man,

and possibly for the woman as well. A more tolerant

view was taken of Christian men who engaged in sexu-

al relations with Jewish or Muslim women. This dou-

ble standard was again related to society’s investment

ofmale honor in female chastity. AChristianmanwho

had sex with a Muslim or Jewish woman dishonored

those religions, and their men in particular, in the

process. Similarly, if a Christian woman had sex with

a non-Christian man, she dishonored not only herself

and hermale relatives, but alsoChristianity as awhole.

Technically, any form of sexual activity with some-

one other than one’s legitimate spouse was considered

extramarital sex. This, in particular, included same-

sex activities, by both men and women, as well as

masturbation or bestiality. The most common, and

commonly reported, extramarital sexual activities,

however, were conventional fornication or adultery.

The meaning, evaluation, and punishment of these

activities varied according to gender and social rank

and, to some extent, according to location. Rural

villagers in northern European areas generally had

more opportunity to engage in extramarital sex than

did aristocratic women and women living in Mediter-

ranean areas. Although the Church taught that adul-

tery and fornication were equally sinful for all

Christians, in practice, the double standard rendered

adultery, in particular, a far more serious transgres-

sion for women. Ultimately, then, every sex act that

did not occur within marriage, with one’s legitimate

spouse, for the purpose of procreation constituted

extramarital sex.

JACQUELINE MURRAY
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SEXUALITY: FEMALE SAME-SEX
RELATIONS
Retrieving the traces of same-sex relations between

medieval women is predicated on scholars being

authorized to posit the very possibility of such rela-

tions, theoretically and intellectually. This simple

point of departure, nevertheless, became the locus, in

the late 1980s and early 1990s, of contentious debates

between constructionists and essentialists on the na-

ture and scope of sexual marginality in times past.

Originally, the debate opposed those (essentialists)

who believed in the innate, irrepressible, often biologi-

cally determined, and perhaps even immutable, funda-

mental characteristics of identity—gendered, sexual,

or ethnoracial, to those (constructionists) who viewed

identity as the product of difference, shifting historical

paradigms, specific contexts, and the workings of dis-

course. The seemingly radical opposition was ques-

tioned in 1989 by Diana Fuss in an important work

that suggested the two positionsweremore interdepen-

dent and interlocked than previously perceived. Yet,

an extreme form of constructionism, beholden to the

view that homosexuality was born in the late nine-

teenth century, and lesbianism decades later, also ex-

panded its opposition to essentialism well beyond

rejecting the notions of natural or universal. The very

existence of same-sex identification, not limited to

discrete ‘‘practices,’’ but encompassing sensibilities,

consciousness of self, cultural behavior, political im-

pact, and burgeoning communities, has thus been

questioned.

Historiography

In 1981, Louis Crompton tackled the ‘‘myth of lesbian

impunity’’ through a summary examination of a num-

ber of trials that ranged well beyond the medieval

period, in which women were accused of same-sex

malfeasance. Nearly a decade later, E. Ann Matter

argued for the presence of woman-identification

among medieval women mystics by carefully examin-

ing their writings. These were the very first attempts to

bring to light the existence of ‘‘medieval’’ women who

loved other women in the face of interdiction and

danger, and these scholars unabashedly made the

term lesbian explicit, taking a bold and pathbreaking

stance, and positing the very existence of such women.

In the early 1990s, however, the specter

of terminological incorrectness and accusations of

dreaded essentialism loomed large over discussions,

not only of same-sex love among medieval women,

but of women in all times past. By the late 1990s, the

discussion had already moved to another plane:

Michel Foucault’s theories of the construction of sex-

uality were no longer the sole purview of the most

entrenched constructionists. Scholars active in the

emerging field of medieval queer theory, such as

Carolyn Dinshaw, saw in Foucault’s treatment of the

Middle Ages a powerful insight into the inception of

modern sexualities. In her 1999 book, Getting Medie-

val, Dinshaw made queer-identification a touchable,

pulsating, connection between the distant past and the

present work of scholars, centered on notions of com-

munity-building across time, and thus, continuing the

movement to reclaim a queer past. These questions

constituted a rigorously tilled terrain for the study of

lesbian/female same-sex lives in theMiddle Ages. Con-

currently, Karma Lochrie firmly contested the validity

of Foucault’s medieval paradigms for a queer Middle

Ages. In their introduction to their 2001 collection

of essays, Francesca Canadé Sautman and Pamela

Sheingorn proposed a middle ground, recognizing at

once Foucault’s potential contributions to the retrieval

of a female same-sex past and his limitations.

Queer Theory

‘‘Queerness’’ and queer theory had come to stay in the

conversations about that past. Karma Lochrie pur-

sued a distinctive and original contribution to such a

queer reading, culminating in her 1999 book, Covert

Operations. She analyzed the uses of secrecy in medi-

eval society as the central shaping force in the con-

struction of sexuality, and shifted traditionally male

categories such as sodomy to a multigendered plane

of experience and transgression, which she identified

as a ‘‘female perversion.’’ In an important 1997 essay

on the imagery of the wound of Christ, Lochrie had

reclaimed an historical lesbian presence by daringly

queering a normative icon, the painted, and later

printed, representations of the wound of Christ, shift-

ing its identification to the vulva. Lochrie thus appro-

priated a seemingly pellucid religious representation

and made it into a signpost of early lesbian visual

sensibility.
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Queering proceeded to unearth female same-sex

desire in works of fiction, producing a body of

interpretative work informed at the onset by gender

studies. Categories such as gender instability and dis-

ruption have been examined through the themes of

cross-dressing (donning of clothing ascribed to the

opposite sex, in order to pass as the other), transvest-

ism (a regular or permanent adoption, usually by

biological men, of the dress, body language, and

mannerisms of women in a manner that is also trans-

formative and often performance-oriented), sexual

disguise and sex change, as well as ostensibly hostile

woman to woman interactions. Gendered readings of

seemingly normative and opaque texts written by

monastic women, such as saints’ lives, uncovered

desire and community (Weston). Queer theory’s

subsequent revisiting of itself with a greater focus on

empire, early postcolonialism, and masculinities, may

as much enhance as hinder the still fragile process of

recovering the histories—textual, archival, and imag-

ined—of female same-sex relations.

Scholarly interventions on medieval female same-

sex relations have thus never eschewed burning theo-

retical debates. By the mid-1990s, led to a great extent

by the work of Renaissance scholars, medievalists

reclaimed a place for women in the developing field

of studies on medieval same-sex relations, and

provided new applications of gender and queer stud-

ies to the history of sexualities. Yet a pull, if not a

tension, has remained between those who favor a

process of strict historical documentation, and those

who envisage the ‘‘imagined spaces’’ of the past

through lenses such as queer theory.

‘Lesbian-Like’

Women who might have expressed same-sex object

choice and affection, and lesbians as historical sub-

jects, had once again been ‘‘hidden from history’’ and

made ‘‘twice marginal’’: such was the challenge issued

in a 1996 foundational article by historian Jacqueline

Murray. Examining a variety of textual sources across

the medieval period, Murray called into question the

theoretical premises that had virtually silenced the

study of female same-sex love in the distant past, con-

ceptualizing a series of questions that would give legit-

imacy to further investigation. Bernadette Brooten’s

book on early Christianity examined the forms, lan-

guage, articulation, perception, and containment of

same-sex love among women. This important contri-

bution sought to read ancient history in order to re-

trieve the voice of same-sex female love and excavate

the contours of the discourse that shaped it.

There remains the vexed matter of whether lesbian,

both as a term and a category, is a valid tool for

historically removed times. During the 1998 confer-

ence Queer Middle Ages (CUNY Graduate Center,

November 1998), Judith Bennett presented a new

term, lesbian-like, later developed in a 2000 essay.

This was a methodological and theoretical solution

to the problem of a presentism that affixed the con-

temporary label lesbian to traces of the past, without

stifling research on gender-transgressive social prac-

tices among women who focused affectively on

women, or exhibited that potential. Bennett thus ar-

gued for a reclaiming of the term lesbian that would

also mitigate and correct its anachronism. Lesbian-

like denoted an entire range of social contexts and

behaviors in which medieval women could at least in

part remove themselves from the direct control of

men and function in independent, potentially

woman-centered environments. Bennett thus formu-

lated a blueprint for further research in areas such as

monastic communities, singleness or widowhood, or

historical instances of cross-dressing. Coming from a

respected archival historian, the construct conferred

legitimacy on a new type of historical examination, no

longer constrained by the drive to merely seek

‘‘instances,’’ but also open to imagining the plausible

and the possible, to envisioning a female same-sex

past grounded in spaces and social contexts.

Same-sex monastic communities, Beguinages, and

other pious congregations were indeed a pole of at-

traction in the search for the same-sex female past. In

this light, scholars have worked out hypotheses for

the existence of possible spaces of lesbian/same-sex

female encounters in the shadow of religious dictates

concerning chastity and reclusion. Developing a con-

cept coined by Theodara Jankowski, the lesbian void,

Michelle Sauer argues for a ‘‘reconstructionist’’ type

of work in reading the anchoress’s living quarters and

household structure in relation to devotional prescrip-

tions such as the Ancrene Wisse. She posits the possi-

bility of woman-to-woman erotic encounters and

romantic attachments, founded on the historical pub-

lic/private divide and a coincidence between the rise of

the anchoress movement and the tendency toward

greater privacy in the thirteenth century. In this argu-

ment, patriarchal society’s fears of sullying contacts

between women and men supersede its distaste and

conceptualization of such contacts between women,

so that secluded spaces are created that allow for

female same-sex relations.

The hypothesis of potential woman-restricted

spaces is bolstered by scholarship on penitentials,

monastic rules, and confessor’s manuals that specify

penalties for same-sex acts committed by men or

women. (Frantzen, Benkov, Puff). Yet, such texts
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address what the authorities wanted to avoid and

curtail but is not necessarily fleshed out into historical

occurrence. Patriarchal prescriptions against some-

thing condemned but conceivable, sex between two

women, nevertheless delineates what is scriptable in

the consciousness of the time. Such is the importance

of Etienne de Fougères’ Livre des Manières: referred

to by most scholars in the field, it was studied in

depth, with varying conclusions, originally, by Jeri

Guthrie, then by Robert Clark and Sahar Amer.

The importance of this book of conduct in rhymed

and satirical form, excoriating the major foibles of

women across society, lies in its denunciation and

description, at once metaphorical and transparent,

of actual sex acts between women, one of the earliest

in the medieval West.

Trial Records

Trial records stand out as a privileged site for the

documentation of ‘‘actual’’ lesbians in the distant

past. Helmut Puff and Edith Benkov have given this

approach an enormously significant inflection. Study-

ing the late medieval trials of women accused of un-

natural sex with another woman, in fifteenth century

Germany and France, they have carefully scrutinized

primary sources and contextualized them, both in the

past and in the present. But both Puff and Benkov

provided much more than an exacting reading of

sources. Both theorized in important ways on the

absence of lesbians in the historical record by ques-

tioning the very rhetoric regulating the representation

of sexuality around the ultimate transgression of

women performing sexual penetration and the ab-

sence of nonphallic sexual scripts.

Larger Context

The history of female same-sex relations has been

enlightened by the readings of actual lives of his-

torical figures, such as Susan Schibanoff’s study of

Hildegard of Bingen, or Gregory Hutcheson’s work

on Leonor López de Córdoba. These studies provide

rich, complex, and unhesitatingly discontinuous en-

gagement with persons, situations, and texts, articu-

lated around heuristic tools such as the concepts of

the homosocial and the homoaffective. Similar work

on Renaissance figures—work published nonetheless

in collections that conjoin medieval and Renaissance

studies, further questioning received periodization—

such as Laudomia Forteguerri, (1515—c. 1555) a

Sienese noble woman and poet who loved Margaret

of Austria, or themultifaceted Eleno/Elena, aMoorish

transgendered former slave who lived in sixteenth

century Spain, have extended the field, showing how

the concept of ‘‘same-sex’’ allows the inclusion of

various configurations, not limited to the category

‘‘lesbian.’’

The collective work edited by Sautman and

Sheingorn further questioned the entrenched relation

of same-sex female history within the medieval West.

Crucial contributions to revising this view and con-

testing the default value of Western paradigms in

same-sex history were provided by Fedwa Malti-

Douglas’s investigation of medieval Arabic courtly

and love manuals, by Sahar Amer’s attribution of

Arabic sources to the famed Livre des Manières, and

by Ruth Vanita’s skilled navigation of the erotic

language of Indian devotional texts.

Further studies of biographies, life narratives, and

trial records are needed and under way, hemmed in

not merely by uncharted sources, but also by these

sources’ very rhetoric in framing sexuality, as scholars

in the field have pointed out (Bennett, Benkov, Puff,

and others). The structures of family life and the

status of women in the West, still the dominant

focus of this field, continue to create obstacles to

making significant quantifiable jumps. These may in-

deed be felicitously derailed or corrected by an

increased interest in and attention to studies of

women outside the West, and outside Christianity

within the West.

FRANCESCA CANADÉ SAUTMAN
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SEXUALITY: MALE SAME-SEX
RELATIONS
Male same-sex relations describe a wide variety of

experiences, ranging from casual friendship to sexual

intimacy. Such relations were once rigidly categorized

to ensure that the paradigm of friendship between

men was not contaminated by romantic or sexual

implications. Rare indeed were the claims of homo-

philes like Havelock Ellis, whose Sexual Inversion

(1897) narrated a history of male same-sex attraction

ranging from friendship to sexual intercourse. Ellis

did justice to the medieval evidence of same-sex rela-

tions between men, material that is still scanted

in histories of the topic; he positioned the English

Renaissance as the point at which intellectual and

social freedoms combined to allow homosexuality to

be recognized as a cultural phenomenon.

Although male friendship and male homosexual

intimacy were at one time understood as polar oppo-

sites, it is now common to present friendship and

physical intimacy as stages along a continuum of

male-male relations similar to the continuum along

which homosexual and heterosexual desires are often

arranged. The traditional (usually implied) homopho-

bia of strict separation in degrees of male same-sex

relations has lost at least some of its force as research

into the history of homosexuality broadens and

deepens. Scholars have become more willing than

their predecessors to allow for romantic and sexual
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valences in relations between men in earlier cultures,

especially Antiquity.

In western Europe during the Middle Ages, both

military and monastic institutions could foster pas-

sionate relations between men. The early Germanic

comitatus and its later medieval successor, chivalry,

formed strong bonds between men who were attached

to each other more by the circumstance of war and

military exploit rather than sexual inclination. In me-

dieval romance and other narratives, it is common

to find such men involved in a homosocial triangle

(‘‘homosocial’’ designating relationships between men

mediated by a woman with whom both men are

involved). Close friendships between warriors are

common in chivalric romances. A famous example is

the tale of Amis and Amile, two knights whose devo-

tion to each other took priority over their loves of

wives and children. Their passionate devotion has

no sexual manifestations, and there is every reason

to suppose that medieval audiences would have been

shocked if such manifestations were suggested. Where

sexual relations between knights are discussed, as in

some old French narratives, those relations are ridic-

uled as sodomitical, invariably a slur against prowess

and masculinity. The learned monastic tradition is

another rich store of evidence for same-sex relations

between men, ranging from pious letters to erotic

poetry. Narratives of transvestite monastic saints

raise complex questions about gender relations in

a performative context. The evidentiary status of

such texts is, to say the least, problematic: what part

recounts lived experience, and what part derives from

literary imitation?

Same-sex relations between men are, however, con-

tested territory, as one can see in the contrast between

Derrick Sherwin Bailey’sHomosexuality and theWest-

ern Christian Tradition (1955) and John Boswell’s

Christianity, Social Tolerance, and Homosexuality

(1980), two studies that defined and redefined the

topic in the twentieth century. Both works are avow-

edly antihomophobic, but they take sharply different

views of the relationship between Christianity and

same-sex relations between men. Bailey focused on

the scripture in his explanation of Christianity’s

antihomosexual attitudes and sought to show that

ecclesiastical sources separated criticism of homosex-

ual conduct from criticism of other forms of sexual

misbehavior. He pointed out that the Bible’s denun-

ciations of same-sex acts do not mention Sodom and

Gomorrah, and that the cities were instead associated

with other forms of sexual immorality. What Bailey

represented as negative evidence, Boswell portrayed

in a positive light. Like Bailey, Boswell denied that

religion was a cause of sexual intolerance; instead,

he attempted to show that same-sex relations be-

tween men were valorized rather than denounced in

a variety of sources, many of them literary (letters and

poems especially).

Boswell’s optimistic assessment of the evidence

(although not his understanding of homosexuality

itself, which is now considered essentialist), have had

enormous appeal and influence in the study of same-

sex relations. But many of his claims have not held

up to close scrutiny. Important qualifications have

been made by James A. Brundage in his studies of

the Church, law, and sexuality. Brundage argued that

the Church’s negative view of all sexual relations

necessitated a negative view of sex between men. An-

other scholar who has demonstrated the Church’s

negative view of such relations, contra Boswell, is

Pierre J. Payer, who has studied early medieval

penitentials and their treatment of sexual practices.

It is generally agreed that same-sex relations be-

tween men are not exclusively sexual and that the

narrowing of such relations to genital contact excludes

important evidence, psychological and emotional per-

spectives in particular. Standards of physical intimacy

in the modern world make it difficult to approach even

nineteenth-century evidence outside a genital-based

sexual determinism (it was common in the Middle

Ages, and in the early twentieth century, for example,

for friends of the same sex to kiss on the mouth and

sleep in the same bed). Sex is never far in the back-

ground in discussions of same-sex relations and

friendship. The influence ofMichel Foucault’sHistory

of Sexuality and its master narrative of hide-and-seek,

of detection and evasion, has inspired a steady stream

of ‘‘queer’’ readings of texts aimed at uncovering sex-

ual and genital as well as emotional connections that

the texts themselves might be seen as trying to conceal.

Among researchers concerned with assessing evidence

other than literary texts, however, the results are less

playful than they are in the work of Foucault’s fol-

lowers. Mark Jordan has demonstrated the emergence

of sodomy in a range of important works, beginning

with Peter Damian’s The Book of Gomorrah and texts

by Alan of Lille, Albertus Magnus, Thomas Aquinas,

and others. As Jordan shows, these sources unambig-

uously condemn sodomy and contravene Boswell’s

narrative of growing sexual tolerance from the early

to the late Middle Ages. For Boswell, the thirteenth

century is a peak of tolerance for passionate same-sex

relations between men. But Jordan shows that the

Church strongly opposed same-sex relations long

before Peter Damian, as Jordan would have it,

‘‘invented’’ the term sodomy.

The range of male same-sex relations is not synon-

ymous with sodomy, which in the Middle Ages had
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become a term used to designate acts ranging from

anal intercourse between men to heresy. There is,

however, a reluctance to read same-sex relations be-

tween men outside the framework of sexual attrac-

tion, as if to imply that same-sex relations between

men must always be viewed in a teleological per-

spective in which the most advanced or sophisticated

form of such relations will be sexual intimacy. If a

homophobic interpretive tradition is responsible for

suppressing discussions of sexual relations, a homo-

philic tradition in which sex is implied as the core

or objective of such relations is no less defective

and no less exclusive of a wide range of male-male

relations.

ALLEN J. FRANTZEN
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SEXUALITY, REGULATION OF
Sex is a potentially explosive force in human society,

and the earliest surviving records show that, from

time immemorial, communities have tried to impose

strict limits upon sexual relations among their mem-

bers. Medieval Christendom was no exception to this

rule. Church authorities sought to confine sexual ac-

tivity among medieval Christians to marital inter-

course and to regulate and restrict sexual conduct

even within marriage. Predictably, the prescribed

norms met with stubborn and continuing resistance

among both the clergy and the laity.

Biblical Teaching

Theologians and church leaders found sacred author-

ity to support some of their restraints on sexual be-

havior among Christians in the Hebrew scriptures.

They occasionally drew as well upon rabbinical doc-

trines from the post-Biblical period. Ancient Hebrew

communities, however, permitted polygyny and con-

cubinage as their neighbors in the ancient Near East

commonly did, while monogamous marriage was a

fundamental ideal among Christians, although one

that was not invariably observed in real life. Jewish

law also permitted men to divorce their wives (but not

vice versa), a practice that Christian tradition strenu-

ously discouraged save on grounds of adultery—and

most medieval Christian authorities believed that

even this concession should be disallowed.

Although Christian lawgivers found it essential to

modify Jewish law concerning marriage and sexuality,

and rejected some of it altogether, it nonetheless

provided Christians with a scriptural starting-point for

the development of their own system of sexual regula-

tions. They found Jewish law’s harsh ban on adultery

(especially by women), its fierce punishment for rape,

its prohibition of prostitution (at least by Jewish

women), and the death penalty that it prescribed for

sexual relations between men particularly admirable.

The gospels, Christianity’s basic foundation docu-

ments, had relatively little to say specifically about

sexual behavior. Jesus for the most part accepted the

traditional prescriptions found in the Hebrew scrip-

tures and his reported comments about sex and mar-

riage dealt only with matters where his views differed

from mainstream rabbinical teachings. Perhaps the

most fundamental of these was his belief that love

between spouses ought to be the paramount element

in a marital relationship. He urged his followers to

pattern their personal relationships on the mutual

self-giving that lay at the heart of the notion of
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agape, or spiritual love, in early Christian commu-

nities. Sexual relations, to be sure, formed an impor-

tant element in the ways that married couples shared

their bodies as well as their souls with each other.

Their sexual coupling should express intimate regard

for one another, rather than self-centered lust and

passion.

A few passages, especially in the Gospel of Luke,

imply that Jesus may have considered sex a potential

hindrance to salvation. In one passage Luke repre-

sented Jesus as saying that a man who wished to

follow him must reject the love of wife and family

(Luke 14:25–27, 18:28–30), while in another Luke

reported that Jesus advised his hearers that they

should refrain from marriage (and presumably from

sex) altogether if they hoped to participate in the

resurrection (Luke 20:34–35; cf. Matthew 19:10–12).

Jesus also departed from mainstream Jewish tradi-

tion in his attitude toward divorce. While he did not

ban it altogether, he imposed far more stringent lim-

itations on divorce than did prevailing opinion among

contemporary rabbis. Several gospel passages depict

Jesus as condemning extramarital sex and prostitu-

tion, although he showed compassion on occasion for

individual prostitutes. All of these departures from

conventional religious teachings certainly aggravated

the hostility of established religious authorities to-

ward Jesus.

Christian writers in the generation that immedi-

ately followed the death of Jesus elaborated on these

teachings. Sex and marriage occupied far more prom-

inent places in St. Paul’s writings than they did in

the gospels, and Paul became far and away the

most influential authority in shaping early Christian

treatments of these issues. Paul treated sexual be-

havior as one of the major sources of sin. Indeed, he

thought that illicit sex was as serious a moral offense

as murder. In his writings about sex, Paul developed

an implicit theory of sexual sin that distinguished

four types of offenders: prostitutes, adulterers, what

he called ‘‘the softies’’ (1 Corinthians 6:10), that is

people who used sex primarily as a source of plea-

sure, and men (but perhaps not women, since he

did not mention them) who had sex with one

another.

Marriage in Paul’s view, was good, but consider-

ably less good than virginity, for a Christian. He

taught that marital sex joined husband and wife to-

gether both physically and spiritually. It made them

two in one flesh, just as a Christian’s spiritual union

with Jesus joined two persons in a single spirit. Pre-

cisely because marital sex was tinged with the sacred,

any type of extramarital sex in Paul’s view was worthy

of damnation.

Patristic Teachings

Major Christian thinkers and writers between the

second and fifth centuries CE, conventionally known

as the Church Fathers, not only elaborated on these

views, but also introduced new rules and doctrines

concerning acceptable sexual conduct for Christians.

Many of these innovations stemmed from their reac-

tion against what they regarded as sectarian devia-

tions from the true faith. One early Christian group

known as the Encratites, for example, taught that

Jesus had intended to abolish marriage altogether

and demanded that his followers observe total chasti-

ty throughout their lives. Hence they denounced sex-

ual relations of any kind, even within marriage, as

morally corrupt and gravely sinful. At the opposite

extreme, members of another sect, the Nicolaitans,

maintained that faithful Christians were supposed to

share everything freely with one another, including

sexual favors, whether they were married or not.

To combat these and numerous other deviations

from orthodox doctrine the Church Fathers found it

essential to prescribe regulations for proper Christian

sexual behavior in far more minute detail than the

authors of the New Testament scriptures had done.

With few exceptions the Fathers regarded human sex-

uality with deep suspicion. They acknowledged, to be

sure, that God had commanded people to ‘‘be fertile

and increase’’ (Genesis 1:28) and that sex was essential

for reproduction. At the same time many of the

Fathers clearly looked upon this as a regrettable ne-

cessity. They commonly advised Christians who had

the moral strength to do so to abstain from marriage

and sex altogether. Heroic Christians should instead

lead lives of virginal purity, untouched by the lust and

passion, pleasures and pains that accompanied sexual

activity. Praise of chastity, of course, was not unique

to Christian teachers. Stoics and other non-Christian

thinkers in the ancient world regularly commended

sexual abstinence as virtuous, but Christian writers

extolled chastity and virginity with far greater fervor

than their pagan contemporaries. Most of the Church

Fathers at one point or another in their careers lived

as monks or hermits, and the ascetic values of the

monastic life loomed large in their efforts to reduce

the role of sexuality in the Christian life to the mini-

mum necessary for reproduction. This was especially

true for members of the clergy. Early in the fourth

century the Council of Elvira took the first steps

toward demanding that Christian clerics refrain from

marriage altogether and pledge to live a life of celiba-

cy. Any who failed to comply, the council ruled,

should be deposed from clerical office.
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The Church Father whose teachings most widely

influenced subsequent regulation of sexuality in

the Western church was Augustine of Hippo (354–

430). Augustine regarded sex as foul and unclean,

a uniquely dangerous manifestation of human rebel-

lion against God’s designs. Sex was especially perni-

cious, Augustine felt, because unlike other bodily

desires and pleasures it could overwhelm reason and

disarm the will to do what was right, while at the same

time it could also transmit original sin. Christians

therefore had a moral duty to avoid sex so far as

possible. Even married Christians, he believed, should

strive so far as they possibly could to lead a chaste

life, despite any difficulties that this might cause in the

marriage.

Once the Roman emperor Constantine (313–337)

and his successors embraced Christianity, the views of

the Church Fathers began to be incorporated into

imperial law. Constantine himself altered earlier

Roman law concerning divorce in 331, for example,

with the aim of making it much more difficult for

couples, whatever their religion, to dissolve their mar-

riages. Even before that, in 326, he made adultery a

public crime, punishable in particularly scandalous

cases by death.

Constantine’s successors promulgated increasingly

detailed and harsher regulations that aimed to dis-

courage all types of sexual conduct of which the

church disapproved. Justinian I (527–565) was partic-

ularly vigorous in this process. Among numerous

other measures, he prescribed the death penalty for

men ‘‘who dare to practice abominable lust with

men,’’ conduct that he blamed for causing famine,

earthquakes, and pestilence. He also introduced stric-

ter laws on marriage and divorce, concubinage, adul-

tery, fornication, prostitution, rape, and other sex

crimes.

Beginning with Constantine’s reign, church coun-

cils in which large numbers of bishops and other

church leaders came together to work out common

policies and rules to implement them emerged as an

important source of law concerning sexual conduct as

well as many other matters. The decisions of these

bodies, along with the rulings of bishops and other

church authorities on individual cases, became the

major sources of church law on disputed matters

concerning faith and morals. Decisions handed

down by the bishops of Rome enjoyed special author-

ity, particularly in the Western church, in virtue of

their claims to be successors of Peter.

Sexual offenses by Christians were also punishable

by special church courts that Constantine had first

authorized bishops to conduct. Decisions of these

tribunals had the force of public law. Their decisions

were enforceable not only by ecclesiastical sanctions

such as excommunication, but also by fines, whip-

pings, and other punishments that civil authorities

were instructed to impose upon recalcitrant offenders.

Germanic Peoples

Church laws and church courts still continued to

operate, and sometimes even expanded the scope of

their functions, following the invasions of the West

Roman Empire by the so-called Germanic barbar-

ians. Mass invasions commenced in earnest from the

late fourth century onwards. Many of the invaders

were pagans, although a significant number had con-

verted to Christianity (although not always of the

orthodox persuasion) before they began their migra-

tions into the Empire. Once they had settled among

the overwhelmingly Christian population of the em-

pire, the remaining pagans among them gradually

began to accept baptism and in consequence became

subject to the rules that the church imposed on its

members.

By the sixth century the invaders had effectively

taken political control of nearly all of the Western

empire. Barbarian kingdoms ruled by Germanic

kings had replaced the earlier Roman authorities

throughout virtually all of western Europe, although

the indigenous Roman (or Romanized) population

largely survived the conflicts that accompanied the

invasions. The new rulers brought with them their

own customary laws and practices that conflicted in

many ways with those familiar among the Romans

and those prescribed by the Christian church.

Marriage in Germanic society seems in practice to

have operated with relatively few hard-and-fast rules

and restrictions. Barbarian laws, for one thing, did

not recognize the legal distinction that Roman law

drew between marriage and concubinage. The inva-

ders instead generally treated the first year of mar-

riage as a trial period, at the end of which the union

could be terminated unless a child had been conceived

during that time, while church authorities insisted

that marriage once entered into was indissoluble so

long as both parties lived. Couples who found their

marriages unsatisfactory did not always seek ecclesi-

astical approval for ending them, and divorce by

mutual consent remained common in the barbarian

kingdoms. Germanic laws seldom treated extramari-

tal sex by a married man as an offense, although they

commonly prescribed capital punishment for adultery

by a married woman.

Fornication was apparently commonplace in early

medieval Europe despite repeated efforts by the clergy

to deter extramarital sex. Prostitutes carried on a
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brisk trade and numerous efforts by kings and

bishops to ban commercial sex apparently had little

effect. Churchmen and civil authorities also made

strenuous efforts to repress a whole galaxy of sexual

practices that they classified as deviant, especially

sexual intercourse between persons of the same gen-

der, or even worse, with animals. They labeled these

practices ‘‘sodomy’’ and treated them as a horrendous

crime that deserved savage punishment, frequently

castration followed by burning alive.

Church authorities also attempted to restrict the

frequency and varieties of marital sex. Penitential

manuals, guides that priests used to determine the

penance they should assign to those who confessed

sexual and other sins, regularly prescribed pil-

grimages, prolonged fasts, and lengthy or even per-

manent abstinence from marital sex for offenders

against the church’s sexual rules. They banned

married persons from having intercourse during

Lent and Advent, on all days when fasting was re-

quired, as well as on Sundays, Wednesdays, Fridays,

and Saturdays, or while the wife was pregnant or

nursing a child.

Despite these harsh prescriptions, it is far from

certain that the general run of early medieval Chris-

tians regularly observed many of the church’s stern

rules about sexual behavior. Complaints from reli-

gious authorities about the sexual activities of both

laity and clergy were frequent.

The Reform Movement

During the eleventh century a church reform move-

ment that sought, among other things, to enforce the

church’s sexual regulations more effectively, began to

take shape. The reformers made particularly strenu-

ous efforts to restrict sexual activity among the clergy,

although their efforts enjoyed only mixed success.

Prior to the reformers’ campaign to enforce clerical

celibacy, priests had commonly either married or

lived with concubines. This was also true of many

bishops as well. It was not unusual for church offices

to pass from father to son over a period of several

generations. The reformers slowly managed to put a

halt to the transmission of church offices by inheri-

tance, so that by the end of the twelfth century it was

becoming rare to encounter married bishops. The

rank and file of the parish clergy, however, stubbornly

resisted efforts to deprive them of their wives, concu-

bines, and children. Church councils in 1123 and 1139

finally ruled that ordination to major orders (subdea-

con, deacon, and priest) created a legal bar to mar-

riage and forbade the faithful to attend Mass or other

church services conducted by priests who were

married or lived with concubines. Furious clerics

sometimes tried to shut down reforming bishops

who were enforcing such rules and occasionally

attacked them physically as well. The clergy of

Rouen hurled stones at a bishop who demanded

that they abandon their concubines and children and

drove him from the church, while at Cambrai out-

raged clerics burned a preacher alive for the same

offense.

Canon Law

In order to succeed in their enterprise the reformers

realized early on that they needed to revamp the

church’s whole legal system. Church law, usually

called canon law, had become a wilderness of rules

and regulations, promulgated at different times and

places by different authorities. Many of its prescrip-

tions were inconsistent with one another, and finding

one’s way through the maze of canons could at best

be difficult, and sometimes impossible. Numerous

churchmen over the centuries had tried to bring

order out of chaos by compiling collections of the

canons they deemed most useful and appropriate for

the church’s needs, but no single collection com-

manded universal assent. This made it difficult for

priests or bishops to give satisfactory or consistent

answers to the kinds of questions that people asked

them to resolve. Was a marriage between fourth cou-

sins valid? It depended on which authorities one con-

sulted. Could a woman divorce her husband because

he turned out to be sexually impotent? And if she did

so, could she then remarry? Again, the answers

depended on which rules one chose to follow.

This unsatisfactory state of affairs finally ended

around the middle of the twelfth century, when a

massive new textbook of canon law appeared. The

circumstances surrounding its appearance are ob-

scure, as is the identity of its author, Gratian. The

book, usually known as the Decretum, was being

taught in law schools by around 1150. Gratian’s

Decretum differed from its predecessors not only in

its comprehensiveness—it comprised nearly 4,000

canons—but even more importantly, in Gratian’s

efforts to analyze his material in order to reconcile

conflicting rules and thus to produce a coherent body

of canon law.

It would be difficult to overstate the importance of

Gratian’s Decretum. It became one of the most widely

read books in Western history and remained a basic

textbook in schools of canon law from the middle

of the twelfth up to the beginning of the twentieth
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century. The Decretum touched off an intellectual

revolution that helped to shape the future develop-

ment of Western legal systems. Its influence continues

to be felt to this day.

Gratian’s discussion of marital sex centered upon

his concept of marital debt, by which he meant that

wives and husbands had a legal duty to make them-

selves available for intercourse whenever the partner

desired it. The debt commenced at the moment when

the marriage was consummated and thereafter each

spouse was bound to render sexual services upon

demand. In principle at least, no matter where or

when the demand was made, the spouse had an abso-

lute obligation to comply then and there.

Gratian, like many of the authorities on whom

he relied, treated sexual urges, inside or outside mar-

riage, as a moral weakness that Christians must com-

bat with utmost vigor. He deemed fornication as

grave a sin as perjury and only slightly less serious

than homicide. Adultery in his view was an aggra-

vated, and hence even more sinful, form of fornica-

tion. He treated prostitution, however, as a necessary

evil. Echoing Augustine, he maintained that if prosti-

tutes were to vanish from society, men would turn to

even worse sex crimes, such as rape and same-sex

relations.

Gratian’s work assembled and tried to rationalize

sexual regulations that the Christian church had de-

veloped during the millennium and more following

the death of Jesus. The making of new law did not

cease with the appearance of Gratian’s book. Later

church lawmakers sought primarily to refine and am-

plify earlier regulations about sexual activity that they

found in Gratian’s Decretum.

An underlying problem that the church’s leaders

faced was the lack of systematic mechanisms for the

detection and punishment of sexual offenses. Since

people tended to conduct their sexual activities away

from public view, it was usually difficult to discover

who was engaging in prohibited conduct. The Fourth

Lateran Council in 1215 produced a partial answer to

this problem by requiring all Christians to confess

their sins to their parish priests at least once a year

during the Lenten season that preceded Easter. Since

most people in western Europe lived in small rural

communities, it was not difficult for priests to know

who had failed to perform their Easter duty. Annual

confession thus enabled priests to discover which

members of their flock were engaging in prohibited

sexual conduct and to demand that they do penance

as punishment for their sins. They could publicly

excommunicate those who failed to comply, an action

that imposed severe hardship, shame, and loss of

reputation upon recalcitrant sinners. The Lateran

Council also clarified the laws governing impediments

to marriage based on kinship (consanguinity) or other

kinds of relationship, including premarital intercourse

(affinity).

Other methods of dealing with the problem were

introduced during the thirteenth century. Bishops

were required, for one thing, to conduct regular visi-

tations of each parish within their diocese. On these

occasions the visiting bishop invited members of the

parish to reveal the names of their fellow parishioners

who they suspected of sexual misconduct. New crimi-

nal procedures were also instituted during this period

that made it far easier to crack down on priests who

violated their obligation to celibacy. Manuals for

confessors guided priests’ inquiries into the sex lives

of penitents. While these measures did not fully

solve the problem, they did make noncompliance

with the medieval church’s sexual regulations more

hazardous.

JAMES A. BRUNDAGE
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SEXUALITY: SEX IN MARRIAGE
According to the medieval Church, marriage was the

only legitimate venue for sexual activity. Throughout

the period, there was an ongoing debate about wheth-

er, and to what degree, sex in marriage might be

sinful. This was due, in part, to the fact that marital

sex always had a connotation of being a concession to

human weakness. If people did not have a legitimate

outlet for their desire, a myriad of social ills would

result, as people, particularly men, sought other sexu-

al outlets. This view can be traced back to the Apostle

Paul’s assertion that ‘‘It is better to marry than to

burn’’ (1 Cor. 7:9). Moreover, the asceticism of an-

cient Roman stoicism also influenced the Church

Fathers, who established the foundation of Christian

teachings about marriage and sexuality. Consequent-

ly, there was considerable debate about the nature

and appropriate exercise of marital sexuality. The

doctrine of the conjugal debt further complicated

the understanding of sex within marriage, requiring

spouses to be available to each other for sex whenever

asked. Furthermore, sexual consummation was an

important component of the marriage bond, as well

as being essential to achieve one of the three goods of

marriage: the procreation of children. But sexual in-

tercourse, even within marriage, was inextricably

linked to the sin of lust, and was a sign of humanity’s

disordered nature and fallen state.

The conflicted manner in which marital sex was

viewed by theologians, canonists, and moralists is

exemplified in discussions of the ideal marriage of

Mary and Joseph. This marriage was believed to

have never encompassed a sexual relationship because

the clergy could not contemplate the mother of God

engaging in any act so fallen, polluted, and as brutish

and animalistic as sexual intercourse. Thus, the clergy

concluded that married couples must have the capac-

ity to engage in sexual relations, but they could agree

to abstain completely from sex. This was, however, a

mode of life suitable only for rare couples and was not

encouraged among the laity in general.

The fundamental understanding of the Church can

be summarized as permitting sex within marriage, in

the only legitimate position (the so-called missionary

position), with the sole intention to procreate. Sex

for pleasure, especially if it was accompanied by in-

novative positions or excessive foreplay, was always

to some degree sinful, even with one’s own spouse.

Indeed, in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, cano-

nists and theologians debated if it was ever possible

for a married couple to engage in sex without com-

mitting a sin. Some, such as Huguccio (d. 1210),

insisted that sin always inhered to intercourse, while

others, notably Hugh of St. Victor (1096–1141), were

more moderate and incorporated marital sexuality as

part of the loving relationship that should pertain

between husband and wife, owing to the sacramental

nature of marriage. The mere intention to procreate

was sufficient for sex to occur without sin. Occasion-

ally, too, clerical authors and writers of romances

both presented an appreciation of the intimacy of

the marriage bed, describing a couple’s pillow-talk

and expressions of endearment. Authors could por-

tray the soft words of love between a couple in bed,

whereas conventional morality proscribed the encour-

agement, or even description, of the physical manifes-

tations of that love.

Religious Viewpoints

The prevailing belief that women were passive sexual-

ly led to the oft-repeated dictum, traced to Jerome,

that a man should not treat his wife as he would a

prostitute. It is unclear if this referred to lusty mutual

pleasure, or to the indifferent use of one’s wife to

satisfy one’s lust, or to the absence of procreative

intent. Moreover, moralists rarely discussed how

people might engage in sexual activity, beyond pro-

scribing positions and denouncing passionate kissing,

nudity, foreplay, and sexual touching as obscene,

even in marriage. The ambiguous evaluation of mari-

tal sexuality led the church to implement constraints

not only on how, but also on when, sex could occur.

In addition to the sexual taboos surrounding a

woman’s body—that is, during menstruation, preg-

nancy, after birth, and during lactation—marital sex

was also forbidden on Sundays, Fridays, Wednesdays,

feast days, during Lent, Advent, and Pentecost, and

before receiving communion. What these restrictions

meant in the lives of the married laity, however, is

unclear. Certainly, the injunctions were disseminated
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through the mechanisms of pastoral care, in particu-

lar, through sermons and counseling in the course of

confession, but how they played out in people’s lives

cannot be determined.

Medicine

Medicine is another theoretical discourse that may

have exercised some influence on marital sexuality.

Medical theory basically held the ancient view that,

for conception to occur, both the man and the woman

needed to achieve orgasm and ejaculate seed, which

would mingle together in the uterus. Consequently,

according to prevailing medical opinion, female as

much as male sexual pleasure was required for pro-

creation. This may have had some influence, since

there are occasional references to the two-seed theory

in the works of pastoral writers, such as Robert Gros-

seteste (1175–1253), and authors of manuals for con-

fessors seem to have encouraged men to ensure their

wife’s sexual pleasure.

Literature

Secular sources and works of literature offer little

assistance to better understand sexual relations, mari-

tal or otherwise. This is partly because such sources

either idealized chaste love, as in courtly romances, or

were deliberately bawdy and titillating, as in the

fabliaux. Chaucer portrayed his Wife of Bath as a

woman who enjoyed sex with her numerous husbands,

but it is difficult to assess the extent to which this

reflects medieval experience. Few married people

wrote down their reflections or discussed their person-

al sexual experiences. One notable exception to this

silence is found in the twelfth century, in the letters

exchanged between Peter Abelard and Heloise. Writ-

ten after the couple had separated and entered monas-

tic life, their letters reveal fond memories of their

sexual encounters, describing their passion, their sexu-

al experimentation, and their ultimate mutual pleasure

in sex. Significantly, Abelard and Heloise both knew

well the various prohibitions and regulations of sex,

marital and extramarital, but this knowledge did not

seem to detract from their personal sexual experiences

or, at least, how they remembered those experiences.

Sexual activity, or at least the potential for it, lay at

the heart of marriage. Both the secular and religious

goals of marriage gave prominence to procreation.

The Church taught that if everyone had the ability

to engage in sex with a legitimate spouse, society

would be protected from social evils such as prostitu-

tion and sodomy. Although it was commonly believed

that women were more lustful than men, it was also

acknowledged that, in the absence of a wife, men

would seek other sexual outlets. The role of sexual

pleasure is a more complex area and perhaps more

fraught. There were different theoretical views but it

is not possible to grasp fully what these meant, if

anything, in the daily lives of the sexually active laity.

JACQUELINE MURRAY
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SHEELA NA GIGS
Since the 1840s, sculpted figures of nude women exhi-

biting their vulvas have been known as sheela na

gigs. These crudely sculpted figures are so unlovely

that they are abject, repulsive, yet fascinating and

popular; they even have a dedicated Web site. Al-

though Weir and Jerman demonstrated that exhibi-

ting women appeared earlier in the monumental

sculpture of France, alongside other ribald figures, it

is clear that their popularity was greatest in Ireland
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and Britain between the twelfth century and the

fifteenth. Most of the insular examples differ in their

comparative isolation, the exaggerated size of the

vulva that is often stretched open by the hands, and

their appearance on castle walls as well as churches.

Most sheelas squat or stand above eye level on the

edges of buildings, such as door and window frames,

corners, and roof-lines. Unprofessional carving,

weathering, and defacement that often includes en-

largement of the vaginal passage, impede dating.

The name is perplexing. Freitag’s recent thorough

review of Irish and English renderings reveals an

obsolete meaning for English gig as the vulva or

female pudenda. Yet an Irish folk tradition that

Patrick had a troublesome wife called Sheila also

appears relevant. Reception history indicates that

witch and hag are among many names used, a multiv-

alence that is in keeping with multiple functions.

Freitag’s theory that sheelas aided women in child-

birth is sound, yet surely they also filled armies with

fear (men were forbidden to see birthing); and neither

function would prevent the clergy enlisting them

against the sin of lust.

MADELINE H. CAVINESS
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SHEKHINAH
The term Shekhinah was coined by the rabbis to de-

note the presence of God in the world. There is little

evidence in classical rabbinic literature that Shekhinah

denotes a hypostatic entity ontically distinct from

God, a secondary being akin to the Logos in Philo

or in the prologue to the Gospel of John. In most

instances, Shekhinah is used interchangeably with the

supreme divine being as He appears in history and

nature.

The rabbinic conception of Shekhinah is phenome-

nologically on a par with the priestly notion of

the kavod, the divine glory that resides in the midst

of the people of Israel. The rabbis formulated their

idea after the destruction of the Second Temple in 70

CE, and thus, in contrast to the priests, the abiding of

Shekhinah is not confined to the physical space where

sacrifices were offered. The Temple is replaced by the

schoolroom, synagogue, and domestic space of the

family, as these were the main sites wherein one

could access the indwelling of the presence through

the cultivation of a life of ritual purity.

The symbol of Shekhinah continued to play a

decisive role in various genres of the Jewish religious

imagination. But it is in the minds of kabbalists, in

particular, that Shekhinah is accorded a significance

unparalleled in earlier sources. In the theosophic

system of the Kabbalah, Shekhinah routinely is

associated with the last of the ten sefirot, the luminous

attributes that reveal the hidden aspect of God. Need-

less to say, kabbalists absorb many of the older

rabbinic portrayals of Shekhinah, but what is most

distinctive about their approach is the explicit

representation of the presence in a litany of female

images, including Matrona, bride, daughter, sister,

mother, community of Israel, heavenly Jerusalem,

Sheela na Gig, from the church of St. Mary and St. David,
Kilpeck, Herefordshire. Location: English Heritage,
National Monuments Record, Great Britain. Credit: HIP /
Art Resource, N.Y.
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throne, temple, tabernacle, moon, sea, and the sphere

of the earth.

Undeniably, one of the great contributions of

kabbalists to the history of Judaism is the explicit

utilization of gender images to depict the nature of

God and the consequent application of erotic symbol-

ism to characterize the divine-human relationship. In

line with earlier rabbinic tradition regarding the two

main attributes of God, but explicating the sexual

implications far more openly, kabbalists envisage the

unity of God in androgynous terms as the coupling of

male and female, which are respectively aligned with

the attributes of loving kindness on the right and

judgment on the left. Gender symbolism in traditional

kabbalistic literature is dynamic, presupposing the

crossing of boundaries and intermingling of identity,

male in female and female in male. The flexibility of

gender transformation is determined, however, by an

inflexible structure, and hence one may legitimately

speak of variability in kabbalistic symbolism but not

ambiguity. Male and female are correlated consistent-

ly with the activity of projection and the passivity of

restriction: the potency to overflow is masculine, the

capacity to withhold, feminine. The religious obliga-

tion imposed on the Jewish man to unify God is

interpreted as the harnessing of male and female, a

pairing of right and left, the will to bestow and the

desire to contain. But just as the entirety of the God-

head is androgynous, so each of the sefirot exemplifies

the dual capacity to overflow and to receive, and

Shekhinah is no exception. In relation to the sefirot

above her, Shekhinah receives the divine efflux and is

thus engendered as feminine; in relation to the worlds

below her, Shekhinah overflows and is thus engen-

dered as masculine. The sovereignty over this

world—in virtue of which the name malkhut, ‘‘king-

ship,’’ is attributed to Shekhinah—is not indicative of

a positive valorization of the feminine, but rather

marks the capacity of Shekhinah to be transformed

into a demiurgic being, which is masculine in relation

to the worlds beneath the divine emanations.

The gender orientation of medieval kabbalists was

androcentric in nature since both masculine and fem-

inine elements were interpreted as features of the

male. The simplest way to express the matter is to

note that kabbalists read the account of God having

created Adam male (zakhar) and female (neqevah) in

the first chapter in Genesis in light of the second

account wherein the derivative ontic status of

woman (ishshah) from man (ish) is made explicit.

Accordingly, the proto-human, adam, is conceived

as a male androgyne, the single gender that contains

its other as part of itself, a typical patriarchical

construction. For kabbalists, therefore, we can speak

properly of an Edenic state of the androgynous

prelapsarian man, a condition to be retrieved in the

end of time. In the conjunctio oppositorum, two sexes

are unified and woman is restored to man, the ideal

unification that tolerates no difference. Representa-

tions of Shekhinah as feminine, and especially as the

erotic object of male desire, bespeak the sexual dimor-

phism characteristic of a state of exile wherein the

unity of the male androgyne has been severed, and

as a consequence the male seeks his other, to restore

the part of his self that has been taken and rendered

independent. Redemption entails the overcoming of

this dimorphic condition, the reconstitution of the

androgynous male, expressed by the image of the as-

cent of Shekhinah as the diadem (atarah) that rises to

the head of Keter, the first of the sefirot. By virtue of

this ascent Shekhinah is transformed into the crown of

themale and the unity that was rendered asunder in the

beginning of creation is repaired.

ELLIOT R. WOLFSON
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SINGLEWOMEN
The study of singlewomen in the Middle Ages is a

relatively new development, with most knowledge be-

coming available only since the 1990s. The first useful

information on never-married women came from

work produced by demographic and economic his-

torians, who were interested in the ages at marriage

of commoners, and the work they did in the Middle

Ages. Studies analyzing singlewomen and singleness

have focused primarily on the later Middle Ages and,

in contrast to the norm, on commoners more than

elite females. The historical literature written in En-

glish is skewed toward the study of singlewomen in

western Europe, especially medieval England. There

is an entire separate literature (not covered here) on

Catholic nuns, who were celibate women, but whom

contemporaries characterized as ‘‘Brides of Christ.’’

With the exception of Joan of Arc, few single-

women from the Middle Ages are recognized outside

the religious life. But such women, especially life-cycle

(or young, not yet married) singlewomen were not as

rare in medieval Europe as might be assumed. Their

numbers did vary, with never-married women more

numerous in northwestern than southern Europe and

in towns more than rural areas. The first was due to

what historians call the northwestern European mar-

riage pattern, wherein young, single people worked as

laborers or servants for a numbers of years, saving

up money to establish a separate household, and

thereby delaying marriage into their early or even

mid-twenties. In southern Europe, multiple-genera-

tion households enabled people to marry earlier, and

it was customary for women to marry in their teens

or to enter a nunnery if they did not marry. This

geographic contrast is evidenced by tax and census

material that shows that in England in 1377 almost

one-third of adult women were single, whereas in

Florence, Italy, in 1427 about one-fifth of adult

women were single.

Town Life

Never-married women were also more common in

towns than in rural areas, because there were more

opportunities for female employment in urban areas.

Domestic service was the primary occupation for

medieval singlewomen. Opportunities for service

increased in the later Middle Ages, which perhaps

led some women in northern English towns like

York to choose to work instead of marriage. Servants

were able to save enough money so that in southern

England they became active local moneylenders.

Domestic servants were so in demand in the thriving

merchant towns of Renaissance Italy that traders

resorted to importing female slaves from the Balkans.

Female slaves were virtually all singlewomen; their

slave status was passed on to their children frequently

fathered by their masters. These births made them

undesirable marriage partners.

Some never-married women were able to find work

in areas other than domestic service. Brewing was

originally an occupation by which singlewomen and

widows were able to make a living, but by the fifteenth

century, unmarried women were pushed out of the

brewing trade, foreshadowing the complete masculin-

ization of the occupation by the early modern era.

Other urban women were able to learn a skilled

trade and work within the guild system. Some cities,

like Paris, even had all-female guilds that focused on

textile trades such as embroidery and purse-making.

But successful brewers and guildswomen may have

been more the exception than the rule.

Singlewomen frequently numbered among the

poor and criminal elements of medieval towns. Lega-

lized prostitution and civic-run brothels provided

never-married women without money and skills one

form of employment. Such women were marginalized

in their communities, confined to specific districts

and forced to wear certain types of clothing marking

them as ‘‘common women.’’ In the London suburb

of Southwark, prostitutes were known as ‘‘single-

women,’’ which illustrates much about the assumed

marital status of such workers. Never-married women

in countries like France and Italy were able to seek

assistance from institutions set up for women at

risk of turning to prostitution, or turning from it.

Such Magdalen houses (named after the biblical

Mary Magdalen) provided one sort of refuge for

singlewomen who were poor and homeless.

The issue of where a never-married woman was

supposed to live and work was a fraught one in the

Middle Ages. Contemporaries assumed that a young

singlewoman would live with her family or master

until she married. In England these assumptions

were sometimes enshrined in law, such as when in

1492 Coventry forbade never-married women under

fifty years of age from keeping houses or rooms by

themselves. The reality was that singlewomen in cities

like York and Paris commonly lodged and shared

expenses with other unmarried women. Beguinages

provided a communal living arrangement for lay sin-

glewomen in the Low Countries, France, and other

parts of continental Europe. Beguines lived and

worked together in female communities, but unlike

nuns, they took no formal vows, and could leave their

communities.
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Countryside

We know much more about urban singlewomen than

rural ones, but such women also appeared in the

records of medieval Europe’s manors or estates.

Never-married women were the specific targets of

one of the fines that landlords levied on their unfree

peasants. Singlewomen who produced children out of

wedlock were required to pay leyrwite, a fine that

illustrates how never-married women were held re-

sponsible for their extramarital sexuality. Other

rural singlewomen contributed to their manors in

more positive ways. For instance, the fourteen-centu-

ry peasant Cecilia Penifader was a never-married

woman on the manor of Brigstock in England. She

made a prosperous life for herself, buying up plots of

land, heading her own household, and farming with

the help of her brothers and other servants. At a time

when a well-off peasant was someone who held thirty

acres, Penifader died possessing over seventy acres

that she passed on to her kin.

Social Status

Laywomen who never married tended to be margin-

alized in the Middle Ages. Medieval people conceived

of singleness as a life stage, and used terms such as

puella, pucelle, virgin, and maiden to describe young

women who had not yet married. The term single-

woman may have been a bit more elastic. As noted,

it was used to describe prostitutes in London, and in

towns like York it seems to have encompassed both

never-married and widowed women. It is possible

that singlewoman described a woman’s unmarried sta-

tus more than her youth or virginity.

Attitudes toward young never-married women

varied. On the one hand, young singlewomen were

believed to need supervision and guidance to prepare

them for marriage and to protect their chastity. And

they were expected to be dependents, both economi-

cally and residentially. On the other hand, European

culture extolled the maiden as the ideal woman (per-

fect, pure, uncorrupted, and innocent) and maiden-

hood as the perfect female age. Royal and noble

households displayed their high status through a

bevy of young female attendants. In addition, the

Middle Ages witnessed the veneration of young, vir-

gin-martyr female saints and the popular depiction of

the Virgin Mary as a young maiden rather than a

matronly mother.

French courtly romance was also replete with

maiden characters who asserted their autonomy and

resourcefulness. Late medieval English songs also fo-

cused on the independence and sexuality of young

singlewomen. While it is difficult to discern if stories

and songs echoed the experiences of actual women, it

is clear that young singlewomen in England enjoyed a

distinct subculture and special religious and commu-

nal roles. Never-married women raised funds for and

tended to particular altars, candles, and statues in

parish churches. They participated in Hocktide and

May Day rituals that involved playful and physical

contact with the opposite sex. Whatever their eventu-

al marital status, all females in the Middle Ages expe-

rienced life as a singlewoman for some period in their

lives.

AMY M. FROIDE
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SISTER-BOOKS AND OTHER
CONVENT CHRONICLES
Sister-Books (also Schwesternbücher, Nonnenbücher,

vitae sororum, Lives of the Sisters, or Convent Chron-

icles) are a genre of female-authored texts composed

in women’s monasteries of the Dominican Order’s

German province between 1310 and 1350. They are

loosely modeled on Gerard of Frachet’s Lives of the

Brothers (1260), a collection describing the activities

and miracles of the early Dominican friars across

Europe. More interior in focus, the Sister-Books are

confined to the lives and events of monastic women in

specific communities.

These texts, which survive today in Latin and dia-

lects of Middle High German, combine monastic his-

toriography, hagiography, and mysticism, to create

collections of pious lives [vitae]. Each Sister-Book

may have originally contained a chronicle of the mon-

astery’s foundation and history, in addition to the

collection of individual vitae, but most of these have

been lost. The Sister-Books record, among other

things, the prayers, visions, devotional practices, obe-

dience to the monastic rule, theological discussions,

received signs of grace, mystical experiences, fast-

ing, bodily mortifications, and deaths of individual

women. Each Dominican monastery composed the

lives of its own inhabitants, often going back to the

founding generation of the community and proceed-

ing, not necessarily in a chronological fashion, to the

current generation of monastic members, both nuns

and lay sisters.

The hagiographic nature of these vitae means that

they must be approached with care. The lives were

intended to be didactic, instructing the monastic au-

dience about proper female Dominican behavior and

belief, as well as celebrating the feats of the early

sisters. The literary aspect of their composition

means that they are not always true records of actual

events. Rather, they are reworkings of women’s lives

that reveal much about the ideals, aspirations, and

religious milieu of cloistered Dominican women.

Since none of the original fourteenth-century

manuscripts survive, it is difficult to exactly date

their composition, as well as know the exact contents

of the originals. The transmission history of the

Sister-Books is complicated. Manuscripts circulated

among Dominican houses, and other religious com-

munities, where they were copied by interested read-

ers. Lives were excerpted from one manuscript and

combined with lives from other Sister-Books, creating

new collections for pious audiences. The original cre-

ation of each monastery’s Sister-Book also differed.

Some texts have an identifiable single author, while

others are the result of more communal efforts. Some

authors wrote their own material, while others

recycled previously composed lives, functioning as

compilers and editors.

There are nine surviving Sister-Books. The

Adelhausen Sister-Book (c. 1310–1320), called the

Chronik, was written in Latin by prioress Anna of

Munzingen but survives only in Middle High German

translations. It contains a short chronicle and the

vitae of thirty women. The Unterlinden Sister-Book

(c. 1320) was composed in Latin by Catherine, a nun

whose identity remains unclear. The Unterlinden text

survives in a complete Latin copy from the fifteenth

century (made in the monastery), a later summary

in Latin, and in a late fifteenth-century Middle

High German translation by the prioress, Elisabeth

Kempfin. The text describes the lives of forty-one

women in thirty-nine chapters. Several more lives

were added in the fifteenth century. The Gotteszell

Sister-Book (after 1320) has no identifiable author

and, until the 1970s, was thought to be a continuation

of the Kirchberg Sister-Book, since they were pre-

served in the same manuscript with no break. The

Gotteszell text survives in copies of the original

Middle High German, containing about twelve vitae

and one additional long life, which was separately

authored.

The Kirchberg Sister-Book (1320–1340) was pro-

duced by Elisabeth of Kirchberg in Middle High

German. The Engelthal Sister-Book (1328–1340) was

written by Christine Ebner in Middle High German.

The text is commonly referred to as Der Nonne von

Engeltal Büchlein von der Gnaden Überlast [The Nun

of Engelthal’s Little Book of the Overwhelming Burden

of Graces]. It consists of a chronicle and the brief lives

of some forty women, in addition to two long vitae,

both of which may have different authors. The Töss

Sister-Book (before 1340) has been attributed primar-

ily to Elsbeth Stagel, correspondent and spiritual fol-

lower of Henry Suso, but she is not the sole author.

The full Sister-Book contains a chronicle and about

forty vitae, six of which are extensive and may have

existed previous to the composition of the main body

of the text.

The anonymous Oetenbach Sister-Book (after

1340), which is the shortest, was written in a Zurich

dialect of Middle High German. It contains a lengthy

and detailed monastic chronicle with six lives.

The St. Katharinenthal Sister-Book (1318–1343) also

has no identifiable author. The text consists of a chron-

icle and about sixty lives, all in Middle High German,
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with additional vitae added after its fourteenth-

century composition. The Weiler Sister-Book (c. 1350)

has at least two authors, both unknown. It contains

twenty-seven Middle High German vitae.

In addition to the fourteenth-century female Do-

minican Sister-Books, there are other groups of texts

that are sometimes referred to as either Sister-Books or

convent chronicles. These include collective biogra-

phies associated with the Modern Devotion. The old-

est of these is the Middle Dutch Lives of the Older

Sisters, which covers the period from 1398–1456.

Another group encompasses texts generated by the

Observant Movement beginning in the late fourteenth

century. These include works like the combination

chronicle and necrology of the Venetian convent of

Corpus Domini written by a fifteenth-century nun.

Despite variations in content, geographic location,

and composition dates, all of these writings were com-

posed by women who wished to pass on their histories

and pious observations to subsequent generations of

monastic inhabitants.

ERIKA LAUREN LINDGREN
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SKÁLDKONUR
Old Norse poetry is conventionally subdivided into

eddic and skaldic poetry: the former anonymous and

the latter, by and large, attributed to named poets and

deploying more complex meters. Eddic poetry, cast in

rhythmic, alliterative meters, depicts the ancient Scan-

dinavian world of heroines and heroes, gods and god-

desses, giants and giantesses, valkyries, dwarves, troll-

women and dragons. Much of it is in dialogue form

and a considerable proportion of the reported speech

is the speech of females: a völva (prophetess) narrates

the history of the world in Völuspá, and the conversa-

tions of the heroines Brynhildr and Guñrún fill many

of the heroic poems of the thirteenth-century Codex

Regius anthology of eddic poems (known as the

Poetic Edda). In sagas too, female characters declaim

poetry, some of it in eddic style, such as Darrañarljóñ,

chanted by valkyries in Njáls saga or The Waking

of Angantÿr, spoken by the valiant shield-maiden

Hervör in the saga of legendary times, Hervarar saga

ok Heiñreks. Considering it her duty to avenge her

father, she visits him in his grave and demands the

ancestral sword she needs to carry out her mission of

vengeance. In a saga set in a much later period, eight

stanzas are attributed to a young girl called Jóreiñr

Hermundardóttir who lived in Iceland in the thir-

teenth century. In them, she recounts detailed predic-

tions of death told to her in a dream by a large woman

riding from the north on a grey horse. The dream

verses presage political killings that the saga then

narrates, and although both the setting and the con-

tent of Jóreiñr’s verses are undoubtedly stylized, her

versifying is depicted as a contemporary historical

event.
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Other historical poets who were women are named

in a range of medieval documents: Skáldatal (List of

Poets) mentions Áslaug, wife of King Ragnarr, Vil-

borg skáldkona (‘‘poet-woman’’), one of the poets of

the eleventh-century Norwegian king, Óláfr kyrri,

and the Icelander Steinvör Sighvatsdóttir, a poet to

the thirteenth-century Norwegian chieftain Gautr

of Mel. The Edda of Snorri Sturluson, a thirteenth-

century handbook of poetics, quotes a verse by

one woman poet, Jórunn skáldmær (‘‘poetmaiden’’)

addressed to the Norwegian prince Hálfdan the

Black. Sagas record a wider range of poetic composi-

tions by women: court poetry by Hildr Hrólfsdóttir

and Queen Gunnhildr of Norway has been preserved,

and a number of Icelandic women from the settlement

period are identified as poets: Ãórhildr skáldkona,

Steingerñr Ãorkelsdóttir, Bróka-Auñr, Ãurı́ñr

Óláfsdóttir, and Steinunn Refsdóttir. The target of

Steinunn’s verse was political: she took on the mis-

sionary Ãangbrandr, arguing in her verses that the

god Ãórr was more powerful than Christ. Ãórhildr’s

composition was more domestic, but no less serious,

in both intent and consequence. She recited an angry

couplet at a wedding feast when she noticed her hus-

band staring at a young woman, at which he declared

himself divorced from her on the grounds of her

malicious language. Fonder verses by women are

rare, although Kormaks saga records a half-stanza

by Steingerñr (with whom the poet Kormakr was in

love), in which she declared she would want to marry

him even if he were blind, knowing that even then,

fate would have been kind to her. The recitation by

men and women of erotic verses was banned by a

zealous bishop in Iceland in the twelfth century, as a

result of which we have no trace of what seems to

have been another mode of poetic expression by

women in medieval Scandinavia.

JUDY QUINN
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SLANDER
See Gossip and Slander

SLAVES
The Middle Ages have long been credited with the

demise of slavery that had been inherited from the

classical age and with terminating all that a slave

society implied. With the spread of manorialism,

‘‘free’’ dependants came to be regulated by the custom

of the group rather than owned as chattel, in Marc

Bloch’s memorable words. While the pace of that

change has been debated in regional studies—the de-

mise of slavery in Scandinavia (thralls) occurred

much later than in France where it largely disap-

peared by the eleventh century—most authorities

concur that medieval agriculture moved away from

chattel slavery as its labor delivery system.

The demise argument does not rest on Christian-

ity’s repudiation of slavery to any noticeable extent,

since the Christian church lived with the institution of

slavery from its inception. The church accepted slav-

ery as a fact of life, however odious, and the matters

debated within canon law had to do with whether a

slave could become a priest and similar questions

rather than the morality of the institution itself.

Some early Christians entered religious houses

accompanied by their slaves. Christians considered it

a pious act to free one’s slaves, and Christianity

promised slaves a heaven where they would be equal

to free persons. From the thirteenth century forward

certain holy women, among them Zita of Lucca,

Margaret of Louvain, Margaret of Città di Castello,

Sibilina Biscossi of Pavia, Veridiana Attavanti of

Castellfiorentino, Jane of Orvieto, and Margaret of

Hungary, for example took on the soubriquet ancilla

dei (Luke 1:38), literally ‘‘slave of God,’’ to place

themselves on the lowest rung of human society.

Yet, with the exception of the first-mentioned most

were well-born women.

Canon law dealt not with servi and ancillae as such

but with ‘‘unfree persons,’’ which included serfs and

bondsmen (Gilchrist). Canon law recognized some

paternal rights for unfree men over their offspring in

its attempt to strengthen the bond of marriage, but

this law had little relevance to female slaves, who did

not marry.

As a result the demise of slavery argument rests on

the structural foundations of society and economy in

medieval Europe rather than moral repudiation. And

Europe experienced a revival of the slave trade in the

thirteenth century that continued unabated into the

modern era. In the 1850s, the economic historian
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Wilhelm Heyd was surprised to find that the Mediter-

ranean trade in slaves moved from the East to the

Christian West. Researching in numerous archives

Charles Verlinden found that the enslaved were des-

tined for wealthy Christian households and were

about ninety percent female. These slaves, ancillae in

contrast to servi or male slaves, were sold at high

prices and used as domestic workers, becoming sym-

bols of the high status of the households that owned

them. Because the offspring of female slaves were also

unfree, this revived slave trade possessed the capacity

to perpetuate the institution of slavery.

Early Medieval Slavery

Yet slavery had never died out entirely in Europe. The

treatment of slaves differed according to local law and

custom, although medieval communities generally

recognized slavery as legitimate and regulated slaves’

condition. On Carolingian estates gynaecea staffed by

female slaves produced fine cloth, one of the few

manufactured products worthy of export from

Europe in this period (Herlihy, p. 83). If not slave

societies, early Germanic, Scandinavian, Irish, and

Anglo-Saxon societies were slaveholding ones. The

early English penitentials fined slaveholders for sexual

exploitation of their female slaves, but at a reduced

rate from sexual crimes against free women. By law

and tradition female slaves were assumed to be the

property of masters with their sexual access assured.

Any resulting offspring were the property of the mas-

ter regardless of paternity. In early medieval Bavaria

marriages among the free and unfree induced free

members of the community to ameliorate the condi-

tion of their unfree partners, particularly in regard to

the rights of offspring. By the tenth century the unfree

entered into a more privileged dependency on the

Church allowing them to exchange annual fixed

payments for other servile obligations (Hammer). In

Salzburg a ministeriales class of officials and knights

remained noble bondsmen and women, that is, unfree

in the eyes of the law, well into the fourteenth century

(Freed).

Thirteenth Century Revival of the Slave Trade

The revival of Roman law in Christian lands in the

Mediterranean West meant that an elaborate legal

system pertaining to slavery was on hand to regulate

the lives of the newly enslaved women brought from

Tartar lands, from some Greek locales, and from the

Balkan highlands in the thirteenth century, hence the

toponymic slave for Slavic. Towns like Florence and

Pisa favored baptizing slaves once purchased, al-

though in many instances slaves were already bap-

tized Christians (Origo). Other communities were

more lax on the issue of baptism, but all households

that owned slaves contended with the difficulties of

‘‘outlandish’’ languages and unfamiliar customs.

Learning local dialects and some household skills

raised the price of slaves, who were then passed

from household to household in towns. There was a

clear market preference for very young children, who

were captured or sold to slave traders, then imported

into towns. Contracts were frequently required to

assure owners of their property rights over slaves.

For townspeople slaves were expensive and, there-

fore, luxuries. Being accompanied by one’s slaves

on the streets and canals of Venice was a display

of conspicuous consumption. In medieval Ragusa/

Dubrovnik wealthy households took in slaves who

served as wet nurses for their children. A slave-nurse

might accompany her former nursling to her new

household upon marriage, serving as a life-long com-

panion. In Florence Alessandra Strozzi expressed

some fears about her garrulous, angry old slave

Cateruccia, because she was a gossip and could

‘‘ruin’’ the family name with her loose talk (Origo,

p. 343). Cooking, spinning, weaving, and sewing were

particularly valuable learned skills among women

slaves. In Italy a ten-year-old might cost as little as

twenty florins in the fourteenth century, while a

skilled woman slave might cost eighty florins or

more (Stuard, ‘‘Ancillary,’’ p. 22). Italian market

towns placed taxes on slave sales as well.

Manumission

One recently debated issue in the literature on the

revival of slavery is manumission, which was permit-

ted under Roman law. It was considered a charitable

act to free one’s slaves in a last will and testament,

although this also excused urban households from

caring for slaves in their old age. This propensity to

manumit domestic slaves has convinced some scho-

lars that medieval slavery was not an onerous or

exploitive institution since manumitted slaves might

assimilate into the community. Since slaves served

domestic households along with contract servants,

who left after their period of service, and with wage-

earning servants, scholars have recognized that some

slaves entered great households as unfree persons but

had a chance to gain some rights over a lifetime.
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This has proved to be true in some documented

cases, but, while themarket for trained domestic slaves

remained lively, there was a tidy profit for a household

willing to sell vigorous and skilled slaves rather than

manumitting them. The issue becomes more compli-

cated when the offspring of women slaves are consid-

ered. Sally McKee has argued that in Crete slaves with

Latin fathers were regarded as free after a generation

or two, while Venice, Florence, and Genoa moved

toward free status for the children of slaves by assum-

ing that the offspring of slaves could inherit their

fathers’ status rather than their mothers’ servile condi-

tion, at least by the fifteenth century (McKee). Where

legitimate heirs were lacking the offspring of slave

women were sometimes freed and acknowledged.

In Valencia manumitted offspring of a head of

household and his slave (who might be manumitted

as a result) could inherit the family name and in some

cases even sue for a share in the family estate. Mem-

bers of the family were known to plead the master’s

impotence to avoid sharing the family estate with a

former slave’s offspring (Blumenthal).

The Late Medieval North-South Trade
in Slaves

Yet slavery persisted into the later Middle Ages

when ‘‘Moorish’’ or African slaves became attractive

new additions to wealthy households in Christian

Europe. Also young when enslaved, these children

might be either female or male. The small lavishly

dressed Blackamoor of Renaissance family portraits

might be a petted favorite of the household, but this

does not mean that slaves led carefree lives. Slaves

were imported into Venice and other towns, then

rented out to produce an income. They were assigned

the more tedious and back-breaking tasks of hauling

goods or firewood. For a slave both the present and

future were determined by the whim of the owner.

Piracy in the Mediterranean encouraged a two-way

north-south trade in slaves. Christian ships raided

and enslaved Muslims, who were taken back to

home ports and sold. Christian sailors and ship

passengers were taken to North African ports and

enslaved until their families or Christian charities

redeemed them. Since redemption was notoriously

difficult to accomplish, many spent a lifetime in slav-

ery. For centuries the border between Christian and

Muslim Spain had seen a two-way traffic in slaves,

with occasional redemptions. In the later Middle Ages

capture and enslavement had become a more wide-

spread Mediterranean phenomenon, and the numbers

enslaved on both sides were considerable (Davis).

Conclusion

The institution of slavery never died out in medieval

Europe. It remained as a viable, and rarely con-

demned, solution for household help—workers,

nurses, concubines, rented-out laborers, or whatever

other functions owners demanded—and for any other

back-breaking work that ‘‘free’’ laborers eschewed.

As with slaves imported into Crete in the thirteenth

century to process sugar cane, slave labor presented

to Europeans an economically feasible solution

for the plantation economies of the Mediterranean

islands, later the Atlantic islands off Europe and

North Africa, and finally New World plantations.

While some ameliorating influences had softened the

face of slavery for a few, the legal condition of slaves,

most notably ancillae and their offspring, remained

unfree. Giovanni Bertachini’s Repertorium Iuris

Utriusque, an important reference tool for doctors of

both civil and canon law printed in 1494 stated un-

equivocally, ‘‘Servuus meum est qui natus est de ancilla

mea’’—‘‘A slave born to my (female) slave is my

slave.’’ The means for the perpetuation of the institu-

tion of slavery had survived.

SUSAN MOSHER STUARD
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SOCIAL STATUS
Social historians of the modern era generally agree

that self-conscious social classes emerged only in

the nineteenth century, as a result of the Industrial

Revolution. Thus, it is more appropriate to use

the expressions social status or social-economic groups

when discussing medieval women. Social status

shaped medieval women’s experiences and opportu-

nities, and it complicated the ways in which women

and men were gendered in the Middle Ages.

Social-Economic Groups

The predominant social-economic groups of the me-

dieval countryside were peasants, nobles, monks, and

nuns. Peasants worked the land. Nobles, whose male

members often engaged in armed warfare, and men

and women in monastic institutions, whose primary

social function was to pray, derived their wealth from

the lands that they held and from the rights that they

had over the peasants who worked those lands. In the

early Middle Ages, until the twelfth century, most

nobles and monastics resided in the countryside;

after 1100, however, increasing numbers of nobles,

monks, and nuns began to live in towns, although,

in most cases, they continued to derive their wealth

from the rural labor of peasants.

Urban social-economic groups—those whose in-

come was derived from urban production, commerce,

or bureaucratic functions—grew significantly after

the year 1000. These included merchant elites, whose

men often controlled town governments; government

bureaucrats and notaries; artisans, who owned their

own workshops; laborers who earned their wages by

the day or week; servants; and the nonlaboring (i.e.,

disabled or aged) poor. Mediterranean towns also

had domestic slaves. In Iberia, these were predomi-

nantly Muslims and former Muslims who had been

captured during the Christian reconquest of Muslim

territories, which began in the eleventh century. In

northern Italy, domestic slaves did not appear in

significant numbers until after the onset of the Black

Death in 1347–1348; most were girls and women from

the Black Sea region. Town populations also included

members of urban religious orders, such as the Fran-

ciscans, Dominicans, Poor Clares, and Beguines,

whose movements took shape around the year 1200.

Marriage

In addition to their differing standards of living, me-

dieval women from these various social groups—and

from differing parts of Europe—had differing degrees

of choice about whether or not to marry and who to

marry, differing roles within marriage, and differing

economic rights and standards of living as widows.

Elite women—both those of the nobility and those of

the merchant elite—tended to marry at a very young

age and their first marriages were frequently arranged

by their parents. Nonelite women tended to marry at

an older age, one that was closer to that of their

husbands, than did elite women. In northern Europe,

where many single women migrated to towns, urban
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working women, and probably a good number of

peasant women as well, had a great deal of freedom

in their choice of marriage partner. In Italy, as Lan-

sing has argued, women whose natal families were too

poor to endow them with a dowry were often pre-

vented from marrying, but this lack could result in the

freedom to form sexual liaisons that were motivated

by affection, a luxury that was not available to Italian

girls and women of means. In most cases, slave

women did not marry. Although some legal systems

in Spain implied that slave women could marry, it is

unclear if such marriages took place before manumis-

sion. Slave women were often the victims of sexual

advances from the men in the households that they

served. In Italy, many of the children that were born

to slave women were placed in institutions for aban-

doned girls and boys.

Responsibilities

Conduct literature and works on household manage-

ment, such as those by the Knight of La Tour Landry,

the Ménagier of Paris, and Leon Battista Alberti,

create the impression that the principal roles of elite

wives were to guard their virtue, obey their husbands,

produce children, and manage the household. This

impression is somewhat misleading in the case of

wives of the northern European merchant elite, since

a number of those women engaged in commercial

enterprises both alongside their husbands and inde-

pendently. Even for those elite wives who did con-

form to the ideals of childbearing and household

management, the responsibilities could be enormous,

since large aristocratic households could include

dozens of members. Moreover, when royal, noble,

and merchant husbands were away from their homes

for reasons of warfare, crusade, business, or exile,

elite women’s responsibilities often grew enormously.

In the High and late Middle Ages (1050–1500) a

number of queens and countesses took over the gov-

ernance and defense of their realms in the absence of

their husbands, even to the point of bearing arms. In

northern Italian towns the activities and economic

independence of women of the merchant elite were

limited by customs and laws that favored extended

male lineages over the conjugal unit, thus they tended

to be excluded from commercial activities. Neverthe-

less, elite merchant wives and mothers in Italy, such as

Alessandra Strozzi and Marguerita Datini, played

pivotal roles in managing their families’ affairs during

the extended absences, for reasons of business and

exile, of their husbands and adult sons. Both peasant

and artisan wives were valued within marriage for

their essential economic roles, which may have

contributed to an informal sense of marital equality.

Widows

In northern Europe, noble, merchant, peasant, and

artisan widows tended to have a great deal of eco-

nomic independence, gaining control of one third to

all of the conjugal property upon the deaths of their

husbands. Legally, they were now free from the con-

trol of both their parents and their husbands’ families,

but in reality, as the story of Guibert of Nogent’s

noble mother indicates, some had to struggle to pro-

tect that independence. As the work of Howell and

Archer makes clear, many merchant and artisan

widows in northern Europe were able to exercise a

great deal of independence in the commercial and

productive spheres. However, laboring husbands

who earned their wages by the day or week frequently

had nothing to leave their widows. For these women,

the cost of economic independence was economic

marginality or destitution. In northern Italy, elite

urban widows were frequently limited to their

dowry, and, as Klapisch-Zuber has argued for the

elite bourgeois women of fifteenth-century Florence,

many such widows were subject to male control—

either that of their paternal families, or that of their

husbands’ families. By contrast, Dennis Romano has

argued from evidence in Venice, that artisan widows

were freer from the control of extended patrilineal

families than were elite Italian widows.

Stereotypes

According to Farmer, women and men from differing

social groups were subjected to differing dominant

gender stereotypes. Thus, while all men were asso-

ciated, in clerical writings, with productive labor,

and all women with reproductive labor, elite men

were more likely to be associated with intellectual or

spiritual productive labor, and elite women with in-

tellectual and spiritual functions associated with re-

productive labor, while nonelite men and women were

more likely to be associated with the body and its

appetites. In their model sermons for people of vari-

ous social groups, thirteenth-century preachers such

as James of Vitry, Humbert of Romans, and Guibert

of Tournai charged elite women with the responsibili-

ty of spiritually educating all the members of their

households and controlling not only their own sexu-

ality but also that of their male and female servants.
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Conversely, these preachers associated both male and

female servants with uncontrolled lust, and they

blamed female servants for the sexual liaisons that

some of them had with the male members of the

households that they served. Along similar lines, ver-

nacular literature drew sharp distinctions between

nobles and peasants. In courtly literature, only nobles

were represented as worthy and capable of the refined

emotion known as courtly love; in pastourelle litera-

ture, peasant men were represented as too blundering

and inept for love and peasant women were portrayed

as sexually promiscuous.

For women of the lower echelons of society, these

dominant gender stereotypes could have devastating

effects. As Gravdal has suggested, literary portraits of

peasant women who were open to sexual encounters

functioned as barely veiled invitations for elite men to

rape lower-status women. Support for this argument

comes from Rossiaud, who found in his examinations

of court records from fifteenth-century Dijon that

lower-status women living alone or working as ser-

vants were especially vulnerable to rape, often by men

of means.

While predominant stereotypes of lower-status

women could have very real consequences, those

women did not necessarily internalize the ways

in which they were represented by elites. Farmer has

argued that while clerical authors tended to be blind

to women’s roles in the economic realm, working

women were outspoken about their essential econom-

ic contributions to their households. Lansing has ar-

gued, moreover, that poorer residents of thirteenth-

century Bologna resisted elite attempts to classify as

‘‘infamous’’ and ‘‘prostitutes’’ all women who entered

into extramarital relations.

Spirituality and Sanctity

In addition to affecting women’s choices, roles and

rights with respect to marriage and widowhood, as

well as the ways in which women were stereotyped by

those who controlled dominant cultural representa-

tions, social status shaped women’s access to spiritual

prestige and sanctity. As Kenneth Wolf has argued,

western medieval Christian society placed much more

spiritual value on self-abnegation than on service for

others: in the High and later Middle Ages especially,

voluntary poverty and extreme asceticism were essen-

tial aspects of sainthood. Only individuals who had

something to give up could practice self-abnegation

and voluntary poverty; thus, it was difficult for those

who were born poor to aspire to sanctity. Wolf ’s

analysis applies well to most of the prominent female

saints of the High and later Middle Ages who were

known for their extreme asceticism: Elisabeth of

Hungary was the daughter of a king and the wife of

a member of the highest nobility. Marie of Oignies,

Beatrice of Nazareth, Clare of Assisi, Humility of

Faenza, and Angela of Foligno were all from well-

to-do backgrounds, and Margaret of Cortona was the

concubine of a nobleman before her religious conver-

sion. Catherine of Siena stands out as a possi-

ble exception, since she was the daughter of a lower–

middle-class dyer. Nevertheless, dyers were well

placed within the hierarchy of artisans, and they

were included in a group of modest artisans and

notaries who ruled Siena during a significant portion

of Catherine’s lifetime. Saints who were born truly

poor, such as the servant saint Zita of Lucca, were

exceptions to the rule.

SHARON FARMER
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SONG OF SONGS, MEDIEVAL
INTERPRETATIONS OF
The Song of Songs, a collection of poems attributed

to King Solomon, is perhaps the most enigmatic book

of the Bible, eight chapters of passionate love poems

between a man and a woman that mention neither

salvation history nor the name of God. Jews and

Christians alike have debated whether this text has a

place in Scripture. Ancient Jewish midrashic tradi-

tions saw it as the marriage song of God and Israel.

Early Christians were well aware of this and used it

to their advantage. In the third century, Origen of

Alexandria wrote a commentary and a series of homi-

lies on the Song in which the two lovers become either

Christ and the Church or Christ and the human soul.

Origen wrote in Greek, but the surviving fragments in

Latin translations were well-known throughout the

Middle Ages, and inspired a huge tradition of Latin

allegory.

For medieval Christians, then, the Song of Songs

was an elaborate allegory of God’s love for the

Church or the soul, in which the sometimes steamy

eroticism of the text was spiritualized. Such readings

flourished in the monastic world of the seventh to the

twelfth centuries, when almost a hundred interpreta-

tions were written. Most favor the interpretation of

Christ and the Church, although the monastic world

of the twelfth century saw a boom of writings on the

Song as God’s love for the soul, such as the famous

homilies by Bernard of Clairvaux. It is interesting to

think about medieval monks and nuns, vowed to a

chaste life, meditating on the passionate eroticism of

God’s love for the soul. Yet there is nothing prudish

about these texts; rather, the monastic authors revel

in their role as the feminized spouse of the Song. This

is all the more remarkable when the author and the

imagined protagonist of the love story are men. The

medieval tradition of the Song of Songs is an excellent

place to see some stunning medieval gender reversals

as men, even abbots and bishops, imagined them-

selves in the passive role of the Bride.

It is hard to tell if the spiritual interpretation of the

Song of Songs has the same paradoxically elevating

effect for medieval women. For one thing, women

were not allowed to write biblical commentaries, a

task reserved for men, so they had to comment on

the Bible in more oblique ways. The Song was not

always a part of women’s vocabulary; the famous

twelfth-century author Hildegard of Bingen quotes

extensively from parts of the Bible but largely stays

away from the Song of Songs. In the following centu-

ry, though, both Clare of Assisi’s letters to Agnes of

Prague and Gertrude the Great’s mystical meditation

on the liturgy, the Spiritual Exercises, urge their read-

ers to use the love language of the Song as a guide to

the proper love of God. Ironically, Clare and Ger-

trude use a male spiritual tradition to urge female

monastics to cast themselves in the role of the Bride.

Medieval women also had access to the tradition of

interpretation that sees the Bride as the Virgin Mary.

This is a minor strand of the commentary tradition,

mostly twelfth-century, but it obviously had an im-

pact on a German translation of the Song of Songs

probably done by a woman and certainly for use in a

women’s community in South Germany. The St.

Trudperter Song of Songs holds up the Virgin as a

model for the contemplative soul; the nuns are told

that they can become, like Mary, a spiritual mother,

daughter, and wife all at once. This language foresha-

dows the way women in religious life will be charac-

terized in the early modern period, when women’s

spiritual power (and danger) becomes a dangerous

double-edged trope.

And it is in the early modern period that the first

commentary on the Song of Songs by a woman,

Teresa of Avila’s Meditations on the Song of Songs,
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a treatment of the verses from the Song used in her

Carmelite Breviary, was written. Teresa’s language is

as passionate, and as self-deprecating, as that of the

famous male authors of earlier centuries; and no

wonder, since she was under the scrutiny of the Inqui-

sition when she wrote it. This suggests, once again,

that this tradition reached women when it had run its

course among male authors, and that although it may

have been affirming for men because of its paradoxi-

cal gender inversion, its impact on women was more

likely to affirm stereotypes of submission.

E. ANN MATTER
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SOPHIA PALAIOLOGINA
Sophia Palaiologina (1450/1451–1503), originally

christened Zoe, was the daughter of Thomas Palaio-

logos, despot of the Morea (southern Greece), and

Caterina Zaccaria, a Genoese heiress from Achaia.

She was therefore the niece of Constantine XI, the

Byzantine emperor who died on the walls of Constan-

tinople in 1453. Zoe was about ten years old when the

Ottoman Turks captured Mistra, capital of the des-

potate, and forced her family in 1460 to flee first to

Corfù (Kerkyra) and later to Rome. After her father’s

death, Cardinal Bessarion acted as Zoe’s guardian,

supervised her education, and arranged her marriage

to Ivan III, Grand Duke of Moscow. This was nego-

tiated by Ivan’s master of the mint, Gian Battista

della Volpe, who accompanied Zoe to Moscow.

Through this alliance Pope Sixtus IV hoped to pro-

mote the Catholic faith but Zoe adopted Orthodoxy

and was renamed Sophia at her marriage to Ivan in

November 1472.

Although previously credited with introducing

much Byzantine influence in the Muscovite court,

Sophia brought Western styles with her, as well as

two of her brothers and other Greek advisors. Italian

engineers and architects assisted in the construction

of the Moscow Kremlin and Dormition Cathedral

(1475–1479). Sophia’s presence may have increased

awareness of Byzantine imperial traditions, but the

double-headed eagle and title tsar were already in use.

Between 1497 and 1500, as Ivan III wavered over the

succession, Sophia championed her eldest son Vasilii

against Dmitrii, Ivan’s grandson by his first wife.

Eventually Vasilii was designated and succeeded his

father (1505–1533).

JUDITH HERRIN
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SOUL
In its broadest sense, soul refers to the principle of life

in plants, animals, and humans known in Latin as

anima. However, soul is also used to translate the

Latin words animus and mens, meaning the rational

soul or the mind, and it is this uniquely human capac-

ity of reason that most medieval thinkers emphasize.

Questions about the soul have been discussed since

the time of the earliest Greek philosophers. However,

by the Middle Ages, the topic was approached from

three different points of view: the scientific, the philo-

sophical, and the theological. The most widely known

of these conceptions of the soul was the theological,

so only a brief review of the scientific and philosophi-

cal definitions will be provided here.

The scientific perspective derived from the medical

theories of Hippocrates and Galen was transmitted to
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the West by Arabic doctors. Although the medical

tradition focused on the body formed of the four

elements (earth, air, fire, and water), by the Middle

Ages doctors believed that the soul or principle of life

was immaterial, and they developed the classical the-

ory of pneuma, or spirit, proposed by the Stoics as the

link between the immaterial soul and the material

body.

Arabic scholars also transmitted Aristotle’s texts to

the West by the mid-twelfth century. The recovery of

De anima (On the Soul ) led to discussions among the

scholastics, those male thinkers associated with the

universities, about the nature of the soul and its cog-

nitive powers. Philosophers debated issues such as the

relationship between the material, mortal body and

the immaterial, immortal soul, as well as the means by

which the rational part of the soul acquires knowl-

edge. Aristotle’s explanation of the soul as the form of

the body promoted an integrated view of the human

person. Thomas Aquinas (c. 1224–1274) incorporated

Aristotle’s ideas about the soul into Christianity by

the 1270s, although his doing so was controversial at

the time.

Even though the late-medieval medical and philo-

sophical discourses acknowledge the Christian belief

that the soul is immortal, both fields emphasized the

soul’s dependence on a body to maintain life and to

attain knowledge in this world. Theological discus-

sions of the soul, however, focused on the soul’s

relationship to God and its eternal destiny.

Augustine, Bishop of Hippo (354–430 CE), devel-

oped the theological perspective on the soul that was

most familiar and influential throughout the Middle

Ages. Although he wrote treatises on several different

questions regarding the soul’s nature, Augustine’s

most important work on this subject is De Trinitate

(On the Trinity). This text demonstrates his introspec-

tive method of inquiry. Referring to Genesis 1:26–27,

‘‘And he said: ‘Let us make man to our image and

likeness,’ ’’ Augustine regards the soul as the site of

the imago Dei or image of God in humankind. He

therefore tries to ascertain the nature of the divine

Trinity by examining various psychic trinities such as

memory, intelligence, and will, within himself.

In Book 12, chapter 3 of De Trinitate, Augustine

divides the mens or rational part of the soul into

the higher and the lower reason. The higher reason,

dedicated to the contemplation of God, can achieve

wisdom (sapentia); the lower reason, oriented to tem-

poral affairs of the world, can only achieve knowledge

(scientia). Although Augustine claims that these two

parts of the soul are not separate, but merely different

in function, he genders the higher reason masculine

and the lower reason feminine; he also concludes that

the image of God resides exclusively in the masculine

higher reason. Although he admits that men and

women are literally equal in spirit, Augustine claims

that, insofar as the female is different from the male in

body, she is a metaphor for the lower reason’s inca-

pacity for contemplation of transcendent reality. By

chapter 12 of Book 14 Augustine conflates the literal

and metaphoric senses of woman by arguing that Eve,

both as a female person and as the lower reason, was

the intermediary who exposed Adam or the higher

reason to the temptation of the serpent and thus

caused original sin.

Frequently reiterated during the Middle Ages,

Augustine’s division of the soul in De Trinitate into

the higher and lower reason had far-reaching conse-

quence for women in the medieval church. Although

his insistence on the spiritual equality of literal men

and women before God enabled some women to em-

power themselves, his metaphoric identification of the

female body with the lower reason placed them in an

inferior position to the opposite sex and called into

question their mental capability.

DENISE NOWAKOWSKI BAKER
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SPACE, SACRED: AND GENDER
The gendering of sacred space and its implications for

women’s lives have only recently begun to receive the

attention of scholars. Although often taken for

granted and viewed as ‘‘natural’’ or accidental, spatial

arrangements as metaphors and symbolic systems

embodied some of the most basic values and mean-

ings of medieval society. The medieval church had a
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keen interest in the ordering, regulation, and protec-

tion of sacred space. As statements of power and

authority, spatial constructs served the special inter-

ests of the church and its hierarchy. These arrange-

ments were used to reinforce the prevailing male

advantage and regulate social behavior; they also

worked to contain and marginalize women. They

both reflected and constructed gendered identities of

the period.

Influenced by ancient Greek, Jewish, and early

Christian practices, and reflecting in part the physical

tension between the sacred and profane, the church

attempted to deal with its fear of female sexuality and

pollution and need to segregate the laity from the

clergy by establishing certain symbolic and physical

boundaries. Church councils warned that lay dwell-

ings, especially those containing women, were to be

kept at a certain distance from church buildings.

Monasteries of nuns were not to be built in the neigh-

borhood of those of monks, as much to resist ‘‘the

ruses of Satan’’ as the rumors that would result from

this. Regulations regarding whether women could

take communion during menstruation; or how long

after childbirth women might be allowed to enter the

church; purification rituals; or whether women who

died in childbirth might be brought into the church

for funeral rites or buried in consecrated ground,

underscore the church’s fear of female pollution and

need to protect the sacrality of its space.

Although arrangements varied, a policy of strict

segregation was adopted in many churches. Separate

doors were established for men and women. Men

were placed a dextris, on the privileged right or

south side, reserved for the elect in the Last Judgment;

while females were relegated a sinistris, to the left or

north side of the nave, corresponding to the side of

the damned, the location of the devil’s door, etc. The

gendered iconography of mosaics or paintings on

nave walls, or that of church screens with female

saints on the left and male saints on the right, or

later carvings on bench ends further reinforced this

placement. Marriage ceremonies stipulated that the

woman was to stand to the left of the man. In certain

regions cemeteries for women were found to the north

of the church while those for men were located to the

south. Other sources note that men were to sit in the

forepart or eastward section of the church while

women were to sit behind them, since the ‘‘husband

was the head of the wife.’’ Prostitutes were required to

stay ‘‘behind and segregated from good women.’’

Durham Cathedral still has a line in the floor of the

second bay of its nave beyond which women were

forbidden to pass. Many arrangements were however

of a local nature and there is evidence that in a few

churches these customary stations that privileged men

were reversed to reward women’s heroic behavior in

their communities.

Double churches or chapels emphasized hierarchi-

cal ordering: royalty or nobility occupied the upper

floor while those of lesser standing remained below, as

at the Sainte Chapelle in Paris. Frequently separate

chapels were designated for the king and for the

queen.

The sanctuary which housed the altar was viewed

as the church’s most sacred space. Women were spe-

cifically warned that, because of their natural infirmi-

ty, they were not to approach the main altar, stand or

sit within the chancel, touch the sacred vessels or

corporal, or distribute communion to the faithful.

Nevertheless some women were able to vicariously

occupy this privileged space through donations of

altar crosses, chalices, books, major altar pieces,

etc., which contained their names and portraits.

Many male monasteries strictly forbade women

access to their churches and chapels. These exclusion-

ary practices proved to be especially difficult for

women who wished to visit these sites and pray at

their saints’ tombs. Unwilling to accept these gender-

based proscriptive policies, women consistently

challenged or contested these spaces: for example,

some women were involved in negotiations to allow

them limited access; others became audacious trespas-

sers within these ‘‘male only spaces.’’ In a number of

cases, wealth and status overrode gender (i.e., queens

and noble women were accorded special permission to

enter male monastic churches and pray at their saints’

tombs). As an expression of their gratitude they in-

variably provided generous donations to these foun-

dations.

In contrast, the spatial policies of women’s monas-

tic churches appear to have been more inclusive. With

the need for priests and other males to help in the

running of their communities, they did not have the

luxury to exclude men. They made provision for the

laity (male and female) to be allowed to worship

within their main churches which in some cases also

served as parish churches. Cogitosus, in his Life of St.

Brigit (seventh century), provides a description of the

church of the double or mixed community of Kildare

with its internal divisions of space. The nave had a

median wall that divided the congregation: the

women’s half was located on the left or north side,

and the men’s half on the right or south side. Each

side had its own special door. At the east end or the

chancel area, was a transverse wall with two doors

that separated the lay congregation from the monks

and nuns. Here the nuns were relegated to the left or

north side of the altar and the monks were to the

south or right of the altar. The nuns were thus sepa-

rated in their churches from the lay men and women:
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in some places they occupied one side of the nave; or

the choir, or an upper gallery placed over the aisles or

in the west end or Westwerk of the church. In the

central and late Middle Ages, with the increased em-

phasis on strict segregation and enclosure, the nuns

were frequently hidden behind wooden or masonry

walls, or heavy metal grills. With this arrangement,

they often had to endure obstructed views of the altar

and communion. In some cases nuns were provided

with only small apertures that served as ‘‘listening

holes’’ for them to hear the liturgy. Thus for many

monasteries, these spatial arrangements seem to have

been made at the expense of the members of the

female community and their religious experiences:

they effectively limited or restricted their access to

the most privileged sacred space within their own

churches.

While there exists some variety in the arrangements

of medieval sacred space, these spaces were never

neutral, disinterested, or inert. The gendered policies

provide another important perspective on shifting

views of women and their proper ‘‘place’’ in society

and the church.

JANE TIBBETTS SCHULENBURG
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SPACE, SECULAR: AND GENDER
In late medieval and early modern Europe, secular

space was so highly and rigidly gendered that variations

from established patterns and accepted norms were

often the subject of comment. This was particularly

the case in Florence, a town of local customs, but also

one of international connections that make it an impor-

tant case study of patterns of activity, cultural procliv-

ities, and gender differentiations that are variously

applicable, albeit with caution, to places and customs

elsewhere. In his fifteenth-century treatiseOn the Fami-

ly, the humanist Leon Battista Alberti wrote: ‘‘It would

hardly win us respect if our wife busied herself among

the men in themarketplace, out in the public eye. It also

seems somewhat demeaning to me to remain shut up in

the home among women when I have manly things to

do amongmen.’’ Alberti clearly reflects a contemporary

codification of a Florentine world that was gender spe-

cific, with the external world, primarily the arena of

politics and mercantile activity, gendered male, while

the home and domestic activity were gendered female.

So ingrained was this structure of gendered spaces

in the secular realm that it does not surprise that

another period writer would take special note of a
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striking disruption of this system in which women

ventured boldly, and indeed threatening, beyond the

confines of the domestic sphere. In 1497, during the

period of Savonarolan unrest in the city and in re-

sponse to the deprivations of famine, three thousand

poor women gathered in the Piazza della Signoria, the

main civic and thus male space in Florence, in mass

protest demanding the provision of bread. This was

an extraordinary appearance in the public realm of

the city, a space dominated by the public Palazzo

della Signoria from which women were assiduously

forbidden entry throughout much of Florentine his-

tory. After several days’ protest and nearly riotous

circumstances, the demands of the women were finally

met and, as the chronicler notes, they ‘‘took them-

selves home.’’ This episode not only describes a tense

moment in the public arena; it also communicates

something significant about the gendering of secular

space, for the aversion of crisis was not simply in the

satisfaction of the women’s demands; it was also in

their return to their place at home. So clearly was the

Piazza della Signoria considered a secular space for

Florentine men alone that when Giralomo Savonar-

ola was executed there the following year, a capital

punishment observed by many males, the preacher’s

female followers viewed the event only at a distance

while praying at the church of San Marco.

This is not to suggest that women had no role in

the public and secular spaces of the city. However,

from important rituals like marriage ceremonies, dur-

ing which women paraded through the city from the

house of the father to the house of the husband, to

funerals, when women had prescribed roles, often as

unrestrained wailing mourners, and even the daily

tasks of marketing and socializing, women moved

about the spaces of the city in ways that were specific

to their gender and clearly differentiated from male

roles in those same spaces. Unmarried women were

carefully attended by male and female relatives, and

as for married women, only their reputation as chaste

spouses permitted them to move about the city

without similar retinues of chaperones.

The domestic sphere, then, was the space most

extensively gendered female, but even there women’s

activities of organizing and monitoring household

affairs seem to have been circumscribed by male inter-

ests in the preservation of honor, the education of

children, the maintenance of accounts, and the safe

stewardship of family wealth as Alberti additionally

indicates in his treatise. Furthermore, even spaces that

might at times be exclusively gendered female—such

as bedrooms during times of childbirth—could shift

in their gendering to male spaces in moments when

business or political activity were conducted by men

in those same spaces in a domestic context still largely

undifferentiated for various functions room by room.

Finally, even though women had an element of auton-

omy in the management of the domestic sphere despite

its overall prescription bymales, the domestic environ-

ment continued to present a problematic secular space

of liminal danger in the latemedieval and earlymodern

period from which women could be problematically

seen by themale gaze of the outside world. Archbishop

Antonino, another fifteenth-century Florentine, writes

in one context ‘‘I am not happy that you should stand

at windows, in order to see who passes by,’’ and in

another, ‘‘The wife ought but rarely to wander around

outside the home, and she should not go leaping about

the piazza, nor stand telling stories and murmuring in

the doorway, nor talking at the window but going

outside the house only to church, and then she should

not go by herself.’’ What Antonino’s text and others

like it make clear is that in his world women in secular

spaces were valuable signifiers of virtue but also, prob-

lematically, of vice should their actions ever shift from

licit and controlled to illicit and free from male super-

vision and control.

ROGER J. CRUM
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SPIRITS: DISCERNMENT OF AND
POSSESSION BY
Medieval Christian culture acknowledged many dif-

ferent spirits. Angels, demons, ghosts, and fairies all

fell under the category of spiritual beings. Humanity

itself contained a spiritual essence, the human spirit,

which dwelt in the heart and acted as an intermediary

between the physical self and the immortal soul.

Derived from the Hellenistic environment of the

early Church, especially Stoic influences, the notion

of the material human spirit was augmented in medi-

eval thought by Arab medical treatises that filtered

into western Europe through Spain in the twelfth

century. Ultimately, medieval thinkers elaborated an

entire spiritual system in their writings on human

physiology.

Many medieval people lived their lives without

ever having an experience that they believed involved

supernatural spirits. Others claimed to have seen

ghosts or other spiritual beings on occasion. A small

number of individuals, however, were diagnosed as

having entered into a long-term state of intimacy with

a spirit, a condition known as spirit possession. We

may identify two major forms of this phenomenon.

The first was demonic possession, in which a demon

physically invaded the body of a person and seized

control over it. The phenomenon of demonic posses-

sion is mentioned frequently in the gospels of Mark,

Matthew, and Luke, where the exorcism of such per-

sons features prominently among Jesus’s miracles.

(There are no exorcisms in the Gospel of John.) As

a biblically attested category of affliction, demonic

possession remained an important idea throughout

the Middle Ages. In the early medieval centuries,

demoniacs of both sexes often congregated around

the tombs of saints. By the 1200s, however, demonic

possession was becoming increasingly common, and

also highly feminized. Reports of demoniacs prolifer-

ate in thirteenth-century sources, accompanied by an

increasing gender imbalance, toward women, in the

victims. Thomas of Cantimpré, for example, recounts

a detailed story of a girl who became possessed after a

long day of dancing, and who was healed by a young

boy. Likewise, the vitae of saints frequently recount

miraculous healings of the possessed, such as that of

a violent female demoniac in Ferrara, healed by

Anthony of Padua.

A second kind of spirit possession was divine

possession. The hagiographies of certain female

visionaries present their subjects as possessed by the

spirit of God, emphasizing that the Holy Spirit lives

and speaks through the saint. Although the phrase

divine possession was not used in medieval writings,

the notion of direct physical inhabitation by the spirit

of the divine was enunciated by medieval authors in

other terms. Thus the hagiographer of Jutta of Huy

wrote that she had the gift of mind-reading ‘‘through

the Holy Spirit, which lived inside her.’’ Many women

visionaries reported that Jesus literally entered into

their heart and dwelt therein, fused with their own

human spirit. The miracle of the stigmata, so often

reported of women visionaries, may be viewed as the

ultimate physical expression of divine possession, a

union of two into one spirit and two into one flesh.

This trend began in the late twelfth century with the

proliferation of new, lay religious movements (such as

the Beguines and other independent religious women)

that hosted many visionary women, and continued

unabated until the end of the era.

Divine and demonic spirit possession affected

women more than men; and both saw rising numbers

in the thirteenth century and beyond. Furthermore,

both possessions were manifested in similar ways. The

demonically and the divinely possessed were credited

with prophetic abilities, xenoglossia (the ability to

speak previously unknown foreign tongues), physical

transformations (bloating, or the ability to subsist

without eating), and other individual charisms. In

consequence, medieval churchmen became concerned

about the possibility of confusion between these two

types of extraordinary women, fearing lest the overly

credulous might treat as saintly someone who actually

was demonically possessed. The Devil, after all, was

thought to be ever-ready to deceive the faithful.

Thus arose the concern with the discernment of

spirits, also called the testing of spirits. These synony-

mous phrases refer to the imperative to distinguish

between the truly divinely inspired (who deserve ven-

eration as saints), and the demonically possessed

(whose influence should be eliminated). In time, the

theory and practice of discerning spirits also came to

embrace other categories of potential confusion, such

as feigned sanctity and various natural pathologies.

Concern over the issue reached its peak in the late

fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, with the ap-

pearance of treatises devoted exclusively to the topic

of testing spirits.

Although in theory the discernment of spirits was a

gender-neutral exercise, in fact discernment concerns

clustered closely around the careers of laywomen

who claimed supernatural gifts. In part, this stemmed

from the fact that women visionaries and women

demoniacs were reported to behave in similar ways.

Scholars agree, however, that the feminine emphasis
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in the discernment of spirits literature also expresses a

deep-seated cultural ambivalence toward women

arrogating to themselves a leadership role. Notably,

many discernment treatises were penned in response

to the attempted canonizations of visionary women.

The best-known writer on the subject, Jean Gerson

(d. 1429), composed three separate treatments, all

directly inspired by visionary women. His 1415 tract

On the Testing of Spirits, for example, was commis-

sioned by the Council of Constance as part of the

review of Birgitta of Sweden’s (d. 1373) canonization.

As may be seen in the well-known case of Joan of Arc

(d. 1431), debates over women’s leadership and super-

natural inspiration were contentious struggles at the

end of the Middle Ages.

Ultimately, one long-term effect of the discernment

of spirits debates was to undermine female claims to

holiness, leaving only the alternative category—de-

monic influence—as an explanation for cases of

female spiritual inspiration. This increasing demoni-

zation of women helped set the stage for the witch-

craft persecutions that began in the generation after

Gerson, in the 1430s, and continued through the early

modern period.
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SPIRITUAL CARE
In the Middle Ages care of souls (cura animarum)

was a clerical privilege, but it was also an amorphous

practice exercised even by women. In its narrow

meaning, the term is associated with pastoral care

(cura pastoralis), which principally referred to priestly

care of the laity’s spiritual affairs through homilies,

exhortations, and the administration of sacraments.

Such cura came with financial support (beneficium)

that came with jurisdiction over a parish. Spiritual

direction was not limited to the activities of the parish

priests, however, since it also encompassed religious

formation in monasteries and spiritual relationships

between the members of religious orders and the

laity or within religious communities. While spiritual

care was essentially associated with positive religious

formation, it had a correctional element to it as

well, for a spiritual director was also responsible

for uprooting practices seen as heterodox or coun-

terproductive. Especially toward the end of the

Middle Ages, the distinctio spirituum or the art of

discerning between the workings of good and bad

spirits, came to be an essential aspect of spiritual

direction, often with negative consequences for

women whose piety could be labeled unorthodox or

even demonic.

Women were not merely recipients of spiritual care

provided by men, but as abbesses and prioresses they

were involved in spiritual formation of other monas-

tic women. Mothers held spiritual authority unoffi-

cially as religious educators of their children, and

women could be role models of piety, especially as

mystics whose perceived closeness with God empow-

ered them to counsel others.

Parish Priests

Even though care of the souls was principally the duty

of the parish clergy and bishops, strikingly little is

known of the spiritual relationships between these

authorities and women. The low educational level of

ordinary priests helps to explain the lack of written

evidence. But even bishops, who typically came from

the nobility and enjoyed greater educational opportu-

nities, seem not to have involved themselves with

spiritual formation. They focused on the administra-

tive affairs of the church. Though Pope Gregory VII

(1073–1085) successfully bolstered parish priests’ au-

thority over secular magnates, and later the Fourth

Lateran Council (1215) stressed their sacramental au-

thority by demanding that lay people annually receive

communion at their local churches, the parish priests
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still seem to have had only marginal impact on the

practice of spiritual care.

Guidance from Monks and Friars

The most effective practitioners of spiritual care came

from the ranks of the religious orders. Monks and

friars wrote the most influential classics of spiritual

direction, among them The Conferences of John

Cassian (d. c. 435) and The Soul’s Journey into God

by Bonaventure (d. 1274). Even Pope Gregory the

Great’s (590–604) momentous Liber regulae pastora-

lis, a pastoral manual for bishops, was shaped by his

experiences as a monk. The monastic life also created

a fertile seedbed for literature specifically concerning

women’s spiritual direction. One significant means for

exercising such care was through religious rules (reg-

ulae). The Rule of Augustine, which became popular

only toward the end of the eleventh century, derived

from Augustine’s (d. 430) Letter 211 to a group of

religious women. Caesarius of Arles (d. 542) wrote

guidelines to the flourishing community of his sister,

Caesaria. Benedict (d. c. 550) did not write a rule for

women, but his Rule for monks was later introduced

to women’s houses.

The regula was read aloud when the community

gathered together for its chapter meetings and meals,

but women commonly adjusted the contents of the

rule by requesting changes or by refusing to follow

regulations that did not suit their purposes. Heloise

(d. 1164), the powerful abbess at the Paraclete, wrote

to Abelard (d. 1142) to ask for clarification con-

cerning women’s use of the Rule of Benedict, re-

vealing her own learnedness on the practices of

spiritual direction. Some women even wrote the

rules for their religious communities, including Clare

of Assisi, whose modus vivendi was approved just a

few days before her death in August 1253, and Bir-

gitta of Sweden (d. 1373), who claimed that she

received the rule for her Order of the Holy Savior in

a vision.

Inspirational Literature

Inspirational literature was an essential aspect of me-

dieval spiritual care, be that care directed at nuns or

women. Such guidance came in the shape of devotion-

al manuals, among them the Speculum virginum,

which in the twelfth century advised nuns in the art

of piety through a fictional dialogue between a

nun and her spiritual mentor. The vitae of past and

contemporary saints presented material for spiritual

formation through emulation (imitatio). Not unlike

men, medieval women were nurtured by The Lives of

the Fathers, the Golden Legend, and other collections

of the lives of saints. Some women became models of

piety themselves, thus teaching through their saintly

model (docere exemplo). Many authors responded to

women’s concerns in an epistolary format. The pow-

erful Countess Matilda of Canossa received guidance

from both Gregory VII and Anselm of Canterbury

(d. 1109). Peter the Venerable (d. 1156) sent advice

to his nieces Margaret and Pontia at Marcigny,

a Cluniac monastery. The Dominican preacher

Giovanni Dominici (d. 1419) directed spiritual letters

to the nuns at Corpus Domini (Venice) and guided

Bartolomea degli Alberti in the religious duties of a

mother.

Arranging Spiritual Services for Nuns

The medieval church had no preemptive solutions

concerning the spiritual care directed toward nuns

or other religious women (cura monialium or cura

mulierum). Hence the arrangements concerning reli-

gious instruction, administration of sacraments and

other religious services varied from one community

to another. Some monasteries were served by an ad-

joining community of chaplains, others teamed up

with men in double monasteries, as was the case with

the Gilbertines. More typically, however, women’s

houses, though often technically under the care of a

bishop, received spiritual services from visiting mem-

bers of the major religious orders, especially the Au-

gustinian Canons, the Cistercians, the Dominicans,

and the Franciscans. As such arrangements were rare-

ly fixed, care could turn easily into neglect, resulting

in thorny debates during which the leaders of the

religious orders sought to terminate their ties with

religious women. Such was the case with the Cister-

cians in the 1140s and with the Dominicans and the

Franciscans throughout the thirteenth century. It was

not untypical for the women in these circumstances to

fight back by appealing to the popes for a privilege

that granted them, at least temporarily, the spiritual

services of the reluctant religious orders.

Women Providing Spiritual Care

Women themselves were not officially to teach Chris-

tian doctrine or comment on the Bible, but the prac-

tice of morally and spiritually uplifting exhortation
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(exhortatio) was open to them, whether as leaders of a

religious community, mystics, or simply as mothers. It

was the duty of abbesses and prioresses to ensure that

the members of their community participated in mo-

nastic observances. When this privilege to educate

and discipline their fellow religious was coupled with

the abbesses’ and prioress’ aristocratic pedigrees,

many emerged with spiritual authority that extended

well beyond their communities. The visionary Hilde-

gard of Bingen (d. 1179) counseled Pope Eugenius III,

and Gertrude of Hackeborn (d. c. 1292) developed the

Cistercian monastery of Helfta into a flourishing

center of literal and spiritual activity.

A ninth-century Carolingian mother, Dhuoda, all

but turned herself into a theologian when she dictated

her Liber manualis to advise her warrior son on

the wisdom of the Bible and the Christian ethics.

Religious and laywomen with reputations as mystics

practiced guidance that was associated with the tradi-

tion of the seven works of spiritual mercy, which

included counseling the doubtful and instructing the

ignorant. Most of these women operated privately,

receiving visitors at their homes or at their commu-

nities, but some reached the public by draping their

teaching in a literary format. Catherine of Siena

(d. 1380), a Dominican laywoman, directed close to

four hundred spiritual letters to a mixed group of

recipients that included popes as well as ordinary

people. Caterina Vigri of Bologna (d. 1463), a Fran-

ciscan nun, wrote her Seven Spiritual Weapons as a

step-by-step guide to religious perfection. She herself

was modeled into an example of piety only a few years

after her death when Illuminata Bembo, a nun at her

community, eulogized her exemplary life in Specchio

di Illuminazione (Mirror of Illumination).

Women even stepped into the field officially re-

served for men by explaining theological tenets or by

teaching in public. For some, this brought marginali-

zation or outright condemnation, as was the case with

Beguine Marguerite Porete, who was burned as a

heretic in 1310. Yet, the hagiographers of Rose of

Viterbo (d. 1252) and Humility of Faenza (d. 1310)

not only tolerated, but even applauded, their public

teaching. When such prophetic preaching meshed

with the reform agenda of leading churchmen,

women could rise to considerable fame, as did Birgitta

of Sweden and Catherine of Siena. While such public

leadership was exceptional for women, it was con-

ceivable for it matched with the widely recognized

mythic roles of Mary Magdalen, who was known

as the Apostle of the Apostles, and Catherine of

Alexandria, who was presented as a converter of

pagan philosophers.
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SPIRITUALITY, CHRISTIAN
The Oxford English Dictionary reminds us that

spiritual was originally synonymous with ecclesiasti-

cal. In the Merriam-Webster dictionary, the defi-

nitions that many people associate with spirituality,

‘‘attachment to religious values,’’ ‘‘the state of being

spiritual,’’ are secondary to the primary definition:

‘‘something that in ecclesiastical law belongs to the

church or to a cleric as such’’ (Merriam-Webster On-

line, http://www.m-w.com/home.htm). It is significant

that in the Middle Ages spirituality had as much to

do with ecclesiastical power and property as it did

with the inner state of one’s soul. Spirituality thus is

about power: the power of one’s office as well as the

power of inner conviction. In this entry spirituality

also denotes an engagement with, devotion to, or

mediation of God or other spiritual beings.

As European societies became more settled in the

period after 1000, more people were able to devote

time and energy to their religious aspirations. At the

same time, the papacy, under the legacy of the elev-

enth-century Gregorian Reform movement (named

after Pope Gregory VII [1073–1085]), attempted to

centralize and systematize both Christian theology

and practice. These two parallel trends explain much

of the excitement about, and also the conflicts over,

Christian spirituality from 1100 to 1300. This entry

describes a few of the most significant manifesta-

tions of spirituality in this period among clerical,

monastic, and lay groups, with a special emphasis

upon women.

Monastic Spirituality

In the western half of the Roman Empire Christian

spirituality was developed and practiced within the

framework of Benedictine monasticism. Benedictine

monks and nuns dedicated themselves to lives of

chastity, poverty, and, above all, obedience to a supe-

rior. These principles helped shape the distinctive

monastic practices of prayer, work, and study. Prom-

inent among their spiritual practices was lectio divina,

a unique method of studying Scripture that involved

‘‘hearing with one’s heart,’’ as Benedict explained

in the prologue to his famous Rule. Lectio divina

integrates hearing, reading, prayer, meditation, and

study in a quiet, laborious, and reflective manner. In

Lectio divina there is no separation between ‘‘spiritu-

al’’ meditation and ‘‘devotional’’ practice: lectio is at

once a method of spiritual practice and a philosophy

of spirituality that is not ‘‘goal-directed’’ but receptive

to many modes of spiritual refreshment. Developed

by monks who had a lifetime as their disposal, lectio

divina had as many spiritual paths as there were

practitioners.

Lectio divina also had one stringent requirement

beyond monastic vows: Latin literacy. It was assumed

that one would hear and meditate upon the Bible, and

perhaps read the many medieval commentaries on it,

in Latin. Only the wealthy and educated few in the lay

population could participate in this form of spiritual-

ity. From the twelfth century onward, however, more

people had the resources to acquire at least the rudi-

ments of such an education. And a new class of

popular preachers began to explain the Scriptures to

lay populations in their own languages. Finally, new

monastic orders—first the Cistercians, and then the

Fransciscans and Dominicans—appealed to the laity

as never before: the Cistercians through their evoca-

tive spiritual writings, the Franciscans through their

locations in urban centers, and the Dominicans

through their popular preaching.

Secular Culture and Christian Spirituality

A good example of the medieval interaction between

lay and spiritual devotional impulses is the use of

secular love poetry to cultivate a particular form of

Christian spirituality called Minnemystik or ‘‘love

mysticism.’’ Mysticism is a nebulous term but in the

Christian tradition generally denotes a type of direct

experience of or participation in God, rather than

experiencing God as mediated through Christian

sacraments. Troubadour poetry extolled the virtues

of devotion to one’s lady or lord, imagined as a noble

man or woman who bestowed his/her favors upon the

beloved. In poetry both erotic and long-suffering, the

knight pined for the loving reward of his devotion.

There was also a monastic parallel to this love poetry:

the sensuous language of the Biblical Song of Songs.

From Origen in the second century to Bernard of

Clairvaux in the twelfth, monks used the language

of the Bride and Bridegroom in the Song of Songs

to explain the mystery of God’s union with the soul.

Both men and women were attracted to this symbol-

ism, but Minnemystik and its kin, bridal mysticism,

are especially associated with spiritual women in cen-

tral Europe and the Low Countries. For example, in

the thirteenth century Hadewijch of Antwerp wrote

passionate poetry in her native tongue, describing

God personified as Minne, a female aspect of God

to whom the soul, like a knight, devotes himself.

Gender ambiguity is a central feature of this form of

mysticism, for Minne, an aspect of God, is female,

while the soul is imagined as either masculine or

feminine. In contrast, bridal mysticism, most clearly
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depicted in the writings of Mechthild of Magdeburg

(1207–1294), is more closely aligned with heteronor-

mative paradigms, in which the soul is imagined as

a Bride entering God’s chamber to become united

with Him.

Spiritual Devotion to the Humanity of Christ

Minnemystik imagines the union of God and the soul

in terms of human love. Part of the impulse for this

form of spiritual devotion was a heightened aware-

ness of Christ’s humanity, as well as his divinity.

Iconographically represented by an idealized man in-

stead of a stern judge, Christ’s image as God incar-

nate in human flesh provided a way to experience

God more concretely than as a purely formless spirit.

As Bernard of Clairvaux wrote: ‘‘Our Lord shows

us both the difficulty of the way and the reward of

the labor. . . If you imitate him you will not walk in

darkness; you will have the light of life’’ (Evans, 103).

One result of this renewed appreciation of Christ’s

humanity was the conviction that he provided the

ideal life to follow: the imitatio Christi. This imitatio

could take many forms; especially popular were those

of idealizing poverty, selling one’s possessions and

begging for food, and ministering to the sick and the

poor. These forms were highly gendered, because

women generally did not have the option of casting

off all social bonds and living hand to mouth, as did

Franciscan monks. One has only to examine the

careers of Francis (1182–1226) and St. Clare (1194–

1253) to appreciate the difficulties such an ideal posed

for women. Although St. Clare also extolled volun-

tary poverty and clung to it for her Rule, the move

to enclose her nuns within a nunnery proved very

hard to resist. Ministering to the sick and the poor,

however, was an option that many religious women

championed. In the Low Countries a group of reli-

gious women called Beguines, taking no permanent

vows, ran schools and hospitals and pooled their

money for the welfare of all in their communities.

They organized as self-supporting communities, how-

ever, not bands of wandering friars. They are one of

the best examples of how imitatio Christi could be

imagined as a lifestyle for women.

Christ’s Suffering as a Spiritual Model

Related to the importance of Christ’s life is the atten-

tion paid to his suffering and death. Part of imitatio

Christi is the notion that to truly imitate Christ, one

must suffer, and perhaps even die, as he did. This was

not a new form of Christian spirituality. In the early

days of Christianity martyrs were praised as those

who most perfectly imitated Christ. Since the days

of martyrdom were long over, what form of suffering

might be appropriate? Monasticism remained the

‘‘white [bloodless] martyrdom,’’ but newer forms of

imitating Christ’s suffering focused on the aspects of

his narrative that depicted him as reviled, persecuted,

and misunderstood. As Meister Eckhart (1260–1327/

1328), a Dominican mystic, wrote to the Queen of

Hungary: ‘‘If you want to be a son of God and do

not want to suffer, you are all wrong’’ (Colledge, 232).

Devotional meditations on Christ’s Passion were also

very popular. Many were written in the vernacular

especially for women, such as those by the fourteenth

century English monk, Richard Rolle (1300–1349).

Eucharistic Spirituality

An emphasis upon Christ’s real presence in the Eu-

charist became more pronounced from the tenth cen-

tury on. Eucharistic piety is a wonderful example of

the synchrony between popular devotion and clerical

desires. The festival of Corpus Christi, for example,

was officially promulgated by the papacy in 1264, but

the impetus for the festival came from the Beguine

Juliana of Cornillon (1222–1258). Stories of Eucha-

ristic hosts that miraculously manifested Christ’s

body (in whole or in part) had been part of popular

culture since the eighth century, and clerics and

preachers began to use these stories as exempla to

teach the proper Christian respect for the Eucharist.

From the twelfth century on, bleeding host stories

cannot be extricated from the anti-Semitism that sur-

rounded them, fueled by both popular and govern-

mental resentment at Jewish success. It is undeniable

that as views of the real presence became more

entrenched in Christian society, persecution and

expulsion of Jewish communities also increased.

The religious implications of this doctrine for

Christian lay people, especially women, were also

profound. Women could not be priests, and so could

not participate in the most powerful ritual of the

Christian Church: the consecration of the Eucharist.

As Miri Rubin has detailed, after 1100 the emphasis

on Christ’s real presence in the Eucharist increased

the powers of the priesthood and tended to separate

them even more from the laity. As clerics across

Europe consolidated the doctrine of the real presence

and engaged in an extensive preaching and teaching

campaign, the right of lay people to teach or inter-

pret Christian doctrine was increasingly curtailed.
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Yet many lay people, both men and women, were

caught up in the religious sentiments of their day,

especially Eucharistic devotion. Lay men and

women could not consecrate the host, but they could

adore it. After all, devotional meditations on Christ’s

Passion were thought appropriate for lay people.

These meditations, taking place in churches, could

also cause extravagant ecstatic or other visionary

phenomena. Many biographies of ‘‘holy women’’

stress that their ecstatic visions occurred during recep-

tion of the Eucharist. Thus, eucharistic spirituality

had public, as well as personal, aspects. Ecstatic

visions were public and sometimes resulted in reli-

gious transformations of witnesses. Women who

were graced with these visions were often regarded

as spiritually gifted. A few of these holy women also

claimed to live solely on Eucharistic ‘‘food.’’

Eucharistic spirituality thus had the effect of

providing a spiritual niche for religious women in

addition to heightening the institutional office of

priest. Clerics were often great admirers of holy

women and wrote enthusiastic vitae for them. Holy

women were also rivals for spiritual power, however,

and some clerics were suspicious of their claims.

Spiritual Power

The phenomenon of ecstatic visions returns us to

ecclesiastical power. That is, who has the ability to

mediate the sacred for others? One kind of spiritual

power was the distribution of the Eucharist, over

which clerics established a spiritual monopoly. An-

other form of spiritual power was the cult of saints,

which provided intermediaries between heavenly and

earthly power. A third kind of spiritual power

was developed by holy women. The period from

1100–1300 saw a marked rise in the documentation

of holy women in every European country. Anchor-

esses in England, religious laywomen affiliated with

the Franciscans and Dominicans in Italy, and

Beguines in the Low Countries, were just a few of

the variety of practitioners of female religious spiritu-

ality. Some of these holy women presided over a new

form of spiritual power: the ability to traverse purga-

tory and heaven via visual and ecstatic phenomena.

As Barbara Newman has argued, the domain of pur-

gatory was relatively new in the twelfth century and

represented a new spiritual ‘‘apostolate to the dead’’

to which women had access. Some holy women

claimed to be able to discover the fates of particu-

lar deceased individuals. Other holy women became

channels of divine inspiration. They could, in that

role, reveal divine wisdom. Still others became

famous for their voluntary poverty and asceticism.

The spiritual power exercised by these holy women

was as much a feature of the medieval landscape as

clerical power.

Conclusion

All of these forms of medieval spirituality were both

intoxicatingly creative and dangerous to the societies

that inspired them. Spiritual variety could thrive in

confident, well-integrated societies, but any social and

economic fissures threatened to upset the delicate

balance between creative spirituality and society-

unraveling chaos. Rulers and clerics perceived many

potential problems. First, the spiritual devotion of the

laity was by definition less educated in the intricacies

of scholastic theology, so lay preachers and writers

could make theological mistakes. Second, admiration

of alternate models of spiritual power could become

dangerous if it led to clerical critiques. Third, extrav-

agant imitations of Christ could spawn hordes of

beggars and rogues roaming the countryside. Finally,

claims for divine sanction could result in prophetic

statements unacceptable to Christian orthodoxy. The

heady days of social and religious experimentation

became increasingly less attractive after the thirteenth

century. Many spiritual movements that churchmen

had formerly praised were condemned, such as the

Beguine movement, along with the ‘‘Free Spirit’’ her-

esy, in 1311–1312 at the Council of Vienne. Yet,

although women’s writings and sometimes their bod-

ies were burned, the deep impulses of spiritual desire

proved impossible to suppress. For example, Margue-

rite Porete was executed for heresy at Paris in 1310,

but her book, The Mirror of Simple Annihilated Souls,

circulated in French, Latin, Italian, and English ver-

sions long after her death, albeit with her name some-

times removed. It is ironic that the spirituality

inspired and nurtured by the Church in the medieval

period would erupt in different forms during the

Protestant Reformation of the fifteenth century. In-

deed, many of the spiritual expressions of the medi-

eval period: Bible study, devotional meditations,

focus on the Passion, love mysticism, dedication to

poverty and aid of the sick and disadvantaged, sur-

vive in both Catholic and Protestant manifestations

to this day.

MARY SUYDAM
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STAGEL, ELSBETH
Elsbeth Stagel (c. 1300–1360) is known primarily be-

cause of her (disputed) role in the composition of two

works: 1) the vita of the German Dominican preacher

Henry Suso (1295–1366), which he compiled, along

with his other major German works, in a collec-

tion called The Exemplar; and 2) the Sisterbook (or

convent chronicle) of the Dominican convent of Töss

near Zürich. Little is known of Elsbeth Stagel’s back-

ground beyond notes, made in a Suso manuscript

owned by Stagel, referring to her order, the Domini-

can community in Töss, and her immediate family.

Other documents confirm that her father, Rudolf

Stagel, was a town councilman in Zürich. Stagel prob-

ably entered the convent at a young age and remained

there until her death.

The debate over Stagel’s authorship centers

around Suso’s contradictory accounts of her in his

vita. In the prologue, Suso describes Stagel as having

secretly written down his personal experiences. Once

he discovered the existence of these writings, he threw

them into the fire. Yet before he could burn all of

them, a divine message stayed his hand, and he pro-

ceeded to use her writings to complete a vita of his

own. Although it is clear from the text that Stagel’s

written and verbal exchanges with Suso contributed

to his work, scholars continue to debate whether

what we learn of her in the vita is more fiction than

fact. Suso also praises Stagel’s authorship of her

own book—a compilation of thirty-three lives of sis-

ters from the Töss community, but this authorship

has also been disputed and it is now thought that

Stagel was one of a number of contributors to that

compilation.

SARA S. POOR
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STROZZI, ALESSANDRA
The Florentine patrician Alessandra Strozzi (1407–

1471) is known for seventy-three surviving letters

written in her own hand, all but one addressed to

her exiled sons, who worked as merchant bankers in

Naples, Spain, and Bruges. Alessandra had been

widowed by age thirty and left to raise five small

children after her husband Matteo’s exile by the Med-

ici and subsequent death. Her earliest letters, starting

in 1447 after ten years of widowhood, show her estab-

lishing her sons in merchant careers and finding hus-

bands for her daughters. The later letters document

her efforts to obtain the repeal of her sons’ exile and

to find them wives.

Like most Florentine women of her time, Alessan-

dra had little formal education, but she wrote fluently

in a colloquial style reflecting everyday speech. Her

words show her to have been a devoted mother, seri-

ous about the religious advice she gave her sons. They

also suggest she was a woman of strong will but con-

siderable tact, possessing exceptional judgment about

family and finances, and a cynical but insightful view

of the Florentine social and political scene. Letters by

Alessandra’s relatives reinforce the self-portrait pre-

sented in her letters and reveal her as a guiding force in

family decisions until the end of her life.
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SUCCESSION, ROYAL AND NOBLE
During the Middle Ages, a number of rulers were

elected, including most famously the pope, the Holy

Roman Emperor, the Rı́ of Gaelic Order Ireland and,

following the rules of tanistry, the chiefs of some

Celtic tribes and early kings of Scotland. Yet most

medieval lordships and monarchies were inherited

according to rules of succession that evolved through-

out the Middle Ages, often paralleling developments

in the complex and diverse laws of inheritance of

private property. In the early medieval period, prox-

imity of blood or closeness in degree of kinship was

often the overriding factor, so that brothers or other

males within the same generation succeeded before

any children. This had the advantage of ensuring

that the heir was an adult but encouraged conflict

between rival claimants and ran contrary to a growing

tendency to place the immediate family ahead of the

extended kin or stirps. This practice continued in

Plantagenet England, placing King John ahead of

his nephew Arthur, the son of an older brother. By

the High Middle Ages, most systems of inheritance

tended to prioritize direct children, though there was

still considerable variation in practice, ranging from

the equal division of an inheritance among those

children, for example, by William the Conqueror, to

the more common system of primogeniture whereby

the eldest son took priority, thereby preserving the

integrity of the lordship or kingdom.

Males were almost always given priority in the

succession to lordships and monarchies, not only be-

cause of the assumption that these were inherently

masculine functions, involving military leadership

and sometimes even quasi-sacerdotal qualities, but

more fundamentally because females were never

accorded equal status with males by medieval laws

of inheritance. Nevertheless most legal systems did

allow daughters and sisters to inherit in the absence

of direct male heirs and as a result, females were

frequently allowed to succeed to lordships and mon-

archies, brothers failing, even if their husbands usual-

ly became the real lord and most often also received

the title. As a result numerous women succeeded to

both noble lordships and kingdoms across Europe.

In some specific cases, political elites did take ac-

tion to exclude women from noble and royal succes-

sion. The most famous example was in France, where

the daughters of the last three Capetian kings were

deliberately excluded from the royal succession fol-

lowing the deaths of their fathers in 1316, 1322, and

1328. On the last of these occasions, the assembled

notables of France chose Philip of Valois as the heir

to King Charles IV, rejecting the claim of Edward III

of England, son of Charles’s sister Isabella. This deci-

sion extended the exclusion of females from the

French royal succession to males claiming through

women, that is to say cognates. Yet in none of these

cases was there a clear legal authority opposing either

female or cognate succession, particularly given the

fact that women had inherited both private property

and lordships in the recent past. Rather than admit

that the decisions were made by public assemblies,

and thereby introduce an element of election into

the French royal succession, official writers argued

that the crown was a public office inappropriate for

females and pretended that their exclusion accorded

with an ancient constitutional law, the Salic Law.

This Lex Salica was a long-forgotten legal code writ-

ten around the time of Clovis (476–496), rediscovered

by the monks of Saint-Denis in the middle of the
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fourteenth century. With some modification, Jean de

Montreuil, Jean Juvénal des Ursins, and other French

writers were able to argue that it was the first law of

the French kingdom and that it excluded both women

and cognates from the French royal succession and

from apanages, that is to say lordships given to the

younger sons of French kings. Today the term Salic

Law has become synonymous with agnatic succession

(i.e., a system that entirely excludes females and males

claiming through females).

The situation was more complex in England where

the common law allowed both women and cognates

to inherit property but the legal device of the entail

had been developed to answer the concerns of the

English nobility at lands passing out of their family

through the marriage of an only daughter. This creat-

ed a potential model for the exclusion of women from

the royal succession, though neither King Edward III

(1327–1377) nor King Henry IV (1399–1413) were

successful in applying it. In 1460, Richard of York

laid claim to the English throne as a descendant of

Edward III’s second son, Lionel, duke of Clarence.

Yet this claim passed through two women, Lionel’s

daughter Philippa and Richard’s mother Anne, and so

it was far from clear that this Yorkist title was superi-

or to that of the Lancastrians who were descended in

direct male line from Edward III’s fourth son, John of

Gaunt. The absence of a Salic Law in England, or any

clear principle regarding agnatic and cognatic succes-

sion to the throne, left no legal solution to the prob-

lem that underpinned the Wars of the Roses.

CRAIG TAYLOR
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SUMPTUARY LAW
Renaissance Europe witnessed an extraordinary eco-

nomic growth that built upon and expanded the trade

in luxury commodities that had begun in the early

thirteenth century. So marked were the levels of con-

sumption in comparison to what had gone before,

that many now argue for this period as the origin of

modern consumer society. The impact of the new

habits of expenditure and the practices that they

were seen to foster created social, economic, political,

and religious tensions. Perhaps the clearest expression

of societal preoccupation with the new expenditure

and associated way of life is sumptuary law, enacted

by governments throughout Europe from London to

Dubrovnik, of which hundreds are extant. The most

frequent legislators, however, were the Italians, whose

laws are also the lengthiest and most detailed.

These laws take their name from ancient Roman

leges sumptuarie (sumptus meaning ‘‘expense’’). The

Renaissance sumptuary laws regulated a range of

activities including expenditure on luxury goods, spe-

cific fashions, purchase of foreign goods, and funeral

and wedding rituals and festivities. Above all, it was

the public display of wealth that the laws targeted.

Very few laws, for instance, regulated interior furnish-

ings and many laws did not prohibit the possession of

certain types of fabric and clothing, but merely their

wearing outside the home.

Of all the many subjects dealt with in sumptuary

laws, clothing appears most frequently and women’s

clothing in particular. Though several ‘‘celebrity’’

preachers such as Bernardino of Siena, Bernardino

da Feltre, and Savonarola regularly castigated men

and, more frequently, women for excess and immod-

esty in apparel, the impetus to legislate in this area

came from secular governments rather than the

Church. These clothing laws are usually minutely

detailed and had to be revised relatively frequently

to keep pace with changing fashions. Indeed often the

laws helped to precipitate a change in fashion as a

means to evade specific prohibitions. The preoccupa-

tion with clothing in general can partly be explained

by the sheer volume of household expenditure on

clothes (up to forty percent of household income in

some cases). But it was clothing’s ability to signify at a

glance a person’s rank, occupation, wealth, nationali-

ty, gender, and marital statues that made it so suscep-

tible to regulation. And it was precisely these

indicators that permitted such difference in the laws

regulating women’s and men’s clothing.

Many of these clothing laws are rank and occupa-

tion specific. For instance, certain types of clothes,

shoes, and jewelery are permitted to nobles, knights,

and their families, but prohibited to those lower down

the social scale, especially servants and prostitutes.

Men with public roles to fulfill within their communi-

ty were usually exempted from sumptuary laws and

required to wear clothes befitting the honour of their

station. In Venice in 1433, for instance, the city’s
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councillors were specifically instructed in a sump-

tuary law to wear costly scarlet robes suited to their

prominent position. Similar notions of honour explain

why in some cases women were exempted from sump-

tuary laws when foreign ambassadors visited the city

so that the wealth of the city could be publicly dis-

played. In all these cases women were allowed expen-

sive clothing only by reference to their association with

prominent men or, in the latter case, with the city itself.

Women’s lack of a public voice meant not only

that their lavish clothing could not be justified by

reference to the honour of their own position, but,

paradoxically, that they relied more than men on the

vestimentary codes that their clothes expressed. On

the occasions that women appeared in public, they

were still predominantly silent, and their clothes gave

them a voice, limited though that voice might be. The

public milestones of a woman’s life—marriage, child-

birth, widowhood—were all marked by clothing that

served to demarcate publicly her changing status.

Such clothing was always linked to the male lineage

to which a woman belonged, whether by birth or mar-

riage, and so her clothes ‘‘spoke’’ on men’s behalf

rather than on her own account. Once again, it is

honour that is prized in a woman’s relationship with

her family, and modesty in outward apparel is a con-

stant theme of sumptuary law. While both men and

women were instructed to dress modestly, the laws

addressing women’s modesty are sometimes couched

in language suffused with misogynistic venom. The

clearest expression of this is in a Florentine law of

1433 that referred to the ‘‘barbarous and irrepressible

bestiality of women who, not mindful of the weakness

of their nature, forgetting that they are subject to their

husbands, and transforming their perverse sense into a

reprobate and diabolical nature, force their husbands

with their honeyed poison to submit to them.’’

Women’s response to sumptuary law is hard to

gauge. However one remarkable protest was made

by a Bolognese noble woman, Nicolosa Sanuti, in

the form of a lengthy treatise that she had translated

into Latin in 1453. Sanuti argued passionately for

clothing as an indicator of women’s honour that was

thereby disgraced through legislation. Sanuti ques-

tioned the assumptions behind sumptuary law and

used her protest as a springboard to discuss the merits

of women, and noble women, such as herself, in par-

ticular. As such, her treatise is the earliest extant

defence of women in Italy conceived by a woman.

Employing the same justifications used for men’s ex-

pensive clothing, Sanuti argued that precisely because

women could not hold public positions and receive

the associated ‘‘triumphs and spoils of war,’’ the only

signifier of their virtue and honour was their clothing.

These, she argued, were ‘‘the tokens of our virtues’’

that ‘‘while the power is left us, we shall not allow

to be stolen from us. Amen.’’ Sanuti’s protest was

unsuccessful, however, and sumptuary law continued

in Europe for at least another two centuries.

CATHERINE KOVESI
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SUPERNATURAL WOMEN
Female characters who have magical abilities are

found in the writings of such major medieval writers

as Geoffrey Chaucer, thePearl-Poet,Marie de France,

and Sir Thomas Malory, and are predominantly

associated with the tradition of Arthurian literature.

Although long regarded by many critics as figures

secondary to the main, masculine-dominated move-

ment of the text, most scholars now contend that such

characters are in fact critical and intrinsic to the pro-

gression of the narrative. Through spells, gifts, and

shrewd manipulation of conventional gender roles,

such female characters often function to produce—

rather than merely participate in—the narrative

action.

Perhaps the best-known and most important of

these supernatural women is Morgan le Fay, the

half-sister of King Arthur. Believed by many scholars

to derive from a Celtic pre-Christian goddess, her first

recorded literary appearance is in Geoffrey of Mon-

mouth’s Vita Merlini (c. 1150) where she is repre-

sented as a beautiful shape-shifting healer residing

on the Isle of Avalon. Chrétien de Troyes (mid- to

late twelfth century) is the first to identify her as

Arthur’s sister. In her early appearances Morgan is

usually positively represented as a benevolent figure.

Her character begins to decline somewhat in the

French Vulgate Cycle prose romances (c. 1215–1235),

and in the Post-Vulgate (c. 1235–1240) she becomes

Arthur’s enemy, seeking to destroy his rule through a

variety of schemes. She replaces Arthur’s sword, Ex-

calibur, and its magic scabbard with fakes; then by

means of witchcraft she arranges for single combat

between Arthur and her lover, Accolon, to whom she

has given the real Excalibur. She also sends a magic

drinking horn to court out of which only faithful

women can drink without spilling, an attempt to ex-

pose the affair of Lancelot and Guinivere.

Standing in opposition to Morgan’s malevolence

are The Lady of the Lake and other Lake ‘‘damsels’’

who are often conflated. Occasionally identified as

Niniane, Viviene, or Nimuë, the Lady appears in the

Vulgate Cycle, Sir Thomas Malory’s Morte D’Arthur

(c. 1469–1470), and other versions of the legend. She

is the figure who gives Arthur Excalibur, and, in the

Vulgate, she is responsible for the rearing and training

of the young Lancelot.

While Morgan is often represented as an attractive

woman in many texts, in Sir Gawain and the Green

Knight she is represented as a stunningly ugly hag who

arranges a magical beheading contest—in which the

Green Knight challenges Arthur’s knights to ex-

change axe-blows with him—in an attempt to frighten

Guinivere. Her ugly appearance in this text may owe

something to the tradition of the Loathly Lady. This

supernatural woman makes her best known appear-

ance in the ‘‘Wife of Bath’s Tale’’ in Geoffrey Chau-

cer’s Canterbury Tales (c. late 1380s), which has as an

analogue The Wedding of Sir Gawain and Dame Rag-

nell (c. 1400s). In Chaucer’s story, the queen offers a

knight who has committed rape the opportunity to

save his life if he can discover what it is that women

most desire. The knight encounters a hag who offers

to help him, but only if he grants her a gift that she

will demand on the occasion when he gives the queen

the answer to her question. The knight agrees to the

terms, only to discover to his horror that the prize the

hag demands is that he marry her. On their wedding

night, the hag offers him a choice—she can become

beautiful but unfaithful, or remain old but loyal. The

knight makes the correct choice in leaving the deci-

sion up to the loathly lady, proving that he has

learned his lesson: what women most desire is sover-

eignty. As a reward, the hag transforms herself,

promising to be both beautiful and faithful.

Another kind of magical woman appears in Lan-

val, one of Marie de France’s lais (c. 1150–1190). In

this story, a knight of King Arthur’s court finds love

with a fairy woman who swears him to secrecy about

their relationship. Upon Lanval’s return to court,

Queen Guinevere makes advances toward him; when

he rejects her, she impugns his masculine identity,

suggesting that he must take his pleasure with young

boys, as he has no lady. Thus provoked, Lanval

reveals the secret of his fairy lover. Although he has

broken his oath, the fairy lady rides to Lanval’s rescue

in the end.

Other medieval literary female characters who

might be described as ‘‘supernatural’’ include, from

the earlier period, Grendel’s mother (in Beowulf ),

from later periods, Dame Brangwain (who prepared

the potions in the Tristan stories), Rhiannon (in the

Mabinogi), and the serpent-woman Mélusine (in

the eponymous romance by Jean d’Arras).

DORSEY ARMSTRONG
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SYON ABBEY
The only English house of the Birgittine Order, Syon

Abbey, or more formally, the Order of St. Saviour,

St. Mary and St. Bridget of Syon, was established by

Henry V in 1415 near his royal palace at Sheen (Rich-

mond). An Order envisaged as a ‘‘new vineyard’’ at a

time when all over Europe the need for reform was

urgent, the Birgittines, along with the austere Carthu-

sians, were especially chosen by Henry to occupy sites

close to his palace as a signal that he intended to take

strong leadership in both the political and ecclesiasti-

cal spheres. After the first vows were made in April

1420 in the presence of the archbishop of Canterbury,

this late medieval royal foundation almost immedi-

ately became one of the most important monastic

houses in England, exercising, in particular, a pro-

found influence on the religious life of the capital.

An order dedicated to the Virgin Mary and

intended primarily for women, whose main duty,

according to the Rule, was the constant praise

of God through the Lord’s ‘‘most beloved mother,’’

was timely in an era when Marian devotion was

flourishing, especially in England, or ‘‘Mary’s

dower,’’ as it was known. This was a double order,

modeled after the post-Ascension community with

Mary as its head. The priests assisted the nuns in

their devotions and were their spiritual advisors. The

abbess, elected from among the choir sisters, was the

earthly representative of the Virgin and administered

the monastery; the confessor-general, elected by the

nuns and brethren, was the spiritual head. Both the

women’s and men’s communities were enclosed and

strictly separated, even in the church itself, both liter-

ally and figuratively the heart of Birgittine life. Exca-

vations at Isleworth have indicated that the Church at

Syon was larger even than Westminster Abbey.

During its pre-Reformation existence, Syon Abbey

was held in high esteem for the rigour of its religious

observance and the learning of its members. The

nuns’ main task was the daily performance of their

special office, or the Cantus sororum, and at Matins

attending to lessons concerning Mary’s role in salva-

tion that had been dictated to Birgitta by an angel and

hence called the Sermo angelicus. In the mid-fifteenth

century one of the brothers wrote The Myroure of

oure Ladye, a translation and explication of the entire

service, not so the nuns could abandon the Latin but

to ensure that they fully understood and could medi-

tate on the words they recited daily. In an order that

valued poverty, it was remarkable that the choir sis-

ters could have as many books of devotional readings

as they required; many possessed books in Latin and

French as well as English.

At the Dissolution, the community refused to take

the oath of allegiance; even a visit from Queen Anne

Boleyn failed to sway the determined nuns. Henry

VIII himself was reluctant to take action, and when

on November 25, 1539, the Birgittines were ‘‘putt

out’’ of their house on legal grounds, they did not

‘‘surrender to the king.’’ They retired to safe houses

and went abroad, and Syon is alone among religious

houses in England in claims of an unbroken existence

from its medieval foundation. Today the nuns carry

on their devotional life at South Brent, Devon.

ANN M. HUTCHISON
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TERESA DE CARTAGENA
Teresa de Cartagena (c. 1425–d. after 1465) belonged

to the most powerful family of judeoconversos (Jewish

converts to Christianity) in late medieval Spain. Her

grandfather, father, and uncles converted to Chris-

tianity in 1390–1391 and became pivotal figures in

the religious, political, diplomatic, and literary culture

of the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. Around

1440, Teresa entered the Franciscan monastery of

Santa Clara in Burgos and studied, in some capacity,

at the University of Salamanca. In 1449, she trans-

ferred to the Cistercian Order, probably entering the

prestigious Monastery of Las Huelgas in Burgos.

Shortly afterward, in the mid-1450s, Teresa became

deaf, an affliction that cut her off from family, friends,

andmembers of her convent. She recorded her twenty-

year struggle with her deafness in Grove of the Infirm

(Arboleda de los enfermos) around 1475–1476, and

subsequently defended her writing in Wonder at the

Works of God (Admiraçión operum Dey).

Grove of the Infirm is a hybrid work (consolatory

treatise, medieval sermon, epistolary narrative, spiri-

tual autobiography, moral treatise on the virtue of

patience); its theme is the spiritual benefits of affliction,

and Teresa’s deafness serves throughout as an auto-

biographical exemplum. Apparently the circulation of

her manuscript occasioned considerable local contro-

versy, and Teresa wrote her second work to counter

the incredulity (admiraçión) of her detractors, who

contended that a women—especially a handicapped

woman—had nothing of value to teach, and to refute

their allegations that she had not authoredGrove of the

Infirm but had plagiarized male sources and presented

their work as her own.

DAYLE SEIDENSPINNER-NÚÑEZ
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TERTIARIES
The term tertiary, which in the modern era has come

to denote the lay members of Franciscan, Dominican,

and other mendicant orders, was rarely used during

the Middle Ages. The term presumes that the laity
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formed a distinct third branch (tertius ordo) or a third

rule (tertia regula) within religious orders, comple-

menting the first and second branches of friars and

nuns respectively. But the lay groups associated with

the medieval mendicant orders evade such simple

classification, for during their lives many women

who today are labeled as tertiaries, were virtually

indistinguishable from other religious laywomen.

Thus such generic names as penitents (soror de poeni-

tentia) or bearer of penitent habit (vestita), pinzochera

or, simply, religious woman (mulier religiosa) better

respond to the institutionally ambiguous and rela-

tively independent lives of medieval laywomen who

associated themselves with the mendicant friars.

Moreover, the mendicant friars’ influence on religious

lay life was not limited to associations that may be

grouped as tertiaries, but was felt widely, among such

independent lay groups as the Beguines of central and

northern Europe or the beatae of Spain.

Franciscan and Dominican Groups

Both the Franciscan and the Dominican friars en-

gaged in the spiritual direction of religious laywomen,

but the Franciscans, themselves profoundly inspired

by lay devotional ideas, were more ready to formalize

the bonds with laywomen than were the markedly

clerical Dominicans. Thus, the Franciscan tertiary

groups not only outnumbered theDominican lay asso-

ciations but also spread throughout Europe, in stark

contrast to Dominicans whose lay affiliations princi-

pally grew in Italy.Moreover, the Franciscans enrolled

both laymen and women, whereas the Dominican

groups were almost exclusively populated by women.

Guidelines

It is probable that both the Franciscan and Domini-

can penitents used the first surviving guideline of the

penitent life, the so-called Memoriale of 1221–1228,

but it is impossible to determine to what extent the

document’s ideals concerning humble clothing, fre-

quent fasting, observing the seven canonical hours,

Eucharistic observances, or obligations of prayers for

the dead shaped the actual practices of the penitents.

Pope Nicholas IV’s bull Supra montem provided the

Franciscan tertiaries with a formal rule on September

18, 1289, but the Dominican women did not receive

their rule until Pope Innocent VII published it within

his bull Sedis apostolicae on June 26, 1405. (Master

General Munio of Zamora’s Ordinationes of 1286 is

not, contrary to what historians long believed, the

first known version of the formal Dominican tertiary

rule of 1405, but merely a preliminary set of guidelines

intended for local use by the penitents of Orvieto.)

The other two principal mendicant orders, the Augus-

tinian Hermits and the Carmelites, exercised limited

spiritual direction among the laity. Even after they

forged their first formal ties with laywomen at the

beginning of the fifteenth century, they never rivaled

in popularity the Franciscans or the Dominicans.

Ways of Life

The more stable institutional position of the Francis-

can tertiaries was reflected by the emergence of the

first semi-monastic tertiary communities during the

fourteenth century, among them the house of Angel-

ina of Montegiove (d. 1435). In contrast, Dominican

tertiaries lived exclusively at private homes or in in-

formal domestic communities until the turn of the

sixteenth century when Colomba of Rieti (d. 1501)

and Lucia Brocadelli of Narni (d. 1544) were among

the first Dominican penitents to found semi-monastic

houses for laywomen.

The tertiaries were typically widows to whom reli-

gious life in the world brought social stability and

access to religious instruction. But structured reli-

gious observances in the world and pious collegiality

also made the tertiary life attractive to the unmarried

and to married couples. The Franciscans even gener-

ated an ideal of virginal marriage within which the

union was never consummated, as was the case with

the saintly pair of aristocratic tertiaries from France,

Elzéar of Sabran (d. 1323), and Delphine of Puimichel

(d. 1358). A typical tertiary woman came from the

well-to-do urban middle class or lesser nobility, but

notable exceptions both from the higher aristocracy

and servant class show that penitential life offered a

viable religious alternative for all levels of society.

Princess Elisabeth of Hungary (d. 1231) sought a life

of Franciscan penitential poverty and service to the

poor after she was left a widow, whereas Dominicans

Giovanna of Orvieto (d. 1306) and Stefana Quinzani

(d. 1530) transformed their existence as domestic

servants into famed lives as penitential mystics.

Charity and Mysticism

The religious culture of both the Dominican and the

Franciscan tertiaries resonated with the broader lay

piety within which ascetic self-denial and imitation of

TERTIARIES
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Christ’s suffering on the cross paved the way to

visionary experiences and mystical celebration of the

sacrament of the Eucharist. But the Franciscan and

Dominican understanding of lay spirituality differed

from each other in a few notable ways. Just as the

Franciscan penitent rule encouraged service to the

urban poor, the Franciscans supported the benevo-

lent engagements of such saintly laywomen as Umili-

ana dei Cerchi (d. 1246), who as a young widow

immersed herself in the care of her neighbors, and

Margaret of Cortona (d. 1297), who founded the

hospital of Santa Maria della Misericordia in her

hometown. In contrast, the Dominicans were cau-

tious about such institutional commitment and did

not enshrine charity toward the poor in the penitent

rule of 1405. The Dominican penitents were instead

uniquely focused on the Passion of Christ, with sever-

al of them embodying Christ’s crucifixion through

their public enactment from the scenes of the Passion,

as was the case with Giovanna of Orvieto and Stefana

Quinzani. Catherine of Siena (d. 1380) and Lucia

Brocadelli of Narni (d. 1544) even received the stig-

mata, the five wounds of Christ.

The Dominican and Franciscan laywomen’s pro-

pensity toward mysticism did not preclude their active

contributions as reformers and spiritual guides. The

Book of Franciscan tertiary Angela of Foligno

(d. 1309), consisting of two parts, The Memorial and

The Instructions, was an impassioned account

concerning her journey toward mystical union with

God and at the same time a level-headed guidebook

for those seeking spiritual perfection. Colette of Cor-

bie (d. 1447), who herself oscillated among tertiary life,

eremitical existence, and semi-monastic commitments,

helped to rejuvenate the Order of the Poor Clares of

France. Catherine of Siena was instrumental in

reshaping not only Dominican lay life, but Dominican

women’s monasticism as well. Her book The Dialogue

and almost four hundred surviving letters show a con-

templative woman in action: her elaborate Christ-

centered mystical teaching was matched by practical

wisdom and a phenomenal aptitude for attracting

supporters among men and women of power.

MAIJU LEHMIJOKI-GARDNER
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TEXTILE PRODUCTION FOR THE
MARKET
Of all the forms of medieval textile production, by far

the most commercially important were those focused

on wool-based cloths: woolens, worsteds, and serges

(mixed woolen-worsted fabrics). When first properly

documented, in Carolingian times, the basic processes

of cloth manufacturing were almost entirely under-

taken by women, as indicated by the name for a

textile workshop in manorial estates: gynaecia.

Those basic processes became all the better defined,

by ‘‘division of labor,’’ when cloth production became
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market-oriented crafts. In order they were: wool-

beating and fiber-separation, scouring, washing, greas-

ing, combing, spinning, warping, and weaving. Most

of the subsequent cloth-finishing processes were, how-

ever, undertaken bymen: fulling, shearing, and dyeing.

Woolens: Processes of Textile Production

The differences between woolens and worsteds were

fourfold: the type, nature, and quality of the wools

used; the consequent processes of cloth-production;

the weight and appearances of the cloths; and, their

prices. Woolens were woven from very costly, fine,

weak, short-fibered, curly wools, which had to be

thoroughly scoured, to remove the natural lanolin,

and then heavily greased with butter or olive oil in

order to protect these delicate fibers from damage in

the ensuing processes of combing, spinning, and

weaving. To prevent these woolens from falling

apart after weaving, they then had to be subjected to

fulling, which was traditionally undertaken, especially

in towns specializing in luxury cloth production, by

two or three naked men who, for three days trod upon

the cloth (about 30 meters long) in a stone trough,

filled with an emulsion of hot water, fuller’s earth

(floridin), and urine. That process, with the combina-

tion of pressure, heat, and chemicals, had three objec-

tives: to remove all the grease and dirt; to force the

short, curly fibers to ‘‘felt’’ together (i.e., to interlace

and interlock), and to shrink the cloth by at least fifty

percent in area. The result was a very strong, durable,

heavy, densely felted fabric whose weave was no lon-

ger visible. Indeed, any traces of the weave were

obliterated in the subsequent processes of napping

(raising nap fibers with teasels) and shearing, which

also made the cloth finish as fine and smooth as silk.

Dyeing commonly took place both ‘‘in the wools,’’

chiefly in blue (woad, indigo), and subsequently ‘‘in

the piece.’’

Worsteds: Processes of Textile Production

Worsteds, in contrast, were woven from very strong,

straight, coarse, long-fibered wools, which were nei-

ther scoured nor greased; nor, therefore, were wor-

steds fulled and thus were also not napped and shorn.

They were very light (about one-quarter the weight

of woolens); not particularly durable; and were

either bleached or inexpensively dyed. They were,

therefore, also far cheaper than were most woolens.

Because the cloth-finishing processes in true woolen

manufacturing were male dominated, exclusively

male in fulling, we may deduce that a much higher

proportion of the labor engaged in manufacturing

worsteds was female.

The Pre-Finishing Processes that Women
Performed: Combing, Carding, and Spinning

Some of the basic processes, in both branches of the

industry, remained exclusively female until the eigh-

teenth-century Industrial Revolution, in particular

Tanaquil (Etruscan Queen of Rome) with loom and women
spinning. From ‘‘De Claris Mulierbus,’’ by Giovanni
Boccaccio (1313–1375), after Pliny (HN 8.194). French,
Fourteenth century Roy 16.G.V, f.56. Location: British
Library, London, Great Britain. Credit: Art Resource, N.Y.
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spinning, though some males can be found in the

wool-preparation processes from the fifteenth centu-

ry. In disentangling and preparing wools for spinning,

the universal process, from ancient times, for both

short- and long-fibered wools, had been combing:

employing a metal device, often fixed to a post,

about a foot-long, with three rows of spiked teeth,

seven per rank, through which the wools were drawn.

From the thirteenth century onward, however, an

alternative process for preparing short fibered wools,

known as carding, was introduced from the cotton

industry of Muslim Spain. The twin cards were leath-

er-encased blocks of wood through which were

pierced backward bending iron hooks; and the female

carder, placing a mass of wool between them, worked

the cards in opposite directions to disentangle and

straighten the fibers. This technique greatly increased

productivity, but did not permit the production of

strong, unbreakable yarns.

Spinning had a similar history. Again, from an-

cient times, one process was used to spin all yarns,

woolen and worsted, short and long: the drop-spindle

or spindle-whorl, a conically shaped rod, narrowed at

both ends, made of stone, wood, or bone. By this

process, the spinster placed a mass of prepared wool

on a forked stick, known as the distaff, fixed into her

belt. With thumb and forefinger, she teased some

loose strands from the roving and attached them to

the top of the spindle-whorl, and then let the spindle

drop to the ground, a task that she could perform

while doing other household duties. In doing so, the

spindle rotated at a very high speed, thereby drafting

(drawing) fibers from the roving and twisting them

into yarn. The yarn, which the spinster then wound

onto the bottom part of the spindle, was both very

strong and yet extremely fine.

The subsequent and famed spinning wheel accom-

panied the wool-cards from the Muslim cotton indus-

tries, similarly spreading into western Europe from

the thirteenth century. The spindle, to which the

wool fibers were attached to one end, was placed as

an axle between two upright supports. The spinster

used the hand-spun wheel to drive a figure-eight

shaped leather band that was looped around both

the wheel (grooved) and the spindle-axle. That band

rotated the spindle-axle at enormously high speeds, to

perform the same tasks of drafting and twisting the

fibers, thereby increasing productivity over two-hun-

dred fold. The defect of this process, however, was in

having to stop and reverse the wheel in order to wind

the yarn onto a separate bobbin. The result was

yarn that was much less fine than that produced by

the drop spindle, and worse, far weaker, indeed, it

was subject to frequent breakages. Consequently,

in the luxury woolen industries, both carding and

wheel-spinning were restricted, until about the late

fifteenth century, to the production of woolen wefts,

while combing and the drop-spindle continued to be

required for producing warp yarns for woolens, and

all yarns for worsteds.

The Revolution in Weaving: The Gender
Change

The significance of the difference between these wool-

en warps and wefts can be best understood in analyz-

ing the final process, the most important of all:

weaving. From ancient times until the twelfth centu-

ry, weaving had also been an exclusively female occu-

pation employing the so-called warp-weighted loom,

with two uprights, a top cross-bar beam from which

the foundation warps were hung, and a lower beam

that separated the warps, whose ends were weighted

with clay, stone, or bone. It was placed against a wall

(60-degree angle), allowing two female weavers, one

on each side, to insert the weft yarns, attached to a

stick, through alternate pairs of separated warps.

Such cloths were short and narrow, and evidently

used to produce only weakly woven worsteds, with

very visible lozenge-shaped weaves.

From the twelfth century this loom was superseded

by a far superior implement: the foot-powered hori-

zontal loom, with two fixed but rotating beams, oper-

ated by ratcheted levers. The warp yarns were fed

from the warp-beam at the rear through alternate

sets of suspended heddle-hooks to the cloth-beam at

the front; and the weaver used a foot-powered treadle

to operate the heddles, in order to open alternating

‘‘sheds’’ of bundled warp yarns. The weaver passed a

wooden shuttle containing the weft yarns through

alternate ‘‘sheds’’ of warps; and finally the weaver

used a wooden ‘‘sword’’ (spatha) to beat the weft up

into the edge of the cloth, while using the lever to

wind the woven fabric onto the cloth beam. This

device permitted the manufacture of very strong,

densely packed woolens that were not only far better

woven, but also far longer, up to 30 meters. But in so

tautly stretching the warps and subjecting them to so

much stress, this loom required very strong, unbreak-

able warp yarns (i.e., those spun by drop-spindles

from combed wools). Since the wefts were not sub-

jected to the same stress, they could be produced from

carded, wheel-spun wools.

Medieval iconography indicates that the earliest

versions of the horizontal loom were operated by

women; but when this loom evolved into the far

more complicated broadloom, during the thirteenth

century, weaving had become an exclusively male
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occupation, requiring two male weavers. Many his-

torians have suggested that male dominance arose

from the much greater physical strength required to

operate this newer, heavier broadloom.

Exclusively Male Guilds in the
Later-Medieval ‘‘Putting-Out’’ System

The true explanation, and one cogently argued by

Martha Howell, lay in the changes in industrial orga-

nization that evolved when woolen cloth production

became a major urban export-oriented industry.

Master-weavers were now full-time industrial entre-

preneurs who organized cloth production, hiring

wool-beaters, combers, carders, and spinners, in a

complicated, often regionally far-flung ‘‘putting-out’’

system, with both rural (carding, combing, spinning)

and urban components (weaving and finishing).

Furthermore, the master weavers also had to deal

with other urban artisan-entrepreneurs in the finish-

ing processes, and with various urban merchants:

those who supplied wools and other raw materials,

and those who marketed the finished woolens. In-

deed, the urban weavers, fullers, dyers, and shearers,

all became organized in exclusively male guilds that

required the exercise of both political and military

power in protecting their crafts, duties and tasks

denied to almost all women in a basically patriarchal

society that confined women to the home. In the

putting-out system, all of the wool-preparation func-

tions, fitting in well with a rural economy, took place

within the female artisans’ own homes, thus giving

rise to the alternative term the domestic system of

production. Needless to say these female artisans did

not enjoy any guild protection.

The Modern Industrial Revolution

The next major gender change in textile production

occurred when the eighteenth-century Industrial Rev-

olution in cotton manufacturing converted both

carding and spinning from female ‘‘domestic’’ occu-

pations into an exclusively male occupation using

steam-powered mules within an urban factory system

of production, radically reducing the costs of yarn

production. The economic and social significance of

that industrial transformation is revealed by the costs

for those prefinishing production processes, all per-

formed by female employees, in the Medici’s woolen-

cloth firm in 1556–1558: 47.1 percent for spinning

alone, another 19.8 percent for wool preparation,

for a total of 66.9 percent.

JOHN H. MUNRO
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THEODORA
The empress Theodora (c. 500–548), wife of the

Byzantine emperor Justinian I, was born to a modest

family and married Justinian in 523 before his ascent

to sole rule. She is the best known of the Byzantine

empresses, largely because of the scurrilous account

of her origins written by the sixth-century historian

Procopius of Caesarea. Procopius’s Secret History

claims Theodora was an actress and a prostitute (the

two professions were virtually synonymous) in her

youth, though it should be noted that this account

closely conforms to similar attacks on prior Roman

imperial women. Other Byzantine authors such as

John of Ephesus are more positive about Theodora.

Theodora was an active supporter of heretical

Monophysite Christians, sheltering from persecution

a large contingent within the imperial palace. She

probably built the church of Sts. Sergios and Bacchos

for these Monophysite holy men, and her participa-

tion in Justinian’s patronage is inscribed on many of

the key monuments of their reign, such as the Church

of Hagia Sophia in Constantinople (Istanbul). She is

also prominently depicted with her court entourage in

a large mosaic in the apse of the Church of San Vitale,

Ravenna.

Her role in politics is debated. Procopius suggests

Theodora exerted enormous influence on Justinian,

but that may again be part of the historian’s tactics

to insult the emperor. Nevertheless her prominence as

a patron may indicate her impact on other aspects of

imperial rule. During the Nika Revolt (532), Theo-

dora may have dissuaded Justinian from fleeing the

city. She died in 548, perhaps of cancer, and Justi-

nian’s remaining seventeen years in power were

eclipsed by the accomplishments of the earlier part

of his reign shared with his remarkable wife.

ANNE MCCLANAN
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THEOLOGY
Early medieval theology in the West was dominated

by the writings of the Latin Fathers, especially Augus-

tine of Hippo and Jerome. Many theologians, includ-

ing Gregory the Great, had monastic backgrounds.

The strongest interest of these monks, and some nuns

too, was in a theology fitting monasticism, including

an emphasis on virginity. Particular attention was

paid by these writers to exegesis of the Bible, especial-

ly spiritual readings of texts. Among the issues

addressed were the Fall, including the role of Eve,

the nature of sin, with an emphasis on asceticism

and denial of bodily desires, and, in the time of Char-

lemagne, the legitimacy of creating religious images

(the iconoclast controversy).

In the High Middle Ages, with the rise of Scholas-

ticism in the newly established universities, patristic

texts frequently were read excerpted in the glossed

Bible, as topical excerpts in the Sentences of Peter

Lombard or as materials related to religious discipline

in theDecretum of Gratian. University-trained experts

in theology and canon law, striving to reconcile

conflicting texts, dominated the teaching and preach-

ing of doctrine and morals, as well as pastoral care. In

the thirteenth century they absorbed an expanded

corpus of the works of Aristotle into the curriculum.

These teachings affected the theologians’ understand-

ing of human nature as they dealt with problems

ranging from the moral capacities of women to

the Immaculate Conception of Mary. Theological

ideas about women remained largely suspicious of

womens’s perceived carnality and irrationality, while

the Virgin Mary was exalted above the rest of her sex.

All female archetypes (including Wisdom and

Church) were conflated in her. Men were expected

to be more rational than women, but still they were

regarded as sinful creatures. Only Jesus was regarded

by all as sinless, both fully divine and human.

Women, although frequently discussed, rarely

were involved in these debates. A few, among them

Hildegard of Bingen and Elisabeth of Schönau, were

consulted on points of belief, devotion, or practice.

(Hildegard’s preaching against the Cathars upheld

orthodox ideas of the goodness of the Creator.)

These and other women were the sources of visions

and revelations, some diffused in the vernacular.

Many were guided by confessors or other male advi-

sors into acceptable paths; and a few, like Catherine

of Siena, became widely respected. Others, however,

were regarded as too daring. Birgitta of Sweden was

held in suspicion by Jean Gerson, and Marguerite

Porete was executed for her ideas.

THOMAS IZBICKI
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TORNABUONI DE’ MEDICI,
LUCREZIA
Born into an aristocratic family in Florence, Lucrezia

(1427–1482) married Piero, Cosimo de’ Medici’s elder

son, in June 1444. When, between 1464 and 1469,

Piero took charge of the faction dominating republi-

can Florence, the pious Lucrezia, ‘‘a font of charity’’

according to one contemporary, emerged as a focus of

popular reverence (to the advantage of the Medici

regime) and revealed an increasing grasp of the work-

ings of grassroots patronal politics. This understand-

ing she put to further use after her son, Lorenzo,

assumed leadership of the family party in late 1469.

Her abundant surviving correspondence reveals

Lucrezia to have been a patron who, alongside her

son, exercised indirect political authority and herself

pursued the interests of scores of Medici clients,

especially women, humble people, and the religious.

Upon her death on March 25, 1482, Lorenzo wrote

that his mother had been ‘‘an irreplaceable refuge,’’

‘‘an instrument that relieved me of many chores.’’

Lucrezia exercised cultural patronage by commis-

sioning art works and cultivating poets, including

Luigi Pulci. Devoted to Mary, she was herself a

religious poet in the vernacular. While her sacred

stories and poems cannot rival the sophisticated

verse produced by her friend Angelo Poliziano and

by her own son (whose muse she helped to shape),

Lucrezia’s able poetic explorations of the lives of
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‘‘public’’ Biblical heroines such as Judith constituted

a rare female voice, with an autobiographical register,

in a city as unkind to eloquent and active women as it

was generous to able men.

FRANCIS W. KENT
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TOURNAMENTS
The warrior training that aristocratic men received in

the twelfth century prepared them to fight and kill,

but church leaders—and sometimes even the nobility

themselves—argued that Christians should not kill

other Christians. One solution was mock battles, or

tournaments. In these exercises, in which the purpose

was to disarm the opponent rather than to kill him, a

skilled knight could show off his prowess and even

make a profit by forcing the less successful to ransom

their equipment from him. William Marshall, later

regent of England, had his start on the tournament

circuit. Men could still be killed in tournaments, of

course, even if not intentionally. The English kings

tried to limit tournaments and their violence, and for

two centuries the church threatened participants with

excommunication. But their popularity continued

undiminished.

Women’s prescribed role in tournaments was to

watch admiringly as the knights showed off their

manly skills. The ‘‘Frauenturnier,’’ a German late

thirteenth-century story of women fighting ‘‘honor-

ably’’ while the men were away, was a comic fabliau,

critiquing the arrangement of marriages but not real-

istically proposing women’s tournaments.

Late medieval tournaments became more formal

and stylized. The original wide-open fighting was in-

creasingly replaced by a series of individual combats,

jousts, in which knights sought to unhorse each other

with their spears. Even after the invention of cannons

greatly decreased the role of cavalry in warfare,

knights practiced their tournament skills and used

them at great festivals and pageants.

CONSTANCE B. BOUCHARD
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TRANSLATION
The art of translation (or translatio) was an important

phenomenon for medieval women, particularly from

the twelfth century on, in terms of their patronage,

their education and ability to access works of Latinate

(and other) cultures, and the influence of their own

written works.

Patronage

Women were among the earliest patrons of vernacular

literature. Not only did they sponsor the composition

of some of the first courtly romances in the vernacular,

they also sought to make other texts more accessible,

both to themselves and their courts, by requesting

translations. Marie de Champagne, best known as

patron of Chrétien de Troyes, the first writer of Ar-

thurian romance, also sponsored two biblical transla-

tions, one of Psalm 44 from the Vulgate Bible,

Eructavit cor meum (‘‘My heart is stirred’’), and the

other an (incomplete) translation of the book of Gen-

esis. In both cases, the ‘‘translation’’ went well beyond

the bounds of what we would consider translations

today, for the texts were paraphrased, heavily glossed,

and contained considerable commentary by the two

clerical translators. Translations of the Bible were still

considered rather bold undertakings in thetwelfth

century, andmany clerics, notably Adamde Perseigne,

to whom Eructavit is sometimes attributed, believed

that the laity should not confront Scripture without

interpretation. Thus, both of these ‘‘translation’’ pro-

jects provided the gloss that the authors thought

necessary for a fuller understanding of the text.

However, not all translation projects done for

women were scriptural. One example of a nonscrip-

tural work is the Voyage of Saint Brendan (sometimes
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characterized as a hagiographical romance), originally

written in Latin by the poet Benedeit and dedicated to

Queen Matilda, wife of Henry I of England. Whether

she had personally commissioned the Latin text we

do not know (though she did commission two other

Latin works: a life of her mother, Saint Margaret of

Scotland, by a monk from Durham and the history of

the kings of England by William of Malmesbury).

However, we do know that she later asked Benedeit

to translate his work into French, which not only

made it more accessible to courtiers, but also clearly

added to the work’s popularity. It would be so popu-

lar that in later years he would rededicate it to Henry’s

second wife, Adeliza, after Matilda’s death.

Translations into Latin

The opposite side of the coin, and one that has thus

far been less studied by scholars, is that some women

writers (particularly female mystics, who, like some

women patrons, may have felt less comfortable in

Latin) often wrote in the vernacular. Frequently

their works were then translated into Latin by others,

usually clerics, in order to make them more generally

accessible to clerical readers throughout Europe or to

lay persons of other regions who might not know the

particular vernacular in which the work was written,

but who could read or understand Latin. The thir-

teenth-century Beguine Marguerite Porete, for exam-

ple, wrote in French, but her work, the Mirror of

Simple Souls, was quickly translated. Unfortunately

no thirteenth-century manuscripts of the work in any

language survive today; but the popularity of her

work is attested by a large number of manuscripts

from the fifteenth century or later, not only in her

native French, but also in Latin, Italian, and English.

This is rather remarkable since Church courts had

ordered that all copies of her book be destroyed

when she was burned at the stake for heresy in 1310.

The work of another female mystic, Mechthild of

Magdeberg, who wrote her Flowing Light of the God-

head in Low German about 1250, was translated

into Latin soon after her death, which allowed her

an audience that extended well beyond her native

Germany into Switzerland and Italy and probably

beyond. Similarly, the vernacular Revelations of the

fourteenth-century mystic Birgitta of Sweden were

translated into Latin by her various confessors, only

to be retranslated some time later into Swedish. Inev-

itably, such translations pass through the creative

filter of the translator and perhaps blunt the direct

experience of the women’s writing. But, had they not

been preserved in Latin, some of them might have

been lost to posterity. Such translations inevitably

extended the fame of the author and the influence of

the works beyond their original linguistic boundaries.

Women Translators

It would be wrong to leave the impression that medi-

eval women never read or wrote in Latin. Many did,

and some, like the German abbess Hildegard of Bin-

gen, wrote prolifically in the Latin language. Others,

who clearly knew the language well, played some of

the most important roles in the phenomenon of trans-

lation by becoming translators themselves. As such,

they took creative control over a work’s interpreta-

tion as they recast it for a new audience. Throughout

the Middle Ages, women, some as renowned as Chris-

tine de Pizan, served as translators. Although many

no doubt remain anonymous, among the earliest fe-

male translators were the Anglo-Norman Clemence

of Barking and the anonymous Nun of Barking (who

may have been Clemence herself). Best known among

female translators of that period, however, was Marie

de France. Her language skills were clearly the equal

of those of the best clerks of her day, and her work

shows evidence of her knowledge of French, Latin,

English, and Breton. At first she rejected the idea of

doing translations from Latin to French because so

many others had already done so. Instead, she chose

to translate oral Breton lays that she had heard into

octosyllabic verse. Her Lais remain today among the

pearls of medieval literature. In her second translation

project, Isopet or Fables, she marks out for herself a

clear role in the process of translatio studii, the trans-

mission of knowledge from one culture to another,

noting that the works written by Aesop had been

translated from Greek into Latin, then into English

(in a now-lost text) by King Alfred, from which she

translated them into French. In fact, most scholars

believe that she worked from a Latin text, the Romu-

lus Nilantii, at least for the first forty fables, though

since we do not have Alfred’s text, it is impossible to

know for sure. We can perhaps best judge her skill as

a translator by the octosyllabic works, based on

known texts, that she most likely wrote in the 1190s,

near the end of her life: the Espurgatoire seint Patriz,

based on Henry of Saltrey’s Tractatus on Saint

Patrick’s Purgatory, and the Vie seinte Audree, ren-

dered from an anonymous life of Saint Etheldreda

preserved in the Vitae Sanctorum and in the Liber

Eliensis. In both cases, she created works intended

to appeal to a lay audience—the simple gent or the

laie gent, as she called them. Although Marie closely

followed her original sources in the case of the
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Espurgatoire and the Audree, like all competent trans-

lators, she inevitably brought new dimensions to the

works and certainly her own creativity to the process.

Whether as patrons, writers, or translators, women

played an important role in the translations of textual

compositions in the Middle Ages. The end result of

such efforts was the gradual decline of Latin as the

most vital literary language and the rise of the vernac-

ular as a legitimate creative vehicle.

JUNE HALL MCCASH
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TROBAIRITZ AND TROUBADOURS
Old Occitan is unusual among medieval vernacular

literatures in having a substantial body of lyric poetry

written by women. These women poets were known in

their own language as trobairitz, the feminine of trou-

badour (‘‘one who finds, invents, or composes’’). The

feminine form was uncommon but not limited to a

single occurrence, as has been believed; it occurs once

in the thirteenth-century romance of Flamenca, where

a serving lady playfully suggests that her mistress is a

trobairitz, and again in a grammar.

The assessment of the reality of the trobairitz

depends on manuscript attributions and the poems

themselves. The manuscripts attribute poems to nine-

teen women by name. Each one is credited with a

single song except for two more major figures: the

Comtessa de Dia, with four songs, and Castelloza,

with three and a possible fourth that is anonymous

in the manuscript. One song is a dialogue between

two women (Almuc de Castelnou and Iseut de

Capio), and another involves three women in conver-

sation (Alais, Iselda, and Carenza, assuming that

‘‘Alaisina Iselda’’ is not one person). The number of

songs attributed to named trobairitz by the manu-

scripts is twenty-one. Two more trobairitz, Alamanda

and Felipa, figure by name in the texts of dialogues

that are attributed by the manuscripts only to their

male interlocutors. In addition, a number of songs,

mostly dialogues, involve a female voice identified

only as a domna (‘‘lady’’). If these domnas were real

poets they may have preferred to remain anonymous

out of discretion. This hypothesis is strengthened by

the example of Domna H., so named in the manu-

script that attributes a dialogue to her and a little-

known troubadour. Since an anonymous domna may

have composed more than one song with the same

anonymity, we cannot know how many such trobair-

itz are concealed behind the term. Other poems use
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donzela (‘‘young domna’’) or midons (‘‘my lady’’) in

the same way, and there are also anonymous songs

that use no such term but speak in the voice of a lady

who remains anonymous. If all these trobairitz were

real, they may have left as many as fifty songs.

In recent years scholars have become more willing

to acknowledge the reality of the trobairitz. The radi-

cal view once expressed by Jean-Charles Huchet and

echoed by the historian Georges Duby, who claimed

that there were no real trobairitz at all because medie-

val gender roles would not have allowed it, is now

dismissed by most scholars as willful disregard of the

manuscript evidence. Among the named trobairitz,

Bietris de Romans has attracted attention because

the poem attributed to her reads exactly like a love

song by a troubadour. If the author was a man, the

poem is conventional; but if the author was a woman,

as the manuscript says, the poem appears to be an

expression of lesbian desire unique in Old Occitan

and unusual in medieval poetry. Alamanda is named

within a dialogue with the troubadour Giraut de

Bornelh, but the manuscripts attribute the poem to

him alone. It is possible that Alamanda is a fictional

character with a name, and not a real poet, but scho-

lars lean increasingly toward the latter view. The case

of Felipa is similar.

The importance of the trobairitz to our understand-

ing of desire in this poetry far outweighs the number of

their preserved songs. That number is modest com-

pared to the total corpus, about 2,500 compositions

written in the twelfth, the thirteenth, and the early

fourteenth centuries. They are distributed chronologi-

cally as a bell curve peaking in the years around 1200,

and higher in the years following than in those pre-

ceding. The corpus of fifty poems that may have been

written by trobairitz is distributed similarly. Most of

them were probably written in the forty years around

1200; only three were surely written earlier, and none

in the early twelfth century; more were written later.

The system of Old Occitan lyric genres developed

from degree zero in the earliest troubadours into an

elaborate structure of more than twenty poetic types

in fourteenth-century poetic treatises. The earliest

poem by a named trobairitz, Azalais de Porcairagues,

has been misread as a blend of two genres, the love

song and funeral lament; however, since the genres

had not yet taken shape, it should be read as a less

conventional and more personal expression of the

poet’s grief at the death of the troubadour Raimbaut

d’Aurenga, in 1173, and her love for another man.

The most famous trobairitz poems are love songs

(cansos), fourteen in all, foremost among them those

by the Comtessa de Dia and Castelloza. We have as

many dialogues (tensos), some of which have often

been regarded as the work of troubadours who

invented anonymous female interlocutors. There are

also partimens, in which one poet proposes alternative

positions on some question in amorous casuisty, an-

other poet picks one of them, and they debate; coblas,

or incidental stanzas; and sirventes, or satires. One

satire, by Gormonda of Montpellier, is a scathing

rebuttal of an attack on Rome by Guilhem Figueira,

whom Gormonda curses as a heretic. We have two

versified love letters, one dawn song (alba), and one

funeral lament ( planh), perhaps for the poet’s husband.

In a poetry dedicated above all to the theme of love

and overwhelmingly represented by male poets, the

trobairitz add the essential component of the

women’s point of view. If it were not for the trobairitz

we might believe that the troubadours really loved

cold, distant ladies; but the trobairitz sang as passion-

ately as the men, and they found their lovers cold and

distant too, so the coldness appears to be an element

in art, not reality. This poetry is a precursor of the

blues. More generally, the trobairitz show that despite

social constraints, women were not absent from the

literary scene, not passive, and not silent, but contrib-

uted vigorously to poetry in many forms.

WILLIAM D. PADEN
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TROTA OF SALERNO
Trota (or, as her name would have been spelled in

southern Italy, Trocta) was a medical practitioner in

twelfth-century Salerno, a coastal town south of

Naples. Although southern Italy was controlled at

that time by Normans, Trota herself was probably a

Lombard woman. She wrote (or dictated) a general

collection of her cures. Called the Practica (‘‘hand-

book of medical practice’’), this work shows that
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Trota’s expertise was expansive, covering a variety of

medical fields from gynecology to eye diseases and

stomach conditions. The Practica survives as an inde-

pendent text in only two manuscripts, though

excerpts were also incorporated into a massive

compendium of Salernitan writings composed around

1200. It is clear that other women were practicing

medicine at Salerno: writers refer to them generically

as mulieres Salernitane, the ‘‘women of Salerno.’’ Yet

Trota stands out as the only Salernitan woman who is

known to have composed a written text.

Comparison of Trota’s work with that of contem-

porary Salernitan male practitioners shows certain

notable differences. Trota did not engage in any the-

oretical speculation about the causes of disease,

whereas engagement with theory was the most

defining characteristic of her male contemporaries.

Although imported substances like cinnamon and

nutmeg appear occasionally in her remedies, she

tended primarily to use locally available ingredients;

contemporary male practitioners, in contrast, more

regularly employed newer ingredients (like sugar)

that had recently become available with the recon-

quest of Muslim Sicily. Most importantly, Trota

practiced a ‘‘hands-on’’ gynecology: she can touch

and manipulate her female patients’ bodies in a way

that no male practitioner ever did.

It was apparently Trota’s particular expertise in

women’s medicine (which, in her definition, included

gynecology, obstetrics, and cosmetics) that induced

someone (apparently from England, to judge from

their use of some English synonyms) to write down

her practices in a text called Treatments for Women

(De curis mulierum). Here we find a slight overlay of

theory and allusions to some of the practices of her

male contemporaries. By the end of the twelfth centu-

ry, Treatments for Women would serve as the core

onto which two other Salernitan texts were fused:

the anonymous Conditions of Women and Women’s

Cosmetics, both of which were probably male-

authored. Originally called the Trotula (meaning ‘‘lit-

tle Trota’’ or perhaps ‘‘the abbreviated Trota’’), the

ensemble circulated widely throughout all of western

Europe, proving to be the most popular work on

women’s medicine for the following three centuries.

‘‘Trotula’’ was soon misunderstood as the author’s

name and so ‘‘she’’ was credited with the whole en-

semble of texts. ‘‘Trotula’’ developed a reputation as

an authority on ‘‘women’s secrets,’’ a reputation that

turned negative when Chaucer placed her next to the

equally suspect Heloise in Jankyn’s Book of Wicked

Wives (Canterbury Tales, Wife of Bath’s Tale).

Although the Trotula was published multiple times

in the sixteenth century, humanist scholars came to

believe that the work was actually of ancient origin,

written by a man. The theory of ancient origin was

ultimately abandoned, yet doubt about ‘‘Trotula’s’’

existence as a female author persisted. In the nine-

teenth and twentieth centuries, ‘‘she’’ was bandied

back and forth by various factions who either wanted

to celebrate her as the ‘‘first woman professor of

medicine’’ or dismiss her as a pornographic joke on

the thought that her name must mean that she ‘‘trot-

ted around.’’ Recognition of the three-text origin of

the Trotula and discovery of Trota’s original Practica

occurred in the 1980s, but her authorship of Treat-

ments for Women was confirmed only in the 1990s.

Additional research on female medical practitioners

has allowed us to gain a better appreciation both

for Trota’s accomplishments and for the constraints

that kept other medieval women from venturing into

medical writing.

MONICA H. GREEN
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TROUSSEAU
Trousseau refers to a ‘‘bundle’’ of portable and dis-

playable items, including personal clothing and acces-

sories, bedclothes, utensils, and furniture that a bride

brings to the marital household. A trousseau was an

essential accompaniment of marriage in the Middle

Ages. A bridal trousseau assembled by an elite family

included valuables, such as expensive jewelry and

brocades, and served as an index of a family’s posi-

tion in the social hierarchy. Among peasants and

commoners, a trousseau regularly amounted to a

substantial share of what the bride stood to inherit

from her family. Even when the trousseau was pre-

pared by the bride and her mother, the responsibility

for providing the raw materials as well as ready-made
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items fell primarily on the bride’s father and second-

arily on her brothers and other relatives.

Parapherna

Following Roman law, medieval jurists differentiated

a dowry from a trousseau. The dowry was conveyed

by the bride’s family to the son-in-law as a fund to

support the new household. During marriage, owner-

ship and control of the dowry with its fruits were

exercised by the husband. Parapherna, a Greek term

meaning ‘‘items beyond the dowry,’’ was the juridical

designation for the trousseau. In a fourteenth-century

Italian legal opinion, parapherna was defined as

‘‘those movable goods which a wife brings to the

husband’s household especially for her own use and

the common use of herself and her husband’’

(Kirshner, 185). The vernacular designations for para-

pherna in dowry instruments and family records

varied. Corredo was the most common designation.

It was employed in Florence in the fourteenth centu-

ry, and was gradually supplanted by the designation

donora. Parapherna was used in Milan, and in south-

ern Italy, where marital property regimes continued

to be influenced by Greek and Roman customs

and law.

Trousseau and Dowry

In principle, ownership and control of parapherna

were reserved to the wife during marriage; the hus-

band was prohibited from managing parapherna

against his wife’s wishes. It was common, however,

for the wife to allow the husband to manage para-

pherna. Categorical distinctions etched in legal writ-

ings between trousseau and dowry did not square

with actual practice, because the trousseau counted

as part of the dowry throughout Europe and the

Mediterranean. In addition, this practice was sanc-

tioned by local statutes and customs, which, diverging

from Roman law, granted husbands control over

parapherna.

The conflation of trousseau and dowry, for

example, was customary in the Jewish communities

of eleventh-century Jerusalem and twelfth-century

Cairo. The thirty-one items listed in a Kariate mar-

riage contract from Jerusalem, dating from 1028,

were divided into three categories: (1) gold jewelry,

(2) wearing apparel, and (3) copper utensils and con-

tainers, and bedding. Wearing apparel amounted to

approximately half the total value of sixty-one dinars.

Goitein’s description (314–317) of these items as a

trousseau fits conventional meanings. Yet the hus-

band formally acknowledged that all the items

‘‘were now in his possession and under his hand;

and that he had undertaken to keep them as if they

were his own’’ (316).

In fifteenth-century Avignon, a weaver received

from his wife a dowry consisting of twenty-four livres,

plus ‘‘a culcitra (a mattress), a feather pillow, bed

blanket, sixteen bed sheets, sixteen table cloths, and

three new garments’’ (Girard, 488). Girard calls these

items a trousseau, which they were, but in the docu-

ment he cites there is no mention of a trousseau: all

the items were consigned to the husband as a dowry.

In northern and central Italy, the corredo and donora

were almost invariably treated as part of the dowry.

In England, the bride’s trousseau ‘‘became the prop-

erty of her husband, since under common law all the

bride’s movable goods, or chattels, became the

groom’s property after marriage’’ (Fleming, 37).

Between the mid-fourteenth and early sixteenth

centuries, Florentine donora typically consisted on

average of about eleven percent of the total amount

of the dowry (Klapisch-Zuber, 216). In Venice, the

corredo was treated as distinct from the dowry, and

from the late fourteenth century onward often

equaled from a third to half the dowry. Venetian

husbands demanded full control of the corredo, with-

out the legal restrictions encumbering dowries. In-

creasingly, the Venetian corredo was transformed

from a traditional trousseau into a substantial cash

payment to the groom (Chojnacki, 83ff ).

Trousseau and Consumption

Within the upper reaches of society in late medieval

Europe, the traditional trousseaux of everyday per-

sonal belongings and household goods gave way to

self-aggrandizing displays of conspicuous consump-

tion. City governments and church officials acted

to suppress lavish trousseaux and dowries, but in

vain. Sumptuary laws limiting the value of trousseaux

were sporadically enforced, and flouted by families

whose social reputation was advanced by large

dowries and sumptuous trousseaux.

One means of circumventing the legislated limits

on the value of the corredo or donora was to leave part

of the trousseau unappraised (non stimate). It was in

the interest of wives to have the trousseau formally

inventoried and appraised in cash (stimate), usually

by clothes dealers, before it was brought to the mari-

tal household. The cash valuation protected wives by

shifting the risk of damage and loss to the husband
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and by preventing him and his heirs from later claim-

ing that the trousseau was worth less than the agreed-

upon value. The husband had the right to elect, upon

his predecease, the return to his wife of the specific

items in the corredo he had actually received or a

cash payment of the appraised value. On the other

hand, the husband was obligated to restore to his wife

the very goods comprising the unappraised corredo.

Families who wished to evade sumptuary laws could,

and did, resort to giving unappraised goods. By de-

flating the legal valuation of the total dowry, this

tactic also served to decrease the contract tax on

dowries payable by new husbands (Frick, 135–136).

Cassoni

The painted wedding chests (cassoni) in which the

trousseaux of Florentine brides were conveyed to

their new husbands, customarily on the day of the

wedding or immediately after, have attracted consid-

erable scholarly attention. Given as donora, a richly

decorated cassone represented a valuable component

of the dowry. Cassone painters, like Apollonio di

Giovanni (d. 1465), illustrated scenes from the Old

Testament, Homer’s Odyssey, Virgil’s Aeneid, Boc-

caccio’s Amorous Vision and Concerning Famous

Women, and Petrarch’s Triumph of Chastity, Triumph

of Fame, and Triumph of Love. Exemplars of female

subservience and humility, including Solomon’s bride,

the Queen of Sheba, holding ‘‘her left hand over her

heart in a gesture of submission’’ (Callmann, 43) and

Boccaccio’s Griselda, ‘‘rewarded’’ by her monstrous

husband for passively enabling and enduring his

degrading abuse, defined the hierarchical relationship

between older husbands and teenage brides. Cassone

favorites—Dido, the queen of Carthage, and the

Roman matron Lucrezia—were admired for their

valor and courage and ultimate sacrifice of suicide

on behalf of their people. On the cassone panels, the

mythic Amazons, fierce warriors and male killers,

beautiful and celibate, were forced to succumb to

marriage and domesticity, deprived of any memory

of having lived transgressively.

JULIUS KIRSHNER
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TROUVÈRES, WOMEN
The women trouvères, or troveresses, were poet-

musicians whose lyrics were performed for courtly

audiences and at popular festivities throughout

northern France in the twelfth and thirteenth centu-

ries. There is ample evidence in literature, iconogra-

phy, and historical documents that women at all

levels of society were active as singers, composers,

and poets. They participated in the creation and per-

formance of songs in a variety of genres and forms—

including monophonic chansons, refrain songs asso-

ciated with dancing (such as ballettes, virelais, and

rondets de carole), lyric debates, and motets in two,

three, or four voices—and in a variety of circum-

stances, both for public and private enjoyment. Inter-

estingly, women sang songs in which the lyric subject

could be either masculine or feminine, that is, the

gender of the singer did not always correspond to

that of the song’s lyric subject. Once neglected in

favor of the trobairitz, their southern counterparts,

writing in Occitan, the troveresses are gaining recog-

nition as contributors of a distinctive, specifically

feminine perspective within old French lyric.

We know of eight named troveresses. Blanche of

Castile (1188–1252), wife of Louis VIII of France and

mother of Louis IX (Saint Louis), authored a chanson

à la Vierge (or Marian song), ‘‘Amours, u trop tart me
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sui pris’’ (Love, to which I have been drawn so late).

Two songs—‘‘Par maintes fois avrai esteit requise’’

(Many a time I have been asked), a lament occasioned

by the loss of her beloved, and ‘‘Un petit davant lou

jor’’ (Just before daybreak), which stages the dialogue

between a knight and his lady, who is confined in a

high tower by her jealous husband, are ascribed to

one ‘‘Duchesse de Lorraine,’’ most likely Marguerite

de Champagne (married in 1255 to Ferri III, Duke of

Lorraine), the daughter of Thibaut IV de Champagne,

one of the most illustrious trouvères. The names of

Maroie de Diergnau de Lille, the Dame de Gosnai,

the Dame de la Chaucie, Lorete, Dame Margot, and

Sainte des Prez are recorded in the rubrics or tables of

contents of various manuscripts or inscribed within

lyric debates. There were undoubtedly many more

women composers, and, whereas their names are lost

to us, some of their songs are arguably still extant,

though bereft of proper attribution.

Many of the genres and forms typical of twelfth-

and thirteenth-century trouvère poetry were practiced

by the troveresses, in particular the grans chans (court-

ly love songs that exploit the vocabulary, metaphors,

and motifs associated with fin’amors, the true, perfect,

refined love elaborated by the troubadours), the jeu-

parti and tenson (lyric debates regarding a point of

courtly casuistry, favored by thirteenth-century urban

poets), the plainte (death-lament), the aube (erotic

dawn song), the chanson de croisade (crusade lyric),

and the chanson pieuse (nonliturgical devotional song).

Although the songs that can be attributed with

relative certainty to historical women are not numer-

ous, there is a large body of lyrics, mostly anony-

mous, that gives voice to women and may well have

been composed by them; this lyric type, known as

chansons de femme (or women’s songs), includes sev-

eral more or less clearly defined genres. In the chanson

d’ami, an apparently unmarried woman avows her

love and yearns for her lover. She either feels the

urge to love—in keeping with the season, her youth,

and her charm—or expresses her sorrow and despair

over her sweetheart’s absence, sometimes blaming

herself for having rebuffed him. She cannot be dis-

suaded from loving, despite the opposition of her

parents and the threat posed by detractors: slan-

derers, flatterers, and gossip-mongers. The unhappy,

frustrated wife heard in the chanson de malmariée

bewails her fate at the hands of a husband (whom

she calls a vilain, or boorish lout) who often holds her

captive and who is old, ugly, jealous, occasionally

impotent, and even brutal. She either longs for

compensation or has already exacted satisfaction by

taking a lover who possesses all the attributes lack-

ing in the husband she despises: her ami is young,

handsome, refined, cheerful, and ardent in love. A

variant of the chanson de malmariée, the chanson de

nonne, portrays a young nun cloistered against her

will, who laments her confinement—pointing an ac-

cusatory finger at those who have sentenced her to the

convent—and longs for a lover who will liberate her.

Many of the songs of the troveresses survive with

music, including six of the thirteen lyric debates fea-

turing women interlocutors. Two songbooks of Lor-

raine provenance preserve most of the jeux-partis and

chansons with a feminine voice, which may be indica-

tive of a regional predilection for poetry attributable

to women.

EGLAL DOSS-QUINBY
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TYPOLOGY AND WOMEN
Typology is an interpretive method initiated by Jews

in the Old Testament and continued by Jesus and his

followers in the New Testament. The actions of cer-

tain Old Testament persons are thus interpreted as

prefiguring the actions of the Messiah. Typology was

a staple of medieval biblical interpretation. Generally
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types are sexually consonant, so that a man prefigures

a man and a woman prefigures either a woman or an

abstract idea represented by a noun of feminine gen-

der. Within the Old Testament only Jewish men, such

as Moses, had prefigured the Messiah. For Christians,

biblical women were frequently types prefiguring

Mary, the Mother of God, and the Church, Ecclesia.

Strikingly, Christians in the first century AD also

invented a new strand of typology: women as types of

Christ. Jesus’s emphasis on the spiritual equality of

the sexes and his innovation of presenting himself as a

type for his followers to imitate added a new dimen-

sion to prophetic types: In addition to prefiguring

Christ, the types were also reminders that each

human person was to be Christ-like. It was possible,

even necessary, to recognize Gentiles (such as Melchi-

sedek) and women as types of Christ, as an expression

of the belief that the Christian vocation to holiness

was universal. Such typologies were found in both the

East and the West across centuries.

Historically the first woman to be interpreted as a

type of Christ was Susanna, whose history (Daniel 13)

served as the narrative template for the synoptic

Passion narratives. From the Gospels onward she

was a well-known type of Christ. Between 450

and 1500 she was depicted as a type of Christ in

Gethsemane and as a type of Christ at his trial in

medieval illustrated manuscripts (Biblia Pauperum)

and in stained glass, bas reliefs, and frescoes in

churches. Commentaries and sermons treated and

further developed her typology.

Jephthah’s daughter, like Isaac, was an only-begot-

ten, beloved child whose father was willing to sacrifice

her to fulfill a vow to God. Both Jewish and Christian

tradition condemn Jephthah’s rash vow and praise his

daughter’s courage and faith. By the third century she

and Isaac became a pair of Christian types of Christ,

the only-begotten, beloved Son who was sacrificed.

As such, this young woman and Isaac are depicted

next to the altar in churches at Mount Sinai (fifth

century) and at the Red Sea (twelfth century). Diony-

sius bar Salibi (twelfth century) provides the fullest

commentary of her as a type of Christ. Her frequent

appearance in western manuscripts is at least some-

times typological.

The Jewish interpretation of Ruth, an ancestress of

Jesus, as a type of the Messiah (Ruth Rabbah, fifth

century) may show influence from Christianity.

Esther, like Susanna, was included in the Lection-

ary because she is a type of Christ, as Rupert of Deutz

explains (Liber de divinis officiis 4:15). Judith behead-

ing Holofernes and David beheading Goliath were

types of Christ defeating the Devil through the Cru-

cifixion. In the illustrated manuscripts of the Leven

van Jezus Judith entering Bethulia triumphantly

with Holofernes’ head is a type of Christ entering

Jerusalem. The Widow of Zarephath carrying crossed

sticks (3 Kings 17) was depicted as a type of Christ

carrying the Cross on numerous liturgical vessels,

crosses, and altars in northern Europe, especially in

the twelfth through fourteenth centuries; she also

had been included from the start in the Lectionary.

From the New Testament, Jairus’s daughter was a

type of Christ in his Resurrection, and, especially in

the East, the woman in the parable who finds the lost

coin was presented in sermons and hymns as a type of

Christ finding and rescuing lost humanity. Annemarie

Weyl Carr suggests that Mary Magdalen wiping

Christ’s feet with her hair was a type of Christ wash-

ing the disciples’ feet in the illustrations of a twelfth-

century Gospel Book in Kiev; if this is correct, it is

likely that this pair of depictions is typological else-

where, as in the sanctuary paintings at Aght’amar in

Armenia.

The demographic range of these women is signifi-

cant: virgins, married women, and widows were

recognized as types of Christ. As with male types of

Christ, their characters and actions made them suit-

able prefigurations of Christ. Significantly, although

women were interpreted as types of Christ in every

aspect of his Passion, no one, including such writers

as Herrad of Hohenbourg and Catherine of Siena,

ever chose to compose a text or iconographic pro-

gram presenting the Passion entirely through female

types. Their typology was known—in the case of

Susanna at least, quite well known—until the Refor-

mation suppressed images and restricted typology.

CATHERINE TKACZ
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U
UNICORN
The unicorn is a mythical one-horned beast widely

believed to be real during the Middle Ages. Unicorn

horn (actually the tusk of the narwhal, a large

Arctic sea mammal), was highly prized for its reputed

power to detect and neutralize poison. It was made

into drinking cups or ground into a powder that

could be added to food or drink suspected to contain

poison.

During the Middle Ages, this horse-like creature

symbolized a number of different and often contra-

dictory subjects and characteristics, both religious

and secular. Fierce, bold, and courageous, the invin-

cible unicorn was also associated with chastity and

humility, and was thus both a symbol of Christ and of

ideal knighthood. Accordingly, the unicorn became a

favourite heraldic emblem of royalty.

The most popular story described the only way to

tame and capture the unicorn. A virgin was left alone

in the forest. Drawn by the scent of her purity,

the unicorn would put his head in her lap and fall

asleep, allowing hunters to capture or kill him. Often

depicted in medieval art and literature, this story

came to represent both secular themes of courtly

love and the seductive powers of female sexuality, as

well as the Christian stories of the Annunciation and

Incarnation.

The most famous known artistic representations

of the unicorn are the two late fifteenth-/early six-

teenth-century sets of tapestries housed in the Musée

de Cluny, Paris, and the Cloisters, Metropolitan

Museum of Art, New York City. The meanings of

both sets of tapestries have been the subjects of

various interpretations for the past two centuries.

KRISTI GOURLAY
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UNIVERSITIES
From their origins in the twelfth century, medieval

universities were masculine, clerical institutions. Most

students were in minor orders, and many were monks

or priests, though the Italian universities admitted

more lay students and the many new universities

founded in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

educated aristocrats who did not intend a career in

the church, as well as those who did. Teachers, too,

were mainly clergy, although in faculties other than

theology there were occasionally married masters (as

well as students). Many students had few licit occa-

sions to come into contact with women. Many college

statutes prohibited women servants, or at least young
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ones. Students who lived not in colleges but in board-

ing-houses dealt with landladies, and students would

have also met female shopkeepers and barmaids or

prostitutes. Masters and university officials would

have had occasion to meet wealthy women donors.

The classroom experience, however, remained

masculine. Authors like John of Salisbury and Peter

Abelard, who wrote in the twelfth century, likened

the battles of words that occurred in academic dispu-

tations to clashes of arms, a very masculine image.

The content of university teaching, too, excluded

women. From the thirteenth century on much of the

curriculum was based on Aristotle, who held that

women were inferior and intellectually incapable.

The dominance of the universities in the intellectual

life of thirteenth-century Europe marked a change in

women’s participation in that life. When the monas-

tery was the locus of intellectual creativity, both male

and female monastics had participated, and a woman

like Hildegard of Bingen could be a leading scholar.

But already in Hildegard’s twelfth century the signs of

female exclusion were appearing. Heloise was reputed

to be one of the wisest women in Europe, but she

had to be tutored privately rather than attend lectures,

and her only known works are the letters she wrote to

her husband Peter Abelard. The women authors

of the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries tended to be

mystics, relying on personal experience rather than

scholarship, and many (though not all) writing in the

vernacular rather than the Latin of the universities.

Not only scholarship but also the daily life of

students was affected by the masculine nature of

the university experience. Students might enter the

universities as young as fourteen, and often had to

undergo hazing analogous to that found in modern

fraternities. The Manuale Scolarium, a handbook of

Latin for fifteenth-century German students, includes

a dialogue about an initiation ritual called the depos-

itio cornuum or removal of the horns, in which taming

the initiate as a wild beast is connected with cleansing

him of femininity. This ritual involved a great deal

of drinking, as did student life generally. Perhaps

not unrelated to their alcohol consumption, student

gangs were frequently accused of rape and other

crimes against the townspeople. Some evidence sur-

vives for homosexual relations among members of the

universities.

There are stories of women who attended the uni-

versities in disguise, for example one in the fifteenth

century who attended the University of Kraków

dressed as a man. Christine de Pizan tells of Novella

d’Andrea, the daughter of an eminent jurist, who

supposedly substituted for her father when he was

unavailable to give his lectures in law at the Univer-

sity of Bologna, but did so from behind a curtain so

that the sight of her face would not distract the stu-

dents. Even if true, however, these are exceptions.

University statutes did not explicitly prohibit women

from participation; they did not have to, because it

was simply assumed that women would not.

Universities attempted to maintain a monopoly on

the learned professions, which meant that women

could not enter. In Paris in 1322, the medical faculty

attempted to have the midwife Jacoba Felicie con-

demned for practicing medicine without a license.

Her patients testified as to the efficacy of her treat-

ment, but the doctors argued that she did not have

the proper academic knowledge to treat patients,

although she used the same methods as they did.

Although a very small proportion of the popula-

tion attended universities—the largest admitted four

to five hundred students a year, the smallest more like

fifty, and most were from the social elite—university

graduates (and even students who never attained a

degree) were disproportionately influential in later

medieval Europe, where they dominated the legal

and medical professions, as well as the church.

Exclusionary practices as well as teachings on the

inferiority of women thus had an impact throughout

society.

RUTH MAZO KARRAS
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URRACA
Born to Alfonso VI and his second wife Constance of

Burgundy (d. 1093), Urraca (c. 1080–1126) ascended

the throne upon her father’s death in 1109. Previ-

ously she and her first husband, Count Raymond of

UNIVERSITIES
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Burgundy (d. 1107), had ruled over the region of

Galicia. They had two children, Sancha (c. 1095–

1159), and Alfonso (1105–1157), who would reign

after Urraca as Alfonso VII.

As reigning queen of León-Castile, Urraca married

Alfonso I, king of Aragón, in 1109, but it was not a

successful union. The couple separated within three

years, although neither married again. Each battled

the other for full control over the Christian kingdoms

of Iberia, but neither was strong enough to prevail. In

1117, they agreed to a truce that was renewed every

three years until Urraca’s death in childbirth in 1126.

Urraca ruled successfully over the core lands inher-

ited from her father, but she was not able to extend

the territory. By repeatedly reminding her court and

subjects that she was her father’s named heir, Urraca

was able to maintain her precarious place on the

throne. She took a favorite from among the Castilian

nobility, Count Pedro González de Lara, with whom

she had two children who survived infancy, Elvira

(born c. 1112) and Fernando (born c. 1118). In the

early modern period, her liaison with Count Pedro

would be turned into a reputation for wantonness, so

that Urraca is today more often remembered for

moral laxity rather than for her political astuteness.

One of Urraca’s strategies appears to have been

patronage of the Romanesque basilica of San Isidoro

in León, turning what had been her family’s private

palace chapel into a pilgrimage church open to the

public. Through artistic patronage, the queen created

a permanent and highly visible reminder of her place

in the dynasty of León-Castilla. However, it was

only her capable handling of political strategies that

allowed a woman to rule in the Middle Ages. Some

220 documents surviving from her reign were ably

studied by Bernard F. Reilly.

THERESE MARTIN
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URSULA AND HER COMPANIONS
The cult of St. Ursula and the eleven thousand virgins

of Cologne (Feast Day, October 21) were among the

most ubiquitous of the later Middle Ages. Largely

due to the widespread diffusion of their relics and

their appropriateness as role models for both religious

and secular women, the holy virgins of Cologne were

venerated across Europe.

The earliest document of a cult of unnamed and

unnumbered holy virgins in early medieval Cologne

can be found on the Clematius Inscription, an early

fifth-century stone plaque in their titular church

in Cologne. Over the course of the ninth through

thirteenth centuries, the legend of the holy virgins

of Cologne was gradually developed, expanded, and

codified in a series of passiones. Ursula was a Chris-

tian princess of Britannia who was promised in mar-

riage to a pagan prince, Aetherius. She requested a

delay of several years, during which she and eleven

thousand companions would make a pilgrimage to

Rome. During their return trip, they were martyred

by the Huns besieging Cologne.

In 1106, excavations outside the walls of Cologne

uncovered thousands of bodies, which were pro-

claimed to be the relics of the eleven thousand virgins.

This discovery appeared to prove the veracity of the

legend, including the astounding number of eleven

thousand holy virgins. The most probable explana-

tion can be attributed to an interpretive error through

which an inscription ‘‘XI M,’’ signifying ‘‘undecim

martyrum’’ (eleven martyrs), was misread as indicat-

ing ‘‘undecim milium’’ or eleven thousand, by inter-

preting the ‘‘M’’ as the roman numeral for 1,000.

With the help of mystics, particularly Elisabeth of

Schönau, the relics were authenticated and the story

was fleshed out, ultimately taking on its elaborate

form popularized through the Golden Legend.

As early as 1113, Cologne began exporting large

quantities of the relics uncovered in the excavations.

By the fourteenth century, relics of the holy virgins

could be found in cities and monasteries across the

map of Europe, often in immense collections, such as

the thousand bodies acquired in 1182 by the monas-

tery of Altenberg, near Cologne. Despite the far-flung

distribution of relics, their greatest concentration

remained in the Rhineland, particularly Cologne,

where the relics could be found in every church.

URSULA AND HER COMPANIONS
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Eventually the holy virgins joined the Three Magi as

patrons of the city.

Though the identity of St. Ursula as the leader was

established by the tenth century, the group was com-

memorated and referenced as a collective mass—

Undecim millium virginum (eleven thousand virgins).

This group identity informed the presentation of their

relics, as well as the form of much of the imagery

associated with this cult, in which the holy virgins

of Cologne were represented en masse, as though

individuality was subsumed into corporate identity.

Frequently portrayed as a group of eleven idealized

women, as eleven followers beneath the mantle of

St. Ursula, or as eleven flames on the coat of arms

of late medieval Cologne, the holy virgins of Cologne

were consistently identified by their collective cohe-

sion. Described and depicted as an undifferentiated

mass of holy virgins, the eleven thousand virgins of

Cologne cogently visualized the monastic requirement

that one surrender her individual identity to that of

the unified ecclesiastical body.

Images—particularly reliquary figures—were used

to foster the standing of the eleven thousand virgins

as role models for religious women. Several important

artistic programs in Cologne utilized relics and reli-

quary figures to create a dynamic sacral environment

in which the (principally female) audience is both

situated and actively involved, as religious women

are invited to follow the model of the holy virgins

and literally join their sacred company. The mother-

house and titular church of the cult, the ecclesia

sanctarum undecim milum virginum (Church of the

Holy Eleven Thousand Virgins) in Cologne, literally

surrounds the viewers (both secular parishioners

and cloistered Benedictine nuns) with relics and reli-

quary figures to fashion a palpable connection be-

tween saints and devotees. The altarpiece made for

the high altar of the church of the Poor Clares

in Cologne circa 1347 presents a group of twelve

reliquary busts of Holy Virgins who appear as female

apostles. Analogous examples can be found through-

out Europe.

In many ways, Ursula and her companions pro-

vided ideal role models for the realization of women’s

religious calling in the later Middle Ages and Renais-

sance. As Europe’s largest group of holy women, the

holy virgins of Cologne exemplified the glories of

spiritual betrothal to Christ, virginity and chastity,

martyrdom, and erudition, offering religious women

a collective model for imitatio Christi. The fifteenth-

century Dominican Giovanni Dominici singled out

the eleven thousand virgins as fitting role models for

young women. In the sixteenth century, Sister Angela

Merici dedicated her Ursuline order to St. Ursula,

whose name had become synonymous with the cor-

porate body of the eleven thousand virgins and female

spirituality.

SCOTT B. MONTGOMERY
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V
VALKYRIES
Valkyries, from Old Norse valkyrja (choosers of the

slain), were originally semidivine warrior women,

attendants of the war-god Odin, who chose warriors

to die in battle and escorted them to Valhalla (hall

of the slain) to await the final battle of Ragnarok

(doom of the gods). Terms like skjaldmaer (‘‘shield-

maidens’’) and hjálmvitr (‘‘helmeted beings’’) reflect

the valkyries’ warlike nature. They sometimes appear

as malevolent and sometimes as benevolent figures.

Saxo Grammaticus (c. 1200) says that valkyries can

alter their appearance from fearsome to beautiful. The

valkyries appear in the Poetic Edda (assembled in the

thirteenth century from earlier mythological poems).

In the Poetic Edda, the most important valkyrie is

Brynhild, and several poems recount her love for the

mortal hero Sigurd. In later skaldic poetry, valkyries

are merely the beautiful and benign messengers of

Odin, but nameless and undifferentiated.

Brynhild was famous throughout the Germanic

world and appears in the Middle High German

Nibelungenlied (early thirteenth century). Richard

Wagner (1876) used material from the Nibelung

saga and the character of Brynhild in his epic opera

Der Ring des Nibelungen. The Old English cognate

of Old Norse valkyrja is wælcyrge, a term that always

refers to an evil being associated with slaughter.

Nora K. Chadwick argues that Grendel’s mother

of Beowulf, who is a wælgæst wæfre (‘‘roaming slaugh-

ter spirit’’), is influenced by the malevolent figure of

the valkyrie. Literary figures like Wealtheow, the

Danish queen in Beowulf, are beautiful and adorned

with gold and reflect the benevolent figure of the

valkyrie.

ALEXANDRA H. OLSEN
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VERONICA’S VEIL
Though not mentioned in any Gospel account,

Veronica (feast day July 12) became associated with

the tale of a woman of Jerusalem who offered her veil

to wipe Christ’s face on the Way to Calvary. Both the

woman and the cloth, onto which Christ’s features

were miraculously transferred, are referred to as

Veronica—a conflation popularized by the etymolog-

ical connection with vera icona (true image). This
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cloth, believed to bear the likeness of Christ, was the

most popular of the acheiropoietoi (images not made

by human hands) in the later Middle Ages. Apocry-

phal accounts, such as the fourth-century Acts of

Pilate, link Veronica with the woman cured of a

hemorrhage by touching Jesus’s robe (Matthew

9:20–22, Mark 5:25–34, Luke 8:43–48), fostering the

connection between the woman, the miraculous cloth,

and female spirituality.

The story recounted in Jacobus de Voragine’sGold-

en Legend has Veronica bringing the veil to Rome.

The miraculous image was venerated in Rome by

the eighth century. In 1297 Boniface VIII had it placed

in St. Peter’s basilica.

The cult of the Veronica reached its apogee in

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, during which

time the saint was often included in narratives depict-

ing the Way to Calvary. Images of Veronica dis-

playing the veil to the viewer, or Christ’s face on the

veil (as seen in pilgrims’ badges from Rome), rein-

forced the effectiveness of contemplation of the

Holy Face, and indeed images in general. Images of

Veronica’s Veil (particularly prints) were popular

tools for private devotion, particularly among monas-

tic women, due in part to Veronica’s standing as a

model of female piety and compassion.

SCOTT B. MONTGOMERY
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VILLON, FRANÇOIS
François Villon (b. c. 1430) came to Paris in his youth

and acquired a university education and a criminal

record for burglary and manslaughter. He wrote a

handful of shorter lyrics and two longer poems, both

mock wills: Le Lais (‘‘Legacies,’’ c. 1456) and Le

Testament (c. 1461). He vanishes from view in 1463,

when he was banished from Paris. His voice is

pseudo-autobiographical, and both of his longer

poems are full of distancing irony, scathing satire on

civil and ecclesiastical authorities, and bitter attacks

on enemies and former lovers—all of which would

seem to bind his poems to a cult of masculinity and

to make him an uneasy entry here.

But this voice, redolent with a surface machismo,

makes his self sexually ambivalent in ways that

confront gender stereotypes and destabilise sexual

identities. In his Ballade de la Grosse Margot, for

instance, he figures himself as a pimp in a violently

exploitative relationship with his lover Margot—but

the poem overall centralises the uneasy attitudes to

sexuality (and money) that underlie what it is conven-

tional to call ‘‘courtly love,’’ by iconising the realities

of the power relationship. Another lyric, the Ballade

pour Robert d’Estouteville, is by contrast a celebration

of mutuality, of male potency and mature sexuality:

a paean of praise to ‘‘Ambroise’’ that is a vision of

an idyllic contentment. But it is when Villon plays

with voices—his own and those of women—that his

work has its most interesting implications for the

cultural constructions of gender: his mother’s sense

of complicity with the mother-ness of the Virgin Mary

(Ballade pour prier Nostre Dame), and above all his

masterly invention of a female voice, that of the Belle

Heaulmiere, ‘‘the beautiful helmet-maker,’’ now, in

old age, a prostitute, and who, in a lingering cata-

logue of body parts, compares her past loveliness with

her present decrepitude, her once-sexualised with her

now-sexless body.

Too often in the Middle Ages, such types are used

to serve male fantasy, or for stereotypical and exem-

plary purposes—the ills of old age as retribution for a

misspent youth. Here, by contrast, because the voice

is that of the woman herself rather than that of the

voyeuristic, moralising male, the Belle Heaulmiere

inspires a real sympathy: her female subjectivity

disrupts what may be the readers’ comfortable homo-

social complicities. More remarkable again is the

ballade that follows, a little homily to occasional

prostitutes ( filles de joie): they are, she says, to be

hard-headedly mercenary, capitalise on youth, ensure

a comfortable old age. Women’s self-seeking is a ste-

reotype, of course (as in the Roman de la Rose), but,

by using a woman’s voice unmediated, Villon has his

Belle Heaulmiere usurp a cherished male prerogative

by speaking knowledgeably about sexuality, money

and power—she and the filles de joie claim the right to

enjoy control over their erotic encounters, and thus to

refuse the place of silent submission commonly allot-

ted to women. Villon, it may be said, invests female

subjectivity with uncommon lucidity and an unusual

degree of self-affirmation.

JANE TAYLOR
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VIOLENCE
The Middle Ages has always been considered a period

of impulsive and irrational violence and cruelty.

However, during the last decade, medievalists have

endeavored to demonstrate that this image is inaccu-

rate. Obsolete paradigms and terminology that hin-

dered a better understanding of medieval violent

behavior and its mechanisms are undergoing a sys-

tematic deconstruction. Even the traditional concept

of the feud has now been abandoned in favor of the

term customary vengeance, which describes ‘‘any indi-

vidual wrongs avenged by violence or resolved by the

threat of violence’’ (Halsall). Despite regional diversi-

ty and chronological variation throughout the Middle

Ages, violence, basically defined as any agonistic ex-

change, whether provocative or competitive, dual or

collective, verbal or physical, impulsive or ritual, is

undoubtedly a central trait of medieval culture and

literature. But far from being uncontrolled or chaotic,

as some clerical sources would like us to believe, it

obeys certain rules or conventions. Often associated

with a notion of honor, characterized as a general

system of exchanges (gift/counter-gift and challenge/

counter-challenge), violence is an important compo-

nent of social interaction and, more specifically, an

aristocratic strategy of distinction.

Alongside matrimonial strategies, funerals, and os-

tentatious wealth, the purpose of violence, or at times

simply the threat of violence, was to display the excel-

lence and the omnipotence of the family or lineage

and at the same time to demarcate its position in the

hierarchy of power. Understood in this perspective,

the active or potential use of violence was not a mere

disordered way of settling scores but a structuring

strategy, especially in the early Middle Ages, when

authority was sometimes no more than influence.

Among the various forms of medieval violence, ven-

geance represents a common feature. Related to a

more or less systematized set of values that vouches

for and legitimizes the specific status of an individual

in a social class or the collective worth of a group

within a specific society, vengeance is a proof that a

sense of justice was deeply rooted in medieval culture

and mentalities. Vengeance, often described as an

unleashed outburst of anger caused by an offense,

was far from spontaneous. Vindication followed a

ritual pattern in which different components, such

as the delay of retaliation, the public moaning, the

choice of the right timing in a public space, the

necessity of eyewitnesses, and the support of collective

solidarity, were required in order for it to be consid-

ered as a legitimate and ethical social act. The main

target of medieval exchanges of violence, at least till

the end of the feudal period, was to maintain the

status quo among different magnate factions, to

ensure social order, and to establish a hierarchical

balance of power and social precedence.

Female Violence

Although widely studied, the approach to medieval

violence still suffers from gender bias. Whereas

mechanisms of male violence are fully analyzed and

explained in the context of political and social con-

flicts and strategies, female violence has not yet

received enough attention, even in the early Middle

Ages, when women’s aggression was particularly well

recorded by the sources. The reason stems from a

combination of several factors. First of all, female

violence was certainly less recurrent or, in certain

cases, less discernible than its male counterpart. The

early medieval archeological evidence corroborates

this state of affairs. Weapons, the classic male signifi-

er, were absent in female Germanic graves. Moreover,

some barbarian codes of laws, such as the Frankish

Pactus legis salicae, do not even mention its possible

existence. But this silence is not proof of its nonexis-

tence. The fact that Burgundian and Lombard codes

and later on the Lex Salica Karolina severely castigate

women’s aggression corroborates its existence well

before the ninth century. Secondly, as a consequence

of the hegemonic feminist ethic, which legitimately

considers women as the victims rather than as the

performers of violence, historians have not yet

found it necessary to conceptualize female aggressive

violence as a historical object. Furthermore, since the

majority of anecdotes recounting women’s aggression

are interpreted by historians as literary artifacts, fe-

male violence is frequently relegated to the domain of

fiction. This is the case with the Hetzerin, one of the

most remarkable heroines of Old Norse literature.

According to Jochens, the goading woman who

urges an unwilling and frightened man to avenge

family honor is a male fantasy, a mere figment of

some cleric’s misogynous imagination. It could be

assumed, on the contrary, that the long-term exis-

tence of this character, from Tacitus to Gregory of

Tours as well as from Anglo-Saxon and Icelandic

sources such as in Sturlunga saga, proves the tangible

permanence of this type of female conduct.
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Theoretical Issues

The methodological resort to gender categories when-

ever female behavior is at stake remains complicated.

The history of female violence is certainly affected by

gender ideologies of both medieval authors and con-

temporary historians. But, while casting new light on

gendered social representations, particularly relevant

in the context of the later Middle Ages, this historical

conceptual approach tends to fix the interpretation of

women’s behavior in a strict, unchanging way.

However, beyond the historical consistency char-

acterizing the relation between genders, it is necessary

to note the variability of past gender systems and

to recognize the exception. This point of view is par-

ticularly relevant for Merovingian noble and royal

women. Long relegated to the category of curiosities

or monstrosities, their violent activity has never

been studied in the perspective of a class strategy.

Thanks to a fluid gender ideology, Merovingian

queens (Brunhild and Fredegund), princesses

(Clothild, Caribert’s daughter), and noble women

could actively participate in the cycle of violence and

even initiate their own vengeance. Following the

example of their male counterparts, they obeyed a

familial and personal code of honor aiming at the

growth of wealth, power, and social precedence.

Cross-Dressing and Female Violence

During the central Middle Ages, female violence

remains noticeable in narratives and legal records.

The chansons de gestes feature women involved in

military activities, warfare, and revenge but in a

somewhat different manner. Within the delimited

frame of chivalrous ideology, which conceived of ag-

gression and warfare as exclusively male attributes

and activities, female violence became increasingly

marginalized. It could still function, but only by bor-

rowing a male identity. The topos of female transves-

tites confirms a change of attitude, which is certainly

related, from the Carolingian period onwards, to the

growing penetration of Christian influence and its

constraints, demanding a strict representation of the

division of labor between the sexes. In romances of

the eleventh to the thirteenth century, cross-dressing

expressed the author’s ambivalence. While allowing

women to fight in certain cases, it still preserved the

gender hierarchy.

Yet, in the late Middle Ages, the mindset changed

significantly. Considered subversive because it under-

mined the dividing line between sexual roles and the

principle of male domination, this topos became the

expression of women’s deceit and powerlessness. Even

disguised as men, women could not hide their true

weak and inferior nature. The paradigm of this new

strict attitude towards women’s use of violence is

exemplified by Joan of Arc, a young peasant woman

who led the French armies during the Hundred Years’

War. She was condemned to death by the Church

precisely for her cross-dressing. With the development

of nascent states and capitalist economy emerging

from feudal society, violence ceased to be a social

marker. The ongoing formation of differentiated pub-

lic and private spheres definitively destroyed the op-

portunity for women to defend their family honor.

When female violence is recorded in judicial registers

during the fifteenth century and onwards, it has lost

its social signification and become simple criminality.

NIRA PANCER
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VIRGIN MARTYRS
Narratives concerning virgin martyrs such as

Catherine de Alexandria, Margaret of Antioch,

Agnes, and Cecilia form one of the largest categories

of hagiographical literature and were told across

Europe and the Christian Near East from late antiq-

uity to the late Middle Ages and beyond. Often

intended for female audiences, they are highly con-

ventional in terms of plot, recounting the story of a

young and beautiful woman whose virginity is

threatened either by rape (Lucy, Agnes) or by a

proposed marriage (Cecilia, Ursula); she chooses to
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submit to death rather than renounce her virginity.

Graphically violent, the narrative of virgin martyr-

dom usually includes a series of exchanges between

the virgin and a pagan persecutor, alternating with an

escalating sequence of tortures; sometimes the devil

himself makes an appearance (Margaret, Juliana). In

spite of its apparently sadistic content, the story of the

virgin martyr was evidently appealing to medieval

women both as readers and as writers.

Historical Development

In late antiquity, martyrdom was revered as the most

perfect imitatio Christi (imitation of Christ). During

the Roman persecutions, the execution of women was

considered particularly shocking and affecting; con-

temporary accounts of the martyrdoms of Christians

such as Perpetua and Felicity emphasize the courage

of women confronted by dreadful and public death.

Historical accounts suggest that rape was sometimes

used by the Romans as a method of political repres-

sion, since the desire of Christian women to preserve

their virginity was seen as a form of resistance to the

power of the Roman state; this may account for the

importance of the threat of rape in hagiographic

plots.

The historical reality of persecution found reflec-

tion in fictional narratives emphasizing the inviolable

virginity of the protagonist. In the apocryphal Acts of

Thecla, the heroine is an independent female apostle

who baptizes herself and evangelizes Asia Minor after

having survived several attempted martyrdoms. In the

West, less radical models proved more influential and

programmatic. Ambrose’s version of the passion of

Agnes in On Virgins (late fourth century) and Pruden-

tius’s poems in honor of Agnes and Eulalia (early fifth

century) emphasize not the virgin’s independence but

her vulnerable body and willing submission to torture

and death.

Virgin martyr narratives multiplied in the Middle

Ages, in both Latin and the vernacular. The seventh-

century Anglo-Saxon author Aldhelm, writing in

Latin, composed two catalogues of virgins, mostly

martyrs, for the edification of the nuns of Barking

Abbey. Hrotsvit of Gandersheim’s virgin martyr

stories, composed in the tenth century, are strikingly

original and bear witness to the broad geographical

distribution of the tradition. Her verse dramas include

two plays dealing with the martyrdom of virgins. The

better known of these, Agapes, Chione and Hirena

(sometimes called Dulcitius), is of Greek origin and

probably came to Germany with Theophano, the

Byzantine wife of Otto II; it tells the story of

three girls supposed to have been martyred under

Diocletian and is remarkable for its humor and mer-

ciless exposition of male stupidity. Hrotsvit’s collec-

tion of hexameter Legends includes a version of the

story of Agnes in which the martyr is represented

not as a suffering body but as a rational propo-

nent of virginity. Even more unusual is the story

of Pelagius, a male virgin martyred in Mozarabic

Spain. Hildegard of Bingen, for whom virginity was

a driving theological concept, composed an elaborate

song series dedicated to St. Ursula and her eleven

thousand virgin companions in about 1150.

After the twelfth century, virgin martyr legends

flourished in French and Middle English (there are

two notable ninth-century examples, Cynewulf’s Juli-

ana, in Old English, and the anonymous Old French

Sequence of St Eulalia). Many of these texts were

intended for female audiences; some were written by

women. Clemence of Barking’s Life of St. Catherine

(c. 1175) is an Anglo-Norman verse romance that

expands on its Latin source by giving the heroine a

sophisticated theological perspective likely to be

appreciated by Clemence’s fellow nuns. Anonymous

thirteenth-century French romances about Agnes,

Barbara, Christina, and Margaret survive in multiple

manuscripts, an indication of popularity. The so-

called Katherine Group, composed in Middle English

in the thirteenth century for an audience of anchor-

esses, includes stories about Margaret, Catherine,

and Juliana. Osbern Bokenham’s Legends of Holy

Women (1447), although not exclusively concerned

with virgin martyrs, contains dedications to several

female patrons.

Influence and Afterlife

The most influential hagiographical collection, Jaco-

bus de Voragine’s Golden Legend (c. 1260), was

composed in Latin but was quickly translated into

vernaculars from Spanish to German. Virgin martyrs

form the largest category of female saints in the Leg-

end, and several scholars have pointed out the conser-

vative implications of Jacobus’s decision to privilege

these narratives over those of historical women saints

like Clare of Assisi. In a period marked by religious

innovations, from Franciscanism to the rise of lay

movements like the Beguines and heretical sects

like the Cathars, all offering new devotional possibi-

lities to women, Jacobus’s emphasis on virgin martyrs

appears nostalgic and reactionary. The Golden Legend

reduces or eliminates those elements in particular
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narratives that might be read as protofeminist; femi-

nine sanctity is reduced to a single, realistically inimi-

table model. The Legend inspired Chaucer’s Second

Nun’s Tale of St. Cecilia, and its translation and

publication by Caxton in 1483 ensured the survival

of a particularly conventional version of the virgin

martyr story into the early modern period.

The late Middle Ages also saw a multiplicity of

visual representations of virgin martyrs in every me-

dium: stained glass, paintings, miniatures, sculpture.

Many are extremely graphic, focusing on the mutila-

tion of the female body, including detached body

parts (eyes, breasts). These images were available to

an illiterate public with no access to more nuanced

versions. Visual representations, however, combined

with oral tradition, were sufficient to inspire the

career of Joan of Arc. Calling herself ‘‘La Pucelle’’

(the virgin or the maid) and claiming inspiration

from Catherine and Margaret, Joan led French resis-

tance against the English in the last phases of the

Hundred Years’ War. She was executed by the En-

glish for heresy—an execution indistinguishable from

martyrdom, as several contemporaries noted. Her

canonization, in 1920, and her worldwide popularity

demonstrate a continuing fascination with the image

of the virgin martyr. Another late example, that of

Maria Goretti, is more disturbing. In 1909, the

twelve-year-old Maria, who had been frequently

threatened by a neighbor, died after being stabbed

by him for resisting his sexual advances. Aware of

his intent, Maria did little to avoid the encounter

that led to her death. These two examples demon-

strate powerfully the different ways in which the ex-

ample of the virgin martyr could be internalized by

real women.

Much feminist scholarship on virgin martyrs has

represented these narratives as misogynistic, part of a

patriarchal mechanism for the control of women’s

bodies, voices, and lives; certainly, the emphasis on

torture and rape in the narratives often seems like a

projection of the most violent sort of antifeminist

fantasy. Other scholars have noted the importance

of the virgin martyr as an inspirational and empower-

ing role model for medieval women. Given the lon-

gevity of the genre, the differing investments of male

and female authors, and the varied contexts in which

the tales have been told and retold over centuries, it is

probably a mistake to suggest that the message of the

virgin martyr narrative can be definitively reduced to

one of either feminine empowerment or feminine dis-

enfranchisement. Narratives of virgin martyrdom

provide fertile ground upon which differing religious,

sexual, and cultural ideologies play themselves out in

a bewildering variety of ways.

MAUD BURNETT MCINERNEY
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Virginity

VIRGINITY
Virginity—a concept that richly elaborated on the

bare fact of sexual inexperience—had a very high

profile in medieval Europe. Virginity was at once the

highest of ideals, a condition that enabled humans to

aspire to transcend their limitations and become

angel-like, and a day-to-day lifestyle to which many

thousands of fallible individuals were committed,

with varying degrees of success. Sexual renunciation

was a founding principle of the religious orders,

meaning that most monks, nuns, friars, hermits,

and recluses were virgins and that all were sworn to

observe chastity. Once clerical celibacy had been

enforced, following the Gregorian Reform of the
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eleventh century, the secular clergy joined the ranks of

presumptive virgins. Jesus and Mary were the prime

exemplars of male and female perpetual virginity,

with the latter in particular often depicted as the

leader of a crowd of virgins. Virginity had many

variants. It could be imagined in religious, medical,

and legal terms: it could be male or female, temporary

or permanent, a bodily state or a spiritual exercise.

Technically, virginity was the condition of total sexu-

al inexperience and as such distinct from chastity, the

virtue of sexual continence, which could be practised

by virgins and nonvirgins alike. However, the distinc-

tion was not always firm, for being a virgin encom-

passed chaste practice as well as a personal history

and bodily condition of sexual inexperience.

Although virginity sometimes disrupted normal

expectations of gendered behaviour, in medieval prac-

tice it had distinct male and female forms. As all

secular clergy and most monastics were men, male

virgins heavily outnumbered female; virginity, howev-

er, was a condition more strongly associated with

women and more significant to them. There are

good reasons for most medieval and modern writing

on virginity to take women’s virginity as the paradigm

of the state. Virgin was a sociolegal status and cate-

gory of sanctity for women only. Male virgins were

almost always so by virtue of their clerical or religious

status, and it was that status, not virginity itself, that

constituted their social identity. Women’s virginity,

but not men’s, was a marketable commodity and a

bodily condition that could be identified by medical

procedures.

A Christian Concept

Virginity is one of the great inventions of Christian

theology, marking a significant departure from both

its Hebrew and its classical sources. For early Christian

communities, to reject marriage was to reject citizen-

ship, householding, public office: virginity indicated

a radical refusal of the world. When St. Augustine

defined sexual desire as the consequence and perpetual

reminder of the Fall, the corollary was that to refuse to

act upon such desires was to reassert control over the

body and to aspire to imitate prelapsarian perfection.

The practice of virginity enabled the clerical and reli-

gious elite to separate itself from the married laity.

Though virginity was necessarily a minority option, it

was normally regarded as the superior spiritual state,

a superiority often enumerated in the claim that in

heaven, married Christians would be rewarded thirty

fold, the widowed sixtyfold, and the virgins one

hundredfold. This relative evaluation can be traced

back to the earliest Christian texts, such as St. Paul’s

assessment, ‘‘It is good for them if they abide even as I.

But if they cannot contain, let them marry: for it is

better to marry than to burn’’ (1 Cor. 7:8–9). Marriage

was a sacrament and a state over which the Church

increased its control during the Middle Ages. Pastoral

guides are full of detailed discussions of the obligations

of married people to one another, to their parents, and

to their children; yet the sense that marriage was a

grudging concession to the weakness of the flesh per-

sisted, and was most freely voiced in commendations

of virginity.

In theological and moralistic terms, virginity was

located more fundamentally in the will than in the

body. Hence it was not necessarily identical with lack

of sexual experience. Bodily virginity was worthless in

the absence of humility, meaning that virginity was

nullified if the virgin took pride in the condition.

Indulgence in sexual fantasy would mar virginity;

even to be the unwitting object of another’s desire

could mar virginity. A virgin who was not committed

to maintaining the state was thereby, according to the

stricter spiritual guides, not a true virgin: it follows

that virginity must be freely chosen. Conversely, it

was possible to argue, following St. Augustine, that

a virgin could retain virginity if she had been raped,

so long as she had never faltered in her intention to

remain a virgin. The emphasis on the will makes it

possible to imagine that a redoubled commitment

to chaste practice might enable the recovery of lost

virginity.

Religious imagery, however, celebrated virginity as

bodily wholeness, a precious treasure held in a fragile

vessel, which once broken could not be mended. The

virgin body was imagined to be perfectly sealed with

that elusive and culturally variable body part, the

hymen, and thus as paradigmatically female. Virgini-

ty was held to counter the body’s usual vulnerability

to the processes of change, flux, and decay: the vir-

ginal body, contained within its own borders, aspired

to immutability. The Virgin Mary was sometimes

depicted as youthfully fresh-faced in middle and old

age, preserved from aging by the perfection of her

virginity. The bodies of virgin saints were often

reported to have been discovered miraculously incor-

rupt in their tombs, in anticipation of the bodily

glorification to come at the general resurrection.

Medical Concepts

Medical perspectives, however, recognised the in-

human perfection of virginity to be an unnatural

condition for an adult body. Its maintenance was
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frequently acknowledged to be difficult for most men

and women: not for nothing was it described as the

new martyrdom. Medical theory held that sexual

activity was necessary to keep the body’s humours

in healthy balance, hence that virginity could be de-

bilitating. In a refinement of this theory, the abbess

Hildegard of Bingen concluded that virginity was

least difficult and dangerous for those men and

women who were dominated by melancholic hu-

mours, a category in which she presumably included

herself. The bodies of virgin women might suffer from

the retention of menstrual fluids and the dissatisfac-

tion of wombs that longed for children: hastily

arranged marriages might be recommended to ailing

young women. The holiness of those who nevertheless

risked their health by persisting with virginity was all

the more to be admired. Several lives of holy men

include sick-bed narratives in which virtue is proved

by a readiness to risk death rather than compromise

virginity.

Medical thought considered female virginity to be

an objectively identifiable bodily condition. Examina-

tion of the hymen (which modern medicine does not

consider a reliable indicator) was known, but not

routinely practised: it was argued that the procedure

risked destroying virginity in the process of confirm-

ing it. In this argument, virginity is a purely physical

phenomenon with no necessary bearing on an indivi-

dual’s life history or desires. Other tests for discerning

female virginity seem to be primarily symbolic state-

ments about purity (a virgin’s urine is clear, her gait

demure, her eyes downcast) or about the hymeneal

seal (a virgin cannot smell a smoking coal or wine-

cask placed beneath her skirts). There are no physical

tests recorded for men’s virginity, which was not suf-

ficiently commodified to require its own bodily sign.

Virginity as a Life Stage

For women, the purpose of virginity—whether it was

intended to be lost or to be kept—made a great deal

of difference to its enactment. In literature, the exis-

tence of two virgin-centred plots demonstrates this

duality. In romance, the virgin is an object of desire,

whose plot culminates with the loss of her virginity in

marriage; in hagiography, the virgin refuses marriage,

and her plot culminates with the confirmation of her

virginity in death. The first plot is the ancestor of a

still hugely popular genre, wide enough to encompass

Jane Austen’s novels and Bridget Jones’s Diary. The

second plot, that of the virgin martyr, now has a more

specialised appeal, but in its day was as popular,

many-faceted, and culturally ubiquitous as the

heterosexual romance is today. Virgin martyrs were

amongst the most powerful and widely venerated

saints, often functioning as role models and protec-

tors to women. In their inviolable purity they stood

for the mystical body of Christ, but their example also

influenced the lives of individual medieval women.

The life of Christina of Markyate, a twelfth-century

English recluse and nun, was written in partial imita-

tion of virgin martyr legends, which offered the best

narrative model for a young woman’s desire to resist

the marriage arranged by her parents and to choose

her own future. Two of the three saints Joan of

Arc named as the source of her voices were virgin

martyrs, Catherine of Alexandria and Margaret of

Antioch, details of whose legends can be argued to

have influenced Joan’s androgynous persona.

When virginity was conceptualised as a stage in a

woman’s lifecycle, it was as the precedent and entry-

qualification for marriage and motherhood. Conduct

literature for elite women lays great stress on the need

for marriageable girls to maintain their virginity, with

cautionary tales of the humiliation and punishment of

those who failed to do so. Such women were presum-

ably the market for the gynaecological texts that in-

clude recipes for constructing false hymens using

everyday ingredients such as egg-white and leeches.

It was normal for elite girls to be virgins at marriage,

when their virginity would be not so much lost as

traded in exchange for the property and position of

a wife. Outside of the ruling classes, practice was more

varied, though here too young women’s sexual beha-

viour was monitored and controlled. In the towns,

employers were held responsible for the morals of

their women servants and workers; in rural manors,

the fine of leyrwite was exacted for women’s premar-

ital loss of virginity. Compensation was sometimes

payable to women from their lovers to neutralise

the damage to their prospects of marriage, thus put-

ting a concrete—and often rather high—value on the

virginity even of non-elite women.

Lifelong Virginity

Lifelong virginity marked a decisive break with the

usual female life cycle of maidenhood, marriage, and,

for some, widowhood. In theory, virginity could en-

able women to overcome their inherent female weak-

nesses: several of the Church Fathers admiringly refer

to pious virgins as manlike. A commitment to virgini-

ty removed a woman from the economy of exchange

and sexual difference. Recognition of this logic was

often accompanied by an argument for the propriety

of controlling virgins’ behaviour and interactions
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with the world. Although their rhetoric was gender-

neutral or gender-transcending, the Fathers did not

expect committed virgins to aspire to the social privi-

leges of men: as Tertullian argued, such a virgin

would be neither male nor female but ‘‘a third generic

class, some monstrosity with a head of its own.’’

In medieval Europe, career virginity was an option

for only a small proportion of women. Nunneries

were fewer and smaller than monasteries for men,

and were usually open only to women whose families

could afford a substantial entry fee, though at certain

times and places it was possible for poorer women to

commit to virginity as recluses, lay sisters, hospital

sisters, and Beguines. The lives of such career virgins

diverged in some key features from those of secular

women. They avoided subjection to the authority of

husbands, and the dangers of repeated pregnancy and

childbirth. Abbesses and prioresses not only had au-

thority over their communities, but could also wield

considerable economic and legal power over their

tenants and neighbourhoods. Though these powers

were also exercised by noble and gentlewomen who

administered their family estates, it was only the

convent that offered anything like a career structure.

However, commitment to virginity did not free

women from male control altogether. All religious

women relied on clerics for spiritual direction and

access to the sacraments, and nunneries often had

male administrators as well as being subject to

episcopal visitation.

Career virginity improved a woman’s chances of

attaining literacy and of participating in cultural

production. Some women’s communities were particu-

larly hospitable to creative activities. Hildegard of

Bingen’s visions were preserved, interpreted, and illu-

strated within her community; her contemporary

Herrad, abbess of Hohenberg, compiled an illustrated

history of the world, The Garden of Delights. Sister-

books of communal history and biography were writ-

ten in German convents, and in the thirteenth century a

culture of affective mystical writing developed in the

nunnery of Helfta. Hildegard’s nuns are known to have

taken part in dramatic and musical performances; the

English nunnery of Barking developed innovative litur-

gical drama, and it may be that the canoness Hrotsvit

of Gandersheim intended her dramas, based on the

classical Latin comedies of Terence, for performance

in her community. Other women, such as the solitary

recluse Julian of Norwich, found forms of religious life

that gave them the space and time to think and com-

pose. Much of what is now considered to be the canon

of medieval women’s writing emerged from a context

of institutionalised virginity.

Women committed to virginity were often de-

scribed as brides of Christ. The legends of women

saints martyred in the defence of their virginity repre-

sent the saint’s death as the supreme pleasure of the

consummation of their love for Christ. The imagery

of the Song of Songs was used to describe this

relationship in highly erotic terms. Narratives and

treatises instructed consecrated virgins to think on

Christ’s superiority to merely human lovers and hus-

bands and to meditate on his beauty, his power, and

his tender love for them. In such contexts virginity

appears to be itself a sexuality: the virgin is she whose

desires are directed to Christ. Male virgins were

not excluded from this discourse: St. Bernard of

Clairvaux’s eighty-six sermons on the Song of Songs

are only the best-known example of masculine

occupation of the position of the Bride.

Male Virginity

Although sexual restraint was admired in secular

men, expectations of their premarital virginity and

marital fidelity were not high. The main exception in

literature is the grail legends, which attempt to intro-

duce monastic values to chivalric romance, producing

a category of virginal heroes. In the grail-quest narra-

tives, the successful grail knights are symbolised as

three white bulls amongst a black herd, set aside from

their fellows by their virginity. Virginity here is a

source of power that enables the knights to perform

miraculous feats culminating in the finding of the

holy grail. Some male lay saints, such as Edward the

Confessor and Elzear of Sabran, were married but

believed to have retained their virginity with their

wives’ agreement. It is evident in their legends that

married virginity was an extremely uncommon condi-

tion for a layman.

For religious and holy men, virginity was valued,

but not the foundation of their identity. Whereas

women saints had to protect their virginity from ex-

ternal sexual assault, for male saints the danger was

usually perceived to come from within. Virginity did

not come easily to male bodies: some argued, indeed,

that involuntary nocturnal emissions compromised

virginity. The lives of many male saints recount the

vigorous ascetic practices—fasting, wearing hair-

shirts, self-flagellation, jumping into nettle-beds or

freezing water—with which they attempted to dispel

sexual temptation and maintain chastity. However,

lack of virginity was not insuperable; chaste practice

was more important than notional intactness. Aelred

of Rievaulx contrasted himself with his sister, a virgin

recluse, to lament the loss of his virginity prior to his

entry into religion. This loss, however, did not prevent
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Aelred from becoming a monk, an abbot, and, in due

course, a saint.

SARAH SALIH
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VIRILE WOMEN
Virility, with its companion quality, virtue, comes

from the Latin vir (man—as opposed to homo, a

more generic word embracing both male and female).

It is the manliness that all classical authors deemed

indispensable to an individual aspiring to authority

over other persons. Its essence was self-control and

self-determination. The Roman nobility took care to

train their male children to be rulers, training and

shaping their bodies, their deportment, and their

oration to produce manly tones and gestures.

Women were generally ineligible for full virility by

virtue of their subordinate condition. A high-status

woman was expected to be under the control of her

male relatives, her husband, or her son, or, if all else

failed, a tutor. Such a woman could and did preside

over the government of humbler people, but her prin-

cipal virtue was obedience to a male superior. This

hierarchical system assumed a gender system that

diverged dramatically from the system of binary

opposites used in less political contexts. Thus, male

and female were opposed to one another in abstract

contexts such as heat versus cold, light versus dark,

and strength versus weakness—generally to the disad-

vantage of the female principle. Classical biologists,

however, recognized that every individual draws from

a dual biological inheritance and placed all indivi-

duals along a single-gender scale that ranked their

degree of manliness. The lower end of the scale was

‘‘effeminacy.’’ Women were defined as misbegotten

men whose share of sperm had not been sufficiently

cooked in the oven of the womb. Virility was not

matched by a set of feminine virtues.

First-century Roman writers memorialized the long

history of the Roman Republic as a male monopoly,

keeping public affairs free of any effeminate taint.

Historians of the early empire (first century) perceived

that with the transfer of the highest authority to

Augustus and his successors, called Fathers of the

Country, the gender barrier had been fatally breached.

Directors of the imperial household, even some slaves,

but most especially the empress, had taken precedence

over all other noble Romans. They resisted entitling

the Empress Mother of the Country but eventually

even accorded the title Mother of the Camps (the

army) to her third-century successors. The empress

Livia and her successors in power were, of necessity,

given the accolade ‘‘virile women.’’ Empresses like

Messalina, who failed to meet Roman standards of

virtue (principally self-control), were criticized in

much the same terms as self-indulgent men like Nero.

Among the subordinate women, lower-class men,

and slaves, other standards prevailed—for the most

part lost to our records. Christianity arose from these

groups and demonstrated a different view of virtue.

Self-control as practiced by Jesus and his followers led

to spiritual, not physical, leadership. The principal

element of Christian virility was integrity, a wholeness

that resisted penetration and dominance, regardless

of pain or pressure, most forcefully represented by a

virgin. The Christian virgin or widow who embraced

encrateia (sexual abstinence) freed herself from the

subordination of marriage and sexual submission

and was thus fully entitled to compete for the highest
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levels of manliness. Among the earliest Christian

texts, The Acts of Paul and Thecla outlines the epic

of a Christian virgin whose integrity entitled her to

preach and perform baptism, a virgin whose power

tamed the beasts sent to devour her in the arena. By

the beginning of the third century, the prison diary of

the martyr Perpetua testifies to a woman who envi-

sioned that she ‘‘became a man’’ upon entering the

arena to contend for her salvation in martyrdom. At

the same period, Tertullian violently criticized women

who refused to wear a veil on the grounds that they

were men and not subject to the restrictions placed on

subordinate females.

By the fourth century, the virginity movement had

been joined to the expanding monastic movement and

religious leaders universally proclaimed the authority

of the encratic women who ‘‘led the high emprise’’

and defeated death itself with their incorruptibility.

The legendary transvestite saints, women who lived

among the desert dwellers in the most ferocious hard-

ship disguised as men, entered into Christian lore.

During the remainder of the first millennium, virile

women were among the leaders in the settlement and

conversion of Europe. Queens like the Frankish

Balthild ruled in their widowed years as kings and

then ascended to monastic leadership. In the tenth

century, the emperor’s daughter, Mathilda, Abbess

of Quedlinberg, enjoyed archepiscopal powers, pre-

siding over a reforming synod of German bishops. In

the secular world, marriage and inheritance laws

enhanced the power of noble women. Remaining

subordinate in daughterhood and marriage, women

emerged into full virility if the chances offered in a

violent world left them in command of the status and

wealth of fathers and/or husbands. Contemporaries

agreed that it was better to let power flow temporarily

into the hands of virile women than to let it escape the

family or become the object of too much contention.

This situation, despite the complaints of misogynistic

chroniclers like Liutprand of Cremona, prevailed

through the tenth century, when Adelheid of Burgun-

dy transferred her father’s estates and her late hus-

band’s Italian crown to her second husband, Otto of

Saxony, to establish the Holy Roman Empire. In the

eleventh century, Countess Mathilda of Tuscany, who

was rumored to have refused consummation of either

of her marriages, led her armies in support of Gregory

VII’s ‘‘reforming’’ papacy. This ‘‘reform’’ resulted in

the imposition of celibacy on a clergy eager to restore

the woman-free power structure of the Roman Re-

public. Theologians of both sexes (notably Hildegard

of Bingen) produced a gender model based on com-

plementary opposition, and female virility gave way

to feminine virtue.

JO ANN MCNAMARA
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VOICE, FEMALE: IN LITERATURE
The female voice is variously constructed accord-

ing to the conventions of different genres. Thus,

heroic literature projects female speech against a

background of male violence and feud. Women can

be the repository of civility and courtesy, like Queen

Wealhtheow in the Anglo-Saxon epic Beowulf; inci-

ters and avengers, like Brynhild and Guthrun in the

Norse Poetic Edda, Kriemhild in the German Nibe-

lungenlied, and an apparently historical Guthrun in

Laxdaela Saga; or lamenters over men’s hostilities,

like Guthrun after the killing of Sigurd in the Edda,

and Guinevere at Arthur’s departure for war in the

Alliterative Morte Arthure.

The lady of courtly lyric and romance inspires

noble love or fin’amor. She requires her lover to act

in accordance with the exacting code of ‘‘love ser-

vice.’’ Famously, in Chrétien de Troyes’ Lancelot,

Guinevere rebukes her lover for hesitating even for a

moment to undergo humiliation for her by riding in a

cart. Wise and witty women speak in the courtly
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dialogue poems—tensos in Occitan, jeux partis in

northern French. In Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,

the charming lady of the castle is both courtly lady

and sexual temptress. Lunete and Lyonet, in Chré-

tien’s Yvain andMalory’s Tale of Gareth, respectively,

use manipulative language to influence or resolve

conflict. Wisdom is purveyed by allegorical female

figures like Lady Philosophy in Boethius’ Consolation,

translated by Chaucer and others, Lady Reason in the

Romance of the Rose, and the idealised Beatrice in

Dante’s Divine Comedy.

In the pastourelle, a smooth-talking knight or clerk

meets a lower-class girl and attempts to seduce her.

Here, the clash of gender and status is underlined by a

difference in idiom: female directness versus male

guile. The outcome varies, and the woman’s tone

shifts between cynicism and pathos. In the chanson

de malmariée, a pretty young woman defies her boor-

ish, brutal, and very likely impotent old husband,

and flaunts her handsome, polished, and virile lover.

The domineering wife of a henpecked husband is

another stereotype, behind which lies a tradition of

male, especially clerical, misogyny. Chaucer’s Wife

of Bath, who narrates with gusto how she wielded

the mastery over her five husbands, is a well-known

example.

In the Arabic–Spanish kharjas, female-voice codas

to male-voice poems in classical Arabic or Hebrew,

attractive young women confess their sexual feel-

ings or encounters. Somewhat similarly, in the later

Galician–Portuguese cantigas de amigo (‘‘songs about

a lover’’), most of which are by known male authors,

young girls confide their feelings to their mother or

a girl friend. An outspoken girl in an anonymous

Italian poem, ‘‘Mother, the time has come’’ (to get

married), declares that she desires a young man phys-

ically. Girls who have been seduced and abandoned

lament alone in chansons de délaissée—in French,

English, and other languages.

The death lament and the love complaint have

religious analogues in Mary lamenting for her Son,

and the Bride yearning for her beloved in the Old

Testament Song of Songs. The two figures are inter-

twined in the Middle English In a tabernacle of a tour,

with its Latin refrain ‘‘quia amore langueo’’ (‘‘because

I am pining with love’’); the voice is Mary’s as inter-

cessor for the soul, but these words are the Bride’s.

Medieval mysticism is often associated with the

female voice: Hildegard von Bingen and later

Mechthild of Magdeburg in Germany, Birgitta in

Sweden, Julian of Norwich and Margery Kempe in

England, Catherine of Siena in Italy. The learned

voice of medieval Latin is used by Hildegard, Birgitta,

and Catherine, as well as abbess Heloise, writing to

her fomer lover Peter Abelard.

Female-authored texts tend to present more inde-

pendent women’s voices; for example, the Muslim

princess Wallada in early medieval Spain, the four-

teenth-century ‘‘Queen of Mallorca,’’ and the trobair-

itz, the women troubadours of Occitania, all of whom

assertively express their desires and opinions. Is it

possible to assign female-voice works to female

authors on the basis of style? An interesting case is

‘‘Toute-Belle,’’ who contributes poems to Guillaume

de Machaut’s Livre du Voir-Dit. The sections in her

voice are different, whether because they actually

are by another author or because this is the way

Machaut thought a young woman would write.

Anonymous texts in the female voice used to be

regarded as male-authored, but this assumption has

been challenged lately, notably with regard to the

women trouvères of northern France. At any rate, it

seems to be the case that anonymous poetry in which

women speak merely as saucy wantons or vulnerable

innocents has more in common with identifiably

male-authored than with female-authored texts.
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VOWESSES
Vowesses, usually but not always widows, undertook a

solemn vow of chastity forbidding voluntary sexual

pleasure and prohibiting marriage or remarriage.
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The tradition arose among patristic authorities and

received continued mention in medieval sources.

Often referred to as velata, or veiled, women because

of rituals accompanying the vow, vowesses may have

occupied a quasi-clerical status in the early Church.

Early medieval references identified vowesses as

living independently in secular residences. Unlike

nuns, vowesses initiated a new spiritual life while

retaining control over their resources and maintaining

existing secular ties. As monasteries became the pre-

ferred locus for female spirituality under Carolingian

monastic reforms, secular-dwelling vowesses were

discouraged, and distinctions between vowesses

and nuns became blurred. However, references to

vowesses persisted in canon law, and benedictions

for consecrated chastity (separate from monastic

vows) appeared in manuscripts from the tenth to the

sixteenth centuries. The vowess demonstrated a per-

manent state of spiritual ‘‘widowhood’’ through her

celibacy and prayer.

Canon law required the bishop to complete the

vowing ritual, particularly for virgins, although

sources sometimes acknowledged that priests or

others could substitute. Benedictions for widows and

virgins appeared sporadically in episcopal manu-

scripts, and often in connection with houses of

canons, suggesting canons’ pastoral responsibilities

for vowesses. Continental ceremonies consisted of

the woman’s veiling and a blessing of her clothing

and her person. Specific examples of European

vowed women occur mainly in hagiography, particu-

larly in the vitae of widowed saints. Later medieval

English liturgies described the vowess as donning a

mantel, veil, and ring, all blessed by the bishop. The

vowess provided confirmation of the vow in writing

through the sign of the cross; hence, English episcopal

registers listed specific vowesses by name.
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WALDENSIANS
The name Waldensians was given to the members

of the sect by churchmen referring to its founder,

Waldes. Waldes began his activity in Lyons in the

late 1170s. He was a wealthy burgher who had made

his fortune in commerce and finance and then experi-

enced a religious conversion. He distributed his prop-

erty to the poor and began to preach the adoption of

voluntary poverty, a life in the spirit of the Gospels,

and penitence. Neither Waldes nor his early followers

intended to secede from the Catholic church. All they

wanted was to live in poverty, wander, and preach

the Gospel. Pope Alexander the Third (1179) prohib-

ited them from preaching without the permission of

the diocesan bishop. Though permission was not

granted, they continued to preach. They were de-

nounced as disobedient and, finally, condemned as

heretics and excommunicated. However, they neither

developed a new theology nor a new concept of

women’s rights in religion. Unlike some other sects,

they did not regard the Godhead as a combination of

both male and female elements and saw no feminine

elements in the vision of redemption at the Second

Coming. They did not deny the role of the Virgin

Mary as mother of the Redeemer but did not believe

in her power to mediate between the faithful and her

son and to help those who prayed to her.

From the second decade of the thirteenth century

the Waldensians rejected universal priesthood and put

an end to the idea of universal equality. Only the

Brothers vowed to observe celibacy, renounce private

property, and subsist on the alms of Believers. They

dedicated themselves to giving spiritual guidance,

hearing confessions, and administering those sacra-

ments theWaldensians did not renounce, like Baptism,

the Eucharist, and Penance. The division between

Brothers andmale Believers was paralleled by a similar

division between female Believers and Sisters. The ac-

cepted view, until the publication of the revisionist

article by Grado Merlo (1991), was that, in the early

days of the sect, women had enjoyed equal rights with

men, and that only after the discarding of the egalitar-

ian principle among the men, and their division into

Brothers and Believers, did women lose their rights.

However, this definitely was not the case. Somewomen

did indeed preach (a function from which they were

banned in the Catholic church). Yet even in this early

period there was no equality either in theory or in

practice. The idea of spiritual equality between men

and women (Galatians 3:28) was never interpreted as

meaning equality in the earthly church.

The lack of equality between the Brothers and

Sisters was even more pronounced than between

men and women in the early years of the Waldensian

movement. The Sisters were confined to the hospices,

which also served as schools and meeting places for

the Believers with the Brothers. They prepared the

food for the Brothers and if they taught it was only

in the hospices with almost exclusively female Believ-

ers as their students. As a rule they did not preach in

public; they did not attend the general councils of the

Brothers; they did not hear confessions or administer

the sacraments; and they could not rise in the spiritual

leadership to become deacons, presbyters, or amajoral
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(the highest rank among the Brothers). Though the

Sisters did teach and sometimes preach—at least

some of the time and in some of the regions—essen-

tially the same hierarchy and gender roles prevailed

between Brothers and Sisters as between the nuns and

monks or canons in the Church.

It was the female Believers who both had a fuller

religious life and played a more important role in the

religious community than their counterparts. In the

attitudes of Brothers to female Believers, contrary to

their attitudes to the Sisters, there was a neutraliza-

tion of the customary division of gender roles. Wal-

densian teaching did not refer to gender, or relate to

gender concepts or gender boundaries. There were no

special instructions for women—not even the usual

commandment for the wife to obey her husband. The

Brothers taught and preached to mixed groups of

male and female Believers and attributed great impor-

tance to the instruction of the former. Unlike the

Sisters, the female Believers were free to come and

go and thus played a greater part in spreading the

beliefs and moral precepts of the sect. These were

women who brought into the sect not only their chil-

dren but also their husbands, and even men and

women not closely related to them. They played a

central role in accommodating in their homes the

Brothers when they came to hold common prayers,

teach, preach, and hear confessions. Both married

women and widows put the Brothers up in their

homes and provided them with food and donations

of money when they left. They sometimes also accom-

panied the Brothers to help disguise their identity

or hid their whereabouts. This neutralization of the

traditional gender categorization in some sense com-

pensated them for the loss of the cult of the Virgin

Mary, the other female saints, and the religious festi-

vals in which women played a role. It did not derive

from a principal of faith, nor did it entail a formal

status or official appointment. It derived from the fact

that the Waldensians constituted a marginal perse-

cuted group, adherence to which was voluntary and

depended on the active consent of its members. In

such groups class and gender divisions were partly

eliminated. It was a vital necessity.

SHULAMITH SHAHAR
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WALES
As is the case with so many subjects in medieval

Welsh history, our knowledge of women’s lives is

conditioned by the relative paucity of sources.

Women figure prominently in the major literary

works of the period, poetic and prose. Arguably

more revealing of the texture of real-life women’s

experiences, however, is the lawbook tractate on the

‘‘Law of Women,’’ which dates to the late twelfth or

early thirteenth century and is extant in various ver-

sions both in Welsh and in Latin. Court records of the

period after the conquest by England (1284 on) are

also available, although the evidence suggests that

disputes pertaining to marriage were pursued mainly

in extracurial venues even in the late Middle Ages.

For those approaching the subject of Welsh

women from a knowledge of English or continental

norms, perhaps the greatest surprise is that these

women were virtually excluded from the inheritance

of land. Only one legal text even acknowledges the

possibility of female heirs to land, and then only in

cases in which no other male heirs existed; this partic-

ular text was almost certainly influenced by contem-

porary English custom. Even fathers who wished to

leave land to their daughters were enjoined from

doing so, and English customs with respect to dower

were introduced only after the Conquest in 1284. At

least for native Welsh women (English women hold-

ing land in Wales had greater latitude with respect to
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landed property), land passed entirely through the

male line except in very specific circumstances. Restric-

tions on women regarding land tenure were paralleled

in other legal venues. Women were not allowed to be

witnesses against men in legal proceedings, and, pos-

sibly as late as the thirteenth century, did not have the

right to make contracts on their own except through a

procedure called briduw. Their right to sell or give

away property appears to have been linked to the

amount of property they brought into marriage.

Surprisingly given these limitations, Welsh women

enjoyed a certain degree of equality within the marital

relationship itself. The law tracts are clear that the

man is considered the woman’s ‘‘lord’’ (dominus eius

est); on the other hand, husbands could not act badly

towards their wives without penalty. Wife-beating

entailed in most cases the payment of compensation

to the wife, and women could actually leave their

husbands in certain circumstances, including leprosy,

impotence, or bad breath. Indeed, women were re-

quired to leave their husbands if the latter had been

demonstrably unfaithful to them more than three

times (for the first three offenses, wives were paid

their honor-price in compensation). Divorce remained

possible in Wales long after ecclesiastical customs

with respect to marriage had prevailed elsewhere

in medieval Europe, and both parties were free to

remarry. Property arrangements within marriage

were designed in such a way as to ensure the wife’s

ability to support herself should the marriage fail. If

spouses separated during the first seven years of the

marriage for reasons other than a fault on the part of

the wife, the woman was entitled to a certain portion

of the marital property, known as the agweddi; after

seven years, the spouses split all (moveable) property

between them. Widows inherited all moveable goods

except corn if no specific bequest had been made; if it

had been, wives were still entitled to half of the mari-

tal property. The nature and parameters of marriage

were in flux at the time the lawbooks were penned.

Earlier Welsh custom recognized a variety of legal

unions, including elopement, rape, and abduction;

indeed, as late as 1517, there is a record of a wife

being ‘‘sold’’ to another man by her husband. How-

ever, the thirteenth century saw many attempts both

from within and without native Wales to define

marriage according to the laws of the Church.

Religious options for women in Wales were few.

Only three nunneries were in existence in Wales for

any significant length of time before the Dissolution—

as compared to an estimated 150 in England—and all

were poor and sparsely inhabited. Estimates suggest

that there were no more than thirty-five nuns in the

country as a whole: private devotion at home seems to

have been the primary form of religious expression

for women. Literacy among native women either in

Welsh or in Latin seems to have been quite rare,

although women clearly participated actively in the

oral culture of the period. Two female poets are

known by name, one of whom, Gwerful Mechain (a

late-fifteenth/early-sixteenth-century figure), penned

an important work in the querelle des femmes tradition.

ROBIN CHAPMAN STACEY
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WALLĀDA BINT AL-MUSTAKFĪ
Al-Andalus produced no fewer than forty women

poets, some of them slaves working as entertainers

but most of them educated free women with access to

literary circles, usually through a relationship with an
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important man. Many of these female poets were

single and of noble birth, including one of the best

known, Wallāda, who was the daughter of Caliph

Muhammed al-Mustakfı̄ and whose house in elev-

enth-century Córdoba became an important meeting

place for writers. Wallāda had a stormy relationship

with the poet Ibn Zaydūn before she went on to have

an apparently happy life-long liaison with the vizier

Ibn Abdūs. In addition, she seems to have had

an erotic relationship with another woman poet,

Muhŷa Bint at-Tayyānı̄, who was her protégée.

Most of Wallāda’s extant poems consist of dialo-

gues with Ibn Zaydūn. Some are delicate love compo-

sitions, while others are obscene satirical pieces, in

which, among other things, she accuses him, in rather

graphic terms, of having homosexual affairs. Al-

though Wallāda’s life as a free woman moving in

men’s circles was unusual, the graphic sexuality of

her satirical poems was completely conventional,

since that style of satire was one of the most popular

literary genres in al-Andalus. She excelled at it and

held her own against the best poets of her time. Wal-

lāda had a poem embroidered on her tunic, in the

fashion of the slaves. Ironically, it proclaimed her

freedom and independence: ‘‘By God, I was made for

glory and I proudly follow my own path’’ and ‘‘I offer

my cheek to whomever loves me and kiss whomever

desiresme.’’ The fact that she succeeded at establishing

herself as a legendary libertine whose adventures have

excited the imagination of readers for centuries is a

tribute to her extraordinary literary talent.

CRISTINA GONZÁLEZ
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WARDSHIP
It is possible to trace English wardship to at least

1100, and it seems likely that the feudal practice in

England started with the Conquest. Feudal wardship

(also known as military wardship or wardship in

chivalry) was an incident of tenure between a lord

and his vassal by virtue of the vassal holding land

from the lord in exchange for military service. Such

wardship went beyond the usual services performed in

return for land. (Wardship in socage was when the

tenant held land in return for services other than

military.)

Feudal wardship became necessary when a military

tenant (most often a knight) died leaving a minor heir

or heiress who could not perform the necessary feudal

obligations because of minority or gender. Until the

heir reached majority and could swear fealty to the

lord (the husband of the heiress would normally

swear fealty in her stead), the lord would hold custody

of the body, property, and lands of the heir or heiress,

thus holding them in wardship. This was seen to be an

extension of the lord’s relationship with the deceased

father of the ward and ensured that upon majority the

ward would be able to move into the tenancy of the

father’s lands.

The lord had the right to pass or sell the wardship

to someone of his choosing; usually this would be to

another lord or someone else of high status; some-

times the lord would sell these rights to members of

the ward’s immediate family, and sometimes even to

the mother. Guardianship of family members was not

an automatic right in noble society.

An heir in military wardship came of age when he

was deemed mature enough to bear arms; this was

accepted to be the age of twenty-one. Until this time

the lord could profit freely from the ward’s lands and

with no accountability to his ward for profits lost or

made during this term. (Guardians in socage were

accountable to their wards.) As such, the office of

guardianship was easily open to abuse, and contem-

porary legal literature attests to this occurrence as

frequent.

The person, property, and marriage of the ward

could generate the most financial gain for the lord and

was so most often open to financial abuse. Where the

marriage of the ward was concerned, the guardian

had the right, within reason, to choose a marriage

partner for his ward or even to sell the marriage on

to another interested party. The sale of the ward’s

marriage was often used to form political alliances

or dynastic arrangements. The Magna Carta (1215,

c. 6) is the first instance we have of an attempt to

regulate this practice, in the clause that wards must

not be married ‘‘disparagingly.’’ Contemporary legal

treatises (in particular the mid-thirteenth-century

‘‘Bracton’’) stated that male and female wards must

not be married against their will, and that male mar-

riages should be free, although the lord would still

have the right to the marriage.

There is some evidence in legal cases of the period

that wards sought restitution from the courts for such

abuses, while further legislative sources sought to

delimit such abuse through statute (in particular

see the Magna Carta [1215, cc. 6,7], the Statute of
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Gloucester [1278], and the Statute of Westminster II

[1285]).

As well as military wardship and wardship in so-

cage there were other forms—namely urban (ward-

ship in burgage) and manorial (nonaristocratic). In

legal terms the office of all types of medieval guard-

ianship existed to protect the property and person of

the ward during their minority and was thus an office

of personal care. That it was a position easily open to

abuse did not mean that all guardians abused their

wards, wasted their property, or sold their marriages

unsuitably. Legal material (legislative, treatises, and

case law) is prescriptive in its demonstration that

such abuses against the ward should not happen,

but suggests that in all likelihood it did.

The main textual sources that deal with wardship

legislation include the late-twelfth-century Glanvill;

Très ancient coutoumier (late twelfth to early thirteenth

century); and the mid-thirteenth-century ‘‘Bracton.’’

In addition to the statutes mentioned above, there is

extant a large body of common law and ecclesiastical

court material that shows wards taking their guar-

dians to court for restitution of their legal rights. A

corpus of at least six popular contemporary romances

take the subject as their theme, thus demonstrating a

concern and understanding of wardship practices that

further illuminates the legal material and highlights

in particular its inextricable links with the issue of

inheritance.

NOËL JAMES MENUGE
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WARFARE
As with any aspect of society, medieval women

participated in warfare in a variety of ways: they

were victims, intercessors, supporters, and warriors.

Famous examples—such as Philippa of Hainault,

queen of England in the fourteenth century, a celebrat-

ed peacemaker, and Joan of Arc, a commander—may

have been unusual in either the scope or the publicity

of their military contributions, but they were hardly

alone in shaping and being shaped by war.

Roles

Due to their official status as noncombatants, it is not

surprising to find women portrayed as victims of the

ravages of war. Military strategy throughout the Mid-

dle Ages advocated the destruction of property and

crops by those wishing to overcome their enemies.

The protection of a walled city or fortress did not

guarantee safety, as prolonged sieges could produce

starvation and illness within the walls, and successful

ones could result in besiegers venting their rage over

the tedium and expense of a protracted operation on

the people who were sheltered inside. Some women

avoided death, rape, or physical injury only to survive

in captivity. European accounts of the crusades men-

tion instances when Muslims sold into slavery the

women and children in overrun fortresses. In Europe,

too, a high-ranking woman could make an attractive

captive, useful as leverage against her kin or as

ransom.

It would be misleading to categorize these women

as passive participants. Even those traditionally per-

ceived as victims could have contributed actively to

combat. There are numerous accounts of towns-

women aiding in defense by throwing rocks at besie-

gers. In the thirteenth century, Simon of Montfort,

the leader of the Albigensian Crusade, was said to

have died from blows inflicted by stones hurled from

a catapult operated by the women of Toulouse, the

town he was attempting to subdue. A century later,

the chronicler Jean Froissart enthusiastically praised

Countess Jeanne of Montfort for rallying her towns-

women to assault their attackers with hot tar and

paving stones pulled up from the streets. Women

also joined their male relations on crusade—if not as
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officially sanctioned crusaders, then as camp fol-

lowers and companions. In the heat of battle, their

duties as cooks, laundresses, prostitutes, or wives of

high-ranking commanders could blend into more ac-

tive support roles, bearing water and ammunition to

the fighters and filling in the moats of besieged castles.

Wealthy and socially prominent wives could influ-

ence the direction of warfare by interceding with their

husbands. Medieval aristocrats often contracted mar-

riages between two warring sides in an effort to foster

peace. With this reputation as peacemakers and with

the clerically approved duty to advise their husbands,

wives often interceded directly in military decisions.

When John of Montfort’s uncle died childless in 1341,

John’s wife Jeanne counseled him to take immediate

steps to secure the duchy’s treasury and proclaim

himself the duke of Brittany. Philippa of Hainault

famously, and successfully, pleaded for the lives of

prisoners her husband had intended to execute. A

wife’s publicly performed intercession allowed a hus-

band to preserve his own warlike reputation, for his

subsequent leniency could then be attributed to his

wife.

Some medieval women influenced warfare more

directly, by encouraging their men to go to war or

sending money and troops to aid in the fighting. The

chronicler Orderic Vitalis reported that Countess

Adela of Blois badgered her husband to return to the

First Crusade when he came home before it ended. In

1420, Marguerite de Clisson convinced her sons to

capture the duke of Brittany because she felt the

duchy rightfully belonged to her family. In addition

to encouraging their male relations to go towar, noble-

women directed nonrelatives to march to battle. The

Empress Matilda sent troops to secure various strong-

holds in Normandy when she was attempting to secure

her claim to the English throne in the mid-twelfth

century. In the next century, Jeanne of Constantino-

ple, countess of Flanders and Hainault, sent her sol-

diers to punish the towns that had supported an

imposter claiming to be her long-absent father Count

Baldwin. Noblewomen also controlled financial

resources necessary for waging wars. Adela of Blois

financed her husband and his military contingent on

the First Crusade. In the fifteenth century, Isabelle

of Portugal sold her jewelry to raise money for the

costly wars of her husband, Philip the Good, duke of

Burgundy.

Women Warriors

It has proven very difficult to determine whether me-

dieval women ever realized the role of warrior. Part of

the difficulty lies in scholars’ definitions of ‘‘warrior,’’

which has been variously defined as anyone who

‘‘participates actively in warfare,’’ whether or not

the person ever wielded a sword, to a more narrow

reading in which physical combat is key. Medieval

sources can often obscure more than they reveal,

leaving much of the degree of participation up to the

readers’ imaginations. Chronicle accounts, for exam-

ple, often relate that a particular woman ‘‘won with

manliness her land’’ or ‘‘torched the town,’’ without

indicating whether the woman’s manliness extended

to bearing arms or lighting the fire. Nevertheless,

some chronicles do contain stirring accounts, such as

Jean Froissart’s depiction of the Countess Jeanne of

Montfort armed astride a courser, leading a band of

men ort a back gate to attack the enemy camp, or

Orderic Vitalis’s portrayal of the twelfth-century Isa-

bel of Conches, armed and riding alongside her men

like the Amazon queens of old. It should be noted

that chronicles could be equally confusing about the

level of male commanders’ participation. Orderic’s

account of Harold of England’s defense against Wil-

liam the Conqueror in 1066 has Harold abandoning

his seaports, ‘‘which he had been closely guarding all

year,’’ though it would not have been possible for

Harold himself to ‘‘closely’’ guard each of those sea-

ports simultaneously.

It has been widely accepted that medieval women

disappeared from ‘‘active’’ participation in warfare

(meaning as warriors or commanders) by the thir-

teenth century, but chronicle accounts and diplomatic

documents indicate that women participated in wars

throughout the medieval period.

Representations

In addition to identifying the roles women played in

warfare, scholars have examined medieval representa-

tions of women’s military participation for clues

about how medieval society viewed the notion of

women warriors, but no consensus has yet been

reached. While some studies argue for an increase in

disparagement of women warriors, others argue for a

more nuanced approach that situates characteriza-

tions of women warriors within the wider agenda of

the individual medieval author. Often, medieval

representations reveal less about women’s roles than

about other societal concerns. Chronicles of warfare

in Iberia praised female warriors to shame the men

whose cowardice had created an opportunity for these

women to fight, while Baltic crusade chronicles de-

scribed the success of female warriors as a manifesta-

tion of God’s approval of the Christian cause and the
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shame of Christianity’s enemies. Muslim accounts of

the crusades over the Holy Land recount anecdotes of

European women warriors as a way to explain the

moral depravity of the Europeans, while European

accounts remain reticent about female warriors,

choosing to promulgate the holy nature of the en-

deavor by glossing over what these authors felt was

the inconvenient presence of women. English and

northern French chronicles impute positive or nega-

tive motives to women warriors based on whether the

woman aligned with the chronicler’s political views or

visions of proper societal structure. Literary sources,

too, use women warriors for other means. Romances

such as the Roman de Silence and the Tournament of

Ladies employ their armed women as tools to explore

‘‘proper’’ gender behavior, while fabliaux insert the

occasional armed woman as comic relief.

KATRIN E. SJURSEN
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WERGILD
The wergild was the payment made to the relatives of

a murder victim in order to avert a blood feud. Each

person above the rank of slave was valued at the

wergild appropriate to his or her class or standing.

Information on the system as it affected women has to

be pieced together from the Barbarian law codes, and

it is not always clear which aspects were universal and

which provincial. A common factor is an enhanced

wergild associated with childbearing. Under Salic and

Ripuarian law, the wergild of a woman of childbear-

ing age was three times that of a girl or older woman

(Lex Salica 41, 15–17; Lex Ribuaria 12–13), while in

Anglo-Saxon and Lombardic society, a pregnant

woman was protected by an additional wergild for

her unborn child (Alfred 9; Rothari 75).

As members of the kin group, women were

involved in the obligation to contribute towards wer-

gild payments (Lex Salica 58). Under certain circum-

stances, they also received a share of the wergild for a

murdered relative or dependent (Capitula Legi Salicae

Addita 68; Ine 23). This did not always apply, howev-

er, as women could be excluded from receipt of wer-

gild on the grounds that they were unable to raise the

feud (Liutprand 13, 8).

The wergild might also comprise a woman’s bride-

price (Lex Saxonum 40), and it was used as a measure

of compensation for crimes besides murder. These

included adultery (Lex Baiwariorum 8, 1; Lex Burgun-

dionum 36, 68; Æthelberht 31; Alfred 10), sexual as-

sault (Alfred 11; II Cnut 52), and a range of other

offenses committed by or against women (e.g., Lex

Alamannorum 53, 2; Grimwald 7; Liutprand 122, 130,

135; Wihtred 12; Alfred 18; II Cnut 73).
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WET NURSING
See Breastfeeding and Wet-Nursing

WIDOWS
Widows are common in most societies and cultures.

Social scientists and policy workers, as well as histor-

ians, study how they fare and how they are regarded

in their world. Because women tend to outlive men,

widows are frequently found in large numbers; in the

United States today about three of every four women

who marry will be widows for some period in their

lives. In some segments of medieval society, as in the

towns and cities of late medieval Italy, the practice of

men marrying much younger women compounded

this biological aspect of human survival, and of the

fourteen married kings of England between 1066 and

1485 eleven left a widow upon death. While medieval

life was harsh for almost everyone by modern stan-

dards, a life of manual labor probably was harsher on

men than on women, and the chronic warfare of that

world—in pitched battles and even more so in the

guise of the disease and malnutrition that went hand

in hand with sieges and campaigns in the field—took

a heavy toll. Though romance and drama may color

our accounts of great battles—Charles Martel at

Tours (732), or the Christian crusaders and the Mos-

lems at Hattin (1187), or Henry V at Agincourt

(1415)—these head-on encounters were widow-

makers on a grand scale. While the dangers of child-

birth and an iron-deficient diet evened the scale to

some extent, the widower was more easily reinte-

grated into society and family life than was the

woman whose partner had died. The widow was a

more isolated figure.

Widows’ Problems

The medieval widow faced a number of problems.

Some were pragmatic and their weight depended on

her social and economic status as well as on her own

personality and style. But other problems were ideo-

logical. The strain of misogyny that underlay so much

social and religious thinking—traceable in a direct

line to both the Old and the New Testament—singled

out the widow as especially problematic. She was

sexually experienced, and therefore apt to have a

strong appetite for more such activity. Thus she was

a potential threat to social and family stability (and to

male innocence). Either separation from the world or

quick remarriage would seem the best alternatives,

though Paul’s own inclination (as transmitted in the

Pauline Epistles of the New Testament) had been to

advocate permanent celibacy, for both men and

women, after the death of the first partner. If there

is no consensus regarding Chaucer’s actual viewpoint

or sympathies, his ‘‘Wife of Bath’’ sums up the male

fantasy of the widow on the loose: loud, oft-married,

frank about sex, on the prowl for another husband,

and boastful of her wiles and her record of marital

domination.

But society is not governed by any single ideology.

Many social and personal realities existed to temper

the harshest edges of theological reflections and gen-

eralizations about women without men (first her fa-

ther, then her husband) to stand cover over their legal

and social identity. From early on, medieval society

accepted that widows, as vulnerable women, would

need legal protection and some share of the family’s

assets if they were to survive, let alone to contribute.

Sometimes a widow might be able to fall back upon

emotional and economic support from her natal fam-

ily, as well as upon her own resources. In literature, as

in record sources and charters, there are numerous

depictions of a tension or duality in her identity,

between her birth family—to which she might return

upon widowhood—and that new one into which she

had married; her role as a potential intercessor was

promising but, as Beowulf declared, rarely successful.

As ‘‘feudal’’ law developed, women (often already

widows, because of marital demography that worked

in favor of women’s survival) frequently became the

heiresses of aristocratic families, a not-uncommon

situation due to the absence of brothers. As such

they could control great estates and exercise real

power in the political as well as the economic sphere,

holding both a family inheritance and the widow’s

dower share (which she usually was able to get

her hands on, though perhaps not without some diffi-

culty). And royal widows, at the very top of society,

might be regents of the realm as well as guardians of

underage kings: Blanche of Castile and the young

Louis IX of France in the thirteenth century offer a

prime example, and Byzantine court life has similar

tales to tell. At the other end of the socioeconomic

spectrum, the poor widow—elderly, apt to be in fail-

ing health, unable to care for herself or to work her

holding in the fields—was a social problem addressed
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only in part by the establishment of hospitals and

alms houses and by the countless testamentary

bequests of small sums for the poor. Her future was

not very promising, though she too had to be folded

into the embrace of ‘‘traditional society.’’

Widows’ Alternatives

There were three basic options regarding a widow’s

future: the Church, in some fashion or other; remar-

riage; and remaining in the world, unmarried. Enter-

ing a nunnery was a popular choice for many widows.

Some became vowed and full-fledged nuns, while

others were content to remain in the monastery as a

novice or a lay sister, or perhaps simply as a boarder

or paying guest, bringing an endowment (a corrody)

and living out life within the cloister on prearranged

terms. Many women, from sixth-century Merovin-

gian queens to preteens in fifteenth-century Italy,

had been pushed into premature marriage, sex, child-

birth, and a life of domestic obligation from which

widowhood and the nunnery might offer a welcome

relief. By the later Middle Ages, when there was less

enthusiasm for monastic life, many nunneries drew a

considerable proportion of their recruits from those

who had once been married and in the world. In the

early Middle Ages, widows of royal families, as in

Anglo-Saxon England and the Empire, often chose

this route, finding protection against worldly pres-

sures (including pressure to remarry) that would oth-

erwise have enmeshed them. As women of experience

and considerable presence, they not infrequently rose

to positions of authority within their new domain,

especially when the house was a family foundation.

Elisabeth of Hungary (d. 1231) had been both duchess

and mother before she turned to the lifestyle that

culminated in her canonization.

There were other options for a life under the

Church’s protection beyond entry into the cloister.

The Church came to encourage women who did not

wish to leave the world to take vows of ‘‘chaste wid-

owhood’’ with a formal ceremony performed by the

bishop that made them vowesses. The inclination of

women of some status to choose this alternative may

have been enhanced by the common provision in their

husbands’ wills that they would inherit more (for a

life interest) if they remained unmarried than if they

took another spouse. Some women—both widows

and virgins—from the twelfth century on, and mostly

in northern Europe, formed communities (begui-

nages) that offered shelter and combined a commit-

ment to celibate and communal life with the freedom

to move about each day to contribute to the common

purse and larder. So within the wide and comfort-

ing penumbra of ecclesiastical support there were a

number of choices and opportunities for widows, they

being as welcome as those young virgins who had

chosen this lifestyle from the start.

Remarriage

For many women widowhood turned out to be a

temporary status or condition. Despite what Paul

and various Church Fathers had counseled, remar-

riage was widely accepted—fostered by economic and

political considerations, in a world where women

often had property of their own and children to

raise, as well as by their personal inclinations. Life

with a spouse, except perhaps for those of consider-

able affluence, was probably easier than life without,

and it conformed to the most accepted norm or model

of secular life. Where we have statistics for late medi-

eval populations and social groups, as we do for

aristocratic and even bourgeois women of the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries, we find that remarriage

was the case for a good fifty percent of the widows we

can identify. Furthermore, remarriage often came

after a relatively short span as a widow; a year or

two was a common and seemly interval. Since the new

husband might come into some effective control of

her share of her late husband’s property (perhaps as

high as one-half or one-third of the dead husband’s

estate), as well as of her own inheritance, and perhaps

of her children’s wardship and marriage, a widow

could be an attractive ‘‘commodity’’ in both town

and countryside. Queens and empresses remarried,

as did women of the towns and cities, and perhaps

most peasant and village women who were able to do

so (and peasant women with land often found youn-

ger husbands to work the fields and support them).

Since many widows were quite young, their child-

bearing potential (perhaps already proven) could be

of value, alongside their domestic skills. A late medie-

val treatise in the form of advice from an aged hus-

band to his young bride works on the idea that her

next husband will think well of her first because the

latter has trained her so well in the ways of household

management. The church monitored remarriage, but

objections on biblical grounds were not a serious

matter by early medieval times, especially in a world

faced with a declining population, and efforts to elim-

inate pre-Christian Germanic leanings toward polyg-

amy probably helped establish a more flexible view

that was willing to accept serial monogamy as a de-

cent modus vivendi under the new spiritual culture

being established.
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Many widows remained unmarried, though how

many did so by choice and how many by necessity is

hard to gauge. In the Magna Carta (1215), one of the

feudal perquisites imposed upon King John was the

provision that widows not be forced into remarriage;

this was primarily with an eye to heiresses and women

of considerable property (and perhaps of some inde-

pendence of mind). As the church came to accept that

the essence of marriage was mutual consent, rather

than consummation, it became easier (at least in the-

ory) for widows to choose to remain single. One

aspect of remarriage, especially when there were chil-

dren by more than one marriage, was the creation of

complex networks of kinship and inheritance; a

widow might have more than one remarriage by the

end, so her web of children and stepchildren could be

a tangled one. Widows often had the freedom to write

a will, and these documents are of particular value in

revealing women’s concern for ecclesiastical benefac-

tion, for the range of remembered family members,

and for the distribution of personal goods at what was

often the breakup of the household. The will often

stipulated beside which husband she was to lie,

though the money she left for prayers usually covered

both (or all) of her partners, and she might refer to

sons of more than one surname as an indication of her

multiple families. Whatever the motives of the many

who remarried, life with a partner often looked

an easier path than life on one’s own, though any

given widow’s potential for independence could be a

significant counterweight to this generalization.

Independence

Some widows, both old and young, chose to remarry;

others, with fewer points of attraction, had little

choice but to face life without a partner. Instances

of widowhoods running as long as three and four

decades are not hard to find, as death might come

early for him and late for her. For women of property

widowhood could be a time of affluent independence:

control of her dower share and inheritance, control of

the business or shop, time and opportunity for a say

in the management of family lands and children’s

futures, leisure for participation in women’s cultural

and spiritual networks. Now, for those so inclined, it

might be time for a pilgrimage, perhaps down the

road but occasionally all the way to Jerusalem, or to

visit married children, or to run the great household

over which she had perhaps always been the de facto

chief (as Alice de Brienne did with considerable élan

in early-fifteenth-century Suffolk). But these rosy

views about widowhood as a window of opportunity

are governed or shaped by economic as well as social

and personal realities, and for many an aged and

enfeebled woman the future was bleak. Children

might be expected to care for aged (single) parents,

but in many instances there might be no children and

in others they had scattered. Sons had gone to seek

their fortunes in war or the city, never to return, and

daughters might have moved to another village with-

out much inclination to ‘‘keep in touch.’’ For many

widows, remaining unmarried meant starting over,

only now they might be carrying the baggage of age,

debts, and disability. Bereavement and depression are

hard to gauge but they are hardly modern phenome-

na, and even when there were sufficient resources for

her bed and board there were human factors about

death and personal crises that we cannot quantify and

that mostly go unmentioned in the records.

As there is no singleMiddle Ages, so there can be no

single picture of widowhood, and in many ways the

story of widowhood is a chapter in the larger story of

the role and treatment of women. Ways in which soci-

ety protected the widow, both in her person and her

possessions, are readily found, from the law codes of

early Christian and Germanic Europe through the

bustling urban and commercial world of the last medi-

eval centuries. It is important not to romanticize the

widow’s condition, nor to overestimate her autonomy.

While many women, at all social levels, showed

inspiring signs of agency and spirit, women who lost

husbands were apt to be confronted by some hard

choices. They buried their dead, they mourned,

and—as women have done through the recorded

course of history—they took their chances with the

future. They might cast their lot with the Church, or

theymight listen to a suitor, be he young or old, or they

might go it alone, whether by choice or from force of

circumstances. Did they find it a source of consolation

that there were always so many women in these ranks?

Queens and saints and learned women (like Christine

de Pizan, d. c. 1431, who turned to writing to support

her family) were among those to be counted, along

with legions of bourgeois widows and anonymous

peasant relicts and the countless aged and poor survi-

vors who were given some passing attention in the

charitable provisions of wills and, sometimes, with

less kindness, in lines of verse that could substitute

ribald humor and mockery for Christian charity.

JOEL T. ROSENTHAL
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WIDOWS AS GUARDIANS
In Roman law, so influential in the western Mediter-

ranean, a tutrix or tutor served as guardian for a

boy under fourteen or a girl under twelve, while a

curatrix or curator was entrusted with adolescents

under twenty-five, the technical age of majority. (In

practice many older children renounced the legal and

financial protection of their guardians before their

twenty-fifth birthdays.) Men appointed the guardians,

who would be responsible for their children after they

died, in their last wills and testaments. Thus, when a

woman lost her husband in the western Mediterra-

nean world, she did not automatically gain custody

of their children, although societal and legal norms

usually made her the first choice as guardian. In some

areas widowed mothers served alone as guardians,

and many became effective financial and legal agents

in working on behalf of their children. In other places

panels of guardians were preferred to individuals.

When a father appointed a group of guardians, he

was often looking for a way to include his widow in

the upbringing of their children, while their male

relatives managed the children’s estates. Since among

the urban elite, women were usually viewed as finan-

cially incompetent, urban patricians were most likely

to favor group arrangements. Distrust of guardians

was widespread, as was fear that they would misman-

age the children’s assets, putting their financial

futures in jeopardy. Thus fathers strove to balance

the commercial inexperience of mothers against the

greed of male relatives, male business associates, or

neighbors. In these group-guardianship arrangements

mothers usually resided with their children but their

control of finances was limited.

Mothers lost all rights to custody or financial con-

trol of their children upon remarriage. Since, during

the Middle Ages, most southern European towns had

no official oversight of guardianship by any municipal

or royal administrative body, fatherless children

whose mothers remarried often suffered financial

(and emotional) hardship. Widowed mothers who

did not take up responsibilities as guardians and in-

stead remarried were thus the objects of some censure.

Guardianship was the locus for tensions surrounding

women’s position in medieval society; especially for a

young widow, the interests of her children, who need-

ed her in the absence of her husband, conflicted with

those of her birth family, which had much to gain

from her remarriage.

Medieval Jewish fathers in southern Europe desig-

nated who would serve as guardians for their children

in their deathbed declarations or in Latin last wills

and testaments. Like Christians, Jews privileged

widowed mothers as guardians but also commonly

employed group arrangements with the mothers gain-

ing custody. Jewish community leaders and the chil-

dren’s family members usually worked together as

guardians administering the children’s assets. Jewish

widowed mothers also lost custody of their children

upon remarriage (or divorce), although infants and

toddlers might stay with their mothers for several

years, girls sometimes for even longer.

In practice the terminology of guardianship in

the western Mediterranean is, as we might expect,
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various. After tutrix and curatrix, other legal terms

used to describe a widowed mother’s position as

guardian include administratrix and gubernatrix of

her children and their inheritances. In some southern

French and Iberian areas, mothers who acted as

guardians, although they were under the age of

twenty-five themselves, were often given the title dom-

ina et potens, although dominae maintained more

enduring rights over the family’s assets than a tutrix

or curatrix would. In contrast, in Italy for much of the

later Middle Ages the domina et potens was simply

a widowed mother who lived with her children

and had the lifelong right to maintenance from

their estates. (The Hebrew term for guardians is

apitropsim.)

REBECCA WINER
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WIFE OF BATH
We learn about Chaucer’s character, the Wife of

Bath, in three places: the portrait of her in the General

Prologue to the Canterbury Tales; the prologue she

tells before she tells her own tale; and the tale itself.

Each casts a different light. The portrait presents a

woman who is an experienced weaver, gap-toothed (a

sign of sexual attractiveness), somewhat deaf, married

five times, flamboyantly dressed in a large hat and red

hose, and accustomed to going on pilgrimage. In the

prologue to her tale, Alisoun (we learn her name as

the prologue progresses) skillfully and humorously

challenges prevailing misogynistic discourse of the

day formulated especially in Jerome’s attack on mar-

riage, Against Jovinian. Alisoun manipulates clerical

discourse, apparently to suit her own desires to pur-

sue sex and pleasure. The prologue has been analyzed

as a brilliant example of Irigarayan mimicry, that is,

as a discourse that seizes control of antifeminist dis-

course and turns it on its head. While earlier male

critics adored the Wife for her bawdy sexual appeal,

later critics have been disturbed by her inability

to escape the terms of antifeminism and by the poi-

gnancy of her commodification on the marriage mar-

ket. Her tale, on the other hand, has recently received

attention for its challenging critique of rape. Its end-

ing, which posits an ideal relationship of men and

women based on mutual acknowledgment, has gener-

ated conflicting critical interpretations, with some

viewing it as a tale gratifying male fantasies, and

others seeing it as a visionary alternative to relation-

ships based on cultural assumptions that produce

rape.

ELIZABETH ROBERTSON
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WILD WOMEN
In medieval literary sources from the thirteenth cen-

tury, wild women have a hideous appearance. In

Wolfdietrich B, Shaggy Else, who walks on all fours,

is described as covered with hair like a bear. An

unnamed wild woman in The Crown, an Arthurian

romance by Heinrich von dem Türlin, is more fully

described according to a standard representational

scheme that involves both animal and racialized im-

agery. She is covered with shaggy hair; her ostrich

eyes burn like fire; she has a broad, flat, ugly nose

and a wide, thick-lipped mouth; her head hair is kinky

like a Moor’s; the tusks of a wild boar protrude from

her mouth; her enormous ears droop like a hound’s;

she has long, sharp lion’s claws on her hands and feet;

and her grotesque skin is wrinkled and folded like an

empty sack. Wolfram von Eschenbach’s Cundrie has

the wild woman’s characteristic bristles, tusks, and

bear’s ears. A similar wild woman appears in the

Arthurian romance Wigalois by Wirnt von Grafen-

berg. This descriptive scheme is intended to be the

grotesque opposite of the top-to-toe delineation of
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ideal courtly female beauty, and the Moorish motifs

of blackness express the fear and denigration of Afri-

can and Eastern peoples. The dominant animal imag-

ery has many sources in folklore and mythology, but

one important antecedent for medieval Christian cul-

ture is the wicked woman of Ecclesiasticus 25:22–25

in the Latin Vulgate, whose dark face resembles that

of a bear.

Despite their appearances, wild women have ex-

ceptional powers. Wolfram’s Cundrie knows Latin,

Arabic, and French; is educated in dialectic, geome-

try, and astronomy; and is the messenger from the

grail world. Shaggy Else throws magic substances on

Wolfdietrich to make him sleep, then trims his nails

and hair to magically turn him into a madman. Hein-

rich’s wild woman has enormous strength. She packs

the super-knight Gawein under her arm and carries

him away. A wild woman teaches medical skills to the

hero Wate from the heroic epic Kudrun.

As seen by knights and heroes, wild women are

more frightful than the devil, with whom they are

often compared. As bearers of bad news or bad

adventures their appearance broadcasts trouble. Yet

as female beings they are also sexualized. To under-

score her ugliness Wolfram comments that Cundrie’s

face could never rouse a lover’s desire. The breasts of

wild women are too large, long, and flabby, reaching

to the knees, or bellows-like according to Heinrich

von dem Türlin. Heinrich also observes the wild

woman’s ape-like pelvis and compares her genital

area to a horse collar. Amazingly, some wild women

convert themselves into courtly ladies with tight, con-

trolled bodies once they have secured a sexual part-

nership with a hero. Shaggy Else takes Wolfdietrich

to her country, Old Troy, where she bathes in the

fountain of youth and emerges as the lovely Lady

Sigminne. In her transformation she resembles the

loathly lady in the Middle English Marriage of Ga-

wain and Dame Ragnell as well as Chaucer’s Wife of

Bath’s Tale. In these stories the wild woman’s lack of

sex appeal is a hurdle to be overcome by a knight or

hero who restores her to the world of the court.

Wild women do not form a very distinctive group-

ing among the mythical beings discussed by Jacob

Grimm in his classic work Teutonic Mythology.

They blend with mermaids, wood wives, swan mai-

dens, giantesses, valkyries, elves, norns, and supernat-

ural women who mediate between the deities and

humans. All are found in medieval literary texts and

all have roots in folklore. Germanic and Slavic tradi-

tions also know of wild men, but they are portrayed

as solitary beings, not as the companions of wild

women. Nor are they imagined as the sexual partners

of human women.

SARAH WESTPHAL-WIHL
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WILLS
Through wills it was possible to dispose of one’s

estate for the time after death. This included

providing for one’s family members, making bequests

to other beneficiaries, making decisions on one’s fu-

neral and grave, paying debts, and having credits

collected. Yet, in the Middle Ages wills had an impor-

tant spiritual aim: contributing to the salvation of the

soul through pious bequests. There were several after-

death provisions: wills, testaments, donations of sin-

gle goods, and lists of donations. We will use the

term will and deal with its diffusion and function,

neglecting its legal aspects.

Differing Legal Practices

In western Europe, in the early Middle Ages, there

were different practices concerning wills. Germanic

customary laws did not permit disposition of one’s

property, whereas in southern France, Italy, and

other areas of the former Roman Empire the

Roman legal practice of making testaments obtained.

For centuries, however, only members of the high

clergy and the aristocracy made testaments. In Eng-

land, Scandinavia, the Low Countries, Germany, and

northern France, donations—both during one’s life-

time and after death—were the usual provisions for

the soul.
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The revival of Roman law and the diffusion of the

belief in Purgatory in the twelfth century stimulated

the use of wills. Furthermore, the Church encouraged

making wills. Then, in western Europe, wills began to

spread into all social groups—except among those

who did not own any property. Around a century

later, eastern Europe followed suit. By the later Mid-

dle Ages, even people with little fortune, for instance

male and female servants, wrote wills to provide for

their souls without renouncing their goods while alive.

Although wills belonged to the religious preparation

for death, only a small portion of the population drew

them up. When scholars are able to determine percen-

tages, it is usually found to be lower than ten percent.

The goods of those who made no will passed to

their legal heirs following the local inheritance rules,

as did the portion of the goods testators did not

dispose of. Usually making a will was a way to correct

or complete the inheritance rules, seldom to reverse

them. Moreover, wills did not represent the only pos-

sibility for remembering the deceased through masses,

funerals, or other forms of commemoration, as the

family of those who died without a will could arrange

these. Depending on local laws, testamentary freedom

could be limited. In most of northern Europe, testa-

tors disposed of only a portion of their estate, often

one-third. Testamentary freedom was usually wider

for movables than for land and for acquired rather

than for inherited goods; wills sometimes required

approval by one’s legal heirs.

In principle, to be sui iuris, i.e., capable of legal

acts, was a condition required to make a will. In most

of southern Europe women were under guardian-

ship—first by their fathers and later either by their

husbands or by appointed legal representatives; there,

women were not generally permitted to make wills.

Similar cases involved men and women of servile

condition and young men legally dependent on their

fathers. But, as these limitations contradicted the

moral obligation of providing for one’s soul, in the

course of the Middle Ages it became more and more

acceptable for everyone to make a will. Nonetheless,

women were subject to more limitations than were

men: married women might need their husbands’ per-

mission and might dispose of only a portion of their

estate. Usually, widows and unmarried adult women

had more testamentary freedom than married ones.

Wills as Historical Sources

Wills have been used for centuries as a source for

genealogy and political history, and since the 1970s

have been exploited as a quantitative source. Some

historians from the Annales school then began using

computer databases to analyze either complete

archives or random samples of thousands of wills, in

order to study religious mentalities and attitudes to-

wards death. Since the 1970s, scholars have examined

large collections of late medieval and early modern

wills from western Europe; beginning in the 1990s,

these studies were augmented by studies of wills from

eastern Europe and colonial America. The number,

money value, and recipients of pious bequests provide

insight into the popularity of religious institutions

(parish churches, hospitals, monasteries, brother-

hoods) and of religious acts (masses, almsgiving, pay-

ing back of illicit gains). Secular provisions permit

reconstruction of the networks of people around tes-

tators: spouses, children, other family members, ser-

vants, neighbours, work or business associates,

friends. For instance, wills allow groups to be identi-

fied, for example, lay women, who appear to be

friends and connected through a religious experience,

Beguines, or members of the third mendicant orders.

Scholars have produced tables and graphs showing

how many testatrixes there were in their samples,

grouping them according to marital status, social

group, profession, and place of origin. Depending

on location, as few as five percent to as many as

sixty percent of total testators were women. These

differences depend on the property rights and the

testamentary freedom women enjoyed.

Wills are now used in legal history, genealogical

studies, economic and social history, and history of

material culture. Through the diffusion of gender as a

category of analysis, the question has arisen whether

patterns of bequests depended on testators’ sex, in

addition to their social position and age. Even if

there is not one pattern of bequests for women and

one for men, many testaments made by women show

common characteristics. Despite having fewer means,

women tended to bequeath more than men for the

benefit of their souls. Women often left objects, for

example, clothes and other items, to single recipients;

typically, they bequeathed their tablecloths to

churches to be transformed into altar cloths, and

they listed their gowns and mantels, identifying each

one through quality and colour. Testatrixes were less

willing than their male counterparts to influence

the afterworld, by imposing certain moral or social

behaviours on their heirs and beneficiaries.

Women in Others’ Wills

Furthermore, the place women occupied in other

people’s wills has been the object of inquiry. Husbands
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used wills to offer their future widows better condi-

tions than laws and customs permitted. To secure

each other advantages, some spouses made mutual

wills, and these could be part of marriage agreements,

as was the practice in Flanders. Wills were often used

to provide marriageable women with dowries and

other gifts. In this way wealthy women could receive

their portion of inheritance, while poor women could

collect their dowries through bequests from several

testators. Women were seldom testamentary execu-

tors because many laws and customs considered

them unsuitable to act as proxies.

Wills have been defined as the only direct signs left

by people—among them many women—about whom

scholars would otherwise know nothing. But the sig-

nificance of these signs depends in part on whether

medieval women’s wills provided a space for indepen-

dent decisions. Some scholars emphasize that testa-

trixes consciously used their right of choosing to

whom they would leave their goods. Others doubt

that wills are suitable to give information on the

choices of individuals, because they were written

with specific aims and formal characteristics; further-

more, wills were often dictated to scribes and could be

written down in Latin, a language unknown to most

testatrixes. At the same time wills are a source for

information on people—often women—too poor to

make their own wills: they were beneficiaries in

others’ wills.

After the death of the testator, his or her will

proved to be no self-executing act: the intent of the

deceased could be equivocal or contested in court,

and the will had no effects until the executors imple-

mented it.

LINDA GUZZETTI
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WISDOM
Feminine embodiments of wisdom—e.g., Lady Wis-

dom, Sapientia, Sophia, Philosophy—are common-

place in medieval depictions of the transmission and

acquisition of knowledge. In allegories written in

Latin and in the medieval European vernaculars, Wis-

dom personified mediates divine and higher knowl-

edge, frequently entering into an intimate relationship

with a male narrator or character who desires wis-

dom. Boethius’s sixth-century The Consolation of Phi-

losophy, for example, in which Lady Philosophy

guides the author-figure to wisdom, was widely read

and highly influential throughout the Middle Ages.

In addition to neo-Platonist writings such as The

Consolation of Philosophy, biblical wisdom literature,

particularly the book of Proverbs, was an authorita-

tive source for theological and literary personifica-

tions of wisdom. In Proverbs, Wisdom appears as a

prophet, counselor, and bride. Readers are admon-

ished to love Wisdom, who, like the ideal wife, is

described as ‘‘more precious than jewels.’’ Medieval

Christian exegesis identified the biblical feminine wis-

dom figure with Christ, as did the Christian evangeli-

cal writers (John, Luke, Matthew, and Paul). In the

Middle Ages, Lady Wisdom was also commonly asso-

ciated with the Virgin Mary, often represented as the

Seat of Wisdom.

By putting a feminine face on the divine and im-

plicitly demonstrating the intellectual ability of

women, the feminine personification of Wisdom con-

trasts with medieval wisdom literature’s generalized

misogyny in its presentation of ‘‘Woman,’’ the

‘‘secrets of women,’’ and the ‘‘wiles of women’’ as

standard topics for male mastery. In this light, it is

not surprising that the feminine personification of

wisdom was of particular interest to and used by

women writers, such as Hildegard of Bingen and

Christine de Pizan.
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WITCHES
Witches supposedly wield occult power, beyond the

capacity of ordinary humans. In rationalistic terms,

witchcraft powers represent special forms of knowl-

edge, e.g., herbs and healing, meteorological patterns,

the ability to find lost objects, animal behavior, and

human psychology. Witches may use their powers for

either good or evil, but for the witch’s community,

such powers are a source of awe and fear. Harmful

witchcraft is considered an expression of the witch’s

malevolence toward other people.

In preindustrial, preliterate societies, a distinction

between witchcraft and sorcery appears to be norma-

tive. Witchcraft power originates within the witch; it

can be consciously employed, but can also operate

against the witch’s intentions. Unlike witchcraft, sor-

cery depends on rituals, the conscious manipulation

of objects and symbols in external reality to attain a

maleficent effect. Related powers are necromancy,

which invokes and consults dead or nonhuman spir-

its, and shamanism, wherein the shaman’s spirit tra-

vels into a noncorporeal dimension or ‘‘spirit world’’

to seek advice or supplementary powers. Such ideas,

documented in modern ‘‘primitive’’ societies (Evans-

Pritchard; Douglas), had clear analogues in medieval

and later western European folklore (Kieckhefer

1989; Ginzburg).

The European Stereotype

Around 1400, social and religious upheavals contrib-

uted to the evolution of a new concept of witchcraft,

combining elements of all these aforementioned oc-

cult roles. The hybrid stereotype had disastrous con-

sequences for women. In preliterate societies, witches

could be male or female, but the new European ste-

reotype, elaborated by intellectual theorists, dispro-

portionately victimized women. Across Europe and

the Americas between the early 1400s and the late
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1700s, around fifty thousand people were put to death

for witchcraft. About eighty percent of known trials

and executions involved female defendants.

Although protests were usually ineffectual, oppo-

nents of witch persecution denounced its cruelty and

irrationality throughout the period. Yet although the

European ‘‘witch craze’’ declined rapidly by 1650,

witch-trials did not end until the late 1700s. Nine-

teenth-century historians pioneered the systematic

study of witchcraft trials and witchcraft treatises; so-

cial and intellectual historians since 1970 provide a

more complete understanding of the witch-hunting

pathology and its effects on society and culture

(Levack; Clark).

The European witch stereotype embodies two ap-

parent paradoxes: first, it was not produced by the

‘‘barbaric Dark Ages,’’ but during the ‘‘progressive’’

Renaissance and early modern period; secondly,

Western Christianity did not recognize the reality of

witches for centuries, or criminalize them until

around 1400.

Canon law and penitential manuals suggest that,

even in the late Middle Ages, laypeople confessed to

venerating beings that Christian theology condemned

as pagan gods (i.e., as demons). Early secular law

codes punished sorcery, sometimes with death. But

throughout the early and High Middle Ages, the

Church condemned occult practices as pagan super-

stition, and prescribed penances for believing in their

reality. In Canon Law, the influential decree Episcopi

typified the early medieval Church’s attitude to

superstition and occult practices. Formulated during

Carolingian times, the canon Episcopi informed

bishops about women who supposedly believed the

goddess Diana led them en masse on mysterious noc-

turnal cavalcades (Kors and Peters, 60–67). Episcopi

directed bishops to discover such women, explain

their experiences as demonic illusions produced dur-

ing sleep, prescribe penance, and excommunicate

anyone who obstinately defended the reality of the

cavalcade.

Although clerics possibly misunderstood such

beliefs, references to them influenced intellectuals’

thinking about women and witchcraft for centuries.

Paradoxically, canon Episcopi, transmitted through

Gratian’s Decretum, inspired the earliest learned

theories of female demonic witchcraft. Beginning

abruptly c. 1430, learned treatises expressly refuted

Episcopi’s contention that women’s nocturnal travels

were an illusion. The ‘‘goddess Diana’’ was redefined

as an incarnate demon, her idolatrous, apostate fol-

lowers declared awake, the experience pronounced

entirely real. Clerical theorists imagined that many

heretical sects met embodied demons at night,

pledged homage to Satan, and formally joined his

‘‘synagogue.’’ He commanded them to perpetrate all

forms of evil, and punished them for failure. At

Satanic meetings, heretics performed human sacri-

fices, copulated with demons, and mocked and dese-

crated the Christian sacraments. The women of canon

Episcopi figured prominently as proof of such here-

tics’ interaction with demons (Stephens, 125–144).

Clerics referred to the new super-heretics as malefi-

cus/malefica (male/female evildoer). These terms and

maleficium (evildoing), today considered synonyms of

witch and witchcraft, represent the early, formative

phase of witch stereotyping.

Important social and religious developments after

the year 1000 influenced this radical demonization of

heretics. Formerly largely restricted to clerics, heresy

spread among the laity due to urbanization, com-

merce, and growing vernacular literacy. Waldensians

demanded ecclesiastical reform to reduce clerical lux-

ury, accommodate laypeople, and assist the suffering

poor; Cathars (Albigensians) espoused a partially

non-Christian religion resembling ancient Manichae-

ism; by 1400, Wyclifites and Bohemian Hussites

demanded reforms of doctrine, ritual, and ecclesiolo-

gy, foreshadowing Luther’s revolt. Increasingly wor-

ried, fifteenth- and sixteenth-century clerics and

magistrates interpreted spreading heresy as a massive

demonic conspiracy (Cohn).

Logically, as the enemy of orthodoxy, Satan would

personally oversee heretics’ activities. Twelfth-century

clerics had already described his presence ‘‘in person’’

at heretical gatherings. By 1300, intellectuals were also

preoccupied with necromancers, real and imagined.

Necessarily literate, inhabiting a ‘‘clerical under-

world’’ of reckless exorcists (Kieckhefer 1989), necro-

mancers supposedly consulted demons, rather than the

dead, and exchanged their salvation for demonic

power through pacts with Satan. From c. 1400 to

1480, lay and clerical magistrates in Switzerland,

Italy, and elsewhere also tried laypeople for harmful

sorcery; face-to-face interaction with the devil was

a standard accusation. Confessions of heretical belief

or practice corroborated confessions of maleficium

obtained under torture, usually dooming the accused.

Uneducated people did not originally associate

witchcraft power with demons, but after 1400 learned

men interpreted laypeople’s traditional witchcraft

accusations as evidence that demons produced male-

ficium in exchange for witches’ souls (Kieckhefer

1976). Prosecutors and treatise writers elaborately

described the maleficia that Satan performed for

witches: impotence, infertility, crop failure, and dis-

ease and death of livestock and persons, including

infants, both baptized and not. Added to the inhuman
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horrors imagined for the ‘‘sabbat,’’ or witches’ mass

meeting, this everyday human–demon collaboration

explained the world’s distressing state (Stephens).

Witches as Female

These developments coalesced into the stereotype of

woman-as-witch. Although uneducated people also

referred to male witches, their traditional witchcraft

accusations mainly affected domestic activities, where

women had principal responsibility: food prepara-

tion; childbirth; care of children, invalids, and live-

stock; healing; and male sexual self-esteem.

Intellectuals’ stereotype of witches as female was

desultory until 1487, when it was deliberately and

exhaustively codified. Bearing a corroborative bull

of Pope Innocent VIII, the Malleus maleficarum

(Hammer ofWitch-Women) declared thatmost witches

were female. Its virulent descriptions of women’s in-

nate perversity and its program for entrapping and

convicting them make the Malleus maleficarum a

‘‘classic’’ work of misogyny. Its direct influence over

subsequent witch persecutions is debatable, but its

many reprintings reinforced clerical, judicial, and

folkloric stereotypes about ungovernable, maleficent

women with unparalleled thoroughness. Subsequent

trials continued to equate women and witches; mean-

while, the Malleus inspired increasingly elaborate the-

oretical treatises for over a century. Trials, preaching,

and growing vernacular literacy spread the misogy-

nistic stereotype from theologians and magistrates to

laypeople.

A Medieval Precursor

Although widespread persecution of women as

witches began in the fifteenth century, the 1324–1325

trial of Alice Kyteler, an Irish noblewoman, uncanni-

ly foreshadowed Renaissance trials. Repeatedly

widowed, Alice stood to inherit from her fourth hus-

band, but her estranged stepchildren accused her of

poisoning him and her previous spouses. Richard

Ledrede, the bishop of Ossory, preoccupied with

theological demonology, transformed this unexcep-

tional property dispute into the earliest complete

witch trial, accusing Alice of leading a sect of devil-

worshiping homicidal heretics. Ledrede had Alice’s

servant Petronilla of Meath whipped until she ‘‘con-

fessed’’ to arranging sexual trysts between Alice and

an incarnate devil named Robert Artisson; Petronilla

‘‘testified’’ that Alice had poisoned her victims with

demonic aid. Alice prudently escaped to England;

Ledrede burned Petronilla on 3 November 1324.

The trial is fictionalized in The Name of the Rose

(Eco 1994, 30, 327).

WALTER STEPHENS
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WOLFRAM VON ESCHENBACH
Although Wolfram once calls himself a Bavarian (Pz

121, 7), he is usually associated with Franconia, the

region to which several of his works refer. He men-

tions Herrmann of Thuringia (r. 1190–1217) as one of

his patrons (Wh 3, 8–9; Tit. 82a, 2–4), but also an

unnamed woman, for whose sake the narrator claims

to have composed Parzival (Pz. 827, 29). Parts of

Parzival must have been completed before 1203,

since book VII mentions the destruction of the vine-

yards in Erfurt as an event of the recent past; his

Willehalm is commonly dated to 1210–1220.

Little is known of his social standing, but his work

suggests that he must have had knowledge of French,

as well as an interest in medicine, astronomy, geogra-

phy, and aspects of theology. Wolfram was clearly

familiar with the work of contemporary writers,

and, although he paints a picture of himself as an

illiterate layperson, he must have had sufficient

knowledge of the Latin learned tradition to establish

himself in opposition to it. Like most medieval litera-

ture, his narratives were probably read out loud to a

court audience, possibly in sections even before com-

pletion of the work as a whole, yet there are references

to the audience reading the tales, and it is clear that he

envisaged an audience of men and women.

Wolfram is an unusually prolific author whose

oeuvre combines lyric and narrative modes. No

more than nine courtly love songs are transmitted

under his name, but they are striking in their use of

unusual metaphor and a complex interchange of

voices. The best known, Sine clawen, opens with the

image of dawn as a bird of prey streaking the sky and

thus evokes the erotically charged moment in which

the lovers have to part at daybreak.

Parzival, based on Chrétien de Troyes’s Perceval

but extending beyond its fragmentary source, devel-

ops the story of its protagonist across three genera-

tions. Parzival, whose father had died in battle, is

brought up by his mother Herzeloyde, a daughter of

the Grail king Frimutel, in total seclusion so that he

might escape the fate of his father. He, nevertheless,

sets out into the world in pursuit of knighthood,

becomes a knight of King Arthur’s round table,

finds a bride, succeeds in the quest for the Grail, and

yet fails to ask the crucial question. Exiled from

human society and despairing to the point of re-

nouncing God, Parzival, aided by divine grace, is

finally recalled to the Grail, crowned Grail king,

and reunited with his wife Condwiramurs. Wolfram’s

narrative moves beyond Chrétien in developing the

Arthurian knight Gawan into a second protagonist

who is at the centre of whole sections of the narrative.

Yet Parzival is also defined through a series of

encounters with female figures. His mother Herze-

loyde embodies triuwe (loyalty), which in the eyes of

the narrator is the key virtue defining not only suc-

cessful human relations but also the relationship be-

tween man and God. His cousin Sigune, whom he

encounters at key stages of his journey, out of loyalty

to her dead lover renounces the world, dying as a

hermit on the same day as Parzival is crowned Grail

king. His wife, Condwiramurs, sustains him through-

out with her love. In the world Wolfram creates, love

and sexual desire are forces that lead to violence, war,

and human suffering, yet marriage can be the way to

heal past injustice (Gawan and Orgeluse), reconcile

feuding families (Gramoflanz and Itonje), and even

unite east and west (Gahmuret and Belakane, Feirefiz

and Repanse).Women’s roles in this are rarely active,

despite the fact that Belakane, Herzeloyde, Condwir-

amurs, and Orgeluse all rule in their own right. They

are shown to be dependent on men, yet the same is

true in reverse, as demonstrated by the prominent role

that Wolfram accords marriage.

Willehalm combines elements of the chanson de

geste, the political narrative of great deeds, with a

saint’s life: Willehalm, the disinherited younger son,

falls in love with the heathen queen Arabel, who

becomes his wife, converts, and takes the name

Gyburc. Led by Arabel/Gyburc’s former husband

Tybalt and her father Terramer, the heathens set out

to regain her and her territory. Defending the city of

Orange, Willehalm leads the Christians to victory,

although the narrative remains incomplete, breaking

off with Willehalm searching the battlefield for his

supporter Rennewart. In contrast to his French

source, Wolfram foregrounds the role of Gyburc—

she is not only the cause of the war between heathens

and Christians, but also takes a decisive stance. Like

the female figures in Parzival, she acts as ruler and

even military commander inside the besieged city dur-

ing Willehalm’s absence, and before the final battle,

she makes a long speech in council pleading for mercy

towards the heathens. They are her kin, but she

reminds the Christian nobles that they are also linked

in spiritual kinship as fellow creatures of God.

With Titurel, Wolfram engages in a narrative ex-

periment that has no parallel in medieval literature: he

returns to the figure of Sigune, Parzival’s cousin, and

makes her the central figure of a new narrative. The

work consists of two fragments, between which a

considerable section of narrative is missing: the first
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fragment opens with a genealogy of the Grail family

down to the birth and childhood of Sigune, who as a

young girl falls in love with the equally youthful

Schionatulander. Aware of the conventions of courtly

love but not its emotional impact, she demands love

service of him. The second fragment opens with

Schionatulander bringing her a dog with a precious

lead. Sigune starts reading the story embroidered on

that leash when the dog escapes; she orders Schiona-

tulander to retrieve the dog so she can finish the story.

From premonitions of the narrator and references to

Parzival it is clear that this demand will cause Schio-

natulander’s death. Titurel clearly presupposes

knowledge of Parzival, and there are pointers to the

tragic end of the incipient love story all through the

narrative. In turning to a female protagonist, Wol-

fram is able to explore the relationship between

reading and life, or narrative and experience.

ALMUT SUERBAUM
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WOMAN ON TOP
‘‘Woman on Top’’ refers to a frequently encountered

family of representations in literature, art, and popu-

lar festivities of women who seize the upper hand in

their relations with men, reversing the normative hi-

erarchy in which women are inferior and submissive

to men. A familiar example is the medieval tale in

which the beautiful Phyllis tricks the philosopher

Aristotle into allowing her to ride him like a horse

by promising him sexual favors. In visual art—nota-

bly prints, misericords, manuscript margins, and

objects of daily use—women who use sexual attrac-

tion to make slaves of men are also figured as leading

them by ropes and chains around their necks, while

disorderly wives beat their husbands with distaffs,

drive them like cart horses, and steal their pants.

Natalie Z. Davis, who popularized the term Woman

on Top in her 1975 article of the same name, applied it

also to cases in which women dress as men and play

male roles. These gender role reversals are one aspect

of the broader topos of the World Upside Down,

which also encompasses, inter alia, topsy-turvy rela-

tions between humans and animals. In the symbolic

realm, sexual inversion, especially with respect to the

relations between husbands and wives, sometimes

served as a figure for disorder in political, social,

and other hierarchies. Underpinning the Woman on

Top is the theory, widely held in the Middle Ages,

that women are by nature disorderly and rebellious.

Commentators on Genesis regarded Eve’s disobedi-

ence to God as proof that women as a sex are prone to

resist the legitimate authority of men. Women’s weak-

ness in reason, evidence for which exegetes claimed to

find in Eve’s secondary creation from Adam’s rib, was

blamed. Corroborating theological opinion was the

physiological theory of Aristotle and his medieval

followers, such as Albertus Magnus, according to

which women’s temperament was dominated by cold

and wet humors that made them less rational and

more subject to the desires of the body than men.

Inclined to allow these inferior, characteristically fe-

male qualities to dominate the higher faculty of rea-

son in their own natures, women were held to be

likewise desirous of asserting their rule over men.

In the literature of misogyny and misogamy, the

Woman on Top was invoked to denigrate women and

urge the necessity of keeping them in their place. The

celebrated thirteenth-century preacher Jacques de

Vitry accordingly told the tale of Aristotle and Phyllis

as an exemplum to condemn the cunning and malice

of women and to warn his listeners against succumb-

ing to their wiles. Moralists and satirists likewise de-

rided rebellious wives who use trickery to cuckold

their humiliated husbands and stop at nothing to

take household authority into their own hands.

Reactions to the Woman on Top were not neces-

sarily all negative, however. As Davis notes, in carni-

val, festival practices, and popular theater, gender

role reversals enabled the venting of conflicts between

the sexes within clearly defined limits of time and

place. Though the ultimate result may have been to

reaffirm male authority when the period of misrule

ended, she argues that the expression of alternatives

could also work to subject normative expectations to

critique and offer women models for disruption and

disobedience. Similarly ambiguous are comic literary

characters such as Chaucer’s Wife of Bath, who

boasts of using sexuality and deception to dominate

one husband after another.

Susan Smith similarly finds considerable ambiguity

in the Power of Women topos, a prominent mani-

festation of the Woman on Top. Also known as the

Wiles of Women, Slaves of Love, and Slaves of
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Women, this topos brings together two or more

famous examples from the Bible, ancient history,

and romance to prove that women can master even

the worthiest of men. ‘‘Who was stronger than Sam-

son, wiser than Solomon, or holier than David?’’ a

fourteenth-century preacher asks his audience. ‘‘Yet

they were all overcome by the deceits and wiles of

women.’’ The weight of patristic authorities such as

St. Jerome made the topos ubiquitous in the later

Middle Ages, initially in antifeminist Latin literature

but, by the twelfth century, in vernacular genres as

well. In visual art, beginning in the fourteenth centu-

ry, the topos is commonplace in embroideries, tapes-

tries, ivory caskets, tableware, misericords, prints,

and other media. The Malterer Embroidery (early

fourteenth century) and two series of woodcuts by

Lucas van Leyden (1512, 1516–1519) are widely

cited examples. At least some artists and vernacular

poets, Smith shows, deployed the topos to celebrate

the power of women and of love, not to condemn

them, just as the thirteenth-century Norman poet

Henri d’Andeli concluded his version of the Aristotle

and Phyllis tale by vindicating the lady and declaring

that love conquers all. The carousing pants-wearing

woman of Nuremberg’s Fastnacht revels, Chaucer’s

lusty Wife of Bath, and other embodiments of the

Power of Women topos suggest that the Woman on

Top is best understood not as a straightforward man-

ifestation of medieval antifeminism but as a site of

contest through which conflicting ideas about gender

roles could be expressed.

SUSAN L. SMITH
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WOMAN’S SONG
The term woman’s song (German, Frauenlied;

French, chanson de femme; Galician–Portuguese, can-

tigas de amigo [songs about a lover]) has long been

used by scholars to denote love poems spoken entirely

in a woman’s voice that are either anonymous or

male-authored. The origins of this kind of poetry are

ancient. Examples of woman’s song are among the

first surviving lyric poems in the vernacular languages

of Europe, and they have come down to us in virtually

all of the languages spoken in medieval Europe, in-

cluding Latin and Arabic. Examples of woman’s song

can consist of a single or multiple stanzas, and they

can appear in monologues or in poems in which the

woman’s voice is in dialogue with the voice of another

woman, typically her mother or a girlfriend, or with

the voice of a man, typically her lover or suitor.

Religious lyrics are traditionally excluded from this

category, though female personifications, sanctified

and legendary women, and the Blessed Virgin Mary

often raise their voices in song in medieval hymns,

liturgies, and plays. The term woman’s song has con-

ventionally been used to mean ‘‘songs narrated by

women’’ and not ‘‘songs composed by women.’’ How-

ever, recent feminist scholarship has called this dis-

tinction into question. It views woman’s song as a

literary construct, a set of poetic and generic conven-

tions that can be employed by both male and female

authors. Woman’s song thus becomes a matter of

voice, not authorship. For this reason, Anne L.

Klinck’s Anthology of Ancient and Medieval Woman’s

Song (2004) includes anonymous, male-authored, and

female-authored works.

Woman’s song is about love. It plumbs variations

in the experience of love and desire from many differ-

ent perspectives: sorrow at being parted from one’s

beloved; grief at being abandoned; nostalgia for a

love enjoyed in the past; regretful or joyful proclama-

tions of love and fidelity; expressions of longing; sor-

row and anger over the hostile influences of spies or

rivals; joyful celebrations of fulfilled love and recipro-

cated desire. The variety of form, content, style, sym-

bolism, and tone in this body of female-voiced poetry

about love is astonishing. In the Provençal poetry of

the trobairitz the Comtessa de Dia, the language of

power relations and the language of love fuses and

evokes both political and erotic lordship. The Gali-

cian–Portuguese cantigas de amigo (of which there are

over five hundred examples) often create a sense of

youthful, artless femininity. In them a girl is often

shown in dialogue with a confidante, either her moth-

er or a girlfriend. Most of the surviving examples of

woman’s song in Middle English are carols, that is to

say, songs originally created to accompany dancing.

Much of the surviving Old French corpus of woman’s

song also takes the metrical form of dance songs

(ballette, rondeau). The surviving examples of Middle

Latin woman’s song, which were probably composed

by male clerics, are sometimes charming, witty, or

bawdy, and sometimes ironic and even misogynist.

The woman’s song of early medieval Spain reflects
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the linguistic, ethnic, and religious diversity of its

three communities of Christians, Muslims, and Jews.

In German courtly love poetry (Minnesang), some

male poets use woman’s song for particularly dramat-

ic effects. The lady in the verses of the poet Reinmar

der Alte (‘‘Reinmar the old’’) voices the paradox of

being ravished by Reinmar’s poetry but unable to act

on her love due to social constraints (MF 178, 1). A

woman entirely rejects courtly love (hohe Minne) as

male hypocrisy and dangerous to her honor in Hart-

mann von Aue’s Frauenlied (MF 213, 13). The poet

Walther von der Vogelweide, widely regarded as one

of the greatest of all German poets from medieval

times to the present, composed fourteen poems with

female speakers. His ladies engage in witty debate

with the poet-lover on the meaning of female honor,

which they see in the exercise of reason, not sexual

discipline, a distant echo of Christine de Pizan. One of

Walther’s Mädchenlieder (songs articulated by a

young woman not belonging to the court) is the

most famous poem from medieval Germany. It is

commonly called ‘‘Under der linden’’ (‘‘under the

linden tree’’) after its opening words (L 39, 11). In it

a woman joyfully recalls an episode of lovemaking in

a bed of roses under a linden tree, letting the audience

in on her pleasures while enjoining the nightingale (a

symbol of the poet) to complete secrecy.

Woman’s sexual desire and frank sexual pleasure is

also openly expressed in the European genre known

as the dawn song (German Tagelied ). Conversely, the

female-voiced lyrics in the Old French chanson de

malmariée (song of an unhappily married woman)

suggest situations of domestic and sexual violence,

and to a modern mind, the ‘‘seduction’’ scenarios of

some carols and pastourelles (songs narrating an en-

counter between a shepherdess and a poet or lover)

seem like rape. As Klinck states in the forward to her

anthology, in woman’s song ‘‘we find a woman’s

voice protesting against a male-imposed state of

affairs and elevating the private over the public, the

individual over the group, personal ties over social

responsibilities’’ (1). Woman’s song evokes the range,

depth, and breadth of ways in which love is experi-

enced, and at the same time it has been a vehicle for

protest, resistance, and the discovery of an indepen-

dently feeling self.

ANN MARIE RASMUSSEN
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WOMEN AUTHORS: GERMAN TEXTS
While it is certain that ordinary women created liter-

ature through oral media such as song during the

Middle Ages, there is only indirect evidence of their

works. The first learned woman writer whose name is

known is also the first German dramatist: the tenth-

century canoness Hrotsvit of Gandersheim (Saxony).

Composing in Latin and often using humor to make a

point, Hrotsvit adapted the comedies of Terence to

Christian teaching, especially the praise of chastity,

for use in her Benedictine monastery. The next women

authors of whom we have certain knowledge lived in

the twelfth century. Like Hrotsvit they flourished

in monastic communities and used Latin. Three are

from the Rhineland. Hildegard of Bingen, abbess

of Rupertsberg (1098–1179), produced a theological,

musical, visionary, and scientific oeuvre including cor-

respondence that shows her authority spread far be-

yond the Benedictine convent she founded. Elisabeth,

a nun from the Benedictine monastery of Schönau

(1129–1164), recorded her ecstatic visions partly

under the influence of Hildegard, whom she visited at

Rupertsberg and contacted by letter. Herrad of Lands-

berg (died 1195) was the abbess of the Augustinian

house of canonesses in Hohenbourg near Strasbourg.

She directed the production of a singular manuscript

(now destroyed), the Hortus deliciarum (Garden of

Delights), a compendium of Christian knowledge

with almost 350 individual images including portraits

of the nuns in her monastery.

The first woman writer using the German language

had a spiritual calling as an anchoress, probably

connected to the Benedictine monastery in Melk

(Austria). Frau Ava (deceased about 1127) retold

the lives of John the Baptist and Jesus in a fast-

moving narrative style that has been praised as the

first German epic. An anonymous nun is traditionally

credited with writing down the earliest extant German

love poem, a single but striking strophe known by

its first line, ‘‘I am all yours.’’ It was included at the

end of an anonymous Latin love letter written in

a woman’s voice. Ten additional Latin letters, the

majority woman-voiced, including two in which

women express their love for other women, are copied

in a late-twelfth-century Bavarian manuscript from

Tegernsee monastery. It is not known what women

composed these letters or whether they might have

served as rhetorical models for male students.

Religious Writings

Vernacular literature flourished in the German courts

in the decades around 1200. Ironically, no woman

writers arose from this literary movement despite the

fascination with gender evident in court texts. Yet a

short time later one woman was in the vanguard as a

writer of religious works in the vernacular. Mechthild

of Magdeburg (1207–1282), most of her life a Be-

guine, was inspired by Dominican evangelism to

reach a wide audience by composing in her native

Low (northern) German. Although her originals are

lost, they were translated into High (southern)

German and Latin. Mechthild was a mystic who

expressed her experience of God’s love in highly orig-

inal fusions of vernacular verse and prose, as well as

in hymns, prayers, anecdotes, and dialogues. The in-

fluence of secular minnesang (love poetry of the

courts) is present in her work. Late in her life

Mechthild joined the Cistercian monastery of Helfta

in Saxony, where two of her sisters in religion,

Gertrude the Great and Mechthild of Hackeborn,

produced their own mystical texts and correspon-

dence under Mechthild’s influence. The visions of

Mechthild of Hackeborn were recorded in Latin for

her first audiences, but German versions circulated in

later manuscripts. Her vita (spiritual biography) of

her abbess and biological older sister, Gertrude of

Hackeborn, was also available in both languages.

Gertrude of Hackeborn in turn was a distinguished

educator at Helfta.

Dominican nuns in the fourteenth century

continued the tradition of German women’s mysti-

cism but created a new genre for its expression.

Known as the sister book, it combined a history of

the monastery with biographies of nuns who had

received special graces from the Lord. Nine sister

books are extant, seven written in German and two

in Latin with closely related German translations.

Sister books were communal and cooperative efforts

that required archival research, oral testimony,

writing, compilation, and editing. Still, some sister

books are associated with a single nun who took a

leading role in their production, including Anna von

Munzingen (Adelhausen), Katharina von Geberswei-

ler (Unterlinden), Christine Ebner (Engeltal), Elisa-

beth von Kirchberg (Kirchberg) and Elsbet Stagel

(Töss). These nuns are known for additional writings:

Christine Ebner recorded her revelations in German

in her spiritual biography, while Stagel collaborated

with Heinrich Seuse, the most popular mystic of

the era, in the composition of his vita. Additional

figures associated with the outpouring of German

writing by Dominican nuns in the fourteenth century

are Adelheid Langmann (Engeltal), Elsbeth von Oye

(Ötenbach), andMargaretha Ebner (MariaMedingen).

Ebner was a partner, with the itinerant priest Heinrich

von Nördlingen, in the first German-language corre-

spondence. Convent and religious writing in German
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continued in the fifteenth century; for example, the

works of the nun Elisabeth Kempf (1415–1485), but it

has not been as fully researched as the earlier records.

Increasing Literacy

The spread of literacy and the burgeoning use of

German for all forms of written communication cre-

ated new opportunities for women in the fifteenth

century. The first female professional scribe, Klara

Hätzlerin (1430–1476), worked in Augsburg. Several

of her manuscripts have been identified, including one

devoted to themes of love. Mechthild von der Pfalz

(1419–1482) was a literary patron, book collector,

and cofounder of the University of Tübingen. The

first personal memoir in the German language was

composed by an Austrian noblewoman named Helene

Kottaner (about 1400–1470). It is a gripping tale of

how she stole the crown of St. Stephen, which was

used in the coronation of the kings of Hungary, in

order to safeguard the sovereignty rights of the un-

born child of the queen she served. More glimpses of

noblewomen’s lived experience are available in

fifteenth-century correspondence: a companionate

marriage is reflected in the letters of Margareta von

Schwangau (died about 1459) to her poet husband,

Oswald von Wolkenstein; and their daughter, Maria

von Wolkenstein, abbess of the Poor Clares in Brixen

(Tyrol), used secret correspondence in 1455–1456 to

appeal to her brothers for help in staving off unwant-

ed monastic reforms imposed by her bishop. The

letters of Perchta and Anéžka Rožmberk, daughters

of a powerful Bohemian family, are dictated partly in

German and partly in Czech. They recount Perchta’s

self-defense in a marriage gone sour through delay of

dowry payments (letters 1448–1488). Anéžka is an

important example of a literate single woman, one

who neither married nor became a nun.

Two noblewomen greatly advanced German prose

as the medium for literary fiction through their suc-

cess as translators. They were Elisabeth of Nassau

Saarbrücken (1397–1456) and Eleonore Stuart

(Eleonore of Scotland or of Austria) (1433–1480).

Both Elisabeth and Eleonore were raised in multicul-

tural court settings, Eleonore in Scotland and France

and Elisabeth in France. Both left their natal lands to

come to German-speaking states through marriage,

and both were in a position to function as cultural

ambassadors in their husbands’ courts. Elisabeth

and Eleonore both translated French chansons de

geste (epics based on the life and times of Charle-

magne) into German prose. Elisabeth, who was

a generation older than Eleonore, translated four

chansons-de-geste. One, Huge Scheppel, presents the

path-breaking ideas of cross-class marriage; another,

Herzog Herpin, gives female characters exceptional

agency as diplomats and peacemakers. Eleonore’s

Pontus and Sidonia is a tale in which faithful love is

tested and rewarded with both personal happiness

and political success. Elizabeth and Eleonore proba-

bly regarded their translations as educational texts

that would reinforce the actions and attitudes needed

to govern. The immense success of their works—they

were reprinted until the eighteenth century—under-

scores their innovative formal and thematic aspects.

SARAH WESTPHAL-WIHL
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Hohenbourg; Hildegard of Bingen; Hrotsvit of Gander-

sheim; Kottaner, Helene; Langmann, Adelheid; Letter

Writing; Mechthild of Hackeborn; Mechthild of

Magdeburg; Mystics’ Writings; Patronage, Literary;

Singlewomen; Sister-Books and Other Convent Chron-

icles; Stagel, Elsbeth; Translation

WOMEN AUTHORS: ITALIAN TEXTS
The near-total absence of women authors writing in

Italian in the Middle Ages is somewhat surprising,

given their presence in other language traditions. In

the cluster of dialects animating the Italian peninsula

there are no figures writing who parallel Marie de

France, Hildegard of Bingen, or Julian of Norwich,

for example. The single woman poet writing in Tus-

can Italian in the thirteenth century, the Compiuta

Donzella, may be an historical figure (one about

whom we have no biographical information); then

again, she may be a total chimera, an invented perso-

na, or a series of elusive figures lurking behind oblique

references in lyric poems by male authors.

The impression of utter absence may, however, be

artificially heightened by the relatively late start that

vernacular writing received on the peninsula com-

pared to the rest of the continent, as well as by the

vestiges of periodization. The learned figure identified

as Trota or Trotula, for example, reportedly wrote

treatises on women’s health in the context of the

Salerno medical studium; these are in Latin, virtually

the only language choice for erudite writing in the

eleventh century. Angela da Foligno (d. 1309), who

comes down to us mediated by a male amanuensis

and by the conventions of spiritual writing, may have

dictated her book in vernacular or Latin, but it

survives only in the latter.

Finally, the fact that early modernity has tradition-

ally been considered to emerge first in Italy assigns to

the Renaissance the constellation of women writing

from the fourteenth century on, in religious and/or in

humanist circles. In a paradigm in which the Renais-

sance is frequently aligned with the writing of Dante

Alighieri (1265–1321), the production (direct or indi-

rect) of figures such as Catherine of Siena (c. 1347–

1380) and Isotta Nogarola (1418–1466) falls by de-

fault to the Renaissance, not to the Middle Ages.
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WOMEN AUTHORS: LATIN TEXTS
Early Christianity offered women unprecedented ac-

cess to literacy, especially Latin literacy, because of its

emphasis on the Word of God transmitted through

the Bible. Perpetua’s account of her imprisonment

leading to martyrdom in 203, Latin correspondence

between Fathers of the Church and a number of

women, and Egeria’s account of her travels in the

Holy Land, probably between 381 and 384, are sur-

viving examples of early Christian women writing

Latin literature that are likely to have influenced me-

dieval women’s writing.

Between 450 and 1500, women used Latin as a

medium for literature in a wide variety of genres.

Some, such as letters, lyric, and mystical visions,

have long been associated with women. Others are

more surprising. Most notably, in the tenth century

Hrotsvit of Gandersheim wrote Latin legends, dra-

mas, and epic histories, as well as prefaces and dedi-

catory epistles to introduce her collected works; and

in the twelfth century Hildegard of Bingen wrote

letters, lyrics, hymns, religious drama, visionary and

theological treatises, homilies, biography, commen-

taries on the Gospels, the Athanasian Creed, the

Benedictine Rule, and technical books on natural

history, health, and healing, all in Latin.

The earliest surviving medieval Latin texts by

women are saints’ lives, poems, and letters written

by Merovingian noblewomen. Baudonivia, a nun in

Queen and Abbess Radegund’s monastery, wrote The

Life of St. Radegund around 605–610. Radegund

(d. 587) corresponded in Latin with Abbess Caesaria

of Arles (c. 550) and various bishops in connection

with her administration of the monastery for nuns she

founded in Poitiers. More literary are her letters in

Latin verse to a cousin and a nephew, in which con-

ventions of classical epic and elegy merge with themes

well known from Anglo-Saxon vernacular elegy.

Also poignant are some surviving Latin letters

written by Brunhild, queen of the Franks (d. 613).
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Especially notable is her letter to Empress Anastasia of

Constantinople, asking Anastasia to return Brunhild’s

kidnapped grandson to Gaul rather than use him as a

political pawn. Strikingly different in subject and style

is Eucheria of Marseille’s Latin poem of sixteen cou-

plets listing incongruities in art and the natural world

as evidence for the absurdity of her being wooed by a

man of lower social standing than herself.

In the eighth century, the Saxon Abbess Huge-

berc’s Hodoeporicon of St. Willibald, an account of

St. Willibald’s pilgrimage to the Holy Land and his

participation in the Christianization of Germany, is

evidence that women continued to write in multiple

genres, while Rudolf of Fulda’s Life of St. Leoba

provides considerable evidence of extensive Latin

learning among the female religious leaders. Letters

written by a group of Anglo-Saxon nuns associated

with Boniface, the missionary to the Frisians and

Saxons martyred in 754, illustrate stylistic variety.

Scholars have noted the influence of Anglo-Saxon

winileodas, songs for a lover, and Old Testament

poetry on some of these letters, such as the nun

Berthgyth’s letters to her brother Balthard, with its

range of stylistic devices and motifs, as she begs him

to visit her and ease her sorrow. Dhuoda of Uzès’s

lengthy letter to her sixteen-year-old son, begun in

November 841 and completed in February 843, a

manual of advice in eleven sections, provides a partic-

ularly good example of how literary Medieval Latin

letters could be. Peter Dronke identifies the ethic of

Dhuoda’s letter as different from any other surviving

document from the period in its insistence that her

son can serve both the world and God and in the

twofold service find great joy (41).

Women writing Latin from the tenth century to the

fifteenth century tend to be more familiar. Latin texts

byHrotsvit, Hildegard, Heloise, Elisabeth of Schönau,

Gertrude of Helfta, Herrad of Hohenbourg, Catherine

of Siena, Clare of Assisi, and Birgitta of Sweden, in-

creasingly available in translation, exemplify the range

and variety of ways in which women used Latin to

make their voices heard. Social class continued to be

a usual prerequisite for Latin literacy. Queen Edith of

England (d. 1075), wrote a Latin biography of her

husband, Edward the Confessor. Latin letters written

by Queen Matilda of England (1080–1118) illustrate

her involvement in the disputes between Henry I and

Archbishop Anselm of Canterbury. She even wrote

to Pope Pascal II on Anselm’s behalf. Also in the

eleventh century, a nun named Constance exchanged

with Baudri of Bourgueil Latin verse poems imitating

Ovid’s Heroides.

Scholars of the Italian Renaissance often refer

to the appearance of the learned woman as a

phenomenon of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

Humanism did bring with it remarkable opportunities

for some women to participate in Latin literacy.

Battista da Montefeltro Malatesta (1383–1450),

Costanza Varano, Ippolita Sforza, and Cassandra

Fedele wrote and delivered Latin orations in public;

Maddalena Scrovegni (1356–1429), Isotta (1418–

1466), Ginevra Nogarola (1417–1461/1468), and

Cecilia Gonzaga (1425–1451), all well known in their

own time as learned women, were encouraged—to

some extent—to write Latin literature. Yet these

women encountered significant obstacles. Humanist

education and learning aimed to prepare citizens for

service to the state; women were explicitly excluded

from serving the state in any direct way. Some early

humanistic Latin literature written by women differs

from contemporary vernacular literature by women

and Latin literature by men in its preciosity—seeming-

ly written mainly to prove that the authors are capable

of doing so. Laura Cereta (1469–1499), whose Episto-

lae familiares (Letters to Family and Friends) was

published for the first time in the seventeenth century,

is a notable exception prefiguring a number of excep-

tionally learned women who wrote in Latin through-

out Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
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WOMEN AUTHORS: MIDDLE
ENGLISH TEXTS
Few women writers writing in Middle English are

known by name, and the ones who are known date

from the fourteenth century or later. Women who

wrote in England most often wrote in French (includ-

ing Marie de France and Clemence of Barking);

usually the texts they chose to write were religious

works. Almost all the known women writers writing

in English were either religious writers or translators

of religious works. Most prominent are the two reli-

gious contemplatives Julian of Norwich and Margery

Kempe. Julian wrote an account of her visions of

Christ in two major versions, a short version some

time after she had her visions in the 1370s and a

longer version written some twenty years later, after

she had become an anchoress in Norwich. The longer

version seems to qualify potentially heretical implica-

tions of the earlier version. Julian is known for her

subtle, rational theology, which includes a celebration

of Christ’s feminine aspects.

Margery Kempe, who visited Julian in her anchor-

hold seeking affirmation of her choice to pursue a

chaste contemplative life, apparently dictated her au-

tobiography to a priest around 1438. One of the

startling characteristics of Margery is her refusal to

retreat from the public sphere in her pursuit of a

religious life. Formerly a business woman of many

talents, including brewing, she continued to seek

union with Christ in the secular sphere outside any

religious institution. The text tells of her decision to

enter into a chaste marriage after giving birth to thir-

teen children, her visions of Christ, her self-defenses in

the face of those who accused her of heresy, and her

various pilgrimages, including one to Jerusalem. She

is presented in the narrative either by herself or by

her scribe as willful, adroitly self-protective, and, at

times, exasperating. Her presence in the secular sphere,

rather than under the guiding hand of the Church, may

be one reason why Margery generated such hostility

both then and now, for, as Beckwith has shown,

Church and community vied for control of the

Christian cultural capital such a devout woman repre-

sented. Spearing has recently argued that there is

little evidence proving that this is a text written by a

woman and that Margery’s autobiographical voice

may be a male fiction.

Other known fifteenth-century writers include

Eleanor Hull (d. 1460), who translated a commentary

on the penitential psalms and some devout medita-

tions, Margaret Beaufort (d. 1504), who, with William

Atkinson, translated Thomas a Kempis’s Imitation of

Christ, and Dame Juliana Berners, who may have

written parts of the Book of St. Albans, a treatise on

hunting and related sports printed in 1486. The

fifteenth century also produced notable letters by

women, including the Paston letters, many written by

several generations of women of the socially aspiring

gentry family. The Paston letters are an especially rich

source about women’s roles in the governance of

large households, and about middle-class marriage

practices. The letters tell, for example, of Margery

Paston’s choice to marry the family bailiff, Richard

Calle, despite her family’s strenuous disapproval and

her subsequent disinheritance.

Other female writers undoubtedly existed in this

period and earlier; it is likely, for example, that nu-

merous anonymous lyrics were written by women. A

female scribe has been identified as the copyist of a

Nunnaminster manuscript, but not as a producer of

literary works. It is possible that female recluses com-

posed short anonymous lyric meditations on Christ,

such as those known as The Wooing of Our Lord. The

late-fifteenth-century Findern manuscript—a compi-

lation of poetry, lyrics added at a later date, recipes,

and bills—contains works probably written down and

possibly composed by women. The Findern manu-

script suggests the different ways women may have

engaged manuscript culture, for the manuscript con-

tains scraps of information such as butcher’s bills, pen

trials of female names, and short lyrics on topics of

particular concern to women living in the provinces

whose husbands traveled frequently—for example,

lyrics of lament at abandonment. Other manuscripts

may well include anonymous lyrics by women written

in spare blank spaces of manuscripts. Middle English

translations of works written by or attributed to

women also exist, including some lais of Marie de

France in English, spiritual works by continental

women, some of Christine de Pizan’s works, and trea-

tises on women’s health. Additional names of women

writers and their work will undoubtedly be uncovered

in future research, especially as assumptions about

the nature of authorship come under scrutiny.
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WOMEN AUTHORS: OLD FRENCH
TEXTS
So much medieval literature is anonymous that we

cling to the few proper names we can attach to individ-

ual works or manuscripts. Women authors are scarcer

even than men because of women’s limited access dur-

ing the Middle Ages to formal education and the

channels through which literature was commissioned,

circulated, and collected. Certain lyric genres feature

women’s voices as the speaking subjects, although we

cannot know who actually composed and recorded

them in writing. As for identifiable historical figures,

we have no more than a handful of names to list

with confidence as women authors of medieval French

literature. Three of them are introduced here.

Women’s voices are heard in the genre known as

chansons de toile (spinning songs), a corpus of narra-

tive poems from the early thirteenth century. These

poems may preserve the vestiges of a much earlier oral

tradition of songs sung by women while weaving,

spinning, and doing needlework, traditional domestic

activities for women of all classes. The poetic form of

these stories, which most often concern the unhappy

love of a young woman, is marked by assonance or

rhyme, a simple refrain, and highly conventional

characters and settings. They are remarkable, none-

theless, for adopting a consistent female perspective.

Marie de France is the earliest identifiable woman

author in Old French, although we have almost no

biographical information. Her name derives from a

mention at the end of her Fables: ‘‘Marie ai num, si

sui de France’’ (my name is Marie, and I am from

France). That small detail, combined with textual and

philological evidence from the manuscripts that pre-

serve her works, has led to the general consensus that

Marie was a learned, native speaker of French,

writing most likely at the court of Henry II of

England. She is best known for her Lais (1160–

1175), twelve tales of variable length composed in

octosyllabic rhyming couplets, inspired by Breton

lais known from oral tradition. Their subject matter

is diverse, although most develop a love story of some

kind and many incorporate elements of the marvel-

ous. Her lai ‘‘Lanval’’ is the earliest text in Old French

to treat Arthurian material, and ‘‘Chèvrefeuille’’

recounts a brief episode of the Tristan and Iseut

story developed much more fully by other writers.

Marie’s Lais make her one of the key authors in the

development of the medieval romance. The other

works attributed to her are the Fables (1167–1189),

mentioned above, the first known French adaptation

of Aesop’s fables, and the Espurgatoire saint Patrice

(Saint Patrick’s Purgatory) (1189).

A century later, Marguerite Porete (d. 1310) com-

posed a mystical text entitled the Mirouer des simples

ames (Mirror of Simple Souls), in which several char-

acters discuss in dialogue the progress of the Soul

towards union with God. Marguerite is associated

with the Beguines. Her work is often read in the

context of other medieval women mystics writing

either in Latin or other vernacular languages, such

as Julian of Norwich. Writing inspired by spiritual

experience is one of the few types of literature in

which medieval women are well represented, given

the relative autonomy they enjoyed in religious hous-

es or informal communities like beguinages, the pres-

tige of the contemplative life, and the education

available to women in such settings. Their writings,

however, are often controversial. Marguerite’s

book was condemned and burned by the bishop of

Cambrai, and she herself was tried by inquisitors,

found guilty of heresy, excommunicated, and burned

at the stake in 1310.

In contrast to the paucity of information we have

on Marie and Marguerite, the life of Christine de

Pizan is much better known, due largely to her own

writings. Christine (1364–1430) counts among the

major authors of late medieval France for both the

quantity and the quality of her work. Christine

became well educated in the learned milieu of King
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Charles V’s court in Paris. She describes her transfor-

mation into a writer as a necessity imposed by For-

tune after the deaths of her father and her beloved

husband. Given her access to the aristocracy, she suc-

ceeded in writing and finding patronage for volumes of

lyric poetry, debate poems, political treatises, epistles,

and long allegorical works on a broad range of topics.

She saw her work as solidly in the tradition of her

literary forefathers, but she also wrote bold new

works that challenged misogynist thinking and pro-

moted the basic goodness and worth of women. Her

best known text is the Livre de la cité des dames (Book

of the City of Ladies), for which she drew on the works

of Augustine and Boccaccio in her design for a model

community to house all women of virtue.

BARBARA K. ALTMANN
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WOMEN AUTHORS: SPANISH TEXTS
The earliest known woman author writing in Castil-

ian is the noblewoman Leonor López de Córdoba

(c. 1362/1363–c. 1412). She wrote her autobiographi-

cal Memorias sometime after 1412. The brief work

covers only part of her life, ending abruptly in about

1401. It is intended to defend her family, which suf-

fered greatly for being on the losing side of a bitter

dynastic struggle. Leonor’s father was advisor to

King Pedro I of Castile (1350–1369). When Pedro

was murdered by his half-brother Enrique II of

Trastámara, her father was executed and Leonor,

then nine years old, and most of her extended family

were imprisoned. TheMemorias recounts the death of

most of them in prison and the later loss of a son to the

plague. Throughout the work Leonor emphasizes her

religious piety and humility in the face of enormous

personal tragedy. It is noteworthy that Leonor sur-

vived and at times thrived due to the relationships

she cultivated with strong women. She tells how,

after prison, she was taken in by a wealthy maternal

aunt, whomade it possible for her to acquire property.

Some years after writingMemorias she became the fa-

vorite of Queen Catalina of Lancaster, wife of Enrique

III, who for several years enjoyed considerable power.

Teresa de Cartagena (c. 1425–after 1465) is the

author of two important works, Arboleda de los enfer-

mos and Admiraçión operum Dey (both written before

1480). Teresa was a member of an illustrious family of

conversos (converts from Judaism). She took monas-

tic vows as an adolescent, initially entering a Francis-

can house and transferring to a Cistercian community

in 1449. This decision and the tone of her written

works may have owed something to the anti-converso

riots of 1449. Some years after entering the monastery

she became deaf, an affliction that motivated her to

write Arboleda. The work is part autobiography and

part consolation. It treats illness, and deafness in

particular, as an opportunity for spiritual growth, a

way of turning inward, away from earthly distrac-

tions. Its self-confident use of biblical and patristic

sources indicates Teresa’s high level of education.

Two years after finishing Arboleda, apparently in
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reaction to male critics who refused to believe that a

woman could have produced such a learned treatise,

Teresa wrote Admiraçión. In it she not only insists

that Arboleda was her own, divinely inspired work,

but she also more generally defends women’s strength

of character and intelligence. A subtle use of imagery,

irony, and control of the rhetoric of humility make

this earliest defense of female authorship written in

Spanish a powerful work.

Nothing is known about the life of the poet Flor-

encia Pinar, who wrote in the second half of the

fifteenth century. Her extant corpus consists of only

three finely wrought lyric poems. The importance of

Pinar lies partly in that she is one of the very few

named female poets included in the massive corpus of

the Castilian cancioneros, poetry miscellanies that fea-

ture the work of hundreds of male poets. At times

ambiguous in vocabulary and tone, her poems have

been read as protofeminist rejections of the con-

straints placed on women’s roles and desire by the

‘‘rules’’ of courtly love.

BARBARA F. WEISSBERGER
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WOMEN MEDIEVALISTS IN THE
ACADEMY
Women scholars have chosen to make the study of the

Middle Ages their life’s work since the eighteenth

century, when Elizabeth Elstob (1684–1756),

attracted to the study of Old English, published the

first vernacular grammar of the language. But until

the twentieth century, women were hampered by their

inability to obtain an advanced degree and teach at a

university, and, therefore, earn an adequate living

from their scholarship. Independent scholar Anne

Jameson (1794–1860), the first art historian, pub-

lished authoritative works about medieval Italian

art, but ended her life in poverty.

If women were not allowed to earn higher degrees

at universities, then they researched and published

outside academe. Evelyn Underhill (1875–1941) inde-

pendently published a definitive work on mysticism;

freelance writer Dorothy Sayers (1893–1957) translat-

ed Dante. But women also encountered misogynistic

resistance from male reviewers, inside or out of the

academy. Elstob’s work was snubbed by fellow

Anglo-Saxonists; Jessie L. Weston (1850–1928),

writing on the origins of Grail romance, was criticized

as unscholarly and ignored.

And when women were hired, finally, to teach at a

university or college, their originality was misper-

ceived as eccentric, as was the case with young Beryl

Smalley (1905–1984), a pioneer in the history of the

study of Bible and commentaries in the Middle Ages,

when she was selected as a research fellow at Girton

College of Cambridge University.

That women have advanced the development of

various medieval fields in the nineteenth and twenti-

eth centuries testifies to their dedication to their pro-

fessions, the quality of their achievements, and the

encouragement of other individuals. Women mediev-

alists distinguished themselves for three different rea-

sons. First, they found other ways to enable academic

degrees or careers. They may have relocated to

obtain a degree or tenure, as did Caroline Spurgeon

(1869–1942), for example, who left England for the

Sorbonne in order to obtain a Ph.D. (but returned to

serve as the first woman professor in England); or

Elisabeth Gössmann (1928–), who left her university

in Germany for one in Japan when she did not receive

her Habilitacion upon publication of her first book.

Three distinguished paleographers who worked in

manuscript departments at national libraries without

being named director—Anneliese Maier (1905–1971),

Suzanne Solente (1895–1978), and Marie-Thérèse

d’Alverny (1903–1991)—also published groundbreak-

ing works on medieval philosophy and French and

Latin literature.

Second, some medievalists—Eileen Power (1889–

1940) and Marjorie Chibnall (1914–), in history, and

the Loomis wives, Gertrude Schoepperle Loomis

(1882–1921), Laura Hibbard Loomis (1882–1960),

and Dorothy Bethurum Loomis (1897–1987), in liter-

ature—found male mentors (dissertation directors,

colleagues, husbands) who supported their work.

Others who married at a time when society demanded

that they put their husbands’ needs before their own

accompanied their husbands to universities or nearby

colleges and still distinguished themselves as scholars

within their institutions and their fields, such as

Dorothy Stenton (1894–1971), in history, and Charity

Cannon Willard (1914–), in French.
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Third, some women medievalists simply persevered

in their pursuit of research, despite silence toward

their work, unfair reviews, or being passed over for

awards, larger salaries, promotions, chairs, and other

distinctions. Elise Richter (1865–1943) was the first

woman in Austria to earn the title of professor, in

1907, although she only received it formally in 1921.

Edith Rickert (1871–1938), trained at the University

of Chicago, had collaborated with John Matthews

Manly on their monumental Chaucer edition, but

received lesser credit and attention (Manly, without

Rickert, received the Haskins Medal from the

Medieval Academy of America). Nellie Neilson

(1873–1947), chair of her department and, later, pres-

ident of the American Historical Association, was

forced by her university—despite many honors and

publications—to retire early. Joan Evans (1893–

1977), in art history, was designated a ‘‘Dame’’ long

after less-qualified men had received the equivalent

honor. Cora Lutz (1906–1985) and her Latin editions

of Carolingian commentators received scathing

reviews, but after she retired at Wilson College she

catalogued and described pre-1600 manuscripts at the

Yale Beinecke Library.

Those fields that most blocked women’s progress

included medieval Latin, Germanic philology, theolo-

gy, philosophy, archaeology, and intellectual history.

Those fields that allowed women some success includ-

ed art history, as is evident from the careers of Jane

Hayward (1919–1994), working on stained glass,

and Elaine Bloch (1929–), on misericords; women’s

history and literature, in the case of Mary Bateson

(1865–1931), whose work on nunneries and catalog of

books at Syon Monastery are cited today; Hope

Emily Allen, whose edition of Margery Kempe

endures; Régine Pernoud (1909–1998), with her

book on Joan of Arc; and many recent scholars who

have worked on medieval religious women, particu-

larly the mystics.

The first women medievalists to attain the highest

office in a professional society include, among others,

Neilson, social and constitutional history, president

of the American Historical Association, in 1942;

Sirarpie Der Nersessian (1896–1989), Armenian art

history, full professor at Dumbarton Oaks; and

Ruth J. Dean (1902–2003), Anglo-Norman literature,

president of the Medieval Academy, in 1973.

In the recent past, women flourished at women’s

colleges and, in the present, at large metropolitan

universities where women can network with one an-

other. Because of changing demographics, women

now claim the majority in selected medieval fields.

And although they may not have received fellowships

to finish their research during their academic

careers, in retirement women medievalists such as

Anglo-Norman scholar Dean, ecclesiastical historian

Majorie Chibnall (1914–), and Middle English

scholar Marie Borroff (1923–) have published their

life’s work into their sunset years, with continuing

distinction.

JANE CHANCE
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WOODVILLE, ELIZABETH
In 1464, Elizabeth (1437–1492) secretly married the

Yorkist King Edward IV of England. Elizabeth’s first

husband, Sir John Grey, had been killed in 1460

fighting on behalf of the Lancastrians during the

Wars of the Roses. Her marriage to the king may

have rankled some, especially Edward’s advisors,

who were already negotiating with the French, and

those who resented the royal favors and marriages

subsequently bestowed upon Elizabeth’s relatives.

However, Edward’s kinship to the large and ambi-

tious Woodville family also provided him alliances

among the Lancastrian faction.

As Edward’s queen, Elizabeth took on public roles

typical of English queens. She succeeded Margaret of

Anjou as patron of Queens’ College, Cambridge in

1465, giving the college its first statutes in 1475. She

also seems to have provided some patronage to Wil-

liam Caxton, the distribution of several of his books

being associated with her. When Edward IV died in

1483, Elizabeth’s brother-in-law, Richard Duke of

Gloucester, and his supporters seized the throne
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from her son, the thirteen-year-old Edward V. The

new regime further secured its coup by executing

Elizabeth’s brother, the second Earl Rivers, and one

of her sons, Richard Grey, and by seizing Elizabeth’s

two younger sons by Edward, both of whom were

probably murdered in order to secure Richard’s hold

on the throne.

During Richard’s reign, Elizabeth took sanctuary

in Westminster, where she resisted efforts to declare

her marriage and her remaining children illegitimate.

After defeating Richard III at the battle of Bosworth

Field, Henry VII united the Lancastrian and York

bloodlines in 1486 by marrying Elizabeth Woodville’s

eldest daughter, Elizabeth of York, thus establishing

the Tudor dynasty. Elizabeth Woodville retired to

the abbey of Bermondsey, Surrey, in 1487, where she

died on 8 June 1492.
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WORK
‘‘When Adam delved and Eve span, who was then the

gentleman?’’ asked the preacher. The question was

taken up with more radical egalitarian intent by the

(predominantly male) rebels of the English Peasants’

Revolt of 1381, but neither the moralising nor the

political uses to which this question was put detract

from the assumption implicit within it, namely that in

a postlapsarian world, the lot of humankind is to

labour. Equally unquestioned was that women’s

work was—or at least was supposed to be—essential-

ly different from men’s. Another late medieval En-

glish text, the so-called Ballad of the Tyrannical

Husband, adopts this normative position, but within

the course of the narrative gives voice to a fictive wife.

She relates how her sleep is interrupted by the crying

of children and that feeding them and attending to

their needs punctuates her day. She also cooks for her

hot-tempered husband, whilst performing a range of

tasks essential to the familial economy: she brews and

bakes; she prepares flax; she weaves; she takes respon-

sibility for the geese and poultry; she milks cows and

makes butter and cheese; she takes goods to the mar-

ket. She could have added that she participated in the

hay and grain harvests, weeded crops, and fetched

water from the well. Two important points arise.

First, we should not limit our definition of work to

those activities with an immediate economic return;

childrearing, cooking, cleaning, fetching water, and

the like are also work activities and carry economic

implications. Second, waged work, though better

documented than other kinds of work, in fact

accounts for only a proportion, and probably in fact

a minority, of all work activities.

A significant number of work activities undertaken

by women for wages were extensions of unpaid work

undertaken within a domestic or familial context. It

seems to have been a given of medieval societies that

primary childcare, responsibility for cooking and

feeding family members, the primary stages of textile

production (carding, spinning, preparing flax, etc.),

cleaning, and nursing the sick were women’s work.

The aristocracy, and in Italian cities well-to-do citi-

zens, invariably employed women to suckle and take

care of their infants. Though doctors and surgeons

were usually male, nursing care fell to women, wheth-

er paid or unpaid. Women alone assisted at child-

birth, though it is probable that comparatively few

were professional midwives, but simply experienced

neighbours. Within pastoral economies, dairying—

milking cows and sheep, making butter and cheese—

was women’s work. So too was weaving if primarily

for domestic consumption, but we can find numbers

of women who produced cloth for sale. The demands

of harvest were always such as to draw in all available

labour, including that of women. It is likely that

married couples often worked as a team, taking

turns to cut and bind the grain. The same consider-

ation dictated that numbers of hired harvest workers

were also female. Sometimes these would have been

wives and daughters normally employed on the famil-

ial holding, but temporarily redeployed to take ad-

vantage of the inflated wages available at harvest.

Women were also active in the hay harvest, raking

and stacking the cut grass.
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Peasant Society

Obviously the nature of women’s work within peasant

society was influenced by the prevailing agrarian

economy. Pastoral and mixed economies probably

presented the most opportunities, but even in arable

economies tasks such as weeding and winnowing—

the one backbreaking and repetitive, the other dusty

and uncomfortable—tended to be relegated to

women. Ploughing, in contrast, was jealously guarded

as a male preserve. Here we may uncover something

of the cultural underpinnings of gendered construc-

tion of work identities. Men’s work is associated with

skill and strength and is integral to their standing

within the community: a man may be identified as a

ploughman, a shepherd, a husbandman; a woman is

more likely to be known only as a wife. Women’s work

is always understood as secondary and, because so

often an extension of domestic responsibilities, ‘‘natu-

ral,’’ hence unskilled. Spinning, for example, was not

recognised as a skill, but rather as somehow innate or

natural to womankind, a notion presented in the prov-

erb that portrayed weeping, chattering, and spinning

as female attributes. Another telling example, because

the opposite of modern ideological assumptions, is the

case of washing and shearing sheep. Such employment

fell within women’s sphere as an extension of women’s

association with caring for small livestock, with the

processing of wool, and because washing was quintes-

sentially women’s domestic work.

There are numbers of normative writings from

across later medieval Europe that insist that women’s

proper sphere of activity was the home. The prolifer-

ation of texts such as the Libro di Buoni Costumi or

How the Goodwife Taught Her Daughter warn us that

this is how the authors of such text would have the

world, but not necessarily how the world was. It

warns us that this was a normative model appropriate

to the intended audiences of the texts and thus implic-

itly only to certain, usually more prosperous levels of

society. Barbara Hanawalt has attempted to show

that for English peasant society of the later thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries at least, women’s work was

indeed located around the home, in contrast to men’s

employment outdoors. She used the spatial location

of deaths associated with supposed accidents

recorded in coroners’ rolls, but her methodology real-

ly only tells of intrinsically hazardous work activities.

A more convincing model would be that described by

Martine Segalen for nineteenth-century French peas-

ant society. Here women’s work profile is charac-

terised by periodic movement throughout the day in

and out of the house—throughout the day (to fetch

water, to milk cows or tend to livestock), the week (to

attend market or to take washing to the river), and the

seasons (to weed crops, assist at lambing, participate

in harvest).

Waged Work

Waged work is comparatively well documented sim-

ply because the payment of wages, particularly by

institutional employers, tended to be accounted for,

recorded, and archived. Unfortunately such accounts

tend to be more concerned with justifying payments

made than with detailing the employees, whether male

or female, whose individual wages lie behind these

payments. Given the propensity of husbands and

wives to work together in some contexts, moreover,

it is likely that payments apparently made to men hide

wages intended to remunerate husband and wife to-

gether. This, for example, is what may lie behind

Christopher Dyer’s finding of the startlingly high

quantities of food provided to English harvest work-

ers after the Black Death as an inducement over and

above money wages, then subject to wage controls.

Only where employees are specifically named or

where these are exclusively female can women be

identified with confidence.

The possibility of wage differentials operating

according to gender has been the subject of a long-

running debate. The evidence is both slight and am-

bivalent. On the one hand, as just suggested, wages

paid to male workers may disguise payments to cou-

ples. On the other hand, payments made specifically

to women tend to represent women’s work. Sandy

Bardsley has argued that though women can be

found engaged at the same rates of remuneration as

males, the men so employed represent second-rate

workers—youths, older males, or even handicapped

workers. This is an interesting suggestion deserving

further study. That women were paid less than males

for the same tasks has yet to be convincingly demon-

strated. What is relatively easy to establish—and is

perhaps the more important observation—is that

women were always disadvantaged within a hierarchy

of paid employment. By reserving tasks such as

ploughing or mowing using a scythe to males, men

ensured that the pool of available labour was reduced

and so could command the highest wages. Of course,

this unequal distribution of labour was justified by

reference to women’s lack of strength and height, a

crude biological determinism that was blind to the

claims of those women who were stronger or taller

than average, or to skill, a self-perpetuating claim that

depended on denying women the opportunity to
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learn. At the moment in the Ballad of the Tyrannical

Husband, the text noted at the beginning of this entry,

that the wife goes off to plough, we realise, if we had

not done before, that this poem is satirical and that

the idea of the wife ploughing is to be greeted with

guffaws of laughter, so reinforcing the normative

order, the ultimate intent of the text.

Towns

Rural society seems to have been rather more conser-

vative than urban, and it is in towns that we can find

the greatest variety of female employment. Women

are especially conspicuous in food trades, textiles, and

service trades. Using the Parisian tax records for 1292

and 1313, for example, David Herlihy found numbers

of tavern and hostel keepers, fishmongers, dress-

makers, and silk workers, but also various women

taxed as petty traders, laundresses, barbers, and

chandlers. This is at best a crude barometer, since

only independent women of some means would have

been taxed in their own right. Women were ubiqui-

tous as petty retailers of foodstuffs and other basic

commodities, a role that required very little capital

outlay but a good knowledge of a local clientele. The

same considerations of lack of access to investment

capital or formally recognised training also explain

women’s participation in carding and spinning,

sewing, or such service trades as laundry work or

even prostitution. Numbers of other women, howev-

er, gained access to a variety of craft activities

through marriage. Wives were expected to assist

their husbands in their craft and, significantly, num-

bers of widows managed to continue to run work-

shops after the deaths of their husbands.

A significantly smaller proportion of women

served formal apprenticeships, primarily within a

very limited range of crafts, of which the silk trades

were the most conspicuous. Such apprentices were

formally bound to a master and his wife, but to

learn the wife’s trade. In fifteenth-century London,

female apprentices were drawn from all over the king-

dom and included at least one knight’s daughter. The

prominence of women in the silk industry in Paris is

reflected in the feminised nature of the silk guilds of

the city reported by Etienne Boileau around 1268, but

is part of a much wider pattern. At much the same

date Mabel of Bury St. Edmunds was undertaking

major commissions for vestments embroidered in

silk thread, though production was also associated

with nunneries. By the post-Plague era there is plenti-

ful evidence for the employment of women in various

stages of the industry, but production began to look

less aristocratic and more bourgeois and commercial.

In Florence women silk workers constituted a prole-

tariat subject to the merchants who dominated the

Arte della Seta guild. In both Cologne and London

the wives of merchants, drapers, and other, often

well-connected men headed workshops weaving silk

ribbon, producing embroidery and the like, but the

silk spinners, needlewomen, and other females they

employed seem not to have been well remunerated

and, in Cologne at least, appear sometimes to have

been paid in kind.

Erosion of Women’s Position

Broadly speaking, the last decades of the medieval era

seem to have witnessed an erosion of women’s posi-

tion within the labour market. Whereas the labour-

starved conditions prevailing after the Black Death

seem to have opened up opportunities for women,

especially in the towns of northwestern Europe, the

twin effects of continued population contraction and

recession caused by the bullion famines of the earlier

and mid-fifteenth century appear to have reversed this

situation. This is most strikingly illustrated in respect

to cloth weaving. In the early Middle Ages weaving

was very much an extension of the domestic and

hence fell within the sphere of women’s work. The

High Middle Ages saw the growth of numbers of

significant centres of textile manufacture and, at

least within an urban context, male weavers came to

predominate, but not to exclude. By the later fifteenth

century, however, numbers of weavers’ guilds were

beginning to regulate against the employment of

women, even wives, in the craft. A parallel trend has

been described by Judith Bennett in relation to brew-

ing. Here a feminised part-time domestic industry was

displaced in an urban context by a more masculine

commercial industry. Finally, as ale gave way to beer

brewed with hops, so enjoying a longer shelf life and

allowing for larger-scale production, women lost out

altogether. More generally, women seem to have

found it harder to retain control of workshops once

widowed. In numbers of German towns male employ-

ees agitated against working alongside women. More

conservative gender hierarchies were once more

asserted.

P. J. P. GOLDBERG
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Y
YVETTE OF HUY
Hugh of Floreffe, biographer of Yvette of Huy (1158–

1228) (or Ivetta), portrays an anchoress, an enclosed

recluse, less ascetic than her more celebrated contem-

poraries. Instead, he emphasizes her humility and her

role as spiritual mother.

Yvette came from a wealthy family of Huy on the

Meuse River in modern-day Belgium. Although she

objected strongly to marital obligations, she was

forced to wed at the age of thirteen. Of her three

children, two boys survived. She was widowed at

eighteen and chose to remain unmarried despite the

wishes of her father.

Yvette dedicated herself to a spiritual life, with a

particular devotion to the Virgin Mary. Her extreme

charity provoked a clash with her father over her

sons’ inheritance. However, she saw to their corporal

and spiritual support, eventually convincing her

father and both sons to join the Cistercian order.

At twenty-three Yvette gave up her worldly life

to minister to lepers in a crumbling community out-

side the city walls. There she had a vision of a great

church and new buildings. After securing the future

of a new Beguine religious community and hospital,

Yvette retired to pursue a life of prayer in an

anchorhold.

In her house attached to a church, her contem-

plations led to visions such as one in which Christ

commended Yvette to his mother as her handmaid.

She experienced a prescience that compelled her to

intervene in the lives of the townspeople, particularly

sexually errant priests. Finally, she was especially

solicitous of the lives of her spiritual daughters who

had formed a community around her, appearing even

after her death to guide them.

HEATHER E. WARD
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Z
ZITA AND OTHER SERVANT SAINTS
Among the many persons regarded as saints within

the Western tradition, some officially canonized,

others venerated as a result of popular enthusiasm,

who followed the example of Jesus and the Apostles,

there are those who were from the lowest social

orders. The servant-saint Zita of Lucca (1218–1278)

belongs to a class of saints who suffered the humilia-

tion of performing the most menial chores and were

even subject to the sexual pressures of their employers

or fellow servants, but nevertheless persisted in their

humble pursuit of the faith and numerous acts of

charity. Such women were usually born of humble

backgrounds, but, despite their own impoverished

circumstances, showed a concern for the poor and

served as a pious alternative to the allegedly debased,

even promiscuous behavior of the servant class.

Other such saints include Gunthild of Suffersheim,

Sibillina Biscossi of Pavia, Notburga of Rottenburg,

Radegunda of Wellenburg, and Magaret of Louvain.

Born of rural parentage in Monsagrati, Zita moved

to Lucca at twelve in order to serve in the household

of the mercantile Fatinelli family. The stereo-

typical elements of her legend include suffering from

a variety of medical problems (probably including

malnutrition), giving food scraps away to the poor,

tending to condemned prisoners, sharing her warm

garments and bed with beggars, pilgrims, and others,

assiduously saying her prayers, attending mass, and

visiting local churches, and suffering the mockery

and ill-treatment of her fellow servants, even muti-

lating herself in order to avoid their advances. Due

to the posthumous miracles attributed to Zita and

her reputation for piety, Dante (Inferno, 21.37)

designated Lucca the city of St. Zita. A chapel was

erected in the church of San Frediano in Zita’s honor

in 1321, and after her official canonization in 1696,

she was named the patron saint of domestics and

housewives.
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Appendix I: Calendar of Female Saints

Private prayer books, psalters, and books of hours

usually included calendars listing major feasts of Jesus

and Mary, as well as saints’ days. Names listed on the

calendar often varied from region to region, reflecting

devotion to local saints like Geneviève, patron of

Paris. The calendar below is intended to suggest the

variety and number of holy women celebrated during

the liturgical year. It is not a transcription from a

single source but relies in part on several books

owned by women: the De Lisle Hours belonging to

Margaret de Beauchamp, the Hours of Margaret of

Cleves, the Hours of Mary of Burgundy, the Neville of

Hornby Hours belonging to Isabel de Byron, and the

Saint Albans Psalter belonging to Christina of Mar-

kyate. The list below also incorporates all those

women profiled in this volume who had active cults

during the Middle Ages but did not appear in the

prayer books surveyed. Sainthood in the Middle

Ages had a wide definition ranging from a small

local cult to an elaborate (and expensive) process for

canonization. These different levels of acceptance are

indicated by canonization dates, approvals of cults,

and limitations to local cults.

Saints whose names appear in bold have articles in

the volume.

January

1 Solemnity of Mary, Mother of God—first

Marian feast of the calendar year

4 Angela of Foligno—thirteenth century, Italy,

religious laywoman, local cult

6 Gertrude of Ortenberg, virgin—fourteenth

century, Netherlands, Beguine, local cult

Epiphany—the feast celebrating the visit of the

Magi

13 Yvette of Huy (Jutta, Ivetta)—thirteenth

century, Flanders, anchoress, local cult

15 Ita, virgin—sixth century, Ireland, abbess

18 Prisca, virgin martyr

21 Agnes, virgin martyr

23 Emerentiana (Emerancia), virgin martyr

29 Sabina, virgin

30 Aldegundis, virgin—seventh century, Flanders,

abbess

February

1 Brigit of Kildare, virgin—sixth century, Ireland,

abbess

2 Feast of the Purification of the Virgin Mary

(Candlemas)—commemorates Mary’s

purification at the temple following the birth

of Christ

5 Agatha, virgin martyr

6 Dorothy, virgin martyr

9 Apollonia, virgin martyr

10 Scholastica, virgin—sixth century, Italy,

Benedictine nun, reputed sister of Saint

Benedict

12 Eulalia, virgin martyr

15 Veronica, whose veil was said to have been

imprinted by Christ’s face when she wiped it

16 Juliana, virgin martyr

Mary the Younger—ninth century, Byzantium,

married woman who died from her husband’s

abuse

22 Margaret of Cortona—thirteenth century, Italy,

religious laywoman, canonized May 16, 1728

25 Walburga, virgin—eighth century, England and

Germany, abbess

26 Isabelle of France, virgin—thirteenth century,

France, daughter of King Louis VIII and

founder of the monastery of Poor Clares at

Longchamps, cult approved in 1521

March

2 Agnes of Prague, virgin—thirteenth century,

Bohemia, Poor Clare, daughter of King

Ottokar I of Bohemia and founder of a

monastery of Poor Clares, canonized

November 12, 1989

6 Colette of Corbie, virgin—fifteenth century,

France, Poor Clare, canonized May 24, 1807

7 Felicity and Perpetua, martyrs

9 Frances of Rome—fifteenth century, Italy,

religious laywoman, canonized May 9, 1608

Caterina Vigri (Catherine of Bologna), virgin—

fifteenth century, Italy, Poor Clare, canonized

1712
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12 Fina of San Gimignano, virgin—thirteenth

century, Italy, local cult

17 Gertrude of Nivelles, virgin—seventh century,

Belgium, abbess

25 Annunciation of the Lord—commemorates the

angel Gabriel’s announcement to Mary that

she has been chosen to be the mother of Christ

31 Balbina, virgin

Cornelia, martyr

April

2 Mary the Egyptian, penitent prostitute

5 Juliana of Mount Cornillon, virgin—thirteenth

century, Belgium, Augustinian nun and

prioress and promoter of the feast of the

Eucharist, later known as Corpus Christi; cult

confirmed locally in 1869

13 Ida of Boulogne—twelfth century, Flanders,

countess of Boulogne

14 Lidwina—fifteenth century, Netherlands,

a mystic who was bedridden all her adult

life

27 Zita, virgin—thirteenth century, Italy, servant,

public veneration authorized 1278, cult

confirmed September 5, 1696

30 Catherine of Siena, virgin—fourteenth century,

Italy, religious laywoman associated with the

Dominicans, canonized 1461

May

19 Pudentiana, virgin martyr

22 Humility of Faenza—thirteenth century, Italy,

anchoress and abbess

30 Joan of Arc, virgin—fifteenth century, France,

canonized May 9, 1920

31 Petronilla, virgin martyr

June

3 Clotilda—sixth century, France, wife of Clovis,

king of the Franks

10 Margaret of Scotland—eleventh century,

Scotland, queen-consort, canonized 1249

16 Lutgard of Aywieres, virgin—thirteenth

century, Belgium, Cistercian nun

18 Elisabeth of Schönau, virgin—twelfth century,

Germany, Benedictine nun, abbess, mystic,

canonized 1584

20 Margaretha Ebner—fourteenth century,

Germany, Dominican nun, beatified February

24, 1979

23 Aethelthryth of Ely—seventh century,

England, nun and founder of a double

monastery at Ely

Marie of Oignies, virgin—twelfth through the

thirteenth centuries, Belgium, Beguine and

mystic

July

2 Visitation of the Virgin Mary—commemorates

Mary’s visit to her cousin, Elizabeth, the

mother of John the Baptist

6 Godelieve of Gistel (Godeleva, Godliva)—

eleventh century, Flanders, noblewoman who

was killed on her husband’s orders

8 Isabel of Aragon—fourteenth century,

Portugal, queen associated with the Franciscan

order, canonized 1625

10 Amelberga—eighth century, Flanders, abbess

11 Olga—tenth century, Russia, princess of Kiev

13 Mildred, virgin—seventh century, England,

abbess

17 Jadwiga (Hedwig)—fourteenth century,

Poland, queen, canonized June 8, 1997

Marina, lived as the monk Marinus

19 Daria, martyr

20 Margaret of Antioch, virgin martyr

21 Praxedes, virgin martyr

22 Mary Magdalen, apostle

24 Christina the Astonishing, virgin—thirteenth

century, Flanders, local cult

26 Anne—mother of the Virgin Mary, cult

introduced in eighth century Rome, her feast is

first known in the thirteenth century

29 Mary and Martha of Bethany, virgins—these

sisters of Lazarus sometimes represent the

contemplative (Mary) and active (Martha) lives

Beatrice of Nazareth—thirteenth century,

Flanders, Cistercian nun and prioress,

local cult

August

1 Sapientia with her daughters Fides, Spes, and

Caritas, martyrs

12 Clare of Assisi, virgin—thirteenth century,

Italy, Franciscan nun and founder of the

Order of Poor Clares, canonized August 12,

1255
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13 Radegund—sixth century, France, queen and

nun, acclaimed a saint following her death

in 587

15 Assumption of the Virgin Mary, commemorates

her death and her body’s elevation to heaven

Irene—eighth century, Byzantium, empress

and supporter of the veneration of icons

17 Clare of Montefalco, virgin—fourteenth

century, Italy, Augustinian nun, abbess, and

mystic, canonized 1881

18 Helena, Empress—fourth century, Italy,

mother of Constantine and Roman empress

September

1 Douceline of Digne—thirteenth century,

France, mystic, founder of a house of Beguines,

local cult

4 Rose of Viterbo, virgin—thirteenth century,

Italy, canonized 1457

8 Birthday of the Virgin Mary

15 Catherine of Genoa, widow—fifteenth century,

Italy, noblewoman, religious laywoman, and

mystic, canonized May 18, 1737

16 Euphemia, virgin martyr

17 Hildegard of Bingen, virgin—twelfth century,

Germany, nun, mystic, and composer

23 Thecla, virgin martyr

26 Justina of Antioch, virgin martyr

28 Leoba, virgin—eighth century, England and

Germany, abbess

October

6 Foy, virgin martyr

8 Birgitta of Sweden, widow—fourteenth

century, Sweden, founder of the Birgittine

Order, canonized Oct. 7, 1391, confirmed

in 1415

Pelagia—actress and penitent

19 Translation of Austraberta, virgin—seventh

century, France, abbess

Frideswide, virgin—seventh century, England,

abbess

21 Ursula and her companions, virgin martyrs

22 Cordula, virgin martyr and companion to

Ursula

28 Anastasia, virgin martyr

30 Dorothea of Montau, widow—fourteenth

century, Poland, anchoress, never officially

canonized but in 1976 the pope confirmed her

cult as a saint based on long-standing

veneration

November

1 All Saints

2 All Souls

17 Gertrude the Great, virgin—thirteenth century,

Germany, nun and mystic

Hild of Whitby, virgin—seventh century,

England, abbess

Elisabeth of Hungary—thirteenth century,

Germany, religious laywoman, canonized May

27, 1235

19 Mechthild of Hackeborn—thirteenth century,

Germany, Benedictine nun and mystic

21 Presentation of the Virgin Mary,

commemorates Mary’s presentation at

the Temple as a small child

22 Cecilia, virgin martyr

25 Catherine of Alexandria, virgin martyr—cult

became popular in Europe in the eleventh

century

December

2 Bibiana (Vivian), virgin martyr

4 Barbara, virgin martyr

8 Conception of the Virgin Mary

13 Lucy, virgin martyr—cult spread to Rome,

Milan, and Ravenna in sixth and seventh

centuries

16 Adelheid (Adelaide), widow of Otto I—tenth

century, Germany, empress

23 Victoria, virgin martyr

24 Christmas Eve

25 Christmas

28 Holy Innocents—feast commemorating the

massacre of children by King Herod
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Appendix II: Some Milestones in Medieval
Women’s History

The editors gradually assembled this list and offer
it as one historical view of the field. ‘‘Milestones’’
has multiple meanings in order to better represent
the issues, activities, and audiences for medieval
women’s history. First and foremost milestones
are path-breaking studies that open a new area
for research or present a compelling new interpre-
tation of a major question. There are also some
works that serve students in the classroom: text-
books, anthologies and especially translations of
texts, many of which, like Christine de Pizan’s
Book of the City of Ladies, had no modern English
version before the 1980s. Other milestones gener-
ated controversies that profitably bring the present
in touch with the Middle Ages. Medieval women’s
studies even has some milestones in the wider realm
of popular culture, with recordings of Hildegard of

Bingen’s music and Judy Chicago’s museum instal-
lations celebrating women’s achievements. Finally,
milestones take account of the history of medieval
women’s studies, recording and analyzing the devel-
opments and scholars who have helped shape the
terms of discourse.
As is evident below, the pace of publication picked
up dramatically in the late 1970s, spurred both by
the second wave of the feminist movement, with its
emphasis on activism, and the growth of social and
economic history as exemplified by the Annales
School. The number of essay collections and jour-
nal articles in the 1970s is not surprising, given that
many new areas and topics were being explored for
the first time during that era. These types of pub-
lications, however, continue to be important sug-
gesting the vitality and growth of the field.

Date Work

1 1501 Hrotsvit of Gandersheim. Opera Hrosvitae. Printed by Conrad Celtes. Nurnberg, 1501.

2 1566 Hildegard of Bingen. Epistolarum liber, edited by Justus Blanckwald. Cologne: Johann Quentel and

Gerwin Calenius, 1566.

3 1838 Thomassy, Marie-Joseph-Raymond. Essai sur les écrits politiques de Christine de Pisan, suivi d’une notice

littéraire et de pièces inédites. Paris: Debécourt, 1838.

4 1882 Bücher, Karl. Die Frauenfrage im Mittelalter. Tübingen: H. Laupp’sche Buchhandlung, 1882. [Second

edition, 1910].

5 1888 Hudson, William Henry.‘‘Hrotsvitha of Gandersheim.’’ English Historical Review 3 (1888): 431–457.

6 1893–94 Buckstaff, Florence Griswold. ‘‘Married Women’s Porperty in Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Norman Law.’’

Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 4 (1893–1894): 233–264.

6 1895 Dixon, E. ‘‘Craftswomen in the ‘Livre des Métiers.’’’ Economic Journal 5 (1895): 209–228.

7 The Evangile aux femmes - An Old-French Satire on Women. Ed. George C. Keidel. Baltimore, Md.:

Friedenwald, 1895.

8 1896 Eckenstein, Lina. Woman under Monasticism: Chapters on Saint-Lore and Convent Life between A. D.

500 and A. D. 1500. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1896.

9 1898 Marie de France. Die Fabeln der Marie de France. Ed. Karl Warnke. Halle: M. Niemeyer, 1898.

10 1899 Bateson, Mary. ‘‘Origin and Early History of Double Monasteries.’’ Transactions of the Royal Historical

Society, New Series 13 (1899): 137–198.

11 1902–1903 Strickland, Agnes. Lives of the Queens of England: From the Norman Conquest. Philadelphia: G. Barrie,

1902–1903. 16 vols.

12 1912 Laigle, Mathilde. Le ‘‘Livre des Trois Vertus’’ de Christine de Pisan et son milieu historique et littéraire.

Paris: H. Champion, 1912.

13 1914 Clay, Rotha Mary. The Hermits and Anchorites of England. London: Methuen and Company, 1914.

14 1916 Abram, Annie. ‘‘Women Traders in Medieval London.’’ Economic Journal 26 (1916): 276–285.

15 1922 Power, Eileen Edna. Medieval English Nunneries, 1275–1535. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,

1922.
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Date Work

16 1924 Heinrich, Mary Pia, Sister. The Canonesses and Education in the Early Middle Ages. Washington, D. C.:

Catholic University Dissertation, 1924.

17 1925 Underhill, Evelyn. The Mystics of the Church. London: J. Clark, 1925.

18 1929 Buckler, Georgina. Anna Comnena: A Study. London: Oxford University Press, 1929.

19 1933 Dale, Marian K. ‘‘The London Silkwomen of the Fifteenth Century.’’ Economic History Review 4

(October 1933): 324–335.

20 1934 Epstein, Isidore. ‘‘The Jewish Woman in the ‘Responsa’ (900 C. E.–1500 C. E.).’’ In The Jewish Library,

edited by Leo Jung. New York: Jewish Library Publications, 1934. vol. 3:123–152.

21 1935 Rokseth, Yvonne. ‘‘Les femmes musiciennes du XIIe au XIVe siècle.’’ Romania 61 (1935): 464–480.

22 1940 Allen, Hope Emily, and Sanford Brown Meech, eds. The Book of Margery Kempe. Early English Text

Society. London: H. Milford, 1940.

23 1951 Odegaard, Charles E. ‘‘The Empress Engelberge.’’ Speculum 26 (1951): 77–103.

24 1955 Bandel, Betty. ‘‘The English Chroniclers’ Attitude toward Women.’’ Journal of the History of Ideas 16

(1955): 113–118.

25 1957 Origo, Iris. The Merchant of Prato, Francesco di Marco Datini. London: Jonathan Cape, 1957.

26 1960 Stenton, Doris Mary Parsons, Lady. The English Woman in History. London: Allen and Unwin; New

York: Macmillan, 1957.

27 1964 Pernoud, Régine. Jeanne d’Arc par elle-même et par ses témoins. Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1962

[translation in English, 1982].

28 1968 Facinger, Marion F. ‘‘A Study of Medieval Queenship: Capetian France, 987–1237.’’ Studies in

Medieval and Renaissance History 5 (1968): 3–48.

29 1970 Bellomo, Manlio. La condizione giuridica della donna in Italia. Turin: Eri, 1970.

30 1971 Herlihy, David. Women in Medieval Society. Houston, Tx.: University of St. Thomas, 1971.

31 1973 McNamara, Jo Ann, and Suzanne Fonay Wemple. ‘‘The Power of Women through the Family.’’

Feminist Studies 1 (1973): 126–141.

32 1976 Women in Medieval Society, edited by Susan Mosher Stuard. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania

Press, 1976.

33 1977 Kelly-Gadol, Joan. ‘‘Did Women Have a Renaissance?’’ In Becoming Visible, edited by Renate

Bridenthal and Claudia Koonz. Boston: Houghton-Mifflin, 1977, pp. 137–164 [third edition, 1998].

34 1978 Herlihy, David, and Christiane Klapisch-Zuber. Les Toscans et leurs familles: une étude du ‘‘catasto’’

florentin de 1427. Paris: Centre national de la recherche scientifique, 1978 [abridged translation in

English, 1985].

35 Hughes, Diane Owen. ‘‘From Brideprice to Dowry in Mediterranean Europe.’’ Journal of Family

History 3 (1978): 262–296.

36 Julian of Norwich. Showings. Trans. Edmund Colledge and JamesWalsh. NewYork: Paulist Press, 1978.

37 Medieval Women, edited by Derek Baker. Studies in Church History. Subsidia, 1. Oxford: Basil

Blackwell, 1978.

38 1979 Chicago, Judy. The Dinner Party: An Exhibition Conceived by Judy Chicago and Executed by Her in

Cooperation with a Working Community of Women and Men, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art,

March 16–June 17, 1979. San Francisco: San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, 1979. [Includes place

settings for Brigit, Theodora, Hrotsvit, Trotula, Eleanor of Aquitaine, Hildegard of Bingen, Petronilla de

Meath (executed for witchcraft in fourteenth century Ireland), Christine de Pizan, and Isabella d’ Este.]

39 1980 Boswell, John. Christianity, Social Tolerance and Homosexuality: Gay People in Western Europe from the

Beginning of the Christian Era to the Fourteenth Century. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980.

40 Maclean, Ian. The Renaissance Notion of Woman: A Study in the Fortunes of Scholasticism and Medical

Science in European Intellectual Life. Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1980.

41 1981 Wemple, Suzanne Fonay. Women in Frankish Society: Marriage and the Cloister, 500 to 900.

Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1981.

42 1982 Bell, Susan Groag. ‘‘Medieval Women Book Owners: Arbiters of Lay Piety and Ambassadors of

Culture.’’ Signs 7 (1982): 742–768.

43 Bynum, Caroline Walker. Jesus as Mother:Studies in the Spirituality of the High Middle Ages. Berkeley:

University of California Press, 1982.

44 Hildegard of Bingen. Feather on the Breath of God: Sequences and Hymns. Conductor Christopher Page.

London: Hyperion, 1982. [Sound recording.]

45 1983 Stafford, Pauline. Queens, Concubines, and Dowagers: The King’s Wife in the Early Middle Ages. Athens,

Ga.: University of Georgia, 1983.
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Date Work

46 1984 Dillard, Heath. Daughters of the Reconquest: Women in Castilian Town Society, 1100–1300. Cambridge

and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1984.

47 Medieval Women Writers, edited by Katharina M. Wilson. Athens, Ga.: University of Georgia Press,

1984.

48 Willard, Charity Cannon. Christine de Pizan: Her Life and Works. New York: Persea Books, 1984.

49 1985 Allen, Prudence. The Concept of Woman. Montreal: Eden Press, 1985 (vol. 1) and 2002 (vol. 2).

50 Bell, Rudolph M. Holy Anorexia. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985.

51 Gold, Penelope Schine. The Lady and the Virgin: Image, Attitude, and Experience in Twelfth-century

France. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985.

52 Klapisch-Zuber, Christiane. Women, Family and Ritual in Renaissance Italy. Trans. Lydia C. Cochrane.

Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985.

53 Otis, Leah Lydia. Prostitution in Medieval Society: The History of an Urban Institution in Languedoc.

Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985.

54 1986 Hanawalt, Barbara. The Ties That Bound: Peasant Families in Medieval England. New York: Oxford

University Press, 1986.

55 Howell, Martha C. Women, Production and Patriarchy in Late Medieval Cities. Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1986.

56 Medieval Feminist Newsletter. 1986– . [Changed to Medieval Feminist Forum in 1999].

57 1987 Bennett, Judith. Women in the Medieval English Countryside: Gender and Household in Brigstock before

the Plague. New York: Oxford University Press, 1987.

58 Brundage, James A. Law, Sex, and Christian Society in Medieval Europe. Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1987.

59 Bynum, Caroline Walker. Holy Feast and Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of Food to Medieval

Women. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987.

60 Newman, Barbara. Sister of Wisdom: St. Hildegard’s Theology of the Feminine. Berkeley: University of

California Press, 1987.

61 Women in Medieval History & Historiography, edited by Susan Mosher Stuard. Philadelphia: University

of Pennsylvania Press, 1987.

62 1988 Jacquart, Danielle, and Claude Alexandre Thomasset. Sexuality and Medicine in the Middle Ages.

Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1988.

63 1990 Hildegard of Bingen. Scivias. Trans. Columba Hart and Jane Bishop. New York: Paulist Press, 1990.

64 Medieval Women and the Sources of Medieval History, edited by Joel T. Rosenthal. Athens, Ga.:

University of Georgia Press, 1990.

65 Storia delle Donne in Occidente, edited by Georges Duby and Michelle Perrot. V. 2: Il Medioevo, edited

by Christiane Klapisch-Zuber. Bari: Editori Laterza, 1990. [Published in English in 1993.]

66 1991 Gravdal, Kathryn. Ravishing Maidens: Writing Rape in Medieval French Literature and Law.

Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1991.

67 Bloch, R. Howard.Medieval Misogyny and the Invention of Western Romantic Love. Chicago: University

of Chicago Press, 1991.

68 1992 Goldberg, P. J. P. Women, Work and Life Cycle in a Medieval Economy: Women in York and Yorkshire.

Oxford: Clarendon Press; New York: Oxford University Press, 1992.

69 Hansen, Elaine Tuttle.Chaucer and the Fictions of Gender. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992.

70 Sainted Women of the Dark Ages, edited and translated by Jo Ann McNamara and John E. Halborg

with E. Gordon Whatley. Durham, N. C.: Duke University Press, 1992.

71 1993 Burns, E. Jane. Bodytalk: When Women Speak in Old French Literature. Philadelphia: University of

Pennsylvania Press, 1993.

72 Cadden, Joan. Meanings of Sex Difference in the Middle Ages: Medicine, Science, and Culture. New

York: Cambridge University Press, 1993.

73 Studying Medieval Women: Sex, Gender, Feminism, edited by Nancy F. Partner. Speculum 68.2 (April

1993). [Much anticipated issue that sought to rectify the journal’s lack of attention to women’s

studies. Also published separately as a book by The Medieval Academy of America.]

74 Krueger, Roberta L. Women Readers and the Ideology of Gender in Old French Verse Romance.

Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993.

75 Women’s Lives in Medieval Europe: A Sourcebook, edited by Emilie Amt. New York: Routledge, 1993.

76 1994 Christine de Pizan. The Writings of Christine de Pizan, edited by Charity Cannon Willard. New York:

Persea Books, 1994.
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77 Gilchrist, Roberta. Gender and Material Culture: The Archaeology of Religious Women. New York:

Routledge, 1994.

78 McNamara, Jo Ann. ‘‘The ‘Herrenfrage’: The Restructuring of the Gender System, 1050–1150.’’ In

Medieval Masculinities: RegardingMen in theMiddle Ages, edited by Clare A. Lees with the assistance of

Thelma Fenster. Medieval Cultures, 7. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1994, pp. 3–29.

79 1995 Newman, Barbara. From Virile Woman to WomanChrist: Studies in Medieval Religion and Literature.

Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1995.

80 Solterer, Helen. The Master and Minerva: Disputing Women in French Medieval Culture. Berkeley:

University of California Press, 1995.

81 1996 Bennett, Judith M. Ale, Beer, and Brewsters in England: Women’s Work in a Changing World, 1300–

1600. New York: Oxford University Press, 1996.

82 Karras, Ruth Mazo. Common Women: Prostitution and Sexuality in Medieval England. New York:

Oxford University Press, 1996.

83 McNamara, Jo Ann. Sisters in Arms: Catholic Nuns through Two Millennia. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard

University Press, 1996.

84 1997 Ferrante, Joan M. To the Glory of Her Sex: Women’s Roles in the Composition of Medieval Texts.

Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1997.

85 Hamburger, Jeffrey F. Nuns as Artists: The Visual Culture of a Medieval Convent. Berkeley: University

of California Press, 1997.

86 1998 Schulenburg, Jane Tibbetts. Forgetful of Their Sex: Female Sanctity and Society, ca. 500–1100. Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1998.

87 1999 Elliott, Dyan. Fallen Bodies: Pollution, Sexuality, and Demonology in the Middle Ages. Philadelphia:

University of Pennsylvania Press, 1999.

88 Wolfthal, Diane. Images of Rape: The ‘‘Heroic’’ Tradition and Its Alternatives. Cambridge; New York:

Cambridge University Press, 1999.

89 2000 Bennett, Judith M. ‘‘Lesbian-Like and the Social History of Lesbianisms.’’ Journal of the History of

Sexuality 9 (2000): 1–24.

90 2001 Boccaccio, Giovanni. De Mulieribus Claris, Revised 1371. Famous Women, translated by Virginia

Brown. I Tatti Renaissance Library, 1. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2001.

91 Green, Monica H., ed. and trans. The Trotula, A Medieval Compenium of Women’s Medicine.

Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 2001.

92 Virtue and Beauty: Leonardo’s Ginevra de’ Benci and Renaissance Portraits of Women, edited by David

Alan Brown. Washington, D. C.: National Gallery of Art, 2001. [Catalog of an exhibition held

September 30, 2001–January 6, 2002 at the National Gallery of Art.]

93 Caviness, Madeline Harrison. Visualizing Women in the Middle Ages: Sight, Spectacle, and Scopic

Economy. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2001.

94 2002 Farmer, Sharon A. Surviving Poverty in Medieval Paris: Gender, Ideology and the Daily Life of the Poor.

Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2002.

95 2003 Cambridge Companion to Medieval Women’s Writing, edited by Carolyn Dinshaw and David Wallace.

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003.

96 Karras, Ruth Mazo. From Boys to Men: Formulations of Masculinity in Late Medieval Europe.

Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2003.

96 Gendering the Master Narrative: Women and Power in the Middle Ages, edited by Maryanne Kowaleski

and Mary C. Erler. Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2003 [in many ways an update to the 1988

collection, Women and Power in the Middle Ages].

97 2005 Women Medievalists and the Academy, edited by Jane Chance. Madison, Wisc.: University of Wisconsin

Press, 2005.
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Appendix III: Encyclopedia Cited References

This list of fifty-nine cited references was con-
structed to identify titles that are worthy of partic-
ular attention. They have been recommended by
multiple authors in this encyclopedia. The contri-
butors to this volume have cited more than four
thousand titles in the article bibliographies. In this
context, the agreement of five or more authors is
noteworthy. The method employed in compiling
this list was pioneered in the study of scientific
literature, and it is applied here with the caveat
that other deserving works are left out only because
fewer references were made to them.

Bynum, Caroline Walker. Holy Feast and Holy Fast: The
Religious Significance of Food to Medieval Women.
Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California
Press, 1987. (19)

Brundage, James A. Law, Sex, and Christian Society in
Medieval Europe. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1987. (15)

Klapisch-Zuber, Christiane. Women, Family, and Ritual
in Renaissance Italy, translated by Lydia Cochrane.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985. (11)

Bynum, Caroline Walker. Jesus as Mother: Studies in the
Spirituality of the High Middle Ages. Berkeley and Los
Angeles: University of California Press, 1982. (10)

Goldberg, P. J. P. Women, Work, and Life Cycle in a
Medieval Economy: Women in York and Yorkshire c.
1300–1520. Oxford: Clarendon Press; New York,
Oxford University Press, 1992. (10)

Cadden, Joan. The Meanings of Sex Difference in the Mid-
dle Ages: Medicine, Science, and Culture. Cambridge
and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993. (9)

Green, Monica H., Ed. and trans. The Trotula: A Medieval
Compendium of Women’s Medicine. Philadelphia: Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania Press, 2001. (9)

Howell, Martha C. Women, Production, and Patriarchy in
Late Medieval Cities. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1986. (9)

Petroff, Elizabeth Alvilda, Ed.Medieval Women’s Visionary
Literature. New York: Oxford University Press,
1986. (9)

Brown, Peter. The Body and Society: Men, Women, and
Sexual Renunciation in Early Christianity. New York:
Columbia University Press, 1988. (8)

Hanawalt, Barbara. The Ties That Bound: Peasant Families
in Medieval England. New York: Oxford University
Press, 1986. (8)

Herlihy, David. Medieval Households. Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1985. (8)

McNamara, Jo Ann. Sisters in Arms: Catholic Nuns through
Two Millennia. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univer-
sity Press, 1996. (8)

Mulder-Bakker, Anneke B. Lives of the Anchoresses: The
Rise of the Urban Recluse in Medieval Europe, trans-
lated by Myra Heerspink Scholz. Philadelphia: Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania Press, 2005. (8)

Wemple, Suzanne Fonay.Women in Frankish Society: Mar-
riage and the Cloister (500 to 900). Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1981. (8)

Allen, Prudence. The Concept of Woman, [v. 1]: The Aristo-
telian Revolution, 750 B.C.–A.D. 1250. Montreal: Eden
Press, 1985. (7)

Bloch, R. Howard. Medieval Misogyny and the Invention
of Western Romantic Love. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1991. (7)

Christine de Pizan. The Treasure of the City of Ladies, or
The Book of the Three Virtures, translated by Sarah
Lawson. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1985. (7)

Ferrante, Joan M. Woman as Image in Medieval Literature:
from the Twelfth Century to Dante. New York: Colum-
bia University Press, 1975. (7)

Krueger, Roberta L. Women Readers and the Ideology of
Gender in Old French Verse Romance. Cambridge and
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993. (7)

Newman, Barbara. From Virile Woman to WomanChrist:
Studies in Medieval Religion and Literature. Philadel-
phia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1995. (7)

Newman, Barbara. Sister of Wisdom. St. Hildegard’s Theol-
ogy of the Feminine. Berkeley and Los Angeles: Uni-
versity of California Press, 1987. (7)

Simons, Walter. Cities of Ladies: Beguine Communities in
the Medieval Low Countries, 1200–1565. Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2001. (7)

Beach, Alison I. Women as Scribes: Book Production and
Monastic Reform in Twelfth-Century Bavaria. Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004. (6)

Chaucer, Geoffrey. The Riverside Chaucer, edited by Larry
D. Benson. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1987. (6)

Elliott, Dyan. Proving Woman: Female Spirituality and In-
quisitional Culture in the Later Middle Ages. Prince-
ton: Princeton University Press, 2004. (6)

Farmer, Sharon. Surviving Poverty in Medieval Paris: Gen-
der, Ideology, and the Daily Lives of the Poor. Ithaca,
N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2002. (6)

Ferrante, Joan M. To the Glory of Her Sex: Women’s Roles
in the Composition of Medieval Texts. Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1997. (6)

Finucane, Ronald C. The Rescue of the Innocents:
Endangered Children in Medieval Miracles. New
York: St. Martin’s Press, 1997. (6)

Gilchrist, Roberta. Gender and Material Culture: The Ar-
chaeology of Religious Women. London and New
York: Routledge, 1994. (6)

Gold, Penny Schine.The Lady and the Virgin: Image, Attitude
and Experience in Twelfth-Century France. Chicago and
London: University of Chicago Press, 1985. (6)

Goody, Jack. The Development of the Family and Marriage
in Europe. Cambridge and New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1983. (6)
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Herlihy, David, and Christiane Klapisch-Zuber. Tuscans
and Their Families: A Study of the Florentine Catasto
of 1427. New Haven and London: Yale University
Press, 1985. (6)

Karras, Ruth Mazo. From Boys to Men: Formations of
Masculinity in Late Medieval Europe. Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2003. (6)

King, Margaret L., and Albert Rabil, Jr., Eds. and trans.
Her Immaculate Hand: Selected Works by and about
the Women Humanists of Quattrocento Italy. 2nd ed.
Asheville, N. C.: Pegasus, 1992. (6)

Schulenburg, Jane Tibbetts. Forgetful of their Sex: Female
Sanctity and Society, ca. 500–1100. Chicago: Universi-
ty of Chicago Press, 1998. (6)

Solterer, Helen. The Master and Minerva: Disputing Women
in French Medieval Culture. Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1995. (6)

Armstrong, Regis J. Clare of Assisi: Early Documents. St.
Bonaventure, N.Y.: The Franciscan Institute Publica-
tions, 1993. (5)

Baldwin, John W. The Language of Sex: Five Voices from
Northern France around 1200. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1994. (5)

Bennett, Judith M. Ale, Beer and Brewsters in England:
Women’s Work in a Changing World, 1300–1600.
New York: Oxford University Press, 1996. (5)

Blamires, Alcuin. The Case for Women in Medieval Culture.
Oxford: Clarendon Press and New York: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1997. (5)

Burns, E. Jane. Bodytalk: When Women Speak in Old
French Literature. Philadelphia: University of Pennsyl-
vania Press, 1993. (5)

Burns, E. Jane. Courtly Love Undressed: Reading through
Clothes in Medieval French Culture. Philadelphia: Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania Press, 2002. (5)

Dronke, Peter. Women Writers of the Middle Ages: A Criti-
cal Study of Texts from Perpetua (+203) to Marguerite
Porete (+1310). Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1984. (5)

Gravdal, Kathryn. Ravishing Maidens: Writing Rape in
Medieval French Literature and Law. Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1991. (5)

Hamburger, Jeffrey F. Nuns as Artists: The Visual Culture
of a Medieval Convent. Berkeley: University of Cali-
fornia Press, 1997. (5)

Hanawalt, Barbara, Ed. Women and Work in Preindustrial
Europe. Bloomington: IndianaUniversityPress, 1986. (5)

Helmholz, Richard H. Marriage Litigation in Medieval Eng-
land. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1974. (5)

Herlihy, David. Opera Muliebria: Women and Work in Me-
dieval Europe. McGraw-Hill, 1990. (5)

Jacobus de Voragine. The Golden Legend: Readings on the
Saints, translated by William Granger Ryan. 2 vols.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993. (5)

Jacquart, Danielle, and Claude Thomasset. Sexuality and
Medicine in the Middle Ages, translated by Matthew
Adamson. Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1988. (5)

Karras, Ruth Mazo. Common Women: Prostitution and
Sexuality in Medieval England. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1996. (5)

Lewis, Gertrud Jaron. By Women, for Women, about
Women: The Sister-Books of Fourteenth-Century Ger-
many. Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Stud-
ies, 1996. (5)

McCash, June Hall, Ed. The Cultural Patronage of Medieval
Women, Athens, Ga.: University of Georgia Press,
1996. (5)

McGinn, Bernard. The Flowering of Mysticism: Men and
Women in the New Mysticism (1200–1350). Presence
of God: Vol. 3 of New York: Crossroad, 1998. (6)

Parsons, John Carmi, Ed. Medieval Queenship. New York:
St. Martins Press, 1993. (5)

Stafford, Pauline. Queen Emma and Queen Edith: Queenship
and Women’s Power in Eleventh-Century England.
Oxford and Malden, Mass.: Blackwell, 1997. (5)

Stafford, Pauline. Queens, Concubines, and Dowagers: The
King’s Wife in the Early Middle Ages. Athens, Ga.:
University of Georgia Press, 1983. (5)
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Appendix IV: Web Resources for Medieval
Women and Gender Studies

The Internet has provided a hospitable environment

for databases, metasites, bibliographies, editions and

translations of texts, and images related to medieval

women and gender. Some of these projects are so

large and open-ended that a print format would

not be feasible. The Web also promotes scholarly

exchanges through discussion groups and academic

organizations in this field.

The sites below have been selected as those most

likely to offer reliable and useful information in a direct

and up-to-date form. They are edited by scholars who

actively research and publish in women’s and gender

studies. Indeed the usefulness of these web sites can be

confirmed by their presence in the selective bibliogra-

phies in this volume.

Bibliography on Women in Byzantium

http://www.doaks.org/WomeninByzantium.html

Edited by Alice-Mary Talbot, Dumbarton Oaks.

Christine de Pizan: The Making of the Queen’s

Manuscript

http://www.pizan.lib.ed.ac.uk./index.html

Project to make digital transcriptions of works by

Christine from a presentation manuscript that she

supervised in the copying process. Supervised by the

University of Edinburgh.

Corpus Reuelacionum sancte Birgitte (The Revelations

of St. Birgitta)

http://www.ra.se/ra/diplomatariet/crb/

Latin edition of Birgitta of Sweden’s works. Edited

by Sara Risberg.

Epistolae

http://db.ccnmtl.columbia.edu/ferrante/about2.html

Letters from and to medieval women, 4th to the

13th century. Both the original Latin texts and

English translations are presented. Edited by Joan

Ferrante, Columbia University.

Feminae: Medieval Women and Gender Index

http://www.haverford.edu/library/reference/mschaus/

mfi/mfi.html

Index of journal articles, essays, and book reviews

published from 1990 to the present. Edited by

Margaret Schaus, Haverford College.

Franciscan Women: History and Culture.

A Geographical and Bio-Bibliographical Internet Guide

http://franwomen.sbu.edu/franwomen/default.aspx

Includes information on individual women. Direct-

ed by JeanFrançois Godet-Calogeras and Bert Roest,

Franciscan Institute, St. Bonaventure University.

Hildegard of Bingen

http://www.hildegard.org/

Edited by the Working Group for the Promotion

of the Tradition of Hildegard based in Bingen.

International Joan of Arc Society

http://www.smu.edu/ijas/

Director Bonnie Wheeler, Southern Methodist

University, and Assistant Director Jane Marie

Pinzino, University of Puget Sound.

International Marie de France Society

http://www.people.vcu.edu/�cmarecha/

Edited by Logan E. Whalen, University of

Oklahoma.

Mapping Margery Kempe: A Guide to Late Medieval

Material and Spiritual Life

http://www.holycross.edu/departments/visarts/

projects/kempe/

The site brings together visual as well as textual

resources for fifteenth century lay religious devotion.

Sarah Stanbury and Virginia Raguin, both of the

College of the Holy Cross, direct the project.

Marriage and Sexuality in Medieval Europe

http://falcon.arts.cornell.edu/prh3/368/index.html

Syllabus with Web links from Paul Hyams, Cornell

University.
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Medfem-l

http://mailman1.u.washington.edu/mailman/listinfo/

medfem-l

Discussion list about feminist approaches to medi-

eval studies.

Medieval Feminist Forum

http://www.minotstateu.edu/mff/index.shtml/

This journal published by the Society for Medieval

Feminist Scholarship promotes gender and women’s

studies.

Medieval Feminist Forum Bibliography

http://myweb.uiowa.edu/cafrica/smfs/

Bibliographies of recent publications in medieval

women’s and gender studies that appeared in the

Medieval Feminist Forum are also available on this

web site. Compiled by Chris Africa, University of

Iowa.

Medieval Jewish Women in History, Literature, Law,

and Art: A Bibliography

http://www.brandeis.edu/hbi/pubs/MEDWOM_

2006_bib.doc

Compiled by Cheryl Tallan, 2000 and updated in

2006.

The Medieval Lyric

http://www.mtholyoke.edu/acad/medst/medieval_

lyric/index.html

Website for a project directed by Margaret Swit-

ten, Mount Holyoke College. The songs and antholo-

gy are available for purchase, but this site includes

excerpts and bibliography.

Mittelalterliche Frauenklöster

http://www.frauenkloester.de/

Information, researchers, and links on medieval

and early modern women’s monasteries. Edited by

Katrinette Bodarwé, Seminar für Mittlere und Neuere

Geschichte, University of Göttingen.

Monastic Matrix

http://monasticmatrix.usc.edu

Resources for the study of medieval women’s reli-

gious communities. Edited by Lisa Bitel, University of

Southern California, and Katherine Gill, University

of North Florida.

ORB: On-line Reference Book for Medieval

Studies – Women’s Studies Section

http://www.the-orb.net/encyclop/culture/women/

femindex.html

Includes primary sources in translation, bibliogra-

phies, and links to other sites. Note in particular:

Montserrat Cabré, Trans. Public Record of the

Labour of Isabel de la Cavalleria. January 10, 1490,

Zaragoza. http://www.the-orb.net/birthrecord.html

Sharon Michalove, O Chyldren! Geue Eare Your

Duties to Learne: The Education of Upper-Class Eng-

lishwomen in Late Medieval and Early Modern Eng-

land http://www.the-orb.net/bibliographies/o_chyl.

html

Other Women’s Voices

http://home.infionline.net/~ddisse/

Translations on the Web of women’s writings prior

to 1700. Edited by Dorothy Disse.

Roman de la Rose: Digital Surrogates of Medieval

Manuscripts

http://rose.mse.jhu.edu/

Scanned images of manuscript pages from libraries

in England and the United States. First-time users

need to register for a password. Directed by Stephen

Nichols, Johns Hopkins University.

Sex and Gender (section from the Internet Medieval

Sourcebook)

http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/sbook1v.html

Primary sources in translation, edited by Paul

Halsall.

St. Albans Psalter Website

http://www.abdn.ac.uk/stalbanspsalter/english/index.

shtml

This psalter was made for Christina of Markyate.

The site includes page images with transcriptions and

translations in addition to explanatory essays. It is a

project of the University of Aberdeen.

Women Writers of the Middle Ages

http://www.library.rochester.edu/index.cfm?

PAGE=227

A bibliography compiled by Juliet Sloger, Robbins

Library, University of Rochester.
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Index

A

‘‘A la stagion che ‘l mondo foglia e flora’’ (Compiuta

Donzella), 156

Abbesses, 1–4, 349

Aebbe of Coldingham as, 10

Benedictine Rule and, 1

Brigit of Kildare as, 95

Caterina Vigri as, 113

Clare of Assisi as, 145

consecration of, 2

in diocese of Münster, 3

ecclesiastical jurisdiction of, 3–4

election of, 1–2

external duties of, 3–4

in Fontevrault Abbey, 296

in Frankish lands, 306

Gerberga II as, 107

in Germanic lands, 318–319

Gertrude of Hackeborn as, 322

Herrad of Hohenbourg, 363

Hild of Whitby, 3, 249, 364

Humility of Faenza, 385

internal authority of, 2–3

in Ireland, 410

in Jouarre/Chelles, 435

Mathilda as, 549

monasticism of, 581

necrologies/mortuary rolls of, 607

Petronilla of Cheminé as, 170

seals/sigillography of, 732

Seaxburh, 11

secular jurisdiction of, 3

sermons/preaching of, 737

Theodechilde, 98

virginity of, 819

on women’s ordination as priests, 625

Abelard, Peter, 138, 157, 194, 243, 286, 289, 301, 358, 368, 468, 570,

577, 729, 730, 737, 756, 777, 808, 822

Abortion, 4–5

contraception and, 5, 167

as homicide, 4

midwives and, 5

as mortal sin, 4

public justice for, 4

scholasticism and, 5

theory of criminal, 4–5

wergild for, 831

witches in, 5

Abram, Annie, 369

Acts of Paul and Thecla, The, 821

Accounts. See Household Accounts

Adela of Blois, 6–7

Cecilia as sister of, 6

diplomacy of, 210

ecclesiastical influence of, 6

Ivo of Chartres and, 6

letter writing of, 468

literacy of, 6

Mathilda of Flanders as mother of, 6

Paschal II (Pope) and, 6

patronage of, 472

reformations of, 6

as regent, 6, 703

Stephen-Henry as husband of, 6

on warfare, 830

William the Conqueror as father of, 6

Adelaide of Maurienne, burial of, 99

Adelhausen Sister-Book, 761

Adelheid (Adelaide), 7, 242, 318, 350

Cluniac Order and, 7

coinage of, 627

diplomacy of, 210

ecclesiastical interests of, 7

letter writing of, 467–468

Lothar (King), of Italy as first husband of, 7

Otto I (King) as husband of, 7

as Ottonian royal woman, 626

political influence of, 7

Rudolf II (King) as father of, 7

Adeodatus, 52

Adgar, 536

Administration of Estates, 7–8

agriculture in, 12

Barberino, Francesco da on, 7

Beaufort and, 8

by Berkeley, 8

by Burgh, 8

charters for, 121–122

Christine de Pizan on, 7, 8

by gentry women of England, 316–317

Grosseteste on, 7

by Mahaut, 8

by Mohun, 8

in rural records, 700

by Talbot, 8

by widows, 8

Admiraçion operum Dey (Wonder at the Works of God) (Teresa de

Cartagena), 480, 789, 853

Adolescence, 8–10

apprenticeship and, 9

Ariès on, 8

career options/education during, 9

of females, 9

James on, 9

Schultz on, 9

Adorno, Giuliano, 116

Adrian IV (Pope), 588

Adson of Montier-en-Der, 152
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pilgrimage sites of, 532–533

preaching of, 532, 533, 736

propriety of dress of, 84
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on prostitutes, 532, 533

relics of, 532–533
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Mary of Anjou, coinage of, 154
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in Song of Songs, 548

Masculinity. See Feminity and Masculinity
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translation by, 549

Mathilda of Flanders, 152

Adela of Blois as daughter of, 6
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Mathilda of Quedlinburg, 3, 319, 549, 821

Mathilda of Tuscany, 821

Matilda (Empress), 274, 318, 339, 350, 356, 394, 635,
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patronage of, 472

Matilda (Queen), 732

Matilda, Countess of Tuscany, 318
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Matilda of Anjou, 296

Matilda of Boulogne, 394

letter writing of, 468
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coinage of, 154
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diplomacy of, 211
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letter writing of, 468
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Mechthild of Hackeborn, 205, 323, 364, 423, 552, 553

devotional literature of, 552

as German woman author, 847
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Mechthild of Magdeburg, 81, 319, 322, 423, 463, 552–553, 600, 738,

780, 798, 822
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on courtly love, 553

as German woman author, 847

writings of, 553–554

Medea (Euripides), 219
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in Iberian literature, 479
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magic/charms for, 505, 554
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Medieval Interpretations of Theology

of Clement, 595

of Origen, 595

‘‘Medieval Misogyny’’ (Bloch), 373
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Medieval Women (Baker), 371

Medieval Women in Modern Perspective (Bennett), 372
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Hamburger, Jeffrey on, 203
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spiritual care in, 555
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Meditations (Marcus Aurelius), 555
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Meditations on the Song of Songs (Teresa of Avila), 769–770
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Melania the Younger, 585
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Memorias (Memoirs) (López de Córdoba), 498, 853

Ménagier de Paris, 472, 767

conduct literature of, 161

devotional guide of, 207

Ménard, Philippe, 271

Menchi, Silvana Seidel, 708

Mendicant Order, 30, 34, 463, 612

religious poverty of, 665
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on Virgin Mary, 540

Menstruation, 340, 557–558

contraception and, 557–558

as Eve’s curse, 558

in gender ideologies, 309

Gregory the Great on, 558

mikveh for, 558, 563

Pliny on, 557

Secrets of Women on, 733

sex in marriage and, 755

Trotula on, 557

Mental Illness. See Madness

Meraugis de Portlesguez, 42
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of Datini, 558, 559

household management of, 558
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market/tradeswomen in, 515

in Russia, 723

social status of, 766, 767

Strozzi and, 558, 559, 783

Merchant of Prato (Origo), 369

Merchet and Leyrwite, 559–560

for extramarital sex, 743

of singlewomen, 760

‘‘Mercian Register, of Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, 10

Mère d’Enfance, 292

Mère Follie, 292

Mère Sotte, 292

Merecina, 476

Merlo, Grado, 825

Mermaids and Sirens, 560–561

prostitution of, 560

Merovingian Period, 305, 306, 322, 349–350, 435

Merovingian queen
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Fredegund as, 96

Merovingians, 303. See Frankish Lands

Merseburg charms, 473

Messe de Nostre Dame (Machaut), 548

Metamorphoses (Chrétien), 129

Metamorphoses (Ovid), 362, 498, 602, 627, 628

incest in, 401

Metham, John, 488

Meun, Jean de. See Jean de Meun

Michael III, 412

Michael V, 102

Michael VII Doukas, 103

Middle English Literature. See Literature, Middle English

Middle English Texts, Women Authors. See Women Authors:
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Midwives, 561–562

abortion and, 5

for Caesarean section, 561

for childbirth by Christian women, 561

for childbirth by Jewish women, 561

doctors and, 561–562

lying-in and, 500

for pregnancy/childbirth, 667, 668

Migration and Mobility, 562–563
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in pilgrimages, 562

positive approach to, 562–563

of prostitutes, 562

Mikveh, 140, 563–564

Jewish law on, 563

in Jewish marriage, 529

for Jewish women, 563–564

for menstruation, 558, 563

Milagros de Nuestra Señora (Berceo), 479, 547

Miles, Margaret, 544

Mill, John Stuart, 287

Millett, Bella, 19

Mills, Robert, 259

Minnelied, 474

Minnesang, 261, 553, 564–566, 847

in Hadewijch, 345–346

misogyny in, 564

Neidhart on, 565

woman’s song and, 846

Miracle at the Bridge of San Lorenzo (Bellini), 173

Miracles of St. Dominic, The (Cesarini), 224

Miracles/Miracle Collections, 566–567, 704

of Clare of Assisi, 566

of Elisabeth of Hungary, 566

of Geneviève, 567

Hume on, 566

of Jean Gobi the Elder, 532

in Jewish literature, 429

Locke on, 566

madness in, 503

of Mary Magdalene, 532, 566–567

of Mary the Younger, 536

of Olga, 567

pilgrimages for, 653

of relics, 566

of Virgin Mary, 547, 566, 567

Miroir de mariage (Mirror of Marriage) (Deschamps), 570–571
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Porete), 852
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Mirror for Lovers (Jean de Meun), 712

Mirror of Gold for the Sinful Soul, The, 205

Mirror of Our Lady, The, 204

Mirror of Simple Annihilated Souls and Those Who Only Remain in
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Mirror of Simple Souls. See Mirror of Simple Annihilated Souls and

Those Who Only Remain in Will and Desire of Love

(Marguerite Porete)

Misericordia Maggiore, confraternity of, 163

Misericords, 567–569, 855

conjugal relationship in, 568

domestic clothwork on, 568
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in erotic art, 260, 568

in Spain, 568

women with devil in, 568–569

women working on, 567–568

women’s representation of vice in, 568

Mishneh Torah (Maimonides), 460

Misogyny, 30, 49, 351, 569–573

antiwoman/antimarriage in, 570–571

Aristotelian concepts of, 569

Arthurian concepts of, 35–36, 43
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Bloch, R. Howard on, 571
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defenses of women in, 195

depiction of women, 79–80

Deschamps on, 570–571

in devotional literature, 205
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Eve/women’s souls in, 569–570

in fabliau, 272

fabliau for, 571

in festivals of misrule, 292

in Frankish lands, 305
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in Le Blasme des fames (The Blame of Women), 494

in Le Chastiemusart (The Fool’s Comeuppance), 494
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madness and, 504

in minnesang, 564

in mythology, 601

of Ovid, 628
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in Secrets of Women, 733, 734

texts for, 570–571

of troubadours, 571–572

in widowhood, 832

on Wife of Bath, 836

of witches, 842

on witches, 572
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Mjin beghhin ende voortganck (My Beginning and Progress)
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Mobility. See Migration and Mobility

Mocedades del Cid, 256
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Bake, Alijt of, 574
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Chapter of Utrecht in, 574

Chapter of Windesheim in, 574
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Observant Movement and, 619, 620

Sister-Books of, 573

Sisters of the Common Life of, 573
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Agnes of Prague and, 11

almsgiving/charity through, 15

of Ely by Aethelthryth, 10

of Santa Maria Nuova, 302

Monastery at Essen. See Mathilda and Monastery at Essen

Monastery of San Damiano, Clare of Assisi and, 144

Monastic Architecture. See Architecture, Monastic
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Caesarius of Arles (Bishop) on, 575
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imperial regulation of, 582
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literate expectations of, 469–470
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singlewomen in, 759
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traditions of, 586
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Monasticism, Women’s: Papal Policy, 587–598
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Gregorian reform for, 587–588

Pericoloso/After, 589

Mondeville, Henry de, 29, 111

Money. See Coinage

Monica (Saint), 51, 52, 354

Augustine (Saint) son of, 348

Montaillou (Ladurie), 22

Montandon, Alain, 161

Monte delle Doti, 231

Montfort, Jeannes de, 37

Montfort, Simon de, 36

Morte D’Arthur (Malory), 43, 338, 414, 786

Mortification of the Flesh. See Asceticism
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books for, 590
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Mountain of Contemplation, The (Gerson), 321

Mourning. See Death, Mourning, and Commemoration

Mowbray, John, 7–8
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Mulder-Bakker, Anneke B., 19
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Music, Women, 590–591

composition of, 591

of Hildegard of Bingen, 591

of trobairitz, 591

Musicians. See Nuns as Musicians

Muslim Women: Iberia, 591–593

al-Andalus conditions of, 593

captives of, 110
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interreligious marriage in, 592

Islamic law on, 459
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slave women in, 592

sources for, 592–593
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Qasmuna Bint Isma’il, 681

Sarcen women in, 594

Shajarrat Ad-Durr of, 594

Wallada Bint al-Mustakfi in, 594

Myrc, John, 645
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Thought, Body and Soul in

Mysticism and Mystics, 595–599
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autohagiography of, 53–55, 599
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Ovid and, 628
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Trota of Salerno on, 605–606
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in Iberia, 391

Ida of Boulogne, 394
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Padrón), 735

Siete Partidas (Alfonso X), 478

Sigillography. See Seals and Sigillography

Sigismund of Luxembourg, 535

SIGNS: A Journal of Women in Culture and Society (journal), 371

Silence. See Roman de Silence

Singlewomen, 759–761

Beguines and, 759

brewing by, 759

in countryside, 760

English secular court law on, 455

as German woman authors, 848

leyrwite for, 760

merchet of, 559

poverty of, 663

as prostitutes, 759, 760

as servants, 741, 759

social status of, 760

in town life, 759

Sintram Codex, 612

Sir Degrevant, 716

Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, 42, 786, 821

Sirens. See Mermaids and Sirens

Sister-Books and Other Convent Chronicles, 237, 761–762, 819

Adelhausen Sister-Book, 761

in Chapter of Windesheim, 574

of Dominican Order, 761, 762

Ebner and, 761

Engelthal Sister-Book, 761

of German women authors, 847

Gotteszell Sister-Book, 761

hagiography in, 761

Kirchberg Sister-Book, 761

of Modern Devotion, 573

of mysticism/mystics, 597

necrologies/mortuary rolls of, 762

Oetenbach Sister-Book, 761

sermon impact in, 738

of sermons/preaching, 740

St. Katharinenthal Sister-Book, 761

of Stagel, 761, 782

Tõss Sister-Book, 761

Unterlinden Sister-Book, 761

Weiler Sister-Book, 762

Sisters of the Common Life, of Modern Devotion, 573

Sixtus IV (Pope), 112, 397, 770
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Skáldatal (List of Poets), 763

Skáldkonur, 762–763

of Norse literature, 762–763

prophets in, 762

Valkyries in, 762

Slander. See Gossip and Slander

Slaves, 763–766

canon law for, 763

early Medieval slavery of, 764

Heyd on, 764

manumission of, 764–765

McKee on, 765

slave trade for, 763–764, 764, 765

social status of, 766, 767

Strozzi on, 764

Smalley, Beryl, 854

Smith, Susan, 844

Social Status, 766–768

Archer, Janice on, 767

conduct literature and, 767

courtly love literature and, 768

in domestic architecture, 29

dowry and, 767

Farmer, Sharon on, 767, 768

gender and, 767

Gravdal on, 768

household management and, 767

Klapisch-Zuber on, 767

Lansing on, 767, 768

marriage and, 766–767, 768

pastourelle and, 768

of peasants, 642–643

peasants in, 766

of prostitutes, 768

responsibilities of, 767

Rossiaud on, 768

sermons/preaching and, 767

of servants, 741

of singlewomen, 760

of slaves, 766, 767

social-economic groups of, 766

spirituality/sanctity of, 768

stereotypes for, 767–768

of widows, 767

Wolf, Kenneth on, 768

of women in artisan families, 766, 767

of women in merchant families, 766, 767

Social systems, of agricultural production, 12

Solente, Suzanne, 854

Solomon (King), 39

Solutiones triginta octo quaestionum (Solutions for Thirty-Eight

Questions) (Hildegard of Bingen), 366

Song of Roland, 65, 88, 128, 594

Song of Songs, 204, 260, 280, 396, 583, 595, 648, 737, 779

Bernard of Clairvaux on, 597

Christ in, 312

Jerome commentary on, 422

Virgin Mary in music in, 548

virginity imagery in, 819

Song of Songs, Medieval Interpretations of, 539–540, 769–770

Bride of Christ in, 769

eroticism in literature for, 769

gender ideologies in, 769

Song, Woman’s. See Woman’s Song

Sophia Palaiologina, 248, 770. See also Zoe (Empress)

of Byzantium, 770

Russia union with, 770

Sophronios, on Mary the Egyptian, 536

Soranus of Ephesus, medical literature of, 93

Sorokin, Pitrim, 347

Soul, 770–771

Aquinas on, 771

Aristotelian concepts of, 771

Augustine of Hippo on, 771

in Jewish mystical thought, 425

scholasticism of, 770–771

theology of, 770

Soul’s Journey into God (Bonaventure), 777

Space, Sacred: and Gender, 771–773

in double monasteries, 772

in ecclesiastical architecture, 30–31, 772

exclusionary practices for, 772

in monastic architecture, 772

for monasticism/nuns, 772

private/public spheres of, 670

Space, Secular: and Gender, 773–775

in domestic architecture, 28–29, 774

private/public spheres of, 670, 774

Spain. See Iberia

Spain, Daphne, 670

Spanish Epic. See Epic, Spanish

Spanish Literature. See Literature, Iberian

Spanish Texts, Women Authors. See Women Authors:

Spanish Texts

Speculum Ecclesiae, 204

Speculum: the Journal of the Medieval Academy of America, 372

Spill o Llibre de les dones (Mirror or book on women) (Roig), 480

Spirits: Discernment of and Possession by, 775–776

demonic possession of, 775

divine possession of, 775

Gerson on, 321

madness in, 503

mysticism/mystics and, 775

prophets and, 775

Satan and, 726, 775

witches and, 775

Spiritual Advisors. See Spiritual Care

Spiritual Care, 776–778

inspirational literature for, 777

of Maria of Venice, 511–512

meditation in, 554–555

from monks/frairs, 777

for nuns, 777

parish priests in, 776–777

penitentials/pastoral manuals for, 644–645

of Premonstratensian Order, 669–670

women’s provision of, 777–778

Spiritual Exercises (Gertrude the Great), 323

Spirituality, Christian, 779–782

in Ancrene Wisse, 19–20

Christ’s suffering as model of, 780

Eucharistic spirituality in, 780–781

humanity of Christ in, 780

Latin literacy in, 779

monastic spirituality of, 779

Newman on, 781

secular culture and, 779–780

spiritual power in, 781

Spurgeon, Caroline, 854

Stafford, Pauline, 239
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Stagel, Elsbeth, 761, 782, 847

Suso and, 782

Töss Sister-Book by, 782

Stairway of Perfection, The, 205

Stanbury, Sarah, 307

Stans Puer ad mensam, 220

Status of Women. See Country articles beginning with Eastern

Europe and England

Steinberg, Leo, 259, 545

Stenton, Doris Mary, 369, 370

Stenton, Dorothy, 854

Stephen of Blois, 356, 468, 551

Stephen of Bourbon, 658, 737

Stephen (King) of England, 6, 154, 339, 394

Stephen (King) of Hungary, 394

Stephen of Ripon, 10

Stephen V (King), 535

Stephen-Henry, 6

Stevenson, Jane, 708

Stifte (houses of canonesses), 1

Strict Observance, Cistercian Order reform of, 142

Strozzi, Alessandra, 558, 559, 767, 783

letter writing of, 783

of merchant family, 558, 559, 783

on slaves, 764

Stuard, Susan Mosher, 289

Studies in English Trade in the Fifteenth Century

(Power/Postan), 666

Studies in Renaissance Thought and Letters (Kristeller), 707

Sturluson, Snorri, 763

Succession, Royal and Noble, 783–784

inheritance in, 783

Jacqueline of Bavaria in, 420

in kinship, 783

Lex Salica legal code for, 783–784

males as priority to, 783

of Mary of Hungary II, 535

of Matilda (Empress), 551

of noble women, 609–610

in Northern France, 784

political elites in, 783

of Queens/Empresses of West, 690

Suleiman, Susan, 696

Summa de arte praedicandi (Thomas of Chobham), 737

Summa Theologica (Aquinas), 14, 625

Sumptuary Law, 784–785

for clothing, 784, 785

consumption and, 784–785

of Italy, 784

for prostitutes, 677

Sanuti and, 785

social status and, 784, 785

Supernatural Women, 786–787

in Arthurian literature, 42–43, 786

Guinivere as, 786

in Irish literature, 481

in Mélusine, 556–557

mermaids/sirens as, 560, 786

Nordic prophets of, 674, 786

in paganism, 629

valkyries and, 811

wild women as, 837

Supra Montem, 658

Suso, Henry, 782

Suydam, Mary, 647

Swan Knight, Henry of Brabant in, 394

Swynford, Katherine, 157

Symphonia harmoniae caelestium revelationum (Symphony of

Harmony of Heavenly Revelations) (Hildegard of Bingen), 591

Syneisaktism, asceticism and, 47

Synod of Whitby, Abbess Hild and, 3

Syon Abbey, 787–788

of Birgittine Order, 787

Birgittine Order and, 76

devotional practice in, 787

monasticism/nuns of, 787

Syon Cope, 46

T

Tacitus, 629

on Scotland, 731

Táin Bó Cúailnge (Cattle Raid of Cooley) (O’Rahilly/MacNeill),

409, 481

Talbot, Anne, 8

Tale of Joan of Arc (Christine de Pizan), 134

Talmud, Jewish law in, 459

Talumd, Babylonian, 459

Taming of the Shew, The (Shakespeare), 479

Tancred Count of Lecce (King), 165

Tawney, R.H., 666

Tawq al-hamama (The Dove’s Neckring) (Ibn Hazm), 478

Teachers. See Education, Beguine; Education, Lay; Education,

Monastic; Literacy and Reading: Latin; Literacy and Reading:

Vernacular; Monasticism and Nuns; Monasticism and Nuns,

Byzantine; Monasticism and Nuns, Celtic; Mothers as

Teachers

Teachers, Mothers as. See Mothers as Teachers

Teenagers. See Adolescence

‘‘Temptations,’’ in Ancrene Wisse, 20

Teresa de Cartagena, 480, 789, 853–854

deafness of, 789

Iberian literature of, 789

Teresa of Avila, 584, 600, 769–770

Teresa of Portugal (Countess), 184, 391

Tertiaries, 355, 463, 789–891

Angela of Foligno as, 791

asceticism of, 48

charity/mysticism of, 791

Franciscan/Dominican groups of, 789, 790

guidelines for, 790

Margaret of Cortona as, 507

religious laywomen of, 790

ways of life for, 790

Tertullian, 149, 173, 398, 562, 570

on devotional practices, 206

on Eve, 267

on extravagant consumption, 166

Teutonicus, Johannes, 221, 625

Textile Production for the Market, 791–795

apprentices and, 26

of artisan families, 45

division of labor in, 791

in Flanders, 294

in Germanic lands, 319–320

guilds in, 337, 794

Howell on, 794

of Humiliati, 385

Industrial Revolution and, 792, 794

poverty in, 663
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Textile Production for the Market (cont.)

pre-finishing process in, 792–793

weaving revolution in, 793–794

of women, 856

woolens and, 792

worsteds and, 792

Thalestris, 16

Theobald of Blois, 428

Theodahad, 16

Theodechilde, 98

Theodolinda (Queen), 349

Theodora (Empress), 84, 104, 247, 248, 249, 393, 412, 516, 627,

678, 795

Amalasuntha and, 16

artistic patronage of, 635, 795

of Byzantium, 795

coinage of, 154

Justinian as husband of, 103, 795

travel of, 103, 795

Theodore of Canterbury, 644

Theodoric II the Great (King), 16

Burgundian law code by, 59

Theodoric of Echternach, 365

Theodosia (Saint), 393

Theodosian Code, 714

Justinian on, 714–715

Theodosius II (Emperor), 59, 348, 714

on divorce, 706

Theology, 346, 796

Angela of Foligno emphasis of, 21

of Aristotle, 796

Augustine influence on, 52–53, 796

of Ava, 56

of Beatrice of Nazareth on love of God, 63

of Beguines, 68

of Christian spirituality, 779

of Chrysostom, 538

Dhuoda on, 209

Gerson on, 320, 329, 796

of Gertrude the Great, 323

of Gregory the Great, 796

of Immaculate Conception, 396

Jerome influence on, 422, 796

of Jesus, 423, 796

of Julian of Norwich, 423–424, 437

of Marguerite Porete, 510–511, 796

on marriage, 530

medieval interpretation of, 595

on priest ordination, 625–626

on Satan, 726

of scholasticism, 729, 796

of Shekhinah, 757–758

of soul, 770

of spiritual care, 778

St. Paul on, 136

of Teresa de Cartagena, 789

in universities, 796

of Virgin Mary, 541, 796

Theophano, 7, 318, 468, 536, 626, 815

Theophanu, 210

Theophrastus, 570

Theotokos (Mother of God), 537, 538, 543, 627

as mediator between humanity/Christ, 101

Theseus, 16

Thesiad (Boccaccio), 16

Theuda

as prophet, 737

sermons/preaching of, 737

Theutberga, 215

Thibaud II, 361

Thibaud III, 6

Thibaud IV, 6

Third Crusade, Eleanor of Aquitane and, 244

Third Lateran Council, 466

Third Order of St. Francis, 21

Thomas Aquinas. See Scholasticism

Thomas d’Angleterre, 717

Thomas of Cantimpré, 514

Thomas of Celano, 109

Thomas of Chobham, 407, 737

on prostitutes, 675

Thomas of Saluzzo, on Preuses, 608

Thomassy, Marie-Jospeh-Raymond, 369

Thompson, Sally, on ecclesiastical patronage, 638

Three Virtues. See Book of the Three Virtues, The (Christine

de Pizan)

Thrush and the Nightingale, The, 196

Thuringian War, The (Radegund), 493

Thurstand of York, 6

Ties That Bound, The (Hanawalt), 372

Titurel (Eschenbach), 843, 844

Tochmarc Étaine, 552

Todros, David (Rabbi), 428

Tolkien, J.R.R., on ‘‘AB’’ dialect, 19

Tombs. See Burials and Tombs

Tonberht, 10

Tornabuoni, de’ Medici, Lucrezia

devotional literature of, 796

of Italy, 796

patronage of, 796

Tornabuoni de’Medici, Lucrezia, 253, 796–797

Torroella, Pere, 571

Töss Sister-Book (Stagel), 761, 782

Tournament of Ladies, warfare in, 831

Tournaments, 797

arms/armor in, 37, 797

chivalry in, 797

warfare in, 797

Towns. See Cities and Towns

Tractatis de Laudibus Sanctissimae Matris Anne (Trithemius), 25

Tracy, Grace de, concubine of Henry I (King), 158

Tradeswomen. See Market and Tradeswomen

Traité de morale et d’économie (Treatise of Morals and Economy)

(Goodman), 88

Transformation of Fortune, The (Christine de Pizan), 134

Translation, 797–799

of Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, 549

of Beaufort, Margaret, 64, 205

of Books of Hours, 90

of Christine de Pizan, 798

of Clemence of Barking, 798

of Decameron, 334, 335

by Ekbert, 246–247

of French Romance, 716

of Hildegard of Bingen, 798

into Latin, 798

literary patronage of, 797–798

of Marie de France, 512, 513–514, 798–799

of Mathilda, 549

of Mélusine, 556
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of Vulgate Bible, 422

women on, 798–799

Transvestism. See Cross-Dressing

Travel. See Migration and Mobility; Pilgrims and Pilgrimage

Treasury of the City of Ladies (Christine de Pizan), 161, 380

Treatments for Women (Trota of Salerno), 341, 605

Treaty of Troyes of 1420, 432

Très Riches Heures (Jean, Duke of Berry), 40, 207

Tretis of the Tua Maritt Wemen and the Wedo (Dunbar), 451

Trexler, Richard C., 676

Tridentine reform, 30

Tristan (Strassburg), 42, 146, 148, 289, 331, 414, 494, 536, 572,

717, 718

courtly love in, 175

Isolde and, 414–415

Tristan and Isolde (Wagner), 415

Triste deleytaçión (Sorrowful Delectation), 735

Trithemius, Johannes, 25

Triumph of Chastity (Petrarch), 803

Triumph of Fame (Petrarch), 803

Triumph of Love (Petrarch), 803

Triunfo de amor (The Triumph of Love) (Flores), 735

Trobairitz and Troubadours, 711, 779, 799–800

Duby on, 800

Ermengard as patron of, 259

in erotic literature, 261

literary patronage for, 641

on lovesickness, 499

in lyric performance, 646

misogyny of, 571–572

of music, women, 591

in Occitan literature, 490, 622

in Old French literature, 493

in Ovid medieval reception of, 628

of pastourelle, 632

trouvères and, 803

woman’s song of, 845

Troilus and Criseyde (Chaucer), 24, 88, 125, 499, 602, 628, 716

Trojan War, 16

Trota of Salerno, 216, 240, 342, 470, 561, 800–801, 849

cosmetics of, 801

as doctor/healer, 800–801

on gynecology, 341

on infertility, 403

medical writer, 168

on natural world, 605–606

Practica of, 800–801

Treatments for Women by, 801

Trotula: A Medieval Compendium of Women’s Medicine, The

(Green), 372, 733

on menstruation, 558

Troubadours. See Trobairitz and Troubadours

Trousseau, 801–803

Cassoni in, 803

clothing as, 802

consumption and, 802

dowry and, 802

jewelry in, 802

for Jewish women, 802

in marriage ceremonies, 516

Parapherna in, 802

Trouvères, Women, 803–804

Blanche of Castile as, 803

song in, 804

Tudela, Guilhem de, 490

Tudor Economic Documents (Power/Tawney), 666

Turner, Edith, 653

Turner, Victor, 653

Tuscans and Their Families (Herlihy/Klapisch-Zuber), 22

Typology and Women, 804–805

Judith in, 805

Mary Magdalene in, 805

women as types of Christ in, 805

U

Ubertino of Casale, 21

Ugo of Arles, 218

Underhill, Evelyn, 854

Undoing Gender (Butler), 312

Unicorn, 807

artistic representations of, 807

for courtly love, 807

virginity and, 807

Universities, 601, 807–808

Aristotelian concepts in, 808

Christine de Pizan on, 808

for medical licensing, 217

patronage for, 638

scholasticism and, 730, 808

theology in, 796

women’s nonparticipation in, 808

University of Strasbourg, Annales School of History in, 22

Unterlinden Sister-Book, 761

Urban III (Pope), 127, 413

Urban IV (Pope), 413, 577

on Order of Saint Clare, 657

Urban V (Pope), 577

on Birgittine Order, 75

Urban VI (Pope), 117, 430, 739

on Birgittine Order, 75

Urraca (Queen), 184, 258, 652, 682, 809

Alfonso VI as father of, 808

burial of, 99

coinage of, 154

consort of, 809

ecclesiastical patronage of, 809

of Iberia, 809

moral laxity of, 809

Ursula and Her Companions, 246, 705, 809–810

Elisabeth of Schönau on, 809

iconographic hagiography of, 809

Memling painting by, 354

relics/reliquaries of, 809, 810

Ut mulieribus ornamentar restituantur (That Ornaments Be Restored

to Women) (Sanuti), 725

Uta Codex, 242

Utrecht, diocese of, 134

V

Vadstena church, 30, 33, 76

Valdemar IV, 510

Valence, Joan de, household accounts of, 379

Valencia, 217

Valentinian I, 422

Valkyries, 811

arms/armor of, 37, 152

in Beowulf, 811

in Old Norse literature, 496
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Valkyries (cont.)

in paganism, 629

in Skáldkonur, 762

supernatural women and, 811

Van Mierlo, Joseph, 345

Vanita, Ruth, 747

Vauchez, André, 48

Vecchietta, Catherine of Siena altarpiece by, 355

Veil of Veronica, 202

Ventadorn, Bertrand de, 498, 641

Verdon, Theobold de, 357

Verdun, Rohesia de, as castle builder, 110–111

Vergerio, Pier Paolo, humanist teacher, 383

Vernacular theology. See Devotional Literature

Veronica’s Veil, 811

Boniface VIII (Pope) on, 812

Christ likeness in, 812

in Golden Legend, 812

Vézelay, Mary Magdalene pilgrimage site of, 532

Vienna Genesis, 39

Vigri, Caterina. See Caterina Vigri

Villemagne, Preciosa de, 427

Villena, Isabel de, 480

Villey-St-Etienne cemetery, 27

Villon, François, 812–813

on prostitutes, 812

Vincent of Beauvais, 590

Violence, 813–814

arms/armor in, 36–37

in ballads, 58–59

Barbarian Law Codes for, 813

Beowulf portrayal of, 70

of crimes/criminals, 814

cross-dressing/female, 814

of Dorothea of Montau, 225

female, 813

for honor/reputation, 813

in Old Norse literature, 813

theoretical issues of, 814

vengeance/vindication as purposes of, 813

of virgin martyr, 815

in warfare, 814

wergild and, 831

Virgil, 243, 601, 803

Virgin Martyrs, 814–816

of Agnes, 814

ascetic as, 108

canonization of saints of, 108

Catherine of Alexandria as, 115, 814, 818

of Cecilia, 814

Christ as first, 108

in church, 137–138

Ebba of Coldingham as, 349

Foy as, 298

in hagiography, iconographic aspects of, 354, 816

hagiography of, 814

historical development of, 815

Hrotsvit of Gandersheim on, 815

influence/afterlife of, 815–716

Katherine Group on, 439–440

legends for, 815

Margaret of Antioch as, 506, 814, 818

rape and, 815

saints as, 348

violence of, 815

virginity of, 818

Virgin Mary, 31, 196, 278, 309, 355. See Mary, Virgin (all entries)

Anne (Saint) and, 14

art representations of, 40

Birgittine Order in honor of, 75

in Book of Hours, 89

books of piety on, 86

bride of Christ and, 95

Caesarean section by, 106

elements of beauty of, 65

Elisabeth of Schönau on, 246

maternal imagery and, 81

as Queen of Heaven, 95

Vigri’s art of, 113

weaving/spinning of, 152

Virginity, 349, 751, 816–820

of abbesses, 819

Aethelthryth as icon of, 10–11

Ambrose on, 123

asceticism of, 570, 819

Augustine (Saint) on, 817

Christian concept of, 817

of Christina of Markyate, 818

conduct literature on, 818

for cultural production, 819

of Edward the Confessor, 819

of Eustochium, 422

gender ideology aspect of, 311

hagiography for, 818

of Herrad of Hohenbourg, 819

of Hildegard of Bingen, 819

Hildegard of Bingen on, 818

imagery of Bride of Christ in, 819

Jerome on, 123

of Joan of Arc, 431

Katherine Group on, 439–440

as life stage, 818

lifelong, 818–819

male, 819

medical concepts of, 817–818

of monasticism/nuns, 579–580

of Radegund, 693

rape/raptus and, 694

in Song of Songs, 819

unicorn and, 807

virgin martyr and, 818

Virgin Mary and, 538, 540

of vowesses, 823

Virile Women, 285, 820–821

Amazons and, 16–17

Augustine on, 52

gender ideologies for, 820

in Irish literature, 481

landholding/property rights of, 821

as leaders in Europe, 821

Matilda of Tuscany, 550

Ottonian royal women as, 821

Visconti, Valentina, as ambassador of culture, 87

Visigoths, 52, 581

Athanagild as king of, 684

Barbarian Law Codes for, 59

laws of, 59

Vision

of Bake, Alijt, 57

of Birgitta of Sweden, 74
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Visitatio Spulchri (Katherine of Sutton), 232, 233

Visitations, Monastic. See Monastic Visitations

Vita (Gilbert), 324

Vita Aedwardi Regis, 239

Vita Christ (Life of Christ) (Villena), 480

Vita Merlini (Geoffrey of Monmouth), 786

Vita Nuova (Dante), 62, 190

Vitae Patrum, 486

Vitry, Jacques de, 107, 309, 500, 547, 656

on Marie of Oignies, 514

sermons/preaching of, 530

Vitry, Jean de, 676

Vladimir (Prince), 723

Voice, Female: in Literature, 821–822

in Beowulf, 821

in Consolation, 822

in death lament, 822

in Divine Comedy, 822

in Evangiles des Quenouilles, 266

in female-authored texts, 822

in Lancelot, 821

in Laxdaela Saga, 821

in love complaint, 822

mysticism and, 822

in pastourelle, 822

in Poetic Edda, 821

in Romance of the Rose, 822

in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, 822

of trobairitz/troubadours, 799–800

of trouvères, 803–804

Volmar, 365, 366

Vorau manuscript, 56

Vowesses, 822–823

chastity/chaste marriages of, 823

as religious laywomen, 812

virginity of, 823

widows as, 822, 833

Vows of the Peacock (Longuyon), 608

Vulgate, 146, 717

on Catherine of Alexandria’s life, 115

Jerome translation of Bible, 422

W

Wagner, Richard, 415

Waldemar IV (King), 310, 682

Waldensians, 361, 417, 739, 825–826

lay reform movement of, 462

Merlo on, 825

religious poverty of, 664

sermons/preaching of, 825–826

on witches, 841

on women’s ordination as priests, 625

women’s spiritual leadership in, 825–826

Waldrada, 217, 218

Wales, 826–827

Christian marriage in, 827

divorce in, 827

inheritance in, 826

landholding/property rights of women in, 826–827

monasticism/nuns in, 587

women’s literacy in, 827

Walker, Sue Sheridan, on landholding/property rights, 448

Wallada Bint Al-Mustakfi, 478, 592, 827–828

poetry of, 828

Wanderer, The, 679

Wardship, 828–829

betrothal of children in, 828

feudal, 828

of girls/boys, 326

heiresses in, 828

landholding/property rights in, 828

Warfare, 829–831

Adela of Blois and, 830

Amazons and, 16

arms/armor in, 36–37

chivalry in, 128

in crusades, 829

female violence in, 814

Iberian chronicles of, 830

of Joan of Arc, 432–433

Nine Worthy Women in, 608

representation in, 830

roles in, 829–830

in Roman de Silence, 831

in Tournament of Ladies, 831

in tournaments, 797

of valkyries, 811

women warriors in, 830

women’s influence on, 830

Warner, Marina, 541

Wealhtheow, as major figure in Beowulf, 70

Weapons. See Armor and Weapons

Weaver, Elissa, 708

Website resources

Feminae index of articles, 373

Matrix for monastic house listings, 373

Wedding of Sir Gawain and Dame Ragnell, The (Chaucer), 786

Weddings. See Marriage Ceremonies

Weiler Sister-Book, 672

Weinstein, Donald, 347

Weir, Anthony, 756

Welles, Cecily, 473

Wemple, Suzane Fonay, 122, 289, 370, 371

Wergild, 60, 831–832

for abortion, 831

Barbarian Law Codes for, 60, 831

for crimes/criminals, 831

German law for, 457

violence and, 831

Wernher, Prester, 474

Weston, Jessie, 854

Wet-nursing. See Breastfeeding and Wet-nursing

Wfl. See Wife’s Lament, The

Wiborada (Saint), 350

Widows, 832–835

administration of estates by, 8

alternative for, 833

as anchoresses, 18

Beguines for, 833

Blanche of Castile as, 832

in Christian marriage, 519, 522–523

demography of, 200

in Eastern Europe, 236

ecclesiastical patronage of, 638

in England, 251

English secular court law on, 456

feme covert and, 282

feudal law on, 832

French customary laws for, 454
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Widows (cont.)

Guibert of Nogent’s mother as, 336

heiresses as, 834

independence of, 834

landholding/property rights of, 448–449

law for, 452

Margaret of York as, 508

misogyny and, 832

monasticism/nuns for, 833

in old age, 623, 624

peasants as, 643

poverty of, 663–664

problems of, 832–833

remarriage of, 706, 832, 833–834

vowesses as, 822

Yvette of Huy as, 861

Widows as Guardians, 835–836

in Iberia, 836

in Italy, 836

for Jewish women, 835

Jewish women for, 427

legal agency in, 464

remarriage of, 835

Roman law for, 835

in wills, 838

Wife Beating. See Domestic Abuse

Wife of Bath, 50, 330, 335, 451, 486, 623, 653, 702, 707, 756, 786,

801, 832, 836, 844

as Chaucer character, 126, 127

clothmaking by, 151

as critic of male medieval history, 287

Jerome on, 836

misogyny on, 836

Wife of Bath’s Tale (Chaucer), 628

Wife’s Lament, The (Wfl), 492, 679

Wigalois (Grafenberg), 836

Wild Women, 836–837

Chaucer on, 837

sexualization of, 837

supernatural, 837

in Wigalois, 836–837

in Woldfietrich B, 836

Wilfrid of York (Bishop), 10, 685

Willard, Charity Cannon, 854

Willehalm (Eschenbach), 17, 474, 843

Willem the Procurator, 135

William, 6

William I (Count), 135

William II, 403

William IV (Count), 135

William IX, 174

William of Aquitaine, 498

William of Auvergne, 726

William of Habsburg, 421

William of Malmesbury, 358

William of Rievaulx, 324

William of Saint-Thierry, 95

William of Ware, 396

William the Conqueror, 6, 152, 239, 274, 731, 783, 830

William the Pious, 209

William VI (Count), 420

Wills, 837–839

almsgiving/charity in, 14–15, 838

in Annales School of History, 838

for dame schools, 471

dowries in, 839

English secular court law on, 455

genealogy in, 838

as historical sources, 838

inheritance in, 406, 838

legal practices in, 837–838

Roman law on, 838

for urban records, 702

women as guardians in, 838

women in others’, 838–839

Wilson, Adrian, 500

Wimbourne, double monastery of, 465

Winstead, Karen A., on Golden Legend, 420

Wisdom, 840

allegories for, 840

Christine de Pizan and, 840

Hildegard of Bingen and, 840

Jesus as mother comparison to, 423

women personification of, 840

Witches, 331, 840–843

and abortion, 5

in art, 40

art representations of, 40

canon law on, 841

European stereotype of, 840–842

executions of, 841

as female, 842

as heretics, 362, 841

impotence by, 398

Innocent VIII (Pope) on, 842

magic/charms of, 505

medieval precursor of, 842

misogyny on, 572, 842

paganism of, 841

penitential manuals on, 841

Satan and, 726, 841

in Secrets of Women, 734

Waldensians on, 841

witchcraft/sorcery of, 840

Wladislaw III (King), 445

WlE. See Wulf and Eadwacer

Wogan-Browne, Jocelyn, 146

on Golden Legend, 420

Wolf, Kenneth, 768

Wolfdietrich B, 836

Wolfram von Eschenbach, 17, 719, 843–844

on Amazons, 17

Arthurian literature and, 841

Chrétien de Troye and, 843

German literature of, 843–844

on infants, 402

patronage of, 843

Wollestonecraft, Mary, feminist theory of, 287

Woman on Top, 844–845

Aristotelian concepts of, 844

cross-dressing of, 844, 845

in double monasteries, 226

Eve and, 844

in festivals of misrule, 292

misogyny of, 844

Smith on, 844

visual arts for, 845

Woman on Top (Davis), 844

Woman’s Song, 845–846

of courtly love, 845
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dance for, 845

Dawn Song (Alba) in, 846

Klinck on, 845, 846

lyric performance of, 646

minnesang and, 846

of trobairitz/troubadours, 799–800, 845

of trouvères, 804

Women

in agriculture, 12

almsgiving/charity of, 14–15

in architecture, monastic, 33–34

Aristotle and, 35

as patrons of architecture, ecclesiastical, 31

Women Authors: German Texts, 319, 847–849

Ava as, 56, 847

Dominican nuns as, 847–848

Elisabeth of Schönau as, 245, 847

Gertrude of Hackeborn as, 847

Gertrude the Great as, 847

Hätzlerin as, 848

Herrad of Hohenbourg as, 363, 847

Hildegard of Bingen as, 381–382, 473, 847

Hrotsvit of Gandersheim as, 847

Kotanner as, 848

literacy of, 848

Mechthild of Hackeborn as, 847

Mechthild of Magdeburg as, 553, 847

religious writings of, 847–848

of Sister-Books, 761–762

Stagel as, 782

Women Authors: Italian Texts, 849

Angela of Foligno as, 849

Catherine of Siena as, 849

King, Margaret on, 708

Nogarola, Isotta as, 611, 849

Panizza on, 708

Rabil on, 708

Tornabuoni de’Medici, Lucrezia as, 796–797

Trota of Salerno as, 849

Women Authors: Latin Texts, 761–762, 849–850

Adela of Blois literacy of, 6

Barbarian Law Codes of, 60

Caesaria of Arles as, 849

Cereta as, 120, 850

devotional literature in, 204

Dhuoda as, 850

Elisabeth of Schönau and, 247

Hildegard of Bingen as, 849

Hrotsvit of Gandersheim as, 381, 849

humanism in, 850

Humility of Faenza and, 385–386

for lay education, 240

literacy/reading of, 469–471

Perpetua as, 849

Radegund as, 693, 849

Stevenson on, 708

Women Authors: Middle English Texts, 851–852

Beaufort, Margaret as, 851

Berners as, 851

Hull, Eleanor as, 851

Julian of Norwich as, 437, 851

Kempe as, 851

Paston letters as, 851

religious works of, 851

Women Authors: Old French Texts, 852–853

Christine de Pizan as, 133–134, 289, 301, 852–853

Marguerite Porete as, 510–511, 852

Marie de France as, 289, 301, 512–514, 853

narrative poems of, 852

in Old French literature, 494

Women Authors: Spanish Texts, 853–854

López de Córdoba as, 498, 853

Teresa de Cartagena as, 789, 853–854

Women, Family and Ritual (Klapisch-Zuber), 371

Women: From the Greeks to the French Revolution (Bell, Susan

Groag), 371

‘‘Women Humanists: Education for What?’’ (Jardine), 708

Women in Frankish Society: Marriage and the Cloister, 500 to 900

(Wemple), 371

Women in Medieval Society (Herlihy), 370

Women Medievalists in the Academy, 370, 371, 373, 854–855

list of, 854–855

Power, Eileen as, 666

Women of: England, Paston letters of, 631–632

Women of the Renaissance (King), 708

Women, Production and Patriarchy in Late Medieval Cities

(Howell), 372

‘‘Women Traders in Medieval London’’ (Abram), 369

Women under Monasticism, Saint-Lore and Convent Life between

AD 500 and 1500 (Eckenstein), 369

Women Work and Life-Cycle in a Medieval Economy: Women in

York and Yorkshire (Goldberg), 372

Women’s Cosmetics (Trota of Salerno), 801

Woodville, Elizabeth, 855–856

ecclesiastical patronage of, 855

literary patronage of, 855

Wooing of Our Lord, The, 851

Woolf, Virginia, 288, 486, 632

Work, 856–859

apprentices in, 25–26, 858

art representations of women at, 40

of artisan families, 44–45, 858

Bennett on, 858

Dyer on, 857

erosion of women’s position in, 858

of Flanders women, 295

Hanawalt on, 857

Herlihy on, 858

market/tradeswomen in, 515

on misericords, 567–568

in northern France, 300

in Occitania, 621

peasant women’s, 642, 857

after plagues, 655

in rural records, 700–701

in Scandinavia, 727

in Scotland, 731

Segalen on, 857

of singlewomen, 759

of textile production, 791–794

in towns, 858

urban records for, 702

waged work, 857–858

Worthy Women. See Nine Worthy Women

Wotton-under-Edge manor, 8

Wound of Christ, 203

Writing. See Letter Writing. Literacy and Reading (all entries).

Nuns as Scribes

Wulf and Eadwacer (Wi), 492

Wulf and Eadwacer (WlE), 679
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Wycliffe, John, 24

on Lollards, 496

Wynter, Simon, 205

Y

Yolande de Flandre, 361

Yolande of Soisson, altarpiece of, 203

Yvain (Chrétien de Troyes), 716

Yvette of Huy, 351, 467, 861

as anchoress, 18

asceticism of, 861

as Beguine, 66

leper care by, 377

as widow, 861

Z

Zaida of Seville, 593

Zarri, Gabriella, 34, 708

Zdislava of Lemberk, 224

Zerbi, Gabriele, 624

Zita and Other Servant Saints, 863

Zita of Lucca, 418, 768, 863

almsgiving/charity of, 14

Zoe (Empress), 102, 104, 248, 627, 770. See also Sophia

Palaiologina

Zohar, body viewpoint of, 425
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